DOCUMENTS NUMBERED 04139-07849

10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com
202.248.9320
deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http : //www.dic.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 248-9320

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.

O0113^'

Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
10/12/2006 10:59 AM
cc
Subject . Research update

9

Tom,
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www,eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17.06.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 05:26 PM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that

OO41

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/01/2007 08:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailtopsims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April .03,.2006:4:14 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: DOJ Training Materials
Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLlflk

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

oa414)..

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

t

Devon:
One of our corisulta*#0t q
-1,111 ►'are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"

Ill"
To psims@eac.gov

04/05/2006 05:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: Sims eac. ov
To
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

Wi

i;

Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line, and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
eac.gov.,
email: psi

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

00414:

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

•
•

Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings..
Helen Jamison
----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:f9 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To:
Sent: urs ay, Maih16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

00414.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
•

1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform$reliminary research on , these topics (including Federal and Itate administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

00414c

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- CTiginal Message -----

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello I
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psimsC eac.gov

00414E

To
Sent: Thursd"
Marc16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
ad}fiinistration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

'004.^4r•

Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tony J. Sirvello F
04/06/2006 03:27 PM
cc

GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group[j

Tony:
• How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on Wednesday,
SApril.12? --- Peggy
- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/04/2006 09:49 AM
cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
f
To "Job Serebrov"sims P
eac.
@ ov
9
04/12/2006 12:30 PM
cc "Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: working group meeting

----

^004141.

"'Nicole Mortellito'" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45-PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11 . 3 A EST. Use the usual phone number
and passcod4".
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
C/GOV
cc
04/10/2006 10:05 AM

•

You are set for the 12th at ha

Subject Re: Teleconference set up[^]

ss co

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

00415(

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

04/09/2006 11:15 PM

cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

.

Nicole:
Could you please help me setup a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM-"Weinberg and Utrecht"
04]47006 08:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: >
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)_
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

001±1.51

f is

That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
6 11:26 AM
Sent: Wednesday, Apr
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
the 15th or later.
Tova, Peggy is out of the officthis week.
---•Tova Wang'<wang@tcf.org> wrote:.
> I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
> I will be in DC for
> other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
> difference (EAC would not
> have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
> example, Monday May 8 or
> possibly even the 9th) Thanks.
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

`"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

04/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc "'Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

004154'

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --r '#

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

04/03/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 2:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Mentioning Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
"Kennedy, Kevin"
•.'
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

00415;

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:11 . PM

"Job Serebrov .
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact InfoI

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

004.5_

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/03/2006 03:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
-=- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and. Job:
> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldnaEt
> disclose.
>
> Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,.
> so that I can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

^yz

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda

, "Tova Wang"

N

00415c

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft
of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova
.

r.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcforg, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
TW proposed agenda.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

Tosims
<wan 9@tcf.org>
g"
P eac.
@ ov,9 "Tova Andrea Wang"
cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of . youpeggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

004.15E

•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV. on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM-Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To. Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc

Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

IN

Work Group Contact Infoads
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:41 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project(]

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
j

"Tova Wang"
<wan tcf.or
9>
04/11/2006 10:24 AM

To psims@eac.gov, Job
"'JobSerebrov"'
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
Original Message----From osims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job .Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

®:

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
ril 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
and passcode am.
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of;
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As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To : Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

^,t„•...^

Craig:
.have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud Voter
Intimidation research project. Asa technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
• ;^
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/10/2006 11:04 AM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

00415,

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:01 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
c
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info[

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

00416C

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"' <
04/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebr:ov
.Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears , that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
A ril 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11 . 30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
and passcode If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
if

v"

04/06/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

2
Peggy:
The interviews are ok with.me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:
>
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> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
> I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
> Prosecution of Election.
> Offenses. He responded that it is at , the printers.
> and, will not be
terim,
> available for a couple of mon!hs: In the
> he referred me .to the
z;.
• > white paper he did for IFES, which I have attadhed..
> He said that the
> white paper includes the same information on the
> prosecution of election
> fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
wang@tcf.org
To pSims
04/02/2006 06:56 PM
@ eac.g ov
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

r'

A"c;I

_>, "Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow'. Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

0041649

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello I'

- -@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group[`]

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so let . me.know a: convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two ` consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello III
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----
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From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony.]. Sirvello III [mailto:tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 .1:19 PM
To:. Helen Jamison;. Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartgan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intiiidation.
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of thworking group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: sims eac. ov
To
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00416,

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241 (b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1.1 develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies . and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research S
*r
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

00416,.

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original. Message =----

From: Helen Jamjon
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----]
From: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Monday, April 03, 20 1.19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony
S.

.Original Message.----From psims@eac.gov
To:
yy, ivl.arch 16, 2006 10:29 AM
-----

00416(

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying,. deterring,. and^nve'stigating voting, fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241.(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy
search Specialist
Elect,
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
04/05/2006 05:45 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. =Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM

00416;

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a . couple months.
Sent from Dr. D's. Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
.'
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc
Subject Interview for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconference) among our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews (310/458-1405). I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I am out of the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
(serebrov@sbcglobal.net) and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
04/06/2006 05:05 PM
p
@eac. gov
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

00U7(

From: psims( eac.gov
To: serebrov e,sbcglobal.net ; wang(tcf org
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
asked Donsanto . about an updated , version of*is Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple . of months. In the interim,. he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES; which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
wi.us>
04/10/2006 02:35 PM

To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov "' <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
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meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy. Sims
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireles4 Handheld

-----

e.,

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"`

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
ti-

04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and running

D

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:18 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: doj training materialsa

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

0041?,c.

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc '.Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

Hi Peg

0

s:

"Tova Wang"

9

I've just made it through the 2004'binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005 202.566.3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
r

• UT

04/17/2006 11:03 AM

To sims eac. ov
cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at.
the end of May. I believe I will, be working.for.the
state in June which will.•make.it difficult to find:
time to finish and cou `l'd.slow things down but I am- not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy
>

'o
5.,

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To Psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:

004174.

> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
> To .
> psims@.eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

..

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy

a
FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule xis

O041?c

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
ov"
"Jo
s
To psims a@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the- Working-Group
meeting and final write up..'
---.psims.@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <^_^
> 04/17/2006 10:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

004171

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova and Job:
>>
> > I've psed Tova's request on to Craig.
>>
> > Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> > to say she would be
> > available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> > next week for the
> > interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> > Job?
>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
®.
> >-wang@tcf.org
> > 04/1. 6/2006 11:3.9 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Subject
> > donsanto again
>>
>>
> >.
>>
>>
>>
> > Hi Peg,
>>
> > Happy Easter!
>>
> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>>
>>
>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/apri106/electioncrimeO4l406.htm
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"f

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 10:21 AM

To "'Job Serebrov"'
cc

>, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

004177

We could skim it
-----Original Messa e-----.
]
From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
•

Is it possible to get the materials . . they are using
> fc* the trainings?
> Thanks Peg...
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:08 AM
> To: wang@tcf.or
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative
>

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main

00447

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
priority these cases
will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
57 Field Divisions will
have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
will be the equivalent of
the District Elect !1Officer AUSAs. We have been
training these new
FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
them in Denver in a
very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
to Portland, Oregon for
more of the same.

>

4
> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent:'Monday,- April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Donsanto, Craig
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
^rY
> Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

004171•

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

>

>,
is

>
>
> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Job Serebrov"

•

04/17/2006 10:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

00418f,

> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 09:20 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov (mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 8:05 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

004181

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
04/17/2006 10:17 AM '

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org_.
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out f-,me. 'I •need to check' my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange? .

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
>
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

-- Forwarded by Margaret
..

Sims /EACOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —.,

^..

(II"r
To psirris@eac.gov

04/07/2006 08:52 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....Iwill stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a,eac.gov
To:
Se
Sent: urs ay, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

00448:

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative
ty

•

•

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone:866-74.7-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127...
email:. psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Peg
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/a priIO6/electioncrimeO41406. htm
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

•'

"Tony J. Sirvello Ill"
<tjsthree@msn.com>
04/11/2006 03:40 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.

Tony

00418

----- Original Message ----From: psims ,eac.gov
To : Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
ants (Job Serebrov
We have set up your telephone interview with our
(tol
ree) at
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please cal
passcocleenter
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use a lan
line, rather than a cell phone.
If you have'trouh4 e connecting, please call Nicole Mortellit^ at our office
(866-74,7-7421: Thanks! . .
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tony J. Sirvello III"
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To: is
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

00418%.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To " ob Serebrov"

05/09/2006 11:44 AM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc.
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezI

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR
***

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;'
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver;A certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.

00418(.

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribu onw or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and ca 'paigns, or publicly supports or opposes a
candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on at an election. An offense
under this subsection is a Class .A misdemeanor.. On Anal conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov" <_
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject 'Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"

> 05/09/2006 11:2
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

00418'/

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.
>
>
>
>. --- ps.ims@eac.gov.wrote:
> > As you mayecall, the Commissioners directed me
> to .
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local etection official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
>> perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas ElectiQ Code
d'ti1 '
tninistrator hiring and
> > regarding ele
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
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> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the-educational
> > sessions for election officials that. are conducted
^.
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

OO 18

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>

"Job Serebrov" <
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

>>.
> Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---*"obSerebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
/2006 03:17 PM
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Im

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

004.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
^;q.,..f]ansan^to.4 -T.he^ is
> Election Fraud by
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:19 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 5-12-06.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
a GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg ana7tt`""^

To psims@eac.gov
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00419 ..

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld"

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht" [w
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: on ay, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Qo'tI9
0

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:43 PM

To " ob Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: new working group representativeI

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
•" ob Serebrov"
To ps.ims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you

4
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•

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>

if

he represents the.
•> I really don't care
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > c
> >
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

004'9,.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > 'for Civi4Rights. He , will be representing
Barbara
>.> Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

His contact and mailing info is:
jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> >>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
> > >

> >>
>>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
/11/2006 0317 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

a:.
Fed Crime Bection Fraud.doc

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
s

• .;, Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
t

''

•o

05/02/2006 09:45 AM

To wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

00419E

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
.. (202)566-2377
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
.^largaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "J b Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
P^^(@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Wang
rg
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restiictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov" ^^
"Job Serebro
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is . the position . in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him.but:I'can,'t promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
r
a''t

M

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/24/2006 04:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

Work Group Contact-Availability lnfo.xls

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials

00410(

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mindnoting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

00410(

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Jo

••
To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

00420[

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>

I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
back to the office, and we can have copies available
at the meeting.
Peggy

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>

•

> ----- Original Message ,----=
> From:. Wang
> Sent:.05/13/2006 1.0:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov".<
> Subject: Fw: 'research summary

IS

.

>

> Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
> so as I said I'll just
> present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" <
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
> Subject: Re: research summary

> > T>>
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you
approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 06:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

OO42a^`.

!fl

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud=voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local.
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from natkjal associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from sci ce and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/25/2006 02:37 PM
•
cc

•

Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

LJ
VFVI Meeting Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:47 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

00420.

Subject RE: Your Materials[]

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
a
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

w

^

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

00420

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsahto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materi^s

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an

0042®4

election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

• ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --.
•

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2^06 09:48 PM

ToPsuns
@eac.
9 ov
CC.
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsneac.gov
To: wang-(a,tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the

• 004200

requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with. Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join.
the workin roue, --- Peggy
--=- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
•,

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary

00420E

went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 01:41 PM
iy

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your. Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Cralg.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

00420',1

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very. interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

9020

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DO.J.HQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election, fraud cases go to trial.: When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

Working Group „ttendees 5-18-OG.doc

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[

Please forward list.. .there was no attachment. thanks!

Elie L.K Collver

004201-

s.

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting.. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
`•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
02:49 PM
05/23/2006
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision

004211

below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/24/2006 03:17 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
•

Subject Re: press interview(

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@ tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

•

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,
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05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"
<Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psimsac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 8;44 AM
.To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
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• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
•
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
•
it presents for fraud.
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex aid- yet may
•
nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as it might be.
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
•
major problem in 2004.
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
•
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Pe ggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs. corn
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group. Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today,'either.by Federal Express•or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group. for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

q
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

M2 1C

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobai.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/16/2006 09:25 AM

cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and . the . case , law. research?
blank and
> I'm drawing
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for . this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --"Job Serebrov"
^"
<s
To psims@eac.gov
05/1706 09:56 AM
cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Messag ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question

> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be co .,ensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
apts.
> retain food r

>.
> Job
>

---

'!1,

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova9Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXrERNAL
05/24/2006 04'57 PM
•
cc
Subject RE: presentation[j
--`

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
ti

/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that. it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later-so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my .first.slide noted'our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct.such research.

•

The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@a EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

^►

05/15/2006 02:25 PM
,Q w
_0

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group("^–^

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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q

Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group.doc
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM •

To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:28 PM

•k

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupd

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
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United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Is

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elie
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group Unk

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elie L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
{
To psims@eac.gov
05/17/2006 10:59 AM

cc
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg - -
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This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what.
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
-the person(s) responsible f printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure A heck tried.
From:.psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[]

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•

Devon E. RTnig /EAC/GOV
05/15/200603:28 PM

To Elieen'L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

•

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLIA

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
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Thanks!
Elle

Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, bschuler@Iathropgage.com,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
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Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvf vi litana1ysis.pdf
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:39 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

I haven't really looked into it. I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group(

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
xd+► ,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[]

I have4rranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

00422:

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/1
05/15/2006
02:48 PM
CC
dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group Li
l k

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 _(with the Working Group mepbers, consultants, possible EAC
C nmissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a beer idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

00422%(-

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM

To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Coliver/EAC/GOV a@EAC
Subject. Re working groupc–j

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
â
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
•
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
â
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud

00423(.

•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
-0

Model statutes
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -• S Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

cat

'=

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/19/2006 10:15 AM

cc
•

Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.
IR
Summary of VFVI Meeting. doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Job Serebrov"
`d

'
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

004231

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret_Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret.Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 1111 AM .

To ',fob Serebrov"
>@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers[—')

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

To psims@eac.gov
05/23/200609:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

004232

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 09:24 AM
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out -- would you quickly check before I fax? And I have all my travel receipts
which I will mail to you. Thanks. T
^s
Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www, .tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 4-23 --5-20.doc
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: voucher[)

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy

R
Tova voucher 4-23 --5-20 rev.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.go'
05/16/2006 09:14 AM
cc

00423,^

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 7:41 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Date Ranges for Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research
and the case law research? I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[=

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV @EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC /GOV @EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202).294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elie
Elie L.K Coilver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group["=`]

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

004235

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also,. I will need help from Laiza on, the table tents; or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 06:41 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
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Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

. -.----Original Message-- --=
From:. psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnw!ne@lawyerscommittee'.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.or.g>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>, bginsberg@pattonboggs.com,
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathro ga e.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assist
t^sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaurn@lawyerscoittrrtte.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-i-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

0042'37

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM –;
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:4.5 AM.

To "Tova Wang <wangcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE PowerPoint Presentation. to EAC Boards[ . .

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other Points. Theeud.ience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The pap-or provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just •meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

05/26/2006 10:41 AM

cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

tk

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no". (I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with . the Fraud study.
• O This request needs to be addressed to Natal: e.Voris.of EOUSA per . the message
from here that follows.`
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---

4
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentations

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

004231'

EAC Board Status Report.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 03:47 PM

cc

Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? haven't gotten it, but I think we may be having
email problems. Let me know I'd need to look at it . today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 03:24 PM
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC

004?41

Standards Board. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

d

a

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/17/2006 01:23 PM
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421.
Sent. from Dr. D's. Fabulous BlackBerr•y ; Wireless '.Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
< Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research[

00424j'

Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc

Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www.gsa.gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentViw do 7 programld = 9299&channel ld=-1 3224&ooid= 1 0359&cor4
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_ BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp &P= MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wangt@
a tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc

Subject Re: presentationI

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review

00424`t

and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at,
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc.

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

-

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
' a<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

00424,E

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members'were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the,Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the res.^arch and the.
completeness and accuracy of the information; gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. -Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

004241.

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 2 12 -452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our. Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
.......
Click here to rec&ive our weekly e-mail updates
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --=•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:08 PM

cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

00424

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our^ Teb site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions,4nd events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates..

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims @eac.gov
cc

SubjectYour Materials

0O42^tb

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request -. - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ.. That is very rare. Instead,'what usually happens is. that once a subject for an.
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negoi9etions and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal electiort^raud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ , interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself.. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
.11
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:34 AM

To psims@eac.goj
cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
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Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections
It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
>@GSAEXTERNAL
Subject Re: Corrections[

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
f{

Job Serebrov"

.ss

.

priffs
simseac.gov
To "Tova Wang" <wang a(?tcf.org>,
05/16/

1:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

an one should be given the opportunity
I a'i ''t'-tha
to correct mista e,.

004248

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:06 AM
cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:'
> We don't.need a. castle key, but, we have to wait.
> until the Chairman returns.
> to the office tomorrow to confirm availability . of
> the parking pass. I
> expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
> me our toll-free line
> (1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
> EST, so that we can
> talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/15/2006 09:56 AM
>
> psims@eac.go
cc

To
...

ll.:

> Subject
> Re: Question
>
>

j.

>

yA

>
>

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > You will need to submit hotel and parking
> receipts.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at the office (this afternoon).

00424c-

> > Peg
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
>>
>>
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: "Job
/2006 09:0
> > Sent: 05/12/2
05/12/2006
09: ^^
> > To: psims@eac.gov
> > Subject: Question
>>
> > Peg:

>>
> > Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
•> do
• > > you want me to keep-my gas receipts- r how will my
> >.car
• > > use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
> to'
> > retain food receipts.

.

eg

>>

> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00425[

R

votebuyingsummary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

.

What is the information you need when you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from 779
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a_ list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation
I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

0045

having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----• "Job Serebrov"

^.
To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:28 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member

a

> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member

004252

> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
x r y._ a^ , 05/15/2006 06:24 PM .
+ °.. y

...: .

f*

To. Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV @ EAC
.
cc 'Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E
Romig/EAC/GOVEAC
Subject. Re: working group =

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will bring a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone at (610) 780-8551 in case you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet, it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19PM
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.

004.25;

Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sind /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV ..
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc'
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

N

VF-VI Project Presentation.ppt
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
To cdonsanto@usdoj.gov,
05/18/2006 04:36 PM
assistant@sos.in.gov, kr gers@sos.state.ga.us,
jrperez50@sbcglobal.net, mhearne@Iathropgage.com,
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com, Rbauer perkinscoie.com,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
Wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.

00425'

Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

R

House Conference Report.doc

Senate Conference Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/23/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards
I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

00425D:

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or.
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
..
----- Forwarded'by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf:orJ? @GSAEX fERNAL
05/2/2006 03:58 PM
cc

Subject RE: vouchers

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Tova Wang"
- +?
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did you think it went well?
Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy

Recommendations for Future Research

0042540

â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
â
•
State laws
State election offices
•
•
Specific states
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
•
Title Ill violations) to ID examples of procedures 'for other than HAVA Title III complaints

â

Follow up on. initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles.

and literature review

•
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
â
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

Model statutes
â
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --ALirthrn nd Utrecht"

To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc

004257

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/15/2006 01:56 PM
cc

GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidations
e

^

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 11:27 AM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[=

y ed your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
I have fort
at the WG sting. --- Peggy

004258

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the . pieces on the CD.
have only one correction:

-,

I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at.DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

00425,9

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

05/16/2006 03:47 PM

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.

Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

,ibSerebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
>------Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

004261

e

>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Corrections

>
>
>
>
>
>

Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
prepared, but I would not
worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
concerned with the Donsanto
interview summary because he will be attending the
meeting. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EACLGOV.on 04/3T/2007 04:20 PM ---

05/15/2006 09:55 AM

t>To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mile. I think I ema.iled the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
.;
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:0
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question

]

> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>

Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.

004261

> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.g .'[mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry

This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.

004262

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that yo u want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my . BlackBerr.y Wireless. Handheld

S.
----- Original Message -----'
From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM'
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto @usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

cc
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg gy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file

004263

is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<j^i
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>,
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; ass s- ant@sosJn.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; .weinutr@verizon.net>
m^
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org.<jgreenbau _
org>;
vjohnson@la.wyerscommittee:org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com.<.dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>;'Donsanto, Craig .'
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 08:43 AM
< Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group[]--`

Here is the content of the email attachment:

OO264

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, the* is much more written on this topic by advocacy group than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited •,
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
•
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.

00426,5

•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,.
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject . Re: Voting Fraud-Voter. Intimidation Working Group

•»,

cat

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net
>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
<weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jg nbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,

004260

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/19/200602 51 PM

To Craig Donsantt
'CC:

•

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis . Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
„: •
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
•
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation

follows. --- Peggy.

'••

004267

Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
'Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

004268

Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny.
Absentee
ballot and reject
Sr
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective

00426;

Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
'^.
Voter and deterrence
integrity
Ballot.
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier

004271

Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening.
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive

004271.

Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and. threatening
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GO4 n 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig "
05/16/2006 03:37 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials[

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

- •.'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims @eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

004274:

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoJ.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoJ.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

oo4a7^

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00427

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

004270

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature Report Review Summary.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/200704:19 PM --9 "Tova Wang,.
<wang@tcf.org>To psims@eac.gov;
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

004277

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as. the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike' Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of.
getO-out-the-vote-phone bank lines attest.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud

004278

e

Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple. voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting 'andviolation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
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Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
.Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot.and reject..
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and. challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
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Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
•
• Latino and vote and suppression.
Hispanic arid vote and suppression
Native American and vote and sup ression
Vote and suppress
•
• Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll. worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
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Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election fudge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Elect ion .monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 05:05 PM
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
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Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
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Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter, and deny. and Incan
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge

U042s.

Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot aid denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
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Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge.'
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation .
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
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Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:37 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials[

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto©usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
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From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigations I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My . real^concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - = will take the.singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies: That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
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represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

0

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

00428,

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoJ.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

t;P

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
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05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is!very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations an&ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud casA go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a.HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
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cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
05/16/2006 11:03 AM
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.ora; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject:. Fw: Your Materials
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig,Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Pe ggy -I was just thinking

of you!

Great session. yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

004?9^

Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
:Vote and deny and racial.
Voter and deny.and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and denyand black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino

00 4?04

Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge.
Election and challenge
Vote and police'
Voter and police'
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
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Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot' security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
,•.
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Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher-and intimidating
'Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating

S
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Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM - --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

.

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

00429F:,

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought -- and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the.deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM

00429--

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

1
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Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
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at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg S
S
I have read over the materials•you sent to me and viewed the pieces on -the CD:
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners;
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

j

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org^
Subject: Fw: Your
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM -----
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@ usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have rea4over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on*he CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -4."Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and ch``llenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge

•^
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Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
.Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and . Native American
Voter anted Native. American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge.
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
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Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and: destruction
Voter and deter
Vote Sand'deterrence.
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll

worker
worker
worker
worker
worker
worker

and
and
and
and
and
and

S

challenge
intimidate
intimidation
intimidating
threatening
abusive
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Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
PCIl judge and challenge
Poll . judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the names of certain registrants, who were
•registered by federal examiners, without .obtaining prior approval of the ..
Justice Department.
After I received your -email, I . asked Barry.Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry," during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures
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is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To
psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject
RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
2 2006 9:20 AM
Sent: Friday, Ma
To: wang@tcf.or
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research
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Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process. .
..
9
Please suggest any changes that you 'think would further clarify the current approach; -== Peggy*
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thursday[

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I. will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims%eac.gov]
•
Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
•
wang@tcf.org
Travel Reimbursement
From:

Sent:

•

To:

Subject:

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy .
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
" rai C. D nsanto"
To "peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <
>
>
>
>
>
>

wrote:

Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 1
-0700 (PDT)
From: "Craig C. Donsanto'
Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mai
address
To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
<Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>

> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
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> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

> ---"Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)."
> . <MichaelEllio.tt@ic..fbi.gov> wrote:
> >'Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office)
>>
> > 310-210-8511 (Cellular)
>>
>>
>>
>>

> Craig C. Donsanto
>

OO^S3t3

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/G/ on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/01/2006 02:50 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01:30 PM
Subject Re: Working uroup NotesI

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

R

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
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Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
• 41 East 70th Street -:New York; NY 10021
• phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To sims
eac. gov
p
°^
cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject
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Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
Subject . Re: [5

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony.
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To sims
P ^ @eac. 9ov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject

–''

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
i
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 10:08 AM
cc jwilson@eac.gov

• •

Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingL

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

•

t%

•

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft thefinal report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy
,

----- Forwarded' by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
'
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 08:53 AM
cc
1

Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Messa ----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Thursday, June
,
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

)

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
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Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs. if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> expensive hotels, and.
> received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
.yet
.
> 1) . I have !not
>received a response from her and she, has. been out of
> the office much of
>•this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
>
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>

Peg:

> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
>
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript &.Teleconference

> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
<wan
> > To:
* @tcf.org>
> > Cc:
06 9:55 AM
> > Senurs ay, June
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>> >
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>>
>>
> >
>>>
Re: Re:
>>>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > -----Original Message ------..
> > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> ^ > To:
cf.,a >.
> > Cc:
> > > Sent: . Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>>
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

> > >>
> > >>
> > psims@eac.gov
> > >> cc
> > >>
> > Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> >.>>
> > >>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
> >•

1>>
>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
`•a

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel
Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject travel
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Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-"77o4 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebro

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Latern
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How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

cc

Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal,.but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12,2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•
tom 06/07/2006 10:01 AM
To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
@
g
r ^y
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5 -18-06 Working Group MeetingI

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5 -18-06 Working Group Meeting
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recommendations

Here are my recommendations with the last one now included. Please let me know about the transcript
and when you all want to talk about getting the final report done. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
eg

s

Click here to receive our weekly a-mail . updates.

future suggestions. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@
sbc9
lobal.net>
06/13/2006 09:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.or
cc
Subject Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 11:07 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
C(.,

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconferenced

4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --- Peggy
wang@ tcf.org
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wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
C,

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc:..<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20.06, 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript '* Teleconference

> I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
> only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
> How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
> really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>
>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Re:

>

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: < an @tcf.or >
> Cc.
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:
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>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>
>>
>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM

To
psims@eac.gov

"Job Serebrov"

>>

cc

Subject:

>>
>>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/13/2006 10:07 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Mess
From: Job Serebro
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:10 AM
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To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

--^ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM:-- --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"^

06/09/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
http://www.gao.gov/cgi-binlgetrpt?GAO-06-450
g v/highlights/d06450high.pdf
Highlights - h ttp://www.gaoo
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[
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Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/09/2006 04:50 PM

To

rebrov"

cc

>@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Travel & Transcripts[

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrq
"Job Serebrov"
,,.®
06/08/2006 10:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
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> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
.>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov
> 06/08/2006 01:PM>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST

is fine with me, if it works for Job.

> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
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>>

> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>
>t
> > u sec
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>'> Can, we make it'4 est? I.'have'another meeting: at
> 3.
>.''.------ Original . Message -----'
> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc: <
ay`;--'u-n- p, v06 9:55 AM
> > Sent:
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >'
> > >
> > >

> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>>
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> >
> > > Subjec
> > >
>>>

Re: Re:

> >>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

004330

>>>
>>>
> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > ----- Original Message ----> > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > > Cc:
> > > Sent.June O2006 9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
> •> >
> > >> .
> > > Sorry... We have, been swamped with other. program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> > --- Peggy
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>

> > >> u
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> > >>

00433r

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> >>
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GO.V on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----=
^.
To
"Job
Serebrov"
06/14/2006 1046
PM '. P sims@eac. 9ov
cc

wang@tcf.org

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message---From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims e c.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >

>> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>> >

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
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transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> > 41 East..70th Street . - New.York, : NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212--452-7704 fax: 212 = 535-7534 .,, ... ..
>> >>

.

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

>> >>

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >>

>> >
>> >

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 01:10 PM
SubjecT'tF?'e 1ranscr t & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
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recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> Peggy
>
>.

wang@t.cf.org.
> 06/08/2006 : 10:10 AM '
>.

.

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> -$ubJeeL
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Can we make it 4 est?
I have another meeting at 3.
-----Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc:
lh ur slay, Tune 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Sen
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
I hope we receive an
> > I'll see how it comes in.
If we
> electronic copy.
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
two of you.
> it to t1
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 P EST for a brief
I
> teleconference?
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> >
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov
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> > cc
>>

>>
Re: Re :
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something. you can email?
> > And .
>>

> > can we set 'up. a call for some time in the next' few
> days? Thanks.
• > > ----- Oxal Message ----> > From: <psims @dac:..gov>
> > To: < an @tcf.org>
> > Cc:
06 9:35 AM
> > Sent: T urs a
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

> >>
> >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
> activities and
> >> preparations
> >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> have not ye received the
•n Group session. Devon
> >> transcri o '*tom
> checked with the court
> >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> --- Peggy
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> >>

u,
> >> Subject
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>>

GO 33%

>>>
>>>
> >>
> >>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>>>

> >> Tova
>>>
>>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org> :

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel.

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[
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What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). 1 have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Sere
"Job S
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

c®..

O6/08/2Q601 10 PM

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc

> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

O043^37

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
>
Cc:
<
ay, June u, ZQ06 9:55 AM
> Sent:
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
me
> > I'll'see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only . receive a hard.copy,. we can pdf it and email
> it . to,thhe two, of you.
> > How about .Monday afternoon at aPI?'EST'for a brief 4
>. teleconference? I.
> >.really can't do.it.before .them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
AM
> >
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
>s
> > u sect
> >
Re: Re:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> >:;To>•'._'anc t for >
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June
06 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

>>
>>

GO433$

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checJd with the court,
o-rter, who said it will be delivered today.
>>
--- Peggy

> >>
> >>
>>>
> >>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>
> >>
>..psi`is@.eac.gov
> >> cc

06/08/2006 09:15 To.
AM

"Job
> Serebrov"
> >>
> <^
> >> Subject
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

`

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
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06/09/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

-----Original Messa ----_
From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 8:17 AM
To: Tova Wang
Subject: RE: Transcript & Teleconference

N mally I am not home for , lunch.

]

^.

--- Tova Wang <wa'ng@tcf.org> wrote:
> What about during a lunch hour?
>
>
>
>
>

-----Orig nal Message----From: Job erebro
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

1

]

> Peggy:
> I can't predict when I get home but it is between
> 5:30
> and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late
> to
> have a teleconference.
> I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
> and work on my own as well as expanding the
> explanation of the case section.
> Please see what your financial officer did with
> regards to my travel.
> Thank you,
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps
> we
> > could talk then?

>>
> > Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> > our Financial Officer
> > with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> > on the grounds that
> > your actual total travel costs are less than the
> > estimated total travel

004340
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> > costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> > expensive hotels, and
> > received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead
> of
> > 1). I have not yet
> > received a response from her and she has been out
> of
> > the office much of
> > this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov
> > 06/08/2006 01:1
> > .
> > To
> >..p'sims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.or.g
> > cc
>.> serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer
take
> time during the work day for telephone
conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project
after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things
done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.

>>
> > Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> > the
> > mileage portion of my travel voucher?

>>
> > Job

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
--> Peggy
>
>
>
>

00434:.

> > > wang@tcf.org
> > > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > >^
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>
>
>
>
>

> > > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> > 3..
>. > ---- -- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@ea:c.gov>
•
. > > To.:. <warig@tcf . org>
^
> > > Cc: <s
> > > Sent: r
ayuT
2006 9:55 AM
> > > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
> > >
> > >
> > > >
> > > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive
> an
> > > electronic copy. If we
> > > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> > email
> > > it to the two of you.
> > > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> > brief
> > > teleconference? I
> > > > really can't do it before them because of
> other
> > > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > >
wang@tcf.org
> > > >
> > > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > > >
AM
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > > cc
>>>>
>>>
> > > > Subject
> > > >
Re: Re:
> > > >
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

004342,

>>>>
>>>>
> >> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be.
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:

y
uW
ne— S, 2006 9:35 AM
> > > > Sent: Thursd*
> > > > Subject:. Re:
> > > >..
> > > >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>_>. >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other.
program
> > activities and
> > >>preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

> > > >>

h:u^',:

> > > >>

•.

> > > >>
> > > >>

> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>

> > > >>
> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

message truncated =__

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov'

06/21/2006 11:00 AM

cc

, psims@eac.gov

Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

004343

a
absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xds 'dead' voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.xls
a

voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are
the super-refined versions of.the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. love
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/19/2006 01:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats'a first! ' Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject voucher

Hi Pe9,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. love

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

M34A

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov"
06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: teleconference

fine
-=-=- Original Message
From: "Job Serebrov" <ser
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcfor
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?

1

00434,

>> >>

Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> Click here to.receive
>> weekly e-mai? updates.

>> >>

our'•

>> >
>> >

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucher[

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

0043'

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Devon: Romig/EAC/GO
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/22/2006
03:44 PM
Mt.
j
. . wang@tcf.org .
cc
$
n
Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM -"
IReporting"
To dromig@eac.gov
^'
®rniecc jwilson@eac.gov
06/22/2006 03:24 PM
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
dk%

051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager,

004347

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
06/19/2006 04:28 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
06/15/2006 0501 PM
Thompson =Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC®
cc..
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
•'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

° =4

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/3(2007 ; 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov"
•
''''
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 06:21 PM
cc

00434

r4

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week
> net week good for you
> two?
>
> Peggy

or early

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----wang@tcf.org
To sims
P
@eac. 9ov
06/22/2006 10:29 AM
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/19/2006 12:19 PM
cc "Job Serebro^
Subject Re: teleconference

^>

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
St

wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebr

psims@eac.gov

00434'

06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message
From: "Job Serebrov" <^
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

4

> Tova:

t..

> 5 pm . ESTis 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7,
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" <s
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >>

0035[

>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>>>

>.>

"

.: fir;!.

¢? • -

>.

--_ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott
06/19/2006 02:28 PM
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov"
-^^
To psims@eac.gov
06/1 8/21106 1 2:31 PM cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —

00435`

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: pay/travel

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov®
"Job Serebrov"
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job
14.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
•
06/20/2006 06:52 PM

To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the EAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

OQ354'

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for SerebrovL

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov .
w.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV;
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

'To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov" < Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

"Tova Andrea

Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov'
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:

004353

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" <s
> To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova An rea Wang"^
> <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
> Subject: Re: Teleconference.
>
> >`$ It will need to. be early next week. What news . of
• the
> > transcript?
>>
>>
>>
• > > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> >>
> >> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> >> teleconference originally scheduled
> >> for this evening. Is another day this week or
> early
> >> next week good for you
> >> two?
> >> Peggy
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
>>>
>
>:.
>>
•

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV a@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition@

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

004351

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crime ook. The last was published in 1995.
---- Forwarded by Bryan .Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov .To bwhitene @eac.gov
cc.
06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'
06/21/2006 12:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

00435%:

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 018 PM ---

'Job Serebrov'.
To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/22/2006 09:27 PM

Subject Suggestions

q

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Job Serebrov"
0

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

006 06:25 PM

Subject Re: nexis
Ate:.

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

00435

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebro'
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

•>, "Tova Andrea

Subject Re: nexis

.
Fine by„
Peggy.

e.

,:

-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 O6:rta
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
>
>
>
>
>

I don't know how we might be able to use these but
here, finally, are the
super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
includeehem? Thanks.•'
Tova

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
•' rA

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/20/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject question

00435-?

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded . by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM .
•
^Job Se
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:02 PM
Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment fr.c 1..them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
> is to allow Donsanto
> and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
> to provide a statement
> that would be included in the report and in the
> record.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <wang@tcf.org>
ov> • "Job Serebrov"
> To: ovas@eac.
<^
><s
> Cc: 'Tovaang <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
> > If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> > uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
> I know you don't want
> > to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
> rather important issue,
> > and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
> talk to you and Tom and any
> > of the commissioners about this further if that
> would be helpful. I am
> > available by cell over the next four days and in
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> the office all next week.
>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
dust. wanted.yQito
> time
>, >> be forwarned that the paracrr.aph has already
> raised red flags in .
DC
of
> >>-is . likely to result in an , edit. Enough said
> about that.
>>>
> >> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you
> >> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> >> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to
> >> incorporate comments received on the report and
> other efforts that fall
> >> within the tasks specified in the current
> contract. We won't get 60
> >> thou, but there might be a little year end money
> we can use to finish
> >> this off properly.
> >> Peg
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
>>>
> >>
,^
riT^ie s age - - --> »`
> >> From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various
> >>
> >> Peg:
> >>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?
>>>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

and
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> of
> >> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> >> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
> in on
> >> the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> >> we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> >> especially given how long ago the interviews
> were, to
> >> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> >> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> >> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> >> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> >> other interviews with, q, lectures by person
>.>> interviewed, outside of our. interview with.that
>, >> person. We , simply .can't afford to single out one
> >> statement in one interview that there is a
> >> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> >> as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> >> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
> DOJ
> >> electoral investigations.
> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[

Here it is. --- Peg

In

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World ReportI

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
• Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
..
www..eac-gov.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'
06/28/2006 04:37 PM
cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Brennan machine report. pd
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
06/30/2006 05:31 PM
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services
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Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

E

Serebrov Payment Tracking. xis
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,.
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28,
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

PM

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
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> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>
>.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our'Web sit,&, <http://www'.tcf'.or.g/>,
> www.tcf.org', for the latest news',
> analysis, opinions, and events.

^y

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

"Job Serebrov"
07/02/2006 10:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
On page 5 it indicates
must be changed immediate)
that I helped review and dioft Ganges to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

06/27/2006 12:12 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News &World Report reporter who'contacted me also contacted both consultants.
working on the project
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and,. possibly; Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
` a<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <_
06/27/2006 12:26 PM
cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

I
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Table of Contents.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: invoiceL

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule.xls
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•;

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2 -77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
;^
06/30/2006 10:01 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various
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I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
•> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
know you don't want to
spend anymore time o'n this, but I consider it a
e.
rather '.important issue, and
I..think Job does too.. 'I would be happy to talk to
you and. Tom and.any of
the commissioners about this further if that would
be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the
office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments . received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 tY^oy^1e'^^"
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
>>
> > --------------------------
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>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?

>>
> > I s, ke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> > agree about . .what we heard during the interview We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford' to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

x.0436'7

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: outline of final report

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled. together.thing. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report. doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Sere

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Table of Contents.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

° {

"Job Serebrov"
<s
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Pay
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Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org> .

To psims@eac.gov,

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eat gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.go
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, ,as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat electloFV pesthaZ J#I ales: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance.v^lations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
• exploration of new avenues to'prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in . the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.
Tova Andrea Wang :.

..a

Democracy Fellow
The Century. Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.orz, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
.--..._
...... _ .
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

twilkey@eac.gov

Subject RE: donsanto interviewR

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and rources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully
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provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 0.1:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
I cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, Jun
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized sc
es to corrupt the process. It is part
..of .a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat ele ion crime : that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal gampaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2^
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone.bank .
blocking case); (3)' better training of.U.S..attorneys and FBI. agents in the recognition, investigation
• and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law'
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ", fob Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.orz, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

N

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Messa
----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take-time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did .you' get an answer as-to my travel
I
reimbursement?.
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We.
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

",Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 07:10 PM

To sims
eac. ov,
@
p
g wan g@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likeljP'^` result in-an 'e'd:it.., Enough
said about that.

> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
> if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
> mod to provide for some additional hours and money
> to incorporate comments received .on . the report and
> other efforts that fall within the tasks specified
> in the current contract. -We won't, get ,60 thou, but
•> there might.be a little year end money we can use .to
> finish this •off.properly.
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
k:..
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov,_
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting[--

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
c
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
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--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM —
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting" <carolthomasreporting@cox.net>
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc iwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/20/ 04:17 PM -"J
erebrov"
To wang@
tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM
cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

rebr "
06/26/2006 06:52 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

Methodology for Case Review.doc.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiryI

Jeannie:
Here are my esponses:
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation ir: accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, 'and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting EAC 's'Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

•-
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Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same,withthe reference to Tanner's interview.`

s

-

s

Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections. are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.'
Peg
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, .Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-31.00
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
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before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

-- Forwarded by Margaist Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet.E..Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
07/11/2006 10:55 AM
•

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
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General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was locking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let', find out what his
concerns are. so that we can address them.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
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I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation.. Study

received a cad from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6®f some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that 'I
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
07/03/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>©a GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
Subject Re: FW: methodology['

11
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The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

R

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message- From: Job Serebrov [
Wednesday, June 2'8;265T41TP4
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
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> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

07/05/2006 02:49 PM
•
•

s

°.

Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
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> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov" <se>
ang c .or
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang"
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>I am concerned about the number of'hours let for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree,' . I':il see if our Contracting Officer will approve.a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money.to
>> incorporate comments
• received on 'the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" [
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various

.All

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up onejof thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

a
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:40 PM

To Serebrov
cc

e.

Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:25 PM

To "Tova

Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

c
Subject Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
In
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doe

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
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To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology. section. Please let me
ft
> know what you think.
> Tova

Q

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>.,.,phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>. Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
" www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspr4ng.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: final report[1

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"

0043¶(.

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
®.

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East .7oth Street - New. York, NY 10021
phone: . 212 -45?-77 04 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
`'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its

00430

not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job.Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net1
Sent: 07/05/2006 08:13 AM
To: psims@eac.gov.,
Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement

> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed(

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova. Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

00439:

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
®.
Subject: Estimated. Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?

00439

Job

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
07/03/2006 11:35 AM
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodologyI

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang."

•'• < wang@tcf.org>

07/03/2006 11:18 AM

psims@eac.gov
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject RE: FW: methodology
To

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

oo4394

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text.. The formatting. is still a little.weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

06/29/2006 12:07 PM
psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs

^> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century. Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events..
>

a

> <mail•to:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to

00439(0

have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534,
Visit our Web site, www.tcfor2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

0043°7

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
07/17/2006 12:25 PM
cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject RE: final report[

Yes, l have the list of Working .Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcF.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

004398

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc .,.fob Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ort;, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject RE: final reportE

00433,9

Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,.
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

n
Working Group Members 5-12-06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 12:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, P
t sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
IsiLok if I email you late in the day as to where I am? M
Thanks.
----- riginal Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc 'Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

M0 0C

Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

Is
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc 'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00440`

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
•'
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@e4c.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

s..

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you

MA2

plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

• Click:here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM = .

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:51 PM

cc
Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cell, 501-626-0440

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 21 2-452-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:36 PM

cc

o o"o

Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly a-fail updates.
•

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V
07/17/2006 10:18 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report[']

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --

00440

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/18/2006 03:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final report[=

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7-15.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org> .

',

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:36 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

004405

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both. let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would, be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

-Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7.16.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
07/28/2006 09:30 AM
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Allassume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?

K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

004406

tel:202-566-3123
--- Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 07/28/2006 09:27 AM
"Melissa Slemin"
<melissa@hss.caltech.edu>

To soverton@law.gwu.edu, dena@omidyar.net,
maidenberg@knightfdn.org, "'GPM"' <GPM@carnegie.org>,
"Kristen Engberg"" <KEngberg@JehtFoundation.org>,
'Michael Caudell-Feagan'
< MCaudell-Feagan @pewtrusts.org>, "'Daniel Tokaji'
<tokaji.1@osu.edu>, "'Charles Stewart III'
<cstewart@MIT.EDU>, klynndyson@eac.gov,
Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov, tmann@brookings.edu
cc

07/27/2006 07:25 PM

Subject Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Please find attached an invitation to attend the Election Fraud Conference
co-sponsored by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the
University of Utah and the Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, September
29-30, 2006 in Salt Lake City, UT.
Regards,
Melissa Slemin
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
California Institute of Technology
Voting Technology Project
MC 228-77
1200 E California Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91125
phone: 626.395.4089
fax: 626.405.9841

http: //votingtechnologyproject.org NonPres-memo.pdf

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
•'
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
07/25/2006 08:27 AM
cc
Subject Re: No teleconference today

There was no telephone conference scheduled yesterday.
If you all remember, due to my current job and
grandchildren situation we were unable to arrange a
teleconference.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Whats going on? Where are we at? Thanks. Tova
> ----- Original Message -----
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> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; "Job
> Serebrov"
> <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> Sent: Monday, July 24, 2006 5:14 PM
> Subject: No teleconference today

>>
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -wang@tcf.org
07/29/2006 03:32 PM

To Undisclosed-Recipient:;
p
cc
Subject moving to our DC office

Dear friends and colleagues,
As some of you know, I have decided to voluntarily give up many of my voting rights and become a
resident of the District of Columbia. As I will be simply transferring to The Century Foundation's DC office,
my email will remain the same (wang tcf.org). My new work contact information as of August 8 is as
follows:
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW
10th.Floor
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 741-6263
I look forward to speaking with you and seeing you soon.
Tova Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

o o"o

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:33 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 3

The 3rd batch.
Peg Sims

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
cg
^g

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:.39:50,2006
Subject: Voting .Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 04:59 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationD

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling conflicts of Working Group
members. There remain two members from whom we have not yet received confirmations of their
schedule (with some, it is like pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full . Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
g .: have EAC's public meeting. Also, I wil4 lose one of my two consultants iii..
June, so I'm trying . to wrap up this project (and get the final report. from the
..consultants).by the end of May.

®.

Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:

0;QgA1
,1

We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:06 PM

To sims
p
°^eac. gov
cc
Subject - Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsnn,eac.gv
o
To: wan tcf.or ; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: dromigna,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
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Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV . on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationL

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenc list of Working Group members, etc.). ---'Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet , received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov

[I
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on fo4.May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
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I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are .continuing our efforts to hone . in on a date for. the Working Group,
meeting. Are yob available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18±
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[ j

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:23 AM

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
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Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on •the Working
> Group.. .The three of us
> discussed the, desirability of havng.a HIspanic. I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of..that State's colorful.
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
>.has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.
> Guadalupe.,County is small-but :growing. In 2004, the
> county had over .65
.> , thousand registered voters (a number more than ..
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/08/2006 11:30 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> What political party is Perez with? How political is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
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> Who
> appointed Perez?
> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
> off Tova's list?
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To D'TanaS
co tt
05/05/2006 05:34 PM'
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Today's Teleconference

This seems OK, I guess its a less detailed version of what I sent you. I hope you will advise us as to what
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we are supposed to talk about/go over since we have provided the group with everything we've done
ahead of time. I also hope that you will have an answer for me on Wade. It utterly essential that we have
a leader from the civil rights community at the table.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 9:07 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have
attached a draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -ererov"
"job S
b
<serebrov@sbcglobal.n

'To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006:03:36 PM

cc 'serebrov@sbcglobal.net .
Subject Re: new working group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
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> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EEAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

•

"Tova Wang..
<wang@tcf.org>

To . psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/11/200602:12 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

It might be an Apple issue
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary
Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
•'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/04/2006 12:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

Peggy:
Rogers contact information is below on my last
message. My uncle is having a complicated procedure
where they are both cementing his spine to shore it up
and testing for a malignant tumor---which they now
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suspect as the cause of the sudden bone problems. If
it is a tumor, the working group session could get
complicated.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Hope your uncle's surgery goes well.
>
>
>
>
>

I have the Chairman's OK to follow your
recommendation and replace
Norcross with Rogers. Do you have contact
information for Rogers? --Peggy.

>.
>.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/04/2006 11:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good News

> I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
> today after surgery.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
patrogers@modrall.com

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going
to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---`

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/05/2006 12:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

• Okay, Peg - - thank you. I will be there.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:16 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

The non-election officials on the Working Group currently include:
• Barry Weinberg, whom you know
Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (organization associated with
•
the Voting Rights Project and Election Protection)
• Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, DC (Democrat attorney)
• Mark "Thor" Hearne, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO (Republican attorney)
I am trying to recruit one other Republican attorney, Patrick Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and
Sisk, NM, who was recommended by our Republican consultant. He would replace an original member
who is no longer available.
I know that Barbara has associated at conferences and in legislative efforts with Wade Henderson,
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Also, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights is listed as on of
many members of the Executive Committee for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (see
http://www.civilrights.org/abOutllccr/executive_COmmitee.html).
Does this information help? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
Sent from.Dr.'s Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
CK0]

Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

004424

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to .the effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extre4ely . important, so I am.
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. ---Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig

00442`..

Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov.
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter. Intimidation ...

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

00442f

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

•
•

-----Original Message----:From: psims@eac.gov.<psims@eac.gov>.
•
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subj ect
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00442(

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
is

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

z

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

.

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

05/09/2006 11:34 AM
s *f^
#

.. „^i

Subject Re: May 18 Meeting ]

No, but I have left a message for her assistant and I am waiting for her to return my call. I will let you know
as soon as I hear anything.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

00442kl

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How po4tical is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?.
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---

Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 10:22 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group TravelI

Peggy,
I will send these names to Adventure Travel (AT) authorizing AT to place the airfare and hotel charges on
our credit card. That is all I do on my end. BUT Devon has to follow up to make all the arrangements with
Marvin Brokaw at AT and whatever else is required as far as support servs. for the meeting is concerned.
I assume this is a separate meeting from the 2 Karen & Brian are having?

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

00442.1:

To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne = St. Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobaI.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must

004430

take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I. have not had an update
on his condition: But, as I previously stated, if •he
were to die or have . an.event while I was.in DC, I
Would hate to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the.difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
> Peggy Sims
> Election Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington. DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 1 (toll free) . or 202-566-.3120
>
(direct)
> Fax: 202-5.66-3127
> email:. psifns@eac.gov

is

>

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.
> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given.
> the financial restrictions.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

00443

>
> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

•>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
> >. To
> >.-psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
•> '.> cc
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Hi, Folks:
>
> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at

00443.3

•

> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > Rogers office, .ut
>-> have not yet received . a. reply. Job, if you have
> >:any
>> > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
> > a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due

00443

=== message truncated ===

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/05/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject WG Meeting

Peggy:
.At this point and unless.my . uncle dies before May 18,
the only. way I wild go to DC is to drive mycar. I
will , need it incase. my uncle dies while. I am there.
You will need to get approval for the use of. my car
and the two days it will take me to get there and two.
days back.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

•'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

The Commissioners made this an equal bi-partisan
issue. I am seen as representing the Republican Party.
I now have a responsibility to assure that this ends
up bi-partisan. I have been placed in a position of
dual obligations---both to the contract and to the
Party. I in fact see myself as carrying out what the
Commission wanted to the letter---equal bi-partisan
representation.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Your response suggests that you do not care what the
> Commissioners may
> think about the effort. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 04:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov

00443,

> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
>

> Peggy:
> Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me
> not
> to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
> back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
will also want a balanced. group. In fact;•
>.sa.y,they
.
•> one
• > of them was .very unhappy with Tova's.'folks.:...
.
>
..
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> > got to pick three
> > members of the Working Group. The Commission
> > guidance regarding this
> > particular member follows:

>>
> > 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> > sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> > Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>>
> > This issue of allowing a designee relates to
> Tova's
> > pick.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As I understand it, we are working on a
replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up .
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.

> > The effort is likely
> > to come back and bite you.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

>>

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

00^^3a

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I really don't care if he represents the
> > organization
> > or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> > because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> > going
> > to invite him without first having a replacement
> for
> > my side,.I may have-to call Thor and Todd and.
>> discuss
> > . -all of ,4his .
>:>
•> •> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:..'
>>
> > > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > > her. He works for her
> > > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> > >
> > > To
> > > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > > Subject
> > > Re: new working group representative
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I
> realize
> > he
> > > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a
> minority
> > > attorney and we already have a rep who worked
> with
> > > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather
> not
> > > fill
> > > that position since I am one down.
> > >
> > > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > >
> > > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > > >
> > > > Here' s his info in full:
>>>>

00437

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > >
>>>>1
>>>>
> > > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights
> Project
> > > for
> > > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> > Barbara
> > >. > Arnwine,. the Executive
>> > > Director of the.Lawyers Committee.
>>>^
>.> >•His contact and mailing info is:
> >.> >
>•> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > > 202-662-8315
> > > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > > Suite 400
> > > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > > Democracy Fellow
> > > > The Century Foundation
> > > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > > >
> > > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > > Click here to receive our
> > > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>

OU 3b

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:28 PM

cc

bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 2
Here is the second batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Aletha
Barrington/CONTRACTOR/E
AC/GOV
04/19/2006 01:09 PM

To wang@tcf.org, serevrov@sbcglobal.net
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC . .

e.

Subject Voting fra^dNoter intimidation

Good afternoon:
I like to introduce myself, I am Aletha Barrington, the new Contract Assistant, I will be replacing Nicole
Mortellito. You may address any questions regarding the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Contract to me
as well as cc all monthly reports. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!

Aletha Barrington
(202) 566-2209
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sarah Ball Johnson
04/17/2006 04:33 PM
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net, wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, c
• At the prompt for the pass code, ent

00 ^3

Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants, moving
while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up extraneous electrical
signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready to
speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the operator/technicians
by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the recording when individuals are
dialing in.
e
s
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, : please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free). or 202' 566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct'any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
• '
04/17/2006 01:34 PM
cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Actually, 11 EST would be better. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews
I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on :04/17/ ff06 11:45 AM ---

nfl/f, (
`1t

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't. do it.Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>. Tova and Job
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Is

•

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
1•
To Rivers @BlaflkRome.com
°^ BlankRome.com
04/19/2006 12:24 PM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf_of the. Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Grgp that we are organizing.
We are in the process.of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The .proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/20/2006 10:58 AM
cc DRomig@eac.gov
Subject wg meeting

Hi Peg,
I think I might have told you only that I am unavailable on the 5th. I'm actually unavailable on the 4th as
well. Any news on this front? We should also arrange a conference call next week about preparing for
the meeting, don't you think? Thanks Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY

10021

$,

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
•,
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/21/2006 12:18 PM
cc

Subject existing research summaries 3 (final)

Peg; I hope we will be able to review the binders you put together before they get sent out.. Thanks. Just
one more research summary to come Monday. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

The Long Shadow of Jim Crow.doc The New Poll Tax (JS).doc Wisconsin Audit Report.doc Wisconsin Vote Fraud TF.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/21/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc
Subject wg materials

I will now begin sending several emails with material for the working group meeting. Peg, we still have not
heard back from you on whether you like the agenda. I have attached it again. With respect to the
interview and research summaries, would you both please review them to make sure there are no glaring
mistakes?
Are we going on a hiatus next week? I'm a little confused about what happens from here. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
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Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN

TW proposed agenda.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
04/21/2006 11:10 AM
cc
Subject interview summaries 4 (final)

e

^

Please also. double check that I have not left any out. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
41

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q
Interview with Wade Henderson.doc Interview with Wendy Weiser.doc Interview with William Groth.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
J .'
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
04/18/2006 04:02 PM
•
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
•

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http://www.amazon.com/qp/product/078671591 X/sr=8-1 /gid=1 1 45390029/ref =p d bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5FencodinciUTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
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State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502)573-7100 _
02) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2Q6 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (S E)'
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
• , methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available to do• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call
• At the prompt for the pass code, enteI–
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
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If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!

•

Peggy Sims ,p
?1EI e1tn Fteseatch Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
..email: . psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOY on . 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang" .
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
04/21 /2006 11:19 AM
cc
Subject

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Summary of DOJ activities 0405.doc
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
04/18/2006 05:36 PM
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference

4-19-06

E1

Sarah:
Thank you. I have not reviewed this myself, so I really appreciate the link. Professor Campbell was
among the people interviewed by our consultants.

{
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)" <SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud -Vote Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
httD://www.amazon.com/ g P/p roduct/078671591 X/sr=8-1 /gid=1145390029/ref=pd bbs
11103-8923253-6647806?%5Fencoding=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

106 ..

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available o do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19 c
• At the prompt for the pass code,.ente

Tova and Job will join you on the line.: We have arranged for the line tobe open for an hour, with -1.0
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have hot synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!

Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
04/17/2006 12:37 PM

00444.

cc
Subject Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM
CST? --- Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:09 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 3

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Lori Minnite.doc Interview_with_NeiLBradley final.doc Interview with Nina Perales final.doc

Interview with Pat Rogers.doc Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron.doc Interview with Sarah Ball Johnson.doc

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson.doc Interview with Tracy Campbell.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, "Tova Andrea
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

04/19/2006 03:31 PM

Subject Recent email from Aletha Barrington

Please ignore the messsage sent to you today by Aletha Barrington. It was sent in error. As COR for this
project, I remain your primary contact. Thanks.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00444::

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century. Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534

e

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

Donsanto IFES FINAL.doc Election Protection stories.doc fooled again review.doc GA litigation summary2.doc GAO Report (JS).doc

indiana litigation - official.doc Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum summary.doc Securing the Vote.doc Shattering the Myth.doc

Steal this Vote Review final.doc stealing elections review. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 11:38 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

I have just forwarded to you the Feb 3 email I sent to EAC Staff.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Co rtes/EAC/GOV

Opp*451

04/18/2006 10:13 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana
Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bola OIu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

D

What is the contact info for our conference call provider in case we run into trouble at the start of the call?
Nicole used to handle conference calls and I am not sure who I would speak to in that instance. Please let
me know. Thanks.
Edgardo Cortes
Election . Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
.1225 New York Ave: NW, Ste. 1100
.Washington, DC 20005'
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

a

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To sarahball.johnson@ky.gov
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net, wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19 c l
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:

•00445:.

-\

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc
Subject definition

Is this OK now?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East. 70th Street - New York, NY 1o021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals — those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Departmenthas stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. I bran' 4o jn the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

00445:.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 01:00 PM
^r.

To "Tova.Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
Serebrov
cc . twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interview[]

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve

004.453

coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
y'

"Tova Wang"
<wan.g@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 P41

cc "Job Serebrov" <sereb.rov@sbcgIobaI.net
. donsanto interview .

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job
•

^'

~

cs

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,

004 ±5

> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
>> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time
just wanted you to
be forwarned that the , paragraph has already raised red 4Lags in DC of and
». is . likely to result in an edit.. Enough said about that.
»..
I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

.I

>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> -----

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

-- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007:04:17 PM --,=
WAargaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 1112 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM ----•'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Bola OIu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel Funds(=]

Peggy:

p04457

I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola OIu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
•"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM ----"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Payments for Personal Services

oo "58

Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

MR
Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
— — Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, "Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: VariousI

Most of the Commissioners and' Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to, attend the'
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll'Iet Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by . cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but there
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

•

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"'[serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> .Sent : 06/30/200. 6 05:5.8 PM
• > To:-psims@eac.gov; Wang@tcf.org
">"Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -s y

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wang@tcf.org, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

00 16 ("

I

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
I

Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

e

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566:2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM = - =
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

0044b^"

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking.xls

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

o o

h

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
don't have the autholy to modify contracts but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required. to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims @eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc

Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc

0044

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Jobs
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
To Sims
p
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
^°eac. gov
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up
----- Original Message -----

Let us know. Thanks.

From: psims(eac.gov
To: wangtcf.org
Cc: serebrov@ bcglobal.net
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

004465

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wangriDtcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
>'know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07103/2006 11:13 AM

To . "Job•Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL.
cc
Subject Re: Travel Funds[

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:

00446`7

I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: 'psims@eac.gov
=– Fosvarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
•
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

R

EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report.doc

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
07/11/2006 11:38 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@ EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

00446€:'

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent . : Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

00446::

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To.
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Q.Q^It7!

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:28 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon,.we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information_ (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Dons^nto@usdoj.gov>
•

"Donsanto, Craig"'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To:.Donsanto,. Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent. : Wed May.03.12:40:19.2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
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Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:41 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the WG will have suggestions. I do plan to send packets to
you and Tova containing the same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for inclusion. (Still waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a very short meeting after the WG disperses, followed
by a teleconference the following Monday afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be out of the
office attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that day. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@ sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

0.0 4.47,

--- psims@eac.gbv wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
.
> be. legitimate reasons
>.for not doing so)..
>
> I'have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> am waiting to hear if
>.he accepts our invitation to join the working group..
> --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 02:32 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group

Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for the
Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

004^7^

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you can
tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy

Perez bia 5_5_06.doc'
-- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/12/2006 03:19 PM
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud DefinitionI

I have placed another call to his office (after one previous call to his assistant and an email to him). I, too,
am concerned about our dwindling chances. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/12/2006 03:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Given the short time period, you may want to give
Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
our chances are of getting Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> received a "No" from
> Ginsberg. --- Peg

00447

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/12/2006 02:33 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
>
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try. Braden..
> ---.^sims@eac.gov wrote:
>.> I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the'
> > WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> > Tova containing the
> > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> haven't
> > sent anything yet
> > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
> > inclusion.
> > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>>
> > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > very short meeting after
> > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> > following Monday
> > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> > out of the office
> > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> > day. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> packets
> > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
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>
>
>
>
>

> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
>'> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> • (because fraud can be'.
> > >.proseeuted'without proving that it actually
> >,hanged
e .
> > > the results:of the
> > .> election),'and taken out a'couple of vague
>' > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
> > >
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 04:37 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: interview analysisf

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so their
availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

0044?7

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a. summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that.spreadsheet
you were telling me about, reflecting. the times WG participants are available? If so, maybe we can talk' ._
won? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or;, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview conclusions.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---

wang@tcf.org
05/07/2006 12:33 PM

To sims
eac.
sbc lobal.net
@ ov,
p
g serebrov °^
g
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

The bio for JR Perez tells us very little about him and there is pretty much nothing about him on the web.
Can you tell us more about him and how you decided on him? Thanks. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(ieac.gv
o
To: wang2tc£org ; serebrovgsbcglobal.net
Cc: dromig@eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

0008

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel.. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contra (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:27 AM
cc
Subject Re: Court reporterL`--^

Thanks for checking this out for me, Devon. I've asked Tom if there are funds available for this service.
Our consultants were very enthusiastic about the idea. --- Peg
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV.

0 , 0 s

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To . Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:39 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
a

Yes. Thanks. Depending on when Commissioner Davidson can spare you, we may need your help
putting materials together for the Working Group (probably next week). We also will have to print name
tags and place cards. If you are a good note-taker, we also will need people to take turns taking notes at
the meeting. --- Peggy
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
1

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:26 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

R:

Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
Subj
Subject

Peggy,

00448r

Can I help on this working group?
Elle
Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
•

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006.02:07 PM

•

•
Ip pdegregorio@eac.gov, rmarti.nez@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov
•
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthonpson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/04/2006 10:33 AM
cc
Subject Good News

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to talk with the Chairman today about substituting Rogers
for Norcross. Do you have contact information for Rogers? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 05:20 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject

0041A}8 .

RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[]

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project. 1 am asking you to attend as
Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

o ov"^
<Craito11^us
g
g•
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the .
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

00 4(±8

SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??

--------------------------

OO 4 llo3

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

006434

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here. with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference fqr AUSAs. She send her, best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also-gbing to the Board 'ofAdvisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --- -

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition[]

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there

are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc

Subject RE: Fraud Definition

. .'

Upon first reading, my onlycomment would be that l would like to restore "failing to follow the .
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fraud Definition

.

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
04/24/2006 12:13 PM
cc

Subject Re: invoiceF)-

Tova:
The draft voucher looks fine except for two things (one of them is our fault):
(1) it appears that you worked 11 days, rather than 10, during the first two weeks; and
(2) you need to put the total dollar amount owed you ($9,102) somewhere on the form. (Last time you put
it in the box with the total hours worked this period.)
Don't forget to sign and date the voucher. Thanks.
Peggy Sims

4
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Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/24/2006 09:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject : invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Pik

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:10 PM

To Devon Romig
CC

ecortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Barry Weinberg has confirmed he can attend the afternoon of May 18. He lives in the DC area, so we
won't have to worry about travel. I have contacted Pat Rogers office and left a voice mail for his assistant.
Hopefully, I will hear from them this afternoon. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
04/27/2006 09:23 AM
cc

00448`

Subject Bob Bauer

We have heard from Bob Bauer regarding his availability, so we don't need to have you pursue the matter.
Thanks for the offer, though. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --"Tova Wang"
f a'

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/09/2006 05:17 PM

cc
Subject perez

^

9

talked to Adam, and I am OK with JR. Perez.. I'm working on the Barbra situation.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/10/2006 12:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel

Peggy:
If I am calculating it right and I believe I am, it
would cost around $450 plus my meal allowance in
Virginia and Tenessee (coming and going).
All of this said, I am still a person down and there
is the bed problem.
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----

wang@tcf.org
05/06/2006 08:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

004488

Subject Fw: Your Priceline Hotel Reservation #103-967-342-62

Original Message ----From: Priceline Customer Service
To: WANG@TCF.ORG
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:21 PM
Subject: Your Priceline Hotel Reservation #103-967-342-62
-----

ft

►_' Add A Rental Car to Your Tri

► ` See Saecial-Deals On Cruises

Hotel Details
Embassy Suites Hotel Washington, D.C.
1250 22Nd St Nw
Washington, DC 20037
202-857-3388

Summary of Charges

Frequently Asked Questions

Self help

Contact Us

00 448£

L^e^d^n Qnline, bites!`

,..

Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Hel p section of our website.
The-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:21.42 p.m. AST (GMT-4)

(407805).
-- –

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 . 04:24

PM

wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 08:51 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subj

Thats great news. What happens with respect to hotels? Should I make my
own arrangements? I expect Job and I will want to stay the nights of the
17th and 18th. Thanks Pegs. And congratulations.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 5:47 PM
Subject: Re: wg

> Tova:
> Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not
> disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's next choice (Pat Rogers) as a
> replacement for Norcross.
> Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be
> unavailable that afternoon and I am scheduled for something else that
> morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you and
> Job
> regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

00419

To

05/04/2006 05:21
PM

>
>
>

psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>

Subject
wg

>.
>..Hi Peg,'
>
>
>
>
>

Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita.. Also, I wanted to let you
know that I think disinviting members of the working group would be a very
unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the problem of getting
100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I
said, I'm free on Monday. Thanks. Tova

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

•
•
r^,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 01:11 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Barbara Arnwinel

Peggy,
I just received an update about Ms. Arnwine's schedule. She is not available on May 9th.
Thanks,
Devon
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/05/2006 10:56 AM
<weinutr@verizon.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? ---
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Peg
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
•
•

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

•

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message ------

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"priceline.com Customer
Service"
To psims@eac.gov
<hotel@trans.priceline.com>
cc
05/05/2006 09:20 PM
I Subject Travel Plans for Tova Wang
Please respond to
hotel@trans.priceline.com

Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Help section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:20:48 pm. AST (GMT-4)
(407605)
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

04/26/2006 09:19 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:

oo^Ca

Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.

00449:

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC.20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
•
(

/27/2006 09:13 AM

•

,.
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig,Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
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Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.

004!9(.

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded.by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

"Job Serebrov" .
<serebrov@sbcglobal net> ,To psims@eac.gc^y
•cc .. .
• 05/11/200603:55 PM
•
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
with the 4th paragraph.
Would you please just send me that paragraph within
the text of your
email so that I can paste it into the document? --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:49 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>.>
11 >
>•>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
paragraph 4? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.ne.t>.
. 05/11/2066 03:17 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Literature Summary

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
> The
> > > Federal Crime of
> > > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > > something wrong in the fourth
> > > paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
> Can
> > > you please send a
You can send it
> > > replacement fourth paragraph?
> in
> > > an email and I will
> > > place it in the document. --- Peggy
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc

00449

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting•

D

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the.18th of May. Good luck
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Conference Call(']

I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
•

Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"

00 49`

• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (If 'Yes" check one
box below and complete item 17B.)' This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we. can reimburse the higher hotel'rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
..
($3,500).
Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening. the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall. that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

To psims@ead.gov
cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all

00 4501

alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --

{

"Job Serebrov".
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, virang@tcf.org

05/03/2006 01:48.PM

cc dromig @eac.gov

1

•

`g .

Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

•

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00450..

Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available, any days in tl third week of May?
Pegg.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00450.E

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
•such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report; then let me
know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:25 AM

To Gavin Gilmour
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM ---`s'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
oo

5a

the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms, for . under the $350 range . per . night.. If-you can ..
find hotels. that are .less. expensive: but still carry..
the kind of bed I neck for my back (either.p.illow top
or'a.number bed). please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go. to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
,.

000:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election l,ssistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW ,-. Ste 1100
Washington, DC . 20005.
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and 'can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.
> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

00450;.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>.>
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006. 10:14 AM
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I. can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
>>>

004500

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.
>
> Working Group Members
> We have a very good person to fill the slot for
the
> nonpartisan local
> election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> Administrator for . Guadalupe
>.> > Courity, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have''
'> > . n o
> > > objections _to him. He.
> >'> is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> >>
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
> > a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
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> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

C

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/11/2006 02:10 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary
Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Tova Wang"

h:ii

<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, May . 11, 2006 2:36 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac..gov
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal°net
Subject: Re: new working group representative

is

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC-20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

00450:

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded . by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----- .

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

To gsims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is

01M5?(

>
>
>
>
>
>

> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 01:59 PM

To "J. R. Perez" <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject. Re: .Bio for PerezD

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez" <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>
"J. R. Perez"
<jr
sbc9
lobal.net>
1 p erez50@
05/05/2006 01:23 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Bio for Perez

Oki

bio 5_5_06.doc

Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----

0045

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/05/2006 12:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

----- Original Message -----

From: psims e,eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Friday, May 05,2006 10:56 AM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr(cDverizon.net>
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims(Meac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims @eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you

0051:

said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202email: ps
by Margaret ims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --------- Forwar
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/12/2006 02:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group List

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -',

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04:43 PM
M05/09/2006
`-

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.

0045

They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotions/promo_landing.html?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV. on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims /EAQ/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/12/2006 01:51 PM
cc
Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.
Tova Wang
201 West 74th Street, Apt 11 F
New York, NY 10023
Phone: 212-362-5223
(Note that the package may be left with the doorman.)
Job Serebrov
2110 South Spring Street
Little Rock, AR 72206
Phone: 501-374-2176
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
•-'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:52 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days, and mostly unavailable on Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my cell phone 917-656-7905. I'll try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message---- From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

00451

Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:06 PM
®

CC psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Projec,6Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 04:39 PM

cc
Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

004511

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis
Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so
their availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 01:49 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,

004.51(

Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Response to the CB Report FINAL.doc.
—-;
- Forwarded. by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23. PM . -•

` Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
05/04/2006 05:47 PM

cc
Subject Re: wgD

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
•'
To

PM -----
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psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to his
> ftssistant and an . ema . il • to him). I, too, am f
> concerned about, our. dwindling ,.
>.chances. '--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/12/2006 03:06 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
received a "No" from
Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/12/2006 02:33 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

OO 51

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> > > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
> the
> > > WG will have
> > > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
> and
> > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the. WG. -I.
.
> > haven't
• > > >. sent anything 'et
>> > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
> > > inclusion.
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after .
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
> >>
>>>
>>>
> >>
> > > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> >>
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Fraud Definition
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We

004511

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> will
> > need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
> >
> >
> >
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election
results
> > > (because fraud can be
>.> > prosecuted without . proving that it actually
> > changed
I,
> > > the results of. the.
> > > >.election),.and taken out a couple of vague
> > > examples
> > > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
> there
> > > may
> > > > be legitimate reasons
> > > > for not doing so).
> > > >
> > > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> > and
> > > > am waiting to hear if
> > > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > > group.
> > > > --- Peggy
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
> > >
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
•`

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

0045:[

IN

Case Summaries.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/10/2006 11:51 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Update

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
> our search.) -- Peg

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/10/2006 10:29 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job

00452:

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: new working group representativef

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy, sectors- 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2tobechosenbyJob.
This issue of allowing.a .designee relates to Tova's pick.
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 03:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc

00452.

> serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- . Tova Wang <warg@tcf.org> wrote:'
> > is Jon Greenbaum
> S>

> > Here's his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
o

00452;`

>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting[

Yes. please let,Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn- Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

00452c

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM
cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
"Patrick J. Rogers" <patrogers@modrall.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>

Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
From: "Patrick J. Rogers" <patrogers@modrall.com>
To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

00452::

> P.O. Box 2168
> Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
505-848-1849
> Tel:
505-848-1891
>
Fax:
>

> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> To: Patrick J. Rogers
> Subject: Working Group meeting
> Pat:
> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled .for
> May 18thein DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come?. If so,
we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.
>
> Regards,
> Job
-----------------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by . reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

004521.

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:13 A M"Job Serebrov"
To <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez R)

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

ft
tx elec admin-eppt-partisan restrictions .doc
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in . Texas neutral. or political? Who
appointed Perez?
'contact him 'but. I can't promise
.
As to Pat I will
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM -"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

or.
Case Summades.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Job Serebrov"

00452k1.

<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/11/2006 10:16 AM

cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
.what we discussed and 'gives .-far too much time for..
areas that can be covered in a short.tima9 Not listed
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All In all, it needs-to be redone.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

05/08/2006 01:52 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOVVa EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel['"']

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May. 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
–_– Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:18 AM
•
cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:15 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group

00453(

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

psims@eac.gov.wrote:
>

Hi,

Folks:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference........
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
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> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
• >.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage_,.. hotel, .'
and per diem of doing
it your way against the cost of a,roundtrip flight,
ground transportation,
hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
should be no problem to
cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
we may only pay up to
the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
apply to me when I
travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
you will spend the
night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

> Peggy
>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/10/2006 03:03 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job

00453;:

I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.
501-626-0440
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:46 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Working Group List

Job:

..
e.

What do, you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I. need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
f .'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Material I may not have included

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC serebrov@sbcglobal.net, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Material I may not have included
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Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based
on complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article
excel spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.
Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452'7704 fax: 212-535-7534

^.

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:45 AM

To Job Serebrov

cc
Subject Court Case Charts

Job
In preparing the CDs, we have run across the following files that appear to be duplicates. Which ones
should go on the CD? --- Peggy

Chart Bection Accessible.doc Chad Vote Inaccessible.doc

ChartDenialVoterRegistrrt.doc Chad DenialVoterRegistrat2.doc

Chart Provisional BallotDen.doc Chart ProvisionalBallotDen2.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 12:03 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

Here is the issue---four of the five people who
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selected Perez are Republicans. If the shoe were on
the other foot I would be uncomfortable. This one is
up to Tova to call but I am not sure that he can be
neutral.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> OK, I get it. The text in the attachment

follows:

> EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
> SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

> §.31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY
> E•LECTION COMMISSION.
(a) The position of. county., elections.
>.
>" administrator is filled by.
> appointment of the county election commission,.which
> consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
>
(2) the county clerk, as vice
>
> chair;
(3) the county tax
>
> assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each
>
> political party that made
> nominations by primary election for the last general
> election for state
> and county officers preceding the date of the
> meeting at which the
> appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of
>
> the commission's
> membership is necessary for the appointment of an
> administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a
>
> written resolution or
> order signed by the number of commission members
> necessary to make the
> appointment. Not later than the third day after the
> date an administrator
> is appointed, the officer who presided at the
> meeting shall file a signed
> copy of the resolution or order with the county
> clerk. Not later than the
> third day after the date the copy is filed, the
> county clerk shall deliver
> a certified copy of the resolution or order to the
> secretary of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at
>
> any time after the
> adoption of the order creating the position.

S

> § 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may
>
> not be a candidate for a
> public office or an office of a political party,

004535

> hold a public office, or
> hold an office of or position in a political party.
> At the time an
> administrator becomes a candidate or accepts an
> office or position in
> violation of this subsection, the administrator
> vacates the position of
> administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator
>
> commits an offense if the
> administrator makes a political-contribution or
> political expenditure, as
> defined by the law regulating political funds and
> campaigns, or publicly
> supports or opposes a candidate for public office or
> a measure to be voted.
on 'at an election. An offense under this subsection
> is a Cla*s A •.
> misdemeanor..' On a final conviction; the
> administrator's employment is ''
> terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible
> for future appointment
> as county elections administrator.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> The code attachment did not work that is what I
> meant
> by it did not come through.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
Code? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/09/2006 11:23 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

004531

> > wang@tcf.org
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group-Perez
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired
>a
> > person just like Perez. However, given this, I
> would
> > still like to know if he has a party affiliation
> and
> > this brings up another issue. How is the county
> > election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> > Qairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> >. if
> > he/she does not want to serve a person ,is.elected.
> in
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> his/her stead and a third member picked by the
party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.

> > I
> > > proposed that I find
> > > someone from Texas because of that State's
> > colorful
> > > history of voting
> > > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> > it.
> > > In those Texas
> > > counties that hire Election Administrators to
> run
> > > elections, rather than
> > > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > > voter registration;
> > > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > > Administrator is hired by the
> > > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > > perform his or her duties in
> > > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts
> from
> > > Texas Election Code
> > > regarding election administrator hiring and
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>
>
>
>
>
>

> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that
State.

>>
> > > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > > years experience as a county Election
> > Administrator
> > > in Texas. You won't
> > > find many news articles mentioning him because
> he
> > > has kept his nose clean.
> > > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > > country, prefers to
>.>.> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas.
>,> >'election officials. and: the tw.o largest
>> organizations
> > > of election officials
> > > in this country: the International Association
> of
> > > Clerks, Recorders,
> > > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
message truncated =__

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:59 PM

cc
Subject RE: research summaries

Job did this one
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: research summaries
Something is wrong in the fourth paragraph of the Federal Election Crime summary. Do you know.
what it is supposed to say there?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

00453<.

cc

Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...
•
Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY io021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Rev Agenda for Working Group Meeting

Agenda 5. 18-06 Mtg.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:48 PM

To Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

Adam:
J.R. Perez's resume is attached, and I have forwarded my last explanatory email to Job in answer to his
concerns. I will tell Tova not to contact Ray, but that she may talk with you about this issue. Thanks! --Peggy

Perez bio 5_5 t78.doc
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 02:45 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

"Job Serebrov"
T <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez"--`]

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the.
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner.. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

IN

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restnctions.doc

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

S

S.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --'
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up

004.:j:4j

> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
>.Re:.new working group representative
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with

OO^5

> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
>>>1
>>
>..> > He is the. Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for.
> > > the .' Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:54 PM
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature SummaryI

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems with the 4th paragraph. Would you please just send
me that paragraph within the text of your email so that I can paste it into the document? --- Peggy
Job' <serebrov@sbcglobal net>

•'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

To psims@eac..gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > something wrong in the fourth
> > paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> > you please send a
You can send it in
> > replacement fourth paragraph?
> > an email and I will
> > place it in the document. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<sere4[ov@sbcglobal.net>
04/24/2006 12:41 PM

To ,psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voucher

Ok. Thanks
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I've signed and submitted your voucher. I had to
> correct the contract
(It is 2/26/06, not 4/22/06.) Everything
> date.
> else looked great. --> Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:51 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RE: Working Group-Perez[

We are still on for 4 PM. Ray is out of the office due to a family emergency, so I suggest you NOT contact
him. You may contact his Special Assistant, Adam Ambrogi (aambrogi@eac.gov or 202-566-3105), who
also hails from Texas. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/09/2006 12:08 PM

cc

0®454;

Subject RE: Working Group-Perez

We are still doing the 4 pm call, right? We can discuss it more then. Would it be OK if I see if Ray knows
this person? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:14 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group-Perez
As yob may recall, the Commissioners directed me to. find a nonpatfisan local election official to
serve: on the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic:I
proposed that I find someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud
and their innovative approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election
Administrators to run elections, rather than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter
registration; County Clerk for balloting), the Election Administrator is hired by the County Election
Commission and is supposed to perform his or her duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached
excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election administrator hiring and restrictions on
partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation
schemes used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election
Administrator in Texas. You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept
his nose clean. (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad
news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the association of Texas election officials and the two largest
organizations of election officials in this country: the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The Election Center. He is a past
President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas Association of Election
Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans the
educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's conferences.
His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and
The Election Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff
web page on the Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme..
something that might be useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered
voters (a number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's population claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The
county is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson,
and Bexar counties. In the 1980s, the county was predominately a farming community; but in
recent years, many people have moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County,
preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
--- Peggy

-
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

05/08/2006 11:30 PM

Peggy:
What political party is . Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:10 AM

To bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:
This is to confirm my call to your office this morning inviting you to be a member of and attend the
upcoming meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) Working Group on Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation. The meeting is scheduled to take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday,
May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue,
NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute are the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a high priority.
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

0045'7

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
• perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case law review),
identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding
these topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation, and the results of the
•
preliminary research to the working group, and convene the working group to discuss potential
avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working
group deliberations that includes recommendations for future research, if any;
• We strive to include bipartisan representation on.the Working Group associated with this project. You
were recommended for this project by our Republican consultant,Job Serebrov.. Your ideas for possible
EAC activities related to this topic will . help the agency as it ilans .future actions to meet its HAVA
responsibilities.
If you can find the time in your busy schedule to participate, I will have an information packet delivered to
your office by COB, Monday, May 15. Please let me know if you are available. Thank you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:25 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: arnwinet

I'm checking on this. Will get back to you as soon as I have more info. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject arnwine

0045%

ft

She definitely cannot do it. Would you please find out if Wade Henderson would be possible? Now its my
turn to be upset!!! Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00454;.

• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they. can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call..
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
.
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
..

Thanks, again!

s

-

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:05 AM

cc

Subject summaries of interviews

Part 1. I'm going to try not to overload

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview Justice Stratton.doc Interview w Tony Sirvello FINAL.doc

00 455[

der,
Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary of State Larry Boyle.doc

Interview with Craig Donsanto FINAL.doc Interview with Doug Webber.doc Interview with former Secretary of State Sharon Priest.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --•'

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Conference Call This Afternoon

•

Yes but it needs to go no longer then 30 mins
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Are you two still available for the. conference call
> we had scheduled for
> this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:44 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working GroupI

Yes, she is the assistant to David A. Norcross and she is unavailable until Monday. I spoke with the
woman who is filling in for her this week and she does not have access to Mr. Norcross's schedule.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

00455:=:

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To: Rivers@B1ankRome.com
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.

•

We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's'avai bility in the month of May: The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,1617,18,19: The meeting will only last for one day.. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
+
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
04/17/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject RE: Conference Call This Afternoon

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 11:38 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Conference Call This Afternoon
Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM
EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --

00455

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:18 AM

cc
Subject case charts 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY io021
phone: 212-452-7704
Visit our Web

fax:. 212-535-7534

site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Voter Eligibility.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartDeniaMoterRegistrat.doc ChartElectionCountingViolat.doc

ChartOverseasBallot.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartTouchScreenVoteVoting.doc

q

ChartVoteVoterAfricanAmer. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 11:14 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject nexis article charts and overview/analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

absentee nexis chart 2.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chart.xls deceptive practices nexis chart.xls
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Election official & addition•subtraction.xls intentional felon voting nexis chart.xls intimidation and suppression.xls noncitizen voting.xls
It
vote buying nexis chart.xls voter registration fraud nexis chart.xls Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists.xls NexisAnalysis.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
04/21/2006 11:22 AM
cc
Subject methodology review

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

methodology -- official.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
04/21/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject interview with Doug Webber — correct version

I sent the wrong version! Please use this one.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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InterviewDougWebber final.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 12:13 PM

cc
Subject existing literature summaries 1

And there will be one more forthcoming next week.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

A Funny ThingReview.doc American Center Report FINAL.doc Americas Modern Poll Tax (JS).doc

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc cb summary.doc Chandler Davidson summary -- official.doc Crazy Quilt.doc

q

Deliver the Vote Review.doc dnc ohio.doc DOJ Public Integrity Reports (JS).doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:17 AM

cc
Subject job's case charts 1

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
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Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Absentee Ballot. doe Chart Disenfranchisement.doe Chart Donsanto Cases.doe Chart Election Accessible. doe

Chart Election Irregularity.doc Chart Vote Buying.doc Chart Vote Felon.doe Chart Vote Fraud. doe Chart Vote Identification.doe

Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc Chart Vote Registration. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/19/2006 03:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

S

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To:
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject summaries of interviews 2

• Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundatift

•

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson.doc Interview with Jason Torchinsky final.doc Interview with Joe Rich.doc

Interview with Joe SandlerFINAL.doc Interview with John Ravitz.doc Interview with John Tanner.doc

Interview with Kevin Kennedy.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:39 PM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Teleconference Requested

Diana:
This is just to let you know that I have requested a teleconference on Wednesday, April 19, from 11 AM to
Noon EST. I asked for 6 lines to accommodate our research consultants and the folks that they will be
interviewing for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---=
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:28 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

004557

Noon EST
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have anytime available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded bpMargaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM -Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed.Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

.

004551(

> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

ht tp': //www . fbi . gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4Ohtm

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

04/17/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject interview analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

Interview conclusions.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/03/2006 11:56 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's

00455;';

ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are con` inuing our efforts to hone . in .. on'a date for ` he Working Group
meeting .• .Are you . available the afternoon of Thursday., May l8'
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---

•
M`

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

4

To Margaret
^
g Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
°
cc

Subject Court reporter
vD,

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 09:17 PM

To sims
sbc g
lobal.net
p eac. ov,
g serebrov @
cc
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Subject hotels

Literally, there is not a hotel room to be found in the district on these dates. The only thing I could find was
a room for $379 a night. I have booked it and will assume that since we are so under-budget on travel
that this will be OK
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(aieac.gv
o
To: wang_(a,tcf.org ; serebrov e,sbcglobal.net
Cc: dromigeac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
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Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/200704:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:36 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Court Case ChartsL

•

OK, I.will include all on the CD. Thanks. ---- Peggy . .•
''Job $Prebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>,
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 12:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts

All. They are not duplicates. There are some cases
repeated and some not. It is a slight varient of the
word search.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job
> In preparing the CDs, we have run across the
> following files that appear
> to be duplicates. Which ones should go on the CD?
> --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 12:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net, "'Tova Wang"'
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject list of interviewees
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or>;, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

List of Experts Interviewed.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 P 1---Donsarito, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
r{
To psims@eac:gov
05/05/2006 12:56 PM

cc
Subject RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter
Intimidation project meeting

Thank you, Peg - - see you then.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

The meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18; 1- 5:30 PM (though we may finish earlier). It will be held
in EAC's large conference room (the one we use for public meetings, located off our lobby). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/05/2006 12:43 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjecRE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project
tmeeting
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If you tell me now I will put it into my calendar here, which in turn will remind me!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:42 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

How many days in advance do you need the reminder? --leggy
_–^ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV'
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/04/2006 02:07 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/09/2006 11:19 AM
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM
cc
Subject Latham
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The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 03:20 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Latharri[

S
One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has vacancies and pillow top beds. Try 1-800-424-2979 or
202-353-8900.
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Latham

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --- .
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 10:06 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have attached a
draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy

Agenda 5-18-06

r g-draft.doc
00456;

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --•

'Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I . return to Little Rock. We.will.
need to do it that following. Monday or°Tuesday..

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would you please take a look at the attached? I
combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
(e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).

>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang @tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Dinner

Yes. My wife is a vegetarian and I can't eat wheat
products and don't eat pork. Non-toxic Oriental seems
to always work. I did not cc Tova on this until I
received your reaction. You probably want to include
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Tova on replies to this e-mail.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

s
a'

05/09/200611:12 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.56$.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM --`r'

"Marvin Brokaw"
<marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
05/09/2006 11:04 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To: marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
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that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone.
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/03/2006 03:23 PM
cc
Subject David Norcross

Peggy,
I just spoke to Mr. Norcross's assistant, he cannot attend the meeting on the 18th, he will be out of town at
another event.
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
--------------------------
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Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig..Donsan.to@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM:
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants , will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).

1
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Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
"RE: Voting.Fraud-Voter Intimidation.

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
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Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May..18 `- 2:30 okay? How .long'will they need??

.

Sent from Dr.. D's Fabulou's BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

0045

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have-EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM
cc
Subject . Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
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>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
>. or not. What, mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a . replacement for ..
> my :side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and°
> discuss'
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
>
>
>
Here'
> > >

s

his

info

in

full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and . mailing info . is:
.
> > >
> >. > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
^
> > > 20 `x'-. 662-8315. '.
> >.> 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
>> > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> >.> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative[

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I seem to
recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a nearby place that
won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative.

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
>
>
>
>
>
>

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
sectors - 2 to be chosen by
Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
pick.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
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> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race?. The entire discussion was.
>. because Arnwine was African-American. I-f you are.
> oin
> to invite him. without first having a replacement for
> my side, .1 may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her.
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
>>>1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > .jgreenbaum@lawyer'scommittee.org .
> > >.202-662-8315
> >.> 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:45 AM

cc

is

Subject RE: Case Summaries

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:38 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
Is

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries

05/08/2006 09:30 AM

Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/12/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

I'm thankful it all worked out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Ginsberg has accepted our-invitation! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -g

•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

05/02/2006 11:32 AM
^Ilt ycc

To pegsimsl@aol.com, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

Subject Barbara Arnwine

Peggy,
I just spoke to Valerie Johnson, Ms. Arnwine's assistant. The following are a list of dates that are possible
for her attendance;
8th - PM (2pm to 6pm)
9th - Possible PM
16th - PM (1:30pm - 5:30pm)
17th*- All day*
18th - All day*
: 19th - All day"
*All day availability does not begin until after 9:30 or 10:00 AM
I will update this information on the shared drive.
Thanks,
Devon
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:

=004580.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

> Working Group Members
> We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
> nonpartisan local
> election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> Administrator for Guadalupe
> County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
> objections to him. He
> is . available on May18. I have place 2 calls to Pat.
> Rogers office,•but
> have- not . yet received a . reply. Job,if you have any
> pull with him;. you
> may want to contact him, too.
>
> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing

00458a

> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

- =– Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:35 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002 -Januar y 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: I
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Open Investigations
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29

O0 58c

Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
a'
Absentee 'Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting :.3:.
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
`

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

Is

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/04/2006 03:26 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.

00458;.

After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

."

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc

• . 00458.4

SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 --:2:30 okay? How long will they need??
Sent from Dr.

D's

Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

46458FE

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my. two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

045t

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
s^

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/12/2006 09:05 PM

cc
Subject Question

Peg:
Since'I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do'
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my car
use be compensated? Also, 'I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.

'

Job
-- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/03/2006 12:40 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation['

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday through Wednesday are
taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive Committee, the full Standards Board, and the
Board of Advisors. Thursday, we have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants
in June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the consultants) by the end of
May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•,

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>

05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

00458 1^

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you'available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:08 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto.
There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can you please
send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will place it in the document. --Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/10/2006 10:32 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Devon:
We have the OK from Tom to obtain a court reporter. Per his response (attached), please coordinate with
Joyce. Also, I understand the reporter for the Asian Language Working Group arrived late. Please find
out how we can ensure the one for our meeting arrives on time. Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:31 AM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV

00458£

05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting (---

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

•

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New Yak Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,

00 58

I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202:566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
♦.
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/03/2006 10:50 AM
cc

Subject Secretary Rokita's schedule

Peggy,
I just spoke to Nathan Cane (Secretary Rokita's assistant). He did not have any new information but they
are going to have a scheduling meeting tomorrow morning and he will ask specifically about the afternoon
of May 18th. I also reminded him to find out any of the days that he was not available or any of the days
that he had could attend the meeting in the morning or the afternoon.
Thanks,
Devon
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 01:05 PM
cc

Subject Re: VFVI Working Group[)

Devon:
I forgot to tell you that Thor Hearne's assistant is named Bethany. She can be reached at 314/613-2510.
--- Peggy
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

oo459(

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 12:33 PM

_
t♦

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject VFVI Working Group

M
0

Peggy,
I have called each of the participants. So far I have a definite confirmation from Kathy Rogers.
Here is the list of the out of town participants for the Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working
Group:
Mark Hearne II - St. Louis, MO
Todfa^Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA

®

Possible Participant.

Patrick Rogers - New Mexico

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM o
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 05:32 PM

cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

I'm up for a short meeting afterward and a teleconference on Monday. And maybe when all of this is over,
you and I can have dinner! Have I told you that I am moving down to DC this summer?
I suspect you have put up with much more than I have and I really appreciate everything you have done.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 4:27 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: new working group representative

00459J.

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours
away). He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night.
He won't drive back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this
project work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.)
Though we will be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group
disperses --- or we could do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into
three more days of meetings). --- Peggy

'ova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

s

a
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative
plans. They can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday
morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner, sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

'00459,.

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

>
> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

00459;.

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>

>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>.
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing

004594

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I*

Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> >
> > His contact and mailing info is:
> >
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > 202-662-8315
> > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > Suite 400
> > Washington, DC 20005
>>
>>
>>
> > Tova Andrea Wang
.
> > Democracy Fellow.
> >'The Century Foundation
> > 41 East . 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > phone: 212-452-7704 . fax

> > >
> > >
> > >
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
> > >
> > >
>>>
>>>
>>>

Visit our Web site, .<http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

• .,1
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 09:32 AM

•

To bschuler@lathropgage.com, mhearne@lathropgage.com,

jrperez50@sbcglobal.net, assistant@sos.in.gov,
krogers@sos.state.ga.us
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th,
2006

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C.. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on
Thursday May 18th, 2006.

004-5.9^-

The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) will cover the cost of your flight, the cost of your hotel room
and provide you with a daily per diem. The cost of the airfare and the hotel stay will be paid directly by the
EAC, as long as you book your travel through Adventure Travel.
To coordinate your flight and hotel stay, please contact Marvin Brokaw of Adventure Travel at (205)
444-4800, ext. 3501. Please note that the eligible dates of the hotel accommodation include the evenings
on May 17th and May 18th. Once you have contacted him and you have received the itinerary via e-mail
you must forward me a copy immediately so that I can complete a travel authorization form.
I have included two attachments with this email; the first attachment is a letter that contains important
information that you will need to know before calling the travel agent and the second attachment provides
some general information that should help you get around the city during your trip.
In addition to your travel itinerary, twill also need the following information by the close of business this
Friday May 12, 2006 in order to complete your travel authorization:
Full Name:
Title:
Entity for whom you work:
Address to Which the Reimbursement Check Will Be Mailed:
Work Telephone:
Fax Number:
Social Security #: (if uncomfortable e-mailing this, feel free to call me):
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

R

Per Diem Letter VFVI.doc Logistics Sheet VFVI.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:30 PM

cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check and if
not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks. I'm kind of
doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang

004586

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc Fed Crime Election Fraud (JS).doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@
sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
'

Subject . Re: Working Group .°

Given the information I have Peggy, that is not going
to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
about the hotels, it is too much for me to front. Two
to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose money.

I simply do not see how we can do this in person given
the financial restrictions.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> 41/2 hours. We really
> need to have you here in person if you are to help
> conduct the Working
> Group meeting. You should make your travel
> arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy
>

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc

004597

> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
•
•
•
•
•
•

4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be
in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose
money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at.this
time (I. can't affbrd: to front these costs and wait
for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
for
.
.
.
.
•.
this working group meeting to take place in person.
It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Hi, Folks:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.

>>
> > Working Group Members
> > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> the
> > nonpartisan local
> > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> no
> > objections to him. He
> > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> Pat
> > Rogers office, but
> > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> any
> > pull with him, you
> > may want to contact him, too.

.. . .

>>
> > Travel Arrangements
> > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > including hotel. Travel
> > time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> > hours actually worked on
> > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > preparation for the meeting,
> > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>>
> > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > hotel taxes (if you
> > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > rates that are a little
> > higher)
> > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except. that it
>.is
> > $48 on the first and
>.> last day of •travel)
>-> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> > mile
>>
> > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out
>a
> > travel authorization
> > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> > receipt (or mileage
> > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > transportation receipts and a
> > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > total travel expenses due
> > you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> > meal receipts.

9.

>>
> > Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> > for personal reasons are
> > not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> > however, is to give me a
> > comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage,
> hotel,
> > and per diem of doing
> > it your way against the cost of a roundtrip
> flight,
> > ground transportation,
> > hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> > should be no problem to
> > cover the full cost. If your way is more
> expensive,
> > we may only pay up to
> > the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> > apply to me when I
> > travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> > you will spend the
> > night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

>>
> > Peggy
>>

>>

O'04-59^f

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

04/26/2006 08:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: wg

Let me check with Devon early tomorrow. If she did not hear from him this.
afternoor*..I'11 have her contact 'you. Perhaps you wii3s have more success than.
we have .:
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 04/26/2006 05:46 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 04:04 PM

To Paul DeGregorio
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject New Working Group Member

FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for David Norcross, who was unavailable, could not attend
or Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov, suggested
Benjamin Ginsberg, who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with you on this beforehand --- things

00460(.

happened so fast! --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov
cc

05/11/2006 03:56 PM

Subject RE: new working group representative

That was not the only reason -- it was to have someone from the civil rights
community. I hardly think you can have a discussion about voter
intimidation and suppression without someone. with that background at the.
table. .I know you: agree with this given what you've said .to mein the past.
---- - Original Message-- - -From Job Serebrov -[mailto:ser-eb. rov@sbcglobal.'net] ,.
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:48 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: new working group representative

We don't know about Ginsburg but it was only stated,
over my objection, that no current invitee was being disinvited. This does
not apply to representatives of those people in my mind, especially when the
main specific reason for inviting the person was her race.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have
> already established we are
> not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about
> Ginsburg yet anyway,
> right?
> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
> To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
> Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney-and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm

> > 1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> > Tova Andrea Wang
> > Democracy Fellow
> > The Century'Foundation
> > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>>
> > Visit our Web site, -<http://www.tcf.org/>
> > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgIobaI.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.

oo4so9:

psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy
>
>
>
>
> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/09/2006 1I:23 AM
>
> To
» psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
>3nbjeot
> Re: Working Group-Perez
^^
^^^

^

S

^

^

.

'
`
'
>

.

'

^

>

>

>

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.
>
>
>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
>z
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
`
.
^^^^^^
^^^%^^.^

> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because. he
:
> > has kept . his nose clean.
> >. (The. Texas press,.:as in many' other parts of the. ".
> > country,._ prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65

004604

> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> >.live . in Guadalupe County. and work in Bexar County.
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
>.Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

004601'

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto
05/03/2006 11:39 AM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group meeting. Are you available the
afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:38 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject existing literature list

Job, please double check to make sure I haven't missed anything

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Existing Literature Reviewed.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/11/2006 05:26 PM
cc
Subject RE: new working group representativeF

OO±6Ob

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours away).
He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night. He won't drive
back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this project
work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.) Though we will
be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group disperses --- or we could
do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into three more days of meetings). --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
".Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org> .
05/11/2006 04 54 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc.

Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative plans. They
can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative
Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad

0046-o7

going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal 'and Advocacy
> sectors -' 2 to be chosen by
> Tova'and 2 to:oe chosen, by Job..

>..

> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's.
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

t i

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <
05/11/2006 03:36 PM
To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov

> > serebrov@sbcglobal..net.
> > Subject
> > Re;' new v` orking group representative..,.
>.>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his. i,,u
>

ull:

• -:
,t

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400

004609

> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www'.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmaiin@mailhost.groundspring..org>
>. > > Click here. to 'receive our
> > > wc̀ ekly e-mail updates.
>>.
>>>

>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:08 PM

To P
sims
eac. 9c^^et
^@
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

For purposes of travel arrangements, Job do you want to plan to meet the day before and/or the day after
the meeting?
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac. ov
To: wang(,tcf.org ; se
Cc: dromig(eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group

et

Hi, Folks:

0,04611

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
• Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing i aterials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. l't 4
is me expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

7

y

Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
p eac. ov,
g se
05/05/2006 06:18 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

I'm finding there are no hotel rooms available
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To : wangka,tcf.org ;

et

00461-1.

Cc: dromig_geac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections .:
Administrator. for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him He is
available on May 18 I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job Serebrov"
et>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

004612

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

>,
> "Job Serebrov" <s
> 05/11./2006 03:36; PM
>
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>
> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. H. will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org

•o446i

> 202-662-8315
> 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> Suite 400
> Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

S

S

>

*,
> <mailto:.join=tcfmain@tnailhost:groundspring
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

>

org>

-A

,.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

05/10/2006 12:16 PM

cc __________________
Subject another one

Plus, I found a few typos on the nexis analysis. Sorry about this.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Lra
votebuyingsummary.doc Nexis Analysis. doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --lam,

"Tova Wang"

OQ4.614

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, s el]j

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal:net
Subject: Fraud. Definition

Would you please take a- look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted.
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken, out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Joyce Wilson
05/04/2006 10:52 AM
cc
Subject Large Conference Room Needed

0
This is just to confirm my request to reserve the large conference room on Thursday, May 18, from Noon-6
PM. We will be using it for a meeting of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group. Thanks! --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
♦
05/08/2006
02:56 PM To vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
4 t
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
@perkinscoie.com,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com,
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com,
*
weinutr@verizon.net
cc . Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on

00461UU

Thursday May 18th, 2006.
The office of the Election Assistance Commission is located at:
1225 New York Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
We will send more information about this meeting via Federal Express. If you would like this information to
be sent to an address other than your office please reply with the preferred address.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington; DC 20005.
202 566 2377 phone
.202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Tova Wang"
` •'
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:45 AM
c
romig@eac.gov
Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based on
complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article excel
spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Im

Wisconsin FINAL.doc South Dakota FINAL.doc Washington FINAL.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:24 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting
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I will hear from him tomorrow but that still does not
solve all of my issues---see my longer e-mail.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I had. a voice mail message from him on Monday. I
called him back but had
to leave a voice mail message (telephone tag). If
you hear from him and
he is willing and able to come, I need to know this.
We need to have him
call our travel service to make travel arrangements.
ASAP. Thanks. --Peggy
.

> "rebrov" <s^
> 05/09/2006 10:46 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc

>
..

> Subject
> Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

> FYI
> --- "Patrick J. Rogers" <patrogers@modrall.com>
> wrote:
> > Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> > Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
s@modrall.com>
> > From: "Patrick J.,
t>
> > To: "Job Serebrov" _
>>
> > Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> > tomorrow. Depositions all
> > day today. Thanks, Pat
>>
> > What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

>>
>>
> > Patrick J. Rogers
> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
> > P.O. Bo,, x 2168
> > AlbuquNrque, NM 87103-2168
505-848-1849
> > Tel:
505-848-1891
> > Fax:

001617

>>
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: Job Serebrov [m
> > Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> > To: Patrick J. Rogers
> > Subject: Working Group meeting
>>
> > Pat:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
>. we need to arrange , travel and a hotel for you.

> >_ Regards,
>.>
> > Job
>>
>

W
----------> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
>>
-------------------------------------------------------------------> > THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> > INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> > WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> > THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> > CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> > APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> > reader of this message is not the intended
> recipient
> > or agent
> > responsible for delivering the message to the
> > intended recipient, you
> > are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> > copying of this
> > communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> > received this
> > electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> > from your system
> > without copying it, jand notify the sendet by reply
> > e-mail or by callin
> > 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> > corrected. Thank you.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

004618

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 04:42 PM

cc psims@eac.go
.

Subject , RE: Voting FraudNot4 Intimidation Project Working Group

Barbara says that you have been working it out with her assistant Valerie, that they have spoken to you
several times.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 8:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac..ov
^. .
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in
May she is potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been
unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

004619

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-.3127
email: psims@eac.gov..
— Forwarded by liargaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
<we inutr@verizon. net> @GSAEXTE R NAL
cc

05/04/2006 02:08 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationL

OK, thanks. I'll get back to you with more information. --- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?

00462(

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202- 566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -"Job"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/200602 33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition_

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
inclusion.
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM

>

> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

-004621

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Would you please take a look a.t the attached? I
> > combined both . : of your
>> c?efinitions, reformatted the list, removed a•`^
> > reference to the fraud having.
> > to hav an actual :impa t on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:56 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
C'-

@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Fraud Definition[]

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have received a "No" from Ginsberg. --- Peg

OR6.24C

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"

6Aik

To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I . will -add "DRAFT".. to the definition and, yes, the
'*> WG will have'
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> Tova containing the
> same materials being provided to the'WG. I haven't
> sent anything yet
> because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
> inclusion.
> waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

.

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

0'04624

>

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:,

0

> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> >. failing to enforce state laws --- 4ecause there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so).

-Ms

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebro '
05/09/2006 11:35 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

I did not get any attachments.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM

004S2

>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. .How is the county
election commission chosen. In Ar ansas it is 'the
> Chairmen: of the Republican and Democrat Parties.or
> if
> he/she does not, want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a Hlspanic.
> I
> > prop sed that I s£:inc .
> > somene from Texas 'be ause of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud

OO 62t

> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > . Election Center. He
> > is a.past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the.
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
>.> which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.
>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,

00462E

> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/08/2006 11:

>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM - ---

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 11:17 AM

cc

OO 62'`

Subject Re: Good News

I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
today after surgery.
See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst Carol Casstevens
war -..
patrogers@modrall.cd

e.

psims@eac.gov wrote.:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to
talk with the Chairman
today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
you have contact
information for Rogers? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----

"Job Serebrov"
05/03/2006 01:46 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Monday afternnon I have a commission meeting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update 4omorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

00462

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
•'
To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject RE: research summaries

I did send yout the Brennan piece, but not . the other one.
-----Original Message-----.
From. Tova Wang
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006:12:31 PM :.
To: psims@eac.gov; dromig@eac.gov
Subject: research summaries
I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 2 12 -452-7704 fax : 21-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Fw: May 18th Meeting at EACI

Devon:
Send an email to Perez to remind him to contact Adventure Travel ASAP. We don't have confirmation of
Rogers participation yet, though we have had a number of voice mails flying back and forth, so we cannot
yet notify him to make travel arrangements immediately. --- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
0 0

Et a

•

.r

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

oo4-62%

*

05/09/2006 11:12 AM

To
cc
Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 . 11:12 AM ---"Marvin Brokaw"
<main.brokaw@adtra y.com
05/09/2006 11:04 AM

To dromig@eac.gov

e.

Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To: marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
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Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

----Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --=-"Tova Wang"
f'
• <wang@tcf.org>
To. dromig@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

.

S

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/02/2006 05:41 PM
cc

Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group
n

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a teleconference
to discuss our options. --- Peggy

004633:.

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your, assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromigQeac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
@ eac.
P
05/03/2006 02:25 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Sounds good. I'm available any time on Monday. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To

TI ; wang_@tcf.org

Cc : dromi eac. ov
Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2006 1:44 PM
Subject: Working Group Meeting
Job and Tova:

00463'

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears to be the best possible date for the meeting.
Norcross is not available to attend in person that day (he is available only 2 days during the first three
weeks of May). We won't have confirmation of the availability of Secretary Rokita until tomorrow --- but
am hopeful.
I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can schedule a teleconference on Monday afternoon.
Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Mitchell, Cynthia" <Cynthia.Mitchell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg - I plan to be here tomorrow, although I may have to go to the main building during the day. If you are here
and I am out, just leave the packet with the receptionist. Thank you.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
%
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

0046.3

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only throughJanuary, 2006:.
Let us know your desires - - -

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-Januar y 2006
Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1

004634

ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Open Investigations
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
• Intimidation: 6
• Other: 2
Cases and. Investigations Closed .for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
i

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

00463%

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:23 PM
cc bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

e

Oops! I forgot to cc. you on this -- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/04/2006 02:23 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
To Hillman
twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --wang@tcf.org
To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
05/13/2006 10:54 AM
cc "Job Serebro'
Subject Fw: research summary

Ex isting_research_thoughts.doc Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include so as
I said I'll just
present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
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----- Original Message From: "Job Serebrov" <s
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> T>
> Are you talking about this?
> J_
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> In .the middle of . the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right,.that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you approved)
:. I'll have to lolk.for it on Monday (unless I go
into the office- over the . weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not, I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

f .'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Pe ggy - I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

00463"

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1

ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Open Investigations
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting:. 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2

004638

Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:33 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working GroupI

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

00463r

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-Januar y 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions--. Individuals
Noncitizen.v&ng.20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Open Investigations
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14

Q0464(

Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
J'

"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject new working group representative

is Jon Gre'gnbaum
Here's his info in full:

http://www.lawyerscommittee.or g/2005website/aboutus/sta ff/staffgreenbaum. html
He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. He will be

representing Barbara Arnwine, the Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee.
His contact and mailing info is:
iareenbaum(lawverSCommittee.Qfq
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone:

212- 452-7704

fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

o
r

'M 05/09/2006 09:31 AM

To marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

•

Subject May 18th Meeting at EAC
01

Q0.46.41.

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be holding a
meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of state attendees to
contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note that all of
the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are May 17th and
18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel arrangements for
the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
DevorRomig.
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax,
www.eac.gov

OUT OF STATE PARTICIPANTS VFVI Meeting.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:05 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<^
cc

@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Working Groupf

Job:
I don't think we can put you on teleconference for 41/2 hours. We really need to have you here in person if
you are to help conduct the Working Group meeting. You should make your travel arrangements ASAP.
--- Peggy

"Job Serebroj[_—et>
"Job Serebrov"

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

OQ4644'

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

---.psims@eac.gov wrote:
> iii, Folks:

S

>.

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements,
including hotel. Travel
time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
hours actually worked on
the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
preparation for the meeting,
and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have cover6d reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile

00464

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you . can do,
>. however, is to give me a
>. compa rison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing
> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/200604: PM
cc
Subject Re: Latham

Do you have any other suggestions?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has
> vacancies and pillow top beds.
> Try 1-800-424-2979 or 202-353-8900.

OO 6

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/10/2006 02:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov,
> cc
> Subject
> Latham

> The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am, checking
> out some possibilities but this. is not, looking . good.

S
>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: UpdateI

Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need to know as we continue our search.) -- Peg
"Job Serebro

,_^

To psims@eac.gov
5/10/2006 10:29 AM

cc
Subject Update

Peggy:
Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still no
good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
workable.
Job

00464`

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:25 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote fraud Study-Archived Email Part 1

Here is the first batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"
:12 PM

To psims@eac.gov
c^
Subject Project

Peg:
Where are we on things?
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 03:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

I think this ithe communication to which you referred this afternoon. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/25/2006 03:39 PM -Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:19 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation(1

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive

00464b

fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must
be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear, applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of-committing a related crime.

These are ju

y nitial.thoughts.

GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To

jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

n
combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----

"Tove Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

08/08/2006 12:05 PM

cc
Subject FW: bibiliographic form

004C4V

From: Tova Wang [mailto:wang@tcf.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2006 9:31 AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: bibiliographic form
Hi Peg, Here is the list of literature reviewed in bibliographic form. Please let us know if you have been
able to look over any of the materials. Starting this afternoon, I will be pretty unavailable for the next two
.weeks..
.®`
Thanks
Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.orrr, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
n
Lit review in bibliographic form.doc
--

•

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims
08/11/2006 02:46 PM
^° eac.g ov
cc

Subject Re: direct deposit

I'm assuming we will get the extension for the revision period. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: direct deposit

> Tova:
> I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the
> form you requested. --- Peggy
> (See attached file: EFT Form.rtf)

004648

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>
>
>
>

08/10/2006 08:34
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
direct deposit

>.
>
> Hey Peg,
Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change
> Hope you are well.
Thanks so much.
> the direct deposit to my new bank account.
> Tova
> PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
08/11/2006 02:39 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: direct deposit[

Tova:
I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the form you requested. --- Peggy

EFT Form.rtf
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
08/10/2006 08:34 PM

To sims
p
^°eac. gov
cc
Subject direct deposit

--

00464`

Hey Peg,
Hope you are well. Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change the direct deposit to my new
bank account. Thanks so much.
Tova
PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins/EAC/G_
OV
08/10/2006 04:24. PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
.Subject • John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM —
"Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
>
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

d^a

Tova Wang.doc

Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --.
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

0O485[.

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100 .
www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 01:56 PM
cc
Subject Fw: Letter from Barbara Arnwine

Any chance you could send a pdf version of the letter to me? --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/10/2006 01:55 PM ---Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/10/2006 12:12 PM
^'^.^
'\ 42
cc "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jthompson@eac.gov>, "Tom
`p
Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>, sbanks@eac.gov
/
Subject Re: Letter from Barbara ArnwineE

The letter was addressed to the commissioners. I will ask Sheila to give a copy to you.
Per our normal procedures, I would guess a reply should be drafted for the Chairman's signature
(especially as he is the DFO for the Board of Advisors) but you should check that with Tom.
Thanks.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:45 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

OE651

I would hope that we can refer to it as a status report on the research project (prepared by EAC staff
based upon information available at the time from our consultants, Tova and Job). Calling it a preliminary
report has given rise to some confusion. That confusion has led to complaints from project working group
members and requests from outsiders, who mistakenly think that EAC has released the document written
by our consultant that fully reports on the preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation and
makes recommendations .for future EAC action. --- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 12:33 PM.

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting 'Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks for the update. Per legal, the preliminary report is absolutely public information which is why we
had to give it to the reporter when he asked for it.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
10/13/2006 02:49 PM
cc

Subject Don't Believe Everything You Read

Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has completed
the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no attempt by the
Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along. Please be

1
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reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5.17.06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV . .
To artslevine@yahoo.com
10/13/206 10:50 AM
cc
Subject Your inquiry

Mr. Levine,
Per your inquiry from yesterday, the status report on the EAC's voter fraud and intimidation research
project is attached. It was prepared by EAC staff and presented to our Standards Board and Board of
Advisors at a meeting that was open to the public in May of this year. EAC staff is currently working on a
final report.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, and I'd be glad to add you to our distribution list so
you'll get updates on this and other EAC projects.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17-06.pdf
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 1020 AM
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[=

-

00465

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:34 AM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wendy Weiser"

• 004654

<wendy.weiser@nyu.edu>

To bwhitener@eac.gov

10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
•

(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared.
by_Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's IAA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy .weiser@nyu.ed
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?

00465.5

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
=

-

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestI

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which

am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington,. DC 20005
Phone: 202-566 -3100
ww . eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --=Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:57 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The working group met prior to the meeting of the EAC boards, but too late for its deliberations to be
summarized in the written status report on the project that was delivered to the boards. The status report
notes that a meeting of the working group was about to be held to review the research so far and make
recommendations. ---- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

10/11/2006 01:03 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
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Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

aul DeGregorio/EAC /GOV
-

ft

Paul DeGregorio /EAC /GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestE

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...

004058

please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25.PM -----

Paul DeGregorio /EAC/GOV.
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/28/2006 11:27 PM

®.

cc. .
Subject Speech

Peg,
I thought I would share with you the speech I am going to given on Fraud and Intimidation in Salt Lake City
at noon on Friday. If you have time, please read it over and let me know if you see anything I shouldn't
say. Thanks.

Speech on Fraud intimidation Sept 29 06 Salt Lake Gty.doc

Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Thomas R. Wilkey /EAC /GOV
10/11/2006 11:42 AM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center )

0@4651

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded. by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wendy Weiser"
<wendy.weiser@nyu.edu>
To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM
cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

0046Sc

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 03:21 PM
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@,EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC; Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Centerl

Tom,
Thanks but Wendy Weiser seems to be under the assumption that we provided all of this material to USA
Today. As agreed to by the commissioners, counsel and staff, we only provided USA Today with the
public documents that were presented to the advisory boards at the May meetings. Should we not clarify
this to Wendy and provide her or anyone else with the same. I also just received the same request from
election officials in Cook County, IL and King County, WA. Reporters are pestering them for information
based on the USA Today article so election officials now want it from EAC. Looks like this is only the start
so we need to get ahead of the curve.

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Centerl

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM

-

00466;

To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/1112006 11:33 AM
"'

"Wendy Weiser"
<wendy.weiser@nyu.edu>

To bwhitener@eac.gov

10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@n

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
08/22/2006 02:09 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Does

EAC have

access to stats on –[

We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain.
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go •before we:have what I wou classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist•
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on –

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

..
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"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

Topsims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc"Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy. Simmons@usdoj.gov>
SubjectDoes EAC have access to stats on –

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fried

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:37 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The answer is tricky. The working group met after the written report was submitted for the board
meetings, but before the status report was formally presented (orally) at the board meetings. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:27 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Reports̀

So the answer is yes, they did meet after the status report was presented?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

OO^SS4

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Reports

The status report was written on May 17, 2006 (the last day it could be submitted for the upcoming board
meetings). The first and only meeting of the working group was May 18, 2006. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
•

Jeannie L ysonIEAC/GOV
10/11/2006 0206 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
•cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportL

Yes, that is what prompted my question. So the answer is no -- they have not met since May 17?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 01:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: FundingI

Peggy,
Could you give Jeannie a call she needs some help fashioning a statment regarding the USA Today article since Tova
and Job are hoping mad
Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

0066,

----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/13/2006 01:30 PM
To: Thomas Wilkey; Diana Scott
Cc: Edgardo Cortes; Bola Olu
Subject: Fw: Funding

FYI.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 01:22 PM -"Carrera, James
To psims@eac.gov

10/10/2006 12:35 PM

cc'

Subject Funding

Peggy,
As noted in our recent status report, 75 percent of contract funding has been reached. The attached is
submitted in accordance with the contract requirements.
If you have any questions pleased contact me.
Regards,
Jim

James Carrara / KPMG LLP / icarrera().kpma.com / 703 286-8106 (office) /

/ 703 995-0325 (fax) /

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it,
is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter.
etswtx^t^r+.w:xxwx+w+++.*+t*,t*w+,e+rreemrr++t^r^^rs^rwir+++^rt++.'+rrarat+++i:

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:51 PM

To Bryan Whitener
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen

-
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Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study

Bryan:
An electronic copy of the status report is attached, as requested for the USA Today inquiry. The status
report includes the attachment listing the Working Group members. I suggest that you check to ensure
that I have protected the copy against any manipulation, and protect it yourself if I have not, before
sending it out to anyone. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF.-VI Status Report doc

•.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV. on.04/30/2007 02:25 PM

Jeann Layson /EAC/GOV•.
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R: Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterE

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:27 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterF

I will IF they sign off on it
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Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims @eac.gov

Subject Re: Brennan Center IetterLink
Is

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 04:14 PM
ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
-- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC /GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
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10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV c@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com
2
deadline today or tomorrow ".
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.

00.46611

Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
###

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
10/12/2006 10:59 AM
cc

Subject Research update.

Tom, ^,1RQ
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
5,t4e v York Ave.,^?N. V
^i^e ^1 X100 >' ...^
%Washington; DC 20005
202,5%6-3100
Pt
www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17.06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 05:26 PM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
..•' ... ,=:.
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that
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suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)

I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my, understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago It is in the public iii*erest to release these reports since they will advance-th&
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues. .
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

R

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc psims@eac.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on –

Ben - This forwards a short e-mail chain between me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of thing is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is not a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the procurement of election equipment (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high

K
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profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede . for him - - through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C.. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —

-::
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Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review, .. .
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@ usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov >, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Sim mons@usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on –
ct

I

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----r
•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)'"
<Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey
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Thanks Adam. As the current project moves forward and then proceeds to phase 2, this will be a great
resource I'm sure. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

........
From: Ambrogi, Adam (Rules) [mailto:Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 11:39 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Chapin Survey
Peggy and Tova:
I know that we had been looking for a state survey of election fraud and intimidation statutes—as you may
have seen, doug chapin recently released a report on this info-attached here. I hope all is well with the
both of you.
Best regards,
Adam

Adam D. Ambrogi
Democratic Professional Staff Member
Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
Russell Senate Office Building, Room 479
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-0279
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 04:40 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Jeannie:
Attached is the email I sent to Tova and Job, and Job's response. (I have not yet heard back from Tova.)
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--- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 04:37 PM -` "

<
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both ofs. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC I told them at this . point there ..
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
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document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and1he Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psimsileac.gov

.. .

• ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:-25 PM --Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
To psims@eac.gov
10/13/2006 04:11 PM
cc

Subject job and tova

Please forward me the email you sent Tova and Job, as he is calling me and I want to make sure
understand what is being communicated to them. Thank you.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
10/11/2006 08:22 AM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject USA Today
i

See story below that ran in today's USA Today. This reporter requested the info a few weeks ago, and we
had to release it b/c it was distributed at a Standards Bd. meeting, which is considered a public venue.
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Also, the document was not labeled draft.
I anticipate that we may get questions about why we haven't released it. I propose the following response.
Please let me know if you approve. The story follows.
"This was a preliminary report presented to our oversight committees: The EAC is waiting on a final report,
which we will release upon its completion."

Report refutes fraud at poll sites

Updated 10/11/2006 8:05 AM ET
By Ric4prd Wolf, USA TODAY

WASHINGTON = At a time when many states are. instituting new requirements for voter registration and
identification, a preliminary report to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission has found little evidence of the
type of polling-place fraud those measures seek to stop.
USA TODAY obtained the report from the commission four months after it was delivered by two consultants
hired to write it. The commission has not distributed it publicly.
NEW LAWS: Thousands of voters shut out
At least 11 states have approved new rules for independent voter-registration drives or requirements that
voters produce specific forms of photo ID at polling places. Several of those laws have been blocked in court,
most recently in Arizona last week. The House of Representatives last month approved a photo-ID law, now
pending in the Senate.
The bipartisan report by two consultants to the election commission casts doubt on the problem those laws
are intended to address. "There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling-place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, 'dead' voters, non-citizen voting
and felon voters," the report says.
The report, prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think tank, and Job
Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney, says most fraud occurs in the absentee ballot process, such as through
coercion or forgery. Wang declined to comment on the report, and Serebrov could not be reached for
comment.
Others who reviewed the report for the election commission differ on its findings. Jon Greenbaum of the
liberal Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law says it was convincing. The committee wrote to the
commission Friday seeking its release.
Conservatives dispute the research and conclusions. Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting
Rights, notes that the Justice Department has sued Missouri for having ineligible voters registered, while dead
people have turned up on the registration rolls in Michigan. "It is just wrong to say that this isn't a problem," he
says.
That's one reason the commission decided not to officially release the report. "There was a division of opinion
here," Chairman Paul DeGregorio says. "We've seen places where fraud does occur."
The consultants found little evidence of that. Barry Weinberg, former deputy chief of the voting section in the
Justice Department's civil rights division, reviewed their work. "Fraud at the polling place is generally difficult
to pull off," he says. "It takes a lot of planning and a lot of coordination."

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
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Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"""^' Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 09:54 AM
!

cc bwhitener@eac.gov, ddavidson@eac.gov,
jthompson@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: USA Today[

The proposed response. sounds okay but the story is out. Other media may want the information. That.
the material given USA Today wasn't identified as draft or preliminary findings is now our problem.

I hope we are working post haste to have the report ready to release less we be seen as trying to bury
this. It seems to me that other articles will be written, if not from the document that we sent to USA
Today, then certainly from the USA Today article as the source document.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
09/22/2006 05:17 PM
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Media request - USA Today[=^

My intial reaction is that both reports are currently under review by EAC staff.
I will entertain other thoughts but that is pretty much the what is the situation right now.
Both research projects were desgined to give the EAC issues and recommendations in both of these
areas and are currently being reviewd.
As a matter of fact the report from our consultants on Voter fraud and Intimaation has not been forwarded
by staff to the Commissioers but Peg will need to weigh in on that.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 09/22/2006 05:10 PM
To: Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Thomas Wilkey; Juliet Hodgkins; Gavin
Gilmour
Cc: Jeannie Layson
Subject: Media request - USA Today
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All
Richard Wolf of USA Today called and asked for the following. Jeannie and I ask that you consider this
carefully and let us know ASAP what to provide.
(1) The status report on voter fraud and consultant update that was presented to the advisory boards in
May, 2006.
(2) The status of the required guidance document on provisional voting and voter ID that is referenced in
the following passage in today's Electionline Weekly by Doug Chapin.

e

In addition to the EAC's considerable election management responsibilities (especially in the area of
voting equipment certification and testing), the agency has key policy issues to resolve in the
immediate to near-term future, including a required guidance document on provisional voting and
voter ID (now nearly two years overdue) and continued regulatory oversight over state implementation
of' motor voter".. This latter issue will almost certainly involve questions about the intersection of state.
and federal laws on voter registration - questions which divided the Commission when applied to
Arizona; and .could divide it again as Republicans . and Democrats continue their traditional . struggle to
balance access to the franchise with concerns about the potential for fraud at the polls.
Thanks,
Bryan
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:19 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterI

I like this..it needs to go to the 3 C's for review and approval.
We also need to be prepared as to what happens when they receive it.
Thanks for your help.
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
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To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

10/12/2006 04:08 PM

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom;
A draft letter is attached: I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.

S

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
09/25/2006 12:36 PM
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy
q
Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - fina12.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

IN

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final. doe
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
10/11/2006 05:29 PM
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
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Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject AP voter fraud story posted

Report: Voter fraud may be overstated
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
Oct 11, 4:40 PM EDT
October 11, 2006
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The most common form of voter fraud involves absentee ballots, including forgery
and coercion. in getting older or ailing voters to fill them out, according to :a preliminary report to the U.S.
Election Assistance Commission.
But the report, delivered in May; suggested that reports of polling place fraud involving "dead" voters and
voting by felons and non-citizens might be overstated. The researchers said there is far more anecdotal
evidence about voter fraud than specific verifiable claims.
"On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is commonly described in political
debate," the report said.
"Many times people put their own partisan spin on voter fraud and voter intimidation," EAC Chairman Paul
DeGregorio said Wednesday.
DeGregorio said the report was only preliminary and cautioned that more investigation is needed to
understand the amount of voter fraud in this country.
"Many times you see people attempting to commit fraud, but it never gets to the level of being reported,"
said DeGregorio, a former elections official in St. Louis. He noted a case of more than 1,400 suspect voter
registration cards being investigated in St. Louis.
The preliminary report was prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think
tank and Job Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney.
Conservatives have argued the problem of voter fraud is severe in some states, while liberals generally
argue that voters face too many restrictions.
New state laws requiring voters to present identification at polling places have faced legal challenges in
states such as Arizona and Georgia.
"It's absolutely a serious problem," said Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights.
"It's an unfortunate reality, particularly in battleground states."
Those problems include voter fraud and voter intimidation, he said.
The final voter fraud report is expected after the Nov. 7 midterm elections, DeGregorio said.
###
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To tokaji.l@osu.edu
10/12/2006 10:32 AM
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cc
Subject today's posting

Dan,
Just wanted to let you know that the USAT article is not about a research report but a "status" report,
which was presented to the Standards Bd. and the Bd. of Advisors at a meeting held in May. During this
meeting, these entities received updates on many EAC activities, and the aforementioned status report
was just one of those updates. And by the way, the meeting was open to the public, and posted on our
website and in the Fed. Register. In the Fed. Register notice you'll see that the agenda included an update
on our research projects.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration in this matter..
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:26 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.comI

A.) The "report" they refer to was a status report written by staff
B.) The full report is currently being reviewed by staff and the report was intended to give
recommendations to the EAC on how and what to do additional studies or guidance on.
C.) the report will be available at some future time after staff has had an opportunity to review and
evaluate it's contents.

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

004682

(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
—

Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com

deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?

ll

: ^

FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Poliy Institute
8
a

Also,
Salon's shameful six .
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.
Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
###
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Paul DeGregorio /EAC /GOV
- 09/27/2006 12:36 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
ConsultantsR

No big de -: n rnoibig delay. Don't worry about it.
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
•.

0068

1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:18 PM

To . pdegregorio@eac.gov
Subject Last Submission from Vote Fraud- Voter. Intimidation ..
Consultants '

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The last submission from the Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study consultants is dated August 8. At this
time, EAC staff are reviewing all items submitted for the report to the Commission with an eye toward the
best way of presenting the information to the Commissioners for their consideration. There has been
some delay in this staff review process, for which I take full responsibility.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov
10/12/2006 02:03 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov
Subject response to Wendy Weiser

Attached is a proposed draft. I have to get this resolved ASAP as she is demanding a delivery time from
me. I literally cannot answer my phone. Unfortunately, the Brennan Center can and will make a big stink if
we don't respond. We don't need more accusations about us sitting on research.
The letter would be accompanied by the resolutions passed at the May meetings.
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And, I need to know who is supposed to sign this letter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
IR
www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
-- – Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 01:18.PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
'cc klynndyson@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilrriour@eac.gov, psimeac.gov
Subject Brennan Center

Please note that Wendy Weiser has asked me to provide a time frame for when I will provide the following
documents. Tom, per our conversation, I can write a letter, but how do we address her request for the
voter ID info? Also, is this something Karen should handle as these are for research docs? I need an
answer soon...
Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser

I1 -•3-

Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
: Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 04:18 PM
. cc twilkey@eac.gov

Subject Research Project Descriptions

Jeannie:
Here are the changes I suggested for the Vote Count-Recount and the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research projects. I don't think they will help the current situation much, as the original VF-VI description
already stated that it is preliminary research. As it is preliminary research, we did not expect that it would
provide a total picture of voting fraud and voter intimidation in this country. We just wanted to get some
sense of what is going on, and a better idea of the direction future EAC research on the subject should
take. To ensure that the research would be balanced, we had consultants and project working group
members from opposing sides of the political spectrum.
According to folks intimately familiar with the development of HAVA, disputes over the extent to which
voting fraud and voter intimidation existed caused Congress to add the study of these subjects to EAC's
list of research projects. Given the nature of the subject (most offenders try to hide their activities,
sufficient evidence is hard come by with some types of activity, and prosecution of offenses may not occur
for political or budgetary reasons), it is doubtful that we will ever have completely reliable statistics on
occurrences of voting fraud and voter intimidation, but we may be able to obtain better statistics than
anyone else has. And we should be able to identify where in the voting process most offenses tend to
occur and to explore alternatives for addressing vulnerabilities that leave the process open to corruption.
--- Peggy

R

Rev Descriptions for Web Site Descriptions of Vote Counts- Recounts and Voting Fraud Research 9-6-06.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM

"Job Serebrov"
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc

004687

Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements..
Peg, up to now Tova and .I have refused to speak with the. press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.

Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
09/26/2006 12:50 PM
cc..
Subject , Fw: Preparation for.Vote Fraud Conference in Utah.

Here are the documents I sent you yesterday. Also attached is a copy of the status report on this research
that was provided to the Standards Board and Board of Advisors earlier this year. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/26/2006 12:48 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
09/25/2006 12:36 PM
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

f

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
09/25/2006 12:39 PM

OO4U R

cc
Subject Re: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah[--rJ

Many, many thanks for keeping me in the loop on this
(I think)

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue , NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005.
te1202-566-3123 •.

004691

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/26/2007 05:24 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Project

A new email you may want to add to the collection.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC%GOV on 04/26/2007 05:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 05:14 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: tovaL

Do we know who received her letter? I haven't seen it. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 04:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject tova

See her press release (third item).
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

004691

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
02:47 PM
03/09/2007
Hodgkins/EAC/G OV@ EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Response Requested - Fw: info request re: House
Appropriations subcommittee hearing

All,
Please see Dan Seligson's questions and request. Exactly what are we going to provide to the House
subcommittee and when? Once they receive it, can the subcommittee or its members then release it to
anyone they choose? Do we plan to release it to everyone once we've provided it to the subcommittee?

Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 03/09/2007 02:29 PM
"Dan Seligson" . .
<dseligson@electionline.org>

To "Bryan Whitener" <bwhitener@eac.gov>
cc

03/09/2007 02:26 PM
Subject info request re: House Appropriations subcommittee hearing

Bryan As I mentioned on the phone, I am seeking information as a follow up to the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services. At the hearing, Rep. Maurice Hinchey,
D-N.Y., requested that the EAC submit the original version of a report written by Tova Wang
and Job Serebrov. Chairwoman Davidson said she would provide the original report (I believe)
within three days. Is that still the case? Will the subcommittee have the original report, as
submitted by the consultants, on Monday? And if so, may we have a copy as well?
Thanks,
Dan
Daniel Seligson
editor
electionline.org
1025 F St. NW Suite 900
Washington, DC 20004
202-552-2039

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
03/13/2007 02:31 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

-00469;

cc ddavidson@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voter ID, Fraud & Intimidation—Need your inputE

Looks fine to me. Of course, she is probably referring to our decision not to release the consultants draft
final report. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
03/13/2007 02:25 PM

To jthompson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Voter ID, Fraud & Intimidation-Need yourrJnput

Hello all,
A columnist from the WaPo has asked for info about both the voter ID and the fraud and intimidation
reports. This was prompted by the accusation that the president was concerned that the fired prosecutors
were not aggressively pursuing voter fraud cases. She had heard that we were refusing to release this
information, so I am trying to demonstrate otherwise, as well as show that we have discussed these
projects numerous times in public meetings. Please take a look at my draft email to her and let me know if
you have any suggestions. She needs to hear back from me by 4 p.m. Thanks for your help with this.
Ms. Cocco,
Per your questions, go here to view the testimony regarding voter ID from our Feb. 2 public meeting. As
mentioned, at this meeting EAC Chair Donetta Davidson requested that staff review the initial research
provided by Eagleton and produce a final report, which would include recommendations for further study
on this subject. Currently, staff is working to finalize the voter ID report.
Regarding the voter fraud and intimidation research, at a May 2006 public meeting of our Standards Board
and Board of Advisors, the EAC project manager for this research presented a staff update on the project.
Go here to view the agenda, page 3. The document you referred to was the update the project manager
gave at this public meeting, and it has been made available to anyone who asked for it. The final
culimation of this project can be found here, and links to the attachments provided by the consultants are
available by going to page 24 of this report. The commissioners adopted this report at a public meeting in
Dec. 2006.
As a small agency of 23 employees, including the four commissioners, it is necessary for the agency to
contract with consultants to gather the initial data for these projects. After EAC receives the initial data, the
agency reviews the data for accuracy and then releases a final report.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

00469.3

www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
04/02/2007 11:29 AM

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Swolson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re:[L

The info that is on the website should be everything that you and she need. If you have trouble locating
that info, Jeannie can probably direct you to where you can find it.,
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Karen Lynn-Dyson.
----- Original Message ----From: Karen Lynn-Dyson
Sent: 04/02/2007 11:02 AM EDT
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Juliet Hodgkins; stephanie.wolson@gmail.com

PegThis week Heather Moss, a research intern will be starting with us. Heather is presently in law school and
worked for DOJ in the Voting Rights Division for four years. Heather's primary responsibility (for the next
month or so) will be helping us develop the follow- on research project for the Election Crimes study.
Also as an FYI- Commissioner Hunter and her Special Assistant, Stephanie Wolson have expressed an
interest in working closely with staff on this project.
I would like to schedule a call/meeting for later on this week so that everyone can be brought up to
speed on this work.
In preparation for this meeting I would like to give Heather the project materials which Job and Tova
worked on and any relevant material you may have.
Could you direct me to these files so that Heather may begin her work on this project? Could you also
let me know dates and times this week that might work for you?
Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC

.004ss4.

04/03/2007 06:22 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Please review my responses[

Julie has already raised the point that most concerned me: I don't think it is accurate to say the
consultant's recommendations were their findings. The recommendations were a combination of
consultant recommendations and working group recommendations for future EAC action. We did not ask
the consultants to provide "findings" because this research was never supposed to be the definitive study
on the subject. Instead, it was supposed to be an initial effort to see what relevant information is
available, to define voting fraud and voter intimidation, and to make recommendations to EAC regarding
how to pursue the subject (next steps).. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson /ESC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/03/2007 05:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review my responses

This are questions from a "freelance" reporter who is very hot about the "Tova Wang report." Please let
me know if my answers are accurate, and I welcome any suggestions you may have. I need to get your
input by COB tomorrow. I am also looking for more clarification on what didn't make it into the fraud report.
She is asking if we included all of their "findings" and their "research.""
Thanks.

1) You said that the Wang/Serebrov report has not been released because it was
predecisional. Was the Moritz/Eagleton report released because it was not
predecisional? The Moritz/Eagleton report was a predecisional document. The
commissioners took an action not to adopt a final report based upon the
Moritz/Eagleton report, but to release all the predecisional information (the
draft report).
2) I understood you to say that the December EAC report includes all of the
Wang/Serebrov recommendations but not all of the Wang/Serebrov findings. Is
that correct? The report does include all of their recommendations, which were
their findings, and all of the research they conducted.
3) I understood you to say that EAC staff added results of their own research
to the December EAC report. Is that correct? What I said was EAC staff
reviewed the report for accuracy, for grammar and added language that
reflected the commission's decision to adopt the final version based upon the
initial research provided by the consultants.
4)

If I'm correct on questions 2 and 3, would it be accurate to say that

004696

readers of the December report cannot tell how much of that report does and
does not reflect the original Wang/Serebrov findings? The consultants'
recommendations are their findings. All of the recommendations are included in
the final report, so readers can make the determination regarding the
recommendations.
5) I called earlier today requesting the Wang/Serebrov report, and you sent me
the December EAC report. I am concerned that if I had not already been
researching this closely, I would have thought that you'd sent me the
Wang/Serebrov report and would have reported incorrectly that you had. Does
the EAC have any comment on this manner of reponding to press inquiries? (I
contacted you to request the report after I read in the Statesman Journal of
Salem, Oregon, an article by Marie Cocco that says: "The bipartisan commission
didn't widely release the consultants' review, but makes it available on
request." Did the EAC indeed give Ms. Cocco a copy of the "consultants'
review"? Or has she misunderstood you in the way I'm.concerned about?)I.s.ent
you. a' . link to. the "EAC report" because it is what was adopted by the.
commission based upon the research conducted by the onstilta'nts.. The final.report cI.early states how it was compiled and includes bios for both of the
consultants.. Regarding Ms.' Cocco, I explained the . entire process €o her. I
provided the staff update on the project which was presented at a public
meeting in May 2006 and the final report, which is posted on the EAC website.
Regarding "this manner of responding to press inquiries," I have forwarded
your comments to my supervisor so he can review my performance regarding the
handling of your inquiry.
6) I understood you to say that the EAC did not release the Wang/Serebrov
report in its original form because the EAC has to do due diligence and its
staff is small. Do I understand you correctly? As a small agency of 23
employees, including the four commissioners, it is necessary for the agency to
contract with consultants to gather the initial data for research projects.
After EAC receives the initial data, the agency reviews the data for accuracy.
What form of due diligence does the EAC's staff routinely conduct on research
that is contracted out to experts before that research is released? You
mentioned "vetting" the research. What does that vetting entail? It depends on
the project. For instance, if it is information directly related to a mandate
within the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), staff will make sure that the
information is consistent with the law. In addition, we often ask for input
from our Standards Board and Board of Advisors, which combined consist of more
than 147 members. If we are using research that will eventually become
guidance, we are required by HAVA to seek the input of these boards. Go here
for more information about these boards and its members. If the board members
have feedback, then we must make the determination whether to incorporate it,
and, if so, how to incorporate their changes. If the research is focused on
election laws throughout the country, we make sure the laws are cited
correctly and that state legislatures haven't changed or amended these laws
since the research was conducted. (As you probably know, there have been many
new election laws introduced at the state level since 2004.) Throughtout the
process, we review for grammar as well as make sure the document flows and is
arranged logically -- the basic tenets of editing.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 05:08 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptf

Most of the working files for this project are in a red folder sitting on my window sill; but I have some
individual files in manila folders for Job and Tova propped upright on my desk next to the computer. Isn't
this something that can wait until Monday? --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 04:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcript[

Where are your working files maintained?
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 04/13/2007 04:27 PM EDT
To: Edgardo Cortes
Subject: Re: Working group meeting transcript

I don't maintain "official" contract files, just working copies (and I am missing a copy of one of Tova's
contracts). The official files should be with the other official EAC contract files. There were 4 personal
services contracts between Tova and Job. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptt1

Peggy,
They are also requesting copies of the signed contracts. Where are your official contract files for that
contract? Let me know where they are and I will pull them to give Gavin the copies so he can review for
releasability. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 01:04 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcript

•

There is only one transcript. In addition to the electronic copy, I have.a hard copy in the.file. Job
Serebrov submitted one correction related to the information reported on his background, not the study.
Otherwise, the transcript has NOT been reviewed for accuracy and we have not released copies to
anyone but our consultants. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 12:25 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Subject Working group meeting transcript

Peggy,
Is the transcript contained in T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER
INTIMIDATION\Working Group the only transcript that exists for that working group? Did you ever review
it for accuracy? Has it been released to anyone previously? We've had a request from Todd Rokita's
office for a copy and I want to be sure we are sending the correct file. Please let us know as soon as
possible. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM --

1.
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/16/2007 04:01 PM

cc ecortes@eac.gov, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information Request[1

Gavin:
For the most part, the appendices published on our website appear to be cleaned up versions of what was
on the CD. One big exception: the appendices do not include the charts of Nexis articles reviewed, which'
were on the CD. Also, I can't tell at a glance if all of the case law charts were put on the website. --Peggy
Gavin .S: Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/16/2007 03:24 PM

cc ecortes@eac.gov, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information RequestI

Is this the same thing (with subsequent research collected) that appears in the 4 appendix to the final
report as posted on our website?
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/16/2007 02:18 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ecortes@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information Request[=

Gavin:
We put the bulk of the raw research, as it stood just prior to the Working Group meeting, on a CD that was
included in the folder provided to all meeting participants. You can access the contents that we put on the
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CD in the shared drawer at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER
INTIMIDATION\Working Group\CD Contents. --- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
04/16/2007 01:38 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Subject Fw: Your Information Request

Peggy,
Do you know the CD .that is being referenced, .blow?
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
— Forwarded by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV on 04/16/2007 01:34 PM
"Bonnet, Jerry (SOS)"
<jbonnet@sos.IN.gov>
•'
To ggilmour@eac.gov
04/16/2007 01:22 PM
cc
Subject RE: Your Information Request

I would also like to obtain a certain CD (I presume this contains
Thank you.
data from the Serebrov/Wang research) that is referred to many time in the
transcript of the May 18, 2006 EAC Voting Fraud Meeting. Do you know if this
is available? I believe it was sent to the meeting participants before the
meeting - but we cannot locate a copy in our office materials. A copy sent by
mail to my attention would be most helpful. Thank you. Jerry Bonnet
-----Original Message----From: ggilmour@eac.gov [mailto:ggilmour@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2007 11:11 AM
To: Bonnet, Jerry (SOS)
Subject: Re: Your Information Request

Here are the docs, zipped per your request.
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(See attached file: Requested docs.zip)
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV'®
To
04/16/200710:45
AM.

jbonnet@sos.in.gov

•
cc

Subject
Re: Your Information Request
(Document link: Gavin S. Gilmour)

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To
04/13/2007 05:30
PM

jbonnet@sos.in.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Your Information Request
(Document link: Gavin S. Gilmour)
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Jerry,

The employment agreements you requested.
[attachment "Employee Agreements Fraud Project.pdf" deleted by Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOVI
Let me know if you have questions

Gavin S. Gilmou
General Counsel.
United States Election Assi tance'Commission
•
1225 New York Ave.-, NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To
04/13/2007 04:49
PM

jbonnet@sos.in.gov
cc
Subject
Your Information Request

Jerry,
Per your request, please find a copy of the meeting transcript.
[attachment "Transcript 051806.TXT" deleted by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
Additionally, you will find the final EAC report (including the
attachments--see page 24) on our website. The link is posted, below.

[attachment "Voter%20Fraudo20&%2OIntimidation%2OReport%20-POSTED.url"
deleted by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
A copy of a draft report has been posted on the NY Times Website. I
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believe you can find it at the following link:
[attachment "20070411voters_draft _report.url" deleted by Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
I will need to get back with you regarding the Contract Employees scope of
work.

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SEDER.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:27 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Vote fraud report(

As far as I know, you are absolutely correct! Julie did the bulk of the rewrite and used my analyses of the
preliminary info submitted by our contractors. I know that I had no contact with the administration
regarding this study. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC,
jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Vote fraud report

The St. Louis Post Dispatch wrote an editorial that said the administration edited our report. I am almost
absolutely sure that is not true, but I wanted to confirm that with you before I request a correction. Thanks.
Jeannie Layson
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/17/2007 03:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: Need emails[

Julie:
The attached appears to be the Job Serebrov email, a portion of which was quoted in the NY Times. He
was responding to my email advising him that recent press reports were referring to the status report on
the vote fraud-voter intimidation project, and that we had not released the final report. (A copy of my email
is attached.) There are no follow-up emails on this topic. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2007 03:07 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<s
et>
To psims@eac.gov,wangtcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM
cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us

HOE'

was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:

^'

^Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the,reyiew process alltd the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the bommission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 02:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Need emails

Peggy,
Can you pull out the emails between you and Job that were quoted in the NYT? I need anything that has
to do with the subject that was referred to in the quoted email as well as any follow up to that email. We
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need it to be able to respond to the letter from Sen. Feinstein, and I figured you could identify those easier
than me searching through the reams of paper in Jeannie's office.
Juliet T. Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/18/2007 05:40 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas. R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
. Subject . Re:.IVeed your help ASAP[

Jeannie:
I did not receive your request in time to type responses on my blackberry by 2 PM, given the information
needed. Here are the answers to your questions:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?

As far as I know, we didn't. contact DOJ officials about this except in response to concerns they had
previously expressed to us. Also, I don't believe we ever allowed DOJ to edit the summaries. (I certainly
didn't.) I believe the consultants and I discussed the idea of having all the interviewees review their
respective interview summaries, but the consultants objected to the idea and there were concerns that the
all of the money remaining available was needed to complete the final report.
Craig Donsanto, Election Crimes Branch, saw the summary of his interview among the documents
provided to the Working Group (prior to the meeting of that group), and pointed out an important factual
error. The summary, as originally written, portrayed DOJ as switching from the prosecution of
conspiracies to the prosecution of individuals. I was present at this interview and this was not what Craig
had said, nor is it supported by the information available on the election crimes pursued by that branch.
DOJ continues to pursue conspiracies and, in addition, has begun to pursue individuals (specifically,
double voting, felon voting and alien voting) in an effort to deter others from election crime.
To my knowledge, John Tanner, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, had not seen the consultants' full
summary of his interview; but he expressed concern to Tova Wang and EAC about the consultants'
characterization of the interviews with Donsanto and him that had been included in the May 2006 status
report. This report was provided to the members of the EAC Standards and Advisory Boards. Per HAVA
requirements, the Voting Section is represented on the Advisory Board. Tanner pointed to the following
errors:
First, the consultants stated that DOJ was not pursuing voter suppression cases. Tanner responded
that "[t]he Department has brought two 11(b) cases, one of the two in this Administration. The focus of
DOJ activity has shifted, in fact, to voter suppression as there are fewer cases over voter dilution
(challenges to at-large election systems, etc.) being brought by anyone as the number of jurisdictions
with at-large election systems has shrunk dramatically.This Administration has, in fact, brought far
more voter-suppression cases ... than ever in the past, including a majority of all cases under
Sections 203 and 208 of the Act, and such key recent Section 2 cases as US v. City of Boston and US
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v. Long County, Georgia."
Second, the consultants implied that DOJ is not pursuing instances of unequal implementation of ID
rules. Tanner's response was that "[c]hallenges based on race and unequal implementation of ID
rules are indeed actionable and we have brought lawsuits, such as in Boston and Long County; we
have not identified instances of such discrimination in which we have not taken action."

Tanner also pointed to the consultants' refusal during the interview to define what they meant by "voter
intimidation", which Tanner suspected did not jibe with the. meaning of the term in federal prosecutions
and probably contributed to misunderstandings. (Federal voter intimidation prosecutions require the
threat of economic or physical harm.)
By the way, both of these officials are career attorneys, not political appointees. They have years of
service at DOJ, working under a number of different administrations.
2. Exactly what did we change and why?'

In the case of. the Donsanto interview summary, I sp@ke with our consultants and asked them to make the
correction. At first, they both refused. Later,. they revised the summary to be a little less blatant, but the
implication that there had been a complete change in approach remained. We revised the summary to
clearly indicate that prosecution of conspiracies continues. The revised paragraph is on page 4 of the
published summary. We also added an intro paragraph similar to other interview summaries submitted by
the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Election Crimes Branch and to distinguish it
from the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division.
In the case of the actual John Tanner interview summary, we added an intro paragraph similar to other
interview summaries submitted by the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Voting
Section and to distinguish it from the Election Crimes Branch. We also moved the consultants' note about
the refusal to share certain internal working papers to the end of the summary because it seemed to
distract from the main interview points if left as an introduction.
Making the distinction between the Election Crimes Branch and the Voting Section is important. The
Voting Section brings cases involving "systemic" discrimination because federal voting statutes focus on
discriminatory action by local governments. It is criminal statutes that involve malfeasance by individuals
and that are enforced by the Election Crimes Branch through Us Attorneys' offices. The difference is key
to understanding federal election law enforcement.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/18/2007 12:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Need your help ASAP
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Peg,
If possible, I need answers for these questions in reference to the vote fraud/voter intimidation project by 2
p.m. today for an inquiry for Congressional Quarterly:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?
2. Exactly what did we change and why?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005.
Phone:, 202-566-3100
e^
w.eac:gov
w.w
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/19/2007 08:53 AM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Correction to Cost of Vote Fraud Contracts

FYI - I noticed that some newsclips are saying we spent $100,000 on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
project. Each of the consultants had two contracts totaling almost $75,000 (not including funds set aside
for related travel), so the total between them would have been closer to $150,000. If anyone needs to
know the added travel costs, Wang spent about $4,500 and Serebrov $1,200 over the course of the 2
contracts.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/24/2007 03:57 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Voter Fraud Project Emails

Here are most of he emails from my active email files. A few did not hold the check mark, so I will send
them separately. I'm trying to work out the best way to hand off copies of the emails from my archived
files.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-1120 (direct)
Fax:. - 202-566 =3127'
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
08/21/2006 12:16 PM
cc
Subject call

Hi Peg, I left you a voice message last week -- you might have been at NCSL. Anyway, would you give
me a call when you have a moment? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20037
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:11 PM
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tovan

Julie:
All of the summaries received, are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:14 PM
cc
Subject Re: Job and TovaQ:
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I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 07:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
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Subject Re: Job and Toval

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: .Job and Tova

I can review them over the weerCend and.attempt.to summarize what they tell us.--= Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret. Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

004711t

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?

•

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11 .6.06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and TovaI

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

004?13

Margaret Sims
----- Original Message
From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret 4ims
Subject: Re Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?

00471.

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:50 AM

cc.•
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewF

sorry, about that. Here's the outline...
I. BACKGROUND/INTRODUCTION
A. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FRAUD
B. PURPOSE OF THE EAC STUDY
C. METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
II. DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
A. VOTER FRAUD IS TOO LIMITED
B. COLLOQUIAL DEFINITION IS TOO BROAD
C. ELECTION CRIMES
D. WHAT IS NOT AN ELECTION CRIME FOR PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
III. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
A. ACCEPTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. SURVEY LAW ENFORCEMENT, INVESTIGATORY AGENCIES, AND
PROSECUTORS
ii. REVIEW AMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINTS FILED WITH STATES
iii. REVIEW DOJ/USA ACTIONS
B. REJECTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. REASONS WHY REJECTED
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

004711

(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review1

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each.. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTE4 . INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Lset me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5.06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tovan

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

000711,

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-V®TER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too r^sany of them to append to . this
message, or I would do it The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc

00 717

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review)

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:30 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Reviewa

The cthsultant's report is a draft of an EAC report. We will take theonsultant's report and finalize.if into
OUR report.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review["–]

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 05:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[=]

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

004?18

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202)566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[

Ju4e:
I have not received the outline, but went 'ahead with reviewing the literature researched.. Attached
my•
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11 .6.06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tovan

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins

00471%

Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
Is

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --

00472[

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/06/2006 06:36 PM

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewI

Julie:
Happy to help, especially as I have to assume the blame for the report turned in by the consultants. I think
you were aware that I was disappointed that it was not a more professional product. As I was not clear
what the Commission's position is on editing such reports after receipt of the final, and as the consultants
insisted that their work not be changed, I.felt a bit stymied. Let me know what else I can do.
In the meantime, I revisiting some drafts rece yed on the Vote Count-Recount test practices to see if I
can encourage more improvements before submission of the final. We're still waiting for the state-by-state
summary of practices, originally delayed* by the subcontractor's nonperformance, which could affect goes
into the best practices. I think some of the emphasis I see in the drafts on post election audits and proper
recordkeeping will help respond to some of the issues raised in the literature review for the voting
fraud-voter intimidation study.
--- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 05:18 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[--^^

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 11:07 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewE

004721

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

R

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E: Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:41 PM

^ To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tova[j

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM

004?24C

To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

• To . Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ---Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 07:05 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: please investigate

HiIs this the kind of thing I should be passing on to you or Gavin?

O0t7Z

Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 11/07/2006 07:03 AM
^^
11/06/2006 07:47 PM

•`'''

To
HAVAinfo
@ eac.9ov,
cc
Subject please investigate

Please investigate this incident or pass it on to the proper authority.
This morning, I received a recorded message saying that my polling place was
"St. Francis" something or other. Later in the day, I wondered why I was
informed of this change via a phone number with an out of state area code. I
just
check the Mahoning County Board of Elections site and the polling location is
still listed as "Frank Ohl School" which is where I've voted since moving
here.
Since I received another call about the same time, I'll give you information
on both numbers.
For the first call (which I believe is the culprit) the information on my
caller ID was "Unknown Name 320-230-0961". They claimed they were from
American
for Reform Now or something like that. When I dialed that number, I received
this message: "Mailbox for Rob Olsen is full." While writing this email, I
just
received another call from this number. Now the recorded message was from Ohio
for Fair Minimum Wage.
For the other call (from this morning) the, information on my caller ID was
"Amer Voice Retr 206-706-2650". When I dialed that number I got a recording
which identified them as "People for Washington State Democrats.., authorized
by
Kl 2006."
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Bollin er
a

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 09:33 AM
cc

004724

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?

•

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
S41100
1225 New
0 Yob'
Washington
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
•To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM
cc

•

Subject Re: VF and VI*study

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC

cc

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
09:47 AM
cc

Subject Re: VF and VI study[=)

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the

004725...

consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/07/2006 09:45 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
11/07/2006 11:29 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[)

OK, I will get started on the interview summaries today.
DOJ (Donsanto and Tanner) raised objections to the consultants' description of their interviews, which

oo472b

state that DOJ officials agreed they were bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases. An advocacy.
group is going after DOJ, accusing the agency of doing just that for political reasons, so this is something
DOJ wants corrected.
Apart from the consultants pre-existing bias that "the feds aren't doing enough", a big part of the problem
appears to have been a misunderstanding over terminology. When our consultants used the term
"intimidation", they included all sorts of suppression activities. When Craig Donsanto used the tern
"intimidation", he was using the definition under federal criminal vote fraud statutes, which requires the
action be accompanied by threat of physical or economic harm. (He told me he has had only one such
case in 30 tears.) His office is actively pursuing voter suppression activities under statutes other than
federal voter intimidation laws (e.g.; the recent case in NH where a campaign operative conspired to block
election day GOTV telephone lines of the opposing party). A copy of Tanner's comments on the interview
summary in the status report for the Standards and Advisory Boards meetings is attached.
I. had many long discussions with Tova and Job about this. I was able to get them to soften their
description (see 4th bullet. on page 7 of the draft report), but not entirely to my satisfaction. Also at the
Working Group meeting, it was agreed that the consultants would add a rate to their definition to clarify
that the working definition for purposes of the. research includes. activities that do not meet the federal.
definition of voter intimidation. The resulting. note on page 5 of the draft report is too vague.
DOJ has not seen everything the consultants put in the draft final report, so they may have additional
concerns. For example, the consultants' recommendations include the following:
Attend the Department of Justice's Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. The consultants
also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to include attendance at the next
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According to the Department, DEOs are required to
attend annual training conferences centered on combating election fraud and voting rights abuses.
These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil rights officials and senior
prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. According to the
Department, DEOs are required to attend annual training conferences centered on combating election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil
rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices.
Footnote:
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
How DEOs are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their resources on; How they are instructed
to respond to various types of complaints; How information about previous elections and voting issues
is presented; and, How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
DOJ has stated that this is an internal meeting, involving only DOJ officials, US Attorneys and FBI. EAC
researchers cannot be admitted without opening the meeting to other outsiders. DOJ does not want to do
this, probably for two reasons: (1) confidential information on current enforcement cases may be
discussed; and (2) making enforcement strategies public could give unscrupulous individuals a virtual
"how to" manual for circumventing such strategies when committing election crimes.
We may also have a hard time gaining access to the DOE reports and the Voting Section records of
complaints, as they probably aren't considered public documents.
--- Peggy

00472`'

IN
D OJ-T annerComments•TWI nteviewS ummary. doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:47 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

thatwould be great. I am'also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the
consi4tants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[=

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 11:41 AM

cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those'
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 12:04 PM
cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?L

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 11:41 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

OO^72^

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 12:08 PM

cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?I

Thanks. Currently, on the phone with Job. Ugh!!!!
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100.
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/09/2006 12:04 PM

Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?I

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 11:41 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

00473(;

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/12/2006 08:45 PM
cc
Subject VF-Vl Interviews

Sorry this is later than expected. I was missing the notes of one interview and had several computer
crashes when I tried to retrieve archived email to determine if I had failed to file it after one of the
consultants sent it. I finally gave up looking for it in favor of summarizing what I had.
Attached is a summary of points raised in the . interviews. I found it more difficult to extract lessons learned
from the interview notes, so I used a summary fgrmat. (The interview notes make it appear that the focus
^.
of the.interviews differed from one person to another, perhaps because consultants were seeking different . .
• information from interviewees). I've also attached a list of interviewees with pertinent interview notes.
(Some of the interview notes dealt with irregularities other than voting fraud and voter intimidation.) --Peggy

EAC-Summary of Info from Interviews 11-06.doc EAC-Experts Interviewed Notes 11.06.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/13/2006 10:27 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject VF-VI Another DOJ Objection

Julie:
I just remembered that there was one other DOJ objection. It was about the way the consultants
described the Election Crimes Branch focus on cases. In the interview with Donsanto (the only interview
attended), he made reference to the fact that the Election Crimes Branch used to only go after
conspiracies, not individuals. Now, however, they had begun prosecuting individuals for noncitizen and
felon voting. The consultants heard an unexpressed "instead", which would mean that DOJ had dropped
pursuing conspiracies in favor of going after individuals. Based on my previous experience, I heard and
unexpressed "in addition", meaning that DOJ was not just prosecuting conspiracies, the department also
had begun to prosecute individuals.
I had lengthy discussions with the consultants over this issue as well. Donsanto confirmed that he meant
"in addition", and the lists of cases he provided indicates that the department continues to pursue
conspiracies. (It doesn't make sense any other way, unless you believe that the government is out to get
the little guy.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/15/200609:58 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation

004731

Peggy,
I have attached a rough draft of the report that I think that we should propose to the Commissioners. I was
hoping that you could give it a read and give me your comments by Friday morning, as I have to deliver a
draft to the Commissioners on Friday. I also have a couple of questions. You will notice that I have noted
that several items will be attached as appendixes. First question: Should we attach these things?
Second question: In cases where you have provided summaries of the summaries, should we attach
yours or theirs?

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc

Juliet Thompson. Hodgkins'
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EACIGOV@EAC
11/15/2006 12:23 PM
cc
Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 01:52 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thor Hearn

D

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member

004?31C

Lathrop & Gage, LC
The Equitable Building
10 South Broadway, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63102-1708
Phone: 314-613-2522; (or Assistant, Bethany at 314- 613-2510)
Fax: 314-613-2550
Email: mhearne(cD-Iathropgage.com; (or Assistant, Bethany at bschuler@lathropgage.com)

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/15/2006 12:23 PM

cc
Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:10 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation[

Thanks.

00473.3

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation['

Got it, and will get back to you by FridayAM.. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/2006 09:28 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

Julie:
I really like the tone, focus, and organization of the paper. I also liked the way you interspersed the lists of
Working Group members, interviewees, and reports reviewed with the text (drawing the reader's attention
to the info, cutting down on the # of appendices, and giving the eye a break from regular text). Attached is
your document with my comments, questions, and suggested changes. I did not do much to it.
Regarding your questions about the appendices:
I really did not prepare my summaries with an eye toward publication, but the consultants' summaries
probably include incendiary info (particularly re DOJ interviews). As for the case law, we have multiple,
voluminous charts, but no list. We can create a list from the charts, but that will take time. The
Commissioners may want to see the consultants' or my summaries and the case law charts, but do we
need to publish them?
Do we need to put short bios for Tova and Job in an appendix? --- Peggy

EAC VF-VI Report• rev 11-17-06.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV .
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/200609:44 AM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation ReportI

00473

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100.
Washington, DC 20005''s.
(202) 566-3100
---. Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/G OOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:54 PM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report(--'j

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/17/2006 04:05 PM

cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Reporta

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims'
----- Original M4ssage ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11 /17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report["–'j

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". 1 have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

004734

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

11/26/2006 09:39 PM

cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportI

Julie:
I reviewed our materials and refreshed my memory. The DOJ issues appear to be the only potential
pitfalls in the consultants' interview summaries. The only other issue that arose during the course of the
work was Secretary Rokita's objection to EAC doing the research. I think you have taken care of that in
your paper. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 04:05 PM

To MargaretSims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E..Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[l

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
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DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC . .
11/27/2006 10:58 AM
R ..
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts -PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

Peggy,
Just to clarify.., you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts -PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[-'-]

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?

004731

3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/17/2006 01:39 PM

Subject My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EACIGOV
11/27/2006 11:30 AM
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONI

I attended only the interview with Craig Donsanto. --- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/27/2006 10:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

004731-

Peggy,
Just to clarify.., you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER:
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION I

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?
3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 01:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject My Thoughts --PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Do Not Release
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Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Davidson, Donetta"
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
<ddavidson@eac.gov>, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised - Draft – Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

Attached is a revised version of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Draft Report. The changes that
Commissioner Hillman suggested have been made and highlighted in yellow. See pages 10-11.
Peggy and I are working on the revision of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries and will forward
that to you under a separate email.

Voter Fraud & Intimidation Report -112906.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
cc
Subject Interview Summaries

00474.

q

Appendix 3 - Interview Summaries - consultants.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews ...

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
• I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
•
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
•

If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

-. Also, I may be in the

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 03:17 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner InterviewsL

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for their review.
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews
.Is

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
• I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
•
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
•

If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc

' ''`

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 03:52 PM
cc

Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews)

Julie:
I assume you mean the note associated with the Tanner interview when you mentioned the pending
cases. That's fine by me. I was just a little concerned that the note as a whole was a little adversarial and
whiny. If any questions arise as to why certain items should be deleted from the Donsanto interview
summary, I have answers. --- Peggy

00474

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/01/2006 03:17 PM

Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews[=

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they.won't release . information on pending. cases).
I..will forward to the Cs for thefr. review .
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•
•
•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.

If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

t

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To pmclennon@cookcountygov.com
12/04/2006 06:12 PM
cc
Subject Vote Fraud Report

Dear Peter:
I apologize for the delayed response. The paper that the media touted as an EAC statement on vote fraud . .
was actually just a report on the status of preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation
conducted by EAC consultants. The document does not represent a consensus atement on the subject
by EAC. The status report was presented to the EAC Board of Advisors and the EAC Standards Board.
last spring.. As these meetings were open to the public, the status report is available to . the public. (See
attached.)
EAC plans to consider a draft of its own report, which is based on the preliminary research of our
consultants, at this Thursday's public meeting. (See agenda published at
http://www.eac. gov/docs/Public%20Meeting,%2012-07-06,°/a2OWash. %20Revised%2OFinal%20Agenda
pdf.) If the report is approved, EAC will publish it on our web page.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

I
VF-VI Study Status 5-17.06.pdf
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
12/06/2006 12:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review ASAP - Fw: Fraud Report Press Release DRAFT

Then I need to get commishes to okay.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 12/06/2006 12:36 PM --To bwhitener@eac.gov
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m>
12/05/2006 06:49 PM

cc jlayson@eac.gov
Subject Fraud Report Press Release - DRAFT

Brian,
Please find attached the draft fraud report press release for review. The other documents will
follow in a separate email.
Jennifer
------------------NEW E-MAIL?jennifer.roseutley(@bm.com .. .

e. .

Jennifer Rose-Utley
Manager, Public Affairs
Burson-Marsteller
202.530.4505

jennifer.roseutlev(bm.com
-------------We've Moved!
Please visit us at our new location:
Burson-Marsteller
iiio Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite uoo
Washington, DC 20005

Oki

Fraud Press Release - DRAFT v2.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM

—Marget

Sims/EAC/GOV

To bwhitener@eac.gov

12/06/2006 03:46 PM

cc
Subject VF-VI Research Contacts

Bryan:
The two consultants were*,,j,y
• Tova Wang (wang@tcf.org)
• Job Serebrov (serebrov@sbcglobal.net)

_ 00±74t

The contact information for the Project Working Group, including technical advisor, Craig Donsanto, is in
the attached spreadsheet.
You should also send notice to John Tanner, Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, DOJ
(john.k.tanner@usdoj.gov). --- Peggy
It
Work Group Contact-Availability Info.xis
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----"Bryan Whitener"
<bwhitener@eac.gov>

To psims@eac.gov

12/07/2006 02:45 PM

cc
Subject EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study, 12-07-06

.

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW – Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

For Immediate Release
December 7, 2006
Contact:
Jeannie Layson
Bryan Whitener
(202) 566-3100

EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study
No consensus on the regularity of voting fraud and voting intimidation found
Agency accepts recommendations to conduct a comprehensive study on elections crimes

WASHINGTON - The United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC) today voted on the

findings of the "Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study" and accepted recommendations to conduct

00471'

a comprehensive assessment of all claims, charges and prosecutions of voting crimes.
The study represents the first phase of the information gathering process and includes a working
definition of election crimes. EAC will now proceed with the second phase, a more comprehensive
data-driven survey and study of elections crimes and voter intimidation. The new phase will offer
consistency to the study and will identify a common definition of the issue for dialogue among elections
officials, civil rights and voter advocacy groups, law enforcement officials, attorneys and the public.
The recommendations accepted by EAC today include:
Survey Chief Elections Officers to Review and Assess Administrative Complaints: EAC will survey
the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have been filed, investigated and resolved.
since January 1, 2004.
Survey State Election Crime.Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed and Referred: EAC
will gather information on the numbers and types of complaints that have been received by, investigated,
and ultimately referred to local or state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since
January 1, 2004.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints and Charge of
Voting Crimes: EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges, or indictments, and pleas or
convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures: EAC will use the reliable data
gathered from each survey group to analyze the effectiveness of fraud prevention and reporting
measures.
In order to arrive at the findings, EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case
law on voting fraud and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field regarding their
experiences and research. According to the findings, while there is currently no consensus on the
frequency of voting fraud and voter intimidation, most participants agreed that absentee balloting is
subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts, followed by vote buying and voter registration
fraud.
Following today's vote to approve the survey recommendations, EAC will begin a comprehensive
survey and subsequent study on voting fraud and voter intimidation based on hard data. Section 241 of
the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) mandates that EAC research and study various issues
related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC in consultation with the
Standards Board and Board of Advisors selected voting fraud and voter intimidation from a list of
potential research topics that serve to improve the administration of elections for federal office.
For the EAC's full report on the Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study or to view testimony from
today's hearing, visit www.eac.gov.

..
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EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by HAVA. It is charged with administering
payments to states and developing guidance to meet HAVA requirements, implementing election
administration improvements, adopting voluntary voting system guidelines, accrediting voting system
test laboratories and certifying voting equipment and serving as a national clearinghouse and resource of
information regarding election administration. The three EAC commissioners are Paul DeGregorio,
chairman; Donetta Davidson and Gracia Hillman. One vacancy currently exists.
###

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---•

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:14 AM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Rick Hasen response-need your approval

Commissioners,
I want to respond to Rick Hasen's post regarding EAC and the fraud report. My suggested response is
below, and his original post follows. Please let me know if you agree that I should attempt to correct the
misinformation he posted. If so, please let me know if you approve of my suggested response. Thank you.
Mr. Hason,
I write to point out incorrect information you posted on your website on December 11, 2006. You wrote:
"Note what's missing compared to the earlier version leaked to the USA Today Newspaper." No one at the
EAC leaked anything to USA Today. The reporter asked for a copy of the staff report about the fraud
resesarch that was presented at a public meeting in May to our Board of Advisors and the Standards
Board, and the EAC provided it to him. This information was presented and discussed at a meeting that
was open to the public, so we provided materials distributed at the meeting to anyone who requested it.
The staff report about the fraud project was also distributed to every member of both advisory boards. Go
here to view the Federal Register notice about the public meeting at which this project and many others
were discussed.
The statement you attribute to one of the consultants is absolutely correct. As stated by their contract,
these consultants were hired so that the EAC could "...obtain consulting services from an individual who
can provide advice drawn from broad professional and technical experience in the area of voter fraud and
intimidation."
As for your reference to what's "missing compared to the earlier version," the report contains the complete
summaries of every interview conducted by the consultants as well as every book, article, report or case
that was reviewed. It does not contain the synopsis of those interviews, which were written by the
consultants. EAC provided the individual summaries so readers could reach their own conclusions about
the substance of the interviews.
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EAC's interpretation of HAVA and its determination of what it will study and how it will use its resources to
study it are matters of agency policy and decision. These are not, nor should they be, determinations or
decisions made by consultants. The EAC has the ultimate responsibility for the reports it issues, and it is
incumbent upon the agency to conduct due diligence to ensure reports, data or any other information is
complete and accurate before it is adopted by the Commission.
As someone with a public platform who informs the public about matters regarding election administration,
I would appreciate it if you would extend the same professional courtesy most journalists do and contact
the agency in the future if you have questions or concerns about EAC policy or actions. You may reach
me directly at 202-566-3103. I appreciate your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jeannie Layson
Director of Communications
US Election Assistance Commission

More on FL-13, and a Role for the EAC?

When I saw this headline on the Sarasota Herald Tribune web page, I thought
it must have been about the FL-13 race.
Over on the election law listserv, Doug Johnson, responding to my commentary
calling for the House to investigate the problems and declare a revote in the
FL-13 race, sugg ested that perhaps the EAC is better situated to conduct an
investigation than the House of the problems in the FL-13.
I'm afraid we might not be able to count on the EAC to conduct an investigation
that is well-funded, tough, and fair. Politics appears to be creeping in to
decisions of the EAC's advisory board, and there' s real concern about the
EAC's vote fraud report. Note what's missing compared to the earlier version
leaked to the USA Toda y newspaper. Tova Wang, who authored the draft report
for the EAC, issued the following statement to me: "My co-consultant and I
provided the EAC with a tremendous amount of research and analysis for this
project. The EAC released what is their report yesterday."
The EAC has also lost two commissioners, one Republican and one Democrat,
who appeared to be tough-minded and fair. I am very worried about the
fairness and non-partisanship of the new rumored nominees.
In short, the EAC has to prove it is up to the task of fair and serious inquiry
before it could be trusted with something like an investigation of the FL-13.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --

.
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:50 AM
I

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Paul
DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bryan
Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Rick Hasen response-need your approval

I agree that Jeannie should send the response.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
-=--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/242007 02:50 PM —
Gracia Hill
` --.^.

Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
Davidson.. <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>

To

12: PM
12/14/2006 12:07

f
f

Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:40 PM

To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People For]

Commissioner Hillman:
PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
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Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV

\'.

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:07 PMDear
Commissioner Hillman:

To "Paul DeGregorio' <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
.<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>

e

Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 01:08 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Reportf

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
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Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy .
-;-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 01:19 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report[--']

Sorry. I saw a message addressed to the Commissioners. I did not realize the fact that I was cc'd meant
that you wanted my comments as well. Will do better next time. In the case of PFAW, I think we may
need to address other points, as well. I can put some comments in bullet form, and you can take them or
leave them. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 01:08 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report[

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

00475

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/14/2006 12:55 PM

Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 01:36'PM '
cc ."Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@@pc.gov>, Gracia
Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, `"Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
"Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul
DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac.gov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People ForEn

Peg, et.alI

not have any interaction with this group.

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:40 PM

To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People ForEA

Commissioner Hillman:

004?5z.

PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Gracia
Hillman/EACIGOV
12/14/2006 1207

PMDear Commissioner
Hillman:

To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>,
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC /GOV @EAC, Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret.
Sims/EAC /GOV @EAC, "Jeannie Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"

<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>. .
• cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov> .
Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----,:_h Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, Ddavidson@eac.gov, Margaret
F
° ^ 12/18/2006 12:44 PM
cc Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
/
Subject Suggested Timeline for Election Crimes Study

Attached is the suggested timeline that I offered for the Election Crimes Study.
It is an excel spreadsheet, which, if printed, should be done with Landscape layout. If printed on 8 1/2 x
11 paper, it will print as two pages.

It

Election Crimes, Proj 2007 Timelines is
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -----
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Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
01/23/2007 02:35 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fraud report

Was the report that was drafted after the working group meeting or the interviews done with eac
participant reviiewed after the draft was completed.
Need this right away
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV e
To Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
01/26/2007 11:49 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re:

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
01/23/2007 02:14 PM

To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
Thanks,
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Elle
Elle Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV.:
To klynndyson@eac.gov@EAC
01/26/2007 11:54 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: [-

s

I already got one, thanks!
Elle L.K. Kuala
Special Assistant to the Chair
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
01/26/2007 11:49 AM

To Eileen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: L

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
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Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>

01/23/2007 02:14 PM

cc
Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
Thanks;.
Elle
Elle Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
02/09/2007 05:45 PM
cc
Subject Fw: 1099

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
-- Forwarded by Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 02/09/2007 05:44 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jhodgkins@eac.gov>
02/09/2007 05:33 PM
cc
Subject 1099

004?5"6

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/23/2007 02:58 PM

To Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: documentation for evaluation[g

Curtis:
I believe that the only items I have in hard copy, and not in electronic format, are my working copies of the
contracts (official copies would be in the agency contract files), the monthly pay invoices and travel
reimbursement requests submitted by the consultants, and some DOJ training documentation that was
given to us on condition that we keep it confidential.
Other than emails, the documentation that is in electronic form is housed in EAC's shared drawer at
T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION. Do you have read access to
that?.
`^
`^
Peggy Sims.
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV
Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV
04/23/2007 02:27 PM

To EAC Personnel
cc
Subject documentation for evaluation

All:
The Office of Inspector General has initiated an evaluation of the contracting process used by the EAC for
the voter fraud and voter intimidation projects. In order for us to complete our evaluation, we need
copies of all e-mails or other documents that you have regarding either project. Electronic documents
can be sent to an e-mail account that we have set up- eaccon@eac.gov.
If you have any hard copy documents, please let me know.
If you do not have any documents or e-mails, please send me an e-mail to that effect.
Thank you,
Curtis Crider
Office of Inspector General, Election Assistance Commission
Phone - (202) 566-3125
Fax - (202) 566-0957
Important: This electronic transmission is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is

004?5^:

addressed. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from
disclosure under applicable law.

s

00476(

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/01/2007 08:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent:. Monday, April 03, 2006 4:14 PM
To: wang@tcf'org'
t
Subject: Fw: DO] Training. Materials

Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM —

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLlrik

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

00476;

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

04/03/2006 03:47 PM

Devon:
One of our consultants noted thatthere are several_ sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From.what,she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/05/200 5:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
ToSent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

004764.

Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

004?6;:

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Origiil Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III
:1
Sent: Monday, April 03, 20
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be ame to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: Sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

004761

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. 'develop 'a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
contest of Federal elections;''
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review); identify related activitie ^g ey government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this resedl:i'sdtCCe dou.rentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics, of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phon 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: t12-566 3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

004765

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

-- Original Message
From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [6
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims(a,eac.gov

00476,

To
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
.Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requireVAC to conduct research on election
administration issues Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

e*

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary researr'on'these topics (incluc#jng Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
.of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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Pg e: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fa 202'-566-3127''
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/06/2006 03:27 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello II

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working GroupE

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST711 AM EST Son Wednesday,
April 12? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by. Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---- .
`•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/04/2006 09:49 AM

cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/12/2006 12:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

>, psims@eac.gov

cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: working group meeting

004768

That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mail
6
Sent: Wednesday, April 12,
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

l

It was my"understanding that •the meeting would be.on..
the.l5th:or later.
•

Tova, Peggy is out of the office thisweek...
--.= Tova Wang <wang@tcf'.org> wrote:
> I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
> I will be in DC for
> other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
> difference (EAC would not
> have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
> example, Monday May 8 or
> possibly even the 9th) Thanks.
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
>
The
Century
Foundation""
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

{

^,

00476(

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
EST..•Us.e the usual phone number
Al 11, 'at 0:30 AM CST/11
and passcode _.
If you: have trouble connect4ng, co^taet Nicole .: .
M:;• . .
Peg-^, ..
--------------------------

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
-

Nicole
- . Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov <s
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[=

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc

004771

"'Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, : April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea..Wang; Job Serebgpv
Subject:, Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
CST/11 • 30
,EST.°.44Jse the usual phone number
April 1:., ; at 10:30 ,
and tasscode4.
(
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —

^..

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/10/2006 10:05 AM

You are set for the 12th at 11 art

:r

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference set up[=

pass code

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

00477.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

04/09/2006 11:15 PM

cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set
Please send me confirmation.
Peg

up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---`•'

'Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>

To psims@eac.gov

04/041*1006 08:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: weinutrkverizon.net
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your sch^,,and^let ie know if there e any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be availa6l
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

004 772

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.go
04/03/2006 03:45 PM
cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 2:_41.PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Mentioning DO] Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
•'
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview
•

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

00477;

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday; April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by.Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:1 PM

To "Job Serebrov" •.

cc.
GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info[–)

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

k

"Job Serebrov" <
,. J

"
flfllt>

04/03/2006 04:57 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita

317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

'

00477

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"
Serebro "
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
03:46 PM
04/03/2
cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
--- psims@eac:.gov wrote:
•

> Tova and Job.:

>.

> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but .
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we .are not disclosi>Og things we shouldna€T"t
> disclose.`
> Therefore,, please provj^de the draft text to me ASAP,
> so that t can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda

, 'Tova Wan

004775

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly a-mail, updates.

TW proposed
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Job Serebrov"
<

To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

0^

cc

•

Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
> --------------------------

•

i t

> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00477[

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

04/11/2006 10:24 AM

cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today.. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----.
From: , psims@eac.gov [mailto:p'sims@eac.•gov]
Sent.: Monday, April 10,. 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appear s:kPit' the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/1i_-0 AMST. Use the usual phone number
and passcod
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00477''

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].

•
•

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
3,.
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
- --- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM--.-• Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.
To Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc
Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy
It
Work Group Contact Info xis

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
To

04/03/2006 03:41 PM

°ponsanto, Craig"
4raig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
•

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16

PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

00477

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
have 2 issues for you today.
to scheduleeting
a meof the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud Voter
First, I am
y tg in
r
Intimidation research project. As.a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --f'

"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/10/2006 11:04 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

00477`-

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:01 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc`
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info)

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

r'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.go
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03 2006 3:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Working Group Contact Info
Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

004781

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebr
04/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrovr
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
ril 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30EST. Use the usual phone number
A
and passcode
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Job Serebrov"
1•

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/06/2006 09:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:

n04781

> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
> I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
> Prosecution of Election
> Offenses... He responded that it is at the printers.
> and will not be
> available .for.a couple of. month's. In . the interim,
> •he referred me to the
> white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
> He said that the
1. white paper..ir cludes the same information on the
> prosecution of election
> fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

I, :

•

To sims
eac. gov
°^
P
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

, "Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello II

SAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group[

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
standup to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would yob be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so let me know a convenient. time: I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
<tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psini's@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----

00478

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto:tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamjs on; 'Javier Chacon
. Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,

9

Attached is the information from the EAC,requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. 4Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

0047841

1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
04/05/2006 05:45 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

OK, thanks''. I can access. the IFES web site. That will give the consultants. something to work with. --Peg.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advar4ce copy? Our consultants.will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM

004!x5

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
•our in a couple months.
Sent

f

from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

004786

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Pg9y Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc
Subject Interview for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconferenceA ong our two consultants, Tova Wang and
I had to leave your name
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I m oUrof the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
(4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.

bfiii6^way
Thanks! --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -wang@ tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
gov
P^@
04/06/2006 05:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

0114787

a,eac.gov
From: psims(7
; wangtcf.org
To:
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to setup an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
asked Donsanto about an updated version of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached: He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "'psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/10/2006 02:35 PM
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
Sent frol my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov'" <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT

00478

meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following, up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and runningD

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
04/03/2006 03:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: doj training materials[`--^

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

0O478^.

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

04/02/2006 06:56 PM

"Job Serebrov"'
cc <wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

"Tova Wang"

S

Hi Peg,.
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First; I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

00479L

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
>
04/17/2006 1 : 3 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I. just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end of May. I believe I.will be working for the
state in June which will'make.it difficult to find
time to finish and . could slow thins down but I am not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
ry
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

^'
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:

00091

> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and
next week for the
interview. Which day,
and time is best for you and
...
Job?j3x:^+f.r:3/s ;:...

> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
>.
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l406.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc

+•

Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy
s^
tem.
FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule.)ds
.

004?9^.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04117/2006 10:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: Interviews
9

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the Working Group'
meeting and final write up.
--- psims@eac.gov

wrote:.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 04/17/2006 10:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

00095

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova and Job:
>>

> > I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>

Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and
next week for the
interview. Which da}and time is best for you and
Job?
>2

> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
> >
> >
>.>
>.>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

Wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:.39_AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!

>>

> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>>
>>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l406.htm
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 10:21 AM

To "Job Serebrov'.
cc

t>, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

004794

We could skim it
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 200 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is it possible to'get the materials they are using
>._for the trainings? ,
>
> Thanks Peg
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, Apr'
> To: wang@tcf.org;
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
>
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peg - This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
Department's Ballot Access and
Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
Thursday announced that FBI
was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
financing offenses. The main

^.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
priority these cases
will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
57 Field Divisions will
have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
will be the equivalent of
the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
training these new
FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
them in Denver in a
very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
to Portland, Oregon f
more of the same.

>
>
>
>

From:•psims@eac.gov[mailto:psims@eac..gov.]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBIIinitiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

00479b

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
>
> donsanto again

> ..
>
>
>.
>

e^

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"!^ Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

004797

> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

tf

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.go

04/17/2006 09:20 AM

cc

•

t

Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, Apr' 17
t
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

004796

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Job Serphrn

04/17/2006 10:17 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject. Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?

--- psims@eac.gov 'Wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again.

O0479

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

— Forward ., by Margaret Sims/EAC/O.V on 05/01/2007 08:46. PM -Sirvello III,
•
04/07/2006 08:52 AM

To psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
T^
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

001±SU

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone:.866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
e Fax: 202-566-3127
email:. psims@eac.gov .
l
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO41406.htm
---Xorwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Thny J. Sirvello III
To psims@eac.gov
04/11/2006 03:40 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

004801-.

----- Original Message
From: psimseac.gov
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with ou..2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please cal
(toll free at
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcoae,ntr
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use aTarld
.line, rather than a cell phone.
Ifyou have trouble connecting, pleiVe call Nicole Mortellit. at our office
Thanks
Peggy
:
S
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message ----From: "Tony J. Sirvello III" [tjsthree@msn.coml
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony

Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
Tt
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

004802

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:44 AM
cc

@GSAEXTERNAL

Suf ect Re: Working Group-Perez[..,

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

t

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county elections commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as. vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.

004803

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political e7ipenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and .cai aigns, or pib iclj supports or opposes a
candidate - for public office bra measure to be voted on at an election. An offense.
under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.
>.
>'

>

---

psims@eac.gov.wrote:.

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter . registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the

004805

> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
>-> sessions for election. officials that.are conducted
> > at ` , that" organiza4ion's .>.> Conferences.. His peers . in IACREO.T and'The
Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

00480&

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:3 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

>•>
>
> > Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

05/11/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

R

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

Q04807

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
re is
> Election Fraud byg:3?fisanto.;,..;
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc

05/12/2006 10:19 AM

Subject Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 5-12-0S.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[]

Thanks 'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

11 ''1i

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims&eac.gv
o
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht" [weinutr@verizon.net]
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac. ov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

oo±soq

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:43 PMTo

J pb Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject Re: new working group representative[

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov" .
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM cc

Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
>
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, • how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

OO S1(.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM

>

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
^t>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
>>>>
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

OQ4s1 .

>>

> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > .> the. Lawyers. Committee
> >.> for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnw.ine, the Executive.'
> > >•Director of the Lawyers Committee,.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>

""

8

> >>
>>>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> >>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
>
>

> >>

> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
>;> > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:46 PM

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summarym

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
brov"
I.

,S

t>

.05/11/2006 03:17 PM•

To Psims eac.gov
.
cc
Subject. Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

ir+

a05/02/2006 09:45 AM

^,

To wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

O

Subject Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

O O 811

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezE

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-apptpartisan restnctions.doc
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas: neutral or political? Who'
appointed. Perez?
As to Pat I. will contact him but I can't promise
anything. if Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/24/2006 04:41 PM
^}
.'

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EA
cc
Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

Work Group Contact-Availability Info.xls

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
-fa
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials
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REF `e resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
Sure. But w
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my' consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? ---'Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

o0^J1(

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
.
'{
>
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

f? P

1'7

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>

I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
back to the office, and we can have copies available
at the meeting.
Peggy

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message . ----From: wang
Sent:: 05/13/2006, 10:54' AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc': "Job .Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Fw: research summary

> Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
> so as I said I'll just
> present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" <s
>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
> Subject: Re: research summary

> > T>>
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you
approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

>
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/22/2006 06:07 PM

cc

004818

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: PowerPoinrt-resentatioiRoards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -o i^
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Margaret Jims /EAC /GOV @EAC
05/25/2006 02:37 PM
cc
..t;r.
Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

j

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

IN
VFVI Meeting Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:47 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

00418111

Subject RE: Your Materialsd

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? -=- Peggy

".Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@ sdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

ft

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

.1
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Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an

`-
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election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---wang@tcf.org
To psims @eac:gov
05/12/2006 09:48 RAM
•cc

Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To : wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims @eac.go
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the

001822

requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
t
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Defliiiuuii

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben. Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. - Peo9Y
--^ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 02:55 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

4

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
Si jectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

oo4saq
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Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the name s of certain registrants, who were
registered by federal examiners, without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department.
After I received your email, I asked Barry Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures

OO402Fo

is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

05/12/2006 12:45 PM
psims@eac.gov,
t

cc
Subject

RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
006 9:20 AM
Sent: Friday, May
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).

I

have made contact with er3 Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if6l
he accepts our invitation to join the working .group ..--- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

oo482Z

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representative
rOOJ -=that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc

Subject Re: Thursday[

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday
sa

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcforg, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Craig C. Donsanto"
<cdonsanto@yahoo.com>
@Y
To "peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

a

8.
---

8.

"Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.•com> wrote:

> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19:57:36 -0700 (PDT)
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto"
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
oo4s2^

> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> Us.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

> --- "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov> wrote:
> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
> >.
>.>•

.

.A

> SSA Michael B. Elliott
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office),+:- ^,•:-:w.-:;.•

>>
> > 310-210-8511 (Cellular)
>>
>>
>>
>>

> Craig C. Donsanto
>-cdonsanto@yahoo.com

.1
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Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/07/2007 04:31 PM

cc
bcc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Subject Voting Fraud Project-Archived Email Batch 8 (Final)

This is the last batch of archived emails related to the voting fraud study. I have some records concerning
the study that are available in hard copy only. I will photocopy them for you as soon as I am able to do so.
--- Peggy Sims

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebrov"
>
10/10/2005 10:44 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peggy:
Any word on getting us a copy of our contracts?
Job
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
Karen Lynn -Dyson /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/03/2005 02:25 PM

cc
Subject Tova and Job contracts

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow. doc on
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Karen Lynn-Dys
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 09:00 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJ

00433

Jeannie:
Thanks for helping me out on this. I talked to Donsanto by phone about the need for his assistance. He
said he needs a letter from the chair spelling out the Commission's mandate and how he can help it, and
asking him to do so. Attached is the draft. I would appreciate your wordsmithing. --- Peggy

R

Chair Ltrto Donsanfo-DRAFT.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM —

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/16/2005 03:51 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Moving Along

Dear Tova and Job:
+t
t';
Rest assures that I have not ignored your emails. We have a lot going on around here, and have had to
use a triage system to tackle all of the things that currently need our attention. I understand that Julie has
responded to Tova's question about the September monthly report, indicating that the nomenclature refers
to work done in September, not a monthly report due in September. Here are responses to other
questions you have raised, and some concerns of mine:
Teleconference - We do need a teleconference this week to discuss some procedural issues and any
remaining concerns that you may have. At the moment, my schedule for the remainder of the week is
flexible. When would a teleconference be convenient for you two?
Working Group - I am circulating your lists of possible working group members to our Commissioners for
review and comment. I will get back to you as soon as I have heard from everyone. This may take
awhile, probably through the end of November, as one of our Commissioners is out of the office for an
extended period due to a death in the family.
Revised Workplan - Due to political sensitivities regarding this project, it is more important than usual that
you act as a team. I noticed several, instances on the revised workplan where only one of you is
scheduled to be involved' , While it seems to me that it wofdbe OK for one or the other to take the lead on
a particular aspect of the work (e.g.; developing Westlaw search terms, drafting a research instrument, or
setting up interviews), it is very important that both of you be involved in making final decisions on the
information gathering process and in the resulting information gathering effort (e.g.; finalizing the Westlaw
search terms and reviewing the search results; finalizing the proposed research instrument, administering
the survey, and reviewing the survey responses; and conducting interviews).
DOJ Contact - I am working through the DOJ bureaucracy to obtain the input we need from the Election
Crimes Branch. I have spoken to the career attorney I mentioned in previous teleconferences, Craig
Donsanto. He is very interested in providing information and perspectives that will be useful to the
project; but may have to obtain his superior's permission to participate. I will keep you posted on my
efforts. Once we have access to him, it will be important to schedule an initial interview at the earliest
time convenient for him and the two of you.
Contacting Other EAC Contractors - Questions for other EAC contractors need to be fielded through me.
realize this may seem cumbersome, but there are a number of reasons for this, some involving
contractual issues, some procedural and policy issues. I will have to coordinate our activities on this
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project with the EAC project manager for the other EAC research project(s). Together, we will ascertain
what the other contractors already have provided to EAC that may answer your questions, perhaps
without an interview being necessary, or if the research is not far enough along to provide the information
you seek.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebrov"

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/17/2005 02:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Teleconference

Its ok.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> How about 2 PM EST tomorrow (Friday)? I'll call
> each of you and bring you
> into the conference. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebro
v
To. psims@eac.gov
10/19/2005 12:22 PM

cc

Subject Working Grouptist

Benjamin L Ginsberg.doc Cleta Mitchell Bio.doc David A Norcross.doc E. Mark Braden.doc TER.official.shortbio. 7.1 5.05.doc
Thor_Hearne_Resume_5_05.pdf W0528922.DOC Dear Peggy:
Here is my list for the Working Group. I still have
two out who have not yet responded but there are seven
on my current list and you need to pick three. I
recommend Roketa, Rogers and Hearne.
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Please let me know your picks asap.
The seven are:
Cleta Mitchell (DC)
Patrick Rogers (NM)
Mark (Thor) Hearne II (MO)
Mark Braden (DC)
David Norcross (DC)
Ben Ginsberg (DC)
Todd Roketa, Sec of State, Indiana (IN)
Regards,
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebrov"

<
10/21/2005 04:02 PM

`''

>

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Contracts

I guess I will have to drive folks crazy Monday to
make the Tuesday deadline.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I am sorry to say that I have no further information
> for you at this time.
> --- Peggy
>

•

a

>"Job Serebrov" <
> 10/21/2005

•
12:38

M'•

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Contracts

> Peggy:
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> Any word on either the final signed contracts or the
> form for the invoice or will I have to become a
> general nuisance on Monday the 24th?
> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
` r1'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/03/2005 03:54 PM

cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peg, This all sounds good. Will you be calling us on Wednesday?
I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me know what time. Are there expense forms we should
have for reimbursement?
On the work product, we did send Karen a very preliminary draft of a work plan. I attach it again here and
we can talk about it more on Wednesday.
My only money question is, are we being paid on a monthly basis? And if so, when does that begin?
assume this all is in the contracts we'll be getting...
Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent:. Monday, October. 03 2005 2:48. PM
To: wang@ttf.org; ^
Cc: ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

s

Tova and Job:
Teleconference i. 4
Let's schedule the telecon.rence for 4:00 PM on Wednesday, October 5. Gavin Gilmour will join
us.
Meeting October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in DC. We have allocated $5,000 to each of you to
cover reasonable and necessary travel and other incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
reimbursement need to be itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You should be able to
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obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel (if you plan to stay overnight). If the hotel
needs a letter from EAC (in lieu of showing them your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
apparently no longer honor government rates for government contractors. Rail carriers may
provide government rates for government contractors. If you drive, the current government rate
for a personally owned vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents per mile.
Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the draft project workplan, which is due ASAP after
award. Would it be possible for the two of you to deliver a draft workplan to me via email by
10/11? That would be after we have had our teleconference to work out lingering questions.
Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you can reach her via email at dscott@eac.gov.
would appreciate it if you would cc: me on such emails, so that I know to follow up with her.

tw plan 0907.doc

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
11/18/2005 04:51 PM

cc "Job Serebrov'^
Subject information you requested

Hi Peg;
Attached please find ouroint working definition of voter fraud and intimidation.
This is also to let you know that Job and I have agreed that I may speak with political and social scientists
with expertise in methodology and data collection alone.
Finally, the types of expenses that we are incurring unrelated to travel include such items as long distance
phone calls, particularly between Job and myself, but also between me and the political scientists
mentioned above; and books such as John Fund's "Stealing Elections," Andrew Gumbel's "Stealing the
Election," and "Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, an American Political Tradition-1 742-2004"
by Tracy Campbell, which cost in the $$5 range each. I also ordered the 2005 National Directory of
Prosecuting Attorneys for $50. Anoth potential expense might be shipping fees if we want to exchange
material that cannot be emailed.Please let us know how you would like us to arrange for reimbursement
for such expenses.
Thanks.

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021.
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

combined defining Fraud.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM ---Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
09/27/2005 10:32 AM
cc
Subject Voter Fraud

Peg and Gavin,
Peg, I know you are out sick today. Hope you are feeling better by the time you get this message.
While we had a kick off conference scheduled for the Legal Resources Website, we did not have one for
the Voter Fraud project. We should probably try to schedule a telephone kick off fthis week., I don't forsee
any reason that the conference would have to be in person, do you? i'
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005 .
(202) 566-3100.
--^ Forwarded by Margaret Simss/EAC/GOV on .05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebrov

"1W 06:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peggy:
As to the clips, your solution will be fine. Do you
think the chair will sign the contracts in the next
two or so days? Also, when the contracts are signed
please make sure our first month invoices are sent for
processing.
-
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I found Gavin. He said that the Chair has the
> letters that have to
> accompany the contracts for you and Tova. Once she
> signs them, the
> finance folks will fax a copy to you and send the
> original by mail.
> After we have the signed contracts:•
> Adjusted Workplan - You and Tova should look at the
> workplan to determine
> what should be revised due to the contract issues.
> Working Group - I will ask for a one or two
> sentences for each person you
> have on the list of potential working group members.
> The sentences should
> summarize why you think the person would be perfect
> for this particular
> project. What in their particular experience
> qualifies them to help
> develop recommendations for future avenues of EAC
> research on voting fraud
> and voter intimidation? (Remember, other research
> efforts already are
> underway to address items such as provisional
> voting, voter ID issues, and
> contested elections and recounts.) If you want to
> put an asterisk next to
> the names that you especially recommend, that would
> be fine. I have to
> discuss the potential working group members with our
> Commissioners, only
> one of which is in the office now. Others are in
> the field and I can
.> speak with them as they return.. I'll bet that.,this
>'will take some time,,
> probably through next week...'
> Westlaw'Search - You and Tova can provide more
> information about the
> Westaw search. I spoke with our Executive Director
> and he authorized me
> to use a part-time legal intern to conduct the
> search and provide the
> results to you and Tova.
>
>
>
>
>

Meetings - The three of us should probably decide a
time for a
teleconference and a tentative in-person meeting
date in the
not-to-distant future.

> Regarding the election fraud newsclips, Tova was in
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> town this morning for
> a non-EAC meeting. While here, she took the
> opportunity to look over the
> newsclips in one of my files. (I have another file
> that I have yet to
> unearth from my FEC boxes.) I mentioned to Tova
> that one of our EAC
> interns could sort the clips, put them in pdf, and
> drop them on a CD for
> each of you. Tova thinks that it would be most
> useful to have the clips
> organized by type of voting fraud (e.g.; absentee
> ballot, voter
> registration, etc.) and, within that sorting, by
> State. Does this work
> for you, or would you prefer a different
> organization?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/08/2005 03:40 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Various
>

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
'

Tova and I will need copies of your vote fraud
literature file. Also, do you want a one liner on
all
of the people proposed for the working group or just
the three that we are recommending for the final
group?
Any work from Gavin?

004S3c

> Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --=n
11/16/2005 06:11 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Moving Along

Peggy:
Friday is best for me to teleconference.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Dear Tova and Job:
> Rest assured that I have not ignored your emails.
> We have a lot going on
> around here, and have had to use a triage system to
> tackle all of the
> things that currently need our attention. I
> understand that Julie has
> responded to Tova's question about the September
> monthly report,
> indicating that the nomenclature refers to work done
> in September, not a
> monthly report due . in September. Here are responses
> to other questions
> you have:raised,.and some concerns of-mine: .
> Teleconference s - We do need a-teleconference this `
> week 'to discuss some
> procedural issues and any remaining concerns that
> you may have. At the
> moment, my schedule for the remainder of'thy week is
> flexible. When woul ;'
> a teleconference be convenient for you two?
> Working Group - I am circulating your lists of
> possible working group
> members to our Commissioners for review and comment.
> I will get back to
> you as soon as I have heard from everyone. This may
> take awhile, probably
> through the end of November, as one of our
> Commissioners is out of the
> office for an extended period due to a death in the
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

It

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

9

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto©usdoj.gov>

004843...

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg-I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ, . That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman

cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary•.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.go^

05/16/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma
006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
t
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations; and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing,. it would be
held in the first instance by myself.. But again, Peg ; that is rare:
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
;5
a
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
"'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims @eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>.
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking ,.o't:. }you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
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Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and s.tealirq
Election. and officer
and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
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Vote and deny, and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter-and Asian American and challenge ,.
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny_ ad Indian
Vote. and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and. challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
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•

Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
•
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot securi?y and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
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Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge.
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll •mo?titor and intimidation
Poll monitor., and abusive
Poll'monitoi and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
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Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
.
Multiple voting
• Dead, and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting .and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge.
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino

•
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Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino •and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
a Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American '
.
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
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Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement'
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
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Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting 'and barrier
Voter and barrier"
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating

004852.
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Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening.
Election monitor and challenge.
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 03:37 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your MaterialsI

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

00485

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you_ want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM

004854

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and. submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
e

e

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

O O s 5,°5

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc..
Subject!2E:•Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution

00185b

at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto©usdoJ.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims c@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials .. :

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in

1
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

R

Literature-Repot Review Summary .doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

r'

05/16/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc

t

Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma 16 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM --

004858

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I. have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy"<Na
ncy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00485

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote'and frau
-Voter and challenge
Vote and-challenge
Election and challenge.
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge

a
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Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino. and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American . and .challenge
Vote and Native.American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
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Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
. Registration .and destruction
Voter 'and deter
Vote and deterrence
.Voter and deterrence'
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll

worker
worker
worker
worker
worker
worker

and
and
and
and
and
and

challenge
intimidate
intimidation
intimidating
threatening
abusive

004662 "

Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and "threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

s.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

00486 ,

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ: That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimate) pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
-subject does request a HQ interview or a HW . hearing, it wo rld be held in the first instance bj1 myself: gut
again, Peg, that is rare:
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: Tent CardsI

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

It
Woking Group Pftendees 5-18-06.doe

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: Tent Cardst

Please forward list... there was no attachment. thanks!

`Y

Elle L.K Collver
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards: I' am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision

• 00486ur

below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/24/2006 03:17 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interview[°]

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,

,;.

05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"'
<Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac,go)Q
Sent: Tuesday,. May 16, 2006 8:44 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:

004867

. There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
•
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem.. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
.
it presents for fraud.
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and yet mays
nonetheless be'., insufficient or subject to too many limitations to, be as effective as it might be.
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
•
major problem in 2004.
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
.
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto^dusdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Pe ggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

It ^•

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members amend Participants:'
You should receive a packet of information today, either. by. Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Repoit.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -
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"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@
sbc9
loba1.net>
•

05/16/2006 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
psims@eac.gov wrote:

•

> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law•research?
> I'm drawing a blank •and,•
> I. don't see it in the summaries. ' I need it for-this
> mornings Commissioner"
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

.

Scrphry"

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Messa
----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question

]
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> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

.Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
.05/24/2006 04:57 f IVI

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXT RNAL
cc.'

Subject RE: presentation(

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

` •'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims @eac.gov
4cc

Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation
You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take anotherdbok at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so . we won't know.how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars". and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study,' several members challenged EAC's right to . do so -=-'saying that
DOJ, not EAR, should conduct such research:'
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
41

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac;gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----.
•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 02:25 PM
•

•
+

cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[=

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.

004874.
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Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 1219 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc . Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOO@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:28 PM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

'M
®

9

Subject Re: working group[I

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
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United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupI

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L.

Collver/EAC/GOV @EAC

cc dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group/ ink

Elie:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 12:19 PM

cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

cc
05/17/2006 10:59 AM
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg - -
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This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came. to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure aseck tried. ...
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 20069:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and. EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
CC

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

Subject Re: working group[)

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decal). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•

a

Devon E. Rom%/EAC/GOV
To. Elieen L.•Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/200603 28 PM
•o

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

4^

Subject Re: working groupD

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupL

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group

L,id

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
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Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded . by 'largaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes,.Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, bschuler@lathropgage.com,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100

Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvf_vi litanalysis.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:39 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

haven't really looked into it. 'I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

OHM8M

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
t

*
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

io

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

a

Subject Re: working group(

I have ar nged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not'ure about the snacks for the break
Devon Romig
United States. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
File L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group Link

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group meml, ers, consultants, possible EAC
Cornmissioners'and staff, and the court. reporter). Ill have abetter idea of the final list afterI brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the . Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

-- – Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[-

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc

Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research

â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
â
•
State laws
State election offices
•
•
Specific states
Local election officials
•
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
• .
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
â
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud

1! c:

•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
â
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â.

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â

Model statutes
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
tr

05/19/2006 10:15 AM

g

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.

Summary of VFVI Meeting.doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -..

v"

`' {

To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 . 1 1:11 AM
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To. "Job Serebrov"
cc

@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
>

"Job Serebrov"
" ob Serebrov"
>
•

05/23/2006 09:17 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
05/23/2006 09:16 AM
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 09:24 AM
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out-- would you quicklypheck before I fax? Art I have all my travel receipts
a^
which I will mail to you. Thanks. T
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to reeve our weekly e-maillipdates.

voucher %O;ddd
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/22/2006 03:30 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucher[`-

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy

R

Tova voucher 4 .23 --5-20 rev.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.g
cc

t

00488

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 7:41 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Date Ranges for Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research.
and the case law research? I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I. need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing Thanks! -=- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.on 04/30/2007 04:21 . PM -Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[`]

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
cc dromi eac. ov
, Subject.. Re: working group [—`^

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupL

EIIe:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

,^

" 'a'w-".'^lwO►; I- -... ..' .... I f

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help. from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks'
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

1

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 06:41 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

00469..

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."•'
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

•

----.-Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov'<psims@eac.gov>
To:'barnwine@lawyerscomittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie..com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs:com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;'
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
37:48 2006
Subject: Voting'Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

S^;IP4ay;

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV

004s9a

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Repod.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
>
05/26/2006 10:41 AM
cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no". (I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy

004893

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from" herethat follows:
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentation[

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

00499.

R

EAC Board Status Report.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Ham you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't' gotten it, it I think we may be having
email problems. Let me. know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 03:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC

a

004895

Standards Board. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 01:23 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421..
•

Sent. from .Dr. 'D's Fabulous . .BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
r
e

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. • It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double.,voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research[

OO409Y'

Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc
Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see .:..
hp Ilwww gsa gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentView do 2programld=4299 &channel ld=-1 3224&ooid= 10359&cont
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp&P = MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc
Subject Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review

004897

and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg .

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14AM

Subject pre'ntation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/24/2006 03:27 PM
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focued much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several :did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly a-nail updates.
--- Forwarded by. Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 05:08 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
,Visit our Web site, www.tc r , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

-----

To psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims©eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

0049oa.

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud. investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimatel} pleads' guilty.. Very few federal . election fraud cases go to tri t When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held: in the first instance, by myself. But
again,. Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Job Ser
"
To "Tova Wang"
g <wan g@tcf.org >, psims @eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov,

05/16/2006 11:34 AM

cc

Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net

U0490:2

Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections
It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov
11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Corrections
a

B

'

9

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----&Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

GSAEXTERNAL

c .org
Subject Re: Corrections[
CC

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <^
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org>, psimm@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

004905

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
ti

051T6/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--.= ps . ims@"eac.gov wrote:
> We don't need a castle key, but we . h4^ve' 'to wait'
> until the Chairman returns
> to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
> the parking pass. I
> expect you will be on the road, then. Try. calling
> me our toll-free line
tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
>
> T so that we can
> talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/15/2006 09:56
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc

I

> Subject
> Re: Question

>
> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?

>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

R^

> > You will need to submit hotel and parking
> receipts.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If y u need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at thetioffice (this afternoon).

oo4sof

> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >

Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [
Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Question
Peg:

>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Since I am driving; to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do.
> you want me: to keep my gas receipts or how will myy
>•car
> use be compensated?_ Also,.I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

>>

> > Job
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Iargaret Sims/EAC/C^OV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 1oo21
phone: 212 -452-77 04 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00490

votebuyingsummary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 05:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

What is the information you need when..you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from_???.
.We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we .
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation
I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

00490(0

having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Job Serebrov"
05/15/2006 09:28 AM

To psims@eac gov
cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> --=-- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member

004907

> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
: u: 05/15/2006 06:24 PM .

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
°^
cc M gargt Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devgn E.
Romig/EAC/GOV0FAC
Subject 'Re: working group

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, gpen a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options - then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click Ne%document -- this will bring a blank
here you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I n be reached by phone at
ase you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet, it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19PM
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.

00490

Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
-926
office:
www.eac.gov .
=--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/x/2007 04:20 PM --=
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

LJ
VF-VI Project Presentation. ppt
----- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
To cdonsanto@usdoj.go
05/18/2006 04:36 PM
assistant@ os.in.gov, krogers@sos.state.ga.us,
jrperez50CAbcglobal.net, mhlarne @lathropgage.com,
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com, Rbauer@perkinscoie.com
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.

004909

Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
h tt p://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report doc

Senate Conference Repodoc .
----- Forwarded by Marccaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov

05/23/2006 09:23 AM

cc

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a coy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

0049i.^

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 .04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV _
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:58 . PM
cc
Subject RE: voucherm

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did you think it went well?
Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations-for Future Research

.004911.

â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
â
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
•
Local election officials
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
Title Illviolations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title Ill. complaints . .
e

^

Follow upon initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles.
â
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
â
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

Model statutes
â
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Weinberg and Utrecht'
To ps+ms@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc

004912.

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To
05/15/2006 01:56 PM

ht"
@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
•

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Vbter IntimidationD

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
r. .

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To Psims@eac.gov
5

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 11:27 AM
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials['-

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

00491

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only^ne. correction :
did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead; what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West.Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of get0-oi#t-the'-'vote` phone bb nk lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject

R : board of adviset3 presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

05/16/2006 03:47 PM

Hi. Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? . I haven't gotten it, but I think wemay be.
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cJ5iT/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

00491]

>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Corrections

> Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
> prepared, but I would not
> worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
> concerned with the Donsanto
> interview summary because he will be attending the
> meeting. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM`;

"Job Serebrov"
05/15/2006 09:55 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you ned it again, I'.]# look it up when I am
at the office this afternoon).
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to.
> retain food receipts.

00491b

> Job

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

cc
psims@
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry

This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

.11

dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.

OQ4'917

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that yo a want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld.

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:0.7 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file

is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in..gov>;
CC: .jgreenbaum@lawyer.sco 1 ___-_
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohi son@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchi.o@perkinscoie.com>; '.
bschuler@ .lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 2Oflft
toll free) or
Phone:
Fax: 2 -566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

irect)

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 08:43 AM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Groupd

Here is the content of the email attachment:

n0491.q

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the inciihce of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means f most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more Written. on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
•
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
dienfranchiseme4t, poor maintenanc,of databases an4 identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.

00492C

•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,.
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <kr
istant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,

00492-

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington DC 2
toll free) o
Phone:
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

ect)

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 02:51-PM
'

To Craig Donsanto
cc

R

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation

I
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Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting d error
Voter and intimidatn
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial'
Voter and racial and challenge .
Vote and. racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and,challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

.

.
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Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot^and reject.
Absentee ballot, and challenge
Vote' and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective

004924}

Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter•
Vote and deterrence
Voter aid deterrence
:
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier

004825

Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive•
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive

00492b

Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04 :19 PM —

_

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV .
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[]

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•.'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims @eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

00492'?-

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

1
The first item is not as big . a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

004928

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

• . 00029-

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00493D

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

• 004931-

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007.04:19 PM — . .
"Tova
Wang"
r'
<wang@tcf,org>
To psims @eac.gov,^^
0511 6/2006 1 1:03 AM

cc .

Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your mciwr IdIs

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM
—"Donsat,Crig<.Donsat@udjgv>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

004032.

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subjedoes request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the firstistance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West VirginT, and, those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of thA jamming of
get0-out -the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM'---` •'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud

004933

Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double' vot.in^
Multiple voting .'
Dead. and. voting.
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

oo4s34.

Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and'deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge'
•Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement'
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

OO 935

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Ni, ve American and; vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

00493(

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation.
Election judge and abusive
` .Election judge and threatening
Election monitor.and challenge,
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and. intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

S

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes

00493',?

Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidatiina
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge

00938

Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian' American and challenge
Voter and deny and. Indian.
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
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Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
.Provisional ballot and deny.
Provisional ballot and denial..
Affidavit ballot and deny.
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
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Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll . worker and. challenge.
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
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Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abuive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 03:37 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials[]

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•f

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!

®0494x.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Topsims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 02:55 PM
e9

cc

SubjectRE: Your Materials .'

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries

`
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represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
s

`9 Topsims@eac.gov

cc,
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy
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> family.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Revised Workplan - Due to political sensitivities
regarding this project,
it is more important than usual that you act as a
team. I noticed several
instances on the revised workplan where only one of
you is scheduled to be
involved. While it seems to me that it would be OK
for one or the other
to take the lead on a particular aspect of the work
(e.g.; developing
Westlaw search terms, drafting a research
instrument, or setting up
interviews), it is very important that both of you
be involved in making
final decisions on the information gathering process
and in the resulting
information gathering effort (e.g,; finalizing'. the
Westlaw search terms
and reviewing the search results; finalizing the'
proposed research
instrument, administering the survey, and reviewing
the survey responses;
and conducting interviews).

> DOJ Contact - I am working through the DOJ
> bureaucracy to obtain the
> input we need from the Election Crimes Branch. I
> have spoken to the
> career attorney I mentioned in previous
> teleconferences, Craig Donsanto.
> He is very interested in providing information and
> perspectives that will
> be useful to the project; but may have to obtain his
> superior's permission
> to participate. I will keep you posted on my
> efforts. Once we have
> access to him, it will be important to schedule an
> initial interview at
> the earliest time convenient for him and the two of
> you.
> Contacting Other EAC Contractors - Questions for
> other EAC contractors
> need to be fielded through me. I realize this may
> seem cumbersome, but
> there are a number of reasons for this, some
> involving contractual issues,
> some procedural and policy issues. I will have to
> coordinate our
> activities on this project with the EAC project
> manager for the other EAC
> research project(s). Together, we will ascertain
> what the other
> contractors already have provided to EAC that may
> answer your questions,
> perhaps without an interview being necessary, or if
> the research is not
> far enough along to provide the information you
> seek.
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> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
1 (toll free
> Phone:
> (direct'
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
11/29/2005 10:52 AM
cc

^:

Subject Re: Teleconference[=

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment...
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:
Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and any time after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar aa)eac.gov
-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving you this week. I have received an initial list of search terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).
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I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Research Spitcialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 200 5
toll free) or
Phone:
Fax: 20Z:5663127
email: psims@eac.gov

ect)

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 02:27 PM
•

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV.
cc
Subject . Re: Teleconference[=]

Tamar:
I will try to set up the teleconference for tomorrow. I'll confirm the time, once I hear back from Tova and
Job regarding the times you thought you would be available. Below is the search term attachment that
you did not receive with the earlier email. Tova later noted that everywhere we have a term, such as
African American and .... or Latino and .... we should also have the following:
Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
We may receive a revised search term listing before our teleconference, in which case I will forward it to
you. Also attached is a separate list of search terms proposed for a Nexis search, which I received just
today.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
ee) or
Phone:
Fax: 20 - 66-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Word Search Terms DRAFT 11-22-05.doc nexis word search 1125.doc

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

°^ ..I,

cc
Subject Re: TeleconferenceI

L
I

4'.

Y

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment...
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:

•

Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and anytime after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.1oV
TNedzar aneac.gov
-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving 4ou this week. I have recei'ed an initial list of sear,Ch terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).
I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington DC 20005
or
Phone:
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

00494

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/23/2005 03:50 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other
Expenses)

Just to be on the safe side, I'll prepare an authorization that covers estimated roundtrip cab fare. Hope
you, too, have a great holiday. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
wang @tcLorg
.11/23/200502:30 PM

To Psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other
Expenses

Thanks Peg. The only immediate issue is the cab fares between the Capitol Hilton and American
University next Thursday. You might know better than me what thats likely to cost. I also assume from this
that we can submit our invoices after the weekend. I hope thats OK, because I'll be out of reach in about
15 minutes until Saturday.
Have a great holiday.
Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
an tcf.or
To:
Wednesday, Novem e 3, 2005 2:24 PM
Sent:
Subject: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other Expenses
Job and Tova:
I've been busy seeking answers from our attorneys and our Finance Officer, Diana Scott, regarding your
reimbursement questions. The results follow:
Invoices Nouchers for Personal Services
In order to meet legal requirements and provide what is needed by our Finance Officer, we have
developed the attached form that you may use for your monthly invoices for consulting services on the
Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Project. This form is optional. If you prefer, you can provide the
same information in a letter. Please see your contract for specifics regarding hours that can be worked
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and compensation.
I also confirmed with Diana Scott that under the contract recently ratified, EAC considers that your
service began on September 1, 2005. Consequently, you do not have to wait until the 25th of the
month to file your vouchers for services provided during the previous month. Each voucher should cover
one month, and may be filed immediately after the end of the month.
If you fax your invoice/voucher for personal services to me, please drop the original in the mail. We can
begin processing your voucher based on the fax, but would like to have the original document for our
files.
Travel Authorizations and Vouchers
• .Apparently, we need to prepare travel authorizations for any, travel that you do on behalf of this project.
know how to prepare thenrpbut will need input from you for each trip regarding the expected costs of
transportation (separate costs of. airfare, train fare, ground transportation), hotel (including taxes), other
expected travel expenses (e.g.; airport parking), the points'between which you will travel; and the days of.
travel. I'll prepare the authorization based on this information and put it into the pipeline for the
appropriate officials' signatures. Once it is signed, I will fax a copy to you. It is important that we work
together to prepare these authorizations well in advance of the travel dates .
Once the travel is concluded, we can prepare the travel vouchers to obtain reimbursement for your travel
costs, in accordance with federal travel regulations. You will need to send me your receipts for the hotel,
the plane or train, ground transportation (if you did not use your personal vehicle), and parking (if you
parked at the airport). You will get a set amount for meals, so you do not need to provide meal receipts.
will prepare the voucher and fax it to you for your signature. If you see any problems with the voucher,
this is the time to fix them. Once you are satisfied with the voucher, you will need to return the signed
voucher by mail or in person. I'll attach the receipts you provided and a copy of the travel authorization,
and send it forward for processing.
Other Expenses
Because your contracts do not provide for the reimbursement of other expenses, we have to look for
other ways to deal with them.
For the publications, there are two options: (1) you can pay for them yourself and mark them up as you
please; or (2) I can find them in our library or order them through our supply person. Anything paid for by
EAC is EAC property, which would mean turning them over to EAC with no marks in them.
If you need tp messenger items to acclmplish the work under contract, I can authorize the use of EAC's
Federal Exp?ess account number on a case-by-case basis. I'll need some advance notice and will have
to supply our finance folks with the tracking number, who is sending the package, to whom, and when.
That way, they won't be surprised when they see item on the FedEx invoice. (An easy way to provide all
the information would be to fax a copy of the FedEx Airbill to me.)
At this time, our consultants pay their phone expenses out of their personal services compensation
When it works for you, we can bypass the need for you to incur phone charges by using EAC's
teleconferencing capabilities.
Hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving !

M 9 50

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 200
oil free) or
Phone:
Fax: 2 6-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

irect)

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:31 AM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Karen Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search ListE
To

Hi again Peggy,
I just looked at the list, and I have to tell you that I'm a bit concerned. I know of ways to condense
searching to encompass many of the terms in one session (example: vote% & fraud would bring up voter
fraud, vote fraud, etc.). However, the list is still 9 pages long. I will do my best to start on it tomorrow, but it
will take me more than a day to complete it given the other projects I have on my plate. I just want you to
be aware that it will take me some time to complete the task given the current parameters.
Talk to you later.
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar eac.gov

-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/30/2005 08:50AM
Subject: Fw: Updated Word Search List
Tamar:
Here is an updated word search list for the case law/administrative decisions search. I am still trying to
confirm the time for the teleconference. As it stands ight now, I will probably call you at 3:45 PM today.
should call your home phon
Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
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Washingttdfi, DC 200054
Phone:
Fax: 202:5663l27
email: psims@eac.gov

ee)

or)

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/30/2005 08:47 AM ----"Job Serebrov"
>
11/29/2005 07:07 PM

Towang@tcf.org, psirns@eac.gov
cc
SubjectUpdated Word Search List

Peggy & Tova:
Here is the updated case law word search list.
Job

IR

Word Search Terms.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:58 AM

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
cc Devon E. Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search ListI

Tamar:
Don't worry about responding to this email , as I know you have to pay attention in class .
I questioned the length of the search term list and also thought that there would be ways to combine some
of the search terms. It has been awhile since I have done a Westlaw search, however, which is why
need your input during the teleconference. Yes, I recognize that going through the list of search terms and
printing off or saving the resulting references will take time. I'll need you to provide that feedback to our
consultants so that we all are on the same page.

1

Devon has not done a Nexis search before; but, if AC has access to that database, she is willing to
conduct that search. The work would go along with other help she is providing. She will be sorting
through my huge files of press clippings on voting fraud, will PDF the sorted clippings, and drop the PDF
files onto CDs for our consultants' review.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washin ton DC 20005
Phone:
o
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Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
11/09/2005 11:35 AM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ddavidson@eac.gov, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Raymundo
Martinez/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV EAC
Subje Re: Call from Pau inovich[]

Vice ChairmanThanks as always, for sharing feedback from our major stakeholders,

r

I have forwarded this e-mail on to Peg Sims, who has day-to-day oversight responsibility for this project.
I'm certain Peg will be monitoring this project extremely closely and I'm pleased to have a pro like Peg
watching out for EAC's best interests.
RegardsKaren
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -`'

U

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/29/2005 02:25 PM

To psims@eac.go
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

I am available any of those times. Remind us of their names again please? Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Teleconference WithLegal Clerk and Intern

Tova and Job:
Are you two available for a teleconference with our Law Clerk and Intern tomorrow at either of the
times listed below?
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Between 12 and 1 PM EST; or
Any time between 3:30 and 5:30 PM EST
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington.
Phone
Fax:
22-566-3127
Phon#
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 03:18 PM

To "Tova Wang" <warig@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

cc.
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will need to
know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to give her a
specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using the term Absentee
Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot ta ering,
and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written description of
what does and does not constitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current written definition
excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter registration applications submitted with fictitious
names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election crimes that can have an impact on
election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote more than once or to have ineligible
persons participate in voting. / so an increasing number of States are including as an election crime the
knowing and willful destruction of voter registration applications by voter registration drives and their
failure to transmit such applications to the election offici in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the election
results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included. For federal
elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The examples provided for
"de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part of voting fraud and voter
intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote buying, tampering with ballots or
vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things other than voting fraud and voter
intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling such issues under separate research
efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speecI+pri sented by Craig Donsanto (complete with typos) that
addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to,you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100

•.
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Washington.
Phone:
Fax: 206-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
PL^F

Ponencia:,NDr.',>2DCraigz DDonsanto.A;2DUIDTER.FRAUD.MEXICO,2008-27.pdf
(
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/05/2005 01:19 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Teleconference Today

Job:
this is just to remind you that I will be calling today at 4:00 PM EST (3:00 PM CST). --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org,
11/30/2005 05:25 PM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Search Results Example

Tova and Job,
It was good to talk to you today. Hope you are doing well. I've attached my African American search
results below. It encompasses all of the terms you suggested having to do with African Americans.
The following is a search I used to truncate words and combine terms, but I still got a large number of
results:
Vot! and deny and black or vot! and black and challenge or vot! and black and reject or vot! and black or
vot! And deny and African w/s American or vot! And African w/s American and reject or challenge or vot!
And African w/s American or election and black and deny or challenge or reject or election and black or
election and African w/s American and deny or challenge or reject or election and African w/s American or
ballot and security and black or ballot and security and African w/s American or black and vot! And
suppress! Or African w/s American and vot! And suppress or African w/s and disenfranchis! or black and
disenfranchis!
If this search yields useful cases for you, I can continue searching using the same strategy. If not, please
provide me with additional guidelines and I will do my best!
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or need additional information.
Thank you,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

00495.5

1225 New York venue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, D 0005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov

;4

TNedzar(ã eac.9oy African American Search.pdf
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 11:12 AM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Fw: One Month Extension

Diana:
Where are we on getting the first payment to Job Serebrov? Will GSA be able to transfer funds this week?
--- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -"Job Serebrov"
` '
10/03/2005 05:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peggy:
We needed to schedule the face to face meeting for Oct
28. Talk with you on Weds.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I will initiate the calls to you two on Wednesday.
> The number
Ihavefo
*
For Job, I have
> Tova is
> Let me
> should use a different number for you on Wednesday.
> Thanks, Tova, for the copy of the draft workplan you
> provided to Karen.
> I'll take a look at it and, hopefully, provide some
> feedback on Wednesday.
> I have not yet caught up to all the paperwork and
> emails that preceded my.
> assignment to this project. Karen just handed me a
> folder full of
> documents that should help.
> I think you may have received an email from Nicole
> Mortellito regarding an
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> October 14 meeting. If you two cannot come in
> person but can attend via
> phone, just let me know. Nicole's message has
> information regarding hotel
> rates that conflicts with what I've just sent you.
> I've asked her to
> double check her information because I have another
> contractor that has
> had no problem obtaining government rate at hotels.
> Yes, you will be paid on a monthly basis. You can
> file your first invoice
> on October 25, according to Diana Scott.
•

•

> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S..Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington; DC 200
>- Phone:
•> (direct
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov
/t
>
>

p.

> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> 10/03/2005 03:54 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov,
cc
ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work
Schedule

> Peg, This al
> on Wednesday?

4 sounds good..'tWill you be call^ng us

4

> I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me
> know what time. Are
> there expense forms we should have for
> reimbursement?
> On the work product, we did send Karen a very
> preliminary draft of a work
> plan. I attach it again here and we can talk about
> it more on Wednesday.
> My only money question is., are we being paid on a
> monthly basis? And if
> so, when does that begin? I assume this all is in
> the contracts we'll be
> getting...

00495'']

> Thanks.
> Tova
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, October 0'
2:48 PM
> To: wang@tcf.or
> Cc: ggilmour@eac.
> Subject: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work
> Schedule
> Tova and Job:
> Teleconference > Let's schedule the teleconference for 4:00 PM
>Wednesday, October 5.
> Gavin. Gilmour will •• join us.

on

> Meet ng > October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in
> DC. We have allocated
> $5,000 to each of you to cover reasonable and
> necessary travel and other
> incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
> reimbursement need to be
> itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You
> should be able to
> obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel
> (if you plan to stay
> overnight).% If the hotel needs a letter from EAC
> (in lieu of showing them
> your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
> apparently no longer
> honor government rates for government contractors.
> Rail carriers may
> provide government rates for government contractors.
> If you drive, the
> current government rate for a personally owned
> vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents
> per mile.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the
draft project workplan,
which is due ASAP after award. Would it be possible
for the two of you to
deliver a draft workplan to me via email by 10/11?
That would be after we
have had our teleconference to work out lingering
questions.

>
>
>
>
>
>

Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you
can reach her via email
at dscott@eac.gov. I would appreciate it if you
would cc: me on such
emails, so that I know to follow up with her.

> Peggy Sims

004058

> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC
> Phone:
> (direct
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/15/2005 05:02 PM

To Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc .
Subject Vw: Revised Work Plan Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Contract,

Nicole:
I am forwarding the most recent workplan for the voting fraud-voter intimidation research contract. --Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/15/2005 05:02 PM
"Job

"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov

11/09/2005 04:27 PM

cc
Subject Revised Work Plan

8aa
Revised Work Plan.doc Peggy:

Here is the revised work plan that Tova and I worked
on today. Any word from the Chair on signing?
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov" -

11/28/2005 05:30 PM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject word searches
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In the course of compiling a list of search terms for the nexis research, I thought of some major omissions
to the WESTL^IW list.
i
Everywhere we have a term such as African American and .... or
Latino and.
we should also have the following:
4

Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
Moreover, everwhere we have poll worker or poll inspector we should also have the following:

=

Poll judges
Poll monitors
Poll observers

0

Let me know if you want me to re-do the list.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Prog4m Officer and Democracy Fejlow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
''

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf•org>
11/29/2005 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

I

t

Can you give us a better idea of the other EAC research projects that you think we might overlap with if we
include these activities? Job and I had strong reasons for what we did and did not include and how we
wanted to frame the term fraud, so we do indeed need to discuss this -- perhaps before or after the
discussion with Tamar and Devon?
Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 3:18 PM
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To: wang@tcf.org
Cc
SuDject: R : I eIeconrerene With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will
need to know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
give her a specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using
the term Absentee Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot
tampering, and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written
.description of what does and doe.vnotconstitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The curre9t
written definition excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet voter registration applications
submitted with fictitious names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election
crimes that can have an impact on election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote
more than once or to have ineligible persons participate in voting. Also, an increasing number of
States are including as an election crime the knowing and willful destruction of voter registration
applications by voter registration drives and their failure to transmit such applications to the
election office in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the
election results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included.
For federal elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The
examples provided for "de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part
of voting fraud and voter intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote
buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things
other than voting fraud and voter intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling
such issues under separate research efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speech presented by Craig Donsanto (complete with
typos) that addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --" b Serebrov"
To psims @eac.gov
11/15/2005 12:34 PM
cc
Subject One or More Line Info Bios

t

I

Im

Working Group One Line Info.doc Peggy:

I am requesting that we be able to have four instead
of three from each side. I have four very good people
who have a lot of experience in this area. I left you
a telephone call on this matter. I know we have to
watch the budget but one of my picks is in DC and will
not cost much if anything to get to meetings. I know
that Tova also had Dc people that she could add as a
fourth.
• Job
— Forwarded by. Margaret Sims/EAC/G^V on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To Juliet Thompson, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

IN

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 04:50 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Tamar and Devon Contact Information

Tova and Job:

This is to confirm the email addresses and best phone numbers to reach Tamar Nedzar and Devon
Romig. I wo ld appreciate it if you would cc me on any emails to them. That way you can keep me in the
loop without4hy serving as a road block or to-between. Thanks! --- Peggy
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
Phone
Email: TNedzar@eac.gov
Devon Romig
Intern
..
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Phone: 202-566-1707 .
Email: DRomig@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
10/31/2005 03:51 PM
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference Needed

•
•

I am available. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
2005 2:45 PM
Sent :onda October
^ wang@tcf.org
To.
Subject: Teleconference Needed

•.

Would both of you be available for a teleconference tomorrow at 2 PM EST concerning contract
issues? The teleconference would include Julie Thompson, our General Counsel, and me. We
would call you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washin ton, DC 20005
Phone:
)
Fax: 202-565-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Serebrov
10/31/2005 04:10 PM
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference NeededI

We are confirmed for a teleconference tomorrow at 2 PM EST. We will call you at the following phone
numbers, unless you tell me otherwise:
Tova
Job
Thanks!
--- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOVen 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
10/^b/2005 02:47 PM
cc

00196

Subject Fw: Tova and Job contracts

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/05/2005 02:48 PM -Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
10/03/2005 02:25 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Tova and Job contracts

e►

.

Job 'Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow. doe on
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Karen Lynn-Dys
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
10/06/2005 12:28 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud ContractL

GavinA few answers to your questions:
They have not received contracts but did receive a Statement of Work about a month ago.
That Statement of Work does not reference use of Westlaw or a law clerk. I have no recollection of
offering such services. I have, however, had many conversations with Tova and Job. At some point I may
have said that because the EAC has Westlaw and legal interns, there may or may not be a way from Job
and Tova to avail them of these services.
The Statements of Work developed (see draft attached) were used in place of an RFP. Tova and Job are
to serve as consultants on a project that may or may not result in their developing an RFP on voting fraud
and intimidation for the EAC.

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow.doc
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Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC,'Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC

:10106/2005 11:50 AM

Subject Voter Fraud Contract

Karen/Tom,
Peggy held a meeting with voting fraud/intimidation contractors. In this meeting they noted that
despite the fact that the contract requires them to perform legal research, they do not have the means to
do so (no access to Westlaw, etc..). They noted that in discussions with the two of you, they were told that
the EAC would provide them access to West Law and, possibly, a law clerk with office space. None of
this is noted in the contract. They claim to have never seen the contract? Do we have their response to
our RFP? We will all need to meet to clarify this.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Carol A. Paque tte/EAC/GOV
To klynndyson@eac.gov@EAC
10/06/2005 01:07 PM
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud ContractI1

The SOWs that Karen provides below were revised for these contracts. I have attached one of these for
your information, since they are identical.
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IN

Wang consulting contract.doc

Carol A. Paquette
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202)566-3125 cpaquette@eac.gov
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
10/06/2005 12:28 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
cc Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud,Contract

GavinA few answers to your questions:
They have not received contracts but did receive a Statement of Work about a month ago.
That Statement of Work does not reference use of Westlaw or a law clerk. I have no recollection of
offering such services. I have, however, had many conversations with Tova and Job. At some point I may
have said that because the EAC has Westlaw and legal interns, there may or may not be a way from Job
and Tova to avail them of these services.
The Statements of Work developed (see draft attached) were used in place of an RFP. Tova and Job are
to serve as consultants on a project that may or may not result in their developing an RFP on voting fraud
and intimidation for the EAC.

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow.doc

K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour /EAC /GOV
10/06/2005 11:50 AM

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC

0®496

Subject Voter Fraud Contract

Karen/Tom,
Peggy held a meeting with voting fraud/intimidation contractors. In this meeting they noted that
despite the fact that the contract requires them to perform legal research, they do not have the means to
do so (no access to Westlaw, etc..). They noted that in discussions with the two of you, they were told that
the EAC would provide them access to West Law and, possibly, a law clerk with office space. None of
this is noted in the contract. They claim to have never seen the contract? Do we have their response to
our RFP? We will all need to meet to clarify this.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmot
Associate General Counsel
United'States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

^.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/16/2005 03:58 PM
cc
Subject Letter with Tova and Job contracts

to the best of my knowledge the letters that went with the Tova and Job letters were the following:

Wang contract coverletter.doc Serebrov contract coverletter.doc

Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Craig.Donsanto @usdoj.gov
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.go
V>
11/16/2005 07:28 PM

To "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>,
"psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation
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Peg -Please have your Chair send ME a letter spelling out what your Commission's
mandate, how I can help it, and asking me to do so. I will take it from there.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Nov 16.17:34:08.2005
Subject: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter.`
Intimidation _ ..
Hi, Craig:
As I mentioned in my telephone call earlier today, I have been assigned to
manage the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) preliminary research
project on voting fraud and voter intimidation. I know these are subjects
with which you are intimately familiar and recognize that the project needs
the information and insights that you can provide, so I am asking for your
help.
As you know, section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the issues listed
in the statute are:
*
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
*
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a
high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants
(Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting
*
fraud and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
*
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these topics,
and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC,
*
composed of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
*

provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and
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voter intimidation and the results of the background research to the working
group;
*
convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for future
EAC research on this topic;
*
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the
preliminary research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;
*
draft the project scope and Statement of Work for future research
on these topics, if EAC decides to pursue one or more recommendations for
future research.

At minimum, I hope that you can, serve as an information resource for the team
of twcy EAC consultants hired to conduct the resear- and me. I also would,:
like to explore the • feasibility of your participation in meetings of the.
project working group:
If EAC needs to submit a more formal request for your help, please advise me
how to do so. Also, it would help me to know if there are any restrictions on
your participation, other than anticipated restrictions on the time you have
available.
Let me know if you have any questions about this request or the research
project. I look forward to hearing from you and hope you are doing well.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone:
Fax: 202566-3l27
-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ----Job Serebrov"
`

'
11/15/2005 10:37 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Question

Peggy:
We need to have a conference call this week if
possible. I will have the one liner bios to you today.
Also, when do you think the Commission with make its
choices?

oo4ssq

Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --"obS

"

10/25/2005 04:04 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Work Activity List for October under Contract #05-66

The following activities were performed in the month
..
of . October:
Sent draft.work plan

Developed and sent list of potential working group..
members with short bios.
Drafted definition of fraud/intimidation
Developed partial list of people to interview (full
list must wait for vetting of the working group list)
Developed preliminary working list of existing
research
Discussed the use of a law clerk with the EAC who
would perform given word searches on Westlaw regarding
vote fraud and voter intimidation (waiting on EAC
legal department for response).

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -----

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/15/2005 01:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject contract

Just one question on the receipt of contract -- it says that the first invoice was for September, but it
actually was for October when we really got started, right? Should this be adjusted to say October 1 to
October 31 ?
Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Thursday, November 0, 2005 3:28 PM
prang@tcf.org
To:
Subje :Letters Were Signed

Job and Tova:
The Chair signed your letters this afternoon. Diana Scott has them and plans to fax everything to
you. Have a good weekend!
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
•
1225.New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
0005
Washington
1.•. Phone:
Fax: 2 - 66-3127
email: psims cr eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —

•

Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
10/31/2005 10:43 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting
fraud/voter intimidation consultant candidates

JulieAs you might imagine, there are many e-mails that were sent to Job and Tova regarding their work. This
attached e-mail started the most definitive train of thought or work on this.
While there was not one definitive call or e-mail that said that the contract is ready, signed and sealed,
there are many e-mails that imply that. I will send several of those on to you.
CarolCan you check your file for the final "contract/SOW " language that was used. I remember that in the
beginning of September, Carol made some revisions to this piece and I believe, sent it on to Diana or to
Gaylin.

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 10/30/2005 09:37 AM
Nicole
Y
Mortellito /CONTRACTOR/E

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC

a_
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AC/GOV
08/24/2005 05:27 PM

cc

Subject Fw: Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting
fraud/voter intimidation consultant candidates

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Assistant to the Executive Director - Thomas R. Wilkey
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.3114 phone
>
202.56617 fax
Forwar ed by Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GO4n 08/24/2005 05:26 PM ---Karen
Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV
To Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV@EAC
08/17/2005 04:29 PM
CC Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting fraud/voter
intimidation consultant candidates

Nicole-

I

Attached pleas find the Statement of Work which should be sent to each of the three candidates who are
being considerell for the consulting position:
Steve A.
Tova W.
Job S.
Please be certain they are sent separately and not collectively to all three and that it is sent by COB
today.
Thanks so much for your help.
K

voterfraud project consultants.doc

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---
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> (202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM —
b Seb"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
04:27 PM
"J##^!

cc
Subject Revised Work Plan

Revised Work Plan. doe Peggy

Here is the revised work plan that Tova and I worked
on today. Any word from the Chair on signing?
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/09/2005 05:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
SAEXTERNAL
.
cc 5Wgttcf.org
Subject Re: Revised Work PlanI

Job:
I have been in meetings all afternoon, but I did find a moment to speak with the Chair's special assistant.
She expected the Chair to sign off on the letters this afternoon. Unfortunately, this may have been done
after our finance folks had gone home. For obvious reasons, the finance folks lock up before they go, so
cannot check their in-boxes tonight. I will check with them tomorrow AM.
I'll take a look at the revised workplan tomorrow.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington. DC 20005
Phone.
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV

10/24/2005 10:17 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Invoice information

JI
Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.

e

Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, .DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--F orwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/0i^2007 04:10 PM -Edgardo Cortes /EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 10:20 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC%GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Inv ice information[]

I can certainly put the information together in an email to send out to them (I got all that info from Carol).
won't be able to get it done until later today though.
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202:5663127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV

i

Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 10:17 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Invoice information

Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.
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Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM —
•

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 04:41 PM

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Devon E.

Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Tova and Job Contact Information

Tamar and Devon:
The phone numbers and email addresses for Tova and Job follow. I would appreciate it if you would cc:
me on any emails you send to them and summarize any phone calls with them. That way, I can be kept in
the loop without serving as a roadblock or go-between. Thanks! --- Peggy
Tova Wang (New York)
Phone: 212-452-7704
Email: wang@tcf.org
Job Serebrov (Arkansas - one hour earlier time zone)
501Ph '
Em'>
— Forwarded by Margaret . $Os /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Sere
11 /30/2005 10:08 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: One Month Extension

I understand government procedures. I just checked my
bank account and still no funds. I need you to look
into what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have already made a strong argument to that
> effect. Everyone here
> understands. We shouldn't have any trouble
> budgetwise. We just have to
> ensure we follow the correct legal procedures. --> Peggy
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> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/29/2005 05:5Z PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: One Month Extension

> Please.,remind everyone thatgwithout the extension
> the
>project
will not be finished.
>
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have discussed this matter with Julie. She is
looking into legal
issues. I have also discussed the matter with
Karen, as we are preparing
our FY 06 department budget plans. (Any funds set
aside for an additional
month would have to come out of our FY 06 budget.)

> > I'll give you,ian
> > update when I have more information.
>>
> > Peggy Sims
> > Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> > 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> > Washi
n, DC 20005
> > Phone
> > (direct
> > Fax: 202-566-3127
> > email: psims@eac.gov

> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 11/28/2005 12:42 PM
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > wang@tcf.org
> > Subject
> > One Month Extension

00497k

> > Peggy:
> > I understand that fou and Tova spoke this
> morning.
> > Have you been able to discuss the one month # salary
> > extension with Julie any further? As you recall
> our
> > six month project now needs to be seven because
> the
> > start date was moved back to Sept 1 to cover work
> > done
> > during that month. We still need the project to go
> > through March which requires approval of an extra
>
> >> month's salary..
> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: One Month ExtensionI

Job:
I have asked Diana to check with GSA on the status of your first payment (which will cover October work).
--- Peggy
— Forwarded tMargaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ----Gavin S. Gilmour /EAC/GOV

4

11/30/2005 10:19 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation C9

I
Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive
fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must

00497'7

be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear , applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term. "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of committing a related . crime.
These'are :just my initial thoughts..'
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative tnistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/31/2005 04:07 PM

To Juliet Thompson
cc

Subject Re Teleconference with Job and Tova

OO 97

Julie:
Tova and Job have confirmed that they are available for a teleconference tomorrow afternoon at 2 PM.
Job asked for more particulars and I mentioned the subject of billing for services. He said that both he
and Tova had strenuously objected to the suggestion that they bill by the hour when the details of the
contract were being discussed (I guess, with Karen) and that he might have to drop out if he has to do
that. I suggested we save discussion of this issue for the teleconference.
We can call them from your office. I'll bring the phone numbers. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/19/2005 03:57 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject"
e:.Travel to DC and Proposed: Working.. Group Members

d

Tova:
Yes, everyone here recognizes that we will have to amend the timelines associated with all of the
contracts involved in the hold up. I suggest that we wait to do this until after the contract is signed.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone
Fax: 266-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
10/19/2005 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

-

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members

OK, but Peg, I think the timeline we originally proposed may have to be
moved forward if we are not in a position to do the work we need to do yet.
Will that be possible? Thanks.
------- Original Messag
From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc: <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2005 2:16 PM
Subject: Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members
> Tova:

004 9?'l

> I don't have travel booked yet and want to wait until
> everything is in order.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Would it be possible for Job and I just to use the
>> EAC office as a meeting place sir4e we already have
>> the travel booked? He and I should meet. Thanks.
>> Tova
>>
----- Original Message ---->> From: psims@eac.gov
>> To: wang@tcf.org
Sent:' Wednesday; October 19, 2005 11:11 AM
>>
Subject: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group
Members

>> Dear Tova and Job:
>> I have been advised by our Counsel that, since the
>> contracts have not yet been signed, we will have to
>> stpone.our October 28th meeting. Tova,1for future
>> reference, the per diem rates for DC (the Greater
>> Washington, DC area) can be accessed through that
>> web. site I provided by clicking on the District of
>> Columbia link on the map.
>> I also have to ask you to hold any further efforts
>> on the Working Group until further notice. We are
>> going to have to limit the number in the group to no
>> more than six. EAC has to pay for the trai1L for
>> these folks out of FY 2006 dollars. The agency
>> currently is operating under a continuing
>> resolution, and may not have its FY 2006 budget
>> until December 2005 , or later. When you submit the
>> names of possible Working Group members, I will need
>> a summary of their work in studying or enforcing
>> laws against voting fraud and voter intimidation.
>> (It is not sufficient to have expressed an interest
>> in these matters, we need experienced folks.) The
>> working group can include nonpartisan members, so
>> long as any partisan-leaning members are balanced
>> (i.e.; 1 R for

1

4J).

>> I am sorry for any inconvenience that this may
>> cause. I wish I had the power to change the
>> situation, but I don't.
>> Peggy Sims
>> Research Specialist
>> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
>> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
>> Washington, DC 20005
>> Phone:
>> (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
>>
>> email: psims@eac.gov

01M980

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

'To psims@eac.gov
cc

11/03/2005 05:11 PM

Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

•

e

•

0

Do we need to mail you the original of the. EFT form? Thanks. Tova.
• -----Original Message---From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 3:55 PM
To:
- wang@tcf.org
Sub
oices and Payments

Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.
Diana does not have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
transfer of the funds directly to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washin ton DC 20005
Phon
Fax:
-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
:
''
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
/2005 12:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Meetings

Peggy
I am getting an answer from Tova. I.. need Diana .Scott's
e-mail. Can you find out when we will receive our
checks if we submit an invoice on 10/25. I am a little
concerned that if we submit that late we will not be
paid for the ncree weeks. ould it not make more
sense to submit early in the math for payment to
arrive by the end of the month?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am available for a 3-way teleconference after Noon
> on Wednesday this
> week. My schedule on Thursday and Friday is
> flexible, as well. When
> would be best for you two? I can call the telephone
> numbers you prefer
> and set up the conference call from my desk.
>
>
>
>
>

Both the 24th or the 28th are fine with me for the
face-to-face meeting.
Which do you prefer? If you have no preference, I
suggest we pick the
earlier of the two.

> Regarding your contracts, I understand that the
> contract will carry the
> date of 9/25/05. All contracts have to be signed by
> the Chair, who has
> been out of the office on Commission business. I
> have been told that she
> will sign off on your contracts, among others,
> today. Our financial
> officer will send it to you after that. I'll try to
> obtain copies and fax
> the appropriate one to you as soon as they have been
> signed.
> Regarding your pay, the coiA`et. sell state th you
> should submit a
> monthly invoice to EAC for payment of your fee for

> that month. The
> contract is for 6 months, so our Finance Officer,
> Diana Scott, wants you
> to submit an invoice to her each month for 1/6th of
> the total payment,
> beginning 10/25/05.
> I look forward to talking again with the two of you.
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave,
- St$ 1100
> Washit
1 free) o
> Phone:
•> (direct
> Fax: .202-566-3127
4 psiins@eac.gov
> email,

ty

> "Job Serebrov"
> 10/03/2005 10:08 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Mettings
>

> Peggy:
> Just spoke with Tova. We would like to have a three
> way telephone conference with you this week if
> possible. The best dates for our face to face are
> Oct
> 24th or 28th. Please let me know what works for you.
> Talk with you when you get answers to my questions.
> Regards,
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/19/2005 09:59 AM

cc
oo4sQ

Subject Tova/Job meeting that is coming up

We are going to need to put this off until we can get these contract reviews completed. If you need some
language on this, let me know.
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
.1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 200
•
(2021566-3100
--- Ifbr arded by Margaretims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wa^g@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
11/04/2005 12:41 PM '
cc
Subject RE: TuesdayL

Tova:
Look forward to seeing you between 2 and 3 PM next Tuesday. If you need to make it later, that's OK. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Tuesday

That's great. I'll probably come by between 2 and 3 if thats ok. I look forward to seeing you, even if only
briefly. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 5:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Tuesday

Tova:
I should be available during the mid to late afternoon, provided we are not besieged with
election-related calls. Regardless, I can provide the file with the news clippings for your review.
--- Peggy

0049$y

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 02:00 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject tuesday

Hi Peg;

I will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by
-- I think you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be
able to take a look at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang

Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Se brov"
'

r

11/21/2005 05:47 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: In-Person Meeting

I probably could give two to three days in January.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

0049

> As I mentioned to Job earlier, I think we need to
> meet as soon as possible
> in order to develop and pare down our lists of who
> we want to interview,
> determine how we are going to go about doing the
> interviews (in-person,
> phone, email), schedule such meetings, decide what
> themes we agree to
> discuss with them; go over existing research and how
> we will work on
> summarizing existing findings; hammer out what is
> within the scope of our
> research; meet with the intern and law clerk;
> discuss how we are going to do
> the case law research; etc. Up to now, we both
> agreed, we have been
>°operating in a bit of a void. We've beex trying to
S > do this meeting for
> months..
>
>
>
>
>

Is it that you think we can combine this meeting
with a meeting with Craig?
I actually think they need to be separate since Ithink both will be very
laborious and very different in nature.

>
>
>
>

However, I will defer to whatever you, Peg, think
best. I don't fee so
strongly about it that I will be extremely upset if
we wait until January.

> Thanks.
> Tova
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
a
2005 5:09 PM
> Sent
> To:
wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Re: In-Person Meeting

> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you both agree, a meeting in early January in
lieu of a December meeting
would be fine with me. As it would be good for you
two to pick Craig
Donsanto's brain when you are here, I'll find out
when he is not available
so that we can avoid that time.

> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)

> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/21/2005 04:02 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
^.. > Subject
> Re: Word Search Terms.

> What do you think about moving the meeting to
> January
> after all of the holidays?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Thanks for the update. I'll let Tamar know. --> > Peggy

>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 11/21/2005 12:07 PM
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > Subject
> > Word Search Terms

> > Peggy:
> > I sent the words search terms to Tova yesterday to
> > review. Unfortunately, she will not be able to do
> so'
> > until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, I need
> > to
> > wait to send them to you.

00498 ]

> > As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two
> > possible
> > dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
> > Regards,
> > Job

>

---= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Craig.Donsanto @usdoj .gov
To "Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "psims@eac.gov"
<psims@eac.gov>
cc

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.go
v>
11/16/2005 05:58 PM

Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Noel -This forwards a long request from Peg Sims, formerly of FEC's Office of
Election Adminidtration and currently with the EAC.
The long and the short of her est is that EAC is required by HAVA to conduct
research into election frand, Peg has jeen put in charge of this project, and
EAC through feg want me to provide thaninput to this EAC activity.
I would be delighted to do this.
My question for you is whether I can just do this, or doAC have to submit a
more formal request. If the latter, to whom should it be sent??
Thanks Chief.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Nov 16 17:34:08 2005
Subject: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter

iI

Intimidation
Hi, Craig:
As I mentioned in my telephone call earlier today, I have been assigned to
manage the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) preliminary research
project on voting fraud and voter intimidation. I know these are subjects
with which you are intimately familiar and recognize that the project needs
the information and insights that you can provide, so I am asking for your
help.
As you know, section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the issues listed
in the statute are:
*
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating , voting .fraud in elections for Federal office :[section .
241(b.).(6)]; and
*
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a
high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants
(Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
*
develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting
fraud and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
*
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these topics,
and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
*
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC,
composed of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
*
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and
voter intimidation and the results of the background research to the working
group;
*
convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for future
EAC research on this topic;
*
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the
preliminary research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;.
*
draft the project scope and Statement of Work for future research
on these topics, if EAC decides to pursue one or more recommendations for
future research.

At minimum, I hope that you can serve as an information resource for the team

of two EAC consultants hired to conduct the research and me. I also would
like to explore the feasibility of your participation in meetings of the
project working group.
If EAC needs to submit a more formal request for your help, please advise me
how to do so. Also, it would help me to know if there are any restrictions on
your participation, other than anticipated restrictions on the time you have
available.
Let me know if you have any questions about this request or the research
project. I look forward to hearing from you and hope you are doing well.
Regards,
•
•
•

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1180'
Washin ton DC- 20005
(toll free) . or
Phone:
-566-31
Fax:
email: psims@eac.gov

•

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.go
10/05/2005 05:26 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject fraud/intimidation project

q
tw plan 1005.doc Attached please find the revised work plan and schedule. Let me know if you have any

questions, comments or suggested changes. Tova
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM —
ob Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
11/03/2005 12:03 PM
cc
Subject Question

Peggy and Julie:
Were the contracts approved yet? Also, someone at the
EAC was going to tell us how long it will take to
process our Oct 25 invoices.
Job
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ----Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 1033 AM
,.

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: TeleconferenceI

Last email and then I have to get back to paying attention in class. (!) As I remember, Devon was going to
do the Nexis search. Is that still the case?
Thanks, .
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission•.
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100.
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
a eac.gov
TNedzara

-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/29/2005 02:27PM
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Tamar:
I will try to set up the teleconference for tomorrow. I'll confirm the time, once I hear back from Tova and
Job regarding the times you thought you would be available. Below is the search term attachment that
you did not receive with the earlier email. Tova later noted that everywhere we have a term, such as
African American and .... or Latino and .... we should also have the following:
Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
We may receive a revised search term listing before our teleconference, in which case I will forward it to
you. Also attached is a separate list of search terms proposed for a Nexis search, which I received just
today.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV

Tamar
Nedzar/EAC/GO
V

ToMargaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/29/2005 10:52
AM

cc
SubjectRe: Teleconference

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment..
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:
Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and any time after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar a eac.Qov

-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving you thisweek. I have received an initial list of search terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).
I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?
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Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Word Search Terms DRAFT 11-22-05.doc nexis word search 1128.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
`''

"J c
ebrov"
q^n
10/31/200503 26 PM

t>

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc psirims@eac.gov

S

'Subject Addition

Julie/Peggy:
In addition to my question about completion of our
contracts---I am wondering whether you had a chance to
address the working group issue and the law clerk
issue?
Also, Peggy have you been able to get a response from
DOJ?
Regards,
Job
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang©tcf.org>
11/04/2005 03:44 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

Hi Peg,
I'm sorry to bother you with this, but the EAC receptionist will not put me through to Diana and she has not
responded to my email. Do you know if she got my EFT fax? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 3:55 PM
Torn j^ ; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Invoices and Payments
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Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.

•

•

•s t have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
Diana
transf8r^1fii'"g difect to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. _ Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. • I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To klynndyson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
08/23/2005 05:58 PM
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Kick off activities for the EAC Voting fraud/voter
intimidation project

Karen and Tom,
Thanks so much. I am looking forward to working with you and my co-consultants on what I think is an
extremely important topic.
I am pretty much available any day that week except Monday the 12th, so whatever is most convenient for
everyone elsea w.gther clay is fine by me. Please let me know the contract specifics when possible so

oo4ss4

Based on your feedback, I would like to schedule a teleconference among the three of us at 3:30 PM EST
today --- to discuss any remaining issues regarding what we mean by voting fraud and voter intimidation,
and what we want in the search terms. Then, I can bring Tamar and Devon in to join us at 3:45. Does that
work for you two?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Tova Wang"
ang@tcf.org>

To psimseac.gov,serebrov@sbcgIobaI.net

11/30/2005 09:25, AM

cc

Subject RE: Wednesday Teleconference

Sounds good. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 8:41 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Wednesday Teleconference
Based on your feedback, I would like to schedule a teleconference among the three of us at 3:30
PM EST today --- to discuss any remaining issues regarding what we mean by voting fraud and
voter intimidation, and what we want in the search terms. Then, I can bring Tamar and Devon in
to join us at 3:45. Does that work for you two?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"3erebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
10/31/2005 03:47 PM

cc

Subject Re: Teleconference Needed
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Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@td.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

11/17/2005 0239 PM

cc

.

Subject RE: Teleconference

Fine by me. Thanks.Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2005 2:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Teleconference
How about 2 PM EST tomorrow (Friday)? I'll call each of you and bring you into the conference.
-- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@ eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/29/2005 06:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Peggy:
I think that you have hit the major problem in voter
fraud---the federal/state system. We are essentially
operating under state laws that control federal
elections. Administrative mistakes can amount to voter
fraud because the state system controls voting
procedure. I must strongly disagree with you as to
whether de facto or quasi fraud needs anything else.
In my l.yeays.of election practice and administration
it needed nothing else.
We can discuss the rest of your additions to our
difinition at our conference call.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very
> sharp. Our intern's
> name is Devon Romig.
> Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and
> may have questions
> about them. Devon will need to know how you want
> the press clippings
> sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
> give her a specific
> list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For examp
>.do you want her to
> sort using the term . .Absentee Ballot
> and when that can involve voter •
> intimidation/coercion/-undue influence;
> . vote buying, ballot tampering,. and .ballot :box
> stuffing (by voting in the
> name, of another or under a fictitious name).
> We need to discuss this because I am concerned that
> we currently do not
> have a full written description of what does and
> does not constitute
> voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current
> written definition
> excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter
> registration
> applications submitted with fictitious names or that
> falsely affirm
> eligibility to vote are considered election crimes
> that can have an impact
> on election results. Specifically, they are used in
> schemes to vote more
tpI.have;,ine;lii .ble persons participate
> than one
> in voting.' 'Also, an
> increasing number of States are including as an
> election crime the knowing
> and willful destruction of voter registration
> applications by voter
> registration drives and their failure to transmit
> such applications to the
> election office in a timely manner.
> If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that
> has a clear and direct
> distorting impact on the election results, then
> administrative mistakes
> that violate federal or State law could be included.
> For federal
> elections, administrative mistakes definitely are
> not considered voting
> fraud. The examples provided for "de facto" fraud
> and "quasi" fraud also
> are not likely to be considered part of voting fraud
> and voter
> intimidation without evidence that there also is
> ballot box stuffing, vote
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> buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies,
> voter intimidation, etc.
> Although a number of things other than voting fraud
> and voter intimidation
> can (and do) distort election results, EAC is
> handling such issues under
> separate research efforts.
> For your information, I have attached a speech
> presented by Craig Donsanto
> (complete with typos) that addresses the issue of
> defining voting fraud.
> Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, `DC 2.0005 . : '
'>. Phone: 866-747-147.1 (toll free) or'202-5.66-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --

Tamar Nedzar /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:18 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search ListE

Home should work, but the number you have is my old number. The new one i
I'll talk to you at 3:45!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http:// www.eac.ciov
TNedzar@eac.Qov

-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ---To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11 /30/2005 08:50AM
Subject: Fw: Updated Word Search List
Tamar:

^.

Here is an updated word search list for the case law/administrative decisions search. I am still trying to
confirm the time for the teleconferm As it stands right now, I will probably call you at 3:45 PM today.
, right?
should call your home phon
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-----. Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/30/2005 08:47 AM ----"Job Serebrov"

0

>'
11/29/2005 07:07 PM

Towang@tc£org, psims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectUpdated Word Search List

Peggy & Tova:
Here is the updated case law word search list.
Job

Word Search Terms.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 11:31 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@Ef}r
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, ^Pol r'1'" "'
Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Invoice informatio

happened to the training we were going to have on this and other aspects of recordkeeping for
our contracts, or are we supposed to find this information as best we can? Also, what is the status of the
contracts with Job and Tova. Can they submit an invoice without a signed contract? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 10:17 AM

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
To Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

oo499

Subject Invoice information

Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005.
(202).566-3100

0

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
11/29/2005 11:37 AM

cc
Subject intern and law clerk

Do you know yet if we will be able to speak to them today or tomorrow? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and event#.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -Karen
Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2005 12:57 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Call from Paul Vinovich

That saga continues :-)
Karen Lynn-Dyson
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Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 11/08/2005 12:56 PM --,r;
Gracia Hillman /EAC/GO
To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
11/09/2005 1240 PM
Davidson/EAC/GOV, Raymundo Martinez/EAC/GOV, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Subject Re: Call from Paul Vinovich

What Paul V said is NOT at all an accurate statement of what Tova said i was there. This is very
dissappointing to read. I may call Mr. V myself.
I watched and heard what was said and by whom. I will be glad to brief you tomorrow morning.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Paul DeGregorio
From: Paul DeGregorio
Sent: 11/09/2005 11:28 AM
To: Gracia Hillman; Donetta Davidson; Raymundo Martinez; Juliet Thompson;
Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Karen Lynn-Dyson
Subject: Call from Paul Vinovich
I took a telephone call this morning from Paul Vinovich. He had attempted to reach Gracia, but since she
was not here, he asked Sheila if I was in the office so he spoke to me.
Paul was very upset with comments that Tova Wang had made at yesterday's AEI's meeting in which she
basically indicated that voter fraud did not exist in the USA. He asked how a person who believes that
voter fraud does not exist--or not seem at least willing to listen to both sides--can be hired by the EAC to
do a study on voter fraud/voter intimidation. I explained to Paul (as I have now had to explain to many
others) that Tova was "balanced" on the study with Job Severbrov. He did not know Job but was
well-aware of Tova's positions and was concerned that her public comments indicate that she will not be
fair in looking at this issue. I explained to Paul that we were monitoring the work of our consultants on this
study and no report would be issued publicly without the support of at least three commissioners. I sent
him some background information on Job. I think this study will need close monitoring.
Paul DeGregorio
Vice Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
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www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Job Serebrov"
^

>

To psims@eac.gov

PM

cc
Subject Re: Meetings

Pe ggy

cg.

I just received an .e-nail from Tova. She is also ok
with the 28th which is better for me.
I am interested in your answer to her question about
work product.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am available for a 3-way teleconference after Noon
> on Wednesday this
> week. My schedule on Thursday and Friday is
> flexible, as well. When
> would be best for you two? I can call the telephone
> numbers you prefer
> and set up the conference call from my desk.
>
>
>
>
>

Both the 24th or the 28th are fine with me for the
face-to-face meeting.
Which do you prefer? If you have no preference, I
suggest we pick the
earlier of the two.

> Regarding your contracts, I understand that the
> contract will carry the
> date of 9/25/05. All contracts have to be signed by
> the Chair, who has
> been out of the office on Commission business. I
> have been told that she
> will sign off on your contracts, among others,
> today. Our financial
> officer will send it to you after that. I'll try to
> obtain copies and fax
> the appropriate one to you as soon as they have been
> signed.
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding your pay, the contract will state that you
should submit a
monthly invoice to EAC for payment of your fee for
that month. The
contract is for 6 months, so our Finance Officer,
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>
>
>
>

Diana Scott, wants you
to submit an invoice to her each month for 1/6th of
the total payment,
beginning 10/25/05.

> I look forward to talking again with the two of you.
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
Assistance Commission
> U.S. Elec
1100
Ave"NW` - S
> 1225 New
> Washington,. DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac..gov

> "Job Serebrov" <
> 10/03/2005 10:08 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Mettings

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

Just spoke with Tova. We would like to have a three
way telephone conference with you this week if
possible. The best dates for our face to face are
Oct
24th or 28th. Please let me know what works for you.

> Talk with you when you get answers to my questions.
> Regards,
> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/11/2005 02:54 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Address for Federal Express

You can send it to The Century Foundation, that's fine. For future reference, I have a doorman
so sending stuff to my house is fine too. Thank you! Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Date: Tue, 11 Oct 2005 13:41:3 -8 -0400
Subject: Address for Federal Express

Tova:
I am about to Federal Express some material to you. Should I use your Century Foundation address, or
your apartment address? If you want it sent to your apartment, Is it OK for Fed Ex to leave the Fed Ex at
your apartment building or should I mark it to be held for pick up at the nearest Fed Ex office?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tef.org>
10/03/2005 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

That's the right number. On the 14th I do want to be on by phone. I probably will only be able to be on for
the beginning though. I may be able to rejoin again at the end. Will someone be taking notes?
Thanks for everything. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005 3:42 PM
t
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: RE: Voting rand Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

I will initiate the calls to you o on Wednesday. The number I have for Tova
Let me know if I should use a different number or you on
For Job, I ha y'
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Wednesday.
Thanks, Tova, for the copy of the draft workplan you provided to Karen. I'll take a look at it and,
hopefully, provide some feedback on Wednesday. I have not yet caught up to all the paperwork
and emails that preceded my assignment to this project. Karen just handed me a folder full of
documents that should help.
I think you may have received an email from Nicole Mortellito regarding an October 14 meeting. If
you two cannot come in person but can attend via phone, just let me know. Nicole's message has
information regarding hotel rates that conflicts with what I've just sent you. I've asked her to
double check her information because I have another contractor that has had no problem
obtaining government rate at hotels.
• Yes, you will be-paid on a monthly basis You can file your first invoice onOctober 25, according
to Diana Scott...
Pe ggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2005 03:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peg, This all sounds good. Will you be calling us on Wednesday?
I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me know what time. Are there expense forms we
should have for reimbursement?
On the work product, we did send Karen a very preliminary draft of a work plan. I attach it again
here and we an talbouM1more. on Wednesday.
My only money question is, are we being paid on a monthly basis? And if so, when does that
begin? I assume this all is in the contracts we'll be getting...
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Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005 2:48 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: ggiImour@eac.gV
Subject: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Tova and Job:
Teleconference. Let's schedule the4eleconference for 4:00. PM on Wednesday, October 5. Gavin Gilmour will join
us.
Meeting October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in DC. We have allocated $5,000 to each of you to
cover reasonable and necessary travel and other incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
reimbursement need to be itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You should be able to
obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel (if you plan to stay overnight). If the hotel
needs a letter from EAC (in lieu of showing them your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
apparently no longer honor government rates for government contractors. Rail carriers may
provide government rates for government contractors. If you drive, the current government rate
for a personally owned vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents per mile.
Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the draft project workplan, which is due ASAP after
award. Would it be possible for the two of you to deliver a draft workplan to me via email by
10/11? That would be after we have had our teleconference to work out lingering questions.
Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you can reach lher via email at dscott@eac.gov.
would appreciate.it if you would cc: me on such emails, so that I know to follow up with her.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM `
•

"Tova Wang"
<wang @tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/29/2005 02:15 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject nexis search
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Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"

11/22/2005 03:28 PM

cc

, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Word Search Terms

I'm sorry, I don't understand
-----Original Messa ----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2005 3:22 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Word Search Terms
Peggy:
Attached are the word search terms.
Job

Tova:
I placed the few words that you added in the middle of
my list into my existing file so some terms are out of
order from the last list that you sent me.
Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/28/2005 05:00 PM

cc
Subject RE: September invoice

I wasn't sure what it should be since we weren't doing the 20 hours a week at that point. Should it be the
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same amount?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2005 4:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: September invoice

Tova:
I received your faxed invoices, but the one for the pay p iod September 1-30 2005 is missing the
total dollar amount claimed. Would you please send th
rie'again, with the c liar amount
inserted? --- Peggy

^

a

"Tova Wang" twang @tef.org>
11/28/2005 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject September invoice

Hi Peg:
I'm faxing you the September and October invoices. I will fax you the November one on
Wednesday. Thanks. Tova
The following was done in September in furtherance of a project Providing Consulting
Services in the Development of a Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Project # E4019698
Invoice # 1: September 1, 2005-September 30, 2005
50 hours:
September Time Spent on EAC Project
Preparation for two teleconferences;
Two teleconferences and calls with Job;

III

i'1

Calls with EAC staff
Conceptualize project;
Draft work plan;
Draft preliminary definition of fraud;
Background research into vote fraud & voter intimidation.
•

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent • Wednesday, -November 23, 2005 2:25 PM
Wang@tcf.org
lIIuI
Subject: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other Expenses
Job and Tova:
4

I've been busy seeking answers from our attorneys and our Finance Officer, Diana Scott,
regarding your reimbursement questions. The results follow:
InvoicesNouchers for Personal Services
In order to meet legal requirements and provide what is needed by our Finance Officer, we have
developed the attached form that you may use for your monthly invoices for consulting services
on the Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Project. This form is optional. If you prefer, you can
provide the same information in a letter. Please see your contract for specifics regarding hours
that can be worked and compensation.
I also confirmed with Diana Scott that under the contract recently ratified, EAC considers that your
service began on September 1, 2005. Consequently, you do not have to wait until the 25th of
the month to file your vouchers for services provided during the previous month. Each voucher
should cover one month, and may be filed immediately after the end of the month.
If you fax your invoice/voucher for personal services to me, please drop the original in the mail.
We can begin processing your voucher based on the fax, but would like to have the original
document for our files.
Travel Authorizations and Vouchers
Apparently, we need to prepare travel authorizations for any travel that you do on behalf of this
project. I know how to prepare them, but will need input from you for each trip regarding the
expected costs of transportation (separate costs of airfare, train fare, ground transportation), hotel
(including taxes), other expected travel expenses (e.g.; airport parking), the points between which
you will travel, and the days of travel. I'll prepare the authorization based on this information and
put it into the pipeline for the appropriate officials' signatures. Once it is signed, I will fax a copy to
you. It is important that we work together to prepare these authorizations well in advance of the
travel dates.

OO5oo9

Once the travel is concluded, we can prepare the travel vouchers to obtain reimbursement for
your travel costs, in accordance with federal travel regulations. You will need to send me your
receipts for the hotel, the plane or train, ground transportation (if you did not use your personal
vehicle), and parking (if you parked at the airport). You will get a set amount for meals, so you do
not need to provide meal receipts. I will prepare the voucher and fax it to you for your signature.
If you see any problems with the voucher, this is the time to fix them. Once you are satisfied with
the voucher, you will need to return the signed voucher by mail or in person. I'll attach the
receipts you provided and a copy of the travel authorization, and send it forward for processing.
Other Expenses
Because your contracts do not provide for the reimbursement of other expenses, we have to look
for other ways to deal with them.
For the publications, there are two options: . (1) you 'can pay for them yourself and mark.them up
as you please; or (2) I can find them in our library or order ther%.through our supply person.
Anyth g paid for .by, EAC.is AC property, which would mean turning them over to EAC.with no
marks in them.

•

If you need to messenger items to accomplish the work under contract, I can authorize the use of
EAC's Federal Express account number on a case-by-case basis. I'll need some advance notice
and will have to supply our finance folks with the tracking number, who is sending the package, to
whom, and when. That way, they won't be surprised when they see item on the FedEx invoice.
(An easy way to provide all the information would be to fax a copy of the FedEx Airbill to me.)
At this time, our consultants pay their phone expenses out of their personal services
compensation. When it works for you, we can bypass the need for you to incur phone charges by
using EAC's teleconferencing capabilities.
Hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving I
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
•

11/30/2005 04:25

PM

05/07/2007 04:09

PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject monthly report

Please see attached. 'I will be faxing my invoice. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
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Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

November report.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/16/2005.09:18 AM

To psims@eac..gov, dscott@eac.gov
cc
Subject . travelexpense pre-approval request

I will be down in DC 12/1 -1 2/2 to speak at an election reform conference. While my major expenses will
be charged to this other project, while I am there I would like to meet with a couple of people who are on
our list of experts to interview. Would it be possible to get reimbursed for my travel within DC? For
example, I'll be staying at the Capitol Hilton and one of the interviewees is a professor out at American
University. Please let me know.
Also, I would still like to know if expenses unrelated to travel should simply be added to our monthly
invoices.
Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
—

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
10/25/2005 02:29 PM
cc
Subject Re: wg(

Tova:
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If you have to spend time and effort pulling the information together, let's wait until the contract is signed.
If you already have the information on hand, please forward it to me.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866- 747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566 -3120 (direct)
Fax: 202- 566 -3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova. Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang @tcf.org>

`

10/24/2005 05:30 PM

Hi Peg,
Do you want the information on the proposed working group members you requested (their backgrounds
on this issue) now or should I wait until the contract situation is clear? I understand more information on
that is forthcoming imminently.
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang a@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/03/2005 03:00 PM

cc
Subject tuesday

005012

Hi Peg,
will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by -- I think
you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be able to take a look
at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century; Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212-535-7534

9
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Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/03/2005 06:23 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Tuesday(

Tova:
I should be available during the mid to late afternoon, provided we are not besieged with election-related
calls. Regardless, I can provide the file with the news clippings for your review.
-- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@ tcf.org>
11/03/2005 02:00 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject tuesday

Hi Peg,
I will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by -- I think
you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be able to take a look

0Q5M,

at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates..

-=– Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 03:26 PM

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Voter Fraud/IntimidationI

Tamar:
Job notified me today that he had sent the key word search terms to Tova yesterday to review.
Unfortunately, she will not be able to do so until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, he needs to wait to
send them to me. I'll let you know as soon as I know. --- Peggy
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Intimidation

Hi Peggy,
Just wondering if you had heard anything from Tova and Job about the terms they want me to search for
on Lexis. If they don't get back to you today, just forward anything they send you to this email. I check it at
least once a day and can do work from home.
Thanks,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk

005014

> Job:
> I am about to Federal Express some material to you.
> Is it OK for Fed Ex
> to leave the package at your Spring Street address,
> or should I mark it to
> be held for pick up at the nearest Fed Ex office?
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
:
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: .psims@eac.gov.

----- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM =--

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 11:00 AM

To Devon E. Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Nexis Search Terms

Devon:
In preparation for this afternoon's teleconference, you may want to review the attached list of Nexis search
terms. If you have any questions, we can discuss them before the teleconference or, if I can't provide
answers, we can ask our consultants who prepared the list. --- Peggy
Im
nods word search 11 28.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
wang@tcf.org
10/17/2005 11:08 AM

To psims °^
eac. gov

cc
Subject working group

Hi Peg,
I'd like to talk to you briefly about the development of the working group when you have a moment.
understand you are in a meeting right now -- is there a good time for me to give you a buzz today and/or
tomorrow? Thanks so much. Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Diana Scott /EAC/GOV
11/18/2005 03:15 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
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cc
Subject Contract:/invoice: Job Serebrov

Peggy,
Serebrov has submitted a few versions of his invoice via email. I will provide you with paper copies of his
emails. As we have been speaking recently about this, his invoice should contain:
Date
name and address of payee
Act Number that is on the contract
Detailed-description of services rendered --no 1 or 2 liners
$ amount of invoice
If invoice amount contains any. rnbursement for travel expenses; the expenses need to be itemized (and
of course, pre-approved) These expenses should not be on.a travel voucher although the legal dept.
stated that in the SOW This is not so.
Finally, we previously required vendors to submit invoices via the mail. However, in the recently revised
contracts, the legal dept. omitted this and used language "should be delivered" instead. I am not
entertaining any invoice via email. I have brought this to Julie's attention.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
pJo
<Si

11/10/2005 03:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Letters Were Signed

And they say there is no Santa Claus
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> The Chair signed your letters this afternoon. Diana
> Scott has them and
> plans to fax everything to you.. Have a good
> weekend!
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
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> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
Joh.Serebrov
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

11/29/2005 05:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Only between 3:30 and 5:30
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> Are you two available for a teleconference with our
> Law Clerk and Intern
> tomorrow at either of the times listed below?
> Between 12 and 1 PM EST; or
> Any time between 3:30 and 5:30 PM EST
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 05:08 PM

To "J

ebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea

Wang
cc
Subject Re: In-Person Meeting[

Job and Tova:
If you both agree, a meeting in early January in lieu of a December meeting would be fine with me. As it

005017

would be good for you two to pick Craig Donsanto's brain when you are here, I'll find out when he is not
available so that we can avoid that time.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1. 471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-56 3127 :: ,
email: psims@eac.gov

1

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

Job Serebrov".
•:
11/21/2005 04:02 PM ' '

To Psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Word Search Terms

What do you think about moving the meeting to January
after all of the holidays?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Thanks for the update. I'll let Tamar know.
> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 11/21/2005 12:07 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Word Search Terms

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

I sent the words search terms to Tova yesterday to
review. Unfortunately, she will not be able to do so
until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, I need
to
wait to send them to you.

005016

> As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two
> possible
> dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
> Regards,
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"b Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gay .:. .
11/1^2 005 02:06 PM cc wang@tcf:org
Subject Contracts Update

Peggy:
Any word from finance as to the status of the
contracts?
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 03:27 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
^^GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Word Search Terms[

Thanks for the update. I'II let Tamar know. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
"Job Serebrov"

005 22:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Word Search Terms

0050?9{

Peggy:
I sent the words search terms to Tova yesterday to
review. Unfortunately, she will not be able to do so
until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, I need to
wait to send them to you.
As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two possible
dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
Regards,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09. PM --^

4 Margaret Sims /EAC/GOB/
11/21/2005 04:57 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re:lnvoices(

Dear Job:
I checked with the finance folks regarding your question about when you should submit your next invoice.
They told me that it will not help to submit the invoice early because not all of the people who need to sign
off on it will be in the office.
Also, Friday evening, Diana Scott asked for more information on your invoice (perhaps based on feedback
from GSA). In addition to the total hours and total dollar amount that you have provided in your second
email, she needs:
• Date of Invoice
• Name and Address of Payee
• Act Number, which is listed on your contract (E4019698)
• Pay Period
• # of days on which you worked
Diana also told me on Friday that she is not sure she can accept invoices by email. Until I can confirm
with our attorneys that email is OK, I suggest that you fax the amended invoice and future invoices to me
at the fax number listed below, and send the original by mail.
I understand that all of this back-and-forth must be as aggravating to you as to me. I am working with
folks here to develop a form that you may use for invoices that will provide all of the information that our
finance folks and GSA need. (We have not located a government form that we can use for personal
services contracts.) The form would be strictly optional. Alternatively, you could send a letter that
provk s the same information. Jalso have reminded people about the federal government's prompt
payment requirements. Althoug we have to process all of our payments through our agent, GSA, we
remain bound by these provisions.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

005021)

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 04:55 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org >@GSAEXTERNAL
cc.,

Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern[

We have initiated research projects on:
Provisional Ballots and Voter ID;
Laws and Practices Regarding Vote Counting (including pre-election testing, security, post-election
audits), Recounts, and Contested Elections;
• Management Guidelines for Voting Systems;
• Technical Issues in the Implementation of the Statewide Voter Registration Database; and
Poliworker Recruitment, Training, and Retention.
•

•
•

At minimum, I think we need to look at knowing and willful violations. Mistakes involving
misunderstandings; unintentional errors in processing voter registration applications, absentee ballots, or
provisional ballots; unintentional election coding errors on vote counting programs; unintentional errors in
preparing or distributing ballots and voting equipment; unintentional errors in preparing vote tallies; and
badly trained poll workers do not rise to the level of voting fraud--- though they can definitely affect the
integrity of the election.
Although some Voting Rights Act provisions are used to prosecute voter intimidation, the Department of
Justice's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, also has initiated action against States for failure to
properly implement other provisions of the Voting Rights Act, the National Voter Registration Act
(including the list maintenance requirements) and the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act. Failure of States and local jurisdictions to properly implement these provisions is not considered
voting fraud, but is actionable.
We do have gaps in federal election crimes laws, however. For example, I remember when we first saw
votes being auctioned on ebay and when we heard of voter registration drives destroying or failing to turn
in voter registration applications they had collected, there was concern that current law did not provide
leverage for federal prosecution. As it turned out, State prosecution under State election laws was more
effective in those cases.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127

005021-

email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

'{

$

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/29/2005 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
c
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Can you give us a better idea of the other EAC restarch.projects . that yo think we might overlap with if we
include these activities? Job and I , had strong reasons for-what we did and did hot include and how we
wanted to frame the term fraud, so we do indeed need to discuss this -- perhaps' before or after the
discussion. with Tamar and Devon?
Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 3:18 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
t
Subject: RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will
need to know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
give her a specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using
the term Absentee Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot
tampering, and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written
description of what does and does not constitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current
written definition excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter registration applications
submitted with fictitious names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election
crimes that can have an impact on election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote
more than once or to have ineligible persons participate in voting. Also, an increasing number of
States are including as an election crime the knowing and willful destruction of voter registration
applications by voter registration drives and their failure to transmit such applications to the
election office in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the
election results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included.
For federal elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The
examples provided for "de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part
of voting fraud and voter intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote
buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things
other than voting fraud and voter intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling
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such issues under separate research efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speech presented by Craig Donsanto (complete with
typos) that addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commissio
New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/26 7 04:09 PM —'
.,r

"Job Serebrov"
<
10/19/2005 11:59 AM

>

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members

Peggy:
What form do you want use to submit our invoice in for
this month?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Dear Tova and Job:
>
> I have been advised by our Counsel that, since the
> contracts have not yet
> been signed, we will have to postpone our October
> 28th meeting. Tova, for
> future reference, the per diem rates for DC (the
> Greater Washington, DC
> area) can be accessed through that web site I
> provided by clicking on the
> District of Columbia link on the map.
> I also have to ask you to hold any further efforts
> on the Working Group
> until further notice. We are going to have to limit
> the number in the
> group to no more than six. EAC has to pay for the
> travel for these folks
> out of FY 2006 dollars. The agency currently is
> operating under a
> continuing resolution, and may not have its FY 2006
> budget until December
> 2005 , or later. When you submit the names of
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> possible Working Group
> members, I will need a summary of their work in
> studying or enforcing laws
> against voting fraud and voter intimidation. (It is
> not sufficient to
> have expressed an interest in these matters, we need
> experienced folks.)
> The working group can include nonpartisan members,
> so long as any
> partisan-leaning members are balanced (i.e.; 1 R for
> 1 D).
> I am sorry for any inconvenience that this may
> cause. I wish I had the
> power to change the situation, but I don't.
> Pe ggy Sims > Research Specialist
> US.. Electioti.Assistance Commission
1225,New York Ave, NW- Ste 11.00
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
>J direct)
>`1!'ax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/14/2005 10:59 AM

cc
Subject

Hi Peggy,
Just an FYI -- Job and I have developed our own draft of a definition of fraud and intimidation and are
working on compiling existing research. With respect to the working group, I have sent him the names
and bios of my first choices, most of whom I have not yet spoken to. My thought was that I would have
you vet them before asking them if they could do it, so I wouldn't have to turn around and say no. I have
plenty of "plan B" people should some of my first choices not work out. Job has gone ahead and inquired
as to people's availability before putting them on his list, which he expects to send me today.
Hope you had a great weekend.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2005 4:33 PM
; wang@tcf.org
To:
Subject: Contract ssues-Government Per Diem Rates
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phone from home on the Job and Tova call. I have also asked Gavin to sit in as the drugs have left me a
little foggy.
Let me know if you will call me or if I need to call you.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Donetta Davidson

11/18/2005 03:06 PM

cc Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: RESPONSE REQUESTED-Working Group for Voting.
• Fraud and Voter. Intimidation Project

.

.e

Dear Commissioner Davidson:
Attached is the earlier email requesting feedback on potential Working Group members for the voting
fraud and voter intimidation research project. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/18/2005 03:03 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/16/2005 01:12 PM

To Gracia Hillman, Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta
Davidson
Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC, Amie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RESPONSE REQUESTED-Working Group for Voting Fraud
and Voter Intimidation Project

Dear Commissioners:
The consultants' contracts for EAC's voting fraud and voter intimidation project require Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov to work in consultation with EAC staff and the Commissioners "to identify a working group of
key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and
voter intimidation". The contracts do not specify the number of working group members but, as EAC has
to pay for the group's travel and we want the size of the group to be manageable, I recommend that we
limit the number to 6 or 8. Please let me know if you think that this limit is too conservative .
Attached for your review and comment are two lists of potential working group members for this project.
One list was submitted by Job, the other by Tova. Tova and Job have provided brief summaries of each
candidate's relevant experience and have placed asterisks next to the names of the individuals whom they
particularly recommend. I can provide more extensive biographies of these individuals, if you need them.
If EAC agrees that the recommended working group members are acceptable, an equal number may be
selected from each list in order to maintain a balanced perspective.
Absent from the attached lists is the name of a representative from the U.S. Department of Justice's
Election Crimes Branch. At this time, I am working through the DOJ bureaucracy to determine to what
degree Cra1 o> ntq;; rl.lj , be permitted to participate. If he cannot be named as a working group
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member, we may still be able to use him as a resource.
Please provide your feedback to me no later than Monday , November 28. 1 am available to meet with
you if you would like to discuss this matter further.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist

Possible Working Group Members -Serebrov.doc Possible Working Group Members- rflang.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:20 PM

To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
cc

s

Subject Fw: Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJ

Attached is.Jeannie's edited version of the letter to DOJ. Would you please copy it to your file, accept all
changes, and run it on the Chair's letterhead. Once she signs it, I will want to fax a copy to Donsanto and
send the original by mail. Thanks. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/21/2005 02:20 PM -Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:17 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJI

Peg,
My suggested edits are attached.

R

Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DRAFT it edits.doc

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/03/2005 06:07 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and PaymentsI

OO5o2b

I think Diana Scott needs the original with the original signature. If you want to fax a copy to her, as well, fax it to her at 202-566-3127. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 04:11 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

Do we need to mail you the original of the . EFT form? Thanks. Tova.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
3, 2005 3:55 PM
Sent: Thursday,
wang@tcf.org
To:
Subjec :^tTnvoices and Payments

Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.
Diana does not have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
transfer of the funds directly to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, nmortellito@eac.gov

09/27/2005 11:14 AM

cc
Subject

•

Hi. Peg, Nicole and Karen,

Just FYI, I will be ou!of the office after today for the.rest of the week (actually speaking att conferences .
down in DC). My cell is .917-656-7905 if you need to reach me, and I should be able to check ,email
sporadically. Thanks

:

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/04/2005 05:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

I1

Tova:
Yes, she has received your EFT fax. All is well. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/04/2005 02:44 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments
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Peg:
Tova and I talked about the voter fraud project last
evening and we believe that a face to face DC meeting
is needed in t?e next few weeks. If you are in today,
I hope to hear from you.
Regards,
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM
Craig .Donsanto @usdoj.gov
°
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.go
v>. .
11/22/2005 05:52 PM

To "Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Noel. Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>,,."psims@eac.gov"
<psims@eac.gov>
cc .
Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Hello Peg and greetings from Mexico City.
Interesting way you put that question!! When will I NOT be available!!!
Peg -- I have a speech to deliver to the Illinois Association of Election
Commissioners December 7-8. After that, my wife says she will arise in protest
if I don't stay put for the next couple months!!!
So I guess anytime after December 8 will work.
I hope I can help you and the EAC on this.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Tue Nov 22 16:50:20 2005
Subject: Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and
Voter Intimidation
Craig:
This is just to let you know that I have drafted a letter for the Chair's
signature, but she may want to make some changes before she signs. Once it is
signed, I'll fax a copy to you and send the original by mail. For planning
purposes, can you tell me when you don't expect to be available during the
next 3 months (Dec-Feb)?
Peggy Sims
Phone: 202-566-3120 (direct)
email: psims@eac.gov
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM
"Job Serebrov"
"

To jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
10/28/2005 10:25 AM

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Contracts

Dear Julie and Peggy:
I am writirg: today 'to see if the contracts. have
.finally been approved. Julie; you had indicated
several days ago that your staff would take a few days
to complete its review. Completion of the contract
process affects our ability to proceed to month two
scheduled work and, just as important, our getting
paid by mid-November---which is financially critical
at this point. Finally, I will need a copy of the
contract by next week for the final stage of an
interview process. The amount I am being paid for this
project in effect pushes me to the upper end of the GS
rating for this position.
Peggy, when do you think the final working group
members will be selected? We need to know this as many
of those who were not selected will default to the
group of folks that we interview.
Job
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 05:04 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Thad[

Tova:
Thad's research on threat assessment is not being conducted under an EAC contract. The requirement to
work through EAC only applies to contact with EAC contractors about EAC research: Thad's EAC
contract is for Vote Counts/Contested Elections and Recounts. At this time, the contractor is analyzing
State laws and procedures and contacting appropriate federal agencies regarding any pertinent consent
agreements. Currently, there are no plans to do a survey that would be subject to the Paperwork
Reduction Act requirements.
If your interest in Thad involves his non-EAC research, I would have no problem with you contacting him
directly. If you think he will not respond unless I forward your request to him, I will see what I can do.
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Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Electiop Assistance Commission
1225 New `1`r .Ave NW - Ste 1101
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/29/2005 04:16 PM

cc
Subject thad

Hi Peg,
I would like to talk to Thad Hall about the methodology of our research and about the threat assessment
survey he is doing with Electionline and Caltech httg://www.vote.caltech.edu/media/threat risk.pdf. Can
you please facilitate that? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM -•

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/3012005 10:05 AM

cc
Subject Re: Wednesday Teleconference

Yesterday, before I got food poisoning , I would have
said yes. While I can participate in the conference, I
don't know how focused I will be.
Job
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: outline of final reportI

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy

IN

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <
cc

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our. weekly e-mail updates.
ak.

Table of Contents.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Pay
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Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
06/29/2006 01:24 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law 0'policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, Ju a 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;^
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview
Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many . of ..whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized sche'rr es to corrupt the pyocess. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOD's earlier policy was to prosecu&-organized conspir Gies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Dbnsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOD's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully
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provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 01:24 PM

To psims@eac.go^.^
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;,
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview
Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized sche F 6 corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes' (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

--
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here

t
is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. ---

Peggy

Wang Payment Tracking.xls
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov" <
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of

1
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [se
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
ti

06/30/2006 07:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has a 'ead.y;.xaised red.flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the tasks specified
in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--> ----- Original Message________________________
> From: "Job Serebrov" [
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

.
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/26/2006 04:38 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov^^
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@ tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting
Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

•-
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— Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on02006 03:44 PM
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2010417 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang @tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

Op5042.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Mt aretSiims/EAC/GOV

onfil4l /2007 04:17 PM

"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

Methodology for Case Review.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiryI

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:
1. When will 1 4C receive the prelimina y report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
41
If the reporter ha spoken to Secreta, Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
hat initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
research, y
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:

t

•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

a,
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"'

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject definition

I
Is this OK now?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals — those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

';

QO5Q'6

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

F

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 01:00 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interviewI

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
c
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the coa^missioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> availableYby'cell over the rfxt four days and in the office all next week.
f
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
----- Original Message ----obsSerebrov"
From:
To:: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Messa a ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
11

To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel FundsI

Peggy:
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I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola Olu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwardby Margaret Sims/EAC/GO^f/ on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"JbSerebro
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc

Subject Payments for Personal Services
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I
Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov" <, "Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: VariousI

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
`

06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To sims
eac.
P
g "Job Serebrov"
^° ov,
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
We won't get 60 thou, but there
tasks specified in the current contract.
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
w,..
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of':'_'
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
c

r ,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wang@tcf.or,
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tp

••;-,

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

q p

Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

ri ♦

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

r;

"Jib Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

07/06/2006 08:25 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additio l Hours Needed

00505

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
cc

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

t:.

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, Jul 03 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org,
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

00505.4

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[J

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.
a
Wang Payment Tracking.xls

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

00505&7

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, J
t
To: wang@tcf.or
twilkey@eac.gov
Cc:
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc

00505'

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submiked by the Commissirs and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --.2
4ng@tcf.org
Top
sims eac.g ov
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
cc
Subject
odology

10:

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psimsgeac.gov
To : wang@tcf.org
Cc.
2006 5:25 PM
Sent: Friday,
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

11e
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The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang(dtcf.org>
To nsims@eac.gov
cc

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest . in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp.of'the:-#
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
212-535-7534
> phone: 212-452-7704
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

00505q

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Travel Funds[)

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'^
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:

005060

I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/20074:17 PM --=

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Studyl

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

I

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
r

Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
07/11/2006 11:38 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyI

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

005061

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

005062

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document

0050

before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 10:55 AM

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

005066

I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
07/03/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: FW: methodology[q

0050EF'

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

R

Risk Analysis MethodologyBrennan Center excerpt. doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

005061

> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

cc
Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --- wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----obsSerebrov"
> From:
> To:: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
this off properly.
Peg

>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> -----Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various

r]

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one c'thin
interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

oososq

>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:40 PM

To Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:25 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology[

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Wednesday, Jun

M
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To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: final reportI

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"

00507-

<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 09:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---

`

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
..."Job
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM
cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---

..

"

07/05/2006 07:19 PM

To p^ms@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its
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not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> -----Original brow"
> From:: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 07/05/2006 08:l1
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
>
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

07/03/2006 11:30 AM

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Neededn

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang"<wang@tcf.org>

I
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but T8im Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need artestimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Sereb "
`f

t>
07/09/2006 06:00 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?
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Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodologyn

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.or->07/03/2006 11:18 AM

#To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject R : FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
Co: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
. methodology
Sub

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

bcso 5

suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

t a`
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www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
•'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc psims@eac.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on –

Ben - This for(ards a short e-mail chain bet'een me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of tl ng is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is riot a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the 4urementof election .egL. pmertt (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high
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profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede for him - - through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —
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Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims @eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy. S immons@usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on —
ct

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)"
<Adam—Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/01/2007 08:58 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 4:14 PM
To: want@t : Drg1d^ls
Subject: Fw: DO]
Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLlf)C

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

Devon:
One of our consultants noted that there are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
''

>
04/05/2006 05:01 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

Fro

sims eac. ov

To.
Sent: Wednesday, pril 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

•-1
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Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3i27
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How a out J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
egistration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Benavi s,-- ` =ot f
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

oo5o8a

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
s.D.f
organizations knowledgeable about the t
voting fraud and voter intimidation, providt tale results of thE(preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message ----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailt
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims(c^eac.gv
o

To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
,.:.:.....: ..
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (includinlFederal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EA GOV
04/06/2006 03:27 PM

To "TonyY J. Sirvello III" <t1 sthree@msn.com> @
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group[

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on Wednesday,
April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/04/2006 09:49 AM

cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/12/2006 12:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

11.>, psims@eac.gov

cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: working group meeting
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That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:^^
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 11:26 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting
It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
the 15th or later.
Tova, Peggy is out of the office this week.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
I will be in DC for
other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
difference (EAC would not
have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
example, Monday May 8 or
possibly even the 9th) Thanks.

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
`' {
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov
04/11/2006 11:42 AM
cc "Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview
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As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
..:
* R'•^'r"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:ps ms@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
t 10:30 AM CST/11:3 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
ril 1
and passcode
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----_ Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
_4

4= C/GOV

04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERN L
cc psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebro
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
,.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc

Th1ifl^a

"'Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Mondal"l April 10, 2006.:8:45-:M
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

°-

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV

=

tv- 04/10/2006 10:05 A

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
c
Subject Re: Teleconference set upD

You are set for the 12th at 11 am
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

oo5oCq

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

04/09/2006 11:15 PM

cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
To psims@eac.gov
04/04/2006 08:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims( eac.gv
o
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting o th Workirig
rou
r EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
,..

OU yW

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
To psims@eac.go
9@tcf.or 9>
04/03/2006 03:45 PM
cc

t

Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 2:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.or
Subject: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin" .
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

0050.9a_

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availbility to be, •irAterviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intiiIdation project'. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:11 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
•

Subject.. Ike: Working Group Contact InfoI

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcg!obal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

0050901

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/03/200603:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
him to assess the
level of public attribution tha 'would be
appropriate without seeing the
substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but
recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
He will review it to
ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldna€Tht
disclose.

>
>
>
>
>

Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,
so that I can forward
it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
with a prompt
response, which I will forward to you.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

ggy. Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/04/2006 01:30 PM

C'.."'Tova Wang
Subject working group agenda

005091

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group

Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

TW proposed agenda.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --...Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

''`

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV. on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 10:24 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
0:30 AM CST/11
AM EST. Use the usual phone number
A ril
. and. passcde (.
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241 (b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

•

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc

Subject Working Group Cttact Info

1<

I

t.

Please review tli ttached and let me know b any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

M
Work Group Contact Infoxds
— Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
04/03/2006 03:41 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectF

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
l
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
`+

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

00509.5

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation research project. As a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/10/2006 11:04 AM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

00509EQ

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:01 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
C'

Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info[

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Working GroUp Contact Into

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Tova Wang"
' a<wang@tcf.org>

005090

04/11/2006 10:12 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

v-j
....

... ..

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
it 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
and passcode ^.
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg

-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

4

ob Serebrov"
04/06/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang cf.org
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write th^2view on the IfES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:

11

!'A

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
County, TX and current.
Executive Director of the International Association
of Clerks, Recorders,
Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an
interview next Wednesday morning(4/12). He is on
CST. Is there a time
that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
CST/11 AM EST? I saw
Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
Tuesday. We are trying
to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
Prosecution of Election
Offenses. He responded that it is at the printers.
and will not be
available for a couple of months. In the interim,
he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
He said that the
white paper includes the same information on the
prosecution of election
fraud that ill be in the book. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

, "Tova Wang"

HiP g,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

oo5os;q

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group[

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello Ill" ^^
^Sirvello lft°
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----

[iIi1ii r

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailt
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:1 M
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

'r....

----- Original Message ----From: psims a eac.gov
T
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

0051.0[x.

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission con
to:

ted .with twp consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)

1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specillist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello II
"Tony J. Sirvello III"

`'

r
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

00510

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello II
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 P
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Sims eac. ov
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM

005103

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations k1$"c+v igeable about the toics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Pe ggy Sims
.=.
Election Researchpecialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 05:45 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[--`j

OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. --Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM
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To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a couple months.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:15 PM

To Barry Weinberg
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc
Subject Interview for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an intervie
teleconference) amon our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney,
. I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls bik when
wheni am out o the o ice.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
mnd Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---wang@tcf.org
04/06/2006 05:05 PM

To sims
P
@eac. 9ov
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

OO51O [

From: psims(n,eac.gov
wang_(tcf.org
To
r
,6 9:35 AM
Sent: Thursday, April"
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Kennedy, Kevin"
r'
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/10/2006 02:35 PM
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----s@
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:p
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

trying to.airange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April

11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov'" <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
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meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Si

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

–_– Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
– "–

=.-~

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and running=

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:18 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: doj training materials[=-

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

l 1l`O'q

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
>, "Tova Wang„
cc Hwang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

'

"Job S
«
04/17/2006 11:03 AM

on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: ,Jnyoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end of May. I believe I will be working for the
state in June which will make it difficult to find
time to finish and could slow things down but I am not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
04/17/2006 11:48 AM
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM

"Job
To Psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
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> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week . for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l406.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy

It

FY06 Contracts Invoice Scheduleids

0051.1

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:45 AM

cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the Working Group
meeting and final write up.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
>
> 04/17/2006 10:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova and Job:

>>
> > I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.

>>
> > Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> > to say she would be
> > available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> > next week for the
> > interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> > Job?

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

>
>>
>>

>Mxa:+mn

> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!

>>
> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

>>

S '

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 10:21 AM

To "Job Serebrov'
cc

>, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

00511

We could skim it
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailt
Monday, April 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is it possible to get the materials they are using
> for the trainings?
> Thanks Peg.
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:08 AM
> To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
.'" .. `.'
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main

•
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
priority these cases
will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
57 Field Divisions will
have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
will be the equivalent of
the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
training these new
FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
them in Denver in a
very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
to Portland, Oregon for
more of the same.

> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Donsanto, Craig
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

00511,

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

1$
>

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
04/17/2006 10:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,^

04/17/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Monday, April
Sent:
To:: wang@tcf.org,
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
`,'0 '6 °`:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

00511S

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

04/17/2006 10:17 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

?2YIk
schedule
rrti '
Next week is out fob
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again
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> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
lr
oj
To psims@eac.gov
52AM
00"08:"
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Forwarded by^ arg^
"Tony J.'

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac
Sent: urs ay, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

0051tO

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
eac.gov
email: psi
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
•
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
h/www.fbi.goaqe2Dril06/electioncrime041 406. htm
---L' MMatded by- rgaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"T
J. SirvI1u lll"
To psims@eac.gov
04/11/2006 03:40 PM

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

oo5i2.

----- Original Message ----From: psimsgeac.gov
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with our 2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please call 1
at
. (toll_fre
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcode, enter
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use a and
line, rather than a cell phone.
u have trouble connecting, please call Nicole Mortellito at our office
Thanks!

If
Peggy

-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tony J. Sirvello III"
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Orig cai Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
T
Sen : ursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/09/2006 11:44 AM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezI

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The •position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number o,4 commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not ler than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.
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§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and campaign,. or public supports or opposes a
candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on at an election. An offense
under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov" <s

>

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 ll:23fF
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez
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> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
desirability of having a HIspanic.
> > discussed t
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history Jf voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience a a county Election.
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
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> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

oo5i2^

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"

> > 05/08/2006 11:30 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peggy:
>>
> > What political party is Perez with? How political
> is
> > he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> > Who
> > appointed Perez?
>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?
>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

^.lob Sereb^
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

IR
Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc
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--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
c mi';s'si 't tit) . Can
s^
> paragraph (odd cY a
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov

05/12/2006 10:19 AM

cc
Subject Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

R

Fraud Project Definition v 5 .12 06.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/27/2006 09:24 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectE

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg anti. t^echf <,w inutr@ve4zon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(eac.gov
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht" [weinutr@verizon.net]
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a eac.gov
To:'
Sent: Monday, Apri , 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

ooSizA

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:43 PM To "Job Serebrov

' @GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: new working group representativeL

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM cc

Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov-wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.
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> "Job Serebrov"^n^>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <..
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

>

To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

005134,

>>

> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm

>>>1

fir

.•.+: :.:

> > >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> >
> > His contact and mailing info is:
> >
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > 202-662-8315
> > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > Suite 400
> > Washington, DC 20005
>>
>>
>>
> > Tova Andrea Wang
> > Democracy Fellow
> > The Century Foundation
> > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> >
> > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>
>>

>> >

>
>
>
>

> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to rec
> > weekly e-mail upda`"
>>

>> >
>> >
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 03:46 PM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature SummaryI

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

I

JIUF

>
>

05/11/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

•

05/02/2006 09:45 AM
•,
^►

wan
wang@tcf.org
g@°
g
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
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Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "J
^^
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc wang@tcf.org
nSubject Re: Working Group-Perez[

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-apptpartisan restrictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov"

d

1r

Ser

"

05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

•F

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
r

00 s ,

04/24/2006 04:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

+

Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

r^
a
Work Group Contact-Availability lnfo.xls

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
{

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

00513

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned ab
,, _:.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@e
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

.00513(Q

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

C,

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:
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What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>

I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
back to the office, and we can have copies available
at the meeting.
Peggy

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: wang
> Sent: 05/13/2006 10:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov" <
> Subject: Fw: research summary
> Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
> so as I said I'll just
> present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
> ----- Original Message >
> From: "Job Serebrov" <
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
> Subject: Re: research summary

> > T> >
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J-.

>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you
approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
I'll
>> just resent it at the meeting rather than try to
5 them • ahe. 41 of time. Tova
>> get

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

` •'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 06:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

005138

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
2006 3:56 PM
Sent: Monday, Ma
To: wang@tcf.org,
o EAC
Boards
t
Subject: PowerPoint esentatITT
FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
dvisory.,B.oard (37 representatives from national associations and
election officials) and th
government agencies who piaa role in H^AVA iri ple$ientation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

•:.
E `#

Devon E. Romig/EAC/G,
05/25/2006 02:37 PM

f

fr o

M.Orgaret Srs/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc

•p

Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

IN

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:47 PM

04/30/2007 04:22 PM --To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

00513q

Subject RE: Your Materials["

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
i..
t I.re.
^o you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
what version, if any,
upPeggy
and submit them to thedr r

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
•

05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
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election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48 PM

To sims
P
@eac. gov
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang(tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,^r
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
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requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; ^^^
Subject: Fraud Definition
Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 02:55 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
..._._....

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

^.
i! *, . >

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
JFiiup?` ;- %'eggy
and submit them to

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials
Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials
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Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy
It
Working Group Mendees 5-18-0G.doc

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent CardsI

Please forward list.. .there was no attachment. thanks!
Elle L.K Collver
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg
At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision
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below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/24/2006 03:17 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interviewI

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

cc
Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf oru, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,
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05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"
<Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.
]
From: psims@eac.gov [
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 8:44 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
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• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
•
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
•
it presents for fraud.
Federal law goverelection fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and yet may
•
nonetheless be insufficient or"subject to too'4nany limitations to be as effective as it might be.
•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs. corn
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto
05/17/2006 03:03 PM
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy
q
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---
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"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
05/16/2006 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

"

erebrov"

05/15/2006 0

AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
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> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 04:57 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: presentation[

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcoiljj"
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org ,.for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC

5:m

Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: 2 566-2256
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----0 , ♦,

po

t

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
^'

05/15/2006 02:25 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group.doc
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

©
°
00

t,S s/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
^:;
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:28 PM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

^►

Subject Re: working group[]

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
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United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupI

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
ce: 202) 566-22 6

j

www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromigtr^eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupUnk

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.l Col ver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
ffice: 202 566-2256
r•
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov

cc
05/17/2006 10:59 AM

Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg - -

OU515q

This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure as heck tried.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate -'including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
'?w ile a^soam ir^tai ink an ggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov @EAC
cc Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elie

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005

www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
♦

LI

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[f]

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
ce: 20 566-2256
i
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

d5/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working groupLink

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
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Thanks!
Elle

EIIe L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
offic * 02 566www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
Otero
cc

05/22/2006 05:01 PM

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

05/15/2006 04:37 PM

cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, bschuler@lathropgage.com,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100

00516,E

Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

`DOCvf_vi Iitanalysis.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:39 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupQ

I haven't really looked into it. I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decal). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

0051"

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
ffice. 2^6^
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
k Gt

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupPI

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupI

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
EIIe L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

oosis^

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/1
5/2006 02:48 PM
CC
dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group Link

S

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

00516(

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Eileen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group(=

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
State laws
•
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
Local election officials
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud
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•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
â
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

Model statutes
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --►,
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/19/2006 10:15 AM
yt +
*
cc
Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.

Summary of VFVI Meeting.doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 11:11 AM

To

rebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Payment VouchersI

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

00516gf

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/22/2006 09:24 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out -- would you quickly check before I fax? And I have all my travel receipts
which I will mail to you. Thanks. T

Tova Andrea Wang...:
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 4-23 --5-20.doc
--- Forwarded

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/22/2006 03:30 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: vouchers

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy

Tova voucher 4-23 --5-20 rev.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/16/2006 09:14 AM

cc

005.17V

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma 16 2006 7:4
To: wang@tcf.org;^
`
Subject: Date Ranges or Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research
and the case law research? I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[l

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie

00517-

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-225

n#p4/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

Forwarded by M
Elieen

o Ivey/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
EIIe
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
ce'-2
1
a
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupQ

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants,,possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). III have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
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Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
I's

if need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.

Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
.office: (202 566-2256
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----argaret Sim/EAC/GOV
65/1572006 06.41 PM

To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

..005.17,

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs. corn
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
%<Cr4ig..Donsanto@cr usdoj.gov>
"'Sent: Mon May 15 1.37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM - ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV

oo174

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards(

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

05/26/2006 10:41 AM

cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govj
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no". (I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the prousn •hoyr..the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org > @GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentation[

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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EAC Board Status Report.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To Psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be having
email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 03:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
....- _
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC

005.71

Standards Board. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
` •'
To psims@eac.gov
05/17/2006 01:23 PM

cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
-------------------- -----Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
< Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research[

00517

Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc

Subject Mileage Rate for POV

The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www.gsa.gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentView.do?programld=9299&channel Id=-13224&ooid=10359&cont
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp&P=MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc

Subject Re: presentationI

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review
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and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-77 04 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.oru, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/24/2006 03:27 PM
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation
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I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation
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How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

•`

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 05:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation
I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject board of advisers presentation
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Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or>?, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims @eac.gov
cc

SubjectYour Materials

00518

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---'Jb
11

05/16/2006 11:13 AM

<wan tcf.or
psims@eac.gov
To "Tova Wang"
9"
9@ >,9
P @ 9 ov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 11:34 AM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
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Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgiobal.net>
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

To

rov.,
@GSAEXTERNAL

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: CorrectionsF

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <•>
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

005186

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Ser r "
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:06 AM
cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We don't need a castle key, but we have to wait
until the Chairman returns
to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
the parking pass. I
expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
me our toll-free line
(1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
EST, so that we can
talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov" <
> 05/15/2006 09:56
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Question

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
>
;
> --- ps [in''Sac . gov wrote:
> > You will need to...,s.ubmit hotel and parking
> rects.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at the office (this afternoon).
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> > Peg
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from m $1a,ckB rr,ry Wireless Handheld
" ..3^ +.k{j:.:,.
,,
>>
>>
>>

> > ----- Original Message---> > From: "Job Serebrov"
> > Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> > To: psims@eac.gov
> > Subject: Question
>>
> > Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --„
PX
;•.:.,
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^•• r::
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Tova Wang..
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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In
votebuyingsummary. doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:04 PM

cc
Subject , .RE..batckodvJsers presentation

What is the information you need when you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from ???
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

Il
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having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:28 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member

• ii

> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
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Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:24 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupij

Hello to all

±
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.:
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I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will brin a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
in case you need my help. Also, the tent
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone
t mos clear though.
card box usually brings an instruction sheet , its iit
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128

P"I

-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19PM
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
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Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/22/2006 04:55 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

VF-VI Project Presentation.ppt
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
05/18/2006 04:36 PM

To consantousdoj.gov, weinutr@verizon.net,
assistant@sos.in.gov, krogers@sos.state.ga.us,
jrperez50@sbcglobal.net, mhearne@lathropgage.com,
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com, Rba a
er '
ie.com,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.
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Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report.doc

Senate Conference Report.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

'a

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/23/2006 09:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 03:43 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

V

Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/22/2006 03:58 PM

cc
Subject RE: voucher1

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --`

,

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/19/2006 04:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did you think it went well?
Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tc£org,
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference
This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
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>
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
â
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
•
Title III violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles
â
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
â
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

>

Explore the concept of election courts

Model statutes
>
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/15/2006 01:56 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>

`•

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:27 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[=

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
• a<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
" •'
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wan
Cc:
Subject: RE: Corrections

> Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
> prepared, but I would not
> worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
> concerned with the Donsanto
> interview summary because he will be attending the
> meeting. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

fJ

"Job Serebrov"

'
To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:55 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless I .anche .

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
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> Job

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV'on 64/30 0744:20}
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To dromig@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:56 AM
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry
This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this - -- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that you want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy
I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
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is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 08:43 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto a@usdoj.gov> a@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Groupa

Here is the content

of

the email attachment:
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Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
•
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
•
opportunity it presents for fraud.
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
•
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.
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Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,
•
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs. corn
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 02:51 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
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Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

oosao5

Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
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Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
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Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive

005208

Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:37 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your MaterialsE

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

00520q

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

005210

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

0052tL

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

0052121

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

005212

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on

"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>

t'

05/16/2006 11:03

•

04/30/2007 04:19

PM

To psims@eac.gov
AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
.cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

0052 4

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Si

ns@usdoj.gov>

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Wordl
Search

Pe ggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud

005216

Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

00521Fo

Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

00521'1

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

O0521,0

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
oosaiq

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries

005220

represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

005224

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

005222

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman

0052.23

cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

In
Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.gov,^
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM -"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

00522q

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.ggv.
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

00522,6

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic

00522

Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud

005227

Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
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Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
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Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materialsn

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

j'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

005230

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
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To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

005232

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials
I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
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at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -To psims@eac.gov,^^
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
•
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
>
j.gov>
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <a
imm^nsi@undo
05/19/2006 03:17 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

_.
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the name s of certain registrants, who were
registered by federal examiners, without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department.
After I received your email, I asked Barry Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures
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is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

05/12/2006 12:45 PM
psims@eac.gov,
serebrov@sbcglobal.net

cc
Subject
RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a
definitions, reformatted
to have an actual impact
prosecuted without provi
election), and taken out
failing to enforce state
for not doing so).

look at the attached? I combined both of your
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
on the election results (because fraud can be
7g that it actually changed the results of the
a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research
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Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thursday[

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

-

'I

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/01/2006 03:04 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Craig C. Donsanto"
<cdonsanto@yahoo.com>
To °peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19: • 6 -fl10O
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto"
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-marl
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
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> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

> --- "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov> wrote:
> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office)
> >

> Craig C. Donsanto
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> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around
> http://mail.yahoo.com

Craig C. Donsanto

Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/01/2006 03:04 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: Expedia travel confirmation - Washington, DC - May 17,
2006 - (Itin# 116272039590)

-----Original Message----From: travel@expedia.com [mailto:travel@expedia.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 4:55 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Expedia travel confirmation - Washington, DC - May 17, 2006 - (Itin# 116272039590)

Travel Confirmation
Thank you for booking your trip with Expedia.com. View this itinera ry online for the most up-to-date.
information. Our interactive demo can show you how easy it is to get information about your itinerary.
Need a hotel or a car or an activity or service in Washington DC? Here are some options we've found for you.
Connecticut Avenue Days Inn $666.00 per night
Renaissance Mayflower Hotel $459.00 per night
Comfort Inn Largo/Fed Ex Field 96.00 per night
• Car Rental - Economy Midsize Full Size °••
.Activities Services - Sightseein gno p tions Ground
::+•
trans'tiori Attractiori'oa`sses

®Search for more hotels
®Search for more cars
(@Search for more activities & services

IJ Receive Expedia.com newsletters

Booked items
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Thank you for choosing Expedia.com
Don't Just Travel. Travel Right. http://www.expedia.com

---- Forwarded by Mar ^r t Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
>,
To psims@eac.gov
05/31/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Notes

Peggy:
I will not be home from Las Vegas until Saturday. I was given an offer for a career clerking
position with a federal judge and accepted. I will be relocating in December.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
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Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the test news, analysis, opinions, and events.
]
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/31/2006 01:50 PM

cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject RE: Working Group Notes

Peg, I'm sorry, but this is really not helpful. Its another outline. I guess we have to wait for the transcript.
wish now I had taken notes myself! Thanks anyway. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2006 12:31 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc
Subs

e: Wor ing roup Notes

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week.
This is Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes
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Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 1oo2i
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/01/2006 02:50 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01 PM
cc

3

Subject Re: Working Group Notes[

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

IN
VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

oosz^

Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click hereto receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---`"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To sims
p eac. gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject
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Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
cc
Subject Re:

OM^

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To sims
P
@eac. 9ov
cc "Job Serebrov" <^^
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
`'^ 06/07/2006 10:08 AM
& £1
cc jwilson@eac.gov
••
4
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingI

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

""

005247

202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fr ud-Vot.er Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft tI M: finai.'r
,^
If we h e it in
... 1r^!Vrt?
i^
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 08:53 AM
cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.

...

00524-6

Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:1 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
>_ç '
>
^
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

0052

> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
cf.or` >
> > To:
> > Cc:
6 9:55 AM
> > Sent .e
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
Y,.1•^
> >^'", ,'.y©u
> How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
>
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> >>
>>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

wang@tcf.org
>
>
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>
AM
>
psims@eac.gov
> cc
>
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject
>
>

Re: Re:

0052.50

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>.
>>>
>> >
> > >
> > >
> > >

> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
riginal Message ----> > > --> > > From: ps^m's@eac.gov>
> > > To: <wan*
@otccf.org>
> > > Cc:
ir
9:35 AM
, iune us
> > > Sent:
> > > Subject: Re:
>> >
> > >
> > >>

> > >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
> > checked wit
f "d livered today.
sc^'d it' 1 w
> > >> reporter
> > --- Peggy
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>

> > <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > >> Subject
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received

00525--

> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

>

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 04:19 PM
cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel
Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

005252

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc f. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebro

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call LaterI

00525,.3

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later
I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today.has pen toohectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a l&
t the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
pQ •
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 10:01 AM
0,
cc jwilson@eac.gov
^►

c

Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

005254

L ;'

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To:
Cc:
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
>
>
>

I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
>
>
>
>
>
>
• >

can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc: <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Re:

0052

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org

>>

To

06/08/2006 09:15

>>
>>

.:,.....,

>>

psims@eac.gov
S

"Job Serebrov"
Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova
>>

y^'

>>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To "Job Serebrov"
06/13/2006 10:07 AM
cc

t>, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:10 AM

005250p

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
go . psR s@eac.gov, 'JOLcSerebrov'
06/09/2006 12:09 PM
cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%
Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
i-bin/g_trpt?GAO-06-450
e
httL://www.go.gov/c
a
v/highlights/d06450higgh.pdf
Highlights - http://www.gao.gov/highlights/dO645Ohigh.pdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 09:58 AM
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[]

005257

Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To
06/09/2006 04:50 PM
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc *mow
Subject Re: Travel & TranscriptsI

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"J

jSerebrjj"
To psims @eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

06/08/2006 10:42 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we

00525,

> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
I have not yet
1).
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--Peggy.

>

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 0l:1OTW
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences.
As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.

> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me,

if it works for Job.

> > Peggy
>>
>>

005254]

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov

jecn
VbN
t o^^^
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
3.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc: c
une
Jun0' , 2006 9:55 AM
Sent:
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> >
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
Re: Re:
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

00526D

>>
>>

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wan @tc
> > cc:
6 9:35 AM
s ay, June 08,
> > Sent:
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
° a,' = a ^` . :._.. __••
... ,
nt' before House Admin. We
>> for today's to
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Pegg

>
> >>
> >>
> >>

>>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"
>>>
> <__
> >> Subject

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> >>
.

005262

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov
06/14/2006 10:46 PM

psims@eac.gov
P
g ov
^°

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
>

Jo

> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message
>
>> From: "Job Serebrov" <
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > ---

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

005262

>> transcript early next week.
>> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> and distribution of work
>> on the final report and try to finally get it
done.
>> Would it be possible
>> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> the morning, say 8 am your
>> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
your
>> time on Wednesday?
>> Thanks.
>> Tova
>> Tova Andrea Wang
..
>> Democracy Fellow
>> The Century Foundation
>> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> analysis, opinions, and events.

>> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> Click here to receive our
>> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

b Ser

"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

06/08/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

00526;B

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
>
>

ecc
> 034
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

I have another meeting at 3.
> Can we make it 4 est?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To:
> Cc:
9:55 AM
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
I hope we receive an
> > I'll see how it comes in.
If we
> electronic copy.
c.o.py<;.rw .c an p f it and email
> > only receive a h
> it to the two of yo .
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a.rief
Vii
I
> teleconference?
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
wang@tcf.org
>>
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov

'"

oosasq

> > cc
>>

>5
> > Su j ct
> >
Re: Re:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
^
"• -... -0rcJ^nal Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2O6 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>
> >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
> activities and
> >> preparations
> >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
e: not-...y^tec^ei_yed the
— rking Group session. Devon
> » transcript'of' the 0A
> checked with the court
> >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> --- Peggy
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
wang@tcf.org
> >>
> >>
06/08/2006 09:15 To
> >>
AM
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
"Job
> >>
> Serebrov"
> >>
> <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> >> Subject
> >>
>>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>
00526?

>
>
>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

Forwarded. by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on • 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
.
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 01:56 PM
cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

41

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

ja GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

00526

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <^
"Job Serebrov"
06/08/2006 01:10

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

PT

cc
Subject Re: Transcript

a ec nn erence

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10

AM

> To

> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

005261

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <w
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 02UO6 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it cejies in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. Iw.e '•
it and email
> > only receive a hard copy, we can p
> it to the two of you.
at 3 PM EST for a brief
a• .t.erno
> > How about Mon
> teleconference?
'"
Ifir
> > reallyY
can't do it before them becau T
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> >
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
>
5Ubject
> >

Re: Re:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc: <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

00526

> >>
> >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
> activities and
> >> preparations
> >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> have not yet received the
> >> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
> checked with the court
> >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> --- Peggy
_:..`a g is :^'
> >>
> >>
>>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"
>
<
>> Subject

wang@tcf.org
°06/08/2006,09:15 To
a
AM

"Job

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>>
> ?
^.:.. ;'ri~'
>.
> >>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>
> >> Tova
>>>
> >>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

- .

Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

0052Eq

06/09/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006
To: Tova Wang
Subject: RE: Transcript & Teleconference

Normally I am not home for lunch.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> What about during a lunch hour?
sage----> -----Original
> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
>
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 P
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peggy:
> I can't predict when I get home but it is between
> 5:30
> and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late
> to
> have a teleconference.
> I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
> and work on my own as well as expanding the
> explanation of the case section.
> Please see what your financial officer did with
> regards to my travel.
> Thank you,
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps
> we
> > could talk then?

>>
> > Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> > our Financial Officer
> > with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> > on the grounds that
> > your actual total travel costs are less than the
> > estimated total travel

005270

> > costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> > expensive hotels, and
> > received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead
> of
> > 1). I have not yet
> > received a response from her and she has been out
> of
> > the office much of
> > this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
_
+^,^ k
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> >

>>
> > Su jec
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > Peg:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer
take
> time during the work day for telephone
conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project
after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things
done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.

>>
> > Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> > the
> > mileage portion of my travel voucher?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
--> Peggy
>
>
>
>

00527,Q

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Su
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
3.
> ----- Original Message - ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
brow@ bcglobal.net>
> Cc:..<s
rsda' June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Sr
> > > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
> > >
> > >
> > > >
> > > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive
> an
> > > electronic copy. If we
> > > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> > email
> > > it to the two of you.
> > > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> > brief
> > > teleconference? I
> > > > really can't do it before them because of
> other
> > > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > >
wang@tcf.org
> > > >
> > > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > > >
AM
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > > cc
> > > >
> > > sere
> > > > Subject
> > > >
Re: Re:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >

.a4

00527L

>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > > somethi . ou can ema 1?
tiw ;.. ;..,A.
> > > > And
> > > >
> > > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> > few
> > > days? Thanks.
> > > > ----- Original Message ----> > > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
cf.or >
> > > > To: <wa
> > > > Cc:
9:35 AM
> > > > Sent: Thurs
> > > > Subject: Re:
>>>>
>>>>
> > > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > >> Sorry. We `have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy
> > >>
> > >>

> > > >>
> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>.
> > > >>

> > > >>
> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

=== message truncated ===

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"

06/21/ 6 1 1:00 AM

cc

psims@eac.gov

#Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

0052'7,

absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xls 'dead' voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.xls

N

voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I

don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are
the super-refined versions%f the ne*is charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can yoy,check it quickly beforgl send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

oosa?q

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---wang@tcf.org
06/15/2006 03:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"^psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > ---

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >
>> >>

Hi Job,

>> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?

0052?

>> >>

Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >>

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucher[

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

00527(o

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc

r
•0

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---•
Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
06/22/2006 03:44 PM
cc
wang@tcf.org
o
Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
<carolthomasreporting@cox.
To dromig@eac.gov
net>
cc jwilson@eac.gov
06/22/2006 03:24 PM
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.

051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221

005217

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov.
06/19/2006 04:28 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
06/15/2006 0501 PM
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject%wT7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
-- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
r'
To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----

`'

1

06/21/2006 06:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

005278

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
> next week good for you
> two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

gov
To psims@eac.gov
P^@
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:19 PM

To Wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: teleconference['

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
Wang@tcf.org
`.'

To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

005a?

06/15/2006 03:30 PM

„.

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov”
eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <p i
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

>

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wan
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get t
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

i

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >>

00528

>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.

>> >>

>> >
>> >
>>

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To Diana Scott
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find ot''io .."(A will be able to pocess the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
078/2006 12:31 PM

cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

_-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

00528.

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
...
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -wang@tcf.org
To "Job
Serebro
06/15/2006 03:30
PM
cc

Ppsims@eac.gov
@
9 ov

Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <
v
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org
>> Sent: Wednes y „ June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re
-1e Seonf rence 'j

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > ---

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?

005282

>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

I

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: vouchern

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

005283

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
^i
r$,^,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/22/2006 03:44 PM

cc

wang@tcf.org

Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM ----"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
To dromig@eac.gov
ccwilsoneac.gov
j@

06/22/2006 03:24 PM

Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.

051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager,

005284

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 04:28 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subjects Fw'

f e

7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc

06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

and.currentl)T in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.

It is w g^

I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"

rov"
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

06/21/2006 06:21 PM

cc

005285

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
> next week good for you
> two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

To sims
p
^
°eac. gov
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:19 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"

>

Subject Re: teleconference)

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang @tcf.or
wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

00528b

06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psim e
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message
>> From: "Job Serebrov" <.
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

Tova

>> >> Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

005281

>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >>

>> >
>> >

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To Diana Scott
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
:Subject Travel Reinursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov'
^!

06/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

005288

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: pay/travelI

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----`•

"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
06/20/2006 06:52 PM

To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the EAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

005281,

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for SerebrovI

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov" <
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

t>, "Tova Andrea

Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:34 PM

005290

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
--> ----- Original Messag
> From: "Job Serebrov"
> To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova Andrea Wang"
> <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
> Subject: Re: Teleconference

>

>
> > It will need to be early next week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
>> teleconference originally scheduled
>> for this evening. Is another day this week or
early
>> next week good for you
>> two?
>> Peggy

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition![

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

005291.

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc

06/13/2006 08:04 PM

Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

06/21/2006 12:25 PM

cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

005292.

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -ob Serebrov"
^>
To psims@eac.gov
06/22/2006 09:27 PM
cc
Subject Suggestions

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---To "Tova Wang" <wa
06/21/2006 06:25 PM

cf.org>, psilns@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

00524,3

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov', "Tova Andrea
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25 M
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
>
>
>
>
>

I don't know how we might be able to use these but
here, fin": y,•,t.;are..the
super-refined versions ofd the nexis charts. Can we
include them? Thanks.
Tova

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/20/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject question

665294

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions. and. events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
'. ob Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:02 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrot:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

:Y

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the
record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
ims@eac. ov> • " ob Serebrov"
To •

dan
g Zwang@tcf.org>
> Co
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue,
> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that
would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in

OQ52 5
J

> the office all next week.

>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.

>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.g
>
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
d.tha,t;, ,the., p. ragraph has already
> >> be for
> raised re fgs Fih ADt of. and
> >> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said
> about that.

> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current
contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money
we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >> ----- 'Orig i
E na'TN
armTge
> >> From: "Job Serebrov" [s
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various

> >>
> >> Peg:

> >>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?

> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

005296

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty
interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said
and
;,'
e_ d .the:;.:^r
>> we are not giving '
opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews
were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the
paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
DOJ
>> electoral investigations.

> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/AC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[

Here it is. --- Peg
q
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

605297

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World ReportI

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <

06/28/2006 04:37 PM

cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY ioo27
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Tk

brennan machine report.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc

...

Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

005298

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

6n

r^
Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

PM

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed

005299

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

interest in the risk analysis
method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
voting machines employs
this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
attached, it provides a
potential model. I think it might be worth
including this as an appendix or
footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
know what you think.
Tova

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"thhSerebrov'
07/02/2006 10:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
a`not.Libya. 'he
code of Libya. It should b
a
reason this is so serious i it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job

005300

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel

Hi again,

a-'

I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

005301

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" -_"Job Serebrov
^
06/687

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc serebrov
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
>c
>s
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>
>
>

005302.

>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > > something you can email?
> > > > And
> > > >
> > > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> > few
> > > days? Thanks.
> > > > ----- Original Message ----> > > > From•,<psims@eac.gov>
arig@tcf . org> '
> > > > To:
> > > > Cc: <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> > > > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > > > Su ectRe:
>>>>
>>>>

:^..:

> > > >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-

4

> > >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>
> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

> > > >>
> > > >>

message truncated =__

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 11:00 AM

To "Job Serebrov!

, psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject nexis

Hi

eg and Job,

005303

e
absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.x4s
a
voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are

the super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

005304.

-^a

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: *an"@t-cf.org>
Cc:
Sent9:55
AM
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
>
>
>

I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>
>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
t
Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
6 9:35 AM
> Sen
> Subject: Re:
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>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>
>>
>>
>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Job Serebrov"

>>

Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM - ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebro

06/13/2006 10:07 AM

cc

>, psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

^.

3

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 200

605306

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007
18,01''--=-"Tova Wang"
To"'
<wang@tcf.org>
psims@eac.gov, Job Serebrov
06/09/2006 12:09 PM
cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
http://www. gao.gov/cgi-bin!getrpt?GAO-06-450
Highlights - http:I/www.gao.govlhighlightsldO6450high.pdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212 -535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinid s, and events.

0

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----

Forwarded by Margaret %EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
To Ar aret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
°^
g Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:58 AM
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[

005307

r^r

Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
06/09/2006 04:50 PM
-

GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Travel & Transcripts[

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebro'^^^>
"Job Serebrov"
08/2006 10:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
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> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> expensive hotels, and
> received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
> 1). I have not yet
> received a response from her and she has been out of
> the office much of
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"^
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
uijj
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just ar I can no longer take
> time dun i -the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I, will need to4¢inish this project after
> daily wt;ktiing hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
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>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

>>
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > -----Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brie
> > teconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
>>>
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>>>>
> > > Subject
> > >
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>>

Re: Re:
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > T
___
> > Cc
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

> >>
> > >
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
for today's testimony before House Admin. We
ye not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> >>
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"
> »
> <
> >> Subject

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

>

> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> >
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> >
>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >

>> Hi, Whats goixg on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> > >>

005311

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by F rgaret Sims%EAC/GOV on 64/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov
cc

06/14/2006 10:46 PM

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Messag
-From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

>

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
>:.

at 7

t

> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5
>> EST?
». ----- Original Message ---->
>> From: "Job Serebrov" <
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tc .org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

pm

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm

>> >
>> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>> >
>> >>

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
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>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization

>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >> Tova
>> >> Tova Andrea Wang

>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

>> >> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>
>> >
>> >

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

06/08/2006 01:10 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

0053.13

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
cc
>-.
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
<wanc@tcf.or
>
> To:
*
> Cc:
> Sentursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> >_ I' 11 see how it c®ns in. I hope we receive an
5`
> ekectr•; onic copy. I we
> > ,only receive a hard copy, we "can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov

0053:x.4

> > cc
>>
>
Subject
> >
Re: Re:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
>>And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
cf.o >
> > To: <w
>
> > Cc: <
2006 9:35 AM
urssday, June
> > Seat::.:
> > Suject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter,. who said it will be de ivered today.
--- Peggy
.'
>>
>>

> >>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

>
<s
>>
> >> Subject

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

n_

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>

005315

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: pay/travelt

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'^
'Job Serebrov"
'$- <se'rebrov@sbcglobal.net>
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
06/20/2006 06:52 PM

To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the LAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

005316

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for SerebrovI

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

t

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
4W aret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebr
Wang" <wang@tc .org>
cc

>, "Tova Andrea

Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:34 PM

00531'1

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
> ----- Original Messag ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova An rea ang
> <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
> Subject: Re: Teleconference

> > It will need to be early next week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> >>
> >> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> >> teleconference originally scheduled
> >> for this evening. Is another day this week or
> early
> >> next week good for you
> >> two?
> >> Peggy
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>.>
>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition![

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

.005318

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
--- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
- j?

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
-------------------- -----Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 12:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebr
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
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Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

b Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/22/2006 09:27 PM

cc
Subject Suggestions

I
RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
`rr,`..s

Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Jtib Serebrov^
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org >, psims@eac.gov
06/21/2006 06:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

0053^0

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@ org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

"Tova Andrea

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me.
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Messa
From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25 PM
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
x
> Tova
>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
+'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/20/2006 11:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject question

005321

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov

06/30/2006 10:02 PM

cc
Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the
record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
< 'ms@eac. ov>; "^^W

wang cf.org>
g
> Cc: "Tova
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
> > If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> > uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
> I know you don't want
> > to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
> rather important issue,
> > and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
> talk to you and Tom and any
> > of the commissioners about this further if that
> would be helpful. I am
> > available by cell over the next four days and in

605322

> the office all next week.

>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.

>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea W <wang@tcf.or
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> >> be forwarned that the paragraph has already
> raised red flags in DC of and
> >> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said
> about that.

> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current
contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money
we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
>>>-.-- ,r Qr. iginal ..Messg --->E >> From: "Job Sereb'rov"
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various

> >>
> >> Peg:

> >>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?

> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

005323

> of
> >> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> >> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
> in on
> >> the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> >> we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> >> especially given how long ago the interviews
> were, to
> >> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
wr+A ti
4^
> us
> >> another sixty hours Iach we can call''alJ of `:fur
> >> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> >> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> >> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> >> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> >> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> >> statement in one interview that there is a
> >> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> >> as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> >> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
> DOJ
> >> electoral investigations.
> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/E.

C/GOWon 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM

Ifo Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[

Here it is. --- Peg

IN

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report]

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov

06/28/2006 04:37 PM

cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

brennan machine reporipdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services
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Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

0

Serebrov Payment Tracking. ds
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
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> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

11
07/02/2006 10:28 AM
1

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is ` orie`serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

06/27/2006 12:12 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on the project.
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebro

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Table of Contents.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

cc^
Subject Re: invoice[—
^rj

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

a
FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule.xls
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
" ob Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30

:01 PM

cc "Tova Wang"
tcf.or
9 <wan
9@
9>
Subject Re: Various
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I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way—and oneA"elle other
way."
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to
you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would
be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the
office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> -----Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov
> To: "Job Serebrov" <
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>

> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
I did attend, but I
> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
time. I just wanted you to
> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
red flags in DC of and
> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
that.

cerned -alut the number of hours left for
>
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 thou, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
>>

> > --------------------------
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> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58'N1
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?

>>
> > I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> > agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> > also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
Commission wants/to give
> > object. Frankly, if
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: outline of final reportI

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-77 04 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Ok1.

Table of Contents.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Sereb "
To psims@eac.gov
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

cc
Subject Travel Pay

005332

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 01:24

To psims@eac.gov,^
PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc . , fob Serebrov"'
Subject donsanto interviW

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea. Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
y
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail up dates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

cc

Ikey@eac.gov

Subject RE: donsanto interview]

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy"based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully

00533E

provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto intervie

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcforg , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"]
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
'Job Serebrov"

06/30/2006 07:10 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.

00533$

Job
- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the tasks specified
in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message -----.
> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5lvr
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 MeetingE

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject E: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
twang@tcf.org
CC•
Su sect: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
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---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM --"Carol J. Thomas Reporting" <^
To dromig@eac.gov

06/22/2006 03:24 PM

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To wang@
tcf.or g, psims@eac.gov
06/26/2006 06:52 PM

cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

Methodology for Case Review.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiry[

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:

1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.

2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.

3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc

ims@eac.gov

Subject definition

Is this OK now?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Fraud Project Definition•rev 6-27.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 01:00 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interview[]

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals — those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> -----Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5M
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM ---'Job Serebrov"
11MI11
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

TITo psims @eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel Funds[1

Peggy:

I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Various[')

M

"Tova Wang"

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To sims
eac.
g "Job Serebrov"
P
°^ ov,
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
wang tcf.org>
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
We won't get 60 thou, but there
tasks specified in the current contract.
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

•,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wang@tcf.org
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• :

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

r♦

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
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We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours NeededE

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
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Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11A
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: twilkey@eac.g
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW -Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
''
<
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

005355

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;_
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that maybe needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims2eac.gov
To: wang(,tc£org
S
riday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Se
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

605356

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang0tcf.oro>
To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

5:40 PM

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

005357

>

> <mailto:join> Click here to
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
TERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Travel Funds[

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
0

/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
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I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[

I think it is this one. --- Peggy
q
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
07/11/2006 11:38 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyI

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
AM

07/11/2006 10:55

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

005fl5Q

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

0053b0

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document

005361

before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 10:55 AM

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
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General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

0 363

I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
07/03/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc^^
Subject Re: FW: methodology[

005364

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
065:40 PM
Sent: Wednesday, June 28,
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

]

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-

> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

cc
Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org,
psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45
PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

005366

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> -----Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various

]

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

005367

>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Serebrov
07/03/2006 12:40 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM .
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodologyF

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
q
Risk Analysis MethodologyBrennan Center excerpt.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:

PM

005365

To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join
> Click.here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
07/03/2006 11:04 AM
cc
Subject Re: final report[)

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"

005369

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

cc—
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"J b Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its

005370

not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
K
> Sent: 07/05/2006 08:1
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage, of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

005371

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?

0053'72

Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology[

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:18 AM

cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wantc
Cc:
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

005373

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: Wang@tcf.org
Cc:
:25 PM
,
Sent:
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is still a little weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

06/29/2006 12:07 PM
psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
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> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"'

, wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report
Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
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have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"

07/17/2006 09:33 AM

flang@tcf.org

Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc
APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

04/30/2007 04:16 PM —
To

Tova Andrea Wang

cc

005376

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
07/17/2006 12:25 PM
cc "Job Serebrov" wang@tcf.org
Subject RE: final reportI

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov'"
Subject RE: final report

ng@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

005377

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

___, wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc
q
APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final reportI

005378

Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

IR

Working Group Members 5-12.06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

1.

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 12:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, Peg, I'm not sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
Is it ok if l email you late in the day as to where I am? My home phone (for only two more weeks!) is
Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov'"
Subject RE: final report

^, wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

,,.fob Serebrov'"
Subject final report

g@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-77 04 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

.............
_........
.........._ ._ _
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:36 AM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc .,,fob Serebrov'"
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
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plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7.16.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:51 PM

cc
Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cell, 501-626-0440

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:36 PM

cc

005382

Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V
07/17/2006 10:18 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report[°]

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/18/2006 03:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final reportI

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7.15.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:36 AM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org
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Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --

Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
07/28/2006 09:30 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Allassume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?
K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

00538E

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:33 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 3

The 3rd batch.
Peg Sims
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 04:59 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling conflicts of Working Group
members. There remain two members from whom we have not yet received confirmations of their
schedule (with some, it is like pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To Psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Q353S7

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:

005388

We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---

wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:06 PM
•

To sims
p
°eac. 9ov
O
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To : wangz(a^tc£org ;
Cc: dromig(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
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Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject

RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[;]

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

005391

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
CIS]

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!

005392

I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
<
cc wang tcf.org

GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the

005393

Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic. I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's colorful
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/31/2006 01:50 PM

cc
Subject RE: Working Group Notes

Peg, I'm sorry, but this is really not helpful. Its another outline. I guess we have to wait for the transcript.
wish now I had taken notes myself! Thanks anyway. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday,-May 31, 2006 12:31 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

Cc:
Subject: Re: Working Croup Notes
Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week.
This is Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes
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Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
_...-_..._
_
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/01/2006 02:50 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/31/2006 01:30 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group NotesE

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/31/2006 11:26 AM

cc
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Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or>1, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -'Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To sims
p
^°eac. gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject

005397

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL

06/08/2006 09:35 AM

cc
Subject Re:

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

06/08/2006 09:15 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
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Devon E. Rbmig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/07/2006 10:08 AM

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingD

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 08:53 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20T9:42 P
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.

005399

Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM

>

> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

005400

> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
, 2006 9:55 AM
ursday, June
> > Sent:
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>>
>>
> > > Subject
> > >
Re: Re:
>>>

005401

> >>
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

> > >>
> > >>
> > psims@eac.gov
> > >> cc
> > >>
> > Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>

<1> > >>
>>

sect

> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

005n3

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" ^r>

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later[

005404

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
i
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/07/2006 10:01 AM

cc jwilson@eac.gov

•

Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meetingn

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
06/09/2006 01:02 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Job Sebrebrov

Peggy,
Regarding his travel for the EAC's May 18 meeting, I would concur with you that we should reimburse Mr.
Serebrov in the amount of $1200.03 for travel related expenses (hotel/mileage/per diem). Since there is a
$577.95 dollar difference in cost (travel via air vs travel via POV), I believe the $1200.03 is more
economically advantageous to the Agency. Attached is your drafted memo.

J o bS er ebrov$1200.03reimbursement. pdf

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/09/2006 04:45 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: travel[=

Got It! You should receive a total travel reimbursement of $1,533.02 for that trip. (I could not include the
internet service fee the hotel charged, but everything else counted.) --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"

ao54a6

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/12/2006 05:11 PM
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Perfect. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 4:09 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Will Call Later

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/12/2006 04:46 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of
the afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/05/2006 04:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

i ]54ov

recommendations

Here are my recommendations with the last one now included. Please let me know about the transcript
and when you all want to talk about getting the final report done. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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future suggestions.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
<
06/13/2006 09:10 AM

''

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 11:07 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject e: Transcript & TeleconferenceE

4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org

VU5' Q9

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

06/27/2006 12:12 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on the project.
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
' a<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click hereto receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Table of Contents. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

Subject Re: invoice[`

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule. ds
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ort;, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

• --- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:01 PM

cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

0054?_.

I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to
you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would
be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the
office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 thou, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
>>
> > --------------------------

> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 P
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?

>>
> > I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> > agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> > also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: outline of final reportI

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy

R

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
GkY;

Table of Contents.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
^

To psims@eac.gov

06729/2006 07:58 PM

cc
Subject Travel Pay

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/29/2006 05:31 PM
cc
ilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interviewL

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully

00541 j

provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 01:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov, !n
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
....._....

_ __.

......._._.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

"Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 07:10 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the tasks specified
in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 06/30/2006
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various

05:58

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting[

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

06/23/2006 01:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.govj
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

00542

---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM --"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, Psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/26/2006 06:52 PM

cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

R

Methodology for Case Review.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiryn

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:

1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.

2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.

3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims @eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc

Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

rn5^

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
' a<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov" '

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

>, psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject definition

Is this OK now?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 2 12 -452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "Job Serebrov" <
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 01:00 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interview[=

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM ----wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims_e ac.a ov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
r^
> To: "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"Job

v"
To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Bola OIu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel FundsI

Peggy:
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I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola Olu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM ---"Jo
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Payments for Personal Services
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Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: VariousI

ova Wang"

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To sims
eac. ov,
P^@
9 "Job Serebrov"
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
We won't get 60 thou, but there
tasks specified in the current contract.
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58PU
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
a

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To

wang@tcf.org,
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♦

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EA
Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

•i
1F

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
;
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
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We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking. xis

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc

to

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
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Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
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Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: Wang@tcf.org
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims( eac.gov
To : wang(tcf.org
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology
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The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang c)tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims cDeac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mail
Sent: Wednesday, June 28,
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov
cc

_SAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Travel Funds[

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
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I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

07/11/2006 12:05 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyF

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 11:38 AM
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyI

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

O05YY 3

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

a EAC
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOVt7
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV a@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
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before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 10:55 AM

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
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General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

V)UL
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I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study
I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:38 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:25 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology[
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The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
In
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2013E5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

]

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:'
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> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

cc
Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wan tcf.o

ov, "Job Serebrov"

cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" <
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
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> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

Na

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:40 PM

To Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodologyI

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

R

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2

PM
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To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-t
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: final reportI

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
/2006 07:19 PPM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its
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not there. I.f it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [ii]
> Sent: 07/05/2006 08:13
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?
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Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology)

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

ra

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:18 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.or
Cc:
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

0055

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wan
Cc:
Sent: Friday, une 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is still a little weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

06/29/2006 12:07 PM
psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
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> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <ma
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

g>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov"'

@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
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have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

ng@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

005460°

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

07/17/2006 12:25 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"'

ng@tcf.org

Subject RE: final reportI

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov'"

wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc " , fob Serebrov"' wang@tcf.org
Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-45 2-77 04 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List

of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final report

n
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Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

R

Working Group Members 5-12.06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 12:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, Peg, I'm not sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
ail you late in the day as to where I am? My home phone (for only two more weeks!) is
Is it ok if I
anks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov"
Subject RE: final report

ang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov'" <^
Subject final report

ang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:36 AM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
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plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

IN

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6 .18 to 7.16.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---'Tova Wang"
' a<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:51 PM

cc
Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cel

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:36 PM

cc
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Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V
07/17/2006 10:18 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft ReportI

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/18/2006 03:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final reportI

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7-15.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:36 AM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov" Subject final report

wang@tcf.org
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Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
aid

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
07/28/2006 09:30 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Allassume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?
K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 07/28/2006 09:27 AM ----"Melissa Slemin"
<melissa@hss.caltech.edu>

To soverton@law.gwu.edu,
<
maidenberg@knightfdn.org,
@carnegie.org>,
"Kristen Engberg"' <KEngberg@JehtFoundation.org>,
"Michael Caudell-Feagan"'
<MCaudell-Feagan@pewtrusts.org>, "Daniel Tokaji"
<tokaji.l@osu.edu>, "'Charles Stewart III"
<cstewart@MIT.EDU>, klynndyson@eac.gov,
Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov, tmann@brookings.edu
cc

07/27/2006 07:25 PM

Subject Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Please find attached an invitation to attend the Election Fraud Conference
co-sponsored by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the
University of Utah and the Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, September
29-30, 2006 in Salt Lake City, UT.
Regards,
Melissa Slemin
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
California Institute of Technology
Voting Technology Project
MC 228-77
1200 E California Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91125
phone: 626.395.4089
fax: 626.405.9841

http: //votingtechnologyproject.org NonPres-memo.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Job
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
07/25/2006 08:27 AM

cc
Subject Re: No teleconference today

There was no telephone conference scheduled yesterday.
If you all remember, due to my current job and
grandchildren situation we were unable to arrange a
teleconference.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Whats going on? Where are we at? Thanks. Tova
> ----- Original Message -----
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Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subj ect
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
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We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM.----

wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:06

PM

To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc

Subject Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To: wang_(2 ,,tcf.org ;
Cc: dromig(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
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Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/0312006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
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I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov
XTERNAL
cc w g tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
_ ter

-- -

-- - ------

"Job Serebrov"
To
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

psims@eac.gov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
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Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic. I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's colorful
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.
> Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the
> county had over 65
> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <
> 05/08/2006 ll:30PW
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> What political party is Perez with? How political is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
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> Who
> appointed Perez?
> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
> off Tova's list?
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Today's Teleconference

This seems OK, I guess its a less detailed version of what I sent you. I hope you will advise us as to what
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we are supposed to talk about/go over since we have provided the group with everything we've done
ahead of time. I also hope that you will have an answer for me on Wade. It utterly essential that we have
a leader from the civil rights community at the table.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 9:07 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have
attached a draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
..
'JnhSrAhuL
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
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> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto.
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/11/2006 02:12 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

It might be an Apple issue
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
•09 PM
Sent: Thursday, MMay 11 2
To:
Cc: ang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.go
uju4iO4
2006
PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

Peggy:
Rogers contact information is below on my last
message. My uncle is having a complicated procedure
where they are both cementing his spine to shore it up
and testing for a malignant tumor---which they now
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suspect as the cause of the sudden bone problems. If
it is a tumor, the working group session could get
complicated.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Hope your uncle's surgery goes well.
> I have the Chairman's OK to follow your
> recommendation and replace
> Norcross with Rogers. Do you have contact
> information for Rogers? --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/04/2006 11:1 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good News

> I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
> today after surgery.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:
> > Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going
> to
> > talk with the Chairman
> > today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> > you have contact
> > information for Rogers? --- Peggy
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/05/2006 12:09 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - thank you. I will be there.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:16 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

The non-election officials on the Working Group currently include:
• Barry Weinberg, whom you know
Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (organization associated with
•
the Voting Rights Project and Election Protection)
• Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, DC (Democrat attorney)
Mark "Thor" Hearne, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO (Republican attorney)
•
I am trying to recruit one other Republican attorney, Patrick Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and
Sisk, NM, who was recommended by our Republican consultant. He would replace an original member
who is no longer available.
I know that Barbara has associated at conferences and in legislative efforts with Wade Henderson,
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Also, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights is listed as on of
many members of the Executive Committee for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (see
http://www.civiIrights.org/abouUlccr/executive_commitee.html).
Does this information help? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subj ect
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig

•n

Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

^l0^^Q7

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
10

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
•
Aa c
It

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
EAC
To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
g

05/09/2006 11:34 AM

:.

cc
Subject Re: May 18 Meeting[
4

No, but I have left a message for her assistant and I am waiting for her to return my call. I will let you know
as soon as I hear anything.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"--:
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 10:22 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel[`]

Peggy,
I will send these names to Adventure Travel (AT) authorizing AT to place the airfare and hotel charges on
our credit card. That is all I do on my end. BUT Devon has to follow up to make all the arrangements with
Marvin Brokaw at AT and whatever else is required as far as support servs. for the meeting is concerned.
I assume this is a separate meeting from the 2 Karen & Brian are having?

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —
"Job Srhrnv"

To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
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take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM

>

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info'
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"

> > 05/08/2006 10:1
>>
> > To
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Hi, Folks:
>
> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
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> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due

OJ^^ n6

=== message truncated ===

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject WG Meeting

Peggy:
At this point and unless my uncle dies before May 18,
the only way I will go to DC is to drive my car. I
will need it in case my uncle dies while I am there.
You will need to get approval for the use of my car
and the two days it will take me to get there and two
days back.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
ov
"Job Serebr"
®
05/11/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

The Commissioners made this an equal bi-partisan
issue. I am seen as representing the Republican Party.
I now have a responsibility to assure that this ends
up bi-partisan. I have been placed in a position of
dual obligations---both to the contract and to the
Party. I in fact see myself as carrying out what the
Commission wanted to the letter---equal bi-partisan
representation.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Your response suggests that you do not care what the
> Commissioners may
> think about the effort. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 04:3 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov

005407

> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me
not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact,
one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.

> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> > got to pick three
> > members of the Working Group. The Commission
> > guidance regarding this
> > particular member follows:

>>
> > 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> > sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> > Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>>
> > This issue of allowing a designee relates to
> Tova's
> > pick.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As I understand it, we are working on a
replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.

> > The effort is likely
> > to come back and bite you.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

>>

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:5
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

005498

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I really don't care if he represents the
> > organization
> > or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> > because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> > going
> > to invite him without first having a replacement
> for
> > my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> > discuss
> > all of this.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > > her. He works for her
> > > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/11/2006 03:3erri
> > >
> > > To
> > > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > > s
> > > Su
c
> > > Re: new working group representative
>> >
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I
> realize
> > he
> > > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a
> minority
> > > attorney and we already have a rep who worked
> with
> > > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather
> not
> > > fill
> > > that position since I am one down.
> > >
> > > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > >
> > > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > > >
> > > > Here' s his info in full:
>>>>

•005499

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > >
>>>>1
>>>>
> > > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights
> Project
> > > for
> > > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> > Barbara
> > > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > > >
> > > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > > >
> > > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > > 202-662-8315
> > > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > > Suite 400
> > > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > > Democracy Fellow
> > > > The Century Foundation
> > > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > > >
> > > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> <mailto:
> > > > Click here to receive our
> > > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

005500

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

005501

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

005502

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:28 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation]

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <C,raig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

005503

Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>

.005504

Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/12/2006 01:41 PM

GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the WG will have suggestions. I do plan to send packets to
you and Tova containing the same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for inclusion. (Still waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a very short meeting after the WG disperses, followed
by a teleconference the following Monday afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be out of the
office attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that day. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

>

"Job Serebrov
To Psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

005505

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).
>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 02:32 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group

Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for the
Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

005506

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of rouhdtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you can
tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy

Perez bio 5 5 O6.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/12/2006 03:19 PM

NAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I have placed another call to his office (after one previous call to his assistant and an email to him). I, too,
am concerned about our dwindling chances. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

>

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:06 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Given the short time period, you may want to give
Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
our chances are of getting Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> received a "No" from
> Ginsberg. --- Peg

005507

> "Job Serebrov" <
> 05/12/2006 02:33
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
> > WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> > Tova containing the
> > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> haven't
> > sent anything yet
> > because I was hoping to finalize •the WG list for
(Still
> > inclusion.
> > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>>
> > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > very short meeting after
> > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> > following Monday
> > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> > out of the office
> > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> > day. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/12/2006 12:52
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> packets
> > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with

005508.

>
>
>
>
>

> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> > > the results of the
> > > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
>>>
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 04:37 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: interview analysis[

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so their
availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

005509

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc

"'Jo b Serebrov"

Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that spreadsheet
you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so, maybe we can talk
soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki,

Interview conclusions.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/07/2006 12:33 PM

To psims eac.
g ov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

The bio for JR Perez tells us very little about him and there is pretty much nothing about him on the web.
Can you tell us more about him and how you decided on him? Thanks. Tova
-----

Original Message -----

From: psims@,eac.gov
To : wang@tc£org ;
Cc: dromig_@eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group

Hi, Folks:

005510

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:27 AM
cc
Subject Re: Court reporter[]

Thanks for checking this out for me, Devon. I've asked Tom if there are funds available for this service.
Our consultants were very enthusiastic about the idea. --- Peg
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

005511

*::: Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:39 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
cc dromig@eac.gov, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

R

Yes. Thanks. Depending on when Commissioner Davidson can spare you, we may need your help
putting materials together for the Working Group (probably next week). We also will have to print name
tags and place cards. If you are a good note-taker, we also will need people to take turns taking notes at
the meeting. --- Peggy
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:26 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

R:

Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
Subj
Subject

Peggy,

005512

Can I help on this working group?
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, rmartinez@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 10:33 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Good News

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to talk with the Chairman today about substituting Rogers
for Norcross. Do you have contact information for Rogers? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:20 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject
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RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project. I am asking you to attend as
Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
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SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??

--------------------------
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Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

00-5516

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---- -

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org >@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Fraud DefinitionI

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern

is

that there
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are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To Psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

iW"*Nk

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
04/24/2006 12:13 PM
cc
Subject Re: invoice]

Tova:
The draft voucher looks fine except for two things (one of them is our fault):
(1) it appears that you worked 11 days, rather than 10, during the first two weeks; and
(2) you need to put the total dollar amount owed you ($9,102) somewhere on the form. (Last time you put
it in the box with the total hours worked this period.)
Don't forget to sign and date the voucher. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
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Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:10 PM

To Devon Romig
cc ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Barry Weinberg has confirmed he can attend the afternoon of May 18. He lives in the DC area, so we
won't have to worry about travel. I have contacted Pat Rogers office and left a voice mail for his assistant.
Hopefully, I will hear from them this afternoon. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:23 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
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Subject Bob Bauer

We have heard from Bob Bauer regarding his availability, so we don't need to have you pursue the matter.
Thanks for the offer, though. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---'''

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To
@
cc psimseac.gov,

05/09/2006 05:17 PM
Subject perez

I talked to Adam, and I am OK with JR Perez. I'm working on the Barbra situation.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
•

05/10/2006 12:25 PM

cc
Subject Travel

Peggy:
If I am calculating it right and I believe I am, it
would cost around $450 plus my meal allowance in
Virginia and Tenessee (coming and going).
All of this said, I am still a person down and there
is the bed problem.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/06/2006 08:28 AM

To Psims@eac. gov
cc
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To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Help section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:21:42 p.m. AST (GMT-4)

(407805)
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -----

wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 08:51 PM

ToP sims@eac.9 ov
cc
Subject Re: wg

Thats great news. What happens with respect to hotels? Should I make my
own arrangements? I expect Job and I will want to stay the nights of the
17th and 18th. Thanks Pegs. And congratulations.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 5:47 PM
Subject: Re: wg

> Tova:
> Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not
> disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's next choice (Pat Rogers) as a
> replacement for Norcross.
> Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be
> unavailable that afternoon and I am scheduled for something else that
> morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you and
> Job
> regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org
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^`

>
>
>

To

05/04/2006 05:21
PM

psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>

Subject
wg

> Hi Peg,
>
>
>
>
>

Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you
know that I think disinviting members of the working group would be a very
unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the problem of getting
100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I
said, I'm free on Monday. Thanks. Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----LL;

c ^►

_

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 01:11 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Barbara ArnwineL

Peggy,
I just received an update about Ms. Arnwine's schedule. She is not available on May 9th.
Thanks,
Devon
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/05/2006 10:56 AM

XTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationL

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? ---
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Peg
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinber

"
To psims@eac.gov

05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message

----From: psims eac. ov
To
Sen . ursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"priceline.com Customer
Service"
<hotel@trans.priceline.com>
05/05/2006 09:20 PM
Please respond to
hotel@trans.priceline.com

To psims@eac.gov
cc
i Subject Travel Plans for Tova Wang
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Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Hel p section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:20:48 p.m. AST (GMT-4)
(407605)
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

04/26/2006 09:19 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
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Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
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Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:13 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
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Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
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Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:55 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
with the 4th paragraph.
Would you please just send me that paragraph within
the text of your
email so that I can paste it into the document? --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <T
> 05/11/2006 03:49PM

>

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary
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> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
paragraph 4? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:l7Pl
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Literature Summary

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
> The
> > > Federal Crime of
> > > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > > something wrong in the fourth
> > > paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
> Can
> > > you please send a
You can send it
> > > replacement fourth paragraph?
> in
> > > an email and I will
> > > place it in the document. --- Peggy
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

D

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the 18th of May. Good luck
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov".____
GSAEXTERNAL
cc twi cey eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Conference CallF

Job:
I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
• Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"
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• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (If 'Yes', check one
box below and complete item 17B.)' This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we can reimburse the higher hotel rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
($3,500).
Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" "Job Serebrov"
^
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
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alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job_ Se_ re

"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

0/2006 01:48 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig,Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

04/26/2006 09:07 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:25 AM

To Gavin Gilmour
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM
"Job
"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
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the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41TM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 10:1LrIJ
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
>>>
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> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at
> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
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> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -'Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/11/2006 02:10 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
09 PM
Sent: T

To:
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary
Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

cc

sims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:34
To: Tova Wanc
Cc: s
up representative
Subje

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.•org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto.
> Click herWeceive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Job Serebr "

To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"

> 05/11/2006 03:17
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
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> > something wrong in the fourth
> > paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> > you please send a
You can send it in
> > replacement fourth paragraph?
> > an email and I will
> > place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 01:59 PM

To "J. R. Perez"

SAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Bio for PerezE

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez"
ere "
To psims@eac.gov
"*0512'006 01:23 PM

cc
Subject Blo for Perez

bio 5 5 06.doc
Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----
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To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 12:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Roosevelt St.
Bethesda, MD 20814

5201

301-493-5343

Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 10:56 AM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: sims eac. ov
To:^
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
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said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Jo
To psims@eac.gov
057i7006 02:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group List

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
• ,,
t
It

#

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
05/09/2006 04:43 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.
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They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotions/promo_landi ng. htm l?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:51 PM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.
Tova Wang
201 West 74th Street, Apt 11 F
New York, NY 10023
Phone: 212-362-5223
(Note that the package may be left with the doorman.)
Job Serebrov
2110 South Spring Street
Little Rock, AR 72206
Phone: 501-374-2176
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:52 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days and _mostl y unavailableonn Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my c
I try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
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Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

- f ,{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 04:39 PM

cc
Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis
Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so
their availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/26/2006 11:22 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
....
.
.........
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

f'

"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 01:49 PM

cc "Job Serebrov'
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,
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Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
IN
Response to the CB Report FINAL.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:47 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: wgI

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Jobs

"
To
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psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to his
> assistant and an email to him). I, too, am
> concerned about our dwindling
> chances. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 03:06
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
received a "No" from
Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov"
05/12/2006 02:jrii
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
> the
> > > WG will have
> > > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
> and
> > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> > haven't
> > > sent anything yet
> > > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
> > > inclusion.
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/12/2006 12:5
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Fraud Definition
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
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> will
> > need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election
results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> > > the results of the
> > > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
>>>
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded

by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----

"Job Serebr"

0

006 09:30
MAMM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries
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Case Summaries.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Job Serebrov"
05/10/2006 11:51 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Update

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
> our search.) -- Peg

>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 10:29
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am . now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
CC

10^^^^^TERNAL

Subject Re: new working group representatives

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors - 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2 to be chosen by Job.
This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's pick.
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov"
"JobSerebrov"
To psims @eac.gov
0511T12006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:3
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc
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> u sect
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>> 1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join
> > Click here to recive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
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>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting/

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter
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Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices..

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebro —•
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM

cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
--- "Patrick J. Rogers"

wrote:

> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
ers
d ll.com>
> From: "Patrick J. Rogers" <
> To: "Job Serebrov"
>
> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
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> P.O. Box 2168
> Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
505-848-1849
> Tel:
505-848-1891
> Fax:

>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9Tn IM
To: Patrick J. Rogers
Subject: Working Group meeting

> Pat:
> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
> we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.
> Regards,
> Job
-------------------------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
-------------------------------------------------------------------> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

®0557

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

^GSAEXTERNAL
Wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restrictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

Case Summanes.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Job Serebrov"
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To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/11/2006 10:16 AM

cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
what we discussed and gives far too much time for
areas that can be covered in a short time. Not listed
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All in all, it needs to be redone.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:52 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group TravelI

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 10:18 AM

cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message
_,.
From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 : 5 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

---.psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
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> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwards, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
ground transportation,
hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
should be no problem to
cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
we may only pay up to
the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
apply to me when I
travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
you will spend the
night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

> Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

"

r brov"
To psims@eac.gov

05/10/2006 03:03 PM

cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job
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I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:46 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Working Group List

Job:
What do you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Material I may not have included

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
c
omig@eac.gov
Subject aterial I may not have included
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EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting

'Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.

2
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EXISTING. INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George. Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

PC
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandier
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further, inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu[ally]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.

Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
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Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a variety of applications and meanings, "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost any bad act associated with an election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the boundaries of a future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applying limitations on what is
included in the concepts to be studied. The current terminology applies no such
limitations.
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because it better represents the spectrum of activities that we are able to and
desire to study. In addition, we recognize that the resources, both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well as allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
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case. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion
o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
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o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
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EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
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practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as

Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations

There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
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In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
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being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us-what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical
provisions. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received through their administrative complaint processes,
election crime investigation units regarding complaints received and those referred to law
enforcement, and law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding complaints
received and charges filed.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
1 Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
2
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EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator; Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor.

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise
Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.rulenglishllibrary/internatjonal/engl 999-Il .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud. and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes.
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology
The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer fora concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu[ally]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
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Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology

The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a variety of applications and meanings, "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost any bad act associated with an election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the boundaries of a future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applying limitations on what is
included in the concepts to be studied. The current terminology applies no such
limitations.
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because it better represents the spectrum of activities that we are able to and
desire to study. In addition, we recognize that the resources, both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well as allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
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case. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
W
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
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o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act

o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
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EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
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practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts

Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
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In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
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being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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APPENDIX 1— BIOGRAPHIES OF JOB SEREBROV AND TOVA WANG
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 2— SUMMARIES OF BOOKS, REPORTS AND ARTICLES
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 3— SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 4— SUMMARIES OF CASES REVIEWED
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a'comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical
provisions. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received through their administrative complaint processes,
election crime investigation units regarding complaints received and those referred to law
enforcement, and law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding complaints
received and charges filed.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
I Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_l 999-1 l .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their. experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

VA
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a

material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu[ally]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
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Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing `voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a variety of applications and meanings, "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost any bad act associated with an election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the boundaries of a future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applying limitations on what is
included in the concepts to be studied. The current terminology applies no such
limitations.
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because it better represents the spectrum of activities that we are able to and
desire to study. In addition, we recognize that the resources, both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well as allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
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case. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed- or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
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o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation. 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation S: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
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EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
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practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations

There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and Iimited scope of information.
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In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
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being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical laws and
regulations. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received, election crime investigation units regarding
complaints received and those referred to law enforcement, and law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies regarding complaints received, charges filed, and final disposition
of each complaint.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
1 Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "I".
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
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of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression — or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."

This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
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• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.orfedaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
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During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake..
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
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Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center
William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
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Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
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Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening regarding the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and
intimidation throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the
perception that the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there
were reports of almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
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reports do not provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and
prosecutions of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From this study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC has
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu[ally]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a variety of applications and meanings, "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost any bad act associated with an election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the boundaries of a future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applying limitations on what is
included in the concepts to be studied. The current terminology applies no such
limitations.
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because it better represents the spectrum of activities that we are able to and
desire to study. In addition, EAC recognizes that the resources, both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well as allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
case. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions.
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
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Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that EAC
does not include in its definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations
related to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at
the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
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future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections,
voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in
a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical laws and
regulations and the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs
that do not rise to the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or
felony) are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were limited by the date of
publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently cited by
various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research should
include follow up on the allegations identified in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "My Votel " Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation S: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the Department of
Justice/Office of Personnel Management observer and "monitor field reports" from
Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer (DEO) to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting
fraud and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would
likely provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several
elections. Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
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feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future research should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
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cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study the Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, EAC should study whether data collected
through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source of
information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system that could
be investigated to determine how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and EAC should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after EAC determines the volume and
type of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark
on an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
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In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. In addition, we will seek
information about any complaints of fraud or intimidation filed with the election official
outside of the administrative complaint procedure. EAC will use the definition of
election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help EAC understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the
number of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to
local and state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the-news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
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C)

Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures

Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available for the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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APPENDIX 1— BIOGRAPHIES OF JOB SEREBROV AND TOVA WANG
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 2— SUMMARIES OF BOOKS, REPORTS AND ARTICLES
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 3— SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 4— SUMMARIES OF CASES REVIEWED
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical laws and
regulations. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received, election crime investigation units regarding
complaints received and those referred to law enforcement, and law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies regarding complaints received, charges filed, and final disposition
of each complaint.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the , topic
1 Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "I".
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of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
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or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
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• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression — or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
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• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1999-1 l .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition —1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
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During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting.fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
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Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center
William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
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Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
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Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening regarding the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and
intimidation throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the
perception that the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there
were reports of almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these
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reports do not provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and
prosecutions of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From this study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC has
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu[ally]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.

Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
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to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a variety of applications and meanings, "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost any bad act associated with an election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the boundaries of a future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applying limitations on what is
included in the concepts to be studied. The current terminology applies no such
limitations.
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because it better represents the spectrum of activities that we are able to and
desire to study. In addition, EAC recognizes that the resources, both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well as allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
case. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions.
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion
o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
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Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that EAC
does not include in its definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations
related to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at
the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any
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future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections,
voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in
a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical laws and
regulations and the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs
that do not rise to the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or
felony) are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were limited by the date of
publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently cited by
various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research should
include follow up on the allegations identified in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the Department of
Justice/Office of Personnel Management observer and "monitor field reports" from
Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer (DEO) to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting
fraud and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department, would
likely provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several
.
elections. Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and.Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100 (p), (202) 566-3127 (f), www.eac.gov
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feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future research should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100 (p), (202) 566-3127 (0, www.eac.gov
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cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study the Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, EAC should study whether data collected
through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source of
information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system that could
be investigated to determine how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and EAC should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after EAC determines the volume and
type of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark
on an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
This information is property of the U. S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. In addition, we will seek
information about any complaints of fraud or intimidation filed with the election official
outside of the administrative complaint procedure. EAC will use the definition of
election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help EAC understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the
number of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to
local and state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
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Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available for the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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1(T

LEGAL
PRACTICE.Law Clerk to Judge Lavensk i - R..Smith, U.S. Court of Appeals

for the Eighth Circuit, Little Rock, Arkansas (August 2004August 2005)
Private practice of law (April 1991 - December 1998, May
1999 - July 2004)
Associate attorney, The Nixon Law Firm, 2340
Green Acres
Road, Ste. 12,
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72703 (December 1998-April 1999)
•

Areas of legal practice:

• Federal and state appeals andtrials
• Election law (state and , FEC)
• "Legislative drafting and review.
• Legal research and writing
• Federal and state Constitutional law
BAR
ADMISSIONS:
FEDERAL

• U.S. Supreme Court
• U.S. Court of Appeals for the following circuits:
First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh,
Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, D.C., and Federal
STATE

• Supreme Court of Oklahoma (1991)
• Supreme Court of Nebraska (1992)
• Supreme Court of Arkansas'(1994)
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EDUCATION:

• Graduate Certificate, Election Governance, Griffith
University, Queensland, Australia (2003)
• Master of Laws, University of Arkansas School of- Law,
Fayetteville, - Arkansas '(1993)
• Juris Doctorate, ' Washburn University 'School of Law,
Topeka, Kansas (1984)
• Bachelor of Arts in History, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey (1980)
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPERIENCE
Chairman, Committee for the Revision of the Arkansas
Constitution, State Political Party of Arkansas, Little

Rock, Arkansas (1995-1996)

• Headed committee comprised of state legislators,
attorneys, business people, and an appellate judge to
review the proposed state Constitution and make
recommendations .
Member, Washington County Board of Election Commissioners,

Fayetteville, . Arkansas (1990-1996)
• Enforced election laws within the county
• Drafted : administrative regulations for the commission
• Supervised the training of poll workers
• Evaluated various voting systems and purchased an
optical scan system to . be used countywide..
• Prepared and defended annual budgets before the
Washington County Quorum Court
• Sat as a member of an administrative tribunal when
necessary
• Hired and supervised staff
OTHER
EXPERIENCE:
Senior consultant, AfricaGlobal,.Inc.,

(March 2001-December 2003)

Washington, D.C.
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• Advised on political and economic affairs
Director of International Development, Louisiana State
University, * 107 Hatcher •Hall, Baton Rouge,

(February*2000-August 2003

Louisiana 70803

•• Developed, drafted, wrote grants for, and administered
international research, training, education, and
consulting projects, especially those dealing with
democratization issues
• Drafted and negotiated international contractual
agreements for research and faculty and student
exchange with universities and research. centers
• Hired and supervised staff
• Drafted office budget, project budgets, and strategic
plans
• Reorganized and expanded the role of 'the Office of
International Development
• Advised the Office of International Programs and
individual units on improving public relations;
consulted on PR 'strategies
• Interacted with other LSU departments and officials,
U.S. and .state government agencies, NGOs, and foreign
governments and universities.
Legislative Adviser for the Director of -the Namibian
Election Commission, Vice ' Chancellor of the University of
Namibia, and the Speaker of the Namibian National Assembly

(January 2000-June 2002)

• Reviewed national election code and suggested changes
• Drafted national 1eg i.slation:merging the independent
agricultural college into the University of Namibia
system
• Drafted national legislation guaranteeing voting
rights to agricultural workers
Consultant to various members of the Arkansas General
Assembly (1994-1999)
• Advised on con stitutionality of proposed legislation
• Drafted legislation
Consultant to the Arkansas Attorney General on
redistricting the Court of Appeals (1996-1998)
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• Drafted five redistricting bills and maps for .the
• constitutionally required redistricting of the Court
• of Appeals
Member, Committee on Department of Corrections, Murphy
Co mission - Restructure of Arkansas Government, Little
Rock, Arkansas (1996-197)
• Reviewed the existing structure of the state
Department of Corrections
• Advised on-how to streamline the department
REFERENCES:
Judge Morris Arnold
Finch
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
Judicial
P.O. Box 2060
Division 3
Little Rock, AR 72203-2060
Central
501.324.6880
72712
Judge Lavenski Smith
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
600.'W. Capitol, Ste 302
Little Rock, AR 72201 •
'
501.604.5130

Judge Jay
Nineteenth
Circuit West,
203 East
Bentonville, AR
479.271.1020

V

V

Judge Herb Ashby
Former judge, Second Appellate District, Division 5
2691 Baywater Place
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805.493.8205
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Tova Andrea an

BAR ADMISSION: New York
EDUCATION
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, New York, N.Y.
J.D., May, 1996
BARNARD COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, New York, N.Y.
B.A. in Political Science, magna cure laude, May,1991; GPA: 3.8
EXPERIENCE
THE CENTURY FOUNDATION, New York, N.Y.
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow: March, 2001– Present
Research , write, and publish reports, provide commentary to national and state press, provide expertise to
policymakers, give expert testimony and speak before groups around the country on election reform and voting
rights, in addition to other civil liberties issues. Currently serve as the Executive Director of The Century Foundation's
Post-2004 Election Reform Working Group, comprised of preeminent election law scholars from across the country. Served as
staff person to the National Commission on Federal Election Reform, co-chaired by former Presidents Carter and Ford, of
which The Century Foundation was a co-sponsor.
.
THE KAMBER GROUP, New York, N.Y.
Deputy Director of Public Policy: August, 1998 –March, 2001
Formulated and drafted public policy ideas, provided policy research and analysis, and provided general strategic
political consulting services to non-governmental organizations, political campaigns, elected officials and
grassroots organizations. Conducted lobbying and public advocacy campaigns.
NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC ADVOCATE, Investigation Into Police Misconduct, New York, N.Y.
Deputy Director and Director of Policy:. January, 1999 – July, 2000
Conducted all policy analysis and research, including evaluating programs and policies of the NYPD and police
departments across the world. Developed policy proposals, conducted briefings, and wrote reports. Helped manage
collection of quantitative and qualitative data, expert interviews, hearings, budgeting and fundraising.
INDEPENDENT POLICY/POLITICAL CONSULTANT: August, 1996 – August, 1998,
New York and Washington, D.C.
Advised on policy, politics, legislation, and public relations for Reverend Jesse Jackson, the Children's Defense
Fund, and the Academy of Political Science.
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, New York, N.Y.
Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief, Theodor Meron: September, 1995 - May, 1996
Researched, edited and assisted in. writing articles and speeches on current issues in international human rights law.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, Executive Office for Immigration Review, New York, N.Y.
Legal Intern: June - August, 1995
Researched and wrote immigration court decisions in political asylurn,.deportation and exclusion cases.

•

CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT CAMPAIGN, New York, N.Y.
Manhattan Field Director: February - July, 1992
Coordinated all campaign field operations in Manhattan. Negotiated the support of elected officials and political
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leaders; conducted outreach to community organizations; mobilized and managed activities of 1000 volunteers.
ACTIVITIES/ASSOCIATIONS
Member, Election Law Committee, Association of the Bar of the City of New York
Member, State Affairs Committee, Citizens Union of New York
Member, Make Votes Count Committee, Citizens Union of New York
Founding member, American Constitution Society — New York
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A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House by David E. Johnson &
Jonny R. Johnson
A Funny Thing Happened adds almost nothing to the present study. It contains no
footnotes and no references to primary source material, save what may be able to be
gleaned from the bibliography. The Johnsons take a historical look at United States
Presidential elections from Andrew Jackson to George Bush by providing interesting
stories and other historical information. Unfortunately, there are only three pages out of
the entire book that touches on vote fraud in the first Bush election.
The authors assert that the exit polls in Florida were probably correct. The problem was
the pollsters had no way of knowing that thousands of.votes would be invalidated. But
the authors do not believe that fraud was the cause of the tabulation inaccuracy. The
major cause was undervotes and overvotes which, if all counted, would have altered the
result, compounded by the use of the butterfly ballot in some strategic counties.
Additionally, Ralph Nader's votes were primarily a bleed off of needed Gore votes. The
authors accused Katherine Harris, then Florida Secretary of State and co-chair of the.
Bush campaign in Florida for prematurely certifying the state vote. The authors also
ridiculed United States Secretary of State James A. Baker III, for using the courts to
block attempts to hand count votes. Finally, the authors indicated that a mob of
Republican partisans descended on the vote counters in Dade County and effectively
stopped the count.
Vote Fraud, Intimidation & Suppression In The 2004 Presidential Election
American Center for Voting Rights Report
According to its website," the American Center For Voting Rights Legislative Fund was
founded in February 2005 on the belief that public confidence in our electoral system is
the cornerstone of our democracy... ACVR Legislative Fund supports election reform
that protects the right of all citizens to participate in the election process free of
intimidation, discrimination or harassment and which will make it easy to vote but tough
to cheat.
Using court records, police reports and news articles, ACVR Legislative Fund presented
this Report documenting hundreds of reported incidents and allegations from around the
country. ACVR Legislative Fund found that thousands of Americans were
disenfranchised by illegal votes cast on Election Day 2004. For every illegal vote cast
and counted on Election Day, a legitimate voter is disenfranchised. This report alleges a
coordinated effort by members of some organizations to rig the election system through
voter registration fraud, the first step in any vote fraud scheme that corrupts the election
process by burying local officials in fraudulent and suspicious registration forms. ACVR
Legislative Fund further found that, despite their heated rhetoric, paid Democrat
operatives were far more involved in voter intimidation and suppression activities than
were their Republican counterparts during the 2004 presidential election.
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In addition to recommended changes and a zero-tolerance commitment by the political
parties, ACVR Legislative Fund has identified five cities as "hot spots" which require
additional immediate attention. These cities were identified based on the findings of this
report and the cities' documented history of fraud and intimidation. These cities are:
Philadelphia, PA, Milwaukee, WI, Seattle, WA, St. Louis/East St. Louis, MOIL, and
Cleveland, OH.
Without going into great detail in this review, this Report: refutes charges of voter
intimidation and suppression made against Republican supporters, discusses similar
charges against Democrats, details incidents vote fraud and illegal voting and finally
discusses problems with vote fraud, voter registration fraud and election irregularities
around the country. The majority of this Report is an attempt to redeem Republicans and
vilify Democrats.
In terms of sheer numbers, the report most often alleges voter intimidation and voter
registration fraud, and to a lesser degree absentee ballot fraud and vote buying.
The Report presented the following recommendations for future action:
* Both national political parties should formally adopt a zero-tolerance fraud and
intimidation policy that commits the party to pursuing and fully prosecuting individuals
and allied organizations who commit vote fraud or who seek to deter any eligible voter
from participating in the election through fraud or intimidation. No amount of legislative
reform can effectively deter those who commit acts of fraud if there is no punishment for
the crime and these acts continue to be tolerated.
* States should adopt legislation requiring government-issued photo ID at the polls and
for any voter seeking to vote by mail or by absentee ballot. Government-issued photo
identification should be readily available to all citizens without cost and provisions made
to assure availability of government-issued identification to disabled and low-income
citizens.
* States should adopt legislation requiring that all polling places be fully accessible and
accommodating to all voters regardless of race, disability or political persuasion and that
polling locations are free of intimidation or harassment.
* States should create and maintain current and accurate statewide voter registration
databases as mandated by the federal Help America Vote Act ("HAVA") and establish
procedures to assure that the statewide voter roll is current and accurate and that the
names of eligible voters on the roll are consistent with the voter roll used by local
election authorities in conducting the election.
* States should adopt legislation establishing a 30-day voter registration cutoff to assure
that all voter rolls are accurate and that all registrants can cast a regular ballot on Election
Day and the election officials have opportunity to establish a current and accurate voter
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roll without duplicate or fictional names and assure that all eligible voters (including all
recently registered voters) are included on the voter roll at their proper precinct.
* States should adopt legislation requiring voter registration applications to be delivered
to the elections office within one week of being completed so that they are processed in a
timely manner and to assure the individuals registered by third party organizations are
properly included on the voter roll.
* States should adopt legislation and penalties for groups violating voter registration
laws, and provide the list of violations and penalties to all registration solicitors.
Legislation should require those organizations obtaining a voter's registration to deliver
that registration to election officials in a timely manner and should impose appropriate
penalties upon any individual or organization that obtains an eligible voter's registration
and fails to deliver it to election authorities.
* States should adopt legislation prohibiting "bounty" payment to voter registration
solicitors based on the number of registration cards they collect.

America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural Disenfranchisement Erodes
Democracy
Advancement Project
The thesis of the Report, America's Modern Poll Tax, written after the 2000 election, is
that structural disenfranchisement—the effect of breakdowns in the electoral system, is
the new poll tax. Structural disenfranchisement includes "bureaucratic blunders,
governmental indifference, and flagrant disregard for voting rights." The blame for
structural disenfranchisement is laid squarely at the feet of states and localities that "shirk
their responsibilities or otherwise manipulate election systems," resulting in voters
"either turned away from the polls or their votes are thrown out."
The interlocking practices and mechanics that comprise structural disenfranchisement are
referred to a "ballot blockers" in the report. Most ballot blockers involve the structural
elements of electoral administration: "ill-trained poll workers, failures to process
registration cards on time or at all, inaccurate registration rolls, overbroad purges of voter
rolls; unreasonably long lines, inaccurate ballot translations and a shortage of translators
to assist voters who have limited English language skills." The Report argues that a
culture of indifference overlays these issues that both tolerates and excuses widespread
disenfranchisement. This culture of indifference is exemplified by legislatures that do not
properly fund election systems, officials that send antiquated equipment into poor and
minority areas, poorly translated ballots and polling placed that are not wheelchair
accessible.
The data and conclusions in the Report are taken from eight sample case studies of states
and cities across the country and a survey of state election directors that reinforces the
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findings of the case studies. Examples of state and city problems were: New York City-in
six polling places Chinese translations inverted the Democrats with the Republicans;
Georgia-the state computer crashed two weeks before the election, dropping thousands of
voters from the rolls; Virginia-registration problems kept an untold number from voting;
Chicago-in inner-city precincts with predominately minority populations, almost four out
of every ten votes cast for President (in 2000) were discarded; St. Louis-thousands of
qualified voters were placed on inactive lists due to an overbroad purge; Florida-a voting
list purge of voters whose name and birth date closely resembled those of people
convicted of felonies; and, Texas-significant Jim Crow like barriers to minority voting.
The survey of state election directors found: election directors lack the resources to
effectively do their jobs and some lack the "ability or will to force local election officials
to fix serious problems"; election officials are highly under funded and legislatures refuse
to grant their requests for more money; due to a lack of funds, election officials must use
old and inferior equipment and can't improve training or meet structural needs; election
officials are generally unaware of racial disparities in voting; only three of the 50 state
election administrators are non-white.
The Report "concludes that affected communities and democracy advocates should
mobilize to force change." A number of recommendations are made to protect the
electoral franchise including: Federal policies that set nationwide and uniform election
policies; federal guarantee of access to provisional ballots; enforcement of voter
disability laws; automatic restoration of voting rights to those convicted of a crime after
they have completed their sentence; a centralized data base of voters administered by
non-partisan individuals; federal standards limiting precinct discarded vote rates to .25 %;
federal requirements that jurisdiction provide voter education, including how to protect
their right to vote; and laws that strengthen the ability of individuals to bring actions to
enforce voting rights and anti-discrimination laws.
Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – Or Both?
By Chandler Davidson
As the author describes it, this Report focuses on vote suppression through "ballot
security programs":
These are programs that, in the name of protecting against vote fraud,
almost exclusively target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting precincts
and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those
precincts from casting a ballot. In some cases, these programs have been
found by courts to be illegal. Still, they continue to exist in spite of strong
criticism by leaders of minority communities, their allies, and voting rights
lawyers.
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There are several noteworthy characteristics of these programs. They
focus on minority precincts almost exclusively. There is often only the
flimsiest evidence that vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such
precincts. In addition to encouraging the presence of sometimes
intimidating Republican poll watchers or challengers who may slow down
voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating
questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in officiallooking uniforms with badges and side arms who question voters about
their citizenship or their registration. In addition, warning signs may be
posted near the polls, or radio ads may be targeted to minority listeners
containing dire threats of prison terms for people who are not properly
registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the
defensive. Sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent
to minority voters through the mail."
He further states that a most common theme of the programs over the last 50 years is that
of sending white challengers to minority precincts. He says that the tactic of doing
mailings, collecting returned materials, and using that as a basis for creating challenger
lists and challenging voters at the polls, started in the 1950s and continues to today. The
problem with this practice is that reasons for a mailing to be returned include a wrong
address, out of date or inaccurate addresses, poor mail delivery in minority areas, and
matching mistakes. Davidson also sets out to demonstrate through documentary
evidence that the practices have been and are approved of or winked at by high ups in the
party.
Davidson goes on to provide numerous examples from the last 50 years to demonstrate
his thesis, going through the historical development of Republican ballot security
programs from the 1950s through to the present. The author cites and quotes internal
Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources and original documents, media
reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in some of the cases that
ended up in litigation to prove his argument.
In addition to describing how the schemes really were brought to the fore in the 1964
election, he describes more recent incidents such as 1981 in New Jersey, 1982 Dallas,
Louisiana 1986, Houston 1986, Hidalgo 1988 Orange County 1988, North Carolina 1990,
South Carolina 1980-1990, and South Dakota 2002. (Summaries of these examples are
available)
Davidson concludes with an outline of some of the features of vote suppression efforts
put forth by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs, as described in the
Report, from the 1950s to the present day:
1. An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in
what Republicans call "heavily Democratic," but what are usually
minority, precincts;
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2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are
occasionally justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts,
spread by radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods, newspapers, fliers, and
phone calls, which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting "official-looking" personnel at polling places, including but not
limited to off-duty police—sometimes in uniform, sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can
confuse, humiliate, and intimidate—as well as slow the voting process—in
these same minority precincts;
6. Challenging voters using inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants
derived from "do-not-forward" letters sent to low-income and minority
neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of
minority voters as venal and credulous.
The report ends with some observations on the state of research on the incidence of fraud,
which the author finds lacking. He suggests that vote suppression of qualified minority
voters by officials and partisan poll-watchers, challengers, and uniformed guards should
also be considered as included in any definition of election fraud. Davidson also offers a
few recommendations for reform, noting that Democrats should not protest all programs
aimed at ballot integrity, but rather work with Republicans to find solutions to problems
that confront both parties and the system as a whole.

Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New
Jersey Attorney General
By The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Dr. Michael
McDonald of George Mason University
General
A September 15, 2005 Report submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General included
lists of purportedly illegitimate votes in New Jersey in the 2004 general election,
including lists of 10,969 individuals who purportedly voted twice and lists of 4,756
voters who were purportedly dead or incarcerated in November 2004. For the present
Analysis of the Report, the lists of voters submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General,
as well as a copy of the New Jersey county voter registration files were obtained, and an
initial investigation of the report's claims was conducted. The analysis shows that the
lists submitted are substantially flawed.
The Analysis is based on methodology only: its authors did not gain access to original
documents related to registration or original pollbook records; only recently were copies
of the counties' original registration data files acquired and compiled, which contain
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some notable gaps; and the lists submitted to the Attorney General contain significant
errors and little documentation, which complicated the analysis. Nonetheless, the analysts
say that information collected is sufficient for generally assessing the quality of evidence
presented to support the September 15 report. Analysis of the suspect lists reveals that
the evidence submitted does not show what it purports to show: cause for concern that
there is serious risk of widespread fraud given the state of the New Jersey voter
registration rolls.
These suspect lists were compiled by attempting to match the first name, last name, and
birth date of persons on county voter registration files. Entries that supposedly
"matched" other entries were apparently deemed to represent the same individual, voting
twice. This methodology was similar to the method used in compiling the notoriously
inaccurate Florida "purge lists" of suspected ineligible felons in 2000 and 2004. As
Florida's experience shows, matching names and birth dates in the voter registration
context can easily lead to false conclusions – as was almost certainly the case here.
This Analysis reveals several serious problems with the methodology used to compile the
suspect lists that compromise the lists' practical value. For example, the data used in the
Report from one county appears to be particularly suspect and anomalous, and may have
substantially skewed the overall results. In addition, middle initials were ignored
throughout all counties, so that "J
A. Smith" was presumed to be the same person
G. Smith." Suffixes were also ignored, so that fathers and sons – like
as "J
Johnson" and "B______
"B______
Johnson, Jr." – were said to be the same person.
Underlying many of the entries on these lists, and similar lists compiled in Florida and
elsewhere, is a presumption that two records with the same name and date of birth must
represent the same person. As explained in this analysis, this presumption is not
consistent with basic statistical principles. Even when votes appear to have been cast in
two different cities under the same name and birth date, statistics show that voter fraud is
not necessarily to blame. With 3.6 million persons who voted in the 2004 election in
New Jersey, the chance that some have the same name and birth date is not far-fetched.
Analysis of the Claim of Double Voting by 4,497 Individuals
Attempts to match data on one list to data on another list will often yield "false
positives:" two records that at first appear to be a match but do not actually represent the
same person. The natural incidence of "false positives" for a matching exercise of this
scale – especially when, as here, conducted with relatively little attention to detail readily explains the ostensible number of double votes.
1,803 of these 4,397 records of ostensibly illegal votes seem to be the product of a glitch
in the compilation of the registration files. These records reflect two registration entries
by the same person from the same address, with a notation next to each that the
individual has voted. For example, 55-year-old W
A. Connors, living at 253
B
Ave. in a New York commuter suburb, is listed on the data files with an
(erroneous) first registration date in 1901 and a second registration date in 1993; Mr.
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Connors is thus represented twice on the data files submitted. Each of these entries also
Ave voted in 2004. There is no
A. Connors at 253 B
indicates that W
credible indication, however, that Mr. Connors actually voted twice; indeed, given the
clearly erroneous registration date on the files, it is far more likely that data error is to
blame for the doubly logged vote as well.
More plausibly, the bulk of these 1,803 records may be traced to irregularities in the data
processing and compilation process for one single county: the Middlesex County
registration file accounts for only 10% of registered voters in the state but 78% of these
alleged double votes. The suspect lists themselves contain an acknowledgment that the
problem in Middlesex is probably not fraud: 99% of these Middlesex voters are labeled
on the lists submitted to the Attorney General with a notation that the record is "less
likely" to indicate an illegal double vote.
Another 1,257 entries of the 4,397 records probably represent similar data errors – also
largely driven by a likely glitch in the Middlesex County file, which is also vastly over
represented in this category. These records show ever-so-slight variations in records
listed with the same date of birth at the same address: for example, the same first and last
names, but different middle initials or suffixes (e.g., J
T. Kearns, Sr., and J
T.
Kearns, Jr., both born the same day and living at the same address; or J
E. Allen
P. Allen, born the same day and living at the same address).
and J
Approximately 800 of the entries on the list likely represent different people, with
different addresses and different middle initials or suffixes. For example, W
S.
Smith, living in a northern New Jersey town, and W
C. Smith, living in another
town two hours away, share the same date of birth but are not the same person. Nor are
Brown, living in a New York commuter suburb, and T
T
H. Brown, Jr.,
living in a small town over an hour west, despite the fact that they also share the same
birth date. About three-quarters of the entries in this category reveal data that
affirmatively conflict – for example, a middle initial ("W
S.") in one case, and a
different middle initial ("W C.") in another, listed at different addresses. There is
absolutely no good reason to conclude that these individuals are in fact the same, when
the available evidence indicates the contrary.
For approximately 200 of the entries in this category, however, less information is
available. These entries show a middle initial ("J
W. Davis") in one case, and no
Davis") in another – again, at different addresses. The lack of the
middle initial ("J
middle initial is ambiguous: it could mean that one of the J
Davis in question has
no middle name, or it could mean that the middle initial was simply omitted in a
particular registration entry. Although these entries involve less conclusive affirmative
evidence of a false match than the entries noted above, there is still no good reason to
W. Davis" and "J
Davis," at different addresses, represent the
believe that "J
same person.
Of the individuals remaining, there are serious concerns with the accuracy of the dates of
birth. Seven voters were apparently born in January 1, 1880 – which is most likely a
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system default for registrations lacking date-of-birth information. For 227 voters, only
the month and year of birth are listed: this means only that two voters with the same
name were born in the same month and year, an unsurprising coincidence in a state of
several million people.
That leaves approximately 289 votes cast under the same name and birth date – like votes
S. Rosen," born in the middle of the baby boom – but from two different
cast by "P
addresses. It may appear strange, but there may be two P
S. Rosens, born on the
same date in 1948 – and such coincidences are surprisingly common. For any one
person, the odds of someone else having the same name and birth date is small. But
because there are so many voters in New Jersey, a sizable number will have the same
name and birth date simply by chance. In a group of just 23 people, it is more likely than
not that two will share the same birthday. For 40 people, the probability is 90%. Many,
if not most, of the 289 alleged double votes of persons registered at different addresses
most likely reflect two separate individuals sharing a first name, last name, middle intial,
and birth date.
The September 15 Report makes much of the raw potential for foul play based on the
unsurprising fact that there are voters who appear on the New Jersey registration rolls
more than once. As noted above, many of the names identified reflect two different
individuals and not simply duplicate entries. But there is no doubt that there are duplicate
entries on New Jersey's registration rolls. It is well known that voter registration rolls
contain "deadwood" – registration entries for individuals no longer living at a given
address or deceased. There is no evidence, however, that these extra registrations are
used for widespread illegal voting. Moreover, the problem of deadwood will soon be
largely resolved: both the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 and the Help America
Vote Act of 2002 require states to implement several systems and procedures as of
January 1, 2006, that will clean the voter rolls of duplicate or invalid entries while
protecting eligible voters from unintended disfranchisement.
Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform
By The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton,
Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School of Law
Introduction
On September 19, 2005, the Commission on Federal Election Reform, co-chaired by
former President Jimmy Carter and former Secretary of State James Baker III, issued a
report with recommendations for reforming the administration of U.S. elections. This
Response addresses the main substantive flaws in the Report, refuting in detail its
recommendations that "Real ID" cards be used for voter identification, that Social
Security numbers be spread through interstate databases and on ID cards, and that states
restore voting rights to people convicted of felony convictions only in certain cases and
only after they have completed all the terms of their sentence.
Voter Identification Recommendation
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According to the Response, the Report's most troubling recommendation is that states
require voters to present a Real ID card or a similar "template" ID as a condition of
voting. This recommendation is more onerous than the photo ID proposal rejected by the
Commission's predecessor in 2001 and is more restrictive than any ID requirement
adopted in any state to date. It would impose substantial – and for some, insurmountable
– burdens on the right to vote. This ID requirement is purportedly intended to prevent
"voter fraud," and yet the Report itself concedes that "[t]here is no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting" before asserting, without any meaningful
support, that "both occur." Not only does the Report fail to justify the creation of
stringent identification requirements, but it also does not explain why the goals of
improved election integrity will not be met through the existing provisions in the Help
America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA). Additionally, the Report fails to consider alternative
measures to advance its goals that are less restrictive to voters.
The Commission's recommendation that eligible citizens be barred from voting unless
they are able to present a souped-up "Real ID" card is a proposal guaranteed to
disenfranchise a substantial number of eligible voters. Millions of Americans currently
do not have driver's licenses or government-issued photo ID cards. As the 2001 National
Commission on Federal Election Reform recognized, research shows that between six
and ten percent of voting-age Americans do not have driver's licenses or state-issued
non-driver's photo ID. That translates into as many as 20 million eligible voters. Millions
more may never get the new Real ID card, which requires substantially more cost and
effort. The percentage of Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship
necessary to obtain Real IDs is likely to remain high because, as discussed below, the
requisite documents are both expensive and burdensome to obtain. The Report's proposal
to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible
voters from proving their identity with even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo
ID card. While Americans of all backgrounds would be excluded by the Report's ID
proposal, the burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly, the disabled, students,
the poor, and people of color.
According to the Georgia chapter of the AARP, 36 percent of Georgians over age 75 do
not have a driver's license. In Wisconsin, approximately 23 percent of persons aged 65
and older do not have driver's licenses or photo ID, and fewer than 3 percent of students
have driver's licenses listing their current address. Across the country, more than 3
million Americans with disabilities do not have a driver's license or other form of stateissued photo ID. Moreover, given the frequency with which Americans move residences,
it is likely that a far greater percentage of citizens lack driver's licenses or photo IDs
bearing their current addresses. Since voting generally depends on the voter's address,
and since many states will not accept IDs that do not bear an individual's current voting
address, an additional 41.5 million Americans each year will have ID that they may not
be able to use to vote.
As the Report recognizes, government-issued photo identification costs money. Thus, if
required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll
tax that could disenfranchise low-income voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report
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appropriately recommends that the "Real ID" card itself be issued free of charge. This
safeguard, however, does not address some of the most significant predicate costs in
obtaining photo identification – costs incurred whether or not the card itself is free. First,
each of the documents an individual is required to show in order to obtain a "Real ID"
card or other government-issued photo ID card costs money or presumes a minimal level
of economic resources. A certified copy of a birth certificate costs from $10.00 to
$45.00, depending on the state; a passport costs $85.00; and certified naturalization
papers cost $19.95. Unless the federal and all state governments waive the cost of each of
these other forms of identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater
than their direct costs. In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at
specified government offices, which may be far from voters' residences and workplaces,
individuals seeking such Ids will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking
time off from work to visit those offices during often-abbreviated business hours. These
are not insignificant burdens.
Strong empirical evidence also shows that photo ID requirements disproportionately
burden people of color. The ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration
at disability and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter Registration
Act of 1993. Individuals who seek to register at those offices–which generally do not
issue IDs – will also have to make an additional visit to the motor vehicle department in
order to obtain the documentation necessary to vote. Census data demonstrate that
African Americans and Latinos are more than three times more likely than whites to
register to vote at a public assistance agency, and that whites are more likely than African
Americans and Latinos to register when seeking a driver's license. Accordingly, the voter
registration procedure far more likely to be used by minorities than by whites will no
longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote. Not only are minority voters less
likely to possess the requisite ID, but they are also more likely than white voters to be
asked to furnish ID at the polls. As the Task Force Report of the prior Commission
found, identification requirements create the opportunity for selective enforcement either innocuous or invidious – when poll workers request photo ID only from voters
unknown to them. This discretion has often led to special scrutiny of minority voters, at
the polls.
Faced with overwhelming evidence that Real IDs are both costly and difficult to obtain,
the Report suggests that Real ID cards be made "easily available and issued free of
charge." While this is a laudable goal, the evidence suggests that it will not be attained.
First, no State currently issues photo IDs free of charge to all voters. And even if the card
itself were free, the Real ID would not be "free of charge" unless all documents required
to obtain the Real ID were also "free of charge." In addition, no State makes photo IDs
"easily available" to all its citizens.
The Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot
integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread fraud. However, the Report
admits that there is simply "no evidence" that the type of fraud that could be solved by
stricter voter identification – individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls
– is a widespread problem. Indeed, the evidence that does exist shows that this sort of
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fraud occurs only at an extremely low rate.. The Report's photo ID proposal guards
against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false
information, such as the name of another registered voter, or a recent but not current
address. Since the costs of this form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides
for up to five years' imprisonment), and the benefits to any individual voter are extremely
low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever occur with any frequency. The limited types
of fraud that could be prevented by a Real ID requirement are extremely rare and
difficult. As the Report concedes, there is "no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S.
elections" of the sort that can be cured by photo identification requirements. This
admission – and not the hypothetical specter of fraud represented in the remainder of the
Report – is amply borne out by independent research.
In the most comprehensive survey of alleged election fraud to date, Professor Loraine
Minnite and David Callahan have shown that the incidence of individual voter fraud at
the polls is negligible. A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a
statewide survey found four instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in
2002 and 2004, out of 9,078,728 votes cast – a rate of 0.00004%. Earlier this year,
Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox stated that she could not recall one documented
case of voter fraud relating to the impersonation of a registered voter at the polls during
her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State. The Report
attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four specific examples
of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of the Report's cited examples of fraud
stand up under closer scrutiny. This response report goes through each instance of
fraud raised by the Commission report and demonstrates that in each case the allegation
in fact turned out later not to be true or the fraud cited was not of the type that would be
addressed by a photo identification requirement._
The Report fails to provide a good reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at
the polls than for those who vote absentee. Despite the fact that absentee ballots are more
susceptible to fraud than regular ballots, the Report exempts absentee voters from its
proposed Real ID and proof of citizenship requirements.
To the extent that any limited fraud by individuals at the polls does trickle into the
system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to
recognize that only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot.
Proper cleaning of registration lists – and proper use of the lists at the poll–will therefore
go a long way toward ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
Existing law has already accounted for this need – with proper safeguards for individual
voters – and needs only adequate implementation. If inflated rolls create the specter of
potential fraud, for example, the problem will be addressed by proper execution of the
registration list related provisions of NVRA and HAVA, which are designed in part to
remove ineligible voters from the rolls. In addition to the better registration lists that full
implementation will provide, better record keeping and administration at the polls will
reduce the limited potential for voting by ineligible persons. In the unlikely event that
implementation of current law is not able to wipe out whatever potential for individual
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fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome alternatives to the Report's
Real ID recommendation that received wholly insufficient consideration.
Recommendation on Database Information Sharing Across States
It is unquestionably beneficial to account for voters who move across state lines.
Nonetheless, the Report fails to consider the serious efficacy, privacy, and security
concerns raised by a nationally distributed database of the magnitude it contemplates.
These problems are exacerbated by the Report's recommendation that an individual's
Social Security number be used as the broadly disseminated unique voting identifier. The
Report's recommendation creates substantial privacy and security hazards. The Report
recommends –without any discussion–that the information used as an individual's unique
fingerprint to track a voter across state lines include not merely the date of birth, but also
the person's "place of birth." As with the Social Security number, this information is
often used as a key to private information wholly unrelated to voting, and as such,
disclosure presents a substantial security hazard. Moreover, this information seems
particularly susceptible to use in harassing legitimate voters, particularly naturalized
citizens. Recommendation on Voting Rights of Ex-Felons
The Report recommends that states restore voting rights only to certain people with
criminal convictions, and only after they have "fully served their sentence." This overly
restrictive standard places the Commission out of step with the states, the American
public, and the laws of other nations. This recommendation would set a standard more
generous than the policies of the most regressive thirteen states in the nation but more
restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The trend in the states is toward extension of
the franchise. Since 1997, twelve states have reformed their laws or policies to allow
more people with convictions to vote. These reforms are driven by some startling
numbers. Approximately 4.7 million Americans have lost the right to vote because of a
criminal conviction. This number includes 1.4 million African-American men, whose
13% rate of disenfranchisement is seven times the national average. More than 670,000
of the disenfranchised are women; more than 580,000 are veterans; and 1.7 million have
completed their sentences.
The American people also support more generous re-enfranchisement than the
Commission Report recommends. In a 2002 telephone survey of 1,000 Americans
nationwide, researchers found that substantial majorities (64% and 62% respectively)
supported allowing probationers and parolees to vote. Fully 80% favored restoring the
franchise to people who had completed felony sentences. Even when questions were
asked about certain unpopular offenses, majorities supported voting rights. Two-thirds of
respondents supported allowing violent ex-felons to vote; 63% supported allowing exfelons convicted of illegal stock-trading to vote; and 52% supported restoring the
franchise to ex-felons who had been convicted of a sex crime. International norms are
even more favorable to voting rights. Moreover, the Report's recommendation is
unworkable. The general rule – that reenfranchisement should follow the completion of a
criminal sentence – is itself difficult to administer.
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Building Confidence in U.S. Election, National Commission on Federal Election Reform
("Carter/Baker Commission)
The impetus for the Carter-Baker Commission and its report was the sense of the
members that not enough had been done to reform the system since the 2000 election and
that Americans had lost confidence in elections. The report makes several observations
about the current system and makes 87 recommendations. Several of those
recommendations are meant to be implemented in conjunction with one another in order
to be effective, so the report is really a push for a comprehensive overhaul of the system
as it works today.
Among the observations made that are relevant to the EAC study of fraud and
intimidation are the following:
• The November 2004 elections showed that irregularities and fraud still occur.
• Failure to provide voters with such basic information as their registration status
and their polling site location raises a barrier to voting as significant as
inconsistent procedures on provisional ballots or voter ID requirements.
• There is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting, but
both occur, and it could affect the outcome of a close election.
• The Commission is concerned that the different approaches to identification cards
might prove to be a serious impediment to voting.
• Voter registration lists are often inflated by the inclusion of citizens who have
moved out of state but remain on the lists. Moreover, under the National Voter
Registration Act, names are often added to the list, but counties and municipalities
often do not delete the names of those who moved. Inflated voter lists are also
caused by phony registrations and efforts to register individuals who are
ineligible. At the same time, inaccurate purges of voter lists have removed
citizens who are eligible and are properly registered.
• Political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives generally contribute to the
electoral process by generating interest in upcoming elections and expanding
participation. However, they are occasionally abused. There were reports in 2004
that some party activists failed to deliver voter registration forms of citizens who
expressed a preference for the opposing party.
• Vote by mail raises concerns about privacy, as citizens voting at home may come
under pressure to vote for certain candidates, and it increases the risk of fraud.
• While election fraud is difficult to measure, it occurs. The U.S. Department of
Justice has launched more than 180 investigations into election fraud since
October 2002. These investigations have resulted in charges for multiple voting,
providing false information on their felon status, and other offenses against 89
individuals and in convictions of 52 individuals. The convictions related to a
variety of election fraud offenses, from vote buying to submitting false voter
registration information and voting-related offenses by non-citizens. In addition to
the federal investigations, state attorneys general and local prosecutors handle
cases of election fraud. Other cases are never pursued because of the difficulty in
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obtaining sufficient evidence for prosecution or because of the low priority given
to election fraud cases.
• Absentee ballots remain the largest source of potential voter fraud
• Non-citizens have registered to vote in several recent elections
• The growth of "third-party" (unofficial) voter registration drives in recent
elections has led to a rise in reports of voter registration fraud.
• Many states allow the representatives of candidates or political parties to
challenge a person's eligibility to register or vote or to challenge an inaccurate
name on a voter roll. This practice of challenges may contribute to ballot
integrity, but it can have the effect of intimidating eligible voters, preventing them
from casting their ballot, or otherwise disrupting the voting process.
Its pertinent recommendations for reform are as follows:
• Interoperable state voter databases are needed to facilitate updates in the
registration of voters who move to another state and to eliminate duplicate
registrations, which are a source of potential fraud.
• Voters should be informed of their right to cast a provisional ballot if their name
does not appear on the voter roll, or if an election official asserts that the
individual is not eligible to vote, but States should take additional and effective
steps to inform voters as to the location of their precinct
• The Commission recommends that states use "REAL ID" cards for voting
purposes.
• To verify the identity of voters who cast absentee ballots, the voter's signature on
the absentee ballot can be matched with a digitized version of the signature that
the election administrator maintains. While such signature matches are usually
done, they should be done consistently in all cases, so that election officials can
verify the identity of every new registrant who casts an absentee ballot.
• Each state needs to audit its voter registration files to determine the extent to
which they are accurate (with correct and current information on individuals),
complete (including all eligible voters), valid (excluding ineligible voters), and
secure (with protections against unauthorized use). This can be done by matching
.voter files with records in other state agency databases in a regular and timely
manner, contacting individuals when the matches are inconclusive, and
conducting survey research to estimate the number of voters who believe they are
registered but who are not in fact listed in the voter files.
• Each state should oversee political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives
to ensure that they operate effectively, that registration forms are delivered
promptly to election officials, that all completed registration forms are delivered
to the election officials, and that none are "culled" and omitted according to the
registrant's partisan affiliation. Measures should also be adopted to track and hold
accountable those who are engaged in submitting fraudulent voter registrations.
Such oversight might consist of training activists who conduct voter registration
drives and tracking voter registration forms to make sure they are all accounted
for. In addition, states should apply a criminal penalty to any activist who
deliberately fails to deliver a completed voter registration form.
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• Investigation and prosecution of election fraud should include those acts
committed by individuals, including election officials, poll workers, volunteers,
challengers or other nonvoters associated with the administration of elections, and
not just fraud by voters.
• In July of even-numbered years, the U.S. Department of Justice should issue a
public report on its investigations of election fraud. This report should specify the
numbers of allegations made, matters investigated, cases prosecuted, and
individuals convicted for various crimes. Each state's attorney general and each
local prosecutor should issue a similar report.
• The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Public Integrity should increase its
staff to investigate and prosecute election-related fraud.
• In addition to the penalties set by the Voting Rights Act, it should be a federal
felony for any individual, group of individuals, or organization to engage in any
act of violence, property destruction (of more than $500 value), or threatened act
of violence that is intended to deny any individual his or her lawful right to vote
or to participate in a federal election.
• To deter systemic efforts to deceive or intimidate voters, the Commission
recommends federal legislation to prohibit any individual or group from
deliberately providing the public with incorrect information about election
procedures for the purpose of preventing voters from going to the polls.
• States should define clear procedures for challenges, which should mainly be
raised and resolved before the deadline for voter registration. After that,
challengers will need to defend their late actions. On Election Day, they should
direct their concerns to poll workers, not to voters directly, and should in no way
interfere with the smooth operation of the polling station.
• State and local jurisdictions should prohibit a person from handling absentee
ballots other than the voter, an acknowledged family member, the U.S. Postal
Service or other legitimate shipper, or election officials. The practice in some
states of allowing candidates or party workers to pick up and deliver absentee
ballots should be eliminated.
• All states should consider passing legislation that attempts to minimize the fraud
that has resulted from "payment by the piece" to anyone in exchange for their
efforts in voter registration, absentee ballot, or signature collection.
• Nonpartisan structures of election administration are very important, and election
administrators should be neutral, professional, and impartial.
• No matter what institutions are responsible for conducting elections, conflict-ofinterest standards should be introduced for all federal, state, and local election
officials. Election officials should be prohibited by federal and/or state laws from
serving on any political campaign committee, making any public comments in
support of a candidate, taking a public position on any ballot measure, soliciting
campaign funds, or otherwise campaigning for or against a candidate for public
office. A decision by a secretary of state to serve as co-chair of his or her party's
presidential election committee would clearly violate these standards.
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A `Crazy-Quilt' of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American
Criminal Disenfranchisement Law
By Alec Ewald

"A Crazy-Quilt of Tiny Pieces" presents results from the first nationwide study to document the
implementation of American felony disenfranchisement law. Data came from two main sources:
a 33-state survey of state elections officials and telephone interviews with almost one hundred
city, county, town, and parish officials drawn from 10 selected states. In the spring of 2004, a
two-page survey consisting of questions regarding disqualification and restoration procedures was
sent to the offices of the statewide elections director in each of the fifty states. Responses were
collected through the summer and early fall of 2004. Thirty-three states responded. No state
currently administers and enforces its criminal disqualification and restoration laws in an
efficient, universally-understood and equitable way. Some do not appear to notify local elections
officials of convictions, or do not do so in a clear and timely way; others risk "false positives" in
disqualification, particularly with suspended sentences or offenses not subject to
disenfranchisement; many ask local officials to handle disqualification and restoration with little
or no guidance or supervision from the state; none have clear policies regarding new arrivals from
other states with old convictions.
The report reaches seven major conclusions:
1. Broad variation and misunderstanding in interpretation and enforcement of voting laws:
• More than one-third (37%) of local officials interviewed in ten states either described their
state's fundamental eligibility law incorrectly, or stated that they did not know a central aspect of
that law.
• Local registrars differ in their knowledge of basic eligibility law, often within the same state.
Differences also emerge in how they are notified of criminal convictions, what process they use
to suspend, cancel, or "purge" voters from the rolls, whether particular documents are required to
restore a voter to eligibility, and whether they have information about the criminal background of
new arrivals to the state.
2. Misdemeanants disenfranchised in at least five states:
• The commonly-used term "felon disenfranchisement" is not entirely accurate, since at least
five states — Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, South Carolina, and Maryland — also formally bar
some or all people convicted of misdemeanors from voting.
• It is likely that misdemeanants in other states who do retain the formal right to vote could have
difficulty exercising that right, given ignorance of their eligibility and the lack of clear rules and
procedures for absentee voting by people in jail who have not been convicted of a felony.
• Maryland excludes persons convicted of many misdemeanors, such as "Unlawful operation of
vending machines," "Misrepresentation of tobacco leaf weight," and "Racing horse under false
name."
3. Significant ambiguities in voting laws:
• Disenfranchisement in Tennessee is dependent on which of five different time periods a felony
conviction occurred between 1973 and the present.
• In Oregon, disenfranchisement is determined not by conviction or imprisonment for a felony,
but for being placed under Department of Corrections supervision. Since 1997, some persons
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convicted of a felony and sentenced to less than 12 months' custody have been sent to county
jails and hence, are eligible to vote.
4. Disenfranchisement results in contradictory policies within states:
• The "crazy-quilt" pattern of disenfranchisement laws exists even within states. Alabama and
Mississippi have both the most and least restrictive laws in the country, a result which is brought
about by the fact that certain felonies result in the loss of voting rights for life, while others at
least theoretically permit people in prison to vote.
• Most felonies in Alabama result in permanent disenfranchisement, but drug and DUI offenses
have been determined to not involve the "moral turpitude" that triggers the loss of voting rights.
• In Mississippi, ten felonies result in disenfranchisement, but do not include such common
offenses as burglary and drug crimes.
5. Confusing policies lead to the exclusion of legal voters and the inclusion of illegal voters:
• The complexity of state disenfranchisement policies results in frequent misidentification of
voter eligibility, largely because officials differ in their knowledge and application of
disqualification and restoration law and procedures.
6. Significant variation and uncertainty in how states respond to persons with a felony conviction
from other states:
• No state has a systematic mechanism in place to address the immigration of persons with a
felony conviction, and there is no consensus among indefinite-disenfranchisement states on
whether the disqualification is properly confined to the state of conviction, or should be
considered in the new state of residence.
• Interpretation and enforcement of this part of disenfranchisement law varies not only across
state lines, but also from one county to another within states. Local officials have no way of
knowing about convictions in other states, and many are unsure what they would do if a would-be
voter acknowledged an old conviction. Because there is no prospect of a national voter roll, this
situation will continue even after full HAVA implementation.
7. Disenfranchisement is a time-consuming, expensive practice:
• Enforcement requires elections officials to gather records from different agencies and
bureaucracies, including state and federal courts, Departments of Corrections, Probation and
Parole, the state Board of Elections, the state police, and other counties' elections offices.
Policy Implications
1. Policies disenfranchising people living in the community on probation or parole, or who have
completed a sentence are particularly difficult to enforce:
• States which disenfranchise only persons who are currently incarcerated appear able to enforce
their laws more consistently than those barring non-incarcerated citizens from voting.
2. Given large-scale misunderstanding of disenfranchisement law, many eligible persons
incorrectly believe they cannot vote, or have been misinformed by election officials:
• More than one-third of election officials interviewed incorrectly described their state's law on
voting eligibility.
• More than 85% of the officials who misidentified their state's law either did not know the
eligibility standard or specified that the law was more restrictive than was actually the case.
3. Occasional violation of disenfranchisement law by non-incarcerated voters not surprising:
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• Given the complexity of state laws and the number of state officials who lack an understanding
of restoration and disqualification procedures, it should come as no surprise that many voters are
ignorant of their voting status, a fact that is likely to have resulted in hundreds of persons with a
felony conviction registering and voting illegally in recent years.
4. Taken together, these findings undermine the most prominent rationale for
disenfranchisement: that the policy reflects a strong, clear consensus that persons with a felony
conviction are unfit to vote and constitute a threat to the polity:
• First, when significant numbers of the people who administer elections do not know important
aspects of disenfranchisement law, it is hard to conclude that the restriction is necessary to protect
social order and the "purity" of the ballot box.
• Second, because they are all but invisible in the sentencing process, "collateral" sanctions like
disenfranchisement simply cannot accomplish the denunciatory, expressive purposes their
supporters claim. We now know that disenfranchisement is not entirely "visible" even to the
people running American elections.
• Third, deep uncertainty regarding the voting rights of people with felony convictions who move
from one state to another indicates that we do not even know what purpose disenfranchisement is
supposed to serve – whether it is meant to be a punishment, or simply a non-penal regulation of
the franchise.
Recommendations
1. Clarify Policies Regarding Out-of-State Convictions:
• State officials should clarify their policies and incorporate into training programs the means by
which a felony conviction in another state affects an applicant's voting eligibility. For example,
sentence-only disenfranchisement states should clarify that newcomers with old felony
convictions from indefinite disenfranchisement states are eligible to vote. And those states which
bar some people from voting even after their sentences are completed must clarify whether new
arrivals with old felony convictions from sentence-only disenfranchisement states are
automatically eligible, and must explain what procedures, if any, should be followed for
restoration.
2. Train Election Officials:
• Clarify disenfranchisement policies and procedures for all state and local election officials
through development of materials and training programs in each state. At a minimum, this should
include distribution of posters, brochures and FAQ sheets to local and state elections offices.
3. Train Criminal Justice Officials:
• Provide training on disqualification and restoration policies for all correctional and criminal
justice officials, particularly probation and parole staff. Correctional and criminal justice officials
should also be actively engaged in describing these policies to persons under criminal justice
supervision.
4. Review Voting Restrictions on Non-Incarcerated People:
• Given the serious practical difficulty of enforcing laws disqualifying people who are not
incarcerated from voting – problems which clearly include both excluding eligible people from
voting and allowing those who should be ineligible to vote -- state policymakers should review
such policies to determine if they serve a useful public purpose.
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Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition-1742-2004
by Tracy Campbell.
In Deliver the Vote, Campbell traces the historical persistence of voter fraud from
colonial times through the 2004 Bush-Kerry election. From the textual information, it
quickly becomes obvious that voter fraud was not limited to certain types of people or to
certain political parties. Major American political figures fail to emerge unscathed. For
instance, before independence, George Washington plied potential voters with drink as
payment for their vote. This type of early vote buying succeeded in electing Washington
to the Virginia Assembly over a heavily favored candidate. Both the Democrat and
Republican Parties also participated in vote fraud. Finally, there were several regions of
the country know for fraudulent voting problems such as Chicago, St. Louis, Texas, and
Kentucky, especially Louisville.
Germane to the voter fraud project, Campbell indicates that in the Bush-Gore
election, both camps committed major errors. Campbell contends that the central problem
in that election was the 175,000 invalidated votes. It is evident that Florida was
procedurally unprepared to deal with the voluminous questions that arose in determining
valid from invalid votes. Campbell glosses over the Bush-Kerry election but does note
from one who opposed Kerry, that there was something amiss with the Ohio final vote
tally. This book is well researched and provided numerous citations to source material.
Democracy At Risk: The November 2004 Election in Ohio
Democratic National Committee
In December 2004, the DNC announced a comprehensive investigative study and
analysis of election administration issues arising from the conduct of the 2004 general
election in Ohio. The DNC decided to undertake this study because of the many reports,
made to the Democratic Party, appearing in the press and made to advocacy groups,
immediately after the election, of problems in the administration of the election in that
state—problems that prevented many Ohio citizens who showed up at the polls to be able
to vote and to have their vote counted. This study was intended to address the legitimate
questions and concerns that have been raised and to develop factual information that
would be important and useful in crafting further necessary election reforms.
Most Pertinent Findings
• Overall, 28 percent of Ohio voters reported problems with their voting
experience, including ballot problems, locating their proper polling place and/or
intimidation.
• Twice as many African American voters as white voters reported experiencing
problems at the polls (52 percent vs. 25 percent).
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• Scarcity of voting machines caused long lines that deterred many people from
voting. Three percent of voters who went to the polls left their polling places and
did not return due to the long lines.
• Statewide, African American voters reported waiting an average of 52 minutes
before voting while white voters reported waiting an average of 18 minutes.
• Overall, 20 percent of white Ohio voters reported waiting more than twenty
minutes, while 44 percent of African American voters reported doing so.
• Of provisional voters in Cuyahoga County, 35 percent were African American,
compared to 25 percent of non-provisional voters, matched by geography. African
American voters were 1.2 times more likely than white voters to be required to
vote provisionally.
• Under Ohio law, the only voters who should have been asked for identification
were those voting in their first Federal election who had registered by mail but did
not provide identification in their registration application. Although only 7 .
percent of all Ohio voters were newly registered (and only a small percentage of
those voters registered by mail and failed to provide identification in their
registration application), more than one third (37 percent) reported being asked to
provide identification.—meaning large numbers of voters were illegally required
to produce identification.
• African American voters statewide were 47 percent more likely to be required to
show identification than white voters. Indeed, 61 percent of African American
men reported being asked to provide identification at the polls.
• 6 percent of all voters reported feelings of intimidation.
• Statewide, 16 percent of African Americans reported experiencing intimidation
versus only 5 percent of white voters.
The report also includes a useful summary and description of the reports that came
through Ohio Election Protection on Election Day, which included a wide variety of
problems, including voter intimidation and discrimination.
Most Pertinent Recommendations
• States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices,
including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
• States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of
voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts, to
ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based
on set ratios of numbers of machines and pollworkers per number of voters
expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment before
being adopting.
• States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter
registration.
• States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the
Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress
in 2002 following the Florida debacle.
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• State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of,
and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment
well in advance of each election day.
• States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls,
beyond those already required by federal law (requiring that identification be
shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
• State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the
full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing
identification.
• States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all
states.
• States should improve the training of pollworkers.
• States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where,
when and how to vote.
Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer
any elections.

DOJ Public Inte2rit y Reports 2002, 2003, and 2004
General Background
The Public Integrity Reports are submitted to Congress pursuant to the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, which requires the Attorney General to report annually to
Congress on the operations and activities of the Justice Department's Public Integrity
Section. The Report describes the activities of the Public Integrity Section. It also
provides statistics on the nationwide federal effort against public corruption. The Public
Integrity Section was created in 1976 in order to consolidate in one unit of the Criminal
Division the Department's oversight responsibilities for the prosecution of criminal
abuses of the public trust by government officials. Section attorneys prosecute selected
cases involving federal, state, or local officials, and also provide advice and assistance to
prosecutors and agents in the field regarding the handling of public corruption cases. In
addition, the Section serves as the Justice Department's center for handling various issues
that arise regarding public corruption statutes and cases. An Election Crimes Branch was
created within the Section in 1980 to supervise the Department's nationwide response to
election crimes, such as ballot fraud and campaign financing offenses. The Branch
reviews all major election crime investigations throughout the country and all proposed
criminal charges relating to election crime.
One of the Section's law enforcement priorities is its supervision of the Justice
Department's nationwide response to election crimes. The purpose of Headquarters'
oversight of election crime matters is to ensure that the Department's nationwide
response to election crime is uniform, impartial, and effective. An Election Crimes
Branch, headed by a Director and staffed by Section attorneys on a case-by-case basis,
was created within the Section in 1980 to handle this supervisory responsibility.
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The Election Crimes Branch oversees the Department's handling of all election crime
allegations other than those involving civil rights violations, which are supervised by the
Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division. Specifically, the Branch supervises four
types of corruption cases: crimes that involve the voting process, crimes involving the
financing of federal election campaigns, crimes relating to political shakedowns and other
patronage abuses, and illegal lobbying with appropriated funds. Vote frauds and
campaign-financing offenses are the most significant and also the most common types of
election crimes.
Divisions of the Election Crimes Branch
As affecting the present EAC study, the appropriate divisions of the Election Crimes
Branch are:
Vote frauds-During 2002 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in
Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North
Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. This
assistance included providing expertise in the evaluation of allegations to determine
whether investigation would produce prosecutable federal criminal cases, helping to
structure investigations, providing legal assistance with respect to the formulation of
charges, and assisting in establishing task force teams of federal and state law
enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
During 2003 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada,
North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that
occurred in their respective districts. This assistance included providing expertise in the
evaluation of allegations to determine whether investigation would produce prosecutable
federal criminal cases, helping to structure investigations, providing legal assistance with
respect to the formulation of charges, and assisting in establishing task force teams of
federal and state law enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
During 2004 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in the following states
in the handling of vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts: Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, and
Wisconsin. This assistance included evaluating vote fraud allegations to determine
whether investigation would produce a prosecutable federal criminal case, helping to
structure investigations, providing legal advice concerning the formulation of charges,
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and assisting in establishing several task force teams of federal and state law enforcement
officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
Litigation-The Branch Director or Section attorneys also prosecute selected election
crimes, either by assuming total operational responsibility for the case or by handling the
case jointly with a United States Attorney's Office. The Section also may be asked to
supervise the handling of a case in the event of a partial recusal of the local office. For
example, in 2002 the Branch continued to supervise the prosecution of a sheriff and his
election attorney for using data from the National Crime Information Center regarding
voters' criminal histories to wage an election contest.
District Election Officer Program-The Branch also assists in implementing the
Department's long-standing District Election Officer (DEO) Program. This Program is
designed to ensure that each of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices has a trained
prosecutor available to oversee the handling of election crime matters within the district
and to coordinate district responses with Headquarters regarding these matters. The DEO
Program involves the appointment of an Assistant United States Attorney in each federal
district to serve a two-year term as a District Election Officer; the training of these
prosecutors in the investigation and prosecution of election crimes; and the coordination
of election-related initiatives and other law enforcement activities between Headquarters
and the field. In addition, the DEO Program is a crucial feature of the Department's
nationwide Election Day Program, which occurs in connection with the federal general
elections held in November of even-numbered years. The Election Day Program ensures
that federal prosecutors and investigators are available both at the Department's
Headquarters in Washington and in each district to receive and handle complaints of
election irregularities from the public while the polls are open and that the public is aware
of how these individuals can be contacted on election day. In 2002 the Department
enhanced the DEO Program by establishing a Ballot Integrity Initiative.
Ballot Integrity Initiative-Beginning in September of 2002, the Public Integrity Section,
acting at the request of the Attorney General, assisted in the implementation of a Ballot
Integrity Initiative for the 2002 general election and subsequent elections. This initiative
included increasing the law enforcement priority the Department gives to election crimes;
holding a special day-long training event in Washington, DC for representatives of the 93
United States Attorneys' Offices; publicizing the identities and telephone numbers of the
DEOs through press releases issued shortly before the November elections; and requiring
the 93 U.S. Attorneys to communicate the enhanced federal prioritization of election
crime matters to state and local election and law enforcement authorities. As part of
Ballot Integrity Initiative, on October 8, 2002, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting
Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a Voting Integrity
Symposium for District Election Officers representing each of the 93 federal judicial
districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal
election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such cases. Attorney General
John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address on the importance of election crime and
ballot integrity enforcement. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division
Ralph Boyd and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Michael Chertoff
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also spoke to attendees on the protection of voting rights and the prosecution of election
cases.
As part of Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative, on September 23 and 24, 2003,
the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil
Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day Symposium for DEOs representing each of the
93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are
prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such
cases. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division Alexander Acosta and
Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Christopher A. Wray delivered the
keynote addressees on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of
election cases.
On July 20 and 21, 2004, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Section of the
Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day symposium for DEOs
representing each of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types
of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes
available to prosecute such cases, and the handling of civil rights matters involving
voting. Attorney General John Ashcroft delivered the keynote. address on the importance
of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election fraud. In addition, Assistant
Attorney General Christopher A. Wray of the Criminal Division and Assistant Attorney
General R. Alexander Acosta of the Civil Rights Division addressed conference attendees
on voting rights and election fraud enforcement issues respectively.
Federal Election Crimes
During 2002 the Public Integrity Section continued its nationwide oversight role
regarding the handling of election crime allegations. As part of a general Department
effort to increase its effectiveness in this important area, the Section assisted in the
planning and execution of the Department's 2002 Ballot Integrity Initiative. The purpose
of this ongoing Initiative is to increase the Department's ability to deter, detect, and
prosecute election crimes and voting abuses by prioritizing election crime cases. As aresult of the Initiative, during 2002 the number of election crime matters opened by
federal prosecutors throughout the country increased significantly, as did the Section's
active involvement in election crime matters stemming from the Initiative. At the end of
2002, the Section was supervising and providing advice on approximately 43 election
crime matters nationwide. In addition, as of December 31, 2002, 11 matters involving
possible election crimes were pending in the Section.
During 2002 the Section closed two election crime matters and continued its operational
supervision of the following election crime case: United States v. Woodward and Jordan,
Northern District of Alabama. Jimmy Woodward, the former Sheriff of Jefferson County,
Alabama, and Albert Jordan, an attorney from Birmingham, were indicted in 2000 for
conspiring to obtain criminal history records from the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) for use in an election contest, for converting NCIC records, and for accessing
government computers without authority. The indictment charged that Woodward and
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Jordan conspired to use Sheriff's office personnel to access NCIC computers to run
criminal history checks on hundreds of voters in Jefferson County who had voted by
absentee ballot in the 1998 general election, in the hopes they would find criminal
histories they could use to challenge the qualifications of voters who cast votes for
Woodward's opponent. The charges were dismissed in 2000 on procedural grounds. The
Department appealed the dismissal of the charges. In 2001 the case was argued before
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals by the Appellate Section of the Criminal Division.
The Court of Appeals subsequently reversed the trial court's dismissal of the charges and
remanded the case for retrial. The former United States Attorney for the Northern District
of Alabama was recused from the case. The case is being prosecuted by an Assistant
United States Attorney under the supervision of the Public Integrity Section.
The following cases are the result of an extensive federal investigation into vote-buying
in the May 1998 primary election in Knott County, Kentucky, an Appalachian county in
the Eastern District of Kentucky. The primary was contested by two slates of candidates.
The ballot included the race for the position of Knott County Judge Executive, which
controls local government hiring, contracting, and services. The ballot also included a
primary contest for the office of United States Senator, conferring federal jurisdiction
over vote buying in the election even though the electoral corruption was directed at local
races.
The following cases are being handled jointly by the Section and the United States
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Kentucky:
United States v. Calhoun. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Jimmy
Calhoun on two counts of vote-buying. On August 19, 2003, Calhoun pled guilty to two
counts of vote-buying on behalf of a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the
successful candidate for County Judge Executive in the May 1998 Knott County,
Kentucky primary election. Calhoun paid two persons to vote by absentee ballot. On
April 7, 2004, Calhoun was sentenced to six months in prison and two years of
supervised release. Calhoun pled guilty to two counts of vote-buying on behalf of a slate
of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County Judge
Executive in the May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. Calhoun paid two
persons to vote by absentee ballot.
United States v. Conley. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Jimmy Lee
Conley on five counts of vote-buying and one count of making a false statement in a
matter within federal jurisdiction. Conley was charged with paying five persons to vote
by absentee ballot for a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful
candidate for County Judge Executive. During the investigation, Conley allegedly made
false statements to an agent of the FBI. A jury acquitted Conley on June 19, 2003.
United States v. Johnson. On April 24, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Newton
Johnson on four counts of vote-buying, one count of making a false statement in a matter
within federal jurisdiction, and two counts of obstructing justice. On June 2, 2003,
Johnson pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to one count of vote-buying, and one
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count of obstructing justice. Johnson paid four persons to vote by absentee ballot in the
May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. Johnson paid the voters to vote for
a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County
Judge Executive. During the investigation of this vote-buying, Johnson made a false
statement to an agent of the FBI, and pressured grand jury witnesses to falsely deny that
he bought their votes. Pursuant to his plea agreement, Johnson pled guilty to paying one
of the voters for her vote, and to endeavoring to obstruct the grand jury investigation by
urging her to lie under oath. Johnson agreed to cooperate with the government. On
October 6, 2003, Johnson was sentenced to three years of probation. Johnson had
previously testified at the trial of Donnie Newsome to the nature and extent of the
broader conspiracy to approach and pay numerous impoverished, handicapped, illiterate,
or otherwise impaired persons to vote for the slate of candidates headed by Newsome.
Newsome offered Johnson a road improvement and a county job in exchange for
participation in the conspiracy. Johnson, who is impoverished, illiterate, and unable to
leave his remote mountain hollow without the road improvement, agreed and purchased
the votes of four persons. A jury convicted Newsome on all counts.
United States v. Madden. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Patrick
Wayne Madden on three counts of vote-buying and one count of making a false statement
in a matter within federal jurisdiction. On October 6, 2003, Madden pled guilty to one
count of vote-buying. Madden paid three persons to vote by absentee ballot for a slate of
candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County Judge
Executive in the May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. During the
investigation of this vote-buying, Madden made a false statement to an agent of the FBI.
On February 2, 2004, Madden was sentenced to 20 months in prison and two years of
supervised release. Madden pled guilty to one count of vote-buying. Madden paid three
persons to vote by absentee ballot for a slate of candidates headed by Newsome.
United States v. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith. On April 24, 2003, a federal grand jury
indicted sitting County Judge Executive Donnie Newsome and two of his supporters,
Willard Smith and Keith Pigman, on one count of conspiracy to commit vote-buying.
The grand jury further charged five substantive counts of vote-buying, one count
charging Newsome, two counts charging Smith, one count charging Smith and Pigman,
and one count charging all three defendants. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith, working
together and with other conspirators, approached and paid numerous impoverished,
handicapped, illiterate, or otherwise impaired persons to vote for Newsome by absentee
ballot, resulting in a large increase in the rate of absentee voting, and long lines at the
County Clerk's Office. Newsome won the election to remain the County Judge
Executive.
On July 8, 2003, Pigman pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to conspiracy to
commit vote-buying, and one count of vote-buying. Pigman cooperated with the
government following his plea, and provided substantial assistance by testifying against
Newsome and Smith. Pigman explained the nature and extent of the broader conspiracy
to approach and pay numerous impoverished, handicapped, illiterate, or otherwise
impaired persons to vote for the slate of candidates headed by Newsome. Pigman further
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explained that such voters were purposefully chosen because they would present severe
credibility problems for the government in any investigation and prosecution of their
conspiracy. Newsome offered and ultimately gave Pigman a county job in exchange for
Pigman's participation in the conspiracy. On October 30, 2003, Pigman was sentenced to
four months of imprisonment, four months of community confinement, and two years of
supervised release. On October 1, 2003, a jury convicted both Newsome and Smith on
all counts. Newsome, while in office as a Kentucky State Representative, became a
candidate for County Judge Executive. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith, working together
and with other conspirators, approached and paid numerous persons to vote for Newsome
and certain other candidates by absentee ballot, resulting in a large increase in the rate of
absentee voting, and long lines at the County Clerk's Office. Newsome, who won the
primary election and subsequent elections, was ordered detained pending sentencing,
together with Smith, in light of threats to government witnesses during the trial.
On March 16, 2004, Newsome, the former County Judge Executive for Knott County,
Kentucky, was sentenced to 26 months of in prison, a $20,000 fine, and three years of
supervised release. Smith was sentenced to 24 months in prison, a $5,000 fine, and three
years of supervised release. A jury previously convicted Newsome and Smith on all
counts of an indictment that charged them with conspiracy to buy votes and five counts
of vote-buying. Pigman, previously pled guilty to the conspiracy charge, and was
sentenced to four months in prison, four months of community service, and two years of
supervised release.
United States v. Ronnie Slone and Brady Slone. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury
indicted Ronnie Neal Slone and Brady Warren Slone (who are brothers) on three counts
of vote-buying, and on one count each of making a false statement in a matter within
federal jurisdiction. The Slones allegedly paid three persons to vote by absentee ballot
for a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome. During the investigation of this
vote-buying, each of the Slones allegedly made a false statement to an agent of the FBI.
On August 15, 2003, a jury acquitted both defendants.
United States v. Phillip Slone. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Phillip
Slone (who is not directly related to Ronnie and Brady Slone) on seven counts of votebuying and one count of making a false statement in a matter within federal jurisdiction.
On June 4, 2003, Slone pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to one count of votebuying. Slone paid seven persons to vote for a slate of candidates headed by Homer
Sawyer, the unsuccessful incumbent candidate for County Judge Executive in the May
1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. During the investigation of this votebuying, Slone made a false statement to an agent of the FBI. On October 15, 2003, Slone
was sentenced to ten months in prison and two years supervised release. Slone appealed
his sentence and the district court's jurisdiction, and that appeal is pending.
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Election Protection 2004
By the Election Protection Coalition
Election Protection – the Program
Election Protection 2004 was the nation's most far-reaching effort to protect voter rights
before and on Election Day. The historic nonpartisan program included:
• A toll-free number, 1-866-OUR-VOTE, with free, immediate and multi-lingual
assistance to help voters with questions about registration and voting, and assist
voters who encounter barriers to the ballot box.
• Distribution of more than five million "Voters' Bills of Rights" with state-specific
information
• 25,000 volunteers, including 6,000 lawyers and law students, who watched for
problems and assisted voters on the spot at more than 3,500 predominantly
African-American and Latino precincts with a history of disenfranchisement in at
least 17 states.
• Civil rights lawyers and advocates represented voters in lawsuits, preserved
access to the polls, exposed and prevented voter intimidation, worked with
election officials to identify and solve problems with new voting machines,
technology and ballot forms, and protected voter rights in advance and on
Election Day.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression Stories (Abridged)
• An Associated Press story noted Election Protection's exposure of reported voter
suppression tactics in Colorado: Officials with the Election Protection Coalition, a
voter-rights group, also said some voters in a predominantly black neighborhood
north of Denver found papers on their doorsteps giving them the wrong address
for their precinct
• Election Protection received a report from Florissant County, Missouri from a
voter who lives in predominantly white neighborhood. While waiting in . line to
vote, a Republican challenger challenged the black voters by requesting more
proof of identification, residence, and signature match, while asking nothing from
white voters. Also, the same voter reportedly asked a few questions about voting
but an election officials refused to provide any meaningful answer, insisting that
"it's very simple", but provided white voters with information when requested..
There was one other black voter in line who was also singled out for same
treatment while white voters were not.
• Election Protection received a report from Boulder County, Colorado that a poll
worker made racist comments to Asian American voter and then told her she was
not on the list and turned her away. The voter saw others filling out provisional
ballots and asked for one but was denied. Another Asian American woman behind
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her in line was also given trouble by the same poll worker (he questioned her
nationality and also turned her away).
• The Election Protection hotline received reports from Pinellas County, Florida
that individuals purporting to be from the Kerry campaign are going door-to-door
handing out absentee ballots, and asking voters to fill them out, and then taking
the ballots from them, saying "Vote here for Kerry. Don't bother going to the
polls."
• The Election Protection Coalition received a report from a woman whose sister
lives in Milwaukee and is on government assistance. Her sister was reportedly
told by her "case manager" that if she voted for Kerry, she would stop receiving
her checks.
• An illiterate, older and disabled voter in Miami-Dade asked for assistance reading
the ballot and reported that a poll worker yelled at him and refused to assist him
and also refused to allow him to bring a friend into the booth in order to read the
ballot to him.
• The Election Protection Coalition have gathered reports that flyers are circulating
in a black community in Lexington, South Carolina claiming they those who are
behind on child support payments will be arrested as the polls.
• Minority voters from Palm Beach County, Florida reported to the hotline that they
received middle-of-the-night, live harassing phone calls warning them away from
the polls.
• A volunteer for Rock the Vote reported that two illiterate voters in Michigan
requested assistance with their ballots but were refused and reportedly mocked by
poll workers.
• The hotline received a call from a radio DJ in Hillsborough County, Florida, who
stated that he has received many calls (most of which were from AfricanAmericans) claiming that poll workers were turning voters away and not "letting"
them vote.
• The hotline received a call from Pima County, Arizona, indicating that
Democratic voters received calls throughout Monday evening, providing incorrect
information about the precinct location. Voters have had to be transported en
masse in order to correct the problem.
• A caller from Alabama claims that he was told at his polling place that he could
vote there for everything but the President and that he would have to go elsewhere
in order to vote for a presidential candidate.
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• Poll monitors in Philadelphia reports groups of lawyers, traveling in threes, who
pull voters out of line and challenge them to provide ID, but when challenged
themselves, they hop into waiting cars or vans and leave. Similar activity by
Republican lawyers in Philadelphia was reported in the 2002 election.
• In Cuyahuga, Ohio, a caller reported that all black voters are being asked to show
ID, while white voters are not. Caller report that he is black and had to show ID
while his girlfriend is white and did not have to show ID.
Two months ago, suspicious phone calls to newly registered Democrats —telling
them they weren't, in fact, registered to vote — were traced to the Republican
headquarters in the Eastern Panhandle. On Monday, Democrats there said the
calls have started again, even after the Berkeley County Clerk — a Republican sent the party a cease-and-desist letter. The Berkeley prosecutor, who also is
county Democratic chairman, has called on the U.S. attorney to investigate.
• In Tuscon, Arizona a misleading call informing voters that they should vote on
November 3 has been traced back to the state GOP headquarters. The FBI is
investigating.
• A man driving around in a big van covered in American flags and a big picture of
a policeman was reportedly parked in front of a polling place; he then got out and
moved within the 75 ft limit, until he was asked to leave; he then was found inside
the polling place and was again asked to leave. Election Protection volunteers
contacted officials and the man was eventually removed.
• The Election Protection hotline has received a report from individuals who claim
to have received recorded telephone message coming from Bill Clinton and ACT
and reminding them to vote on Nov. 3rd.
• In Massachusetts, the EP Hotline has received a report that a radio station (WILD)
is broadcasting that voters will be arrested on the spot if they have outstanding
parking tickets.
• In Richland, South Carolina Election Protection has received a report of a poll
manager turning away individuals who do not have photo ID issued to the county
or a driver's license; an EP lawyer spoke with the Poll Manager at 8:20 am and
told her that people with other forms of ID should be allowed to vote by
provisional ballot.
• In Greenville, a caller reported that a white poll worker was asking Blacks for
multiple form of I.D. Fortunately, the voter who reported the problem did have a
second I.D. but reported that some others were turned away. Election Protection
attorneys have alerted election officials.
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• In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, an official looking flyer advises Democratic
voters to "create a peaceful voting environment" by voting on Wednesday,
November 3
• The week before the election, flyers were circulated in Milwaukee under the
heading "Milwaukee Black Voters League" with some "warnings for election
time." The flyer listed false reasons for which you would be barred from voting
(such as a traffic ticket) and then warned that "I.f you violate any of these laws
you can get ten years in prison and your children will get taken away from you."
There is a Jefferson County flyer which tells voters "See you at the Poles![sic]"...
on November 4.

The Federal Crime of Election Fraud
By Craig Donsanto
In The Federal Crime of Election Fraud, Donsanto addresses the role of the United States
Department of Justice in matters of election fraud. Specifically, it answers the most
frequently asked questions concerning the federal law enforcement role in election
matters. Particularly, what sort of election-related conduct is potentially actionable as a
federal crime, what specific statutory theories apply to frauds occurring in elections
lacking federal candidates on the ballot, what federalism, procedural, and policy
considerations impact on the federalization of this type of case, and how Assistant United
States Attorneys should respond to this type of complaint.
Donsanto indicates that as a general rule, the federal crime of voter fraud embraces only
organized efforts to corrupt of the election process itself: i.e., the registration of voters,
the casting of ballots, and the tabulation and certification of election results. Moreover,
this definition excludes all activities that occur in connection with the political
campaigning process, unless those activities are themselves illegal under some other
specific law or prosecutorial theory. This definition also excludes isolated acts of
individual wrongdoing that are not part of an organized effort to corrupt the voting
process. Finally, Donsanto points out that mistakes and other gaffs that inevitably occur
are not included as voter fraud. Where mistakes occur on a significant enough level to
potentially affect the outcome of an election, the appropriate remedy is an election
contest brought by the loser seeking civil judicial redress through the appropriate state
election contest process.
Along with the limits discussed above, prosecuting election fraud offenses in federal
court is further complicated by the constitutional limits that are placed on federal power
over the election process. The conduct of elections is primarily a state rather than a
federal activity.
Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes to purposely and corruptly register
voters who either do not exist, or who are known by the putative defendant to be
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ineligible to vote under applicable state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt
the voting act of voters who do participate in the voting act to a limited extent; and,
schemes to knowingly prevent voters qualified voters from voting.
Donsanto lists four situations where federal prosecution is appropriate: Where the
objective of the conduct is to corrupt the outcome of a federal elective contest, or where
the consequential effect of the corrupt conduct impacts upon the vote count for federal
office; Where the object of the scheme is to discriminate against racial, ethnic or
language minority groups, the voting rights of which have been specifically protected by
federal statues such as the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. section 1973 et seq.; Where
federalization is required in order to redress longstanding patters of electoral fraud, either
at the request of state or local authorities, or in the face of longstanding inaction by state
authorities who appear to be unwilling or unable to respond under local law; and, Where
there is a factual basis to believe that fraudulent registration or voting activity is
sufficiently connected to other from of criminal activity that perusing the voter fraud
angle will yield evidence useful in the prosecution of other categories of federal offense.
Donsanto lists four advantages to federal prosecution: voter fraud investigations are labor
intensive. Local law enforcement agencies often lack the manpower and the financial
resources to take these cases on; voter fraud matters are always politically sensitive and
very high profile endeavors at the local level. Local prosecutors (who are usually
themselves elected) often shy away from prosecuting them for that reason; the successful
prosecution of voter fraud cases demands that critical witnesses be examined under oath
before criminal charges based on their testimony are filed. Many states lack the broad
grand jury process that exists in the federal system; and, the defendants in voter fraud
cases are apt to be politicians - or agents of politicians - and it is often impossible for
either the government or the defendant to obtain a fair trial in a case that is about politics
and is tried to a locally-drawn jury. The federal court system provides for juries to be
drawn from broader geographic base, thus often avoiding this problem.
Several prosecutorial theories used by United States Attorneys to federalize election
frauds are discussed. These include: schemes by polling officers to violate their duty
under state law to safeguard the integrity of the election process by purposefully allowing
void ballots to be cast (stuffing the ballot box), or by intentionally rendering fraudulent
vote tallies which can be prosecuted as civil rights violations under 18 U.S.C. sections
241 or 242; schemes to stimulate or reward voter registration by offering or giving voters
things having monetary value violate the "payment for registering" clause of 42 U.S.C.
section 19731(c); schemes to register voters fraudulently through providing election
officials materially false information about the voter's eligibility for the franchise; and,
schemes to obtain and cast ballots that are materially defective in nonfederal elections
can still be prosecuted under 18 U.S.C. section 1341. There are also some other federal
statutes involved in election fraud cases such as 18 U.S,.C. section 597 that prohibits
making expenditures for the specific purpose of stimulating voters to cast ballots for
candidates seeking the federal offices of Senator, Congressman or President and 42
U.S.C. section 1973i (e) that prohibits voting more than once in elections where federal
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candidates are on the ballot.
Donsanto lists four questions used by prosecutors in evaluating the credibility of election
complaints: does the substance of the complaint assuming it can be proven through
investigation - suggest a potential crime; is the complaint sufficiently fact-specific that it
provides leads for investigators to pursue; is there a federal statute that can be used to
federalize the criminal activity at issue; and, is there a special federal interest in the
matter that warrants federalization rather than deferral to state law enforcement.
All federal election investigations must avoid the following: non-interference in elections
unless absolutely necessary to preserve evidence; interviewing voters during active
voting periods; seizing official election documentation; investigative activity inside open
polls; and prosecutors must adhere to 18 U.S.C. section 592, prohibiting the stationing of
armed men at places where voting activity is taking place.
Finally, Donsanto indicates that election crimes based on race or language minority status
are treated as civil rights matters under the Voting Rights Act.

Fooled Again, Mark Crispin Miller
Fooled Again sets out to show that the 2004 election was won by Bush through nefarious
means, and indicts the news media for not taking anomalies, irregularities, and alleged
malfeasance in the process seriously enough.
Miller identifies a number of statistical anomalies based on polling and turnout results
that he alleges puts the validity of the 2004 election in doubt. He accuses Republicans of
committing crimes and improprieties throughout the country. These include deliberate
disparities in voting machine distribution and long lines in Democratic jurisdictions;
misinterpretation of voting laws by elections officials to the detriment of Democratic
voters; dirty tricks and deceptive practices to mislead Democratic and minority voters
about voting times, places and conditions; machine irregularities in Democratic
jurisdictions; relocating polling sites in Democratic and minority areas; suspicious
mishandling of absentee ballots; refusing to dispense voter registration forms to certain
voter registration groups; intimidation of students; suspicious ballot spoilage rates in
certain jurisdictions; "strategic distribution of provisional ballots," and trashing of
provisional ballots; harassment of Native American voters; a Republican backed
organization engaging in voter registration efforts throughout the country that allegedly
destroyed the voter registration forms of Democrats; illegitimate challenges at the polls
by Republican poll watchers; improper demands for identification in certain areas;
Republican challenges to the voter registration status of thousands of voters before the
election, and the creation of lists of voters to challenge at the polls; wrongful purging of
eligible voters from voting rolls; partisan harassment; the selective placement of early
voting sites; and the failure to send out absentee ballots in time for people to vote.
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Miller details what he says was the inappropriate use of the Federal Voter Assistance
Program that made voting for the military easy while throwing up obstacles for civilians
overseas in their efforts to vote by absentee ballot, leading many of them to be
disenfranchised. Miller says that most of the military voters would be Republicans and
most of the overseas civilians Kerry voters.
In this book, Miller clearly tries to prove the Republican Party won the 2004 through
illegitimate means. This must be kept strongly in mind in making any use of this work.
However, the book is well sourced, and individual instances of alleged malfeasance
discussed may be worth looking at.

Summary and Relevant Excerpts From Georgia Voter ID Litigation
Complaint For Declaratory And Injunctive Relief
The Secretary of State, as the Chief Election Officer in Georgia, informed the General
Assembly before the passage of Act 53 in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit A), and also
informed the Governor in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit B) before he signed the bill
into law, that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent voting by persons who
obtained ballots unlawfully by misrepresenting their identities as registered voters to poll
workers reported to her office during her nine years as Secretary of State .
Although the Secretary of State had informed the members of the General Assembly and
the Governor prior to the enactment of Act 53, that her office had received many
complaints of voter fraud involving absentee ballots and no documented complaints of
fraud that involve ballots that were cast in person at the polls, the General Assembly
ignored this information and arbitrarily chose instead to require only those registered
voters who vote in person to present a Photo ID as a condition of voting, but deliberately
refused to impose the same requirement on absentee voters
The Stated Purpose Of The Photo ID Requirement Fraud Is A Pretext
According to a press release prepared by the Communications Office of the
Georgia House of Representatives, the purpose of Act 53 is:
... to address the issue of voter fraud by placing tighter restrictions on voter
identification procedures. Those casting ballots will now be required to bring a photo ID
with them before they will be allowed to vote.
Al Marks, Vice Chairman for Public Affairs and Communication of the Hall County
GOP told the Gainesville Times:
I don't think we need it for voting, because I don't think there's a voter fraud problem.
Gainesville Times, "States Voters Must Present Picture IDs" (September 15, 2005)
(www .gainesvilletimes .com).
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There is no evidence that the existing provisions of Georgia law have not been effective
in deterring and preventing imposters from fraudulently obtaining and casting ballots at
the polls by misrepresenting their true identities to election officials and passing
themselves off as registered voters whose names appear on the official voter registration
list.
The pretextural nature of the purported justification for the burden which the
Photo ID requirement imposes on the right to vote is shown by the following facts:
(a) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited by existing Georgia law without unduly
burdening the right of a citizen to vote.
(i) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited as a crime under O.0 .G.A. §§ 21-2561, 21-2-562, 21-2-566, 21-2-571, 21-2-572 and 21-2-600, punishable by a fine of up to
$10,000 or imprisonment for up to ten years, or both.
(ii) Voter registration records are updated periodically by the Secretary of State
and local election officials to eliminate people who have died, have moved, or are no
longer eligible to vote in Georgia for some other reason.
(iii) Existing Georgia law also required election officials in each precinct to
maintain a list of names and addresses of registered voters residing in that precinct, and to
check off the names of each person from that official list as they cast their ballots.
(iv) Registered voters were also required by existing Georgia law to present at
least one of the seventeen forms of documentary identification to election officials who
were required, before issuing the voter a ballot, to match the name and address shown on
the document to the name and address on the official roll of registered voters residing in
the particular precinct. 0 .0 .G.A.§ 21-2-417.
(b) There is no evidence that the existing Georgia law has not been effective in deterring
or preventing fraudulent in-person voting by impersonators - the only kind of fraudulent
voting that might be prevented by the Photo ID requirement. To the contrary, the
Secretary of State, who, as the Superintendent of Elections, is the highest election official
in Georgia, informed both the General Assembly (Exhibit A) and the Governor (Exhibit
B) in writing that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent in person voting by
imposters reported to her during her nine years in office.
(c) If the true intention of the General Assembly had been to prevent fraudulent voting by
imposters, the General Assembly would have imposed the same restrictions on the
casting of absentee ballots - particularly after the Secretary of State had called to their
attention the fact that there had been many documented instances of fraudulent casting of
absentee ballots reported to her office.
(d) Fraudulent in-person voting is unlikely, would be easily detected if it had occurred in
significant numbers, and would not be likely to have a substantial impact on the outcome
of an election:
(i) Many people vote at a local neighborhood polling place where they are likely
to be known to and recognized by neighbors or poll workers.
(ii) Voters were required by existing Georgia law (O .C.G.A. § 212-417), to provide one of the seventeen means of identification to election officials.
(iii) Election officials are required, before issuing the ballot to the voter, to check
off the name of either voter from an up-to-date list of the names and addresses of every
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registered voter residing in the precinct. If an imposter arrived at a.poll and was
successful in fraudulently obtaining a ballot before the registered voter arrived at the poll,
a registered voter, who having taken the time to go to the polls to vote, would
undoubtedly complain to elections officials if he or she were refused a ballot and not
allowed to vote because his or her name had already been checked off the list of
registered voters as having voted. Likewise, if an imposter arrived at the polls after the
registered voter had voted and attempted to pass himself off as someone he was not, the
election official would instantly know of the attempted fraud, would not issue the
imposter a ballot or allow him to vote, and presumably would have the imposter arrested
or at least investigate the attempted fraud and report the attempt to the Secretary of State
as Superintendent of Elections.
EXHIBIT B
Letter from Secretary of State Cath y Cox to Governor Sonny Purdue, April 8, 2005
One of the primary justifications given by the Legislature for the passage of the photo
identification provisions of House Bill 244 - the elimination of voter ID fraud at the polls
is an unfounded justification I cannot recall one documented case of voter fraud during
my tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State that specifically related to
the impersonation of a registered voter at voting polls. Our state currently has several
practices and procedures in existence to ensure that such cases of voter fraud would have
been detected if they in fact occurred, and at the very least, we would have complaints of
voters who were unable to vote because someone had previously represented himself or
herself as such person on that respective Election Day. As a practical matter, there is no
possibility that vote fraud of this type would have gone undetected if it had in fact
occurred because there is a list of registered voters at each polling place that is checked
off as each person votes. If the impersonates voted first and the legitimate voter came to
the polling place later in the day and tried to vote, he or she would be told that they had
already voted and would not be allowed to vote a second time in the same day. It is
reasonable to suspect that a voter who cared enough to show up at the polls to cast a
ballot would almost certainly have complained - but there have been no such complaints.
If the opposite occurred, and the legitimate person came to the polls first and cast his
ballot, the impersonator who showed up later would not be allowed to vote for the same
reason and the attempted fraud would have been prevented.
In addition, this slate has adopted severe criminal sanctions for the type of vote
impersonation that is purportedly of concern and it is evident t hat such penalties have
been a sufficient deterrent. In essence, there is no voter fraud problem currently in
existence that House Bill 244 addresses.
In contrast to the lack of voter fraud relating to impersonation of voters at polls during
my tenure the State Election Board has reviewed numerous cases of voter fraud relating
to the use of absentee ballots.
State Defendants' Initial Brief In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For Preliminary
Injunction
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There are 159 counties and an even larger number of municipalities in Georgia that
conduct elections. Neither the Secretary of State nor her staff can be physically present at
the polling places for those elections and therefore could not possibly be aware of all inperson voter fraud that might occur. (Cox Decl. ¶ 6.) .
Under the prior law before enactment of HB 244, it is beyond argument that in person
voter fraud could have taken place. (Id. ¶ 5.) The Secretary of State's view of the scenario
in which voter fraud would occur is when an imposter votes at the polling place and the
actual voter shows up later and is unable to cast a ballot. (Id. ¶ 5.) However, the Secretary
of State agrees that the scenario she describes is only one instance of potential voter
fraud, and both her scenario and others were possible under the law as it existed prior to
the enactment of HB 244. (Id.) As stated by the Director of Elections for the Forsyth
County Board of Elections, the typical case of in-person voter fraud would be committed
by identifying persons who do not typically vote and then having other individuals vote
as those persons. (Smith Decl. ¶ 4.)
The Executive Director of the Richmond County Board of Elections has been aware of
such complaints, but has been unable to gather evidence to prove the violations because
the nature of the conduct makes such evidence hard to develop. (Bailey Decl. ¶ 9.)
Indeed, past incidents of fraudulent registrations in Forsyth County and Fulton County
were reported to the District Attorneys' offices in those respective counties. (Smith
Decl. ¶ 6; MacDougald Decl. ¶ 4.) In Fulton County, the fraudulent registrations were
also reported to the United States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia, and he
has opened an investigation of the fraudulent registrations. (MacDougald Decl. ¶ 4.)
Order for a Preliminary Injunction
As part of the order, Judge Murphy describes the testimony of Harry MacDougald, a
member of the Fulton County Board of Registration and Election. Mr. MacDougald had
stated he had observed voter registration fraud, which he referred to the U.S. Attorney
and the District Attorney. In addition, since some precinct cards the Board sent out in
2004 were returned as undeliverable, MacDougald believes they were not eligible voters,
yet they were allowed to vote.
Although the Secretary of State said she knew of no incidents of impersonation at the
polls, she and her staff are not physically present in every polling site. Secretary Cox
stated local officials are in the best position to know of such incidents. The State
Election Board has received a number of complaints of irregularities with respect to
absentee ballots. Cox is also aware of a case of vote buying of absentee ballots. She is
also aware of efforts to submit fraudulent registrations.
According to Secretary of State Cox, Georgia has procedures and practices in place to
detect voter fraud. Those procedures include verifying the voter's correct address, as well
as the voter's name, during the check-in process for in-person voters. Georgia also
imposes criminal penalties for voter impersonation. Most violations of Georgia election
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laws are punishable as felonies. No evidence indicates that the criminal penalties do not
sufficiently deter in-person voter fraud.
The integrity of the voter list also is extremely important in preventing voter fraud. The
Atlanta Journal Constitution published an article indicating that Georgia had experienced
5,412 instances of voter fraud during a twenty-year period. Secretary of State Cox's
office undertook an investigation in response to that article. The investigation revealed
that the specific instance of voter fraud outlined in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
involving a report that Alan J. Mandel had voted after his death, actually did not occur.
Instead, an individual with a similar name, Alan J. Mandle, had voted at the polls, and the
poll worker had marked Alan J. Mandel's name rather than marking Alan J. Mandle, the
name of the individual who actually voted. Secretary of State Cox's office compared the
signature on the voter certificate to the voter registration card of the living individual, and
concluded that the living individual, Alan J. Mandle, rather than the deceased Alan J.
Mandel, had voted.
The Secretary of State's Office subsequently attempted to ensure that voter records were
maintained and up to date. The Secretary of State's Office sends information concerning
dead voters to local elections officials on a monthly basis, and now has the authority to
remove the names of deceased voters from the voter rolls if the local elections officials
fail to do so in a timely manner. Secretary of State Cox is not aware of any reports of
dead individuals voting since her office received authority to remove the names of
deceased individuals from the voter rolls.
There seems to be little doubt that the Photo ID requirement fails the strict scrutiny test:
accepting that preventing voter fraud is a legitimate and important State concern, the
statute is not narrowly drawn to prevent voter fraud. Indeed, Secretary of State Cox
pointed out that, to her knowledge, the State had not experienced one complaint of inperson fraudulent voting during her tenure. In contrast, Secretary of State Cox indicated
that the State Election Board had received numerous complaints of voter fraud in the area
of absentee voting. Furthermore, the Secretary of State's Office removes deceased voters
from the voting rolls monthly, eliminating the potential for voter fraud noted by the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution article alleging that more than 5,000 deceased people voted
during a twenty—year period.
Further, although Defendants have presented evidence from elections officials of fraud in
the area of voting, all of that evidence addresses fraud in the area of voter registration,
rather than in-person voting. The Photo ID requirement does not apply to voter
registration, and any Georgia citizen of appropriate age may register to vote without
showing a Photo ID. Indeed, individuals may register to vote by producing copies of bank
statements or utility bills, or without even producing identification at all. The Photo ID
law thus does nothing to address the voter fraud issues that conceivably exist in Georgia.
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Views of Selected Local Election Officials on Managing Voter
Reg istration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens Can Vote
GAO Report
In 2002, the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) was enacted and, among other things, it
requires states to implement provisional voting for elections for federal office. HAVA, in
general, requires that individuals not listed as registered or whose eligibility is questioned
by an election official must be notified about and permitted to cast a provisional ballot
that is set aside for review by election officials at a later time so that they can determine
whether the person is eligible to vote under state law. HAVA also requires that
provisional ballots be provided to first-time voters who had registered to vote by mail on
or after January 1, 2003, but were unable to show photo identification or another
qualifying identification document when voting in person or by mail in a federal election.
In addition, HAVA requires that election officials must provide access to information that
permits voters to learn if their provisional ballot was counted, and, if not, why not.
This Report focuses on the efforts of local election officials in 14 jurisdictions within 7
states to manage the registration process, maintain accurate voter registration lists, and
ensure that eligible citizens in those jurisdictions had the opportunity to cast ballots
during the 2004 election. Specifically, for the 2004 election, the Report concentrates on
election officials' characterization of their experiences with regard to (1) managing the
voter registration process and any challenges related to receiving voter registration
applications; checking them for completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and entering
information into voter registration lists; (2) removing voters' names from voter
registration lists and ensuring that the names of eligible voters were not inadvertently
removed; and (3) implementing HAVA provisional voting and identification
requirements and addressing any challenges encountered related to these requirements.
The Report also provides information on motor vehicle agency (MVA) officials'
characterization of their experiences assisting citizens who apply to register to vote at
MVA offices and forwarding voter registration applications to election offices.
The Report analyzed information collected from elections and motor vehicle agency
offices in seven states—Arizona, California, Michigan, New York, Texas, Virginia, and
Wisconsin. These states take various approaches to administering elections. Within each
of the seven states, using population data from the 2000 U.S. Census, two jurisdictions
were selected: a local jurisdiction with a large population and a local jurisdiction with a
small population. The 14 jurisdictions we selected were Gila and Maricopa Counties,
Arizona; Los Angeles and Yolo Counties, California; City of Detroit and Delta
Township, Michigan; New York City and Rensselaer County, New York; Bexar and
Webb Counties, Texas; Albemarle and Arlington Counties, Virginia; and the cities of
Franklin and Madison, Wisconsin.
Information was gathered for the Report in a number of ways. First, relevant laws, state
reports, and documents related to the voter registration process in the seven states were
reviewed. Second, state and local election officials in the 7 states and 14 jurisdictions
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were interviewed to obtain information on their registration processes and
implementation of the HAVA requirements for provisional voting and voter
identification. Third, a survey was sent to election officials in the 14 jurisdictions to
gather information about their experiences with the November 2004 election. Finally, a
survey was sent to state and local MVA officials in 6 of the 7 states and 12 of the 14
jurisdictions. The survey primarily asked questions about the MVA offices' experiences
with (1) assisting citizens with completing voter registration applications, (2)
forwarding the applications to election offices, and (3) responding to individuals and state
or local election officials who contacted their offices about individuals who declared they
had applied to register to vote at MVA offices but their names were not on voter
registration lists when they went to vote in the November 2004 election.
Election officials representing all but one of the jurisdictions surveyed following the
November 2004 election said they faced some challenges managing the voter registration
process, including (1) receiving voter registration applications; (2) checking them for
completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and (3) entering information into voter
registration lists; when challenges occurred, election officials reported they took various
steps to address them. Officials in 7 of the 14 jurisdictions reported that their staff faced
challenges checking voter registration applications for completeness, accuracy, or
duplicates. According to these officials, these challenges occurred for a variety of
reasons, including problems contacting individuals to obtain complete and accurate
information and insufficient staffing to check the applications. They reported that, among
other things, their staff addressed these challenges by sending letters or calling applicants
to obtain correct information. Finally, 6 of the 14 election officials reported that their
staff faced challenges entering or scanning voter information into registration lists for
reasons such as the volume of applications received close to Election Day and problems
with the scanning equipment. To address these challenges, they reported that more staff
were hired and staff worked overtime.
All but 1 of the jurisdictions reported removing names from registration lists during 2004
for various reasons, including that voters requested that their names be removed from the
voter registration list; information from the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) showing that
voters had moved outside the jurisdiction; felony records received from federal, state, or
local governments identifying voters as ineligible due to felony convictions; and death
records received from state or local vital statistics offices. When removing names from
registration lists, election officials reported that they took various steps to ensure that the
names of eligible voters were not inadvertently removed from voter registration lists.
These steps included sending letters or postcards to registrants to verify that voters
wanted their names removed; matching voters' identifying information with USPS data
and sending voters identified by USPS as having moved outside the jurisdiction notices
of removal; and matching voter registration records with felony records or death records
to confirm it was the same person.
All of the jurisdictions reported that they permitted citizens to cast provisional ballots
during the November 2004 election. In addition, 12 of the 14 jurisdictions to which this
was applicable reported that they offered certain first-time voters who registered by mail
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the opportunity to cast provisional ballots. Election officials in 13 of the 14 jurisdictions
reported that 423,149 provisional ballots were cast, and 70 percent (297,662) were
counted. Not all provisional votes were counted because, as election officials reported,
not all provisional ballots met states' criteria for determining which ballots should be
counted. Reasons that provisional ballots cast during the 2004 election were not counted,
as reported by election officials, included, among others, that individuals did not meet the
residency eligibility requirements, had not registered or tried to register to vote with the
election office, had not submitted the voter registration applications at motor vehicle
agency offices, or election officials did not have time to enter information from
applicants into their voter registration lists because applications were received at the
election offices very close to or after the state registration deadline.
Local election officials in 12 of the 13 jurisdictions 13 we surveyed reported that they set
up mechanisms to inform voters—without cost—about the outcome of their provisional
votes during the November 2004 election. These mechanisms included toll-free telephone
numbers, Web sites, and letters sent to the voters who cast provisional ballots. Election
officials also reported that provisional voters in their jurisdictions received written
information at their polling places about how to find out the outcome of their provisional
ballots, and provisional voters in 8 of the 13 jurisdictions had the opportunity to access
information about the outcome of their ballots within 10 days after the election. Finally,
election officials representing 8 of the 14 jurisdictions reported facing challenges
implementing provisional voting for various reasons, including some poll workers not
being familiar with provisional voting or, in one jurisdiction representing a large number
of precincts, staff not having sufficient time to process provisional ballots. To address
these challenges, the officials reported that they provided additional training to poll
workers and hired additional staff to count provisional ballots.

INDIANA ID LITIGATION SUMMARY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEMOCRATS. MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
Although the proponents of SEA 483 asserted that the law was intended to combat voter
fraud, no evidence of the existence of such fraud has ever been provided. No voter has
been convicted of or even charged with the offense of misrepresenting his identity for
purposes of casting a fraudulent ballot in person, King Dep. 95-96; Mahem Aff. ¶¶ 2-3,
though there have been documented instances of absentee ballot fraud. King Dep. 120.
Indeed, no evidence of in person, on-site voting fraud was presented to the General
Assembly during the legislative process leading up to the enactment of the Photo ID Law.
Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2The State cannot show any compelling justification for subjecting only voters who vote
in person to the new requirements of the Photo ID Law, while exempting absentee voters
who vote by mail or persons who live in state-certified residential facilities.
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On the other hand, absentee ballots are peculiarly vulnerable to coercion and vote
tampering since there is no election official or independent election observer available to
ensure that there is no illegal coercion by family members, employers, churches, union
officials, nursing home administrators, and others.
The Law gives virtually unbridled discretion to partisan precinct workers and challengers
to make subjective determinations such as (a) whether a form of photo identification
produced by a voter conforms to what is required by the Law, and (b) whether the voter
presenting himself or herself at the polls is in fact the voter depicted in the photo.
Robertson Dep. 29-34, 45; King Dep. 86, 89. This is significant because any voter who is
challenged under this Law will be required to vote by provisional ballot and to make a
special trip to the election board.s office in order to have his vote counted. Robertson
Dep. 37; King Dep. 58.
The Photo ID Law confers substantial discretion, not on law enforcement officials, but on
partisan precinct poll workers and challengers appointed by partisan political officials, to
determine both whether a voter has presented a form of identification which conforms to
that required by the Law and whether the person presenting the identification is the
person depicted on it. Conferring this degree of discretion upon partisan precinct officials
and members of election boards to enforce the facially neutral requirements of the Law
has the potential for becoming a means of suppressing a particular point of view.
The State arguably might be justified in imposing uniform, narrowly-tailored and not
overly-burdensome voter identification requirements if the State were able to show that
there is an intolerably high incidence of fraud among voters misidentifying themselves at
the polls for the purpose of casting a fraudulent ballot. But here, the State has utterly
failed to show that this genre of fraud is rampant or even that it has ever occurred in the
context of on-site, in-person voting (as opposed to absentee voting by mail) so as to
justify these extra burdens, which will fall disproportionately on the poor and elderly.
In evaluating the breadth of the law and whether the State has used the least restrictive
means for preventing fraud, the Court must take into account the other mechanisms the
State currently employs to serve the statute's purported purposes, as well as other, less
restrictive means it could reasonably employ. Krislov, 226 F.3d at 863. The State of
Indiana has made it a felony for a voter to misrepresent his or her identity for purposes of
casting a fraudulent ballot.
And where the State has already provided a mechanism for matching signatures, has
made it a crime to misrepresent one's identity for purposes of voting, and requires the
swearing out of an affidavit if the voter's identity is challenged, it already has provisions
more than adequate to prevent or minimize fraud in the context of in-person voting,
particularly in the absence of any evidence that the problem the Law seeks to address is
anything more than the product of hypothesis, speculation and fantasy.

MEMORANDUM OF THE STATE OF INDIANA, THE INDIANA SECRETARY
OF STATE, AND THE CO-DIRECTORS OF THE INDIANA ELECTION
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DIVISION IN SUPPORT OF THEIR JOINT MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO THE MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT FILED BY BOTH SETS OF PLAINTIFFS
In-person voter-identity fraud is notoriously difficult to detect and investigate. In his
book Stealing Elections, John Fund observes that actual in-person voter fraud is nearly
undetectable without a voter photo-identification requirement because anybody who
provides a name that is on the rolls may vote and then walk away with no record of the
person's actual identity. See generally John Fund, Stealing Elections (2004). The problem
is only exacerbated by the increasingly transient nature of society. Documentation of inperson voter fraud often occurs only when a legitimate voter at the polls hears a
fraudulent voter trying to use her name, as happened to a woman in California in 1994.
See Larry J. Sabato & Glenn R. Simpson, DirtyLittle Secrets 292 (1996).
Regardless of the lack of extensive evidence of in-person voter fraud, the Commission on
Federal Election Reform (known as the Baker-Carter Commission) recently concluded
that "there is no doubt that it occurs." State Ex. 1, p. 18.1 Legal cases as well as
newspaper and other reports confirm that in-person voter-identity fraud, including voter
impersonation, double votes, dead votes, and fake addresses, plague federal and state
elections. [The memorandum details several specific cases of various types of alleged
voting fraud from the past several years]
Though they are largely unable to study verifiable data concerning in-person voter fraud,
scholars are well aware of the conditions that foster fraudulent voting. See Fund, supra;
Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. In particular, fraud has become ever more likely as "it has
become more difficult to keep the voting rolls clean of `deadwood' voters who have
moved or died" because such an environment makes "fraudulent voting easier and
therefore more tempting for those so inclined." Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. "In
general, experts believe that one in five names on the rolls in Indiana do not belong
there." State Ex. 25.
For this case, Clark Benson, a nationally recognized expert in the collection and analysis
of voter-registration and population data, conducted his own examination of Indiana's
voter registration lists and concluded that they are among the most highly inflated in the
nation.
The Crawford Plaintiffs cite the concessions by Indiana Election Division Co-Director
King and the Intervenor-State that they are unaware of any historical in-person incidence
of voter fraud occurring at the polling place (Crawford Brief, p. 23) as conclusive
evidence that in-person voter fraud does not exist in Indiana. They also seek to support
this conclusion with the testimony of two "veteran poll watchers," Plaintiff Crawford and
former president of the Plaintiff NAACP, Indianapolis Chapter, Roderick E. Bohannon,
who testified that they had never seen any instances of in-person voter fraud.
(Id.)
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At best, the evidence on this issue is in equipoise. While common sense, the experiences
of many other states, and the findings of the Baker-Carter Commission all lead to the
reasonable inferences that (a) in-person polling place fraud likely exists, but (b) is nearly
impossible to detect without requiring photo identification, the State can cite to no
confirmed instances of such fraud. On the other hand, the Plaintiffs have no proof that it
does not occur.
At the level of logic, moreover, it is just reasonable to conclude that the lack of confirmed
incidents of in-person voting fraud in Indiana is the result of an ineffective identification
security system as it is to conclude there is no in-person voting fraud in Indiana. So while
it is undisputed that the state has no proof that in-person polling place fraud has occurred
in Indiana, there does in fact remain a dispute over the existence vel non of in-person
polling place fraud.
It is also important to understand that the nature of in-person election fraud is such that it
is nearly impossible to detect or investigate. Unless a voter stumbles across someone else
trying to use her identity, see Sabato & Simpson, supra, 292, or unless the over-taxed
poll worker happens to notice that the voter's signature is different from her registration
signature State Ext. 37, ¶ 9, the chances of detecting such in-person voter fraud are
extremely small. Yet, inflated voter-registration rolls provide ample opportunity for those
who wish to commit in-person voter fraud. See Fund, supra, 24, 65, 69, 138; Sabato &
Simpson, supra, 321. And there is concrete evidence that the names of dead people have
been used to cast fraudulent ballots. See Fund, supra, 64. Particularly in light of Indiana's
highly inflated voter rolls State Ex. 27, p. 9, Plaintiffs' repeated claims that there has
never been any in-person voter fraud in Indiana can hardly be plausible, even if the state
is unable to prove that such fraud has in fact occurred.
Summary of the U.S Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation
Memorandum: August 25, 2005 regarding HR 244 – parts that pertain to the issue
of voter fraud.
Overview: Five career attorneys with the civil rights department investigated and
analyzed Georgia's election reform law. Four of those attorneys recommended objecting
to Section 59, the voter identification requirement. The provision required all voters to
present government issued photo identification in order to vote. The objection was based
on the attorneys' findings that there was little to no evidence of polling place fraud, the
only kind of fraud an ID requirement would address, and that the measure would
disenfranchise many voters, predominantly minority voters, in violation of Section 5 of
the Voting Rights Act.
Factual Analysis: The sponsor of the measure in the state legislature said she was
motivated by the fact that she is aware of vote buying in certain districts; she read John
Fund's book; and that "if there are fewer black voters because of this bill, it will only be
because there is less opportunity for fraud. She said that when black voters in her black
precincts are not paid to vote, they do not go to the polls."
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A member of the Fulton County Board of Registrations and Elections said that prior to
November 2004, Fulton County received 8,112 applications containing "missing or
irregular" information. Only 55 of those registrants responded to BOB letters. The
member concluded that the rest must be "bogus" as a result. He also stated that 15,237 of
105,553 precinct cards came back as undeliverable, as did 3,071 cards sent to 45,907 new
voters. Of these 3,071, 921 voted.
Secretary of State Cathy Cox submitted a letter testifying to the absence of any
complaints of voter fraud via impersonation during her tenure.
In the legal analysis, the attorneys state that if they determine that Georgia could have
fulfilled its stated purpose of election fraud, while preventing or ameliorating the
retrogression, an objection is appropriate. /They conclude that the state could have
avoided retrogression by retaining various forms of currently accepted voter ID for which
no substantiated security concerns were raised. Another non-retrogressive alternative
would have been to maintain the affidavit alternative for those without ID, since "There
is no evidence that penalty of law is an insufficient deterrent to falsely signing an
affidavit of identity."
The attorneys point out that the state's recitation of a case upholding voter fraud in
Dodge County does not support the purpose of. the Act because that case involved vote
buying and selling, not impersonation or voting under a false identity.
Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud, by Lorraine Minnite
Professor Lori Minnite conducted a comprehensive survey and analysis of vote fraud in
the United States. The methodology included doing nexis searches for all 50 states and
surveying existing research and reports. In addition, Minnite did a more in-depth study
of 12 diverse states by doing nexis searches, studying statutory and case law, and
conducting interviews with election officials and attorneys general. Finally, the study
includes an analysis of a few of the most high profile cases of alleged fraud in the last 10
years, including the Miami mayoral election (1997), Orange County congressional race
(1996), and the general election in Missouri (2000). In these cases, Minnite shows that
many allegations of fraud do not end up being meritorious.
Minnite finds that available evidence suggests that the incidence of election fraud is
minimal and rarely affects election outcomes. Election officials generally do a very good
job of protecting against fraud. Conditions that give rise to election fraud have steadily
declined over the last century as a result of weakened political parties, strengthened
election administration, and improved voting technology. There is little available
evidence that election reforms such as the National Voter Registration Act, election day
registration, and mail-in voting have resulted in increases in election fraud.
Election fraud appears also to be very rare in the 12 states examined more in-depth. Legal
and news records turned up little evidence of significant fraud in these states or any
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indication that fraud is more than a minor problem. Interviews with state officials further
confirmed this impression.
Minnite found that, overall, the absentee mail-in ballot process is the feature most
vulnerable to voter fraud. There is not a lot of evidence of absentee ballot fraud but the
potential for fraud is greatest in this area because of a lack of uniformly strong security
measures in place in all states to prevent fraud.
Minnite suggest several reforms to prevent what voter fraud does take place. These
include effective use of new statewide voter registration databases; identification
requirements for first time voters who register by mail should be modified to expand the
list of acceptable identifying documents; fill important election administration positions
with nonpartisan professionals; strengthen enforcement through adequate funding and
authority for offices responsible for detecting and prosecuting fraud; and establish
Election Day Registration because it usually requires voter identification and
authorization in person before a trained election worker, which reduces the opportunity
for registration error or fraud.

Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections, People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights
Shattering the Myth is a description and analysis of the complaints and allegations of
voting irregularities gathered by the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Election Protection was an effort involving hundreds of
organizations and thousands of citizens to protect the voting rights of Americans across
the country. The project included sending thousands of monitors to the polls and hosting
a national toll free voters' rights hotline. EP mounted extensive field efforts in 17 states.
Election Protection received more than a thousand complaints of voter suppression or
intimidation. Complaints ranged from intimidating experiences at polling places to
coordinated suppression tactics. For example:
• Police stationed outside a Cook County, Illinois, polling place were requesting
photo ID and telling voters if they had been convicted of a felony that they could
not vote.
• In Pima, Arizona, voters at multiple polls were confronted by an individual,
wearing a black tee shirt with "US Constitution Enforcer" and a military-style
belt that gave the appearance he was armed. He asked voters if they were
citizens, accompanied by a cameraman who filmed the encounters.
• There were numerous incidents of intimidation by partisan challengers at
predominately low income and minority precincts
• Voters repeatedly complained about misinformation campaigns via flyers or
phone calls encouraging them to vote on a day other than November 2, 2004 or
of false information regarding their right to vote. In Polk County, Florida, for
example, a voter received a call telling her to vote on November 3. Similar
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complaints were also reported in other counties throughout Florida. In Wisconsin
and elsewhere voters received flyers that said:
o "If you already voted in any election this year, you can't vote in the
Presidential Election."
o "If anybody in your family has ever been found guilty of anything you
can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If you violate any of these laws, you can get 10 years in prison and your
children will be taken away from you."
There were also numerous reports of poll workers refusing to give voters provisional
ballots.
The following is a summary of the types of acts of suppression and intimidation included
in the report and a list of the states in which they took place. All instances of irregularities
that were more administrative in nature have been omitted:
1. Improper implementation of voter identification rules, especially asking only
African Americans for proof of identity: Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana
2. Individuals at the polls posing as some sort of law enforcement authority and
intimidating and harassing voters: Arizona, Missouri
3. Intimidating and harassing challengers at the polls: Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Missouri, Minnesota
4. Deceptive practices and disinformation campaigns, such as the use of flyers with
intentional misinformation about voting rights or voting procedures, often
directed at minority communities; the use of phone calls giving people
misinformation about polling sites and other procedures; and providing verbal
misinformation at the polls in a way that appears to have been intentionally
misleading: Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina,
Arkansas, Texas
5. Refusal to provide provisional ballots to certain voters: Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Michigan, Colorado, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana
6. Registration applications submitted through third parties that were not processed:
Arizona, Michigan, Nevada (registration forms destroyed by Sproul Associates)
7. Improper removal from the voter registration list: Arizona
8. Individuals questioning voters' citizenship: Arizona
9. Police officers at the polls intimidating voters: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Missouri, North Carolina
The report does not provide corroborating evidence for the allegations it describes.
However, especially in the absence of a log of complaints received by the Department of
Justice, this report provides a very useful overview of the types of experiences some
voters more than likely endured on Election Day in 2004.
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Steal this Vote-Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in America by
Andrew Gumbel
The bulk of the book comprises stories from United States electoral history
outside the scope of this project. However, these tales are instructive in showing how far
back irregular and illegal voting practices go. Cases include the 1868 New York City
elections; the Tilden-Hayes election; the impact of the introduction of the secret ballot;
the 1981 consent decree; the 1990 Helms campaign; the 1960 presidential election
controversy in Chicago; the rise of the voting machine business, including the
introduction of punch card machines; and allegations by Republicans regarding NVRA.
Steal this Vote focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Republican,
although at times it does include complaints about Democratic tactics. Gumbel's
accusations, if credible, especially in the Bush-Gore election, would indicate there were a
number of problems in key states in such areas as intimidation, vote counting, and
absentee ballots. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific footnoting, and
insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with
respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount and types of voter fraud and voter
intimidation occurring.

Stealing Elections, John Fund
In Stealing Elections, John Fund says that "Election fraud, whether its phony voter
registrations, illegal absentee ballots, shady recounts or old-fashioned ballot-box stuffing,
can be found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading because
of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and created so many close
elections lately. Although most fraud is found in urban areas, there are current scandals
in rural South Dakota and Texas." Fund admits that "Democrats figure prominently in the
vast majority of examples of election fraud described in this book." He argues
Republican fraud is less common because Republicans are middle class and Democrats
are poor and most fraud occurs in inner cities where there are a lot of minorities.
However, because of politics, state and local prosecutors are reluctant to go after fraud.
He also stipulates that Democrats and Republicans have different worldviews on voting:
Democrats are concerned about intimidation and disenfranchisement while Republicans
are concerned with fraud and the need to police the polls.
Fund argues that fraud has been made easier by the passage of the National Voting Rights
Act because it allows ineligible voters to remain on the voter rolls, allowing a voter to
vote in the name of someone else. He claims dead people, people who have moved, and
people in jail remain on the voting list. He believes because of NVRA illegal aliens have
been allowed to vote. Absentee balloting makes it even worse: someone can register
under false names and then use absentee ballots to cast multiple votes. Groups can get
absentee ballots for the poor and elderly and then manipulate their choices.
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Fund goes through a number of examples of alleged voter fraud, mostly perpetrated by
Democrats. For example, he claims much fraud in St. Louis in 2000, including illegal
court orders allowing people to vote, felons voting, people voting twice, dead people
voting, voters were registered to vacant lots, election judges were not registered and
evidence of false registrations
Another case he pays a great deal of attention to are the alleged transgressions by
Democrats in Indian Country in South Dakota 2002, including voter registration fraud,
suspicious absentee ballot requests, vote hauling, possible polling place fraud, abusive
lawyers at polling sites, and possible vote buying.
Fund criticizes and scorns "conspiracy theories" around electronic voting perpetuated by
Democrats. He says that `By whipping up a frenzy of suspicion about electronic voting,
Democrats will have built a platform from which, if the presidential or key Senate
elections in November 2004 are close, the can launch endless lawsuits everywhere there
were problems with electronic machines."
Stealing Elections focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Democrats.
Fund's accusations, if credible, would indicate that fraud such as voter registration fraud,
absentee ballot fraud, dead people voting, and felon voting is prevalent throughout the
country. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific footnoting, and insufficient
identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to
utilizing this book for assessing the amount and types of voter fraud and voter
intimidation occurring.

The Long Shadow of Jim Crow, People for the American Way and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
This report describes the pervasive and repeated practices of voter intimidation and vote
suppression that have taken place in very recent years and during contemporary
American history. The most recent cases included in the report are the incident in which
Florida law enforcement questioned elderly African American voters in Orlando
regarding the 2003 mayoral race, which had already been resolved, shortly before the
2004 election; the 2004 Florida felon purge list; the case of South Dakota in 2004 in
which Native Americans were improperly and illegally required to show photo
identification at the polls or denied the right to vote, and similar improper demands for ID
from minorities in other parts of the country; the use of challengers in minority districts
in many locations; the challenge to the right of African American students to vote in
Texas in 2004; the presence of men looking like law enforcement challenging African
American voters at the polls in Philadelphia in 2003; the distribution of flyers in
Louisiana and elsewhere in a number of elections over the last few years in minority
areas telling them to vote on the wrong day; and the FBI investigation into thousands of
Native American voters in South Dakota in 2002, which resulted in no showing of
wrongdoing.
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The report also points out that, "Over the past two decades, the Republican Party has
launched a series of `ballot security' and `voter integrity' initiatives which have targeted
minority communities. At least three times, these initiatives were successfully challenged
in federal courts as illegal attempts to suppress voter participation based on race.
It goes on to describe the numerous instances of voter intimidation and suppression
during the 2000 election, the 1990s, the 1980s and back through the civil rights
movement of the 1960s, putting current efforts in historical perspective. Describing the
chronology of events in this way demonstrates the developing patterns and strategic
underpinnings of the tactics used over the last forty years.

The New Poll Tax: Re publican-Sponsored Ballot-Security Measures are
Being Used to Keep Minorities from Voting
By Laughlin McDonald
McDonald argues that "the discriminatory use of so-called `ballot security" programs"
has been a reoccurring scandal since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. These
programs are deceptively presented as preventing voter fraud and thereby furthering good
government. However, McDonald states "but far too often they [the ballot security
programs] are actually designed to suppress minority voting -- and for nakedly partisan
purposes."
McDonald blames the federal government as well as the states for use of suspect ballot
security programs. He cites the implementation of the U.S. Department of Justice's in
"Voting Integrity Initiative" in South Dakota as the worst example of a joint federal-state
effort to prevent voter fraud. Alleged voter fraud only in counties with significant Native
American populations was targeted. South Dakota Attorney General Mark Barnett
"working with the FBI, announced plans to send state and federal agents to question
almost 2,000 new Native-American registrants, many of whom were participating in the
political process for the first time." However, statistics show that these efforts only
served to increase Native American voter participation. Native Americans "were targeted
based on fraud allegations that proved to be grossly exaggerated; at the end of the
investigation, only one Native American was even charged with a voting-rules violation."
McDonald cites several other ballot security efforts that were really disguised attempts at
minority voter suppression:
In Pine Bluff, Ark., Democrats accused Republican poll watchers of driving away
voters in predominantly black precincts by taking photos of them and demanding
identification during pre-election day balloting. Democrats in Michigan charged
that a plan by Republicans to station hundreds of "spotters" at heavily Democratic
precincts was an effort to intimidate black voters and suppress Democratic turnout.
In South Carolina, a lawsuit filed the day before the election alleged that officials in
Beaufort County had adopted a new and unauthorized policy allowing them to
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challenge voters who gave rural route or box numbers for their registration address.
According to the complaint, a disproportionate number of those affected by the new
rule would be African-American voters who lived in the rural areas of the county.
McDonald is also critical of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA). He states that HAVA
"contains other provisions that may enhance the opportunities for harassment and
intimidation of minorities through ballot-security programs." McDonald specifically
attacks the photo ID requirement for anyone who registered by mail but has not
previously voted. McDonald argues that the ID requirement will suppress minority voting
because minorities are less likely then non-minorities to have a photo ID, a photo ID is
expensive to obtain and all the alternatives to photo ID present similar obstacles to
minority voters. He also argues that there is no evidence that photo ID will combat voter
fraud but it only really provides "another opportunity for aggressive poll officials to
single out minority voters and interrogate them."
McDonald lists some classic past ballot security efforts by the Republicans that have
been abused: the 1981 gubernatorial election anti-fraud initiative leading to the well
known consent decree prohibiting the Republicans from repeating this, a similar
Republican effort in Louisiana in 1986 in Senator John Breaux's race which again
resulted in prohibition by a state court judge, and a similar effort by Republicans in
Senator Jesse Helms 1990 reelection. This time the Department of Justice sued the
Republican Party and Helm's reelection committee, resulting in another consent decree
prohibiting future ballot security programs without court approval.
McDonald indicates that the crux of the problem is lax enforcement of federal voters
rights laws. He states, "there is no record of the purveyors of any ballot-security program
being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right to vote."
The only positive case law McDonald cited was a decision by the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit that affirmed "an award of damages ranging from $500 to
$2,000, payable by individual poll officials to each of seven black voters who had been
unlawfully challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or purged from the rolls in
the town of Crawfordsville [Arkansas]."
McDonald concludes by stating that Congress and the states should adopt
"nondiscriminatory, evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot."

An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections Board: Wisconsin Audit Report 05-12:
September 2005
The Joint Legislative Audit Committee of the Wisconsin Legislature required the
Wisconsin Audit Report. The Report obviously does not include the 2006 statistics for
statewide voter registration as required by HAVA. Wisconsin voter registration is
required by statute in only 172 municipalities---those with populations of 5,000 or more.
Another 167 smaller municipalities opted to maintain voter registration lists. Currently,
28.9 % of the voting-age population is not required to register before voting.
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According to the Report, great variation was found in the implementation of existing
voter registration laws. For example, 46 % of municipalities that responded to the survey
did not send address verification cards to individuals who registered by mail or at the
polls on Election Day in November 2004.
Further, only 85.3 % of survey respondents reported updating their voter registration lists
to remove inactive voters, as required by law.
Current voter registration practices were determined to be insufficient to ensure the
accuracy of voter registration lists used by poll workers or to prevent ineligible persons
from registering to vote. The Report identified 105 instances of voting irregularities in six
municipalities, including 98 ineligible felons who may have voted. The names of these
individuals were forwarded to appropriate district attorneys for investigation.
Due to concerns about ineligible voting, stemming from the 2004 election, the Joint
Legislative Audit Committee requested that voter registration procedures be evaluated.
The following was investigated for this Report:
* voter registration requirements and the methods by which voters register, including
requirements in other states; q
* the address verification process, including the use of address verification cards to
confirm the residency of those who register by mail or at the polls;
* procedures and practices for updating voter registration lists; and,
* the role of the Elections Board.
Wisconsin allows qualified electors to register in person, by mail, or with a special
registration deputy before Election Day, and at the polls on Election Day. In
municipalities where registration is required by statute, 20.3 % of Wisconsin voters
registered at the polls on Election Day in November 2004. Municipal clerks rely on
registrants to affirm their eligibility, including citizenship and age. However,
requirements for providing identification or proof of residence vary depending on when
an individual registers and by which method.
Address verification cards are the primary tool available to municipal clerks for verifying
the residency of registered voters and detecting improper registrations by mail or at the
polls. Statutes require that clerks send cards to everyone who registers by mail or on
Election Day. However, only 42.7 % of the 150 municipalities surveyed sent cards to
both groups, and 46 % did not send any address verification cards.
Statutes also require clerks to provide the local district attorney with the names of any
Election Day registrants whose cards are undeliverable at the address provided. However,
only 24.3 % of the clerks who sent cards also forwarded names from undeliverable cards
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to district attorneys. District attorneys surveyed indicated that they require more
information than is typically provided to conduct effective investigations.
To ensure that voter registration lists contain only the names of qualified electors,
municipal clerks are required by statute to remove or inactivate the names of individuals
who have not voted in four years, to update registration information for individuals who
move or change their names, and to remove or inactivate the names of deceased
individuals. They are also required to notify registered voters before removing their
names from registration lists. These statutory requirements are not consistently followed:
* 85.3 % of municipalities removed the names of inactive voters from their voter
registration lists; q
* 71.4 % sometimes or always notified registered voters before removing their names;
and q
* 54.0 % reported removing the names of ineligible felons.
Because of such inconsistencies, registration lists contain duplicate records and the names
of ineligible individuals. For example, more than 348,000 electronic voter registration
records from eight municipalities were reviewed, identifying 3,116 records that appear to
show individuals who are registered more than once in the same municipality.
In six municipalities where sufficient information was available, there was 105 instances
of potentially improper or fraudulent voting in the 2004 elections. These included: 98
ineligible felons who may have voted; 2 individuals who may have voted twice; 1 voter
who may have been underage; and 4 absentee ballots that should not have been counted
because the voters who cast them died before Election Day.
Recommendations:
* adjusting the early registration deadline to provide clerks more time to prepare
registration lists;
* establishing more stringent requirements for special registration deputies, including
prohibiting compensation based on the number of individuals registered;
* establishing uniform requirements for demonstrating proof of residence for all
registrants;
* providing municipal clerks with more flexibility in the use of address verification cards;
* Authorizing civil penalties for local election officials and municipalities that fail to
comply with election laws; and,
* implementing mandatory elections training requirements for municipal clerks.
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The Report also recognized that the new HAVA registration procedures would help with
existing registration problems.

Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investi gating Possible Election Fraud:
May 10, 2005
On January 26, 2005, the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United States Attorney's
Office formed a task force to investigate alleged voting irregularities during the
November 2004 elections. The purpose of the task force was to determine whether
evidence of criminal fraud existed in the irregularities and, if evidence of fraud was
found, to pursue criminal prosecutions.
The task force has made the following specific determinations based on evidence
examined to date:
* evidence of more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in
names of persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting in names believed to be fake.
Those investigations continue;
* more than 200 felons voted when they were not eligible to do so. In order to establish
criminal cases, the government must establish willful violations in individual instances;
* persons who had been paid to register voters as "deputy registrars" falsely listed
approximately 65 names in order to receive compensation for the registrations. The
evidence does not indicate that these particular false registrations were later used to cast
votes; and,
* the number of votes counted from the City of Milwaukee exceeds the number of
persons recorded as voting by more than 4,500.
The investigation concentrated on the 70,000+ same-day registrations. It found that a
large majority of the reported errors were the result of data entry errors, such as street
address numbers being transposed. However, the investigation also found more than 100
instances where votes were cast in a manner suggesting fraud. These include:
* persons with the same name and date of birth recorded as voting more than once;
* persons who live outside Milwaukee, but who used non-existent City addresses to
register and vote in the City;
* persons who registered and voted with identities and addresses that cannot in any way
be linked to a real person;
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* persons listed as voting under a name and identity of a person known to be deceased;
and
* persons whose identities were used to vote, but who in subsequent interviews told task
force investigators that they did not, in fact, vote in the City of Milwaukee.
The investigation found persons who were paid money to obtain registrations allegedly
falsified approximately 65 names on registration forms, allegedly to obtain more money
for each name submitted. There is no evidence gathered to date that votes were cast
under these specific false names. Also found were more than 200 felons who were not
eligible to vote in the 2004 election, but who are recorded as having done so.
An additional finding of the task force was that the number of votes cast far exceeds the
total number of recorded voters. The day after the 2004 election, the City of Milwaukee
reported the total number of votes as 277,344. In late November an additional 191
previously uncounted absentee ballots were added, for a total of 277,535 votes cast. Still
later, an additional 30 ballots were added, bringing the total number of counted votes to
277,565. City records, however, have been unable to match this total to a similar number
of names of voters who cast ballots – either at the polls (under a prior registration or same
day registration) or cast absentee ballots. At present, the records show a total of 272,956
voter names – for a discrepancy of 4,609. This part of the investigation was hampered by
widespread record keeping errors with respect to recording the number of voters..
In the 2004 election, same-day registrations were accepted in which the card had
incomplete information that would help establish identity. For example: 48 original cards
for persons listed as voting had no name; 548 had no address; 28 did not have signatures;
and another 23 cards had illegible information. These were part of approximately 1,300
same-day registrations for which votes were cast, but which election officials could not
authenticate as proper voters within the City. Included in this 1,300 were 141 same-day
registrants from addresses outside the City of Milwaukee, but who voted within the City
of Milwaukee. In several instances, the voter explicitly listed municipality names other
than Milwaukee on the registration cards.
Another record keeping procedure hampering the investigation appears to be the postelection misfiling or loss of original green registration cards that were considered
duplicates, but that in fact corresponded to additional votes. These cards were used to
record votes, but approximately 100 cards of interest to investigators can no longer be
located. In addition, other original green registration cards continue to be found.
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Articles
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow," December 6, 2004.
This report describes the pervasive and repeated practices of voter intimidation and vote suppression that have taken place in very recent years
and during contemporary American history. It goes on to describe the numerous instances of voter intimidation and suppression during the 2000
election, the 1990s, the 1980s and back through the civil rights movement of the 1960s, putting current efforts in historical perspective.
Describing the chronology of events in this way demonstrates the developing patterns and strategic underpinnings of the tactics used over the last forty
years. Examples include:
• Florida law enforcement questioned elderly African American voters in Orlando regarding the 2003 mayoral race, which had already been
resolved, shortly before the 2004 election;
• the 2004 Florida felon purge list;
• the case of South Dakota in 2004 in which Native Americans were improperly and illegally required to show photo identification at the
polls or denied the right to vote, and similar improper demands for ID from minorities in other parts of the country;
• the use of challengers in minority districts in many locations;
• the challenge to the right of African American students to vote in Texas in 2004;
• the presence of men looking like law enforcement challenging African American voters at the polls in Philadelphia in 2003;
• the distribution of flyers in Louisiana and elsewhere in a number of elections over the last few years in minority areas telling them to
vote on the wrong day; and
• The FBI investigation into thousands of Native American voters in South Dakota in 2002.

Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23, December 30, 2002.
Argues that "the discriminatory use of so-called 'ballot security' programs" has been a reoccurring scandal since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. These programs are deceptively presented as preventing voter fraud and thereby furthering good government. However, McDonald states "but far
too often they [the ballot security programs] are actually designed to suppress minority voting -- and for nakedly partisan purposes." Blames the federal
government as well as the states for use of suspect ballot security programs. McDonald cites several ballot security efforts that were really disguised
attempts at minority voter suppression:
• SD-DOJ "voting integrity initiative".
• AR - poll watchers driving away voters in predominantly black precincts by taking photos of them and demanding identification during
pre-election day balloting.
• MI - "spotters" at heavily Democratic precincts was an effort to intimidate black voters and suppress Democratic turnout
• SC – one county's officials instituted a new and unauthorized policyallowing them to challenge voters who gave rural route or box
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numbers for their registration address (disproportionately affecting African Americans).
• the 1981 gubernatorial election anti-fraud initiative leading to the well known consent decree prohibiting the Republicans from repeating
this, a similar Republican effort in Louisiana in 1986 in Senator John Breaux's race which again resulted in prohibition by a state court
judge, and a similar effort by Republicans in Senator Jesse Helms 1990 reelection.
States that HAVA "contains provisions that may enhance the opportunities for harassment and intimidation of minorities through ballot-security
programs (especially voter ID). Indicates that the crux of the problem is lax enforcement of federal voter's rights laws ("there is no record of the
purveyors of any ballot-security program being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right to vote." The only positive case law
McDonald cited was a decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit that affirmed "an award of damages ranging from $500 to
$2,000, payable by individual poll officials to each of seven black voters who had been unlawfully challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or
purged from the rolls in the town of Crawfordsville [Arkansas].")
Recommends that Congress and the states should adopt "nondiscriminatory, evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot."

Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
Current voter registration practices were determined to be insufficient to ensure the accuracy of voter registration lists used by poll workers or to prevent
ineligible persons from registering to vote. In six municipalities where sufficient information was available, there was 105 instances of potentially
improper or fraudulent voting in the 2004 elections. These included: 98 ineligible felons who may have voted; 2 individuals who may have voted
twice; 1 voter who may have been underage; and 4 absentee ballots that should not have been counted because the voters who cast them died
before Election Day (all but dead voters were forwarded to appropriate district attorneys for investigation). Statutes require that clerks send cards to
everyone who registers by mail or on Election Day. However, only 42.7 % of the 150 municipalities surveyed sent cards to both groups, and 46 % did not
send any address verification cards to those registering to vote on Election Day in November 2004. Statutes also require clerks to provide the local district
attorney with the names of any Election Day registrants whose cards are undeliverable at the address provided. However, only 24.3 % of the clerks who
sent cards also forwarded names from undeliverable cards to district attorneys. District attorneys surveyed indicated that they require more information
than is typically provided to conduct effective investigations. To ensure that voter registration lists contain only the names of qualified electors, municipal
clerks are required by statute to remove or inactivate the names of individuals who have not voted in four years, to update registration information for
individuals who move or change their names, and to remove or inactivate the names of deceased individuals. They are also required to notify registered
voters before removing their names from registration lists. These statutory requirements are not consistently followed:
• 85.3 % of municipalities removed the names of inactive voters from their voter registration lists;
• 71.4 % sometimes or always notified registered voters before removing their names; and
• 54.0 % reported removing the names of ineligible felons.
• registration lists contain duplicate records and the names of ineligible individuals (e.g.; more than 348,000 electronic voter registration records from
eight municipalities were reviewed, identifying 3,116 records that appear to show individuals who are registered more than once in the same
municipality).
Recommendations:
• adjust the early registration deadline to provide clerks more time to prepare registration lists;
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• establish more stringent requirements for special registration deputies, including prohibiting compensation based on the number of individuals
registered;
• establish uniform requirements for demonstrating proof of residence for all registrants;
• provide municipal clerks with more flexibility in the use of address verification cards;
• Authorize civil penalties for local election officials and municipalities that fail to comply with election laws; and
• implement mandatory elections training requirements for municipal clerks.
Report also recognized that the new HAVA registration procedures would help with existing registration problems.

Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office "Preliminary
Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud," May 10, 2005.
On January 26, 2005, the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United
States Attorney's Office formed a task force to investigate alleged voting irregularities during the November 2004 elections. The task force has made the
following specific determinations based on evidence examined to date:
• evidence of more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in names of persons who likely did not vote, and/or
voting in names believed to be fake.
• more than 200 felons voted when they were not eligible to do so. (In order to establish criminal cases, the government must establish
willful violations in individual instances);
• persons who had been paid to register voters as "deputy registrars" falsely listed approximately 65 names in order to receive
compensation for the registrations. (The evidence does not indicate that these particular false registrations were later used to cast
votes); and,
• the number of votes counted from the City of Milwaukee exceeds the number of persons recorded as voting by more than 4,500.
(Evidence indicates widespread record keeping errors with respect to recording the number of voters)
The investigation concentrated on the 70,000+ same-day registrations. It found that a large majority of the reported errors were the result of data
entry errors, such as street address numbers being transposed. However, the investigation also found more than 100 instances where votes were
cast in a manner suggesting fraud. These include:
• persons with the same name and date of birth recorded as voting more than once;
• persons who live outside Milwaukee, but who used non-existent City addresses to register and vote in the City (141 of them were same day
registrants; in several instances, the voter explicitly listed municipality names other than Milwaukee on the registration cards);
• persons who registered and voted with identities and addresses that cannot in any way be linked to a real person;
• persons listed as voting under a name and identity of a person known to be deceased;
• persons whose identities were used to vote, but who in subsequent interviews told task force investigators that they did not, in fact, vote in the City
of Milwaukee.
Investigation also found:
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• persons who were paid money to obtain registrations allegedly falsified approximately 65 names on registration forms, allegedly to obtain
more money for each name submitted.
• more than 200 felons who were not eligible to vote in the 2004 election, but who are recorded as having done so.
• same-day registrations were accepted in which the card had incomplete information that would help establish identity. For example: 48
original cards for persons listed as voting had no name; 548 had no address; 28 did not have signatures; and another 23 cards had illegible
information (part of approximately 1,300 same-day registrations for which votes were cast, but which election officials could not authenticate as
proper voters within the City).
• the post-election misfiling or loss of original green registration cards that were considered duplicates, but that in fact corresponded to
additional votes. These cards were used to record votes, but approximately 100 cards of interest to investigators can no longer be
located. In addition, other original green registration cards continue to be found.

National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American
University, September 2005.
Among the observations made that are relevant to the EAC study of fraud and intimidation are the following:
• The November 2004 elections showed that irregularities and fraud still occur.
•
Failure to provide voters with such basic information as their registration status and their polling site location raises a barrier to voting as significant
as inconsistent procedures on provisional ballots or voter ID requirements.
• There is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting, but both occur, and it. could affect the outcome of a close
election.
• The Commission is concerned that the different approaches to identification cards might prove to be a serious impediment to voting.
• Voter registration lists are often inflated by the inclusion of citizens who have moved out of state but remain on the lists. Moreover, under
the National Voter Registration Act, names are often added to the list, but counties and municipalities often do not delete the names of those who
moved. Inflated voter lists are also caused by phony registrations and efforts to register individuals who are ineligible. At the same time, inaccurate
purges of voter lists have removed citizens who are eligible and are properly registered.
• Political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives generally contribute to the electoral process by generating interest in upcoming elections
and expanding participation. However, they are occasionally abused. There were reports in 2004 that some party activists failed to deliver:
voter registration forms of citizens who expressed a preference for the opposing party.
• Vote by mail raises concerns about privacy, as citizens voting at home may come under pressure to vote for certain candidates, and it
increases the risk of fraud.
• While election fraud is difficult to measure, it occurs. The U.S. Department of Justice has launched more than 180 investigations into election
fraud since October 2002. These investigations have resulted in charges of multiple voting, providing false information on their felon status,
and other offenses against 89 individuals and convictions of 52 individuals. The convictions related to a variety of election fraud offenses, from
vote buying to submitting false voter registration Information and voting -related offenses by non-citizens. In addition to the federal
investigations, state attorneys general and local prosecutors handle cases of election fraud. Other cases are never pursued because of
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the difficulty in obtaining sufficient evidence for prosecution or because of the low priority given to election fraud cases.
Absentee ballots remain the largest source of potential voter fraud
Non-citizens have registered to vote in several recent elections
The growth of "third-party" (unofficial) voter registration drives in recent elections has led to a rise in reports of voter registration fraud.
Many states allow the representatives of candidates or political parties to challenge a person's eligibility to register or vote or to
challenge an inaccurate name on a voter roll. This practice of challenges may contribute to ballot integrity, but it can have the effect of
intimidating eligible voters, preventing them from casting their ballot, or otherwise disrupting the voting process.
Its pertinent recommendations for reform are as follows:
• Interoperable state voter databases are needed to facilitate updates in the registration of voters who move to another state and to eliminate
duplicate registrations, which are a source of potential fraud.
• Voters should be informed of their right to cast a provisional ballot if their name does not appear on the voter roll, or if an election official
asserts that the individual is not eligible to vote, but States should take additional and effective steps to inform voters as to the location of
their precinct
• The Commission recommends that states use "REAL ID" cards for voting purposes.
• To verify the identity of voters who cast absentee ballots, the voter's signature on the absentee ballot can be matched with a digitized
version of the signature that the election administrator maintains. While such signature matches are usually done, they should be done
consistently in all cases, so that election officials can verify the identity of every new registrant who casts an absentee ballot.
• Each state needs to audit its voter registration files to determine the extent to which they are accurate (with correct and current information on
individuals), complete (including all eligible voters), valid (excluding ineligible voters), and secure (with protections against unauthorized use). This
can be done by matching voter files with records in other state agency databases in a regular and timely manner, contacting individuals when the
matches are inconclusive, and conducting survey research to estimate the number of voters who believe they are registered but who are not in fact
listed in the voter files.
• Each state should oversee political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives to ensure that they operate effectively, that registration
forms are delivered promptly to election officials, that all completed registration forms are delivered to the election officials, and that none are
"culled" and omitted according to the registrant's partisan affiliation. Measures should also be adopted to track and hold accountable those who are
engaged in submitting fraudulent voter registrations. Such oversight might consist of training activists who conduct voter registration drives and
tracking voter registration forms to make sure they are all accounted for. In addition, states should apply a criminal penalty to any activist who
deliberately fails to deliver a completed voter registration form.
• Investigation and prosecution of election fraud should include those acts committed by Individuals, including election officials, poll
workers, volunteers, challengers or other nonvoters associated with the administration of elections, and not just fraud by voters.
• In July of even-numbered years, the U.S. Department of Justice should issue a public report on its investigations of election fraud. This
report should specify the numbers of allegations made, matters investigated, cases prosecuted, and individuals convicted for various crimes. Each
state's attorney general and each local prosecutor should issue a similar report.
• The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Public Integrity should increase its staff to investigate and prosecute election -related fraud.
• In addition to the penalties set by the Voting Rights Act, it should be a federal felony for any individual, group of individuals, or organization
to engage in any act of violence, property destruction (of more than $500 value), or threatened act of violence that is intended to deny
•
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any individual his or her lawful right to vote or to participate in a federal election.
• To deter systemic efforts to deceive or intimidate voters, the Commission recommends federal legislation to prohibit any individual or
group from deliberately providing the public with incorrect information about election procedures for the purpose of preventing voters
from going to the polls.
• States should define clear procedures for challenges, which should mainly be raised and resolved before the deadline for voter
registration. After that, challengers will need to defend their late actions. On Election Day, they should direct their concerns to poll workers,
not to voters directly, and should in no way interfere with the smooth operation of the polling station.
• State and local jurisdictions should prohibit a person from handling absentee ballots other than the voter, an acknowledged family
member, the U.S. Postal Service or other legitimate shipper, or election officials. The practice in some states of allowing candidates or party
workers to pick up and deliver absentee ballots should be eliminated.
• All states should consider passing legislation that attempts to minimize the fraud that has resulted from "payment by the piece" to
anyone in exchange for their efforts in voter registration, absentee ballot, or signature collection.
• Nonpartisan structures of election administration are very important, and election administrators should be neutral, professional, and
impartial.
• No matter what institutions are responsible for conducting elections, conflict-of-interest standards should be introduced for all federal, state,
and local election officials. Election officials should be prohibited by federal and/or state laws from serving on any political campaign committee,
making any public comments in support of a candidate, taking a public position on any ballot measure, soliciting campaign funds, or otherwise
campaigning for or against a candidate for public office. A decision by a secretary of state to serve as co-chair of his or her party's presidential
election committee would clearly violate these standards.

The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School
of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
Recommendation on Voter Identification • Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread
fraud. However, the Report admits that there is simply "no evidence" that the type of fraud that could be solved by stricter voter
identification – individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls – is a widespread problem.
• The photo ID proposal guards against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false information, such as the name of
another registered voter, or a recent but not current address. Since the costs of this form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides for up to
five years' imprisonment), and the benefits to any individual voter are extremely low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever occur with any frequency.
The limited types of fraud that could be prevented by a Real ID requirement are extremely rare and difficult.
• In the most comprehensive survey of alleged election fraud to date, Professor Loraine Minnite and David Callahan have shown that the incidence
of individual voter fraud at the polls is negligible. A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a statewide survey found four
instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in 2002 and 2004, out of 9,078,728 votes cast – a rate of 0.00004%. Earlier this year,
Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox stated that she could not recall one documented case of voter fraud relating to the impersonation of a
registered voter at the polls during her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary_ of_St_ate.
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• The Report attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four specific examples of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of
the Report's cited examples of fraud stand up under closer scrutiny. This response report goes through each instance of fraud raised by the
Commission report and demonstrates that in each case the allegation in fact turned out later not to be true or the fraud cited was not of the type
that would be addressed by a photo identification requirement.
• The Report fails to provide a good reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at the polls than for those who vote absentee. Despite the
fact that absentee ballots are more susceptible to fraud than regular ballots, the Report exempts absentee voters from its proposed Real ID
and proof of citizenship requirements.
Other points in ID requirement:
• Report does not explain why the goals of improved election integrity will not be met through the existing provisions in the Help America
Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA).
• Report fails to consider alternative measures to advance its goals that are less restrictive to voters. To the extent that any limited fraud by
individuals at the polls does trickle into the system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to recognize
that only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot. Proper cleaning of registration lists – and proper use of the lists at the
poll–will therefore go a long way toward ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
• In addition to the better registration lists that full implementation will provide, better record keeping and administration at the polls will
reduce the limited potential for voting by ineligible persons. In the unlikely event that implementation of current law is not able to wipe out
whatever potential for individual fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome alternatives to the Report's Real ID
recommendation that received wholly insufficient consideration.
• Costs - If required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll tax that could disenfranchise low-income
voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report appropriately recommends that the "Real ID" card itself be issued free of charge. Nevertheless, the
percentage of Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship necessary to obtain Real IDs is likely to remain high because the requisite
•
documents are both expensive and burdensome to obtain. (Each of the documents an individual is required to show in order to obtain a "Real ID"
card or other government-issued photo ID card costs money or presumes a minimal level of economic resources. Unless the federal and all state
governments waive the cost of each of these other forms of identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater than their direct costs.
In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at specified government offices, which may be far from voters' residences and
workplaces, individuals seeking such Ids will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking time off from work to visit those offices
during often-abbreviated business hours.)
• Since voting generally depends on the voter's address, and since many states will not accept IDs that do not bear an individual's current voting
address, an additional 41.5 million Americans each year will have ID that they may not be able to use to vote.
• The burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly, the disabled, students, the poor, and people of color.
• The ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration at disability and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993. Individuals who seek to register at those offices–which generally do not issue IDs Census data demonstrate that African
Americans and Latinos are more than three times more likely than whites to register to vote at a public assistance agency, and that whites are
more likely than African Americans and Latinos to register when seeking a driver's license. Accordingly, the voter registration procedure far more
likely to be used by minorities than by whites will no longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote.
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• The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with
even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card. The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it
would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card
Recommendation on Database Information Sharing Across States - serious efficacy, privacy, and security concerns raised by a nationally distributed
database of the magnitude it contemplates. These problems are exacerbated by the Report's recommendation that an individual's Social Security
number be used as the broadly disseminated unique voting identifier.
Recommendation on Voting Rights of Ex-Felons - This recommendation would set a standard more generous than the policies of the most regressive
thirteen states in the nation but more restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The trend in the states is toward extension of the franchise.
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression
– or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights & Protection, September, 2004.
Focuses on vote suppression through "ballot security programs" (programs that, in the name of protecting against vote fraud, almost exclusively
target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting precincts and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those precincts from casting a
ballot). Noteworthy characteristics of these programs:
• focus on minority precincts almost exclusively
• Is often on only the flimsiest evidence that vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such precincts;
• in addition to encouraging the presence of sometimes intimidating white Republican poll watchers or challengers who may slow down
voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in officiallooking uniforms with badges and side arms who question voters about their citizenship or their registration
• warning signs may be posted near the polls, or radio ads may be targeted to minority listeners containing dire threats of prison terms for
people who are not properly registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the defensive.
•
• sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent to minority voters through the mail."
• doing mailings, collecting returned materials, and using that as a basis for creating challenger lists and challenging voters at the polls,
started in the 1950s and continues to today (problemwith this practice is that reasons for a mailing to be returned include a wrong address, out of
date or inaccurate addresses, poor mail delivery in minority areas, and matching mistakes)
Provide numerous examples from the last 50 years to demonstrate his thesis, going through the historical development of Republican ballot security
programs from the 1950s through to the present (including more recent incidents, such as 1981 in New Jersey, 1982 Dallas, Louisiana 1986, Houston
1986, Hidalgo 1988 Orange County 1988, North Carolina 1990, South Carolina 1980-1990, and South Dakota 2002). Author cites and quotes internal
Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in
some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his argument. author cites and quotes internal Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources
and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his
argument.
Some of the features of vote suppression efforts put forth by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs:
1. An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in what Republicans call "heavily Democratic," but what are
usually minority, precincts;
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2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are occasionally justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts, spread by radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods,
newspapers, fliers, and phone calls, which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting 'official-looking" personnel at polling places, including but not limited to off-duty police—sometimes in uniform,
sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can confuse, humiliate, and intimidate—as well as slow the
voting process—in these same minority precincts;
6. Challenging voters using Inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants derived from "do-not -forward" letters sent to low-income
and minority neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of minority voters as venal and credulous.
The report ends with some observations on the state of research on the incidence of fraud, which the author finds lacking. He suggests that vote
suppression of qualified minority voters by officials and partisan poll-watchers, challengers, and uniformed guards should also be considered
as included in any definition of election fraud. Recommends Democrats should not protest all programs aimed at ballot integrity, but rather work with
Republicans to find solutions to problems that confront both parties and the system as a whole.
Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project,
November 2005.
Presents results from the first nationwide study to document the implementation of American felony disenfranchisement law. Data came from two main
sources: a 33-state survey of state elections officials (spring 2004) and telephone interviews with almost one hundred city, county, town, and parish
officials drawn from 10 selected states.
Major Conclusions:
1. Broad variation and misunderstanding in interpretation and enforcement of voting laws (more than one-third [37%] of local officials
interviewed in ten states either described their state's fundamental eligibility law incorrectly, or stated that they did not know a central aspect of that
law. / Local registrars differ in their knowledge of basic eligibility law, often within the same state. Differences also emerge in how they are notified
of criminal convictions, what process they use to suspend, cancel, or "purge" voters from the rolls, whether particular documents are required to
restore a voter to eligibility, and whether they have information about the criminal background of new arrivals to the state.)
2. Misdemeanants disenfranchised in at least five states (the commonly-used term "felon disenfranchisement" is not entirely accurate, since at
least five states – Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, South Carolina, and Maryland -- also formally bar some or all people convicted of misdemeanors
from voting [ it is likely that misdemeanants in other states who do retain the formal right to vote could have difficulty exercising that right, given
ignorance of their eligibility and the lack of clear rules and procedures for absentee voting by people in jail who have not been convicted of a felony
/ Maryland excludes persons convicted of many misdemeanors, such as "Unlawful operation of vending machines," "Misrepresentation of tobacco
leaf weight," and "Racing horse under false name.")
3. Significant ambiguities in voting laws (disenfranchisement in Tennessee is dependent on which of five different time periods a felony
conviction occurred between 1973 and the present/in Oregon, disenfranchisement is determined not by conviction or imprisonment for a
felony, but for being placed under Department of Corrections supervision / since 1997, some persons convicted of a felony and sentenced to less
than 12 months' custody have been sent to county jails and hence, are eli gible to vote.
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Disenfranchisement results In contradictory policies within states (the "crazy-quilt" pattern of disenfranchisement laws exists even
within states / Alabama and Mississippi have both the most and least restrictive laws in the country, a result which is brought about by the fact
that certain felonies result in the loss of voting rights for life, while others at least theoretically permit people in prison to vote / most felonies in
Alabama result in permanent disenfranchisement, but drug and DUI offenses have been determined to not involve the "moral turpitude" that
triggers the loss of voting rights / in Mississippi, ten felonies result in disenfranchisement, but do not include such common offenses as burglary
and drug crimes.
5. Confusing policies lead to the exclusion of legal voters and the inclusion of illegal voters: The complexity of state disenfranchisement
policies results in frequent misidentification of voter eligibility, largely because officials differ in their knowledge and application of disqualification
and restoration law and procedures.
6. Significant variation and uncertainty in how states respond to persons with a felony conviction from other states: No state has a
systematic mechanism in place to address the immigration of persons with a felony conviction, and there is no consensus among indefinitedisenfranchisement states on whether the disqualification is properly confined to the state of conviction, or should be considered in the new state
of residence. Interpretation and enforcement of this part of disenfranchisement law varies not only across state lines, but also from one county to
another within states. Local officials have no way of knowing about convictions in other states, and many are unsure what they would do if a
would-be voter acknowledged an old conviction. Because there is no prospect of a national voter roll, this situation will continue even after full
HAVA implementation.
7. Disenfranchisement is a time-consuming, expensive practice: Enforcement requires elections officials to gather records from different
agencies and bureaucracies, including state and federal courts, Departments of Corrections, Probation and Parole, the state Board of Elections,
the state police, and other counties' elections offices.
Policy Implications
1. Policies disenfranchising people living in the community on probation or parole, or who have completed a sentence are particularly
difficult to enforce: States which disenfranchise only persons who are currently incarcerated appear able to enforce their laws more consistently
than those barring non-incarcerated citizens from voting.
2. Given large-scale misunderstanding of disenfranchisement law, many eligible persons incorrectly believe they cannot vote, or have been.
misinformed by election officials: More than one-third of election officials interviewed incorrectly described their state's law on voting eligibility.
More than 85% of the officials who misidentified their state's law either did not know the eligibility standard or specified that the law was more
restrictive than was actually the case.
3. Occasional violation of disenfranchisement law by non -incarcerated voters not surprising: Given the complexity of state laws and the
number of state officials who lack an understanding of restoration and disqualification procedures, it should come as no surprise that many voters
are ignorant of their voting status, a fact that is likely to have resulted in hundreds of persons with a felony conviction registering and voting illegally
in recent years.
4. Taken together, these findings undermine the most prominent rationale for disenfranchisement: that the policy reflects a strong, clear
consensus that persons with a felony conviction are unfit to vote and constitute a threat to the polity: First, when significant numbers of
the people who administer elections do not know important aspects of disenfranchisement law, it is hard to conclude that the restriction is
necessary to protect social order and the "purity" of the ballot box. Second, because they are all but invisible in the sentencing process, "collateral"
sanctions like disenfranchisement simply cannot accomplish the denunciatory, expressive purposes their supporters claim. We now know that
disenfranchisement is not entirely "visible" even to the people running American elections. Third, deep uncertainty regarding the voting rights of
4.
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people with felony convictions who move from one state to another indicates that we do not even know what purpose disenfranchisement is
supposed to serve – whether it is meant to be a punishment, or simply a non-penal regulation of the franchise.
Recommendations
1. Clarify Policies Regarding Out-of-State Convictions: State officials should clarify their policies and incorporate into training programs the
means by which a felony conviction in another state affects an applicant's voting eligibility. For example, sentence-only disenfranchisement states
should clarify those newcomers with old felony convictions from indefinite disenfranchisement states are eligible to vote. And those states which
bar some people from voting even after their sentences are completed must clarify whether new arrivals with old felony convictions from sentenceonly disenfranchisement states are automatically eligible, and must explain what procedures, if any, should be followed for restoration.
2. Train Election Officials: Clarify disenfranchisement policies and procedures for all state and local election officials through development of
materials and training programs in each state. At a minimum, this should include distribution of posters, brochures and FAQ sheets to local and
state elections offices.
3. Train Criminal Justice Officials: Provide training on disqualification and restoration policies for all correctional and criminal justice officials,
particularly probation and parole staff. Correctional and criminal justice officials should also be actively engaged in describing these policies to
persons under criminal justice supervision.
4. Review Voting Restrictions on Non -Incarcerated People: Given the serious practical difficulty of enforcing laws disqualifying people who are
not incarcerated from voting – problems which clearly include both excluding eligible people from voting and allowing those who should be
ineligible to vote -- state policymakers should review such policies to determine if they serve a useful public purpose.

American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
Using court records, police reports and news articles, ACVR Legislative Fund presented this Report documenting hundreds of reported incidents and
allegations from around the country. The report most often alleges voter intimidation and voter registration fraud, and to a lesser degree absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying. This report alleges a coordinated effort by members of some organizations to rig the election system through voter
registration fraud, the first step in any vote fraud scheme that corrupts the election process by burying local officials in fraudulent and suspicious
registration forms. paid Democrat operatives were far more involved in voter intimidation and suppression activities than were their Republican
counterparts during the 2004 presidential election. Identified five cities as "hot spots" which require additional immediate attention, based on the findings of
this report and the cities' documented history of fraud and intimidation: Philadelphia, PA, Milwaukee, WI, Seattle, WA, St. Louis/East St. Louis, MO/IL, and
Cleveland, OH. Refutes charges of voter intimidation and suppression made against Republican supporters, discusses similar charges against
Democrats, details incidents vote fraud and illegal voting and finally discusses problems with vote fraud, voter registration fraud and election irregularities
around the country. Recommends:
• Both national political parties should formally adopt a zero -tolerance fraud and intimidation policy that commits the party to pursuing
and fully prosecuting Individuals and allied organizations who commit vote fraud or who seek to deter any eligible voter from
participating in the election through fraud or intimidation. No amount of legislative reform can effectively deter those who commit acts of
fraud if there is no punishment for the crime and these acts continue to be tolerated.
• States should adopt legislation requiring government-issued photo ID at the polls and for any voter seeking to vote by mail or by
absentee ballot. Government-issued photo identification should be readily available to all citizens without cost and provisions made to assure
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availability of government-issued identification to disabled and low-income citizens.
• States should adopt legislation requiring that all polling places be fully accessible and accommodating to all voters regardless of race,
disability or political persuasion and that polling locations are free of intimidation or harassment.
• States should create and maintain current and accurate statewide voter registration databases as mandated by the federal Help America
Vote Act ("HAVA") and establish procedures to assure that the statewide voter roll is current and accurate and that the names of eligible
voters on the roll are consistent with the voter roll used by local election authorities in conducting the election.
• States should adopt legislation establishing a 30-day voter registration cutoff to assure that all voter rolls are accurate and that all
registrants can cast a regular ballot on Election Day and the election officials have opportunity to establish a current and accurate voter
roll without duplicate or fictional names and assure that all eligible voters (including all recently registered voters) are included on the
voter roll at their proper precinct.
• States should adopt legislation requiring voter registration applications to be delivered to the elections office within one week of being
completed so that they are processed in a timely manner and to assure the individuals registered by third party organizations are
properly included on the voter roll.
• States should adopt legislation and penalties for groups violating voter registration laws, and provide the list of violations and penalties
to all registration solicitors. Legislation should require those organizations obtaining a voter's registration to deliver that registration to
election officials in a timely manner and should impose appropriate penalties upon any individual or organization that obtains an eligible
voter's registration and fails to deliver it to election authorities.
• States should adopt legislation prohibiting "bounty" payment to voter registration solicitors based on the number of registration cards
they collect.

The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
Written after the 2000 election, thesis of report is that structural disenfranchisement—the effect of breakdowns in the electoral system is the new poll
tax. Structural disenfranchisement includes "bureaucratic blunders, governmental indifference, and flagrant disregard for voting rights." Blame for
structural disenfranchisement is laid squarely at the feet of states and localities that "shirk their responsibilities or otherwise manipulate election
systems," resulting in voters "either turned away from the polls or their votes are thrown out." Data and conclusions in the Report are taken from
eight sample case studies of states and cities across the country and a survey of state election directors that reinforces the findings of the case studies
(New York City-in six polling places Chinese translations inverted the Democrats with the Republicans; Georgia-the state computer crashed two weeks
before the election, dropping thousands of voters from the rolls; Virginia-registration problems kept an untold number from voting; Chicago-in inner-city
precincts with predominately minority populations, almost four out of every ten votes cast for President (in 2000) were discarded; St. Louis-thousands of
qualified voters were placed on inactive lists due to an overbroad purge; Florida-a voting list purge of voters whose name and birth date closely resembled
those of people convicted of felonies; and, Texas-significant Jim Crow like barriers to minority voting.) Most ballot blockers involve the structural elements
of electoral administration: "ill-trained poll workers, failures to process registration cards on time or at all, inaccurate registration rolls, overbroad purges of
voter rolls, unreasonably long lines, inaccurate ballot translations and a shortage of translators to assist voters who have limited English language skills."
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• election directors lack the resources to effectively do their jobs and some lack the "ability or will to force local election officials to fix serious
problems";
• election officials are highly under funded and legislatures refuse to grant their requests for more money;
• due to a lack of funds, election officials must use old and inferior equipment and can't improve training or meet structural needs;
• election officials are generally unaware of racial disparities in voting; only three of the 50 state election administrators are non-white.
Recommendations:
• federal policies that set nationwide and uniform election policies;
• federal guarantee of access to provisional ballots;
• enforcement of voter disability laws;
• automatic restoration of voting rights to those convicted of a crime after they have completed their sentence;
• a centralized data base of voters administered by non-partisan individuals;
• federal standards limiting precinct discarded vote rates to .25 %;
• federal requirements that jurisdiction provide voter education, including how to protect their right to vote; and laws that strengthen the ability of
individuals to bring actions to enforce voting rights and anti-discrimination laws.
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney
General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
A September 15, 2005 Report submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General included lists of purportedly illegitimate votes in New Jersey in the 2004
general election, including lists of 10,969 individuals who purportedly voted twice and lists of 4,756 voters who were purportedly dead or incarcerated in
November 2004. Analysis of the suspect lists reveals that the evidence submitted does not show what it purports to show: cause for concern
that there is serious risk of widespread fraud given the state of the New Jersey voter registration rolls. These suspect lists were compiled by
attempting to match the first name, last name, and birth date of persons on county voter registration files. Analysis reveals several serious problems
with the methodology used to compile the suspect lists that compromise the lists' practical value. For example, middle initials were ignored
G. Smith." Suffixes were also ignored, so that fathers
A. Smith" was presumed to be the same person as "J______
throughout all counties, so that "J
. Johnson, Jr." – were said to be the same person. A presumption that two records with the same
Johnson" and "B_____
and sons – like "B
name and date of birth must represent the same person is not consistent with basic statistical principles.
Re Claim of Double Voting by 4,497 Individuals:
• 1,803 of these 4,397 records of ostensibly illegal votes seem to be the product of a glitch in the compilation of the registration files (far more likely
that data error is to blame for the doubly logged vote - to irregularities in the data processing and compilation process for one single county);
• another 1,257 entries of the 4,397 records probably represent similar data errors;
• approximately 800 of the entries on the list likely represent different people, with different addresses and different middle initials or suffixes;
• for approximately 200 of the entries in this category, however, less information is available (lack of or differences in middle initial or middle name);
• 7 voters were apparently born in January 1, 1880 – which is most likely a system default for registrations lacking date-of-birth information;
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• for 227 voters, only the month and year of birth are listed: this means only that two voters with the same name were born in the same month and
year, an unsurprising coincidence in a state of several million people;
S. Rosen," born in the middle of the baby
• leaves approximately 289 votes cast.under the same name and birth date – like votes cast by "P
S.
Rosens,
born on the same date in 1948 – and
boom – but from two different addresses. It may appear strange, but there may be two P
such coincidences are surprisingly common. . In a group of just 23 people, it is more likely than not that two will share the same birthday. For 40
people, the probability is 90%. Many, if not most, of the 289 alleged double votes of persons registered at different addresses most likely reflect
two separate individuals sharing a first name, last name, middle initial, and birth date.
But there is no doubt that there are duplicate entries on New Jersey's registration rolls. It is well known that voter registration rolls contain
"deadwood" – registration entries for individuals no longer living at a given address or deceased. There is no evidence, however, that these extra
registrations are used for widespread illegal voting. Moreover, the problem of deadwood will soon be largely resolved: both the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993 and the Help America Vote Act of 2002 require states to implement several systems and procedures as of January 1,
2006, that will clean the voter rolls of duplicate or invalid entries while protecting eligible voters from unintended disfranchisement.

Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
Study re 2004 election in Ohio. Findings considered related to EAC study:
• Statewide, 6 %of all voters reported feelings of intimidation: 16 percent of African Americans reported experiencing intimidation versus
only 5 %of white voters.
• African American voters were 1.2 times more likely than white voters to be required to vote provisionally. Of provisional voters in
Cuyahoga County, 35% were African American, compared to 25% of non-provisional voters, matched by geography.
• Under Ohio law, the only voters who should have been asked for identification were those voting in their first Federal election that had registered
by mail but did not provide identification in their registration application. Although only 7% of all Ohio voters were newly registered (and only a
small percentage of those voters registered by mail and failed to provide identification in their registration application), more than one third
(37% reported being asked to provide identification. —meaning large numbers of voters were illegally required to produce identification.
African American voters statewide were 47% more likely to be required to show identification than white voters. Indeed, 61 % of African
American men reported being asked to provide identification at the polls.
• Scarcity of voting machines caused long lines that deterred many people from voting: 3% of voters who went to the polls left their
polling places and did not return due to the long lines; statewide, African American voters reported waiting an average of 52 minutes
before voting while white voters reported waiting an average of 18 minutes; overall, 20% of white Ohio voters reported waiting more than
twenty minutes, while 44% of African American voters reported doing so.
The report also includes a useful summary and description of the reports that came through Ohio Election Protection on Election Day, which included a
wide variety of problems, including voter intimidation and discrimination.
Pertinent recommendations:
• codify into law all required election practices, including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers
• adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
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• adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official poll workers among
precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access
• improve training of official poll workers
• adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance
of each election day
• not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law; vigorously enforce, to the full
extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.
• make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states
• implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA")
• expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when and how to vote.
• partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer any elections.

Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2004."
Supervision of the Justice Department's nationwide response to election crimes:
Election Crimes Branch oversees the Department's handling of all election crime allegations other than those involving civil rights violations, which are
supervised by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division. Specifically, the Branch supervises four types of corruption cases: crimes that involve the
voting process, crimes involving the financing of federal election campaigns, crimes relating to political shakedowns and other patronage abuses, and
illegal lobbying with appropriated funds. Vote frauds and campaign-financing offenses are the most significant and also the most common types of election
crimes. The purpose of Headquarters' oversight of election crime matters is to ensure that the Department's nationwide response to election crime is
uniform, impartial, and effective. An Election Crimes Branch, headed by a Director and staffed by Section attorneys on a case-by-case basis, was created
within the Section in 1980 to handle this supervisory responsibility.
Voting Fraud:
During 2002 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2003 the Branch assisted United States,
Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2004 the Branch
assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in the following states in the handling of vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts: Alabama,
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Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. This assistance included
evaluating vote fraud allegations to determine whether investigation would produce a prosecutable federal criminal case, helping to structure
investigations, providing legal advice concerning the formulation of charges, and assisting in establishing several task force teams of federal and state law
enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
Litigation:
The Branch Director or Section attorneys also prosecute selected election crimes, either by assuming total operational responsibility for the case or by
handling the case jointly with a United States Attorney's Office. The Section also may be asked to supervise the handling of a case in the event of a partial
recusal of the local office. For example, in 2002 the Branch continued to supervise the prosecution of a sheriff and his election attorney for using data from
the National Crime Information Center regarding voters' criminal histories to wage an election contest.
District Election Officer Program:
The Branch also assists in implementing the Department's long-standing District Election Officer (DEO) Program. This Program is designed to ensure that
each of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices has a trained prosecutor available to oversee the handling of election crime matters within the district and
to coordinate district responses with Headquarters regarding these matters. The DEO Program involves the appointment of an Assistant United States
Attorney in each federal district to serve a two-year term as a District Election Officer; the training of these prosecutors in the investigation and prosecution
of election crimes; and the coordination of election-related initiatives and other law enforcement activities between Headquarters and the field. In addition,
the DEO Program is a crucial feature of the Department's nationwide Election Day Program, which occurs in connection with the federal general elections
held in November of even-numbered years. The Election Day Program ensures that federal prosecutors and investigators are available both at the
Department's Headquarters in Washington and in each district to receive and handle complaints of election irregularities from the public while the polls are
open and that the public is aware of how these individuals can be contacted on election day. In 2002 the Department enhanced the DEO Program by
establishing a Ballot Integrity Initiative.
Ballot Integrity Initiative:
Beginning in September of 2002, the Public Integrity Section, acting at the request of the Attorney General, assisted in the implementation of a Ballot
Integrity Initiative for the 2002 general election and subsequent elections. This initiative included increasing the law enforcement priority the Department
gives to election crimes; holding a special day-long training event in Washington, DC for representatives of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices;
publicizing the identities and telephone numbers of the DEOs through press releases issued shortly before the November elections; and requiring the 93
U.S. Attorneys to communicate the enhanced federal prioritization of election crime matters to state and local election and law enforcement authorities. As
part of Ballot Integrity Initiative, on October 8, 2002, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division cosponsored a Voting Integrity Symposium for District Election Officers representing each of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the
types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such cases. Attorney General John Ashcroft
delivered the keynote address on the importance of election crime and ballot integrity enforcement. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division
Ralph Boyd and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Michael Chertoff also spoke to attendees on the protection of voting rights and the
prosecution of election cases. As part of Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative, on September 23 and 24, 2003, the Public Integrity Section and the
Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day Symposium for DEOs representing each of the 93 federal judicial
districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such
cases. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division Alexander Acosta and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Christopher A.
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Wray delivered the keynote addressees on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election cases. On July 20 and 21, 2004, the
Public Integrity Section and the Voting Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day symposium for DEOs representing each
of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes
available to prosecute such cases, and the handling of civil rights matters involving voting. Attorney General John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address
on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election fraud. In addition, Assistant Attorney General Christopher A. Wray of the
Criminal Division and Assistant Attorney General R. Alexander Acosta of the Civil Rights Division addressed conference attendees on voting rights and
election fraud enforcement issues respectively.
As a result of the Initiative, during 2002 the number of election crime matters opened by federal prosecutors throughout the country increased significantly,
as did the Section's active involvement in election crime matters stemming from the Initiative. At the end of 2002, the Section was supervising and
providing advice on approximately 43 election crime matters nationwide. In addition, as of December 31, 2002, 11 matters involving possible election
crimes were pending in the Section. During 2002 the Section closed two election crime matters and continued its operational supervision of 8 voting fraud
cases (conspiracy to illegally obtain criminal history records to use to challenge voters (AL) and 7 cases of vote buying involving 10 defendants (KY).

Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/engl ish/libra /international/en 1999-11.html
Addresses the role of the United States Department of Justice in matters of election fraud, specifically: what sort of election-related conduct is potentially
actionable as a federal crime; what specific statutory theories apply to frauds occurring in elections lacking federal candidates on the ballot, what
federalism; procedural, and policy considerations impact on the federalization of this type of case; and how Assistant United States Attorneys should
respond to this type of complaint. As a general rule, the federal crime of voter fraud embraces only organized efforts to corrupt of the election process
itself: i.e., the registration of voters, the casting of ballots, and the tabulation and certification of election results. Moreover, this definition excludes all
activities that occur in connection with the political campaigning process, unless those activities are themselves illegal under some other specific law or
prosecutorial theory. This definition also excludes isolated acts of individual wrongdoing that are not part of an organized effort to corrupt the voting
process. Mistakes and other gaffs that inevitably occur are not included as voter fraud. Prosecuting election fraud offenses in federal court is further
complicated by the constitutional limits that are placed on federal power over the election process. The conduct of elections is primarily a state rather than
a federal activity.
Four situations where federal prosecution is appropriate:
1. Where the objective of the conduct is to corrupt the outcome of a federal elective contest, or where the consequential effect of the corrupt conduct
impacts upon the vote count for federal office;
2. Where the object of the scheme is to discriminate against racial, ethnic or language minority groups, the voting rights of which have been
specifically protected by federal statues such as the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. section 1973 et seq.;
3. Where federalization is required in order to redress longstanding patters of electoral fraud, either at the request of state or local authorities, or in
the face of longstanding inaction by state authorities who appear to be unwilling or unable to respond under local law; and,
4. Where there is a factual basis to believe that fraudulent registration or voting activity is sufficiently connected to other from of criminal activity that
perusing the voter fraud angle will yield evidence useful in the prosecution of other categories of federal offense
Four advantages to federal prosecution:
1. Voter fraud investtions are labor intensive - local law enforcement agencies often lack the manpower and the financial resources to take these
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cases on;
Voter fraud matters are always politically sensitive and very high profile endeavors at the local level – local prosecutors (who are usually
themselves elected) often shy away from prosecuting them for that reason; the successful prosecution of voter fraud cases demands that critical
witnesses be examined under oath before criminal charges based on their testimony are filed.
3. Many states lack the broad grand jury process that exists in the federal system; and
4. The defendants in voter fraud cases are apt to be politicians - or agents of politicians - and it is often impossible for either the government or the
defendant to obtain a fair trial in a case that is about politics and is tried to a locally-drawn jury. The federal court system provides for juries to be
drawn from broader geographic base, thus often avoiding this problem.
Several prosecutorial theories used by United States Attorneys to federalize election frauds are discussed.
Four questions used by prosecutors in evaluating the credibility of election complaints:
1. does the substance of the complaint assuming it can be proven through investigation - suggest a potential crime;
2. is the complaint sufficiently fact-specific that it provides leads for investigators to pursue;
3. is there a federal statute that can be used to federalize the criminal activity at issue; and,
4. is there a special federal interest in the matter that warrants federalization rather than deferral to state law enforcement.
All federal election investigations must avoid the following: non-interference in elections unless absolutely necessary to preserve evidence; interviewing
voters during active voting periods; seizing official election documentation; investigative activity inside open polls; and prosecutors must adhere to 18
U.S.C. section 592, prohibiting the stationing of armed men at places where voting activity is taking place.
Election crimes based on race or language minority status are treated as civil rights matters under the Voting Rights Act.
2.

People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition, at http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
Election Protection 2004 was the nation's most far-reaching effort to protect voter rights before and on Election Day. The historic nonpartisan program
included: (1) a toll-free number, 1-866-OUR-VOTE, with free, immediate and multi-lingual assistance to help voters with questions about registration and
voting, and assist voters who encounter barriers to the ballot box; (2) distribution of more than five million "Voters' Bills of Rights" with state-specific
information; (3) 25,000 volunteers, including 6,000 lawyers and law students, who watched for problems and assisted voters on the spot at more than
3,500 predominantly African-American and Latino precincts with a history of disenfranchisement in at least 17 states; and (4) civil rights lawyers and
advocates represented voters in lawsuits, preserved access to the polls, exposed and prevented voter intimidation, worked with election officials to identify
and solve problems with new voting machines, technology and ballot forms, and protected voter rights in advance and on Election Day.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression Stories (Abridged):
• An Associated Press story noted Election Protection's exposure of reported voter suppression tactics in Colorado: Officials with the Election
Protection Coalition, a voter-rights group, also said some voters in a predominantly black neighborhood north of Denver found papers on
their doorsteps giving them the wrong address for their precinct.
• Election Protection received a report from Boulder County, Colorado that a poll worker made racist comments to Asian American voter and
then told her she was not on the list and turned her away. The voter saw others filling out provisional ballots and asked for one but was denied.
Another Asian American woman behind her in line was also given trouble by the same poll worker (he questioned her nationality and also turned
her away).
•
Election Protection received a report from Florissant County, Missouri from a voter who lives in predominantly white neighborhood. While waiting
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in line to vote, a Republican challenger challenged the black voters by requesting more proof of identification, residence, and signature
match, while asking nothing from white voters. Also, the same voter reportedly asked a few questions about voting but an election
officials refused to provide any meaningful answer, insisting that "it's very simple", but provided white voters with information when
requested. There was one other black voter in line who was also singled out for same treatment while white voters were not.
• The Election Protection hotline received reports from Pinellas County, Florida that individuals purporting to be from the Kerry campaign are
going door-to-door handing out absentee ballots, and asking voters to fill them out, and then taking the ballots from them, saying "Vote
here for Kerry. Don't bother going to the polls."
• The Election Protection Coalition received a report from a woman whose sister lives in Milwaukee and is on government assistance. Her sister
was reportedly told by her "case manager" that if she voted for Kerry, she would stop receiving her checks.
• An illiterate, older and disabled voter in Miami-Dade asked for assistance reading the ballot and reported that a poll worker yelled at him
and refused to assist him and also refused to allow him to bring a friend into the booth in order to read the ballot to him.
• The Election Protection Coalition have gathered reports that flyers are circulating in a black community in Lexington, South Carolina
claiming they those who are behind on child support payments will be arrested as the polls.
• Minority voters from Palm Beach County, Florida reported to the hotline that they received middle-of-the-night, live harassing phone
calls warning them away from the polls.
• A volunteer for Rock the Vote reported that two illiterate voters in Michigan requested assistance with their ballots but were refused and
reportedly mocked by poll workers.
• The hotline received a call from a radio DJ in Hillsborough County, Florida, who stated that he has received many calls (most of which were
from African-Americans) claiming that poll workers were turning voters away and not "letting" them vote.
• The hotline received a call from Pima County, Arizona, indicating that Democratic voters received calls throughout Monday evening,
providing incorrect information about the precinct location. Voters have had to be transported en masse in order to correct the problem.
• A caller from Alabama claims that he was told at his polling place that he could vote there for everything but the President and that he
would have to go elsewhere in order to vote for a presidential candidate.
• Poll monitors in Philadelphia reports groups of lawyers, traveling in threes, who pull voters out of line and challenge them to provide ID,
but when challenged themselves, they hop into waiting cars or vans and leave. Similar activity by Republican lawyers in Philadelphia was
reported in the 2002 election.
• In Cuyahuga, Ohio, a caller reported that all black voters are being asked to show ID, while white voters are not. Caller report that he is
black and had to show ID while his girlfriend is white and did not have to show ID.
• Two months ago, suspicious phone calls to newly registered Democrats —telling them they weren't, in fact, registered to vote — were
traced to the Republican headquarters in the Eastern Panhandle. On Monday, Democrats there said the calls have started again, even after
the Berkeley County Clerk — a Republican — sent the party a cease-and-desist letter. The Berkeley prosecutor, who also is county
Democratic chairman, has called on the U.S. attorney to investigate.
• In Tuscon, Arizona a misleading call informing voters that they should vote on November 3 has been traced back to the state GOP
headquarters. The FBI is investigating.
• A man driving around in a big van covered in American flags and a big picture of a policeman was reportedly parked in front of a polling
place; he then got out and moved within the 75 ft limit, until he was asked to leave; he then was found inside the pollingplace and was again
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6.
People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," December 2004.
A description and analysis of the complaints and allegations of voting irregularities gathered by the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Election Protection received more than a thousand complaints of voter suppression or intimidation. Complaints ranged from
intimidating experiences at polling places to coordinated suppression tactics. For example:
• Police stationed outside a Cook County, Illinois, polling place were requesting photo ID and telling voters if they had been convicted of a felony
that they could not vote.
• In Pima, Arizona, voters at multiple polls were confronted by an individual, wearing a black tee shirt with "US Constitution Enforcer" and a militarystyle belt that gave the appearance he was armed. He asked voters if they were citizens, accompanied by a cameraman who filmed the
encounters.
• There were numerous incidents of intimidation by partisan challengers at predominately low income and minority precincts
• Voters repeatedly complained about misinformation campaigns via flyers or phone calls encouraging them to vote on a day other than November
2, 2004 or of false information regarding their right to vote. In Polk County, Florida, for example, a voter received a call telling her to vote on
November 3. Similar complaints were also reported in other counties throughout Florida. In Wisconsin and elsewhere voters received flyers that
said:
o "If you already voted in any election this year, you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If anybody in your family has ever been found guilty of anything you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If you violate any of these laws, you can get 10 years in prison and your children will be taken away from you."
There were also numerous reports of poll workers refusing to give voters provisional ballots.
The following is a summary of the types of acts of suppression and intimidation included in the report and a list of the states in which they took place. All
instances of irregularities that were more administrative in nature have been omitted:
1. Improper implementation of voter identification rules, especially asking only African Americans for proof of identity: Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana
2. Individuals at the polls posing as some sort of law enforcement authority and intimidating and harassing voters: Arizona, Missouri
3. Intimidating and harassing challengers at the polls: Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Minnesota
4. Deceptive practices and disinformation campaigns, such as the use of flyers with intentional misinformation about voting rights or
voting procedures, often directed at minority communities; the use of phone calls giving people misinformation about polling sites and
other procedures; and providing verbal misinformation at the polls in a way that appears to have been intentionally misleading: Florida,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina, Arkansas, Texas
5. Refusal to provide provisional ballots to certain voters: Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, Colorado, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana
6. Registration applications submitted through third parties that were not processed: Arizona, Michigan, Nevada (registration forms destroyed
by Sproul Associates)
7. Improper removal from the voter registration list: Arizona
8. Individuals questioning voters' citizenship: Arizona
9. Police officers at the polls intimidating voters: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina
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The report does not provide corroborating evidence for the allegations it describes. However, especially in the absence of a log of complaints received by
the Department of Justice, this report provides a very useful overview of the types of experiences some voters more than likely endured on Election Day in
2004.

Books
John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Democrats. Fund's accusations, if credible, would indicate that fraud such as voter registration fraud,
absentee ballot fraud, dead people voting, and felon voting is prevalent throughout the country. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
and types of voter fraud and voter intimidation occurring.
Fund says that "Election fraud, whether its phony voter registrations, illegal absentee ballots, shady recounts or old-fashioned ballot-box stuffing, can be
found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading because of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and
created so many close elections lately. Fund argues that fraud has been made easier by the passage of the National Voting Rights Act because it
allows ineligible voters to remain on the voter rolls, allowing a voter to vote in the name of someone else. He claims dead people, people who have moved,
and people in jail remain on the voting list. He believes because of NVRA illegal aliens have been allowed to vote..
Absentee balloting makes it even worse: someone can register under false names and then use absentee ballots to cast multiple votes. Groups can get
absentee ballots for the poor and elderly and then manipulate their choices.
Provides a number of examples of alleged voter fraud, mostly perpetrated by Democrats. For example, he claims much fraud in St. Louis in 2000,
including illegal court orders allowing people to vote, felons voting, people voting twice, dead people voting, voters were registered to vacant lots,
election judges were not registered and evidence of false registrations. Another case he pays a great deal of attention to are the alleged
transgressions by Democrats in Indian Country in South Dakota 2002, including voter registration fraud, suspicious absentee ballot requests, vote
hauling, possible polling place fraud, abusive lawyers at polling sites, and possible vote buying.

Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten Historyof Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
Bulk of the book comprises stories from United States electoral history outside the scope of this project; however, tales are instructive in showing how far
back irregular and illegal voting practices go. Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Republican, although at times it does include
complaints about Democratic tactics. Gumbel's accusations, if credible, especially in the Bush-Gore election, would indicate there were a number of
problems in key states in such areas as intimidation, vote counting, and absentee ballots. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
and types of voter fraud and voter intimidation occurring.
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition – 1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
Traces the historical persistence of voter fraud from colonial times through the 2004 Bush-Kerry election. From the textual information, it quickly becomes
obvious that voter fraud was not limited to certain types of people or to certain political parties. [SKIMPY SUMMARY-DOES NOT SAY MUCH.]
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David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential
Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
Adds almost nothing to the present study. It contains no footnotes and no references to primary source material, save what may be able to be gleaned
from the bibliography. Takes a historical look at United States Presidential elections from Andrew Jackson to George Bush by providing interesting stories
and other historical information. There are only three pages out of the entire book that touches on vote fraud in the first Bush election. The authors assert
that the exit polls in Florida were probably correct. The problem was the pollsters had no way of knowing that thousands of votes would be invalidated. But
the authors do not believe that fraud was the cause of the tabulation inaccuracy.
Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Sets out to show that the 2004 election was won by Bush through nefarious means, and indicts the news media for not taking anomalies, irregularities, and
alleged malfeasance in the process seriously enough. However, book is well sourced, and individual instances of alleged malfeasance discussed may be
worth looking at. He accuses Republicans of committing crimes and improprieties throughout the country, including:
1. deliberate disparities in voting machine distribution and long lines in Democratic jurisdictions;
2. misinterpretation of voting laws by elections officials to the detriment of Democratic voters;
3. dirty tricks and deceptive practices to mislead Democratic and minority voters about voting times, places and conditions;
4. machine irregularities in Democratic jurisdictions;
5. relocating polling sites in Democratic and minority areas;
6. suspicious mishandling of absentee ballots;
7. refusing to dispense voter registration forms to certain voter registration groups;
8. intimidation of students;
9. suspicious ballot spoilage rates in certain jurisdictions;
10. "strategic distribution of provisional ballots," and trashing of provisional ballots;
11. harassment of Native American voters;
12. a Republican backed organization engaging in voter registration efforts throughout the country that allegedly destroyed the voter
registration forms of Democrats;
13. illegitimate challenges at the polls by Republican poll watchers;
14. improper demands for identification in certain areas;
15. Republican challenges to the voter registration status of thousands of voters before the election, and the creation of lists of voters to
challenge at the polls;
16. wrongful purging of eligible voters from voting rolls;
17. partisan harassment;
18. the selective placement of early voting sites; and
19. failure to send out absentee ballots in time for people to vote.
Details what he says was the inappropriate use of the Federal Voter Assistance Program that made voting for the military easy while throwing up obstacles
for civilians overseas in their efforts to vote by absentee ballot, leading many of them to be disenfranchised.
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Leal
7tfl Circuit 06Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana (Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals,
2218
Although the proponents of SEA 483 asserted that the law was intended to combat voter fraud, no evidence of the existence of such fraud has ever
been provided. No voter has been convicted of or even charged with the offense of misrepresenting his identity for purposes of casting a
fraudulent ballot in person, King Dep. 95-96; Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2-3, though there have been documented instances of absentee ballot fraud. King Dep.
120. Indeed, no evidence of in person, on-site voting fraud was presented to the General Assembly during the legislative process leading up to the
enactment of the Photo ID Law. Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2The State cannot show any compelling justification for subjecting only voters who vote in person to the new requirements of the Photo ID Law,
while exempting absentee voters who vote by mail or persons who live in state-certified residential facilities.
On the other hand, absentee ballots are peculiarly vulnerable to coercion and vote tampering since there is no election official or independent
election observer available to ensure that there is no illegal coercion by family members, employers, churches, union officials, nursing home
administrators, and others.
Law gives virtually unbridled discretion to partisan precinct workers and challengers to make subjective determinations such as (a) whether a
form of photo identification produced by a voter conforms to what is required by the Law, and (b) whether the voter presenting himself or
herself at the polls is in fact the voter depicted In the photo Robertson Dep. 29-34, 45; King Dep. 86, 89. This is significant because any voter who is
challenged under this Law will be required to vote by provisional ballot and to make a special trip to the election board's office in order to have his vote
counted. Robertson Dep. 37; King Dep. 58.
The Photo ID Law confers substantial discretion, not on law enforcement officials, but on partisan precinct poll workers and challengers
appointed by partisan political officials, to determine both whether a voter has presented a form of identification which conforms to that
required by the Law and whether the person presenting the identification is the person depicted on it. Conferring this degree of discretion upon
partisan precinct officials and members of election boards to enforce the facially neutral requirements of the Law has the potential for
becoming a means of suppressing a particular point of view.
The State arguably might be justified in imposing uniform, narrowly-tailored and not overly-burdensome voter identification requirements if the State were
able to show that there is an intolerably high incidence of fraud among voters misidentifying themselves at the polls for the purpose of casting a fraudulent
ballot. But here, the State has utterly failed to show that this genre of fraud is rampant or even that it has ever occurred in the context of on-site, in-person
voting (as opposed to absentee voting by mail) so as to justify, these extra burdens, which will fall disproportionately on the poor and elderly.
And where the State has already provided a mechanism for matching signatures, has made it a crime to misrepresent one's identity for purposes
of voting, and requires the swearing out of an affidavit if the voter's identity is challenged, it already has provisions more than adequate to
prevent or minimize fraud in the context of in-person voting, particularly in the absence of any evidence that the problem the Law seeks to
address is anything more than the product of hypothesis, speculation and fantasy.
In-person voter-identity fraud Is notoriously difficult to detect and investigate. In his book Stealing Elections, John Fund observes that actual inperson voter fraud is nearly undetectable without a voter photo-identification requirement because anybody who provides a name that is on the
rolls may vote and then walk away with no record of the person's actual identity. The problem is only exacerbated by the increasingly transient
nature of society. Documentation of in-person voter fraud often occurs only when a legitimate voter at the polls hears a fraudulent voter trying to
use her name, as happened to a woman in California in 1994. See Larry J. Sabato & Glenn R. Simpson, Dirt Little Secrets 292 (1996).
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Regardless of the lack of extensive evidence of in-person voter fraud, the Commission on
Federal Election Reform (known as the Baker-Carter Commission) recently concluded that "there is no doubt that it occurs." State Ex. 1, p. 18.1 Legal.
cases as well as newspaper and other reports confirm that in-person voter - identity fraud, including voter impersonation, double votes, dead
votes, and fake addresses, plague federal and state elections. [The memorandum details several specific cases of various types of alleged
voting fraud from the past several years]
Though they are largely unable to study verifiable data concerning in-person voter fraud, scholars are well aware of the conditions that foster
fraudulent voting. See Fund, supra; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. In particular, fraud has become ever more likely as "it has become more difficult
to keep the voting rolls clean of `deadwood' voters who have moved or died" because such an environment makes "fraudulent voting easier and
therefore more tempting for those so inclined." Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. "In general, experts believe that one in five names on the rolls in Indiana do
not belong there." State Ex. 25.
For this case, Clark Benson, a nationally recognized expert in the collection and analysis of voter-registration and population data, conducted his own
examination of Indiana's voter registration lists and concluded that they are among the most highly inflated in the nation.
The Crawford Plaintiffs cite the concessions by Indiana Election Division Co-Director King and the Intervenor-State that they are unaware of any
historical In-person incidence of voter fraud occurring at the polling place (Crawford Brief, p. 23) as conclusive evidence that in-person voter
fraud does not exist in Indiana. They also seek to support this conclusion with the testimony of two "veteran poll watchers," Plaintiff Crawford and former
president of the Plaintiff NAACP, Indianapolis Chapter, Roderick E. Bohannon, who testified that they had never seen any instances of in-person voter
fraud.
(!d.)
While common sense, the experiences of many other states, and the findings of the Baker-Carter Commission all lead to the reasonable
Inferences that (a) in-person polling place fraud likely exists, but (b) is nearly impossible to detect without requiring photo identification, the
State can cite to no confirmed instances of such fraud. On the other hand, the Plaintiffs have no proof that it does not occur.
At the level of logic, moreover, it is just reasonable to conclude that the lack of confirmed incidents of in-person voting fraud in Indiana is the
result of an ineffective identification security system as it is to conclude there is no in-person voting fraud in Indiana. So while it is undisputed
that the state has no proof that in-person polling place fraud has occurred in Indiana, there does in fact remain a dispute over the existence vet non of inperson polling place fraud.
It is also important to understand that the nature of in-person election fraud is such that it is nearly impossible to detect or investigate. Unless a
voter stumbles across someone else trying to use her identity, see Sabato & Simpson, supra, 292, or unless the over-taxed poll worker happens
to notice that the voter's signature is different from her registration signature State Ext. 37, ¶ 9, the chances of detecting such in-person voter
fraud are extremely small. Yet, inflated voter- registration rolls provide ample opportunity for those who wish to commit in-person voter fraud.
See Fund, supra, 24, 65, 69, 138; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. And there is concrete evidence that the names of dead people have been used to
cast fraudulent ballots. See Fund, supra, 64. Particularly in light of Indiana's highly inflated voter rolls State Ex. 27, p. 9, Plaintiffs' repeated claims that
there has never been any in-person voter fraud in Indiana can hardly be plausible, even if the state is unable to prove that such fraud has in fact occurred.

Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia (Rome) 4:05-cv-00201-HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11"' Circuit 0515784
The Secretary of State, as the Chief Election Officer in Georgia, informed the General Assembly before the passage of Act 53 in a letter (attached hereto
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as Exhibit A), and also informed the Governor in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit B) before he signed the bill into law, that there had been no
documented cases of fraudulent voting by persons who obtained ballots unlawfully by misrepresenting their identities as registered voters to
poll workers reported to her office during her nine years as Secretary of State .
Although the Secretary of State had informed the members of the General Assembly and the Governor prior to the enactment of Act 53, that her office had
received many complaints of voter fraud involving absentee ballots and no documented complaints of fraud that involve ballots that were cast in
person at the polls, the General Assembly ignored this information and arbitrarily chose instead to require only those registered voters who vote in person
to present a Photo ID as a condition of voting, but deliberately refused to impose the same requirement on absentee voters.
The Stated Purpose Of The Photo ID Requirement Fraud Is A Pretext.
According to a press release prepared by the Communications Office of the Georgia House of Representatives, the purpose of Act 53 is: to address the
issue of voter fraud by placing tighter restrictions on voter identification procedures. Those casting ballots will now be required to bring a photo ID with
them before they will be allowed to vote.
Al Marks, Vice Chairman for Public Affairs and Communication of the Hall County GOP told the Gainesville Times: I don't think we need it for voting,
because I don't think there's a voter fraud problem. Gainesville Times, "States Voters Must Present Picture IDs" (September 15, 2005) (www
.gainesvilletimes .com).
There is no evidence that the existing provisions of Georgia law have not been effective in deterring and preventing imposters from fraudulently
obtaining and casting ballots at the polls by misrepresenting their true identities to election officials and passing themselves off as registered voters
whose names appear on the official voter registration list.
The pretextual nature of the purported justification for the burden which the Photo ID requirement imposes on the right to vote is shown by the following
facts:
(a) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited by existing Georgia law without unduly burdening the right of a citizen to vote.
(i) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited as a crime under O.0 .G.A. §§ 21-2-561, 21-2-562, 21-2-566, 21-2-571, 21-2-572 and 21-2-600,
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 or imprisonment for up to ten years, or both.
(ii) Voter registration records are updated periodically by the Secretary of State and local election officials to eliminate people who have died, have
moved, or are no longer eligible to vote in Georgia for some other reason.
(iii) Existing Georgia law also required election officials in each precinct to maintain a list of names and addresses of registered voters residing in
that precinct, and to check off the names of each person from that official list as they cast their ballots.
(iv) Registered voters were also required by existing Georgia law to present at least one of the seventeen forms of documentary identification to
election officials who were required, before issuing the voter a ballot, to match the name and address shown on the document to the name and address on
the official roll of registered voters residing in the particular precinct. 0 .0 .G.A. § 21-2-417 .
(b) There is no evidence that the existing Georgia law has not been effective in deterring or preventing fraudulent in-person voting by impersonators - the
only kind of fraudulent voting that might be prevented by the Photo ID requirement. To the contrary, the
Secretary of State, who, as the Superintendent of Elections, is the highest election official in Georgia, informed both the General Assembly (Exhibit A) and
the Governor (Exhibit B) in writing that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent in person voting by imposters reported to her during her nine
years in office .
(c) If the true intention of the General Assembly had been to prevent fraudulent voting by imposters, the General Assembly would have imposed the same
restrictions on the casting of absentee ballots - particularly after the Secretary of State had called to their attention the fact that there had been many
documented instances of fraudulent casting of absentee ballots reported to her office.
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(d) Fraudulent in-person voting is unlikely, would be easily detected if it had occurred in significant numbers, and would not be likely to have a substantial
impact on the outcome of an election:
(i) Many people vote at a local neighborhood polling place where they are likely to be known to and recognized by neighbors or poll workers.
(ii) Voters were required by existing Georgia law (O .C.G.A. § 212-417), to provide one of the seventeen means of identification to election officials.
(iii) Election officials are required, before issuing the ballot to the voter, to check off the name of either voter from an up-to-date list of the names
and addresses of every registered voter residing in the precinct. If an imposter arrived at a poll and was successful in fraudulently obtaining a ballot before
the registered voter arrived at the poll, a registered voter, who having taken the time to go to the polls to vote, would undoubtedly complain to elections
officials if he or she were refused a ballot and not allowed to vote because his or her name had already been checked off the list of registered voters as
having voted. Likewise, if an imposter arrived at the polls after the registered voter had voted and attempted to pass himself off as someone he was not,
the election official would instantly know of the attempted fraud, would not issue the imposter a ballot or allow him to vote, and presumably would have the
imposter arrested or at least investigate the attempted fraud and report the attempt to the Secretary of State as Superintendent of Elections.

U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum (regarding HB 244), August 25, 2005 at
Overview: Five career attorneys with the civil rights department investigated and analyzed Georgia's election reform law. Four of those attorneys
recommended objecting to Section 59, the voter identification requirement. The provision required all voters to present government issued photo
identification in order to vote. The objection was based on the attorneys' findings that there was little to no evidence of polling place fraud, the only kind of
fraud an ID requirement would address, and that the measure would disenfranchise many voters, predominantly minority voters, in violation of Section 5 of
the Voting Rights Act.
Factual Anal ysis: The sponsor of the measure in the state legislature said she was motivated by the fact that she is aware of vote buying in
certain districts; she read John Fund's book; and that "if there are fewer black voters because of this bill, it will only be because there is less
opportunity for fraud. She said that when black voters in her black precincts are not paid to vote, they do not go to the polls."
A member of the Fulton County Board of Registrations and Elections said that prior to November 2004, Fulton County received 8,112 applications
containing "missing or irregular" information. Only 55 of those registrants responded to BOE letters. The member concluded that the rest must
be "bogus" as a result. He also stated that 15,237 of 105,553 precinct cards came back as undeliverable, as did 3,071 cards sent to 45,907 new
voters. Of these 3,071, 921 voted.
Secretary of State Cathy Cox submitted a letter testifying to the absence of any complaints of voter fraud via impersonation during her tenure.
In the legal analysis, the attorneys state that if they determine that Georgia could have fulfilled its stated purpose of election fraud, while preventing or
ameliorating the retrogression, an objection is appropriate. They conclude that the state could have avoided retrogression by retaining various forms of
currently accepted voter ID for which no substantiated security concerns were raised. Another non-retrogressive alternative would have been to maintain
the affidavit alternative for those without ID, since "There is no evidence that penalty of law is an insufficient deterrent to falsely signing an affidavit
of identity." The attorneys point out that the state's recitation of a case upholding voter fraud in Dodge County does not support the purpose of
the Act because that case involved vote buying and selling, not impersonation or voting under a false identity.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary
of State Larry Boyle, State of Pennsylvania
March 1, 2006
As Commissioner Van Sickle has only been in office for about a year, Mr. Boyle answered most
of our questions.

Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of Pennsylvania
over the last five years. They are not aware of the commission of any deceptive practices, such
as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures. They also have never heard of any
incidents of voter intimidation. With respect to the mayoral election of 2003, the local
commission would know about that.
Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll workers who
treated Latino voters with hostility among other voting rights violations, the Secretary's office
has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and voting advocates to
discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily chosen to follow the guidance
of the Berks County federal court order.
Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr. Boyle said
was not aware of any instances of fraud involving identity. He believes this is because
Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state legislature passed
an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's – it requires all first time voters to present identification.
In addition, the SURE System – the state's statewide voter registration database – is a great antifraud mechanism. The system will be in place. statewide in the May 2006 election.
In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be smooth.
They had attorneys in the counties to consult on problems as well as staff at the central office to
take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used provisional ballots for the first
time. This resolved many of the problems that used to occur on Election Day.
Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone registers
to vote, the administrator does a duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a person
registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number which are
verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security. Administration.
Therefore, it would be unlikely that someone would be able to register to vote falsely.
Process
Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the
Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there is a complaint of intimidation, this is generally
dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election cases on
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Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the passage of NVRA and
HAVA counties will increasingly call the office when problems arise.
Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election Reform Task
Force which is on the Secretary's website. Many of those recommendations have been
introduced in the legislature.

Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Elections Crimes Branch, Public Integrity
Section, U.S. Department of Justice1
January 13, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Election Crimes Branch is responsible for supervising federal
criminal investigations and prosecutions of election crimes.
Questions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?
Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all charges,
search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to investigate is
very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems political, Donsanto will
reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation. Donsanto and Noel Hillman will
decide whether to farm out the case to an Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA). Donsanto uses a
concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough evidence to suggest a crime
has been committed. The method of evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence
and its source. There are two types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal
(antisocial behavior leading to statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought
depends on the likelihood of success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and
the source. Donsanto said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is
confident of a conviction assuming the worst case scenario – a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets a
target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The defendant's case will be heard by Donsanto
and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings because such defendants are likely to provide information about others
involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on prosecution. The
head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation between the Voting Section
and the Election Crimes Branch.
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a State
1 Due to a disagreement between DOJ and the consultants' regarding the interpretation of DOJ interview comments,
EAC made clarifying edits to this portion of the consultants' interview summaries.
2
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Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the Means of
Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus involved
in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the department will
take it over.
Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?
No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating factor,
making it more likely the department will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate
for federal office on the ballot.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the
federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts draw from a
bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are
hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources – local prosecutors need to
focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big and too complex for them; DOJ
can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It
was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction
over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to "fix" McNally, did not
include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a
federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce. The
department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not passed in the early 1990s.
A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any election where any federal
instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for District Election Officers (DEOs) and FBI agents
since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil rights
leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the
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symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public.
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the
US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust attorneys who
analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

Cases
Donsanto provided us with three case lists: cases still being investigated as of January 13, 2006
– confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access and
Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006; and cases closed for lack of evidence
as of January 13, 2006.
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the states.
The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of cases that the
department is investigating and the number of indictments the department is pursuing are both
up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought against conspiracies to corrupt the
process rather than individual offenders acting alone. For deterrence purposes, the Attorney
General decided to add the pursuit of individuals who vote when not eligible to vote
(noncitizens, felons) or who vote more than once. The department is currently undertaking three
pilot projects to determine what works in developing the cases and obtaining convictions and
what works with juries in such matters to gain convictions:
1. Felon voters in Milwaukee.
2. Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida FYI – under 18 USC 611, to prosecute
for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation.
Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the
alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
3. Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.
The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs, U.S
attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department. Donsanto
asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a federal
candidate on the ballot
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
February 15, 2006
Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of the
Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team was a group
of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot security.
Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are waiting
for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the parties would
seek a stay from the 7`h Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a decision in late March
or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for the litigation. Mr. Webber
feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that HAVA's statewide database
requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state. However, the plaintiffs failed to do
so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead. Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at
issue will make the system much more user-friendly for the poll workers. The Legislature passed
the ID legislation, and the state is defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of
fraud.
Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter fraud in
Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about it. There have
been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no recorded history of
documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used articles from around the country
about instances of voter fraud, but even in those examples there were ultimately no prosecutions,
for example the case of Milwaukee. He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of
examples of dead people voting---totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the
country.
One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll using
punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his candidate. But this
would not be something that would be addressed by an ID requirement.
He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the legislature.
The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the problems and
therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is necessary. When he took the
deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he thought Indiana was getting ahead of the
curve. That is, there have been problems around the country, and confidence in elections is low.
Therefore Indiana is now in front of getting that confidence back.
Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem 7in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee ballot
fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that applications for
absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were exchanged for "a job
on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The election was contested and the trial
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judge found that although there was vote fraud, the incidents of such were less than the margin of
victory and so he refused to overturn the election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and
argued the judge used the wrong statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed.
Several people were prosecuted as a result — those cases are still pending.
Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who can
recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be referred to
the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's Office. In
practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the integrity and
security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber stated that the Indiana
voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern Indiana a large problem was vote
buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was based on government workers feeling
compelled to vote for the party that gave them their jobs.
Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be
referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local political
prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of
fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local level, everyone knows
each other, making it harder prosecute.
• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and retirees are
the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber suggested that the
biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This would involve more
people acting as poll workers who would be much more careful about what was going on.
• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they are
doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be
expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.
• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by only the
best, most professional people.

Interview Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
January 24, 2006
Process:
When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to the local
district attorney. Most often, the DA does not pursue the claim. There is little that state
administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are partisanly elected and
completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority to determine who is an
eligible voter.
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Data:
There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any information
there might be stays at the county level. This again is largely because the clerks have so much
control and authority, and will not release information. Any statewide data that does exist might
be gotten from Susie Storms from the State Board of Elections.

Most Common Problems
The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.
• The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps when
providing the voter registration forms and does not process them properly. This leads to
both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g. noncitizens, who have
come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration form having no intention of
actually voting) and voter thinking they are registered to vote to find they are not on the
list on Election Day. Also, some people think they are automatically registered if they
have applied for a drivers license.
• Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
• In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their congregations to
vote for them
• In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County Clerk
for engaging in what was at least borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not receiving their
absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment was brought.
• Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to tamper
with the ballots or stuff the ballot boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed this happen,
but believes it may have.
• Intimidation at the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county judges
or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe their ballots
will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if they voted against
the county people, retribution might ensue.
• Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
• Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught before
anyone is able to cast an ineligible ballot.
Suggested Reforms for Improvement:
Nonpartisan election administration
Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district attorneys.
In addition, during election time, there should be an attorney in the DA's office who is
designated to handle election prosecution.
There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to the
statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom up" system. This means the counties still
control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For example, if someone
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lives in one county but dies in another, the county in which the voter lived — and was
registered to vote — will not be notified of the death.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National
Congress of American Indians
March 22, 2006
Background
Thompson is a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in South Dakota. For many years she
worked locally on elections doing poll monitoring and legal work, from a nonpartisan
perspective. In 2004, she headed the Native Vote Election Protection, a project run by the
National Congress of American Indians, and was in charge of monitoring all Native American
voting sites around the country, focusing on 10 or 15 states with the biggest Native populations.
She is now permanently on staff of the National Congress of American Indians as the Director of
Government relations. NCAI works jointly with NARF as well as the Election Protection
Coalition.
Recent trends
Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election
protection efforts in Native areas have been ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to
develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.
Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native
vote, and have become more active in native communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme
increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy to target,
and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.
Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a
problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level.
Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South Dakota in
2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and
national elections.
Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan.
While a majority of native communities vote Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including
communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive tactics.
However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have
come from Republican Party organizations.
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Nature of Suppression/Intimidation of Native Voters
Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of
which may be purposeful or inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
Structural problems
One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many
Indian communities also include significant numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. NonIndians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being nonIndian. Having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of
disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism which persists
against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more
dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters.
Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run
state or local elections. In places like South Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally
difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local and federal
elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when
tribal and other elections are held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native
communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held in a secondary location
can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.
Photo ID Issues
Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable
negative impact. For a number of reasons, many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health
care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading to a lack of
birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are
Hispanic, causing additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as
well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal government it has been associated
with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything
with the government, even for tribal ID.
Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by
certain rules and the discriminatory way they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special
election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not have ID with them
and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll
workers did not tell the voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as
required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll workers didn't know the voters
—as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site
without voting and did not return.
In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation,
even though Minnesota has a large urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was
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very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of State, they had to
file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in
the courtroom when they went to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been
alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
Partisan Poll-Monitoring
Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures
on an individual basis, of which South Dakota is a great example.
Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian,
non-Western lawyers, largely from the East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural
clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and the best
way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.
Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were
indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson election, it was small compared to the Janklow special
election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding outreach, and had
an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic,.
every time a voter would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over
and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same tactic appeared across reservations, and
eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.
In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs
to go home, to the point where the chief of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In
Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an aggressive poll watcher—
the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.
None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal
recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult to settle these things, as they are he said-she said
incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers know
what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little
room for legal action.
Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the
U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes.
In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.
The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to
ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some
communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage people to vote and
dispel myths.
She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if
interested.
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Vote Buying and Fraud
They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash is offered to
register voters, individuals may abuse this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily
unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This doesn't amount to
a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing
the rules. While Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she
also believes it has been exploited for political purposes and to intimidate. For example, large
law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not
to draw distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to
help with elections.
Remedies
As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice
to look into what might be done, and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating
intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on this at least much as it is
focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and
DOJ has the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson
recommends more DOJ enforcement of voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People
who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for doing so. Right
now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.
Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson
believes this is contrary to the nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate
voting in Native communities.
As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters.
At a minimum, Thompson believes all states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on
Election Day.
Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian
voters are disabled and elderly, live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation,
tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles remain. Some voters are
denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would
serve as an effective built-in protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny
of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without permission. Precinct location is a
longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the absence
of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.
Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to
be addressed.
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Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she
believes open elections and third party helpers are both important. However, she would be
willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules concerning poll watchers'
behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what
they will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people
up. The existing VRA provision is `fluffy'—unless you have a consent decree, you have very
little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that is left a bit broad but that
nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.

Interview with Jason Torchinsky, former attorney with the Civil Rights Section of the
Department of Justice, assistant general counsel for the American Center for Voting Rights
(ACVR) and Robin DeJarnette, political consultant for C4 and C5 organizations and
executive director for the ACVR.
February 16, 2006
ACVR Generally
Other officers of the ACVR-Thor Hearne II-general counsel and Brian Lunde, former executive
director of the Democratic National Committee.
Board of Directors of ACVR-Brian Lunde, Thor Hearne II, and Cameron Quinn
ACVR works with a network of attorneys around the country and has been recently involved
with lobbying in PA and MO.
Regarding the August 2005 Report
ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the allegations
had been resolved in some manner. Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are problems with
allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution---just because there was no prosecution, does
not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to come up with a measure of
voter fraud short of prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not have a good answer to resolve this
problem.
P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate
fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report references a RICO suit filed against
organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not know what
happened in that case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter registration numbers
regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He stated that when you have an
organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there is reason to believe it is national in
scope. When it is the same groups in multiple states, this leads to the belief that it is a concerted
effort.
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Voting Problems
Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in Kansas City,
MO. If the statewide voter registration database requirement of HAVA is properly implemented,
he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He supports the HAVA requirement, if
implemented correctly. Since Washington State implemented its statewide database, the
Secretary of State has initiated investigations into felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major
problem is permitting polling places in private homes and bars – even the homes of party chairs.
Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio and
Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund supports the Real ID requirements suggested by
the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in place in 2010, any
objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(1)
fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting in St. Louis and (2) people voting who are not legally
eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in places that still
transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room. However, he does not
believe this is as widespread a problem now as it once was.
Suggestions
Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a reasonable
compromise between the political parties.
Interview with Joe Rich, former Chief of the Voting Section,
US Department of Justice
February 7, 2006
Background
Mr. Rich went to Yale undergraduate and received his law degree from the University of
Michigan. He served as Chief of the Voting Section from 1999-2005. Prior to that he served in
other leadership roles in the Civil Rights Division and litigated several civil rights cases.
Data Collection and Monitoring
The section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and what
was done to follow up on them. They opened many investigations as a result of these
complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ letter on website, as well as critical
commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2 violation in Ohio. John
Tanner should be able to give us this data. However, the database does not include complaints
that were received by monitors and observers in the field.
All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the
Department. These reports would give us a very good sense of the scope and type of problems
that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the spot or required further action.
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The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain jurisdictions
could be observed — a VRA covered jurisdiction that was certified or a jurisdiction that had been
certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that time, and especially in 2004, the
Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring." In those cases, monitors assigned to
certain jurisdictions, as opposed to observers, can only watch in the polling place with
permission from the jurisdiction. The Department picked locations based on whether they had
been monitored in the past, there had been problems before, or there had been allegations in the
past. Many problems that arose were resolved by monitors on the spot.
Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site
If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the Public
Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to the Civil Rights
Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted because they are very hard to
prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual violence or the threat of violence in
order to make a case. As a result, most matters are referred to PIN because they operate under
statutes that make these cases easier to prove. In general, there are not a high number of
prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the Voting
Rights Act — in other words, only if there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise the only
recourse is to refer it to PIN.
However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases such as
alleged noncitizen voting, etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic efforts to corrupt
the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals, which is a questionable resource choice.
Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given more resources and more leeway
because of a shift in focus and policy toward noncitizens and double voting, etc.
There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have been 7
Section 2 cases brought since 2001 — only one was brought on behalf of African American
voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others have included
Latinos and discrimination against whites.
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that the
NVRA has increased the opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's provisions, an
election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or she believes that person
should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing Missouri because of its poor
registration list.
The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote suppression
strategy. This type of suppression is a bigger problem than intimidation. There has been an
increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been indirect, often in the way that
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laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal implementation of ID requirements at the polls
based on race would be a VRA violation.
The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward
minorities. It is a judgment call whether this is a crime or not – Craig Donsanto of PIN decides
if it rises to a criminal matter.
Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never been
formally pursued. Such cases are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-election
challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but this also has never been
pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.
Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on
race and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be VRA violations.
Recommendations
Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for suppression
that is NOT race based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in
jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.
Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as double
voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal commitment to enforcement of acts of
intimidation and suppression cases.
There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This might
be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud and
intimidation.

Interview with Joe Sandler, Counsel to the DNC
February 24, 2006
Background
Sandler is an election attorney. He worked for the DNC in 1986, was in-house counsel from
1993-1998, and currently is outside counsel to the DNC and most state Democratic Parties.
Sandler was part of the recount team in Florida in both 2002 and 2004. He recruited and trained
attorneys in voting issues---starting in 2002 Sandler recruited in excess of 15, 000 attorneys in
twenty-two states. He is now putting together a national lawyers council in each state.
2004-Administrative Incompetence v. Fraud
Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence and fraud.
Sandler stated there was a deliberate effort by the Republicans to disenfranchise voters across the
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country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to registered voters and then moving to
purge from the voters list those whose cards were returned. Sandler indicated that in New
Mexico there was a deliberate attempt by Republicans to purge people registered by third parties.
He stated that there were intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters by election officials like Ken
Blackwell in Ohio.
The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler believes
that a large problem exists in the states because there are no laws that spell out a formula to
allocate so many voting machines per voter.
Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He responded
that there will be a lot of names purged as a result of the creation of the voter lists under HAVA.
However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from incompetence. Sandler also said
there was not much intimidation at the polls because most such efforts are deterred and that the
last systematic effort was in Philadelphia in 2003 where Republicans had official looking cars
and people with badges and uniforms, etc.
Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with
individuals misinforming and not a political party. Disinformation did occur in small Spanish
speaking communities.
Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not occur,
except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did not believe non-citizen voting was a problem. He
also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that Republicans allege
this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter identification rules.
Fraud and Intimidation Trends
Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts - to intimidate
minority voters through voter identification requirements, improper purging, failure to properly
register voters, not allocating enough voting machines, failure to properly use the provisional
ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by Republicans to deregister voters.
At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is basically
useless now on intimidation claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe politics prevents
or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.
Sandler's Recommendations
Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that responsibility
by someone other than the Secretary of State. There should at least be conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
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All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:
1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in all fifty
states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices, including
requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting
equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts, to ensure adequate
and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based on set ratios of numbers of
machines and pollworkers per number of voters expected to turn out, and should be made
available for public comment before being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by local
election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of registrations and
changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within a jurisdiction or
the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action where necessary to
force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help
America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress in 2002
following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the
counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance of
each election day.
8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered voter lists by
local officials, and the Party should challenge, and ask state Attorneys General to challenge,
unlawful purges and other improper list maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond
those already required by federal law (requiring that identification be shown only by first
time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the full extent
permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan systems with a
computer assisted device at each precinct, in preference to touchscreen ("direct recording
equipment" or "DRE") machines.
12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter verifiable audit
feature can be uniformly incorporated into these systems. In the event of a recount, the paper
or other auditable record should be considered the official record.
13. Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory
distribution of equipment and resources where necessary, and the Democratic Party should
bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so that it can
be examined by third parties. No voting machine should have wireless connections or be able
to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes should be used
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exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly important for tabulating/aggregating
computers.
17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in which their
school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without
compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states.
21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.
22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when
and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer
any elections.

Interview with John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
February 16, 2006
Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it. For
example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens that people had registered to vote using the
addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators to look into this.
The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the polls if any of the suspect
voters showed up to vote.
If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district attorney. If
a poll worker or election official is involved, the Board may conduct an internal investigation.
That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to the claim, the Board would take
action.
Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been at the
Board. There have been instances of over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing threatening.
Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.
In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters. They
were not properly trained, and were doing things like going into the booth with voters. The
Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.
Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.
The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a problem.
However, sometimes a name people allege is false actually turns out to be the voter's real name.
Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a fraudulent ballot.
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With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the Board now
compares its list with that of Florida and other places to address the problem. This will be less of
an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as information becomes easier to
share. Despite the number of people who were on the voter registration lists of both
jurisdictions, there was no one from those lists who voted twice.
Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are supposed
to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This indicates that improved training is the most important
measure we can take.
There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they
shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to do it when they cannot understand the name when
the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter what, the poll worker
cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely because
absentee ballots are counted last – eight days after election day. This is so that they can be
checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might consider.
New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not knowing their
voting rights. The City has not had any problems in recent years with deceptive practices, such
as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.
Recommendations
• Better poll worker training
• Thorough inspection of absentee ballots subsequent to the election
Interview with John Tanner, Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department
of Justice2
February 24, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Voting Section is charged with the civil enforcement of the
Voting Rights Act, the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA), the
National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), and Title III of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA).
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity Section as Craig Donsanto described it,
typically focuses only on systemic problems resulting from government action or inaction, not
problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does
not have the statutory authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems
at the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to
resolve it.

Z Due to a disagreement between DOJ and the consultants' regarding the interpretation of DOJ interview comments,
EAC made clarifying edits to this portion of the consultants' interview summaries.
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Federal voting laws enforced by the section only apply to state action, so the section only sues
state and local governments – it does not have any enforcement power over individuals. Most
often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker
training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on
the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective – for example, while the section used to have
the most observers in the South, with systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions, the
section now does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if there is a
racial issue under the 14t' and 15"' Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter that
involves individual offenders or a systemic problem. When deciding what to do with the
complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally to avoid having any civil
litigation complicate a possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems there
that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the Boston case, the
attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203, but also brought a Section
2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters. When looking into a case, the
attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now. For
example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone is at
the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation and it is difficult to
show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It makes
it difficult to point the finger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law. Mr.
Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there had never
been a formal investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter registration
fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They turn in bogus
registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and challenge them because
200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the department was able to informally intervene in challenger
situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was referenced in a February
23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial targeting very seriously.
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Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section would
investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity
Section. Local government would have to be involved for the Voting Section to become
involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be something
the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in 2004. He said this
is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll workers cannot understand
the voters when they say their names. The section has never formally investigated or solely
focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions. However, implementation of ID rules was part
of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr. Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than
ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents related to
the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section only looks at
retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for example, everyone
statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites. With respect to the letter to
Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to the perception of concern about
dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. It is understandable that
when you have thousands of bogus registrations that there would be concerns about polling place
fraud. Very close elections make this even more of an understandable concern. Putting control
of registration lists in the hands of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of
government you find a higher level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people. However,
the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding difference so that the level
of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities has soared, as can be seen on the
section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same was true with respect to turnout, but the
gap is less. That information is not on the section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases because many
of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues anymore. Mr. Tanner said
that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement, Mr.
Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a big gap
between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given the high quality
of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring action, that act
complained of did not happen.
Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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Consultants Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to share data, information and his perspective on
solving the problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help
inform this project as much as we would have hoped. We did not have access to any information
about or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs or data or even general
information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its formal process for tracking
and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and potential violations of the voting laws.
Only a selected few samples of attorney-observer reports were provided, reports that every
Voting Section attorney who is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to
submit. Mr. Tanner would not discuss any current investigations or cases the section is involved
in.

Interview with Kevin Kennedy, State Elections Director, State of Wisconsin
April 11, 2006
Background
Kennedy is a nonpartisan, appointed official. He has been in this position since 1983.
Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy says
that complainants usually take their allegations to the media first because they are trying to make
a political point.
2004 Election Incidents of Fraud
The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and voting by
felons who did not know they were not eligible to vote, but found no concerted effort to commit
fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not a number in the double
digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100 cases of double voting and 200
cases of felon voting, but there were not nearly that many prosecutions. Further investigation
since the task force investigation uncovered that in some instances there were mis-marks by poll
workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the same voter, and even a husband and wife marked as
the same voter. The double votes that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee
and polling place votes. It is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two
different locations.
In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed – falsely – that he had voted several
times, Kennedy said that double voting can be done. The deterrent is that it's a felony, and that
one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election. One would need to get a
lot of people involved for it to work.
The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal votes but
given the 7,000 alleged, it was a relatively small number. There was no pattern of fraud.
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The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the spring of
2003 or 2004. A community service agency had voters request that absentee ballots be sent to
the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were signed without the voters'
knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the enterprise.
In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters. However, it
was found that the 7,000 vote disparity was tied to poll worker error. The task force found that
there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that there are many ways a ballot
can get into a machine without a voter getting a number. These include a poll worker forgetting
to give the voter one; someone does Election Day registration and fills out a registration form but
does not get a number because the transaction all takes place at one table; and in Milwaukee,
20,000 voters who registered were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the
department sent the original registration forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list
to provide proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have led to
someone not getting a voter number.
The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a
comparison with the U.S. postal list. They found initially that there were 5,000 bad addresses,
and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party filed a complaint,
the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast a challenge ballot. On
Election Day, the party used the list but found no actually voting from those addresses. Kennedy
suspects that the private vendor made significant errors when doing the comparison.
In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in Milwaukee that
the Republican Party singles out every year but it doesn't go very far. Kennedy has not seen
much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.
However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There is no
process for checking citizenship at this point, and the statewide registration database will not
address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result, but it might
have happened.
Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of people are
brought into the polling site from group homes, usually homes for the disabled. There are
allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must articulate
a basis under oath. This acts as a deterrent, but at the same time it creates the potential that
someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people from voting. In 2004,
the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a legitimate basis for challenges,
so there is the potential for abuse. It is also hard to train poll workers on that process. In 2004,
there were isolated cases of problems with challengers.
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In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon. This was
taken as an intimidation tactic by the Democrats.
Reforms
Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time getting a
good product out of the vendor and 2) until now there was no registration record for one-quarter
of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not required to have a
registration list.
In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the statewide
voter registration database will be very valuable. In particular, it will mean that people who
move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the double voting issue
by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and identifying where it could occur.
Recommendations
Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the vote
counting process
Conduct post-election audits

Interview with Lori Minnite, Barnard College
February 22, 2006
ound
Background
Ms. Minnite is an assistant professor of political science at Barnard College. She has done
substantial research on voter fraud and wrote the report "Securing the Vote." Ms. Minnite also
did work related to an election lawsuit. The main question that she was asked to address in the
lawsuit was---did election-day registration increase the possibility of fraud?
Securing the Vote
In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the historical
conditions giving rise to fraud have weakened over the past twenty years. She stated that for
fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political party and a complicit
voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there has been much improvement
in the administration of elections and voting technology, the conditions no longer exist for large
scale incidents of polling place fraud.
Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting officials.
She has looked at this issue on the national level and also concentrated on analyzing certain
specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the
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fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what the remedy should be. Often,
voters are punished for fraud committed by voting officials.
Other Fraud Issues
Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She supports nonpartisan election administration. Ms. Minnite has found evidence that there is absentee ballot
fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee ballot fraud or that it is the
major kind of voter fraud.
Recommendations
Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases
Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.

Interview with Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund
March 7, 2006
Background
Ms. Perales is an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF).
MALDEF's mission is to foster sound public policies, laws and programs to safeguard the civil
rights of the 40 million Latinos living in the United States and to empower the Latino community
to fully participate in our society. One of the areas MALDEF works in is electoral issues,
predominately centered on the Voting Rights Act. Ms. Perales did not seem to have a sense of
the overall electoral issues in her working region (the southwest) effecting Hispanic voters and
did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences and work activities as necessarily a
perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic voters face.
Largest Election Problems Since 2000
Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.
San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.
San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.
San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.
San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.
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San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch screen voting
to paper ballots.
Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203 compliance
(bilingual voting assistance), and those that did respond to MALDEF's request submitted
incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this in itself is a form of voter intimidation.
Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result of
intentional acts or not because the county commission is totally incompetent. There have
continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in places that had
historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating ballots – each county
makes these determinations.
When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker to rely
on a family member to vote, that can suppress voter turnout.
Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino community.
There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor of a
bill that would require proof of citizenship to vote could not provide any documentation of
noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part because of the racist
comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed. Ms. Perales was only aware
of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona, involving a man of limited mental capacity who said
he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms. Perales believes proof of citizenship
requirements discriminate against Latinos.
Recommendations
Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough staff to
do the monitoring necessary. This could be done by the federal government. However, even
though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now, they have not even
begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made with respect to where they
have brought claims do not seem to be based on any systematic analysis of where the biggest
problems are. This may be because the administration is so ideological and partisan.
Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a big
impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed in a nonpartisan manner, but they still do not
always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or her personal
view regardless of party.

Interview with Pat Rogers, private attorney
March 3, 2006
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Background
In addition to his legal practice with Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, Rogers also does
some state-level lobbying for Verizon Wireless, GM, Dumont and other companies. His
experience in election law goes back to 1988, where his first elections case was a defense against
Bill Richardson, who had sued to get another candidate tossed off a ballot because of petition
fraud. Since 1988, he has been involved in election cases at least once every two years.
2004 Litigation
In a case that ended before the New Mexico Supreme Court, Rogers represented the Green Party
and other plaintiffs against the New Mexico Secretary of State for sending a directive telling
local boards not to require ID for first time voters registering by mail. He argued that this
watered-down ID check conflicted with what seemed fairly clear statutory requirements for first
time voters. In 2004 these requirements were especially important due to the large presence of 3a
party organizations registering voters such as a 527 funded by Governor Richardson, ACORN,
and others.
Plaintiffs were seeking a temporary restraining order requiring Secretary of State to follow the
law. Yet the Supreme Court ultimately decided that, whether the directive was right or wrong, it
was too late to require ID lest Bush v. Gore issues be raised.
Today, the issue is moot as the state legislature has changed the law, and the Secretary of State
will no longer be in office. It seems unlikely they will send any policy directives to county clerks
lest they violate due process/public notice.
Major issues in NM w/ regard to vote fraud
Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some steps,
Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will have, considering the history of unequal application of
election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 `d party registration requirement deadlines.
Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems. Rather
than imposing a burden he contends it will enhance public confidence in the simplest way
possible.
Registration Fraud in 2004 election
It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer and
received the confirmation, but it was sent to the next door address, a vacant house. They traced
this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had been registering
others under 18.
Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his job was
registering voters for ACORN, and the police found signatures in his possession for fictitious
persons.
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In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP registrations
were stolen.
In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many Republicans.
Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.
There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there have been
no prosecutions for election fraud in New Mexico in recent history. However, Rogers is
skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of Attorney General,
Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has there been any interest from
the U.S. attorney—Rogers heard that U.S. attorneys were given instruction to hold off until after
the election in 2004 because it would seem too political.
As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement, the
parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head of ACORN, and others aligned with the
Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 th on the stand as to their registration practices.
Other incidents
Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally
reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of a low-income housing project is quoted as saying it
has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting this as well. So far
the investigation has been extremely limited.
In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found registration
fraud.
In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet she was
pardoned by Clinton on same day as Marc Rich.
Intimidation/Suppression
Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the discovery
of a DNC Handbook from Colorado advising Democratic operatives to widely report
intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.
In-person polling place fraud
There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in their
name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is any large scale conspiracy. Yet he contends that
perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has been a large public
outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided by Democrats.
In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New Mexico.
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Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive impact because they deterred people from
committing bad acts.
Counting Procedures
The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be done in
private. In NM, they have a `county canvas' where they review and. certify, after which all
materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State who does a final
canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious issue, especially considering
the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in New Mexico was only 366 votes. They wouldn't be
changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are vulnerable.
On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are slower and
very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of ballots. In a close race, potential for fraud and
mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll closing and reporting. Rogers
believes these changes are going to cause national embarrassment in the future.
Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's incompetence
and inability to discern a nonpartisan application of the law. In the 2004 election, no standards
were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the Secretary of State spent over $1
million of HAVA money for `voter education' in blatant self-promotional ads.
Recommendations
Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and favors
transparency instead. To make sure people have confidence in the election, there must be
transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming down to Illinois,
or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the 2000 election). HAVA
funds should also be restricted when you have an incompetent, partisan Secretary of State.
There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity for
fraud in a close race. Although he is not generally an advocate of national laws, he does agree
there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and recorded.

Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico
March 24, 2006
Background
Vigil-Giron has been Secretary of State for twelve years and was the President of the National
Association of Secretaries of State in 2004. Complaints of election fraud and intimidation are
filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the local district attorney or the
attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far between, the office does not keep a log
of complaints; however, they do have all of the written complaints on file in the office.
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Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers telling
people outside the polling place who had just voted, and then the people outside were following
the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that are mostly second and
third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one instance of this. The
perpetrators moved to a different polling place. This was the only incident of fraud or
intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.
There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many other states,
in New Mexico the polling place is on the reservation and is run by local Native Americans.
Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives running those polls because it is
necessary to have people there who can translate. Because most of the languages are unwritten,
the HAVA requirement of accessibility through an audio device will be very helpful in this
regard. Vigil-Giron said she was surprised to learn while testifying at the Voting Rights Act
commission hearings of the lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide
assistance in language minority areas.
In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an investigation
into voter fraud without consulting the Secretary of State's office. After all of that, there was
maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party groups and voter registration
are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives encourage voters to register if they
are unsure if they are already registered, and the voter does not even realize that his or her name
will then appear on the voter list twice. The bigger problem is where registrations do not get
forwarded to election administrators and the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election
Day. This is voter intimidation in itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that
voter and she wonders whether he or she will try again.
Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration forms
very quickly between the time they get them and when they must be returned. If they fail to
return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-Giron believes, is
unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney General is
investigating. The problem in that area of New Mexico is that they are still using rural routes, so
they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result, been manipulation of where
people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope too far on this. The investigation is
not just about vote buying, however. There have also been allegations of voters being denied
translators as well as assistance at the polls.
Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew thirty
days out how many people had registered to vote, they knew how many voters there would be.
Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting machines based on
registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result, people were turned away at
the polls or left because of the huge lines. This, she believes, was a case of intentional vote
suppression.
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A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New Mexico and
a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged information with Colorado administrators and it
turned out that there were no cases of double voting.
Recommendations
Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if
people who are registered twice are in fact voting twice.
The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and know
what to look for on Election Day. These poll workers should then work with law enforcement to
ensure there are no transgressions.
There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more than a
fourth degree felony, as is currently the case.

Interview with Sarah Bell Johnson Interview
April 19, 2006

Procedures for Handling Fraud
Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states,
Kentucky's has no investigative powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney
General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took office, they have
found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many
prosecutions in the last six years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of
fraud, but rather the increase in prosecutions is related to increased scrutiny and more resources.
Major Types of Fraud and Intimidation
Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While
historically fraud activity focused on election day, in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee
voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way that
paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this
reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of states with early voting, but notes that there is a
difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.
Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of
candidates conspiring together to elect their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially
frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up and `help'
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them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day
fraud, most have been absentee.
Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have
also seen instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling them they
will go to hell.
While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in
Louisville, the board hasn't received calls about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.
Challengers
Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and
they must file proper paperwork. There is a set list of defined reasons for which they can
challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct
a challenge.
As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes
that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson County, and filed the proper paperwork,
although they ultimately did not show up on election day.
She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice
has grown less common in recent years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything.
And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for challengers in the
precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.
In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive
challengers, but this hasn't been used to her knowledge.
Prosecutions
Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because
that it is easier to investigate, by virtue of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It
is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due in part to the five
year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that votebuying is pervasive across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.
Vote-hauling Legislation
Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to
drive others to the polls, and then divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have
confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of State has been
committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two
sessions.
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Paving Voter Registration Workers Legislation
A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with
registrations for a specific party was passed this session. Individuals working as part of a
registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last presidential
election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest
included a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted
the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in the
registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on
names, and variants on addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration
process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.
Deceptive practices
Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or
reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false and misleading information being distributed to confuse
voters.
Effect of Kentucky's Database
Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the
state doesn't have as much fraud as it might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double
and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with other state
databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to
aggressively purge dead weight and create a cleaner list. When parties use their database list they
are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct elections
without a similar system.
Some factors have made especially important to their success. When the database was instituted
in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.
She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky.
The full Social Security, which is compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name,
automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits Kentucky has reaped make
Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number.
Individuals are willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why
not voting? And in any event, they don't require a Social Security number to register (unlike
others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered under unique
identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross
referencing with the DMV.
Recommendations
Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized
procedures, strong record keeping, and detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same
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database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing that as oppressive, county
officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.
This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in
place like HAVA's at the time of enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in
place.
They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson
believes a key to enforcing voting laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and
ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.
She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide
information about what is legal and what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by
information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences before elections.
She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.
Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have
a useful function for the military and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated
individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At a minimum, however, she
recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse in Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson
February 17, 2006

tions
Methodology suggestions
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology as a
model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform Crime Reports, which are all
reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general public whether
a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations
are, we should conduct a survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This would require using
a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey data
collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul
Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and Arthur Lupia at Michigan; Edward Carmines at
Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the
EAC might work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their
Voter Population Surveys.
Mr. Chandler further suggested it is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as Randall
Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in his congressional election in Texas. Mr.
Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British Election
Commission.
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Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights Act
documented evidence of widespread difficulty in the voting process. However, he did not
attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his 2005 report on
ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of fraud made, but not very
many prosecutions or convictions. He saw many cases that did go to trial and the prosecutors
lost on the merits.
In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the following
types of activities do occur: videotaping of voters' license plates; poll workers asking
intimidating questions; groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be
some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing; spreading of false information, such as phone
calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to voting procedures.
Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many of
these cases involve people who do not realize what they are doing is illegal, for example, telling
someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring however. For example,
vote selling involving absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee ballots en masse, people at
nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and there are stories about union leaders getting
members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot. This problem will only get bigger as more
states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr. Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud was a
major problem.
Recommendations
Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure the
security of a mail ballot. Even in Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their vote by mail
system.
False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los Angeles
County's voter education program should be used as a model.

Interview with Tracy Campbell, author
March 3, 2006
Background
Campbell's first book on election fraud looked at Ed Pritchard, a New Deal figure who went to
jail for stuffing ballot boxes. While his initial goal in writing that book was to find out why
Pritchard had engaged in vote stealing, his growing understanding of a pervasive culture of
electoral corruption led him to consider instead how it was that Pritchard was ever caught. In
1998, he started working on a book regarding fraud in Kentucky, which quickly became a
national study. He hoped to convey the `real politics' which he feels readers, not to mention
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academics, have little sense about. While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still
occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the past 60-70 years has
been that these tactics have grown more subtle.
While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a
historian is that it is seems naive, after generations of watching the same patterns and practices
influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely attributable to simple error.
Vote-buying and absentee fraud
Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections
today. He says vote fraud is like real estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep
the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier target for vote
brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in
exchange for, say, $50—or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted
some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber in-person ballots.
However, few people engaged in this activity would call it `purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is
candidate Jones' way of `thanking' you for a vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is
what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage in vote
fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get
elected.
Regional patterns
Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and
even more so compared to the West. The South has long been characterized as particularly
dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices—throughout history, one can find routine
stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the
Western states, he sees the explosion of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.
Poll site closings as a means to suppress votes
Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes.
Polling places in the 1800s were frequently set-up on rail cars and moved further down the line
to suppress black votes.
He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was
in use in Kentucky until only a few years ago. All of these practices have been justified as
making polling places `more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress votes.
Purge lists
Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names
off the voter rolls presents extensive opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be
done in a manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most relevant information.
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When voters discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because
they are "dead," it has a considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both
because of incompetence and as a tool to intentionally disenfranchise.
Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to
just throw up our hands and look the other way, denying voters the chance to see that
discrepancies are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election
outcomes is a small price to pay for getting results rights and showingthe public a transparent
process.
Decep tive practices

Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony
ballots, the Texas `elimination' ballot. The ability to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those
looking to sway elections.
Language minorities
Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that
help against them. A related issue, particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.
Current intimidation
Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote
suppressers can keep people away from the polls, the better. Practices such as photographing
people leaving a polling place may also tie into vote-buying, where photos are used to intimidate
and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering
as far from the polls as possible.
Recommendations
Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the
use of absentee ballots and improving the protective zone around polling places.
Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties
enacted, as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the
risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the potential value of the
outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to
prevent people from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud
or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to kick people out of office if necessary.
He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be
difficult to find people who care about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an
attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship emerged. He
considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.
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Interview with Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil
Rights
February 14, 2006
Data Collection
Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional information
and data on election fraud and intimidation in recent years. He suggested interviewing the
following individuals who have been actively involved in Election Protection and other similar
efforts:
• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the
University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US
Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American Progress)
He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the 1981 New
Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act (February
21)
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression tactics
employed over the last five years are ones that have evolved over many years. They are
sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes the following types
of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of anecdote and innuendo, and rise to
the level of either voter intimidation or vote suppression:
• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not have
identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election
• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or
even violence
• Intimidating police presence at the polls
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• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and
challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and intimidation
• Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he has seen
situations in which historically Black colleges will have one voting machine while other
schools will have more.
Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they involve
activities that current law does not reach. For example, there is no law prohibiting a Secretary of
State from being the head of a political campaign, and then deploying voting machines in an
uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also, once the election is over, civil litigation
becomes moot. Finally, sometimes upon reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are
not as sinister as believed at the time.
Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these matters
or pursue any kind of resolution to them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with both the Civil
Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to examine this issue.
Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus may
shift somewhat given the implementation of new HAVA requirements.
Recommendations for Reform
There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest — the
"Blackwell problem" — whereby a campaign chair is also in charge of the voting system. We
need to get away from that.
He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is opposed to the
voter identification laws passing many state legislatures.
• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to allow
eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or improperly purged registration records
• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce the
strain on election-day resources.
• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide — if cast in the wrong polling place, votes should still
be counted in races for which the voter was eligible to vote (governor, etc.)
o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications, to
increase the likelihood that voters will be properly registered in future elections
• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to establish
their identity
• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with Disabilities Act
and the accessibility requirements of the Help America Vote Act
• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan electoral
campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices
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Interview with Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Brennan Center findings on fraud
The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission
with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in response to the Commission's ID
recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter
fraud. They believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists,
as the parties involved in contested elections have a large incentive to root out fraudulent voters.
Yet despite -this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—
something on the order 1/1 0000th of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on
11 th circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter Baker report and argues the
incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.
Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least
frequent type, although other types, such as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent.
Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore
not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt
impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes
perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught. Also, there is a chance the
pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox
has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For
example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud
will be discovered.
Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very
extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by each side and litigated. In both pre-election
challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the
Carter Baker report, which includes these citations. Contact him for answers to particular
questions.
Countermeasures/statewide databases
Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo
ID laws, although again, it seems to be the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant.
In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are already doing
to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that
no states have adopted yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent
fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be very useful.
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Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud
debate is actually premature because states have yet to fully implement the HAVA database
requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of `deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for
Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000 names initially, and later removed almost I million
names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor
communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris Thomas, who masterminded the
Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)
Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be
quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing direct lines between list problems and fraud.
Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims about
fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge
list produced by the NJ Republican party, and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the
state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical methods
must be utilized, and often are not.
The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on
it. Their list assumed that people appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their
assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices, such as treating individuals with
the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper
statistical methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives,
does not provide an accurate basis for purging, and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.
Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude
Hispanics while overestimating African Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields
match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.
The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover,
even if someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in
fact, is almost never the case.
Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35
percent error rate —that's simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working
on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced a matching requirement, even
greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.
Intimidation and Suppression
Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided
assistance on bills to prevent suppression and intimidation. They happen to have an extensive
paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).
Challengers
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Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have
been abused. See the decision and record from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history
of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.
Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis
for the challenge or showing of ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and
have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often involve arcane processes such
as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political
abuse, potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed
toward the best result. Furthermore, when a voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no
basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have to go
through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.
Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden
for voters, and are restricted at polling place to challenges by poll workers and election officials,
not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that once the floodgates
are open they won't stop.
Recommendations
Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is . a good one for combating voter
harassment and deceptive practices. Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting
voter harassment and deceptive practices.
Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't
consider them under-enforced, and sees no need for additional laws.
Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise
eligible voters.
Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election
mass challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed. There
should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.
Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How
should they approach these cases? How should they approach cases of large scale
fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative . cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.

Interview with Bill Groth, Attorney for the Plaintiffs in Indiana Identification Litigation
February 22, 2006
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Fraud in Indiana
Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any empirical
evidence of voter impersonation fraud or dead voter fraud been presented. In addition, there is no
record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in Indiana. State legislators
signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor voting in Indiana. At the same time,
the Indiana Supreme Court has not necessarily required evidence of voter fraud before approving
legislative attempts to address fraud.
The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has instead
referred to instances of fraud in other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to strike evidence such
as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of that evidence was presented to
the legislature and that it should have been in the form of sworn affidavits, so that it would have
some indicia of verifiability.
Photo ID law
By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times more
legitimate voters than illegitimate voters you might protect against. He feels the implementation
of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it will not affect the
upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be left without proper ID. In
addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be implemented as planned in 2008 considering
the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws are unconstitutional because of
inconsistent application.
Statewide database as remed
Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under
HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana are bloated, it is because state officials have not
complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous for
them to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing additional measures such as the photo ID
law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the counties the obligation to do maintenance programs,
which results in a hit or miss process (see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).
Absentee fraud
To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to absentee
balloting. Most notably the East Chicago mayoral election case where courts found absentee
voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2 1138 Decision by the Indiana
Supreme Court in 2004.
Intimidation and vote suppression
Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression activities.
While he considers the sources of this evidence credible, it is still decidedly anecdotal. Instances
he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African American polling places. However,
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most incidents of suppression which are discussed occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson
claims a fairly large scale intimidation program in Louisville.
Challengers
There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large scale
challenger operation in Democratic precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at the last minute.
Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan
challengers to be physically inside the polling area next to members of the precinct board.
Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which provides a
buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That change will make it
much easier to challenge voters. As there is no recorded legislative history in Indiana, it is
difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both chambers and the
governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was passed under the radar
.screen.
Photo ID and Challengers
Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with the
photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at least two reasons why a member of the precinct
board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID conforms to ID standards,
and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the voter presenting it. The law does not
require bipartisan agreement that a challenge is valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a
challenge to that voter, and that will lead to the voter voting by provisional ballot.
Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board (located
at the county seat) within 13 days to produce the conforming ID or to swear out an affidavit that
they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to voters. For example,
Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone challenged under the law will be
required to make second trip to seat of government in downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in
question did not have a driver's license in the first place, they will likely need to arrange
transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the election result will already be known.
The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements for
valid photo ID include being issued by state or fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the names must
conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters with hyphenated
names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses potentially leading to a
basis for challenge. Misspelling of names would also be a problem. The other primary mode of
challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the voter, which could be happen in a range of
instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled discretion to challengers to decide what conforms
and what does not.
Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith, and there
is little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no checks on the
challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from an opposing party
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challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused. The voter on the other
hand, will need to get majority approval of county election board members to defeat the
challenge.
Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse this
process, as electoral margins are growing increasingly close due to shifting political calculus.
Other cases
Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot format,
NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list purging, but nothing else related to fraud or
intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to refine its voter list by
sending registration postcards to everyone on the list. When postcards didn't come back they
wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error more on incompetence, than malevolence,
however, as the county board is bipartisan. (The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana
election division are both bipartisan, but the 92 county election boards which will be
administering photo id are controlled by one political party or the other—they are always an odd
number, with the partisan majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)
Recommendations
Supports nonpartisan administration of elections. Indiana specific recommendations including a
longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration period.
He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable forms of
ID is too narrow and provides no fallback to voters without ID. At the least, he believes the state
needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If not, they should be allowed
to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of perjury/felony prosecution. This
would provide sufficient deterrence for anyone considering impersonation fraud. He believes
absentee ballot fraud should be addressed by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as
under HAVA.
His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered an
instance of someone trying to forge a name in the poll book, and while this leaves open the
prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the statewide database.
But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should apply it to everyone and
avoid disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.

Interview with Neil Bradley, February 21, 2004
Voter Impersonation Cases (issue the Georgia ID litigation revolves around)
Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that she
clearly would know if there had been any instances of voter impersonation at the polls; that she
works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have heard about voter
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impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that she said that she had not
heard of "any incident"---which includes acts that did not rise to the level of an official
investigation or charges.
Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another voter at
the polls. Officials must check off the type of voter identification the voter used. Voters without
ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those voters to see if they in fact
voted or not.
The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to occur. If
someone wants to steal an election, it is much more effective to do so using absentee ballots. In
order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes. Therefore, one would have to
have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning there would be many people who know
you committed a felony. It's simply not an efficient way to steal an election.
Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country except
in local races. He does not believe it occurs in statewide elections.
Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia
Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been improved
since the Secretary of State now has the power to create the felon purge list. When this was the
responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging felons because local
officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she was a criminal.
The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common involve
an ineligible person mailing in absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.
In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in Georgia
and that people have confidence in the vote. The biggest problems are the new ID law;
misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind people that vote
fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud that does occur involves
an insider, and that's where you find the most prosecutions. Any large scale fraud involves
someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.
Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr. Bradley made
contradictory statements. When asked whether the decision to prosecute on the county level was
politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed himself stating the opposite.
Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the top is
that this is not a priority. The Georgia ACLU has turned over information about violations of the
Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done nothing with the
information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing cases of vote
suppression, intimidation and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU has not contacted Craig Donsanto
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in DC with information of voter fraud.
Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard to
collect the necessary factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive.
Recommendations
In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll workers,
and much of her budget is put into that work. Increased and improved training of poll workers,
including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most important reform that could be
made.
Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
Interview with Justice Evelyn Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio
February 17, 2006
The 2004 Election
Justice Stratton stated that usually in the period right before an election filings die down due to
the Ohio expedited procedures for electoral challenges. However, the 2004 election was unusual
because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the election. Justice Stratton
believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions without any substance. For
example, without any factual claims, suit was brought alleging that all voter challengers posed a
threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were either everyday voting problems or
"conspiracies" depending on where the complaint came from. The major election cases in 2004
revolved around Secretary of State Blackwell.
Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the 2004
election to be fair to both sides. There was never any discussion about a ruling helping one
political party more than the other.
Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints---819 NE 2d
1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458 (2004).
General Election Fraud Issues
Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical
statutory reasons. She remembered one instance where a man who assisted handicapped voters
marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought against this
man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether ballots could be
opened and inspected to see how votes were cast.
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Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but these
were not prosecuted. She has not seen any evidence of ballots being stuffed, dead people voting,
etc.
Suggestions for Changes in Voting Procedures
The Ohio Supreme Court is very strict about latches---if a person sits on their rights too long,
they loose the right to file suit. The Ohio expedited procedures make election challenges run very
smooth. Justice Stratton does not remember any suits brought on the day of the election. She
supports a non-partisan head of state elections. Justice Stratton believes that last minute
challenges should not be permitted and that lower courts need to follow the rules for the
expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts permitting late election
challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to make a new rule unless this pattern
repeats itself in 2008.

Interview with Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, IACREOT
April 12, 2006
Biographical
Sirvello is currently the executive director of the International Association of Clerks, Recorders,
Election Officials and Treasurers, an organization of 1700 members. Formerly, he ran elections
in Hams County, Texas for 29 years.
Incidents of Election Fraud
Sirvello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the priority list
of either district attorneys or grand juries. Therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are
prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 in Hams County, 14 people voted twice but
the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted twice, once during early voting and once on
Election Day. She said she thought there were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello
believes none of the people intentionally voted more than once. He said that he believes double
voting is not as big of an issue as people make it out to be.
In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear that the
elections officials stuffed the ballot boxes. The case was brought before a grand jury, but there
was no indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives of each other and
none would admit what had been done.
Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up at the
poll and his name had already been signed and he had voted.
Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in Hams
County were permitted to vote.
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Sp ecific Absentee Ballot/Vote By Mail Issues
Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too much
opportunity to influence voters or to fraudulently request a ballot:
If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to candidates
and political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot. Many did not want to
give up the ballot but wanted to mail it personally. The result was to discourage voting.
In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties,
candidates and consultants would get the list of voters over 65 and send them a professional mail
piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything filled out except the
signature. Problems ensued -- for example, voters would print their names rather than sign them,
and the ballot was rejected. In other cases, the elderly would give their absentee ballot to
someone else.
If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in person, that
person had to bring the non-voted absentee ballot to the poll and surrender it. If they did not they
would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
Sirvello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County. These
mostly occurred in Presidential elections. Some people perceived intimidation when being told
they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big issue in elections now is
whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.
Recommendations
District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe that it
goes unpunished.
There should be either a national holiday for Election Day or a day should be given off of work
without counting as a vacation day so that better poll workers are available and there can be
more public education on election administration procedures.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary
of State Larry Boyle, State of Pennsylvania
March 1, 2006
As Commissioner Van Sickle has only been in office for about a year, Mr. Boyle answered most
of our questions.

Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of Pennsylvania
over the last five years. They are not aware of the commission of any deceptive practices, such
as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures. They also have never heard of any
incidents of voter intimidation. With respect to the mayoral election of 2003, the local
commission would know about that.
Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll workers who
treated Latino voters with hostility among other voting rights violations, the Secretary's office
has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and voting advocates to
discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily chosen to follow the guidance
of the Berks County federal court order.
Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr. Boyle said
was not aware of any instances of fraud involving identity. He believes this is because
Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state legislature passed
an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's — it requires all first time voters to present identification.
In addition, the SURE System — the state's statewide voter registration database — is a great antifraud mechanism. The system will be in place statewide in the May 2006 election.
In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be smooth.
They had attorneys in the counties to consult on problems as well as staff at the central office to
take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used provisional ballots for the first
time. This resolved many of the problems that used to occur on Election Day.
Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone registers
to vote, the administrator does a duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a person
registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number which are
verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security Administration.
Therefore, it would be unlikely that someone would be able to register to vote falsely.
Process
Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the
Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there is a complaint of intimidation, this is generally
dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election cases on
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Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the passage of NVRA and
HAVA counties will increasingly call the office when problems arise.
Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election Reform Task
Force which is on the Secretary's website. Many of those recommendations have been
introduced in the legislature.

Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Elections Crimes Branch, Public Integrity
Section, U.S. Department of Justice'
January 13, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Election Crimes Branch is responsible for sup ervising federal
criminal investigations and prosecutions of election crimes.
Questions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?
Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all charges,
search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to investigate is
very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems political, Donsanto will
reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation. Donsanto and Noel Hillman will
decide whether to farm out the case to an Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA). Donsanto uses a
concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough evidence to suggest a crime
has been committed. The method of evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence
and its source. There are two types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal
(antisocial behavior leading to statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought
depends on the likelihood of success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and
the source. Donsanto said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is
confident of a conviction assuming the worst case scenario – a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets a
target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The defendant's case will be heard by Donsanto
and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings because such defendants are likely to provide information about others
involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on prosecution. The
head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation between the Voting Section
and the Election Crimes Branch.
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a State
'This interviewee did not agree with the consultants' interpretation of his interview comments. Therefore, EAC
made clarifying edits to this portion of the consultants' interview summaries..
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Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the Means of
Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus involved
in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the department will
take it over.
Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?
No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating factor,
making it more likely the department will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate
for federal office on the ballot.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the
federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts draw from a
bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are
hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources – local prosecutors need to
focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big and too complex for them; DOJ
can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength of the case.
In US. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It
was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction
over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to "fix" McNally, did not
include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a
federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce. The
department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not passed in the early 1990s.
A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any election where any federal
instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for District Election Officers (DEOs) and FBI agents
since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil rights
leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the
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symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public.
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the
US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust attorneys who
analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

Cases
Donsanto provided us with three case lists: cases still being investigated as of January 13, 2006
— confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access and
Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006; and cases closed for lack of evidence
as of January 13, 2006.
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the states.
The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of cases that the
department is investigating and the number of indictments the department is pursuing are both
up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought against conspiracies to corrupt the
process rather than individual offenders acting alone. For deterrence purposes, the Attorney
General decided to add the pursuit of individuals who vote when not eligible to vote
(noncitizens, felons) or who vote more than once. The department is currently undertaking three
pilot projects to determine what works in developing the cases and obtaining convictions and
what works with juries in such matters to gain convictions:
1. Felon voters in Milwaukee.
2. Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI — under 18 USC 611, to prosecute
for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation.
Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the
alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
3. Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.
The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs, U.S
attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department. Donsanto
asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a federal
candidate on the ballot
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
February 15, 2006
Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of the
Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team was a group
of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot security.
Litigation
tion
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are waiting
for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the parties would
seek a stay from the 7`h Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a decision in late March
or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for the litigation. Mr. Webber
feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that HAVA's statewide database
requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state. However, the plaintiffs failed to do
so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead. Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at
issue will make the system much more user-friendly for the poll workers. The Legislature passed
the ID legislation, and the state is defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of
fraud.
Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter fraud in
Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about it. There have
been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no recorded history of
documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used articles from around the country
about instances of voter fraud, but even in those examples there were ultimately no prosecutions,
for example the case of Milwaukee. He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of
examples of dead people voting---totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the
country.
One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll using
punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his candidate. But this
would not be something that would be addressed by an ID requirement.
He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the legislature.
The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the problems and
therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is necessary. When he took the
deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he thought Indiana was getting ahead of the
curve. That is, there have been problems around the country, and confidence in elections is low.
Therefore Indiana is now in front of getting that confidence back.
Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee ballot
fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that applications for
absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were exchanged for "a job
on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The election was contested and the trial
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judge found that although there was vote fraud, the incidents of such were less than the margin of
victory and so he refused to overturn the election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and
argued the judge used the wrong statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed.
Several people were prosecuted as a result — those cases are still pending.
Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who can
recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be referred to
the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's Office. In
practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the integrity and
security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber stated that the Indiana
voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern Indiana a large problem was vote
buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was based on government workers feeling
compelled to vote for the party that gave them their jobs.
Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be
referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local political
prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of
fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local level, everyone knows
each other, making it harder prosecute.
• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and retirees are
the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber suggested that the
biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This would involve more
people acting as poll workers who would be much more careful about what was going on.
• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they are
doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be
expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.
• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by only the
best, most professional people.

Interview Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
January 24, 2006
Process:
When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to the local
district attorney. Most often, the DA does not pursue the claim. There is little that state
administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are partisanly elected and
completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority to determine who is an
eligible voter.
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Data:
There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any information
there might be stays at the county level. This again is largely because the clerks have so much
control and authority, and will not release information. Any statewide data that does exist might
be gotten from Susie Storms from the State Board of Elections.

Most Common Problems
The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.
• The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps when
providing the voter registration forms and does not process them properly. This leads to
both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g. noncitizens, who have
come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration form having no intention of
actually voting) and voter thinking they are registered to vote to fmd they are not on the
list on Election Day. Also, some people think they are automatically registered if they
have applied for a drivers license.
• Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
• In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their congregations to
vote for them
• In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County Clerk
for engaging in what was at least borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not receiving their
absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment was brought.
• Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to tamper
with the ballots or stuff the ballot boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed this happen,
but believes it may have.
• Intimidation at the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county judges
or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe their ballots
will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if they voted against
the county people, retribution might ensue.
• Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
• Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught before
anyone is able to cast an ineligible ballot.
Suggested Reforms for Improvement:
• Nonpartisan election administration
• Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district attorneys.
In addition, during election time, there should be an attorney in the DA's office who is
designated to handle election prosecution.
• There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to the
statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom up" system. This means the counties still
control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For example, if someone
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lives in one county but dies in another, the county in which the voter lived — and was
registered to vote — will not be notified of the death.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National
Congress of American Indians
March 22, 2006
ound
Background
Thompson is a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in South Dakota. For many years she
worked locally on elections doing poll monitoring and legal work, from a nonpartisan
perspective. In 2004, she headed the Native Vote Election Protection, a project run by the
National Congress of American Indians, and was in charge of monitoring all Native American
voting sites around the country, focusing on 10 or 15 states with the biggest Native populations.
She is now permanently on staff of the National Congress of American Indians as the Director of
Government relations. NCAI works jointly with NARF as well as the Election Protection
w
Coalition.
Recent trends
Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election
protection efforts in Native areas have been ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to
develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.
Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native
vote, and have become more active in native communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme
increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy to target,
and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.
Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a
problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level.
Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South Dakota in
2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and
national elections.
Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan.
While a majority of native communities vote Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including
communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive tactics.
However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have
come from Republican Party organizations.
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Nature of Suppression/Intimidation of Native Voters
Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of
which may be purposeful or inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
Structural problems
One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many
Indian communities also include significant numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. NonIndians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being nonIndian. Having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of
disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism which persists
against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more
dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters.
Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run
state or local elections. In places like South Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally
difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local and federal
elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when
tribal and other elections are held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native
communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held in a secondary location
can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.
Photo ID Issues
Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable
negative impact. For a number of reasons, many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health
care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading to a lack of
birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are
Hispanic, causing additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as
well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal government it has been associated
with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything
with the government, even for tribal ID.
Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by
certain rules and the discriminatory way they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special
election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not have ID with them
and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll
workers did not tell the voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as
required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll workers didn't know the voters
—as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site
without voting and did not return.
In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation,
even though Minnesota has a large urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was
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very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of State, they had to
file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in
the courtroom when they went to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been
alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
Partisan Poll-Monitorin
Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures
on an individual basis, of which South Dakota is a great example.
Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian,
non-Western lawyers, largely from the East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural
clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and the best
way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.
Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were
indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson election, it was small compared to the Janklow special
election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding outreach, and had
an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic,
every time a voter would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over
and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same tactic appeared across reservations, and
eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.
In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs
to go home, to the point where the chief of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In
Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an aggressive poll watcher—
the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.
None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal
recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult to settle these things, as they are he said-she said
incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers know
what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little
room for legal action.
Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the
U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes.
In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.
The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to
ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some
communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage people to vote and
dispel myths.
She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if
interested.
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Vote Buying and Fraud
They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash is offered to
register voters, individuals may abuse this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily
unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This doesn't amount to
a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing
the rules. While Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she
also believes it has been exploited for political purposes and to intimidate. For example, large
law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not
to draw distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to
help with elections.
Remedies
As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice
to look into what might be done, and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating
intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on this at least much as it is
focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and
DOJ has the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson
recommends more DOJ enforcement of voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People
who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for doing so. Right
now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.
Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson
believes this is contrary to the nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate
voting in Native communities.
As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters
At a minimum, Thompson believes all states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on
Election Day.
Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian
voters are disabled and elderly, live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation,
tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles remain. Some voters are
denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would
serve as an effective built-in protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny
of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without permission. Precinct location is a
longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the absence
of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.
Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to
be addressed.
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Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she
believes open elections and third party helpers are both important. However, she would be
willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules concerning poll watchers'
behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what
they will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people
up. The existing VRA provision is `fluffy'—unless you have a consent decree, you have very
little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation Iaw that is left a bit broad but that
nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.

Interview with Jason Torchinsky, former attorney with the Civil Rights Section of the
Department of Justice, assistant general counsel for the American Center for Voting Rights
(ACVR) and Robin DeJarnette, political consultant for C4 and C5 organizations and
executive director for the ACVR.
February 16, 2006
ACVR Generally
Other officers of the ACVR-Thor Hearne II-general counsel and Brian Lunde, former executive
director of the Democratic National Committee.
Board of Directors of ACVR-Brian Lunde, Thor Hearne II, and Cameron Quinn
ACVR works with a network of attorneys around the country and has been recently involved
with lobbying in PA and MO.
Reeardinn the Au gust 2005 Renort
ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the allegations
had been resolved in some manner. Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are problems with
allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution---just because there was no prosecution, does
not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to come up with a measure of
voter fraud short of prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not have a good answer to resolve this
problem.
P. 35 of the Report indicates thatthere were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate
fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report references a RICO suit filed against
organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not know what
happened in that case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter registration numbers
regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He stated that when you have an
organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there is reason to believe it is national in
scope. When it is the same groups in multiple states, this leads to the belief that it is a concerted
effort.
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Voting Problems
Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in Kansas City,
MO. If the statewide voter registration database requirement of HAVA is properly implemented,
he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He supports the HAVA requirement, if
implemented correctly. Since Washington State implemented its statewide database, the
Secretary of State has initiated investigations into felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major
problem is permitting polling places in private homes and bars — even the homes of party chairs.
Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter. ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio and
Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund supports the Real ID requirements suggested by
the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in place in 2010, any
objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(1)
fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting in St. Louis and (2) people voting who are not legally
eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in places that still
transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room. However, he does not
believe this is as widespread a problem now as it once was.
Suggestions
Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a reasonable
compromise between the political parties.
Interview with Joe Rich, former Chief of the Voting Section,
US Department of Justice
February 7, 2006
Background
Mr. Rich went to Yale undergraduate and received his law degree from the University of
Michigan. He served as Chief of the Voting Section from 1999-2005. Prior to that he served in
other leadership roles in the Civil Rights Division and litigated several civil rights cases.
Data Collection and Monitoring
The section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and what
was done to follow up on them. They opened many investigations as a result of these
complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ letter on website, as well as critical
commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2 violation in Ohio. John
Tanner should be able to give us this data. However, the database does not include complaints
that were received by monitors and observers in the field.
All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the
Department. These reports would give us a very good sense of the scope and type of problems
that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the spot or required further action.
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The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain jurisdictions
could be observed — a VRA covered jurisdiction that was certified or a jurisdiction that had been
certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that time, and especially in 2004, the
Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring." In those cases, monitors assigned to
certain jurisdictions, as opposed to observers, can only watch in the polling place with
permission from the jurisdiction. The Department picked locations based on whether they had
been monitored in the past, there had been problems before, or there had been allegations in the
past. Many problems that arose were resolved by monitors on the spot.
Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site
If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the Public
Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to the Civil Rights
Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted because they are very hard to
prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual violence or the threat of violence in
order to make a case. As a result, most matters are referred to PIN because they operate under
statutes that make these cases easier to prove. In general, there are not a high number of
prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the Voting
Rights Act — in other words, only if there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise the only
recourse is to refer it to PIN.
However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases such as
alleged noncitizen voting, etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic efforts to corrupt
the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals, which is a questionable resource choice.
Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given more resources and more leeway
because of a shift in focus and policy toward noncitizens and double voting, etc.
There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have been 7
Section 2 cases brought since 2001 — only one was brought on behalf of African American
voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others have included
Latinos and discrimination against whites.
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that the
NVRA has increased the opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's provisions, an
election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or she believes that person
should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing Missouri because of its poor
registration list.
The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote suppression
strategy. This type of suppression is a bigger problem than intimidation. There has been an
increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been indirect, often in the way that
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laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal implementation of ID requirements at the polls
based on race would be a VRA violation.
The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward
minorities. It is a judgment call whether this is a crime or not – Craig Donsanto of PIN decides
if it rises to a criminal matter.
Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never been
formally pursued. Such cases are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-election
challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but this also has never been
pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.
Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on
race and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be VRA violations.
Recommendations
Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for suppression
that is NOT race based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in
jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.
Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as double
voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal commitment to enforcement of acts of
intimidation and suppression cases.
There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This might
be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud and
intimidation.

Interview with Joe Sandler, Counsel to the DNC
February 24, 2006
Background
Sandler is an election attorney. He worked for the DNC in 1986, was in-house counsel from
1993-1998, and currently is outside counsel to the DNC and most state Democratic Parties.
Sandler was part of the recount team in Florida in both 2002 and 2004. He recruited and trained
attorneys in voting issues---starting in 2002 Sandler recruited in excess of 15, 000 attorneys in
twenty-two states. He is now putting together a national lawyers council in each state.
2004-Administrative Incompetence v. Fraud
Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence and fraud.
Sandler stated there was a deliberate effort by the Republicans to disenfranchise voters across the
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country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to registered voters and then moving to
purge from the voters list those whose cards were returned. Sandler indicated that in New
Mexico there was a deliberate attempt by Republicans to purge people registered by third parties.
He stated that there were intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters by election officials like Ken
Blackwell in Ohio.
The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler believes
that a large problem exists in the states because there are no laws that spell out a formula to
allocate so many voting machines per voter.
Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He responded
that there will be a lot of names purged as a result of the creation of the voter lists under HAVA.
However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from incompetence. Sandler also said
there was not much intimidation at the polls because most such efforts are deterred and that the
last systematic effort was in Philadelphia in 2003 where Republicans had official looking cars
and people with badges and uniforms, etc.
Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with
individuals misinforming and not a political party. Disinformation did occur in small Spanish
speaking communities.
Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not occur,
except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did not believe non-citizen voting was a problem. He
also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that Republicans allege
this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter identification rules.
Fraud and Intimidation Trends
Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to intimidate
minority voters through voter identification requirements, improper purging, failure to properly
register voters, not allocating enough voting machines, failure to properly use the provisional
ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by Republicans to deregister voters.
At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is basically
useless now on intimidation claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe politics prevents
or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.
Sandler's Recommendations
Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that responsibility
by someone other than the Secretary of State. There should at least be conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
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All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:
1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in all fifty
states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices, including
requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting
equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts, to ensure adequate
and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based on set ratios of numbers of
machines and pollworkers per number of voters expected to turn out, and should be made
available for public comment before being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by local
election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of registrations and
changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within a jurisdiction or
the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action where necessary to
force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help
America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress in 2002
following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the
counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance of
each election day.
8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered voter lists by
local officials, and the Party should challenge, and ask state Attorneys General to challenge,
unlawful purges and other improper list maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond
those already required by federal law (requiring that identification be shown only by first
time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the full extent
permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan systems with a
computer assisted device at each precinct, in preference to touchscreen ("direct recording
equipment" or "DRE") machines.
12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter verifiable audit
feature can be uniformly incorporated into these systems. In the event of a recount, the paper
or other auditable record should be considered the official record.
13. Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory
distribution of equipment and resources where necessary, and the Democratic Party should
bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so that it can
be examined by third parties. No voting machine should have wireless connections or be able
to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes should be used
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exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly important for tabulating/aggregating
computers.
17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in which their
school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without
compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states.
21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.
22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when
and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer
any elections.

Interview with John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
February 16, 2006
Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it. For
example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens that people had registered to vote using the
addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators to look into this.
The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the polls if any of the suspect
voters showed up to vote.
If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district attorney. If
a poll worker or election official is involved, the Board may conduct an internal investigation.
That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to the claim, the Board would take
action.
Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been at the
Board. There have been instances of over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing threatening.
Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.
In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters. They
were not properly trained, and were doing things like going into the booth with voters. The
Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.
Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.
The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a problem.
However, sometimes a name people allege is false actually turns out to be the voter's real name.
Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a fraudulent ballot.
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With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the Board now
compares its list with that of Florida and other places to address the problem. This will be less of
an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as information becomes easier to
share. Despite the number of people who were on the voter registration lists of both
jurisdictions, there was no one from those lists who voted twice.
Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are supposed
to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This indicates that improved training is the most important
measure we can take.
There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they
shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to do it when they cannot understand the name when
the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter what, the poll worker
cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely because
absentee ballots are counted last – eight days after election day. This is so that they can be
checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might consider.
New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not knowing their
voting rights. The City has not had any problems in recent years with deceptive practices, such
as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.
Recommendations
• Better poll worker training
• Thorough inspection of absentee ballots subsequent to the election
Interview with John Tanner, Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department
of Justice2
February 24, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Voting Section is charged with the civil enforcement of the
Voting Rights Act, the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA), the
National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), and Title III of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA).
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity Section as Craig Donsanto described it,
typically focuses only on systemic problems resulting from government action or inaction, not
problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does
not have the statutory authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems
at the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to
resolve it.

2 This interviewee did not agree with the consultants' interpretation of his interview comments. Therefore, EAC
made clarifying edits to this portion of the consultants' interview summaries.
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Federal voting laws enforced by the section only apply to state action, so the section only sues
state and local governments – it does not have any enforcement power over individuals. Most
often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker
training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on
the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective – for example, while the section used to have
the most observers in the South, with systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions, the
section now does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if there is a
racial issue under the 14`h and 15th Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter that
involves individual offenders or a systemic problem. When deciding what to do with the
complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally to avoid having any civil
litigation complicate a possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems there
that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the Boston case, the
attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203, but also brought a Section
2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters. When looking into a case, the
attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now. For
example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone is at
the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation and it is difficult to
show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are-engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It makes
it difficult to point the finger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law. Mr.
Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there had never
been a formal investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter registration
fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They turn in bogus
registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and challenge them because
200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the department was able to informally intervene in challenger
situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was referenced in a February
23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial targeting very seriously.
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Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section would
investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity
Section. Local government would have to be involved for the Voting Section to become
involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be something
the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in 2004. He said this
is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll workers cannot understand
the voters when they say their names. The section has never formally investigated or solely
focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions. However, implementation of ID rules was part
of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr. Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than
ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents related to
the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section only looks at
retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for example, everyone
statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites. With respect to the letter to
Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to the perception of concern about
dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. It is understandable that
when you have thousands of bogus registrations that there would be concerns about polling place
fraud. Very close elections make this even more of an understandable concern. Putting control
of registration lists in the hands of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of
government you find a higher level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people. However,
the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding difference so that the level
of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities has soared, as can be seen on the
section's websit-e. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same was true with respect to turnout, but the
gap is less. That information is not on the section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases because many
of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues anymore. Mr. Tanner said
that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement, Mr.
Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a big gap
between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given the high quality
of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring action, that act
complained of did not happen.
Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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Consultants Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to share data, information and his perspective on
solving the problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help
inform this project as much as we would have hoped. We did not have access to any information
about or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs or data or even general
information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its formal process for tracking
and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and potential violations of the voting laws.
Only a selected few samples of attorney-observer reports were provided, reports that every
Voting Section attorney who is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to
submit. Mr. Tanner would not discuss any current investigations or cases the section is involved
in.

Interview with Kevin Kennedy, State Elections Director, State of Wisconsin
April 11, 2006
Background
Kennedy is a nonpartisan; appointed official. He has been in this position since 1983.
Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy says
that complainants usually take their allegations to the media first because they are trying to make
a political point.
2004 Election Incidents of Fraud
The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and voting by
felons who did not know they were not eligible to vote, but found no concerted effort to commit
fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not a number in the double
digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100 cases of double voting and 200
cases of felon voting, but there were not nearly that many prosecutions. Further investigation
since the task force investigation uncovered that in some instances there were mis-marks by poll
workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the same voter, and even a husband and wife marked as
the same voter. The double votes that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee
and polling place votes. It is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two
different locations.
In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed – falsely – that he had voted several
times, Kennedy said that double voting can be done. The deterrent is that it's a felony, and that
one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election. One would need to get a
lot of people involved for it to work.
The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal votes but
given the 7,000 alleged, it was a relatively small number. There was no pattern of fraud.
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The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the spring of
2003 or 2004. A community service agency had voters request that absentee ballots be sent to
the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were signed without the voters'
knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the enterprise.
In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters. However, it
was found that the 7,000 vote disparity was tied to poll worker error. The task force found that
there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that there are many ways a ballot
can get into a machine without a voter getting a number. These include a poll worker forgetting
to give the voter one; someone does Election Day registration and fills out a registration form but
does not get a number because the transaction all takes place at one table; and in Milwaukee,
20,000 voters who registered were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the
department sent the original registration forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list
to provide proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have led to
someone not getting a voter number.
The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a
comparison with the U.S. postal list. They found initially that there were 5,000 bad addresses,
and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party filed a complaint,
the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast a challenge ballot. On
Election Day, the party used the list but found no actually voting from those addresses. Kennedy
suspects that the private vendor made significant errors when doing the comparison.
In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in Milwaukee that
the Republican Party singles out every year but it doesn't go very far. Kennedy has not seen
much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.
However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There is no
process for checking citizenship at this point, and the statewide registration database will not
address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result, but it might
have happened.
Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of people are
brought into the polling site from group homes, usually homes for the disabled. There are
allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must articulate
a basis under oath. This acts as a deterrent, but at the same time it creates the potential that
someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people from voting. In 2004,
the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a legitimate basis for challenges,
so there is the potential for abuse. It is also hard to train poll workers on that process. In 2004,
there were isolated cases of problems with challengers.
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In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon. This was
taken as an intimidation tactic by the Democrats.
Reforms
Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time getting a
good product out of the vendor and 2) until now there was no registration record for one-quarter
of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not required to have a
registration list.
In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the statewide
voter registration database will be very valuable. In particular, it will mean that people who
move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the double voting issue
•by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and identifying where it could occur.
Recommendations
Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the vote
counting process
Conduct post-election audits

Interview with Lori Minnite, Barnard College

February 22, 2006
Background
Ms. Minnite is an assistant professor of political science at Barnard College. She has done
substantial research on voter fraud and wrote the report "Securing the Vote." Ms. Minnite also
did work related to an election lawsuit. The main question that she was asked to address in the
lawsuit was---did election-day registration increase the possibility of fraud?
Securing the Vote
In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the historical
conditions giving rise to fraud have weakened over the past twenty years. She stated that for
fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political party and a complicit
voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there has been much improvement
in the administration of elections and voting technology, the conditions no longer exist for large
scale incidents of polling place fraud.
Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting officials.
She has looked at this issue on the national level and also concentrated on analyzing certain
specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the
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fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what the remedy should be. Often,
voters are punished for fraud committed by voting officials.
Other Fraud Issues
Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She supports nonpartisan election administration. Ms. Minnite has found evidence that there is absentee ballot
fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee ballot fraud or that it is the
major kind of voter fraud.
Recommendations
Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases
Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.

Interview with Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund
March 7, 2006
Background
Ms. Perales is an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF).
MALDEF's mission is to foster sound public policies, laws and programs to safeguard the civil
rights of the 40 million Latinos living in the United States and to empower the Latino community
to fully participate in our society. One of the areas MALDEF works in is electoral issues,
predominately centered on the Voting Rights Act. Ms. Perales did not seem to have a sense of
the overall electoral issues in her working region (the southwest) effecting Hispanic voters and
did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences and work activities as necessarily a
perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic voters face.
Largest Election Problems Since 2000
Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.
San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.
San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.
San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.
San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.
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San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch screen voting
to paper ballots.
Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203 compliance
(bilingual voting assistance), and those that did respond to MALDEF's request submitted
incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this in itself is a form of voter intimidation.
Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result of
intentional acts or not because the county commission is totally incompetent. There have
continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in places that had
historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating ballots – each county
makes these determinations.
When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker to rely
on a family member to vote, that can suppress voter turnout.
Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino community.
There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor of a
bill that would require proof of citizenship to vote could not provide any documentation of
noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part because of the racist
comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed. Ms. Perales was only aware
of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona, involving a man of limited mental capacity who said
he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms. Perales believes proof of citizenship
requirements discriminate against Latinos.
Recommendations
Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough staff to
do the monitoring necessary. This could be done by the federal government. However, even
though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now, they have not even
begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made with respect to where they
have brought claims do not seem to be based on any systematic analysis of where the biggest
problems are. This may be because the administration is so ideological and partisan.
Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a big
impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed in a nonpartisan manner, but they still do not
always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or her personal
view regardless of party.

Interview with Pat Rogers, private attorney
March 3, 2006
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Background
In addition to his legal practice with Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, Rogers also does
some state-level lobbying for Verizon Wireless, GM, Dumont and other companies. His
experience in election law goes back to 1988, where his first elections case was a defense against
Bill Richardson, who had sued to get another candidate tossed off a ballot because of petition
fraud. Since 1988, he has been involved in election cases at least once every two years.
tion
2004 Litigation
In a case that ended before the New Mexico Supreme Court, Rogers represented the Green Party
and other plaintiffs against the New Mexico Secretary of State for sending a directive telling
local boards not to require ID for first time voters registering by mail. He argued that this
watered-down ID check conflicted with what seemed fairly clear statutory requirements for first
time voters. hi 2004 these requirements were especially important due to the large presence of 3`d
party organizations registering voters such as a 527 funded by Governor Richardson, ACORN,
and others.
Plaintiffs were seeking a temporary restraining order requiring Secretary of State to follow the
law. Yet the Supreme Court ultimately decided that, whether the directive was right or wrong, it
was too late to require ID lest Bush v. Gore issues be raised.
Today, the issue is moot as the state legislature has changed the law, and the Secretary of State
will no longer be in office. It seems unlikely they will send any policy directives to county clerks
lest they violate due process/public notice.
Major issues in NM w/ regard to vote fraud
Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some steps,
Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will have, considering the history of unequal application of
election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 rd party registration requirement deadlines.
Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems. Rather
than imposing a burden he contends it will enhance public confidence in the simplest way
possible.
Registration Fraud in 2004 election
It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer and
received the confirmation, but it was sent to the next door address, a vacant house. They traced
this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had been registering
others under 18.
Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his job was
registering voters for ACORN, and the police found signatures in his possession for fictitious
persons.
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In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP registrations
were stolen.
In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many Republicans.
Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.
There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there have been
no prosecutions for election fraud in New Mexico in recent history. However, Rogers is
skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of Attorney General,
Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has there been any interest from
the U.S. attorney—Rogers heard that U.S. attorneys were given instruction to hold off until after
the election in 2004 because it would seem too political.
As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement, the
parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head of ACORN, and others aligned with the
Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 `h on the stand as to their registration practices.
Other incidents
Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally
reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of a low-income housing project is quoted as saying it
has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting this as well. So far
the investigation has been extremely limited.
In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found registration
fraud.
In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet she was
pardoned by Clinton on same day as Marc Rich.
Intimidation/Suppression
Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the discovery
of a DNC Handbook from Colorado advising Democratic operatives to widely report
intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.
In-person polling place fraud
There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in their
name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is any large scale conspiracy. Yet he contends that
perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has been a large public
outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided by Democrats.
In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New Mexico.
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Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive impact because they deterred people from
committing bad acts.
Counting Procedures
The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be done in
private. In NM, they have a `county canvas' where they review and certify, after which all
materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State who does a final
canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious issue, especially considering
the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in New Mexico was only 366 votes. They wouldn't be
changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are vulnerable.
On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are slower and
very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of ballots. In a close race, potential for fraud and
mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll closing and reporting. Rogers
believes these changes are going to cause national embarrassment in the future.
Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's incompetence
and inability to discern a nonpartisan application of the law. In the 2004 election, no standards
were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the Secretary of State spent over $1
million of HAVA money for `voter education' in blatant self-promotional ads.
Recommendations
Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and favors
transparency instead. To make sure people have confidence in the election, there must be
transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming down to Illinois,
or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the 2000 election). HAVA
funds should also be restricted when you have an incompetent, partisan Secretary of State.
There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity for
fraud in a close race. Although he is not generally an advocate of national laws, he does agree
there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and recorded.

Interview with Rebecca Vigil- Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico
March 24, 2006
Background
Vigil-Giron has been Secretary of State for twelve years and was the President of the National
Association of Secretaries of State in 2004. Complaints of election fraud and intimidation are
filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the local district attorney or the
attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far between, the office does not keep a log
of complaints; however, they do have all of the written complaints on file in the office.
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Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers telling
people outside the polling place who had just voted, and then the people outside were following
the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that are mostly second and
third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one instance of this. The
perpetrators moved to a different polling place. This was the only incident of fraud or
intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.
There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many other states,
in New Mexico the polling place is on the reservation and is run by local Native Americans.
Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives running those polls because it is
necessary to have people there who can translate. Because most of the languages are unwritten,
the HAVA requirement of accessibility through an audio device will be very helpful in this
regard. Vigil-Giron said she was surprised to learn while testifying at the Voting Rights Act
commission hearings of the lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide
assistance in language minority areas.
In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an investigation
into voter fraud without consulting the Secretary of State's office. After all of that, there was
maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party groups and voter registration
are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives encourage voters to register if they
are unsure if they are already registered, and the voter does not even realize that his or her name
will then appear on the voter list twice. The bigger problem is where registrations do not get
forwarded to election administrators and the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election
Day. This is voter intimidation in itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that
voter and she wonders whether he or she will try again.
Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration forms
very quickly between the time they get them and when they must be returned.- If they fail to
return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-Giron believes, is
unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney General is
investigating. The problem in that area of New Mexico is that they are still using rural routes, so
they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result, been manipulation of where
people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope too far on this. The investigation is
not just about vote buying, however. There have also been allegations of voters being denied
translators as well as assistance at the polls.
Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew thirty
days out how many people had registered to vote, they knew how many voters there would be.
Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting machines based on
registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result, people were turned away at
the polls or left because of the huge lines. This, she believes, was a case of intentional vote
suppression.
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A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New Mexico and
a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged information with Colorado administrators and it
turned out that there were no cases of double voting.
Recommendations
Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if
people who are registered twice are in fact voting twice.
The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and know
what to look for on Election Day. These poll workers should then work with law enforcement to
ensure there are no transgressions.
There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more than a
fourth degree felony, as is currently the case.

Interview with Sarah Bell Johnson Interview
April 19, 2006

Procedures for Handlin g Fraud
Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states,
Kentucky's has no investigative powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney
General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took office, they have
found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many
prosecutions in the last six years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of
fraud, but rather the increase in prosecutions is related to increased scrutiny and more resources.
Major Tvves of Fraud and Intimidation
Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While
historically fraud activity focused on election day, in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee
voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way that
paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this
reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of states with early voting, but notes that there is a
difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.
Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of
candidates conspiring together to elect their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially
frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up and `help'
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them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day
fraud, most have been absentee.
Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have
also seen instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling them they
will go to hell.
While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in
Louisville, the board hasn't received calls about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.
Challengers
Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and
they must file proper paperwork. There is a set list of defined reasons for which they can
challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct
a challenge.
As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes
that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson County, and filed the proper paperwork,
although they ultimately did not show up on election day.
She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice
has grown less common in recent years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything.
And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for challengers in the
precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.
In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive
challengers, but this hasn't been used to her knowledge.
Prosecutions
Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because
that it is easier to investigate, by virtue of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It
is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due in part to the five
year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that votebuying is pervasive across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.
Vote-hauling Legislation
Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to
drive others to the polls, and then divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have
confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of State has been
committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two
sessions.
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ation
Paving Voter Registration Workers Le gislation
A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with
registrations for a specific party was passed this session. Individuals working as part of a
registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last presidential
election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest
included a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted
the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in the
registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on
names, and variants on addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration
process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.
Deceptive practices
Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or
reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false and misleading information being distributed to confuse
voters.
Effect of Kentucky's Database
Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the
state doesn't have as much fraud as it might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double
and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with other state
databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to
aggressively purge dead weight and create a cleaner list. When parties use their database list they
are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct elections
without a similar system..
Some factors have made especially important to their success. When the database was instituted
in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.
She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky.
The full Social Security, which is compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name,
automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits Kentucky has reaped make
Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number.
Individuals are willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why
not voting? And in any event, they don't require a Social Security number to register (unlike
others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered under unique
identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross
referencing with the DMV.
Recommendations
Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized
procedures, strong record keeping, and detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same
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database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing that as oppressive, county
officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.
This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in
place like HAVA's at the time of enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in
place.
They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson
believes a key to enforcing voting laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and
ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.
She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide
information about what is legal and what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by
information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences before elections.
She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.
Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have
a useful function for the military and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated
individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At a minimum, however, she
recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse in Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson
February 17, 2006

tions
Methodology suggestions
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology as a
model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform Crime Reports, which are all
reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general public whether
a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations
are, we should conduct a survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This would require using
a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey data
collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul
Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and Arthur Lupia at Michigan; Edward Carmines at
Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the
EAC might work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their
Voter Population Surveys.
Mr. Chandler further suggested it is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as Randall
Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in his congressional election in Texas. Mr.
Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British Election
Commission.
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Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights Act
documented evidence of widespread difficulty in the voting process. However, he did not
attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his 2005 report on
ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of fraud made, but not very
many prosecutions or convictions. He saw many cases that did go to trial and the prosecutors
lost on the merits.
In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the following
types of activities do occur: videotaping of voters' license plates; poll workers asking
intimidating questions; groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be
some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing; spreading of false information, such as phone
calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to voting procedures.
Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many of
these cases involve people who do not realize what they are doing is illegal, for example, telling
someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring however. For example,
vote selling involving- absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee ballots en masse, people at
nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and there are stories about union leaders getting
members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot. This problem will only get bigger as more
states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr. Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud was a
major problem.
Recommendations
Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure the
security of a mail ballot. Even in Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their vote by mail
system.
False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los Angeles
County's voter education program should be used as a model.

Interview with Tracy Campbell, author
March 3, 2006
Background
Campbell's first book on election fraud looked at Ed Pritchard, a New Deal figure who went to
jail for stuffing ballot boxes. While his initial goal in writing that book was to find out why
Pritchard had engaged in vote stealing, his growing understanding of a pervasive culture of
electoral corruption led him to consider instead how it was that Pritchard was ever caught. In
1998, he started working on a book regarding fraud in Kentucky, which quickly became a
national study. He hoped to convey the `real politics' which he feels readers, not to mention
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academics, have little sense about. While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still
occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the past 60-70 years has
been that these tactics have grown more subtle.
While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a
historian is that it is seems naive, after generations of watching the same patterns and practices
influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely attributable to simple error.
Vote-buying and absentee fraud
Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections
today. He says vote fraud is like real estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep
the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier target for vote
brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in
exchange for, say, $50—or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted
some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber in-person ballots.
However, few people engaged in this activity would call it `purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is
candidate Jones' way of `thanking' you for a vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is
what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage in vote
fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get
elected.
Regional patterns
Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and
even more so compared to the West. The South has long been characterized as particularly
dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices—throughout history, one can find routine
stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the
Western states, he sees the explosion of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.
Poll site closings as a means to suppress votes
Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes.
Polling places in the 1800s were frequently set-up on rail cars and moved further down the line
to suppress black votes.
He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was
in use in Kentucky until only a few years ago. All of these practices have been justified as
making polling places `more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress votes.
Purge lists
Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names
off the voter rolls presents extensive opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be
done in a manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most relevant information.
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When voters discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because
they are "dead," it has a considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both
because of incompetence and as a tool to intentionally disenfranchise.
Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to
just throw up our hands and look the other way, denying voters the chance to see that
discrepancies are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election
outcomes is a small price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent
process.
Deceptive practices
Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony
ballots, the Texas `elimination' ballot. The ability to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those
looking to sway elections.
Language minorities
Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that
help against them. A related issue, particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.
Current intimidation
Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote
suppressers can keep people away from the polls, the better. Practices such as photographing
people leaving a polling place may also tie into vote-buying, where photos are used to intimidate
and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering
as far from the polls as possible.
Recommendations
Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the
use of absentee ballots and improving the protective zone around polling places.
Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties
enacted, as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the
risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the potential value of the
outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to
prevent people from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud
or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to kick people out of office if necessary.
He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be
difficult to find people who care about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an
attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship emerged. He
considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.
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Interview with Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil
Rights
February 14, 2006
Data Collection
Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional information
and data on election fraud and intimidation in recent years. He suggested interviewing the
following individuals who have been actively involved in Election Protection and other similar
efforts:
• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the
University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US
Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American Progress)
He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the 1981 New
Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act (February
21)
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression tactics
employed over the last five years are ones that have evolved over many years. They are
sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes the following types
of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of anecdote and innuendo, and rise to
the level of either voter intimidation or vote suppression:
• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not have
identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election
• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or
even violence
• Intimidating police presence at the polls
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• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and
challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and intimidation
• Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he has seen
situations in which historically Black colleges will have one voting machine while other
schools will have more.
Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they involve
activities that current law does not reach. For example, there is no law prohibiting a Secretary of
State from being the head of a political campaign, and then deploying voting machines in an
uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also, once the election is over, civil litigation
becomes moot. Finally, sometimes upon reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are
not as sinister as believed at the time.
Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these matters
or pursue any kind of resolution to them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with both the Civil
Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to examine this issue.
Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus may
shift somewhat given the implementation of new HAVA requirements.
Recommendations for Reform
There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the
"Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in charge of the voting system. We
need to get away from that.
He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is opposed to the
voter identification laws passing many state legislatures.
• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to allow
eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or improperly purged registration records
• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce the
strain on election-day resources.
• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes should still
be counted in races for which the voter was eligible to vote (governor, etc.)
o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications, to
increase the likelihood that voters will be properly registered in future elections
• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to establish
their identity
• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with Disabilities Act
and the accessibility requirements of the Help America Vote Act
• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan electoral
campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices
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Interview with Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Brennan Center findings on fraud
The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission
with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in response to the Commission's ID
recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter
fraud. They believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists,
as the parties involved in contested elections have a large incentive to root out fraudulent voters.
Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—
something on the order 1110000`h of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on
11 `h circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter Baker report and argues the
incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.
Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least
frequent type, although other types, such as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent.
Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore
not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt
impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes
perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught. Also, there is a chance the
poliworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox
has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For
example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud
will be discovered.
Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very
extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by each side and litigated. In both pre-election
challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the
Carter Baker report, which includes these citations. Contact him for answers to particular
questions.
Countermeasures/statewide databases
Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo
ID laws, although again, it seems to be the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant.
In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are already doing
to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that
no states have adopted yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent
fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be very useful.
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Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud
debate is actually premature because states have yet to fully implement the HAVA database
requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of `deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for
Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000 names initially, and later removed almost I million
names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor
communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris Thomas, who masterminded the
Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)
Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be
quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing direct lines between list problems and fraud.
Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims about
fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge
list produced by the NJ Republican party, and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the
state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical methods
must be utilized, and often are not.
The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on
it. Their list assumed that people appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their
assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices, such as treating individuals with
the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper
statistical methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives,
does not provide an accurate basis for purging, and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.
Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude
Hispanics while overestimating African Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields
match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.
The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover,
even if someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in
fact, is almost never the case.
Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35
percent error rate —that's simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working
on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced a matching requirement, even
greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.
Intimidation and Suppression
Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided
assistance on bills to prevent suppression and intimidation. They happen to have an extensive
paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).
Challengers
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Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have
been abused. See the decision and record from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history
of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.
Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis
for the challenge or showing of ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and
have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often involve arcane processes such
as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political
abuse, potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed
toward the best result. Furthermore, when a voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no
basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have to go
through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.
Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden
for voters, and are restricted at polling place to challenges by poll workers and election officials,
not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that once the floodgates
are open they won't stop.
Recommendations
Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter
harassment and deceptive practices. Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting
voter harassment and deceptive practices.
Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't
consider them under-enforced, and sees no need for additional laws.
Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise
eligible voters.
Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election
mass challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed. There
should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.
Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How
should they approach these cases? How should they approach cases of large scale
fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.

Interview with Bill Groth, Attorney for the Plaintiffs in Indiana Identification Litigation
February 22, 2006
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Fraud in Indiana
Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any empirical
evidence of voter impersonation fraud or dead voter fraud been presented. In addition,. there is no
record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in Indiana. State legislators
signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor voting in Indiana. At the same time,
the Indiana Supreme Court has not necessarily required evidence of voter fraud before approving
legislative attempts to address fraud.
The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has instead
referred to instances of fraud in other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to strike evidence such
as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of that evidence was presented to
the legislature and that it should have been in the form of sworn affidavits, so that it would have
some indicia of verifiability.
Photo ID law
By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times more
legitimate voters than illegitimate voters you might protect against. He feels the implementation
of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it will not affect the
upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be left without proper ID. In
addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be implemented as planned in 2008 considering
the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws are unconstitutional because of
inconsistent application.
Statewide database as remedy
Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under
HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana are bloated, it is because state officials have not
complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous for
them to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing additional measures such as the photo ID
law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the counties the obligation to do maintenance programs,
which results in a hit or miss process (see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).
Absentee fraud
To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to absentee
balloting. Most notably the East Chicago mayoral election case where courts found absentee
voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2 1138 Decision by the Indiana
Supreme Court in 2004.
Intimidation and vote suppression
Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression activities.
While he considers the sources of this evidence credible, it is still decidedly anecdotal. Instances
he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African American polling places. However,
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most incidents of suppression which are discussed occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson
claims a fairly large scale intimidation program in Louisville.
Challengers
There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large scale
challenger operation in Democratic precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at the last minute.
Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan
challengers to be physically inside the polling area next to members of the precinct board.
Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which provides a
buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That change will make it
much easier to challenge voters. As there is no recorded legislative history in Indiana, it is
difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both chambers and the
governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was passed under the radar
screen.
Photo ID and Challengers
Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with the
photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at least two reasons why a member of the precinct
board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID conforms to ID standards,
and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the voter presenting it. The law does not
require bipartisan agreement that a challenge is valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a
challenge to that voter, and that will lead to the voter voting by provisional ballot.
Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board (located
at the county seat) within 13 days to produce the conforming ID or to swear out an affidavit that
they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to voters. For example,
Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone challenged under the law will be
required to make second trip to seat of government in downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in
question did not have a driver's license in the first place, they will likely need to arrange
transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the election result will already be known.
The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements for
valid photo ID include being issued by state or fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the names must
conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters with hyphenated
names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses potentially leading to a
basis for challenge. Misspelling of names would also be a problem. The other primary mode of
challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the voter, which could be happen in a range of
instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled discretion to challengers to decide what conforms
and what does not.
Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith, and there
is little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no checks on the
challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from an opposing party
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challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused. The voter on the other
hand, will need to get majority approval of county election board members to defeat the
challenge.
Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse this
process, as electoral margins are growing increasingly close due to shifting political calculus.
Other cases
Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot format,
NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list purging, but nothing else related to fraud or
intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to refine its voter list by
sending registration postcards to everyone on the list. When postcards didn't come back they
wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error more on incompetence, than malevolence,
however, as the county board is bipartisan. (The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana
election division are both bipartisan, but the 92 county election boards which will be
administering photo id are controlled by one political party or the other—they are always an odd
number, with the partisan majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)
Recommendations
Supports nonpartisan administration of elections. Indiana specific recommendations including a
longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration period.
He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable forms of
ID is too narrow and provides no fallback to voters without ID. At the least, he believes the state
needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If not, they should be allowed
to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of perjury/felony prosecution. This
would provide sufficient deterrence for anyone considering impersonation fraud. He believes
absentee ballot fraud should be addressed by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as
under HAVA.
His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered an
instance of someone trying to forge a name in the poll book, and while this leaves open the
prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the statewide database.
But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should apply it to everyone and
avoid disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.

Interview with Neil Bradley, February 21, 2004
Voter Impersonation Cases (issue the Georgia ID litigation revolves around)
Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that she
clearly would know if there had been any instances of voter impersonation at the polls; that she
works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have heard about voter
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impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that she said that she had not
heard of "any incident"---which includes acts that did not rise to the level of an official
investigation or charges.
Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another voter at
the polls. Officials must check off the type of voter identification the voter used. Voters without
ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those voters to see if they in fact
voted or not.
The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to occur. If
someone wants to steal an election, it is much more effective to do so using absentee ballots. In
order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes. Therefore, one would have to
have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning there would be many people who know
you committed a felony. It's simply not an efficient way to steal an election.
Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country except
in local races. He does not believe it occurs in statewide elections.
Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia
Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been improved
since the Secretary of State now has the power to create the felon purge list. When this was the
responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging felons because local
officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she was a criminal.
The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common involve
an ineligible person mailing in absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.
In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in Georgia
and that people have confidence in the vote. The biggest problems are the new ID law;
misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind people that vote
fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud that does occur involves
an insider, and that's where you find the most prosecutions. Any large scale fraud involves
someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.
Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr. Bradley made
contradictory statements. When asked whether the decision to prosecute on the county level was
politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed himself stating the opposite.
Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the top is
that this is not a priority. The Georgia ACLU has turned over information about violations of the
Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done nothing with the
information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing cases of vote
suppression, intimidation and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU has not contacted Craig Donsanto
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in DC with information of voter fraud.
Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard to
collect the necessary factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive.
Recommendations
In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll workers,
and much of her budget is put into that work. Increased and improved training of poll workers,
including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most important reform that could be
made.
Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
Interview with Justice Evelyn Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio
February 17, 2006
The 2004 Election
Justice Stratton stated that usually in the period right before an election filings die down due to
the Ohio expedited procedures for electoral challenges. However, the 2004 election was unusual
because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the election. Justice Stratton
believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions without any substance. For
example, without any factual claims, suit was brought alleging that all voter challengers posed a
threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were either everyday voting problems or
"conspiracies" depending on where the complaint came from. The major election cases in 2004
revolved around Secretary of State Blackwell.
Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the 2004
election to be fair to both sides. There was never any discussion about a ruling helping one
political party more than the other.
Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints---819 NE 2d
1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458 (2004).
General Election Fraud Issues
Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical
statutory reasons. She remembered one instance where a man who assisted handicapped voters
marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought against this
man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether ballots could be
opened and inspected to see how votes were cast.
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Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but these
were not prosecuted. She has not seen any evidence of ballots being stuffed, dead people voting,
etc.
Suggestions for Changes in Voting Procedures
The Ohio Supreme Court is very strict about latches---if a person sits on their rights too long,
they loose the right to file suit. The Ohio expedited procedures make election challenges run very
smooth. Justice Stratton does not remember any suits brought on the day of the election. She
supports a non-partisan head of state elections. Justice Stratton believes that last minute
challenges should not be permitted and that lower courts need to follow the rules for the
expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts permitting late election
challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to make a new rule unless this pattern
repeats itself in 2008.

Interview with Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, IACREOT
April 12, 2006
Biographical
Sirvello is currently the executive director of the International Association of Clerks, Recorders,
Election Officials and Treasurers, an organization of 1700 members. Formerly, he ran elections
in Harris County, Texas for 29 years.
Incidents of Election Fraud
Sirvello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the priority list
of either district attorneys or grand juries. Therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are
prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 in Harris County, 14 people voted twice but
the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted twice, once during early voting and once on
Election Day. She said she thought there were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello
believes none of the people intentionally voted more than once. He said that he believes double
voting is not as big of an issue as people make it out to be.
In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear that the
elections officials stuffed the ballot boxes. The case was brought before a grand jury, but there
was no indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives of each other and
none would admit what had been done.
Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up at the
poll and his name had already been signed and he had voted.
Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in Harris
County were permitted to vote.
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Specific Absentee Ballot/Vote By Mail Issues
Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too much
opportunity to influence voters or to fraudulently request a ballot.
If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to candidates
and political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot. Many did not want to
give up the ballot but wanted to mail it personally. The result was to discourage voting.
In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties,
candidates and consultants would get the list of voters over 65 and send them a professional mail
piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything filled out except the
signature. Problems ensued -- for example, voters would print their names rather than sign them,
and the ballot was rejected. In other cases, the elderly would give their absentee ballot to
someone else.
If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in person, that
person had to bring the non-voted absentee ballot to the poll and surrender it. If they did not they
would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
Sirvello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County. These
mostly occurred in Presidential elections. Some people perceived intimidation when being told
they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big issue in elections now is
whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.
Recommendations
District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe that it
goes unpunished.
There should be either a national holiday for Election Day or a day should be given off of work
without counting as a vacation day so that better poll workers are available and there can be
more public education on election administration procedures.
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I Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional information and data on election fraud and
intimidation in recent years. He suggested interviewing the following individuals who have been actively involved in Election
Protection and other similar efforts:
• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American Progress)
He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the 1981 New Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act (February 21)
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression tactics employed over the last five years are ones
that have evolved over many years. They are sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes the
following types of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of anecdote and innuendo, and rise to the level of either voter
intimidation or vote suppression:
• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not have identification, you cannot vote, and
providing false dates for the election
• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or even violence
• Intimidating police presence at the polls
• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and challengers goes beyond partisanship to
racial suppression and intimidation
• Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he has seen situations in which historically Black
colleges will have one voting machine while other schools will have more.
Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they involve activities that current law does not
reach. For example, there is no law prohibiting a Secretary of State from being the head of a political campaign, and then deploying voting
machines in an uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also, once the election is over, civil litigation becomes moot. Finally,
sometimes upon reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are not as sinister as believed at the time.
Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these matters or pursue any kind of resolution to
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them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with both the Civil Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to examine this
issue.
Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus may shift somewhat given the implementation of new
HAVA requirements.
Recommendations for Reform
There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the "Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in
charge of the voting system. We need to get away from that.
He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is opposed to the voter identification laws passing many
state legislatures.
• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to allow eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or
improperly purged registration records
• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce the strain on election-day resources.
• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes should still be counted in races for which the voter was
eligible to vote (governor, etc.)
o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications, to increase the likelihood that voters will be
properly registered in future elections
• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to establish their identity
• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with Disabilities Act and the accessibility requirements of
the Help America Vote Act
• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan electoral campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices

Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center
Brennan Center findings on fraud
The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in
response to the Commission's ID recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter fraud. They
believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists, as the parties involved in contested elections have a large
incentive to root out fraudulent voters. Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—something on the
order 1110000 `h of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on 11 `h circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter
Baker report and argues the incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.
Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least frequent type, although other types, such
as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent. Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and
is therefore not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt impersonation fraud, for
instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be
caught. Also, there is a chance the poll worker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox has
mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For example, if one votes in the name of another voter,
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and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud will be discovered.
Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by
each side and litigated. In both pre-election challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
'smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the Carter Baker report, which includes these
citations. Contact him for answers to particular questions.
Countermeasures/statewide databases
Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat Impersonation fraud besides photo ID laws, although again, it seems to be
the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant. In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are
already doing to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that no states have adopted
yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be
very useful.
Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists —she argues the fraud debate is actually premature because states
have yet to fully implement the HAVA database requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of 'deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000
names initially, and later removed almost 1 million names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris
Thomas, who masterminded the Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)
Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing
direct lines between list problems and fraud. Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims
about fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge list produced by the NJ Republican party,
and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical
methods must be utilized, and often are not.
The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on it. Their list assumed that people
appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices,
such as treating individuals with the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper statistical
methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives, does not provide an accurate basis for purging,
and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.
Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude Hispanics while overestimating African
Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.
The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover, even if someone is on a voter list twice, that
does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in fact, is almost never the case.
Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35 percent error rate —that's simply the nature
of database work. Private industry has been working on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced a matching
requirement, even greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.
Intimidation and Suppression
Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided assistance on bills to prevent suppression and
intimidation. They happen to have an extensive paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).
Challengers
Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have been abused. See the decision and record
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from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.
Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis for the challenge or showing of
ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often
involve arcane processes such as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political abuse,
potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed toward the best result. Furthermore, when a
voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have
to go through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.
Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden for voters, and are restricted at polling
place to challenges by poll workers and election officials, not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that
once the floodgates are open they won't stop.
Recommendations
• Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter harassment and deceptive practices.
Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting voter harassment and deceptive practices.
• Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't consider them under -enforced,
and sees no need for additional laws.
• Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards for generating voter lists and
purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise eligible voters.
• Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre -election mass challenges with no real
basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation, but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to
abuse and should be reformed. There should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.
Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How should they approach these cases? How
should they approach cases of large scale fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.

William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Fraud in Indiana
Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any empirical evidence of voter impersonation fraud
or dead voter fraud been presented. In addition, there is no record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in Indiana.
State legislators signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor voting in Indiana. At the same time, the Indiana Supreme Court has
not necessarily required evidence of voter fraud before approving legislative attempts to address fraud.
The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has instead referred to instances of fraud in
other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to strike evidence such as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of that
evidence was presented to the legislature and that it should have been in the form of sworn affidavits, so that it would have some indicia of
verifiability.
Photo ID law
By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times more legitimate voters than Illegitimate voters
you might protect against. He feels the implementation of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it will not affect
the upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be left without proper ID. In addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be
O
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implemented as planned in 2008 considering the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws are unconstitutional because of
inconsistent application.
Statewide database as remedy
Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana
are bloated, it is because state officials have not complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous for them
to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing additional measures such as the photo ID law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the
counties the obligation to do maintenance programs, which results in a hit or miss process (see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).
Absentee fraud
To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to absentee balloting. Most notably the East
Chicago mayoral election case where courts found absentee voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2"d 1138 Decision by
the Indiana Supreme Court in 2004.
Intimidation and vote suppression
Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression activities. While he considers the sources of this
evidence credible, it is still decidedly anecdotal. Instances he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African American polling
places. However, most incidents of suppression which are discussed occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson claims a fairly large
scale intimidation program in Louisville.
Challengers
There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large scale challenger operation in Democratic
precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at the last minute.
Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan challengers to be physically Inside the polling
area next to members of the precinct board. Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which
provides a buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That change will make it much easier to challenge voters. As
there is no recorded legislative history in Indiana, it is difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both chambers and the
governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was passed under the radar screen.
Photo ID and Challengers
Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with the photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at
least two reasons why a member of the precinct board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID conforms to ID
standards, and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the voter presenting it. The law does not require bipartisan agreement that a
challenge is valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a challenge to that voter, and that will lead to the voter voting by provisional
ballot.
Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board (located at the county seat) within 13 days to
produce the conforming ID or to swear out an affidavit that they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to voters.
For example, Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone challenged under the law will be required to make second trip to seat of
government in downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in question did not have a driver's license in the first place, they will likely need to arrange
transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the election result will already be known.
The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements for valid photo ID include being issued by state or
federal government, with expiration date, and the names must conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters with
hyphenated names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses potentially leading to a basis for challenge. Misspelling
of names would also be a problem. The other primary mode of challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the voter, which could be happen in
a range of instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled discretion to challengers to decide what conforms and what does not.
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majority approval of county election board members to defeat the challenge.
Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse this process, as electoral margins are growing
increasingly close due to shifting political calculus.
Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot format, NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list
purging, but nothing else related to fraud or intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to refine its voter list by sending
registration postcards to everyone on the list. When postcards didn't come back they wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error more
on incompetence, than malevolence, however, as the county board is bipartisan. (The lndiana Election Commission and the lndiana election
division are both bipartisan, but the 92 county election boards which will be administering photo id are controlled by one political party or the
other-they are always an odd number, with the partisan majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)
Recommendations
8
Supports nonpartisan administration of elections.
8
Indiana specific recommendations including a longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration period.
He views the central problem of the lndiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable forms of ID is too narrow and provides no fallback
to voters without ID. At the least, he believes the state needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If not,
they should be allowed to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of perjurylfelony prosecution. This would
provide sufficient deterrence for anyone considering impersonation fraud. He believes absentee ballot fraud should be
addressed by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as under HAVA.
His personal preference would be signature comparison. lndiana has never encountered an instance of someone trying to forge a
name in the poll book, and while this leaves open the prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the
statewide database. But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should apply it to everyone and avoid

Securincl the Vote
In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the historical conditions giving rise to fraud have
weakened over the past twenty years. She stated that for fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political party
and a complicit voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there has been much improvement in the
administration of elections and voting technology, the conditions no longer exist for large scale incidents of polling place fraud.
Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting officials. She has looked at this issue on the national level
and also concentrated on analyzing certain specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the
fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that affects what the remedy should be. Often, voters are punished for fraud committed
by voting officials.
Other Fraud Issues
Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She supports non-partisan election administration. Ms.
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Minnite has found evidence that there is absentee ballot fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee ballot
fraud or that it is the major kind of voter fraud.
Recommendations
Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases
Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.

Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Voter lm~ersonationCases (issue the Georaia ID litiaation revolves around)
Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that she clearly would know if there had been any
instances of voter impersonation at the polls; that she works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have heard about
voter impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that she said that she had not heard of "any incidentw---whichincludes
acts that did not rise to the level of an official investigation or charges.
Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another voter at the polls. Officials must check off the
type of voter identification the voter used. Voters without ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those voters
to see if they in fact voted or not.
The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to occur. If someone wants to steal an election, it is
much more effective to do so using absentee ballots. In order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes. Therefore, one
would have to have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning there would be many people who know you committed a felony.
It's simply not an efficient way to steal an election.
Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere i n the country except in local races. He does not believe it
occurs in statewide elections.
Voter fraud and intimidation in Georaia
Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons fromcasting ballots has been improved since the Secretary of State now has the
power to create the felon purge list. When this was the responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging felons because local
officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she was a criminal.
The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common involve an ineligible person mailing i n
absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.
In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in Georgia and that people have confidence in the
vote. The biggest problems are the new ID law; misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind people that vote
fraud i s a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud that does occur involves an insider, and that's where you find
the most prosecutions. Any large scale fraud involves someone who knows the system or i s in the courthouse.
Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr. Bradley made contradictory statements. When asked
whether the decision to prosecute on the county level was politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed himself stating the
opposite.
Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the top is that this i s not a priority. The Georgia
ACLU has turned over information about violations of the Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done nothing
with the information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing cases of vote suppression, intimidation
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make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive.
Recommendations
In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll workers, and much of her budget is put into that work.
Increased and improved training of poll workers, including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most important reform that could

Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.
San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.
San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pretlearance.
San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.
San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.
San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch screen voting to paper ballots.
Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203 compliance (bilingual voting assistance), and those that
did respond to MALDEF's request submitted incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this i n itself i s a form of voter intimidation.
Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result of intentional acts or not because the county
commission is totally incompetent. There have continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in places that
had historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating ballots - each county makes these determinations.
When there is'not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker to rely on a family member to vote, that can
suppress voter turnout.
Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino community.
There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor of a bill that would require proof of citizenship
to vote could not provide any documentation of noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part because of the racist
comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed. Ms. Perales was only aware of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona,
involving a man of limited mental capacity who said he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms. Perales believes proof of
citizenship requirements discriminate against Latinos.
Recommendations
Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough staff to do the monitoring necessary. This
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Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a big impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed
in a nonpartisan manner, but they still do not always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or her personal view
regardless of party.

Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico
Maior issues in NM wl reaard to vote fraud
Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some steps, Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will
have, considering the history of unequal application of election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3rdparty registration requirement
deadlines.
Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems. Rather than imposing a burden he contends it will
enhance public confidence in the simplest way possible.
Reaistration Fraud in 2004 election
It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer and received the confirmation, but it was sent to
the next door address, a vacant house. They traced this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had been
registering others under 18.
Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his job was registering voters for ACORN, and the
police found signatures in his possession for fictitious persons.
In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP registrations were stolen.
In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many Republicans.
Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.
There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there have been no prosecutions for election fraud in New
Mexico in recent history. However, Rogers is skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of Attorney General,
Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has there been any interest from the U.S. attorney-Rogers heard that U.S.
attorneys were given instruction to hold off until after the election in 2004 because it would seem too political.
As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement the parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head
of ACORN, and others aligned with the Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5"on the stand as to their registration practices.
Other incidents
Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of
a low-income housing project is quoted as saying it has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting this
as well. So far the investigation has been extremely limited.
In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found registration fraud.
In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet she was pardoned b y Clinton on same day as
Marc Rich.
IntimidationISu~~ression
Roaers believes the most notable examole of intimidation in the 2004 election was the discoverv of a DNC Handbook from Colorado
ad&ing Democratic operatives to wideiy report intimidation regardless of confirmation in orde; to gain media attention.
In-person ~ollinaplace fraud
There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in their name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is
any large scale conspiracy. Yet he contends that perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has been a large
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impact because they deterred people from committing bad acts.
Countina Procedures
The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be done in private. In NM, they have a 'county
canvas' where they review and certify, after which all materials-machine tapes, etc.,-are centralized with the Secretary of State who does a
final canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious issue, especially considering the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in
New Mexico was only 366 votes. They wouldn't be changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are vulnerable.
On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are slower and very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of
ballots. In a close race, potential for fraud and mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll closing and reporting. Rogers believes
these changes are going to cause national embarrassment in the future.
Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's incompetence and inability to discern a nonpartisan application
of the law. In the 2004 election, no standards were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the Secretary of State spent over
$1 million of HAVA money for 'voter education' in blatant self-promotional ads.
Recommendations
Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and favors transparency instead. To make sure
people have confidence in the election, there must be transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming
down to Illinois, or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the 2000 election). HAVA funds should also be
restricted when you have an incompetent, partisan Secretary of State.
There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity for fraud in a close race. Although he is not
generally an advocate of national laws, he does agree there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and

Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers telling people outside the polling place who had just voted,
and then the people outside were following the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that are mostly
second and third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one instance of this. The perpetrators moved to a different polling
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In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an investigation into voter fraud without consulting the
Secretary of State's office. After all of that, there was maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party groups and
voter registration are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives encourage voters to register if they are unsure if they
are already registered, and the voter does not even realize that his or her name will then appear on the voter list twice. The bigger
problem is where registrations do not get forwarded to election administrators and the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election
Day. This is voter intimidation in itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that voter and she wonders whether he or she will try
again.
Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration forms very quickly between the time they get
them and when they must be returned. If they fail to return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-Giron
believes, is unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney General is investigating. The problem in that area of
New Mexico is that they are still using rural routes, so they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result, been manipulation of
where people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope too far on this. The investigation is not just about vote buying, however.
There have also been allegations of voters being denied translators as well as assistance at the polls.
Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew thirty days out how many people had registered to
vote, they knew how many voters there would be. Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting machines based
on registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result, people were turned away at the polls or left because of the huge
lines. This, she believes, was a case of intentional vote suppression.
A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New Mexico and a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged
information with Colorado administrators and it turned out that there were no cases of double voting.
Recommendations
Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if people who are registered twice
are in fact voting twice.
The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and know what to look for on Election Day. These
poll workers should then work with law enforcement to ensure there are no transgressions.
There should be stronger teeth i n the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more than a fourth degree felony, as is currently the
case.
- --

Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Procedures for Handlina Fraud
Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states, Kentuckv's has no investiaative
powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney General and the U.S. Attorney. ~ s ~ e c i a
since
l l ~ ihe current administration took
office, they have found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many prosecutions in the last six
years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of fraud, but rather the increase i n prosecutions is related to
increased scrutiny and more resources.
Maior T V D ~ofS Fraud and Intimidation
Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand i n Kentucky. While historically fraud activity focused on election day,
in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way
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that paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of
states with early voting, but notes that there is a difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.
Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of candidates conspiring together to elect
their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up
and 'help' them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day fraud, most have been
absentee.
Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have also seen instances where civic groups
and church groups intimidate members to vote in a specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling
them they will go to hell.
While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in Louisville, the board hasn't received calls
about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.
Challenaers
Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and they must file proper paperwork. There is a set
list of defined reasons for which they can challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to
conduct a challenge.
As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson
County, and filed the proper paperwork, although they ultimately did not show up on election day.
She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice has grown less common i n recent
years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything. And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for
challengers in the precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.
In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive challengers, but this hasn't been used to
her knowledge.
Prosecutions
Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because that.it is easier to investigate, by virtue
of a cash and paper trail which investigkors can iollow. It is difficulito quantify any average numbers about the practicefrom this, due
in part to the five year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that vote-buying is pervasive
across the state. but rather confined to certain pockets.
vote-hau~ina~eaisiation
Vote haulinn i s a common form of vote buying by another name. lndividuals are legally
to drive others to the polls, and then
- - paid
.
divide that cash in order to purchase vote;. ~;o<ecutions have confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. ~ h ; l the
e Secretary of
State has been committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two sessions.
Pavina Voter Reclistration Workers Leaislation
A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with registrations for a specific party was
passed this session. Individuals working as part of a registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last
presidential election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest included a constitutional amendment to ban
gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted the attention of many national groups. One group paying people b y the card resulted in
the registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on names, and variants on
addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.
m t i v e practices
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and misleading information being distributed to confuse voters.
Effect of Kentuckv's Database
Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database i s a key reason why the state doesn't have as much fraud as it
might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with
other state databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been ~nvaluablein allowing them to aggressively purge dead weight and create a
cleaner list. When parties use their database list they are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct
elections without a similar system.
Some factors have made especially important to their success.
When the database was instituted in 1973, they were able to make everyone i n the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.
She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky. The full Social Security, which is
compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name, automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits
Kentucky has reaped make Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number. Individuals are
willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why not voting? And in any event, they don't require a
Social Security number to register (unlike others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered
under unique identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross referencing with the DMV.
Recommendations
Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized procedures, strong record keeping, and
detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing
that as oppressive, county officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.
This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in place like HAVA's at the time of
enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in place.
They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson believes a key to enforcing voting
laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.
She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide information about what is legal and
what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences
before elections. She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.
Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have a useful function for the military
and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At
a minimum, however, she recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
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survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey data
collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and Arthur Lupia
at Michigan; Edward Carmines at Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the EAC might
work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their Voter Population Surveys.
Mr. Chandler further suggested i t is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as Randall Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in
his congressional election in Texas. Mr. Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British Election
Commission.
Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights Act documented evidence of widespread difficulty i n
the voting process. However, he did not attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his 2005 report on
ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of fraud made, but not very many prosecutions or convictions. He
saw many cases that did go to trial and the prosecutors lost on the merits.
In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the following types of activities do occur:
videotaping of voters' license plates;
poll workers asking intimidating questions;
groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing;
spreading of false information, such as phone calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to voting procedures.
Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However,.many of these cases involve people who do not
realize what they are doing is illegal, for example, telling someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring however.
vote selling involving absentee ballots,
the filling out of absentee ballots en masse,
people at nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and
there are stories about union leaders getting members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot.
This problem will only get bigger as more states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr. Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud
was a major problem.
Recommendations
Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it i s truly impossible to ever ensure the security of a mail ballot. Even i n
Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their vote by mail system.
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While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a historian is that i t is seems naive, after
generations of watching the same patterns and practices influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely
attributable to simple error.
Vote-buvinq and absentee fraud
Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections today. He says vote fraud is like real
estate: location, location, location-the closer you can keep the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier
target for vote brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, i n exchange for, say, $50or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber inperson ballots.
However, few people engaged in this activity would call it 'purchasing' a vote. Instead, it i s candidate Jones' way of 'thanking' you for a
vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage
in vote fraud don't see i t as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get elected.
Reqional at terns
Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent i n the South than the Northern states, and even more so compared to the West.
The South has long been characterized as particularly dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices-throughout history, one can
find routine stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the Western states, he sees the explosion
of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.
Poll site closinas as a means to suDDress votes
Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes. Polling places in the 1800s were frequently setup on rail cars and moved further down the line to suppress black votes.
He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was in use in Kentucky until only a few years
ago. All of these practices have been justified as making polling places 'more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress
votes.
Purae lists
Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names off the voter rolls presents extensive
opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be done in a manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most
relevant information. When voters discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because they are "dead," it has a
considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both because of incompetence and as a tool to intentionally
disenfranchise.
Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to just throw up our hands and look the other
way, denying voters the chance to see that discrepancies are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election outcomes
is a small price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent process.
Dece~tive~ractices
Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices-i.e. phony ballots, the Texas 'elimination' ballot. The ability
to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those looking to sway elections.
Lanquaqe minorities
Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that help against them. A related issue,
particularly i n the South, i s taking advantage of the illiterate.
Current intimidation
Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote suppressers can keep people away from the
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Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the use of absentee ballots and
improving the protective zone around polling places.
Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties enacted, as current penalties make
the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports-the
potential value of the outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to prevent people
from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to
kick people out of office if necessary.

Motor Voter Act argument instead. Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-friendly for the
poll workers. The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.
Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes
in place of another, no one knows about i t . ~ h e r ehave been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used articles from around the country about instances of
voter fraud, but even in those examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee. He also stated i n the
One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll using punch cards, glued the chads back and
then punched out other chads for his candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID requirement.
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appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong statute. The lndiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people
were prosecuted as a result - those cases are still pending.
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who can recommend that a hearing be held. If
criminal activity was found, the case could be referred to the county prosecutor or i n certain instances to the lndiana Attorney
General's Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the integrity and security of the polling place from political or
party officials. Mr. Webber stated that the lndiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that i n Southern lndiana a large problem was
vote buying while in Northern lndiana a large problem was based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that
gave them their jobs.
Recommendations
Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be referred to the Attorney General's Office to
circumvent the problem of local political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of
fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.
lndiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and retirees are the only people who are available to work the
polls. Mr. Webber suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This would involve more people
acting as poll workers who would be much more careful about what was going on.
Early voting at the clerk's office i s good because the people there know what they are doing. People would be unlikely to
commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be expanded to other polling places i n addition to that of the county clerk.
Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more professionally but that there needs to be fewer of
them so that they are staffed by only the best, most professional people.

would arrive and leave with external protection groups.
Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native vote, and have become more active in native
communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy
to target, and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.
Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal
leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level. Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South
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Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of which may be purposeful or
inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
Structural ~roblems
One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many lndian communities also include significant
numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. Non-Indians tend to be most active in the state and local government while lndians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being non-Indian. Having lndians vote at polling places
staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism
which persists against lndians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with lndian last names and are more dismissive of solving
discrepancies with native voters.
Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run state or local elections. In places like South
Dakota, political leaders used to make i t intentionally difficult for Native Americans to participate i n elections. For example, state, local
and federal elections could not be held i n the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when tribal and other elections are
held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held i n a
secondary location can suddenly- impose
transportation obstacles.
photo ID ~isues
Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable negative impact. For a number of reasons,
many lndian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading
to a lack of birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are Hispanic, causing
additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as well-historically, whenever lndians register with the federal
government it has been associated with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many lndians avoid registering for anything with the
government, even for tribal ID.
Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by certain rules and the discriminatory way
they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not
have ID with them and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll workers did not tell the
voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll
workers didn't know the voters -as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and lndian voters. Many left the poll site without voting and
did not return.
In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID'S for voting outside of a reservation, even though Minnesota has a large
urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of
State, they had to file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in the courtroom when they went
to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
Partisan Poll-Monitoring
Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures on an individual basis, of which
South Dakota is a great example.
Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian, non-Western lawyers, largely from the
East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and
the best way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.
Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson
election, it was small compared to the Janklow special election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding
outreach, and had an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic, every time a voter
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would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same
tactic appeared across reservations, and eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.
In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDS to go home, to the point where the chief
of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an
aggressive poll watcher-the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.
None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult
to settle these things, as they are he said-she said incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers
know what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little room for legal action.
Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, i n 2002, the U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give
out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes. In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.
The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of
rumors i n insular communities can't be traced. In some communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage
people to vote and dispel myths.
She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if interested.
Vote Buvina and Fraud
They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash i s offered to register voters, individuals may abuse
this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This
doesn't amount to a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing the rules. While
Thompson believes looking into such incidents i s a completely fair inquiry, she also believes i t has been exploited for political purposes
and to intimidate. For example, large law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not to draw
distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to help with elections.
Remedies
As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice to look into what might be done,
and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on
this at least much as it is focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and DOJ has
the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson recommends more DOJ enforcement of
voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for
doing so. Right now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.
Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson believes this is contrary t o the
nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate voting i n Native communities.
As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters. At a minimum, Thompson believes all
states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on Election Day.
Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian voters are disabled and elderly,
live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation, tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles
remain. Some voters are denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls.~Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would serve as an effective built-in
protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without
permission. Precinct location i s a longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the
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Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to be addressed.
Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she believes open elections and third
party helpers are both important. However, she would be willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules
concerning poll watchers' behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what they
will. This is not unique to a single party-both try to stay within law while shaking people up. The existing VRA provision is 'fluffy'unless you have a consent decree, you have very little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that i s left a bit
broad but that nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.

P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report
references a RlCO suit filed against organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not know what happened in that
case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter registration numbers regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He
stated that when you have an organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there is reason to believe it is national in scope. When it is
the same groups in multiple states, this leads to the belief that it is a concerted effort.
Votina Problems
Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in Kansas City, MO. If the statewide voter registration
database requirement of HAVA i s properly implemented, he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He supports the
HAVA requirement, if implemented correctly. Since Washington State implemented its statewide database, the Secretary of State has
initiated investigations into felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major problem is permitting polling places i n private homes and bars
even the homes of party chairs.
Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities i n places like Ohio and Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund
supports the Real ID requirements suggested by the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be i n place i n
2010, any objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(I) fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting i n St.
Louis and (2) people voting who are not legally eligible-ex. felons i n most places. He also believes that problems could arise i n places
that still transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room. However, he does not believe this i s as widespread a
problem now as it once was.

-

Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a reasonable compromise between the political
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The (Voting) section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and what was done to follow up
on them. They opened many investigations as a result of these complaints, including one on the long lines i n Ohio (see DOJ
letter on website, as well as critical commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2 violation in Ohio. John Tanner
should be able to give us this data. However, the database does not include complaints that were received by monitors and
observers in the field.
All attorney observers i n the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the Department. These reports would
give us a very good sense of the scope and type of problems that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the
spot or required further action.
The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain jurisdictions could be observed - a VRA covered
jurisdiction that was certified or a jurisdiction that had been certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that time, and
especially in 2004, the Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring." In those cases, monitors assigned to certain jurisdictions,
as opposed to observers, can only watch in the polling place with permission from the jurisdiction. The Department picked locations
based on whether they had been monitored in the past, there had been problems before, or there had been allegations in the
past. Many problems that arose were resolved by monitors on the spot.
Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Pollincl Site
If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers i t to the Public Integrity Section (PIN). If it i s an
instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to the Civil Rights Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted
because they are very hard to prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual violence or the threat of violence in,
order to make a case. As a result, most matters are referred to PIN because they operate under statutes that make these cases
easier to prove. In general, there are not a high number of prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the Voting Rights Act in other words, only if
there i s a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise the only recourse is to refer it to PIN.
However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases such as alleged noncitizen voting,
etc. Public lntegrity used to only go after systematic efforts to corrupt the system. Now they focus on scattered Individuals,
which is a questionable resource choice. Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given more resources and
more leeway because of a shift in focus and policy toward noncitizens and double voting, etc.
There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have been 7 Section 2 cases brought since
2001 -only one was brought on behalf of African American voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others
have included Latinos and discrimination against whites.
T V D ~ofSFraud and Intimidation Occurrinq
There is no evidence that polling place fraud i s a problem. There is also no evidence that the NVRA has increased the
opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's provisions, an election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or
she believes that person should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing Missouri because of its poor registration list.

-
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The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward minorities. It is a judgment call
whether this is a crime or not - Craig Donsanto of PIN decides if it rises to a criminal matter.
Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never been formally pursued. Such cases
are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-election challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but
this also has never been pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.
Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on race and refusal to offer a
provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be VRA violations.
Recommendations
Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for suppression that is NOT race based, for
example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.
Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as double voting and noncitizen voting, there
should be an equal commitment to enforcement of acts of intimidation and suppression cases.
There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This might be the best use of resources since

Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
2004-Administrative lncom~etencev. Fraud
Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence and fraud. Sandler stated there was a deliberate
effort by the Republicans to disenfranchise voters across the country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to registered voters and
then moving to purge from the voters list those whose cards were returned. Sandler indicated that in New Mexico there was a deliberate
attempt by Republicans to purge people registered by third parties. He stated that there were intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters
by election officials like Ken Blackwell in Ohio.
The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler believes that a large problem exists i n the states
because there are no laws that spell out a formula to allocate so many voting machines per voter.
Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He responded that there will be a lot of names purged as
a result of the creation of the voter lists under HAVA. However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from incompetence.
Sandler also said there was not much intimidation at the polls because most such efforts are deterred and that the last systematic effort
was in Philadelphia in 2003 where Republicans had official looking cars and people with badges and uniforms, etc.
Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with individuals misinforming and not a political
party. Disinformation did occur in small Spanish speaking communities.
Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not occur, except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did
not believe non-citizen voting was a problem. He also does not believe that there i s voter impersonation at the polls and that
Republicans allege this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter identification rules.
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Fraud and Intimidation Trends
Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to intimidate minority voters through voter
identification requirements, improper purging, failure to properly register voters, not allocating enough voting machines,
failure to properly use the provisional ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts b y Republicans to deregister
voters.
At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is basically useless now on intimidation
claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe politics prevents or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.
Sandler's Recommendations:
Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that responsibility by someone other than the Secretary of
State. There should at least be conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
All suaqestions from the DNC Ohio Re~ort:
1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in all fifty states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices, including requirements for the adequate training of
official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official
poll workers among precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based on set ratios of
numbers of machines and poll workers per number of voters expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment
before being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by local election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure
the timely processing of registrations and changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within a jurisdiction or the
state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action where necessary to force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform
law enacted by Congress in 2002 following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the counting of, provisional ballots, and
distribute them for public comment well in advance of each election day.
8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered voter lists by local officials, and the Party should
challenge, and ask state Attorneys General to challenge, unlawful purges and other improper list maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law
(requiring that identification be shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to
vote without showing identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulatedoptical scan systems with a computer assisted device at each precinct, in
preference to touch screen ("direct recording equipment" or "DRE) machines,
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13. Remaining punch card systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory distribution of equipment and resources where

necessary, and the Democratic Party should bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so that it can be examined by third parties. No voting machine
should have wireless connections or be able to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes should be used exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly
important for tabulatinglaggregating computers.
17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in which their school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living

ffense at the state level, in all states.

Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been at the Board. There have been instances of
over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing threatenirlg. Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.
In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters. They were not properly trained, and were doing
things like going into the booth with voters. The Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.
Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.
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days after election day. This is so that they can be checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might consider.
New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not knowing their voting rights. The City has not had any
problems in recent years with deceptive practices, such as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.
Recommendations
Better poll worker training

is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day
Authoritv and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity section as Craig Donsanto described it, typically looks only at systemic
problems, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory
authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section
calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws only apply to state action, so the section only sues local governments - it does not have any enforcement power over
individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to
restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective -for
example, while the section used to have the most observers in the South, systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions have made it so
now the section does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if there is a racial issue under the 1 4 ' ~and 1 5 ' ~
Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter of individuals or systemic. When deciding what
to do with the complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to complicate a
possible criminal case.

ng voluntary compliance.
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Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now. For example, photographing voters at the
polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone i s at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something i s intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes i t more complicated. It makes it difficult to point the finger at any one
side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law. Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations
were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there had never been an investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter registration fraud as a result of groups paying
people to register voters by the form. They turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and challenge
them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the Department was able to informally intervene in challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia
and in Alabama, as was referenced in a February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial targeting very
seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section would investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity Section. Local government would have
to be involved for the voting section to become involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner
was unaware of allegations of this i n 2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll workers
cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never formally investigated or solely focused a case based
on abuse of ID provisions. However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Dlego. Mr. Tanner reiterated that
the section is doing more than ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents related to the new state photo identification
requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites. With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding
voter ID, the section did refer to the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. It i s
understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very
close elections make this even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands of the states will be
helpful because at this higher level of government you find a higher level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because i t depends on one's definition of the terms
they are used very loosely by some people. However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding difference
so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr.
Tanner was unsure if the same was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases because many of the jurisdictions sued under
Section 2 in the past do not have issues anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement, Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when
they have credible allegations. There is a big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given the
high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring action, that act complained of did not happen.
Recommendations

-
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Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy says that complainants usually take their
allegations to the media first because they are trying to make a political point.
Election Incidents of Fraud
The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and voting by felons who did not know they were not
eligible to vote, but found no concerted effort to commit fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not a
number in the double digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100 cases of double voting and 200 cases of felon
voting, but there were not nearly that many prosecutions. Further investigation since the task force investigation uncovered that in
some instances there were mismarks by poll workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the same voter, and even a husband and wife
marked as the same voter. The double votes that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee and polling place votes. It
is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two different locations.
In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed -falsely that he had voted several times, Kennedy said that double voting
can be done. The deterrent is that it's a felony, and that one person voting twice i s not an effective way to influence an election. One
would need to get a lot of people involved for it to work.
The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal votes but given the 7,000 alleged, it was a
relatively small number. There was no pattern of fraud.
The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the spring of 2003 or 2004. A community service
agency had voters request that absentee ballots be sent to the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were signed
without the voters' knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the enterprise.
In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters. However, it was found that the 7,000 vote disparity
was tied to poll worker error. The task force found that there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that there are many ways a
ballot can get into a machine without a voter getting a number. These include a poll worker forgetting to give the voter one; someone does
Election Day registration and fills out a registration form but does not get a number because the transaction all takes place at one table; and in
Milwaukee, 20,000 voters who registered were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the department sent the original registration
forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list to provide proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have
led to someone not getting a voter number.
The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a comparison with the U.S. postal list. They
found initially that there were 5,000 bad addresses, and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party filed a
complaint, the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast a challenge ballot. On Election Day, the party used the list
but found no one actually voting from those addresses. Kennedy suspects that the private vendor made significant errors when doing
the comparison.
In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in Milwaukee that the Republican Party singles out every year but
it doesn't go very far. Kennedy has not seen much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.
However, when applying for a driver's license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There is no process for checking citizenship at this
point, and the statewide registration database will not address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result, but
it might have happened.
Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of people are brought into the polling site from
group homes, usually homes for the disabled. There are allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
- In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must articulate a basis under oath. This acts as a

-
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potential for abuse. It is also hard to train poll workers on that process. In 2004, there were isolated cases of problems with
In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon. This was taken as an intimidation tactic by the
Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time getting a good product out of the vendor and 2)
until now there was no registration record for one-quarter of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not required
to have a registration list.
In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the statewide voter registration database will be very
valuable. In particular, it will mean that people who move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the double
voting issue by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and identifying where It could occur.
Recommendations
Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the vote counting process
Conduct post-election audits

that usually i n the period right before an election, filings die down due to the Ohio expedited procedures for
However, the 2004 election was unusual because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the
tton believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions without any substance. For example, without any
factual claims, suit was brought alleging that all voter challengers posed a threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were either everyday voting
problems or "conspiracies" depending on where the complaint came from. The major election cases in 2004 revolved around Secretary of State
Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the 2004 election to be fair to both sides. There was never
any discussion about a ruling helping one political party more than the other.
Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints--819 NE 2d 1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458
General Election Fraud Issues
Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical statutory reasons. She remembered one instance
where a man who assisted handicapped voters marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought
against this man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether ballots could be opened and inspected to see how
votes were cast.
Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but these were not prosecuted. She has not seen
people voting, etc.
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lower courts need to follow the rules for the expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts permitting late
election challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to make a new rule unless this pattern repeats itself in 2008.
last minute challenges should not be permitted

Tony Siwello, Executive Director, International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Incidents of Election Fraud
Siwello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the priority list of either district attorneys or grand
juries. Therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 i n Harris County, 14
people voted twice but the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted twice, once during early voting and once on Election Day.
She said she thought there were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello believes none of the people intentionally voted more
than once. He said that he believes double voting i s not as big of an issue as people make it out to be.
In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear that the elections officials stuffed the ballot
boxes. The case was brought before a grand jury, but there was no indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives
of each other and none would admit what had been done.
Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up at the poll and his name had already been
signed and he had voted.
Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in Harris County were permitted to vote.
Specific Absentee BalloWote BY Mail Issues
Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too much opportunity to influence voters or to
fraudulently request a ballot. If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to candidates and
political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot. Many did not want to give up the ballot but wanted to mail it
personally. The result was to discourage voting.
In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties, candidates and consultants would get the
list of voters over 65 and send them a professional mail piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything filled
out except the signature. Problems ensued --for example, voters would print their names rather than sign them, and the ballot was
rejected. In other cases, the elderly would give their absentee ballot to someone else.
If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in person, that person had to bring the non-voted absentee
ballot to the poll and surrender it. If they did not they would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.
lncidents of Voter Intimidation
Siwello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County. These mostly occurred in Presidential elections.
Some people perceived intimidation when being told they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big issue in
elections now is whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.
Recommendations
District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe that it goes unpunished.
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e years. They are not
procedures. They also
ommission would know
Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll workers who treated Latino voters with hostility among
other voting rights violations, the Secretary's office has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and voting advocates to
discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily chosen to follow the guidance of the Berks County federal court order.
Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr. Boyle said was not aware of any Instances of fraud
involving identity. He believes this is because Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state legislature
passed an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's i t requires all first time voters to present identification. In addition, the SURE System
the state's statewide voter registration database is a great anti-fraud mechanism. The system will be in place statewide in the May 2006

-

-

-

In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be smooth. They had attorneys in the counties to
consult on problems as well as staff at the central office to take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used provisional
ballots for the first time. This resolved many of the problems that used to occur on Election Day.
Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone registers to vote, the administrator does a
duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a person registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number
which are verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security Administration. Therefore, i t would be unlikely
that someone would be able to register to vote falsely.
Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there
is a complaint of intimidation, this is generally dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election cases
on Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the passage of NVRA and HAVA counties will increasingly call
the office when problems arise.
Recommendations
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seems political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation. Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether
to farm out the case to an AUSA. Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough evidence to
suggest a crime has been committed. The method of evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There
are two types of evidence---factual(antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to statutory violations). Whether an indictment
will be brought depends on the likelihood of success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto
said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a conviction assuming the worst case scenario a jury
1 trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The
defendant's case will be heard by Donsanto and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide information about others involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There
is a lot of cooperation between
Does the Decision to Prosecute lncor~orateParticular Political Considerations within a State Such as a One Partv Svstem or a Svstem in which
the Partv in Power Controls the Means of Prosecution and S u ~ ~ r e s s e
Os~ ~ o s i t i o
Complaints?
n
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there i s racial animus involved i n the case, there i s political bias involved,
or the prosecutor is not impartial, the department will take it over.
Does it Matter if the Com~laintComes from a Member of a Racial Minoritv?
No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating factor, making i t more likely the Department
will take it over
What Kinds of Com~laintsWould Routinelv Override Princi~lesof Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate for federal office.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
the Svstem?
What Should Be Done to lm~rove
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the federal government to pursue these
cases for the following reasons:
o federal districts draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool;
o the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are hamstrung b y the need to be re-elected;
o DOJ has more resources local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big and
too complex for them;
o DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It was through the mail fraud
statute that the department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional
effort to "fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a federal instrumentality is used,
e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s..
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative.

-
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confidential and are the subject of FOlA litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division:
prosecutors, who take on cases when the jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the
US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and
brain trust attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

-

Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases (still being investigated) as of January 13, 2006 confidential; election fraud
prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006 and cases closed for
lack of evidence as of January 13,2006
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the states. The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has the proportion of legitimate to
illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of cases that the department i s investigating and the number o f indictments the
department i s pursuing are both up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double voters than ever before. Previously,
cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals -those
cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was b y the decision of the Attorney General. The
reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works i n developing the cases and obtaining
convictions and what works with juries in such matters to gain convictions:
FelonvotersinMilwaukee.
Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI - under 18 USC 61 1, to prosecute for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement.
Conviction can lead to deportation. Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the alien told it
was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.
The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs, U.S attorneys and others during the election that

When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to the local district attorney. Most often, the DA
does not pursue the claim. There is little that state administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are partisanly elected
and completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority to determine who is an eligible voter.
There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any information there might be stays at the county level.
This again is largely because the clerks have so much control and authority, and will not release information. Any statewide data that does
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Most Common Problems
The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.
The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps when providing the voter registration forms and does
not process them properly. This leads to both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g. noncitizens, who have
come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration form having no intention of actually voting) and voter thinking they are
registered to vote to find they are not on the list on Election Day. Also, some people think they are automatically registered if they
have applied for a driver's license.
Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their congregations to vote for them
In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County Clerk for engaging in what was at least
borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not receiving their absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment was
brought.
Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to tamper with the ballots or stuff the ballot
boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed this happen, but believes it may have.
Intimidation at the poll sites i n court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county judges or county employees and therefore
will not vote. They justifiably believe their ballots will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and i f they
voted against the countypeople, retribution might ensue.
Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught before anyone is able to cast an ineligible
ballot.
Sueaested Reforms for Im~rovement:
Nonpartisan election administration
Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district attorneys. In addition, during election time, there
should be an attorney in the DA's office who is designated to handle election prosecution.
There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to the statewide.database. Arkansas has a "bottom
up" system. This means the counties still control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For example, if someone lives i n
one county but dies in another, the county in which the voter lived -and was registered to vote will not be notified of the
death.
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Petitioner appealed
an order of the
supreme court,
which denied his
motion to direct the
New York County
Board of Elections,
in cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was returned
by a voter, to count
only the absentee
ballot listing correct
candidates' names.

1

Elections learned some absentee
ballots mailed to voters in one district
listed the wrong candidates for state
senator ~tsent a second set of absentee
ballots to absentee voters informing
them the first ballot was defective and
requesting they use the second ballot.
The board agreed if two ballots were
received from the same voter, only the
corrected ballot would be counted.
Appellant candidate moved in support
of the board's determination.
Respondent cand~dateopposed the
application, contending that only the
first ballot received should have been
canvassed. The t i a l court denied
appellant's motion, mling that pursuant
to New York law, where two ballots
were received from the same voter,
only the ballot with the earlier date was
to be accepted. The court found the
local board officials should have
resolved the dispute as they proposed.
The order was modified and the
motion granted to the extent of
directing the New York County Board
of Elecaons, in cases where more than
one absentee ballot was returned by a
voter, to accept only the corrected

ballots violated

envelopes, and were in envelopes

defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the alleged absentee
voting irregularities would require
invalidation of a sufficient number of
ballots to change the outcome of the
election. While the unsealed ballots
constituted a technical violation, the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
substantially complied with election
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperly counted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.

December
Stonicher

9,2005
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irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper. Request for
declaratory and injunctive relief
1 denied.
( The voters and the incumbent all
The circuit court
overturned the
challenged the judgment entered by the
results of a mayoral
trial court arguing that it impermissibly
election after
included or excluded certain votes. The
reviewing the
appeals court agreed with the voters
absentee ballots cast that the trial court should have
for said election,
excluded the votes of those voters for
resulting in a loss for the incumbent who included an
appellant incumbent improper form of identification with
based on the votes
their absentee ballots. It was
received from
undisputed that at least 30 absentee
appellee voters. The voters who voted for the incumbent
incumbent appealed, provided with their absentee ballots a
and the voters cross-- form of identification that was not
appealed. In the
proper under Alabama law. As a result,
meantime, the trial
the court further agreed that the trial
court stayed
court erred in allowing those voters to
enforcement of its
somewhat "cure" that defect by
judgment pending
providing a proper form of
resolution of the
identification at the trial of the election
appeal.
contest, because, under those
. - .- . . . . . - .
- . . . - -- - - . . - . -

conclude that those voters made an
honest effort to comply with the law.
Moreover, to count the votes of voters
who failed to comply with the essential
requirement of submitting proper
identification with their absentee
ballots had the effect of
disenfranchising qualified electors who
choose not to vote but rather than to
make the effort to comply with the
absentee--voting requirements.
Affied.
Appellant candidates The candidates argued that the Board I No
appealed from a
violated a federal court order regarding
judgment entered by the election. The avvellate court held
the supreme court,
that absentee ballots that were sent to
which partially
voters for the special general election
granted the
based solely on their applications for
candidates' petition
the general election were properly
challenging the
voided. The Board had no authority to
method used by
issue the ballots without an absentee
respondent Albany
ballot application for the special
general election. Two ballots were
County Board of
Elections for
properly invalidated as the Board
failed to retain the envelopes. Ballots
counting absentee
applications and
were properly counted for voters who
ballots for the office failed to identify their physician on
their applications. A ballot was
- . .- .. - ..-- - .- - - - - . - - - . - . .
. - . -

-

-

--

Properly counted where the Board
failed to scrutinize the sufficiency of
the reason for the application. A ballot
containing two signatures was properly
rejected. A ballot was properly rejected
due to extraneous marks outside the
voting square. A ballot was properly
counted despite the failure of the
election inspector to witness the voter's
signature. A ballot was properly
counted as the application stated the
date of the voter's absence. A ballot
was properly counted as the failure to
date the application was cured by a
time stamp. Affirmed.
Petitioners,
The appellate court found that, while it No
representing the
may have seemed unfair to the
Democratic--Farmer- replacement candidate to count votes
-Labor Party,
for other candidates from regular
brought an action
absentee ballots on which the
against respondents, replacement candidate did not appear,
the Minnesota
those were properly cast ballots voting
Secretary of State
for a properly nominated candidate.
and the Hennepin
Petitioners' request that the Minnesota
supreme court order that votes for
County Auditor,
United States Senator cast on regular
seeking relief in
regard to the election absentee ballots not be counted was
for United States
denied. A key issue was Minn. Stat. 9
Senator, following
204B.41 (2002), which provided, in-Legislator, 26th and
29th Districts, in a
special general
election required by
the federal courts.
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ballots for Wellstone before the
vacancy occurred, but were unable to
go to their polling place on election
day or pick up a replacement ballot by
election day, the prohibition on
mailing replacement ballots in 9
204B.41 denied them the right to cast a
meaningful vote for United States
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from a judgment of
the circuit court,
which convicted
defendant on charges
of unlawful

and obtained their signatures on
absentee ballot request forms. Once the
ballots were mailed to the voters,
defendant returned to the homes. With
voter one, defendant sat on the couch
.
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On appeal, she argued insufficient
evidence to sustain her convictions.
The court a f f i e d , holding that (1) the
circumstantial evidence surrounding
defendant's presence as the voters
completed their ballots supported the
unlawful observation convictions; (2)
the fact that defendant knowingly took
the voters ballots and mailed them, a
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trial court order to be
of great public
importance and to
require immediate
resolution by the
supreme court. The
trial court denied
appellants' request to
invalidate absentee
ballot requests in
Seminole County in
the 2000 presidential
election.
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Gross v. Albany
County Bd. of
Elections

Court of Appeals
of New York
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25 1; 819
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729;

October
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Appellant candidates
sought review from
an order of the
Appellate Division,
which affirmed a
trial court order

Forms mailed by one party failed to
include either a space for the voter
identification number or the preprinted
number. Representatives from that
party were allowed to add voter
identification numbers to request fonns
after they were returned, and absentee
ballots were sent to the persons named
on the request forms. The supreme
court affirmed the trial court's refusal
to invalidate the ballot requests, and
adopted the trial court's reasoning that
the information required, which
included the voter identification
number, was directory rather than
mandatory. The trial court properly
found that the evidence did not support
a finding o f . h u d , gross negligence, or
intentional wrongdoing. Allowing one
party to correct ballots did not
constitute illegal disparate treatment
because there was no need to correct
the other party's forms. Affirmed.
Due to a challenge to a redistricting
plan, the Board was enjoined from
conducting primary and general
.
elections for certain county districts. A
special primary election was directed,
with a special general election to be

No

N/A

No

-

-

-

However, the Board forwarded

thereafter challenged those absentee
ballots, as they violated the procedure
that was to be followed. The trial court
held that the ballots should not be
canvassed, which decision was
affirmed on appeal. On further review
due to dissenting opinions, the court
found that the ballots were in violation
of the federal court order that directed
the procedure to be followed, as well
as in violation of New York election
law. The court concluded that the
Board's error was not technical,
ministerial, or inconsequentialbecause
it was central to the substantive
process, and the voters who used
absentee ballots were not determined

Absentee Ballots
of Nov. 4,2003
Gen. Election

I Pennsylvania

I

A.2d
1223;
2004 Pa.
LEXIS
43 1

hand-delivered to the countv elections I
absentee ballots cast board by third persons on bkhalf of
in the November 4,
non--disabled voters. On appeal, the
issue was whether non--disabled
2003, general
election. The court of absentee voters could have third
persons hand--deliver their ballots to
common pleas held
that absentee ballots the elections board where the board
indicated that the practice was
delivered by third
permitted. The state supreme court
persons were valid
concluded that the "in person"
and should be
delivery requirement was mandatory,
counted. The
commonwealth court and that absentee ballots delivered in
violation of the provision were invalid,
affirmed the trial
court's decision. The notwithstanding the board's erroneous
instructions to the contrary. Under the
state supreme court
statute's plain meaning, a non--disabled
granted allocatur.
absentee voter had two choices: send
Appellants and
appellees were
the ballot by mail, or deliver it in
person. Third--person hand--delivery
certain candidates
of absentee ballots was not permitted.
and voters.
To ignore the law's clear instructions
regarding in-person delivery would
undermine the statute's very purpose as
a safeguard against t?aud. The state
supreme court concluded that its
precedent was clear, and it could not
simply ignore substantive provisions of
the Pennsylvania Election Code. The
judgment of the Commonwealth Court
was reversed in so far as it held that

I

1

I

In re Canvass of Commonwealth
Absentee Ballots Court of
of November 4,
Pennsylvania
2003

839 A.2d
451;
2003 Pa.
Cornmw.
LEXIS
963

December
22,2003

certain absentee ballots delivered on
behalf of non-disabled absentee voters
were valid.
The Allegheny
On appeal, the issue was whether non- No
County Elections
disabled voters who voted by absentee
ballots and had those ballots delivered
Board did not allow
74 challenged third-- by third parties to county election
party hand-boards could have their ballots counted
delivered absentee
in the statewide general election. First,
ballots to be counted the appellate court concluded that
political bodies had standing to appeal.
in the statewide
general election. The Also, the trial court did not err by
court of common
counting the 74 ballots because
pleas of Allegheny
absentee voters could not be held
County reversed the responsible for following the statutory
Board's decision and requirements of Pennsylvania election
allowed the 74
law where the Board knowingly failed
ballots to be counted.. to abide by the statutory language
Appellant objecting
regarding the delivery of absentee
candidates appealed ballots, changed its policy to require
the trial court's order. voters to abide by the language, and
then changed its policy back to its
original stance that voters did not have
to abide by the statutory language,
thereby misleading absentee voters
regarding delivery requirements. Under
the circumstances, it was more
important to protect the interest of the
voters by not disenfi-anchising them

N/A

No

United States v.
Pennsylvania

United States
District Court for
the Middle
District of
Pennsylavnia

2004

October

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2 1167

20,2004

Plaintiff United
States sued
defendant
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania,
governor, and state
secretary, cIaiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenhnchised if
they used absentee
ballots that included
the names of two
presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of

than to adhere to the strict language of
the statute. However, one ballot was
not counted because it was not
delivered to the Board. Affirmed with
the exception that one voter's ballot
was stricken.
No
The testimony of the two witnesses
offered by the United States did not
support its contention that voters
protected by the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act would be disenfranchised absent
immediate injunctive relief because
neither witness testified that any
absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA
voters were legally incorrect or
otherwise invalid. Moreover, there was
no evidence that any UOCAVA voter
had complained or otherwise expressed
concern regarding their ability or right
to vote. The fact that some UOCAVA
voters received ballots including the
names of two candidates who were not
on the final certified ballot did not ips0
facto support a finding that
Pennsylvania was in violation of
UOCAVA, especially since the United
States failed to establish that the ballot
defect undermined the right of

NIA

No

candidates so late in
the election year.

Hoblock v.
Albany County
Bd. of Elections

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of New
York

341 F.
Supp. 2d
169;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21326

October
25,2004

UOCAVA voters to cast their ballots.
Moreover, Pennsylvania had adduced
substantial evidence that the requested
injunctive relief, issuing new ballots,
would have harmed the Pennsylvania
election system and the public by
undermining the integrity and
efficiency of Pennsylvania's elections
and increasing election costs. Motion
for injunctive relief denied.
Plaintiffs, candidates An election for members of the Albany
and voters, sued
County Legislature had been enjoined,
defendant, the
and special primary and general
Albany County, New elections were ordered. The order
York, Board of
,
stated that the process for obtaining
Elections, under Q
and counting absentee ballots for the
1983, claiming that
general election would follow New
the Board violated
York election law, which required
plaintiffs' Fourteenth voters to request absentee ballots.
Amendment rights
However, the Board issued absentee
by refusing to tally
ballots for the general election to all
the voters' absentee
persons who had applied for an
ballots. Plaintiffs
absentee ballot for the cancelled
moved for a
election. The voters used absentee
preliminary
ballots to vote; their ballots were later
injunction.
invalidated. A state court determined
that automatically sending absentee
ballots to those who had not filed an
application violated the constitution of

No

.

NIA

No

decision of the

by absentee ballot, the striking of the

strongly convinced that such judgment
dismissed their
because the hardships that prevented

District Court for
the Middle
District of

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS

29,2004

members filed an
action against
defendant state

service members and other similarly
situated service members who were
protected by the UOCAVA would not

disenfranchised

liability against the Governor or the
Secretary. The court entered an order,

absentee state ballots
md federal write--in
ballots based on
:riteria inconsistent
with federal law, and
requesting that the
ballots be declared
valid and that they
should be counted.

-

Absentee Votine Act. Because the
state accepted overseas absentee state
ballots and federal write--in ballots up
to 10 days after the election, the State
needed to access that the ballot in fact
came from overseas. However, federal
law provided the method to establish
that fact by requiring the overseas
absentee voter to sign an oath that the
ballot was mailed from outside the
United States and requiring the state
election officials to examine the voter's
declarations. The court further noted
that federal law required the user of a
federal write-in ballot to timely apply
for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and
declared valid all federal write--in
ballots that were signed pursuant to the
oath provided therein but rejected
solely because the ballot envelope did

candidates, challenged the validity of
particular paper ballots, mostly

Div.
LENS
3483

be counted in a
special legislative
election.

its order to invalidate ballots
improperly marked outside the voting
square---ballots where the signature on
the envelope differed substantially
from the voter registration card
signature----and ballots where voters
neglected-to supply statutorily required
information on the envelopes.
'However, the court, seeking to avoid
disenfranchising voters where
permissible, held that ballots were not
invalid where applications
substantially complied with statute,
there was no objection to the ballots
themselves, and there was no evidence
of fraud. Where absentee ballot
envelopes contained extra ballots, the
ballots were to be placed in a ballot

fraud charges, defendant requested a
jury instruction on entrapment by
estoppel, which was denied. On
estoppel, but stayed
interlocutory appeal, the appellate
the proceedings to
court reversed and remanded for an
allow defendant to
entrapment hearing, holding that
pursue the
interlocutoly appeal, defendant should be given the
opportunity to present evidence that he
in a criminal action
alleging violations of unwittingly committed the unlawful
acts in reasonable reliance upon the
election laws.
word of the township clerk. The
necessary elements of the entrapment
defense were: (1) a government official
(2) told the defendant that certain
criminal conduct was legal; (3) the
defendant actually relied on the
official's statements; (4) the
defendant's reliance was in good faith
and reasonable in light of the official's
instruction on

APP.
LEXIS
156

voters. The court held the state statute
ballots violated

Weldon v. Berks
County Dep't of
Election Servs.

United States
District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Pennsylvania

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2 1948

November
1,2004

Plaintiffs, a
congressman and a
state representative,
filed a motion
seeking a

The congressman and representative
sought to have the absentee ballots at
issue set aside until a hearing could be
held to determine whether any of the
straining order denied. CASE

No

N/A

No

injunction or
temporary
restraining order that
would
defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received from
any state, county, or
city correctional
facility.

I

POSTUlZE: Plaintiffs, a congressman
and a state representative, filed a
motion seeking
- a preliminary
.
injunction or temporary restraining
order that would prohibit defendant
county department of election services
from delivering to local election
districts absentee ballots received from
any state, county, or city correctional
facility as provided in Pa. Stat. Ann.
tit. 25, 9 3416.6 and Pa. Stat. Ann. tit.
2 5 , § 3416.8. OVERVIEW: The
congressman and representative sought
to have the absentee ballots at issue set
aside until a hearing could be held to
determine whether any of the ballots
were delivered to the county board of
elections by a third party in violation
of Pennsylvania law, whether any of
the ballots were subm~ttedby
convicted incarcerated felons in
violation of Pennsylvania law, and
whether any of the ballots were
submitted by qualified voters who
were improperly assisted without the
proper declaration required by
Pennsylvania law. The court concluded
that an ex parte temporary restraining
order was not warranted because there

did not allege that the department acted
or threatened to act in an unlawful

Skubisz

of Illinois, First
District

N.E.2d
38; 2004
Ill. App.
LEXIS
1546

28,2004

from an order of the
circuit court
certifying mayoral
election results for a
city in which the
court declared
petitioner mayor.

erred in denying his motion to dismiss
with respect to 38 votes the Election
Code was preempted by and violated
the Voting Rights Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 since it restricted the individuals
.with whom an absentee voter could
entrust their ballot for mailing. The
appeals court found the trial court did
not err in denying the motion to
dismiss, as Illinois election law
prevented a candidate or his or her
agent from asserting undue influence
upon a disabled voter and from
manipulating that voter into voting for
the candidate or the agent's candidate,
and was designed to protect the rights
of disabled voters. Respondent had not
established that the federal legislature

absentee ballots. The Election Code
did not violate equal protection
principles, as the burden placed upon
absentee voters by the restriction on
who could mail an absentee ballot was
slight and nondiscriminatory and
substantially contributed to the

affidavit ballots

modified the trial court's order by: (1)
deleting an order directing the county
elections board (board) to count 160
affidavit ballots tendered by voters

three different

set aside of all

law was not clear regarding whether

November 2003

construction of the provision by state

consider the motion for temporary
court issued a limited preliminary
injunction whereby the 937 handdelivered absentee ballots at issue were
set aside as "challenged"ballots
subject to the election code challenge
procedure. Any equal protection issues
could be heard in state court by virtue

votes within a reasonable time justified
the light imposition on voting rights.
The deadline for returning ballots did
not disenfrachise a class of voters.
Rather, it imposed a time deadline by

2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution. The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenfranchisement law, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re--enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the
cause was racially neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons to pay their victim
restitution before their rights would be
poll tax or wealth qualification. The
court granted the officials' motion for
summary judgment and implicitly

Locke
the Eastern
District of
Washngton

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
222 12

felons who were also
racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act. The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary judgment.

1 felon disenfranchisement and
restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI $
3, resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effectof, the
criminal justice system resulted in a
disproportionate number of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisement provision
disenfranchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were.under--representedin
Washington's political process. The
Rooker--Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as--applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a
new constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisement only of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

for the Eastern

evidence of racial bia.4 in the state's

district court should have applied a
totality of the circumstances test that

to avoid the strictures of the VRA),

historically the disenfranchisement

-

- -

-

their official
capacity. The
citizens challenged
the validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement
laws.

Fischer v.
Governor

Supreme Court of 145 N.H.
New Hampshire
28; 749
A.2d
321;

March 24,
2000

Appellant State of
New Hampshire
challenged a ruling
of the superior court

show that the current
disenfranchisement provisions would
have been enacted absent the
impermissible discriminatory intent.
Because the state had not met its
burden, summary judgment should not
have been granted. The court of
appeals found that the claim under the
Voting Rights Act, also needed to be
remanded for further proceedings.
Under a totality of the circumstances,
the district court needed to analyze
whether intentional racial
discrimination was behind the Florida
disenfranchisement provisions. The
court affirmed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment
on the citizens' poll tax claim. The
court reversed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment to
the Board on the claims under the
equal protection clause and for
violation of federal voting laws and
remanded the matter to the district
court for further proceedings.
Appellee was incarcerated at the New
Hampshire State Prison on felony
convictions. When he requested an
absentee ballot to vote &om a city

No

NIA

No

N.H.
LEXIS
16

disenfranchisement
statutes violate N.H.
Const. pt. I, Art. 11.

clerk sent him a copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. 9 607(A)(2) (1986), which
prohibits a felon from voting "Erom the
time of his sentence until his final
discharge." The trial court declared the
disenfranchisement statutes
unconstitutional and ordered local
election officials to allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant State of New
Hampshire challenged this ruling. The
central issue was whether the felon
disenfranchisement statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I, art. 11. After a
reviewof the article, its constitutional
history, and legislation pertinent to the
right of felons to vote, the court
concluded that the legislature retained
the authority under the article to
determine voter qualifications and that
the felon disenfranchisementstatutes
were a reasonable exercise of
legislative authority, and reversed.
Judgment reversed because the court
concluded that the legislature retained
its authority under the New Hampshire
Constitution to determine voter
qualifications and that the felon
disenfranchisement statutes were a
reasonable exercise of legislative

violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
United States District
Court for the
Southern District of .
Florida granted the
members summary
judgment. A divided
appellate panel
reversed. The panel
opinion was vacated
and a rehearing en
banc was granted.

provision narrowed the class of
disenfranchised individuals and was
amended through a deliberative
process. Moreover, there was no
allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
disenfranchisementprovision was not
a violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
granted the members summary
judgment on that claim. The argument
that the Voting Rights Act applied to
Florida's disenkanchisement provision
was rejected because it raised grave
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that

respondents'objection that incarcerated

sustained respondents'objection since

government officials alleged that

106, which denied
them, as convicted
felons, the right to
vote. The district
court dismissed the
action for failure to
state a claim upon
which relief could be
granted and as
frivolous.

. N.J. State C o d -

-NAACP v.
Harvey

Superior Court of
New Jersey,
Appellate
Division

381 N.J.
Super.
155; 885
A.2d
445;
2005 N.J.
Super.

LEXIS
316

November
2,2005

The Superior Court
of New Jersey,
Chancery Division,
Union County,
dismissed a
complaint filed by
plaintiffinterested
parties to invalidate
N.J. Stat. Ann. 5
19:4-- l(8) on the

of costs or fees, and his appeal was
dismissed. The court found that U.S.
Const. amend. X N , 9 2 had long been
held to exclude felons from the right to
vote. It could scarcely be unreasonable
for a state to decide that perpetrators of
serious crimes should not take part in
electing the legislators who made the
laws, the executives who enforced
them, the prosecutors who tried the
cases, or the judges who heard their
cases. The court also found the
dismissed suit constituted a "strike"
under 28 U.S.C.S. 9 1915(g), although
the suit did not challenge prison
conditions per se. One inmate's appeal
was dismissed; the judgment
dismissing the other's complaint was
affirmed.
The statute at issue prohibited all
people on parole or probation for
indictable offenses from voting. The
interested parties alleged that the
criminaljustice system in New Jersey
discriminated against AfiicanAmericans and Hispanics, thereby
disproportionatelyincreasing their
population among parolees and
probationers and diluting their political

No

N/A

No

complaint for failure
to state a claim, and
said motion was

d not vote unless
otherwise restored

ground that he was not qualified to
register and vote under Mass. Gen.
it applied to him because it amounted
to additional punishment for crimes he

against ex post facto laws and bills of
attainder. The court held that the
statute was regulatory and not punitive
because rational choices were
implicated in the statute's
disenkanchisement of persons under
guardianship, persons disqualified
because of corrupt elections practices,
persons under 18 years of age, as well
a s incarcerated felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons were disqualified
during the period of their
imprisonment when it would be
difficult to identify their address and
ensure the accuracy of their ballots.
Therefore, the court concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 51,9 1 didnot
violate the inmate's constitutional
rights. The court found the statute at
issue to be constitutional and denied
the inmate's motion for summary
judgment.
Plaintiffs, several
Plaintiffs claimed voters using punchcard machines would have a
groups, brought suit
comparatively lesser chance of having
alleging that the
their votes counted in violation of the
proposed use of
Equal Protection Clause and the
"punchcard"
balloting machines in counties employing punch-card
the California
systems had greater minority
imprisoned.

Southwest Voter
Registration
Educ. Project v.
Shelley

United States
District Court for
the Central
District of
California

278 F.
Supp. 2d
1131;
2003
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS

August 15,
2003

No

NIA

No

violate the United
States Constitution
and Voting Rights
Act. Plaintiffs moved
for an order delaying
that election,
scheduled for
October 7,2003,
until such time as it
could be conducted
without use of
punch--card
machines.
'

populations thereby disproportionately
disenhchisine;
- andlor diluting- the
votes on the basis of race, in violation
of 8 2 of the Voting Rights Act. While
the court did not need to decide the res
judicata issue at this juncture, there
was ample reason to believe that
plaintiffs would have had a difficult
time overcoming it as they were
seeking to establish the same
constitutional violations alleged in
prior litigation, but to secure an
additional remedy. Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood of success on the
merits with regard to both of their
claims. Even if plaintiffs could show
disparate treatment, such would not
have amounted to illegal or
unconstitutional treatment. The
balance of hardships weighed heavily
in favor of allowing the election to
proceed. The public interests in
avoiding wholesale
disenfranchisement,andfor not
plunging the State into a constitutional
crisis, weighed heavily against
enjoining the election. Plaintiffs'
motion for preliminary injunction
(consolidated with plaintiffs' ex parte
application for temporary restraining

United States v.
Shah

Colorado

United States v.
Mohsin Ali

Northern Florida

2004 general
elections. He was
charged with three
counts of voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 61 1
and pled guilty.
Mejorada-Lopez was
sentenced to
probation for one
year.
Shah was indicted on
March 1,
two counts of
2005
providing false
information
concerning United
States citizenship in
order to register to
vote in violation of
18 U.S.C. section
911 and 1015(f).
Shah was convicted
on both counts.
January 17, A misdemeanor was
filed against Ali
2006
charging him with
voting by a non-

of a social security
number in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
408 and for making a
false claim of United
States citizenship on
a 2002 driver's
license application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 91 1.
A superceding
indictment was
returned, charging
Chaudhary with
falsely claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
application and on
the accompanying
voter registration
application. He was
convicted of the false

Florida legislature,
was indicted on

citizenship in
connection with
voting and for
making false
statements to the
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
91 1,1015(f) and
1001. Velasquez was
convicted on two
counts of making
false statements on
his naturalization
application to the
INS concerning his
voting history.

-

-

McKenzie;
United States v.
Francois; United
States v.
Exavier; United
States v. Lloyd
Palmer; United
States v. Velrine
Palmer; United
states v.
Shivdayal;
United States v.
Riclanan; United
States v. Knight;
United States v.
Sweeting;
United States v.
Lubin; United
States v.
Bennett;
United States v.
O'Neil; United
States v. TorresPerez; United
States v. Phillip;
United States v.
Bain Knight

I

60160;
1:04-CR-

1

2064
'

I

were charged with
votine in various
elections beginning
in 1998 in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
61 I. Four of the
defendants were also
charged with making
false citizenship
claims in violation of
18 U.S.C. sections
91 1 or 1015(f).Ten
defendants were
convicted, one
defendant was
acquitted, and
charges against four
defendants were
dismissed upon
motion of the
government.

-

East St. Louis were

general election in
violation of 42
United States v.
1973i(c). All four
indicted were four
additional Democrat

a
0

U1
b

e

u-l

Yvette Johnson, on
conspiracy and vote
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 42 U.S.C.
section 1973i(c). All
five defendants were
Ellis also pled guilty
to one count of 18
U.S.C. section
15 12(c)(2) relative to
a scheme to kill one
of the trial witnesses

United States v.
Conley; United
States v. Slone;
United States v.
Madden; United

Eastern Kentucky

March 28,
2003 and
April 24,
2003

~ c k o s for
h voting
in both Wyandotte
County, Kansas and
Jackson County,
Missouri, in the
general elections of
2000 and 2002 in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information was
filed, charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional rights
in violation of 18
.
U.S.C. section 242,
to which the
defendant pled
guilty.
Ten people were
indicted on vote
buying charges in
connection with the
1998 primary

of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18 ,
U.S.C. section 371.
Five defendants were

charges against four
defendants were

with the 2000
elections in Knott,
Letcher, Floyd, and

declarations to a
2002 fabrication of

violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1623.

Thibodeaux was
indicted on two
counts of conspiring
to submit false voter

violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371

Lorraine Goodrich

informations were
filed against Tammy
J. Martin, who voted
Missouri in the 2004
general election and
Brandon E. Jones,
who voted both in
Raytown and Kansas
City, Missouri in the

former executive
director of the New
Hampshire State
Republican
Committee, with
conspiracy to
commit telephone
harassment using an
interstate phone
facility in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
371 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
charges stem from a
scheme to block the
phone lines used by
two Manchester
organizations to
arrange drives to the
polls during the 2002
general election.
Both pled guilty.
James Tobin, former
New England
Regional Director of
the Republican
National Committee,
was indicted on
charges of conspiring

harassment using an
interstate phone
facility in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
371 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. An
information was filed
charging Shaun
Hansen, the principal
of an Idaho
telemarketing firm
called MILO
Enterprises which
placed the harassing
calls, with
conspiracy and
aiding and abetting
telephone
-harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 2 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
information against
Hansen was
dismissed upon
motion of the
government. A
superseding

United States v.
Shatley, et al.

Western North
Carolina

primary and general
elections in Avery
County, North
Carolina, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. sections
61 1,911, 1001, and
1015(f).Workman
pled guilty to
providing false
information to
election officials and
to a federal agency.
A nine-count
indictment was
returned charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore, Valerie
Moore, Carlos
"Sunshine" Hood
and Ross 'Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and vote
buying in the
Caldwell County
2002 general
election, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18

United States v.
Vargas

South Dakota

05CR50085

December
22,2005

United States v.
Wells; United
States v.
Mendez; United
States v. Porter;
United States v.
Hrutkay; United
States v. Porter,
United States v.
Stapleton;
United States v.
Thomas E.
Esposito; United

Southern West
Virginia

02-CR00234;
2:04CR0010 1;
2:04-CR00145;
2:04-CR00149;
2:04-CR00173;
2:05-CR00002;
OSCR-

July 22,
2003; July
19, 2004;
December
7,2004;
January 7,
2005;
March 21,
2005;
October
11,2005;
December
13,2005

Anita and Valerie
Moore pled guilty.
Shatley, Hood, and
Banner were all
convicted.
An indictment was
filed against Rudolph
Vargas, for voting
more than once at
Pine Ridge in the
2002 general election
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Vargas
pled guilty.
Danny Ray Wells,
Logan County, West
Virginia, magistrate,
was indicted and
charged with
violating 18 U.S.C.
section 1962. Wells
was found guilty. A
felony indictment
was filed against
Logan County sheriff
Johnny Mendez for
conspiracy to

No

NIA

No

No

NIA

No

States v. Nagy;
United States v.
Adkins; United
States v. Harvey

States in violation 18
U.S.C section 37 1.
Mendez pled guilty.
An information was
filed charging former
Logan County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making expenditures
to influence voting in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Porter pled guilty.
Logan County
attorney Mark Oliver
Hrutkay was charged
by information with
mail fraud in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1341.
Hrutkay pled guilty.
Earnest Stapleton,
commander of the
local VFW, was
charged by
information with
mail fraud. He pled
guilty. An
information was filed

commission of a
felony, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
guilty. John Wesley
Nagy, Logan County
Court marshall, pled
false statements to a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1001.
An information
charging Glen Dale
Adkins, county clerk
payment for voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
French Harvey, Jr., a

"Groundhog" Vance,
and Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and vote
buying indictment.
Charges were later
dismissed against
Jackie Adkins. A
third superseding
indictment was
returned adding two
additional
defendants, Jeny
Allen Weaver and
Ralph Dale Adkins.
A superseding
information was filed
charging Vance with
expenditures to
influence voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Vance pled guilty.
Superseding
informations were
filed against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence voting, in

States v. Byas;
United States v.
Ocasio; United
States v. Prude;
United States v.
Sanders; United
States v. Alicea;
United States v.
Brooks; United
States v.
Hamilton;
United States v.

.

-- -

2:05-ME
00455;
2:05-CR00161;
2:05-CR00162;
2:05-CR00 163;
2:05-CR00168;
2:OS-CR00 170;

September
21,2005;
October 5,
2005;
October
26,2005;
October
3 1, 2005,
November
10,2005

Brian L. Davis and
Theresa J. Byas
charging them with
double voting, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Indictments
were filed against
convicted felons
Milo R. Ocasio and
Kimberly Prude,
charging them with

status on
Gooden and
the
Anderson,
Cox,
Edwards,
and Little
cases.

~

-

-

Little: United
states v. Swift;
United States v.
Anderson;
United States v.
Cox; United
States v.
Edwards; United

I
they were eligible to
vote, in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B),
and against Enrique
C. Sanders, charging
him with multiple
voting, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five more
indictments were
later returned
charging Cynthia C.
Alicea with multiple
voting in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e) and
convicted felons
Deshawn B. Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton, Derek G.
Little, and Eric L.
Swift with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B).
Indictments were

filed against Davis
and ~ i a charging
s
them with double
voting. Four more
indictments were
returned charging
convicted felons
Ethel M. Anderson,
Jiyto L. Cox,
Correan F. Edwards,
and Joseph J.
Gooden with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote.
Ocasio and Hamilton
pled guilty. Prude
was found guilty. A
mistrial was declared
in the Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement agreeing
to plead to a
misdemeanor 18
U.S.C. section 242
charge. Swift moved
to change his plea.
Davis was found
incompetent to stand

dismissed the case.

decertified and

that they would not be deprived of

persons without disabilities. Rather, it

improvement in their reliability and
security of the devices was a rational
one, designed to protect the voting
rights of the state's citizens. The
evidence did not support the
conclusion that the elimination of the
DREs would have a discriminatory
effect on the visually or manually
impaired. Thus, the voters showed
little likelihood of success on the
merits. The individual's request for a
temporary restraining order, or, in the
alternative, a preliminary injunction,
was denied.
Plaintiffs, disabled
The voters were visually or manually
voters, and a national impaired. The optical scan voting
organization, sued
system purchased by the county at
defendants, the
issue was not readily accessible to
Florida Secretary of
visually or manually impaired voters.
State, the Director of The voters were unable to vote using
the Division of
the system without third-party
Elections of the
assistance. If it was feasible for the
Florida Department
county to purchase a readily accessible
of State, and a
system, then the voters' rights under
county supervisor of the ADA and the RA were violated.
elections, under Title The court found that the manually,
II of the Americans impaired voter's rights were violated.
With Disabilities Act To the extent ''jelly switches" and "sip
and Section 504 of
and puff' devices needed to be
injunction:

Am. Ass'n of
People with
Disabilities v.
Hood

United States
District Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

3 10 F.
Supp. 2d
1226;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LENS
5615

March 24,
2004

--

No

NIA

No

.

.

Act of 1973.
Summaryjudgment
was granted for the
Secretary and the
Director as to
visually impaired
voters.

it to be accessible, it was not feasible
for the supervisor to provide such a
system, since no such system had been
certified at the time of the county's
purchase. 28 C.F.R. § 35.160 didnot
require that visually or manually
impaired voters be able to vote in the
same or similar manner as non-disabled voters. Visually and manually
impaired voters had to be afforded an
equal opportunity to participate in and
enjoy the benefits of voting. The
voters' "generic" discrimination claim
was coterminous with their claim
under 28 C.F.R. 9 35.151. A
declaratoryjudgment was entered
against the supervisor to the extent
another voting system would have
permitted unassisted voting. The
suvervisor was directed to have some
voiing machines permitting visually
impaired voters to vote alone. The
supervisor was directed to procure
another system if the county's system
was not certified andlor did not permit
mouth stick voting. The Secretary and
Director were granted judgment
against the voters.

Lepore

District Court for
the Southern
District of Florida

2003
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
25850

November
3,2003

voters, sued
defendant a state
county supervisor of
elections alleging
discrimination
pursuant to the
Americans With
Disability Act, 42
U.S.C.S. 9 12132 et
seq., 5 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act,
29 U.S.C.S. 9 794 et
seq., and declaratory
relief for the
discrimination. Both
sides moved for
summary judgment.

2000 eleitions palm Beach County
purchased a certain number of
sophisticated voting machines called
the "Sequoia." According to the voters,
even though such accessible machines
were available, the supervisor decided
not to place such accessible machines
in each precinct because it would slow
things down too much. The court
found that the voters lacked standing
because they failed to show that they
had Suffered an injury in fact. The
voters also failed to show a likely
threat of a future injury because there
was no reasonable grounds to believe
that the audio components of the
voting machines would not be
provided in the future. The voters also
failed to state an injury that could be
redressed by a favorable decision,
because the supervisor was already
using the Sequoia machines and had
already trained poll workers on the use
of the machines. Finally, the action
was moot because the Sequoia
machines had been provided and there
was no reasonable expectation that the
machines would not have audio
components available in the future.

Troiano v.
Supervisor of
Elections

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh
Circuit

382 F.3d
1276;
2004
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
18497

September
1,2004

The supervisor's motion for summary
judgment was granted. The voters'
motion for summary judgment was
denied.
Plaintiff visually
The district court granted the election
No
impaired registered
supervisor summary judgment on the
grounds that the voters did not have
voters sued
defendant county
standing to assert their claims and the
election supervisor,
claims were moot. The appellate court
alleging that the
agreed that the case was moot because
failure to make
the election supervisor had furnished
available audio
the requested audio components and
components in
those components were to be available
voting booths to
in all of the county's voting precincts in
assist persons who
upcoming elections. Specifically, the
were blind or
election supervisor had ceased the
visually impaired
allegedly illegal practice of limiting
violated state and
access to the audio components prior
federal law. The
to receiving notice of the litigation.
.
United States District Moreover, since making the decision
Court for the
to use audio components in every
Southern District of
election, the election supervisor had
Florida entered
consistently followed that policy and
summary judgment
taken actions to implement it even
in favor of the
prior to the litigation. Thus, the
election supervisor.
appellate court could discern no hint
The voters appealed. that she had any intention of removing
the accessible voting machines in the
future. Therefore, the voters' claims

NIA

No

violation of the

of whether several Florida statutory

absolute legislative immunity. Tne
state officials' motion to dismiss was
granted in part such that the counts
were dismissed with prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs asserted that they had
been excluded from or denied the
benefits of a program of direct and
secret voting and in part was dismissed
with leave to amend. The local
officials motion to dismiss was granted
in part such that all counts against the

to deprive voters &om freely

court rendered
judgment against the

irregularity by the board's actions on

ballots were only to be rejected where
the electors failed to furnish required
information. Because the ballots cast
by the witnesses substantially complied
with all of the essential requirements of
the form, the trial court erred by
finding that they should not have been
considered. The candidate failed to
establish substantial error in the votes.

recount would be conducted. The court
irregularities in an election could be
based upon an allegation that it was

show a statutory right to a new election
based upon a failure to preserve the
Huckabay

Louisiana

2d 206;
2000 La.
LEXIS
504

25,2000

challengedjudgment
of court of appeal,
second circuit,
which reversed the
lower court's
judgment and
declared defendant
candidate winner of
a runoff election for
sheriff.

court's determination was whether the
absentee voting irregularities plaintiff
candidate complained of rendered it
impossible to determine the outcome of
the election for sheriff. The Louisiana
supreme court concluded that the lower
court had applied the correct standard,
substantial compliance, to the election
irregularities, but had erred in its
application by concluding that the
contested absentee ballots substantially
complied with the statutory
requirements. The supreme court found
that in applying substantial compliance
to five of the ballot irregularities, the
trial court correctly vacated the general
election and set it aside because those
absentee ballots should have been
disqualified. Because of the
~

--

-~

~

- --

In re Gray-Sadler

Supreme Court of 164 N.J.
New Jersey
468; 753
A.2d
1101;
2000 N.J.
LEXIS
668

June 30,
2000

Goodwin v. St.
Thomas--St.

Temtorial Court
of the Virgin

December
13,2000

43 V.I.
89; 2000

constitutional guarantee to secrecy of
the ballot and the fact that the margin
of victory in the runoff election was
three votes, it was impossible-to
determine the result of the runoff
election. Thus, the supreme court
ordered a new general election.
Judgment of the court of appeals
reversed.
The New Jersey supreme court held
No
that the votes that were rejected by
election officials did not result from the
voters' own errors, but from the
election officials' noncompliance with
statutory requirements. In other words,
the voters were provided with patently
inadequate instructions and defective
voting machines. Moreover, appellants
met the statutory requirement for
successfully contesting the election
results by showing that enough
qualified voters were denied the right
to cast write--in votes as to affect the
outcome of the election. Judgment
reversed and the state trial court's
decision reinstated.

Appellants, write--in
candidates for the
offices of mayor and
borough council,
appealed the
judgment of the
superior court,
appellate division
reversing the trial
court's decision to
set aside the election
results for those
offices due to
irregularities related
to the write--in
instructions and
defective voting
machines.
Plaintiff political
Plaintiff alleged that defendants
candidate alleged
counted unlawful absentee ballots that

No

NIA

No

NIA

No

Islands
Elections

V.I.

LEXIS
15

that certain general
election absentee
ballots violated
temtorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

notarized, were in unsealed and/or tom
envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. %or
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
final senate position, but the absentee
ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The territorial court held that
plaintiff was not entitled to relief since
he failed to establish that the alleged
absentee voting irregularities would
require invalidation of a sufficient
number of ballots to change the
outcome of the election. While the
unsealed ballots constituted a technical
violation, the outer envelopes were
sealed and thus substantially complied
with election requirements. Further,
while defendants improperly counted
one ballot where a sealed ballot
envelope and a loose ballot were in the
same outer envelope, the one vote
involved did not change the election
result. Plaintiffs other allegations of
irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper.

However, on appeal, the appellate
division held that no waiver occurred.

required information. Finally, the
candidate failed to make a sufficient

of irregularities in the election, some of
Petition granted and writ issued.

Harpole v.
Kemper County
Democratic
Exec. Comm.

Supreme Court of 908 So.
Mississippi
2d 129;
2005
Miss.
LEXIS
463

August 4,
2005

After his loss in a
primary election for
the office of sheriff,
appellant candidate
sued appellees, a
political party's
executive committee
and the incumbent
sheriff, alleging
irregularities in the
election. The circuit
court dismissed the.
candidate's petition
for judicial review
with prejudice. He
appealed.

-

The candidate alleged the sheriff had
his deputies transport prisoners to the
polls, felons voted, and the absentee
voter law was breached. The
committee agreed with the last
contention and threw out the absentee
ballots (seven percent of votes cast);
after a recount, the sheriff still
prevailed. The trial court dismissed the
case due to alleged defects in the
petition; in the alternative, it held that
the candidate failed to sufficiently
allege violations and irregularities in
the election. The supreme court held
that the petition was not defective.
Disqualification of seven percent of the
total votes was not substantial enough
so as to cause the will of the voters to

No

NIA

No

for the Sixth
Circuit

2005
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
5326

.

violating the federal
vote-buying statute.
He also appealed the
sentence imposed by
the United States
District Court for the
Eastern District of
Kentucky at
Pikeville. The
district court applied
the U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines Manual
(Guidelines) 9
3Bl.l(c)
supervisory--role
enhancement and
increased
.defendant's base
offense level by two

The same ballot contained candidates
for the U.S. Senate. While he waived
his right to appeal his conviction, he
nonetheless asserted two arguments in
seeking to avoid the waiver. He first
posited that the vote buying statute
prohibited only buying votes for
federal candidates----a prohibition not
violated by his conduct. In the
alternative, he stated if the statute did
criminalize buying votes for state or
local candidates, then the statute was
unconstitutional. Both arguments
failed. Defendant argued that applying
the supervisory--role enhancement
constituted impermissible double
counting because the supenision he
exercised was no more than necessary
to establish a vote--buying offense.

mentally ill people who sold their votes
were vulnerable, but maintained they
were not victims because they received
$50 for their votes. The vote sellers
were not victims for Guidelines
purposes. The district court erred.
Defendant's appeal of conviction was
dismissed. Defendant's sentence was
vacated, and the case was remanded for

accommodate
defendant's medical
needs. Defendant
appealed his
conviction and
sentence.

United States v.
Smith

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

139 Fed.
Appx.

681;
2005
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS

14855

July 18,

2005

Defendants were
convicted of vote
buying and
conspiracy to buy
votes. The United
States District Court
for the Eastern
District of Kentucky
entered judgment on

appellate court found that the vote
buying statute applied to all elections
in which a federal candidate was on the
ballot, and the government need not
prove that defendant intended to affect
the federal component of the election
by his corrupt practices. The facts
admitted by defendant at his guiltyplea hearing established all of the
essential elements of an offense. The
Elections Clause and the Necessary
and Proper Clause combined to provide
Congress with the power to regulate
mixed federal and state elections even
when federal candidates were running
unopposed. There was no error in the
district court's decision on departure
under U.S. Sentencing Guidelines
Manual 4 5H1.4.Defendant's
conviction and sentence were affirmed.
No
One of the defendants was a state
representative who decided to run for
an elected position. Defendants worked
together and with others to buy votes.
During defendants' trial, in addition to
testimony regarding vote buying,
evidence was introduced that two
witnesses had been threatened. The
appellate court found that defendants

N/A

No

sentenced
defendants.
Defendants
appealed.

failed to show evidence of prejudice
with regard to denial of th;motion for
severance. Threat evidence was not
excludable-under Fed. R. Evid. 404(b)
because it was admissible to show
consciousness of guilt without any
inference as to the character of
defendants. Admission of witnesses'
testimony was proper because each
witness testified that he or she was
approached by a member of the
conspiracy and offered money for his
or her vote. The remaining incarcerated
defendant's challenges to his sentence
had merit because individuals who sold
their votes were not "victims" for the
purposes of U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines Manual 4 3 Al. 1.
Furthermore, application of U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines Manual 9
3Bl. l@) violated defendant's Sixth
Amendment rights because it was
based on facts that defendant did not
admit or proved to the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt. Defendants'
convictions were affirmed. The
remaining incarcerated defendant's
sentence was vacated and his case was
remanded for resentencing in
accordance with Booker.

Fugent

1

v. Phelps Court of Appeal
of louisiana.
I Second ~ i r c k t

I1

8 16 So.
2d 319;
2002 La.

~ P P .
LEXIS

1I

I

April 23,
2002

police chief sued
defendant
challenger, the
winning candidate,
to have the election
nullified and a new
election held based
on numerous
irregularities and
unlawful activities
by the challenger
and his supporters.
The challenger won
the election by a
margin of four votes.
At the end of the
incumbent's case,
the district court for
the dismissed his
suit. The incumbent
appealed.

number of persons who were bribed for
their votes by the challenger's worker
was sufficient to change the outcome
of the election; (2) the trial judge failed
to inform potential witnesses that they
could be given immunity from
prosecution for bribery of voters if they
came forth with truthful testimony; (3)
the votes of three of his ardent
supporters should have been counted
because they were incarcerated for the
sole purpose of keeping them from
campaigning and voting; and (4) the
district attorney, a strong supporter of
the challenger, abused his power when
he subpoenaed the incumbent to appear
before the grand jury a week preceding
the election. The appellate court held
no more than two votes would be
subtracted, a difference that would be
insufficient to change the election
result or make it impossible to
determine. The appellate court found
the trial judge read the immunity
portion of the statute to the potential
witnesses. The appellate court found
the arrests of the three supporters were
the result of grand jury indictments,
and there was no manifest error in

1

I

I

I

people who were either at congregating
where they would vote by absentee
ballot and defendant would give them
beer or money. Defendant claimed he
was entitled to a mistrial because the
prosecutor advanced an impermissible
"sending the message" argument. The
court held that it was precluded from
reviewing the entire context in which
the argument arose because, while the
prosecutor's closing argument was in
the record, the defense counsel's
closing argument was not. Also,
because the prosecutor's statement was
incomplete due to defense counsel's
objection, the court could not say that
the statement made it impossible for
defendant to receive a fair trial.
Furthermore, the trial judge did not

expected the prosecution to

in the instant action. As for issue of
testimonial use

to Republican opponents of first

Hampshire State Prison on felony

discharge."The trial court declared the
disenfi-anchisementstatutes
unconstitutional and ordered local
election officials to allow the plaintiff

felons were not unconstitutionally
deprived of qualified absentee elector
status because respondent state had
broad power to determine the
conditions under which suffrage could
be exercised. However, petitioner
overruled objection as to deprivation of
ex--felon voting rights. The court
sustained respondents' objection since
incarcerated felons were not

NAACP
Philadelphia
Branch v. Ridge

United States
District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Pennsylvania

2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
11520

August 14,
2000

Plaintiffs moved for
a preliminary
injunction, which the
parties agreed to
consolidate with the

Plaintiffs, ex--felon, unincorporated
association, and others, filed a civil
rights suit against defendant state and
local officials, contending that the
Pennsylvania Voter Registration Act,

No

NI*

No

Clause of U.S.

all three of the special circumstances
found that abstention was not
appropriate under the circumstances
since it did not agree with plaintiffs'
contention that the time constraints
caused by the upcoming election meant
that the option of pursuing their claims
in state court did not offer plaintiffs an

the Eastern
District of
Washington

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22212

racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act. The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary judgment.

restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI §
3, resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effect of, the
criminal justice system resulted in a
disproportionate number of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisementprovision
disenfranchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were under--represented in
Washington's political process. The
Rooker--Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as-applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system. However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a new
constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisement only of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

LEXIS
14782

and the felons crossmoved for summary
judgment.

rights under First, Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the United States
Constitution, as well as 8 1983 and $5
2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution. The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenfranchisement law, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re--enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the

denied the felons' motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the lawsuit with
King v. City of
Boston

United States
District Court for
the District of
Massachusetts

2004

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
842 1

May 13,
2004

Plaintiff inmate filed
a motion for
summary judgment
in his action
challenging the
constitutionality of
Mass. Gen. Laws ch.
51, 9 1, which
excluded
incarcerated felons
kom voting while
they were
imprisoned.

The inmate was convicted of a felony
and incarcerated. His application for an
absentee ballot was denied on the
ground that he was not qualified to
register and vote under Mass. Gen:
Laws ch. 5 1, 9 1. The inmate argued
that the statute was unconstitutional a s
it applied to him because it amounted
to additional punishment for crimes he
committed before the statute's
enactment and thus violated his due
process rights and the prohibition
against ex post facto laws and bills of
attainder. The court held that the
statute was regulatory and not punitive
because rational choices were
implicated in the statute's
disenfranchisementof persons under
guardianship, persons disqualified

No

NIA

No

incarcerated felons were disqualified
during the period of their imprisonment
when it would be difficult to identify

1973 were dismissed because 8 1973
could not be used to challenge the
legality of N.Y. Elec. Law $ 5-106.
Defendants' motion was granted as to
the felons' claims under 42 U.S.C.S. $
1971 because $ 1971 did not provide
for a private right of action, and
because the felons were not "otherwise
qualified to vote." The court also
granted defendants' motion on the
felons' U.S. Const. amend. I claim

Act. The United
States District Court
for the Eastern
District of
Washington granted
of summary
judgment dismissing
the inmates' claims.
The inmates
appealed.

In re Phillips

Supreme Court of 265 Va.
Virginia
81;574

January 10, The circuit court,
entered a judgment
2003

court held, inter alia, that the district
court erred in failing to consider
evidence of racial bias in the state's
criminaljustice system in determining
whether the state's felon
disenfranchisement laws resulted in
denial of the right to vote on account of
race. Instead of applying its novel "by
itself' causation standard, the district
court should have applied a totality of
the circumstances test that included
analysis of the inmates' compelling
evidence of racial bias in Washington's
criminal justice system. However, the
inmates lacked standing to challenge
the restoration scheme because they
presented no evidence of their
eligibility, much less even allege that
they were eligible for restoration, and
had not attempted to have their civil
rights restored. The court affirmed as
to the eligibility claim but reversed and
remanded for further proceedings to
the bias in the criminal justice system
claim.
More than five years earlier, the former No
felon was convicted of the felony of

NIA
I

No

S.E.2d
LEXIS

to consider petitioner
former felon's
petition for approval
of her request to seek
restoration of her
eligibility to register
to vote. The former
felon appealed.

making a false written statement
incid&t to a firearm purchase. She
then petitioned the trial court asking it
to approve her request to seek
restoration of her eligibility to register
to vote. Her request was based on Va.
Code Ann. 8 53.1-231.2, allowing
persons convicted of non--violent
felonies to petition a trial court for
approval of a request to seek
restoration of voting rights. The trial
court declined. It found that Va. Code
Ann. 8 53.1-23 1.2 violated
constitutional separation of powers
principles since it gave the trial court
powers belonging to the governor. It
also found that even if the statute was
constitutional, it was fundamentally
flawed for not providing notice to
respondent Commonwealth regarding a
petition. After the petition was denied,
the state supreme court found the
separation of powers principles were
not violated since the statute only
allowed the trial court to determine if
an applicant met the requirements to
have voting eligibility restored. It also
found the statute was not
fundamentally flawed since the
Commonwealth was not an interested

1

.

Commonwealth under the U.S. Const.
amends. I, XIV, XV, XD(, and XXW,
dismissing his
and unde'r the Voting Rights Act of
complaint, related to 1965. The lower court summarily
his inability to vote
dismissed his complaint under Fed. R.
as a convicted felon, Civ. P. 12@)(6) for failure to state a
claim. Appellant challenged. The court
for failure to state a
found U.S. Const. amend. I created no
claim upon which
relief can be granted. private right of action for seeking
reinstatement of previously canceled
voting rights, U.S. Const. amends.
XIV, XV, XIX, and the VRA required
either gender or race discrimination,
neither of which appellant asserted, and
the U.S. Const. amend. XXIV,while
prohibiting the imposition of poll taxes,
did not prohibit the imposition of a $10
fee for reinstatement of appellant's civil
rights, including the right to vote.
Consequently, appellant failed to state
a claim. The court affirmed, finding

Johnson v.
Governor of Fla.

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh
Circuit

353 F.3d
1287;
2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
25859

December
19,2003

that none of the constitutional
provisions appellant relied on were
properly pled because appellant failed
to assert that either his race or gender
were involved in the decisions to deny
him the vote. Conditioning
reestablishment of his civil-rights on a
$10 fee was not unconstitutional.
No
Plaintiffs, ex--felon
The citizens alleged that Fla. Const.
citizens of Florida,
art. VI, 5 4 (1968) was racially
on their own right
discriminatory and violated their
and on behalf of
constitutional rights. The citizens also
others, sought
alleged violations of the Voting Rights
review of a decision Act. The court initially examined the
of the United States history of Fla. Const. art. VI, 4
District Court for the (1968) and determined that the citizens
had presented evidence that historically
Southern District of
Florida, which
the disenfranchisement provisions were
motivated by a discriminatory animus.
granted summary
judgment to
The citizens had met their initial
defendants, members burden of showing that race was a
of the Florida
substantial motivating factor. The state
Clemency Board in
was then required to show that the
their official
current disenfranchisementprovisions
capacity. The
would have been enacted absent the
impermissible discriminatory intent.
citizens challenged
the validityof the
Because the state had not met its
Florida felon
burden, summary judgment should not
disenfimchisement
have been granted. The court found

N/A

No

conclusion that the statutory
presumption in favor of the restoration
was not overcome by a showing, by a

originally enacted because the
VI, 5 4 (1968),
provision narrowed the class of
violated the Equal
disenfranchised individuals and was
Protection Clause
amended through a deliberative
and 42 U.S.C.S. 5
process. Moreover, there was no
1973. The United
States District Court allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
for the Southern
disenfranchisementprovision was not a
District of Florida
granted the members violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
summary judgment.
granted the members summary
A divided appellate
panel reversed. The judgment on that claim. The argument
that 42 U.S.C.S. 8 1973 applied to
panel opinion was
Florida's disenfranchisement provision
vacated and a
was rejected because it raised grave
rehearing en banc
was granted.
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that
Congress never intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach felon
disenfranchisementprovisions. Thus,
the district court properly granted the
members summaryjudgment on the
Voting Rights Act claim. The motion
for summary judgment in favor of the
members was granted.

allowed them to be segregated from
other ballots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no fraud was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in

LEXIS
214

overturned the
results of a mayoral
election after
reviewing the
absentee ballots cast
for said election,
resulting in a loss for
appellant incumbent
based on the votes
received from
appellee voters. The
incumbent appealed,
and the voters cross-appealed. In the
meantime, the trial
court stayed
enforcement of its
judgment pending
resolution of the
appeal.

challenged the judgment entered by the
trial court arguing that it impermissibly
included or excluded certain votes. The
appeals court agreed with the voters
that the trial court should have
excluded the votes of those voters for
the incumbent who included an
improper form of identification with
their absentee ballots. It was
undisputed that at least 30 absentee
-voters who voted for the incumbent
provided with their absentee ballots a
form of identification that was not
proper under Alabama law. As a result,
the court further agreed that the trial
court erred in allowing those voters to
somewhat "cure" that defect by
providing a proper form of
identification at the trial of the election
contest, because, under those

whose registrations were deemed
incomplete. The court found that
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Minn. Stat. 8 201.06 1,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that

Dist.
LEXIS
20926

claiming that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America Vote
Act. The Secretary
filed a motion to

polling place on election day. When
submitting a provisional ballot, a first-time voter could identify himself by
providing his driver's license number
or the last four digits of his social
security number. If he did not know
either number, he could provide it
before the polls closed. If he did not do
so, his provisional ballot would not be
counted. The court held that the
directive did not contravene the HAVA
and otherwise established reasonable
requirements for confirming the
identity of first--time voters who
registered to vote by mail because: (1)
the identification procedures were an
important bulwark against voter
misconduct and fraud; (2) the burden
imposed on first--time voters to
confirm their identity, and thus show
that they were voting legitimately, was
slight; and (3) the number of voters
unable to meet the burden of proving
their identity was likely to be very
small. Thus, the balance of interests
favored the directive, even if the cost,
in terms of uncounted ballots, was
regrettable. The court granted the
Secretary's motion to dismiss.

The court found that defendants were
New York election law defendants
were responsible for the voting
locations. The court further found that
suffer irreparable harm if they were not

vote. Also, due to the alleged facts, the

Schoharie

court under the

allowing voting locations to be

defendants were

locations. The court further found that

not be issued.

persons would be denied the right to
vote. Also, the court found that
plaintiffs would likely succeed on the
merits of their case. Consequently, the
court granted plaintiffs' motion for a

on the merits and
tion for leave to

Westchester
Dist.
LEXIS
24203

on the merits because the currently
named defendants could not provide
pursuant to 42
U.S.C.S. $9 12131-- complete relief sought by plaintiffs.
Although the county board of elections
12134, N.Y. Exec.
Law $296, and N.Y. was empowered to select an alternative
Elec. Law 9 4-1 -4.polling place should it detennine that a
Plaintiffs moved for polling place designated by a
municipality was "unsuitable or
a preliminary
unsafe," it was entirely unclear that its
injunction,
power to merely designate suitable
requesting (among
other things) that the polling places would be adequate to
ensure that all polling places used in
court order
the upcoming election actually
defendants to
conformed with the Americans with
modify the polling
places in the county Disabilities Act. Substantial changes
and modifications to existing facilities
so that they were
would have to be made, and such
accessible to
changes would be difficult, if not
disabled voters on
impossible, to make without the
election day.
cooperation of municipalities. Further,
Defendants moved
the court could order defendants to
to dismiss.
approve voting machines that
conformed to the ADA were they to be
purchased and submitted for county
approval, but the court could not order
them to purchase them for the voting
districts in the county. A judgment
issued in the absence of the
municipalities would be inadequate.
Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

wheelchair accessible voting places.
They claimed discrimination in the
and 9 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973,and
regulations under
both statutes,
regarding election
practices. The
commissioners
moved to dismiss for
failure (1) to state a
cause of action and
(2) to join an
indispensable party.

participate in the voting process as
non--disabled voters, and assisted
voting and voting by alternative ballot
were substantially different &om, more
burdensome than, and more intrusive
than the voting process utilized by
non--disabled voters. The court found
that the complaint stated causes of
actions under the ADA, the
Rehabilitation Act, and 28 C.F.R. $8
35.151 and 35.130.The court found
that the voters and organizations had
standing to raise their claims. The
organizations had standing through the
voters' standing or because they used
significant resources challenging the
commissioners' conduct. The plaintiffs
failed to join the state official who
would need to approve any talking

in part, and denied it in part. The court
granted the motion to dismiss the

LEXIS
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circuit court which
convicted her of
election fraud.

her conviction because it failed to
prove that she made a willfUlly false
statement on her voter registration
form and, even if the evidence did
prove that she made such a statement,
it did not prove that the voter
registration form was the form required
by Title 24.2. At trial, the
Commonwealth introduced substantial
testimony and documentary evidence
that defendant had continued to live at
one residence in the 13th District, long
after she stated on the voter

The evidence included records
showing electricity and water usage,
records from the Department of Motor
Vehicles and school records. Thus, the
evidence was sufficient to support the
jury's verdict that defendant made "a
false material statement" on the voter
registration card required to be filed by
Title 24.2 in order for her to be a
candidate for office in the primary in
question. Judgment of conviction
affirmed. Evidence, including records
showing electricity and water usage,
records from the Department of Motor
Vehicles and school records was

the District of
Minnesota

Dist.
LEXIS
22996

associations, filed
for a temporary
restraining order
pursuant to Fed. R.
Civ. P. 65, against

201.061 was inconsistent with the Help
America Vote Act because it did not
authorize the voter to complete
registration either by a "current and
valid photo identification" or by use of

Minnesota Secretary
of State, concerning
voter registration.

Kalsson v.
United States

United States
District Court for

356 F.
Supp. 2d

February
16,2005

Defendant Federal
Election

government check, paycheck, or other
government document that showed the
name and address of the individual.
The Secretary advised the court that
there were less than 600 voters who
attempted to register by mail but
whose registrations were deemed
incomplete. The court found that
plaintiffs demonstrated that they were
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Minn. Stat. 201.061,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
tribal reservations. Also, the court
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that
they were likely to succeed on their
claims that Minn. R. 8200.5 100,
violated the Equal Protection Clause of
the United States Constitution. A
temporaq restraining order was
entered.
No
The individual claimed that his vote
was diluted because the NVRA

N/A

No

National Voter

states. Even if the individual's vote

registration system that brought it
under the NVRA, not the NVRA itself.

Freedom Party
v. Shelley

of Appeal, Third App. 4th 2004
Appellate District 1237; 8
Cal. Rptr.
3d 497;
2004 Cal.

party appealed a
judgment from the
superior court which
denied the party's
petition for writ of

voters were excluded from the primary
election calculation. The court of
appeals affirmed, observing that
although the election had already taken
place, the issue was likely to recur and

inactive file of

reasonably designed to ensure that all

was unreliable and often duplicative of
information in the active file.

fiom voting. Although
ited removal of voters

number because the interpretation
granted defendant
appeared to be reasonable, did not
state election
conflict with previous caselaw, and
officials summary
could be challenged in state court. The
judgment on
requirement did not violate the Privacy
plaintiffs action
Act because it was grand fathered
seeking to stop the
under the terms of the Act. The
state practice of
requiring its citizens limitations in the National Voter
Registration Act did not apply because
to disclose their
social security
the NVRA did not specifically prohibit
numbers as a
the use of social security numbers and
precondition to voter the Act contained a more specific
registration.
provision regarding such use. Plaintiff
could not enforce $ 1971 as it was
enforceable only by the United States
Attorney General. The trial court
properly rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to vote, free exercise
of religion, privileges and immunities,
and due process claims. Although the
trial court arguably erred in denying
certification of the case to the USAG
under 28 U.S.C.S. $ 2403(a), plaintiff
suffered no h a m from the technical
violation. Order affirmed because
requirement that voters disclose social
security numbers as precondition to
voter registration did not violate
Privacy Act of 1974 or National Voter

Lucas County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

34 1 F.
Supp. 2d
861;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21416

Registration Act and trial court
properly rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to vote, free exercise
of religion, privileges and immunities,
and due process claims.
No
The case involved a box on Ohio's
October 2 1, Plaintiff
voter registration form that required a
2004
organizations
prospective voter who registered in
brought an action
person to supply an Ohio driver's
challenging a
memorandum issued license number or the last four digits of
by defendant, Ohio's their Social Security number. In his
Secretary of State, in memorandum, the Secretary informed
December 2003. The all Ohio County Boards of Elections
organizations
that, if a person left the box blank, the
claimed that the
Boards were not to process the
memorandum
registration forms. The organizations
contravened
did not file their suit until 18 days
before the national election. The court
provisions of the
found that there was not enough time
Help America Vote
Act and the National before the election to develop the
Voter Registration
evidentiary record necessary to
Act. The
determine if the organizations were
organizations moved likely to succeed on the merits of their
claim. Denying the organizations'
for a preliminary
injunction.
motion would have caused them to
suffer no irreparable harm. There was
no appropriate remedy available to the
organizations at the time. The
likelihood that the organizations could

NIA

No

Nat'l Coalition
for Students
with Disabilities
Educ. & Legal
Def. Fund v.
Scales

United States
District Court for
the District of
Maryland

150 F.
Supp. 2d
845;
2001

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
9528

July 5,
2001

have shown irreparable harm was, in
any event, slight in view of the fact
that they waited so long before filing
.
suit. Moreover, it would have been
entirely improper for the court to order
the Boards to re--open in--person
registration until election day. The
public interest would have been ill-served by an injunction. The motion
for a preliminary injunction was denied
sua sponte.
Defendants alleged that plaintiff lacked No
Plaintiff, national
organization for
standing to represent its members, and
disabled students,
that plaintiff had not satisfied the
brought an action
notice requirements of the National
against university
Voter Registration Act. Further,
president and
defendants maintained the facts, as
university's director alleged by plaintiff, did not give rise to
of office of
a past, present, or future violation of
disability support
the NVRA because (I) the plaintiffs
services to challenge members that requested voter
the voter registration registration services were not
procedures
registered students at the university
and (2) its current voter registration
established by the
procedures complied with NVRA. As
disability support
services. Defendants to plaintiffs 5 1983 claim, the court
held that while plaintiff had alleged
moved to dismiss
the first amended
sufficient facts to confer standing
under the NVRA, such allegations
complaint, or in the

NIA

No

the initial intake interview and placing
the burden on disabled students to
obtain voter registration forms and
assistance afterwards did not satisfy its
statutory duties. Furthermore, most of
the NVRA provisions applied to
disabled applicants not registered at the
university. Defendants' motion to
dismiss first amended complaint was
granted as to the 9 1983 claimand
denied as to plaintiffs claims brought
under the National Voter Registration
Act of 1993. Defendants' alternative
motion for summary judgment was

Disimone

of Michigan

Mich.
APP.
605; 650
N.W.2d
436;
2002
Mich.
App .

2002

charged with
attempting to vote
more than once in
the 2000 general
election. The circuit
court granted
defendant's motion
that the State had to

township for the 2000 general election.
After presenting what appeared to be a
valid voter's registration card,
defendant proceeded to vote in the
Grant township. Defendant had voted
in the Colfax township earlier in the
day. Defendant moved the court to
issue an order that the State had to find

court judgment and held that under the
rules of statutory construction, the fact
that the legislature had specifically
omitted certain trigger words such as
"knowingly," "willingly,"
"purposefully," or "intentionally" it
was unlikely that the legislature had
intended for this to be a specific intent
crime. The court also rejected the
defendant's argument that phrases such
as "offer to vote" and "attempt to vote"
should be construed as synonymous

errors or omissions in their voter

to state a claim.

In the first two cases, the election
official had handled the errant
application properly under Florida law,
and the putative voter had effectively
caused their own injury by failing to

Found., Inc. v.
Cox

District of
Georgia

1358;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

sought an injunction to increase the voting strength of
ordering defendant, African--Americans. Following one
such drive, the fraternity members
the Georgia
Secretary of State, to mailed in over 60 registration forms,
including one for the voter who had
process the voter
registration
moved within state since the last
election. The Georgia Secretary of
application forms
that they mailed in
State's office refused to process them
because they were not mailed
following a voter
registration drive.
individually and neither a registrar,
They contended that deputy registrar, or an otherwise
by refusing to
authorized person had collected the
process the forms
applications as required under state
defendants violated
law. The court held that plaintiffs had
the National Voter
standing to bring the action. The court
Registration Act
held that because the applications were
and U.S. Const.
received in accordance with the
amends. I, XIV, and mandates of the NVRA, the State of
xv.
Georgia was not free to reject them.
The court found that: plaintiffs had a
substantial likelihood of prevailing on
the merits of their claim that the
applications were improperly rejected;
plaintiffs would be irreparably
- iniured
absent an injunction; the potential
harmto defendants was outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries; and an injunction
was in the public interest. Plaintiffs'
motion for a preliminary injunction

defendants were enjoined from
rejecting any voter registration

any other reason contrary

District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Virginia

Supp. 2d
389;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
850

2004

defendants' actions
in investigating his
voter registration
application
constituted a change
in voting procedures
requiring 4 5
preclearance under
the Voting Rights
Act, which
preclearance was
never sought or
received. Plaintiff
claimed he withdrew
from the race for
Commonwealth

claim under the Voting Rights Act
lacked merit. Plaintiff did not allege, as
required, that any defendants
implemented a new, uncleared voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting,
or standard, practice, or procedure with
respect to voting. Here, the existing
practice or procedure in effect in the
event a mailed registration card was
returned was to "resend the voter card,
if address verified as correct." This
was what precisely occwed. Plaintiff
inferred, however, that the existing
voting rule or practice was to resend
the voter card "with no adverse
consequences" and that the county's

the mortgage of the subject address
challenged the trial

v. Taft

District Court for
the Southern
District of Ohio

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22376

2002

nonprofit public
interest group and
certain individuals,
sued defendants,
certain state and
university officials,
alleging that they
violated the National
Voter Registration
Act in failing to
designate the
disability services
offices at state
public colleges and
universities as voter
registration sites.

eir evidentiary burden. The
of the trial court was
services offices at issue were subject to
the NVRA because the term "office"
included a subdivision of a government
department or institution and the
disability offices at issue were places
where citizens regularly went for
service and assistance. Moreover, the
Ohio Secretary of State had an
obligation under the NVRA to
designate the disability services offices
as voter registration sites because
nothing in the law superceded the
NVRA's requirement that the
responsible state official designate
disability services offices as voter
registration sites. Moreover, under

The group and
individuals moved
for a preliminary
injunction.

Lawson v.
Shelby County

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

2 11 F.3d
33 1;
2000
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
8634

May 3,
2000

Plaintiffs who were
denied the right to
vote when they
refused to disclose
their social security
numbers, appealed a
judgment of the
United States

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. $ 3501.05(R),
the Secretary of State's duties
expressly included ensuring
compliance with the NVRA. The case
was not moot even though the
Secretary of State had taken steps to
ensure compliance with the NVRA
given his position to his obligation
under the law. The court granted
declaratoryjudgment in favor of the
nonprofit organization and the
individuals. The motion for a
preliminary injunction was granted in
part and the Secretary of State was
ordered to notify disabled students who
had used the designated disability
services offices prior to the opening
day of the upcoming semester or who
had pre-registered for the upcoming
semester as to voter registration
availability.
Plaintiffs attempted to register to vote
No
in October, and to vote in November,
but were denied because they refused
to disclose their social security
numbers. A year after the election date
they filed suit alleging denial of
constitutional rights, privileges and
immunities, the Privacy Act of 1974

N/A

No

Memphis dismissing
their amended
complaint for failure
to state claims

. Const. amend. XI, and
tatute of limitations. The
reversed, holding the

was barred. The court also held the
statute of limitations ran from the date
plaintiffs were denied the opportunity
to vote, not register, and their claim
was thus timely. Reversed and
remanded to district court to order such
relief as will allow plaintiffs to vote
and other prospective injunctive relief
against county and state officials;
declaratory relief and attorneys' fees

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
8544

the "Escapees," and
who spent a large
part of their lives
traveling about the
United States in
recreational
vehicles, but were
registered to vote in
the county, moved
for preliminary
injunction seeking to
:njoin a Texas state
:ourt proceeding
under the All Writs
Act.

qualified voters. The plaintiffs brought
suit in federal district court. The court
issued a preliminary injunction
forbidding county officials from
attempting to purge the voting.
Commissioner contested the results of
the election, alleging Escapees' votes
should be disallowed. Plaintiffs
brought present case assertedly to
prevent the same issue Erom being
relitigated. The court held, however,
the issues were different, since, unlike
the case in the first proceeding, there
was notice and an opportunity to be
heard. Further, unlike the first
proceeding, the plaintiff in the state
court action did not seek to change the
prerequisites for voting registration in
the county, butinstead challenged the
actual residency of some members of
the Escapees, and such challenge
properly belonged in the state court.
The court further held that an election
contest under state law was the correct
vehicle to contest the registration of
Escapees. The court dissolved the
temporary restraining order it had
previously entered and denied
plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

defendant state

individual. Individual lived in his

and the National
Voter Registration
Act, for their alleged
refusal to permit
individual to register
to vote. Officials had
moved for dismissal
or for summary
judgment, and the
district court granted
the motion.

validate individual's attempt to register
to vote by mail. Tennessee state law
forbade accepting a rented mail box as
the address of the potential voter.
Individual insisted that his automobile
registration provided sufficient proof
of residency under the NVRA. The
court upheld the legality of state's
requirement that one registering to vote
provide a specific location as an
address, regardless of the transient
lifestyle of the potential voter, finding
state's procedure faithfully mirrored
the requirements of the NVRA as
codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations. The court also held that
the refusal to certify individual as the
representative of a class for purposes
of this litigation was not anabuse of

--

- -

-

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
24894

- --

~

defendants, the Ohio
Secretary of State,
several county
boards of elections,
and all of the boards'
members, alleging
claims under the
National Voter
Registration Act and
8 1983. Plaintiffs
also filed a motion
for a temporary
restraining order
(TRO). Two
individuals filed a
motion to intervene
as defendants.
,

-- -

registration violated both the Act and
the Due Process Clause. The
individuals, who filed pre--election
voter eligibility challenges, filed a
motion to intervene. The court held
that it would grant the motion to
intervene because the individuals had a
substantial legal interest in the subject
matter of the action and time
constraints would not permit them to
bring separate actions to protect their
rights. The court further held that it
would grant plaintiffs' motion for a
TRO because plaintiffs made sufficient
allegations in their complaint to
establish standing and because all four
factors to consider in issuing a TRO
weighed heavily in favor of doing so.
The court found that plaintiffs
-

automatically weighed in plaintiffs'
favor. The court granted plaintiffs'
e individuals' motion to

weighed heavily in favor of doing so.
The court found that plaintiffs
demonstrated a likelihood of success
on the merits because they made a
strong showing that defendants'
intended actions regarding pre-election challenges to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs' fundamental right
to vote and violated the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the other factors to
consider in granting a TRO
a TRO. The court also
individuals' motion to

-

intervenor State of
Ohio from
discriminating
against black voters
in Hamilton County
on the basis of race.
[f necessary, they
sought to restrain
challengers from
being allowed at the
polls.

physically present in the polling places
in order to challenge voters' eligibility
to vote. The court held that the injury
asserted, that allowing challengers to
challenge voters' eligibility would
place an undue burden on voters and
impede their right to vote, was not
speculative and could be redressed by
removing the challengers. The court
held that in the absence of any
statutory guidance whatsoever
governing the procedures and
limitations for challenging voters by
challengers, and the questionable
enforceability of the State's and
County's policies regarding good faith
challenges and ejection of disruptive
challengers from the polls, there
existed an enormous risk of chaos,
delay, intimidation, and pandemonium
inside the polls and in the lines out the
door. Furthermore, the law allowing
private challengers was not narrowly
tailored to serve Ohio's compelling
interest in preventing voter fraud.
Because the voters had shown a
substantial likelihood of success on the
merits on the ground that the
application of Ohio's statute allowing
challengers at polling places was

Commonwealth of the Northern
15083

order of the
Supreme Court of
the Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
reversing a lower
court's grant of
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants on the
ground of qualified
immunity.

violated $ 1983 by administering preelection day voter challenge
procedures which precluded a certain
class of voters, including plaintiffs,
fiom voting in a 1995 election. The
CNMI Supreme Court reversed a lower
court's grant of summary judgment and
.
defendants appealed. The court of
appeals held that the Board's pre-election day procedures violated the
plaintiffs' fundamental right to vote.
The federal court reasoned that the
right to vote was clearly established at
the time of the election, and that a
reasonable Board would have known
that that treating voters differently
based on their political party would

sufficient to support liability of the
Board members in their individual
capacities. Finally, the composition of
the CNMI Supreme Court's Special
Judge panel did not violate the Board's
right to due process of law. The
decision of Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands Supreme
Court was affirmed where defendants'

or under--inclusive,nonetheless had
enormous practical advantages, and the

District Court for
the Eastern
District of Texas

Supp. 2d
1054;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17987

3,2000

preliminary
injunction to
prohibit defendant
tax assessorcollector from
mailing
confirmation letters
to approximately
9,000 persons who
were registered
voters in Polk

from mailing confirmation letters to
approximately 9,000 persons, self-styled "escapees" who traveled a major
portion of each year in recreational
vehicles, all of whom were registered
to vote in Polk County, Texas. In
accordance with Texas law, three
resident voters filed affidavits
challenging the escapees' residency.
These aff~davitstriggered defendant's
action in sending confirmation notices

been sought or obtained. Accordingly,
the court issued a preliminary
injunction prohibiting defendant from
pursuing the confirmation of residency
of the escapees, or any similarly
situated group, under the Texas
Election Code until the process had
been submitted for preclearance in
accordance with § 5. The action was
taken to ensure that no discriminatory
process in the upcoming presidential
election or future election. Motion for

v. shelkY

I Third Appellate
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Cal. kptr.
3d 497;
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election. The court of a ~ ~ e aaffirmed,
ls
.I
-superior court which I observing
that although fhe election

I iudmnent
., from the

denied the party's
petition for writ of
mandate to compel
defendant. the
~alifornia'Secretary
of State, to include
voters listed in the
inactive file of
registered voters in
calculating whether
the party qualified to
participate in a
primary election.

had already taken place, the issue was
likely to recur and was a matter of
continuing public interest and
im~ortance:hence. a decision on the
merits was proper,'although the case
was technically moot. The law clearly
excluded inactive voters from the
calculation. The statutory scheme did
not violate the inactive voters'
constitutional right of association
because it was reasonably designed to
ensure that all parties on the ballot had
a significant modicum of support from
eligible voters. Information in the
inactive file was ,meliable and often
duplicative of information in the active
file. Moreover, there was no violation
of the National Voter Registration Act
because voters listed as inactive were
not prevented f?om voting. Although
the Act prohibited removal of voters
from the official voting list absent
certain conditions, inactive voters in
California could correct the record and
vote as provided the Act. The court
affirmed the denial of a writ of

I

1

I

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LENS
21753

October 22,
2002

NIA
defendants, a county
board of elections, a
state secretary of
state, and the state's
attorney general, for
violations of the
Motor Voter Act and
equal protection of
the laws. Defendants
moved for summary
judgment. The
voters also moved
for summary
judgment.

voters' qualifications to vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather
than permanent residents of the county.
The voters claimed that the board
hearings did not afford them the
requisite degree of due process and
contravened their rights of privacy by
inquiring into personal matters. As to
the MVA claim, the court held that
residency within the precinct was a
crucial qualification. One simply could
not be an elector, much less a qualified
elector entitled to vote, unless one
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not

APP.
LEXIS
8320

registered voter,
filed a suit against
defendant state
officials alleging
violations of the
National Voter
Registration Act and
the Voting Rights
Act. The officials
appealed after the
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Georgia issued a
preliminary
injunction enjoining
them from rejecting
voter registrations
submitted by the

Georgia Secretary of State for
processing. Included in the batch was
the voter's change of address form.
Plaintiffs filed the suit after they were
notified that the applications had been
rejected pursuant to Georgia law,
which allegedly restricted who could
collect voter registration forms.
Plaintiffs contended that the officials
had violated the NVRA, the VRA, and
U.S. Const. amends. I, XIV, XV. The
officials argued that plaintiffs lacked
standing and that the district court had
erred in issuing the preliminary
injunction. The court found no error.
Plaintiffs had sufficiently alleged
injuries under the NVRA, arising out
of the rejection of the voter registration
forms; the allegations in the complaint

to disclose their

p~

National Voter Registration Act and
hial court properly rejected plaintiffs

the initial intake interview and placing
the burden on disabled students to
obtain voter registration forms and
assistance afterwards did not satisfy its
statutory duties. Furthermore, most of
the NVRA provisions applied to
disabled applicants not registered at the
university. Defendants' motion to
dismiss first amended complaint was
granted as to the 8 1983 claim and

for summary judgment was

District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

Supp. 2d
1111;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21445

2004

and individuals who
had attempted to
register to vote,
sought a declaration
of their rights to vote
in the November 2,
2004 general
election. They

relief requiring the election officials to
register them to vote. The court first
noted that the unions lacked even
representative standing, because they
failed to show that one of their
members could have brought the case
in their own behalf. The individual
putative voters raised separate issues:

errors or omissions in their voter
toprovide any notice to voter

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

Supp. 2d
772;
2002

2002

to state a claim.

In the first two cases, the election
official had handled the errant
application properly under Florida law,
and the putative voter had effectively
caused their own injury by failing to

defendants, a county
board of elections, a
state secretary of

voters' qualifications to vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather

crucial qualification. One simply could
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not
contravene the MVA. Defendants'
motions for summary judgment were

violated the National
Voter Registration
Act, and the Equal
Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
-Ohio granted
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants. The
voters appealed.

his or her place of residence----violated
the equal protection clause. The court
of appeals found that the Board's
procedures did not contravene the
National Voter Registration Act
because Congress did not intend to bar
the removal of names from the official
list of persons who were ineligible and
improperly registered to vote in the
first place. The National Voter
Registration Act did not bar the
Board's continuing consideration of a
voter's residence, and encouraged the
Board to maintain accurate and reliable
voting rolls. Ohio was free to take
reasonable steps to see that all
applicants for registration to vote
actually fulfilled the requirement of
bona fide residence. Ohio Rev. Code

N.E.2d
81; 2000
fll. APP.
LEXIS
845

declaration that that
the result of a
primary election for
county circuit clerk
was void.

absentee ballots were presumed
invalid. The ballots had been
commingled with the valid ballots.
There were no markings or indications
on the ballots which would have
allowed them to be segregated from
other ballots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no fraud was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in
issue, the case was remanded for a
determination as to whether fraud was
evident in the electoral process. The
court reversed the declaration of the

of the Monroe County coroners
election were invalid because none of

2000 Ill.
LEXIS
993

-

trial court's decision
granting appellee's
summary judgment
motion in action
brought by appellee
to contest the results
of the election for
the position of
county coroner in
Motiroe County.

County's second precinct were initialed
by an electionjudge, in violation of
Illinois law. The trial court granted
appellee's motion for summary
judgment, and the appellate court
affirmed the judgment. The Illinois
supreme court affirmed, noting that
statutes requiring election judges to
initial election ballots were mandatory,
and uninitialed ballots could not have
been counted, even where the parties
agreed that there was no knowledge of
fraud or corruption. Thus, the-supreme
court held that the trial court properly
invalidated all of the ballots cast in
Monroe County's second precinct. The
court reasoned that none of the ballots
contained the requisite initialing, and
neither party argued that any of the

and uninitialed ballots could not have

board election.

established under Ohio law and the
federal claims could be adequately
raised in an action under 9 1983. On
appeal, the Ohio supreme court held
that dismissal was proper, as the
complaint actually sought declaratory
and injunctive relief, rather than
mandamus relief. Further, election-contest actions were the exclusive
remedy to challenge election results.

Florida law was discriminatory, that
citizens were being deprived of the
right to vote, or that there had been

its face and resided within the state's
broad control over presidential election
procedures. Plaintiffs failed to show
that manual recounts were so
unreliable as to constitute a
constitutional injury, that plaintiffs'
alleged injuries were irreparable, or
that they lacked an adequate state court
remedy. Injunctive relief denied
because plaintiffs demonstrated neither
clear deprivation of constitutional

such a standard violated equal
protection rights because it lacked
specific standards to ensure equal
application, and also mandated that
any manual recount would have to
have been completed by December 12,
2000. On remand, the state supreme
court found that it was impossible
under that time M e to adopt
adequate standards and make
necessary evaluations of vote
tabulation equipment. Also,
development of a specific, uniform
standard for manual recounts was best
left to the legislature. Because
adequate standards for a manual
recount could not be developed by the

I Elections

I

I

I

I

I election absentee

notarized. were in unsealed andlor tom
envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. Prior
temtorial election
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
law, and that the
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
improper inclusion
final senate position, but the absentee
of such ballots by
defendants, election ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
board and
supervisor, resulted
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the alleged absentee
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff voting irregularities would require
sued defendants
invalidation of a sufficient number of
seeking invalidation ballots to change the outcome of the
of the absentee
election. While the unsealed ballots
ballots and
constituted a technical violation, the
certification of the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
election results
substantially complied with election
tabulated without
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperlycounted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.
Plaintiffs other allegations of
irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper. Plaintiffs
request for declaratory and injunctive

I ballots violated

I

I

I

I

the irregularitiesasserted by plaintiff

Circuit
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defendants, a
challenger
candidate, a county
board of election,
and commissioners,
pursuant to 9 1983
alleging violation,of
the Due Process
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
New York granted
summary judgment
in favor of plaintiffs.
Defendants
appealed.

not counted due to the machine
malfunction. Rather than pursue the
state remedy of quo warranto, by
requesting that New York's Attorney
General investigate the machine
malfunction and challenge the election
results in state court, plaintiffs filed
their complaint in federal court. The
court of appeals found that United
States Supreme Court jurisprudence
required intentional conduct by state
actors as a prerequisite for a due
process violation. Neither side alleged
that local oficials acted intentionally
or in a discriminatory manner with
regard to the vote miscount. Both sides
conceded that the recorded results were
likely due to an unforeseen
malfunction with the voting machine.

GEORGE W.
BUSH V. PALM
BEACH
COUNTY
CANVASSING
BOARD, ET
AL.

United States
Supreme Court

53 1 U.S.
70; 121
S. Ct.
471; 148
L. Ed. 2d
366;
2000
U.S.
LEXIS
8087

December
4,2000

Appellant
Republican
presidential
candidate's petition
for writ of certiorari
to the Florida
supreme court was
granted in a case
involving
interpretations of
Fla. Stat. Ann. $9
102.111, 102.112, in
proceedings brought
by appellees
Democratic

Because no conduct was alleged that
would indicate an intentional
deprivation of the right to vote, there
was no cognizable federal due process
claim. The proper remedy was to assert
a quo warranto action to challenge the
outcome of a general election based on
an alleged voting machine
malfunction. The district court's grant
of summary judgment was reversed
and its injunctions were vacated. The
case was remanded for further
proceedings consistent with this
opinion.
The Supreme Court vacated the state
court's judgment, finding that the state
court opinion could be read to indicate
that it construed the Florida Election
Code without regard to the extent to
which the Florida ,Constitutioncould,
consistent with U.S. Const. art. II, 9 1,
cl. 2, circumscribe the legislative
power. The judgment of the Florida
Supreme Court was vacated and
remanded for further proceedings. The
court stated the judgment was unclear
as to the extent to which the state court
saw the Florida constitution as
circumscribing the legislature's

No

NIA

No

Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh
Circuit

1130;
2000
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
29366

17,2000

appealed from
judgment of the
United States
District Court for the
Middle District of
Florida, which
denied their
emergency motion
for an injunction
pending appeal
against defendant
county election
officials. Plaintiffs
sought to enjoin
defendants from
conducting manual

injunction pending appeal to enjoin
defendant county election officials
from conducting manual ballot
recounts or to enjoin defendants from
certifying the results of the Presidential
election which contained any manual
recounts. The district court denied the
emergency injunction and plaintiffs
appealed. Upon review, the emergency
motion for injunction pending appeal
was denied without prejudice. Florida
had adequate election dispute
procedures, which had been invoked
and were being implemented in the
f o m of administrative actions by state
officials and actions in state court.

United States, in
appellants' contest to
certified election
results.

legal votes during a manual recount.
However, the trial court erred in
excluding votes that were identified
during the Palm Beach County manual
recount and during a partial manual
recount in Miami--Dade County. It
was also error to refuse to examine
Miami--Dade County ballots that
registered as non--votes during the
machine count. The trial court applied
an improper standard to determine
whether appellants had established that
the result of the election was in doubt,
and improperly concluded that there
was no probability of a different result
without examining the ballots that
appellants claimed contained rejected
legal votes. The judgment was
reversed and remanded; the trial court
was ordered to tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade County ballots that the
counting machine registered as nonvotes, and was directed to order
inclusion of votes that had already
been identified during manual
recounts. The trial court also was
ordered to consider whether manual
recounts in other counties were
necessary.

similarly situated service members
defendant state

ballots cast by service members and
disenfranchised

findings of liability against the

unctive relief to the service

district of
Pennsylvania

LEXIS
21 167

Pennsylvania,
governor, and state
secretary, claiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenfranchised if
they used absentee
ballots that included
the names of two
presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of
candidates so late in
the election year.

Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act would be disenfranchised absent
immediate injunctive relief because
neither witness testified that any
absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA
voters were legally incorrect or
otherwise invalid. Moreover, there was
no evidence that any UOCAVA voter
had complained or otherwise expressed
concern regarding their ability or right
to vote. The fact that some UOCAVA
voters received ballots including the
names of two candidates who were not
on the final certified ballot did not ipso
facto support a finding that
Pennsylvania was in violation of
UOCAVA, especially since the United
States failed to establish that the ballot
defect undermined the right of
UOCAVA voters to cast their ballots.
Moreover, Pennsylvania had adduced
substantial evidence that the requested
injunctive relief, issuing new ballots,
would have h m e d the Pennsylvania
election system and the public by
undermining the integrity and
efficiency of Pennsylvania's elections
and increasing election costs.must
consider the following four factors: (1)

--

valid and that they
should be counted.

Hanis v. Florida
Elections
Canvassing

United States
District Court for
the Northern

122 F.
Supp. 2d
1317;

December
9,2000

Plaintiffs challenged
the counting of
overseas absentee

absentee voter to signan oath that the
ballot was mailed from outside the
United States and requiring the state
election officials to examine the voter's
declarations. The court further noted
that federal law required the user of a
federal write--in ballot to timely apply
for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and relief
GRANTED in part and declared valid
all federal write--in ballots that were
signed pursuant to the oath provided
therein but rejected solely because the
ballot envelope did not have an APO,
FPO, or foreign postmark, or solely
because there was no record of an
application for a state absentee ballot.
In two separate cases, plaintiff electors No
originally sued defehdant state
elections canvassing commission and

N/A

No

Florida

2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXlS
17875

7 p.m. on election
day, alleging the
ballots violated
Florida election law.

state officials in Florida state circuit
court, challenging the counting of
overseas absentee ballots received after
7 p.m. on election day. Defendant
governor removed one case to federal
court. The second case was also
removed. The court in the second case
denied plaintiffs motion for remand
and granted a motion to transfer the
case to the first federal court under the
related case doctrine. Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas ballots violated
Florida election law. Defendants
argued the deadline was not absolute.
The court found Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S. 1 to impose
irrational scheduling rules on state and
local canvassing officials, and did not
intend to disenfranchise overseas
voters. The court held the state statute
was required to yield to Florida
Administrative Code, which required
the IOday extension in the receipt of
overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections because the rule was
promulgated to satisfy a consent decree
entered by the state in 1982. Judgment
entered for defendants because a
Florida administrative rule requiring a
10-day extension in the receipt of

Romeu v. Cohen

united States
Court of Appeals
for the Second
Circuit

265 F.3d
118;
200 1
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
19876

September
6,2001

ballot for the
plaintiff to vote in a presidential
upcoming
presidential election. election. The court granted defendants'
motion to dismiss because the laws
that prohibited territorial residents
from voting by state absentee ballot in
presidential elections were
constitutional.
The tenitorial resident contended that
Plaintiff territorial
the UOCAVA unconstitutionally
resident sued
defendants, state and distinguished between former state
residents residing outside the United
federal officials,
States, who were permitted to vote in
alleging that the
their former states, and former state
Uniformed and
residents residing in a territory, who
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting Act were not permitted to vote in their
former states. The court of appeals first
unconstitutionally
held that the UOCAVA did not violate
prevented the
the territorial resident's right to equal
territorial resident
protection in view of the valid and not
from voting in his
insubstantial considerations for the
former state of
distinction. The territorial resident
residence. The
resident appealed the chose to reside in the temtory and had
the same voting rights as other
judgment of the
territorial residents, even though such
United States
District Court for the residency precluded voting for federal
Southern District of offices. Further, the resident had no
constitutional right to vote in his
New York, which
former state after he terminated his
dismissed the

them to be within the United States.
The court concluded that UOCAVA
was constitutional under the rational
basis test, and violation of the treaty
did not give rise to privately
enforceable rights. Nevertheless, the
Constitution provided U.S. citizens
residing in Puerto Rico the right to
participate in Presidential elections. No
constitutional amendment was needed.
The present political status of Puerto
Rico was abhorrent to,the Bill of
Rights. The court denied defendant
United States' motion to dismiss
plaintiffs' action seeking a declaratory
judgment allowing them to vote in
Presidential elections as citizens of the
united States and of Puerto Rico. The
court held that the United States
Constitution itself provided plaintiffs
with the right to participate in
Presidential elections.
Appellant candidates The case involved three separate
challenged elections election challenges. The central issue
in the superior court was whether a provisional ballot cast
on election day at a precinct other than
through appeals of
the voter's correct precinct of residence
election protests
could be lawfully counted in final
before the North
Carolina State Boarc election tallies. The superior court held

paranteed by the
Clonstitution and the
htemational
Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.

r
James v. Bartlett

Supreme Court of
North Carolina
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Sandusky
County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

387 F.3d
565;
2004
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
22320

of Elections and a
declaratory
judgment action in
the superior court.
The court entered an
order granting
summary judgment
in favor of appellees,
the Board, the
Board's executive
director, the Board's
members, and the
North Carolina
Attorney General.
The candidates
appealed.
October 26, Defendant state
appealed from an
2004
order of the U.S.
District Court for the
Northern District of
Ohio which held that
the Help America
Vote Act required
that voters be
permitted to cast
provisional ballots
upon affvming their
registration to vote

that it could be counted. On appeal, the
supreme court determined that state
law did not permit out--of--precinct
provisional ballots to be counted in
state and local elections. The
candidates failure to challenge'the
counting of out--of--precinct
provisional ballots before the election
did not render their action untimely.
Reversed and remanded.

The district court found that HAVA
created an individual right to cast a
provisional ballot, that this right is
individually enforceable under 42
U.S.C.S. 8 1983, and that plaintiffs
unions and political parties had
standing to bring a 1983 action on
behalf of Ohio voters. The court of
appeals agreed that the political parties
and unions had associational standing
to challenge the state's provisional
voting directive. Further, the court
determined that HAVA was

No

NIA

No

where a voter does not reside and

that vote counted in the election, if the

to outweigh any harm to the officials.
Therefore, the court granted relief as to
the first claim, allowing the unlisted
voter to cast a provisional ballot, but
denied relief as to the second claim,
that the ballot at the wrong place must

directive did not contravene the HAVA
and otherwise established reasonable
requirements for confirming the
identity of first--time voters who
registered to vote by mail because: (1)
the identification procedures were an
important bulwark against voter
misconduct and fraud; (2) the burden
imposed on first--time voters to
confirm their identity, and thus show
that they were voting legitimately, was
slight; and (3) the number of voters
unable to meet the burden of proving
their identity was likely to be very
small. Thus, the balance of interests

Michigan

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20551

defendant, Michigan
secretary of state
and the Michigan
director of elections,
alleging that the
state's intended
procedure for
casting and counting
provisional ballots at
the upcoming
general election
would violate the
Help America Vote
Act and state laws
implementing the
federal legislation.
Defendants filed a
motion to transfer
venue.

were members of the parties' respective
organizations were likely to be
disenfranchised. Defendants moved to
transfer venue of the action to the
Western District of Michigan claiming
that the only proper venue for an action
against a state official is the district
that encompasses the state's seat of
government. Alternatively, defendants
sought transfer for the convenience of
the parties and witnesses. The court
found that defendants' arguments were
not supported by the plain language of
the current venue statutes. Federal
actions against the Michigan secretary
of state over rules and practices
governing federal elections
traditionally were brought in both the
Eastern and Western Districts of
Michigan. There was no rule that

inconsistent with state and federal

person who cast a provisional ballot

use of paperless touch--screen voting
Circuit

U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
21979

the secretary of state
and the county
registrar of voters,
claiming that the
lack of a voter-verified paper trail
in the county's
newly installed
touchscreen voting
system violated her
rights to equal
protection and due
process. The United
States District Court
for the Central
District of California
granted the secretary
and the registrar
summary judgment.

the trial court erred by ruling her
expert testimony inadmissible. The
trial court focused on whether the
experts' declarations raised genuine
issues of material fact about the
relative accuracy of the voting
systernat issue and excluded references
to news--paper articles and
unidentified studies absent any
indication that experts normally relied
upon them. The appellate court found
that the trial court's exclusions were
not an abuse of discretion and agreed
that the admissible opinions which
were left did not tend to show that
voters had a lesser chance of having
their votes counted. It further found
that the use of touchscreen voting
systems was not subject to strict

,

representing those

I Party v. Hood

of Florida, First
District

2d 1148;
2004 Fla.
APP.
LEXIS .
16077

2004

.

Florida Democratic
Administrative Code, recast language
Party, sought review from the earlier invalidated rule
of an emergency
prohibiting a manual recount of
rule adopted by the
overvotes and undervotes cast on a
Florida Department touchscreen machine; (2) the rule did

that the &dings ofimmediate danger,
necessity, and
procedural fairness
on which the rule
was based were
insufficient under
Florida law, which
required a showing
of such
circumstances, and
Florida case law.
This matter
followed.

to determine voter intent; and (3) the
rule created voters who were entitled
to manual recounts in close elections
and those who were not. The appeals
court disagreed. The Department was
clearly concerned with the fact that if
no rule were in place, the s q e
confusion and inconsistency in
divining a voter's intent that attended
the 2000 presidential election in
Florida, and the same constitutional
problems the United States Supreme
Court addressed then, might recur in
2004. It was not the court's
responsibility to decide the validity of
the rule or whether other means were
more appropriate. But, the following
question was certified to the Supreme
Court: Whether under Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the Department of State set
forth sufficientjustification for an
emergency rule establishing standards
for conducting manual recounts of
overvotes and undervotes as applied to
touchscreen voting systems? The
petition was denied, but a question was
certified to the supreme court as a
matter of great public importance.

Lepore

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1097;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21344

October 25,
2004

congressman, state
commissioners, and
a registered voter,
brought a $ 1983
action against
defendants, state
officials, alleging
that the manual
recount procedures
for the state's
touchscreen.
paperless voting
systems violated
their rights under
U.S. Const. amends.
V and XTV. A bench
trial ensued.

established an updated standard for
manual recounts in counties using
optical scan systems and touchscreen
voting systems, therefore, alleviating
equal protection concerns. The court
held that the rules prescribing what
constituted a clear indication on the
ballot that the voter had made a
definite choice, as well the rules
prescribing additional recount
procedures for each certified voting
system promulgated pursuant to
Florida law complied with equal
protection requirements under U.S.
Const. amends. V and XN because the
rules prescribed uniform,
nondifferential standards for what
constituted a legal vote under each
certified voting system, as well as
procedures for conducting a manual
recount of overvotes and undervotes in
the entire geographic jurisdiction. The
court further held that the ballot
images printed during a manual
recount pursuant to Florida
Administrative Code did not violate
Florida law because the manual
recount scheme properly reflected a
voter's choice. Judgment was entered

Ohio from
to vote. The court held that the injury
discriminating
asserted, that allowing challengers to
against black voters challenge voters' eligibility would
in Hamilton County place an undue burden on voters and
on the basis,of race. impede their right to vote, was not
If necessary, they . speculative and could be redressed by
sought to restrain
removing the challengers. The court
challengers from
held that in the absence ofany
being allowed at the statutory guidance whatsoever
governing the procedures and
polls.
limitations for challenging voters by
challengers, and the questionable
enforceability of the State's and
County's policies regarding good faith
challenges and ejection of disruptive
challengers from the polls, there
existed an enormous risk of chaos,
~

--

--

-

challenge votes in an imminent

indiscriminate
CENTRAL and

V.

MATTHEW

court ordered challengers to stay out of

Charles H.
Wesley Educ.
Found., Inc. v.
Cox

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of
Georgia

324 F.
Supp. 2d
1358;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

July 1,
2004

-

u~comingelection. While the
allegations of abuse were serious, it
was not possible to determine with any
certainty the ultimate validity of the
plaintiffs' claims or for the full
Supreme Court to review the relevant
submissions, and voting officials
would be available to enable proper
voting by qualified voters.
The organization participated in
Plaintiffs, a voter,
fraternity members, numerous non--partisan voter
and an organization, registration drives primarily designed
sought an injunction to increase the voting streigth of
ordering defendant, Afiican--Americans. Following one
such drive, the fraternity members
the Georgia
Secretary of State, to mailed in over 60 registration forms,
including one for the voter who had
process the voter
moved within state since the last
registration
election. The Georgia Secretary of
application forms
State's office refused to process them
that they mailed in
following a voter
because they were not mailed
individually and neither a registrar,
registration drive.
They contended that deputy regism, or an otherwise
authorized person had collected the
by refusing to
applications as required under-state
process the forms
law. The court held that plaintiffs had
defendants violated
standing to bring the action. The court
the National Voter
Registration Act and held that because the applications were
U.S. Const. amends. received in accordance with the

entered emergency
stays of injunctions
restricting the
members' activities.

harm to defendants was outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries; and an injunction

that African--American voters in the
county were disproportionally affected.
early voting site and having to wait in

District of Ohio

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
26897

use of punch card
the court to declare a certain voting
voting and "central-- technology unconstitutional and then
count" optical
fashion a remedy. The court declined
scanning devices by the invitation. The determination of the
defendants, the Ohio applicable voting process had always
Secretary of State et been focused in the legislative branch
al., violated their
of the government. While it was true
rights under the Due that the percentage of residual or nonProcess Clause, the
voted ballots in the 2000 presidential
Equal Protection
election ran slightly higher in counties
Clause, and
using punch card technology, that fact
(African--American standing alone was insufficient to
plaintiffs) their
declare the use of the system
rights under 9 2 of
unconstitutional.Moreover, the highest
frequency in Ohio of residual voting
the Voting Rights
bore a direct relationship to economic
Act.
and educational factors, negating the
Voting Rights Act claim. The court
further stated that local variety in

District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Michigan

Supp. 2d
929;
2005
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20257

14,2005

action against
defendants,
including a city
elections
commission,
alleging defects in a
city council primary
election pertaining
to absentee
balloting. The case
was removed to
federal court by
defendants. Pending
before the court was
a motion to remand,
filed by plaintiff.

to absentee ballots. Plaintiff alleged
that defendants were not complying
with state laws requiring certain
eligibility checks before issuing
absentee ballots. The state court issued
an injunction preventing defendants
from mailing absentee ballots.
Defendants removed the action to
federal court and plaintiff sought a
remand. Defendants argued that not
mailing the absentee ballots would
violate the Voting Rights Act, because
it would place a restriction only on the
City of Detroit, which was
predominately African--American. The
court ordered the case remanded
because it found no basis under 28
U.S.C.S. $$ 1441 or 1443 for federal
jurisdiction. Defendants' mere

I reference to a federal law or federal
right was not enough to confer subject
matter jurisdiction where the complaint
sought to assert only rights arising
under state statutes against state
officials in relation to a state election.
The court stated that it would not allow
defendants to take haven in federal
court under the guise of providing
equal protection for the citizens of
Detroit but with a goal of perpetuating
their violation of a nondiscriminatory
state law. Motion to remand granted.

I

I

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Hileman v.
McGinness

Court of
Appeals of
Illinois,
Fifth
District

3 16 Ill.
App. 3d
868; 739
N.E.2d
81; 2000
Ill. App.
LEXIS
845

October
25,2000

Appellant
challenged the
circuit court
declaration that
that the result of a
primary election
for county circuit
clerk was void.

In a primary

No

NIA

-I-

--

i
-I

,'

.
t

.

election for
county circuit
clerk, the parties
agreed that 68 1
absentee ballots
were presumed
invalid. The
ballots had been
commingled
with the valid
ballots: There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
.. them to be ,
segregated from
other ballots
cast. Because
the ballots could
not have been
segregated,
apportionment
was the

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

-.

. ,

Court

Supreme
Zourt of
[Ilinois

Citation

Date

July 6,
2000

Facts

Holding

Appellant
zhallenged the
iudgment of the
appellate court,
which affirmed the
rial court's
lecision granting
ippellee's
jummary judgment
notion in action
~roughtby

the electoral
process. The
court reversed
the declaration
of the trial
court, holding
that a
determination as
to whether fraud
was involved in
the election was
necessary to a
determination of
whether or not a
new election
was required.
Appellee filed a
petition for
~lectioncontest,
alleging that the
~fficialresults
3 f the Monroe
Zounty
Zoroners
:lection were
nvalid because
lone of the 524

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

0ther
Notes

Should the
C&e be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

appellee to contest
the results of the
election for the
position of county
coroner in Monroe
County.

ballots cast in
Monroe
County's second
precinct were
initialed by an
election judge,
in violation of
Illinois law. The
trial court
granted
appellee's
motion for
summary
judgment, and
the appellate
court affirmed
the judgment.
The Illinois
supreme court
affirmed, noting
that statutes
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
were
mandatory, and

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

uninitialed
ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
Thus, the
supreme court
held that the
trial court
properly
invalidated all
of the ballots
cast in Monroe
County's second
precinct. The
court reasoned
that none of the
ballots
contained the
requisite
initialing, and
neither party

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

,

Name of Case

Gilmore v.
Amityville
Union Free Sch.
Dist.

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
New York

Facts

Supp. 2d
271;
2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
3116

Plaintiffs, two
school board
candidates, filed a
class action
complaint against
defendants, a
school district, the
board president,
and other district
agents or
employees,
challenging a
school board
election.
Defendants moved
to dismiss.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)
corruption.
Additionally,
none of the
ballots in
Monroe
County's second
precinct
contained the
requisite
initialing.
During the
election, a
voting machine
malfunctioned,
resulting in
votes being cast
on lines that
were blank on
the ballot. The
board president
devised a plan
for counting the
machine votes
by moving each
tally up one
line. The two
candidates, who

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

were African
American,
alleged that the
president's plan
eliminated any
possibility that
an African
American
would be
elected. The
court found that
the candidates
failed to state a
claim under
1983 because
they could not
show that
defendants'
actions were
done or
approved by a
person with
final
policymaking
authority, nor
was there a
showing of

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Facts
Basis (if
of Note)
provisional ballot,
sought review of a
judgment from the
court of appeals,
which dismissed
appellants'
complaint, seeking
a writ of
mandamus to
prevent appellees,
the Ohio Secretary
of State, a county
board of elections,
and the board's
director, from
disenfranchisement
of provisional
ballot voters.

boards of
elections, which
specified that a
signed
affirmation
statement was
necessary for
the counting of
a provisional
ballot in a
presidential
election. During
the election,
over 24,400
provisional
ballots were
cast in one
county. The
electors'
provisional
ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to

Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot
rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
:lea legal right
was established
under Ohio law
md the federal
:laims could be
~dequatel
y
-aised in an

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

action under 5
1983. On
appeal, the Ohio
supreme court
held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election-contest actions
were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
under 8 1983 to
raise the
federal--law
claims.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Date

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Touchston v.
McDermott

United
States
District
Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

November
120 F.
Supp. 2d 14,2000
1055;
2000
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
2009 1

Facts

In action in which
plaintiffs,
registered voters in
Brevard County,
Florida, filed suit
against defendants,
members of
several County
Canvassing Boards
and the Secretary
of the Florida
Department of
State, challenging
the
constitutionalityof
Fla. Stat. Ann. 5
102.166(4) (2000),
before the court
was plaintiffs'
emergency motion
for temporary
restraining order
andlor preliminary
injunction.

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Affirmed.
No
In their
complaint,
plaintiffs
challenged the
constitutionality
of 5 102.166(4),
asserting that
the statute
violated their
rights under the
Equal
Protection and
Due Process
Clauses of U.S.
Const. amend.
XIV. Based on
these claims,
plaintiffs sought
an order from
the court
stopping the
manual recount
of votes. The
court found that
plaintiffs had
failed to set

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

forth a valid
basis for
intervention by
federal courts.
They had not
alleged that -the
Florida law was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
Moreover,
plaintiffs had
not established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claims.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
temporary
restraining order

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Siege1 v. LePore United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

Date

Facts

-

120 F.
November
Supp. 2d 13,2000
1041;
2000
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
16333

Plaintiffs,
individual Florida
voters and
Republican Party
presidential and
vice-presidential
candidates, moved
for a temporary
restraining order
and preliminary

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

andlor
preliminary
injunction
denied;
plaintiffs had
not alleged that
the Florida law
was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
The court
No
addressed who
should consider
plaintiffs'
serious
arguments that
manual recounts
would diminish
the accuracy of
vote counts due

-

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

injunction to
enjoin defendants,
canvassing board
members fiom
four Florida
counties, fiom
proceeding with
manual recounts of
election ballots.

to ballot
degradation and
the exercise of
discretion in
determining
voter intent. The
court ruled that
intervention by
a federal district
court,
particularly on a
preliminary
basis, was
inappropriate. A
federal court
should not
interfere except
where there was
m immediate
Teed to correct a
:onstitutional
~iolation.
'laintiffs
ieither
iemonstrated a
:lea
ieprivation of a

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

constitutional
injury or a
hndarnental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision. The
recount
provision was
reasonable and
non-discriminatory
on its face and
resided within
the state's broad
control over
presidential
election
procedures.
Plaintiffs failed
to show that
manual recounts
were so
unreliable as to
constitute a
constitutional
injury, that

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Gore v. Harris

Court

Supreme

Citation

773 So.

Date

December

Facts

Holding

In a contest to

plaintiffs'
alleged injuries
were
irreparable, or
that they lacked
an adequate
state court
remedy.
Injunctive relief
denied because
plaintiffs
demonstrated
neither clear
deprivation of
constitutional
injury or
fimdamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision to
justify federal
court
interference in
state election
procedures.
The state

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Court of
Florida

2d 524;
2000 Fla.
LEXIS
2474

22,2000

results of the 2000
presidential
election in Florida,
the United States
Supreme Court
reversed and
remanded a Florida
Supreme Court
decision that had
ordered a manual
recount of certain
ballots.

supreme court
had ordered the
trial court to
conduct a
manual recount
of 9000
contested
Miami--Dade
County ballots,
and also held
that uncounted
"undemotes" in
all Florida
counties were to
be manually
counted. The
trial court was
ordered to use
the standard that
a vote was
"legal" if there
was a clear
indication of the
intent of the
voter. The
United States
Supreme Court

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

released an
opinion on
December 12,
2000, which
held that such a
standard
violated equal
protection rights
because it
lacked specific
standards to
ensure equal
application, and
also mandated
that any manual
recount would
have to have
been completed
by December
12,2000. On
remand, the
state supreme
court found that
it was
impossible
under that time
fiame to adopt

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

adequate
standards and
make necessary
evaluations of
vote tabulation
equipment.
Also,
development of
a specific,
uniform
standard for
manual recounts
was best left to
the legislature.
Because
adequate
standards for a
manual recount
could not be
developed by
the deadline set
by the United
States Supreme
Court,
appellants were
~ffordedno
:elief,

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Goodwin v. St.
Thomas--St.
John Bd. of
Elections

Temtorial
Court of
the Virgin
Islands

43 V.I.
89; 2000
V.I.
LEXIS
15

December
13,2000

Plaintiff political
candidate alleged
that certain general
election absentee
ballots violated
territorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants,
election board and
supervisor,
resulted in
plaintiffs loss of
the election.
Plaintiff sued
defendants seeking
invalidation of the
absentee ballots
and certification of
the election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

Plaintiff alleged No
that defendants
counted
unlawful
absentee ballots
that lacked
postmarks, were
not signed or
notarized, were
in unsealed
andlor tom
envelopes, and
were in
envelopes
containing more
than one ballot.
Prior to
tabulation of the
absentee ballots,
plaintiff was
leading
intervenor for
the final senate
position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
.
Researched
Further
No

Name of Case

0

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

position. The
court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed
to establish'that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did not
change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

c
Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

not counted, anc
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper.
Plaintiffs
request for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
was denied.
Invalidation of
absentee ballots
was not
required since
the irregularities
asserted by
plaintiff
involved ballots
which were in
fact valid, were
not tabulated by
defendants, or
were
insufficient to
zhange the
sutcome of the
slection.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

-

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Shannon v.
Jacobowitz

United
States
Courtof
Appeals
for the
Second
Circuit

394 F.3d
90; 2005
U.S.
App.
LEXIS

January 7,
2005

Plaintiffs, voters
and an incumbent
candidate, sued
defendants, a
challenger
candidate, a county
board of election,
and
commissioners,
pursuant to 1983
alleging violation
of the Due Process
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of New
York granted
summary j udgment
in favor of
plaintiffs.
Defendants
appealed.

Local election
No
inspectors
noticed a
problem with a
voting machine.
Plaintiffs
asserted that
their votes were
not counted due
to the machine
malfunction.
Rather than
pursue the state
remedy of quo
warranto, by
requesting that
New York's
Attorney
General
investigate the
machine
malfbnction and
challenge the
election results
in state court,
plaintiffs filed
their complaint

259

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

-

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

in federal court.
The court of
appeals found
that United
States Supreme
Court
jurisprudence
required
intentional
conduct by state
actors as a
prerequisite for
a due process
violation.
Neither side
alleged that
local officials
acted
intentionally or
in a
discriminatory
manner with
-egard to the
vote miscount.
Both sides
:onceded that
he recorded

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

results were
likely due to an
unforeseen
malhction
with the voting
machine.
Because no
conduct was
alleged that
would indicate
an intentional
deprivation of
the right to vote,
there was no
cognizable
federal due
process claim.
The proper
remedy was to
assert a quo
warranto action
Lo challenge the
3utcome of a
general election
lased on an
illeged voting
nachine

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

GEORGE W.
BUSH V. PALM
BEACH
COUNTY
CANVASSING
BOARD, ET
AL.

Court

United
States
Supreme
Court

Citation

53 1 U.S.
70; 121
S. Ct.
471; 148
L. Ed. 2d
366;
2000
U.S.
LEXIS
8087

Date

December
4,2000

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

malhction.
The district
court's grant of
summary
judgment was
reversed and its
injunctions were
vacated. The
case was
remanded for
hrther
proceedings
consistent with
this opinion.
Appellant
The Supreme
No
Court vacated
Republican
presidential
the state court's
candidate's petition judgment,
for writ of
finding that the
certiorari to the
state court
opinion could
Florida supreme
court was granted
be read to
in a case involving indicate that it
interpretations of
construed the
Fla. Stat. Ann. $8
Florida Election
102.111, 102.112, Code without
regard to the
in proceedings

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

brought by
appellees
Democratic
presidential
candidate, county
canvassing boards,
and Florida
Democratic Party
regarding authority
of the boards and
respondent Florida
Secretary of State
as to manual
recounts of ballots
and deadlines.

extent to which
the Florida
Constitution
could,
consistent with
U.S. Const. art.
11, § 1, cl. 2,
circumscribe the
legislative
power. The
judgment of the
Florida
Supreme Court
was vacated and
remanded for
hrther
proceedings.
The court stated
the judgment
was unclear as
to the extent to
which the state
court saw the
Florida
constitution as
circumscribing
the legislature's

..

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Touchston v.
McDermott

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Eleventh
Circuit

Citation

234 F.3d
1130;
2000
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
29366

Date

November
17,2000

Facts

Holding

authority under
Article I1 of the
United States
Constitution,
and as to the
consideration
given the
federal statute
regarding state
electors.
Plaintiff voters
Plaintiff voters
sought an
appealed from
emergency
judgment of the
United States
injunction
District Court for
pending appeal
the Middle District to enjoin
defendant
of Florida, which
denied their
county election
emergency motion officials from
for an injunction
conducting
pending appeal
manual ballot
against defendant
recounts or to
enjoin
county election
officials. Plaintiffs defendants from
sought to enjoin
certifying the
defendants from
results of the
conducting manual Presidential

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballot recounts or
to enjoin
defendants from
certifying results
of the presidential
election that
contained any
manual recounts.

election which
contained any
manual
recounts. The
district court
denied the
emergency
injunction and
plaintiffs
appealed. Upon
review, the
emergency
motion for
injunction
pending appeal
was denied
without
prejudice.
Florida had
adequate
election dispute
procedures,
which had been
invoked and
were being
implemented in
the forms of

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I

I

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

administrative
actions by state
officials and
actions in state
court.
Therefore, the
state procedures
were adequate
to preserve for
ultimate review
in the United
States Supreme
Court any
federal
questions
arising out of
the state
procedures.
Moreover,
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would warrant
granting the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

extraordinary
remedy of an
injunction
pending appeal.
Denial of
plaintiffs
petition for
emergency
injunction
pending appeal
was affirmed.
The state
procedures were
adequate to
preserve any
federal issue for
review, and
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would have
warranted
panting the
cxtraordinary

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched.
Further

Name of Case

Gore v. Hanis

Court

Supreme
Courtof
Florida

Citation

772 So.
2d1243;
2000 Fla.
LEXIS
2373

Date

December
8,2000

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

remedy of the
injunction.
No
Appellants
The court of
appeal certified as contested the
certification of
being of great
public importance their opponents
as the winners
a trial court
of Florida's
judgment that
electoral votes.
denied all relief
The Florida
requested by
supreme court
appellants,
found no error
candidates for
President and Vice in the trial
President of the
court's holding
United States, in
that it was
appellants' contest proper to certify
to certified election election night
results.
returns from
Nassau County
rather than
results of a
machine
recount. Nor did
the trial court
err in refusing
to include votes
that the Palm

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

machine count.
The trial court
applied an
improper
standard to
determine
whether
appellants had
established that
the result of the
election was in
doubt, and
improperly
concluded that
there was no
probability of a
different result
without
examining the
ballots that
appellants
claimed
contained
rejected legal
votes. The
judgment was
reversed and

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Reitz v.
Rendell

United
States
District
Court for the
Middle
District of
Pennsylvania

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21813

October
29,2004

Plaintiff service
members filed an
action against
defendant state
officials under the
Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act alleging that
they and similarly
situated service
members would be
disenfranchised
because they did
not receive their
absentee ballots in
time. The parties
entered into a
voluntary
agreement and
submitted it to the
court for approval.

The court issued an
order to assure that
the service
members and other
similarly situated
service members
who were protected
by the UOCAVA
would not be
disenfranchised.
The court ordered
the Secretary of the
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania to
take all reasonable
steps necessary to
direct the county
boards of elections
to accept as timely
received absentee
ballots cast by
service members
and other overseas
voters as defined by
UOCAVA, so long
as the ballots were
received by

No

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

United
States v.

Court

United
States

Citation

2004
U.S.

Date

October
20,2004

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff United
States sued

November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of the
federal offices that
were included on
the ballots. The
court held that the
ballot needed to be
cast no later than
November 2,2004
to be counted. The
court did not make
any findings of
liability against the
Governor or the
Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to a
stipulation between
the parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the service
members.
The testimony of
the two witnesses

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

-

-

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Pennsylvania District
Dist.
Court for the LEXIS
Middle
21167
district of
Pennsylvania

Date

Facts

Holding

defendant
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania,
governor, and state
secretary, claiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenfi-anchised if
they used absentee
ballots that
included the names
of two presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the
practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of
candidates so late
in the election year.

offered by the
United States did
not support its
contention that
voters protected by
the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act would be
disenfranchised
absent immediate
injunctive relief
because neither
witness testified
that any absentee
ballots issued to
UOCAVA voters
were legally
incorrect or
otherwise invalid.
Moreover, there
was no evidence
that any UOCAVA
voter had
complained or
otherwise
expressed concern

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

regarding their
ability or right to
vote. The fact that
some UOCAVA
voters received
ballots including
the names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified ballot
did not ips0 facto
support a finding
that Pennsylvania
was in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since the
United States failed
to establish that the
ballot defect
undermined the
right of UOCAVA
voters to cast their
3allots. Moreover,
Pennsylvania had
3dduced substantial
:vidence that the
-equested

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bush v.
Hillsborough
County
Canvassing
Bd.

Court

United
States
District
Court for the
Northern
District of
Florida

Citation

123 F.
Supp. 2d
1305;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
19265

Date

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

The matter came
before the court on
plaintiffs'
complaint for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
alleging that
defendant county
canvassing boards
rejected overseas
absentee state

the nonmoving
party will suffer
irreparable harm if
the court grants the
requested
injunctive relief;
and (4) the public
interest. District
courts should only
grant injunctive
relief after
consideration of
each of these
factors. Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.
Plaintiff
No
presidential and
vise--presidential
candidates and state
political party
contended that
defendant county
canvassing boards
rejected overseas
absentee state
ballots and federal

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballots and federal
write--in ballots
based on criteria
inconsistent with
federal law, and
requesting that the
ballots be declared
valid and that they
should be counted.

write--in ballots
based on criteria
inconsistent with
the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act. Because the
state accepted
overseas absentee
state ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came fiom
overseas. However,
federal law
provided the
method to establish
that fact by
requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the ballot
was mailed from

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
-

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

outside the United
States and requiring
the state election
officials to examine
the voter's
declarations. The
court further noted
that federal law
required the user of
a federal write--in
ballot to timely
apply for a regular
state absentee
ballot, not that the
state receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear that
he or she had made
timely application,
had provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

United
States

Citation

122 F.
Supp. 2d

Date

December
9,2000

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs
:hallenged the

their request for
injunctive relief and
the court granted in
part and denied in
part plaintiffs'
request for
declaratory relief,
and relief
GRANTED in part
and declared valid
all federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but rejected
solely because the
ballot envelope did
not have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or solely
because there was
no record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.
Intwo separate
No
zases, plaintiff

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Elections
Canvassing
Cornm'n

District
Court for the
Northern
District of
Florida

1317;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17875

Date

Facts

Holding

counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day,
alleging the ballots
violated Florida
election law.

electors originally
sued defendant
state elections
canvassing
commission and
state officials in
Florida state circuit
court, challenging
the counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day.
Defendant governor
removed one case
to federal court.
The second case
was also removed.
The court in the
second case denied
lai in tiff s motion
For remand and
granted a motion to
ransfer the case to
he first federal
:ourt under the
.elated case

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

citation-

Date

Facts

Holding

extension in the
receipt of overseas
absentee ballots in
federal elections
because the rule
was promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.
Judgment entered
for defendants
because a Florida
administrative rule
requiring a 10--day
extension in the
receipt of overseas
absentee ballots in
federal elections
was enacted to
bring the state into
compliance with a
federally ordered
mandate; plaintiffs
were not entitled to
relief under any
3rovision of state or
redera1 law.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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of Note)
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Holding

Romeu v.
Cohen

United
States
District
Court for the
Southern
District of
New York

121 F.
Supp. 2d
264;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12842

September
7,2000

Plaintiff territorial
resident and
plaintiff--intervenor
territorial governor
moved for
summary judgment
and defendant
federal, state, and
local officials
moved to dismiss
the complaint that
alleged that the
Voting Rights
Amendments of
1970, the Uniform
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, and New York
election law were
unconstitutional
since they denied
plaintiffs right to
receive an absentee
ballot for the
upcoming
presidential
election.

Plaintiff argued that No
the laws denied him
the right to receive
a state absentee
ballot in violation
of the right to vote,
the right to travel,
the Privileges and
Immunities Clause,
and the Equal
Protection Clause.
Plaintiff--intervenor
territorial governor
intervened on
behalf of similarly
situated Puerto
Rican residents.
Defendants' argued
that: 1) plaintiff
lacked standing; 2)
a non--justiciable
political question
was raised; and 3)
the laws were
constitutional. The
court held that: 1)
plaintiff had

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Romeu v.
Cohen

Court

United
States Court
of Appeals
for the
Second
Circuit

Citation

265 F.3d
1 18;
200 1
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
19876

Date

September
6,2001

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff territorial
resident sued
defendants, state
and federal
officials, alleging
that the Uniformed
and Overseas
Citizens Absentee
Voting Act
unconstitutionally
prevented the
territorial resident
from voting in his
former state of
residence. The
resident appealed

election. The court
granted defendants'
motion to dismiss
because the laws
that prohibited
territorial residents
from voting by
state absentee ballot
in presidential
elections were
constitutional.
The territorial
No
resident contended
that the UOCAVA
unconstitutionally
distinguished
between former
state residents
residing outside the
United States, who
were permitted to
vote in their former
states, and former
state residents
residing in a
territory, who were
not permitted to

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the judgment of the
United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of New
York, which
dismissed the
complaint.

vote in their former
states. The court of
appeals first held
that the UOCAVA
did not violate the
territorial resident's
right to equal
protection in view
of the valid and not
insubstantial
considerations for
the distinction. The
territorial resident
chose to reside in
the territory and
had the same voting
rights as other
territorial residents,
even though such
residency precluded
voting for federal
offices. Further, the
resident had no
constitutional right
to vote in his
former state after
he terminated his

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Igartua de la
Rosa v.
United
States

Court

United
States
District
Court for the
District of

Citation

107 I?.
Supp. 2d
140;
2000

U.S.

Date

July 19,
2000

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Defendant United
States moved to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory

residency in such
state, and the
consequences of the
choice of residency
did not constitute
an unconstitutional
interference with
the right to travel.
Finally, there was
no denial of the
privileges and
immunities of state
citizenship, since
the territorial
resident was treated
identically to other
territorial residents.
The judgment
dismissing the
territorial resident's
complaint was
affirmed.
The court denied
No
the motion of
defendant United
States to dismiss
the action of

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Puerto Rico

Dist.
LEXIS
11146

Date

Facts

Holding

judgment allowing plaintiffs, two
groups of Puerto
them to vote, as
Ricans, seeking a
U.S. citizens
declaratory
residing in Puerto
judgment allowing
Rico, in the
them to vote in
upcoming and all
Presidential
subsequent
elections. One
Presidential
elections. Plaintiffs group always
urged, among other resided in Puerto
Rico and the other
claims, that their
became ineligible
right to vote in
to vote in
Presidential
Presidential
elections was
elections upon
guaranteed by the
taking
up residence
Constitution and
in Puerto Rico.
the International
Covenant on Civil Plaintiffs contended
and Political
that the
Rights.
Constitution and
the International
Covenant on Civil
and Political
Rights, guaranteed
their right to vote in
Presidential
elections and that

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, was
unconstitutional in
disallowing Puerto
Rican citizens to
vote by considering
them to be within
the United States.
The court
concluded that
UOCAVA was
constitutional under
the rational basis
test, and violation
of the treaty did not
give rise to
privately
enforceable rights.
Nevertheless, the
Constitution
provided U.S.
citizens residing in
Puerto Rico the
right to participate
in Presidential

ce
a
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Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

elections. No
constitutional
amendment was
needed. The present
political status of
Puerto Rico was
abhorrent to the
Bill of Rights. The
court denied
defendant United
States' motion to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment allowing
them to vote in
Presidential
elections as citizens
of the United States
and of Puerto Rico.
The court held that
:he United States
Clonstitution itself
wovided plaintiffs
vith the right to
~articipatein
'residential

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

elections.
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of Note)
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James v.
Bartlett

Supreme
Court of
North
Carolina

359 N.C.
260; 607
S.E.2d
638; 2005
N.C.
LEXIS
146

February 4,
2005

Appellant
candidates
challenged
elections in the
superior court
through appeals of
election protests
before the North
Carolina State
Board of Elections
and a declaratory
judgment action in
the superior court.
The court entered
an order granting
summary judgment
in favor of
appellees, the
Board, the Board's
executive director,
the Board's
members, and the
North Carolina
Attorney General.
The candidates
appealed.

The case
No
involved three
separate election
challenges. The
central issue was
whether a
provisional
ballot cast on
election day at a
precinct other
than the voter's
correct precinct
of residence
could be
lawhlly counted
in final election
tallies. The
superior court
held that it could
be counted. On
appeal, the
supreme court
determined that
state law did not
permit out--of-precinct
provisional

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

.-

J'

Name of
Case

Sandusky
County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

387 F.3d
565; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
22320

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out-of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.
The district
October 26, Defendant state
No
court found that
2004
appealed from an
HAVA created
order of the U.S.
an individual
District Court for
right to cast a
the Northern
District of Ohio
provisional
which held that the ballot, that this
Help America
right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be
enforceable
permitted to cast
under 42

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. !j 1983,
and that
upon affirming
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
-partieshad
in which they
standing to bring
desire to vote and
a !j 1983 action
that provisional
on behalf of
ballots must be
Ohio voters. The
counted as valid
court of appeals
ballots when cast
in the correct
agreed that the
political parties
county.
and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a .
provisional

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

State ex rel.
Mackey v.
Blackwell

0

a

a,
F
dn
Cb

Court

Supreme
Court of
Ohio

Citation

Date

106 Ohio
September
St. 3d 261; 28,2005
2005 Ohio
4789; 834
N.E.2d
346; 2005
Ohio
LEXIS
2074

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.
The Secretary of No
Appellants, a
political group and State issued a
directive to all
county electors
who voted by
Ohio county
provisional ballot, boards of
sought review of a elections, which
judgment from the specified that a
court of appeals
signed
which dismissed
affirmation
appellants'
statement was
complaint, seeking necessary for the
counting of a
a writ of
provisional
mandamus to
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
election. During
of State, a county
board of elections, the election,
over 24,400
and the board's
provisional
director, from
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
in one county.
of provisional
ballot voters.
The electors'
provisional

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Fla.
Democratic
Party v.
Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Florida

Citation

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1073;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2 1720

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

under 4 1983 to
raise the federal-law claims.
Affirmed.
October 21, Plaintiff political
No
The political
2004
party asserted
Party sought
that a
injunctive relief
prospective
under the Help
America Vote Act, voter in a
federal election
claiming that the
election system put had the right to
cast a
in place by
defendant election provisional
ballot at a given
officials violated
HAVA because it
polling place,
did not allow
even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the
that the voter
voter's assigned
was at the
precinct. The
wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the
that voter had
pleadings.
the right to have
that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

League of
Women
Voters v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Citation

340 F.
Supp. 2d
823; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
20926

Date

Facts

October 20, Plaintiff
organizations filed
2004
suit against
defendant, Ohio's
Secretary of State,
claiming that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America
Vote Act. The
Secretary filed a
motion to dismiss.

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.
The directive in No
question
instructed
election officials
to issue
provisional
ballots to first-time voters who
registered by
mail but did not
provide
documentary
identification at
the polling place
on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first-time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first-time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Sandusky
County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

386 F.3d
815; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
28765

Date

'

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.
On appeal, the
No
October 23, Defendant Ohio
court held that
Secretary of State
2004
the district court
challenged an
order of the United correctly ruled
that the right to
States District
Court for the
cast a
Northern District
provisional
ballot in federal
of Ohio, which
held that Ohio
elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. 1983
Help America
and that at least
Vote Act. In its
one plaintiff had
standing to
order, the district
enforce that
court directed the
Secretary to issue a right in the
district court.
revised directive
The court also
that conformed to
HAVA's
held that Ohio
requirements.
Secretary of
State Directive

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be'
counted as a

Other
Statutory
Notes
Basis (if of
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Hawkins v.
Blunt

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Western
District of
Missouri

Citation

2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
215 12

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.
The court held
No
October 12, In an action filed
that the text of
by plaintiffs,
2004
the HAVA, as
voters and a state
well as its
political party,
contending that the legislative
provisional voting history, proved
that it could be
requirements of
read to include
Mo. Rev. Stat. 9
115.430 conflicted reasonable
accommodations
with and was
of state precinct
preempted by the
voting practices
Help America
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
voting
secretary of state
and others, moved requirements.

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

0
0
Q)

w

4
0

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

for summary
j udgrnent.

The court
further held that
Mo. Rev. Stat. 4
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bay County
Democratic
Party v.
Land

Court

Citation

United
340 F.
States
Supp. 2d
District
802; 2004
Court for
U.S. Dist.
the Eastern LEXIS
District of 2055 1
Michigan

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.
No
October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties
county Democratic claimed that if
2004
the secretary's
parties, filed an
proposed
action against
procedure was
defendant,
Michigan secretary allowed to
occur, several
of state and the
Michigan director voters who were
of elections,
members of the
alleging that the
parties'
state's intended
respective
procedure for
organizations
casting and
were likely to be
counting
disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming
moved to
general election
transfer venue of
would violate the
the action to the
Help America
Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal
only proper

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

legislation.
Defendants filed a
motion to transfer
venue.

venue for an
action against a
state official is
the district that
encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bay County
Democratic
Party v.
Land

Court

Citation

347 F.
United
States
Supp. 2d
District
404; 2004
U.S. Dist.
Court for
the Eastern LEXIS
District of 20872
Michigan

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.
No
The court
October 19, Plaintiffs, voter
concluded that
organizations and
2004
(1) plaintiffs had
political parties,
standing to
filed actions
against defendants, assert their
claims; (2)
the Michigan
HAVA created
Secretary of State
and her director of individual rights
enforceable
elections,
through 42
challenging
directives issued to U.S.C.S.
1983; (3)
local election
Congress had
officials
provided a
concerning the
scheme under
casting and
HAVA in which
tabulation of
provisional ballots. a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

preliminary
injunction and
contended that the
directives violated
their rights under
the Help America
Vote Act.

provisional
ballot for federal
offices tabulated
was determined
by state law
governing
eligibility, and
defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

James v.
Bartlett

Supreme
Court of
North
Carolina

359 N.C.
260; 607
S.E.2d
638; 2005
N.C.
LEXIS
146

February 4,
2005

'

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Appellant
candidates
challenged
elections in the
superior court
through appeals of
election protests
before the North
Carolina State
Board of Elections
and a declaratory
judgment action in
the superior court.
The court entered
an order granting
summary judgment
in favor of
appellees, the
Board, the Board's
executive director,
the Board's
members, and the
North Carolina
Attorney General.
The candidates
appealed.

No
The case
involved three
separate election
challenges. The
central issue was
whether a
provisional
ballot cast on
election day at a
precinct other
than the voter's
correct precinct
of residence
could be
lawfully counted
in final election
tallies. The
superior court
held that it could
be counted. On
appeal, the
supreme court
determined that
state law did not
permit out--of-precinct
provisional

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

C
Name of

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

387 F.3d
565; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
22320

Date

October 26,
2004

Facts

Holding

Defendant state
appealed from an
order of the U.S.
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio
which held that the
Help America
Vote Act required
$at voters be
)emitted to cast

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out-of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
3ction untimely.
Reversed and
-emanded.
rhe district
No
:ourt found that
lAVA created
m individual
ight to cast a
)rovisional
)allot, that this
ight is
ndividually
nforceable
mder 42

Statutory
Basis (if ol
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. 1983,
and that
upon affirming
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they
parties had
standing to bring
desire to vote and
a § 1983 action
that provisional
ballots must be
on behalf of
counted as valid
Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast
court of appeals
in the correct
agreed that the
county.
political parties
and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

State ex rel.
Mackey v.
Blackwell

Court

Supreme
Court of
Ohio

Citation

Date

106 Ohio
September
St. 3d 261; 28,2005
2005 Ohio
4789; 834
N.E.2d
346; 2005
Ohio
LEXIS
2074

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.
The Secretary of No
Appellants, a
political group and State issued a
county electors
directive to all
who voted by
Ohio county
provisional ballot, boards of
sought review of a elections, which
judgment from the specified that a
court of appeals
signed
affirmation
which dismissed
statement was
appellants'
complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of
counting of a
provisional
mandamus to
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county
election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's
over 24,400
director, from
provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional
in one county.
ballot voters.
The electors'
provisional

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. 9 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
jlection--contest
~ctionswere the
:xclusive
-emedy to
:hallenge
:lection results.
h adequate
,emedy existed

Statutory
Basis (if oj
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Fla.
Democratic
Party v.
Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Florida

Citation

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1073;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21720

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

under 1983 to
raise the federal-law claims.
Affirmed.
No
The political
October 21, Plaintiff political
party sought
2004
party asserted
injunctive relief
that a
under the Help
prospective
America Vote Act, voter in a
claiming that the
federal election
election system put had the right to
in place by
cast a
defendant election provisional
officials violated
ballot at a given
HAVA because it
polling place,
did not allow
even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the
that the voter
voter's assigned
was at the
precinct. The
wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the
that voter had
pleadings.
the right to have
that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed &om
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Narneof
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

League of
Women
Voters v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Citation

340 F.
Supp. 2d
823; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
20926

Date

Facts

October 20, Plaintiff
organizations filed
2004
suit against
defendant, Ohio's
Secretary of State,
claiming that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America
Vote Act. The
Secretary filed a
motion to dismiss.

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.
The directive in No
question
instructed
election officials
to issue
provisional
ballots to first-time voters who
registered by
mail but did not
provide
documentary
identification at
the polling place
on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first-time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

, Basis
Statutory
(if of
Note)

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first-time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Citation
Case

Date

Facts

Holding

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fi-aud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus,show that
:hey were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
13) the number
)f voters unable
o meet the
)urden of
)roving their
dentity was
ikely to be very
'mall. Thus, the
)alance of
nterests favored
he directive,

Statutory
Basis (if ol
Note)

Other
Notes

Should ithe
Case be
Researc:hed
Further

-

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Western
District of
Missouri

Citation

2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21512

Date

Facts

Holding

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.
October 12, [n an action filed
The court held
2004
by plaintiffs,
that the text of
voters and a state
the HAVA, as
political party,
well as its
:ontending that the legislative
?rovisional voting history, proved
requirements of
that it could be
Mo. Rev. Stat. 8
read to include
115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was
accommodations
~reemptedby the
of state precinct
3elp America
voting practices
dote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
md defendants, the provisional
iecretary of state
voting
md others, moved requirements.

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

for summary
judgment.

The court
fiu-ther held that
Mo. Rev. Stat.
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I

Name of
Case

Bay County
Democratic
Party v.
Land

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
Michigan

Citation

340 F.
Supp. 2d
802; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
20551

Date

Facts

Holding

ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.
October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties
2004
county Democratic claimed that if
parties, filed an
the secretary's
action against
proposed
defendant,
procedure was
Michigan secretary allowed to
of state and the
occur, several
Michigan director voters who were
of elections,
members of the
alleging that the
parties'
state's intended
respective
procedure for
organizations
casting and
were likely to be
counting
disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming
moved to
general election
transfer venue of
would violate the
the action to the
Help America
Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal
only proper

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

No

NIA

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Nameof
Case

Bay County
Democratic
Party v.
Land

Court

Citation

347 F.
United
States
Supp. 2d
404; 2004
District
Court for
U.S. Dist.
the Eastern LEXIS
District of 20872
Michigan

Date

Facts

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.
October 19, Plaintiffs, voter
The court
No
2004
organizations and
concluded that
political parties,
(1) plaintiffs had
filed actions
standing to
against defendants, assert their
the Michigan
claims; (2)
Secretary of State
HAVA created
and her director of individual rights
elections,
enforceable
challenging
through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. 3
local election
1983; (3)
officials
Congress had
concerning the
provided a
casting and
scheme under
tabulation of
HAVA in which
provisional ballots. a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

preliminary
injunction and
contended that the
directives violated
their rights under
the Help America
Vote Act.

provisional
ballot for federal
offices tabulated
was determined
by state law
governing
eligibility, and
defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

'

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Charles H.
Wesley
Educ.
Found., Inc.
v. Cox

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Eleventh
Circuit

408 F.3d
1349;
2005 U.S.
App.
LEXIS
8320

May 12,
2005

Plaintiffs, a
charitable
foundation, four
volunteers, and a
registered voter,
filed a suit
against defendant
state officials
alleging
violations of the
National Voter
Registration Act
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
officials appealed
after the United
States District
Court for the
Northern District
of Georgia issued
a preliminary
injunction
enjoining them
from rejecting
voter
registrations
submitted by the

The foundation
No
conducted a
voter registration
drive; it placed
the completed
applications in a
single envelope
and mailed them
to the Georgia
Secretary of
State for
processing.
Included in the
batch was the
voter's change of
address form.
Plaintiffs.filed
the suit after they
were notified that
the applications
had been rejected
pursuant to
Georgia law,
which allegedly
restricted who
could collect
voter registration

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

foundation.

forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

McKay v.

Court

United

Citation

226 F.3d

Date

September

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.
The trial court
No

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NI A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Thompson

States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

752; 2000
U.S. App.
LEXIS
23387

18,2000

challenged order
of United States
District Court for
Eastern District
of Tennessee at
Chattanooga,
which granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop
the state practice
of requiring its
citizens to
disclose their
social security
numbers as a
precondition to
voter registration.

.

Holding

had granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment. The
court declined to
overrule
defendants'
administrative
determination
that state law
required plaintiff
to disclose his
social security
number because
the interpretation
appeared to be
reasonable, did
not conflict with
previous case
law, and could be
challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Coalition for
Students
with
Disabilities
Educ. &
Legal Def.
Fund v.
Scales

States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Maryland

Supp. 2d
845; 2001
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
9528

2001

organization for
disabled students,
brought an action
against university
president and
university's
director of office
of disability
support services
to challenge the
voter registration
procedures
established by the
disability support
services.
Defendants
moved to dismiss
the first amended
complaint, or in
the alternative for
summary
judgment.

alleged that
plaintiff lacked
standing to
represent its
members, and
that plaintiff had
not satisfied the
notice
requirements of
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Further,
defendants
maintained the
facts, as alleged
by plaintiff, did
not give rise to a
past, present, or
future violation
of the NVRA
because (I) the
plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs ij 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the 8 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
- --

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
3pplicants not
registered at the
miversity.
Defendants'
notion to
lismiss first
mended

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Holding

Plaintiffs, who
alleged that they
were duly
registered voters,
six of whom had
signed
nominating
petitions for one
candidate and
two of whom
signed

complaint was
granted as to the
8 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiff's claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.
Plaintiffs argued No
that objections to
their signatures
were improperly
sustained by
defendants, the
city board of
election
commissioners.
Plaintiffs argued
that they were

-

Cunningham
v. Chi. Bd.
of Election
Cornrn'rs

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Illinois

2003 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2528

February
24, 2003

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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Citation
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Holding

nominating
petitions for
another
candidate. They
first asked for a
preliminary
injunction of the
municipal
election
scheduled for the
following
Tuesday and
suggested,
alternatively, that
the election for
City Clerk and
for 4th Ward
Alderman be
enjoined.

registered voters
whose names
appeared in an
inactive file and
whose signatures
were therefore,
and improperly,
excluded. The
court ruled that
by characterizing
the claim as
plaintiffs did,
they sought to
enjoin an
election because
their signatures
were not
zounted, even
though their
3referred
:andidates were
>thenvise
xecluded from
ippearing on the
)allot. Without
.egard to their
ikelihood of

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

moved to dismiss
the complaint for
lack of standing
and failure to
state a claim.

capacity, the
second failed to
check a box
indicating that he
was not a felon,
and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

-

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

-

Bell v.
Marinko

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
0hio

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772; 2002
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21753

prejudice
granted.
October 22, Plaintiff voters
The board heard
2002
sued defendants, challenges to the
a county board of voters'
elections, a state qualifications to
secretary of state, vote in the
and the state's
county, based on
attorney general, the fact that the
for violations of
voters were
the Motor Voter
transient
Act and equal
(seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for
county. The
voters claimed
s-ary
judgment. The
that the board
voters also
hearings did not
moved for
afford them the
requisite
degree
s-ary
judgment.
of due process
and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
?recinct, one was
not and could not
Je an eligible
~oter,even if
.isted on the
~oard'srolls as
;uch. The MVA
lid not affect the
itate's ability to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

367 F.3d
588; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
8330

Date

April 28,
2004

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
registered voters,
sued defendants,
Ohio Board of
Elections and
Board members,
~llegingthat
3hio Rev. Code
4nn.$9 3509.19-3509.21 violated
:he National
Voter
Xegistration Act,
md the Equal
'rotection Clause

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state-law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.
The voters
No
contested the
challenges to
their registration
brought under
Ohio Code Rev.
Ann. 3 3505.19
based on Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.
5 3503.02.
Specifically, the
voters asserted
that $ 3503.02---which stated
that the place

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio
granted summary
judgment in favor
of defendants.
The voters
appealed.

where the family
of a married man
or woman
resided was
considered to be
his or her place
of residence---violated the
equd protection
clause. The court
of appeals found
that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Calc
Name of

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
iudgment was
affirmed.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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Miller v.
Blackwell

United
States
District
Court for
the
southern
District of
Ohio

348 F.
Supp. 2d
9 16; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
24894

October 27, Plaintiffs, two
2004
voters and the
Ohio Democratic
Party, filed suit
against
defendants, the
Ohio Secretary of
State, several
county boards of
elections, and all
of the boards'
members,
alleging claims
under the
National Voter
Registration Act
and 5 1983.
Plaintiffs also
filed a motion for
a temporary
restraining order.
Two individuals
filed a motion to
intervene as
defendants.

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Plaintiffs alleged No
that the timing
and manner in
which defendants
intended to hold
hearings
regarding pre-election
challenges to their
voter registration
violated both the
Act and the Due
Process Clause.
The individuals,
who filed pre-election voter
eligibility
challenges, filed a
motion to
intervene. The
court held that it
would grant the
motion to
intervene because
the individuals
had a substantial
legal interest in

N/A

Should the
Case be.
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
strong showing
that defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre-election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
bdamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
rhus, the other
Bctors to
:onsider in
panting a TRO
~utomatically
weighed in
~laintiffs'favor.
The court granted
blaintiffs' motion
or a TRO. The

Statutory
Basis (if oj
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Spencer v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Ohio

Citation

347 F.
Supp. 2d
528; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
22062

Date

November
1,2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.
Plaintiff voters
The voters
No
filed a motion for alleged that
temporary
defendants had
restraining order combined to
and preliminary
implement a voter
injunction
challenge system
seeking to
at the polls that
restrain defendant discriminated
election officials against African-and intervenor
American voters.
State of Ohio
Each precinct was
from
run by its election
discriminating
judges but Ohio
against black
law also allowed
voters in
challengers to be
Hamilton County physically present
on the basis of
in the polling
race. If necessary, places in order to
they sought to
challenge voters'
restrain
eligibility to vote.
challengers from The court held
being allowed at
that the injury
the polls.
asserted, that

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

allowing
challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

Statutory
Basis (if o:
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because
the voters had
shown a

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
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Court
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Facts
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substantial
likelihood of
success on the
merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places
was
unconstitutional
and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
Favor, the court
:njoined all
iefendants from
illowing any
:hallengers other
:hanelection
udges and other
:lectors into the
lolling places
hroughout the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Citation

Date

I

Facts

Holding

Case

Charfauros
v. Bd. of
Elections

United
2001 U.S.
States
APP.
Court of
LEXIS
Appeals for 15083
the Ninth
Circuit

May 10,
200 1

I

state on Election
Day.
Defendants,
Plaintiffs,
board of elections disqualified
and related
voters, claimed
individuals,
that individual
appealed from an members of the
order of the
Commonwealth
Supreme Court of of the Northern
the
Mariana Islands
Commonwealth
Board of
of the Northern
Elections violated
Mariana Islands
$j 1983 by
reversing a lower administering
court's grant of
pre--election day
voter challenge
summary
judgment in favor procedures which
of defendants on precluded a
the ground of
certain class of
qualified
voters, including
plaintiffs, from
voting in a 1995
election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's
grant of summary

,

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre-election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly
established at the
time of the
election, and that
a reasonable
Board would have
known that that
treating voters
differently based
3n their political
mrty would
violate the Equal

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Wit v.
Berman

Court

Citation

United
306 F.3d
States
1256;
Court of
2002 U.S.
Appeals for App.
the Second LEXIS
Circuit
21301

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
hndamental right
to vote.
October 11, Appellant voters Under state
No
2002
who established
election laws, the
residences in two voters could only
separate cities
vote in districts in
sued appellees,
which they
state and city
resided, and
election officials, residence was
alleging that
limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State
contended that,
Election Law
since they had
unconstitutionally two lawful
prevented the
residences, they
voters from
were denied
voting in local
constitutional
elections in both
equal protection
cities where they by the statutory
resided. The
restriction against
voters appealed
voting in the local
the order of the
elections of both

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

unmanageable
and subject to
potential abuse.
Further, basing
voter eligibility
on domicile,
which was always
over--or under-inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous
practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to
replace the
domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
choose which of
their residences
was their
domicile for
voting purposes
could not be
deemed

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the '
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Curtis v.
Smith

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
Texas

Citation

121 F.
Supp. 2d
1054;
2000 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17987

Date

November
3,2000

Facts

Holding

discriminatory.
Affirmed.
Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought
to prohibit
a preliminary
defendant from
injunction to
mailing
prohibit
confirmation
defendant tax
assessor-collector letters to
approximately
from mailing
confirmation
9,000 persons,
self--styled
letters to
"escapees" who
approximately
traveled a major
9,000 persons
portion of each
who were
year in
registered voters
recreational
in Polk County,
vehicles, all of
Texas.
whom were
registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

No

NIA

Name of
Case

Court

late

Facts

Holding

residency. These
affidavits
triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential
for
discrimination,
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with 9
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought
or obtained.
Accordingly, the
court issued a
preliminary
injunction

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

3ther
Votes

Should the
2ase be
Xesearched
?urther

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with 5
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed
in the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

defendant, the
California
Secretary of
State, to include
voters listed in
the inactive file
of registered
voters in
calculating
whether the party
qualified to
participate in a
primary election.

election had
already taken
place, the issue
was likely to
recur and was a
matter of
continuing public
interest and
importance;
hence, a decision
on the merits was
proper, although
the case was
technically moot.
The law clearly
excluded inactive
voters from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter
Registration Act
because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Holding

Citation

Date

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772; 2002
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21753

certain
conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court
affirmed the
denial of a writ of
mandate.
October 22, Plaintiff voters
The board heard
2002
sued defendants, challenges to the
a county board of voters'
elections, a state
qualifications to
secretary of state, vote in the
and the state's
county, based on
attorney general, the fact that the
for violations of
voters were
the Motor Voter
transient
Act and equal
(seasonal) rather
protection of the
than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for
county. The
summary
voters claimed
judgment. The
that the board
voters also
hearings did not

Facts

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

No

N/A

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

moved for
summary
judgment.

afford them the
requisite degree
of due process
and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was a
crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the challengers
to assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Charles H.
Wesley
Educ.
Found., Inc.
v. Cox

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Eleventh
Circuit

408 F.3d
1349;
2005 U.S.
App.
LEXIS
8320

May 12,
2005

Plaintiffs, a
charitable
foundation, four
volunteers, and a
registered voter,
filed a suit
against defendant
state officials
alleging
violations of the
National Voter
Registration Act
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
officials appealed
after the United
States District
Court for the
Northern District
of Georgia issued
a preliminary
injunction
enjoining them
from rejecting
voter
registrations
submitted by the

No
The foundation
conducted a
voter registration
drive; it placed
the completed
applications in a
single envelope
and mailed them
to the Georgia
Secretary of
State for
processing.
Included in the
batch was the
voter's change of
address form.
Plaintiffs filed
the suit after they
were notified that
the applications
had been rejected
pursuant to
Georgia law,
which allegedly
restricted who
could collect
voter registration

,

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

foundation.

forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
X N , XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

McKay v.

Court

United

Citation

226 F.3d

Date

September

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
fi-anchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.
No
The trial court

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Thompson

States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

752; 2000
U.S. App.
LEXIS
23387

18,2000

challenged order
of United States
District Court for
Eastern District
of Tennessee at
Chattanooga,
which granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop
the state practice
of requiring its
citizens to
disclose their
social security
numbers as a
precondition to
voter registration.

had granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment. The
court declined to
overrule
defendants'
administrative
determination
that state law
required plaintiff
to disclose his
social security
number because
the interpretation
appeared to be
reasonable, did
not conflict with
previous case
law, and could be
challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974; because it

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Coalition for
Students
with
Disabilities
Educ. &
Legal Def.
Fund v.
Scales

States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Maryland

Supp. 2d
845; 2001
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
9528

2001

organization for
disabled students,
brought an action
against university
president and
university's
director of office
of disability
support services
to challenge the
voter registration
procedures
established by the
disability support
services.
Defendants
moved to dismiss
the first amended
complaint, or in
the alternative for

alleged that
plaintiff lacked
standing to
represent its
members, and
that plaintiff had
not satisfied the
notice
requirements of
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Further,
defendants
maintained the
facts, as alleged
by plaintiff, did
not give rise to a
past, present, or
future violation
of the NVRA
because (1) the
plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

S-W

judgment.

0
0

m
t3

ul
w

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs 9 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the 9 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Cunningham
v. Chi. Bd.
of Election
Cornm'rs

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Illinois

Citation

2003 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2528

Date

February
24,2003

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs, who
alleged that they
were duly
registered voters,
six of whom had
signed
nominating
petitions for one
candidate and
two of whom
signed

complaint was
granted as to the
1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.
Plaintiffs argued No
that objections to
their signatures
were improperly
sustained by
defendants, the
city board of
election
commissioners.
Plaintiffs argued
that they were

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

-

nominating
registered voters
petitions for
whose names
another
appeared in an
candidate. They
inactive file and
first asked for a
whose signatures
preliminary
were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal
excluded. The
election
court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following
the claim as
Tuesday and
plaintiffs did,
suggested,
they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for
election because
City Clerk and
their signatures
for 4th Ward
were not
Alderman be
counted, even
enjoined.
though their
preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded &om
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

0ther
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Diaz v.
Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1111;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21445

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

preliminary relief
was denied.
No
October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative
voters sought
2004
and individuals
who had
injunctive relief
requiring the
attempted to
election officials
register to vote,
sought a
to register them
declaration of
to vote. The
their rights to
court first noted
vote in the
that the unions
November 2,
lacked even
2004 general
representative
election. They
standing, because
alleged that
they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county
their members
election officials, could have
refbsed to
brought the case
process their
in their own
voter
behalf. The
registrations for
individual
various failures
putative voters
to complete the
raised separate
registration
issues: the first
forms. The
had failed to
election officials verify her mental

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

moved to dismiss
the complaint for
lack of standing
and failure to
state a claim.

capacity, the
second failed to
check a box
indicating that he
was not a felon,
and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
rehsing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

-

-

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Citation

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772; 2002
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21753

Date

Facts

Holding

prejudice
granted.
October 22, Plaintiff voters
The board heard
2002
sued defendants, challenges to the
a county board of voters'
elections, a state qualifications to
secretary of state, vote in the
county, based on
and the state's
attorney general, the fact that the
for violations of
voters were
the Motor Voter
transient
(seasonal) rather
Act and equal
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for
county. The
voters claimed
summary
judgment. The
that the board
voters also
hearings did not
moved for
afford them the
summary
requisite degree
judgment.
of due process
and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

C
Name of
Case

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
:he MVA.
Defendants'
notions for

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

367 F.3d
588; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
8330

Date

April 28,
2004

Facts

Holding

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state-law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.
Plaintiffs,
The voters
registered voters, contested the
sued defendants, challenges to
Ohio Board of
their registration
Elections and
brought under
Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
alleging that
Ann. 8 3505.19
Ohio Rev. Code
based on Ohio
Ann. $4 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated $ 3503.02.
the National
Specifically, the
Voter
voters asserted
Registration Act, that 8 3503.02--and the Equal
-which stated
Protection Clause that the place

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

No

N/A

Name of
Case

late

Facts

Holding

of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio
granted summary
judgment in favor
of defendants.
The voters
appealed.

where the family
of a married man
or woman
resided was
considered to be
his or her place
of residence---violated the
equal protection
clause. The court
of appeals found
that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

statutory
3asis (if of
\Tote)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
hlfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

New York v.
County of
Del.

United
States
District
Court for the
Northern
District of
New York

82 F.
Supp. 2d
12; 2000
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
1398

February 8, Plaintiffs
2000
brought a
claim in the
district court
under the
Americans
With
Disabilities Act
and filed a
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint, and
defendants
were ordered
to show cause
why a
preliminary
injunction
should not be
issued.

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

No
In their
complaint
plaintiffs
alleged that
defendants
violated the
ADA by
making the
voting
locations
inaccessible to
disabled
persons and
asked for a
preliminary
injunction
requiring
defendants to
come into
compliance
before the next
election. The
court found
that defendants
were the
correct parties,
because

Other
Notes
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched .
Further
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

pursuant to
New York
election law
defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, due to
the alleged

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

New York v.
County of
Schoharie

Court

United
States
District

Citation

82 F.
Supp. 2d
19; 2000

Date

Facts

February 8, Plaintiffs
2000
brought a
claim in the

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

facts, the court
found
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the
merits.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint.
No
In their
complaint,
plaintiffs

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Court for the
Northern
Districtof
New York

U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
1399

Date

Facts

Holding

district court
under the
Americans
With
Disabilities Act
and filed a
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
a motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint, and
defendants
were ordered
to show cause
why a
preliminary
injunction
should not be
issued.

alleged
defendants
violated the
ADA by
allowing
voting
locations to be
inaccessible
for disabled
persons and
asked for a
preliminary
injunction
requiring
defendants to
come into
compliance
before the next
election. The
court found
that defendants
were the
correct party,
because
pursuant to
New York
election law,

.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

merits of their
case.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
because
plaintiffs
showed
irreparable
harm and
proved likely
success on the
merits and
granted
plaintiffs
motion for
leave to amend
the complaint.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Westchester
Disabled on
the Move, Inc.
v. County of
Westchester

United
States
District
Court for the
Southern
District of
New York

Supp. 2d
473; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
24203

Date

Facts

Holding

October
22,2004

Plaintiffs sued
defendant
county, county
board of
elections, and
election
officials
pursuant to 42
U.S.C.S. gg
12131--12134,
N.Y. Exec.
Law Ij 296, and
N.Y. Elec. Law
$4-1-4.
Plaintiffs
moved for a
preliminary
injunction,
requesting
(among other
things) that the
court order
defendants to
modify the
polling places
in the county
so that they

The inability to No
vote at
assigned
locations on
election day
constituted
irreparable
harm.
However,
plaintiffs could
not show a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because
the currently
named
defendants
could not
provide
complete relief
sought by
plaintiffs.
Although the
county board
of elections
was
empowered to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

were accessible
to disabled
voters on
election day.
Defendants
moved to
dismiss.

select an
alternative
polling place
should it
determine that
a polling place
designated by
a municipality
was
"unsuitable or
unsafe," it was
entirely
unclear that its
power to
merely
designate
suitable
polling places
would be
adequate to
ensure that all
polling places
used in the
upcoming
election
actually
conformed

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

with the
Americans
with
Disabilities
Act.
Substantial
changes and
modifications
to existing
facilities
would have to
be made, and
such changes
would be
difficult, if not
impossible, to
make without
the
cooperation of
municipalities.
Further, the
court could
order
defendants to
approve voting
machines that
conformed to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the ADA were
they to be
purchased and
submitted for
county
approval, but
the court could
not order them
to purchase
them for the
voting districts
in the county.
A judgment
issued in the
absence of the
municipalities
would be
inadequate.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction was
denied, and
defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Nat'l Org. on
Disability v.
Tartaglione

United
States
District
Court for the
Eastern
District of
Pennsylvania

2001 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
16731

October
11,2001

Plaintiffs,
disabled voters
and special
interest
organizations,
sued
defendants,
city
commissioners,
under the
Americans
with
Disabilities Act
and 5 504 of
the
Rehabilitation
Act of 1973,
and regulations
under both
statutes,
regarding
election
practices. The
commissioners
moved to
dismiss for
failure (1) to

No
The voters
were visually
impaired or
wheelchair
bound. They
challenged the
commissioners'
failure to
provide talking
voting
machines and
wheelchair
accessible
voting places.
They claimed
discrimination
in the process
of voting
because they
were not
afforded the
same
opportunity to
participate in
the voting
process as non-disabled

Other
Notes

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
Yes-see if
the case was
refiled

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

state a cause of
action and (2)
to join an
indispensable
Party.

voters, and
assisted voting
and voting by
alternative
ballot were
substantially
different from,
more
burdensome
than, and more
intrusive than
the voting
process
utilized by
non--disabled
voters. The
court found
that the
complaint
stated causes
of actions
under the
ADA, the
Rehabilitation
Act, and 28
C.F.R. §§
35.151 and

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

35.130. The
court found
that the voters
and
organizations
had standing to
raise their
claims. The
organizations
had standing
through the
voters'
standing or
because they
used
significant
resources
zhallenging the
:omrnissioners'
:onduct. The
lai in tiffs failed
.o join the state
~fficialwho
~ o u l dneed to
ipprove any
alking voting
nachine as a

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

party. As the
court could not
afford
complete relief
to the visually
impaired
voters in that
party's
absence, it
granted the
motion to
dismiss under
Fed. R. Civ. P,
12(b)(7)
without
prejudice. The
court granted
the
commissioners'
motion to
dismiss in part,
and denied it
in part. The
court granted
the motion to
dismiss the
claims of the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

TENNESSEE,
Petitioner v.
GEORGE
LANE et al.

Court

United
States
Supreme
Court

Citation

541 U.S.
509; 124
S. Ct.
1978; 158
L. Ed. 2d
820; 2004
U.S.
LEXIS
3386

Date

May 17,
2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

visually
impaired
voters for
failure to join
an
indispensable
party, without
prejudice, and
with leave to
amend the
complaint.
Respondent
The state
No
paraplegics
contended that
sued petitioner the abrogation
State of
of state
Tennessee,
sovereign
alleging that
immunity in
the State failed Title II of the
to provide
ADA exceeded
reasonable
congressional
access to court authority under
facilities in
U.S. Const.
violation of
amend XIV, fj
Title I1 of the
5, to enforce
Americans
substantive
with
constitutional
Disabilities Act guarantees.

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

of 1990. Upon
the grant of a
writ of
certiorari, the
State appealed
the judgment
of the United
States Court of
Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit
which denied
the State's
claim of
sovereign
immunity.

The United
States
Supreme Court
held, however,
that Title 11, as
it applied to
the class of
cases
implicating the
fundamental
right of access
to the courts,
constituted a
valid exercise
of Congress's
authority. Title
[I was
responsive to
evidence of
pervasive
unequal
treatment of
3ersons with
jisabilities in
:he
~dministration
)f state

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

services and
programs, and
such disability
discrimination
was thus an
appropriate
subject for
prophylactic
legislation.,
Regardless of
whether the
State could be
subjected to
liability for
failing to
provide access
to other
facilities or
services, the
fimdamental
right of access
to the courts
warranted the
Limited
requirement
that the State
reasonably

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

accommodate
disabled
persons to
provide such
access. Title I1
was thus a
reasonable
prophylactic
measure,
reasonably
targeted to a
legitimate end.
The judgment
denying the
State's claim of
sovereign
immunity was
affirmed.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

i

-.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Name of Case

Court

Bell v. Marinko United
States
Court of
Appeals for
the Sixth
Circuit

Citation

Date

367 F.3d April 28,
588; 2004 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
8330

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
registered voters,
sued defendants,
Ohio Board of
Elections and
Board members,
alleging that
Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. $8 3509.19-3509.2 1 violated
the National
Voter
Registration Act,
and the Equal
Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio
granted summary
judgment in favor
of defendants.
The voters
appealed.

The voters asserted No
that 8 3503.02---which stated that the
place where the
family of a married
man or woman
resided was
considered to be his
or her place of
residence----violated
the equal protection
clause. The court of
appeals found that
the Board's
procedures did not
contravene the
National Voter
Registration Act
because Congress
did not intend to bar
the removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who were
ineligible and
improperly
registered to vote in

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the first place. The
National Voter
Registration Act did
not bar the Board's
continuing
consideration of a
voter's residence,
and encouraged the
Board to maintain
accurate and reliable
voting rolls. Ohio
was free to take
reasonable steps to
see that all
applicants for
registration to vote
actually fulfilled the
requirement of bona
fide residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann. 3
3503.02(D) did not
contravene the
National Voter
Registration Act.
Because the Board
did not raise an
irrebuttable
0
0

cn

r\J

96
0,.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

7

Court of
Wilson v.
Commonwealth Appeals of
Virginia

2000 Va.
App.
LEXIS
322

May 2,
2000

Defendant
appealed the
judgment of the
circuit court
which convicted
her of election
fraud.

Holding

presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered no
equal protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed. .
On appeal,
defendant argued
that the evidence
was insufficient to
support her
conviction because
it failed to prove
that she made a
willfully false
statement on her
voter registration
form and, even if
the evidence did
prove that she made
such a statement, it
did not prove that
the voter
registration form
was the form

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
.

No

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

was sufficient to
support the jury's
verdict that
defendant made "a
false material
statement" on the
voter registration
card required to be
filed by Title 24.2 in
order for her to be a
candidate for office
in the primary in
question. Judgment
of conviction
affirmed. Evidence,
including records
showing electricity
and water usage,
records from the
Department of
Motor Vehicles and
school records, was
sufficient to support
jury's verdict that
defendant made "a
false material
statement" on the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

ACLU of
Minn. v.
Ki ffmeyer

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the District
of
Minnesota

Citation

Date

2004 U.S. October
Dist.
29,2004
LEXIS
22996

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

voter registration
card required to be
filed in order for her
to be a candidate for
office in the primary
in question.
Plaintiffs, voters Plaintiffs argued
No
and associations, that Minn. Stat. 5
filed for a
201.061 was
temporary
inconsistent with the
restraining order Help America Vote
pursuant to Fed.
Act because it did
R. Civ. P. 65,
not authorize the
against
voter to complete
defendant,
registration either
Minnesota
by a "current and
Secretary of
valid photo
State, concerning identification" or by
voter registration. use of a current
utility bill, bank
statement,
government check,
paycheck, or other
government
document that
showed the name
and address of the

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

individual. The
Secretary advised
the court that there
were less than 600
voters who
attempted to register
by mail but whose
registrations were
deemed incomplete.
The court found that
plaintiffs . .
demonstrated that
they were likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the Equal
Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth
Amendment of the
United States
Constitution insofar
as it did not also
authorize the use of
a photographic

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Kalsson v.
United States
FEC

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
New York

Citation

Date

356 F.
February
Supp. 2d 16,2005
371; 2005
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
2279

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

tribal identification
card by American
Indians who do not
reside on their tribal
reservations. Also,
the court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated that
they were likely to
succeed on their
claims that Minn. R.
8200.5100, violated
the Equal Protection
Clause of the United
States Constitution.
A temporary
restraining order
was entered.
Defendant
The individual
No
Federal Election claimed that his vote
Commission filed was diluted because
a motion to
the NVRA resulted
dismiss for lack
in more people
of subject matter registering to vote
jurisdiction
than otherwise
plaintiff
would have been the
individual's
case. The court held

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts
Basis (if
of Note)
action, which
sought a
declaration that
the National
Voter
Registration Act
was
unconstitutional
on the theories
that its enactment
was not within
the enumerated
powers of the
federal
government and
that it violated
Article I1 of the
United .States
Constitution.

that the individual
lacked standing to
bring the action.
Because New York
was not obliged to
adhere to the
requirements of the
NVRA, the
individual did not
allege any concrete
harm. If New York
simply adopted
election day
registration for
elections for federal
office, it would have
been entirely flee of
the NVRA just as
were five other
states. Even if the
individual's vote
were diluted, and
even if such an
injury in other
circumstances might
have sufficed for
standing, any

Other
Notes

Name of Case

Peace &
Freedom Party
v. Shelley

Court

California
Court of
Appeal,
Third
Appellate
District

Citation

114 Cal.
App. 4th
1237; 8
Cal. Rptr.
3d 497;
2004 Cal.
APP.
LEXIS
42

Date

January
15,2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

dilution that he
suffered was the
result of New York's
decision to maintain
a voter registration
system that brought
it under the NVRA,
not the NVRA
itself. The court
granted the motion
to dismiss for lack
of subject matter
jurisdiction.
Plaintiff political The trial court ruled No
party appealed a that inactive voters
were excluded from
judgment from
the superior court the primary election
which denied the calculation. The
court of appeals
party's petition
affirmed, observing
for writ of
that although the
mandate to
compel
election had already
taken place, the
defendant, the
California
issue was likely to
Secretary of
recur and was a
State, to include
matter of continuing
public interest and
voters listed in

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the inactive file
of registered
voters in
calculating
whether the party
qualified to
participate in a
primary election.

importance; hence, a
decision on the
merits was proper,
although the case
was technically
moot. The law
clearly excluded
inactive voters from
the calculation. The
statutory scheme did
not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional right
of association
because it was
reasonably designed
to ensure that all
parties on the ballot
had a significant
modicum of support
from eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and often
duplicative of
information in the
active file.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

McKay v.
Thompson

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Moreover, there was
no violation of the
National Voter
Registration Act
because voters listed
as inactive were not
prevented from
voting. Although the
Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent
certain conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote. Affirmed.
The
trial court had
No
226 F.3d September Plaintiff
United
752; 2000 18,2000
challenged order granted defendant
States
state election
of United States
U.S. App.
Court of
District Court for officials summary
Appeals for LEXIS
judgment. The court
Eastern District
23387
the Sixth
declined to overrule
of Tennessee at
Circuit
defendants'
Chattanooga,
administrative
which granted
determination that
defendant state
election officials state law required

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop
the state practice
of requiring its
citizens to
disclose their
social security
numbers as a
precondition to
voter registration.

plaintiff to disclose
his social security
number because the
interpretation
appeared to be
reasonable, did not
conflict with
previous caselaw,
and could be
challenged in state
court. The
requirement did not
violate the Privacy
Act because it was
grand fathered under
the terms of the Act.
The limitations in
the National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the NVRA
did not specifically
prohibit the use of
social security
numbers and the Act
contained a more
specific provision

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

regarding such use.
Plaintiff could not
enforce $ 1971 as it
was enforceable
only by the United
States Attorney
General. The trial
court properly
rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to
vote, free exercise
of religion,
privileges and
immunities, and due
process claims.
Although the trial
court arguably erred
in denying
certification of the
case to the USAG
under 28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a), plaintiff
suffered no harm
from the technical
violation. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
0
0
Q,

rJ
CO
90

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Lucas County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Citation

Date

341 F.
October
Supp. 2d 2 1,2004
86 1; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21416

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of 1974
or National Voter
Registration Act and
trial court properly
rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to
vote, free exercise
of religion,
privileges and
immunities, and due
process claims.
The case involved a No
Plaintiff
box on Ohio's voter
organizations
brought an action registration form
that required a
challenging a
memorandum
prospective voter
issued by
who registered in
defendant, Ohio's person to supply an
Secretary of
Ohio driver's license
State, in
number or the last
December 2003. four digits of their

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

i

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

The
organizations
claimed that the
memorandum
contravened
provisions of the
Help America
Vote Act and the
National Voter
Registration Act.
The
organizations
moved for a
preliminary
injunction.

Social Security
number. In his
memorandum, the
Secretary informed
all Ohio County
Boards of Elections
that, if a person left
the box blank, the
Boards were not to
process the
registration forms.
The organizations
did not file their suit
until 18 days before
the national
election. The court
found that there was
not enough time
before the election
to develop the
evidentiary record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations were
likely to succeed on
the merits of their
claim. Denying the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

organizations'
motion would have
caused them to
suffer no irreparable
harm. There was no
appropriate remedy
available to the
organizations at the
time. The likelihood
that the
organizations could
have shown
irreparable harm
was, in any event,
slight in view of the
fact that they waited
so long before filing
suit. Moreover, it
would have been
entirely improper
for the court to
order the Boards to
re--open in--person
registration until
election day. The
public interest
would have been ill-

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Nat'l Coalition
for Students
with
Disabilities
Educ. & Legal
Def. Fund v.
Scales

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the District
of
Maryland

Citation

Date

150 F.
July 5,
Supp. 2d 2001
845; 2001
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
9528

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff, national
organization for
disabled students,
brought an action
against university
president and
university's
director of office
of disability
support services
to challenge the
voter registration
procedures
established by the
disability support
services.
Defendants
moved to dismiss
the first amended
complaint, or in
the alternative for

-served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua sponte.
Defendants alleged
No
that plaintiff lacked
standing to
represent its
members, and that
plaintiff had not
satisfied the notice
requirements of the
National Voter
Registration Act.
Further, defendants
maintained the facts,
as alleged by
plaintiff, did not
give rise to a past,
present, or future
violation of the
NVRA because (1)
the plaintiffs
members that
requested voter

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

summary
judgment.

registration services
were not registered
students at the
university and (2) its
current voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs 1983
claim, the court held
that while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts to
confer standing
under the NVRA,
such allegations
were not sufficient
to support standing
on its own behalf on
the $ 1983 claim. As
to the NVRA claim,
the court found that
the agency practice
of only offering
voter registration
services at the initial

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

intake interview and
placing the burden
on disabled students
to obtain voter
registration forms
and assistance
afterwards did not
satisfy its statutory
duties. Furthermore,
most of the NVRA
provisions applied
to disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants' motion
to dismiss first
amended complaint
was granted as to
the 1983 claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under the
National Voter
Registration Act of
1993. Defendants'
alternative motion

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

rn
of Note)

People v.
Disimone

Court of
Appeals of
Michigan

25 1
July 11,
Mich.
2002
App. 605;
650
N.W.2d
436; 2002
Mich.
APP.
LEXIS
826

Defendant was
charged with
attempting to
vote more than
once in the 2000
general election.
The circuit court
granted
defendant's
motion that the
State had to
prove specific
intent. The State
appealed.

for summary
judgment was
denied.
Defendant was
registered in the
Colfax township for
the 2000 general
election. After
presenting what
appeared to be a
valid voter's
registration card,
defendant proceeded
to vote in the Grant
township.
Defendant had
voted in the Colfax
township earlier in
the day. Defendant
moved the court to
issue an order that
the State had to find
that he had a
specific intent to
vote twice in order
to be convicted. The
appellate court

Notes

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

reversed the circuit
court judgment and
held that under the
rules of statutory
construction, the
fact that the
legislature had
specifically omitted
certain trigger
words such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully," or
"intentionally" it
was unlikely that the
legislature had
intended for this to
be a specific intent
crime. The court
also rejected the
defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote" and
"attempt to vote"
should be construed
as synonymous

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I
Name of Case

Diaz v. Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Florida

Supp. 2d 26,2004
1111;
2004 U.S.
Dist.

Plaintiffs, unions
and individuals
who had
attempted to
register to vote,
sought a
declaration of
their rights to
vote in the
November 2,
2004 general
election. They
alleged that
defendants, state
and county
election officials,

terms, as when
words with similar
meanings were used
in the same statute,
it was presumed that
the legislature
intended to
distinguish between
the terms. The order
of the circuit court
was reversed.
The putative voters
sought injunctive
relief requiring the
election officials to
register themto vote.
The court first noted
that the unions
lacked even
representative
standing, because
they failed to show
that one of their
members could have
brought the case in
their own behalf
The individual

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

putative voters
refused to
raised separate
process their
issues: the first had
voter
failed to verify her
registrations for
mental capacity, the
various failures
second failed to
to complete the
check a box
registration
indicating that he
forms. The
election officials was not a felon, and
moved to dismiss the third did not
the complaint for provide the last four
digits of her social
lack of standing
and failure to
security number on
state a claim.
the form. They
claimed the election
officials violated
federal and state law
by refhsing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial errors
or omissions in their
voter registration
applications, and by
failing to provide
any notice to voter
applicants whose

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

I

Charles H.

United

324 F.

July 1,

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

registration
applications were
deemed incomplete.
In the first two
cases, the election
official had handled
the errant
application properly
under Florida law,
and the putative
voter had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing to
complete the
registration. The
third completed her
form and was
registered, so had
suffered no injury.
Standing failed
against the secretary
of state. The
motions to dismiss
the complaint were
granted without
prejudice.
Plaintiffs, a voter, The organization
No

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Wesley Educ.
Found., Inc. v.
Cox

States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Georgia

Supp. 2d 2004
1358;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

Date

Facts

Holding

fraternity
members, and an
organization,
sought an
injunction
ordering
defendant, the
Georgia
Secretary of
State, to process
the voter
registration
application forms
that they mailed
in following a
voter registration
drive. They
contended that by
refusing to
process the forms
defendants
violated the
National Voter
Registration Act
and U.S. Const.
amends. I, XIV,
and XV.

participated in
numerous non-partisan voter
registration drives
primarily designed
to increase the
voting strength of
African--Americans.
Following one such
drive, the fraternity
members mailed in
over 60 registration
forms, including one
for the voter who
had moved within
state since the last
election. The
Georgia Secretary of
State's office
refused to process
them because they
were not mailed
individually and
neither a registrar,
deputy registrar, or
an otherwise
authorized person

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

had collected the
applications as
required under state
law. The court held
that plaintiffs had
standing to bring the
action. The court
held that because
the applications
were received in
accordance with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not
free to reject them.
The court found
that: plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their claim
that the applications
were improperly
rejected; plaintiffs
would be
irreparably injured
absent an

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

injunction; the
potential harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries;
and an injunction
was in the public
interest. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted. Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from the
organization to
determine whether
those registrants
were qualified to
vote. Furthermore,
defendants were
enjoined &om
rejecting any voter
registration
application on the
grounds that it was

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date
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Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

mailed as part of a
"bundle" or that it
was collected by
someone not
authorized or any
other reason
contrary to the

m.
Moseley v.
Price

0

0
CJ3
W
b'

0

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
Virginia

300 F.
January
Supp. 2d 22, 2004
389; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
850

Plaintiff alleged,
that defendants'
actions in
investigating his
voter registration
application
constituted a
change in voting
procedures
requiring 9 5
preclearance
under the Voting
Rights Act,
which
preclearance was
never sought or
received. Plaintiff
claimed he
withdrew from

The court concluded No
that plaintiffs claim
under the Voting
Rights Act lacked
merit. Plaintiff did
not allege, as
required, that any
defendants
implemented a new,
uncleared voting
qualification or
prerequisite to
voting, or standard,
practice, or
procedure with
respect to voting.
Here, the existing
practice or
procedure in effect

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the race for
Commonwealth
Attorney because
of the
investigation.
Defendants
moved to dismiss
the complaint.

in the event a
mailed registration
card was returned
was to "resend the
voter card, if
address verified as
correct." This was
what precisely
occurred. Plaintiff
inferred, however,
that the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences" and
that the county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation of a
change that had not
been pre--cleared.
The court found the
inference wholly
unwarranted

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Thompson v.

Court

Supreme

Citation

295

Date

June 10,

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Respondents

because nothing in
the written
procedure invited or
justified such an
inference. The court
opined that common
sense and state law
invited a different
inference, namely
that while a returned
card had to be resent
if the address was
verified as correct,
any allegation of
fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore, there was
no new procedure
for which
preclearance was
required. The court
dismissed plaintiffs
federal claims. The
court dismissed the
state law claims
without prejudice.
Respondents alleged No

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

0

0
Q)

GJ
CI.

m

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Karben

Court of
New York,
Appellate
Division,
Second
Department

2002
A.D.2d
438; 743
N.Y .S.2d
175; 2002
N.Y.
App. Div.
LEXIS
6101

Date

Facts

Holding

filed a motion
seeking the
cancellation of
appellant's voter
registration and
political party
enrollment on the
ground that
appellant was
unlawfully
registered to vote
in a particular
district. The
Supreme Court,
Rockland
County, New
York, ordered the
cancellation of
appellant's voter
registration and
party enrollment.
Appellant
challenged the
trial court's order.

that appellant was
unlawfully
registered to vote
fiom an address at
which he did not
reside and that he
should have voted
from the address
that he claimed as
his residence. The
appellate court held
that respondents
adduced insufficient
proof to support the
conclusion that
appellant did not
reside at the subject
address. On the
other hand,
appellant submitted
copies of his 2002
vehicle registration,
2000 and 2001
federal income tax
returns, 2002
property tax bill, a
May 2001 paycheck

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Nat'l Coalition
v. Tafi

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Ohio

Citation

Date

2002 U.S. August 2,
Dist.
2002
LEXIS
22376

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs, a
nonprofit public
interest group
and certain
individuals, sued
defendants,
certain state and
university

stub, and 2000 and
200 1 retirement
account statements
all showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he was
a signatory on the
mortgage of the
subject address and
that he kept personal
belongings at that
address.
Respondents did not
sustain their
evidentiary burden.
The judgment of the
trial court was
reversed.
The court found that No
the disability
services offices at
issue were subject to
the NVRA because
the term "office"
included a
subdivision of a

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

officials, alleging
that they violated
the National
Voter
Registration Act
in failing to
designate the
disability
services offices at
state public
colleges and
universities as
voter registration
sites. The group
and individuals
moved for a
preliminary
injunction.

government
department or
institution and the
disability offices at
issue were places
where citizens
regularly went for
service and
assistance.
Moreover, the Ohio
Secretary of State
had an obligation
under the NVRA to
designate the
disability services
offices as voter
registration sites
because nothing in
the law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement that the
responsible state
official designate
disability services
offices as voter
registration sites.
Moreover, under

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

r-
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. 3 3501.05(R),
the Secretary of
State's duties
expressly included
ensuring compliance
with the NVRA.
The case was not
moot even though
the Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance with the
NVRA given his
position to his
obligation under the
law. The court
granted declaratory
judgment in favor of
the nonprofit
organization and the
individuals. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted in part and
the Secretary of

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Lawson v.
Shelby County

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals for
the Sixth
Circuit

Citation

Date

21 1 F.3d May 3,
331; 2000 2000
U.S. App.
LEXIS
8634

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs who
were denied the
right to vote
when they
refused to
disclose their
social security
numbers,
appealed a
judgment of the
United States
District Court for
the Western

State was ordered to
notify disabled
students who had
used the designated
disability services
offices prior to the
opening day of the
upcoming semester
or who had pre-registered for the
upcoming semester
as to voter
registration
availability.
Plaintiffs attempted No
to register to vote in
October, and to vote
in November, but
were denied because
they refused to
disclose their social
security numbers. A
year after the
election date they
filed suit alleging
denial of
constitutional rights,

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

District of
Tennessee at
Memphis
dismissing their
amended
complaint for
failure to state
claims barred by
U.S. Const.
amend. XI.

privileges and
immunities, the
Privacy Act of 1974
and $ 1983. The
district court
dismissed, finding
the claims were
barred by US.
Const. amend. XI,
and the one year
statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed, holding
the district court
erred in dismissing
the suit because
U.S. Const. amend.
XI immunity did not
apply to suits
brought by a private
party under the Ex
Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim not
ancillary to
injunctive relief was

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

barred. The court
also held the statute
of limitations ran
fkom the date
plaintiffs were
denied the
opportunity to vote,
not register, and
their claim was thus
timely. Reversed
and remanded to
district court to
order such relief as
will allow plaintiffs
to vote and other
prospective
injunctive relief
against county and
state off~cials;
declaratory relief
and attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive relief, all
permitted under the
Young exception to
sovereign immunity,

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Curtis v. Smith

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
Texas

145 F.
June 4,
Supp. 2d 2001
814; 2001
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
8544

Date

Facts

Plaintiffs,
representatives of
several thousand
retired persons
who called
themselves the
"Escapees," and
who spent a large
part of their lives
traveling about
the United States
in recreational
vehicles, but
were registered to
vote in the
county, moved
for preliminary
injunction
seeking to enjoin
a Texas state
court proceeding
under the All
Writs Act.

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

to be fashioned.
No
Before a general
election, three
persons brought an
action alleging the
Escapees were not
bona fide residents
of the county, and
sought to have their
names expunged
from the rolls of
qualified voters. The
plaintiffs brought
suit in federal
district court. The
court issued a
preliminary
injunction
forbidding county
officials from
attempting to purge
the voting.
Commissioner
contested the results
of the election,
alleging Escapees'
votes should be

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

disallowed.
Plaintiffs brought
present case
assertedly to prevent
the same issue from
being relitigated.
The court held,
however, the issues
were different,
since, unlike the
case in the first
proceeding, there
was notice and an
opportunity to be
heard. Further,
unlike the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the state
court action did not
seek to change the
prerequisites for
voting registration
in the county, but
instead challenged
the actual residency
of some members of
the Escapees, and

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

officials seeking
relief under 5
1983 and the
National Voter
Registration Act,
for their alleged
refusal to permit
individual to
register to vote.
Officials had
moved for
dismissal or for
Summary
judgment, and
the district court
granted the
motion.

NVRA and in
failing to certify a
class represented by
individual.
Individual lived in
his automobile and
received mail at a
rented box. Officials
refused to validate
individual's attempt
to register to vote by
mail. Tennessee
state law forbade
accepting a rented
mail box as the
address of the
potential voter.
Individual insisted
that his automobile
registration
provided sufficient
proof of residency
under the NVRA.
The court upheld the
legality of state's
requirement that one
registering to vote

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

provide a specific
location as an
address, regardless
of the transient
lifestyle of the
potential voter,
finding state's
procedure faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of the
NVRA as codified
in the Code of
Federal Regulations.
The court also held
that the refusal to
certify individual as
the representative of
a class for purposes
of this litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in this
case, no
representative party
was available as the
indigent individual,
acting in his own
behalf, was clearly

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

4

Name of Case

Miller v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
0hi0

Citation

Date

348 F.
October
Supp. 2d 27,2004
916; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
24894

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

unable to represent
fairly the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.
No
Plaintiffs alleged
Plaintiffs, two
that the timing and
voters and the
Ohio Democratic manner in which
defendants intended
Party, filed suit
to hold hearings
against
regarding pre-defendants, the
Ohio Secretary of election challenges
to their voter
State, several
county boards of registration violated
elections, and all both the Act and the
Due Process Clause.
of the boards'
The individuals,
members,
who filed pre-alleging claims
election voter
under the
eligibility
National Voter
Registration Act challenges, filed a
motion to intervene.
and 5 1983.
The court held that
Plaintiffs also
filed a motion for it would grant the
motion to intervene
a temporary
restraining order because the
individuals had a
(TRO). Two

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

individuals filed
a motion to
intervene as
defendants.

substantial legal
interest in the
subject matter of the
action and time
constraints would
not permit them to
bring separate
actions to protect
their rights. The
court further held
that it would grant
plaintiffs' motion for
a TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in their
complaint to
establish standing
and because all four
factors to consider
in issuing a TRO
weighed heavily in
favor of doing so.
The court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

success on the
merits because they
made a strong
showing that
defendants' intended
actions regarding
pre--election
challenges to voter
eligibility abridged
plaintiffs'
fimdamental right to
vote and violated
the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the
other factors to
consider in granting
a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs' motion for
a TRO. The court
also granted the
individuals' motion
to intervene.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

I

Facts

Holding
I

Hileman v.
McGinness

Appellate
Court of
Illinois,
Fifth
District

3 16 Ill.
App. 3d
868; 739
N.E.2d 81;
2000 Ill.
APP.
LEXIS 845

October 25,
2000

Appellant
challenged
the circuit
court's
declaration
that that the
result of a
primary
election for
county
circuit clerk
was void.

In a primary
election for
county circuit
clerk, the
parties agreed
that 68 1
absentee ballots
were presumed
invalid. The
ballots had
been
commingled
with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated
from other
ballots cast.
Because the
ballots could
not have been

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

No

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

segregated,
apportionment
was the
appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue,
the case was
remanded for a

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Eason v. State

Court

Court of
Appeals of
Mississippi

Citation

2005 Miss.
App.
LEXIS
1017

Date

December
13,2005

Facts

Defendant
appealed a
decision of
the circuit
court
convicting
him of one
count of
conspiracy
to commit
voter fraud
and eight
counts of
voter fraud.

Holding

determination
as to whether
fraud was
evident in the
electoral
process.
Judgment
reversed and
remanded.
Defendant was
helping with
his cousin's
campaign in a
run--off
election for
county
supervisor.
Together, they
drove around
town, picking
up various
people who
were either at
congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

N/A

No

Name of Case

Wilson v.

Court

Court of

Citation

2000 Va.

Date

May 2,

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Defendant

argument arose
because, while
the prosecutor's
closing
argument was
in the record,
the defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court.could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible
for defendant to
receive a fair
trial. Judgment
affirmed.
No
At trial, the

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Commonwealth Appeals of
Virginia

Citation

Date

2000
App.
LEXIS 322

Facts

Holding

appealed
the
judgment of
the circuit
court which
convicted
her of
election
fraud.

Commonwealth
introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to
live at one
residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
5 1st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment
affirmed.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

I

Citation

I

Date

I

Facts

I

I

Other
Notes

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Holding

I

I

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Date

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Townson v.
Stonicher

Supreme
Court of
Alabama

2005 Ala.
December
LEXIS 214 9,2005

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

The circuit
court
overturned the
results of a
mayoral
election after
reviewing the
absentee ballots
cast for said
election,
resulting in a
loss for
appellant
incumbent
based on the
votes received
from appellee
voters. The
incumbent
appealed, and
the voters
cross--appealed.
In the
meantime, the
trial court
stayed
enforcement of

No
The voters and
the incumbent
all challenged
the judgment
entered by the
trial court
arguing that it
impermissibly
included or
excluded certain
votes. The
appeals court
agreed with the
voters that the
trial court
should have
excluded the
votes of those
voters for the
incumbent who
included an
improper form
of identification
with their
absentee ballots.
It was
undisputed that

Other
Notes

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case.

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

its judgment
pending
resolution of
the appeal.

at least 30
absentee voters
who voted for
the incumbent
provided with
their absentee
ballots a form of
identification
that was not
proper under
Alabama law.
As a result, the
court hrther
agreed that the
trial court erred
in allowing
those voters to
somewhat
"cure" that
defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

circumstances,
it was difficult
to conclude that
those voters
made an honest
effort to comply
with the law.
Moreover, to
count the votes
of voters who
failed to comply
with the
essential
requirement of
submitting
proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified
electors who
choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

ACLU of
Minn. v.

Court

United
States

Citation

2004 U.S.
Dist.

Date

October 29,
2004

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
voters and

with the
absentee--voting
requirements.
The judgment
declaring the
incumbent's
opponent the
winner was
affirmed. The
judgment
counting the
challenged
votes in the
h a 1 tally of
votes was
reversed, and
said votes were
subtracted from
the incumbents
total, and the
stay was
vacated. All
other arguments
were rendered
moot as a result.
Plaintiffs argued No
that Minn. Stat.

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Kiffmeyer

District
Court for
the District
of
Minnesota

LEXIS
22996

Date

Facts

Holding

associations,
filed for a
temporary
restraining
order pursuant
to Fed. R. Civ.
P. 65, against
defendant,
Minnesota
Secretary of
State,
concerning
voter
registration.

5 201.061 was
inconsistent
with the Help
America Vote
Act because it
did not
authorize the
voter to
complete
registration
either by a
"current and
valid photo
identification"
or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and
address of the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. 9
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claims that
Minn. R.
8200.5 100,

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

I

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Dafe 1 Facts

~

I

League of
Women
Voters v.
Blackwell

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

340 F.
Supp. 2d
823; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
20926

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining order
was entered.
October 20, Plaintiff
The directive in No
2004
organizations
question
filed suit
instructed
against
election
defendant,
officials to issue
Ohio's
provisional
Secretary of
ballots to first-State, claiming time voters who
that a directive registered by
issued by the
mail but did not
Secretary
provide
contravened the documentary
provisions of
identification at
the Help
the polling place
America Vote
on election day.
Act. The
When
Secretary filed
submitting a
a motion to
urovisional

0ther
Notes

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

dismiss.

ballot, a first-time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
last four digits
of his social
security
number. If he
did not know
either number,
he could
provide it before
the polls closed.
If he did not do
SO, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

requirements for
confirming the
identity of first-time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were
voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
.
Researched
Further

Nameof
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable. The
court granted
the Secretary's
motion to
dismiss.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

United
States v.
Madden

United
States Court
of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

403 F.3d
347; 2005
U.S. App.
LEXIS
5326

April 4,
2005

Defendant
appealed his
conviction for
violating the
federal vote-buying
statute. He
also appealed
the sentence
imposed by
the United
States District
Court for the
Eastern
District of
Kentucky at
Pikeville. The
district court
applied the
U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual
(Guidelines)
§ 3Bl.l (c)
supervisory-role

Defendant paid
three people to
vote for a local
candidate in a
primary
election. The
same ballot
contained
candidates for
the U.S. Senate.
While he
waived his right
to appeal his
conviction, he
nonetheless
asserted two
arguments in
seeking to avoid
the waiver. He
first posited that
the vote buying
statute
prohibited only
buying votes for
federal
candidates----a
prohibition not

No

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

enhancement
and increased
defendant's
base offense
level by two
levels.

violated by his
conduct. In the
alternative, he
stated if the
statute did
criminalize
buying votes for
state or local
candidates, then
the statute was
unconstitutional.
Both arguments
failed.
Defendant
argued that
applying the
supervisory-role
enhancement
constituted
impermissible
double 'counting
because the
supervision he
exercised was
no more than
necessary to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

establish a vote-buying offense.
That argument
also failed.
Defendant next
argued that the
district court
erred by
applying the
vulnerable-victim
enhancement
under U. S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3Al.l(b)(l). He
acknowledged
that he knew the
mentally ill
people who sold
their votes were
vulnerable, but
maintained they
were not victims
because they
received $50 for

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

0ther
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

United
States v.
Slone

0
Q
Q)

W

Ln
W

Court

United
States Court
of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

Citation

411F.3d
643; 2005
U.S. App.
LEXIS
10137

Date

June3,
2005

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

their votes. The
vote sellers
were not victims
for Guidelines
purposes. The
district court
erred.
Defendant's
appeal of
conviction was
dismissed.
Defendant's
sentence was
vacated, and the
case was
remanded for
resentencing.
No
Defendant
Defendant
pled guilty to offered to pay
voters for voting
vote buying
in a primary
in a federal
election. The election.
United States Defendant
District Court claimed that the
vote buying
for the
statute did not
Eastern
apply to him
District of

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Nameof
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Kentucky
sentenced
defendant to
10 months in
custody and
recommended
that the
sentence be
served at an
institution
that could
accommodate
defendant's
medical
needs.
Defendant
appealed his
conviction
and sentence.

because his
conduct related
solely to a
candidate for a
county office.
Alternatively,
defendant
asserted that the
statute was
unconstitutional
because it
exceeded
Congress'
enumerated
powers. Finally,
defendant
argued that the
district court
erred when it
failed to
consider his
medical
condition as a
ground for a
downward
departure at
sentencing. The

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

appellate court
found that the
vote buying
statute applied
to all elections
in which a
federal
candidate was
on the ballot,
and the
government
need not prove
that defendant
intended to
affect the
federal
component of
the election by
his corrupt
practices. The
facts admitted
3y defendant at
lis guilty-plea
learing
zstablished all
)f the essential
:lements of an

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

offense. The
Elections Clause
and the
Necessary and
Proper Clause
combined to
provide
Congress with
the power to
regulate mixed
federal and state
elections even
when federal
candidates were
running
unopposed.
There was no
error in the
district court's
decision on
departure under
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual
5H1.4.
Defendant's
conviction and

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Nameof
Case

United
States v.
Smith

Court

United
States Court
of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

Citation

139 Fed.
Appx. 681;
2005 U.S.
App.
LEXIS
14855

Date

July 18,
2005

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

sentence were
affirmed.
No
One of the
Defendants
defendants was
were
convicted of
a state
representative
vote buying
who decided to
and
conspiracy to run for an
elected position.
buy votes.
The United
Defendants
States District worked together
Court for the and with others
to buy votes.
Eastern
District of
During
defendants' trial,
Kentucky
in addition to
entered
judgment on testimony
regarding vote
the jury
verdict and
buying,
evidence was
sentenced
introduced that
defendants.
two witnesses
Defendants
appealed.
had been
threatened. The
appellate court
found that
defendants

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

failed to show
evidence of
prejudice with
regard to denial
of the motion
for severance.
Threat evidence
was not
excludable
under Fed. R.
Evid. 404(b)
because it was
admissible to
show
con~ciousness
of guilt without
any inference as
to the character
of defendants.
Admission of
witnesses'
testimony was
proper because
each witness
testified that he
or she was
approached by a

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

member of the
conspiracy and
offered money
for his or her
vote. The
remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
challenges to his
sentence had
merit because
individuals who
sold their votes
were not
'l~i~tim
for~the
'l
purposes of U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual § 3
Al.l.
Furthermore,
application of
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual 8
3Bl.l(b)
violated

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Nugent v.
Phelps

Court

Court of
Appeal of

Citation

8 16 So. 2d
349; 2002

Date

April 23,
2002

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff
incumbent

defendant's
Sixth
Amendment
rights because it
was based on
facts that
defendant did
not admit or
proved to the
jury beyond a
reasonable
doubt.
Defendants'
convictions
were affirmed.
The remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
sentence was
vacated and his
case was
remanded for
resentencing in
accordance with
Booker.
The incumbent
No
argued that: (1)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Louisiana,
Second
Circuit

La. App.
LEXIS
1138

Date

Facts

Holding

police chief
sued
defendant
challenger,
the winning
candidate, to
have the
election
nullified and
a new
election held
based on
numerous
irregularities
and unlawful
activities by
the challenger
and his
supporters.
The
challenger
won the
election by a
margin of
four votes. At
the end of the
incumbent's

the number of
persons who
were bribed for
their votes by
the challenger's
worker was
sufficient to
change the
outcome of the
election; (2) the
trial judge failed
to inform
potential
witnesses that
they could be
given immunity
from
prosecution for
bribery of voters
if they came
forth with
truthful
testimony; (3)
the votes of
three of his
ardent
supporters

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

case, the
district court
for the
dismissed his
suit. The
incumbent
appealed.

should have
been counted
because they
were
incarcerated for
the sole purpose
of keeping them
from
campaigning
and voting; and
(4) the district
attorney, a
strong supporter
of the
challenger,
abused his
power when he
subpoenaed the
incumbent to
appear before
the grand jury a
week preceding
the election. The
appellate court
held no more
than two votes
would be

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
.
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

subtracted, a
difference that
would be
insufficient to
change the
election result
or make it
impossible to
determine. The
appellate court
found the trial
judge read the
immunity
portion of the
statute to the
potential
witnesses. The
appellate court
found the arrests
of the three
supporters were
the result of
grand jU ~ Y
indictments, and
there was no
manifest error in
holding that the
0
0 0)

w.

cn
W

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Eason v.
State

Court

Court of
Appeals of
Mississippi

Citation

2005 Miss.
App.
LEXIS
1017

Date

December
13,2005

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Defendant
appealed a
decision of
circuit court
convicting
him of one
count of
conspiracy to
commit voter
fraud and
eight counts
of voter
fraud.

incumbent
failed to prove a
scheme by the
district attorney.
The judgment of
the trial court
was affirmed.
Defendant was
No
helping with his
cousin's
campaign in a
run--off election
for county
supervisor.
Together, they
drove around
town, picking
up various
people who
were either at
congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant
would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

a

where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial because
the prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that it
was precluded
from reviewing
the entire
context in which
the argument
arose because,
while the
prosecutor's
closing

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

argument was in
the record, the
defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible for
defendant to
receive a fair
trial.
Furthermore,
the trial judge
did not abuse
his discretion
when he did not
allow defendant

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

United
States v.
Turner

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Eastern
District of
Kentucky

Citation

2005 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
31709

Date

November
30,2005

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Defendants
were charged
with
committing
mail fraud
and
conspiracy to
commit mail
fraud and

to ask the
individual
whether she
wanted to see
defendant go to
prison because
the individual's
potential bias
was shown by
the individual's
testimony that
she expected the
prosecution to
recommend her
sentence. The
court affirmed
defendant's
conviction.
Defendants
No
argued that
recusai was
mandated by 28
U.S.C.S. 5
455(a) and
(b)(l). The court
found no merit
in defendants'

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

vote--buying.
First
defendant
filed a motion
to recuse.
Second
defendant's
motion to
join the
motion to
recuse was
granted. First
defendant
moved to
compel the
Government
to grant
testimonial
use immunity
to second
defendant and
moved to
sever
defendants.

arguments. The
fact that the
judge's husband
was the
commissioner of
the Kentucky
Department of
Environmental
Protection, a
position to
which he was
appointed by the
Republican
Governor, was
not relevant.
The judge's
husband was
neither a party
nor a witness.
The court
further
concluded that
no reasonable
person could
find that the
judge's spouse
had any direct

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

was denied.
First defendant's
motions to
compel and to
sever were
denied.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Ways v.
Shively

Supreme Court
of Nebraska

264 Neb. July 5,
250; 646 2002
N.W.2d
621;
2002
Neb.
LEXIS
158

Facts

Holding

Appellant felon
filed a writ of
mandamus, which
sought to compel
appellee Election
Commissioner of
Lancaster County,
Nebraska, to permit
him to register to
vote. The District
Court for Lancaster
County denied the
felon's petition for
writ of mandamus
and dismissed the
petition. The felon
appealed.

The felon was
discharged from
the Nebraska State
Penitentiary in
June 1998 after
completing his
sentences for the
crimes of
pandering,
carrying a
concealed weapon
and attempting to
possess a
controlled
substance. The
commissioner
asserted that as a
result of the felon's
conviction, the
sentence for which
had neither been
reversed nor
annulled, he had
lost his right to
vote. The
commissioner
contended that the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further
N/A No
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

only method by
which the felon's
right to vote could
be restored was
through a warrant
of discharge issued
by the Nebraska
Board of Pardons--a warrant of
discharge had not
been issued. The
supreme court
ruled that the
certificate of
discharge issued to
the felon upon his
release did not
restore his right to
vote. The supreme
court ruled that as
a matter of law, the
specific right to
vote was not
restored to the
felon upon his
discharge from
incarceration at the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Fischer v.
Governor

Court

Supreme Court
of New
Hampshire

Citation

Date

145 N.H. March 24,
28; 749
2000
A.2d
321;
2000
N.H.
LEXIS
16

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

completion of his
sentences. The
judgment was
affirmed.
No
Appellee was
Appellant State of
incarcerated at the
New Hampshire
challenged a ruling New Hampshire
State Prison on
of the superior
court that the felon felony convictions.
disenfranchisement When he requested
an absentee ballot
statutes violate
to vote fiom a city
N.H. Const. pt. I,
clerk, the request
Art. 11.
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. $
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon fiom voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final
discharge." The
trial court declared
the
disenfranchisement

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the .felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
review of the
article, its
constitutional
history, and
legislation
pertinent to the
right of felons to
vote, the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
the authority under

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case
,-

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the article to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative
authority, and
reversed.
Judgment reversed
because the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
its authority under
the New
Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

authority.
No
Petitioner
Commonwealth 759
September Respondents filed
Mixon v.
convicted felons
18,2000
A.2d
objections to
Commonwealth Court of
were presently or
petitioners'
Pennsylvania
442;
complaint seeking had formerly been
2000 Pa.
confined in state
declaratory relief
Commw.
prison. Petitioner
as to the
LEXIS
unconstitutionality elector was
534
of the Pennsylvania currently
registered to vote
Election Code, 25
in respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. 8 §
Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and
complaint against
the Pennsylvania
Voter Registration respondent state
seeking
Act, 25 Pa. Cons.
declaratory relief
Stat. $8 96 1.101-challenging as
961.5109,
unconstitutional,
regarding felon
state election and
voting rights.
voting laws that
excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because
respondent state
had broad power to
determine the
conditions under
which suffrage
could be exercised.
However,
petitioner elector
had no standing

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

NAACP
Philadelphia
0
0

cn'
C3
4---\
'

Court

United States
District Court

Citation

2000
U.S.

Date

August
14,2000

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs moved
for a preliminary

and the court
overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex-felon voting rights.
The court
sustained
respondents'
objection since
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting
rights were
deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.
Plaintiffs, ex-felon,

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Branch v.
Ridge

for the Eastern
District of
Pennsylvania

Dist.
LEXIS
11520

Date

Facts

Holding

injunction, which
the parties agreed
to consolidate with
the merits
determination for a
permanent
injunction, in
plaintiffs' civil
rights suit
contending that the
Pennsylvania Voter
Registration Act,
offended the Equal
Protection Clause
of U.S. Const.
amend. XIV.

unincorporated
association, and
others, filed a civil
rights suit against
defendant state and
local officials,
contending that the
Pennsylvania
Voter Registration
Act, violated the
Equal Protection
Clause by
prohibiting some
ex--felons from
voting during the
five year period
following their
release from
prison, while
permitting other
ex--felons to vote.
Plaintiffs conceded
that one plaintiff
lacked standing,
and the court
assumed the
remaining

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

plaintiffs had
standing. The court
found that all that
all three of the
special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the
Pullman doctrine
were present in the
case, but found
that abstention was
not appropriate
under the
circumstances
since it did not
agree with
plaintiffs'
contention that the
time constraints
caused by the
upcoming election
meant that the
option of pursuing
their claims in
state court did not
offer plaintiffs an

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Farrakhan v.
Locke

Court

United States
District Court
for the Eastern
District of
Washington

Citation

2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22212

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

adequate remedy.
Plaintiffs motion
for permanent
injunction denied;
the court abstained
from deciding
merits of plaintiffs'
claims under the
Pullman doctrine
because all three of
the special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the doctrine
were present in the
case; all further
proceedings stayed
until further order.
The felons alleged No
December Plaintiffs,
1, 2000
convicted felons
that Washington's
felon
who were also
racial minorities,
disenfranchisement
sued defendants for and restoration of
alleged violations
civil rights
of the Voting
schemes, premised
Rights Act. The
upon Wash. Const.
parties filed cross-- art. VI $ 3 ,

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

motions for
summary
judgment.

resulted in the
denial of the right
to vote to racial
minorities in
violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in
a disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
minorities; as a
result, minorities

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

were under-represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker-Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
. as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
constitutional
problem, allowing

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Johnson v.
Bush

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

214 F.
Supp. 2d
1333;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
14782

Date

July 18,
2002

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection
between the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary
judgment.
Plaintiff felons
The felons had all No
sued defendant
successfully
state officials for
completed their
alleged violations
terms of
of their
incarceration
constitutional
. andfor probation,
rights. The officials but their civil
moved and the
rights to register
felons cross-moved and vote had not
for summary
been restored.
judgment.
They alleged that

N/A

No

Name of Case

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the
felons to pay their
victim restitution
before their rights
would be restored
did not constitute
an improper poll
tax or wealth

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

King v. City of
Boston

Court

United States
District Court
for the District
of
Massachusetts

Citation

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
842 1

Date

May 13,
2004

Facts

Plaintiff inmate
filed a motion for
summary judgment
in his action
challenging the
constitutionality of
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 5 1, 5 1, which
excluded
incarcerated felons
from voting while
they were
imprisoned.

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion
for summary
judgment and
implicitly denied
the felons' motion.
Thus, the court
dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.
The inmate was
No
convicted of a
felony and
incarcerated. His
application for an
absentee ballot was
denied on the
ground that he was
not qualified to
register and vote
under Mass. Gen.
Laws ch. 51, 5 1.
The inmate argued
that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as
incarcerated
felons.
Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period
of their
imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the
accuracy of their
ballots. Therefore,
the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, 5 1 didnot
violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Hayden v.
Pataki

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Southern
District of New
York

Citation

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
10863

Date

June 14,
2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
s-ary
judgment.
The felons sued
No
In a 42 U.S.C.S. 3
defendants,
1983 action filed
by plaintiffs, black alleging that N.Y.
Const. art. 11, 3 3
and latino
and N.Y. Elec.
convicted felons,
Law 9 5-106(2)
alleging that N.Y.
Const. art. 11, 5 3
unlawfidly denied
and N.Y. Elec.
suffrage to
Law § 5--106(2)
incarcerated and
paroled felons on
were
account of their
unconstitutional,
race. The court
defendants, New
granted defendants'
York's governor
and the chairperson motion for
judgment on the
of the board of
pleadings on the
elections, moved
for judgment on the felons' claims
under U.S. Const.
pleadings under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
amend. XIV, XV
because their
12(c).
factual allegations
were insufficient

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

from which to
draw an inference
that the challenged
provisions or their
predecessors were
enacted with
discriminatory
intent, and because
denying suffrage
to those who
received more
severe
punishments, such
as a term of
incarceration, and
not to those who
received a lesser
punishment, such
as probation, was
not arbitrary. The
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
9 1973 were
dismissed because
$ 1973 could not
be used to
challenge the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

legality of N.Y.
Elec. Law § 5-106. Defendants'
motion was
granted as to the
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
4 1971 because 5
1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action, and
because the felons
were not
"otherwise
qualified to vote."
The court also
granted defendants'
motion on the
felons' U.S. Const.
amend. I claim
because it did not
guarantee a felon
the right to vote.
Defendants'
motion for
judgment on the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Farrakhan v.
Washington

Court

United States
Court for
Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Citation

338 F.3d
1009;
2003
U.S.
APPLEXIS
14810

Date

July 25,
2003

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

pleadings was
granted in the
felons' $ 1983
action.
No
Upon conviction
Plaintiff inmates
of infamous crimes
sued defendant
in the state, (that
state officials,
is, crimes
claiming that
Washington state's punishable by
death or
felon
disenfranchisement imprisonment in a
scheme constitutes state correctional
improper race-facility), the
inmates were
based vote denial
disenfranchised.
in violation of 5 2
The inmates
of the Voting
claimed that the
Rights Act. The
disenfranchisement
United States
scheme violated $
District Court for
the Eastern District 2 because the
of Washington
criminal justice
granted of
system was biased
summary judgment against minorities,
dismissing the
causing a
inmates' claims.
disproportionate
The inmates
minority
representation
appealed.

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

among those being
disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself"
causation standard,
the district court
should have
applied a totality
of the
circumstances test
that included

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

,

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
, eligibility, much
less even allege
that they were
eligible for
restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored.
The court affirmed
as to the eligibility
claim but reversed
and remanded for

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

In re Phillips

Court

Supreme Court
of Virginia

Citation

Date

265 Va. January
81; 574
10,2003
S.E.2d
270;
2003 Va.
LEXIS
10

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

further
proceedings to the
bias in the criminal
justice system
claim.
More than five
No
The circuit court,
years
earlier,
the
entered a judgment
in which it declined former felon was
convicted of the
to consider
felony of making a
petitioner former
felon's petition for false written
statement incident
approval of her
request to seek
to a firearm
restoration of her
purchase. She then
petitioned the trial
eligibility to
court asking it to
register to vote.
approve her
The former felon
request to seek
appealed.
restoration of her
eligibility to
register to vote.
Her request was
based on Va. Code
Ann. 53.1-23 1.2, allowing
persons convicted
of non--violent

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

felonies to petition
a trial court for
approval of a
request to seek
restoration of
voting rights. The
trial court
declined. It found
that Va. Code Ann.

4 53.1--231.2

violated
constitutional
separation of
powers principles
since it gave the
trial court powers
belonging to the
governor. It also
found that even if
the statute was
constitutional, it
was hndamentally
flawed for not
providing notice to
respondent
Commonwealth
regarding a

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Court

Citation

Date

Holding

petition. After the
petition was
denied, the state
supreme court
found the
separation of
powers principles
were not violated
since the statute
only allowed the
trial court to
determine if an
applicant met the
requirements to
have voting
eligibility restored.
It also found the
statute was not
fundamentally
flawed since the
Commonwealth
was not an
interested party
entitled to notice.
OUTCOME: The
judgment was
reversed and the

Statutory 3ther Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
3f Note)
Further

Name of Case

Howard v.
Gilmore

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit

Citation

2000
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
2680

Date

February
23,2000

Facts

Appellant
challenged the
United States
District Court for
the Eastern District
of Virginia's order
summarily
dismissing his
complaint, related
to his inability to
vote as a convicted
felon, for failure to
state a claim upon
which relief can be
granted.

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

case was remanded
for fiuther
proceedings.
No
Appellant was
disenfi-anchised by
the
Commonwealth of
Virginia following
his felony
conviction. He
challenged that
decision by suing
the
Commonwealth
under the U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV, XIX,
and XXIV, and
under the Voting
Rights Act of
1965. The lower
court summarily
dismissed his
complaint under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6) for failure
to state a claim.

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Appellant
challenged. The
court found U.S.
Const. amend. I
created no private
right of action for
seeking
reinstatement of
previously
canceled voting
rights, U.S. Const.
amends. XIV, XV,
XIX, and the VRA
required either
gender or race
discrimination,
neither of which
appellant asserted,
and the U.S.
Const. amend.
XXIV, while
prohibiting the
imposition of poll
taxes, did not
prohibit the
imposition of a
$10 fee for

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Johnson v.

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Court

Citation

United States

reinstatement of
appellant's civil
rights, including
the right to vote.
Consequently,
appellant failed to
state a claim. The
court affirmed,
finding that none
of the
constitutional
provisions
appellant relied on
were properly pled
because appellant
failed to assert that
either his race or
gender were
involved in the
decisions to deny
him the vote.
Conditioning
reestablishment of
his civil rights on a
$10 fee was not
unconstitutional.
No
353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex--felon The citizens

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Governor of
Fla.

Court of
Appeals for the
Eleventh
Circuit

1287;
2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
25859

19, 2003

citizens of Florida,
on their own right
and on behalf of
others, sought
review of a
decision of the
United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of Florida,
which granted
summary judgment
to defendants,
members of the
Florida Clemency
Board in their
official capacity.
The citizens
challenged the
validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement
laws.

alleged that Fla.
Const. art. VI, 3 4
(1968) was racially
discriminatory and
violated their
constitutional
rights. The citizens
also alleged
violations of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court initially
examined the
history of Fla.
Const. art. VI, 3 4
(1968) and
determined that the
citizens had
presented evidence
that historically the
disenfranchisement
provisions were
motivated by a
discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

court

Date

Facts

Holding

race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met
its burden,
summaryjudgment
should not have
been granted. The
court found that
the claim under the
Voting Rights Act,
also needed to be
remanded for
finther
proceedings.
Under a totality of
the circumstances,

Statutory Other
Basis (if Notes
of Note)

Should the
2ase be
hesearched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions, in
violation of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed
the district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

-

State v. Black

Court

Court of
Appeals of
Tennessee

Citation

2002
Tenn.
APP.
LEXIS
696

Date

Facts

Holding

matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.
September In 1997, petitioner The appellate
court's original
was convicted of
26,2002
opinion found that
forgery and
petitioner had not
sentenced to the
lost his right to
penitentiary for
two years, but was hold public office
immediately placed because Tennessee
law removed that
on probation. He
right only from
subsequently
convicted felons
petitioned the
who were
circuit court for
"sentenced to the
restoration of
penitentiary." The
citizenship. The
trial court restored trial court's
amended judgment
his citizenship
made it clear that
rights. The State
petitioner was in
appealed. The
fact sentenced to
appellate court
the penitentiary.
issued its opinion,
Based upon this
but granted the
correction to the
State's motions to
record, the
supplement the
appellate court
record and to

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

rehear its decision.

found that
petitioner's
sentence to the
penitentiary
resulted in the
forfeiture of his
right to seek and
hold public office
by operation of
Tenn. Code Ann. $
40-20- 114.
However, the
appellate court
concluded that this
new information
did not requires a
different outcome
on the merits of
the issue of
restoration of his
citizenship rights,
including the right
to seek and hold
public office. The
appellate court
adhered to its
conclusion that the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Eleventh

Citation

405 F.3d
1214;
2005
U.S.

Date

April 12,
2005

Facts

Holding

statutory
presumption in
favor of the
restoration was not
overcome by a
showing, by a
preponderance of
the evidence, of
good cause to deny
the petition for
restoration of
citizenship rights.
The appellate court
affirmed the
restoration of
petitioner's right to
vote and reversed
the denial of his
right to seek and
hold public office.
His full rights of
citizenship were
restored.
Plaintiff
The individuals
individuals sued
argued that the
defendant members racial animus
of Florida
motivating the

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

:=
LX
cn
t4h

0
CD

Court

Citation

Circuit

APP.
LEXIS
5945

Date

Facts

Holding

Clemency Board,
arguing that
Florida's felon
disenfranchisement
law, Fla. Const. art.
VI, 9 4 (1968),
violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and 42 U.S.C.S. 5
1973. The United
States District
Court for the
Southern District
of Florida granted
the members
Summary
judgment. A
divided appellate
panel reversed. The
panel opinion was
vacated and a
rehearing en banc
was granted.

adoption of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
laws in 1868
remained legally
operative despite
the reenactment of
Fla. Const. art. VI,
$ 4 in 1968. The
subsequent
reenactment
eliminated any
discriminatory
taint from the law
as originally
enacted because
the provision
narrowed the class
of disenfranchised
individuals and
was amended
through a
deliberative
process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
discrimination at

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the
Voting Rights Act
to reach felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Court of
Jenkins v.
Williarnson- Appeal of
Louisiana,
Butler
Fourth
Circuit

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

883 So. 2d
537; 2004
La. App.
LEXIS
2433

October 8,
2004

Petitioner, a
candidate for
a parish
juvenile
court
judgeship,
failed to
qualify for a
runoff
election. She
filed suit
against
defendant,
the clerk of
criminal
court for the
parish
seeking a
new election,
based on
grounds of
substantial
irregularities.
The district
court ruled
in favor of
the candidate

The trial court
found that the
voting
machines were
not put into
service until
two, four, and,
in many
instances, eight
hours after the
statutorily
mandated
starting hour
which
constituted
serious
irregularities so
as to deprive
voters £tom
freely
expressing their
will. It was
impossible to
determine the
number of
voters that were
affected by the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case
Held May 4,
1999

Court

Citation

LEXIS 607

Date

Facts

Holding

pleas
denying his
election
contest
challenging
an
opponent's
nomination
for election
irregularity.

to meet and act
by majority
vote on another
candidate's
withdrawal,
instead
permitting its
employees to
make decisions.
Appellant had
to prove by
clear and
convincing
evidence that
one or more
election
irregularities
occurred and it
affected enough
votes to change
or make
uncertain the
result of the
election.
Judgment
affirmed. The
appellant did

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

h re
3lection
:ontest As
:o
Watertown
Special
Keferendum
Zlection

Court

Supreme
Court of
South
Dakota

Citation

Date

2001 SD
May 23,
62; 628
2001
N.W.2d
336; 2001
S.D. LEXIS
66

Facts

Holding

not establish
election
irregularity by
the board's
actions on the
candidate's
withdrawal, the
board acted
diligently and
exercisd its
discretion in
keeping the
candidate's
name on the
ballot and
notifying
electors of his
withdrawal.
Appellant
The burden was
sought
on appellants to
review of the show not only
judgment of that voting
the circuit
irregularities
court
occurred, but
declaring a
also show that
local election those
valid and
irregulkties

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Holding

declining to
order a new
election.

were so
egregious that
the will of the
voters was
suppressed.
Appellants did
not meet their
burden, as mere
inconvenience
or delay in
voting was not
enough to
overturn the
election.
Judgment
affirmed.
Afler the
No
candidate lost
the sheriffs
election to the
incumbent, he
contested the
election,
asserting that
there were
sufficient
irregularities to

. .

Jones v.
Jessup

Supreme
Court of
Georgia

279 Ga.
531; 615
S.E.2d 529;
2005 Ga.
LEXIS 447

June 30,
2005

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Defendant
incumbent
appealed a
judgment by
the trial
court that
invalidated
an election
for the
position of
sheriff and

.

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ordered that
a new
election be
held based
on plaintiff
candidate's
election
contest.

place in doubt
the election
results. The
state supreme
court held that
the candidate
failed to prove
substantial
error in the
votes cast by
the witnesses
adduced at the
hearing who
voted at the
election.
Although the
candidate's
evidence
reflected the
presence of
some
irregularities,
not every
irregularity
invalidated the
vote. The
absentee ballots

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

were only to be
rejected where
the electors
failed to fbmish
required
information.
Because the
ballots cast by
the witnesses
substantially
complied with
all of the
essential
requirements of
the form, the
trial court erred
by finding that
they should not
have been
considered. The
candidate failed
to establish
substantial
error in the
votes.
Judgment
reversed.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Toliver v.
Thompson

Supreme
Court of
Oklahoma

2000 OK
98; 17 P.3d
464; 2000
Okla.
LEXIS 101

December
21,2000

Petitioner
challenged
an order of
the district
court
denying his
motion to
compel a
recount of
votes &om
an election.

The court held No
a recount of
votes cast in an
election could
occur when the
ballots had
been preserved
in the manner
prescribed by
statute. The
trial court noted
when the
ballots had not
been preserved
in such a
manner, no
recount would
be conducted.
The court
M h e r noted a
petition
alleging
irregularities in
an election
could be based
upon an
allegation that

Other
Notes

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

it was
impossible to
determine with
mathematical
certainty which
candidate was
entitled to be
issued a
certificate of
election. The
Oklahoma
supreme court
held petitioner
failed to show
that the actual
votes counted
in the election
were tainted
with
irregularity, and
similarly failed
to show a
statutory right
to a new
election based
upon a failure
to preserve the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Adkins v.
Huckabay

Court

Supreme
Court of
Louisiana

Citation

755 So. 2d
206; 2000
La. LEXIS
504

Date

February
25,2000

Facts

Holding

ballots.
Judgment
affirmed.
Plaintiff
The issue
presented for
candidate
challenged
the appellate
judgment of court's
court of
determination
was whether
appeal,
second
the absentee
circuit,
voting
which
irregularities
reversed the plaintiff
lower court's candidate
judgment
complained of
and declared rendered it
defendant
impossible to
candidate
determine the
winner of a
outcome of the
runoff
election for
election for
sheriff. The
sheriff.
Louisiana
supreme court
concluded that
the lower court
had applied the
correct

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

C

Holding

standard,
substantial
compliance, to
the election
irregularities,
but had erred in
its application
by concluding
that the
contested
absentee ballots
substantially
complied with
the statutory
requirements.
The supreme
court found that
in applying
substantial
compliance to
five of the
ballot
irregularities,
the trial court
correctly
vacated the
general election

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

and set it aside
because those
absentee ballots
should have
been
disqualified.
Because of the
constitutional
guarantee to
secrecy of the
ballot and the
fact that the
margin of
victory in the
runoff election
was three votes,
it was
impossible to
determine the
result of the
runoff election.
Thus, the
supreme court
ordered a new
general
election.
Judgment of the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Should the
Other
Statutory
Citation
Date
Name of
Court
3
Case be
Basis (if of Notes
Case
Researched
Further

Note)

In re Gray-Sadler

Supreme
Court of
New Jersey

164 N.J.
468; 753
A.2d 1101;
2000 N.J.
LEXIS 668

June 30,
2000

Appellants,
write--in
candidates
for the
offices of
mayor and
borough
council,
appealed the
judgment of
the superior
court,
appellate
division
reversing the
trial court's
decision to
set aside the
election
results for
those offices
due to
irregularities
related to the

court of appeals
reversed.
The New Jersey No
supreme court
held that the
votes that were
rejected by
election
officials did not
result from the
voters' own
errors, but from
the election
officials'
noncompliance
with statutory
requirements.
In other words,
the voters were
provided with
patently
inadequate
instructions and
defective
voting
machines.

NIA

No

-

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

absentee
ballots
violated
territorial
election law,
and that the
improper
inclusion of
such ballots
by
defendants,
election
board and
supervisor,
resulted in
plaintiffs
loss of the
election.
Plaintiff sued
defendants
seeking
invalidation
of the
absentee
ballots and
zertification
3f the

were not signed
or notarized,
were in
unsealed andlor
tom envelopes,
and were in
envelopes
containing
more than one
ballot. Prior to
tabulation of
the absentee
ballots, plaintiff
was leading
intervenor for
the final senate
position, but
the absentee
ballots entitled
intervenor to
the position.
The territorial
:out held that
?laintiff was
lot entitled to
:elief since he
hiled to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

0
Q

m
*
Fa
a3

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

election
results
tabulated
without such
ballots.

establish that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of
a sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted,
and ballots
without
notarized
signatures were

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Johnson v.
Lopez-Torres

Supreme
Court of
New York,
Appellate
Division,
Second
Department

October 2 1,
2005 NY
2005
Slip Op
7825; 2005
N.Y. App.
Div. LEXIS
11276

Date

Facts

Holding

In a
proceeding
for a re-canvass of
certain
affidavit
ballots cast
in the
Democratic
party
primary
election for
the public
office of
surrogate,
the supreme
court denied
appellant
candidate's
petition
requesting
the same and
declared
appellee
opponent the
winner of

proper.
Finding that the
candidate had
waived her
right to
challenge the
affidavit ballots
and had not
sufficiently
established her
claim of
irregularities to.
warrant a
hearing, the
trial court
denied her
petition and
declared the
opponent the
winner of the
primary.
However, on
appeal, the
appellate
division held
that no waiver
occurred.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

that election.

Moreover,
because
hundreds of
apparently
otherwise
eligible voters
failed to fill in
their party
enrollment
andlor prior
address, it
could be
reasonably
inferred that
these voters
were misled
thereby into
omitting the
required
information.
Finally, the
candidate failed
to make a
sui'ficient
showing of
voting
irregularities in

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Ex parte
Avery

Court

Supreme
Court of
Alabama

Citation

Date

843 So. 2d August 23,
137; 2002
2002
Ala. LEXIS
239

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

the machine
vote to require
a hearing on
that issue.
Judgment
reversed.
Petitioner
The issuance of No
probate
a writ of
judge moved mandamus was
for a writ of appropriate.
mandamus
The district
directing a
attorney had a
circuit judge right to the
to vacate his election
order
materials
requiring the because he was
probate
conducting a
judge to
criminal
transfer all
investigation of
election
the last
election.
materials to
the circuit
Furthermore,
clerk and
the circuit
holding him judge had no
in contempt jurisdiction or
for failing to authority to
do so. The
issue an order

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

directing that
the election
materials be
given to the
clerk. The
district attorney
received
several claims
of irregularities
in the election,
some of which
could constitute
voter fkaud.
Petition granted
and writ issued.
No
After his loss The candidate
alleged
the
in a primary
sheriff had his
election for
the office of deputies
transport
sheriff,
prisoners to the
appellant
polls, felons
candidate
voted, and the
sued
absentee voter
appellees, a
law was
political
breached. The
party's
committee
executive

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

probate
judge also
requested
that said
material be
turned over
to the district
attorney,
pursuant to
an
outstanding
subpoena.

Harpole v.
Kemper
County
Democratic
Exec.
Comm.

Supreme
Court of
Mississippi

908 So. 2d
129; 2005
Miss.
LEXIS 463

August 4,
2005

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

committee
and the
incumbent
sheriff,
alleging
irregularities
in the
election. The
circuit court
dismissed
the
candidate's
petition for
judicial
review with
prejudice.
He appealed.

agreed with the
last contention
and threw out
the absentee
ballots (seven
percent of votes
cast); after a
recount, the
sheriff still
prevailed. The
trial court
dismissed the
case due to
alleged defects
in the petition;
in the
alternative, it
held that the
candidate failed
to sufficiently
allege
violations and
irregularities in
the election.
The supreme
court held that
the petition was

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

not defective.
Disqualification
of seven
percent of the
total votes was
not substantial
enough so as to
cause the will
of the voters to
be impossible
to discern and
to warrant a
special' election,
and there were
not enough
illegal votes
cast for the
sheriff to
change the
outcome. A
blanket
allegation
implying that
the sheriff had
deputies
transport
prisoners to the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

polls was not
supported by
credible
evidence.
Judgment
affirmed.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Am. Ass'n
of People
with
Disabilities
v. Shelley

United
States
District
Court for
the Central
District of
California

324 F.
Supp. 2d
1120; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
12587

July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs,
disabled voters
and
organizations
representing
those voters,
sought to
enjoin the
directives of
defendant
California
Secretary of
State, which
decertified and
withdrew
approval of
the use of
certain direct
recording
electronic
voting
systems. One
voter applied
for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in

Holding

Facts

,

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

No
The voters
urged the
invalidation of
the Secretary's
directives
because,
allegedly, their
effect was to
deprive the
voters of the
opportunity to
vote using
touch--screen
technology.
Although it
was not
disputed that
some disabled
persons would
be unable to
vote
independently
and in private
without the use
of DREs, it was
clear that they
would not be

Other
Notes
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the alternative, deprived of
their
a preliminary
fundamental
injunction.
right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Am. Ass'n
of People
with
Disabilities
v. Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

Citation

310 F.
Supp. 2d
1226; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
56 15

Date

March 24,
2004

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
disabled
voters, and a
national
organization,
sued
defendants,
the Florida
Secretary of
State, the
Director of the
Division of
Elections of
the Florida

showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.
The voters
were visually
or manually
impaired. The
optical scan
voting system
purchased by
the county at
issue was not
readily
accessible to
visually or
manually
impaired

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Department of voters. The
State, and a
voters were
county
unable to vote
supervisor of
using the
elections,
system without
under Title I1 third--party
of the
assistance. If it
Americans
was feasible for
With
the county to
Disabilities
purchase a
Act and
readily
Section 504 of accessible
the
system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973.
rights under the
Summary
ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually
impaired
impaired
voter's rights
voters.
were violated.
To the extent
"jelly switches"
and "sip and
puff' devices

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R. 6
35.160 did not
require that
visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

disabled voters.
Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. $
35.151. A
declaratory
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

system would
have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Troiano v.
Lepore

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

2003 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
25850

Date

November
3,2003

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
disabled
voters, sued
defendant a
state county
supervisor of
elections
alleging
discrimination
pursuant to the
Americans
With
Disability Act,
42 U.S.C.S. $
12132 et seq.,
$ 504 of the
Rehabilitation
Act, 29
U.S.C.S. 794
et seq., and
declaratory
relief for the
discrimination.
Both sides
moved for
summary

voters.
Thecomplaint No
alleged that
after the 2000
elections Palm
t each County
purchased a
certain number
of sophisticated
voting
machines
called the
"Sequoia."
According to
the voters, even
though such
accessible
machines were
available, the
supervisor
decided not to
place such
accessible
machines in
each precinct
because it
would slow

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

judgment.

things down
too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

failed to state
an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Troiano v.
Supervisor
of Elections

Court

United
States Court
of Appeals
for the
Eleventh
Circuit

Citation
a

382 F.3d
1276; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
18497

Date

September
1,2004

Facts

Holding

audio
components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.
The district
Plaintiff
court granted
visually
the election
impaired
supervisor
registered
summary
voters sued
judgment on
defendant
the grounds
county
that the voters
election
did not have
supervisor,
standing to
alleging that
assert their
the failure to
make available claims and the
claims were
audio
components in moot. The

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

voting booths
to assist
persons who
were blind or
visually
impaired
violated state
and federal
law. The
United States
District Court
for the
southern
District of
Florida
entered
summary
judgment in
favor of the
election
supervisor.
The voters
appealed.

appellate court
agreed that the
case was moot
because the
election
supervisor had
furnished the
requested audio
components
and those
components
were to be
available in all
of the county's
voting
precincts in
upcoming
elections.
Specifically,
the election
supervisor had
ceased the
allegedly
illegal practice
of limiting
access to the
audio

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court

Date

Facts

Holding

components
prior to
receiving
notice of the
litigation.
Moreover,
since making
the decision to
use audio
components in
every election,
the election
supervisor had
consistently
followed that
policy and
taken actions to
implement it
even prior to
the litigation.
Thus, the
appellate court
could discern
no hint that she
had any
intention of
removing the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Vote)

Other
Notes

Should the
Clase be
Xesearched
Further

Name of
Case

Am. Ass'n
of People
with
Disabilities
v. Smith

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

Citation

227 F.
Supp. 2d
1276; 2002
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21373

Date

October 16,
2002

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

accessible
voting
machines in the
hture.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
courtls
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.
Individual
Plaintiff
No
plaintiffs were
organization
of people with unable to vote
disabilities and unassisted with
the equipment
certain
currently used
visually and
manually
in the.county or
impaired
the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant state purchased. In

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

with the federal
claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

late

Facts

.

Holding

'T-

Statutory
IBasis (if of
INote)
i

court could not
say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs A

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

-

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of Case

District

United States v. Alaska
Rogelio
Mejorada-Lopez

Case
Number

Date

Facts

05-CR-074

December
5,2005

MejoradaLopez, a
Mexican
citizen,
completed
several voter
registration
applications to
register to vote
in Alaska and
voted in the
2000,2002,
and 2004
general
elections. He
was charged
with three
counts of
voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
61 1 and pled
guilty.
MejoradaLopez was
sentenced to
probation for

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
No

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

h
0
u
3

*
cn

4

District

Case
Number

Date

United States v.
Shah

Colorado

1:04-CR00458

March 1,
2005

United States v.
Mohsin Ali

Northern
Florida

4:05-CR-47

January 17,
2006

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

one year.
No
Shah was
indicted on two
counts of
providing false
information
concerning
United States
citizenship in
order to register
to vote in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911 and
1015(f). Shah
was convicted
on both counts.
A misdemeanor No
was filed
against Ali
charging him
with voting by
a non-citizen of
18 U.S.C.
section 6 11.
Trial was set
for January 17,
2006

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

N/A

Yes-need
information on the
outcome of the
trial.

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts

United States v.
Chaudhary

Northern
Florida

4:04-CR00059

May 18,
2005

Chaudhary was
indicted for
misuse of a
social security
number in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
408 and for
making a false
claim of United
States
citizenship on a
2002 driver's
license
application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911. A
superceding
indictment was
returned,
charging
Chaudhary
with falsely
claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
No

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further
N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Velasquez

District

Southern
Florida

Case
Number

1:03-CR20233

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Date

Facts

September
9,2003

application and
on the
accompanying
voter
registration
application. He
was convicted
of the false
citizenship
claim on his
voter
registration
application.
No
Velasquez, a
former 1996
and 1998
candidate for
the Florida
legislature, was
indicted on
charges of
misrepresenting
United States
citizenship in
connection
with voting and
for making
false statements

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

United States v.
McKenzie;
United States v.
,Francois;
United States v.
Exavier; United
States v. Lloyd
Palmer; United

District

Southern
Florida

Date

July 15,
2004

Facts
to the
Lmmigration
and
Naturalization
Service, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f)
and 1001.
Velasquez was
convicted on
two counts of
making false
statements on
his
naturalization
application to
the INS
concerning his
voting history.
Fifteen noncitizens were
charged with
voting in
various
elections
beginning in
1998 in

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

No

Other Notes
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

States v. Velrine
Palmer; United
states v.
Shivdayal;
United States v.
Rickman;
United States v.
Knight; United
States v.
Sweeting;
United States v.
Lubin; United
States v.
Bennett;
United States v.
O'Neil; United
States v. TorresPerez; United
States v. Phillip;
United States v.
Bain Knight
United States v.
Brooks

Case
Number

Date

0:04-CR60 162;
0 :04-CR60 164;
1:04-CR2049 1;
1:04-CR20490;
1:04-CR20489;
0:04-CR60163;
1:04-CR14048;
0:04-CR60165;
2 :04-CR14046;
9:04-CR80103;
2:04-CR14047
Southern
Illinois

3:03-CR30201

February
12,2004

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

violation of 18
U.S.C. section
61 1. Four of
the defendants
were also
charged with
making false
citizenship
claims in
violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
911 or 1015(f).
Ten defendants
were convicted,
one defendant
was acquitted,
and charges
against four
defendants
were dismissed
upon motion of
the
government.
East St. Louis
No
election official
Leander
Brooks was
indicted for

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Scott; United
States v.
Nichols; United
States v.
Terrance Stith;
United States v.
Sandra Stith;
United States v.
Powell, et al.

District

Southern
Illinois

Case
Number

3:05-CR30040;
3:05-CR30041;
3~0.5-CR30042;
3:05-CR30043;
3:05-CR30044

Date

June 29,
2005

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

submitting
fraudulent
ballots in the
.
2002 general
election in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c),
1973i(e),
1973gg10(2)(B), a-ld
18 U.S.C.
sections 24 1
and 371.
Brooks pled
guilty to all
charges.
Four Democrat No
precinct
committeemen
in East St.
Louis were
charged with
vote buying on
the 2004
general election
in violation of
42 U.S.C.

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
McIntosh

District

Kansas

Case
Number

2:04-CR20142

Date

December
20,2004

Facts

Statutory
'Basis (if of
Note)

also pled guilty
to one count of
18 U.S.C.
section
1512(c)(2)
relative to a
scheme to kill
one of the trial
witnesses and
two counts of
18 U.S.C.
section 1503
relative to
directing two
other witnesses
to refuse to
testify before
the grand jury.
No
A felony
information
was filed
against lawyer
Leslie
McIntosh for
voting in both
Wyandotte
County, Kansas
and Jackson

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Conley; United
States v. Slone;
United States v.

District

Eastern
Kentucky

Case
Number

7:03-CR000 13;
7:03-CR00014;

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Date

Facts

March 28,
2003 and
April 24,
2003

County,
Missouri, in the
general
elections of
2000 and 2002
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information
was filed,
charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional
rights in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
242, to which
the defendant
pled guilty.
Ten people
No
were indicted
on vote buying
charges in

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

District

Date

7:03-CR00015;
7:03-CR00016;
7:03-CR00017;
7:03-CR00018;
7:03-CR00019

Madden; United
States v. Slone
et al.; United
States v.
Calhoun; United
States v.
Johnson; United
States v.
Newsome, et al.

United States v.
Hays, et al.

Case
Number

Eastern
Kentucky

7:03-CR0001 1

March 7,
2003

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

connection
with the 1998
primary
election in
Knott County,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). Five
of the
defendants pled
guilty, two
were convicted,
and three were
acquitted.
Ten defendants No
were indicted
for conspiracy
and vote
buying for a
local judge in
Pike County,
Kentucky, in
the 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Turner, et al.

District

Eastern
Kentucky

Case
Number

3:05-CR00002

Date

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
37 1. Five
defendants
were convicted,
one defendant
was acquitted,
and charges
against four
defendants
were dismissed
upon motion of
the
government.
No
May 5,2005 Three
defendants
were indicted
for vote buying
and mail fraud
in connection
with the 2000
elections in
Knott, Letcher,
Floyd, and
Breathitt
Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

Yes-need update on
case status.

Name of Case

United States v.
Braud

Middle
Louisiana

United States v.
Thibodeaux

Western
Louisiana

-

B

0

m
0

cn
OC)

Case
Number

District

3:03-CR00019

--

6:03-CR60055

Date

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
341.
May 2,2003 Tyrell Mathews No
Braud was
indicted on
three counts of
making false
declarations to
a grand jury in
connection
with his 2002
fabrication of
eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1623. Braud
pled guilty on
all counts.
St. Martinsville No
April 12,
City
2005
Councilwoman
Pamela C.
Thibodeaux
was indicted on

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

NIA

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Scherzer;
United States v.
Goodrich;
United States v.
Jones; United
States v. Martin

District

Western
Missouri

Case
Number

4:04-CR0040 1;
4:04-CR00402;
4:05-CR00257;
4:05-CR00258

Date

January 7,
2005;
March 28,
2005;
September
8,2005;
October 13,
2005

Facts
two counts of
conspiring to
submit false
voter
registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). She
pled guilty to
both charges.
Two
misdemeanor
informations
were filed
charging
Lorraine
Goodrich and
James
Scherzer,
Kansas
residents who
voted in the
2000and2002
general
elections on

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

No

N/A

No

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
both Johnson
County, Kansas
and in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The
informations
charged
deprivation of a
constitutional
right by
causing
spurious
ballots, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
242 and 2.
Both pled
guilty.
Additionally,
similar
misdemeanor
informations
were filed
against Tammy
J. Martin, who
voted in both
Independence
and Kansas

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

United States v.
Raymond;
United States v.
McGee; United
States v. Tobin;
United States v.
Hansen

District

New
Hampshire

Case
Number

04-CR00141; 04CR-00 146;
04-CR00216; 04CR-00054

Date

December
15,2005

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

City, Missouri
in the 2004
general election
and Brandon E.
Jones, who
voted both in
Raytown and
Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both
pled guilty.
No
Two
informations
were filed
charging Allen
Raymond,
former
president of a
Virginia-based
political
consulting firm
called GOP
Marketplace,
and Charles
McGee, former
executive
director of the

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
New
Hampshire
State
Republican
Committee,
with conspiracy
to commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The
charges stem
from a scheme
to block the
phone lines
used by two
Manchester
organizations
to arrange
drives to the
polls during the
2002 general

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
election. Both
pled guilty.
James Tobin,
former New
England
Regional
Director of the
Republican
National
Committee,
was indicted on
charges of
conspiring to
commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. An
information
was filed
charging Shaun
Hansen, the

Statutory
Basis (if of
'Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
principal of an
Idaho
telemarketing
firm called
MILO
Enterprises
which placed
the harassing
calls, with
conspiracy and
aiding and
abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 2 and
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
The
information
against Hansen
was dismissed
upon motion of
the
government. A
superseding
indictment was

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
returned
against Tobin
charging
conspiracy to
impede the
constitutional
right to vote for
federal
candidates, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
241 and
conspiracy to
make harassing
telephone calls
in violation of
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
Tobin was
convicted of
one count of
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment and
one count of
aiding and
abetting of

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

United States v.
Workman

District

Western
North
Carolina

Case
Number

1:03-CR00038

Date

June 30,
2003

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

telephone
harassment.
No
A ten-count
indictment was
returned
charging
Joshua
Workman, a
Canadian
citizen, with
voting and
related offenses
in the 200 and
2002 primary
and general
elections in
Avery County,
North Carolina,
in violation of
18 U.S.C.
sections 6 11,
91 1, 1001, and
1015(f).
Workman pled
guilty to
providing false
information to
election

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Shatley, et al.

District

Western
North
Carolina

Case
Number

5:03-CR00035

Date

May 14,
2004

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

officials and to
a federal
agency.
No
A nine-count
indictment was
returned
charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore,
Valerie Moore,
Carlos
"Sunshine"
Hood and Ross
"Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and
vote buying in
the Caldwell
County 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Anita and
Valerie Moore
pled guilty.

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

N/A

No

Name of Case

United States v.
Vargas

United States v.
Wells; United
States v.
Mendez; United
States v. Porter;
United States v.
Hrutkay; United
States v. Porter;

District

I

Case
Number

Date

South
Dakota

05-CR50085

December
22,2005

Southern
West
Virginia

02-CR00234;
2104-CR00101;
2:04-CR00145;
2:04-CR00149;

July 22,
2003; July
19,2004;
December
7,2004;
January 7,
2005;
March 2 1,

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Shatley, Hood,
and Banner
were all
convicted.
An indictment No
was filed
against
Rudolph
Vargas, for
voting more
than once at
Pine Ridge in
the 2002
general election
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e).
Vargas pled
guilty.
Danny Ray
No
Wells, Logan
County, West
Virginia,
magistrate, was
indicted and
charged with
violating 18

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

No

NIA

No

--

Name of Case
United States v.
Stapleton;
United States v.
Thomas E.
Esposito;
United States v.
Nagy; United
States v.
Adkins; United
States v. Harvey

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts

2005;
October 11,
2005;
December
13,2005

U.S.C. section
1962. Wells
was found
guilty. A felony
indictment was
filed against
Logan County
sheriff Johnny
Mendez for
conspiracy to
defiaud the
United States
in violation 18
U.S.C section
37 1. Mendez
pled guilty. An
information
was filed
charging
former Logan
County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making
expenditures to
influence
voting in
violation of 18

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

.

.

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
of the City of
Logan, with
concealing the
commission of
a felony, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
4. Esposito
pled guilty.
John Wesley
Nagy, Logan
County Court
marshall, pled
guilty to
making false
statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1001. An
information
charging Glen
Dale Adkins,
county clerk of
Logan County,
with accepting
payment for
voting, in

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

.

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Varne of Case

United States v.
Adkins, et al.

District

Southern
West
Virginia

Date

Facts

December
28 & 30,
2005

vioIation of 18
U.S.C. section
1973i(c).
Adkins pled
guilty. Peny
French Harvey,
Jr., a retired
UMW official,
pled guilty to
involvement in
a conspiracy to
buy votes.
Jackie Adkins
was indicted
for vote buying
in Lincoln
County, West
Virginia, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment
added Wandell
"Rocky"
Adkins to the
indictment and
charged both

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

No

Other Notes

should the Case be
Zesearched Further

Name of Case

District

Case

Date

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Number
defendants with
conspiracy to
buy votes in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and vote
buying. A
second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants,
Gegory Brent
Stowers,
Clifford Odell
"Groundhog"
Vance, and
Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and
vote buying
indictment.
Charges were
later dismissed
against Jackie
Adkins. A third

a

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
superseding
indictment was
returned adding
two additional
defendants,
Jerry Allen
Weaver and
Ralph Dale
Adkins. A
superseding
information
was filed
charging Vance
with
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Vance
pled guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

United States v.
Davis; United
States v. Byas;
United States v.
Ocasio; United
States v. Prude;

District

Eastern
Wisconsin

Case
Number

2:05-MJ00454;
2:05-MJ00455;
2:05-CR00161;

Date

Facts

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

September
16,2005;
September
2 1,2005;
October 5,
2005;

voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty. Weaver
also pled
guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Ralph
and Wandell
Adkins for
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty.
Criminal
No
complaints
were issued
against Brian
L. Davis and
Theresa J. Byas

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

NIA

Need updated
status on Gooden
and the Anderson,
Cox, Edwards, and
Little cases.

Name of Case
United States v.
Sanders; United
States v. Alicea;
United States v.
Brooks; United
States v.
Hamilton;
United States v.
Little; United
States v. Swift;
United States v.
Anderson;
United States v.
Cox; United
States v.
Edwards;
United States v.
Gooden

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts

2:05-CR00 162;
2:05-CR00163;
2:05-CR00168;
2:05-CR00 170;
2:05-CR00171;
2:05-CR00 172;
2:05-CR00 177;
2:05-CR00207;
2:05-CR00209;
2105-CR0021 1;
2~05-CR00212

October 26,
2005;
October 3 1,
2005,
November
10,2005

charging them
with double
voting, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e).
Indictments
were filed
against
convicted
felons Milo R.
Ocasio and
Kimberly
Prude, charging
them with
falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote,
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973gg10(2)(B), and
against Enrique
C. Sanders,
charging him
with multiple

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
eligible to vote
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973gg10(2)(B).
Indictments
were filed
against Davis
and Byas
charging them
with double
voting. Four
more
indictments
were returned
charging
convicted
felons Ethel M.
Anderson, Jiyto
L. Cox,
Correan F.
Edwards, and
Joseph J.
Gooden with
falsely
certifying that
they were

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
eligible to vote.
Ocasio and
Hamilton pled
guilty. Prude
was found
guilty. A
mistrial was
declared in the
Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement
agreeing to
plead to a
misdemeanor
18 U.S.C.
section 242
charge. Swift
moved to
change his
plea. Davis was
found
incompetent to
stand trial so
the government
dismissed the
case. Gooden is

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes

Should the Case be
Researched Further

-

Name of Case

District

Case
Number

Date

Facts
a fugitive.
Alicea was
acquitted. Four
cases are
pending --Anderson, Cox,
Edwards, and
Little.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Johnson v.
Bush

United States
District Court
for the
Southern
District of
Florida

214 F.
Supp. 2d
1333;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
14782

July 18,
2002

Plaintiff felons
sued defendant
state officials for
alleged violations
of their
constitutional
rights. The
officials moved
and the felons
cross-moved for
summary
judgment.

The felons had all
successfully
completed their
terms of
incarceration andlor
probation, but their
civil rights to
register and vote
had not been
restored. They
alleged that
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the
United States
Constitution, as
well as 5 1983 and
$5 2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further
No
No
N/A

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Farrakhan v.
Locke

Court

United States
District Court
for the Eastern
District of
Washington

Citation

2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22212

Date

December
1, 2000

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
convicted felons
who were also
racial minorities,
sued defendants
for alleged

minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before
their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax
or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.
The felons alleged
No
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
and restoration of
civil rights

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

violations of the
Voting Rights Act.
The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary
judgment.

schemes, premised
upon Wash. Const.
art. VI 3 3, resulted
in the denial of the
right to vote to
racial minorities in
violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Farrakhan v.
Washington

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Citation

338 F.3d
1009;
2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS

14810

Date

July 25,
2003

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.
Upon conviction of No
Plaintiff inmates
infamous crimes in
sued defendant
.the state, (that is,
state officials,
crimes punishable
claiming that
Washington state's by death or
felon
imprisonment in a
disenfranchisement state correctional
scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-inmates were
based vote denial
disenfranchised.

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

in violation of 8 2
of the Voting
Rights Act. The
United States
District Court for
the Eastern District
of Washington
granted of
summary judgment
dismissing the
inmates' claims.
The inmates
appealed.

The inmates
claimed that the

disenfranchisement
scheme violated $ 2
because the
criminal justice
system was biased
against minorities,
causing a
disproportionate
minority
representation
among those being
disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have applied
a totality of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Holding

Plaintiff inmate
appealed a
judgment of the
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of New
York, which
granted summary
judgment in favor
of defendants in
the inmate's action
alleging violation

less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
fkrther proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.
.
At issue was
No
whether the VRA
could be applied to
N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-106, which
disenfi-anchised
currently
incarcerated felons
and parolees. The
instant court
concluded that the
Voting Rights Act
did not apply to the

-

Muntaqim v.
Coombe

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit

366 F.3d
102;
2004
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
8077

April 23,
2004

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Facts

--

---

-

-

N/A

No

-

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

of 2 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965.

New York law.
Applying the Act to
state law would
alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement fi-om
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
. disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Johnson v.
Governor of
Fla.

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Eleventh
Circuit

Citation

353 F.3d
1287;
2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
25859

Date

December
19, 2003

Facts

Plaintiffs, ex-felon citizens of
Florida, on their
own right and on
behalf of others,
sought review of a
decision of the
United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of Florida,
which granted
summary judgment
to defendants,
members of the
Florida Clemency
Board in their
official capacity.
The citizens
challenged the
validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement
laws.

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

district court's
judgment was
affirmed.
The citizens alleged No
that Fla. Const. art.
VI, § 4 (1968) was
racially
discriminatory and
violated their
constitutional
rights. The citizens
also alleged
violations of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court of
appeals initially
examined the
history of Fla.
Const. art. VI, 3 4
(1968) and
determined that the
citizens had
presented evidence
'that historically the
disenfranchisement
provisions were
motivated by a

N/A

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted. The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to

Statutory Other
Basis (if Notes
of Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the
circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summaryjudgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Nameofcase

Fischer v.
Governor

Court

Supreme Court
of New
Hampshire

Citation

Date

145 N.H. March 24,
28; 749
2000
A.2d
321;
2000
N.H.
LEXIS
16

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.
No
Appellant State of Appellee was
incarcerated at the
New Hampshire
challenged a ruling New Hampshire
State Prison on
of the superior
court that the felon felony convictions.
disenfranchisement When he requested
an absentee ballot
statutes violate
to vote from a city
N.H. Const. pt. I,
clerk, the request
Art. 1 1.
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. $
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded
that the legislature
retained the

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Johnson v.
Governor of

Court

United States
Court of

Citation

405 F.3d
1214;

Date

April 12,
2005

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff
individuals sued

authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenhchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.
The individuals
No
argued that the

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Fla.

Appeals for the
Eleventh
Circuit

2005
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
5945

Date

Facts

Holding

defendant
members of
Florida Clemency
Board, arguing that
Florida's felon
disenfranchisement
law, Fla. Const.
art. VI, 8 4 (1968),
violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of Florida
granted the
members summary
judgment. A
divided appellate
panel reversed.
The panel opinion
was vacated and a
rehearing en banc
was granted.

racial animus
motivating the
adoption of
Florida's
disenfi-anchisement
laws in 1868
remained legally
operative despite
the reenactment of
Fla. Const. art. VI,
3 4 in 1968. The
subsequent
reenactment
eliminated any
discriminatory taint
from the law as
originally enacted
because the
provision narrowed
the class of
disenfranchised
individuals and was
amended through a
deliberative
process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summaryjudgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

September Respondents filed
Commonwealth 759
Mixon v.
objections to
18,2000
A.2d
Commonwealth Court of
petitioners'
442;
Pennsylvania
complaint seeking
2000 Pa.
declaratory relief
Comrnw.

Holding

permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.
Petitioner
convicted felons
were presently or
had formerly been
confined in state

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

No

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

LEXIS
534

Date

Facts

Holding

as to the
unconstitutionality
of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code, 25
Pa. Cons. Stat. $5
2600 -- 3591, and
the Pennsylvania
Voter Registration
Act, 25 Pa. Cons.
Stat. $9 96 1.101-961.5109,
regarding felon
voting rights.

prison. Petitioner
elector was
currently registered
to vote in
respondent state.
Petitioners filed a
complaint against
respondent state
seeking declaratory
relief challenging
as unconstitutional,
state election and
voting laws that
excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
. incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex-felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Rosello v.
Calderon

Court

United States
District Court
for the District
of Puerto Rico

Citation

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
272 16

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.
November Plaintiff voters
The voters' $ 1983 No
30,2004
filed a $ 1983
action against
action against
. government
defendant
officials alleged
government
that absentee
officials alleging
ballots for a
violations the Due gubernatorial
Process and Equal election were
Protection Clauses untimely mailed
of the U.S. Const. and that split votes,
amend. XIV,
which registered
resulting from the two votes for the

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

invalidity of
absentee and split
ballots in a
gubernatorial
election.

same office, were
null. The court
asserted
jurisdiction over
the disparate
treatment claims,
which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

constitutions. The
court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in fiuther
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
:rested an
inference that the
split ballots were
lot uniformly
reated and that it
was required to
:xamine a mixed
pestion of fact and
:onstitutional law

-

Statutorq Othe~ Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Woodruff v.
Wyoming

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit

Citation

49 Fed.
Appx.
199;
2002
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
2 1060

Date

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be .
Researched
of Note)
Further

pursuant to federal
guidelines to
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.
The inmates argued No
October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se
2002
inmates, appealed that the statute
violated their
fiom an order of
Eighth Amendment
the United States
District Court for
right and their State
constitutional right
the District of
to be fiee fiom
Wyoming,
dismissing their
cruel and unusual
complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983,
equal protection
challenging Wyo.
rights under the
Stat. Ann. 6--10- Fourteenth
-106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district
and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

which relief could
be granted and as
frivolous.

fee or filed a
motion to proceed
on appeal without
prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

F
Name of Case

1

Court

Superior Court
of New Jersey,
Appellate
Division

Citation

Date

Facts

381 N.J. November The Superior
Super.
2,2005
Court of New
155; 885
Jersey, Chancery
A.2d
Division, Union
445;
County, dismissed
2005
a complaint filed
N. J.
by plaintiff
Super.
interested parties
LEXIS
to invalidate N.J.
316
Stat. Ann. 5 19:4-l(8) on the ground

Holding

Statutorj
Basis (if
of Note)

heard their cases.
The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. 5 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.
The statute at issue No
prohibited all
people on parole or
probation for
indictable offenses
from voting. The
interested parties
alleged that the
criminal justice
system in New
Jersev

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

that it denied
Africa-Americans and
Hispanics equal
protection of the
law. Defendant,
the New Jersey
Attorney General,
moved to dismiss
the complaint for
failure to state a
claim, and said
motion was
granted. The
interested parties
then appealed.

Holding

discriminated
against AfricanAmericans and
Hispanics, thereby
disproportionately
increasing their
population among
parolees and
probationers and
diluting their
political power. As
a result, the alleged
that enforcement of
the statute resulted
in a denial of equal
protection under
the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N. J.
Const. art. I1
' authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

IGng v. City of
Boston

0
0

a
'
a
13

0

Court

United States
District Court
for the District
of
Massachusetts

Citation

Date

2004

May 13,

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
842 1

2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Moreover, those
convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of sufiage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.
The inmate was
Plaintiff inmate
No
filed a motion for
convicted of a
summary judgment felony and
in his action
incarcerated. His
challenging the
application for an
constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws
denied on the

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ch. 5 1, § 1, which
excluded
incarcerated felons
from voting while
they were
imprisoned.

ground that he was
not qualified to
register and vote
under Mass. Gen.
Laws ch. 51, § 1.
The inmate argued
that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note)
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, 9 1 didnot

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Southwest
Voter
Registration
Educ. Project v.
Shelley

Court

United States
District Court
for the Central
District of
California

Citation

278 F.
Supp. 2d
1131;
2003
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
14413

Date

August
15,2003

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs, several
groups, brought
suit alleging that
the proposed use
of "punch-card"
balloting machines
in the California
election would
violate the United
States Constitution
and Voting Rights
Act. Plaintiffs
moved for an order
delaying that
election, scheduled
for October 7,
2003, until such
time as it could be

violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.
Plaintiffs claimed
No
voters using punchcard machines
would have a
comparatively
lesser chance of
having their votes
counted in violation
of the Equal
Protection Clause
and the counties
employing punch-card systems had
greater minority
populations thereby
disproportionately
disenfranchising
andor diluting the

N/A

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

conducted without
use of punch--card
machines.

Holding

votes on the basis
of race, in violation
of fj 2 of the Voting
Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
. have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Name of Case

Igartua--de la
Rosa v. United
States

Court

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
First Circuit

Citation

Date

417 F.3d 'August 3,
145;
2005
2005
U.S.
APP.

LEXIS
15944

Facts

Holding

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

plaintiffs' ex parte
application for
temporary
restraining order)
was denied.
The putative voter
Plaintiff, a U.S.
No
citizen residing in had brought the
same claims twice
Puerto Rico,
before. The court
appealed from an
order of the United pointed out that
States District
U.S. law granted to
Court for the
the citizens of
District of Puerto
states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he
. electors to
was deprived of
represent that state.
the constitutional
Although modem
right to vote for
ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the
electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty
appeared that the
obligations of the
citizens were
United States.
voting for President
and Vice President
directly, they were

NIA

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

not, but were
voting for electors.
Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.

Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
Researched
of Note)
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege
Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Powers v.
Donahue

Supreme Court
of New York,
Appellate
Division, First
Department

276
A.D.2d
157; 717
N.Y.S.2d
550; 2000
N.Y. App.
Div.
LEXIS
12644

December
5,2000

Petitioner
appealed an
order of the
supreme court,
which denied
his motion to
direct the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where
more than one
absentee ballot
was returned by
a voter, to
count only the
absentee ballot
listing correct
candidates'
names.

No
When the New
York County
Board of
Elections learned
some absentee
ballots mailed to
voters in one
district listed the
wrong candidates
for state senator it
sent a second set
of absentee
ballots to
absentee voters
informing them
the first ballot
was defective and
requesting they
use the second
ballot. The board
agreed if two
ballots were
received from the
same voter, only
the corrected
ballot would be
counted.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Appellant
candidate moved
in support of the
board's
determination.
Respondent
candidate
opposed the
application,
contending that
only the first
ballot received
should have been
canvassed. The
trial court denied
appellant's
motion, ruling
that pursuant to
New York law,
where two ballots
were received
from the same
voter, only the
ballot with the
earlier date was to
be accepted. The
court found the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Goodwin v.
Territorial
St. Thomas-- Court of the

Citation

43 V.I.
89; 2000

Date

December
13,2000

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff
political

local board
officials should
have resolved the
dispute as they
proposed. The
order was
modified and the
motion granted to
the extent of
directing the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was
returned by a
voter, to accept
only the corrected
ballot postmarked
on or before
November 7,
2000, and
otherwise
affirmed.
No
Plaintiff alleged
that defendants

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

St. John Bd.
of Elections

Virgin Islands

V.I.
LEXIS 15

Date

Facts

Holding

candidate
alleged that
certain general
election
absentee ballots
violated
temtorial
election law,
and that the
improper
inclusion of
such ballots by
defendants,
election board
and supervisor,
resulted in
plaintiffs loss
of the election.
Plaintiff sued
defendants
seeking
invalidation of
the absentee
ballots and
certification of
the election
results

counted unlawful
absentee ballots
that lacked
postmarks, were
not signed or
notarized, were in
unsealed and/or
tom envelopes,
and were in
envelopes
containing more
than one ballot.
Prior to tabulation
of the absentee
ballots, plaintiff
was leading
intervenor for the
final senate
position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The
court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed to

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

tabulated
without such
ballots.

establish that the
alleged absentee
voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient number
of ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots constituted
a technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and'
thus substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
dekndants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Townson v.
Stonicher

Court

Supreme Court
of Alabama

Citation

2005 Ala.
LEXIS

Date

December
9,2005

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

The circuit
court

envelope and a
loose ballot were
in the same outer
envelope, the one
vote involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities were
without merit
since ballots
without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper. Request
for declaratory
and injunctive
relief denied.
The voters and
No
the incumbent all

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

214

Date

Facts

overturned the
results of a
mayoral
election after
reviewing the
absentee ballots
cast for said
election,
resulting in a
loss for
appellant
incumbent
based on the
votes received
from appellee
voters. The
incumbent
appealed, and
the voters
cross-appealed. In the
meantime, the
trial court
stayed
enforcement of
its judgment
pending

Holding

challenged the
judgment entered
by the trial court
arguing that it
impermissibly
included or
excluded certain
votes. The
appeals court
agreed with the
voters that the
trial court should
have excluded the
votes of those
voters for the
incumbent who
included an
improper form of
identification
with their
absentee ballots.
It was undisputed
that at least 30
absentee voters
who voted for the
incumbent
provided with

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

resolution of
the appeal.

their absentee
ballots a form of
identification that
was not proper
under Alabama
law. As a result,
the court further
agreed that the
trial court erred in
allowing those
voters to
somewhat "cure"
that defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those
circumstances, it
was difficult to
conclude that
those voters made
an honest effort to
comply with the
law. Moreover, to

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Gross v.
Albany
County Bd.
of Elections

Court

Supreme Court
of New York,
Appellate
Division, Third
Department

Citation

10 A.D.3d
476; 78 1
N.Y.S.2d
172; 2004
N.Y. App.
Div.
LEXIS

Date

August 23,
2004

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Appellant
candidates
appealed from
a judgment
entered by the
supreme court,
which partially

count the votes of
voters who failed
to comply with
the essential
requirement of
submitting proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified electors
who choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
with the absentee-voting
requirements.
Affirmed.
The candidates
No
argued that the
Board violated a
federal court
order regarding
the election. The
appellate court

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NI A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

10360

Date

Facts

Holding

granted the
candidates'
petition
challenging the
method used by
respondent
Albany County
Board of
Elections for
counting
absentee
applications
and ballots for
the office of
Albany County
Legislator, 26th
and 29th
Districts, in a
special general
election
required by the
federal courts.

held that absentee
ballots that were
sent to voters for
the special
general election
based solely on
their applications
for the general
election were
properly voided.
The Board had no
authority to issue
the ballots
without an
absentee ballot
application for the
special general
election. Two
ballots were
properly
invalidated as the
Board failed to
retain the
envelopes. Ballots
were properly
counted for voters
who failed to

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

identify their
physician on their
applications. A
ballot was
properly counted
where the Board
failed to
scrutinize the
sufficiency of the
reason for the
application. A
ballot containing
two signatures
was properly
rejected. A ballot
was properly
rejected due to
extraneous marks
outside the voting
square. A ballot
was properly
counted despite
the failure of the
election inspector
to witness the
voter's signature.
A ballot was

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Erlandson v.
Kiffmeyer

Court

Supreme Court
of Minnesota

Citation

659
N.W.2d
724; 2003
Minn.
LEXIS
196

Date

April 17,
2003

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Petitioners,
representing
the
Democratic-Farmer--Labor
Party, brought
an action
against
respondents,
the Minnesota
Secretary of
State and the
Hennepin
County
Auditor,
seeking relief

properly counted
as the application
stated the date of
the voter's
absence. A ballot
was properly
counted as the
failure to date the
application was
cured by a time
stamp. Affirmed.
The appellate
No
court found that,
while it may have
seemed unfair to
the replacement
candidate to count
votes for other
candidates from
regular absentee
ballots on which
the replacement
candidate did not
appear, those
were properly
cast ballots voting
for a properly

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

in regard to the
election for
United States
Senator,
following the
death of
Senator
Wellstone. The
issue concerned
the right of
absentee voters
to obtain
replacement
ballots.
Individuals
intervened on
behalf of the
Republican
Party. The
instant court
granted review.

nominated
candidate.
Petitioners'
request that the
Minnesota
supreme court
order that votes
for United States
Senator cast on
regular absentee
ballots not be
counted was
denied. A key
issue was Minn.
Stat. 4 204B.41
(2002), which
provided, in--part,
that official
supplemental
ballots could not
be mailed to
absent voters to
whom ballots
were mailed
before the official
supplemental
ballots were

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

prepared. The
supreme court
held that, by
treating similarly-situated voters
differently, $
204B.4 1 violated
equal protection
guarantees and
could not even
survive rational
basis review. For
voters who cast
their regular
absentee ballots
for Wellstone
before the
vacancy occurred,
but were unable
to go to their
polling place on
election day or
pick up a
replacement
ballot by election
day, the
prohibition on

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

People v.
Deganutti

Court

Appellate
Court of
Illinois, First
District, Third
Division

Citation

348 Ill.
App. 3d
5 12; 8 10
N.E.2d
191; 2004
Ill. App.

Date

May 12,
2004

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Defendant
appealed from
a judgment of
the circuit
court, which
convicted

mailing
replacement
ballots in $
204B.4 1 denied
them the right to
cast a meaningful
vote for United
States Senator.
The petition of
petitioners was
denied in part, but
granted with
respect to mailing
replacement
ballots to all
applicants for
regular absentee
ballots who
requested a
replacement
ballot.
Defendant went
No
to the voters'
homes and
obtained their
signatures on
absentee ballot

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

.N/A

No

Court

Citation

LEXIS
518

Date

Facts

Holding

defendant on
charges of
unlawful
observation of
voting and on
charges of
absentee ballot
violations in
connection
with the
completion and
mailing of the
absentee ballots
of two voters.

request forms.
Once the ballots
were mailed to
the voters,
defendant
returned to the
homes. With
voter one,
defendant sat on
the couch with
the voter and
instructed which
numbers to punch
on the ballot.
With voter two,
defendant
provided a list a
numbers and
stood nearby as
voter two
completed the
ballots. Defendant
then looked at the
ballot and had
voter two re-punch a number
that had not

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

punched cleanly.
Defendant then
put the ballots in
the mail for the
voters. On appeal,
she argued
insufficient
evidence to
sustain her
convictions. The
court affirmed,
holding that (1)
the circumstantial
evidence
surrounding
defendant's
presence as the
voters completed
their ballots
supported the
unlawful
observation
convictions; (2)
the fact that
defendant
knowingly took
the voters ballots

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Jacobs v.
Seminole
County
Canvassing
Bd.

0
0

cn

J
'1

*
2.q

-

Court

Supreme Court

Citation

773 So.
2d 5 19;
2000 Fla.
LEXIS
2404

Date

December
12,2000

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

In an election
contest, the
First District
court of appeal
certified a trial
court order to
be of great
public
importance and
to require

and mailed them,
a violation of
Illinois law
supported her
conviction, and
(3) the fact that
the statutes
defendant was
convicted under
required only a
knowing mental
state rather than
criminal intent
did not violate
substantive due
process.
Affirmed.
No
Prior to the
general election,
two political
parties mailed
preprinted
requests for
absentee ballots
to registered
voters in
Seminole County.

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

immediate
resolution by
the supreme
court. The trial
court denied
appellants'
request to
invalidate
absentee ballot
requests in
Seminole
County in the
2000
presidential
election.

Forms mailed by
one party failed to
include either a
space for the
voter
identification
number or the
preprinted
number.
Representatives
from that party
were allowed to
add voter
identification
numbers to
request forms
after they were
returned, and
absentee ballots
were sent to the
persons named on
the request forms.
The supreme
court affirmed the
trial court's
refusal to
invalidate the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballot requests,
and adopted the
trial court's
reasoning that the
information
required, which
included the voter
identification
number, was
directory rather
than mandatory.
The trial court
properly found
that the evidence
did not support a
finding of fraud,
gross negligence,
or intentional
wrongdoing.
Allowing one
party to correct
ballots did not
constitute illegal
disparate
treatment because
there was no need
to correct the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Gross v.
Albany
County Bd.
of Elections

Court

Court of
Appeals of
New York

Citation

3 N.Y.3d
25 1; 8 19
N.E.2d
197; 785
N.Y.S.2d
729; 2004
N.Y.

LEXIS
2412

Date

October
14,2004

Facts

Appellant
candidates
sought review
from an order
of the
Appellate
Division, which
affirmed a trial
court order
holding that
absentee ballots
from a special
general election
were not to be
canvassed
because
respondent
Albany County
Board of
Elections failed
to follow the
set procedure
for those
voters.

Holding

other party's
forms. Affirmed.
Due to a
challenge to a
redistricting plan,
the Board was
enjoined from
conducting
primary and
general elections
for certain county
districts. A
special primary
election was
directed, with a
special general
election to be
held
"expeditiously
thereafter."
Absentee ballot
requests for the
first special
election were
based on prior
requests, but new
requests had to be

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

made for the
general election.
However, the
Board forwarded
absentee ballots
for that election
as well, based on
the prior requests.
Candidates in two
close races
thereafter
challenged those
absentee ballots,
as they violated
the procedure that
was to be
foliowed, The
trial court held
that the ballots
should not be
canvassed, which
decision was
affirmed on
appeal. On further
review due to
dissenting
opinions, the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

court found that
the ballots were
in violation of the
federal court
order that directed
the procedure to
be followed, as
well as in
violation of New
York election
law. The court
concluded that the
Board's error was
not technical,
ministerial, or
inconsequential
because it was
central to the
substantive
process, and the
voters who used
absentee ballots
were not
determined to be
"duly qualified
electors."
Affirmed.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

In re
Supreme Court
Canvass of
of
Absentee
Pennsylvania
Ballots of
Nov. 4,2003
Gen.
Election

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

577 Pa.
231; 843
A.2d
1223;
2004 Pa.
LEXIS
43 1

March 8,
2004

A county
elections board
voided certain
absentee ballots
cast in the
November 4,
2003, general
election. The
court of
common pleas
held that
absentee ballots
delivered by
third persons
were valid and
should be
counted. The
commonwealth
court affirmed
the trial court's
decision. The
state supreme
court granted
allocatur.
Appellants and
appellees were
certain

The absentee
No
ballots at issue
were handdelivered to the
county elections
board by third
persons on behalf
of non--disabled
voters. On appeal,
the issue was
whether non-disabled absentee
voters could have
third persons
hand--deliver
their ballots to the
elections board
where the board
indicated that the
practice was
permitted. The
state supreme
court concluded
that the "in
person" delivery
requirement was
mandatory, and

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes
NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

candidates and
voters.

that absentee
ballots delivered
in violation of the
provision were
invalid,
notwithstanding
the board's
erroneous
instructions to the
contrary. Under
the statute's plain
meaning, a non-disabled absentee
voter had two
choices: send the
ballot by mail, or
deliver it in
person. Third-person hand-delivery of
absentee ballots
was not
permitted. To
ignore the law's
clear instructions
regarding in-person delivery

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

In re

. Canvass of

Court

Citation

Commonwealth 839 A.2d
Court of
45 1; 2003

Date

December
22,2003

Facts

Holding

The Allegheny
County

would undermine
the statute's very
purpose as a
safeguard against
fraud. The state
supreme court
concluded that its
precedent was
clear, and it could
not simply ignore
substantive
provisions of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code.
The judgment of
the
Commonwealth
Court was
reversed in so far
as it held that
certain absentee
ballots delivered
on behalf of non-disabled absentee
voters were valid.
On appeal, the
No
issue was whether

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Absentee
Pennsylvania
Ballots of
November 4,
2003

Citation

Pa.
Cornmw.
LEXIS
963

Date

Facts

Holding

Elections
Board did not
allow 74
challenged
third--party
hand--delivered
absentee ballots
to be counted
in the statewide
general
election. The
court of
common pleas
of Allegheny
County
reversed the
Board's
decision and
allowed the 74
ballots to be
counted.
Appellant
objecting
candidates
appealed the
trial court's
order.

non-disabled
voters who voted
by absentee
ballots and had
those ballots
delivered by third
parties to county
election boards
could have their
ballots counted in
the statewide
general election.
First, the
appellate court
concluded that
political bodies
had standing to
appeal. Also, the
trial court did not
err by counting
the 74 ballots
because absentee
voters could not
be held
responsible for
following the
statutory

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

requirements of
Pennsylvania
election law
where the Board
knowingly failed
to abide by the
statutory
language
regarding the
delivery of
absentee ballots,
changed its policy
to require voters
to abide by the
language, and
then changed its
policy back to its
original stance
that voters did not
have to abide by
the statutory
language, thereby
misleading
absentee voters
regarding
delivery
requirements.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

United
United States
States v.
District Court
Pennsylvania for the Middle
District of
Pennsylavnia

Citation

2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21 167

Date

October
20,2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Under the
circumstances, it
was more
important to
protect the
interest of the
voters by not
disenfranchising
them than to
adhere to the
strict language of
the statute.
However, one
ballot was not
counted because
it was not
delivered to the
Board. Affirmed
with the
exception that one
voter's ballot was
stricken.
Plaintiff United The testimony of No
States sued
the two witnesses
defendant
offered by the
Commonwealth United States did
of
not support its

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Pennsylvania,
governor, and
state secretary,
claiming that
overseas voters
would be
disenfranchised
if they used
absentee ballots
that included
the names of
two
presidential
candidates who
had been
removed from
the final
certified ballot
and seeking
injunctive relief
to address the
practical
implications of
the final
certification of
the slate of
candidates so

contention that
voters protected
by the Uniformed
and Overseas
Citizens Absentee
Voting Act would
be
disenfranchised
absent immediate
injunctive relief
because neither
witness testified
that any absentee
ballots issued to
UOCAVA voters
were legally
incorrect or
otherwise invalid.
Moreover, there
was no evidence
that any
UOCAVA voter
had complained
or otherwise
expressed
concern regarding
their ability or

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

late in the
election year.

right to vote. The
fact that some
UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not ipso
facto support a
finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
.
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Hoblock v.
Albany
County Bd.
of Elections

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Northern
District of New
York

Citation

341 F.
Supp. 2d
169; 2004
U.S. Dist.

LEXIS
21326

Date

October
25,2004

Facts

Holding

adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election costs.
Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.
Plaintiffs,
An election for
candidates and members of the
voters, sued
Albany County
defendant, the
Legislature had
Albany County, been enjoined,
New York,
and special

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Board of
Elections,
under § 1983,
claiming that
the Board
violated
plaintiffs'
Fourteenth
Amendment
rights by
refbsing to tally
the voters'
absentee
ballots.
Plaintiffs
moved for a
preliminary
injunction.

primary and
general elections
were ordered. The
order stated that
the process for
obtaining and
counting absentee
ballots for the
general election
would follow
New York
election law,
which required
voters to request
absentee ballots.
However, the
Board issued
absentee ballots
for the general
election to all
persons who had
applied for an
absentee ballot
for the cancelled
election. The
voters used
absentee ballots

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

to vote; their
ballots were later
invalidated. A
state' court
determined that
automatically
sending absentee
ballots to those
who had not filed
an application
violated the
constitution of
New York. The
district court
found that the
candidates' claims
could have been
asserted in state
court and were
barred by res
judicata, but the
voters were not
parties to the state
court action. The
candidates were
not entitled to
joinder and had

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

not filed a motion
to intervene. The
voters established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits, as the
Board effectively
took away their
right to vote by
issuing absentee
ballots and then
rehsing to count
them. The voters'
claims involved
more than just an
"unintended
irregularity." The
candidates' claims
were dismissed,
and their request
for joinder or to
intervene was
denied. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
preventing the

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Griffin v.
Roupas

Court

Citation

United States
385 F.3d
Court of
1128;
Appeals for the 2004 U.S.
Seventh Circuit App.
LEXIS
21476

Date

October
15,2004

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

In a suit
brought by
plaintiff
working
mothers against
defendants,
members of the
Illinois State
Board of
Elections,
alleging that
the United
States
Constitution
required
Illinois to allow
them to vote by
absentee ballot,
the mothers
appealed from
a decision of
the United
States District

Board from
certifying winners
of the election
was granted.
The mothers
No
contended that,
because it was a
hardship for them
to vote in person
on election day,
the U.S.
Constitution
required Illinois
to allow them to
vote by absentee
ballot. The
district court
dismissed the
mothers'
complaint. On
appeal, the court
held that the
district court's
ruling was
correct, because,
although it was
possible that the

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Court for the
Northern
District of
Illinois, Eastern
Division, which
dismissed their
complaint for
failure to state
a claim.

problems created
by absentee
voting might be
outweighed by
the harm to voters
who would lose
their vote if they
were unable to
vote by absentee
ballot, the striking
of the balance
between
discouraging
fraud and
encouraging voter
turnout was a
legislative
judgment with
which the court
would not
interfere unless
strongly
convinced that
such judgment
was grossly awry.
The court further
held that Illinois

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

law did not deny
the mothers equal
protection of the
laws, because the
hardships that
prevented voting
in person did not
bear more heavily
on working
mothers than
other classes in
the community.
Finally, the court
held that,
although the
length and
complexity of the
Illinois ballot
supported an
argument for
allowing people
to vote by mail,
such argument
had nothing to do
with the problems
faced by working
mothers. It

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Reitz v.
Rendell

Court

United States
District Court
for the Middle
District of
Pennsylvania

Citation

2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21813

Date

October
29,2004

Facts

Holding

applied to
everyone.
Affirmed.
Plaintiff service The court issued
an order to assure
members filed
that service
an action
members and
against
defendant state other similarly
situated service
officials under
the Uniformed members who
were protected by
and Overseas
the UOCAVA
Citizens
would not be
Absentee
disenfranchised.
Voting Act,
The court ordered
alleging that
the Secretary of
they and
similarly
the
situated service Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania
members
to take all
would be
disenfranchised reasonable steps
because they
necessary to
did not receive direct the county
boards of
their absentee
ballots in time. elections to
accept as timely
The parties
received absentee
entered into a

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

voluntary
agreement and
submitted it to
the court for
approval.

ballots cast by
service members
and other
overseas voters as
defined by
UOCAVA, so
long as the ballots
were received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bush v.
Hillsborough
County
Canvassing
Bd.

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Northern
District of
Florida

Citation

123 F.
Supp. 2d
1305;
2000 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
19265

Date

December
8,2000

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

the Governor or
the Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to
a stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the
service members.
Plaintiff
No
The matter
came before the presidential and
vise--presidential
court on
plaintiffs'
candidates and
state political
complaint for
declaratory and party contended
injunctive relief that defendant
alleging that
county
defendant
canvassing boards
rejected overseas
county
canvassing
absentee state
boards rejected ballots and
overseas
federal write--in
absentee state
ballots based on
ballots and
criteria
federal write-inconsistent with
in ballots based the Uniformed

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

0
0

cn

cn

a,
CD

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

on criteria
inconsistent
with federal
law, and
requesting that
the ballots be
declared valid
and that they
should be
counted.

and Overseas
Citizens Absentee
Voting Act.
Because the state
accepted overseas
absentee state
ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
fiom outside the
United States and
requiring the state

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had
made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Kolb v.

Court

Supreme Court

Citation

270

Date

March 17,

Facts

Holding

Both petitioner

their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and
declared valid all
federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.
Both petitioner
No

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

of New York,
Appellate
Division,
Fourth
Department

A.D.2d
964; 705
N.Y.S.2d
746; 2000
N.Y. App.
Div.
LEXIS
3483

2000

and respondent
appealed fi-om
order of
supreme court,
determining
which absentee
and other paper
ballots would
be counted in a
special
legislative
election.

and respondent,
presumably
representing
different
candidates,
challenged the
validity of
particular paper
ballots, mostly
absentee, in a
special legislative
election. The
court affirmed
most of the trial
court's findings,
but modified its
order to invalidate
ballots
improperly
marked outside
the voting square--ballots where
the signature on
the envelope
differed
substantially fiom
the voter

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

People v.
Woods

8

0
03

cn

2

Court

Court of
Appeals of
Michigan

Citation

241 Mich.
App. 545;
616
N.W.2d
21 1; 2000
Mich.
APP.
LEXIS
156

Date

June 27,
2000

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

ballot envelopes
contained extra
ballots, the ballots
were to be placed
in a ballot box so
that procedures
applicable when
excess ballots are
placed in a ballot
box could be
followed. Order
modified.
Defendant filed Defendant
No
an interlocutory distributed and
collected absentee
appeal of the
decision by the ballots in an
election. Because
circuit court,
which denied
both defendant
defendant's
and his brother
request for a
were candidates
jury instruction on the ballot,
on entrapment defendant's
by estoppel, but assistance was
stayed the
illegal under
proceedings to Michigan law.
allow
Bound over for
defendant to
trial on election

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

pursue the
interlocutory
appeal, in a
criminal action
alleging
violations of
election laws.

fraud charges,
defendant
requested a jury
instruction on
entrapment by
estoppel, which
was denied. On
interlocutory
appeal, the
appellate court
reversed and
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing, holding
that defendant
should be given
the opportunity to
present evidence
that he
unwittingly
committed the
unlawful acts in
reasonable
reliance upon the
word of the
township clerk.
The necessary

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Hams v.
Florida
Elections
Canvassing
Comm'n

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Northern
District of
Florida

Citation

122 F.
Supp. 2d
1317;
2000 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17875

Date

December
9,2000

Facts

Holding

violate the
defendant's right
to due process.
Denial of jury
instruction was
reversed because
the trial court did
not hold an
entrapment
hearing;
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing where
defendant could
present elements
of the entrapment
by estoppel
defense.
The court found
Plaintiffs
challenged the Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S.
counting of
overseas
5 1 to impose
absentee ballots irrational
received after 7 scheduling rules
p.m. on
on state and local
election day,
canvassing
alleging the
officials, and did

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

injunction or
temporary
restraining
order that
would prohibit
defendant
county
department of
election
services from
delivering to
local election
districts
absentee ballots
received from
any state,
county, or city
correctional
facility.

determine
whether any of
the straining order
denied. CASE
SUMMARY:
PROCEDURAL
POSTURE:
Plaintiffs, a
congressman and
a state
representative,
filed a motion
seeking a
preliminary
injunction or
temporary
restraining order
that would
prohibit
defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received
from any state,

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

county, or city
correctional
facility as
provided in Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
5 3416.6 and Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
5 3416.8.
OVERVIEW:
The congressman
and representative
sought to have the
absentee ballots at
issue set aside
until a hearing
could be held to
determine
whether any of
the ballots were
delivered to the
county board of
elections by a
third party in
violation of
Pennsylvania law,
whether any of
the ballots were

1

-

Statutory
Basis (if
~fNote)

Other
Notes

Should the
Clase be
Reskched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

submitted by
convicted
incarcerated
felons in violation
of Pennsylvania
law, and whether
any of the ballots
were submitted
by qualified
voters who were
improperly
assisted without
the proper
declaration
required by
Pennsylvania law.
The court
concluded that an
ex parte
temporary
restraining order
was not warranted
because there
were potential
jurisdictional
issues, substantial
questions

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Qualkinbush
v. Skubisz

Court

Court of
Appeals of
Illinois, First
District

Citation

822
N.E.2d
38; 2004
Ill. App.
LEXIS

1546

Date

December
28,2004

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Facts

Holding

Respondent
appealed from
an order of the
circuit court
certifying
mayoral
election results
for a city in
which the court

concerning the
alleged violations,
and the complaint
did not allege that
the department
acted or
threatened to act
in an unlawful
manner. The
court denied the
ex parte motion
for a temporary
restraining order.
The court set a
hearing on the
motion for
preliminary
injunction.
No
Respondent first
claimed the trial
court erred in
denying his
motion to dismiss
with respect to 38
votes the Election
Code was
preempted by and

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/ A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

declared
petitioner
mayor.

0
U

cn
ul

a
3
GI'

Holding

violated the
Voting Rights
Act and the
Americans with
Disabilities Act of
1990 since it
restricted the
individuals with
whom an
absentee voter
could entrust their
ballot for mailing.
The appeals court
found the trial
court did not err
in denying the
motion to
dismiss, as
Illinois election
law prevented a
candidate or his
or her agent fiom
asserting undue
influence upon a
disabled voter and
from
manipulating that

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

,

I

I

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

voter into voting
for the candidate
or the agent's
candidate, and
was designed to
protect the rights
of disabled
voters.
Respondent had
not established
that the federal
legislature
intended to
preempt the rights
of state
legislatures to
restrict absentee
voting, and,
particularly, who
could return
absentee ballots.
The Election
Code did not
violate equal
protection
principles, as the
burden placed

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
.
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Panio v.
Sunderland

Court

Supreme Court
of New York,
Appellate
Division,
Second
Department

Citation

14 A.D.3d
627; 790
N.Y.S.2d
136; 2005
N.Y. App.
Div.
LEXIS
3433

Date

January
25,2005

Facts

Holding

upon absentee
voters by the
restriction on who
could mail an
absentee ballot
was slight and
nondiscriminatory
and substantially
contributed to the
integrity of the
election process.
Affirmed.
Inproceedings
The question
filed pursuant
presented was
to New York
whether the
election law to county election
determine the
board should
validity of
count the six
sertain
categories of
absentee and
ballots that were
~ffidavitballots in dispute. After a
:endered for the review of the
~fficeof 35th
evidence
District
presented, the
Senator,
appeals court
ippellants, a
modified the trial
:hairperson of
court's order by:

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the county
Republican
committee and
the Republican
candidate, both
sought review
of an order by
the supreme
court to count
or not count
certain ballots.
Respondent
Democratic
candidate
cross-appealed.

(1) deleting an
order directing
the county
elections board
(board) to count
160 affidavit
ballots tendered
by voters who
appeared at the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district, as there
were meaningful
distinctions
between those
voters who went
to the wrong
polling place and
those voters who
went to the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district; (2)
directing that the
board not count

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

10 affidavit
ballots tendered
in the wrong
election district
because of a map
error, as there was
no evidence that
the voters in this
category relied on
the maps when
they went to the
wrong election
districts; and (3)
directing the
board to count 45
absentee ballots
tendered by poll
workers, as it
appeared that the
workers
substantially
complied with the
statute by
providing a
written statement
that was the
hctional

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Pierce v.
Allegheny
County Bd.
of Elections

Court

United States
District Court
for the Western
District of
Pennsylvania

Citation

324 F.
Supp. 2d
684; 2003
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
25569

Date

November
13,2003

Facts

Holding

equivalent of an
application for a
special ballot.
Order modified
and judgment
affirmed.
Plaintiff voters Intervenor
political
sought to
committees also
enjoin
moved to dismiss
defendant
for lack of
election board
standing, lack of
from allowing
subject matter
three different
procedures for jurisdiction, and
failure to state a
third--party
absentee ballot claim, as well as
abstention. Inter
delivery,
alia, the court
require the set
aside of all
found that
absentee third-- abstention was
party delivered appropriate under
the Pullman
ballots in
doctrine because:
connection
with the
(I) construction
November
of Pennsylvania
election law was
2003 election,
prohibit those
not clear

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

ballots from
being delivered
to local election
districts after
having been
commingled
with other
absentee
ballots, and
convert a
temporary
restraining
order to an
injunction.

regarding whether
the absentee
ballot provision
requiring hand-delivery to be "in
person" was
mandatory or
directory; (2) the
construction of
the provision by
state courts as
mandatory or
directory could
obviate the need
to determine
whether there had
been a Fourteenth
Amendment
equal protection
violation; and (3)
erroneous
construction of
the provision
could disrupt very
important state
voting rights
policies.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

However, the
court had a
continuing duty to
consider the
motion for
temporary
restraining
orderlpreliminary
injunction despite
abstention. The
court issued a
limited
preliminary
injunction
whereby the 937
hand--delivered
absentee ballots at
issue were set
aside as
"challenged"
ballots subject to
the election code
challenge
procedure. Any
equal protection
issues could be
heard in state

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Friedman v.
Snipes

a
a
m
cn
C3'

+

Court

United States
District Court
for the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

345 F.
Supp. 2d
1356;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
23739

Date

November
9,2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

court by virtue of
the state court's
concurrent
jurisdiction.
No
The voters
Plaintiff
claimed they
registered
timely requested
voters sued
defendant state absentee ballots
but (1) never
and county
received the
election
officials under requested ballot
or (2) received a
$ 1983 for
ballot when it was
alleged
too late for them
violations of
to submit the
their rights
under 42
absentee ballot.
The court held
U.S.C.S. 5
that42U.S.C.S.G
1971(a)(2)(B)
of the Civil
1971(a)(2)(B)
Rights Act, and was not intended
the First and
to apply to the
counting of
Fourteenth
Amendments to ballots by those
the United
already deemed
qualified to vote.
States
Constitution.
The plain
The voters
meaning of §

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

NIA

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

moved for a
temporary
restraining
order (TRO)
andlor
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
the TRO and
held a hearing
on the
preliminary
injunction.

1971(a)(2)(B) did
not support the
voters' claim that
it should cover an
error or omission
on any record or
paper or any error
or omission in the
treatment,
handling, or
counting of any
record or paper,
Further, because
Florida election
law only related
to the mechanics
of the electoral
process, the
correct standard
to be applied here
was whether
Florida's
important
regulatory
interests justified
the restrictions
imposed on their

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

First and
Fourteenth
Amendment
rights. The State's
interests in
ensuring a fair
and honest
election and
counting votes
within a
reasonable time
justified the light
imposition on
voting rights. The
deadline for
returning ballots
did not
disenfiachise a
class of voters.
Rather, it
imposed a time
deadline by which
voters had to
return their votes.
So .there was no
equal protection
violation.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Preliminary
injunction denied.

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Spencer v.
Blackwell

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Ohio

347 F.
Supp. 2d
528; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS'
22062

November
1,2004

'

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff voters
filed a motion
for temporary
restraining
order and
preliminary
injunction
seeking to
restrain
defendant
election
officials and
intervenor
State of Ohio
from
discriminating
against black
voters in
Hamilton
County on the
basis of race. If
necessary, they
sought to
restrain
challengers
from being
allowed at the

The voters
No
alleged that
defendants had
combined to
implement a
voter challenge
system at the
polls that
discriminated
against African-American voters.
Each precinct
was run by its
election judges
but Ohio law
also allowed
challengers to be
physically
present in the
polling places in
order to
challenge voters'
eligibility to
vote. The court
held that the
injury asserted,
that allowing

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

polls.

challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote,
was not
speculative and
could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
~hallenging
voters by
:hallengers, and
Ae questionable
2nforceability of
:he State's and

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's
compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. The court
enjoined all

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Facts

MARTAN
SPENCER, et
al., Petitioners
v. CLARA
PUGH, et al.
(No. 04A360)
SUMMIT
COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL and
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE,
et al.,
Petitioners v.
MATTHEW
HEIDER, et al.

United
States
Supreme
Court

125 S. Ct.
305; 160
L. Ed. 2d
213; 2004
U.S.
LEXIS
7400

November
2,2004

Holding

defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
state on Election
Day.
In two separate Plaintiffs
actions,
contended that
plaintiffs sued the members
defendant
planned to send
members of a
numerous
political party, challengers to
alleging that
polling places in
the members
predominantly
planned to
African-mount
American
indiscriminate neighborhoods
challenges in
to challenge
polling places
votes in an
which would
imminent
disrupt voting. national election,
Plaintiffs
which would
applied to
allegedly cause

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other

1 Notes

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

vacate orders
entered by the
United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit
which entered
emergency
stays of
injunctions
restricting the
members'
activities.

voter
intimidation and
inordinate delays
in voting. A
district court
ordered
challengers to
stay out of
polling places,
and another
district court
ordered
challengers to
remain in the
polling places
only as
witnesses, but
the appellate
court stayed the
orders. The
United States
Supreme Court,
acting through a
single Circuit
Justice, declined
to reinstate the
injunctions for

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Charles H.
Wesley Educ.

Court

United
States

Citation

324 F.
Supp. 2d

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Date

Facts

July 1,
2004

prudential
reasons, despite
the few hours
left until the
upcoming
election. While
the allegations of
abuse were
serious, it was
not possible to
determine with
any certainty the
ultimate validity
of the plaintiffs'
claims or for the
full Supreme
Court to review
the relevant
submissions, and
voting officials
would be
available to
enable proper
voting by
qualified voters.
Plaintiffs, a
The organization No
voter, ii-aternity participated in

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Found., Inc. v.
Cox

District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Georgia

Citation

1358;
2004 U.S.

Dist.
LEXIS
12120

Date

Facts

Holding

members, and
an
organization,
sought an
injunction
ordering
defendant, the
Georgia
Secretary of
State, to
process the
voter
registration
application
forms that they
mailed in
following a
voter
registration
drive. They
contended that
by refusing to
process the
forms
defendants
violated the
National Voter

numerous non-partisan voter
registration
drives primarily
designed to
increase the
voting strength
of African-Americans.
Following one
such drive, the
fraternity
members mailed
in over 60
registration
forms, including
one for the voter
who had moved
within state
since the last
election. The
Georgia
Secretary of
State's office
refused to
process them
because they

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Registration
were not mailed
Act and U.S.
individually and
Const. amends. neither a
I, XIV, and
registrar, deputy
xv.
registrar, or an
otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as
required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to bring
the action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received in
accordance with
the mandates of
the NVRA, the
State of Georgia
was not free to
reject them. The
court found that:

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Jacksonville
Coalition for
Voter Prot. v.
Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for

Holding

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Citation

Date

351 F.
Supp. 2d
1326;
2004 U.S.

plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their
claim that the
applications
were improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would '
be irreparably
injured absent an
injunction; the
potential harm to
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was in
the public
interest.
Injunction
granted.
October 25, Plaintiffs, voter The coalition,
No
2004
protection
the union, and
coalition,
the voters based
union, and
their claim on

Facts

N/ A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

the Middle
District of
Florida

Dist.
LEXIS
26522

Date

Facts

Holding

voters, filed an
emergency
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
argued that
African
Americans in
the county had
less
opportunity
than other
members of the
state's
electorate to
vote in the
upcoming
election, and
that
defendants,
elections
officials',
implementation
of early voting
procedures
violated the
Voting Rights

the fact that the
county had the
largest
percentage of
AfricanAmerican
registered voters
of any major
county in the
state, and, yet,
other similarlysized counties
with smaller
African-American
registered voter
percentages had
more early
voting sites.
Based on that,
they argued that
AfricanAmerican voters
in the county
were
disproportionally
affected. The

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Act and their
constitutional
rights.

court found that
while it may
have been true
that having to
drive to an early
voting site and
having to wait in
line may cause
people to be
inconvenienced,
inconvenience
did not result in
a denial of
meaningful
access to the
political process.
Thus, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters had not
established a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claim that the
county's
implementation

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Taylor v. Howe

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals

Citation

225 F.3d
993; 2000
U.S. App.
LEXIS

Date

August 3 1,
2000

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs,
Afkican
American
voters, poll

of early voting
procedures
violated 3 2 of
the Voting
Rights Act.
Moreover, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters failed to
establish a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their §
1983 Fourteenth
and Fifteenth
Amendment
claims, which
required a higher
proof of
discriminatory
purpose and
effect. Injunction
denied.
The court of
No
appeals
affirmed--in-part, reversed--

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

for the
Eighth
Circuit

2224 1

Date

Facts

Holding

watchers, and
candidates
appealed from
a judgment of
the United
States District
Court for the
Eastern District
of Arkansas in
favor of
defendants,
elections
commissioners
and related
individuals, on
their 5 1983
voting rights
claims and
contended the
district court
made
erroneous
findings of fact
and law and
failed to
appreciate
evidence of

in--part, and
remanded the
district court's
judgment. The
court found that
the district
court's finding of
a lack of
intentional
discrimination
was appropriate
as to many
defendants.
However, as to
some of the
individual
voters' claims
for damages, the
court held "a
definite and firm
conviction" that
the district
court's findings
were mistaken.
The court noted
that the
argument that a

Other
Statutory
Notes
Basis (if of
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Stewart v.
Blackwell

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the

Citation

356 F.
Supp. 2d
791; 2004
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS

Date

December
14, 2004

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

discriminatory
intent.

voter's name was
misspelled in the
voter register,
with a single
incorrect letter,
was a flimsy
pretext and,
accordingly,
held that the
district court's
finding that
defendant poll
workers did not
racially
discriminate in
denying the vote
to this plaintiff
was clearly
erroneous.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.
The primary
No
thrust of the
litigation was an
attempt to
federalize

Plaintiffs,
including
African-American
voters, alleged

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

presidential
election ran
slightly higher in
counties using
punch card
technology, that
fact standing
alone was
insufficient to
declare the use
of the system
unconstitutional.
Moreover, the
highest
frequency in
Ohio of residual
voting bore a
direct
relationship to
economic and
educational
factors, negating
the Voting
Rights Act
claim. The court
further stated
that local variety

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Taylor v. Cunie United
States
District

Citation

386 F.
Supp. 2d
929; 2005

Date

September
14,2005

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff
brought an
action against

in voting
technology did
not violate the
Equal Protection
Clause, even if
the different
technologies had
different levels
of effectiveness
in recording
voters'
intentions, so
long as there
was some
rational basis for
the technology
choice. It
concluded that
defendants' cost
and security
reasons for the
use of punch
card ballots were
plausible.
This action
No
involved issues
pertaining to

N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

U S . Dist.
Court for
the Eastern LEXIS
District of 20257
Michigan

-

Facts

Holding

defendants,
including a city
elections
commission,
alleging
defects in a
city council
primary
election
pertaining to
absentee
balloting. The
case was
removed to
federal court
by defendants.
Pending before
the court was a
motion to
remand, filed
by plaintiff.

absentee ballots.
Plaintiff alleged
that defendants
were not
complying with
state laws
requiring certain
eligibility checks
before issuing
absentee ballots.
The state court
issued an
injunction
preventing
defendants from
mailing absentee
ballots.
Defendants
removed the
action to federal
court and
plaintiff sought a
remand.
Defendants
argued that not
mailing the
absentee ballots

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

would violate
the Voting
Rights Act,
because it would
place a
restriction only
on the City of
Detroit, which
was
predominately
African-American. The
court ordered the
case remanded
because it found
no basis under
28 U.S.C.S. $5
1441 or 1443 for
federal
jurisdiction.
Defendants'
mere reference
to a federal law
or federal right
was not enough
to confer subject
matter

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Facts

Holding

jurisdiction
where the
complaint
sought to assert
only rights
arising under
state statutes
against state
officials in
relation to a state
election. The
court stated that
it would not
allow defendants
to take haven in
federal court
under the guise
of providing
equal protection
for the citizens
of Detroit but
with a goal of
perpetuating
their violation of
a nondiscriminatory
state law.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Clase be
Researched
Further

Name of Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Motion to
remand granted.

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

~eliberativeProcess
Privilege
Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Weber v.
Shelley

United
States
Court of
Appeals for
the Ninth
Circuit

347 F.3d
1101;
2003 U.S.
App.

October
28,2003

Plaintiff voter
brought an suit
against
defendants, the
secretary of
state and the
county
registrar of
voters,
claiming that
the lack of a
voter--verified
paper trail in
the county's
newly installed
touchscreen
voting system
violated her
rights to equal
protection and
due process.
The United
States District
Court for the
Central District
of California
granted the

No
On review, the
voter contended
that use of
paperless touch-screen voting
systems was
unconstitutional
and that the trial
court erred by
ruling her expert
testimony
inadmissible. The
trial court focused
on whether the
experts'
declarations raised
genuine issues of
material fact about
the relative
accuracy of the
voting systemat
issue and excluded
references to news-paper articles and
unidentified studies
absent any
indication that

LEXIS
21979

Other
Notes
N/A

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

secretary and
the registrar
Summary
judgment. The
voter appealed.

experts normally
relied upon them.
The appellate court
found that the trial
court's exclusions
were not an abuse
of discretion and
agreed that the
admissible opinions
which were left did
not tend to show
that voters had a
lesser chance of
having their votes
counted. It further
found that the use
of touchscreen
voting systems was
not subject to strict
scrutiny simply
because this
particular balloting
system might make
the possibility of
some kinds of fi-aud
more difficult to
detect. California

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Am. Ass'n
of People
with
Disabilities
v. Shelley

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the Central
District of
California

Citation

324 F.
Supp. 2d
1120;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12587

Date

July 6,
2004

Facts

Holding

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

made a reasonable,
politically neutral
and non-discriminatory
choice to certify
touchscreen
systems as an
alternative to paper
ballots, as did the
county in deciding
to use such a
system. Nothing in
the Constitution
forbid this choice.
The judgment was
affirmed.
No
The
voters urged
Plaintiffs,
disabled voters the invalidation of
the Secretary's
and
directives because,
organizations
allegedly, their
representing
effect was to
those voters,
deprive the voters
sought to
of the opportunity
enjoin the
to vote using touchdirectives of
-screen technology.
defendant
Although it was not
California

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A

No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Secretary of
State, which
decertified and
withdrew
approval of the
use of certain
direct
recording
electronic
(DRE) voting
systems. One
voter applied
for a temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction. of a
preliminary
injunction in a
number of
ways,
including a
four--part test
that considers
(1) likelihood
of success on

disputed that some
disabled persons
would be unable to
vote independently
and in private
without the use of
DREs, it was clear
that they would not
be deprived of their
fundamental right
to vote. The
Americans with
Disabilities Act,
did not require
accommodation
that would enable
disabled persons to
vote in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with the
voting rights
enjoyed by persons
without disabilities.
Rather, it mandated
that voting
programs be made

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

the merits; ( 2 )
the possibility
of irreparable
injury in the
absence of an
injunction; (3)
a balancing of
the harms; and
(4) the public
interest.

accessible.
Defendant's
decision to suspend
the use of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability and
security of the
devices was a
rational one,
designed to protect
the voting rights of
the state's citizens.
The evidence did
not support the
conclusion that the
elimination of the
DREs would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually impaired.
Thus, the voters
showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

District

LEXIS
16077

Date

,

Facts

Holding

review of an
emergency rule
adopted by the
Florida
Department of
State,
contending that
the findings of
immediate
danger,
necessity, and
procedural
fairness on
which the rule
was based
were
insufficient
under Florida
law, which
required a
showing of
such
circumstances,
and Florida
case law. This
matter
followed.

language from the
earlier invalidated
rule prohibiting a
manual recount of
overvotes and
undervotes cast on
a touchscreen
machine; (2) the
rule did not call for
the manual recount
of votes to
determine voter
intent; and (3) the
rule created voters
who were entitled
to manual recounts
in close elections
and those who were
not. The appeals
court disagreed.
The Department
was clearly
concerned with the
fact that if no rule
were in place, the
same conhsion and
inconsistency in

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

divining a voter's
intent that attended
the 2000
presidential
election in Florida,
and the same
constitutional
problems the
United States
Supreme Court
addressed then,
might recur in
2004. It was not the
court's
responsibility to
decide the validity
of the rule or
whether other '
means were more
appropriate. But,
the following
question was
certified to the
Supreme Court:
Whether under Fla.
Stat. ch. 120.54(4),
the Department of

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Florida

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

a 9 1983 action
against
defendants,
state officials,
alleging that
the manual
recount
procedures for
the state's
touchscreen
paperless
voting systems
violated their
rights under
U.S. Const.
amends. V and
XIV. A bench
trial ensued.

optical scan
systems and
touchscreen voting
systems, therefore,
alleviating equal
protection
concerns. The court
held that the rules
prescribing what
constituted a clear
indication on the
ballot that the voter
had made a definite
choice, as well the
rules prescribing
additional recount
procedures for each
certified voting
system
promulgated
pursuant to Florida
law complied with
equal protection
requirements under
U.S. Const.
amends. V and XIV
because the rules

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

3ther
Votes

Should the
Sase be
Xesearched
?urther

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

prescribed uniform,
nondifferential
standards for what
constituted a legal
vote under each
certified voting
system, as well as
procedures for
conducting a
manual recount of
overvotes and
undervotes in the
entire geographic
jurisdiction. The
court further held
that the ballot
images printed
during a manual
recount pursuant to
Florida
Administrative
Code did not
violate Florida law
because the manual
recount scheme
properly reflected a
voter's choice.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Cout

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

Judgment was
entered for the
officials. The
claims of the
congressman,
commissioners, and
voter were denied.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Deliberative Process
Privilege

1 Donahue

I~

e York,
w
Appellate
Division, First
Department

I A.D.2d 1 5.2000
157; 717
N.Y.S.2d
550;
2000
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
12644

..

1 an order of the
supreme court,
which denied his
motion to direct the
New York County
Board of Elections,
in cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was returned
by a voter, to count
only the absentee
ballot listing correct
candidates' names.

I Elections learned some absentee
ballots mailed to voters in one district
listed the wrong candidates for state
senator it sent a second set of absentee
ballots to absentee voters informing
them the first ballot was defective and
requesting they use the second ballot.
The board agreed if two ballots were
received &om the same voter, only the
corrected ballot would be counted.
Appellant candidate moved in support
of the board's determination.
Respondent candidate opposed the
application, contending that only the
first ballot received should have been
canvassed. The trial court denied
appellant's motion, ruling that pursuant
to New York law, where two ballots
were received from the same voter,
only the ballot with the earlier date was
to be accepted. The court found the
local board officials should have
resolved the dispute as they proposed.
The order was modified and the
motion granted to the extent of
directing the New York County Board
of-Elections, in cases where more than
one absentee ballot was returned by a
voter, to accept only the corrected

I

I

I

I

Goodwin v. St.
Thomas--St.
John Bd. of
Elections

Territorial Court
of the Virgin
Islands

43 V.I.
89; 2000
V.I.
LEXIS
15

December
13, 2000

Plaintiff political
candidate alleged
that certain general
election absentee
ballots violated
territorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants, election
board and
supenisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

ballot postmarked on or before
November 7,2000, and otherwise
affirmed.
Plaintiff alleged that defendants
counted unlawful absentee ballots that
lacked postmarks, were not signed or
notarized, were in unsealed andlor tom
envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. Prior
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
final senate position, but the absentee
ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the alleged absentee
voting irregularities would require
invalidation of a sufficient number of
ballots to change the outcome of the
election. While the unsealed ballots
constituted a technical violation, the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
substantially complied with election
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperly counted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.

No

N/A

No

ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
tory and injunctive relief

excluded the votes of those voters for

undisputed that at least 30 absentee

proper under Alabama law. As a result,
court erred in allowing those voters to

Gross v. Albany
County Bd. o f '
Elections

Supreme Court of 10
New York,
A.D.3d
Appellate
476; 78 1
Division, Third
N.Y.S.2d
Department
172;
2004
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
10360

August 23,
2004

Appellant candidates
appealed from a
judgment entered by
the supreme court,
which partially
granted the
candidates' petition
challenging the
method used by
respondent Albany
County Board of
Elections for
counting absentee
applications and
ballots for the office
of Albany County

conclude that those voters made an
honest effort to comply with the law.
Moreover, to count the votes of voters
who failed to comply with the essential
requirement of submitting proper
identification with their absentee
ballots had the effect of
disenfranchising qualified electors who
choose not to vote but rather than to
make the effort to comply with the
absentee--voting requirements.
Affirmed.
No
The candidates argued that the Board
violated a federal court order regarding
the election. The appellate court held
that absentee ballots that were sent to
voters for the special general election
based solely on their applications for
the general election were properly
voided. The Board had no authority to
issue the ballots without an absentee
ballot application for the special
general election. Two ballots were
properly invalidated as the Board
failed to retain the envelopes. Ballots
were properly counted for voters who
failed to identify their physician on
their applications. A ballot was

NIA

NO

due to extraneous marks outside the
voting square. A ballot was properly
counted despite the failure of the
election inspector to witness the voter's
signature. A ballot was properly
counted as the application stated the
date of the voter's absence. A ballot

724;
2003
Minn.
LEXIS
196

Democratic--Farmer- replacement candidate to count votes
-Labor Party,
for other candidates from regular
brought an action
absentee ballots on which the
against respondents, replacement candidate did not appear,
the Minnesota
those were properly cast ballots voting
Secretary of State
for a properly nominated candidate.
and the Hennepin
Petitioners' request that the Minnesota
County Auditor,
supreme court order that votes for
seeking relief in
United States Senator cast on regular
regard to the election absentee ballots not be counted was
for United States
denied. A key issue was Minn. Stat. §
Senator, following
204B.41 (2002), which provided, in--

vacancy occurred, but were unable to
go to their polling place on election
day or pick up a replacement ballot by
election day, the prohibition on
mailing replacement ballots in 9

looked at the ballot and had voter two

On appeal, she argued insufficient
evidence to sustain her convictions.
The court affirmed, holding that (1) the
circumstantial evidence surrounding
defendant's presence as the voters
completed their ballots supported the

Seminole
County
Canvassing Bd.

.

2d 5 19;
2000 Fla.
LEXIS

12,2000

contest, the First
District court of
appeal certified a

political parties mailed preprinted
requests for absentee ballots to
registered voters in Seminole County.

included the voter identification
number, was directory rather than
mandatory. The trial court properly
found that the evidence did not support

County Bd. of
Elections

of New York

251; 819
N.E.2d
197; 785
N.Y.S.2d
729;

14,2004

sought review from
an order of the
Appellate Division,
which affirmed a
trial court order

plan, the Board was enjoined from
conducting primary and general
elections for certain county districts. A
special primary election was directed,
with a special general election to be

thereafter challenged those absentee
ballots, as they violated the procedure
that was to be followed. The trial court
held that the ballots should not be
canvassed, which decision was
affirmed on appeal. On further review
due to dissenting opinions, the court
found that the ballots were in violation
of the federal court order that directed
as in violation of New York election
law. The court concluded that the
Board's error was not technical,
ministerial, or inconsequential because
it was central to the substantive
process, and the voters who used
absentee.ballots were not determined

of Nov. 4,2003
Gen. Election

A.2d
1223;
2004 Pa.
LEXIS

handdelivered to the county elections
absentee ballots cast board by third persons on behalf of
non--disabled voters. On appeal, the
in the November 4,
2003, general
issue was whether now-disabled
election. The court of absentee voters could have third
persons hand--deliver their ballots to
common pleas held
that absentee ballots the elections board where the board
indicated that the practice was
delivered by third
permitted. The state supreme court
persons were valid
concluded that the "in person"
and should be
delivery requirement was mandatory,
counted. The
commonwealth court and that absentee ballots delivered in
violation of the provision were invalid,
affumed the bial
court's decision. The notwithstanding the board's erroneous
instructions to the contrary. Under the
state supreme court
statute's plain meaning, a non--disabled
granted allocatur.
absentee voter had two choices: send
Appellants and
appellees were
the ballot by mail, or deliver it in
certain candidates
person. Third--person hand-delivery
and voters.
of absentee ballots was not permitted.
To ignore the law's clear instructions
regarding in--person delivery would
undermine the statute's very purpose as
a safeguard against fraud. The state
supreme court concluded that its
precedent was clear, and it could not
simply ignore substantive provisions of
the Pennsylvania Election Code. The
judgment of the Commonwealth Court
was reversed in so far as it held that

original stance that voters did not have
to abide by the statutory language,
thereby misleading absentee voters

absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA

concern regarding their ability or right

election. The voters used absentee
ballots to vote; their ballots were later
invalidated. A state court determined

their vote if they were unable to vote

court would not interfere unless
strongly convinced that such judgment
to state a claim.

mothers equal protection of the laws,
because the hardships that prevented
voting in person did not bear more
heavily on working mothers than other
classes in the community. Finally, the
court held that, although the length and
people to vote by mail, such argument
had nothing to do with the problems

situated service

senice members and other overseas

to be considered solely for purposes of

I rejected overseas
absentee state ballots
and federal write--in
ballots based on
criteria inconsistent
with federal law, and
requesting that the
ballots be declared
valid and that they
should be counted.

-

-

Absentee Voting Act. Because the
state accepted overseas absentee state
ballots and federal write--in ballots up
to 10 days after the election, the State
needed to access that the ballot in fact
came from overseas. However, federal
law provided the method to establish
that fact by requiring the overseas
absentee voter to sign an oath that the
ballot was mailed from outside the
United States and requiring the state
election officials to examine the voter's
declarations. The court further noted
that federal law required the user of a
federal write--in ballot to timely apply
for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and
declared valid all federal write--in
ballots that were signed pursuant to the
oath provided therein but rejected
solely because the ballot envelope did

I

I

particular paper ballots, mostly

Div.
LENS
3483

-

-

be counted in a
special legislative
election.

its order to invalidate ballots
improperly marked outside the voting
square---ballots where the signature on
the envelope differed substantially
from the voter registration card
signature---and ballots where voters
neglected to supply statutorily required
information on the envelopes.
However, the court, seeking to avoid
disenfranchising voters where
permissible, held that ballots were not
invalid where applications
substantially complied with statute,
there was no objection to the ballots
themselves, and there was no evidence
of fraud. Where absentee ballot
envelopes contained extra ballots, the
ballots were to be placed in a ballot
-- -

- -

APP.
LEXIS
156

estoppel, but stayed
the proceedings to
allow defendant to
pursue the
interlocutory appeal,
in a criminal action
alleging violations of
election laws.

jury instruction on entrapment by
estoppel, which was denied. On
interlocutory appeal, the appellate
court reversed and remanded for an
entrapment hearing, holding that
defendant should be given the
opportunity to present evidence that he
unwittingly committed the u n l a h l
acts'in reasonable reliance upon the
word of the township clerk. The
necessary elements of the entrapment
defense were: (1) a government official
(2) told the defendant that certain
criminal conduct was legal; (3) the
defendant actually relied on the
official's statements; (4) the
defendant's reliance was in good faith
and reasonable in light of the official's

Harris v. Florida
Elections
Canvassing
Comrn'n

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of
Florida

X l d o n ~ v~. & k s United States
County Dep't of District Court for
the Eastern
Election Sews.
District of
Pennsylvania

122 F.
Supp. 2d
1317;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17875

December
9,2000

Plaintiffs challenged
the counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received after
7 p.m. on election
day, alleging the
ballots violated
Florida law.

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LENS
21948

November
1,2004

Plaintiffs, a
congressman and a
state representative,
filed a motion
seeking a

identity, the point of law represented,
and the substance of the official's
statement; and (5) the prosecution
would be so unfair as to violate the
defendant's right to due process. Denial
of jury instruction was reversed
because the trial court did not hold an
entrapment hearing; remanded for an
entrapment hearing where defendant
could present elements of the
entrapment by estoppel defense.
No
The court found Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S. § 1 to impose
irrational scheduling rules on state and
local canvassing officials, and did not
intend to disenfranchise overseas
voters. The court held the state statute
was required to yield to the Florida
Administrative Code, which required
the 10-day extension in the receipt of
overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections because the rule was
promulgated to satisfy a consent decree
entered by the state in 1982.
The congressman and representative
No
sought to have the absentee ballots at
issue set aside until a hearing could be
held to determine whether any of the
straining order denied. CASE

NIA

No

NIA

No

preliminary
injunction or
temporary
restraining order that
would prohibit
defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received from
any state, county, or
city correctional
facility.

SUMMARY: PROCEDURAL
POSTURE: Plaintiffs, a congressman
and a state representative, filed a
motion seeking a preliminary
injunction or temporary restraining
order that would prohibit defendant
county department of election services
from delivering to local election
districts absentee ballots received from
any state, county, or city correctional
facility as provided in Pa. Stat. Ann.
tit. 25, 5 3416.6 and Pa. Stat. Ann. tit.
25,§ 3416.8. OVERVIEW: The
congressman and representative sought
to have the absentee ballots at issue set
aside until a hearing could be held to
determine whether any of the ballots
were delivered to the county board of
elections by a third party in violation
of Pennsylvania law, whether any of
the ballots were submitted by
convicted incarcerated felons in
violation of Pennsylvania law, and
whether any of the ballots were
submitted by qualified voters who
were improperly assisted without the
proper declaration required by
Pennsylvania law. The court concluded
that an ex parte temporary restraining
order was not warranted because there

I

I

Qualkinbush v.
Skubisz

Court of Appeals
of Illinois, First
District

822
N.E.2d
38; 2004
Ill. App.
LEXIS
1546

December
28, 2004

were potential jurisdictional issues,
substantial questions concerning the
alleged violations, and the complaint
did not allege that the department acted
or threatened to act in an unlawful
manner. The court denied the ex parte
motion for a temporary restraining
order. The court set a hearing on the
motion for preliminary injunction.
Respondent appealed Respondent fust claimed the trial court NO
from an order of the erred in denying his motion to dismiss
with respect to 38 votes the Election
circuit court
Code was preempted by and violated
certifying mayoral
election results for a the Voting Rights Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act of
city in which the
1990 since it restricted the individuals
court declared
with whom an absentee voter could
petitioner mayor.
entrust their ballot for mailing. The
appeals court found the trial court did
not err in denying the motion to
dismiss, as Illinois election law
prevented a candidate or his or her
agent from asserting undue influence
upon a disabled voter and from
manipulating that voter into voting for
the candidate or the agent's candidate,
and was designed to protect the rights
of disabled voters. Respondent had not
established that the federal legislature

N/A

NO

,

Panio v.
Sunderland

Supreme Court of 14
New York,
A.D.3d
Appellate
627; 790
Division, Second N.Y.S.2d
Department
136;
2005
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
3433

January 25, In proceedings filed
pursuant to New
2005
York election law to
determine the
validity of certain
absentee and
affidavit ballots
tendered for the
office of 35th
District Senator,
appellants, a
chairperson of the
county Republican
committee and the
Republican
candidate, both
sought review of an

legislatures to restrict absentee voting,
and, particularly, who could return
absentee ballots. The Election Code
did not violate equal protection
principles, as the burden placed upon
absentee voters by the restriction on
who could mail an absentee ballot was
slight and nondiscriminatory and
substantially contributed to the
integrity of the election process.
Affirmed.
The question presented was whether
the county election board should count
the six categories of ballots that were
in dispute. After a review of the
evidence presented, the appeals court
modified the trial court's order by: (1)
deleting an order directing the county
elections board (board) to count 160
affidavit ballots tendered by voters
who appeared at the correct polling
place but the wrong election district, as
there were meaningful distinctions
between those voters who went to the
wrong polling place and those voters
who went to the correct polling place
but the wrong election districc (2)
directing that the board not count 10

No

N/A

No

maps when they went to the wrong
board to count 45 absentee ballots
tendered by poll workers, as it
appeared that the workers substantially
complied with the statute by providing
a written statement that was the
functional equivalent of an application

three different

abstention. Inter alia, the court found

law was not clear regarding whether

court issued a limited preliminary
injunction whereby the 937 hand-delivered absentee ballots at issue were
set aside as "challenged"ballots
subject to the election code challenge
procedure. Any equal protection issues
could be heard in state court by virtue

Johnson v. Bush

United States District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

214 F.
Supp. 2d
1333;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS

July 18,
2002

should cover an error or omission on
the First and
any record or paper or any error or
Fourteenth
omission in the treatment, handling, or
Amendments to the
counting of any record or paper.
United States
Further, because Florida election law
Constitution. The
only related to the mechanics of the
voters moved for a
electoral process, the correct standard
temporary
to be applied here was whether
restraining order
Florida's important regulatory interests
(TRO) andlor
justified the restrictions imposed on
preliminary
injunction. The court their First and Fourteenth Amendment
granted the TRO and rights. The State's interests in ensuring
held a hearing on the a fair and honest election and counting
votes within a reasonable time justified
preliminary
the light imposition on voting rights.
injunction.
The deadline for returning ballots did
not disenfrachise a class of voters.
Rather, it imposed a time deadline by
which voters had to return their votes.
So there was no equal protection
violation. Preliminary injunction
denied.
Plaintiff felons sued The felons had all successfully
completed their terms of incarceration
defendant state
and/or probation, but their civil rights
officials for alleged
violations of their
to register and vote had not been
constitutional rights. restored. They alleged that Florida's
disenfranchisement law violated their
The officials moved
and the felons cross- rights under First, Fourteenth,

No

N/A

No

Amendments to the United States
Constitution, as well as $ 1983 and $3
2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution.The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenfranchisementlaw, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re-enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the
cause was racially neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons to pay their victim
restitution before their rights would be
restored did not constitute an improper
poll tax or wealth qualification. The
court granted the officials' motion for
summary judgment and implicitly
denied the felons' motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the lawsuit with

the Eastern
District of
Washington

Dist.
LEXIS
22212

racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act. The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary judgment.

restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI $
3, resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effect of, the
criminal justice system resulted in a
disproportionate number of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisement provision
disenfranchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were under--represented in
Washington's political process. The
Rooker--Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as--applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system. However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a
new constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisement only of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

improper race--based justice system was biased against
vote denial in
minorities, causing a disproportionate
violation of 3 2 of
minority representation among those
the Voting Rights
being disenhchised. The appellate
court held, inter alia, that the district
Act. The United
States District Court court erred in failing to consider
for the Eastern
evidence of racial bias in the state's
District of
criminaljustice system in determining
Washington granted whether the state's felon
.
of summary
disenfranchisementlaws resulted in
judgment dismissing denial of the right to vote on account
the inmates' claims.
of race. Instead of applying its novel
The inmates
"by itself' causation standard, the
appealed.
district court should have applied a
totality of the circumstances test that
included analysis of the inmates'
compelling evidence of racial bias in
Washington's criminal justice system.

to avoid the strictures of the VRA),

purpose). Further, there was no clear
statement from Congress that the Act
applied to state felon
disenfranchisementstatutes. Inter alia,
defendants were entitled to qualified .
immunity as to claim asserted against
them in their personal capacities, and
to Eleventh Amendment immunity to
the extent the inmate sought damages
against defendants in their official

their official
capacity. The
citizens challenged
the validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement
laws.

(

Fischer v.
Governor

Supreme Court of 145 N.H.
New Hampshire
28; 749
A.2d
321;

March 24,
2000

Appellant State of
New Hampshire
challenged a ruling
of the superior court

show that the current
disenfranchisementprovisions would
have been enacted absent the
impermissible discriminatory intent.
Because the state had not met its
burden, summary judgment should not
have been granted. The court of
appeals found that the claim under the
Voting Rights Act, also needed to be
remanded for further proceedings.
Under a totality of the circumstances,
the district court needed to analyze
whether intentional racial
discrimination was behind the Florida
disenfranchisementprovisions. The
court affirmed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment
on the citizens' poll tax claim. The
court reversed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment to
the Board on the claims under the
equal protection clause and for
violation of federal voting laws and
remanded the matter to the district
court for further proceedings.
Appellee was incarcerated at the New
Hampshire State Prison on felony
convictions. When he requested an
absentee ballot to vote from a city

No

NIA

No

2000
N.H.
LEXIS
16

I

that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violate N.H.
Const. pt. I, Art. 11.

I clerk, the request was denied. The
clerk sent him a copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. 5 607(A)(2) (1986), which
prohibits a felon from voting "from the
time of his sentence until his final
discharge." The trial court declared the
disenfranchisementstatutes
unconstitutional and ordered local
election officials to allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant State of New
Hampshire challenged this ruling. The
cenbal issue was whether the felon
disenfranchisementstatutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I, art. 11. After a
reviewof the article, its constitutional
history, and legislation pertinent to the
right of felons to vote, the court
concluded that the legislature retained
the authority under the article to
determine voter qualifications and that
the felon disenfranchisement statutes
were a reasonable exercise of
legislative authority, and reversed.
Judgment reversed because the court
concluded that the legislature retained
its authority under the New Hampshire
Constitution to determine voter
qualifications and that the felon
disenfranchisementstatutes were a
reasonable exercise of legislative

I

I

Johnson v.
Governor of Fla.

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh
Circuit

405 F.3d
1214;
2005
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
5945

April 12,
2005

Plaintiff individuals
sued defendant
members of Florida
Clemency Board,
arguing that Florida's
felon
disenfranchisement
law, Fla. Const. art.
VI, 9 4 (1968),
violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
United States District
Court for the
Southern District of
Florida granted the
members summary
judgment. A divided
appellate panel
reversed. The panel
opinion was vacated
and a rehearing en
banc was granted.

authority.
The individuals argued that the racial
animus motivating the adoption of
Florida's disenfr-anchisementlaws in
1868 remained legally operative
despite the reenactment of Fla. Const.
art. VI, 4 4 in 1968. The subsequent
reenactment eliminated any
discriminatory taint from the law as
originally enacted because the
provision narrowed the class of
disenfranchised individuals and was
amended through a deliberative
process. Moreover, there was no
allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
disenfranchisementprovision was not
a violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
granted the members summary
judgment on that claim The argument
that the Voting Rights Act applied to
Florida's diseni?anchisement provision
was rejected because it raised grave
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that

NO

No

N/A

-

759 A.2d
442;

2000 Pa.
Cornmw.
LEXIS
534

September
18, 2000

Rights Act to reach felon
disenfranchisementprovisions. Thus,
the district court properly granted the
members summary judgment on the
Voting Rights Act claim. The motion
for summary judgment in favor of the
members was granted.
Respondents filed
Petitioner convicted felons were
objections to
oresentlv or had fonnerlv been
confined in state prison. Petitioner
petitioners'
elector was currently registered to vote
complaint seeking
in respondent state. Petitioners filed a
declaratory relief as
complaint against respondent state
to the
unconstitutionalityof seeking declaratory relief challenging
the Pennsylvania,
as unconstitutional, state election and
Election Code, 25
voting laws that excluded confined
felons from the definition of qualified
Pa. Cons. Stat. $9
2600 -- 3591, and the absentee electors and that barred a
Pennsylvania Voter
felon who had been released from a
Registration Act, 25 penal institution for less than five years
from registering to vote. Respondents
Pa. Cons. Stat. $9
961.101-961.5 109,
filed objections to petitioners'
regarding felon
complaint. The court sustained
voting rights.
respondents' objection that incarcerated
felons were not unconstitutionally
deprived of qualified absentee elector
status because respondent state had
broad power to determine the

elector had no standing and the court
overruled objection as to deprivation of
ex--felon voting rights. The court
sustained respondents' objection since
incarcerated felons were not
unconstitutionally deprived of
qualified absentee elector status and
petitioner elector had no standing, but

constitutionality of a statute, but was

them, the prosecutors who tried the
cases, or the judges who heard their
cases. The court also found the
dismissed suit constituted a "strike"
under 28 U.S.C.S. § 1915(g), although
the suit did not challenge prison
conditions per se. One inmate's appeal

certain crimes from voting. Moreover,

statute also limited the period of
probation. Thus, it clearly complied
with this specific constitutional

ground that he was not qualified to

it applied to h ~ m
because it amounted
to additional punishment for crimes he

implicated in the statute's
disenfranchisementof persons under
guardianship, persons disqualified
because of corrupt elections practices,
persons under 18 years of age, as well
as incarcerated felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons were disqualified
during the period of their
imprisonment when it would be
difficult to identify their address and
ensure the accuracy of their ballots.
Therefore, the court concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 51, 9 1 did not
violate the inmate's constitutional

Equal Protection Clause and the

violate the United
States Constitution
and Voting Rights
Act. Plaintiffs moved
for an order delaying
that election,
scheduled for
October 7,2003,
until such time as it
could be conducted
without use of
punch--card
machines.

disenfranchisingandlor-diiutingthe votes on the basis of race, in viilation
of 8 2 of the Voting Rights Act. While
the court did not need to decide the res
judicata issue at this juncture, there
was ample reason to believe that
plaintiffs would have had a difficult
time overcoming it as they were
seeking to establish the same
constitutional violations alleged in
prior litigation, but to secure an
additional remedy. Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood of success on the
merits with regard to both of their
claims. Even if plaintiffs could show
disparate treatment, such would not
have amounted to illegal or
unconstitutionaltreatment. The
balance of hardships weighed heavily
in favor of allowing the election to
proceed. The public interests in
avoiding wholesale
disenfranchisement,andlor not
plunging the State into a constitutional
crisis, weighed heavily against
enjoining the election. Plaintiffs'
motion for preliminary injunction
(consolidated with plaintiffs' ex parte
application for temporary restraining

Igartua-de la
Rosa v. United
States

United States
Court of Appeals
for the First
Circuit

417 F.3d
145;
2005

August 3,
2005

-

U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
15944

United States v.
Rogelio
Mejorada-Lopez

Alaska

05-CR074

December
5, 2005

Plaintiff, a U.S.
citizen residing in
Puerto Rico,
appealed from an
order of the United
States District Court
for the District of
Puerto Rico, that
rejected his claim
that he was deprived
of the constitutional
right to vote for
President and Vice
President of the
United States, and
was also violative of
three treaty
obligations of the
United States.
Mejorada-Lopez, a
Mexican citizen,
completed several
voter registration
applications to
register to vote in
Alaska and voted in

order) was denied.
No
The putative voter had brought the
same claims twice before. The court
pointed out that U.S. law granted to the
citizens of states the right to vote for
the slate of electors to represent that
state. Although modem ballots omitted
the names of the electors and listed
only the candidates, and in form it
appeared that the citizens were voting
for President and Vice President
directly, they were not, but were voting
for electors. Puerto Rico was not a
state, and had not been enfranchised as
the District of Columbia had by the
23rd Amendment. The franchise for
choosing electors was confined to
"states" by the Constitution. The court
declined to turn to foreign or treaty law
as a source to reverse the political will
of the country. The judgment of the
district court was affirmed.
No

N/A

No

N/A

No

United States v.
Shah

Colorado

1 0 4 3 ~ - March 1,
2005
00458

No

N/A

No

United States v.
Mohsin Ali

Northern Florida

4:05-CR47

No

N/A

Yes-need
information
on the
outcome of

Shah was indicted on
two counts of
providing false
information
.concerning United
States citizenship in
order to register to
vote in violation of
18 U.S.C. section
911 and 1015(f).
Shah was convicted
on both counts.
January 17, A misdemeanor was
filed against Ali
2006
charging him with
voting by a non-

of a social security
number in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
408 and for making a
false claim of United
States citizenship on
a 2002 driver's
license application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 91 1.
A superceding
indictment was
returned, charging
Chaudhary with
falsely claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
application and on
the accompanying
voter registration
application. He y a s
convicted of the false

Jnited States v.
Jelasquez

Southern Florida

September
), 2003

his voter registration
application.
Velasquez, a former
1996and 1998
candidate for the
Florida legislature,
was indicted on
charges of
misrepresenting
United States
citizenship in
connection with
voting and for
making false
statements to the
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f) and
1001. Velasquez was
convicted on two
counts of making
false statements on
his naturalization
application to the
INS concerning his
voting history.

United States v.
McKenzie;
United States v.
Francois; United
States v.
Exavier; United
States v. Lloyd
Palmer; United
States v. Velrine
Palmer; United
states v.
Shivdayal;
United States v.
Rickman; United
States v. Knight;
United States v.
Sweeting;
United States v.
Lubin; United
States v.
Bennett;
United States v.
O'Neil; United
States v. TorresPerez; United
States v. Phillip;
United States v.
Bain Knight

luly 15,
ZOO4

Fifteen noncitizens
were charged with
voting in various
elections beginning
in 1998 in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
61 I. Four of the
defendants were also
charged with making
false citizenship
claims in violation of
18 U.S.C. sections
91 1 or 1015(Q. Ten
defendants were
convicted, one
defendant was
acquitted, and
charges against four
defendants were
dismissed upon
motion of the
government.

States v.
Nichols; United
States v.
Terrance Stith;
United States v:
Sandra Stith,
United States v.
Powell, et al.

3:05-CR30041;
3:05-CR30042;
3:05CR30043;
3:05-CR30044

committeemen in
East St. Louis were
charged with vote
buying on the 2004
general election in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). All four
pled guilty. Also
indicted were four
additional Democrat
committeemen,

United States v.
McIntosh

Kansas

2:04-CR20142

December
20,2004

Charles Powell, Jr.,
Jesse Lewis, Sheila
Thomas, Kelvin
- Ellis, and one
precinct worker,
Yvette Johnson, on
conspiracy and vote
buying charges in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 42 U.S.C.
section 1973i(c). All
five defendants were
convicted. Kelvin
Ellis also pled guilty
to one count of 18
U.S.C. section
1512(c)(2)relative to
a scheme to kill one
of the trial witnesses
and two counts of 18
U.S.C. section 1503
relative to directing
two other witnesses
to refuse to testify
before the grand
Jury.
A felony information
was filed against

No

NIA

No

election, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
U.S.C. section 371.
Five defendants were

charges against four
defendants were

fraud in connection

United States v.
Braud

Middle Louisiana

United States v.

Western

3:03-CR00019

May 2,
2003

. 6:03-CR- . April 12,

Tyrell Mathews'
Braud was indicted
on three counts of
making false
declarations to a
grand jury in
connection with his
2002 fabrication of
eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1623.
Braud pled guilty on
all counts.
St. Martinsville City .

No

,

No

No

N/A

,

NIA

,

No

Scherzer; United
States v.
Goodrich;
United States v.
Jones; United
States v. Martin

Louisiana

2005

Western Missouri

January 7,
2005;
March 28,
2005;
September
8,2005;
October
13,2005

.L

Councilwoman
Pamela C.
rhibodeaux was
indicted on two
counts of conspiring
to submit false voter
registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 42 U.S.C.
section 1973i(c). She
pled guilty to both
charges.
Two misdemeanor
informations were
filed charging
Lorraine Goodrich
and James Scherzer,
Kansas residents
who voted in the
2000and2002
general elections on
both Johnson
County, Kansas and
in Kansas City,
Missouri. The
informations charged
deprivation of a

of 18 U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both pled
guilty. Additionally,
similar misdemeanor
informations were
filed against Tammy
J. Martin, who voted
Missouri in the 2004
general election and

former president of a
United States v.

former executive
director of the New
Hampshire StateRepublican
Committee, with
conspiracy to
commit telephone
harassment using an
interstate phone
facility in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
371 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
charges stem from a
scheme to block the
phone lines used by
two Manchester
organizations to
arrange drives to the
polls during the 2002
general election.
Both pled guilty.
James Tobin, former
New England
Regional Director of
the Republican
National Committee,
was indicted on
charges of conspiring

harassment using an
interstate phone
facility in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
37 1 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. An
information was filed
charging Shaun
Hansen, the principal
of an Idaho
telemarketing firm
called MILO
Enterprises which
placed the harassing
calls, with
conspiracy and
aiding and abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 2 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
information against
Hansen was
dismissed upon
motion of the
government. A
superseding

violation of 18
U.S.C. section 241
and conspiracy to

U.S.C. section 223.
Tobin was convicted
of one count of
harassment and one

United States v.
Shatley, et al.

Western North
Carolina

May 14,
2004

primary and general
elections in Avery
County, North
Carolina, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. sections
611,911,1001, and
1015(f). W o r h a n
pled guilty to
providing false
information to
election officials and
to a federal agency.
A nine-count
indictment was
returned charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore, Valerie
Moore, Carlos
"Sunshine" Hood
and Ross "Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and vote
buying in the
Caldwell County
2002 general
election, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18

Shatley, Hood, and
Banner were all

Vargas, for voting
more than once at

United States v.
Wells; United
States v.
Mendez; United
States v. Porter;
United States v.
Hrutkay; United
States v. Porter,
United States v.
Stapleton;
United States v.
Thomas E.
Esposito; United

Southern West
Virginia

02-CR00234;
2:04-CR00101;
2:04-CR00145;
2:04-CR00149;
2:04-CR00 173;
2:05CR00002;
05-CR-

July 22,
2003; July
19,2004;
December
7,2004;
January 7,
2005;
March 2 1,
2005;
October
11,2005;
December
13,2005

2002 general election
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Vargas
pled guilty.
Danny Ray Wells,
Logan County, West
Virginia, magistrate,
was indicted and
charged with
violating 18 U.S.C.
section 1962. Wells
was found guilty. A
felony indictment
was filed against
Logan County sheriff
Johnny Mendez for
conspiracy to

No

N/A

No

States v. Nagy;
United States v.
Adkins: United
States Harvey

v.

States in violation 18
U.S.C section 371.
Mendez pled guilty.
An information was
filed charging former
Logan County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making expenditures
to influence voting in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Porter pled guilty.
Logan County
attorney Mark Oliver
Hrutkay was charged
by information with
mail fraud in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1341.
Hmtkay pled guilty.
Earnest Stapleton,
commander of the
local VFW, was
charged by
information with
mail fraud. He pled
guilty. An
information was filed

charging Thomas E.
Esvosito, a former
mayor of the City of
Logan, with
concealing the
commission of a
felony, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
4. Esposito pled
guilty. John Wesley
Nagy, Logan County
Court marshall, pled
guilty to making
false statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1001.
An information
charging Glen Dale
Adkins, county clerk
of Logan County,
with accepting
payment for voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). Adkins
pled guilty. Peny
French Harvey, Jr., a
retired UMW
official, pled guilty

United States v.
Adkins, et al.

Southern West
Virginia

December
28 & 30,
2005

to involvement in a
conspiracy to buy
votes.
Jackie Adkins was
indicted for vote
buying in Lincoln
County, West
Virginia, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment added
Wandell "Rocky"
Adkins to the
indictment and
charged both
defendants with
conspiracy to buy
votes in violation of
18 U.S.C. section
37 1 and vote buying.
A second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants, Gegory
Brent Stowers,

"Groundhog" Vance,
and Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and vote
buying indictment.
Charges were later
dismissed against
Jackie Adkins. A
third superseding
indictment was
returned adding two
additional
defendants, Jeny
Allen Weaver and
Ralph Dale Adkins.
A superseding
information was filed
charging Vance with
expenditures to
influence voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Vance pled guilty.
Superseding
informations were
filed against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence voting, in

United States v.
United States v.

Little; United
States v. Swift;
United States v.
Anderson;
United States v.
Cox; United
States v.
Edwards; United
States v. Gooden

they were eligible to
vote. in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973gg-l0(2)(B),
and against Enrique
C. Sanders, charging
him with multiple
voting, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five more
indictments were
later returned
charging Cynthia C.
Alicea with multiple
voting in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e)and
convicted felons
D e s h m B. Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton, Derek G.
Little, and Eric L.
Swift with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote
in violation of 42.
U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B).
Indictments were

and ~ i a charsng
s
them with double
voting. Four more
indictments were
returned charging
convicted felons
Ethel M. Anderson,
Jiyto L. Cox,
Correan F. Edwards,
and Joseph J.
Gooden with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote.
Ocasio and Hamilton
pled guilty. Prude
was found guilty. A
mistrial was declared
in the Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement agreeing
to plead to a
misdemeanor 18
U.S.C. section 242
charge. Swift moved
to change his plea.
Davis was found
incompetent to stand

pending ---Anderson,
Cox, Edwards, and

the Division of
Elections of the

the system without third--party
assistance. If it was feasible for the

Act of 1973.
Summary judgment
was granted for the
Secretary and the
Director as to
visually impaired
voters.

it to be accessible, it was not feasible
for the supervisor to provide such a
system, since no such system had been
certified at the time of the county's
purchase. 28 C.F.R. 8 35.160 did not
require that visually or manually
impaired voters be able to vote in the
same or similar manner as non-disabled voters. Visually and manually
impaired voters had to be afforded an
equal opportunity to participate in and
enjoy the benefits of voting.,The
voters' "generic" discrimination claim
was coterminous with their claim
under28 C.F.R. 8 35.151. A
declaratoryjudgment was entered
against the supervisor to the extent
another voting system would have
permitted unassisted voting. The
supervisor was directed to have some
voting machines permitting visually
impaired voters to vote alone. The
supervisor was directed to procure
another system if the county's system
was not certified andfor did not permit
mouth stick voting. The Secretary and
Director were granted judgment
against the voters.

were available, the supervisor decided

sides moved for

that the audio components of the
failed to state an injury that could be
redressed by a favorable decision,
because the supervisor was already
using the Sequoia machines and had
already trained poll workers on the use
of the machines. Finally, the action
was moot because the Sequoia
machines had been proyided and there

agreed that the case was moot because
the election supenisor had furnished
the requested audio components and
components in
those components were to be available
voting booths to
in all of the county's voting prec~nctsin
assist persons who
upcoming elections. Specifically, the
were blind or
election supervisor had ceased the
visually impaired
allegedly illegal practice of limiting
violated state and
access to the audio components prior
federal law. The
to receiving notice of the litigation.
United States District Moreover, since making the decision
Court for the
to use audio components in every
Southern District of . election, the election supervisor had
Florida entered
consistently followed that policy and
summary judgment
taken actions to implement it even
in favor of the
prior to the litigation. Thus, the
appellate court could discern no hint
election supervisor.
The voters appealed. that she had any intention of removing
the accessible voting machines in the
future. Therefore, the voters' claims
failure to make

'

state and local
election officials and
members of a city
council, claiming
violation of the
Americans with
Disabilities Act, 42
U.S.C.S. Q 12101 et
seq., and the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and Fla. Const.
art. VI, Q 1.
Defendants filed
motions to dismiss.

held that it could not say that plaintiffs
would be unable to prove any state of
facts that would satisfy the ripeness
and standing requirements. The issue
of whether several Florida statutory
sections were violative of the Florida
Constitution were so intertwined with
the fedkal claims that to decline
supplementaljurisdiction be an abuse
of discretion. Those statutes which
provided for assistance in voting did
not violate Fla. Const. art. VI, Q 1.
Because plaintiffs may be able to
prove that visually and manually
impaired voters were being denied
meaningful access to the service,
program, or activity, the court could
not say with certainty that they would

extent plaintiffs asserted that they had
been excluded from or denied the

ordered the holding

Fourth Circuit

'

2004 La.
APP.
LEXIS
2429

In re Election
Supreme Court of 88 Ohio
Ohio
Contest of
St. 3d
Democratic
258;
Primary Election
2000

March 29,
2000

filed suit against
defendants,
Louisiana Secretary
of State and district
court clerk,
contesting the school
board election
results. The trial
court rendered
judgment against the
candidate, finding
no basis for the
election to be
declared void. The
candidate appealed.
Appellant sought
review of the
judgment of the
court of common

election, even after acknowledging in
its reasons for judgment numerous
irregularities with the election process.
The appellate court ruled that had the
irregularities not occurred the outcome
would have been exactly the same.
Judgment affirmed.

Appellant contended that an election
irregularity occurred when the board
failed to meet and act by majority vote
on another candidate's withdrawal,

No

N/A

No

acted diligently and exercised its
discretion in keeping the candidate's

invalidated the vote. The absentee
ballots were only to be rejected where

to compel a recount
of votes from an

Huckabay

Louisiana

2d 206;
2000 La.
LEXIS
504

25,2000

challengedjudgment
of court of appeal,
second circuit,
which reversed the
lower court's
judgment and
declared defendant
candidate winner of
a runoff election for
sheriff.

court's determination was whether the
absentee voting irregularities plaintiff
candidate complained of rendered it
impossible to determine the outcome of
the election for sheriff. The Louisiana
supreme court concluded that the lower
court had applied the correct standard,
substantial compliance, to the election
irregularities, but had erred in its
applicationby concluding that the
contested absentee ballots substantially
complied with the statutory
requirements. The supreme court found
that in applying substantial compliance
to five of the ballot irregularities,the
trial court correctly vacated the general
election and set it aside because those
absentee ballots should have been
disqualified. Because of the

In re Gray-Sadler

Supreme Court of 164 N.J.
468; 753
New Jersey
A.2d
1101;
2000 N.J.
LEXIS
668

June 30,
2000

Goodwin v. St.
Thomas--St.

Territorial Court
of the Virgin

December
13,2000

43 V.I.
89; 2000

constitutional guarantee to secrecy of
the ballot and the fact that the margin
of victory in the runoff election was
three votes, it was impossible to
determine the result of the runoff
election. Thus, the supreme court
ordered a new general election.
Judgment of the court of appeals
reversed.
No
Appellants, write--in The New Jersey supreme court held
that the votes that were rejected by
candidates for the
offices of mayor and election officials did not result from the
voters' o y errors, but from the
borough council,
appealed the
election officials' noncompliance with
judgment of the
statutory requirements. In other words,
the voters were provided with patently
superior court,
inadequate instructions and defective
appellate division
voting machines. Moreover, appellants
reversing the trial
met the statutory requirement for
court's decision to
set aside the election successfully contesting the election
results by showing that enough
results for those
qualified voters were denied the right
offices due to
irregularitiesrelated to cast write--in votes as to affect the
outcome of the election. Judgment
to the write--in
reversed and the state trial court's
instructions and
decision reinstated.
defective voting
machines.
Plaintiff alleged that defendants
Plaintiff political
No
counted unlawhl absentee ballots that
candidate alleged

N/A

' NIA

-

No

No

However, on appeal, the appellate
division held that no waiver occurred.

andlor prior address, it could be
required information. Finally, the
candidate failed to make a sufficient
showing of voting irregularities in the

Alabama

2d 137;
2002
Ala.
LEXIS
239

2002

judge moved for a
writ of mandamus
directing a circuit
judge to vacate his
order requiring the
probate judge to
transfer all election
materials to the

was appropriate. The district attorney
had a right to the election materials
because he was conducting a criminal
investigation of the last election.
Furthermore, the circuit judge had no
jurisdiction or authority to issue an
order directing that the election
materials be given to the clerk. The

Harpole v.
Kemper County
Democratic
Exec. Cornm.

Supreme Court of 908 So.
Mississippi
2d 129;
2005
Miss.
LEXIS
463

August 4,
2005

circuit clerk and
holding him in
contempt for failing
to do so. The
probate judge also
requested that said
material be turned
over to the district
attomey, pursuant to
an outstanding
subpoena.
After his loss in a
primaryelection for
the office of sheriff,
appellant candidate
sued appellees, a
political party's
executive committee
and the incumbent
sheriff, alleging
irregularities in the
election. The circuit
court dismissed the
candidate's petition
for judicial review
with prejudice. He
appealed.

district attomey received several claims
of irregularities in the election, some of
which could constitute voter fraud.
Petition granted and writ issued.

The candidate alleged the sheriff had
his deputies transport prisoners to the
polls, felons voted, and the absentee
voter law was breached. The
committee agreed with the last
contention,and threw out the absentee
ballots (seven percent of votes cast);
after a recount, the sheriff still
prevailed. The trial court dismissed the
case due to alleged defects in the
petition; in the alternative, it held that
the candidate failed to sufficiently
allege violations and irregularities in
the election. The supreme court held
that the petition was not defective.
Disqualification of seven percent of the
total votes was not substantial enough
so as to cause the will of the voters to

No

N/A

No

enhancement under U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines Manual 5 3Al. 1@)(I). He
acknowledged that he knew the
mentally ill people who sold their votes
were vulnerable, but maintained they
were not victims becatise they received
$50 for their votes. The vote sellers
were not victims for Guidelines
purposes. The district court erred.
Defendant's appeal of conviction was
dismissed. Defendant's sentence was
vacated, and the case was remanded for

defendant to 10

unconstitutionalbecause it exceeded

sentenced
defendants.
Defendants
appealed.

with regard to denial of the motion for
severance. Threat evidence was not
excludable under Fed. R. Evid. 404(b)
because it was admissible to show
consciousness of guilt without any
inference as to the character of
defendants. Admission of witnesses'
testimony was proper because each
witness testified that he or she was
approached by a member of the
conspiracy and offered money for his
or her vote. The remaining incarcerated
defendant's challenges to his sentence
had merit because individuals who sold
their votes were not "victims" for the
purposes of U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines Manual 4 3 A1.I.
Furthermore, application of U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines Manual 8
3B l.l(b) violated defendant's Sixth
Amendment rights because it was
based on facts that defendant did not
admit or proved to the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt. Defendants'
convictions were affumed. The
remaining incarcerated defendant's
sentence was vacated and his case was
remanded for resentencing in
accordance with Booker.

of Louisiana,
Second Circuit

2d349;
2002 La.
APP.
LEXIS
1138

2002

police chief sued
defendant
challenger, the
winning candidate,
to have the election
nullified and a new
election held based
on numerous
irregularities and
unlawful activities
by the challenger
and his supporters.
The challenger won
the election by a
margin of four votes.
At the end of the
incumbent's case,
the district court for
the dismissed his
suit. The incumbent
appealed.

number of persons who were bribed for
their votes by the challenger's worker
was sufficient to change the outcome
of the election; (2) the trial judge failed
to inform uotential witnesses that they
could be &en immunity from
prosecution for bribery of voters if they
came forth with truthful testimony; (3)
the votes of three of his ardent
supporters should have been counted
because they were incarcerated for the
sole purpose of keeping them from
campaigning and voting; and (4) the
district attorney, a strong supporter of
the challenger, abused his power when
he subpoenaed the incumbent to appear
before the grand jury a week preceding
the election. The appellate court held
no more than two votes would be
subtracted, a difference that would be
insufficient to change the election
result or make it impossible to
determine. The appellate court found
the trial judge read the immunity
portion of the statute to the potential
witnesses. The appellate court found
the arrests of the three supporters were
the result of grand jury indictments,
and there was no manifest error in

Eason v. State

Court of Appeals
of Mississippi

2005
Miss.
APP.
LEXIS
1017

December
13, 2005

Defendant appealed
a decision of circuit
court convicting
him of one count of
conspiracy to
commit voter fraud
and eight counts of
voter fraud.

holding that the incumbent failed to
prove a scheme by the district attorney.
The judgment of the trial court was
affirmed.
No
Defendant was helping with his
cousin's campaign in a run-off election
for county supervisor. Together, they
drove around town, picking up various
people who were either at congregating
spots or their homes. Defendant would
drive the voters to the clerk's office
where they would vote by absentee
ballot and defendant would give them
beer or money. Defendant claimed he
was entitled to a mistrial because the
prosecutor advanced an impermissible
"sending the message" argument. The
court held that it was precluded from
reviewing the entire context in which
the argument arose because, while the
prosecutor's closing argument was in
the record, the defense counsel's
closing argument was not. Also,
because the prosecutor's statement was
incomplete due to defense counsel's
objection, the court could not say that
the statement made it impossible for
defendant to receive a fair trial.
Furthermore, the trial judge did not

N/A

No

in the instant action. As for issue of

felon upon his release did not restore
his right to vote. The supreme court

the felon disenfranchisement statutes
were a reasonable exercise of
legislative authority, and reversed.
Judgment reversed because the court
concluded that the legislature retained
its authority under the New Hampshire
Constitution to determine voter
qualificationsand that the felon
disenfranchisementstatutes were a
reasonable exercise of legislative

status because respondent state had
broad power to determine the
conditions under which suffrage could
be exercised. However, petitioner
elector had no standing and the court
overruled objection as to deprivationof
ex--felon voting rights. The court

Clause of U.S.

all three of the special circumstances
doctrine were present in the case, but
found that abstention was not
appropriate under the circumstances
since it did not agree with plaintiffs'
contention that the time constraints
caused by the upcoming election meant
that the option of pursuing their claims
in state court did not offer plaintiffs an

Locke

District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Washington

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
222 12

1,2000

felons who were also
racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act. The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary judgment.

I

felon disenfranchisement and
restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI $
3, resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effect of, the
criminal justice system resulted in a
disproportionate number of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisementprovision
disenhnchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were under--represented in
Washington's political process. The
Rooker--Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as--applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system. However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a new
constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisementonly of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

LEXIS

14782

and the felons crossmoved for summary
judgment.

rights under First, Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the United States
Constitution, as well as $ 1983 and $$
2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution.The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenfranchisementlaw, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re--enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the

poll tax or wealth qualification. The
court granted the officials' motion for
summary judgment and implicitly

it applied to him because it amounted
to additional punishment for crimes he
process rights and the prohibition
against ex post facto laws and bills of
attainder. The court held that the
statute was regulatory and not punitive
because rational choices were
implicated in the statute's

during the period of their imprisonment
when it would be difficult to identify
their address and ensure the accuracy

The court found
be constitutional

District Court for
the Southern
District of-New
York

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
10863

2004

1983 action filed by
plaintiffs, black and
latino convicted
felons, alleging that
N.Y. Const. art. 11, 9
3 and N.Y. Elec.
Law 5 5--106(2)
were
unconstitutional,
defendants, New
York's governor and
the chairperson of
the board of
elections, moved for

that N.Y. Const. art. 11, 5 3 and N.Y.
Elec. Law 5 5--106(2) unlawfully
denied suffrage to incarcerated and
paroled felons on account of their race.
The court granted defendants' motion
for judgment on the pleadings on the
felons' claims under U.S. Const.
amend. X N , XV because their factual
allegations were insufficient fTom
which to draw an inference that the
challenged provisions or their
predecessors were enacted with
discriminatory intent, and because
denying sufkage to those who received

disenfranchisementlaws resulted in
itself' causation standard, the district
court should have applied a totality of
the circumstances test that included
analysis of the inmates' compelling
evidence of racial bias in Washington's
criminal justice system. However, the
inmates lacked standing to challenge
the restoration scheme because they
presented no evidence of their

S.E.2d
270;
2003 Va.
LEXIS
10

to consider petitionel
former felon's
petition for approval
of her request to seek
restoration of her
eligibility to register
to vote. The former
felon appealed.

incident to a firearm purchase. She
then petitioned the trial court asking it
to approve her request to seek
restoration of her eligibility to register
to vote. Her request was based on Va.
Code Ann. Q 53.1--231.2, allowing
persons convicted of non-violent
felonies to petition a trial court for
approval of a request to seek
restoration of voting rights. The trial
court declined. It found that Va. Code
Ann. Q 53.1 --23 1.2 violated
constitutional separation of powers
principles since it gave the trial court
powers belonging to the governor. It
also found that even if the statute was
constitutional, it was fundamentally
flawed for not providing notice to
respondent Commonwealth regarding a
petition. After the petition was denied,
the state supreme court found the
separation of powers principles were
not violated since the statute only
allowed the trial court to determine if
an applicant met the requirements to
have voting eligibility restored. It also
found the statute was not
fundamentally flawed since the
Commonwealth was not an interested

Commonwealthunder the U.S. Const.
amends. I, XIV, XV, 2UX, and XXIV,
and under the Voting Rights Act of
dismissing his
complaint, related to 1965. The lower court summarily
dismissed his complaint under Fed. R.
his inability to vote
as a convicted felon, Civ. P. 12@)(6) for failure to state a
claim. Appellant challenged. The court
for failure to state a
found U.S. Const. amend. Icreated no
claim upon which
relief can be granted. private right of action for seeking
reinstatement of previously canceled
voting rights, U.S. Const. amends.
XIV, XV, XIX, and the VRA required
either gender or race discrimination,
neither of which appellant asserted, and
the U.S. Const. amend. XXIV, while
prohibiting the imposition of poll taxes,
did not prohibit the imposition of a $10
fee for reinstatement of appellant's civil
rights, including the right to vote.
Consequently, appellant failed to state
a claim. The court affirmed, finding

properly pled because appellant failed
s or gender
to assert,that either h ~ race
were involved in the decisions to deny
him the vote. Conditionin

for the Eleventh
Circuit

2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
25859

on their own right
and on behalf of
others, sought
review of a decision
of the United States
District Court for the
Southern District of
Florida, which
granted summary
judgment to
defendants, members
of the Florida
Clemency Board in
their official
capacity. The
citizens challenged
the validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement

discriminatory and violated their
constitutional rights. The citizens also
alleged violations of the Voting Rights
Act. The court initially examined the
history of Fla. Const. art. VI, 9 4
(1968) and determined that the citizens
had presented evidence that historically
the disenfranchisementprovisions were
motivated by a discriminatory animus.
The citizens had met their initial
burden of showing that race was a
substantial motivating factor. The state
was then required to show that the
current disenfranchisement provisions
would have been enacted absent the
impermissible discriminatory intent.
Because the state had not met its
burden, summary judgment should not
have been granted. The court found

did not requires a different outcome on

conclusion that the statutory
presumption in favor of the restoration
was not overcome by a showing, by a
preponderance of the evidence, of good
cause to deny the petition for

VI, § 4 (1968),
violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and 42 U.S.C.S. 9
1973. The United
States District Court
for the Southern
District of Florida
granted the members
summary judgment.
A divided appellate
panel reversed. The
panel opinion was
vacated and a
rehearing en banc
was granted.

originally enacted because the
provision narrowed the class of
disenfranchised individuals and was
amended through a deliberative
process. Moreover, there was no
allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
disenfranchisementprovision was not a
violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
granted the members summary
judgment on that claim. The argument
that 42 U.S.C.S. 9 1973 applied to
Florida's disenfranchisement provision
was rejected because it raised grave
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that
Congress never intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach felon
disenfranchisement provisions. Thus,
the district court properly granted the
members summary judgment on the
Voting Rights Act claim. The motion
for summary judgment in favor of the
members was granted.

other ballots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no fraud was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in
issue, the case was remanded for a
determination as to whether fraud was

money. Defendant claimed he was
entitled to a mistrial because the
prosecutor advanced an impermissible
"sending the message" argument. The
court held that it was precluded from
reviewing the entire context in which
the argument arose because, while the
prosecutor's closing argument was in
the record, the defense counsel's
closing argument was not. Also,
because the prosecutor's statement was
incomplete due to defense counsel's

jury's verdict that defendant made "a
false material statement" on the voter
registration card required to be filed in
order for her to be a candidate for

LEXIS
214

results of a mayoral
election after
reviewing the
absentee ballots cast
for said election,
resulting in a loss for
appellant incumbent
based on the votes
received from
appellee voters. The
incumbent appealed,
and the voters cross-appealed. In the
meantime, the trial
court stayed
enforcement of its
judgment pending
resolution of the
appeal.

trial court arguing that it impermissibly
included or excluded certain votes. The
appeals court agreed with the voters
that the trial court should have
excluded the votes of those voters for
the incumbent who included an
improper form of identification with
their absentee ballots. It was
undisputed that at least 30 absentee
voters who voted for the incumbent
provided with their absentee ballots a
form of identification that was not
proper under Alabama law. As a result,
the court further agreed that the trial
court erred in allowing those voters to
somewhat "cure" that defect by
providing a proper form of
identification at the trial of the election
contest, because, under those

who failed to comply with the essential
requirement of submitting proper
identification with their absentee
ballots had the effect of
disenfranchising qualified electors who
choose not to vote but rather than to
make the effort to comply with the
absentee--votingrequirements. The
judgment declaring the incumbent's
opponent the winner was affirmed. The
judgment counting the challenged
votes in the fmal tally of votes was
reversed, and said votes were
subtracted from the incumbents total,

incomplete. The court found that
plaintiffs demonstrated that they were
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Minn. Stat. § 20 1.061,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
tribal reservations. Also, the court
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that
they were likely to succeed on their

Women Voters
v. Blackwell

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

Supp. 2d
823; .
2004

2004

organizations filed
suit against
defendant, Ohio's

election officials to issue provisional
ballots to first--time voters who
registered by mail but did not provide

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20926

claiming that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America Vote
Act. The Secretary
filed a motion to
dismiss.

polling place on election day. When
submitting a provisional ballot, a first-time voter could identify himself by
providing his driver's license number
or the last four digits of his social
security number. If he did not know
either number, he could provide it
before the polls closed. If he did not do
so, his provisional ballot would not be
counted. The court held that the
directive did not contravene the HAVA
and otherwise established reasonable
requirements for c o n f i i i n g the
identity of first--time voters who
registered to vote by mail because: (1)
the identificationprocedures were an
important bulwark against voter
misconduct and fraud; (2) the burden
imposed on first--time voters to
confirm their identity, and thus show
that they were voting legitimately, was
slight; and (3) the number of voters
unable to meet the burden of proving
their identity was likely to be very
small. Thus, the balance of interests
favored the directive, even if the cost,
in terms of uncounted ballots, was
regrettable. The court granted the
Secretary's motion to dismiss.

The court found that defendants were
'

were responsible for the voting
locations. The court further found that

persons would be denied the right to
vote. Also, due to the alleged facts, the

New York v.
County of
Schoharie

United States
District Court for
the Northern

82 F.
Supp. 2d
19; 2000

February 8,
2000

Plaintiffs brought a
claim in the district
court under the

In their complaint, plaintiffs alleged
defendants violated the ADA by
allowing voting locations to be

No

N/A

.

No

compliance before the next election.
The court found that defendants were

defendants were

were responsible for the voting
locations. The court further found that
able to vote, because,i f the voting
persons would be denied the right to
vote. Also, the court found that
plaintiffs would likely succeed on the

pursuant to 42
U.S.C.S. $3 12131-12134, N.Y. Exec.
Law $ 296, and N.Y.
Elec. Law $ 4--1--4.
Plaintiffs moved for
a preliminary
injunction,
requesting (among
other things) that the
court order
defendants to
modify the polling
places in the county
so that they were
accessible to
disabled voters on
election day.
Defendants moved
to dismiss.

named defendants could not provide
complete relief sought by plaintiffs.
Although the county board of elections
was empowered to select an alternative
polling place should it determine that a
polling place designated by a
municipality was "unsuitable or
unsafe," it was entirely unclear that its
power to merely designate suitable
polling places would be adequate to
ensure that all polling places used in
the upcoming election actually
conformed with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Substantial changes
and modifications to existing facilities
would have to be made, and such
changes would be difficult, if not
impossible, to make without the
cooperation of municipalities. Further,
the court could order defendants to
approve voting machines that
conformed to the ADA were they to be
purchased and submitted for county
approval, but the court could not order
them to purchase them for the voting
districts in the county. A judgment
issued in the absence of the
municipalities would be inadequate.
Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

wheelchair accessible voting places.
They claimed discrimination in the
and 9 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and
regulations under
both statutes,
regarding election
practices. The
commissioners
moved to dismiss for
failure (1) to state a
cause of action and
(2) to join an
indispensable party.

,

--

-

participate in the voting process as
non-disabled voters, and assisted
voting and voting by alternative ballot
were substantially different from, more
burdensome than, and more intrusive
than the voting process utilized by
non-disabled voters. The court found
that the complaint stated causes of
actions under the ADA, the
Rehabilitation Act, and 28 C.F.R.§§
35.15 1 and 35.130. The court found
that the voters and organizationshad
standing to raise their claims. The
organizations had standing through the
voters' standing or because they used
significant resources challenging the
commissioners' conduct. The plaintiffs
failed to join the state official who
. would need to approve any talking

could not afford complete relief to the
visually impaired voters in that party's
absence, it granted the motion to
dismiss under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(7)
without prejudice. The court granted
the commissioners' motion to dismiss
in part, and denied it in part. The court
granted the motion to dismiss the
claims of the visually impaired voters

TENNESSEE,
Petitioner v.
GEORGE
LANE et al.

United States
Supreme Court

541 U.S.
509; 124
S. Ct.
1978;
158 L.
Ed. 2d
820;
2004
U.S.
LEXIS
3386

May 17,
2004

-

Respondent
paraplegics sued
petitioner State of
Tennessee, alleging
that the State failed
to provide
reasonable access to
court facilities in
violation of Title I1
of the Americans
with Disabilities Act
of 1990. Upon the
grant of a writ of
certiorari, the State
appealed the
judgment of the

'

The state contended that the abrogation No
of state sovereign immunity in Title I1
of the ADA exceeded congressional
authority under U.S.Const. amend
XIV, 9 5, to enforce substantive
constitutional guarantees. The United
States Supreme Court held, however,
that Title 11, as it applied to the class of
cases implicating the fundamental right
of access to the courts, constituted a
valid exercise of Congress's authority.
Title II was responsive to evidence of
pervasive unequal treatment of persons
with disabilities in the administration
of state services and programs, and
such disability discrimination was thus

N/A

No

-

which stated that the place where the

defendants. The

vote actually fulfilled the requirement
contravene the National Voter
Registration Act. Because the Board
did not raise an irrebuttable

election fraud.

statement on her voter registration
form and, even if the evidence did
prove that she made such a statement,
it did not prove that the voter
registration form was the form required
by Title 24.2. At trial, the
Commonwealth introduced substantial
testimony and documentary evidence
that defendant had continued to live at
one residence in the 13th District, long

showing electricity and water usage,
records from the Department of Motor
Vehicles and school records. Thus, the
evidence was sufficient to support the
jury's verdict that defendant made "a
false material statement" on the voter
registration card required to be filed by
Title 24.2 in order for her to be a
candidate for office in the primary in
question. Judgment of conviction

the District of
Minnesota

Dist.
LEXIS
22996

for a temporary
restraining order
pursuant to Fed. R.
Civ. P. 65, against

America Vote Act because it did not
authorize the voter to complete
registration either by a "current and
valid photo identification"or by use of

there were less than 600 voters who
attempted to register by mail but
whose registrations were deemed
incomplete. The court found that
plaintiffs demonstrated that they were
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Minn. Stat. 9 201.061,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
tribal reservations. Also, the court
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that
they were likely to succeed on their
claims that Minn. R. 8200.5 100,
violated the Equal Protection Clause of
the United States Constitution.A

modicum of support from eligible
voters. Information in the inactive file
was unreliable and ofien duplicative of
information in the active file.
Moreover, there was no violation of
the National Voter Registration Act
because voters listed as inactive were

granted defendant
state election
officials summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop the
state practice of
reauirin~
" its citizens
to disclose their
social securitv
numbers as a
precondition to voter
registration.

.

number because the interpretation
appeared to be reasonable, did not
conflict with previous caselaw, and
could be challenged in state court. The
requirement did not violate the Privacy
Act because it was grand fathered
under the terms of the Act. The
limitations in the National Voter
Registration Act did not apply because
the NVRA did not specifically
- prohibit
the use of social security numbers and
the Act contained a more specific
provision regarding such use. Plaintiff
could not enforce 9 1971 as it was
enforceable only by the United States
Attorney General. The trial court
properly rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to vote, ffee exercise
of religion, privileges and immunities,
and due process claims. Although the
trial court arguably erred in denying
certification of the case to the USAG
under 28 U.S.C.S. 3 2403(a), plaintiff
suffered no harm from the technical
violation. Order affirmed because
requirement that voters disclose social
security numbers as precondition to
voter registration did not violate
Privacy Act of 1974 or National Voter

Dist.
LEXIS
21416

by defendant, Ohio's
Secretary of State, in
December 2003. The
organizations
claimed that the
memorandum
contravened
provisions of the
Help America Vote
Act and the National
Voter Registration
Act. The
organizations moved
for a preliminary
injunction.

their Social Security number. In his
memorandum, the Secretary informed
all Ohio County Boards of Elections
that, if a person left the box blank, the
Boards were not to process the
registration forms. The organizations
did not file their suit until 18 days
before the national election. The court
found that there was not enough time
before the election to develop the
evidentiary record necessary to
determine if the organizations were
likely to succeed on the merits of their
claim. Denying the organizations'
motion would have caused them to
suffer no irreparable harm. There was
no appropriate remedy available to the
organizations at the time. The
likelihood that the organizations could

that they waited so long before filing

appellate court reversed the circuit
court judgment and held that under the
rules of statutory construction, the fact
that the legislature had specifically
omitted certain trigger words such as
"knowingly," "willingly,"
"purposefully,"or "intentionally"it
was unlikely that the legislature had
intended for this to be a specific intent
crime. The court also rejected the
defendant's argument that phrases such
as "offer to vote" and "attempt to vote"
should be construed as synonymous
terms, as when words with similar

Diaz v. Hood

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1111;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21445

October 26, Plaintiffs, unions
and individuals who
2004
had attempted to
register to vote,
sought a declaration
of their rights to vote
in the November 2,
2004 general

The putative voters sought injunctive
relief requiring the election officials to
register themto vote.. The court first
noted that the unions lacked even
representative standing, because they
failed to show that one of their
members could have brought the case
in their own behalf. The individual

No

N/A

NO

errors or omissions in their voter

to state a claim.

In the first two cases, the election
official had handled the enant
application properly under Florida law,
and the putative voter had effectively
caused their own injury by failing to
complete the registration. The third
completed her form and was
registered, so had suffered no injury.
Standmg failed against the secretary of
state. The motions to dismiss the

Cox

District of
Georgia

1358;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

to increase the voting strength of
sought aiinjunction
African--Americans. Following one
ordering defendant,
such dnve, the fraternity members
the Georgia
Secretary of State, to mailed in over 60 registration forms,
including one for the voter who had
process the voter
moved within state since the last
registration
election. The Georgia Secretary of
application forms
that they mailed in
State's office refused to process them
because they were not mailed
following a voter
individually and neither a registrar,
registration drive.
They contended that deputy registrar, or an otherwise
authorized person had collected the
by refusing to
applications as required under state
process the forms
defendants violated
law. The court held that plaintiffs had
the National Voter
standing to bring the action. The court
Registration Act
held that because the applications were
and U.S. Const.
received in accordance with the
amends. I, XN, and mandates of the NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not free to reject them.
xv.
The court found that: plaintiffs had a
substantial likelihood of prevailing on
the merits of their claim that the
applications were improperly rejected;
plaintiffs would be irreparably injured
absent an injunction; the potential
harmto defendants was outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries; and an injunction
was in the public interest. Plaintiffs'
motion for a preliminary injunction

whether those registrants were
qualified to vote. Furthermore,
defendants were enjoined from
rejecting any voter registration
application on the grounds that it was

the Eastern
District of
Virginia

389;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
850

in investigating his
voter registration
application
constituted a change
in voting procedures
requiring 5 5
preclearance under
the Voting Rights
Act, which
preclearance was
never sought or
received. Plaintiff
claimed he withdrew
from the race for
Commonwealth

lacked merit. Plaintiff did not allege, as
required, that any defendants
implemented a new, uncleared voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting,
or standard, practice, or procedure with
respect to voting. Here, the existing
practice or procedure in effect in the
event a mailed registration card was
returned was to "resend the voter card,
if address verified as correct." This
was what precisely occurred. Plaintiff
inferred, however, that the existing
voting rule or practice was to resend
the voter card "with no adverse
consequences" and that the county's

The court found the inference wholly
unwarranted because nothing in the
written procedure invited or justified
such an inference. The court opined
that common sense and state law
invited a different inference, namely
that while a returned card had to be
resent if the address was verified as
correct, any allegation of fraud could
be investigated. Therefore, there was
no new procedure for which
preclearance was required. The court
dismissed plaintiffs federal claims.
The court dismissed the state law
Thompson v.
Karben

Supreme Court of
New York,
Appellate
Division, Second
Department

295
A.D.2d
438; 743
N.Y.S.2d
175;
2002
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
6101

June 10,
2002

Respondents filed a
motion seeking the
cancellation of
appellant's voter
registration and
political party
enrollment on the
ground that
appellant was
unlawfully
registered to vote in

Respondents alleged that appellant was No
unlawhlly registered to vote from an
address at which he did not reside and
that he should have voted fiom the
address that he claimed as his
residence. The appellate court held that
respondents adduced insufficient proof
to support the conclusion that appellant
did not reside at the subject address.
On the other hand, appellant submitted
copies of his 2002 vehicle registration,
'

N/A

No

ept personal belongings at
Respondents did not
challenged the trial
the trial court was
v. Taft

District Court for
the Southern
District of Ohio

U.S. .
Dist.
LEXIS
22376

2002

nonprofit public
interest group and
certain individuals,
sued defendants,
certain state and
university officials,
alleging that they
violated the National
Voter Registration
Act in failing to
designate the
disability services
offices at state
public colleges and
universities as voter
registration sites.

services offices at issue were subject to
the NVRA because the term "office"
included a subdivision of a government
department or institution and the
disability offices at issue were places
where citizens regularly went for
service and assistance. Moreover, the
Ohio Secretary of State had an
obligation under the NVRA to
designate the disability services offices
as voter registration sites because
nothing in the law superceded the
NVRA's requirement that the
responsible state official designate
disability services offices as voter
registration sites. Moreover, under

compliance with the NVRA. The case .
was not moot even though the
ensure compliance with the NVRA
given his position to his obligation
under the law. The court granted
declaratoryjudgment in favor of the
nonprofit organization and the
individuals. The motion for a
preliminary injunction was granted in
part and the Secretary of State was
ordered to notify disabled students who
had used the designated disability
services offices prior to the opening

Lawson v.
Shelby County
.

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

21 1 F.3d
33 1;
2000
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
8634

May 3,
2000

Plaintiffs who were
denied the right to
vote when they
refused to disclose
their social security
numbers, appealed a
judgment of the
United States

Plaintiffs attempted to register to vote
in October, and to vote in November,
but were denied because they refused
to disclose their social security
numbers. A year after the election date
they filed suit alleging denial of
constitutional rights, privileges and
immunities, the Privacy Act of 1974

No

NIA

No

District Court for the
Western District of
Tennessee at
Memphis dismissing
their amended
complaint for failure
to state claims
barred by U.S.
Const. amend. XI.

Curtis v. Smith

United States
Dishict Court for
the Eastern
District of Texas

145 F.
Supp. 2d
814;
2001

June 4,
200 1

Plaintiffs,
representatives of
several thousand
retired persons who

and 5 1983. The district court
dismissed, finding the claims were
barred by U.S. Const. amend. XI, and
the one year statute of limitations. The
appeals court reversed, holding the
district court erred in dismissing the
suit because U.S. Const. amend. XI
immunity did not apply to suits
brought by a private party under the Ex
Parte Young exception. Any damages
claim not.ancillax-yto injunctive relief
was barred. The court also held the
statute of limitations ran from the date
plaintiffs were denied the opportunity
to vote, not register, and their claim
was thus timely. Reversed and
remanded to district court to order such
relief as will allow plaintiffs to vote
and other prospective injunctive relief
against county and state officials;
declaratory relief and attorneys' fees
ancillary to the prospective injunctive
relief, all permitted under the Young
exception to sovereign immunity, to be
fashioned.
Before a general election, three
No
persons brought an action alleging the
Escapees were not bona fide residents
of the county, and sought to have their

N/A

No

I :is, I
LEXIS

the "Escapees," and
who spent a large
part of their lives
traveling about the
United States in
recreational
vehicles, but were
registered to vote in
the county, moved
for preliminary
injunction seeking to
enjoin a Texas state
court proceeding
under the All Writs
Act.

names expunged from the rolls of
qualified voters. The plaintiffs brought
suit in federal district court. The court
issued a preliminary injunction
forbidding county officials from
attempting to purge the voting.
Commissioner contested the results of
the election, alleging Escapees' votes
should be disallowed. Plaintiffs
brought present case assertedly to
prevent the same issue from being
relitigated. The court held, however,
the issues were different, since, unlike
the case in the first proceeding, there
was notice and an opportunity to be
heard. Further, unlike the first
proceeding, the plaintiff in the state
court action did not seek to change the
prerequisites for voting registration in
the county, but instead challenged the
actual residency of some members of
the Escapees, and such challenge
properly belonged in the state court.
The court further held that an election
contest under state law was the correct
vehicle to contest the registration of
Escapees. The court dissolved the
temporary restraining order it had
previously entered and denied
plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

1

I

1

Pepper v.
Damell

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

24 Fed.
Appx.
460;
200 1
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
266 18

December
10,2001

Plaintiff individual
appealed from a
judgment of the
district court, in an
action against
defendant state
officials seeking
relief under 9 1983
and the National
Voter Registration
Act, for their alleged
refusal to permit
individual to register
to vote. Officials had
moved for dismissal
or for summary
judgment, and the
district court granted
the motion.

injunction of the state court
proceeding.
NO
Individual argued on appeal that the
district court erred in finding that the
registration forms used by the state did
not violate the NVRA and in failing to
certify a class represented by
individual. Individual lived in his
automobile and received mail at a
rented box. Officials refused to
validate individual's attempt to register
to vote by mail. Tennessee state law
forbade accepting a rented mail box as
the address of the potential voter.
Individual insisted that his automobile
registration provided sufficient proof
of residency under the NVRA. The
court upheld the legality of state's
requirement that one registering to vote
provide a specific location as an
address, regardless of the transient
lifestyle of the potential voter, finding
state's procedure faithfully mirrored
the requirements of the NVRA as
codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations. The court also held that
the refusal to certify individual as the
representative of a class for purposes
of this litigation was not an abuse of

N/A

No

LEXIS
24894

several county
boards of elections,
and all of the boards'
members, alleging
claims under the
National Voter
Registration Act and
§ 1983. Plaintiffs
also filed a motion
for a temporary
restraining order
(TRO). Two
individuals filed a
motion to intervene
as defendants.

individuals, who filed pre--election
voter eligibility challenges, filed a
motion to intervene. The court held
that it would grant the motion to
intervene because the individuals had a
substantial legal interest in the subject
matter of the action and time
constraints would not permit them to
bring separate actions to protect their
rights. The court further held that it
would grant plaintiffs' motion for a
TRO because plaintiffs made sufficient
allegations in their complaint to
establish standing and because all four
factors to consider in issuing a TRO
weighed heavily in favor of doing so.
The court found that plaintiffs

strong showing that defendants'
intended actions regarding pre-election challenges to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs' fundamental right
to vote and violated the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the other factors to
consider in granting a TRO
automatically weighed in plaintiffs'
favor. The court granted plaintiffs'

weighed heavily in favor of doing so.
The court found that plaintiffs
demonstrated a likelihood of success
on the merits because they made a
strong showing that defendants'
intended actions regarding pre-election challenges to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs' fundamental right
to vote and violated the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the other factors to
consider in granting a TRO
automatically weighed in plaintiffs'
favor. The court granted plaintiffs'
motion for a TRO. The court also
granted the individuals' motion to

intervenor State of
Ohio from
discriminating
against black voters
in Hamilton County
on the basis of race.
If necessary, they
sought to restrain
challengers from
being allowed at the
polls.

physically present in the polling places
in order to challenge voters' eligibility
to vote. The court held that the iniurv
- asserted, that allowing challengers to
challenge voters' eligibility would
place an undue burden on voters and
impede their right to vote, was not
speculative and could be redressed by
removing the challengers. The court
held that in the absence of any
statutory guidance whatsoever
governing the procedures and
limitations for challenging voters by
challengers, and the questionable
enforceability of the State's and
County's policies regarding good faith
challenges and ejection of disruptive
challengers t?om the polls, there
existed an enormous risk of chaos,
delay, intimidation, and pandemonium
inside the polls and in the lines out the
door. Furthermore, the law allowing
private challengers was not narrowly
tailored to serve Ohio's compelling
interest in preventing voter h u d .
Because the voters had shown a
substantial likelihood of success on the
merits on the ground that the
application of Ohio's statute allowing
challengers at polling places was

Circuit

LEXIS
15083

appealed from an
order of the
Supreme Court of
the Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
reversing a lower
court's grant of
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants on the
ground of qualified
immunity.

Commonwealth of the Northern
Manana Islands Board of Elections
violated 9 1983 by administeringpre-election day voter challenge
procedures which precluded a certain
class of voters, including plaintiffs,
from voting in a 1995 election. The
CNMI Supreme Court reversed a lower
court's grant of summary judgment and
defendants appealed. The court of
appeals held that the Board's pre-election day procedures violated the
plaintiffs' fundamental right to vote.
The federal court reasoned that the
right to vote was clearly established at
the time of the election, and that a
reasonable Board would have known
that that treating voters differently
based on their political party would

of their residences. The appellate court

voters offered no workable standard to

District Court for
the Eastern
District of Texas

Supp. 2d
1054; .
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17987

3,2000

preliminary
injunction to
prohibit defendant
tax assessorcollector from
mailing
confirmation letters
to approximately
9,000 persons who
were registered
voters in Polk

from mailing confirmation letters to
approximately 9,000 persons, self-styled "escapees" who traveled a major
portion of each year in recreational
vehicles, all of whom were registered
to vote in Polk County, Texas. In
accordance with Texas law, three
resident voters filed affidavits
challenging the escapees' residency.
These affidavits triggered defendant's
action in sending confirmation notices

the court issued a preliminary
injunction prohibiting defendant from
pursuing the confirmation of residency
of the escapees, or any similarly
situated group, under the Texas
Election Code until the process had
been submitted for preclearance in
accordance with $ 5 . The action was
taken to ensure that no discriminatory
potential existed in the use of such

District - -

1237; 8
Cal. Rptr.
3d 497;
2004 Cal.
APP.
LEXIS
12

superior court which observing that although the election
had already taken place, the issue was
denied the party's
likelv to recur and was a matter of
petition for writ of
continuing public interest and
mandate to compel
importance; hence, a decision on the
defendant, the
California Secretary merits was proper, although the case
was technically moot. The law clearly
of State, to include
excluded inactive voters from the
voters listed in the
calculation. The statutory scheme did
inactive file of
not violate the inactive voters'
registered voters in
constitutional right of association
calculating whether
the party qualified to because it was reasonably designed to
ensure that all parties on the ballot had
participate in a
a significant modicum of support from
primary election.
eligible voters. Information in the
inactive file was unreliable and often
duplicative of information in the active
file. Moreover, there was no violation
of the National Voter Registration Act
because voters listed'as inactive were
not prevented from voting. Although
the Act prohibited removal of voters
from the official voting list absent
certain conditions, inactive voters in
California could.correct the record and
vote as provided the Act. The court
affirmed the denial of a writ of
mandate.

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LEXTS
21753

October 22,
defendants, a county
2002
board of elections, a
state secretary of
state, and the state's
attorney general, for
violations of the
Motor Voter Act and
equal protection of
the laws. Defendants
moved for summary
judgment. The
voters also moved
for summary
judgment.

The board heard challenges to the
voters' aualifications to vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather
than permanent residents of the county.
The voters claimed that the board
hearings did not afford them the
requisite degree of due process and
contravened their rights of privacy by
inquiring into personal matters. As to
the MVA claim, the court held that
residency within the precinct was a
crucial qualification. One simply could
not be an elector, much less a qualified
elector entitled to vote, unless one
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not

LENS
8320

filed a suit against
defendant state
officials alleging
violations of the
National Voter
Registration Act and
the Voting Rights
Act. The officials
appealed after the
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Georgia issued a
preliminary
injunction enjoining
them ffom rejecting
voter registrations
submitted by the

processing. Included in the batch was
the voter's change of address form.
Plaintiffs filed the suit after they were
notified that the applications had been
rejected pursuant to Georgia law,
which allegedly restricted who could
collect voter registration forms.
Plaintiffs contended that the officials
had violated the NVRA, the VRA, and
U.S. Const. amends. I, XIV, XV. The
officials argued that plaintiffs lacked
standing and that the district court had
erred in issuing the preliminary
injunction. The court found no error.
Plaintiffs had sufficiently alleged
injuries under the NVRA, arising out
of the rejection of the voter registration
forms; the allegations in the complaint

of Tennessee at

determination that state law required

could be challenged in state court. The

Ward Alderman be

the Southern
District of
Florida

1111;
2004

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21445

had attempted to
register to vote,
sought a declaration
of their rights to vote
in the November 2,
2004 general
election. They

register them to vote. The court fust
noted that the unions lacked even
representative standing, because they
failed to show that one of their
members could have brought the case
in their own behalf. The individual
putative voters raised separate issues:

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

Supp. 2d
772;
2002

2002

to state a claim.

In the first two cases, the election
official had handled the errant
application properly under Florida law,
and the putative voter had effectively
caused their own injury by failing to
complete the registration. The third
completed her form and was
registered, so had suffered no injury.
Standing failed against the secretary of

defendants, a county
board of elections, a
state secretary of

voters' qualifications to vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather

1

.
LEXIS

I
I

state, and the state's
attorney general, for
violations of the
Motor Voter Act
and equal protection
of the laws.
Defendants moved
for summary
judgment. The
voters also moved
for summary
judgment.

I than permanent residents of the county.
- I
The voters claimed that the board
hearings did not afford them the
requisite degree of due process and
contravened their rights of privacy by
inquiring into personal matters. As to
the MVA claim, the court held that
residency within the precinct was a
crucial qualification. One simply could
not be an elector, much less a qualified
elector entitled to vote, unless one
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not
contravene the MVA. Defendants'
motions for summary judgment were
granted as to all claims with prejudice,

I

I

I

Voter Registration
Act, and the Equal
Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Ohio granted
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants. The
voters appealed.

the equal protection clause. The court
of appeals found that the Board's
procedures did not contravene the
National Voter Registration Act
because Congress did not intend to bar
the removal of names from the official
list of persons who were ineligible and
improperly registered to vote in the
first place. The National Voter
Registration Act did not bar the
Board's continuing consideration of a
voter's residence, and encouraged the
Board to maintain accurate and reliable
voting rolls. Ohio was free to take
reasonable steps to see that all
applicants for registration to vote
actually fulfilled the requirement of
bona fide residence. Ohio Rev. Code

N.E.2d
81; 2000
nl. APP.
LEXIS
845

--

declaration that that
the result of a
primary election for
county circuit clerk
was void.

invalid. The ballots had been
commingled with the valid ballots.
There were no markings or indications
on the ballots which would have
allowed them to be segregated from
other ballots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no fraud was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in
issue, the case was remanded for a
determination as to whether fraud was
evident in the electoral process. The
court reversed the declaration of the
--

-

of the Monroe County coroners
election were invalid because none of
2000 nl.
LEXIS

993

trial court's decision
granting appellee's
summary judgment
motion in action
brought by appellee
to contest the results
of the election for
the position of
county coroner in
Monroe County.

County's second precinct were initialed
by an electionjudge, in violation of
Illinois law. The trial court granted
appellee's motion for summary
judgment, and the appellate court
affirmed the judgment. The Illinois
supreme court affirmed, noting that
statutes requiring electionjudges to
initial election ballots were mandatory,
and uninitialed ballots could not have
been counted, even where the parties
agreed that there was no knowledge of
fraud or corruption. Thus, the supreme
court held that the trial court properly
invalidated all of the ballots cast in
Monroe County's second precinct. The
court reasoned that none of the ballots
contained the requisite initialing, and
neither party argued that any of the

been counted, even where the.parties
agreed that there was no knowledge of
fraud or corruption. Additionally, none

challenging a school
board election.
Defendants moved

established under O h o law and the
federal claims could be adequately
raised in an action under 9 1983. On
appeal, the Ohio supreme court held
that dismissal was proper, as the
complaint actually sought declaratory
and injunctive relief, rather than
mandamus relief. Further, election-contest actions were the exclusive
remedy to challenge election results.

likelihood of success on the merits of

plaintiffs had not alleged that the
Florida law was discriminatory,that
citizens were being deprived of the
right to vote, or that there had been

ecounts would diminish
of vote counts due to
ation and the exercise of

its face and resided within the state's
broad control over presidential election
procedures. Plaintiffs failed to show
that manual recounts were so
unreliable as to constitute a
constitutional injury, that plaintiffs'
alleged injuries were irreparable, or
that they lacked an adequate state court
remedy. Injunctive relief denied
because plaintiffs demonstrated neither
clear deprivation of constitutional

reversed and
remanded a Florida
Supreme Court
decision that had
ordered a manual
recount of certain
ballots.

Goodwin v. St.
Thomas-St.
John Bd. of

Temtorial Court
of the Virgin
Islands

43 V.I.
89; 2000
V.I.

December
13,2000

Plaintiff political
candidate alleged
that certain general

The trial court was ordered to use the
standard that a vote was "legal" if there
was a clear indication of the intent of
the voter. The United States SupremeCourt released an opinion on
December 12,2000, which held that
such a standard violated equal
protection rights because it lacked
specific standards to ensure equal
application, and also mandated that
any manual recount would have to
have been completed by December 12,
2000. On remand, the state supreme
court found that it was impossible
under that time fiarne to adopt
adequate standards and make
necessary evaluations of vote
tabulation equipment. Also,
development of a specific, uniform
standard for manual recounts was best
left to the legislature. Because
adequate standards for a manual
recount could not be developed by the
deadline set by the United States
Supreme Court, appellants were
afforded no relief.
Plaintiff alleged that defendants
No
counted unlawful absentee ballots that
lacked postmarks, were not signed or

NIA

No

Elections

LEXIS
15

election absentee
ballots violated
territorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

notarized. were in unsealed andlor tom
envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. Prior
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
final senate position, but the absentee
ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the alleged absentee
voting irregularities would require
invalidation of a sufficient number of
ballots to change the outcome of the
election. While the unsealed ballots
constituted a technical violation, the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
substantially complied with election
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperly counted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.
Plaintiffs other allegations of
irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper. Plaintiffs
request for declaratory and injunctive

Circuit

APP.
LEXIS
259

defendants, a
challenger
candidate, a county
board of election,
and commissioners,
pursuant to 5 1983
alleging violation of
the Due Process
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
New York granted
summary judgment
in favor of plaintiffs.
Defendants
appealed.

not counted due to the machine
malfunction. Rather than pursue the
state remedy of quo wananto, by
requesting that New York's Attorney
General investigate the machine
malfunction and challenge the election
results in state court, plaintiffs filed
their complaint in federal court. The
court of appeals found that United
States Supreme Court jurisprudence
required intentional conduct by state
actors as a prerequisite for a due
process violation. Neither side alleged
that local officials acted intentionally
or in a discriminatory manner with
regard to the vote miscount. Both sides
conceded that the recorded results were
likely due to an unforeseen
malfunction with the voting machine.

malfunction. The district court's grant
of summaryjudgment was reversed
ings consistent with this

regarding state electors.
Democratic Party
regarding authority

recounts. The district court denied the

had adequate election dispute

President of the
United States, in
appellants' contest to
certified election
results.

Canvassing Board found not to be
legal votes during a manual recount.
However, the trial court erred in
excluding votes that were identified
during the Palm Beach County manual
recount and during a partial manual
recount in Miami--Dade County. It
was also error to refuse to examine
Miami--Dade County ballots that
registered as non--votes during the
machine count. The trial court applied
an improper standard to determine
whether appellants had established that
the result of the election was in doubt,
and improperly concluded that there
was no probability of a different result
without examining the ballots that
appellants claimed contained rejected
legal votes. The judgment was
reversed and remanded; the trial court
was ordered to tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade County ballots that the
counting machine registered as non-votes, and was directed to order
inclusion of votes that had already
been idkntified during manual
recounts. The trial court also was
ordered to consider whether manual
recounts in other counties were
necessary.

Reitz v. Rendell

United States
District Court for
the Middle
District of
Pennsylvania

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2 1813

October 29, Plaintiff senice
2004
members filed an
action against
defendant state
officials under the
Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting Act
alleging that they
and similarly
situated service
members would be
disenfranchised
because they did not
receive their
absentee ballots in
time. The parties
entered into a
voluntary agreement
and submitted it to
the court for
approval.

United States v.
Pennsylvania

United States
District Court for
the Middle

2004
U.S.
Dist.

October 20, Plaintiff United
States sued
2004
defendant

The court issued an order to assure that No
the senice members and other
similarly situated service members
who were protected by the UOCAVA
would not be disenfranchised. The
court ordered the Secretary of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to
take all reasonable steps necessary to
direct the county boards of elections to
accept as timely received absentee
ballots cast by service members and
other overseas voters as defined by
UOCAVA, so long as the ballots were,
received by November 10,2004. The
ballots were to be considered solely for
purposes of the federal ofices that
were included on the ballots. The court
held that the ballot needed to be cast
no later than November 2,2004 to be
counted. The court did not make any
findings of liability against the
Governor or the Secretary. The court
entered an order, pursuant to a
stipulation between the parties, that
granted injunctive relief to the service
members.
The testimony of the two witnesses
No
offered by the United States did not
support its contention that voters

NIA

No

NIA

No

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania,
governor, and state
secretary, claiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenfranchised if
they used absentee
ballots that included
the names of two
presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of
candidates so late in
the election year.

overseas citizens Absentee Voting
Act would be disenfi-anchisedabsent
immediate injunctive relief because
neither witness testified that any
absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA
voters were legally incorrect or
otherwise invalid. Moreover, there was
no evidence that any UOCAVA voter
had complained or otherwise expressed
concern regarding their ability or right
to vote. The fact that some UOCAVA
voters received ballots including the
names of two candidates who were not
on the final certified ballot did not ips0
facto support a finding that
Pennsylvania was in violation of
UOCAVA, especially since the United
States failed to establish that the ballot
defect undermined the right of
UOCAVA voters to cast their ballots.
Moreover, Pennsylvania had adduced
substantial evidence that the requested
injunctive relief, issuing new ballots,
would have harmed the Pennsylvania
election system and the public by
undermining the integrity and
efficiency of Pennsylvania's elections
and increasing election costs.must
consider the following four factors: (1)

relief; (3) the extent to which the
nonmoving party will suffer
irreparable harm if the court grants the
requested injunctive relief; and (4) the
ublic interest. District courts should

Bush v.
Hillsborough
County
Canvassing Bd.

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of
Florida

123 F.
Supp. 2d
1305;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
19265

The matter came
before the court on
plaintiffs' complaint
for declaratory and
injunctive relief
alleging that
defendant county
canvassing boards
rejected overseas
absentee state ballots
and federal write--in
ballots based on
criteria inconsistent
with federal law, and
requesting that the
ballots be declared

Plaintiff presidential and vise-presidential candidates and state
political party contended that
defendant county canvassing boards
rejected overseas absentee state ballots
and federal write--in ballots based on
criteria inconsistent with the
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting Act. Because the
state accepted overseas absentee state
ballots and federal write--in ballots up
to 10 days after the election, the State
needed to access that the ballot in fact
came from overseas. However, federal
law provided the method to establish
that fact by requiring the overseas

No

N/A

No

absentee voter to sign an oath that the
ballot was mailed t?om outside the
United States and requiring the state
election officials to examine the voter's
declarations. The court further noted
that federal law required the user of a
federal write--in ballot to timely apply
for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and relief
GRANTED in part and declared valid
all federal write--in ballots that were
signed pursuant to the oath provided
therein but rejected solely because the
ballot envelope did not have an APO,
FPO, or foreign postmark, or solely
because there was no record of an
application for a state absentee ballot.
Plaintiffs challenged In two separate cases, plaintiff electors No
the counting of
originally sued defendant state
elections canvassing commission and
overseas absentee
valid and that they
should be counted.

Hanis v. Florida
Elections
Canvassing

United States
District Court for
the Northern

122 F.
Supp. 2d
1317;

December
9,2000

NIA

No

Florida

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17875

7 p.m. on election
day, alleging the
ballots violated
Florida election law.

court, challengmg the counting of
overseas absentee ballots received after
7 p.m. on election day. Defendant
governor removed one case to federal
court. The second case was also
removed. The court in the second case
denied plaintiffs motion for remand
and granted a motion to transfer the
case to the first federal court under the
related case doctrine. Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas ballots violated
Florida election law. Defendants
argued the deadline was not absolute.
The court found Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S. 9 1 to impose
irrational scheduling rules on state and
local canvassing officials, and did not
intend to disenfranchise overseas
voters. The court held the state statute
was required to yield to Florida
Administrative Code, which required
the 10-day extension in the receipt of
overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections because the rule was
promulgated to satisfy a consent decree
entered by the state in 1982. Judgment
entered for defendants because a
Florida administrative rule requiring a
10--day extension in the receipt of

plaintiff--intervenor
,territorial governor
moved for summary

LEXIS
12842

defendant federal,
state, and local
officials moved to
dismiss the
complaint that
alleged that the
Voting Rights
Amendments of
1970, the Uniform
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, and New York
election law were
unconstitutional
since they denied
plaintiffs right to
receive an absentee

of the right to vote,
the Privileges and

. Plaintiff-intervenor
territorial governor intervened on
behalf of similarly situated Puerto
Rican residents. Defendants' argued
that: 1) plaintiff lacked standing; 2) a
non--justiciable political question was
raised; and 3) the laws were
constitutional. The court held that: 1)
plaintiff had standing because he made
a substantial showing that application
for the benefit was futile; 2) whether or
not the statutes violated plaintiffs
rights presented a legal, not political,
question, and there was no lack of
judicially discoverable and manageable
standards for resolving the matter; and
3) the laws were constitutional and
only a constitutional amendment or

Uniformed and

their former states, and former state

residence. The

distinction. The territorial resident
the same voting rights as other

judgment allowing them to vote in

contended that the Constitution and the

Constitution provided U.S. citizens
residing in Puerto Rico the right to
participate in Presidential elections. NO
constitutional amendment was needed.
The present political status of Puerto
Rico was abhorrent to the Bill of
Rights. The court denied defendant
United States' motion to dismiss
plaintiffs' action seeking a declaratory
judgment allowing them to vote in
Presidential elections as citizens of the
United States and of Puerto Rico. The

candidates failure to challenge the

director, the Board's
members, and the
North Carolina

"provisional"ballots cast in a precinct
where a voter does not reside and

U.S.C.S. 3 1983. On appeal, the Ohio
Supreme Court held that dismissal was
proper, as the complaint actually
sought declaratory and injunctive

Party v. Hood

District Court for
the Northern
District of
Florida

Supp. 2d
1073;
2004
U.S.
Dist.

LEXIS
2 1720

2004

party sought
injunctive relief
under the Help
America Vote Act,
claiming that the
election system put
in place by
defendant election
officials violated
HAVA because it
did not allow

prospective voter in a federal election
had the right to cast a provisional
ballot at a given polling place, even if
the local officials asserted that the
voter was at the wrong polling place;
second, that voter had the right to have
that vote counted in the election, if the
voter otherwise met all requirements of
state law. The court noted that the right
to vote was clearly protectable as a
civil right, and a primary purpose of

Michigan

U.S.
Dist.

LEXIS
2055 1

allowed to occur, several voters who
were members of the parties' respective
defendant, Michigan organizations were likely to be
disenfranchised. Defendants moved to
secretary of state
transfer venue of the action to the
and the Michigan
director of elections, Western District of Michigan claiming
that the only proper venue for an action
alleging that the
state's intended
against a state official is the district
that encompasses the state's seat of
procedure for
casting and counting government. Alternatively, defendants
provisional ballots at sought transfer for the convenience of
the parties and witnesses. The court
the upcoming
found that defendants' arguments were
general election.
not supported by the plain language of
would violate the
the current venue statutes. Federal
Help America Vote
actions against the Michigan secretary
Act and state laws
of state over rules and practices
implementing the
governing federal elections
federal legislation.
traditionally were brought in both the
Defendants filed a
motion to transfer
Eastern and Western Districts of
venue.
Michigan. There was no rule that

or her votes for federal offices counted
if eligibility to vote in that election
could be verified; and (5) defendants'
directives concerning proof of identity
of first--time voters who registered by
mail were consistent with federal and
state law.
On review, the voter contended that
Plaintiff voter
use of paperless touch-screen voting
brought an suit
systems was unconstitutional and that
against defendants,
the secretary of state the trial court erred by ruling her
expert testimony inadmissible. The
and the county
trial court focused on whether the
registrar of voters,
experts' declarations raised genuine
claiming that the
issues of material fact about the
lack of a voter-verified paper trail
relative accuracy of the voting
systemat issue and excluded references
in the county's
to news-paper articles and
newly installed
touchscreen voting
unidentified studies absent any
indication that experts normally relied
system violated her
rights to equal
upon them. The appellate court found
that the trial court's exclusions were
protection and due
process. The United not an abuse of discretion and agreed
States District Court that the admissible opinions which
were left did not tend to show that
for the Central
District of California voters had a lesser chance of having
granted the secretary their votes counted. It further found
that the use of touchscreen voting
and the registrar
summary judgment.
systems was not subject to strict

directives violated
their rights under the
Help America Vote
Act.

Weber v.
Shelley

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Ninth
Circuit

347 F.3d
1101;
2003
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
21979

October 28,
2003

No

NIA

No

in the Constitution forbid this choice.

without the use of DREs;it was clear

little likelihood of success on the

likelihood of success on the merits, and
the possibility of irreparable injury; a

of State, contending
that the findings of
immediate danger,
necessity, and
~roceduralfairness
bn which the rule
was based were
insufficient under
Florida law, which
required a showing
of such
circumstances, &d
Florida case law.
This matter
followed.

to determine voter intent; and (3) the
rule created voters who were entitled
to manual recounts in close elections
and those who were not. The appeals
court disagreed. The Department was
clearly concerned with the fact that if
no rule were in place, the same
confusion and inconsistency in
divining a voter's intent that attended
the 2000 presidential election in
Florida, and the same constitutional
problems the United States Supreme
Court addressed then, might recur in
2004. It was not the court's
responsibility to decide the validity of
the rule or whether other means were
more appropriate. But, the following
question was certified to the Supreme
Court: Whether under Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the Department of State set
forth sufficient justification for an
emergency rule establishing standards
for conducting manual recounts of
overvotes and undervotes as applied to
touchscreen voting systems? The
petition was denied, but a question was
certified to the supreme court as a
matter of great public importance.

I Wexler v.
Lepore

I

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

1 342 F.
Supp. 2d
1097;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21344

I October 25, 1 Plaintiffs, a
congressman, state
commissioners, and
a registered voter,
brought a 9 1983
action against
defendants, state
officials, alleging
that the manual
recount procedures
for the state's
touchscreen
paperless voting
systems violated
their rights under
U.S. Const. amends.
V and XIV. A bench
trial ensued.

established an updated standard for
manual recounts in counties using
optical scan systems and touchscreen
voting systems, therefore, alleviating
equal protection concerns. The court
held that the rules prescribing what
constituted a clear indication on the
ballot that the voter had made a
definite choice, as well the rules
prescribing additional recount
procedures for each certified voting
system promulgated pursuant to
Florida law complied with equal
protection requirements under U.S.
Const. amends. V and XlV because the
rules prescribed uniform,
nondifferential standards for what
constituted a legal vote under each
certified voting system, as well as
procedures for conducting a manual
recount of overvotes and undervotes in
the entire geographic jurisdiction. The
court further held that the ballot
images printed during a manual
recount pursuant to Florida
Administrative Code did not violate
Florida law because the manual
recount scheme properly reflected a
voter's choice. Judgment was entered

I

1

1

Ohio from
discriminating
against black voters
in Hamilton County
on the basis of race.
If necessary, they
sought to restrain
challengers from
being allowed at the
polls.

to vote. The court held that the injury
asserted, that allowing challengers to
challenge voters' eligibility would
place an undue burden on voters and
impede their right to vote, was not
speculative and could be redressed by
removing the challengers. The court
held that in the absence of any
statutory guidance whatsoever
governing the procedures and
limitations for challenging voters by
challengers, and the questionable
enforceabilityof the State's and
County's policies regarding good faith
challenges and ejection of disruptive
challengers from the polls, there
existed an enormous risk of chaos,

indiscriminate

V.

MAITHEW

Supreme Court to review the relevant
submissions, and voting officials

Wesley Educ.
Found., 1nc.v.
Cox

District Court for
the Northern
District of
Georgia

Supp. 2d
1358;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

2004

fraternity members,
and an organization,
sought an injunction
ordering defendant,
the Georgia
Secretary of State, to
process the voter
registration
application forms
that they mailed in
following a voter
registration drive.
They contended that
by refusing to
process the forms
defendants violated
the National Voter
Registration Act and
U.S. Const. amends.

numerous non--partisan voter
registration drives primarily designed
to increase the voting'strength of
African-Americans. Following one
such drive, the fraternity members
mailed in over 60 registration forms,
including one for the voter who had
moved within state since the last
election. The Georgia Secretary of
State's office refused to process them
because they were not mailed
individually and neither a registrar,
deputy registrar, or an otherwise
authorized person had collected the
applications as required under state
law. The court held that plaintiffs had
standing to bring the action. The court
held that because the applications were
received in accordance with the

applications were improperly rejected;
plaintiffs would be irreparably injured
absent an injunction; the potential

' injuries; and an injunction
e public interest. Injunction
Coalition for
Voter Prot. v.
Hood

District Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

Supp. 2d
1326;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
26522

2004

protection coalition,
union, and voters,
filed an emergency
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
argued that Afiican
Americans in the
county had less
opportunity than
other members of
the state's electorate
to vote in the
upcoming election,
and that defendants,
elections officials',
~

~

based their claim on the fact that the
county had the largest percentage of
African--American registered voters of
any major county in the state, and, yet,
other similarly-sized counties with
smaller African--American registered
voter percentages had more early
voting sites. Based on that, they argued
that African-American voters in the
county were disproportionally affected.
The court found that while it may have
been true that having to drive to an
early voting site and having to wait in
line may cause people to be
inconvenienced, inconvenience did not
result in a denial of meaningful access

-

-

-

-~

~

success on the merits of their 4 1983

Stewart v.
Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

356 F.
Supp. 2d
791;

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
26897

December
14,2004

erroneous findings
of fact and law and
failed to appreciate
evidence of
discriminatory
intent.
Plaintiffs, including
African--American
voters, alleged that
use of punch card
voting and "central-count" optical
scanning devices by
defendants, the Ohio
Secretary of State et
a]., violated their
rights under the Due
Process Clause, the
Equal Protection
Clause, and
(African--American
plaintiffs) their
rights under 5 2 of
the Voting Rights
Act.

district court's finding that defendant
poll workers did not racially
discriminate in denying the vote to this
plaintiff was clearly erroneous.
Affirmed in part and reversed in part.

I

The primary thrust of the litigation was No
an attempt to federalize elections by
judicial rule or fiat via the invitation to
the court to declare a certain voting
technology unconstitutional and then
fashion a remedy. The court declined
the invitation. The determination of the
,applicablevoting process had always
been focused in the legislative branch
of the government. While it was true
that the percentage of residual or nonvoted ballots in the 2000 presidential
election ran slightly higher in counties
using punch card technology, that fact
standing alone was insufficient to
declare the use of the system
unconstitutional. Moreover, the highest
frequency in Ohio of residual voting
bore a direct relationship to economic
and educational factors, negating the
Voting Rights Act claim. The court
further stated that local variety in

I

N/A

levels of effectiveness in recording
voters' intentions, so long as there was
some rational basis for the technology

was removed to

mailing the absentee ballots would

right was not enough to confer subject
matter jurisdiction where the complaint
sought to assert only rights arising
under state statutes against state
officials in relation to a state election.
The court stated that it would not allow
defendants to take haven in federal
court under the guise of providing
equal protection for the citizens of
Detroit but with a goal of perpetuating
their violation of a non-discriminate@
state law. Motion to remand granted.
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Charles H.
Wesley
Educ.
Found., Inc.
v. Cox

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Eleventh
Circuit

408 F.3d
1349;
2005 U.S.
App.
LEXIS
8320

May 12,
2005

Plaintiffs, a
charitable
foundation, four
volunteers, and a
registered voter,
filed a suit
against defendant
state officials
alleging
violations of the
National Voter
Registration Act
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
officials appealed
after the United
States District
Court for the
Northern District
of Georgia issued
a preliminary
injunction
enjoining them
from rejecting
voter
registrations
submitted by the

No
The foundation
conducted a
voter registration
drive; it placed
the completed
applications in a
single envelope
and mailed them
to the Georgia
Secretary of
State for
processing.
Included in the
batch was the
voter's change of
address form.
Plaintiffs filed
the suit after they
were notified that
the applications
had been rejected
pursuant to
Georgia law,
which allegedly
restricted who
could collect
voter registration

NIA

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
No

Name of
Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

foundation.

forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
X N ,XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

McKay v.

Court

United

Citation

226 F.3d

Date

September

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Facts

Holding

Plaintiff

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
-affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.
The trial court
No

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

N/A
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Thompson

States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

752; 2000
U.S. App.
LEXIS
23387

18,2000

challenged order
of United States
District Court for
Eastern District
of Tennessee at
Chattanooga,
which granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop
the state practice
of requiring its
citizens to
disclose their
social security
numbers as a
precondition to
voter registration.

had granted
defendant state
election officials
summary
judgment. The
court declined to
overrule
defendants'
administrative
determination
that state law
required plaintiff
to disclose his
social security
number because
the interpretation
appeared to be
reasonable, did
not conflict with
previous case
law, and could be
challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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Holding

was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
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Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
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Case be
Researched
Further
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Coalition for
Students
with
Disabilities
Educ. &
Legal Def.
Fund v.
Scales

States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Maryland

Supp. 2d
845; 2001
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
9528

2001

organization for
disabled students,
brought an action
against university
president and
university's
director of office
of disability
support services
to challenge the
voter registration
procedures
established by the
disability support
services.
Defendants
moved to dismiss
the first amended
complaint, or in
the alternative for
summary
judgment.

alleged that
plaintiff lacked
standing to
represent its
members, and
that plaintiff had
not satisfied the
notice
requirements of
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Further,
defendants
maintained the
facts, as alleged
by plaintiff, did
not give rise to a
past, present, or
future violation
of the NVRA
because (1) the
plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
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Further
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Holding

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs 5 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged suff~cient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the 5 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further
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Case

Court

Citation

Date

Facts

Holding

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Cunningham
v. Chi. Bd.
of Election
Comm'rs

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Illinois

Citation

2003 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2528

Date

February
24,2003

Facts

Holding

Plaintiffs, who
alleged that they
were duly
registered voters,
six of whom had
signed
nominating
petitions for one
candidate and
two of whom
signed

complaint was
granted as to the
8 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
s-ary
judgment was
denied.
Plaintiffs argued
that objections to
their signatures
were improperly
sustained by
defendants, the
city board of
election
commissioners.
Plaintiffs argued
that they were
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Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

No
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nominating
petitions for
another
candidate. They
first asked for a
preliminary
injunction of the
municipal
election
scheduled for the
following
Tuesday and
suggested,
alternatively, that
the election for
City Clerk and
for 4th Ward
Alderman be
enjoined.

registered voters
whose names
appeared in an
inactive file and
whose signatures
were therefore,
and improperly,
excluded. The
court ruled that
by characterizing
the claim
plaintiffs did,
they sought to
enjoin an
election because
their signatures
were not
counted, even
though their
preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded fkom
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further
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Case

Court

Citation
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Holding

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting o f a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Diaz v.
Hood

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Southern
District of
Florida

Citation

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1111;
2004 U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21445

Date

Facts

October 26, Plaintiffs, unions
and individuals
2004
who had
attempted to
register to vote,
sought a
declaration of
their rights to
vote in the
November 2,
2004 general
election. They
alleged that
defendants, state
and county
- election officials,
refused to
process their
voter
registrations for
various failures
to complete the
registration
forms. The
election officials

Holding

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

preliminary relief
was denied.
The putative
No
voters sought
injunctive relief
requiring the
election officials
to register them
to vote. The
court first noted
that the unions
lacked even
representative
standing, because
they failed to
show that one of
their members
could have
brought the case
in their own
behalf. The
individual
putative voters
raised separate
issues: the first
had failed to
verify her mental
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moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing
check a box
and failure to
indicating that he
state a claim.
was not a felon,
and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
rehsing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
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Researched
Further
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Case

Court

Citation

Date
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Holding

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
District
Court for
the
Northern
District of
Ohio

Citation

235 F.
Supp. 2d
772; 2002
U.S. Dist.
LEXIS
21753

Date

Facts

Holding

prejudice
granted.
The board heard
October 22, Plaintiff voters
sued defendants, challenges to the
2002
a county board of voters'
elections, a state qualifications to
secretary of state, vote in the
county, based on
and the state's
attorney general, the fact that the
voters were
for violations of
the Motor Voter
transient
(seasonal) rather
Act and equal
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for
county. The
summary
voters claimed
judgment. The
that the board
voters also
hearings did not
moved for
afford them the
requisite degree
S-arY
judgment.
of due process
and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)
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claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Court

Citation
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Facts

Holding

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

Statutory
Other
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Name of
Case

Bell v.
Marinko

Court

United
States
Court of
Appeals
for the
Sixth
Circuit

Citation

367 F.3d
588; 2004
U.S. App.
LEXIS
8330

Date

April 28,
2004

Facts

Holding

s-ary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state-law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.
Plaintiffs,
The voters
registered voters, contested the
sued defendants, challenges to
Ohio Board of
their registration
Elections and
brought under
Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Ann. 8 3505.19
alleging that
Ohio Rev. Code
based on Ohio
Ann. $8 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated 8 3503.02.
the National
Specifically, the
voters asserted
Voter
Registration Act, that 5 3503.02--and the Equal
-which stated
Protection Clause that the place

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

No

N/A

No
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of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio
granted summary
judgment in favor
of defendants.
The voters
appealed.

where the family
of a married man
or woman
resided was
considered to be
his or her place
of residence---violated the
equal protection
clause. The court
of appeals found
that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names fi-om the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote
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Note)
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in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)
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Other
Statutory
Basis (if of Notes
Note)

9 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
ah
violation. The
judgment was
aff~rmed.

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Powers v.
Donahue

New York,
Appellate
Division, First
Department

276
A.D.2d
157; 717
N.Y.S.2d
550;
2000
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
12644

December
5,2000

an order of the
supreme court,
which denied his
motion to direct the
New York County
Board of Elections,
in cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was returned
by a voter, to count
only the absentee
ballot listing correct
candidates' names.

Elections learned some absentee
ballots mailed to voters in one district
listed the wrong candidates for state
senator it sent a second set of absentee
ballots to absentee voters informing
them the first ballot was defective and
requesting they use the second ballot.
The board agreed if two ballots were
received fkom the same voter, only the
corrected ballot would be counted.
Appellant candidate moved in support
of the board's determination.
Respondent candidate opposed the
application, contending that only the
first ballot received should have been
canvassed. The trial court denied
appellant's motion, ruling that pursuant
to New York law, where two ballots
were received ti-om the same voter, only the ballot with the earlier date was
to be accepted. The court found the
local board officials should have
resolved the dispute as they proposed.
The order was modified and the
motion granted to the extent of
directing the New York County Board
of Elections, in cases where more than
one absentee ballot was returned by a
voter, to accept only the corrected

to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the alleged absentee
voting irregularities would require
invalidation of a sufficient number of
ballots to change the outcome of the
election. While the unsealed ballots
constituted a technical violation, the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
substantially complied with election
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperly counted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.

challenged the judgment entered by the
reviewing the
absentee ballots cast
for said election,
resulting in a loss for
appellant incumbent
based on the votes .
received from
appellee voters. The
incumbent appealed,
and the voters cross-appealed. In the
meantime, the trial
court stayed
enforcement of its
judgment pending
resolution of the
appeal.

included or excluded certain votes. The
appeals court agreed with the voters
that the trial court should have
excluded the votes of those voters for
the incumbent who included an
improper form of identification with
their absentee ballots. It was
undisputed that at least 30 absentee
.
voters who voted for the incumbent
provided with their absentee ballots a
form of identification.that was not
proper under Alabama law. As a result,
the court M e r agreed that the trial
court erred in allowing those voters to
somewhat "cue" that defect by
providing a proper form of
identification at the trial of the election
contest, because, under those

absentee--voting requirements.

ballots for Wellstone before the
vacancy occurred, but were unable to
go to their polling place on election
day or pick up a replacement ballot by
election day, the prohibition on
mailing replacement ballots in 5
204B.41 denied them the right to cast a
meaningful vote for United States
Senator. The petition of petitioners was
denied in part, but granted with respect

On appeal, she argued insufficient
evidence to sustain her convictions.
The court affumed, holding that (1) the
circumstantial evidence surrounding
defendant's presence as the voters
completed their ballots supported the
unlawful observation convictions; (2)
the fact that defendant lcnowingly took

included the voter identification
number, was directory rather than
mandatory. The trial court properly
found that the evidence did not support
a finding of fraud, gross negligence, or
intentional wrongdoing. Allowing one
party to correct ballots did not
constitute illegal disparate treatment

ballots, as they violated the procedure
that was to be followed. The trial court
held that the ballots should not be
canvassed, which decision was
affirmed on appeal. On further review
due to dissenting opinions, the court
found that the ballots were in violation
of the federal court order that directed
the procedure to be followed, as well
as in violation of New York election
law. The court concluded that the
Board's error was not technical,
the voters who used
ots were not determined
ualified electors."

Pennsylvania
of Nov. 4,2003
Gen. Election

A.2d
1223;
2004 Pa.
LEXIS
43 1

absentee ballots cast
in the November 4,
2003, general
election. The court of
common pleas held
that absentee ballots
delivered by third
persons were valid
and should be
counted. The
commonwealth court
affirmed the trial,
court's decision. The
state supreme court
granted allocatur.
Appellants and
appellees were
certain candidates
and voters.

board by third persons on behalf of
non-disabled voters. On appeal, the
issue was whether non--disabled
absentee voters could have third
persons hand--deliver their ballots to
the elections board where the board
indicated that the practice was
permitted. The state supreme court
concluded that the "in person"
delivery requirement was mandatory,
and that absentee ballots delivered in
violation of the provision were invalid,
notwithstandingthe board's erroneous
instructions to the contrary. Under the
statute's plain meaning, a non--disabled
absentee voter had two choices: send
the ballot by mail, or deliver it in
person. Third--person hand-delivery
of absentee ballots was not permitted.
To ignore the law's clear instructions
regarding in--person delivery would
undermine the statute's very purpose as
a safeguard against fraud. The state
supreme court concluded that its
precedent was clear, and it could not
simply ignore substantive provisions of
the Pennsylvania Election Code. The
judgment of the Commonwealth Court
was reversed in so far as it held that

in the statewide

political bodies had standing to appeal.

court of common
pleas of Allegheny
County reversed the
Board's decision and
allowed the 74
ballots to be counted.
Appellant objecting
candidates appealed
the trial court's order.

counting the 74 ballots because
absentee voters could not be held
responsible for follo\;.ing the statutory
requirements of Pennsylvania election
law where the Board knowingly failed
to abide by the statutory language
regarding the delivery of absentee
ballots, changed its policy to require
voters to abide by the language, and
then changed its policy back to its
original stance that voters did not have
to abide by the statutory language,
thereby misleading absentee voters
regarding delivery requirements. Under
the circumstances, it was more
important to protect the interest of the
voters by not disenfiranchising them

Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
secretary, claiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenfranchised i f '
they used absentee
ballots that included
the names of two
presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of

,

immediate injunctive relief because
neither witness testified that any
absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA
voters were legally incorrect or
otherwise invalid. Moreover, there was
no evidence that any UOCAVA voter
had complained or otherwise expressed
concern regarding their ability or right
to vote. The fact that some UOCAVA
voters received ballots including the
names of two candidates who were not
on the final certified ballot did not ipso
facto support a finding that
Pennsylvania was in violation of
UOCAVA, especially since the United
States failed to establish that the ballot
defect undermined the right of

County Legislature had been enjoined,

dismissed their

District Court for
the Middle
District of

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS

29,2004

court would not interfere unless
strongly convinced that such judgment
was grossly awry. The court further

to state a claim.

mothers equal protection of the laws,
because the hardships that prevented
voting in person did not bear more
heavily on working mothers than other
classes in the community. Finally, the
court held that, although the length and
complexity of the Illinois ballot
supported an argument for allowing
people to vote by mail, such argument

members filed an
action against
defendant state

service members and other similarly
situated service members who were
protected by the UOCAVA would not

Secretary. The court entered ah order,
pursuant to a stipulation between the

absentee state ballots
and federal write--in
ballots based on
criteria inconsistent
with federal law, and
requesting that the
ballots be declared
valid and that they
should be counted.

state accepted overseas absentee state
ballots and federal write--in ballots up
to 10 days after the election, the State
needed to access that the ballot in fact
came from overseas. However, federal
law provided the method to establish
that fact by requiring the overseas
absentee voter to sign an oath that the
ballot was mailed from outside the
United States and requiring the state
election officials to examine the voter's
declarations. The court further noted
that federal law required the user of a
federal write--in ballot to timely apply
for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and
declared valid all federal write--in
ballots that were signed pursuant to the
oath provided therein but rejected
solely because the ballot envelope did

Kolb v. Casella

Supreme Court of
New York,
Appellate
Division, Fourth
Department

270
A.D.2d
964;705
N.Y.S.2d

746;
2000
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LENS

3483

March 17,
2000

Both petitioner and
respondent appealed
from order of
supreme court,
determining which
absentee and other
paper ballots would
be counted in a
special legislative
election.

postmark, or solely because there was
no record of an application for a state
absentee ballot.
Both petitioner and respondent,
presumably representing different
candidates, challenged the validity of
particular paper ballots, mostly
absentee, in a special legislative
election. The court affirmed most of
the trial court's findings, but modified
its order to invalidate ballots
improperly marked outside the voting
square-ballots where the signature on
the envelope differed sbbstantially
from the voter registration card
signature----and ballots where voters
neglected to supply statutorily required
information on the envelopes.
However, the court, seelung to avoid
disenfranchising voters where
permissible, held that ballots were not
invalid where applications
substantially complied with statute,
there was no objection to the ballots
themselves, and there was no evidence
of fraud. Where absentee ballot
envelopes contained extra ballots, the
ballots were to be placed in a ballot

No

NIA

No

Court of Appeals
af Michigan

24 1

Mich.
APP.
545; 616
N.W.2d
211;

2000
Mich.
APP.
LEXIS
156

June 27,
2000

excess ballots are placed in a ballot
box could be followed. Order
modified.
Defendant distributed and collected
Defendant filed an
interlocutory appeal absentee ballots in an election. Because
of the decision by the both defendant and his brother were
circuit court, which . candidates on the ballot, defendant's
denied defendant's
assistance was illegal under Michigan
request for a jury
law. Bound over for trial on election
instruction on
fraud charges, defendant requested a
entrapment by
jury instruction on entrapment by
estoppel, but stayed
estoppel, which was denied. On
the proceedings to
interlocutory appeal, the appellate
allow defendant to
court reversed and remanded for an
pursue the
entrapment hearing, holding that
interlocutory appeal, defendant should be given the
in a criminal action
opportunity to present evidence that he
alleging violations of unwittingly committed the unlawful
election laws.
acts in reasonable reliance upon the
word of the township clerk The
necessary elements of the entrapment
defense were: (1) a govenunent official
(2) told the defendant that certain
criminal conduct was legal; (3) the
defendant actually relied on the
official's statements; (4) the
defendant's reliance was in good faith
and reasonable in light of the official's

intend 3 U.S.C.S. 9 1 to impose

ballots violated

was required to yield to the Florida
Administrative Code, which required
the 10-day extension in the receipt of
overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections because the rule was

preliminary
injunction or
temporary
restraining order that
would prohibit
defendant county
department of
election services
kom delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received from
any state, county, or
city correctional
facility.

POSTURE: Plaintiffs, a congressman
and a state representative, filed a
motion seelang a preliminary
injunction or temporary restraining
order that would prohibit defendant
county department of election services
from delivering to local election
districts absentee ballots received from
any state, county, or city correctional
facility as provided in Pa. Stat. Ann.
tit. 25, § 3416.6 and Pa. Stat. Ann. tit.
25,s 3416.8. OVERVIEW: The
congressman and representative sought
to have the absentee ballots at issue set
aside until a hearing could be held to
determine whether any of the ballots
were delivered to the county board of
elections by a third party in violation
of Pennsylvania law, whether any of
the ballots were submitted by
convicted incarcerated felons in
violation of Pennsylvania law, and
whether any of the ballots were
submitted by qualified voters who
were improperly assisted without the
proper declaration required by
Pennsylvania law. The court concluded
that an ex parte temporary restraining
order was not wamnted because there

Skubisz

of Illinois, First
District

N.E.2d
38; 2004
Ill. App.
LEXIS
1546

28, 2004

from an order of the
circuit court
certifying mayoral
election results for a
city in which the
court declared
petitioner mayor.

erred in denying his motion to dismiss
with respect to 38 votes the Election
Code was preempted by and violated
the Voting Rights Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 since it restricted the individuals
with whom an absentee voter could
entrust their ballot for mailing. The
appeals court found the trial court did
not err in denying the motion to
dismiss, as Illinois election law
prevented a candidate or his or her
agent from asserting undue influence
upon a disabled voter and from
manipulating that voter into voting for
the candidate or the agent's candidate,
and was designed to protect the rights
of disabled voters. Respondent had not
established that the federal legislature

absentee voters by the restriction on
who could mail an absentee ballot was
slight and nondiscriminatoryand

Sunderland

NewYork, .
Appellate
Division, Second
Department

A.D.3d
627; 790
N.Y.S.2d
136;
2005
N.Y.
APP.
Div.
LEXIS
3433

2005

.

pursuant to New
York election law to
determine the
validity of certain
absentee and
affidavit ballots
tendered for the
office of 35th
District Senator,
appellants, a
chairperson of the
county Republican
committee and the
Republican
candidate, both
sought review of an

the county election board should count
the six categories of ballots that were
in dispute. After a review of the
evidence presented, the appeals court
modified the trial court's order by: (1)
deleting an order directing the county
elections board (board) to count 160
affidavit ballots tendered by voters
who appeared at the correct polling
place but the wrong election district, as
there were meaningful distinctions
between those voters who went to the
wrong polling place and those voters
who went to the correct polling place
but the wrong election districc (2)
directing that the board not count 10

voters in this category relied on the

tendered by poll workers, as it
appeared that the workers substantially
complied with the statute by providing
a written statement that was the

provision could disrupt very important

injunction despite abstention. The
court issued a limited preliminary
injunction whereby the 937 hand-delivered absentee ballots at issue were

electoral process, the correct standard

The deadline for returning ballots did
not disenfrachise a class of voters.
Rather, it imposed a time deadline by
which voters had to return their votes.
So there was no equal protection

Amendments to the united States
Constitution, as well as $ 1983 and $5
2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution. The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenhnchisement law, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re--enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the
cause was racially neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons to pay their victim
restitution before their rights would be
restored did not constitute an improper
poll tax or wealth qualification. The
court granted the officials' motion for
summary judgment and implicitly
denied the felons' motion. Thus,the
court dismissed the lawsuit with
~rejudice.
The felons alleged that Washington's

NIA
-

the Eastern
District of
Washington

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22212

racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act, The parties filed
cross--motions for
summary judgment.

restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI 8
3; resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effect of, the
criminal justice system resulted in a
disproportionate number of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisementprovision
disenhnchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were under--represented in
Washmgton's political process. The
Rooker--Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as--applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system. However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a
new constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisementonly of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

inmate's action

them in their personal capacities, and

correctional facility), the inmates were
disenfranchised. The inmates claimed
14810

scheme constitutes
improper race--based
vote denial in
violation of $ 2 of
the Voting Rights
Act. The United
States District Court
for the Eastern
District of
Washington granted
of summary
judgment dismissing
the inmates' claims.
The inmates
appealed.

violated $ 2 because the criminal
justice system was biased against
minorities, causing a disproportionate
minority representation among those
being disenfranchised. The appellate
court held, inter alia, that the district
court erred in failing to consider
evidence of racial bias in the state's
criminal justice system in determining
whether the state's felon
disenfranchisement laws resulted in
denial of the right to vote on account
of race. Instead of applying its novel
"by itself' causation standard, the
district court should have applied a
totality of the circumstances test that
included analysis of the inmates'
compelling evidence of racial bias in
Washington's criminal justice system.

rovisions would

have been granted. The court of
appeals found that the claim under the
Voting Rights Act, also needed to be
remanded for further proceedings.
Under a totality of the circumstances,
the district court needed to analyze
whether intentional racial
discrimination was behind the Florida
disenfranchisementprovisions. The
court affirmed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment
on the citizens' poll tax claim. The
court reversed the district court's
decision to grant summaryjudgment to

2000
N.H.
LEXIS
16

disenfranchisement
statutes violate N.H.
Const. pt. I, Art. 11.

clerk sent him a copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. § 607(A)(2) (1986), which
prohibits a felon from voting "from the
time of his sentence until his final
discharge." The trial court declared the
disenfranchisement statutes
unconstitutional and ordered local
election officials to allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant State of New
Hampshire challenged this ruling. The
central issue was whether the felon
disenfranchisementstatutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I, art. 11. After a
reviewof the article, its constitutional
history, and legislation pertinent to the
right of felons to vote, the court
concluded that the legislature retained
the authority under the article to
determine voter qualifications and that
the felon disenfranchisement statutes
were a reasonable exercise of
legislative authority, and reversed.
Judgment reversed because the court
concluded that the legislature retained
its authority under the New Hampshire
Constitution to determine voter
qualifications and that the felon
disenfranchisement statutes were a
reasonable exercise of legislative

violated the Equal
Protection Clause
and the Voting
Rights Act. The
United States District
Court for the
Southern District of
Florida granted the
members summary
judgment. A divided
appellate panel
r e v a e d . The panel
opinion was vacated
and a rehearing en
banc was granted.

originally enacted because the
provision narrowed the class of
disenhchised individuals and was
amended through a deliberative
process. Moreover, there was no
allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
disenfranchisementprovision was not
a violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
granted the members summary
judgment on that claim. The argument
that the Voting Rights Act applied to
Florida's disenfranchisementprovision
was rejected because it raised grave
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that

-

-

-

~

pp--pp--p

Pennsylvania

2000 Pa.
Comw.
LEXIS
534

petitioners'
complaint seeking
declaratory relief as
to the
unconstitutionality of
the Pennsylvania
Election Code, 25
Pa. Cons. Stat. 00
2600 -- 3591, and the
Pennsylvania Voter
Registration Act, 25
Pa. Cons. Stat. $4
961.101--961.5 109,
regarding felon
voting rights.
'

confined in state prison. Petitioner
elector was currently registered to vote
i n respondent state. Petitioners filed a
complaint against respondent state
seeking declaratory relief challenging
as unconstitutional, state election and
voting laws that excluded confined
felons from the definition of qualified
absentee electors and that barred a
felon who had been released from a
penal institution for less than five years
from registering to vote. Respondents
filed objections to petitioners'
complaint. The court sustained
respondents' objection that incarcerated
felons were not unconstitutionally
deprived of qualified absentee elector
status because respondent state had
broad power to determine the

petitioner elector had no standing, but
objection that ex-incarcerated felons'

laws, the executives who enforced
them, the prosecutors who tried the
cases, or the judges who heard their
cases. The court also found the
dismissed suit constituted a "strike"
under 28 U.S.C.S. 9 1915(g), although
the suit did not challenge prison

the New Jersey Legislature to

said motion was

by law to the right of suffrage. The

probation. Thus, it clearly complied

violate the United
States Constitution
and Voting Rights
Act. Plaintiffs moved
for an order delaying
that election,
scheduled for
October 7,2003,
until such time as it
could be conducted
without use of
punch-card
machines.

disenfranchising and/or diluting the
votes on the basis of race, in violation
of 9 2 of the Voting Rights Act. While
the court did not need to decide the res
judicata issue at this juncture, there
was ample reason to believe that
plaintiffs would have had a difficult
time overcoming it as they were
seeking to establish the same
constitutional violations alleged in
prior litigation, but to secure an
additional remedy. Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood of success on the
merits with regard to both of their
claims. Even if plaintiffs could show
disparate treatment, such would not
have amounted to illegal or
unconstitutional treatment. The
balance of hardships weighed heavily
in favor of allowing the election to
proceed. The public interests in
avoiding wholesale
disenfranchisement,andlor not
plunging the State into a constitutional
crisis, weighed heavily against
enjoining the election. Plaintiffs'
motion for preliminary injunction
(consolidated with plaintiffs' ex parte
application for temporary restraining

that he was deprived
of the constitutional
right to vote for
President and Vice
President of the
United States, and
was also violative of
three treaty
obligations of the
United States.

United States v.
Rogelio
Mejorada-Lopez

Alaska

05CR074

December
5,2005

Mejorada-Lopez, a
Mexican citizen,
completed several
voter registration
applications to
register to vote in
Alaska and voted in

for President and Vice President
directly, they were not, but were voting
for electors. Puerto Rico was not a
state, and had not been enfranchised as
the District of Columbia had by the
23rd Amendment. The hnchise for
choosing electors was confined to
"states" by the Constitution. The court
declined to turn to foreign or treaty law
as a source.to reverse the political will
of the country. The judgment of the
district court was affumed.
.

No

NIA

No
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U.S.C. section 61 1

robation for one

order to register to
vote in violation of
18 U.S.C. section

Mohsin Ali

47

2006

filed against Ali
charging him with
voting by a non-

information
on the
outcome of

section 61 1 . Trial

States citizenship on
a 2002 driver's
license application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 91 1.
A superceding
indictment was
returned, charging
Chaudhary with
falsely claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
application and on
the accompanying
voter registration
application. He was
convicted of the false

United States
citizenship in
connection with
voting and for
making false
statements to the
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f) and
1001. Velasquez was
convicted on two
counts of making
false statements on
his naturalization
application to the
INS concerning his
voting histo~y.

McKenzie;
United States v.
Francois; United
States v.
Exavier; United
States v. Lloyd
Palmer; United
States v. Velrine
Palmer; United
states v.
Shivdayal;
United States v.
Riclanan; United
States v. Knight;
United States v.
Sweeting;
United States v.
Lubin; United
States v.
Bennett;
United States v.
O'Neil; United
States v. TorresPerez; United
States v. Phillip;
United States v.
Bain Knight

I

1 60160; 1 2004

1 were charged with I
voting in various
elections beginning
in 1998 in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
61 1. Four of the
defendants were also
charged with making
false citizenship
claims in violation of
18 U.S.C. sections
911 or 1015(f).Ten
defendants were
convicted, one
defendant was
acquitted, and
charges against four
defendants were
dismissed upon
motion of the
government.

I

I

I

Leander Brooks was
fraudulent ballots in
of 42 U.S.C. section

United States v.

U.S.C. section 371
section 1973i(c). All
five defendants were
convicted. Kelvin
Ellis also pled guilty
to one count of 18
U.S.C. section
15 12(c)(2) relative to
a scheme to kill one
of the trial witnesses

two other witnesses

in both Wyandotte
County, Kansas and

2000 and 2002 in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section

information was

Conley; United
States v. Slone;
United States v.
Madden; United

2003 and
00013;
7:03-CR- April 24,
00014;
2003
7:03-CR-

indicted on vote
buying charges in
connection with the
1998 primary

conspiracy and vote
County,Kentucky, in

U.S.C. section 371.
Five defendants were

NIA

rurner, et al.

United States v.
Braud

Middle Louisiana

May 2,
2003

were indicted for
vote buying and mail
fraud in connection
with the 2000
elections in Knott,
Letcher, Floyd, and
Breathitt Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section 341.
Tyrell Mathews
Braud was indicted
on three counts of
making false
declarations to a
grand jury in
connection with his
2002 fabrication of
eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1623.
Braud pled guilty
.on
all counts.
St. Martinsville City

NIA

-

United States v.

Western

April 12,

N/A

Jes-need
tpdate on
:ase status.

indicted on two

violation of 18
and 42 U.S.C.

Lorraine Goodrich
United States v.
Kansas residents
who voted in the
2000and2002

United States v.
Raymond;
United States v.
McGee; United
States v. Tobin;
United States v.
Hansen

New Hampshire

December
15,2005

by causing spurious
ballo.ts, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both pled
guilty. Additionally,
similar misdemeanor
informations were
filed against Tamrny
J. Martin, who voted
in both Independence
and Kansas City,
Missouri in the 2004
general election and
Brandon E. Jones,
who voted both in
Raytown and Kansas
City, Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both pled
guilty.
Two informations
were filed charging
Allen Raymond,
former president of a
Virginia-based
political consulting
firm called GOP
Marketplace, and

former executive
director of the New
Hampshire State
Republican
Committee, with
conspiracy to
commit telephone
harassment using an
interstate phone
facility in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
371 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
charges stem from a
scheme to block the
phone lines used by
two Manchester
organizations to
arrange drives to the
polls during the 2002
general election.
Both pled guilty.
James Tobin, former
New England
Regional Director of
the Republican
National Committee,
was indicted on
charges of conspiring

of 18 U.S.C. section
371 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. An
information was filed
Hansen, the principal

placed the harassing
aiding and abetting
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 371
and 2 and 47 U.S.C.
section 223. The
information against

primary and general
elections in Avery
Carolina, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. sections
611,911, 1001, and
1015(f). Workman
information to
election officials and
United States v.
Shatley, et aL

Western North
Carolina

5:03-CR00035

May 14,
2004

A nine-count
indictment was
returned charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore, Valerie
Moore, Carlos
"Sunshine" Hood
and Ross "Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and vote
buying in the
Caldwell County
2002 general
election, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
- -

No

---

N/A

No

United States v.
Wells; United
States v.
Mendez; United
States v. Porter;
United States v.
Hrutkay; United
States v. Porter;
United States v.
Stapleton;
United States v.
Thomas E.
Esposito; United

Southern West
Virginia

02-CR00234;
2:04-CR0010 1;
2:04-CR00145;
2:04-CR00 149;
2:04-CR00173;
2:05-CR00002;
05-CR-

July 22,
2003; July
19,2004,
December
7,2004;
January 7,
2005;
March 2 1,
2005;
October
11,2005;
December
13,2005

2002 general election
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Vargas
pled guilty.
Danny Ray Wells,
Logan County, West
Virginia, magistrate,
was indicted and
charged with
violating 18 U.S.C.
section 1962. Wells
was found guilty. A
felony indictment
was filed against
Logan County sheriff
Johnny Mendez for
conspiracy to

No

N/A

No

States v. Nagy;
United states v.
Adkins; United
States v. Harvey

States in violation 18
U.S.C section 371.
Mendez pled guilty.
An information was
filed charging former
Logan County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making expenditures
to influence voting in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Porter pled guilty.
Logan County
attorney Mark Oliver
Hrutkay was charged
by information with
mail fraud in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1341.
Hrutkay pled guilty.
Earnest Stapleton,
commander of the
local VFW, was
charged by
information with
mail fraud. He pled
guilty. An
information was filed

charging Thomas E.
Esposito, a former
mayor of the City of
Logan, with
concealing the
commission of a
felony, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. section
4. Esposito pled
guilty. John Wesley
Nagy, Logan County
Court marshall, pled
guilty to making
false statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 1001.
An information
charging Glen Dale
Adkins, county clerk
of Logan County,
with accepting
payment for voting,
in violation of L8
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). Adkins
pled guilty. Peny
French Harvey, Jr., a
retired UMW
official, pled guilty

indictment added
Wandell "Rocky"
Adkins to the
indictment and
charged both
defendants with
conspiracy to buy
votes in violation of
18 U.S.C. section
371 and vote buying.
A second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants, Gegory
Brent Stowers,

buying indictment.
Charges were later
dismissed against
Jackie Adkins. A
indictment was
returned adding tu;o
defendants, Jeny
Allen Weaver and
Ralph Dale Adkins.
information was filed
charging Vance with
influence voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 597.
Vance pled guilty.
informations were
filed against Stowers

influence voting, in
violation of 18

Little; United
States v. Swift;
United States v.
Anderson;
United States v.
Cox; United
States v.
Edwards; United
States v. Gooden

falsely cemfylng that
they were eligible to
vote, in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973gg-l0(2)@),
and against Enrique
C. Sanders, charging
him with multiple
voting, in violation
of 42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five more
indicmients were
later returned
charging Cynthia C.
Alicea with multiple
voting in violation of
42 U.S.C. section
1973i(e) and
convicted felons
Deshawn B. Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton, Derek G.
Little, and Eric L.
Swift with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B).
Indictments were

I

and Byas charging
them with double
voting. Four more
indictments were
returned charging
convicted felons
Ethel M. Anderson,
Jiyto L. Cox,
Correan F. Edwards,
and Joseph J.
Gooden with falsely
certifying that they
were eligible to vote.
Ocasio and Hamilton
pled guilty. Prude
was found guilty. A
mistrial was declared
in the Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement agreeing
to plead to a
misdemeanor 18
U.S.C. section 242
charge. Swift moved
to change his plea.
Davis was found
incompetent to stand

(

dismissed the case.
Gooden is a fugitive.
Alicea was acquitted.
Four cases are

allegedly, their effect was to deprive

without the use of DREs, it was clear

rights of the state's citizens. The
evidence did not support the
conclusion that the elimination of the
DREs would have a discriminatory
effect on the visually or manually
impaired. Thus, the voters showed
little likelihood of success on the
merits. The individual's request for a
temporary restraining order, or, in the

issue was not readily accessible to

Elections of the

assistance. If it was feasible for the

Act of 1973.
Summaryjudgment
was granted for the
Secretary and the
Director as to
visually impaired
voters.

it to be accessible, it was not feasible
for the supervisor to provide such a
system, since no such system had been
certified at the time of the county's
purchase. 28 C.F.R. 35.160 did not
require that visually or manually
impaired voters be able to vote in the
same or similar manner as nondisabled voters. Visually and manually
impaired voters had to be afforded an
equal opportunity to participate in and
enjoy the benefits of voting. The
voters' "generic" discrimination claim
was coterminous with their claim
under 28 C.F.R. § 35.151. A
declaratoryjudgment was entered
against the supervisor to the extent
another voting system would have
permitted unassisted voting. The
supervisor was directed to have some
voting machines permitting visually
impaired voters to vote alone. The
supervisor was directed to procure
another system if the county's system
was not certified andlor did not permit
mouth stick voting. The secretary and
Director were granted judgment
against the voters.

Lepore

District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
25850

November
3,2003

voters, sued
defendant a state
county supervisor of
elections alleging
discrimination
pursuant to the
Americans With
Disability Act, 42
U.S.C.S. 5 12132 et
seq., 3 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act,
29 U.S.C.S. 9 794 et
seq., and declaratory
relief for the
discrimination.Both
sides moved for
summary judgment.

2000 elections palm Beach County
purchased a certain number of
sophisticated voting machines called
the "Sequoia." According to the voters,
even though such accessible machines
were available, the supervisor decided
not to place such accessible machines
in each precinct because it would slow
things down too much. The court
found that the voters lacked standing
because they failed to show that they
had suffered an injury in fact. The
voters also failed to show a likely
threat of a future injury because there
was no reasonable grounds to believe
that the audio components of the
voting machines would not be
provided in the future. The voters also
failed to state an injury that could be
redressed by a favorable decision,
because the supervisor was already
using the Sequoia machines and had
already trained poll workers on the use
of the machines. Finally, the action
was moot because the Sequoia
machines had been provided and there
was no reasonable expectation that the
machines would not have audio
components available in the future.

available audio
components in
voting booths to
assist persons who
were blind or
visually impaired
violated state and
federal law. The
United States District
Court for the
Southern District of
Florida enfered
summary judgment
in favor of the
election supervisor.
The voters appealed.
,

the requested audio components and
those components were to be available
in all of the county's voting precincts in
upcoming elections. Specifically, the
election supervisor had ceased the
allegedly illegal practice of limiting
access to the audio components prior
to receiving notice of the litigation.
Moreover, since making the decision
to use audio components in every
election, the election supervisor had
consistently followed that policy and
taken actions to implement it even
prior to the litigation. Thus, the
appellate court could discern no hint
that she had any intention of removing
the accessible voting machines in the
future. Therefore, the voters' claims

state and local
election officials and
members of a city
council, claiming
violation of the
Americans with
Disabilities Act, 42
U.S.C.S. 5 12101 et
seq., and the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and Fla. Const.
art. VI, 9 1.
Defendants filed
motions to dismiss.

held that it could not say that plaintiffs
would be unable to prove any state of
facts that would satisfy the ripeness
and standing requirements. The issue
of whether several Florida statutory
sections were violative of the Florida
Constitution were so intertwined with
the federal claims that to decline
supplementaljurisdiction be an abuse
of discretion. Those statutes which
provided for assistance in voting did
not violate Fla. Const. art. VI, $ 1.
Because plaintiffs may be able to
prove that visually and manually
impaired voters were being denied
meaningful access to the service,
program, or activity, the court could
not say with certainty that they would

ordered the holding

Fourth Circuit

Supreme Court of
In re Election
Contest of
Ohio
Democratic
Rimary Election

2004 La.
APP.
LEXIS
2429

88 Ohio
St. 3d
258;
2000

March 29,
2000

filed suit against
defendants,
Louisiana Secretary
of State and district
court clerk,
contesting the school
board election
results. The hial
court rendered
judgment against the
candidate, finding
no basis for the
election to be
declared void. The
candidate appealed.
Appellant sought
review of the
judgment of the
court of common

election, even after achowledging in
its reasons for judgment numerous
irregularities with the election process.
The appellate court ruled that had the
irregularities not occurred the outcome
would have been exactly the same.
Judgment affirmed.

Appellant contended that an election
irregularity occurred when the board
failed to meet and act by majority vote
on another candidate's withdrawal,

No

NIA

No

acted diligently and exercised its

with all of the essential requirements of

-

denying his motion
to compel a recount
of votes from an

manner prescribed by statute. The trial
court noted when the ballots had not
been preserved in such a manner, no
recount would be conducted. The court
further noted a petition alleging
irregularities in an election could be
based upon an allegation that it was
impossible to determine with
mathematical certainty which

--

-~

supreme court concluded that the lower

contested absentee ballots substantially
complied with the statutory

statutory requirements. In other words,

outcome of the election. Judgment
reversed and the state trial court's

V.I.

LENS
15

election absentee
ballots violated
temtorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. Prior
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
final senate position, but the absentee
ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The territorial court held that
plaintiff was not entitled to relief since
he failed to establish that the alleged
absentee voting irregularities would
require invalidation of a sufficient
number of ballots to change the
outcome of the election. While the
unsealed ballots constituted a technical
violation, the outer envelopes were
sealed and thus substantially complied
with election requirements. Further,
while defendants improperly counted
one ballot where a sealed ballot
envelope and a loose ballot were in the
same outer envelope, the one vote
involved did not change the election
result. Plaintiffs other allegations of
irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper.

required information. Finally, the

Alabama

2d 137;
2002
Ala.
LEXIS
239

2002

judge moved for a
writ of mandamus
directing a circuit
judge to vacate his
order requiring the
probate judge to
transfer all election
materials to the

was appropriate. The district attorney
had a right to the election materials
because he was conducting a criminal
investigation of the last election.
Furthermore, the circuit judge had no
jurisdiction or authority to issue an
order directing that the election
materials be given to the clerk. The

primary election for
the office of sheriff,
appellant candidate

for judicial review
with prejudice. He

federal candidates----a prohibition not
Pikeville. The

unconstitutional. Both arguments

$50 for their votes. The vote sellers
conviction was
s sentence was
was remanded for

needs. Defendant

and Proper Clause combined to provide
Congress with the power to regulate
mixed federal and state elections even

Smith

Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

Appx.
681; 2005
U.S.
APP.
LEXIS
14855

2005

convicted of vote
buying and
conspiracy to buy
votes. The United
States District Court
for the Eastern
District of Kentucky
entered judgment on

representative who decided to run for
an elected position. Defendants worked
together and with others to buy votes.
During defendants' trial, in addition to
testimony regarding vote buying,
evidence was introduced that two
witnesses had been threatened. The
appellate court found that defendants

sentenced
defendants.
Defendants
appealed.

I with regard
- to denial of theamition for

severance. Threat evidence was not
excludable under Fed. R. Evid. 404(b)
because it was admissible to show
consciousness of guilt without any
inference as to the character of
defendants. Admission of witnesses'
testimony was proper because each
witness testified that he or she was
approached by a member of the
conspiracy and offered money for his
or her vote. The remaining incarcerated
defendant's challenges to his sentence
had merit because individuals who sold
their votes were not "victims" for the
purposes of U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines Manual 5 3 A1 .l.
Furthermore, application of U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines Manual 9
3B l.l(b) violated defendant's Sixth
Amendment rights because it was
based on facts that defendant did not
admit or proved to the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt. Defendants'
convictions were affirmed. The
remaining incarcerated defendant's
sentence was vacated and his case was
remanded for resentencing in
accordance with Booker.

~fLouisiana,
iecond Circuit

816 So.
2d 349;
2002 La.
APP.
LEXIS
1138

police chief sued
defendant
challenger, the
winning candidate,
to have the election
nullified and a new
election held based
on numerous
irregularities and
unlawful activities
by the challenger
and his supporters.
The challenger won
the election by a
margin of four votes.
At the end of the
incumbent's case,
the district court for
the dismissed his
suit. The incumbent
appealed.

number of persons who were bribed for
their votes by the challenger's worker
was sufficient to change the outcome
of the election; (2) the trial judge failed
to inform potential witnesses that they
could be given immunity from
prosecution for bribery of voters if they
came forth with truthful testimony; (3)
the votes of three of his ardent
supporters should have been counted
because they were incarcerated for the
sole purpose of keeping them from
campaigning and voting; and (4) the
district attorney, a strong supporter of
the challenger, abused his power when
he subpoenaed the incumbent to appear
before the grand jury a week preceding
the election. The appellate court held
no more than two votes would be
subtracted, a difference that would be
insufficient to change the election
result or make it impossible to
determine. The appellate court found
the trial judge read the immunity
portion of the statute to the potential
witnesses. The appellate court found
the arrests of the three supporters were
the result of grand jury indictments,
and there was no manifest error in

people who were either at congregating
where they would vote by absentee
ballot and defendant would give them
beer or money. Defendant claimed he
was entitled to a mistrial because the
prosecutor advanced an impermissible
"sending the message" argument. The
court held that it was precluded from
reviewing the entire context in which
the argument arose because, while the.
prosecutor's closing argument was in
the record, the defense counsel's
closing argument was not. Also,
because the prosecutor's statement was
incomplete due to defense counsel's
objection, the court could not say that
the statement made it impossible for
defendant to receive a fair trial.
Furthermore, the trial judge did not

District of
Kentucky

LENS
31709

fraud and conspiracy
to commit mail
fraud and vote-buying. First
defendant filed a
motion to recuse.
Second defendant's
motion to join the
motion to recuse
was granted. First
defendant moved to
compel the
Government to grant
testimonial use
immunity to second
defendant and
moved to sever

defendants' arguments. The fact that
the judge's husband was the
commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Environmental
Protection, a position to which he was
appointed by the Republican Governor,
was not relevant. The judge's husband
was neither a party nor a witness. The
court further concluded that no
reasonable person could find that the
judge's spouse had any direct interest
in the instant action. As for issue of
money donated by the judge's husband
to Republican opponents of first
defendant, the court could not discern
any reason why such facts warranted
recusal. First defendant asserted that

illegal activity alleged in the
indictment. The court found the
summary of expected testimony to be
too general to grant immunity. In

writ of k d a m u s
and dismissed the
petition. The felon
appealed.

Fischer v.
Governor

Supreme Court of 145 N.H.
28; 749
New Hampshire
A.2d
321;
2000
N.H.
LEXIS
16

March 24,
2000

New Hampshire
challenged a ruling
of the superior court
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violate N.H.

through a warrant of discharge issued
by the Nebraska Board of Pardons---a
warrant of discharge had not been
issued. The supreme court ruled that
the certificate of discharge issued to the
felon upon his release did not restore
his right to vote. The supreme court
ruled that as a matter of law, the
specific right to vote was not restored
to the felon upon his discharge fiom
incarceration at the completion of his
sentences. The judgment was affirmed.
Appellee was incarcerated at the New
Hampshire State Prison on felony
convictions. When he requested an
absentee ballot to vote from a city
clerk, the request was denied. The clerk
sent him a copy of N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. 8 607(A)(2) (1986), which
prohibits a felon fiom voting "fiom the
time of his sentence until his final
discharge." The trial court declared the
disenfranchisement statutes
unconstitutional and ordered local
election officials to allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant State of New
Hampshire challenged this ruling. The
central issue was whether the felon

of the article, its constitutional
and legislation pertinent to the

were a reasonable exercise of
legislative authority, and reversed.
Judgment reversed because the court

conditions under which suffrage could
be exercised. However, petitioner
elector had no standing and the court
overruled objection as to deprivation of
ex--felon voting rights. The court
sustained respondents' objection since
incarcerated felons were not
unconstitutionally deprived of qualified
absentee elector status and petitioner

Clause of U.S.

all three of the special circumstances
doctrine were present in the case, but
found that abstention was not
appropriate under the circumstances
since it did not agree with plaintiffs'
contention that the time constraints
caused by the upcoming election meant
that the option of pursuing their claims
in state court did not offer plaintiffs an
adequate remedy. Plaintiffs motion for
permanent injunction denied; the court
abstained from decidmg merits of
plaintiffs' claims under the Pullman
doctrine because all three of the special
e were present in the case; all
proceedings stayed until further

the Eastern
District of
Washington

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
22212

racial minorities,
sued defendants for
alleged violations of
the Voting Rights
Act. The parties filed
cross--motions for

restoration of civil rights schemes,
premised upon Wash. Const. art. VI $
3, resulted in the denial of the right to
vote to racial minorities in violation of
the VRA. They argued that race bias
in, or the discriminatory effect of, the
criminaljustice system resulted in a
disproportionatenumber of racial
minorities being disenfranchised
following felony convictions. The
court concluded that Washington's
felon disenfranchisementprovision
disenfranchised a disproportionate
number of minorities; as a result,
minorities were under--represented in
Washington's political process. The
Rooker-Feldman doctrine barred the
felons from bringing any as--applied
challenges, and even if it did not bar
such claims, there was no evidence that
the felons' individual convictions were
born of discrimination in the criminal
justice system. However, the felons'
facial challenge also failed. The
remedy they sought would create a new
constitutional problem, allowing
disenfranchisementonly of white
felons. Further, the felons did not
establish a causal connection between

LEXIS
14782

and the felons crossmoved for summary
judgment.

rights under First, Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the United States
Constitution, as well as 5 1983 and §§
2 and 10 of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. Each of the felons' claims was
fatally flawed. The felons' exclusion
from voting did not violate the Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution. The
First Amendment did not guarantee
felons the right to vote. Although there
was evidence that racial animus was a
factor in the initial enactment of
Florida's disenfranchisementlaw, there
was no evidence that race played a part
in the re--enactment of that provision.
Although it appeared that there was a
disparate impact on minorities, the

Boston

District Court for
the District of
Massachusetts

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
8421

2004

a motion for
summary judgment
in his action
challenging the
constitutionalityof
Mass. Gen. Laws ch.
51, s.1, which
excluded
incarcerated felons
from voting while
they were
imprisoned.

and incarcerated. His application for an
absentee ballot was denied on the
ground that he was not qualified to
register and vote under Mass. Gen.
Laws ch. 51, 4 1. The inmate argued
that the statute was unconstitutional as
it applied to him because it amounted
to additional punishment for crimes he
committed before the statute's
enactment and thus violated his due
process rights and the prohibition
against ex post facto laws and bills of
attainder. The court held that the
statute was regulatory and not punitive
because rational choices were
implicated in the statute's
disenfranchisementof persons under
guardianship, persons disqualified

the statute at issue to be constitutional

amend. XTV, XV because their factual

Washington

Court for
Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

1009;
2003
U.S.

APP.
LENS
14810

2003

officials, claiming
that Washington
state's felon
disenfranchisement
scheme constitutes
improper race--based
vote denial in

death or imprisonment in a state
correctional facility), the inmates were
disenfranchised. The inmates claimed
that the disenfranchisementscheme
violated $ 2 because the criminal
justice system was biased against
minorities, causing a disproportionate

for the Eastern

evidence of racial bias in the state's

court should have applied a totality of
the circumstances test that included
analysis of the inmates' compelling
evidence of racial bias in Washington's
criminal justice system. However, the
inmates lacked standing to challenge
the restoration scheme because they
presented no evidence of their
eligibility, much less even allege that
they were eligible for restoration, and
had not attempted to have their civil
rights restored. The court affirmed as

S.E.2d
270;
2003 Va.
LEXIS

10

to consider petitioner
former felon's
petition for approval
3f her request to seek
restoration of her
~ligibilityto register
to vote. The former
felon appealed.

incident to a firearm purchase. She
then petitioned the trial court asking it
to approve her request to seek
restoration of her eligibility to register
to vote. Her request was based on Va.
Code Ann. $ 53.1--23 1.2, allowing
persons convicted of non--violent
felonies to petition a trial court for
approval of a request to seek
restoration of voting rights. The trial
court declined. It found that Va. Code
Ann. 5 53.1--231.2 violated
constitutional separation of powers
principles since it gave the trial court
powers belonging to the governor. It
also found that even if the statute was
constitutional, it was fundamentally
flawed for not providing notice to
respondent Commonwealthregarding a
petition. After the petition was denied,
the state supreme court found the
separation of powers principles were
not violated since the statute only
allowed the trial court to determine if
an applicant met the requirements to
have voting eligibility restored. It also
found the statute was not
fundamentally flawed since the
Commonwealth was not an interested
'

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Fourth
Circuit

1000
U.S.
~PP.
LEXIS
2680

February
13,2000

?he>udgment was reversed and the
case was remanded for further
proceedings.
Appellant challenged Appellant was disenfranchisedby the
Commonwealth of Virginia following
the United States
District Court for the his felony conviction. He challenged
that decision by suing the
Eastern District of
Commonwealth under the U.S. Const.
Virginia's order
amends. I, XlV, XV, XM, and XXIV,
sumrnarily
and under the Voting Rights Act of
dismissing his
complaint, related to 1965. The lower court summarily
dismissed his complaint under Fed. R.
his inability to vote
as a convicted felon, Civ. P. 12@)(6)for failure to state a
claim. Appellant challenged. The court
for failure to state a
found U.S. Const. amend. I created no
claim upon which
relief can be granted. private right of action for seeking
reinstatement of previously canceled
voting rights, U.S. Const. amends.
XIV, XV, X E , and the VRA required
either gender or race discrimination,
neither of which appellant asserted, and
the U.S. Const. amend. XXIV, while
prohibiting the imposition of poll taxes,
did not prohibit the imposition of a $10
fee for reinstatement of appellant's civil
rights, including the right to vote.
Consequently, appellant failed to state
a claim. The court affirmed, finding

for the Eleventh

2003

LENS
25859

on their own right
and on behalf of
others, sought
review of a decision
of the United States
District Court for the
Southern District of
Florida, which
granted summary
judgment to
defendants, members
of the Florida
Clemency Board in
their official
capacity. The
citizens challenged
the validity of the
Florida felon
disenfranchisement

discriminatory and violated their
constitutional rights. The citizens also
alleged violations of the Voting Rights
Act. The court initially examined the
history of Fla. Const. art. VI, $ 4
(1968) and determined that the citizens
had presented evidence that historically
the disenfranchisementprovisions were
motivated by a discriminatory animus.
The citizens had met their initial
burden of showing that race was a
substantial motivating factor. The state
was then required to show that the
current disenfranchisementprovisions
would have been enacted absent the
impermissible discriminatory intent.
Because the state had not met its
burden, summary judgment should not
have been granted. The court found

er the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to be remanded for
further proceedings. Under a totality of
the circumstances, the district court
needed to analyze whether intentional
racial discrimination was behind the
Florida disenfranchisementprovisions,
in violation of the Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment
on the citizens' poll tax claim. The
court reversed the district court's
decision to grant summary judgment to
the Board on the claims under the
equal protection clause and for
violation of federal voting laws and
remanded the matter to the district
State v. Black

Court o f Appeals
of Tennessee

2002
Tenn.
APPLEXIS
696

,

September
26, 2002

In 1997, petitioner
was convicted of
forgery and
sentenced to the
penitentiary for two
years, but was
immediately placed
on probation. He
subsequently
petitioned the circuit
court for restoration

The appellate court's original opinion
found that petitioner had not lost his
right to hold public office because
Tennessee law removed that right only
from convicted felons who were "sentenced to the penitentiary." The
trial court's amended judgment made it
clear that petitioner was in fact
sentenced to the penitentiary. Based
upon this correction to the record, the
appellate court found that petitioner's

No

NIA

No

The appellate court adhered to its
conclusion that the statutory
presumption in favor of the restoration
was not overcome by a showing, by a
preponderance of the evidence, of good
cause to deny the petition for
restoration of citizenship rights. The
appellate court affumed the restoration
of petitioner's right to vote and
reversed the denial of his right to seek
and hold public office. His full rights

for the Eleventh

discriminatorv taint from the law as
originally enacted because the
provision narrowed the class of
violated the Equal
disenfranchised individuals and was
Protection Clause
and 42 U.S.C.S. 4
amended through a deliberative
process. Moreover, there was no
1973. The United
States District Court allegation of racial discrimination at
the time of the reenactment. Thus, the
for the Southern
disenfranchisementprovision was not a
District of Florida
granted the members violation of the Equal Protection
Clause and the district court properly
summary judgment.
granted the members summary
A divided appellate
judgment on that claim. The argument
panel reversed. The
that 42 U.S.C.S. 8 1973 applied to
panel opinion was
vacated ind a
Florida's disenfranchisementprovision
rehearing en banc
was rejected because it raised grave
constitutional concerns, i.e.,
was granted.
prohibiting a practice that the
Fourteenth Amendment permitted the
state to maintain. In addition, the
legislative history indicated that
Congress never intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach felon
disenhnchisement provisions. Thus,
the district court properly granted the
members summary judgment on the
Voting Rights Act claim. The motion
for summary judgment in favor of the
members was granted.

W,$ 4 (1968),

other baIlots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no h u d was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in
issue, the case was remanded for a
determination as to whether fraud was

and eight counts of
voter fraud.

Commonwealth

Court of Appeals
of Virginia

2000 Va.
APP.
LEXIS
322

Defendant appealed
the judgment of the
circuit c o w which
convicted her of
election h u d .

would vote by absentee ballot and
defendant would give them beer or
money. Defendant claimed he was
mtitled to a mistrial because the
prosecutor advanced an impermissible
"sending the message" argument. The
court held that it was precluded from
reviewing the entire context in which
the argument arose because, while the
prosecutor's closing argument was in
the record, the defense counsel's
closing argument was not. Also,
because the prosecutor's statement was
incomplete due to defense counsel's
objection, the court could not say that
the statement made it impossible for
defendant to receive a fair trial.
Judgment affirmed.
At trial, the Commonwealth introduced
substantial testimony and documentary
evidence that defendant had continued
to live at one residence in the 13th
District, long after she stated on the
voter registration form that she was
living at a residence in the 5 1st House
District. The evidence included records
showing electricity and water usage,
records from the Department of Motor

LFXS
214

results of a mayoral
election after
reviewing the
absentee ballots cast
for said election,
resulting in a loss for
appellant incumbent
based on the votes
received from
appellee voters. The
incumbent appealed,
and the voters cross-appealed. In the
meantime, the trial
court stayed
enforcement of its
judgment pending
resolution of the
appeal.

trial court arguing that it impermissibly
included or excluded certain votes. The
appeals court agreed with the voters
that the trial court should have
excluded the votes of those voters for
the incumbent who included an
improper form of identification with
their absentee ballots. It was
undisputed that at least 30 absentee
voters who voted for the incumbent
provided with their absentee ballots a
form of identification that was not
proper under Alabama law. As a result,
the court further agreed that the trial
court erred in allowing those voters to
somewhat "cure" that defect by
providing a proper form of
identification at the trial of the election
contest, because, under those

honest effort to comply with the law.
Moreover, to count the votes of voters
who failed to comply with the essential
requirement of submittingproper
identification with their absentee
ballots had the effect of
disenfranchising qualified electors who
choose not to vote but rather than to
make the effort to comply with the
absentee--voting requirements. The
judgment declaring the incumbent's
opponent the winner was affirmed. The
judgment counting the challenged
votes in the final tally of votes was
reversed, and said votes were
subtracted &om the incumbents total,

voter registration.

League of
Women Voters
v. Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

340 F.
Supp. 2d
823;
2004

October 20, Plaintiff
organizations filed
2004
suit against
defendant, Ohio's

name and address of the individual.
The Secretary advised the court that
there were less than 600 voters who
attempted to register by mail but
whose registrations were deemed
incomplete. The court found that
plaintiffs demonstrated that they were
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Minn. Stat. 5 201.061,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
tribal reservations. Also, the court
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that
they were likely to succeed on their
claims that Minn. R. 8200.5100,
vioIated the Equal Protection Clause of
the United States Constitution. A
temporary restraining order was
entered.
The directive in question instructed
election officials t o issue provisional
ballots to fust--time voters who
registered by mail but did not provide

U.S.
Dist.

LEXIS
20926

:lairning that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America Vote
Act. The Secretary
filed a motion to
dismiss.

polling place~onelection day. When
submitting a provisional ballot, a fusttime voter could identify himself by
providing his driver's license number
or the last four digits of his social
security number. If he did not know
either number, he could provide it
before the polls closed. If he did not do
so, his provisional ballot would not be
counted. The court held that the
directive did not contravene the HAVA
and otherwise established reasonable
requirements for confirming the
identity of first-time voters who
registered to vote by mail because: (1)
the identification procedures were an
important bulwark against voter
misconduct and fraud; (2) the burden
imposed on first--time voters to
confirm their identity, and thus show
that they were voting legitimately, was
slight; and (3) ihe number of voters
unable to meet the burden of proving
their identity was likely to be very
small. Thus, the balance of interests
favored the directive, even if the cost,
in terms of uncounted ballots, was
regrettable. The court granted the
Secretary's motion to dismiss.

New York election law defendants
were responsible for the voting
locations. The court further found that
suffer irreparable harm if they were not
able to vote, because, if the voting
persons would be denied the right to
vote. Also, due to the alleged facts, the
court found plaintiffs would likely
succeed on the merits. Consequently,
the court granted plaintiffs' motion for

New York v.
County of
Schoharie

United States
District Court for
the Northern

82 F.
Supp. 2d
19; 2000

February 8,
2000

Plaintiffs brought a
claim in the district
court under the

In their complaint, plaintiffs alleged
defendants violated the ADA by
allowing voting locations to be

No

N/A

No

defendants were

persons would be denied the right to
vote. Also, the court found that
plaintiffs would likely succeed on the
merits of the&case. Consequently, the
court granted plaintiffs'motion for a
preliminary injunction. The court
granted plaintiffs' motion for a
preliminary injunction because
plaintiffs showed irreparable harm and

Dist.
LEXIS
24203

pursuant to 42
U.S.C.S. $5 12131-12134, N.Y. Exec.
Law 8 296, and N.Y.
Elec. Law 5 4-1--4.
Plaintiffs moved for
a preliminary
injunction,
requesting (among
other things) that the
court order
defendants to
modify the polling
places in the county
so that they were
accessible to
disabled voters on
election day.
Defendants moved
to dismiss.

named defendants could not provide
complete relief sought by plaintiffs.
Although the county board of elections
was empowered to select an alternative
polling place should it determine that a
polling place designated by a
municipality was "unsuitable or
unsafe," it was entirely unclear that its
power to merely designate suitable
polling places would be adequate to
ensure that all polling places used in
the upcoming election actually
conformed with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Substantial changes
and modifications to existing facilities
would have to be made, and such
changes would be difficult, if not
impossible, to make without the
cooperation of municipalities. Further,
the court could order defendants to
approve voting machines that
conformed to the ADA were they to be
purchased and submitted for county
approval, but the court could not order
them to purchase them for the voting
districts in the county. A judgment
issued in the absence of the
municipalities would be inadequate.
Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

and Q 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and
regulations under
both statutes,
regarding election
practices. The
commissioners
moved to dismiss for
failure (1) to state a
cause of action and
(2) to join an
indispensable party.

--

participate in the voting process as
non--disabled voters, and assisted
voting and voting by alternative ballot
were substantiallydifferent from, more
burdensome than, and more intrusive
than the voting process utilized by
non--disabled voters. The court found
that the complaint stated causes of
actions under the ADA, the
Rehabilitation Act, and 28 C.F.R. §§
35.151 and 35.130. The court found
that the voters and organizations had
standing to raise their claims. The
organizations had standing through the
voters' standing or because they used
significant resources challenging the
commissioners' conduct. The plaintiffs
failed to join the state official who
would need to approve any talking

-

claims of the visually impaired voters

TENNESSEE,
Petitioner v.
GEORGE
LANE et al.

United States
Supreme Court

541 U.S.
509; 124
S. Ct.
1978;
158 L.
Ed. 2d
820;
2004
U.S.
LEXIS
3386

May 17,
2004

--

Respondent
paraplegics sued
petitioner State of
Tennessee, alleging
that the State failed
to provide
reasonable access to
court facilities in
violation of Title II
of the Americans
with Disabilities Act
of 1990. Upon the
grant of a writ of
certiorari, the State
appealed the
judgment of the
-

The state contended that the abrogation No
of state sovereign immunity in Title II
of the ADA exceeded congressional
authority under U.S. Const. amend
XIV, 4 5, to enforce substantive
constitutional guarantees. The United
States Supreme Court held, however,
that Title II, as it applied to the class of
cases implicating the fundamental right
of access to the courts, constituted a
valid exercise of Congress's authority.
Title I1 was responsive to evidence of
pervasive unequal treatment of persons
with disabilities in the administration
of state services and programs, and
was thus
such disability discrimination
-

- - - --

-

NIA

No

that all applicants for registration to
Code Ann. $ 3503.02@) did not
contravene the National Voter
Registration Act. Because the Board

by Title 24.2. At trial, the

false material statement"on the voter

question. Judgment of conviction
showing electricity and water usage,
recordsfiom the Department of Motor
Vehicles and school records, was
sufficient to support jury's verdict that
defendant made "a false material
statement"on the voter registration
card required to be filed in order for

incomplete. The court found that
plaintiffs demonstrated that they were
likely to succeed on their claim that the
authorization in Mirm. Stat. 5 20 1.061,
sub. 3, violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
insofar as it did not also authorize the
use of a photographic tribal
identification card by American
Indians who do not reside on their
tribal reservations. Also, the court
found that plaintiffs demonstrated that
they were likely to succeed on their

states. Even if the individual's vote

registration system that brought it
under the NVRA, not the NVRA itself.
The court granted the motion to

modicum of support from eligible
voters. Information in the inactive file
was unreliable and often duplicative of
information in the active file.
Moreover, there was no violation of
the National Voter Registration Act
because voters listed as inactive were
not prevented from voting. Although
the Act prohibited removal of voters
from the official voting list absent

LEXIS
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granted defendant
state election
officials summary
judgment on
plaintiffs action
seeking to stop the
state practice of
requiring its citizens
to disclose their
social security
numbers as a
precondition to voter
registration.

number because the interpretation
appeared to be reasonable, did not
conflict with previous caselaw, and
could be challenged in state court. The
requirement did not violate the Privacy
Act because it was grafld fathered
under the terms of the Act. The
limitations in the National Voter
Registration Act did not apply because
the NVRA did not specificallyprohibit
the use of social security numbers and
the Act contained a more specific
provision regarding such use. Plaintiff
could not enforce 5 1971 as it was
enforceable only by the United States
Attorney General. The trial court
properly rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to vote, free exercise
of religion, privileges and immunities,
and due process claims. Although the
trial court arguably erred in denying
certification of the case to the USAG
under 28 U.S.C.S. 9 2403(a), plaintiff
suffered no harm from the technical
violation. Order affirmed because
requirement that voters disclose social
security numbers as precondition to
voter registration did not violate
Privacy Act of 1974 or National Voter

'

person to supply an Ohio driver's
Dist.
LEXIS
21416

by defendant, Ohio's
Secretary of State, in
December 2003. The
organizations
claimed that the
memorandum
contravened
provisions of the
Help America Vote
Act and the National
Voter Registration
Act. The
organizations moved
for a preliminary
injunction.

their Social Security number. In his
memorandum, the Secretary informed
all Ohio County Boards of Elections
that, if a person left the box blank, the
Boards were not to process the
registration forms. The organizations
did not file their suit until 18 days
before the national election. The court
found that there was not enough time
before the election to develop the
evidentiary record necessary to
determine if the organizations were
likely to succeed on the merits of their
claim. Denying the organizations'
motion would have caused them to
suffer no irreparable harm. There was
no appropriate remedy available to the
organizations at the time. The
likelihood that the organizations could

against university

disabled applicants not registered at the

court judgment and held that under the
rules of statutory construction, the fact
that the legislature had specifically
omitted certain trigger words such as
"knowingly,""willingly,"
"purposefi~lly,"
or "intentionally"it
was unlikely that the legislature had
intended for this to be a specific intent
crime. The court also rejected the

state law by refusing to register

to state a claim.

In the first two cases, the election
official had handled the errant
application properly under Florida law,
and the putative voter had effectively
caused their own injury by failing to
complete the registration. The third
completed her form and was
registered, so had suffered no injury.
Standing failed against the secretary of
plaint were granted without

1 Cox

( District o f
Georgia

1358;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12120

sought an injunction
ordering defendant,
the Georgia
Secretary of State, to
I process the voter
registration
application forms
that they mailed in
following a voter
registration drive.
They contended that
by refusing to
process the forms
defendants violated
the National Voter
Registration Act
and U.S. Const.
amends. I, XN, and

xv.

to increase the voting strength of
African--Americans. Following one
such drive, the htemity members
mailed in over 60 registration forms,
including one for the voter who had
moved within state since the last
election. The Georgia Secretary of
State's office refused to process them
because they were not mailed
individually and neither a registrar,
deputy registrar, or an otherwise
authorized verson had collected the
applications as required under state
law. The court held that plaintiffs had
standing to bring the action. The court
held that because the applications were
received in accordance with the
mandates of the NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not free to reject them.
The court found that: plaintiffs had a
substantial likelihood of prevailing on
the merits of their claim that the
applications were improperly rejected;
plaintiffs would be irreparably injured
absent an injunction; the potential
harmto defendants was outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries; and an injunction
was in the public interest. Plaintiffs'
motion for a preliminary injunction

I

I

was collected by someone not
authorized or any other reason contrary

District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Virginia

Supp. 2d
389;
2004
U.S.
Dist.

LEXIS
850

2004

defendants' actions
in investigating his
voter registration
application
constituted a change
in voting procedures
requiring 8 5
preclearance under
the Voting Rights
Act, which
preclearance was
never sought or
received. Plaintiff
claimed he withdrew
from the race for
Commonwealth

claim under the Voting Rights Act
lacked merit. Plaintiff did not allege, as
required, that any defendants
implemented a new, uncleared voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting,
or standard, practice, or procedure with
respect to voting. Here, the existing
practice or procedure in effect in the
event a mailed registration card was
returned was to "resend the voter card,
if address verified as correct." This
was what precisely occurred. Plaintiff
inferred, however, that the existing
voting rule or practice was to resend
the voter card "with no adverse
consequences" and that the county's

unwarranted because nothing in the
written procedure invited or justified
such an inference. The court opined
that common sense and state law
invited a different inference, namely
that while a returned card had to be
resent if the address was verified as
correct, any allegation of fiaud could
be investigated. Therefore, there was
no new procedure for which
preclearance was required. The court
dismissed plaintiffs federal claims.
The court dismissed the state law

that address. Respondents did not

certain state and

was not moot even though the
Secretary of State had taken steps to
ensure compliance with the NVRA
given his position to his obligation
under the law. The court granted
declaratoryjudgment in favor of the
nonprofit organization and the
individuals. The motion for a
preliminary injunction was granted in

Parte Young exception. Any damages
claim not ancillary to injunctive relief
was barred. The court also held the
statute of limitations ran from the date
plaintiffs were denied the opportunity
to vote, not register, and their claim
was thus timely. Reversed and
remanded to district court to order such
relief as will allow plaintiffs to vote
and other prospective injunctive relief
against county and state officials;
declaratory relief and attorneys' fees
ancillaryto the prospective injunctive

U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
8544

:alled themselves
the "Escapees," and
who spent a large
part of their lives
iraveling about the
United States in
recreational
vehicles, but were
registered to vote in
the county, moved
for preliminary
injunction seeking to
enjoin a Texas state
court proceeding
under the All Writs
Act.

qualified io&. The plaintiffs brought
suit in federal district court. The court
issued a preliminary injunction
forbidding county officials from
attempting to purge the voting.
Commissioner contested the results of
the election, alleging Escapees' votes
should be disallowed. Plaintiffs
brought present case assertedly to
prevent the same issue from being
relitigated. The court held, however,
the issues were different, since, unlike
the case in the first proceeding, there
was notice and an opportunity to be
heard. Further, unlike the fust
proceeding, the plaintiff in the state
court action did not seek to change the
prerequisites for voting registration in
the county, but instead challenged the
actual residency of some members of
the Escapees, and such challenge
properly belonged in the state court.
The court further held that an election
contest under state law was the correct
vehicle to contest the registration of
Escapees. The court dissolved the
temporary restraining order it had
previously entered and denied
plaintiffs' motion for preliminary

and the National
Voter Registration
Act, for their alleged
refusal to permit
individual to register
to vote. Officials had
moved for dismissal
or for summary
judgment, and the
district court granted
the motion.

validate individual's attempt to register
to vote by mail. Tennessee state law
forbade accepting a rented mail box as
the address of the potential voter.
Individual insisted that his automobile
registration provided sufficient proof
of residency under the NVRA. The
court upheld the legality of state's
requirement that one registering to vote
provide a specific location as an
address, regardless of the transient
lifestyle of the potential voter, finding
state's procedure faithfully mirrored
the requirements of the NVRA as
codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations. The court also held that
the refusal to certify individual as the
representative of a class for purposes
of this litigation was not an abuse of

Miller v.
Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of Ohio

348 F.
Supp. 2d
916;
2004
U.S.
Dist.

LEXIS
24894

representativeparty was available as
the indigent individual, acting in his
own behalf, was clearly unable to
represent fairly the class. The district
court's judgment was affirmed.
No
October 27, Plaintiffs, two voters Plaintiffs alleged that the timing and
manner in which defendants intended
and the Ohio
2004
to hold hearings regarding pre-Democratic Party,
election challenges to their voter
filed suit against
defendants, the Ohio registration violated both the Act and
the Due Process Clause. The
Secretary of State,
individuals, who filed pre--election
several county
boards of elections, voter eligibility challenges, filed a
and all of the boards' motion to intervene. The court held
that it would grant the motion to
members, alleging
intervene because the individuals had a
claims under the
substantial legal interest in the subject
National Voter
Registration Act and matter of the action and time
constraints would not permit them to
8 1983. Plaintiffs
bring separate actions to protect their
also filed a motion
rights. The court fkrther held that it
for a temporary
would grant plaintiffs' motion for a
restraining order
TRO because plaintiffs made sufficient
(TRO). Two
allegations in their complaint to
individuals filed a
motion to intervene establish standing and because all four
factors to consider in issuing a TRO
as defendants.
weighed heavily in favor of doing so.
The court found that plaintiffs

NIA

No

strong showing that defendants'
intended actions regarding pre-election challenges to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs'fundamental right
to vote and violated the Due Process
Clause: Thus, the other factors to
consider in granting a TRO
automatically weighed in plaintiffs'
favor. The court granted plaintiffs'
motion for a TRO. The court also

strong showing that defendants'
intended actions regarding pre-election challenges to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs' fhdamental right
to vote and violated the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the other factors to

motion for a TRO.The court also
granted the individuals'motion to

District o f Ohio

intervenor State of
Ohio from
discriminating
against black voters
in Hamilton County
on the basis of race.
If necessary, they
sought to restrain
challengers from
being allowed at the
polls.

in order to challenge voters' eligibility
to vote. The court held that the injury
asserted, that allowing challengers to
challenge voters' eligibility would
place an undue burden on voters and
impede their right to vote, was not
speculative and could be redressed by
removing the challengers. The court
held that in the absence of any
statutory guidance whatsoever
governing the procedures and
limitations for challenging voters by
challengers, and the questionable
enforceability of the State's and
County's policies regarding good faith
challenges and ejection of disruptive
challengers %om the polls, there
existed an enormous risk of chaos,
delay, intimidation, and pandemonium
inside the polls and in the lines out the
door. Furthermore, the law allowing
private challengers was not narrowly
tailored to serve Ohio's compelling
interest in preventing voter fraud.
Because the voters had shown a
substantial likelihood of success on the
merits on the ground that the
application of Ohio's statute allowing
challengers at polling places was

for the Ninth
Circuit

APP.
LEXIS
15083

individuals,
appealed from an
order of the
Supreme Court of
the Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
reversing a lower
court's grant of
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants on the
ground of qualified
immunity.

Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands Board of Elections
violated 8 1983 by administering preelection day voter challenge
procedures which precluded a certain
class of voters, including plaintiffs,
from voting in a 1995 election. The
CNMI Supreme Court reversed a lower
court's grant of summary judgment and
defendants appealed. The court of
appeals held that the Board's pre-election day procedures violated the
plaintiffs' fundamental right to vote.
The federal court reasoned that the
right to vote was clearly established at
the time of the election, and that a
reasonable Board would have known
that that treating voters differently
based on their political party would

been sought or obtained. Accordingly,
the court issued a preliminary
injunction prohibiting defendant from
pursuing the confirmation of residency
of the escapees, or any similarly
situated group, under the Texas
Election Code until the process had
been submitted for preclearance in
accordance with 5. The action was
taken to ensure that no discriminatory
potential existed in the use of such
process in the upcoming presidential
election or future election. Motion for

District

-.

Cal. Rptr.
3d 497;
2004 Cal.
APP.
LEXIS
42

denied the party's
petition for writ of
mandate to compel
defendant, the
California Secretary
of State, to include
voters listed in the
inactive file of
registered voters in
calculating whether
the party qualified to
participate in a
primary election.

observing that although the election
had already taken place, the issue was
likely to recur and was a matter of
continuing public interest and
importance; hence, a decision on the
merits was proper, although the case
was technically moot. The law clearly
excluded inactive voters from the
calculation. The statutory scheme did
not violate the inactive voters'
constitutional right of association
because it was reasonably designed to
ensure that all parties on the ballot had
a significant modicum of support from
eligible voters. Information in the
inactive file was unreliable and often
duplicative of information in the active
file. Moreover, there was no violation
of the National Voter Registration Act
because voters listed as inactive were
not prevented from voting. Although
the Act prohibited removal of voters
from the official voting list absent
certain conditions, inactive voters in
California could correct the record and
vote as provided the Act. The court
affirmed the denial of a writ of
mandate.

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

Supp. 2d
772;
2002
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
2 1753

defendants, a county
board of elections, a
state secretary of
state, and the state's
attorney general, for
violations of the
Motor Voter Act and
equal protection of
the laws. Defendants
moved for summary
judgment. The
voters also moved
for summary

voters' qualifications to vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather
than permanent residents of the county.
The voters claimed that the board
hearings did not afford them the
requisite degree of due process and
contravened their rights of privacy by
inquiring into personal matters. As to
the MVA claim, the court held that
residency within the precinct was a
crucial qualification. One simply could
not be an elector, much less a qualified
elector entitled to vote, unless one
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not

which was dismissed for want of

U.S. Const. amends. I, X N , XV. The

likelihood that plaintiffs would prevail

to disclose their

a past, present, or future violation of

registered students at the university

offering voter registration services at
the initial intake interview and placing
the burden on disabled students to
obtain voter registration forms and
assistance afterwards did not satisfy its
statutory duties. Furthermore, most of
the NVRA provisions applied to
disabled applicants not registered at the
university. Defendants' motion to
dismiss first amended complaint was
granted as to the 8 1983 claim and

granting of a preliminary injunction

to provide any notice to voter

official had handled the errant

District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

Supp. 2d
772;
2002

2002

defendants, a county
board of elections, a
state secretary of

voters' qualificationsto vote in the
county, based on the fact that the
voters were transient (seasonal) rather

l
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state. and the state's
attorney general, for
violations of the
Motor Voter Act
and equal protection
of the laws.
Defendants moved
for summary
iudgment. The
voters also moved
for summary
judgment.

The i o t a s claimed that the board
hearings did not afford them the
requisite degree of due process and
contravened their rights of privacy by
inquiring into personal matters. As to
the MVA claim, the court held that
residency within the precinct was a
crucial qualification. One simply could
not be an elector, much less a qualified
elector entitled to vote, unless one
resided in the precinct where he or she
sought to vote. If one never lived
within the precinct, one was not and
could not be an eligible voter, even if
listed on the board's rolls as such. The
MVA did not affect the state's ability
to condition eligibility to vote on
residence. Nor did it undertake to
regulate challenges, such as the ones
presented, to a registered voter's
residency ab initio. The ability of the
challengers to assert that the voters
were not eligible and had not ever been
eligible, and of the board to consider
and resolve that challenge, did not
contravene the MVA. Defendants'
motions for summary judgment were
granted as to all claims with prejudice,
except the voters' state--law claim,

violated the National
Voter Registration
Act, and the Equal
Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Ohio granted
summary judgment
in favor of
defendants. The
voters appealed.

--

his or her place of residence---violated
the equal protection clause. The court
of appeals found that the Board's
procedures did not contravene the
National Voter Registration Act
because Congress did not intend to bar
the removal of names from the official
list of persons who were ineligible and
improperly registered to vote in the
first place. The National Voter
Registration Act did not bar the
Board's continuing consideration of a
voter's residence, and encouraged the
Board to maintain accurate and reliable
voting rolls. Ohio was free to take
reasonable steps to see that all
applicants for registration to vote
actually fulfilled the requirement of
bona fide residence. Ohio Rev. Code

N.E.2d
81; 2000
Ill. App.
LEXIS
845

declaration that that
the result of a
primary election for
county circuit clerk
was void.

invalid. The ballots had been
commingled with the valid ballots.
There were no markings or indications
on the ballots which would have
allowed them to be segregated from
other ballots cast. Because the ballots
could not have been segregated,
apportionment was the appropriate
remedy if no fraud was involved. If
fraud was involved, the election would
have had to have been voided and a
new election held. Because the trial
court did not hold an evidentiary
hearing on the fraud allegations, and
did not determine whether fraud was in
issue, the case was remanded for a
determination as to whether fraud was
evident in the electoral process. The
court reversed the declaration of the

election was necessary to a

statutes requiring election judges to
been counted, even where the parties
agreed that there was no knowledge of
fraud or corruption.Thus, the supreme
court held that the trial court properly
invalidated all of the ballots cast in
Monroe County's second precinct. The

African American would be elected.

defendants'actions were done or

under Q 2000a, and Q 2000c--8 applied
to school segregation.Their claim

supplemental jurisdiction over various
state law claims. Defendants' motion to

and the board's

constitutional and statutory law was

established under Ohio law and the
federal claims could be adequately
raised in an action under 9 1983. On
appeal, the Ohio supreme court held
that dismissal was proper, as the
complaint actually sought declaratory
and injunctive relief, rather than
mandamus relief. Further, election-contest actions were the exclusive
remedy to challenge election results.

their claims. Plaintiffs' motion for

reasonable and non-discriminatory on
its face and resided within the state's
broad control over presidential election
procedures. Plaintiffs failed to show
that minual recounts were so
unreliable as to constitute a
constitutional injury, that plaintiffs'
alleged injuries were irreparable, or
that they lacked an adequate state court
remedy. Injunctive relief denied
because plaintiffs demonstrated neither
clear deprivation of constitutional
injury or fundamental unfairness in

election absentee
ballots violated
territorial election
law, and that the
improper inclusion
of such ballots by
defendants, election
board and
supervisor, resulted
in plaintiffs loss of
the election. Plaintiff
sued defendants
seeking invalidation
of the absentee
ballots and
certification of the
election results
tabulated without
such ballots.

notarized. were in unsealed andlor tom
envelopes, and were in envelopes
containing more than one ballot. Prior
to tabulation of the absentee ballots,
plaintiff was leading intervenor for the
final senate position, but the absentee
ballots entitled intervenor to the
position. The court held that plaintiff
was not entitled to relief since he failed
to establish that the allerred absentee
voting irregularities would require
invalidation of a suff~cientnumber of
ballots to change the outcome of the
election. While the unsealed ballots
constituted a technical violation, the
outer envelopes were sealed and thus
substantially complied with election
requirements. Further, while
defendants improperly counted one
ballot where a sealed ballot envelope
and a loose ballot were in the same
outer envelope, the one vote involved
did not change the election result.
Plaintiff's other allegations of
irregularities were without merit since
ballots without postmarks were valid,
ballots without signatures were not
counted, and ballots without notarized
signatures were proper. Plaintiff's
request for declaratory and injunctive

-

valid, were not tabulated by

Circuit

APP,
LEXIS
259

defendants, a
challenger
candidate, a county
board of election,
and commissioners,
pursuant to 9 1983
alleging violation of
the Due Process
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment. The
United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
New York granted
summary judgment
in favor of plaintiffs.
Defendants
appealed.

not counted due to the machine
malfunction. Rather than pursue the
state remedy of quo warranto, by
requesting that New York's Attorney
General investigate the machine
malfunction and challenge the election
results in state court, plaintiffs filed
their complaint in federal court. The
court of appeals found that United
States Supreme Court jurisprudence
required intentional conduct by state
actors as a prerequisite for a due
process violation. Neither side alleged
that local officials acted intentionally
or in a discriminatory manner with
regard to the vote miscount. Both sides
conceded that the recorded results were
likely due to an unforeseen
malfunction with the voting machine.

outcome of a general election based on
an alleged voting machine

CANVASSING

102.111, 102.112, in

pending appeal. Denial of plaintiffs
petition for emergency injunction
pending appeal was affirmed. The state
procedures were adequate to preserve
any federal issue for review, and
plaintiffs failed to demonstrate a
substantial threat of an irreparable
injury that would have warranted
anting the extraordinary remedy of

United States, in
appellants' contest to
certified,election
results.

legal votes during a manual recount.
However, the trial court erred in
excluding votes that were identified
during the Palm Beach County manual
recount and during a partial manual
recount in Miami--Dade Caunty. It
was also error to refuse to examine
Miami--Dade County ballots that
registered as non-votes during the
machine count. The trial court applied
an improper standard to determine
whether appellants had established that
the result of the election was in doubt,
and improperly concluded that there
was no probability of a different result
,without examining the ballots that
appellants claimed contained rejected
legal votes. The judgment was
reversed and remanded; the trial court
was ordered to tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade County ballots that the
counting machine registered as non-votes, and was directed to order
inclusion of votes that had already
been identified during manual
recounts. The trial court also was
ordered to consider whether manual
1 recounts in other counties were
necessary.

I

I

accept as timely received absentee
situated service

ballots were to be considered solely for

between the parties, that
unctive relief to the service

1

21167

I

I

Pennsylvania,
eovemor. and state
"
secretary, claiming
that overseas voters
would be
disenfranchised if
they used absentee
ballots that included
the names of two
presidential
candidates who had
been removed from
the final certified
ballot and seeking
injunctive relief to
address the practical
implications of the
final certification of
the slate of
candidates so late in
the election year.

1

Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act would be disenfranchised absent
immediate injunctive relief because
neither witness testified that any
absentee ballots issued to UOCAVA
voters were legally incorrect or
otherwise invalid. Moreover, there was
no evidence that any UOCAVA voter
had complained or otherwise expressed
concern regarding their ability or right
to vote. The fact that some UOCAVA
voters received ballots including the
names of two candidates who were not
on the final certified ballot did not ipso
facto support a finding that
Pennsylvania was in violation of
UOCAVA, especially since the United
States failed to establish that the ballot
defect undermined the right of
UOCAVA voters to cast their ballots.
Moreover, Pennsylvania had adduced
substantial evidence that the requested
injunctive relief, issuing new ballots,
would have harmed the Pennsylvania
election system and the public by
undermining the integrity and
efficiency of Pennsylvania's elections
and increasing election costs.must
consider the following four factors: (1)

I

I

I

moving party will be irreparably

for a regular state absentee ballot, not
that the state receive the application,
and that again federal law, by requiring
the voter using a federal write--in
ballot to swear that he or she had made
timely application, had provided the
proper method of proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot their request for
injunctive relief and the court granted
in part and denied in part plaintiffs'
request for declaratory relief, and relief
GRANTED in part and declared valid
all federal write--in ballots that were
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Comm'n

District of
Florida

2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
17875

ballots received after
7 p.m. on election
day, alleging the
ballots violated
Florida election law.

state officials in Florida state circuit
court, challenging the counting of
overseas absentee ballots received after
7 p.m. on election day. Defendant
governor removed one case to federal
court. The second case was also
removed. The court in the second case
denied plaintiffs motion for remand
and granted a motion to transfer the
case to the first federal court under the
related case doctrine. Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas ballots violated
Florida election law. Defendants
argued the deadline was not absolute.
The court found Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S. § 1 to impose
irrational scheduling rules on state and
local canvassing officials, and did not
intend to disenfranchise overseas
voters. The court held the state statute
was required to yield to Florida
Administrative Code, which required
the 10-day extension in the receipt of
overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections because the rule was
promulgated to satisfy a consent decree
entered by the state in 1982. Judgment
entered for defendants because a
Florida administrative rule requiring a
10--day extension in the receipt of
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Romeu v. Cohen

o:

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of New
York

a

eta

121 F.
Supp. 2d
264;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12842

September
7, 2000

Plaintiff territorial
resident and
plaintiff--intervenor
territorial governor
moved for summary
judgment and
defendant federal,
state, and local
officials moved to
dismiss the
complaint that
alleged that the
Voting Rights
Amendments of
1970, the Uniform
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, and New York
election law were
unconstitutional
since they denied
plaintiffs right to
receive an absentee

in

overseas absentee ballots in federal
elections was enacted to bring the state
into. compliance with a federally
ordered mandate; plaintiffs were not
entitled to relief under any provision of
state or federal law.
'Plaintiff argued that the laws denied
him the right to receive a state absentee
ballot in violation of the right to vote,
the right to travel, the Privileges and
Immunities Clause, and the Equal
Protection Clause. Plaintiff--intervenor
territorial governor intervened on
behalf of similarly situated Puerto
Rican residents. Defendants' argued
that: 1) plaintiff lacked standing; 2) a
non--justiciable political question was
raised; and 3) the laws were
constitutional. The court held that: 1)
plaintiff had standing because he made
a substantial showing that application
for the benefit was futile; 2) whether or
not the statutes violated plaintiffs
rights presented a legal, not political,
question, and there was no lack of
judicially discoverable and manageable
standards for resolving the matter; and
3) the laws were constitutional and
only a constitutional amendment or
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ballot for the
upcoming
presidential election.

Romeu v. Cohen

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Second
Circuit

265 F.3d
118;
2001
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
19876

September
6, 2001

Plaintiff territorial
resident sued
defendants, state and
federal officials,
alleging that the
Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting Act
unconstitutionally .
prevented the
territorial resident
from voting in his
former state of
residence. The
resident appealed the
judgment of the
United States
District Court for the
Southern District of
New York, which
dismissed the

grant of statehood would enable
plaintiff to vote in a presidential
election. The court granted defendants'
motion to dismiss because the laws
that prohibited territorial residents
from voting by state absentee ballot in
presidential elections were
constitutional.
The territorial resident contended that
the UOCAVA unconstitutionally
distinguished between former state
residents residing outside the United
States, who were permitted to vote in
their former states, and former state
residents residing in a territory, who
were not permitted to vote in their
former states. The court of appeals first
held that the UOCAVA did not violate
the territorial resident's right to equal
protection in view of the valid and not
insubstantial considerations for the
distinction. The territorial resident
chose to reside in the territory and had
the same voting rights as other
territorial residents, even though such
residency precluded voting for federal
offices. Further, the resident had no
constitutional right to vote in his
former state after he terminated his
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Igartua de la
Rosa v. United
States

United States
District Court for
the District of
Puerto Rico

107 F.
Supp. 2d
140;
2000
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
11146

July 19,
2000

Defendant United
States moved to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment allowing
them to vote, as U.S.
citizens residing in
Puerto Rico, in the
upcoming and all
subsequent
Presidential
elections. Plaintiffs
urged, among other
claims, that their
right to vote in
Presidential
elections was

residency in such state, and the
consequences of the choice of
residency did not constitute an
unconstitutional interference with the
right to travel. Finally, there was no
denial of the privileges and immunities
of state citizenship, since the territorial
resident was treated identically to other
territorial residents. The judgment
dismissing the territorial resident's
complaint was affirmed.
The court denied the motion of
defendant United States to dismiss the
action of plaintiffs, two groups of
Puerto Ricans, seeking a declaratory
judgment allowing them to vote in
Presidential elections. One group
always resided in Puerto Rico and the
other became ineligible to vote in
Presidential elections upon taking up
residence in Puerto Rico. Plaintiffs
contended that the Constitution and the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, guaranteed their right
to vote in Presidential elections and
that the Uniformed and Overseas
Citizens Absentee Voting Act, was
unconstitutional in disallowing Puerto
Rican citizens to vote by considering
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guaranteed by the
Constitution and the
International
Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.

James v. Bartlett

e
eoe

-a t

Supreme Court of
North Carolina

359 N.C.
260; 607
S.E.2d
638;
2005
N.C.
LEXIS

February 4,
2005

Appellant candidates
challenged elections
in the superior court
through appeals of
election protests
before the North
Carolina State Board

them to be within the United States.
The court concluded that UOCAVA
was constitutional under the rational
basis test, and violation of the treaty
did not give rise to privately
enforceable rights. Nevertheless, the
Constitution provided U.S. citizens
residing in Puerto Rico the right to
participate in Presidential elections. No
constitutional amendment was needed.
The present political status of Puerto
Rico was abhorrent to the Bill of
Rights. The court denied defendant
United States' motion to dismiss
plaintiffs' action seeking a declaratory
judgment allowing them to vote in
Presidential elections as citizens of the
United States and of Puerto Rico. The
court held that the United States
Constitution itself provided plaintiffs
with the right to participate in
Presidential elections.
The case involved three separate
election challenges. The central issue
was whether a provisional ballot cast
on election day at a precinct other than
the voter's correct precinct of residence
could be lawfully counted in final
election tallies. The superior court held
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Sandusky
County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

387 F.3d
565;
2004
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
22320

October 26,
2004

of Elections and a
declaratory
judgment action in
the superior court.
The court entered an
order granting
summary judgment
in favor of appellees,
the Board, the
Board's executive
director, the Board's
members, and the
North Carolina
Attorney General.
The candidates
appealed.
Defendant state
appealed from an
order of the U.S.
District Court for the
Northern District of
Ohio which held that
the Help America
Vote Act required
that voters be
permitted to cast
provisional ballots
upon affirming their
registration to vote

^

that it could be counted. On appeal, the
supreme court determined that state
law did not permit out--of--precinct
provisional ballots to be counted in
state and local elections. The
candidates failure to challenge the
counting of out—of--precinct
provisional ballots before the election
did not render their action untimely.
Reversed and remanded.

The district court found that HAVA
created an individual right to cast a
provisional ballot, that this right is
individually enforceable under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983, and that plaintiffs
unions and political parties had
standing to bring a § 1983 action on
behalf of Ohio voters. The court of
appeals agreed that the political parties
and unions had associational standing
to challenge the state's provisional
voting directive. Further, the court
determined that HAVA was
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in the county in
which they desire to
vote and that
provisional ballots
must be counted as
valid ballots when
cast in the correct
county.

State ex rel.
Mackey v.
Blackwell

Supreme Court of
Ohio

106 Ohio
St. 3d
261;
2005
Ohio
4789;
834
N.E.2d
346;
2005
Ohio
LEXIS
2074

September
28, 2005

Appellants, a
political group and
county electors who
voted by provisional
ballot, sought review
of a judgment from
the court of appeals
which dismissed
appellants'
complaint, seeking a
writ of mandamus to
prevent appellees,
the Ohio Secretary
of State, a county
board of elections,

quintessentially about being able to
cast a provisional ballot but that the
voter casts a provisional ballot at the
peril of not being eligible to vote under
state law; if the voter is not eligible,
the vote will then not be counted.
Accordingly, the court of appeals
reversed the district court and held that
"provisional" ballots cast in a precinct
where a voter does not reside and
which would be invalid under state
law, are not required by the HAVA to
be considered legal votes. Affirmed in
part and reversed inpart.
p
The Secretary of State issued a
directive to all Ohio county boards of
elections, which specified that a signed
affirmation statement was necessary
for the counting of a provisional ballot
in a presidential election. During the
election, over 24,400 provisional
ballots were cast in one county. The
electors' provisional ballots were not
counted. They, together with a political
activist group, brought the mandamus
action to compel appellants to prohibit
the invalidation of provisional ballots
and to notify voters of reasons for
ballot rejections. Assorted

ed
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and the board's
director, from
disenfranchisement
of provisional ballot
voters.

Fla. Democratic
Party v. Hood

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of
Florida

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1073;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21720

October 21,
2004

Plaintiff political
party sought
injunctive relief
under the Help
America Vote Act,
claiming that the
election system put
in place by
defendant election
officials violated
HAVA because it
did not allow

constitutional and statutory law was
relied on in support of the complaint.
The trial court dismissed the
complaint, finding that no clear legal
right was established under Ohio law
and the federal claims could be
adequately raised in an action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983. On appeal; the Ohio
Supreme Court held that dismissal was
proper, as the complaint actually
sought declaratory and injunctive
relief, rather than mandamus relief.
Further, election--contest actions were
the exclusive remedy to challenge
election results. An adequate remedy
existed under § 1983 to raise the
federal--law claims. Affirmed.
The political party asserted that a
prospective voter ina federal election
had the right to cast a provisional
ballot at a given polling place, even if
the local officials asserted that the
voter was at the wrong polling place;
second, that voter had the right to have
that vote counted in the election, if the
voter otherwise met all requirements of
state law. The court noted that the right
to vote was clearly protectable as a
civil right, and a primarypurpose of

to
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sional voting
other than in the
voter's assigned
precinct. The
officials moved for
judgment on the
pleadings.

•
League of
Women Voters
v. Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

ee

v' " o

340 F.
Supp. 2d
823;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20926

October 20,
2004

Plaintiff
organizations filed
suit against
•
defendant, Ohio's
Secretary of State,
claiming that a
directive issued by
the Secretary
contravened the
provisions of the
Help America Vote

the HA VA was to preserve the votes of
persons who had incorrectly been
removed from the voting rolls, and
thus would not be listed as voters at
what would otherwise have been the
correct polling place. The irreparable
injury to a voter was easily sufficient
to outweigh any harm to the officials.
Therefore, the court granted relief as to
the first claim, allowing the unlisted
voter to cast a provisional ballot, but
denied relief as to the second claim,
that the ballot at the wrong place must
be counted if it was cast at the wrong
place, because that result contradicted
State law. The provisional ballot could
only be counted if it was cast in the
proper precinct under State law.
The directive in question instructed
election officials to issue provisional
ballots to first--time voters who
registered by mail but did not provide
documentary identification at the
polling place on election day. When
submitting a provisional ballot, a first-time voter could identify himself by
providing his driver's license number
or the last four digits of his social
number. If he did not know
security
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Act. The Secretary
filed a motion to
dismiss.

Sandusky
County
Democratic
Party v.
Blackwell

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Sixth
Circuit

386 F.3d
815;
2004
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
28765

October 23,
2004

Defendant Ohio
Secretary of State
challenged an order
of the United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Ohio, which held

either number, he could provide it
before the polls closed. If he did not do
so, his provisional ballot would not be
counted. The court held that the
directive did not contravene the HAVA
and otherwise established reasonable
requirements for confirming the
identity of first--time voters who
registered to vote by mail because: (1)
the identification procedures were an
important bulwark against voter
misconduct and fraud; (2) the burden
imposed on first--time voters to
confirm their identity, and thus show
that they were voting legitimately, was
slight; and (3) the number of voters
unable to meet the burden of proving
their identity was likely to be very
small. Thus, the balance of interests
favored the directive, even if the cost,
in terms of uncounted ballots, was
regrettable.
On appeal, the court held that the
district court correctly ruled that the
right to cast a provisional ballot in
federal elections was enforceable
under 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983 and that at
least one plaintiff had standing to
enforce that right in the district court.
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that Ohio Secretary
of State Directive
2004--33 violated
the federal Help
America Vote Act.
In its order, the
district court
directed the
Secretary to issue a
revised directive that
conformed to
HAVA's
requirements.

Hawkins v.
Blunt

United States
District Court for
the Western
District of
Missouri

2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21512

October 12,
2004

In an action filed by
plaintiffs, voters and
a state political
party, contending
that the provisional
voting requirements
of Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430 conflicted
with and was
preempted by the
Help America Vote
Act, plaintiffs and
defendants, the

The court also held that Ohio Secretary
of State Directive 2004--33 violated
HAVA to the extent that it failed to
ensure that any individual affirming
that he or she was a registered voter in
the jurisdiction in which he or she
desired to vote and eligible to vote in a
federal election was permitted to cast a
provisional ballot. However, the
district court erred in holding that
HAVA required that a voter's
provisional ballot be counted as a valid
ballot if it was cast anywhere in the
county in which the voter resided, even
if it was cast outside the precinct in
which the voter resided.
The court held that the text of the
HAVA, as well as its legislative
history, proved that it could be read to
include reasonable accommodations of
state precinct voting practices in
implementing provisional voting
requirements. The court further held
that Mo. Rev. Stat. § 115.430.2 was
reasonable; to effectuate the HAVA's
intent and to protect that interest, it
could not be unreasonable to direct a
voter to his correct voting place where
a full ballot was likely to be cast. The
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secretary of state
and others, moved
for summary
judgment.

Bay County
Democratic
Party v. Land

United States
District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Michigan

340 F.
Supp. 2d
802;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20551

October 13,
2004

Plaintiffs, state and
county Democratic
parties, filed an
action against
defendant, Michigan
secretary of state
and the Michigan
director of elections,
alleging that the
state's intended
procedure for
casting and counting
provisional ballots at
the upcoming
general election
would violate the
Help America Vote
Act and state laws
implementing the
federal legislation.
Defendants filed a
motion to transfer
venue.

court also held that plaintiff's' equal
protection rights were not violated by
the requirement that before a voter
would be allowed to cast a provisional
ballot, the voter would first be directed
to his proper pollingplace.
The parties claimed that if the
secretary's proposed procedure was
allowed to occur, several voters who
were members of the parties' respective
organizations were likely to be
disenfranchised. Defendants moved to
transfer venue of the action to the
Western District of Michigan claiming
that the only proper venue for an action
against a state official is the district
that encompasses the state's seat of
government. Alternatively, defendants
sought transfer for the convenience of
the parties and witnesses. The court
found that defendants' arguments were
not supported by the plain language of
the current venue statutes. Federal
actions against the Michigan secretary
of state over rules and practices
governing federal elections
traditionally were brought in both the
Eastern and Western Districts of
Michigan. There was no rule that
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Bay County
Democratic
Party v. Land

United States
District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Michigan

347 F.
Supp. 2d
404;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20872

October 19,
2004

Plaintiffs, voter
organizations and
political parties,
filed actions against
defendants, the
Michigan Secretary
of State and her
director of elections,
challenging
directives issued to
local election
officials concerning
the casting and
tabulation of
provisional ballots,
Plaintiffs sought a
preliminary
injunction and
contended that the

.
required such actions to be brought
only in the district in which the state's
seat of government was located, and no
inconvenience resulting from litigating
in the state's more populous district
reasonably could be claimed by a state
official who had a mandate to
administer elections throughout the
state and operated an office in each of
its counties. Motion denied.
The court concluded that (1) plaintiffs
had standing to assert their claims; (2)
HAVA created individual rights
enforceable through 42 U.S.C.S..§
1983; (3) Congress had provided a
scheme under HAVA in which a
voter's right to have a provisional
ballot for federal offices tabulated was
determined by state law governing
eligibility, and defendants' directives
for determining eligibility on the basis
of precinct--based residency were
inconsistent with state and federal
election law; (4) Michigan election law
defined voter qualifications in terms of
the voter's home jurisdiction, and a
person who cast a provisional ballot
within his or her jurisdiction was
entitled under federal law to have his

urth
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directives violated
their rights under the
Help America Vote
Act.

Weber v.
Shelley

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Ninth
Circuit

347 F.3d
1101;
2003
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
21979

October 28,
2003

Plaintiff voter
brought an suit
against defendants,
the secretary of state
and the county
registrar of voters,
claiming that the
lack of a voter—
verified paper trail
in the county's
newly installed
touchscreen voting
system violated her
rights to equal
protection and due
process. The United
States District Court
for the Central
District of California
granted the secretary
and the registrar
summary judgment.

or her votes for federal offices counted
if eligibility to vote in that election
could be verified; and (5) defendants'
directives concerning proof of identity
of first—time voters who registered by
mail were consistent with federal and
state law.
On review, the voter contended that
use of paperless touch--screen voting
systems was unconstitutional and that
the trial court erred by ruling her
expert testimony inadmissible. The
trial court focused on whether the
experts' declarations raised genuine
issues of material fact about the
relative accuracy of the voting
systemat issue and excluded references
to news--paper articles and
unidentified studies absent any
indication that experts normally relied
upon them. The appellate court found
that the trial court's exclusions were
not an abuse of discretion and agreed
that the admissible opinions which
were left did not tend to show that
voters had a lesser chance of having
their votes counted. It further found
that the use of touchscreen voting
systems was not subject to strict
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The voter appealed.

Am. Assn of
People with
Disabilities v.
Shelley

United States
District Court for
the Central
District of
California

324 F.
Supp. 2d
1120;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
12587

July 6,
2004

Plaintiffs, disabled
voters and
organizations
representing those
voters, sought to
enjoin the directives
of defendant
California Secretary
of State, which
decertified and
withdrew approval
of the use of certain
direct recording
electronic (DRE)
voting systems. One
voter applied for a
temporary
restraining order, or,

scrutiny simply because this particular
balloting system might make the
possibility of some kinds of fraud more
difficult to detect. California made a
reasonable, politically neutral and non-discriminatory choice to certify
touchscreen systems as an alternative
to paper ballots, as did the county in
deciding to use such a system. Nothing
in the Constitution forbid this choice.
The judgment was affirmed.
The voters urged the invalidation of
the Secretary's directives because,
allegedly, their effect was to deprive
the voters of the opportunity to vote
using touch--screen technology.
Although it was not disputed that some
disabled persons would be unable to
vote independently and in private
without the use of DREs, it was clear
that they would not be deprived of
their fundamental right to vote. The
Americans with Disabilities Act, did
not require accommodation that would
enable disabled persons to vote in a
manner that was comparable in every
way with the voting rights enjoyed by
persons without disabilities. Rather, it
mandated that voting programs be
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in the alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, of a
preliminary
injunction in a
number of ways,
including a four-part test that
considers (1)
likelihood of success
on the merits; (2) the
possibility of
irreparable injury in
the absence of an
injunction; (3) a
balancing of the
harms; and (4) the
public interest,

•

Fla. Democratic
Party v. Hood

Court of Appeal
of Florida, First
District

884 So.
2d 1148;
2004 Fla.
App.
LEXIS
16077

October 28,
2004

Petitioner, the
Florida Democratic
Party, sought review
of an emergency
rule adopted by the
Florida Department

made accessible. Defendant's decision
to suspend the use of DREs pending
improvement in their reliability and
security of the devices was a rational
one, designed to protect the voting
rights of the state's citizens. The
evidence did not support the
conclusion that the elimination of the
DREs would have a discriminatory
effect on the visually or manually
impaired. Thus, the voters showed
little likelihood of success on the
merits. The individual's request for a
temporary restraining order, or, in the
alternative, a preliminary injunction,
was denied. Ninth Circuit's tests for a
preliminary injunction, although
phrased differently, require a court to
inquire into whether there exists a
likelihood of success on the merits, and
the possibility of irreparable injury; a
court is also required to balance the
hardships.
The Party argued that: (1) the Florida
Administrative Code, recast language
from the earlier invalidated rule
prohibiting a manual recount of
overvotes and undervotes cast on a
touchscreen machine; (2) the rule did
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of State, contending
that the findings of
immediate danger,
necessity, and
procedural fairness
on which the rule
was based were
insufficient under
Florida law, which
required a showing
of such
circumstances, and
Florida case law.
This matter
followed.
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not call for the manual recount of votes
to determine voter intent; and (3) the
rule created voters who were entitled
to manual recounts in close elections
and those who were not. The appeals
court disagreed. The Department was
clearly concerned with the fact that if
no rule were in place, the same
confusion and inconsistency in
divining a voter's intent that attended
the 2000 presidential election in
Florida, and the same constitutional
problems the United States Supreme
Court addressed then, might recur in
2004. It was not the court's
responsibility to decide the validity of
the rule or whether other means were
more appropriate. But, the following
question was certified to the Supreme
Court: Whether under Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the Department of State set
forth sufficient justification for an
emergency rule establishing standards
for conducting manual recounts of
overvotes and undervotes as applied to
touchscreen voting systems? The
petition was denied, but a question was
certified to the supreme court as a
matter of great public importance.
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Wexler v.
Lepore

United States
District Court for
the Southern
District of
Florida

342 F.
Supp. 2d
1097;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
21344

October 25,
2004

Plaintiffs, a
congressman, state
commissioners, and
a registered voter,
brought a § 1983
action against
defendants, state
officials, alleging
that the manual
recount procedures
for the state's
touchscreen
paperless voting
systems violated
their rights under
U.S. Const. amends.
V and XIV. A bench
trial ensued.

The officials claimed that the state had
established an updated standard for
manual recounts in counties using
optical scan systems and touchscreen
voting systems, therefore, alleviating
equal protection concerns. The court
held that the rules prescribing what
constituted a clear indication on the
ballot that the voter had made a
definite choice, as well the rules
prescribing additional recount
procedures for each certified voting
system promulgated pursuant to
Florida law complied with equal
protection requirements under U.S.
Const. amends. V and XIV because the
rules prescribed uniform,
nondifferential standards for what
constituted a legal vote under each
certified voting system, as well as
procedures for conducting a manual
recount of overvotes and undervotes in
the entire geographic jurisdiction. The
court further held that the ballot
images printed during a manual
recount pursuant to Florida
Administrative Code did not violate
Florida law because the manual
recount scheme properly reflected a
voter's choice. Judgment was entered
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MARIAN
SPENCER, et
al., Petitioners v.
CLARA PUGH,
et al. (No.
04A360)
SUMMIT
COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL and
EXECUTIVE
COMMIT1 EE,
et al., Petitioners
v. MATTHEW
HEIDER, et al.
(No. 04A364)

United States
Supreme Court

125 S.
Ct. 305;
160 L.
Ed. 2d
213;
2004
U.S.
LEXIS
7400

November
2, 2004

In two separate
actions, plaintiffs
sued defendant
members of a
political party,
alleging that the
members planned to
mount
indiscriminate
challenges in polling
places which would
disrupt voting,
Plaintiffs applied to
vacate orders
entered by the
United States Court
of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit which

delay, intimidation, and pandemonium
inside the polls and in the lines out the
door. Furthermore, the law allowing
private challengers was not narrowly
tailored to serve Ohio's compelling
interest in preventing voter fraud. The
court enjoined all defendants from
allowing any challengers other than
election judges and other electors into
the polling places throughout the state
on Election Day.
Plaintiffs contended that the members
planned to send numerous challengers
to polling places in predominantly
African--American neighborhoods to
challenge votes in an imminent
national election, which would
allegedly cause voter intimidation and
inordinate delays in voting. A district
court ordered challengers to stay out of
polling places, and another district
court ordered challengers to remain in
the polling places only as witnesses,
but the appellate court stayed the
orders. The United States Supreme
Court, acting through a single Circuit
Justice, declined to reinstate the
injunctions for prudential reasons,
despite the few hours left until the
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Jacksonville
Coalition for
Voter Prot. v.
Hood

United States
District Court for
the Middle
District of
Florida

351 F.
Supp. 2d
1326;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
26522

October 25,
2004

1W
I, XIV, and XV.

Plaintiffs, voter
protection coalition,
union, and voters,
filed an emergency
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
argued that African
Americans in the
county had less
opportunity than
other members of
the state's electorate
to vote in the
upcoming election,
and that defendants,
elections officials',

ates of the NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not free to reject them.
The court found that: plaintiffs had a
substantial likelihood of prevailing on
the merits of their claim that the
applications were improperly rejected;
plaintiffs would be irreparably injured
absent an injunction; the potential
harm to defendants was outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries; and an injunction
was in the public interest. Injunction
granted.
The coalition, the union, and the voters
based their claim on the fact that the
county had the largest percentage of
African--American registered voters of
any major county in the state, and, yet,
other similarly-sized counties with
smaller African--American registered
voter percentages had more early
voting sites. Based on that, they argued
that African--American voters in the
county were disproportionally affected.
The court found that while it may have
been true that having to drive to an
early voting site and having to wait in
line may cause people to be
inconvenienced, inconvenience did not
result in a denial of meaningful access

,
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implementation of
early voting
procedures violated
the Voting Rights
Act and their
constitutional rights,

Taylor v. Howe

United States
Court of Appeals
for the Eighth
Circuit

225 F.3d
993;
2000
U.S.
App.
LEXIS
22241

August 31,
2000
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Plaintiffs, African
American voters,
poll watchers, and
candidates appealed
from a judgment of
the United States
District Court for the
Eastern District of
Arkansas in favor of
defendants, elections
commissioners and
related individuals,
on their § 1983
voting rights claims
and contended the

to the political process. Thus, the
coalition, the union, and the voters had
not established a likelihood of success
on the merits of their claim that the
county's implementation of early
voting procedures violated § 2 of the
Voting Rights Act. Moreover, the
coalition, the union, and the voters
failed to establish a likelihood of
success on the merits of their § 1983
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment
claims, which required a higher proof
of discriminatory purpose and effect.
Injunction denied.
The court of appeals affirmed--in--part,
reversed--in--part, and remanded the
district court's judgment. The court
found that the district court's fmding of
a lack of intentional discrimination was
appropriate as to many defendants.
However, as to some of the individual
voters' claims for damages, the court
held "a definite and firm conviction"
that the district court's findings were
mistaken. The court noted that the
argument that a voter's name was
misspelled in the voter register, with a
single incorrect letter, was a flimsy
pretext and, accordingly, held that the
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Stewart v.
Blackwell

United States
District Court for
the Northern
District of Ohio

356 F.
Supp. 2d
791;
2004
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
26897

December
14, 2004

district court made
erroneous findings
of fact and law and
failed to appreciate
evidence of
discriminatory
intent.
Plaintiffs, including
African--American
voters, alleged that
use of punch card
voting and "central-count" optical
scanning devices by
defendants, the Ohio
Secretary of State et
al., violated their
rights under the Due
Process Clause, the
Equal Protection
Clause, and
(African--American
plaintiffs) their
rights under § 2 of
the Voting Rights
Act.

-es

district court's finding that defendant
poll workers did not racially
discriminate in denying the vote to this
plaintiff was clearly erroneous.
Affirmed in part and reversed in part.

The primary thrust of the litigation was
an attempt to federalize elections by
judicial rule or fiat via the invitation to
the court to declare a certain voting
technology unconstitutional and then
fashion a remedy. The court declined
the invitation. The determination of the
applicable voting process had always
been focused in the legislative branch
of the government. While it was true
that the percentage of residual or nonvoted ballots in the 2000 presidential
election ran slightly higher in counties
using punch card technology, that fact
standing alone was insufficient to
declare the use of the system
unconstitutional. Moreover, the highest
frequency in Ohio of residual voting
bore a direct relationship to economic
and educational factors, negating the
Voting Rights Act claim. The court
further stated that local variety in
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Taylor v. Currie

United States
District Court for
the Eastern
District of
Michigan

386 F.
Supp. 2d
929;
2005
U.S.
Dist.
LEXIS
20257

September
14, 2005

Plaintiff brought an
action against
defendants,
including a city
elections
commission,
alleging defects in a
city council primary
election pertaining
to absentee
balloting. The case
was removed to
federal court by
defendants. Pending
before the court was
a motion to remand,
filed by plaintiff.

voting technology did not violate the
Equal Protection Clause, even if the
different technologies.had different
levels of effectiveness in recording
voters' intentions, so long as there was
some rational basis for the technology
choice. It concluded that defendants'
cost and security reasons for the use of
punch card ballots were plausible.
This action involved issues pertaining
to absentee ballots. Plaintiff alleged
that defendants were not complying
with state laws requiring certain
eligibility checks before issuing
absentee ballots. The state court issued
an injunction preventing defendants
from mailing absentee ballots.
Defendants removed the action to
federal court and plaintiff sought a
remand. Defendants argued that not
mailing the absentee ballots would
violate the Voting Rights Act, because
it would place a restriction only on the
City of Detroit, which was
predominately African—American. The
court ordered the case remanded
because it found no basis under 28
U.S.C.S. §§ 1441 or 1443 for federal
jurisdiction. Defendants' mere
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Introduction
Charge Under HAVA

Under the Help America Vote Act, Pub. L. No. 107-252, 116 Stat. 1666 (2002)
("HAVA"), the United States Election Assistance Commission is charged with
developing national statistics on voter fraud and developing methods of deterring and
investigating voter fraud. Also, the Commission is charged with developing methods of
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
Scope of Project

The Commission employed a bipartisan team of legal consultants; % va Wang and Job
Serebrov to develop a preliminary overview work product to detenminehe quantity and
quality of vote fraud and voter intimidation that is present on a national '`scale. The
consultants' work is neither comprehensive nor conclusive .,;This first phase of an
envisioned two-phase project was constrained by both, time and funding. The"
consultants' conclusions and recommendations for phase II will be contained in this
report.
The consultants, working without the aid of a support staff, divided most of the work.
However, the final work product was mutually checked and approved. They agreed upon
the steps that were taken needed and the method employed.°''For all of the documentary
sources, the consultants,' limited, the time period under review from January 1, 2001 to
January 1, 2006. The research preformed by the consultants included interviews, an
extensive Nexis search'a.review:of existing literature, and case research.
Interviews: The consultants chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the

categories-'of types- of: people they wanted to interview. Then the consultants separately,
equally filled those categories with a certain number of people. Due to time and resource
constraints,, the consultants had to pare down this list substantially – for instance, they
had to rule out; interviewing prosecutors altogether – but still got a good range of people
to talk to. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers
and judges. Although the consultants were able to talk to most of the people they wanted
to, some were unavailable and a few were not comfortable speaking to them, particularly
judges. The consultants together conducted all of the interviews, either by phone or in
person. Then the consultants split up drafting the summaries. All summaries were
reviewed and mutually approved. Most of the interviews were extremely informative and
the consultants found the interviewees to be extremely knowledgeable and insightful for
the most part.
enormous list of possible Nexis search
terms. It soon became obvious that it would be impossible to conduct the research that
way. As a result, consultant Wang performed the Nexis search by finding search term
combinations that would yield virtually every article on a particular subject from the last

Nexis: Initially, the consultants developed

an
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five years. Consultant Serebrov approved the search terms. Then Wang created an excel
spreadsheet in order to break down the articles in way in which they could be effectively
analyzed for patterns. Each type of fraud is broken down in a separate chart according to
where it took place, the date, the type of election it occurred in, what the allegation was,
the publication it came from. Where there was a follow up article, any information that
that suggested there had been some further action taken or some resolution to the
allegation was also included. For four very complicated and long drawn out situations Washington State, Wisconsin, South Dakota in 2004, and the vote buying cases in a
couple of particular jurisdictions over the last several years –written summaries with
news citations are provided.
Existing Literature: Part of the selections made by the consultants resulted from
consultant Wang's long-term familiarity with the material while part was the result of a
joint web search for articles and books on vote fraud and voter intimidation and
suggestions from those interviewed by the consultants. The consultants reviewed a wide
range of materials from government reports and investigations, to academic literature, to
reports published by advocacy groups. The consultants believe that they covered the
landscape of available sources.
Cases: In order to property identify all applicable cases, the consultants first developed
an extensive word search term list. A tWestLaw search was _performed and the first one
hundred cases under each word search term were then gathered in individual files. This
resulted in a total of approximately 44,000, cases.Most of these cases were federal as
opposed to state and appellate as opposed to trail Consultant Serebrov analyzed the
cases in each file to determine if they were on point. If he found that the first twenty
cases were inapplicable. Serebrov- would sample forty to fifty other file cases at random
to determine applicability, . If the entire file did not yield any cases, the file would be
discarded. All discarded'; word search.. terms were recorded in a separate file. Likewise, if
the file only. yielded: a few applicable cases, it would also be discarded. However, if a
small but significant number of cases were on point, the file was later charted. The
results :of the case search were stark ,because relatively few applicable cases were found.

4
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Working Definition of Fraud and Intimidation
Note: The definition provided below is for the purposes of this EAC project. Most of the
acts described come within the federal criminal definition offraud, but some may not.

Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when there is a duty
to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that can impact on election
outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by which persons register to vote; the
way in which ballots are obtained, marked, or tabulated; and the process by which
election results are canvassed and certified.
Examples include the following:
• falsifying voter registration information pertinent to 'eligibility to cast a vote, (e.g.
residence, criminal status, etc).;
• altering completed voter registration applications by entering false information;
• knowingly destroying completed voter registration. applications (other ``than
spoiled applications) before they can be submitted to the proper election
authority;
• knowingly removing eligible voters from voter registration lists, in violation of
HAVA, NVRA, or state election laws;
• intentional destruction by election officials {of,voter registration records or
balloting records, in violation of records= retention laws, to remove evidence of
election fraud,
• vote buying
• voting in the name of another;
• voting more than once,
• coercing a:voter's choice on an absentee ballot;
• using a false name and/or signature on an absentee ballot;
• destroying or misappropriatingan absentee ballot;
• felons, or in some states ex-felons, who vote when they know they are ineligible
to do so
• misleading an ex-felon about his or her right to vote;
ens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• voting by non -citizens
• intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression or deterrence, including the
abuse of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing voters to the
wrong polling place or providing false information on polling hours and dates);
• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide ballots, or
to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the Uniformed and Overseas
Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter registration or
voting, or interfering with vote counting and the certification of the vote.

DOOM
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Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter registration, balloting,
or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For purposes of the EAC study, it also does
not include violations of campaign finance laws.
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Summaries of Research Conducted
Interviews
Common Themes

• There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
• There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
although it may create the perception that vote fraud .is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.
• Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new aidentification requirements arethe modem version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppress ion , zespecially m ;some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem' of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at' the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.
• Several people indicate — including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.
• The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
7
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implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat –
will reduce this problem dramatically.
Common Recommendations:

• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation 'A'dvocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of; the ; Department of Justice to
t`''
pursue complaints.
o With respect to the civil rights section, John Tanner indicated that fewer
cases are being brought because fewer are warranted it has become
increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation and
suppression are credible since it; depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties,; are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now chan ged the entire landscape – race
based problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and
unequal implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of such situations actually occurring and the section
has not pursued any such cases.
o Craig Donsanto of the publicintegnty section says that while the number
of election',>fraudhrelated complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number of
cases the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
section is pursuing are •both up dramatically. Since 2002, the department
has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than ever before ,`Mr. Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more and '.would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal
Ito assumez"urisdiction
jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute;. people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud. Of particular note, Sarah
Ball Johnson, Executive Director of Elections for Kentucky, emphasized that
having had an effective statewide voter registration database for more than thirty
years has helped that state avoid most of the fraud problems that have bee alleged
elsewhere, such as double voting and felon voting.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment
;;Ff'°'
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• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill
• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.
• A few recommend enacting a national identification _Card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker CommissionReport.
• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for
1i the distribution
of voting machines
ttEi i
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Absentee Ballot Fraud
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According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused m a variety of ways:
• Campaign workers, candidates and others coercethe voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters
• Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased
• Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple: times
It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number : of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.
While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
Voter Registration Fraud

6
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According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
• Registering in the name of dead people
• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses
• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with
There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New ` York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression
This is the area which had the most articles in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
E4

This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 — there were several
allegations
g
made duringg eve
°every }dear studied. Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter.. intimidation; and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.
A very high,: number_ of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers:: at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges;•; were concentrated in immigrant communities.
However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:
• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines

10
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Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"
There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the problemturned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter lists, ,a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actuaTl3y4
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a
ballot and in person. A few instances,nvolved people
and on Election Day, which calls into question the pro
the voting lists. In many instances, the person,;chargec
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a'
county and there was one substantiated case. invo'lvii
state. Other instances in which such efforts were all
In the case of votin
registration list not
list as eli gible to: w
analysis of five such
found two Deonle to
As usual, there were a disr
Notably, there were three
mail.

harged and/or convicted for
►n voting both by absentee
ig both during early voting
to king and maintenance of
ned`not to have voted twice
voting in more than one
ton voting in more than one
ere disproved by officials.

me of a dead person,; the problem lay in the voter
perly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
Jerson taking criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
such; cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
ed in the names of the dead in 2005.
onate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by-

Vote Buying
There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.
Deceptive Practices
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In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.
Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding no
seven all together, in seven different states across
split between allegations of noncitizens registerin
charges were filed against ten individuals. In one
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances pr
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allege

itizen registration and voting – just
e: country. They were also evenly
ind noncitizens votg; 1;In one case
ise a judge in a civil suit found there
vted official investi gation's. Two
voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some: of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem has been the large number
of ineligible felons that remained on the voting lists
Election Official Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by,, elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to; determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots,_ unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which' widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State.' The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had: committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.
Existing Research

There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
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written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations; made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
• There is as much evidence, and as'i much concern, about' structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse`` of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement poor maintenance of databases and identification
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem. -On balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is
commonly described in the political debate, but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.
• There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity, it presents for fraud.
• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.
• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.
• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
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Cases
After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state triallevel decisions.
`FE.
Methodology
The following is a summary of interviews conducted with a; number of politrcalscientisl
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive exat ination of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further 'questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.
intimidation, we should look to
In analyzing instances of alleged
xperts use two sources: the Uniform
criminology as a model. In crim
to the police, and the Victimization
Crime Reports, which are all ren
ther a particular incident has happened
Survey, w
mmon allegations are, we should
the
to them. 2
conduct a survey of the general._ public that ask whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This
would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the
services of an expert in survey data collection. (Stephen Ansolobohere, MIT)
Several political scientists with expertise in these types of studies recommended a
methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a limited survey. In
determining, who to interview and where the focus groups should be drawn from,
they recommend the following procedure:

o Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud
and/or intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and
demographically diverse, and have had a diversity of problems
o Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
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o Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among
the states and what may give rise to them.
In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election
officers, they recommend that:
o The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
o The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have
not been a large number of allegations
(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard
Grofman, UC – Irvine)
Another political scientist recommended employing `a methodology that relies on
qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and, experts on all
sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data collected through a survey of state
case studies. Case studies
and local elections and law enforcement officials:
should focus on the five or ten states, regions or cities where there has been a
history of election fraud to examine past and present problems. The survey
should be mailed to each state's attorney general and secretary of state, each
county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the 50
states. (Lorraine Minnite,
The research should be a,two-step process. Using LexisNexis and other research
tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the past decade.
Second, interviews with aisystematic sample of election officials nationwide and
in selected states`shouldabeconducted. ,(Chandler Davidson, Rice University)
One expert in the field posits that we can never come up with a number that

accurately represents either' the :: incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it would
actually "take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of activity
and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating them. (Wendy
Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)
• Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:
o Find out where there were federal observers
o Get precinct level voting information for those places
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o Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those
places with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem
anomalous.
Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries
examined by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study
could be effectively replicated in this country by sending observers to a random
sample of precincts. Rather than compare the incumbent's vote share, such
factors such as voter complaints, voter turnout, number of provisional ballots
used, composition of the electorate, as well as any anomalous voting results could
be compared between sites with and without monitors .:;;^;^t'`"<<:_;;
For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if reputable monitors make
intimidation less likely or voters more confident, then turnout should be higher on
average in monitored precincts than in unmonitored precincts If polling station
officials are intentionally refusing to issue provisional ballots, acid :the polling
station officials are more likely to adhere to regulations while being monitored,
the average number of provisional ballots should be higher in monitored precincts
than in unmonitored precincts. If monitors cause polling station officials to
adhere more closely to regulations, then there should be fewer complaints (in
general) about monitored than unmonitored precincts! (this could also be reversed
if monitors made voters more likely to complain).
Again, random assignment controls fur all of the'tother factors that otherwise
influence these v. ariables.
One of the downsides of:tl is approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud,
e.g. absentee ballot fraud; those would have to be analyzed separately.
.t^ w
Another political, scientist, recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal
voting often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances
of double voting are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons
found on voting records. Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law),
deceased, ;and of non citizen voting are based on matching lists of names, birth
dates, and sometimes addresses of such people against a voting records. Anyone
with basic relational database skills can perform such matching in a matter of
minutes.
However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly
over-estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored
middle names and suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore,
there is a surprising statistical fact that a group of about three hundred people with
the same first and last name are almost assured to share the exact same birth date,
including year. In a large state, it is not uncommon for hundreds of Robert
Smiths (and other common names) to have voted. Thus, allegations of vote fraud
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or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching almost assuredly will find a
large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally or are registered to
vote legally.
Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be
expected to be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here:
randomly assign a birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how
many match within the list or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times
to average out the variation due to chance. The results can then be matched back
to actual voting records and purge lists, for example, in the hotly contested states
of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day registration where there are
concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting. This analysis will
rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and nay very well find
instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might have otherwise happened by
chance.
This same political scientist also recommends another way to examiine the
problem: look at statistics on provisional voting thenumber cast might provide
indications of intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number
of those not counted would he indications of "vote fraud." One could look at those
jurisdictions in the Election Day Survey with a disproportionate number of
provisional ballots cast and cross reference it with demographics and number of
provisional ballots discarded. (Michael McDonald, George Mason University)
Spencer Overton;::, n a forthcoming law review article entitled Voter Identification,
suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—investigations of voter
fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote, and an examination of
death rolls provide'^a.better understanding of the frequency of fraud. He says all
three approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and thus the best studies would
employ all three to assess the extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:
I. Investigations and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud

Policymakers should develop databases that record all
investigations, allegations, charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and
plea bargains , regarding voter fraud. Existing studies are incomplete
but provide- some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each of
Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of
ineligible persons attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes
cast in the state's 2002 and 2004 general elections. This is a fraud rate
of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker Commission's Report noted
that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89 individuals
with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their
felon status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration
information, and voting improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the
context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast between October 2002 and
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August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent (note
also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by
a photo identification requirement).
A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud
that could be prevented by a photo identification requirement from
other types of fraud — such as absentee voting and stuffing ballot
boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led law enforcement
to prosecute fraud. The. study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the
records of local district attorneys and election boards
Hard data on investigations, allegations, pleas, and
prosecutions is important because it quantifies the amount of fraud
officials detect. Even if prosecutors vigorously pursue voter fraud,
however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does not capture
the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by survey's of
voters and a comparison of voting rolls to death rolls.
2. Random Surveys of Voters;;;_;;:..

Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of
votes cast fraudulently. For ex` mple, political scientists could contact
a statistically representative sampling of 1.000 people who purportedly
voted at the polls in the last election, ask them if they actually voted,
and confirm; the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers should
conduct the survey soon ;after an election to locate as many legitimate
voters: as possible with fresh =memories.
Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social
good, some wlo did not vote might claim that they did, which may
underestimate the extent of fraud. A surveyor might mitigate this
skew' through the'• framing of the question ("I've got a record that you
voted Is that true?").
Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and
others will refuse to talk to researchers. Photo identification
proponents might construe these non-respondents as improper
registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.
Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of
fraud, researchers might reduce the margin of error by focusing on a
random sampling of voters who signed affidavits in the three states
that request photo identification but also allow voters to establish their
identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In
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South Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed
affidavits to establish their identity. If the survey indicates that 95
percent of those who signed affidavits are legitimate voters (and the
other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were nonresponsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the
maximum, 0.1 percent of ballots cast.
The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is
unclear whether this sample is representative of other states (the
difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of =voters). Further,
the affidavit study reveals information about the amount of fraud in a
photo identification state with an affidavit €exception--more voter
fraud may exist in a state that does not request photo identification.
3.

Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting rolls might also provide
an estimate of fraud.
Imagine that one million people live in =state A, which has no
documentary identification requirement. Death records show that
20,000 people passed away ini state A in i2003. A cross- referencing of
this list to the voter rolls shows that 10,000 of those who died were
registered voters, and these names remained on the voter rolls during
the November 2004Y; election. Researchers would look at what
percentage of the 10,000 dead-but-registered people who "voted" in
the November 2004'; election. A researcher should distinguish the
votes: cast in the name of the dead at the polls from those cast absentee
(which a photo identification requirement would not prevent). This
number would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.
This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If
fraudulent voters target the dead, the study might overestimate the
fraud -;that exists among living voters (although a low incidence of
fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud among all voters
is low). ;The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the
same name. Photo identification advocates would likely assert that the
rate of voter fraud could be higher among fictitious names registered,
and that the death record survey would not capture that type of fraud
because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would
provide important insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in
the absence of a photo identification requirement.
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Recommendations for Further EAC Activity
on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Consultants' Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews

Time and resource constraints prevented the consultants from interviewing the full range
of participants in the process. As a result, we recommend that any future activity in this
area include conducting further interviews.
In particular, we recommend that more election officials from all ' 1`'.evels of government,
parts of the country, and parties be interviewed. These individuals have the most direct
inside information on how the system works -- andat times does not vt rk. They are
often the first people voters go to when something goes wrong and are often responsible
for fixing it. They are the ones who must carry out the measures that are designed to both
prevent fraud and voter intimidation and suppression. They' will most likelyknow what,
therefore, is and is not working. .
in law; enforcement, specifically
district attorneys, as well as civil

It would also be especially beneficial
federal District Election Officers ("D
and criminal defense attorneys.
The Public Integrity Section of the
of the 93 U.S. Attorneys appoint .A
years. DEOs are required to

it Division of the Department of Justice has all
U.S , Attorneys to serve as DEOs for two

• screen and conduct preliminary'invesiigations of complaints, in conjunction with
the FBI and PIN, to determine whether they constitute potential election crimes
and should become matters for investigation;
• oversee the investigation and prosecution of election fraud and other election
crimes .in their districts;
• coordinate their district's (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ
headquarters: prosecutors;
• coordinate election matters with state and local election and law enforcement
officials and make them aware of their availability to assist with election-related
matters;
• issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone numbers of
DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about voting or
election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and
• supervise a team of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who are
appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on
election day.'
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Given the great responsibilities of the DEOs, and the breadth of issues they must deal
with, they undoubtedly are great resources for information and insight as to what types of
fraud and i ntimidation/suppression are occurring in their districts.
In many situations, however, it is the local district attorneys who will investigate election
fraud and suppression tactics, especially in local elections. They will be able to provide
information on what has gone on in their jurisdictions, as well as which matters get
pursued and why.
Finally, those who defend people accused of election related crimes would also be useful
to speak to. They may have a different perspective on how well the system is working to
detect, prevent, and prosecute election fraud.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Nexis Research
The Nexis search conducted for this phase of the research was based on f a list of search
terms agreed upon by both consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewei{and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations Of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. However, without being able to go beyond the agreed
search terms, it could not be determined whether there was any later determination
regarding the allegations, investigation or charges brought. This leaves a gaping hole: it
is impossible to know if the article is just "reporting on `.`talk" or what turns out to be a
serious affront to the system.
As a result, we recommend that follow up Nexis research be conducted to determine
what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case. This would provide a
much more accurate picture of what types of activities are actually taking place.
Recommendation 3: .:-=Follow Upon Allegations Found in Literature Review
Similarly, many allegations:. are made in the reports and books that we analyzed and
summarized Those allegations are often not substantiated in any way and are inherently
time limited by the date of the writing. Despite this, such reports and books are
frequently cited by various,"interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation.
Therefore, we recommend follow up to the literature review: for those reports and books
that make or cite specific instances of fraud or intimidation, a research effort should be
made to follow up on those references to see if and how they were resolved.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints File With MyVotel Project Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
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In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints." The researchers in charge of this project have done a great deal of work to
parse and analyze the data collected through this process, including going through the
audio messages and categorizing them by the nature of the complaint. These categories
include registration, absentee ballot, poll access, ballot/screen, coercion/intimidation,
identification, mechanical, provisional (ballot).
We recommend that further research include making full use of this data with the
cooperation of the project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the
self-selection of the callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints should provide
a good deal of insight into the problems voters experienced, especially, those in the nature
of intimidation or suppression
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice

Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety in ways ;it_tracks complaints of voter
intimidation," the Section was extremely reluctant to provide the consultants with useful
information. Further attempts should be made to obtain relevant data. This includes the
telephone logs of complaints the Section keeps and information from the database – the
Interactive Case Management (ICM) system ,,the Section maintains on complaints
received and the corresponding action taken. We also recommend that further research
include a review and analysis of the observer and monitor field reports from Election Day
that must be filed with the Section.
Recommendation 6 Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers

Similarly, the consults believe it would be useful for any further research to include a
review ofthe reports that must be filed by every District Election Officer to the Public
Integrity' Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. As noted above,
the IDEOsplay a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud and investigating and
pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely provide tremendous
insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections. Where necessary,
information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7:' 4ttend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium

The consultants also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to
include attendance at the next Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According
to the Department,"
Prosecutors serving as District Election Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys'
Offices are required to attend annual training conferences on fighting
election fraud and voting rights abuses... These conferences are sponsored
by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity
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Section of the Criminal Division, and feature presentations by Civil Rights
officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the
U.S. Attorneys' Offices. As a result of these conferences, there is a
nationwide increase in Department expertise relating to the prosecution of
election crimes and the enforcement of voting rights.
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
• How District Election Officers are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their
resources on, how they are instructed to respond to various types of complaints
• How information about previous election and voting issues is presented
• How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing
g; election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act
are described and explained to participants
!?-^>._,
Recommendation 8: Employ Academic or Individual to Conduct Statif
tal Research

Included in this report is a summary of various methodologies .political scientists and
others suggested to measure voter fraud and intimidation:; While we note the skepticism
of the Working Group in this regard w. nonetheless recommend that in order to further
the mission of providing unbiased data, further activity in this area include an academic
institution and/or individual that focuses, n sound, statistical 'methods for political
science research.
Recommendation 9:

Finally, consultant Tova Wang recommends that: future researchers review federal law to
explore ways to make it easier to impose_ either civil or criminal penalties for acts of
intimidation that do not necessarily involve racial animus and/or a physical or economic
threat.
According to Craig Donsanto, longtime Director of the Election Crimes Branch, Public
Integrity Section, Criminal-Division•of the U.S. Department of Justice:
As with other statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any
jurisprudence to the contrary, it is the Criminal Division's position that
section 1973gg-10(I) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present
violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are
enforced by the Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies."
Mr. Donsanto reiterated these points to us on several occasions, including at the working
group meeting.
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As a result, researchers should examine if there is some way in which current law might
be revised or new laws passed that would reach voter intimidation that does not threaten
the voter physically or financially, but rather threatens the voter's right to vote as a
tangible value in itself. Such an amendment or law would reach all forms of voter
intimidation, no matter if it is motivated by race, party, ethnicity or any other criteria.
The law would then potentially cover, for example, letters and postcards with language
meant to deter voters from voting and both pre-election and Election Day challengers that
are clearly mounting challenges solely on illegitimate bases.
In the alternative to finding a way to criminalize such behavior, researchers might
examine ways to invigorate measures to deter and punish voter intimidation under the
civil law. For example, there might be a private right of action created for voters or
groups who have been subjected to intimidation tactics in the voting process. Such an
action could be brought against individual offenders; any state or local actor where there
is a pattern of repeated abuse in the jurisdiction that, such, officials did not take sufficient
action against; and organizations that intentionally engage in intimidating; practices. As a
penalty upon finding liability, civil damages could be available plus perhaps attorney's
fees.
Another, more modest measure would be, as has been suggested by Ana Henderson and
Christopher Edley,"' to bring parity to fines for violations under the Voting Rights Act.
Currently the penalty for fraud is $10,000 while the penalty for "acts to deprive the right to
vote is $5,000.
Working Group Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Employ Observers To Collect Data in the 2006 and/or 2008
Elections

At the working group meeting, there was much discussion about using observers to
collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in the upcoming elections. Mr.
Ginsberg recommended using representatives of both parties for the task. Mr. Bauer and
others objected to this, believing that using partisans as observers would be unworkable
and would not be credible tothe public.
There was even greater concern about the difficulties in getting access to poll sites for the
purposes of observation. Most states strictly limit who can be in the polling place. In
addition, there are already so many groups doing observation and monitoring at the polls,
administrators might object. There was further concern that observers would introduce a
variable into the process that would impact the outcome. The very fact that observers
were present would influence behavior and skew the results.
Moreover, it was pointed out, many of the problems we see now with respect to fraud and
intimidation does not take place at the polling place, e.g. absentee ballot fraud and
deceptive practices. Poll site monitoring would not capture this activity. Moreover, with
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increased use of early voting, poll site monitoring might have to go on for weeks to be
effective, which would require tremendous resources.
Mr. Weinberg suggested using observers in the way they are utilized in international
elections. Such observers come into a jurisdiction prior to the election, and use
standardized forms at the polling sites to collect data.
Recommendation 2: Do a Study on Absentee Ballot Fraud
The working group agreed that since absentee ballot fraud is the main form of fraud
occurring, and is a practice that is great expanding throughout the country, it would make
sense to do a stand-alone study of absentee ballot fraud. Such a„study would be
facilitated by the fact that there already is a great deal of information on how, when,
where and why such practices are carried out based on cases successfully prosecuted.
Researchers could look at actual cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are
conducted in an effort to provide recommendations `on more effective measures for
preventing them.
'U

Recommendation 3: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud'
Working group members were supportive of one of the methodologies recommended for
studying this issue, risk analysis. As Mr. Bauer put it, based` on the assumption that
people act rationally, do an examination of what types of fraud people are most likely to
commit, given the relative costs and benefits In that ``way, I =researchers can rank the types
of fraud that are the easiest to commit at the least cost with the greatest effect, from most
to least likely to occur. This might prove a more practical way of measuring the
problems than trying to actually get a number of acts of fraud and/or intimidation
occurring. Mr. Greenbaum added .that,one would want to examine what conditions
surrounding an election would be most 'likely °to lead to an increase in fraud. Mr. Rokita
objected based on- his belief that the passions of partisanship lead people to not act
rationally in an election.
Recommendation 4: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Picking up on a suggestion made by Spencer Overton and explained in the suggested
methodology section, Mr. II eame recommended studying the issue using statistical
database matching. Researchers should compare the voter roll and the list of people who
actually voted to see if there are "dead” and felon voters. Because of the inconsistent
quality of the databases, however, a political scientist would need to work in an
appropriate margin of error when using such a methodology.
Recommendation 5: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
' See Appendix C, and section on methodology
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groups, including the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices, which may be available for review and analysis. This is also an area in which
there is often tangible evidence, such as copies of the flyers and postcards themselves.
All of this information should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 6: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure As
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
The EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure `'can;be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
E t ",;.
Recommendation 7: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts that are running before, during and 'after election day would be an
effective means of disposing with complaints and violations in an expeditious manner.
Pennsylvania employs such a system, and the EAC should consider investigating how
well it is working to deal with fraud and intimidationproblems...-,-
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Key Working Group Observations and Concerns
Working Group Observations
1. The main problems today are structural barriers to voting and administrative
error. Mr. Perez observed that, in accordance with the research, the biggest

issues today are structural barriers to voting, not stealing votes. Election
administrators share this view. Election fraud is negligible, and to the extent it
occurs, it needs to be prosecuted with stronger criminal laws. The biggest
problem is properly preparing people, which is the responsibility of election
administrators.
2. Most fraud and intimidation is happening outside; of the polling place. Mr.

Greenbaum observed that with respect to both voter fraud and voter suppression,
such as deceptive practices and tearing up , voter registration forms,:most of that is
taking place outside of the polling place :;%`
sa=e7:
:^^.
:ii
3. This issue cannot be addressed through one stud y or one methodology alone.

Mr. Weinberg observed that since there is such a variety in types of fraud and
intimidation, one solution will not lit all. It will be impossible to obtain data or
resolve any of these problems through a single method
4. The preliminary research conducted for this project is extremely valuable.
Several of the working group members complimented the quality of the research

done and although it is only preliminary, thought it would be useful and
informative in the immediate future.
5. The Department of Justice is exploring expanding its reach over voter
suppression activities In the context of the conversation about defining voter

intimidation, Mr. Donsanto pointed out that while voter intimidation was strictly
defined by the criminal law, his section is beginning to explore the slightly
different concept of vote suppression, and how to pursue it. He mentioned the
phone jamming case in New Hampshire as an initial success in this effort. He
noted that lie believes that vote suppression in the form of deceptive practices
ought to be a crime and the section is exploring ways to go after it within the
existing statutory construct. Mr. Bauer raised the example of a party sending
people dressed in paramilitary outfits to yell at people as they go to the polls,
telling them they have to show identification. Mr. Donsanto said that under the
laws he has to work with today, such activity is not considered corrupt. He said
that his lawyers are trying to "bend" the current laws to address aggravated cases
of vote suppression, and the phone jamming case is an example of that. Mr.
Donsanto said that within the Department, the term vote "suppression" and
translating it into a crime is a "work in progress."
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6. Registration fraud does not translate into vote fraud. Ms. Rogers, Mr. Donsanto

and others stated that although phony voter registration applications turned in by
people being paid by the form was a problem, it has not been found in their
experience to lead to fraudulent voters at the polls. Ms. Rogers said such people
were motivated by money, not defrauding the election.
7. Handling of voter fraud and intimidation complaints varies widely across states
and localities. Ms. Rogers and others observed that every state has its own

process for intake and review of complaints of fraud and intimidation, and that
procedures often vary within states. The amount of authority secretaries of state
have to address such problems also is different in every state :Mr. Weinberg
stated he believed that most secretaries of state did not have authority to do
anything about these matters. Participants discussed whether secretaries ought to
be given greater authority so as to centralize the process, as;AVA has mandated
in other areas.
Working Group Concerns

1. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the purpose of the present project ought to be on
assessing the level of fraud and where it is, rather=than on developing methods for
making such measurements. lie believed that methodology should be the focus,
"rather than opinions of interviewees." He was concerned,` that the EAC would be
in a position of "adding to the universe of opinions."
h'

2. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the ":opinions" accumulated in the research "is a
fair sampling of what's out there." Ms.
responded that one of the purposes
of the research was to explore whether there is a method available to actually
quantify in some way how much fraud there is and where it is, occurring in the
electoral process. Mr. Rokita replied that "Maybe at the end of the day we stop
spending taxpayer moneyor it's going to be too much to spend to find that kind of
=data. Otherwise, we will °stop ,it.:here and recognize there is a huge difference of
opinion on that issue: of fraud,'when it occurs is obtainable, and that would
possibly be a conclusion of the EAC." Ms. Sims responded that she thought it
would be; possible to get better statistics on fraud and there might be a way of
"identifying at this point certain parts in the election process that are more
vulnerable, that we should be addressing."
Mr. Rokita stated that, "We're not sure that fraud at the polling place doesn't
exist. We can't conclude that."
4. Mr. Rokita expressed concern about working with a political scientist. He
believes that the "EAC needs to be very careful in who they select, because all the
time and effort and money that's been spent up to date and would be spent in the
future could be invalidated by a wrong selection in the eyes of some group."
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Appendix 1
List of Individuals Interviewed
Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center
William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defen?
Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson, Rice University
Tracey Campbell, author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter
identification litigation)._..,
Heather Dawn Thompson; Director of Government Relations, National Congress of
American Indians
Jason Torchinsky, Assistant General Counsel, American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights
Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice
Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
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Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department of Justice
Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
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Ap pendix 2
List of Literature Reviewed
Reports
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow,"
December. 6, 2004.
Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23,
December 30, 2002.
Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections
Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office "Preliminary Findings of Joint
Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud,':.'. May 10, 2005.
National Commission on Federal Election Reform, `Building Confidence in U.S.
Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American University,
September 2005.
The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton,
Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington FUniversity School of Law
"Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform,"
September 19, 2005.= :.:..
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale..Kenny, Vi and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot
Security Programs -Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression – or Both?" A Report
to the Center for Voting Rights & Protection, September, 2004.
Alec Ewald "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American
Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project, November 2005.
American Center for. Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the
2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15,
2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General," The Brennan
Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in
Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
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Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2004."
Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity Section,
Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.rulenglish/library/international/eng_-1'999-11.html
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People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynewshtm
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Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United State Federal Taw," IFES
Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
f

General Accounting Office, 'Election;
Managing Voter Registration and Ens
Congressional Requesters, September

of Selected =Local Election Officials on
gable Citizens Can Vote," Report to

Lori Minnite and David .Callahan, "SecunngEtl e Vote: A i Analysis of Election Fraud,"
Demos: A Network .of Ideas and Action, 200;;;
People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers" Committee for Civil Rights,
"Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections," December 2004
Books
John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter
Books, 2004.
Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in
American, Nation Books, 2005.
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political
Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential Elections, from
Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
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Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Legal

Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana
(Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 `h Circuit 06-2218
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Ap pendix 3
Excerpt from "Machinery of Democracy," a Brennan Center Report
APPENDIX C
BRENNAN CENTER TASK FORCE ON VOTING SYSTEM SECURITY,
LAWRENCE NORDEN, CHAIR
Excerpted from pp. 8-19
METHODOLOGY
The Task Force concluded, and the peer review team at NIST agreed, .that the
best approach for comprehensively evaluating voting system threats was to: (1)
identify and categorize the potential threats against voting systems, (2) prioritize
these threats based upon an agreed upon metric {which would tell us how diff cult
each threat is to accomplish from the attacker's point of view), and (3) determine,
utilizing the same metric employed to p ri o ri tize threats, how much more
difficult each of the catalogued attacks would become =after various sets of
countermeasures
are implemented.
This model allows us to identify the attacks we should be most concerned about
(i.e., the most practical and least difficultfattacks). Furthermore, it allows us to
quantify the potential effectiveness of various sets of countermeasures (i.e., how
difficult the least. difficult attack is after the, countermeasure has been implemented).
Other potential models considered, but ultimately rejected by the Task
Force, are detailed in'Appendix

B:

IDENTIFICATION OF THREATS
The first step in creating a threat model for voting systems was to identify as many
potential attacks as possible. To that end, the Task Force, together with the participating
election: officials, spent several months identifying voting system vulnerabilities.
Following this work, KIST held a Voting Systems Threat Analysis
Workshop on October 7, 2005. Members of the public were invited to write up
and post additional potential attacks. Taken together, this work produced over
120 potential attacks on the three voting systems. They are detailed in the catalogs
annexed.20 Many of the attacks are described in more detail at

htty ://vote.nist.gov/threats/papers htm.
The types of threats detailed in the catalogs can be broken down into nine categories:
(1) the insertion of corrupt software into machines prior to Election Day;
(2) wireless and other remote control attacks on voting machines on Election Day;
(3) attacks on tally servers; (4) miscalibration of voting machines; (5) shut off of
voting machine features intended to assist voters; (6) denial of service attacks; (7)
actions by corrupt poll workers or others at the polling place to affect votes cast;
(8) vote buying schemes; (9) attacks on ballots or VVPT. Often, the actual attacks
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involve some combination of these categories. We provide a discussion of each
type of attack in "Categories of Attacks," infra at pp. 24-27.
PRIORITIZING THREATS:
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS METRIC
Without some form of prioritization, a compilation of the threats is of limited
value. Only by prioritizing these various threats could we help election officials
identify which attacks they should be most concerned about, and what steps
could be taken to make such attacks as difficult as possible. As discussed below, we
have determined the level of difficulty for each attack where theattacker is
attempting to affect the outcome of a close statewide election 21
There is no perfect way to determine which attacks are the least difficult, because
each attack requires a different mix of resources – well-placed insiders, money,
programming skills, security expertise, etc. Different attackers would',find certain
resources easier to acquire than others. For example, election fraud committed by
local election officials would always involve well-placed insiders and a thorough
understanding of election procedures; at the same time, there is no reason to
expect such officials to have highly skilled hackers or first-rate programmers
working with them. By contrast, election fraud carried out by a foreign government
would likely start with plenty of money and technically skilled attackers, but
probably without many conveniently placed insiders or detailed knowledge of
election procedures.
Ultimately, we decided to use the "number of informed participants" as the metric
for determining attack difficulty. An attack which uses fewer participants is
deemed the easier attack
We have defined "informed participant" as someone whose participation is needed
to make the attack work, and who iknows .,enough about the attack to foil or
expose it. TThis is to be distinguished from a participant who unknowingly assists
the attack by performing a task that is integral to the attack's successful execution
without understanding that the task is part of an attack on voting systems.
The reason for using "the security metric "number of informed participants" is
relatively straightforward: the larger a conspiracy is, the more difficult it would be
to keep it secret. Where an attacker can carry out an attack by herself, she need
only trust herself. On the other hand, a conspiracy that requires thousands of
people to take part (like a vote-buying scheme) also requires thousands of people
to keep quiet. The larger the number of people involved, the greater the likelihood
that one of them (or one who was approached, but declined to take part)
would either inform the public or authorities about the attack, or commit some
kind of error that causes the attack to fail or become known.
Moreover, recruiting a large number of people who are willing to undermine the
integrity of a statewide election is also presumably difficult. It is not hard to imagine
two or three people agreeing to work to change the outcome of an election.
It seems far less likely that an attacker could identify and employ hundreds or
thousands of similarly corrupt people without being discovered.
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We can get an idea of how this metric works by looking at one of the threats listed
in our catalogs: the vote-buying threat, where an attacker or attackers pay individuals
to vote for a particular candidate. This is Attack Number 26 in the PCOS
Attack Catalogzz (though this attack would not be substantially different against
DREs or DREs w/ VVPT).23 In order to work under our current types of voting
systems, this attack requires (1) at least one person to purchase votes, (2) many
people to agree to sell their votes, and (3) some way for the purchaser to confirm
that the voters she pays actually voted for the candidate she supported. Ultimately, we
determined that, while practical in smaller contests, a vote-buying attack would be an
exceptionally difficult way to affect the outcome of a statewide ; election. This is because,
even in a typically close statewide election, an attacker would need to involve thousands
of voters to ensure that she could affect the outcome of a statewide race.24
For a discussion of other metrics we considered, but ultimately rejected, see
Appendix C.
DETERMINING NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS
DETERMINING THE STEPS AND VALUES FOR EACH ATTACK

s -:

The Task Force members broke down each of the catalogued attacks into its necessary
steps. For instance, Attack 12 in `the ,PCOS Attack Catalog is "Stuffing
Ballot Box with Additional Marked Ballots."25 We determined that, at a minimum,
there were three component parts to; this i attack: (1) stealing or creating the
ballots and then marking them, (2) scannin g marked ;ballots `through the PCOS
scanners, probably before the polls opened, -and (3) modify ing the poll books in
each location to ensure that the total number of votes in the ballot boxes was not
greater than the number of voters who signed in at the polling place.
Task Force members then assigned a value representing the minimum number of
persons they believed" would he necessary to accomplish each goal. For PCOS
Attack 12, the following values were assigned:zb
Minimum number =required rto.,steal or create ballots: 5 persons total.27
Minimum number required to scan marked ballots: 1 per polling place attacked.
Minimum Jnumber required to modify poll books: 1 per polling place attacked.28

After these values were assigned, the Brennan Center interviewed several election
officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and values assigned to each
attack.29 When necessary, the values and steps were modified. The new catalogs,
including attack steps and values, were then reviewed by Task Force members.
The purpose of this review was to ensure, among other things, that the steps and
values were sound.
These steps and values tell us how difficult it would be to accomplish a single attack
in a single polling place. They do not tell us how many people it would take to change
the outcome of an election successfully – that depends, of course, on specific facts
about the jurisdiction: how many votes are generally recorded in each polling
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place, how many polling places are there in the jurisdiction, and how close is the
race? For this reason, we determined that it was necessary to construct a hypothetical
jurisdiction, to which we now turn.
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS NEEDED TO CHANGE
STATEWIDE ELECTION

We have decided to examine the difficulty of each attack in the context of changing
the outcome of a reasonably close statewide election. While we are concerned
by potential attacks on voting systems in any type of election, we are most troubled
by attacks that have the potential to affect large numbers of votes. These are
the attacks that could actually change the outcome of a statewideelection with
just a handful of attack participants.
!''
We are less troubled by attacks on voting systems th, t; can only; affect a small number
of votes (and might therefore be more useful in local elections) This is
because there are many non-system attacks that can" C lso "affect a small number of
votes (i.e., sending out misleading information'about polling places, physically
intimidating voters, submitting multiple absentee bal ots, etc) Given th&fact that
these non system attacks are likely to be less difhcul mterms of number oflparticipar
financial cost, risk of detection, and time commtmei t we are uncertain
that an attacker would target voting machines to alte a ,small number of votes.
In order to evaluate how difficult it would. be for an attacker -to change the outcome
of a statewide election, we created a composite; jurisdiction The composite
jurisdiction was created to be representative of a;relatively close statewide election.
We did not want to examine a statewide, election where results were so
skewed toward one candidate (for instance, the re-election of Senator Edward M.
Kennedy in 2000, where hewon 73% of the vote3o), that reversing the election
results would be impossible'without causing extreme public suspicion. Nor did we
want to look at races where changing only a relative handful of votes (for
instance, the Governor's` race in Washington State in 2004, which was decided by
a mere 129 votes3I) could affect the outcome of an election; under this scenario,
many of the potential attacks would involve few people, and therefore look equally
difficult.
We have named our composite jurisdiction "the State of Pennasota." The State
of Pennasota is a composite of ten states: Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ohio, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota. These
states were chosen because they were the ten "battleground" states that Zogby
International consistently polled in the spring, summer, and fall 2004.32 These
are statewide elections that an attacker would have expected, ahead of time, to
be fairly close.
We have also created a composite election, which we label the "Governor's Race"
in Pennasota. The results of this election are a composite of the actual results in
the same ten states in the 2004 Presidential Election.
We have used these composites as the framework by which to evaluate the difficulty
of the various catalogued attacks.33 For instance, we know a ballot-box stuffing
attack would require roughly five people to create and mark fake ballots, as
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well as one person per polling place to stuff the boxes, and one person per polling
place to modify the poll books. But, in order to determine how many informed
participants would be needed to affect a statewide race, we need to know how
many polling places would need to be attacked.
The composite jurisdiction and composite election provide us with information
needed to answer these questions: i.e., how many extra votes our attackers would
need to add to their favored candidate's total for him to win, how many ballots
our attackers can stuff into a particular polling place's ballot box without arousing
suspicion (and related to this, how many votes are generally cast in the average
polling place), how many polling places are there in the state, etc, We provide
details about both the composite jurisdiction and election in the section entitled
"Governor's Race, State of Pennasota, 2007," infra at pp 2()427.
LIMITS OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS
'fEi^

!i.iU

Of the possible metrics we considered, we believe that measuring the number of
people who know they are involved in an attack (and thus could provideevidence
of the attack to the authorities and/or the media), is the best single measure of
attack difficulty; as already discussed, we have concluded that the more people an
attacker is forced to involve in his attack, the more likely it is that one of the participants
would reveal the attack's existence and foil the attack, perhaps sending
attackers to jail. However, we are aware of a number of places where the
methodology could provide us with ,questionable results.
By deciding to concentrate on size of attack team we mostly ignore the need for
other resources when planning an attack Thus, a software attack on DREs which
makes use of steganography3 a to hide attack instruction files (see "DRE w/ VVPT
Attack No .1 a":, discussed in greater detail, infra at pp. 62-65) is considered easier
than an attack program delivered over a wireless network at the polling place (see
discussion of wireless: networks, infra at pp '85-91). However, the former attack
probably requires a much. more technologically sophisticated attacker.
Another imperfection with this metric is that we do not have an easy way to represent
how much choice the attacker has in finding members of his attack team.
Thus, with PCOS voting, we conclude that the cost of subverting a routine audit
of ballots is roughly equal to the cost of intercepting ballot boxes in transit and
substituting altered ballots (see discussion of PCOS attacks, infra at pp. 77-83).
However, subverting the audit team requires getting a specific set of trusted people
to cooperate with the attacker. By contrast, the attacker may be able to decide
which precincts to tamper with based on which people he has already recruited
for his attack.
In an attempt to address this concern, we considered looking at the number of
"insiders" necessary to take part in each attack. Under this theory, getting five
people to take part in a conspiracy to attack a voting system might not be particularly
difficult. But getting five well-placed county election officials to take part in
the attack would be (and should be labeled) the more difficult of the two attacks.
Because, for the most part, the low-cost attacks we have identified do not necessarily
involve well placed insiders (but could, for instance, involve one of many
people with access to commercial off the shelf software ("COTS") during development
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or at the vendor), we do not believe that using this metric would have
substantially changed our analysis.35
Finally, these attack team sizes do not always capture the logistical complexity of
an attack. For example, an attack on VVPT machines involving tampering with
the voting machine software and also replacing the paper records in transit
requires the attacker to determine what votes were falsely produced by the voting
machine and print replacement records in time to substitute them. While this is
clearly possible, it raises a lot of operational difficulties — a single failed substitution
leaves the possibility that the attack would be detected during the audit of
ballots.
We have tried to keep these imperfections in mind when analyzing and discussing
our least difficult attacks.
We suspect that much of the disagreement betty een.voting otticias and computer
security experts in the last several years stems Inom a difference of opinion in
prioritizing the difficulty of attacks. Election ,o`"fficials, with extensive experience
in the logistics of handling tons of paper ballots, have little faith in paper and
understand the kind of breakdowns in procedure sthat lead to traditional attacks
like ballot box stuffing; in contrast, sophisticated
sophisticated attacks on computer voting systems
appear very difficult to many of them. Computer security experts understand
sophisticated attacks on computer' systems, and r ecogmzethe availability of
tools and expertise that makes these; attacks ,prac tical to launch, but have no clear
idea how they would manage the logistics of°atta cking a paper-based system.
Looking at attack team size is one way; to bridgeii this difference in perspective.

EFFECTS 0

NG

URE SETS

The final

step of our threat'analysis is to meanie the effect of certain countermeasures
against the catalogued attacks: =How much more difficult would the

attacks become once the; countermeasures are put into effect? How many more
informed participants (if`'ariy) would be needed to counter or defeat these
countermeasures?
Our process for examining the; effectiveness of a countermeasure mirrors the
process for determining the difficulty of an attack: we first asked whether the
countermeasure would allow us to detect an attack with near certainty. If we
agreed that the countermeasure would expose the attack, we identified the steps
that would be necessary to circumvent or defeat the countermeasure. For each
step to defeaUthe countermeasure, we determined the number of additional
informed participants (if any) that an attacker would need to add to his team.
As with the process for determining attack difficulty, the Brennan Center interviewed
numerous election officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and
values assigned. When necessary, the values and steps for defeating the countermeasures
were altered to reflect the input of election officials.

COUNTERMEASURES EXAMINED
BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES

The first set of countermeasures we looked at is the "Basic Set" of countermeasures.
This Basic Set was derived from security survey responses36 we received
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from county election officials around the country, as well as additional interviews
with more than a dozen current and former election officials. Within the Basic
Set of countermeasures are the following procedures:
Inspection
The jurisdiction is not knowingly using any uncertified software that is subject
to inspection by the Independent Testing Authority (often referred to as
the "ITA").37
Physical Security for Machines
• Ballot boxes (to the extent they exist) are examined (to ensure they are empty)
and locked by poll workers immediately before the polls are opened.
• Before and after being brought to the polls for Llection Day, voting systems for
each county are locked in a single room, in a county warehouse.
• The warehouse has perimeter alarms, secure
visits by security guards.

locks,

video surveillance and regular

• Access to the warehouse is controlled by sign-in, possibly with card keys or
similar automatic logging o£ entry and exit for regular staff.
• Some form of "tamper evident" seals are placed on machines before and after
each election
The machines are t'r'ansported to polling locations five to fifteen days before
Election Day.
Chain of Custody/Physical Security of Election Day Records
• At close of the polls, vote tallies for each machine are totaled and compared with
number of persons that have signed the poll books.
• A copy of totals for each machine is posted at each polling place on Election
Night and taken home by poll workers to check against what is posted publicly at
election headquarters, on the web, in the papers, or elsewhere.38
• All audit information (i.e., Event Logs, VVPT records, paper ballots, machine
printouts of totals) that is not electronically transmitted as part of the unofficial
upload to the central election office, is delivered in official, sealed and handdelivered information packets or boxes. All seals are numbered and tamperevident.
• Transportation of information packets is completed by two election officials
representing opposing parties who have been instructed to remain in joint
custody of the information packets or boxes from the moment it leaves the
precinct to the moment it arrives at the county election center.
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• Each polling place sends its information packets or boxes to the county election
center separately, rather than having one truck or person pick up this data from
multiple polling locations.
• Once the sealed information packets or boxes have reached the county election
center, they are logged. Numbers on the seals are checked to ensure that they
have not been replaced. Any broken or replaced seals are logged. Intact seals are
left intact.
After the packets and/or boxes have been logged, they are provided with physical
security precautions at least as great as those listed for voting machines, above.
Specifically, for Pennasota, we have assumed the room in which the packets are
f`^E

stored have perimeter alarms, secure locks, videsurvcillaiice
eillance and regular visits
by security guards and county police officers; and access to the room is
controlled by sign-in, possibly with card keys or similar automatic logging of
entry and exit for regular staff.
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REGIMEN FOR AUTOMATICROUTINE.AUDIT
PLUS BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES.
The, second set of countermeasures is the Regimen for an Automatic Routine
Audit 'Plus Basic Set of. Countermeasures.
Some form of routine auditing of voter-verified paper records occurs in 12 states,
to test the accuracy of electronic voting machines. They generally require between 1 and
10% of all precinct voting machines to be audited after each election. 42
Jurisdictions can implement this set of countermeasures only if their voting systems
produce some sort of voter-verified paper record of each vote. This could
be in the form of a paper ballot, in the case of PCOS, or a voter-verified paper
trail ("VVPT"), in the case of DREs.
We have assumed that jurisdictions take the following steps when conducting an
Automatic Routine Audit (when referring to this set of assumptions "Regimen for
an Automatic Routine Audit"):
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The Audit
• Leaders of the major parties in each county are responsible for selecting a
sufficient number of audit-team members to be used in that county.43
• Using a highly transparent random selection mechanism (see point ii, below), the
voter-verified paper records for between a small percentage of all voting
machines in the State are selected for auditing.
• Using a transparent random selection method, auditors are assigned to the
selected machines (two or three people, with representatives of each major
political party, would comprise each audit team).
• The selection of voting machines, and the assignment €►f auditors to machines,
occurs immediately before the audits take place. The audits lake place as soon
after polls close as possible – for example, at 9 a.m. the morning after polls close.
• Using a transparent random selection method county police officers, security
personnel and the video monitor assigned to guard the voter-verified records are
chosen from a large pool of on-duty officers and "employees on election night.
• The auditors are provided the machine tallies and: are able to see that the county
tally reflects the sums of the machine tallies before :the start of the inspection of
the paper.
• The audit would include a tallya of spoiled ballots (in the case of VVPT, the
number of cancellations recorder,), overvotes ' and undervotes.
Transparent Random Selection Process
In this report, we have assumed that random auditing procedures are in place for
both the Regimen for an Automatic Routine Audit and Regimen for Parallel
Testing. We have further assumed procedures to prevent a single, corrupt person
from being able to fix.the results. This implies a kind of transparent and public
random procedure.
For the Regimen for an Automatic Routine Audit there are at least two places
where transparent, random selection processes are important: in the selection of
precincts to audit, and in the assignment of auditors to the precincts they will be
auditing.
Good election security can employ Transparent Random Selection in other
places with good effect:
• the selection of parallel testers from a pool of qualified individuals.
• the assignment of police and other security professionals from on-duty lists, to
monitor key materials, for example, the VVPT records between the time that they
arrive at election central and the time of the completion of the ARA.

44
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If a selection process for auditing is to be trustworthy and trusted, ideally:
• The whole process will be publicly observable or videotaped;44
• The random selection will be publicly verifiable, i.e., anyone observing will be
able to verify that the sample was chosen randomly (or at least that the number
selected is not under the control of any small number of people); and
• The process will be simple and practical within the context of current election
practice so as to avoid imposing unnecessary burdens on election officials.
There are a number of ways that election officials can ensure some, kind of transparent
randomness. One way would be to use a state lottery machine to select precincts or
polling places for auditing. We have included two potential ,examples of transparent
random selection processes in Appendix F. These apply to the iRegimen for Parallel
Testing well.

REGIMEN FOR PARALLEL TESTING PLUS BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES,
The final set of countermeasures we have examined is "Parallel Testing" plus the
Basic Set of countermeasures. Parallel Testing,
known
nown as election-day testing,
involves selecting voting machines at random and testing them as realistically
as possible during the period that votes are being cast.

Parallel Testing
In developing our set

of

assumptions for Parallel Testing we relied heavily upon
interviews with Jocelyn ° Whitney, Project Manager for Parallel Testing in the State
of California, and conclusions drawn from this Report.. In our analysis, we
assume that the following procedures would he included in the Parallel Testing
regimen (when referring to this; regimen "Regimen for Parallel Testing") that we
evaluate
• At least two of each'DRE model (meaning both vendor and model) would be
selected for Parallel Testing
' ' At least two DREs from each of the three largest counties would be parallel
•tested;
• Counties to be parallel tested would be chosen by the Secretary of State in a
transparent and random manner.
• Counties would be notified as late as possible that machines from one of their
precincts would be selected for Parallel Testing;46
• Precincts would be selected through a transparent random mechanism;
• A video camera would record testing;
• For each test, there would be one tester and one observer;
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• Parallel Testing would occur at the polling place;
• The script for Parallel Testing would be generated in a way that mimics voter
behavior and voting patterns for the polling place;
• At the end of the Parallel Testing, the tester and observer would reconcile vote
totals in the script with vote totals reported on the machine.
Transparent Random Selection Process
We further assume that the same type of transparent random selection process
that would be used for the Regimen for Automatic Routine Audit would also be
employed for the Regimen for Parallel Testing to determine which machines
would be subjected to testing on Election Day.

APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE SECURITY METRICS CONSIDERED
Dollars Spent
The decision to use the number of informed participants as the metric for attack
level difficulty came after considering several other potential metrics. One of the
first metrics we considered:.was the dollar cost of attacks. This metric makes sense
when looking at attacks that seek financial; gain — for instance, misappropriating
corporate funds It is not rational to spend $`100.000 on the misappropriation of
corporate funds if the total value of those hinds is $90,000. Ultimately, we rejected
this metric as the basis for our analysis because the dollar cost of the attacks
we considered were dwarfed by both (1`) current federal and state budgets, and (2)
the amounts currently spent legally in state and federal political campaigns.
me of Attack
The relative security of safes and other safety measures are often rated in terms
of' time to defeat 'This
is was rejected as metric of difficulty because it did not
seem relevant to voting systems. Attackers breaking into a house are concerned
with the amount of time it might take to complete their robbery because the
homeowners or police might show up. With regard to election fraud, many
attackers may be willing to start months or years before an election if they believe
they can control the outcome. As discussed supra at pp. 35-48, attackers may be
confident that they can circumvent the independent testing authorities and other
measures meant to identify attacks, so that the amount of time an attack takes
becomes less relevant.
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Appendix 4
Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
The Honorable Todd Rokita

Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers

Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez

Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, Texas.,
Barbara Arnwine

Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Robert BauerE

Chair of the Political Law Practice at 'the law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee
Benjamin L. Ginsberg

Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates
Mark (Thor) Hearne II

Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American Centerfor Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg

Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EA C Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto

Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R
" The MyVote 1 Project Final Report, Fels Institute of Government, University of Pennsylvania, November
1, 2005, Pg. 12
Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R, p. 4. This same report criticizes some of the
procedures the Section used for these systems and urged the Department to improve upon them in time for
the 2004 presidential election. No follow-up report has been done since that time to the best of our
knowledge.
IV
"Department Of Justice To Hold Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium,""U.S. Department of
Justice press release, August 2, 2005
" Craig C. Donsanto, Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United States Federal Law," IFES Political
Finance White Paper Series, 2006, p. 29
Ana Henderson and Christopher Edley, Jr., Voting Rights Act, Reauthorization 'Research-Based
Recommendations to Improve Voting Acess, Chief Justice Earl Warrant Institute on Race, Ethnicity and
Diversity, University of California at Berkeley, School of Law, 2006,.p. 29
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Privilege
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/16/2005 04:20 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ggilmour@eac.gov
bcc
Subject RE: Moving Along

Hi Peg,
I am free tomorrow at noon and at 4. I'm free all day Friday.
Job, given the timeline on the approval of the working group, would it be possible for us to go over your list
of potential interviewees in the interim?
As to your concern about the workplan, Job and I have discussed this frequently and at length. We are
working together on everything, although this has been difficult given our inability to have an in-person
meeting and our general lack of proximity. If disagreements about process and scope do arise, is there a
procedure we should follow? We've been doing the best we can so far.
You mention a survey in your examples -- if that is still a live option, we should discuss that.
Can the law clerk be on the phone when we talk this week, or at least when we meet in person?
And when can we have an in-person meeting???
I have been working with and been friends with Doug Chapin, Thad Hall, Dan Tokaji, and Ingrid Reed for
years. What is the procedure by which you want me to talk to them now?
Finally, I still need answers to my questions about expenses.
Thanks so much.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2005 3:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: ggilmour@eac.gov.
Subject: Moving Along

Dear Tova and Job:
Rest assured that I have not ignored your emails. We have a lot going on around here, and have
had to use a triage system to tackle all of the things that currently need our attention.
understand that Julie has responded to Tova's question about the September monthly report,
indicating that the nomenclature refers to work done in September, not a monthly report due in
September. Here are responses to other questions you have raised, and some concerns of mine:
Teleconference - We do need a teleconference this week to discuss some procedural issues and
any remaining concerns that you may have. At the moment, my schedule for the remainder of the
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week is flexible. When would a teleconference be convenient for you two?
Working Group - I am circulating your lists of possible working group members to our
Commissioners for review and comment. I will get back to you as soon as I have heard from
everyone. This may take awhile, probably through the end of November, as one of our
Commissioners is out of the office for an extended period due to a death in the family.
Revised Workplan - Due to political sensitivities regarding this project, it is more important than
usual that you act as a team. I noticed several instances on the revised workplan where only one
of you is scheduled to be involved. While it seems to me that it would be OK for one or the other
to take the lead on a particular aspect of the work (e.g.; developing Westlaw search terms,
drafting a research instrument, or setting up interviews), it is very important that both of you be
involved in making final decisions on the information gathering process and in the resulting
information gathering effort (e.g.; finalizing the Westlaw search terms and reviewing the search
results; finalizing the proposed research instrument, administering the survey, and reviewing the
survey responses; and conducting interviews).
DOJ Contact - I am working through the DOJ bureaucracy to obtain the input we need from the
Election Crimes Branch. I have spoken to the career attorney I mentioned in previous
teleconferences, Craig Donsanto. He is very interested in providing information and perspectives
that will be useful to the project; but may have to obtain his superior's permission to participate.
will keep you posted on my efforts. Once we have access to him, it will be important to schedule
an initial interview at the earliest time convenient for him and the two of you.
Contacting Other EAC Contractors - Questions for other EAC contractors need to be fielded
through me. I realize this may seem cumbersome, but there are a number of reasons for this,
some involving contractual issues, some procedural and policy issues. I will have to coordinate
our activities on this project with the EAC project manager for the other EAC research project(s).
Together, we will ascertain what the other contractors already have provided to EAC that may
answer your questions, perhaps without an interview being necessary, or if the research is not far
enough along to provide the information you seek.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tova Wang"
<wang@td.org>
10/05/2005 05:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc ggilmour@eac.gov
bcc
Subject fraud/intimidation project

Attached please find the revised work plan and schedule. Let me know if you have any questions,

comments or suggested changes. Tova tw plan 1005.doc
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To: Peggy Sims, Gavin Gilmour, Karen Lynn-Dyson and Tom Wilkey
From: Tova Wang, Job Serebrov
Re: Work Plan
Date: October 5, 2005
The following is a work plan and division of labor for the project on voter fraud and voter
intimidation:
MONTH ONE (beginning the date contracts are finalized):
Draft project work plan
II.

Develop list of potential members of the working group; have EAC vet and
approve names (Tova, Job, EAC)

III.

Define Fraud/Intimidation (Tova and Job)
a. Discussion among consultants to:
i. Determine what we believe the parameters of the terms fraud and
intimidation should be for our research purposes.
ii. Create a list of state and local officials, third party representatives,
attorneys, scholars, etc. to interview and/or survey to assist in this
process of definition
b. Analysis of existing research (Tova and Job)

IV.

Obtain research assistance (e.g. interns, law clerks) (EAC)

MONTH TWO:
V.

Interview individuals identified in month one about the scope of fraud and
intimidation (Job and Tova);

VI.

Create working written description of what fraud and intimidation means,
includes/does not include (Job and Tova)

VII. Examine the Feasibility of Quantifying the Level of Incidence of Different
Types of Fraud
a. Look at how we can develop a statistically sound research instrument
i. Discussion with political and social scientists, legal scholars in the
field (Tova)
b. Preliminary survey of case law of recent prosecutions for fraud/intimidation
(Job/law clerk)
c. Interviews with state and local officials, third party groups, election lawyers
to assess what they believe are the most prevalent problems (Job and Tova)
MONTH THREE:
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VIII. Preliminary assessment of the federal, state and local legal capacity to handle
fraud and intimidation cases
a. Case law research (Job)
b. Survey of current state election codes (Tova and Job)
c. Analysis of Department of Justice Civil Rights and Criminal Divisions work
in this area (Tova)
MONTH FOUR:
IX.
X.
XI.

Written summary of background research on voting fraud and intimidation
(Tova and Job)
Development of a work plan and set of issues for examination for the working
group (Tova and Job)
Finalize working group membership and set meeting dates

MONTH FIVE:
XII. Initial working group meetings
MONTH SIX:
XIII. Develop project scope of work and project work plan
XIV. Draft summary report describing key findings of this preliminary study of
voting fraud and voter intimidation
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
cc Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC

Juliet E. Thompson /EAC/GOV
09/27/2005 10:32 AM

bcc
Subject Voter Fraud

Peg and Gavin,
Peg, I know you are out sick today. Hope you are feeling better by the time you get this message.
While we had a kick off conference scheduled for the Legal Resources Website, we did not have one for
the Voter Fraud project. We should probably try to schedule a telephone kick off this week. I don't forsee
any reason that the conference would have to be in person, do you?
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
10/20/2006 09:19 AM

cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Tamar
Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
bcc
Subject Re: Voter Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft ReportF

I would put forth one point at the outset... if we are creating an EAC report, let create an EAC report.
Tova and Job contract employees... I do not see why we can't use all, some or none of their work without
footnote or comment.
Just my initial thought.
GG

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/19/2006 07:04 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Tamar
Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Attached is a copy of the draft voter fraud-voter intimidation report that combines all of the pieces
provided to me by the consultants, except for the voluminous Nexis research and case law charts Torn
wants to get this before the Commissioners ASAP, but I need some other eyes to look it over before we
do. Although I've made some formatting changes to provide some consistency in presentation, and
corrected a couple of glaring errors, I remain concerned about a number of issues:
• As you know, references to DOJ actions/responses have caused some concern at DOJ. But both
consultants are adamantly opposed to EAC making substantive changes to their report. Perhaps
using footnotes clearly labeled as EAC footnotes would be a method of addressing this issue?
• There are some recommendations regarding DOJ that we (the consultants and I) were told would not
be supported by DOJ, and other references to DOJ, none of which have been reviewed by the
department. I think we ought to give Craig Donsanto and John Tanner a chance to provide feedback
on each of these sections.
I am a little concerned about the naming of names, particularly in the section that addresses working
group concerns. If we publish it as is, it might end up as fodder for some very negative newspaper
articles.
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The report currently uses three different voices: third person, first person singular, first person plural.
I think this looks really clumsy. If we are not actually making substantive changes, perhaps we could
get away with making the presentation consistent in this regard.

• Because the consultants submitted the report in pieces, they did not include proper sequeways.
don't know if we should leave it as is, or insert them where needed.
Please let me know what you think. If it would help, we can schedule a teleconference. --- Peggy

VF-VI Final Rept-draft 10-1 9-06.doc
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To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
04/11/2007 11:52 AM

bcc
Subject An unsolicited thought/statement

The stated purpose of the EA C's recently released "fraud report" was not to
draw conclusions about fraud, but determine how the subject should be
studied by the EA C. As such, it would inappropriate for the EA C to make
unsupported conclusions regarding fraud in its preliminary report. Such
speculative statements would only serve to compromise its future effort to
study this matter in an nonpartisan fashion.
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/04/2006 01:49 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Fraud report)

I assume that you saw Gracia's comments. I accepted them and added one or two words to clarify one
point.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
T

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GO

•

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV

12/04/200601 42 PM

cc
Subject Fraud report

Julie,
I looked over your changes and they look fine with me. I'll trust your judgement on the final product we
receive on Thursday. If any policy or major changes are made by other commissioners, let me know.
Thanks.
Paul
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gracia
Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Davidson, Donetta"
<ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 04:39 PM

bcc
Subject Draft Fraud/Intimidation Report with Executive Summary
Commissioners,
The draft attached below contains the Executive Summary as well as the suggestions made by
Commissioner Hillman. Please let me know if you have any additional changes by COB Monday, Dec. 4,
so that I can incorporate these and have this document ready for consideration at Thursday's meeting.

Voter Fraud & Intimidation Report -120106.doc

In addition, I have had another request from love Wang for an embargoed copy of this report I have not
heard from any of you on this matter. I assume that this means that you agree with my opinion that we
cannot release this document to her since she is no longer under contract with us, as it would be
tantamount to releasing this document to the public. Please let me know ASAP if this is not your
understanding and belief.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical
provisions. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received through their administrative complaint processes,
election crime investigation units regarding complaints received and those referred to law
enforcement, and law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding complaints
received and charges filed.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
1 Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
2
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EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/intemational/eng_1999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the.
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio
Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.

Black's Law Dictio ary Eighth Edition p. 6$Sr
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
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o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election. Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
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EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
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practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and,local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be.
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
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In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
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being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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APPENDIX 1— BIOGRAPHIES OF JOB SEREBROV AND TOVA WANG
Available on EAC Website, www.eac. ov.

APPENDIX 2— SUMMARIES OF BOOKS, REPORTS AND ARTICLES
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 3— SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 4— SUMMARIES OF CASES REVIEWED
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
' Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers .
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, `Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression — or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to . the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/englishllibrary/internationallengl
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive; nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that .the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.
DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal activities. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result, EAC has adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
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o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election. Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into, such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered .in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "My Vote]" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
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EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
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practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
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In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints.
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
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being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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Subject Draft Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Report

Commissioners and Tom,
I have attached a draft version of the EAC Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation report. Please have your
comments ready no later than Tuesday , Nov. 28, COB, so that I will be prepared to discuss them at our
briefing on Wednesday, Nov. 29 at 10:30.
You will note that there are appendixes referenced in the report. These documents are quite lengthy.
Thus, I did not attach them to this email. If, however, you want to read the documents, DeAnna has
access to them in my absence and can either email them to you or print them for you.
I think that the report is fairly self-explanatory. However, there are two questions that we need to address
and that the Commissioners need to comment on:
1. The consultants provided summaries of articles, books, and reports that they read, as well as
summaries of the interviews that they conducted. Peggy created two tables summarizing the consultants'
summaries of books, article and reports as well as interviews. We need to make a determination of which
summaries we want to attach as appendixes. The only issue that I am aware of (and I have a question
pending to Peggy about the quality of these summaries) is a significant disagreement over the summaries
of interviews with Craig Donsanto and John Tanner of the Dept. of Justice. They disagree with the
characterization given by the consultants to what they said in the interview. Obviously, this matter would
have to be resolved if we decide to use the consultants' summaries.
2. Tom and I had a conversation with Tova and Job about the fact that we are going to issue a report
Tova was quite insistent about being able to see the report before it is released. I am NOT inclined to give
her a copy of the report before it is released. Neither Tova nor Job are still on contract with the EAC.
Thus, they are just like any other member of the public. I believe that if we release it to them, then we may
have a significant problem withholding the document from others that may ask for it via FOIA request.
believe that the course of action should be to release it to all persons simultaneously.
Happy reading and Happy Thanksgiving!

Voter Fraud & Intimidation Report.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the correct application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a definition of
election crimes and adopted some research methodology on how to assess the existence
and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting

'Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center
William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandier
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and. Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. To arrive at a common definition
and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the
terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
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vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use of legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
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The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion
o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
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o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
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o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of ethical provisions
such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes," and actions that do not rise to the level of
criminal activity, such as a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony, are not "election
crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
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activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVote 1
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
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Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
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Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
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of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
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areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/01/2006 02:20 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Fw: fraud and intimidation report

why didn't you tell her that we can't release this to her?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 12/01/2006 02:19 PM —
Wang@tcf.org
12/01/2006 02:07 PM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject fraud and intimidation report

Julie,
I understand from Tom Wilkey that you are planning on releasing our report at the public meeting next
Thursday, December 7. As we discussed, I respectfully request that Job and I be permitted to review
what you are releasing before it is released. I would like us both to be provided with an embargoed copy
as soon as possible so we have time to properly review it before Thursday. I can be contacted by email,
cell phone at 917-656-7905, or office phone 202-741-6263. I hope to hear from you soon. Thanks.
Tova
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, jlayson@eac.gov

11/14/2006 10:14 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Draft fraud and intimidation report

Attached is a draft of the fraud/intimidation report. I wanted to get some feedback on the report before
send it to the Commissioners. I would appreciate any comments that you have.

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voter fraud and intimidation is a phrase familiar to many voting-aged Americans.
However, it means different things to different people. Voter fraud and intimidation is a
phrase used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and at times even the correct
application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of this topic has been
as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the realities of voter
fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, EAC has begun this, phase one, of a
comprehensive study on election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has
developed a definition of election crimes and adopted some research methodology on
how to assess the true existence and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to research and study various issues related to the
administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC began projects to research
several of the listed topics. These topics for research were chosen in consultation with
the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors. Voter fraud and voter intimidation
was a topic that EAC as well as its advisory boards felt were important to study to help
improve the administration of elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of voter
fraud and intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of these issues.
This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing voter fraud and
voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. That type of research is well beyond
the basic understanding that had to be established regarding what is commonly referred to
as voter fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding was reached, a definition
had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of what reasonably can be
researched and studied as evidence of voter fraud and voter intimidation. That definition
will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, who along with EAC staff
and interns conducted the research that forms the basis of this report. Consultants were
chosen based upon their experience with the topic. In addition, consultants were chosen
to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and EAC staff were
charged (1) to research the current state of information on the topics of voter fraud and
voter intimidation, (2) to develop a uniform definition of voter fraud and voter
intimidation, and (3) to propose recommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voter fraud
and intimidation. In addition, EAC consultants conducted interviews with selected
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experts in the field. Last, EAC consultants and staff presented their study to a working
group that provided feed back. The working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of existing laws,
cases, studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voter fraud
and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants or by
the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document was
vetted and edited to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voter fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voter fraud and intimidation. What the world knows
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
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Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voter fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted about the concepts
of voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and reports to
develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available about
voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following articles,
reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "_":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
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• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
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• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy,.Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition —1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voter fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive study, survey or review of all
allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to voter fraud or
voter intimidation. Most reports focused on a limited number of case studies or instances
of alleged voter fraud or intimidation. For example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial
Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," a report produced by the
People for the American Way, focused exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or
intimidation to the Election Protection program during the 2004 presidential election.
Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of Justice, Public Integrity
Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted by the United States
Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Pubic Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voter fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as "Building
Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other reports,
such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of more
than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of persons
who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
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Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate. Generally, speaking there is little
agreement on what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation even legal practices that they allege suppress the vote. .
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by third-party
groups create opportunities for fraud. A number of studies cited circumstances in which
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of voters of a certain party. Others conclude that paying
persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity and perhaps the
incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voter fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
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Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by third-party groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud, citing as reasons that it was the most likely type of fraud
to be discovered and that there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, the location of polling places, and distribution of voting
machines as activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voter fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voter fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
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have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction. They can only prosecute
crimes related to elections involving federal candidates. Those interviewed differed on
the effectiveness of the current system of enforcement, including those that allege that
prosecutions are not sufficiently aggressive and those that feel that the current laws are
sufficient for prosecuting fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix"".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed over 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voter fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from appeal courts. This is not a surprising situation, since most cases that are publicly
reported come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court
level are reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix"".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voter fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voter fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
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throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voter fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charge and prosecutions
of voter fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voter fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, -however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding of what is and what is not "voter fraud"
and "voter intimidation." Some think of voter fraud and voter intimidation only as
criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. In order to come up with a common
definition and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of
the terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voter fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader. "Fraud"
is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute either a
criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voter
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voter fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voter fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are related
to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voter fraud" does hot capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
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refuses to register to vote an otherwise legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a
crime that involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the civil
division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis of a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
What is an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process,
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process, ineligible votes to be cast in an
election, eligible votes not to be cast or counted, or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Generally speaking, election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election
officials, or any other members of the public that desire to criminally impact the result of
an election. However, crimes that are based upon knowing or willful failure to act
assume that a duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with
regard to elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, or the public, in general.
Election crimes can occur during any stage of the election process, including but not
limited to qualification of candidates; voter registration; campaigning; voting system
preparation and programming; voting either early, absentee, or election day; vote
tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
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Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, regarding the date and time of the election or regarding a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate at
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once at the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other valuable
thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his vote in any election, or
who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself or another of
an employee's ballot;
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o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments for the purpose of enabling the voter to vote his or
her ballot;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as he intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction; and.
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
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What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of t

As Study

There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All crimes or civil violations related to
campaign finance reporting either at the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for
purposes of this study and any future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts
that are unrelated to elections, voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even
when those offenses occur in a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's
office or appearance. For example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a
polling place or at a candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of
ethical provisions such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Last, actions that do
no rise to the level of criminal activity, that is a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony,
are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can study the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants developed recommendations. In addition,
the working group and some of the persons interviewed as a part of this study provided
recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and parties
should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in law
enforcement, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local district
attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints may provide a good deal of insight
into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety in ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation. Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone
logs of complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
monitor field reports from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, pprosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
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National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voter fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have historically been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets. The sample must include a random set of counties where there have
and have not been a large number of allegations
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing them.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers can use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the ease of
commission and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
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Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether deceased voters or
felons actually voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive study that gathered data regarding all claims,
charges and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive study is the
most important research that it can offer the election community and the public. As such,
EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by EAC
consultants and working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
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Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine what volume and type
of election crimes are being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on
an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes, EAC intends to engage in the following research activities in studying the
existence and enforcement of election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning voting crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish as a part of complying with HAVA.
Those complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints under those procedures
with the state's chief election official and those complaints must be resolved within 60
days. The procedures also allow for alternative dispute resolution of claims.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses can be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. This
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
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While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and political pundants. Past studies of these
issues have been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are
issues that deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC through its
clearinghouse role will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the
country. These data not only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and
where fraud exists, but also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention
and prosecution of election crimes.
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 01:24 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Tova and JobJ

fine, can Bert set it up?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 12:20 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Tova and Job

Julie;
I had a call from Tova who had a call from Job on what are plans are for the report.
I think it would be a good idea for us to have a brief meeting with them early next week so that both
understand what we are doing here.
I told her we had found some interesting things they has assemled...but I think it would be good to "clear
the air " with both of them
Thanks
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
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Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins /EAC/G
OV
08/31/2006 10:35 AM

\I

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Letter for Weingart

R

letter regarding release of Eagleton data.doc
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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John Weingart
Associate Director
Eagleton Institute of Politics
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ

Dear Mr. Weingart:
Thank you for your recent inquiry of August 16, 2006 regarding the anticipated release of
data contained in the Eagleton Institute of Politics and Moritz College of Law studies on
provisional voting and voter identification, which were conducted for the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission.
While your assertion that election officials could benefit from the data compiled in the
course of your research may be true, I would urge Eagleton and Moritz to exercise
caution in the release of this information without further work to ensure its accuracy and
completeness. Eagleton and Moritz received information from several election officials
at the Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings that information contained in the
data set and draft report are inaccurate or incomplete. Furthermore, as you will recall,
EAC accepted the report based on your data in "draft" due to our concerns about the data
and the analysis of that data. In light of those concerns, EAC has not yet completed its
review of the "draft" report and has not made final determinations on the release of any
future document based on that data and draft report.
As such, you may release the data gathered by Eagleton or Moritz; however this data may
not be released in conjunction with or using EAC's name as endorsing the content,
quality or veracity of such data. You may not release the draft report that you provided
the EAC under contract as this report has not been finalized and has not been officially
released EAC. Release of draft reports prior to final action by EAC will only serve to
foster confusion and defeat the purpose of the contract for which Eagleton/Moritz was
hired. I trust that this clarifies how Eagleton and Moritz may use the data gathered in the
performance of its contract with the EAC. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me.
Sincerely,

Thomas Wilkey
Executive Director
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Juliet E.
Thompson /EAC/GOV

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/01/2005 01:44 PM

NJ

bcc
Subject Re: Bad news

Get with peggy. I also need the same info

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Gavin S. Gilmour

From: Gavin S. Gilmour
Sent: 11/01/2005 12:43 PM
To: Juliet Thompson
Subject: Re: Bad news
Julie
How do you want me to participate in your Job Tova conversation? i.e. is there a number I can call.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@
a EAC
cc

11/29/2006 05:35 PM

bcc
Subject Interview Summaries

t:^=sl
Appendix 3- Interview Summaries - consultants.doc
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary
of State Larry Boyle, State of Pennsylvania
March 1, 2006
As Commissioner Van Sickle has only been in office for about a year, Mr. Boyle answered most
of our questions.

Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of Pennsylvania
over the last five years. They are not aware of the commission of any deceptive practices, such
as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures. They also have never heard of any
incidents of voter intimidation. With respect to the mayoral election of 2003, the local
commission would know about that.
Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll workers who
treated Latino voters with hostility among other voting rights violations, the Secretary's office
has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and voting advocates to
discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily chosen to follow the guidance
of the Berks County federal court order.
Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr. Boyle said
was not aware of any instances of fraud involving identity. He believes this is because
Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state legislature passed
an ID law that is stricter than HA VA's – it requires all first time voters to present identification.
In addition, the SURE System – the state's statewide voter registration database – is a great antifraud mechanism. The system will be in place statewide in the May 2006 election.
In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be smooth.
They had attorneys in the counties to consult on problems as well as staff at the central office to
take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used provisional ballots for the first
time. This resolved many of the problems that used to occur on Election Day.
Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone registers
to vote, the administrator does a duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a person
registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number which are
verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security Administration.
Therefore, it would be unlikely that someone would be able to register to vote falsely.
Process
Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the
Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there is a complaint of intimidation, this is generally
dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election cases on
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Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the passage of NVRA and
HAVA counties will increasingly call the office when problems arise.
Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election Reform Task
Force which is on the Secretary's website. Many of those recommendations have been
introduced in the legislature.

Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department of
Justice
January 13, 2006
Ouestions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?
Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all charges,
search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to investigate is
very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems political, Donsanto will
reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation. Donsanto and Noel Hillman will
decide whether to farm out the case to an AUSA. Donsanto uses a concept called predication.
In-other-words, there must be enough evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The
method of evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are
two types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to
statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of success
before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto said he "knows it
when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a conviction assuming the worst
case scenario – a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets a
target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The defendant's case will be heard by Donsanto
and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide information about
others involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on prosecution. The
head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation between
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a State
Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the Means of
Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus involved
in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the department will
take it over.
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Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?
No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating factor,
making it more likely the Department will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate
for federal office.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the
federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts draw from a
bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are
hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources – local prosecutors need to
focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big and too complex for them; DOJ
can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It
was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction
over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to "fix" McNally, did not
include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a
federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce. The
department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not passed in the early 1990s.
A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any election where any federal
instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the initiation of the
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil rights leaders were invited to make
speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the symposium. All other symposia
have been closed to the public. (Peg will be sending us the complete training materials used at
those sessions. These are confidential and are the subject of FOIA litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the
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US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust attorneys who
analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

Cases:
Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases (still being investigated) as of January 13,
2006 – confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access
and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006 and cases closed for lack of
evidence as of January 13, 2006
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the states.
The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of cases that the
department is investigating and the number of indictments the department is pursuing are both
up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went unprosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of the
Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such matters to
gain convictions:
Felon voters in Milwaukee.
Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI – under 18 USC 611, to prosecute for "alien
voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation. Nonetheless, the
department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the alien told it was OK to
vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.
The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs, U.S
attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department. Donsanto
asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a federal
candidate on the ballot
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Interview with Dou g las Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
February 15, 2006
Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of the
Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This. Team was a group
of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot security.
tion
Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are waiting
for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the parties would
seek a stay from the 7 `h Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a decision in late March
or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for the litigation. Mr. Webber
feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that HAVA's statewide database
requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state. However, the plaintiffs failed to do
so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead. Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at
issue will make the system much more user-friendly for the poll workers. The Legislature passed
the ID legislation, and the state is defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of
fraud.
Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter fraud in
Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about it. There have
been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no recorded history of
documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used articles from around the country
about instances of voter fraud, but even in those examples there were ultimately no prosecutions,
for example the case of Milwaukee. He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of
examples of dead people voting---totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the
country.
One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll using
punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his candidate. But this
would not be something that would be addressed by an ID requirement.
He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the legislature.
The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the problems and
therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is necessary. When he took the
deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he thought Indiana was getting ahead of the
curve. That is, there have been problems around the country, and confidence in elections is low.
Therefore Indiana is now in front of getting that confidence back.
Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee ballot
fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that applications for
absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were exchanged for "a job
on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The election was contested and the trial
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judge found that although there was vote fraud, the incidents of such were less than the margin of
victory and so he refused to overturn the election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and
argued the judge used the wrong statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed.
Several people were prosecuted as a result — those cases are still pending.
Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who can
recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be referred to
the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's Office. In
practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the integrity and
security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber stated that the Indiana
voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern Indiana a large problem was vote
buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was based on government workers feeling
compelled to vote for the party that gave them their jobs.
Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be
referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local political
prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of
fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local level, everyone knows
.each other, making it harder prosecute.
• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and retirees are
the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber suggested that the
biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This would involve more
people acting as poll workers who would be much more careful about what was going on.
• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they are
doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be
expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.
• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by only the
best, most professional people.

Interview Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
January 24, 2006
Process:
When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to the local
district attorney. Most often, the DA does not pursue the claim. There is little that state
administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are partisanly elected and
completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority to determine who is an
eligible voter.
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Data:
There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any information
there might be stays at the county level. This again is largely because the clerks have so much
control and authority, and will not release information. Any statewide data that does exist might
be gotten from Susie Storms from the State Board of Elections.

Most Common Problems
The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.
• The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps when
providing the voter registration forms and does not process them properly. This leads to
both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g. noncitizens, who have
come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration form having no intention of
actually voting) and voter thinking they are registered to vote to find they are not on the
list on Election Day. Also, some people think they are automatically registered if they
have applied for a drivers license.
• Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
• In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their congregations to
vote for them
• In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County Clerk
for engaging in what was at least borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not receiving their
absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment was brought.
• Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to tamper
with the ballots or stuff the ballot boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed this happen,
but believes it may have.
• Intimidation at the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county judges
or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe their ballots
will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if they voted against
the county people, retribution might ensue.
• Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
• Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught before
anyone is able to cast an ineligible ballot.
Suggested Reforms for Improvement:
Nonpartisan election administration
Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district attorneys.
In addition, during election time, there should be an attorney in the DA's office who is
designated to handle election prosecution.
There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to the
statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom up" system. This means the counties still
control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For example, if someone
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lives in one county but dies in another, the county in which the voter lived — and was
registered to vote — will not be notified of the death.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National
Congress of American Indians
March 22, 2006
Background
Thompson is a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in South Dakota. For many years she
worked locally on elections doing poll monitoring and legal work, from a nonpartisan
perspective. In 2004, she headed the Native Vote Election Protection, a project run by the
National Congress of American Indians, and was in charge of monitoring all Native American
voting sites around the country, focusing on 10 or 15 states with the biggest Native populations.
She is now permanently on staff of the National Congress of American Indians as the Director of
Government relations. NCAI works jointly with NARF as well as the Election Protection
Coalition.
Recent trends
Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election
protection efforts in Native areas have been ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to
develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.
Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native
vote, and have become more active in native communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme
increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy to target,
and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.
Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a
problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level.
Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South Dakota in
2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and
national elections.
Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan.
While a majority of native communities vote Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including
communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive tactics.
However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have
come from Republican Party organizations.
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Nature of Suppression/Intimidation of Native Voters
Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of
which may be purposeful or inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
Structural problems
One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many
Indian communities also include significant numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. NonIndians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being nonIndian. Having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of
disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism which persists
against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more
dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters.
Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run
state or local elections. In places like South Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally
difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local and federal
elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when
tribal and other elections are held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native
communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held in a secondary location
can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.
Photo ID Issues
Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable
negative impact. For a number of reasons, many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health
care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading to a lack of
birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are
Hispanic, causing additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as
well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal government it has been associated
with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything
with the government, even for tribal ID.
Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by
certain rules and the discriminatory way they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special
election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not have ID with them
and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll
workers did not tell the voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as
required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll workers didn't know the voters
—as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site
without voting and did not return.
In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation,
even though Minnesota has a large urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was
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very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of State, they had to
file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in
the courtroom when they went to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been
alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
Partisan Poll-Monitorin
Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures
on an individual basis, of which South Dakota is a great example.
Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian,
non-Western lawyers, largely from the East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural
clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and the best
way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.
Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were
indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson election, it was small compared to the Janklow special
election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding outreach, and had
an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic,
every time a voter would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over
and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same tactic appeared across reservations, and
eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.
In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs
to go home, to the point where the chief of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In
Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an aggressive poll watcher—
the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.
None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal
recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult to settle these things, as they are he said-she said
incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers know
what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little
room for legal action.
Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the
U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes.
In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.
The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to
ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some
communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage people to vote and
dispel myths.
She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if
interested.
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Vote BuvinR and Fraud
They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash is offered to
register voters, individuals may abuse this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily
unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This doesn't amount to
a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing
the rules. While Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she
also believes it has been exploited for political purposes and to intimidate. For example, large
law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not
to draw distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to
help with elections.
Remedies
As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice
to look into what might be done, and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating
intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on this at least much as it is
focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and
DOJ has the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson
recommends more DOJ enforcement of voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People
who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for doing so. Right
now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.
Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson
believes this is contrary to the nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate
voting in Native communities.
As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters.
At a minimum, Thompson believes all states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on
Election Day.
Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian
voters are disabled and elderly, live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation,
tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles remain. Some voters are
denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would
serve as an effective built-in protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny
of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without permission. Precinct location is a
longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the absence
of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.
Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to
be addressed.
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Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she
believes open elections and third party helpers are both important. However, she would be
willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules concerning poll watchers'
behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what
they will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people
up. The existing VRA provision is `fluffy'—unless you have a consent decree, you have very
little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that is left a bit broad but that
nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.

Interview with Jason Torchinsky, former attorney with the Civil Rights Section of the
Department of Justice, assistant general counsel for the American Center for Voting Rights
(ACVR) and Robin DeJarnette, political consultant for C4 and C5 organizations and
executive director for the ACVR.
February 16, 2006
ACVR Generally
Other officers of the ACVR-Thor Hearne 11-general counsel and Brian Lunde, former executive
director of the Democratic National Committee.
Board of Directors of ACVR-Brian Lunde, Thor Hearne II, and Cameron Quinn
ACVR works with a network of attorneys around the country and has been recently involved
with lobbying in PA and MO.
Regarding the

2005 Report

ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the allegations
had been resolved in some manner. Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are problems with
allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution---just because there was no prosecution, does
not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to come up with a measure of
voter fraud short of prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not have a good answer to resolve this
problem.
P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate
fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report references a RICO suit filed against
organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not know what
happened in that case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter registration numbers
regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He stated that when you have an
organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there is reason to believe it is national in
scope. When it is the same groups in multiple states, this leads to the belief that it is a concerted
effort.
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Voting Problems
Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in Kansas City,
MO. If the statewide voter registration database requirement of HAVA is properly implemented,
he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He supports the HAVA requirement, if
implemented correctly. Since Washington State implemented its statewide database, the
Secretary of State has initiated investigations into felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major
problem is permitting polling places in private homes and bars – even the homes of party chairs.
Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio and
Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund supports the Real ID requirements suggested by
the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in place in 2010, any
objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(1)
fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting in St. Louis and (2) people voting who are not legally
eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in places that still
transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room. However, he does not
believe this is as widespread a problem now as it once was.
Suggestions
Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a reasonable
compromise between the political parties.
Interview with Joe Rich, former Chief of the Voting Section,
US Department of Justice
February 7, 2006
Background
Mr. Rich went to Yale undergraduate and received his law degree from the University of
Michigan. He served as Chief of the Voting Section from 1999-2005. Prior to that he served in
other leadership roles in the Civil Rights Division and litigated several civil rights cases.
Data Collection and Monitoring
The section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and what
was done to follow up on them. They opened many investigations as a result of these
complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ letter on website, as well as critical
commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2 violation in Ohio. John
Tanner should be able to give us this data. However, the database does not include complaints
that were received by monitors and observers in the field.
All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the
Department. These reports would give us a very good sense of the scope and type of problems
that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the spot or required further action.
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The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain jurisdictions
could be observed — a VRA covered jurisdiction that was certified or a jurisdiction that had been
certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that time, and especially in 2004, the
Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring." In those cases, monitors assigned to
certain jurisdictions, as opposed to observers, can only watch in the polling place with
permission from the jurisdiction. The Department picked locations based on whether they had
been monitored in the past, there had been problems before, or there had been allegations in the
past. Many problems that arose were resolved by-monitors on the spot.
Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site
If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the Public
Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to the Civil Rights
Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted because they are very hard to
prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual violence or the threat of violence in
order to make a case. As a result, most matters are referred to PIN because they operate under
statutes that make these cases easier to prove. In general, there are not a high number of
prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the Voting
Rights Act — in other words, only if there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise the only
recourse is to refer it to PIN.
However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases such as
alleged noncitizen voting, etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic efforts to corrupt
the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals, which is a questionable resource choice.
Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given more resources and more leeway
because of a shift in focus and policy toward noncitizens and double voting, etc.
There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have been 7
Section 2 cases brought since 2001— only one was brought on behalf of African American
voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others have included
Latinos and discrimination against whites.
Typ es of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that the
NVRA has increased the opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's provisions, an
election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or she believes that person
should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing Missouri because of its poor
registration list.
The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote suppression
strategy. This type of suppression is a bigger problem than intimidation. There has been an
increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been indirect, often in the way that
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laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal implementation of ID requirements at the polls
based on race would be a VRA violation.
The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward
minorities. It is a judgment call whether this is a crime or not – Craig Donsanto of PIN decides
if it rises to a criminal matter.
Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never been
formally pursued. Such cases are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-election
challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but this also has never been
pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.
Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on
race and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be VRA violations.
Recommendations
Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for suppression
that is NOT race based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in
jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.
Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as double
voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal commitment to enforcement of acts of
intimidation and suppression cases.
There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This might
be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud and
intimidation.

Interview with Joe Sandier, Counsel to the DNC
February 24, 2006
Background
Sandler is an election attorney. He worked for the DNC in 1986, was in-house counsel from
1993-1998, and currently is outside counsel to the DNC and most state Democratic Parties.
Sandler was part of the recount team in Florida in both 2002 and 2004. He recruited and trained
attorneys in voting issues---starting in 2002 Sandler recruited in excess of 15, 000 attorneys in
twenty-two states. He is now putting together a national lawyers council in each state.
2004-Administrative Incompetence v. Fraud
Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence and fraud.
Sandler stated there was a deliberate effort by the Republicans to disenfranchise voters across the
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country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to registered voters and then moving to
purge from the voters list those whose cards were returned. Sandler indicated that in New
Mexico there was a deliberate attempt by Republicans to purge people registered by third parties.
He stated that there were intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters by election officials like Ken
Blackwell in Ohio.
The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler believes
that a large problem exists in the states because there are no laws that spell out a formula to
allocate so many voting machines per voter.
Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He responded
that there will be a lot of names purged as a result of the creation of the voter lists under HAVA.
However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from incompetence. Sandler also said
there was not much intimidation at the polls because most such efforts are deterred and that the
last systematic effort was in Philadelphia in 2003 where Republicans had official looking cars
and people with badges and uniforms, etc.
Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with
individuals misinforming and not a political party. Disinformation did occur in small Spanish
speaking communities.
Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not occur,
except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did not believe non-citizen voting was a problem. He
also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that Republicans allege
this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter identification rules.
Fraud and Intimidation Trends
Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to intimidate
minority voters through voter identification requirements, improper purging, failure to properly
register voters, not allocating enough voting machines, failure to properly use the provisional
ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by Republicans to deregister voters.
At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is basically
useless now on intimidation claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe politics prevents
or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.
Sandler's Recommendations
Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that responsibility
by someone other than the Secretary of State. There should at least be conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
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All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:
1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in all fifty
states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices, including
requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting
equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts, to ensure adequate
and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based on set ratios of numbers of
machines and pollworkers per number of voters expected to turn out, and should be made
available for public comment before being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by local
election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of registrations and
changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within a jurisdiction or
the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action where necessary to
force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help
America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress in 2002
following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the
counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance of
each election day.
8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered voter lists by
local officials, and the Party should challenge, and ask state Attorneys General to challenge,
unlawful purges and other improper list maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond
those already required by federal law (requiring that identification be shown only by first
time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the full extent
permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan systems with a
computer assisted device at each precinct, in preference to touchscreen ("direct recording
equipment" or "DRE") machines.
12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter verifiable audit
feature can be uniformly incorporated into these systems. In the event of a recount, the paper
or other auditable record should be considered the official record.
13. Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory
distribution of equipment and resources where necessary, and the Democratic Party should
bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so that it can
be examined by third parties. No voting machine should have wireless connections or be able
to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes should be used
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exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly important for tabulating/aggregating
computers.
17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in which their
school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without
compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states.
21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.
22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when
and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer
any elections.

Interview with John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
February 16, 2006
Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it. For
example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens that people had registered to vote using the
addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators to look into this.
The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the polls if any of the suspect
voters showed up to vote.
If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district attorney. If
a poll worker or election official is involved, the Board may conduct an internal investigation.
That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to the claim, the Board would take
action.
Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been at the
Board. There have been instances of over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing threatening.
Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.
In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters. They
were not properly trained, and were doing things like going into the booth with voters. The
Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.
Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.
The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a problem.
However, sometimes a name people allege is false actually turns out to be the voter's real name.
Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a fraudulent ballot.
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With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the Board now
compares its list with that of Florida and other places to address the problem. This will be less of
an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as information becomes easier to
share. Despite the number of people who were on the voter registration lists of both
jurisdictions, there was no one from those lists who voted twice.
Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are supposed
to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This indicates that improved training is the most important
measure we can take.
There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they
shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to do it when they cannot understand the name when
the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter what, the poll worker
cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely because
absentee ballots are counted last – eight days after election day. This is so that they can be
checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might consider.
New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not knowing their
voting rights. The City has not had any problems in recent years with deceptive practices, such
as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.
Recommendations
• Better poll worker training
• Thorough inspection of absentee ballots subsequent to the election
Interview with John Tanner, Director, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
February 24, 2006
Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to share data, information and his perspective on solving the
problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help inform this
project as much as we would have hoped. Mr. Tanner would not give us any information about
or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs; data or even general
information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its formal process for tracking
and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and potential violations of the voting laws;
and would give us only a selected few , samples of attorney-observer reports, reports that every
Voting Section attorney who is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to
submit. He would not discuss in any manner any current investigations or cases the section is
involved in. He also did not believe it was his position to offer us recommendations as to how
his office, elections, or the voting process might be improved.
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity section as Craig Donsanto described it,
typically looks only at systemic problems, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the
section never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory authority to do so. In
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situations in which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with voting
rights, the section calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws only apply to state action, so the section only sues local governments — it
does not have any enforcement power over individuals. Most often, the section enters into
consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to
restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this
way has been most effective — for example, while the section used to have the most observers in
the South, systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions have made it so now the section
does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if there is a
racial issue under the 14 th and 15th Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter of
individuals or systemic. When deciding what to do with the complaint, the section errs on the
side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to complicate a possible
criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems there
that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the Boston case, the
attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203, but also brought a Section
2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters. When looking into a case, the
attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now. For
example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone is at
the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation and it is difficult to
show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It makes
it difficult to point the finger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law. Mr.
Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there had never
been an investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter registration
fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They turn in bogus
registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and challenge them because
200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
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However, Mr. Tanner said the Department was able to informally intervene in challenger
situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was referenced in a February
23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial targeting very seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section would
investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity
Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voting section to become
involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be something
the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in 2004. He said this
is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll workers cannot understand
the voters when they say their names. The section has never formally investigated or solely
focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions. However, implementation of ID rules was part
of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr. Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than
ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents related to
the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section only looks at
retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for example, everyone
statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites. With respect to the letter to
Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to the perception of concern about
dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. It is understandable that
when you have thousands of bogus registrations that there would be concerns about polling place
fraud. Very close elections make this even more of an understandable concern. Putting control
of registration lists in the hands of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of
government you find a higher level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people. However,
the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding difference so that the level
of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities has soared, as can be seen on the
section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same was true with respect to turnout, but the
gap is less. That information is not on the section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases because many
of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues anymore. Mr. Tanner said
that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement, Mr.
Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a big gap
between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given the high quality
of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring action, that act
complained of did not happen.
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Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.

Interview with Kevin Kennedy, State Elections Director, State of Wisconsin
April 11, 2006
Background
Kennedy is a nonpartisan, appointed official. He has been in this position since 1983.
Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy says
that complainants usually take their allegations to the media first because they are trying to make
a political point.
2004 Election Incidents of Fraud
The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and voting by
felons who did not know they were not eligible to vote, but found no concerted effort to commit
fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not a number in the double
digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100 cases of double voting and 200
cases of felon voting, but there were not nearly that many prosecutions. Further investigation
since the task force investigation uncovered that in some instances there were mis-marks by poll
workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the same voter, and even a husband and wife marked as
the same voter. The double votes that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee
and polling place votes. It is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two
different locations.
In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed – falsely – that he had voted several
times, Kennedy said that double voting can be done. The deterrent is that it's a felony, and that
one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election. One would need to get a
lot of people involved for it to work.
The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal votes but
given the 7,000 alleged, it was a relatively small number. There was no pattern of fraud.
The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the spring of
2003 or 2004. A community service agency had voters request that absentee ballots be sent to
the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were signed without the voters'
knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the enterprise.
In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters. However, it
was found that the 7,000 vote disparity was tied to poll worker error. The task force found that
there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that there are many ways a ballot
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can get into a machine without a voter getting a number. These include a poll worker forgetting
to give the voter one; someone does Election Day registration and fills out a registration form but
does not get a number because the transaction all takes place at one table; and in Milwaukee,
20,000 voters who registered were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the
department sent the original registration forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list
to provide proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have led to
someone not getting a voter number.
The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a
comparison with the U.S. postal list. They found initially that there were 5,000 bad addresses,
and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party filed a complaint,
the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast a challenge ballot. On
Election Day, the party used the list but found no actually voting from those addresses. Kennedy
suspects that the private vendor made significant errors when doing the comparison.
In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in Milwaukee that
the Republican Party singles out every year but it doesn't go very far. Kennedy has not seen
much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.
However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There is no
process for checking citizenship at this point, and the statewide registration database will not
address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result, but it might
have happened.
Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of people are
brought into the polling site from group homes, usually homes for the disabled. There are
allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must articulate
a basis under oath. This acts as a deterrent, but at the same time it creates the potential that
someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people from voting. In 2004,
the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a legitimate basis for challenges,
so there is the potential for abuse. It is also hard to train poll workers on that process. In 2004,
there were isolated cases of problems with challengers.
In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon. This was
taken as an intimidation tactic by the Democrats.
Reforms
Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time getting a
good product out of the vendor and 2) until now there was no registration record for one-quarter
of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not required to have a
registration list.
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In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the statewide
voter registration database will be very valuable. In particular, it will mean that people who
move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the double voting issue
by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and identifying where it could occur.
Recommendations
Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the vote
counting process
Conduct post-election audits

Interview with Lori Minnite, Barnard College
February 22, 2006
Background
Ms. Minnite is an assistant professor of political science at Barnard College. She has done
substantial research on voter fraud and wrote the report "Securing the Vote." Ms. Minnite also
did work related to an election lawsuit. The main question that she was asked to address in the
lawsuit was---did election-day registration increase the possibility of fraud?
Securing the Vote
In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the historical
conditions giving rise to fraud have weakened over the past twenty years. She stated that for
fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political party and a complicit
voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there has been much improvement
in the administration of elections and voting technology, the conditions no longer exist for large
scale incidents of polling place fraud.
Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting officials.
She has looked at this issue on the national level and also concentrated on analyzing certain
specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the
fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what the remedy should be. Often,
voters are punished for fraud committed by voting officials.
Other Fraud Issues
Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She supports nonpartisan election administration. Ms. Minnite has found evidence that there is absentee ballot
fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee ballot fraud or that it is the
major kind of voter fraud.
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Recommendations
Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases
Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.

Interview with Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund
March 7, 2006
Background
Ms. Perales is an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF).
MALDEF's mission is to foster sound public policies, laws and programs to safeguard the civil
rights of the 40 million Latinos living in the United States and to empower the Latino community
to fully participate in our society. One of the areas MALDEF works in is electoral issues,
predominately centered on the Voting Rights Act. Ms. Perales did not seem to have a sense of
the overall electoral issues in her working region (the southwest) effecting Hispanic voters and
did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences and work activities as necessarily a
perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic voters face.
Largest Election Problems Since 2000
Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.
San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.
San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.
San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.
San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.
San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch screen voting
to paper ballots.
Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203 compliance
(bilingual voting assistance), and those that did respond to MALDEF's request submitted
incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this in itself is a form of voter intimidation.
Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result of
intentional acts or not because the county commission is totally incompetent. There have
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continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in places that had
historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating ballots – each county
makes these determinations.
When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker to rely
on a family member to vote, that can suppress voter turnout.
Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino community.
There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor of a
bill that would require proof of citizenship to vote could not provide any documentation of
noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part because of the racist
comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed. Ms. Perales was only aware
of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona, involving a man of limited mental capacity who said
he was .told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms. Perales believes proof of citizenship
requirements discriminate against Latinos.
Recommendations
Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough staff to
do the monitoring necessary. This could be done by the federal government. However, even
though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now, they have not even
begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made with respect to where they
have brought claims do not seem to be based on any systematic analysis of where the biggest
problems are. This may be because the administration is so ideological and partisan.
Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a big
impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed in a nonpartisan manner, but they still do not
always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or her personal
view regardless of party.

Interview with Pat Rogers, private attorney
March 3, 2006
Background
In addition to his legal practice with Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, Rogers also does
some state-level lobbying for Verizon Wireless, GM, Dumont and other companies. His
experience in election law goes back to 1988, where his first elections case was a defense against
Bill Richardson, who had sued to get another candidate tossed off a ballot because of petition
fraud. Since 1988, he has been involved in election cases at least once every two years.
2004 Litigation
tion
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In a case that ended before the New Mexico Supreme Court, Rogers represented the Green Party
and other plaintiffs against the New Mexico Secretary of State for sending a directive telling
local boards not to require ID for first time voters registering by mail. He argued that this
watered-down ID check conflicted with what seemed fairly clear statutory requirements for first
time voters. In 2004 these requirements were especially important due to the large presence of 3rd
party organizations registering voters such as a 527 funded by Governor Richardson, ACORN,
and others.
Plaintiffs were seeking a temporary restraining order requiring Secretary of State to follow the
law. Yet the Supreme Court ultimately decided that, whether the directive was right or wrong, it
was too late to require ID lest Bush v. Gore issues be raised.
Today, the issue is moot as the state legislature has changed the law, and the Secretary of State
will no longer be in office. It seems unlikely they will send any policy directives to county clerks
lest they violate due process/public notice.
Major issues in NM w/ regard to vote fraud
Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some steps,
Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will have, considering the history of unequal application of
election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 rd party registration requirement deadlines.
Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems. Rather
than imposing a burden he contends it will enhance public confidence in the simplest way
possible.
Registration Fraud in 2004 election
It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer and
received the confirmation, but it was sent to the next door address, a vacant house. They traced
this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had been registering
others under 18.
Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his job was
registering voters for ACORN, and the police found signatures in his possession for fictitious
persons.
In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP registrations
were stolen.
In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many Republicans.
Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.
There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there have been
no prosecutions for election fraud in New Mexico in recent history. However, Rogers is
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skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of Attorney General,
Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has there been any interest from
the U.S. attorney—Rogers heard that U.S. attorneys were given instruction to hold off until after
the election in 2004 because it would seem too political.
As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement, the
parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head of ACORN, and others aligned with the
Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 h on the stand as to their registration practices.
Other incidents
Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally
reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of a low-income housing project is quoted as saying it
has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting this as well. So far
the investigation has been extremely limited.
In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found registration
fraud.
In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet she was
pardoned by Clinton on same day as Marc Rich.
Intimidation/Suppression
Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the discovery
of a DNC Handbook from Colorado advising Democratic operatives to widely report
intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.
In-person Dolling place fraud
There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in their
name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is any large scale conspiracy. Yet he contends that
perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has been a large public
outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided by Democrats.
In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New Mexico.
Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive impact because they deterred people from
committing bad acts.
Counting Procedures
The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be done in
private. In NM, they have a `county canvas' where they review and certify, after which all
materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State who does a final
canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious issue, especially considering
the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in New Mexico was only 366 votes. They wouldn't be
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changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are vulnerable.
On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are slower and
very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of ballots. In a close race, potential for fraud and
mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll closing and reporting. Rogers
believes these changes are going to cause national embarrassment in the future.
Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's incompetence
and inability to discern a nonpartisan application of the law. In the 2004 election, no standards
were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the Secretary of State spent over $1
million of HAVA money for `voter education' in blatant self-promotional ads.
Recommendations
Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and favors
transparency instead. To make sure people have confidence in the election, there must be
transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming down to Illinois,
or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the 2000 election). HAVA
funds should also be restricted when you have an incompetent, partisan Secretary of State.
There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity for
fraud in a close race. Although he is not generally an advocate of national laws, he does agree
there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and recorded.

Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico
March 24, 2006
Background
Vigil-Giron has been Secretary of State for twelve years and was the President of the National
Association of Secretaries of State in 2004. Complaints of election fraud and intimidation are
filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the local district attorney or the
attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far between, the office does not keep a log
of complaints; however, they do have all of the written complaints on file in the office.
Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers telling
people outside the polling place who had just voted, and then the people outside were following
the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that are mostly second and
third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one instance of this. The
perpetrators moved to a different polling place. This was the only incident of fraud or
intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.
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There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many other states,
in New Mexico the polling place is on the reservation and is run by local Native Americans.
Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives running those polls because it is
necessary to have people there who can translate. Because most of the languages are unwritten,
the HAVA requirement of accessibility through an audio device will be very helpful in this
regard. Vigil-Giron said she was surprised to learn while testifying at the Voting Rights Act
commission hearings of the lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide
assistance in language minority areas.
In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an investigation
into voter fraud without consulting the Secretary of State's office. After all of that, there was
maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party groups and voter registration
are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives encourage voters to register if they
are unsure if they are already registered, and the voter does not even realize that his or her name
will then appear on the voter list twice. The bigger problem is where registrations do not get
forwarded to election administrators and the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election
Day. This is voter intimidation in itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that
voter and she wonders whether he or she will try again.
Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration forms
very quickly between the time they get them and when they must be returned. If they fail to
return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-Giron believes, is
unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney General is
investigating. The problem in that area of New Mexico is that they are still using rural routes, so
they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result, been manipulation of where
people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope too far on this. The investigation is
not just about vote buying, however. There have also been allegations of voters being denied
translators as well as assistance at the polls.
Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew thirty
days out how many people had registered to vote, they knew how many voters there would be.
Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting machines based on
registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result, people were turned away at
the polls or left because of the huge lines. This, she believes, was a case of intentional vote
suppression.
A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New Mexico and
a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged information with Colorado administrators and it
turned out that there were no cases of double voting.
Recommendations
Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if
people who are registered twice are in fact voting twice.
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The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and know
what to look for on Election Day. These poll workers should then work with law enforcement to
ensure there are no transgressions.
There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more than a
fourth degree felony, as is currently the case.

Interview with Sarah Bell Johnson Interview
April 19, 2006

Procedures for Handling Fraud
Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states,
Kentucky's has no investigative powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney
General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took office, they have
found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many
prosecutions in the last six years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of
fraud, but rather the increase in prosecutions is related to increased scrutiny and more resources.
Major T yp es of Fraud and Intimidation
Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While
historically fraud activity focused on election day, in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee
voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way that
paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this
reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of states with early voting, but notes that there is a
difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.
Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of
candidates conspiring together to elect their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially
frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up and `help'
them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day
fraud, most have been absentee.
Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have
also seen instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling them they
will go to hell.
While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in
Louisville, the board hasn't received calls about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.
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Challengers
Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and
they must file proper paperwork. There is a set list of defined reasons for which they can
challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct
a challenge.
As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes
that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson County, and filed the proper paperwork,
although they ultimately did not show up on election day.
She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice
has grown less common in recent years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything.
And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for challengers in the
precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.
In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive
challengers, but this hasn't been used to her knowledge.
Prosecutions
Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because
that it is easier to investigate, by virtue of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It
is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due in part to the five
year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that votebuying is pervasive across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.
Vote-hauling Legislation
Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to
drive others to the polls, and then divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have
confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of State has been
committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two
sessions.
Paying Voter Registration Workers Legislation
A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with
registrations for a specific party was passed this session. Individuals working as part of a
registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last presidential
election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest
included a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted
the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in the
registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on
names, and variants on addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration
process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.
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Deceptive practices
Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or
reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false and misleading information being distributed to confuse
voters.
Effect of Kentucky's Database
Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the
state doesn't have as much fraud as it might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double
and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with other state
databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to
aggressively purge dead weight and create a cleaner list. When parties use their database list they
are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct elections
without a similar system.
Some factors have made especially important to their success. When the database was instituted
in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.
She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky.
The full Social Security, which is compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name,
automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits Kentucky has reaped make
Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number.
Individuals are willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why
not voting? And in any event, they don't require a Social Security number to register (unlike
others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered under unique
identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross
referencing with the DMV.
Recommendations
Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized
procedures, strong record keeping, and detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same
database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing that as oppressive, county
officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.
This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in
place like HAVA's at the time of enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in
place.
They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson
believes a key to enforcing voting laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and
ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.
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She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide
information about what is legal and what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by
information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences before elections.
She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.
Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have
a useful function for the military and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated
individuals will always find. a way to abuse the system if possible. At a minimum, however, she
recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse in Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson
February 17, 2006

Methodology suggestions
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology as a
model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform Crime Reports, which are all
reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general public whether
a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations
are, we should conduct a survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This would require using
a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey data
collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul
Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and Arthur Lupia at Michigan; Edward Carmines at
Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the
EAC might work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their
Voter Population Surveys.
Mr. Chandler further suggested it is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as Randall
Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in his congressional election in Texas. Mr.
Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British Election
Commission.
Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights Act
documented evidence of widespread difficulty in the voting process. However, he did not
attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his 2005 report on
ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of fraud made, but not very
many prosecutions or convictions. He saw many cases that did go to trial and the prosecutors
lost on the merits.
In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the following
types of activities do occur: videotaping of voters' license plates; poll workers asking
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intimidating questions; groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be
some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing; spreading of false information, such as phone
calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to voting procedures.
Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many of
these cases involve people who do not realize what they are doing is illegal, for example, telling
someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring however. For example,
vote selling involving absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee ballots en masse, people at
nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and there are stories about union leaders getting
members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot. This problem will only get bigger as more
states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr. Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud was a
major problem.
Recommendations
Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure the
security of a mail ballot. Even in Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their vote by mail
system.
False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los Angeles
County's voter education program should be used as a model.

Interview with Tracy Campbell, author
March 3, 2006
Background
Campbell's first book on election fraud looked at Ed Pritchard, a New Deal figure who went to
jail for stuffing ballot boxes. While his initial goal in writing that book was to find out why
Pritchard had engaged in vote stealing, his growing understanding of a pervasive culture of
electoral, corruption led him to consider instead how it was that Pritchard was ever caught. In
1998, he started working on a book regarding fraud in Kentucky, which quickly became a
national study. He hoped to convey the `real politics' which he feels readers, not to mention
academics, have little sense about. While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still
occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the past 60-70 years has
been that these tactics have grown more subtle.
While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a
historian is that it is seems naive, after generations of watching the same patterns and practices
influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely attributable to simple error.
Vote-buying and absentee fraud
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Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections
today. He says vote fraud is like real estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep
the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier target for vote
brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in
exchange for, say, $50—or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted
some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber in-person ballots.
However, few people engaged in this activity would call it `purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is
candidate Jones' way of `thanking' you for a vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is
what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage in vote
fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get
elected.
Regional patterns
Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and
even more so compared to the West. The South has long been characterized as particularly
dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices—throughout history, one can find routine
stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the
Western states, he sees the explosion of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.
Poll site closings as a means to suppress votes
Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes.
Polling places in the 1800s were frequently set-up on rail cars and moved further down the line
to suppress black votes.
He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was
in use in Kentucky until only a few years ago. All of these practices have been justified as
making polling places `more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress votes.
Purge lists
Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names
off the voter rolls presents extensive opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be
done in a manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most relevant information.
When voters discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because
they are "dead," it has a considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both
because of incompetence and as a tool to intentionally disenfranchise.
Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to
just throw up our hands and look the other way, denying voters the chance to see that
discrepancies are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election
outcomes is a small price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent
process.
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Deceptive practices
Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony
ballots, the Texas `elimination' ballot. The ability to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those
looking to sway elections.
Language minorities
Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that
help against them. A related issue, particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.
Current intimidation
Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote
suppressers can keep people away from the polls, the better. Practices such as photographing
people leaving a polling place may also tie into vote-buying, where photos are used to intimidate
and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering
as far from the polls as possible.
Recommendations
Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the
use of absentee ballots and improving the protective zone around polling places.
Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties
enacted, as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the
risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the potential value of the
outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to
prevent people from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud
or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to kick people out of office if necessary.
He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be
difficult to fmd people who care about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an
attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship emerged. He
considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.

Interview with Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil
Rights
February 14, 2006
Data Collection
Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional information
and data on election fraud and intimidation in recent years. He suggested interviewing the
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following individuals who have been actively involved in Election Protection and other similar
efforts:
• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the
University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne. and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US
Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American Progress)
He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the 1981 New
Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act (February
21)
Typ es of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression tactics
employed over the last five years are ones that have evolved over many years. They are
sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes the following types
of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of anecdote and innuendo, and rise to
the level of either voter intimidation or vote suppression:
• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not have
identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election
• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or
even violence
• Intimidating police presence at the polls
• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and
challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and intimidation
• Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he has seen
situations in which historically Black colleges will have one voting machine while other
schools will have more.
Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they involve
activities that current law does not reach. For example, there is no law prohibiting a Secretary of
State from being the head of a political campaign, and then deploying voting machines in an
uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also, once the election is over, civil litigation
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becomes moot. Finally, sometimes upon reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are
not as sinister as believed at the time.
Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these matters
or pursue any kind of resolution to them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with both the Civil
Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to examine this issue.
Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus may
shift somewhat given the implementation of new HAVA requirements.
Recommendations for Reform
There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the
"Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in charge of the voting system. We
need to get away from that.
He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is opposed to the
voter identification laws passing many state legislatures.
• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to allow
eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or improperly purged registration records
• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce the
strain on election-day resources.
• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes should still
be counted in races for which the voter was eligible to vote (governor, etc.)
o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications, to
increase the likelihood that voters will be properly registered in future elections
• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to establish
their identity
• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with Disabilities Act
and the accessibility requirements of the Help America Vote Act
• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan electoral
campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices

Interview with Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Brennan Center findings on fraud
The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission
with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in response to the Commission's ID
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recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter
fraud. They believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists,
as the parties involved in contested elections have a large incentive to root out fraudulent voters.
Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—
something on the order 1110000`h of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on
11 th circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter Baker report and argues the
incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.
Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least
frequent type, although other types, such as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent.
Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore
not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt
impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes
perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught. Also, there is a chance the
pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox
has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For
example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud
will be discovered.
Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very
extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by each side and litigated. In both pre-election
challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the
Carter Baker report, which includes these citations. Contact him for answers to particular
questions.
Countermeasures/statewide databases
Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo
ID laws, although again, it seems to be the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant.
In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are already doing
to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that
no states have adopted yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent
fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be very useful.
Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud
debate is actually premature because states have yet to fully implement the HAVA database
requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of `deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for
Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000 names initially, and later removed almost I million
names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor
communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris Thomas, who masterminded the
Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)
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Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be
quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing direct lines between list problems and fraud.
Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims about
fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge
list produced by the NJ Republican party, and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the
state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical methods
must be utilized, and often are not.
The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on
it. Their list assumed that people appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their
assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices, such as treating individuals with
the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper
statistical methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives,
does not provide an accurate basis for purging, and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.
Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude
Hispanics while overestimating African Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields
match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.
The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover,
even if someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in
fact, is almost never the case.
Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35
percent error rate —that's simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working
on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced a matching requirement, even
greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.
Intimidation and Suppression
Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided
assistance on bills to prevent suppression and intimidation. They happen to have an extensive
paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).
Challengers
Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have
been abused. See the decision and record from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history
of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.
Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis
for the challenge or showing of ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and
have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often involve arcane processes such
as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political
abuse, potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed
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toward the best result. Furthermore, when a voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no
basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have to go
through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.
Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden
for voters, and are restricted at polling place to challenges by poll workers and election officials,
not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that once the floodgates
are open they won't stop.
Recommendations
Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter
harassment and deceptive practices. Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting
voter harassment and deceptive practices.
Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't
consider them under-enforced, and sees no need for additional laws.
Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise
eligible voters.
Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election
mass challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed. There
should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.
Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How
should they approach these cases? How should they approach cases of large scale
fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.

Interview with Bill Groth, Attorney for the Plaintiffs in Indiana Identification Litigation
February 22, 2006
Fraud in Indiana
Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any empirical
evidence of voter impersonation fraud or dead voter fraud been presented. In addition, there is no
record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in Indiana. State legislators
signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor voting in Indiana. At the same time,
the Indiana Supreme Court has not necessarily required evidence of voter fraud before approving
legislative attempts to address fraud.
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The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has instead
referred to instances of fraud in other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to strike evidence such
as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of that evidence was presented to
the legislature and that it should have been in the form of sworn affidavits, so that it would have
some indicia of verifiability.
Photo ID law
By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times more
legitimate voters than illegitimate voters you might protect against. He feels the implementation
of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it will not affect the
upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be left without proper ID. In
addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be implemented as planned in 2008 considering
the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws are unconstitutional because of
inconsistent application.
Statewide database as remed
Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under
HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana are bloated, it is because state officials have not
complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous for
them to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing additional measures such as the photo ID
law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the counties the obligation to do maintenance programs,
which results in a hit or miss process (see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).
Absentee fraud
To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to absentee
balloting. Most notably the East Chicago mayoral election case where courts found absentee
voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2 °d 1138 Decision by the Indiana
Supreme Court in 2004.
Intimidation and vote suppression
Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression activities.
While he considers the sources of this evidence credible, it is still decidedly anecdotal. Instances
he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African American polling places. However,
most incidents of suppression which are discussed occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson
claims a fairly large scale intimidation program in Louisville.
Challengers
There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large scale
challenger operation in Democratic precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at the last minute.
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Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan
challengers to be physically inside the polling area next to members of the precinct board.
Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which provides a
buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That change will make it
much easier to challenge voters. As there is no recorded legislative history in Indiana, it is
difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both chambers and the
governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was passed under the radar
screen.
Photo ID and Challengers
Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with the
photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at least two reasons why a member of the precinct
board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID conforms to ID standards,
and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the voter presenting it. The law does not
require bipartisan agreement that a challenge is valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a
challenge to that voter, and that will lead to the voter voting by provisional ballot.
Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board (located
at the county seat) within 13 days to produce the conforming ID or to swear out an affidavit that
they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to voters. For example,
Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone challenged under the law will be
required to make second trip to seat of government in downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in
question did not have a driver's license in the first place, they will likely need to arrange
transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the election result will already be known.
The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements for
valid photo ID include being issued by state or fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the names must
conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters with hyphenated
names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses potentially leading to a
basis for challenge. Misspelling of names would also be a problem. The other primary mode of
challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the voter, which could be happen in a range of
instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled discretion to challengers to decide what conforms
and what does not.
Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith, and there
is little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no checks on the
challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from an opposing party
challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused. The voter on the other
hand, will need to get majority approval of county election board members to defeat the
challenge.
Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse this
process, as electoral margins are growing increasingly close due to shifting political calculus.
Other cases
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Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot format,
NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list purging, but nothing else related to fraud or
intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to refine its voter list by
sending registration postcards to everyone on the list. When postcards didn't come back they
wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error more on incompetence, than malevolence,
however, as the county board is bipartisan. (The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana
election division are both bipartisan, but the 92 county election boards which will be
administering photo id are controlled by one political party or the other—they are always an odd
number, with the partisan majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)
Recommendations
Supports nonpartisan administration of elections. Indiana specific recommendations including a
longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration period.
He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable forms of
ID is too narrow and provides no fallback to voters without ID. At the least, he believes the state
needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If not, they should be allowed
to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of perjury/felony prosecution. This
would provide sufficient deterrence for anyone considering impersonation fraud. He believes
absentee ballot fraud should be addressed by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as
under HAVA.
His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered an
instance of someone trying to forge a name in the poll book, and while this leaves open the
prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the statewide database.
But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should apply it to everyone and
avoid disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.

Interview with Neil Bradley, February 21, 2004
Voter Impersonation Cases (issue the Georgia ID liti gation revolves around
Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that she
clearly would know if there had been any instances of voter impersonation at the polls; that she
works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have heard about voter
impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that she said that she had not
heard of "any incident"---which includes acts that did not rise to the level of an official
investigation or charges.
Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another voter at
the polls. Officials must check off the type of voter identification the voter used. Voters without
ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those voters to see if they in fact
voted or not.
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The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to occur. If
someone wants to steal an election, it is much more effective to do so using absentee ballots. In
order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes. Therefore, one would have to
have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning there would be many people who know
you committed a felony. It's simply not an efficient way to steal an election.
Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country except
in local races. He does not believe it occurs in statewide elections.
Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia
Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been improved
since the Secretary of State now has the power to create the felon purge list. When this was the
responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging felons because local
officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she was a criminal.
The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common involve
an ineligible person mailing in absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.
In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in Georgia
and that people have confidence in the vote. The biggest problems are the new ID law;
misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind people that vote
fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud that does occur involves
an insider, and that's where you find the most prosecutions. Any large scale fraud involves
someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.
Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr. Bradley made
contradictory statements. When asked whether the decision to prosecute on the county level was
politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed himself stating the opposite.
Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the top is
that this is not a priority. The Georgia ACLU has turned over information about violations of the
Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done nothing with the
information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing cases of vote
suppression, intimidation and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU has not contacted Craig Donsanto
in DC with information of voter fraud.
Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard to
collect the necessary factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive.
Recommendations
In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll workers,
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and much of her budget is put into that work. Increased and improved training of poll workers,
including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most important reform that could be
made.
Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
Interview with Justice Evelyn Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio
February 17, 2006
The 2004 Election
Justice Stratton stated that usually in the period right before an election filings die down due to
the Ohio expedited procedures for electoral challenges. However, the 2004 election was unusual
because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the election. Justice Stratton
believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions without any substance. For
example, without any factual claims, suit was brought alleging that all voter challengers posed a
threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were either everyday voting problems or
"conspiracies" depending on where the complaint came from. The major election cases in 2004
revolved around Secretary of State Blackwell.
Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the 2004
election to be fair to both sides. There was never any discussion about a ruling helping one
political party more than the other.
Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints---819 NE 2d
1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458 (2004).
General Election Fraud Issues
Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical
statutory reasons. She remembered one instance where a man who assisted handicapped voters
marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought against this
man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether ballots could be
opened and inspected to see how votes were cast.
Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but these
were not prosecuted. She has not seen any evidence of ballots being stuffed, dead people voting,
etc.
Suggestions for Changes in Voting Procedures
The Ohio Supreme Court is very strict about latches---if a person sits on their rights too long,
they loose the right to file suit. The Ohio expedited procedures make election challenges run very
smooth. Justice Stratton does not remember any suits brought on the day of the election. She
supports a non-partisan head of state elections. Justice Stratton believes that last minute
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challenges should not be permitted and that lower courts need to follow the rules for the
expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts permitting late election
challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to make a new rule unless this pattern
repeats itself in 2008.

Interview with Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, IACREOT
April 12, 2006
Biographical
Sirvello is currently the executive director of the International Association of Clerks, Recorders,
Election Officials and Treasurers, an organization of 1700 members. Formerly, he ran elections
in Harris County, Texas for 29 years.
Incidents of Election Fraud
Sirvello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the priority list
of either district attorneys or grand juries. Therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are
prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 in Harris County, 14 people voted twice but
the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted twice, once during early voting and once on
Election Day. She said she thought there were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello
believes none of the people intentionally voted more than once. He said that he believes double
voting is not as big of an issue as people make it out to be.
In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear that the
elections officials stuffed the ballot boxes. The case was brought before a grand jury, but there
was no indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives of each other and
none would admit what had been done.
Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up at the
poll and his name had already been signed and he had voted.
Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in Harris
County were permitted to vote.
Specific Absentee Ballot/Vote By Mail Issues
Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too much
opportunity to influence voters or to fraudulently request a ballot.
If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to candidates
and political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot. Many did not want to
give up the ballot but wanted to mail it personally. The result was to discourage voting.
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In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties,
candidates and consultants would get the list of voters over 65 and send them a professional mail
piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything filled out except the
signature. Problems ensued -- for example, voters would print their names rather than sign them,
and the ballot was rejected. In other cases, the elderly would give their absentee ballot to
someone else.
If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in person, that
person had to bring the non-voted absentee ballot to the poll and surrender it. If they did not they
would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
Sirvello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County. These
mostly occurred in Presidential elections. Some people perceived intimidation when being told
they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big issue in elections now is
whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.
Recommendations
District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe that it
goes unpunished.
There should be either a national holiday for Election Day or a day should be given off of work
without counting as a vacation day so that better poll workers are available and there can be
more public education on election administration procedures.
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/01/2006 03:17 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for their review.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC /GOVQ
a EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees ). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
• I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
• I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call._
all . office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. -- Peggy

Also, I may be in the

ft

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
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Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Elections Crimes Branch, Public Integrity
Section, U.S. Department of Justice
January 13, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Election Crimes Branch is responsible for supervisin
federal criminal investigations and prosecutions of election crimes.
Questions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?

Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all
charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to
investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. Jf a charge seems
political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation.
Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether to farm out the case to an Assistant U.S.
Attorney AUSA). Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there
must be enough evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The method of
evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are two
types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to
statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of
success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto
said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a
conviction assuming the worst case scenario – a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. _Often, a defendant who
gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. _The defendant's case will be
heard by Donsanto and Hillman. -On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review
the case. The department grants such heariasa easily because such defendants are likely
te-pcevide infonuation about others involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on
prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation
between the Voting Section and the Election Crimes Branch.
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a
State Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the
Means of Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?

Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus
involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the
department will take it over.

Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?
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No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating
factor, making it more likely the dBepartment will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a
candidate for federal office on the ballot.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for
the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts
draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local
district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big
and too complex for them; DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique
and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election
fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten
federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to
"fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution
whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate
commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s. A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any
election where any federal instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for District Election Officers (DEOs) and FBI
agents since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003,
civil rights leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in
the rest of the symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg-will
be sending us the complete training materials used at thuse sessions. These are
confidential and are the cubject of FOL& litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or
when the US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust
attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.
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.Cases:
Formatted. Underline

Donsanto provided us with three case lists: -9pencases Estill being investigated) as of
January 13, 2006.– confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006; and
cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006.

Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of

cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically.

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought acainst conspracies
when there was a pattern or scheme to corrupt the process rather than individual
offenders acrin^ alone.: For deterrence purposes tChargeswere no •
+
was for deterrence

he A tt orney General decided to add the p ursuit of individuals
who vote when not eli gible to vote (noncitizens felons) or who vote more than

once.

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such
matters to gain convictions:
1_ Felon voters in Milwaukee.

- - - ' Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

2_Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI– under 18 USC 611, to
-prosecute for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to
deportation. Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating
factors such as was the alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse
that is a citizen.
3_Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.

-_

r-o► mattea: Bullets and Numbering

rrormatted: Bullets and Numbering

The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
Arding
frdcral candidate on the ba/lot

0 U=72.a 7 :.

Interview with John Tanner, DireeterChief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
February 24, 2006
The Dep artment of Justice's (DOJ) Voting Section is charged with the civil enforcement
of the Voting Rights Act, the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act
(UOCAVAI. the National Voter Re gistration Act (NVRA), and Title III of the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA).
b
the-problems presented an obstacle to eanductinc the type of interview that would-help
inform this preject as much as we would have hoped. Mr. Tanner would net give
information about or data from the section's election complaint in take phone legs-data
or even general information from the Interactive Case Management (1GM) system-its
t'
formal process for trac
andmanaginS work
'i es in pursuing complaints and
petential violations of the voting laws; and would give us ouly a selected few samples-ef
atterney observer reports. reports that every Voting Section attorney who is ebservin
elections at poll sites on Election Pay is required to submit. He would not discuss in-any
manner any current investigations or cases the section is involved in. He also did net
believe it was his position to offer us recommendations
as to hew his
office,
'
ht be
thee voting
mightimproved.
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity Ssection as Craig Donsanto
described it, typically focuses leeks-only g uar systemic problems resulting from
government action or inaction, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section
never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory authority to do so. In
situations in which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with
voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws enforced by the section only apply to state action, so the section only
sues state and local governments – it does not have any enforcement power over
individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments
that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals
with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective for example, while the section used to have the most observers in the South, with
systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions, h ave made it so new the section now
does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if
there is a racial issue under the 14 `s and 15`1 Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys fast determine whether it is a matter
that involvesef individual offenders or a systemic p roblem. When deciding what to do
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with the complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally to avoid having
ivil litigation to-complicate a possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems
there that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the
Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203,
but also brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters.
When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting
evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now.
For example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now
everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the finger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law.
Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there
had never been a formals investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter
registration fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They
turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and
challenge them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the department was able to informally intervene in
challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was
referenced in a February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section
takes racial targeting very seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section
would investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public
Integrity Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voti -Voting
sSection to become involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be
something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in
2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll
workers cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never
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formally investigated or solely focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions.
However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr.
Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more th an ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents
related to the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section
only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites.
With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to
the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta JournalConstitution. It is understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations
that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very close elections make this
even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands
of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of government you fmd a higher
level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people.
However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding
difference so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities
has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same
was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the
section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases
because many of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues
anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement,
Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a
big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given
the high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring
action, that act complained of did not happen.
Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/17/2006 04:05 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report
I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/17/2006 09:44 AM

cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReporQ

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report[]

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOVTo Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/15/2006 04:10 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter IntimidationI

Thanks.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation

Peggy,
I have attached a rough draft of the report that I think that we should propose to the Commissioners. I was
hoping that you could give it a read and give me your comments by Friday morning, as I have to deliver a
draft to the Commissioners on Friday. I also have a couple of questions. You will notice that I have noted
that several items will be attached as appendixes. First question: Should we attach these things?
Second question: In cases where you have provided summaries of the summaries, should we attach
yours or theirs?

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

OO.72/46;
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voter fraud and intimidation is a phrase familiar to many voting-aged Americans.
However, it means different things to different people. Voter fraud and intimidation is a
phrase used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and at times even the correct
application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of this topic has been
as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the realities of voter
fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, EAC has begun this, phase one, of a
comprehensive study on election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has
developed a definition of election crimes and adopted some research methodology on
how to assess the true existence and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to research and study various issues related to the
administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC began projects to research
several of the listed topics. These topics for research were chosen in consultation with
the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors. Voter fraud and voter intimidation
was a topic that EAC as well as its advisory boards felt were important to study to help
improve the administration of elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of voter
fraud and intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of these issues.
This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing voter fraud and
voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. That type of research is well beyond
the basic understanding that had to be established regarding what is commonly referred to
as voter fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding was reached, a definition
had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of what reasonably can be
researched and studied as evidence of voter fraud and voter intimidation. That definition
will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, who along with EAC staff
and interns conducted the research that forms the basis of this report. Consultants were
chosen based upon their experience with the topic. In addition, consultants were chosen
to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and EAC staff were
charged (1) to research the current state of information on the topics of voter fraud and
voter intimidation, (2) to develop a uniform definition of voter fraud and voter
intimidation, and (3) to propose recommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voter fraud
and intimidation. In addition, EAC consultants conducted interviews with selected
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experts in the field. Last, EAC consultants and staff presented their study to a working
group that provided feed back. The working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of existing laws,
cases, studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voter fraud
and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants or by
the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document was
vetted and edited to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voter fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voter fraud and intimidation. What the world knows
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.

2
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Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voter fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted about the concepts
of voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and reports to
develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available about
voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following articles,
reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix"":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
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• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy .ru/english/library/intemational/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
httn://www.electionl)rotection2004 ora/eda ynews htm

• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
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• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History ofElection Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voter fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive study, survey or review of all
allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to voter fraud or
voter intimidation. Most reports focused on a limited number of case studies or instances
of alleged voter fraud or intimidation. For example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial
Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," a report produced by the
People for the American Way, focused exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or
intimidation to the Election Protection program during the 2004 presidential election.
Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of Justice, Public Integrity
Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted by the United States
Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Pubic Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voter fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as "Building
Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other reports,
such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of more
than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of persons
who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
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Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate. Generally, speaking there is little
agreement on what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation even legal practices that they allege suppress the vote.
One point of. agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by third-party
groups create opportunities for fraud. A number of studies cited circumstances in which
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of voters of a certain party. Others conclude that paying
persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity and perhaps the
incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voter fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
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Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by third-party groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud, citing as reasons that it was the most likely type of fraud
to be discovered and that there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, the location of polling places, and distribution of voting
machines as activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voter fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voter fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
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have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction. They can only prosecute
crimes related to elections involving federal candidates. Those interviewed differed on
the effectiveness of the current system of enforcement, including those that allege that
prosecutions are not sufficiently aggressive and those that feel that the current laws are
sufficient for prosecuting fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix"".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed over 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voter fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from appeal courts. This is not a surprising situation, since most cases that are publicly
reported come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court
level are reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix"".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voter fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voter fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
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throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voter fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charge and prosecutions
of voter fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voter fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding of what is and what is not "voter fraud"
and "voter intimidation." Some think of voter fraud and voter intimidation only as
criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. In order to come up with a common
definition and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of
the terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voter fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader. "Fraud"
is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute either a
criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voter
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voter fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voter fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are related
to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voter fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
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refuses to register to vote an otherwise legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a
crime that involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the civil
division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis of a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,_
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
What is an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process,
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process, ineligible votes to be cast in an
election, eligible votes not to be cast or counted, or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Generally speaking, election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election
officials, or any other members of the public that desire to criminally impact the result of
an election. However, crimes that are based upon knowing or willful failure to act
assume that a duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with
regard to elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, or the public, in general.
Election crimes can occur during any stage of the election process, including but not
limited to qualification of candidates; voter registration; campaigning; voting system
preparation and programming; voting either early, absentee, or election day; vote
tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
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Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, regarding the date and time of the election or regarding a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate at
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once at the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other valuable
thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his vote in any election, or
who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself or another of
an employee's ballot;
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o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments for the purpose of enabling the voter to vote his or
her ballot;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as he intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
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What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All crimes or civil violations related to
campaign finance reporting either at the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for
purposes of this study and any future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts
that are unrelated to elections, voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even
when those offenses occur in a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's
office or appearance. For example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a
polling place or at a candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of
ethical provisions such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Last, actions that do
no rise to the level of criminal activity, that is a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony,
are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can study the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants developed recommendations. In addition,
the working group and some of the persons interviewed as a part of this study provided
recommendations.
Recommendation l: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and parties
should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in law
enforcement, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local district
attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints may provide a good deal of insight
into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety in ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation. Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone
logs of complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
monitor field reports from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, pprosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
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National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voter fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have historically been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets. The sample must include a random set of counties where there have
and have not been a large number of allegations
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing them.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers can use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the ease of
commission and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
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Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether deceased voters or
felons actually voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use ofHAVA .Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive study that gathered data regarding all claims,
charges and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive study is the
most important research that it can offer the election community and the public. As such,
EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by EAC
consultants and working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
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Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine what volume and type
of election crimes are being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on
an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes, EAC intends to engage in the following research activities in studying the
existence and enforcement of election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning voting crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish as a part of complying with HAVA.
Those complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints under those procedures
with the state's chief election official and those complaints must be resolved within 60
days. The procedures also allow for alternative dispute resolution of claims.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses can be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units. Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. This
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
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While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and political pundants. Past studies of these
issues have been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are
issues that deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC through its
clearinghouse role will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the
country. These data not only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and
where fraud exists, but also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention
and prosecution of election crimes.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 12:08 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

Thanks. Currently, on the phone with Job. Ugh!!!!
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 12:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming?a

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) -- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/200611:41 AM

cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/07/2006 09:47 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the
consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/07/2006 09:45 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study)

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

cc
Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims%EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 05:18 PM

cc
bcc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review)

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Reviewn

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC•Learned from Lit Review 11 .6.06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5.06.doc
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Job and Tovan

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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Margaret Sims
--- Original Message ----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
---- Original Message ----

From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
---- Original Message -----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Deliberative Process
EAC-LESSONS LEARNED FROM LITERATURE RESEARCH Privilege
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

1. Everyone does not define voting fraud and voter intimidation the same way.
In some cases, what may have been honest administrative mistakes or errors due to poor
poll worker training are lumped together with genuine voter suppression efforts and
labeled as voter intimidation or voting fraud. Examples: (1) many authors consider
certain voter suppression tactics to be voter intimidation that do not rise to the definition
used in criminal enforcement of election crimes; (2) some charge that a DOJ ballot
integrity measure in South Dakota was voter intimidation; and (3) some mistakes made in
the maintenance of voter registration lists are labeled as fraud.
2. There seems to be no systematic nationwide study that reports all (or most)
verified instances of voting fraud and voter intimidation or suppression efforts
in a particular election or a particular period in U.S. history.
Some sources focus on certain areas of the country, which can bias the study if these
areas are more or less susceptible to fraud and suppression. Some focus on the alleged
(but not necessarily verified) misdeeds of one political party or another. Still others focus
on unverified allegations reported to a toll-free phone line. In some cases, it is not clear
if the incidents were intentional voter suppression or genuine poll worker mistakes (e.g.;
not providing provisional ballots or in appropriately asking voters for ID). Minnite's
study is as close as they get to a systematic study.
3. There are a number of obstacles to gathering compete data on voting fraud and
voter intimidation/suppression nationwide in any election.
Authors often have limited resources (time and money) to collect such information.
Investigation and prosecution of voting fraud and voter intimidation or suppression
occurs at different levels of government (Federal, state and local). These investigations
and prosecutions are not reported to and recorded by a central authority. Some voting
fraud is inherently more difficult to identify and to prove than others (e.g.; impersonation
of another voter at the polls is more difficult, due to the transient nature of some
jurisdictions and the fact that impersonators not identified as a fraud at the polls are hard
to identify later, than voter registration, vote buying, and absentee ballot fraud). At least
some voting fraud and voter intimidation appears to go unreported and uninvestigated,
and some prosecutions are unsuccessful due to local politics and law enforcement
affiliations and the lack of sufficient resources at the Federal, state, and local levels to
support the labor intensive effort.
4. Most sources seem to agree that voter registration and absentee balloting fraud
are the most common forms of voting fraud. Absentee ballot fraud often is
accompanied by vote buying or voter coercion. Also frequently alleged were
instances of ineligible voters (usually felons, but sometime non-citizens, under
aged individuals, or non-residents) that voted. But not all agree that these are
the only common forms of fraud.
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EAC-LESSONS LEARNED FROM LITERATURE RESEARCH
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

Some contend that voting in the name of another at the polling place is common, but that
such instances are extremely hard to prove. Most instances of ineligible voters voting
were linked to improper voter list maintenance or confusion on the part of local election
officials as to state law on felon disenfranchisement.
5. A number of sources have identified numerous instances of attempted voter
suppression, but no instances of voter intimidation that could be prosecuted
under Federal criminal laws is alleged.
Examples of voter suppression efforts include: (1) phone calls and mailings deliberately
directing targeted voters to vote on the wrong day or to go to the wrong polling place, or
that provide incorrect and threatening information about the voter qualifications and legal
consequences of voting; (2) targeted, inappropriate challenges to voters at the polls or
shortly before election day; (3) people posing as law enforcement agents at targeted
polling places. When such tactics target minority communities, they may be attacked
through civil action by DOJ under Voting Rights Act provisions, but they do not qualify
for criminal penalties under Federal voter intimidation law. Currently, there is no Federal
election law providing criminal penalties for voter suppression efforts. When the
suppression adversely affects a political party, but does not have a racial component, DOJ
may be hard pressed to pursue the matter unless other Federal criminal law has been
violated (e.g.; suppression of phone banks in New Hampshire).
6. Unsupervised voter registration drives by political parties and advocacy groups
are a primary source of fraudulent voter registration applications and missing
(perhaps deliberately) voter registration applications.
The practice of paying persons to man voter registration drives (particularly, but not only,
when the person is paid by the head) is a frequent source of fraudulent voter registration
applications. Partisan drives have resulted in applications from persons of "the wrong
party" being held back or destroyed. Therefore, while the applicant believes they have
registered, the election official has no record of that registration.
7. Many authors contend that proper implementation of the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA) and the Help America Vote Act of 2002
(HAVA) will reduce or at least not increase the potential for fraud and voter
suppression, but some argue that provisions in these laws increase the likelihood
of fraud or voter suppression.
Many argue that proper implementation of the list maintenance and fail-safe voting
provisions of the NVRA and HAVA's requirements for the statewide voter registration
list, voter ID for certain first-time voters, and. provisional voting will reduce the potential
for voting fraud and voter intimidation. Others argue that the list maintenance provisions
of NVRA cause "dead wood" to be left on the voter rolls, providing opportunity for
fraud, or that HAVA's voter ID and list matching requirements can be used as voter
suppression tactics.
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EAC-LESSONS LEARNED FROM LITERATURE RESEARCH
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY
8. Proper recordkeeping and post-election auditing is an important key to
identifying and preventing voting fraud, and for subsequent prosecution of such
activities; but is not being done consistently.
9. Poll worker recruitment and training is a key component to combating actions
that are perceived as suppressing or intimidating voters.
10. Both sides on election reform debates are using incomplete data to bolster their
arguments.
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EAC SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW FOR VOTING FRAUD—VOTER INTIMIDATION RESEARCH

Articles
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow," December 6, 2004.
This report describes the pervasive and repeated practices of voter intimidation and vote suppression that have taken place in very recent years
and during contemporary American history. It goes on to describe the numerous instances of voter intimidation and suppression during the 2000
election, the 1990s, the 1980s and back through the civil rights movement of the 1960s, putting current efforts in historical perspective.
Describing the chronology of events in this way demonstrates the developing patterns and strategic underpinnings of the tactics used over the last forty
years. Examples include:
• Florida law enforcement questioned elderly African American voters in Orlando regarding the 2003 mayoral race, which had already been
resolved, shortly before the 2004 election;
• the 2004 Florida felon purge list;
• the case of South Dakota in 2004 in which Native Americans were improperly and illegally required to show photo identification at the
polls or denied the right to vote, and similar improper demands for ID from minorities in other parts of the country;
• the use of challengers in minority districts in many locations;
• the challenge to the right of African American students to vote in Texas in 2004;
• the presence of men looking like law enforcement challenging African American voters at the polls in Philadelphia in 2003;
• the distribution of flyers in Louisiana and elsewhere In a number of elections over the last few years in minority areas telling them to
vote on the wrong day; and
• the FBI investigation into thousands of Native American voters in South Dakota in.2002.
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Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23, December 30, 2002.
Argues that "the discriminatory use of so-called 'ballot security' programs" has been a reoccurring scandal since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. These programs are deceptively presented as preventing voter fraud and thereby furthering good government. However, McDonald states "but far
too often they [the ballot security programs] are actually designed to suppress minority voting -- and for nakedly partisan purposes." Blames the federal
government as well as the states for use of suspect ballot security programs. McDonald cites several ballot security efforts that were really disguised
attempts at minority voter suppression:
• SD-DOJ "voting integrity initiative".
• AR - poll watchers driving away voters in predominantly black precincts by taking photos of them and demanding identification during
pre-election day balloting.
• MI - "spotters" at heavily Democratic precincts was an effort to Intimidate black voters and suppress Democratic turnout
• SC – one county's officials instituted a new and unauthorized policy allowing them to challenge voters who gave rural route or box
numbers for their registration address (disproportionately affecting African Americans).
• the 1981 gubernatorial election anti-fraud initiative leading to the well known consent decree prohibiting the Republicans from repeating
this, a similar Republican effort in Louisiana In 1986 in Senator John Breaux's race which again resulted In prohibition by a state court
judge, and a similar effort by Republicans in Senator Jesse Helms 1990 reelection.
States that HAVA "contains provisions that may enhance the opportunities for harassment and intimidation of minorities through ballot-security
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EAC SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW FOR VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION RESEARCH
programs (especially voter ID). Indicates that the crux of the problem is lax enforcement of federal voters rights laws ("there is no record of the
purveyors of any ballot-security program being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right to vote." The only positive case law
McDonald cited was a decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit that affirmed "an award of damages ranging from $500 to
$2,000, payable by individual poll officials to each of seven black voters who had been unlawfully challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or
purged from the rolls in the town of Crawfordsville [Arkansas].")

Recommends that Congress and the states should adopt "nondiscriminatory, evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot."
Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.

Current voter registration practices were determined to be insufficient to ensure the accuracy of voter registration lists used by poll workers or to prevent
ineligible persons from registering to vote. In six municipalities where sufficient information was available, there was 105 instances of potentially
improper or fraudulent voting in the 2004 elections. These included: 98 Ineligible felons who may have voted; 2 individuals who may have voted
twice; 1 voter who may have been underage; and 4 absentee ballots that should not have been counted because the voters who cast them died
before Election Day (all but dead voters were forwarded to appropriate district attorneys for investigation). Statutes require that clerks send cards to
everyone who registers by mail or on Election Day. However, only 42.7 % of the 150 municipalities surveyed sent cards to both groups, and 46 % did not
send any address verification cards to those registering to vote on Election Day in November 2004. Statutes also require clerks to provide the local district
attorney with the names of any Election Day registrants whose cards are undeliverable at the address provided. However, only 24.3 % of the clerks who
sent cards also forwarded names from undeliverable cards to district attorneys. District attorneys surveyed indicated that they require more information
than is typically provided to conduct effective investigations. To ensure that voter registration lists contain only the names of qualified electors, municipal
clerks are required by statute to remove or inactivate the names of individuals who have not voted in four years, to update registration information for
individuals who move or change their names, and to remove or inactivate the names of deceased individuals. They are also required to notify registered
voters before removing their names from registration lists. These statutory requirements are not consistently followed:
• 85.3 % of municipalities removed the names of inactive voters from their voter registration lists;
• 71.4 % sometimes or always notified registered voters before removing their names; and
• 54.0 % reported removing the names of ineligible felons.
• registration lists contain duplicate records and the names of ineligible individuals (e.g.; more than 348,000 electronic voter registration records from
eight municipalities were reviewed, identifying 3,116 records that appear to show individuals who are registered more than once in the same
municipality).
Recommendations:
• adjust the early registration deadline to provide clerks more time to prepare registration lists;
• establish more stringent requirements for special registration deputies, including prohibiting compensation based on the number of individuals
registered;
• establish uniform requirements for demonstrating proof of residence for all registrants;
• provide municipal clerks with more flexibility in the use of address verification cards;
• Authorize civil penalties for local election officials and municipalities that fail to comply with election laws; and
• implement mandatory elections training requirements for municipal clerks.
Report also recognized that the new HAVA registration procedures would help with existing registration problems.
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Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office "Preliminary
Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud," May 10, 2005.
On January 26, 2005, the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United
States Attorney's Office formed a task force to investigate alleged voting irregularities during the November 2004 elections. The task force has made the
following specific determinations based on evidence examined to date:
• evidence of more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in names of persons who likely did not vote, and/or
voting In names believed to be fake.
• more than 200 felons voted when they were not eligible to do so. (In order to establish criminal cases, the government must establish
willful violations in individual instances);
• persons who had been paid to register voters as "deputy registrars" falsely listed approximately 65 names in order to receive
compensation for the registrations. (The evidence does not indicate that these particular false registrations were later used to cast
votes); and,
• the number of votes counted from the City of Milwaukee exceeds the number of persons recorded as voting by more than 4,500.
(Evidence indicates widespread record keeping errors with respect to recording the number of voters)
The investigation concentrated on the 70,000+ same-day registrations. It found that a large majority of the reported errors were the result of data
entry errors, such as street address numbers being transposed. However, the investigation also found more than 100 instances where votes were
cast in a manner suggesting fraud. These include:
• persons with the same name and date of birth recorded as voting more than once;
• persons who live outside Milwaukee, but who used non-existent City addresses to register and vote in the City (141 of them were same day
registrants; in several instances, the voter explicitly listed municipality names other than Milwaukee on the registration cards);
• persons who registered and voted with identities and addresses that cannot in any way be linked to a real person;
• persons listed as voting under a name and identity of a person known to be deceased;
• persons whose identities were used to vote, but who in subsequent interviews told task force investigators that they did not, in fact, vote in the City
of Milwaukee.
Investigation also found:
• persons who were paid money to obtain registrations allegedly falsified approximately 65 names on registration forms, allegedly to obtain
more money for each name submitted.
• more than 200 felons who were not eligible to vote in the 2004 election, but who are recorded as having done so.
• same-day registrations were accepted in which the card had incomplete information that would help establish identity. For example: 48
original cards for persons listed as voting had no name; 548 had no address; 28 did not have signatures; and another 23 cards had illegible
information (part of approximately 1,300 same-day registrations for which votes were cast, but which election officials could not authenticate as
proper voters within the City).
• the post-election misfiling or loss of original green registration cards that were considered duplicates, but that in fact corresponded to
additional votes. These cards were used to record votes, but approximately 100 cards of interest to investigators can no longer be
located. In addition, other original green registration cards continue to be found.
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National Commission on Federal Election Reform, `Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American
University, September 2005.
Among the observations made that are relevant to the EAC study of fraud and intimidation are the following:
• The November 2004 elections showed that irregularities and fraud still occur.
• Failure to provide voters with such basic information as their registration status and their polling site location raises a barrier to voting as significant
as inconsistent procedures on provisional ballots or voter ID requirements.
• There is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting, but both occur, and it could affect the outcome of a close
election.
• The Commission is concerned that the different approaches to identification cards might prove to be a serious impediment to voting.
• Voter registration lists are often inflated by the inclusion of citizens who have moved out of state but remain on the lists. Moreover, under
the National Voter Registration Act, names are often added to the list, but counties and municipalities often do not delete the names of those who
moved. Inflated voter lists are also caused by phony registrations and efforts to register individuals who are ineligible. At the same time, inaccurate
purges of voter lists have removed citizens who are eligible and are properly registered.
• Political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives generally contribute to the electoral process by generating interest in upcoming elections
and expanding participation. However, they are occasionally abused. There were reports in 2004 that some party activists failed to deliver
voter registration forms of citizens who expressed a preference for the opposing party.
• Vote by mail raises concerns about privacy, as citizens voting at home may come under pressure to vote for certain candidates, and it
increases the risk of fraud.
• While election fraud is difficult to measure, it occurs. The U.S. Department of Justice has launched more than 180 investigations into election
fraud since October 2002. These investigations have resulted in charges for multiple voting, providing false information on their felon status,
and other offenses against 89 individuals and in convictions of 52 individuals. The convictions related to a variety of election fraud offenses,
from vote buying to submitting false voter registration information and voting-related offenses by non -citizens. In addition to the federal
investigations, state attorneys general and local prosecutors handle cases of election fraud. Other cases are never pursued because of
the difficulty in obtaining sufficient evidence for prosecution or because of the low priority given to election fraud cases.
• Absentee ballots remain the largest source of potential voter fraud
• Non-citizens have registered to vote in several recent elections
• The growth of "third-party" (unofficial) voter registration drives in recent elections has led to a rise in reports of voter registration fraud.
• Many states allow the representatives of candidates or political parties to challenge a person's eligibility to register or vote or to
challenge an inaccurate name on a voter roll. This practice of challenges may contribute to ballot integrity, but it can have the effect of
intimidating eligible voters, preventing them from casting their ballot, or otherwise disrupting the voting process.
Its pertinent recommendations for reform are as follows:
• Interoperable state voter databases are needed to facilitate updates in the registration of voters who move to another state and to eliminate
duplicate registrations, which are a source of potential fraud.
• Voters should be informed of their right to cast a provisional ballot if their name does not appear on the voter roll, or if an election official
asserts that the individual is not eligible to vote, but States should take additional and effective steps to inform voters as to the location of
their precinct
• The Commission recommends that states use "REAL ID" cards for voting purposes.
• To verify the identity of voters who cast absentee ballots, the voter's signature on the absentee ballot can be matched with a digitized__
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version of the signature that the election administrator maintains. While such signature matches are usually done, they should be done
consistently in all cases, so that election officials can verify the identity of every new registrant who casts an absentee ballot.
• Each state needs to audit its voter registration files to determine the extent to which they are accurate (with correct and current information on
individuals), complete (including all eligible voters), valid (excluding ineligible voters), and secure (with protections against unauthorized use). This
can be done by matching voter files with records in other state agency databases in a regular and timely manner, contacting individuals when the
matches are inconclusive, and conducting survey research to estimate the number of voters who believe they are registered but who are not in fact
listed in the voter files.
• Each state should oversee political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives to ensure that they operate effectively, that registration
forms are delivered promptly to election officials, that all completed registration forms are delivered to the election officials, and that none are
"culled" and omitted according to the registrant's partisan affiliation. Measures should also be adopted to track and hold accountable those who are
engaged in submitting fraudulent voter registrations. Such oversight might consist of training activists who conduct voter registration drives and
tracking voter registration forms to make sure they are all accounted for. In addition, states should apply a criminal penalty to any activist who
deliberately fails to deliver a completed voter registration form.
• Investigation and prosecution of election fraud should include those acts committed by individuals, including election officials, poll
workers, volunteers, challengers or other nonvoters associated with the administration of elections, and not just fraud by voters.
• In July of even-numbered years, the U.S. Department of Justice should issue a public report on its Investigations of election fraud. This
report should specify the numbers of allegations made, matters investigated, cases prosecuted, and individuals convicted for various crimes. Each
state's attorney general and each local prosecutor should issue a similar report.
• The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Public Integrity should increase its staff to investigate and prosecute election-related fraud.
• In addition to the penalties set by the Voting Rights Act, it should be a federal felony for any individual, group of individuals, or organization
to engage in any act of violence, property destruction (of more than $500 value), or threatened act of violence that is intended to deny
any individual his or her lawful right to vote or to participate in a federal election.
• To deter systemic efforts to deceive or intimidate voters, the Commission recommends federal legislation to prohibit any individual or
group from deliberately providing the public with incorrect information about election procedures for the purpose of preventing voters
from going to the polls.
• States should define clear procedures for challenges, which should mainly be raised and resolved before the deadline for voter
registration. After that, challengers will need to defend their late actions. On Election Day, they should direct their concerns to poll workers,
not to voters directly, and should in no way interfere with the smooth operation of the polling station.
• State and local jurisdictions should prohibit a person from handling absentee ballots other than the voter, an acknowledged family
member, the U.S. Postal Service or other legitimate shipper, or election officials. The practice in some states of allowing candidates or party
workers to pick up and deliver absentee ballots should be eliminated.
• All states should consider passing legislation that attempts to minimize the fraud that has resulted from "payment by the piece" to
anyone in exchange for their efforts in voter registration, absentee ballot, or signature collection.
• Nonpartisan structures of election administration are very important, and election administrators should be neutral, professional, and
impartial.
• No matter what institutions are responsible for conducting elections, conflict-of-interest standards should be introduced for all federal, state,
and local election officials. Election officials should be prohibited by federal and/or state laws from serving on any political campaign committee,
making any public comments in support of a candidate, taking a public position on any ballot measure, soliciting campaign funds, or otherwise
campaigning for or against a candidate for public office. A decision by a secretary of state to serve as co-chair of his or her party's presidential
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election committee would clearly violate these standards.

The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School
of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread
fraud. However, the Report admits that there is simply "no evidence" that the type of fraud that could be solved by stricter voter
identification – individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls – is a widespread problem.
• The photo ID proposal guards against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false information, such as the name of
another registered voter, or a recent but not current address. Since the costs of this form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides for up to
five. years' imprisonment), and the benefits to any individual voter are extremely low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever occur with any frequency.
The limited types of fraud that could be prevented by a Real ID requirement are extremely rare and difficult.
• In the most comprehensive survey of alleged election fraud to date, Professor Loraine Minnite and David Callahan have shown that the incidence
of individual voter fraud at the polls is negligible. A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a statewide survey found four
instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in 2002 and 2004, out of 9,078,728 votes cast – a rate of 0.00004%. Earlier this year,
Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox stated that she could not recall one documented case of voter fraud relating to the impersonation of a
registered voter at the polls during her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State.
• The Report attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four specific examples of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of
the Report's cited examples of fraud stand up under closer scrutiny. This response report goes through each instance of fraud raised by the
Commission report and demonstrates that in each case the allegation in fact turned out later not to be true or the fraud cited was not of the type
that would be addressed by a photo identification requirement.
• The Report fails to provide a good reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at the polls than for those who vote absentee. Despite the
fact that absentee ballots are more susceptible to fraud than regular ballots, the Report exempts absentee voters from its proposed Real ID
and proof of citizenship requirements.
Other points in ID requirement:
• Report does not explain why the goals of Improved election integrity will not be met through the existing provisions in the Help America
Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA).
• Report fails to consider alternative measures to advance its goals that are less restrictive to voters. To the extent that any limited fraud by
individuals at the polls does trickle into the system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to recognize
that only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot. Proper cleaning of registration lists – and proper use of the lists at the
poll–will therefore go a long way toward ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
• In addition to the better registration lists that full implementation will provide, better record keeping and administration at the polls will
reduce the limited potential for voting by ineligible persons. In the unlikely event that implementation of current law is not able to wipe out
whatever potential for individual fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome alternatives to the Report's Real ID
recommendation that received wholly insufficient consideration.
• Costs - If required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll tax that could disenfranchise low-income
voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report appropriately recommends that the "Real ID" card itself be issued free of charge. Nevertheless, the
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percentage of Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship necessary to obtain Real IDs is likely to remain high because the requisite
documents are both expensive and burdensome to obtain. (Each of the documents an individual is-required to show in order to obtain a "Real ID"
card or other government-issued photo ID card costs money or presumes a minimal level of economic resources. Unless the federal and all state
governments waive the cost of each of these other forms of identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater than their direct costs.
In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at specified government offices, which may be far from voters' residences and
workplaces, individuals seeking such Ids will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking time off from work to visit those offices
during often-abbreviated business hours.)
• Since voting generally depends on the voter's address, and since many states will not accept IDs that do not bear an individual's current voting
address, an additional 41.5 million Americans each year will have ID that they may not be able to use to vote.
• The burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly, the disabled, students, the poor, and people of color.
• The ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration at disability and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993. Individuals who seek to register at those offices–which generally do not issue IDs Census data demonstrate that African
Americans and Latinos are more than three times more likely , than whites to register to vote at a public assistance agency, and that whites are
more likely than African Americans and Latinos to register when seeking a driver's license. Accordingly, the voter registration procedure far more
likely to be used by minorities than by whites will no longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote.
• The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with
even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card. The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it
would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card
Recommendation on Database Information Sharing Across States -serious efficacy, privacy, and security concerns raised by a nationally distributed
database of the magnitude it contemplates. These problems are exacerbated by the Report's recommendation that an individual's Social Security
number be used as the broadly disseminated unique voting identifier.
Recommendation on Votin g Rights of Ex-Felons - This recommendation would set a standard more generous than the policies of the most regressive
thirteen states in the nation but more restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The trend in the states is toward extension of the franchise.
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression
– or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights & Protection, September, 2004.
Focuses on vote suppression through "ballot security programs" (programs that, in the name of protecting against vote fraud, almost exclusively
•target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting precincts and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those precincts from casting a
ballot). Noteworthy characteristics of these programs:
• focus on minority precincts almost exclusively
• is often on only the flimsiest evidence that vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such precincts;
• in addition to encouraging the presence of sometimes intimidating white Republican poll watchers or challengers who may slow down
voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in officiallooking uniforms with badges and side arms who question voters about their citizenship or their registration
• warning signs may be posted near the polls, or radio ads may be targeted to minority listeners containing dire threats of prison terms for
people who are not properly registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the defensive.
• sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent to minority voters through the mail."
• doing mailings, collecting returned materials, and using that as a basis for creating challenger lists and challenging voters at the polls,
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started in the 1950s and continues to today (problem with this practice is that reasons for a mailing to be returned include a wrong address, out of
date or inaccurate addresses, poor mail delivery in minority areas, and matching mistakes)
Provide numerous examples from the last 50 years to demonstrate his thesis, going through the historical development of Republican ballot security
programs from the 1950s through to the present (including more recent incidents, such as 1981 in New Jersey, 1982 Dallas, Louisiana 1986, Houston
1986, Hidalgo 1988 Orange County 1988, North Carolina 1990, South Carolina 1980-1990, and South Dakota 2002). Author cites and quotes internal
Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in
some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his argument. author cites and quotes internal Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources•
and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his
argument.
Some of the features of vote suppression efforts put forth by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs:
1. An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in what Republicans call "heavily Democratic," but what are
usually minority, precincts;
2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are occasionally justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts, spread by radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods,
newspapers, fliers, and phone calls, which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting "official-looking" personnel at polling places, including but not limited to off-duty police—sometimes in uniform,
sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can confuse, humiliate, and Intimidate—as well as slow the
voting process—in these same minority precincts;
6. Challenging voters using inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants derived from "do-not-forward" letters sent to low-income
and minority neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of minority voters as venal and credulous.
The report ends with some observations on the state of research on the incidence of fraud, which the author finds lacking. He suggests that vote
suppression of qualified minority voters by officials and partisan poll-watchers, challengers, and uniformed guards should also be considered
as included in any definition of election fraud. Recommends Democrats should not protest all programs aimed at ballot integrity, but rather work with
Republicans to find solutions to problems that confront both parties and the system as a whole.
Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project,
November 2005.

Presents results from the first nationwide study to document the implementation of American felony disenfranchisement law. Data came from two main
sources: a 33-state survey of state elections officials (spring 2004) and telephone interviews with almost one hundred city, county, town, and parish
officials drawn from 10 selected states.
Maior Conclusions:

O

1. Broad variation and misunderstanding in Interpretation and enforcement of voting laws (more than one-third [37%) of local officials
interviewed in ten states either described their state's fundamental eligibility law incorrectly, or stated that they did not know a central aspect of that
law. / Local registrars differ in their knowledge of basic eligibility law, often within the same state. Differences also emerge in how they are notified
of criminal convictions, what process they use to suspend, cancel, or "purge" voters from the rolls, whether particular documents are required to
restore a voter to eligibility, and whether they have information about the criminal background of new arrivals to the state.)
2.
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O

Misdemeanants disenfranchised in at least five states (the commonly-used term "felon disenfranchisement" is not entirely accurate, since at
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least five states – Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, South Carolina, and Maryland -- also formally bar some or all people convicted of misdemeanors
from voting [ it is likely that misdemeanants in other states who do retain the formal right to vote could have difficulty exercising that right, given
ignorance of their eligibility and the lack of clear rules and procedures for absentee voting by people in jail who have not been convicted of a felony
/ Maryland excludes persons convicted of many misdemeanors, such as "Unlawful operation of vending machines," "Misrepresentation of tobacco
leaf weight," and "Racing horse under false name.")
3. Significant ambiguities in voting laws (disenfranchisement in Tennessee is dependent on which of five different time periods a felony
conviction occurred between 1973 and the present/in Oregon, disenfranchisement is determined not by conviction or imprisonment for a
felony, but for being placed under Department of Corrections supervision / since 1997, some persons convicted of a felony and sentenced to less
than 12 months' custody have been sent to county jails and hence, are eligible to vote.
4.

Disenfranchisement results in contradictory policies within states (the "crazy-quilt" pattern of disenfranchisement laws exists even

within states / Alabama and Mississippi have both the most and least restrictive laws in the country, a result which is brought about by the fact
that certain felonies result in the loss of voting rights for life, while others at least theoretically permit people in prison to vote / most felonies in
Alabama result in permanent disenfranchisement, but drug and DUI offenses have been determined to not involve the "moral turpitude" that
triggers the loss of voting rights / in Mississippi, ten felonies result in disenfranchisement, but do not include such common offenses as burglary
and drug crimes..
5. Confusing policies lead to the exclusion of legal voters and the inclusion of illegal voters: The complexity of state disenfranchisement
policies results in frequent misidentification of voter eligibility, largely because officials differ in their knowledge and application of disqualification
and restoration law and procedures.
6. Significant variation and uncertainty in how states respond to persons with a felony conviction from other states: No state has a
systematic mechanism in place to address the immigration of persons with a felony conviction, and there is no consensus among indefinitedisenfranchisement states on whether the disqualification is properly confined to the state of conviction, or should be considered in the new state
of residence. Interpretation and enforcement of this part of disenfranchisement law varies not only across state lines, but also from one county to
another within states. Local officials have no way of knowing about convictions in other states, and many are unsure what they would do if a
would-be voter acknowledged an old conviction. Because there is no prospect of a national voter roll, this situation will continue even after full
HAVA implementation.
7. Disenfranchisement is a time -consuming, expensive practice: Enforcement requires elections officials to gather records from different
agencies and bureaucracies, including state and federal courts, Departments of Corrections, Probation and Parole, the state Board of Elections,
the state police, and other counties' elections offices.
Policy Implications
1. Policies disenfranchising people living in the community on probation or parole, or who have completed a sentence are particularly
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difficult to enforce: States which disenfranchise only persons who are currently incarcerated appear able to enforce their laws more consistently
than those barring non-incarcerated citizens from voting.
2. Given large-scale misunderstanding of disenfranchisement law, many eligible persons incorrectly believe they cannot vote, or have been
misinformed by election officials: More than one-third of election officials interviewed incorrectly described their state's law on voting eligibility.
More than 85% of the officials who misidentified their state's law either did not know the eligibility standard or specified that the law was more
restrictive than was actually the case.
3. Occasional violation of disenfranchisement law by non-incarcerated voters not surprising: Given the complexity of state laws and the
number of state officials who lack an understanding of restoration and disqualification procedures, it should come as no surprise that many voters
are ignorant of their voting status, a fact that is likely to have resulted in hundreds of persons with a felony conviction registering and voting illegally
in recent years.
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4. Taken together, these findings undermine the most prominent rationale for disenfranchisement: that the policy reflects a strong, clear
consensus that persons with a felony conviction are unfit to vote and constitute a threat to the polity: First, when significant numbers of
the people who administer elections do not know important aspects of disenfranchisement law, it is hard to conclude that the restriction is
necessary to protect social order and the "purity" of the ballot box. Second, because they are all but invisible in the sentencing process, "collateral"
sanctions like disenfranchisement simply cannot accomplish the denunciatory, expressive purposes their supporters claim. We now know that
disenfranchisement is not entirely "visible" even to the people running American elections. Third, deep uncertainty regarding the voting rights of
people with felony convictions who move from one state to another indicates that we do not even know what purpose disenfranchisement is
supposed to serve – whether it is meant to be a punishment, or simply a non-penal regulation of the franchise.
Recommendations
1. Clarify Policies Regarding Out-of-State Convictions: State officials should clarify their policies and incorporate into training programs the
means by which a felony conviction in another state affects an applicant's voting eligibility. For example, sentence-only disenfranchisement states
should clarify that newcomers with old felony convictions from indefinite disenfranchisement states are eligible to vote. And those states which bar
some people from voting even after their sentences are completed must clarify whether new arrivals with old felony convictions from sentence-only
disenfranchisement states are automatically eligible, and must explain what procedures, if any, should be followed for restoration.
2. Train Election Officials: Clarify disenfranchisement policies and procedures for all state and local election officials through development of
materials and training programs in each state. At a minimum, this should include distribution of posters, brochures and FAQ sheets to local and
state elections offices.
3. Train Criminal Justice Officials: Provide training on disqualification and restoration policies for all correctional and criminal justice officials,
particularly probation and parole staff. Correctional and criminal justice officials should also be actively engaged in describing these policies to
persons under criminal justice supervision.
4. Review Voting Restrictions on Non-Incarcerated People: Given the serious practical difficulty of enforcing laws disqualifying people who are
not incarcerated from voting – problems which clearly include both excluding eligible people from voting and allowing those who should be
ineligible to vote -- state policymakers should review such policies to determine if they serve a useful public purpose.

C)

American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
Using court records, police reports and news articles, ACVR Legislative Fund presented this Report documenting hundreds of reported incidents and
allegations from around the country. The report most often alleges voter intimidation and voter registration fraud, and to a lesser degree absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying. This report alleges a coordinated effort by members of some organizations to rig the election system through voter
registration fraud, the first step in any vote fraud scheme that corrupts the election process by burying local officials in fraudulent and suspicious
registration forms. paid Democrat operatives were far more involved in voter intimidation and suppression activities than were their Republican
counterparts during the 2004 presidential election. Identified five cities as "hot spots" which require additional immediate attention, based on the findings of
this report and the cities' documented history of fraud and intimidation: Philadelphia, PA, Milwaukee, WI, Seattle, WA, St. Louis/East St. Louis, MO/IL, and
Cleveland, OH. Refutes charges of voter intimidation and suppression made against Republican supporters, discusses similar charges against
Democrats, details incidents vote fraud and illegal voting and finally discusses problems with vote fraud, voter registration fraud and election irregularities
around the country. Recommends:
• Both national political parties should formally adopt a zero-tolerance fraud and intimidation policy that commits the party to pursuing
and fully prosecuting individuals and allied organizations who commit vote fraud or who seek to deter any eligible voter from
participating in the election through fraud or intimidation. No amount of legislative reform can effectively deter those who commit acts of
fraud if there is no punishment for the crime and these acts continue to be tolerated.
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• States should adopt legislation requiring government- issued photo ID at the polls and for any voter seeking to vote by mail or by
absentee ballot. Government-issued photo identification should be readily available to all citizens without cost and provisions made to assure
availability of government-issued identification to disabled and low-income citizens.
• States should adopt legislation requiring that all polling places be fully accessible and accommodating to all voters regardless of race,
disability or political persuasion and that polling locations are free of intimidation or harassment.
• States should create and maintain current and accurate statewide voter registration databases as mandated by the federal Help America
Vote Act ("HAVA") and establish procedures to assure that the statewide voter roll is current and accurate and that the names of eligible
voters on the roll are consistent with the voter roll used by local election authorities in conducting the election.
• States should adopt legislation establishing a 30-day voter registration cutoff to assure that all voter rolls are accurate and that all
registrants can cast a regular ballot on Election Day and the election officials have opportunity to establish a current and accurate voter
roll without duplicate or fictional names and assure that all eligible voters (including all recently registered voters) are included on the
voter roll at their proper precinct.
• States should adopt legislation requiring voter registration applications to be delivered to the elections office within one week of being
completed so that they are processed in a timely manner and to assure the individuals registered by third party organizations are
properly included on the voter roll.
• States should adopt legislation and penalties for groups violating voter registration laws, and provide the list of violations and penalties
to all registration solicitors. Legislation should require those organizations obtaining a voter's registration to deliver that registration to
election officials in a timely manner and should impose appropriate penalties upon any individual or organization that obtains an eligible
voter's registration and falls to deliver it to election authorities.
• States should adopt legislation prohibiting "bounty" payment to voter registration solicitors based on the number of registration cards
they collect.
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The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
Written after the 2000 election, thesis of report is that structural disenfranchisement—the effect of breakdowns in the electoral system, is the new poll
tax. Structural disenfranchisement includes "bureaucratic blunders, governmental indifference, and flagrant disregard for voting rights." Blame for
structural disenfranchisement is laid squarely at the feet of states and localities that "shirk their responsibilities or otherwise manipulate election
systems," resulting in voters "either turned away from the polls or their votes are thrown out." Data and conclusions in the Report are taken from
eight sample case studies of states and cities across the country and a survey of state election directors that reinforces the findings of the case studies
(New York City-in six polling places Chinese translations inverted the Democrats with the Republicans; Georgia-the state computer crashed two weeks
before the election, dropping thousands of voters from the rolls; Virginia-registration problems kept an untold number from voting; Chicago-in inner-city
precincts with predominately minority populations, almost four out of every ten votes cast for President (in 2000) were discarded; St. Louis-thousands of
qualified voters were placed on inactive lists due to an overbroad purge; Florida-a voting list purge of voters whose name and birth date closely resembled
those of people convicted of felonies; and, Texas-significant Jim Crow like barriers to minority voting.) Most ballot blockers involve the structural elements
of electoral administration: "ill-trained poll workers, failures to process registration cards on time or at all, inaccurate registration rolls, overbroad purges of
voter rolls, unreasonably long lines, inaccurate ballot translations and a shortage of translators to assist voters who have limited English language skills."
Findings:
nd
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problems";
• election officials are highly under funded and legislatures refuse to grant their requests for more money;
• due to a lack of funds, election officials must use old and inferior equipment and can't improve training or meet structural needs;
• election officials are generally unaware of racial disparities in voting; only three of the 50 state election administrators are non-white.
Recommendations:
• federal policies that set nationwide and uniform election policies;
• federal guarantee of access to provisional ballots;
• enforcement of voter disability laws;
• automatic restoration of voting rights to those convicted of a crime after they have completed their sentence;
• a centralized data base of voters administered by non-partisan individuals;
• federal standards limiting precinct discarded vote rates to .25 %;
• federal requirements that jurisdiction provide voter education, including how to protect their right to vote; and laws that strengthen the ability of
individuals to brino actions to enforce voting rights and anti-discrimination laws.
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney
General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
A September 15, 2005 Report submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General included lists of purportedly illegitimate votes in New Jersey in the 2004
general election, including lists of 10,969 individuals who purportedly voted twice and lists of 4,756 voters who were purportedly dead or incarcerated in
November 2004. Analysis of the suspect lists reveals that the evidence submitted does not show what it purports to show: cause for concern
that there is serious risk of widespread fraud given the state of the New Jersey voter registration rolls. These suspect lists were compiled by
attempting to match the first name, last name, and birth date of persons on county voter registration files. Analysis reveals several serious problems
with the methodology used to compile the suspect lists that compromise the lists' practical value. For example, middle initials were ignored
G. Smith." Suffixes were also ignored, so that fathers
throughout all counties, so that "J______ A. Smith" was presumed to be the same person as "J
Johnson, Jr." – were said to be the same person. A presumption that two records with the same
and sons – like "B
Johnson" and "B
name and date of birth must represent the same person is not consistent with basic statistical principles.
Re Claim of Double Voting by 4,497 Individuals:
• 1,803 of these 4,397 records of ostensibly illegal votes seem to be the product of a glitch in the compilation of the registration files (far more likely
that data error is to blame for the doubly logged vote - to irregularities in the data processing and compilation process for one single county);
• another 1,257 entries of the 4,397 records probably represent similar data errors;
• approximately 800 of the entries on the list likely represent different people, with different addresses and different middle initials or suffixes;
• for approximately 200 of the entries in this category, however, less information is available (lack of or differences in middle initial or middle name);
• 7 voters were apparently born in January 1, 1880 – which is most likely a system default for registrations lacking date-of-birth information;
• for 227 voters, only the month and year of birth are listed: this means only that two voters with the same name were born in the same month and
year, an unsurprising coincidence in a state of several million people;
• leaves approximately 289 votes cast under the same name and birth date – like votes cast by "P
S. Rosen," born in the middle of the baby
boom – but from two different addresses. It may appear strange, but there may be two P
S. Rosens, born on the same date in 1948 – and
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such coincidences are surprisingly common. . In a group of just 23 people, it is more likely than not that two will share the same birthday. For 40
people, the probability is 90%. Many, if not most, of the 289 alleged double votes of persons registered at different addresses most likely reflect
two separate individuals sharing a first name, last name, middle intial, and birth date.
But there is no doubt that there are duplicate entries on New Jersey's registration rolls. It is well known that voter registration rolls contain
"deadwood" – registration entries for individuals no longer living at a given address or deceased. There is no evidence, however, that these extra
registrations are used for widespread illegal voting. Moreover, the problem of deadwood will soon be largely resolved: both the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993 and the Help America Vote Act of 2002 require states to implement several systems and procedures as of January 1,
2006, that will clean the voter rolls of duplicate or invalid entries while protecting eligible voters from unintended disfranchisement.

Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
Study re 2004 election in Ohio. Findings considered related to EAC study:
• Statewide, 6 %of all voters reported feelings of intimidation: 16 percent of African Americans reported experiencing intimidation versus
only 5 %of white voters.
• African American voters were 1.2 times more likely than white voters to be required to vote provisionally. Of provisional voters in
Cuyahoga County, 35% were African American, compared to 25% of non-provisional voters, matched by geography.
• Under Ohio law, the only voters who should have been asked for identification were those voting in their first Federal election who had registered
by mail but did not provide identification in their registration application. Although only 7% of all Ohio voters were newly registered (and only a
small percentage of those voters registered by mail and failed to provide identification in their registration application), more than one third
(37% reported being asked to provide identification. —meaning large numbers of voters were illegally required to produce identification.
African American voters statewide were 47% more likely to be required to show identification than white voters. Indeed, 61 % of African
American men reported being asked to provide identification at the polls.
• Scarcity of voting machines caused long lines that deterred many people from voting: 3% of voters who went to the polls left their
polling places and did not return due to the long lines; statewide, African American voters reported waiting an average of 52 minutes
before voting while white voters reported waiting an average of 18 minutes; overall, 20% of white Ohio voters reported waiting more than
twenty minutes, while 44% of African American voters reported doing so.
The report also includes a useful summary and description of the reports that came through Ohio Election Protection on Election Day, which included a
wide variety of problems, including voter intimidation and discrimination.
Pertinent recommendations:.
• codify into law all required election practices, including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers
• adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
• adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among
precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access
• improve training of official poll workers
• adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance
of each election day
• not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law; vigorously enforce, to the full
extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.
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• make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states
• implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA")
• expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when and how to vote.
• partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer any elections.
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Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the' Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2004."
Supervision of the Justice Department's nationwide response to election crimes:
Election Crimes Branch oversees the Department's handling of all election crime allegations other than those involving civil rights violations, which are
supervised by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division. Specifically, the Branch supervises four types of corruption cases: crimes that involve the
voting process, crimes involving the financing of federal election campaigns, crimes relating to political shakedowns and other patronage abuses, and
illegal lobbying with appropriated funds. Vote frauds and campaign-financing offenses are the most significant and also the most common types of election
crimes. The purpose of Headquarters' oversight of election crime matters is to ensure that the Department's nationwide response to election crime is
uniform, impartial, and effective. An Election Crimes Branch, headed by a Director and staffed by Section attorneys on a case-by-case basis, was created
within the Section in 1980 to handle this supervisory responsibility.
Voting Fraud:
During 2002 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2003 the Branch assisted United States
Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2004 the Branch
assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in the following states in the handling of vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts: Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. This assistance included
evaluating vote fraud allegations to determine whether investigation would produce a prosecutable federal criminal case, helping to structure
investigations, providing legal advice concerning the formulation of charges, and assisting in establishing several task force teams of federal and state law
enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
Litigation:
The Branch Director or Section attorneys also prosecute selected election crimes, either by assuming total operational responsibility for the case or by
handling the case jointly with a United States Attorney's Office. The Section also may be asked to supervise the handling of a case in the event of a partial
recusal of the local office. For example, in 2002 the Branch continued to supervise the prosecution of a sheriff and his election attorney for using data from
the National Crime Information Center regarding voters' criminal histories to wage an election contest.
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District Election Officer Program:
The Branch also assists in implementing the Department's long-standing District Election Officer (DEO) Program. This Program is designed to ensure that
each of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices has a trained prosecutor available to oversee the handling of election crime matters within the district and
to coordinate district responses with Headquarters regarding these matters. The DEO Program involves the appointment of an Assistant United States
Attorney in each federal district to serve a two-year term as a District Election Officer; the training of these prosecutors in the investigation and prosecution
of election crimes; and the coordination of election-related initiatives and other law enforcement activities between Headquarters and the field. In addition,
the DEO Program is a crucial feature of the Department's nationwide Election Day Program, which occurs in connection with the federal general elections
held in November of even-numbered years. The Election Day Program ensures that federal prosecutors and investigators are available both at the
Department's Headquarters in Washington and in each district to receive and handle complaints of election irregularities from the public while the polls are
open and that the public is aware of how these individuals can be contacted on election day. In 2002 the Department enhanced the DEO Program by
establishing a Ballot Integrity Initiative.
Ballot Integrity Initiative:
Beginning in September of 2002, the Public Integrity Section, acting at the request of the Attorney General, assisted in the implementation of a Ballot
Integrity Initiative for the 2002 general election and subsequent elections. This initiative included increasing the law enforcement priority the Department
gives to election crimes; holding a special day-long training event in Washington, DC for representatives of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices;
publicizing the identities and telephone numbers of the DEOs through press releases issued shortly before the November elections; and requiring the 93
U.S. Attorneys to communicate the enhanced federal prioritization of election crime matters to state and local election and law enforcement authorities. As
part of Ballot Integrity Initiative, on October 8, 2002, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division cosponsored a Voting Integrity Symposium for District Election Officers representing each of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the
types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such cases. Attorney General John Ashcroft
delivered the keynote address on the importance of election crime and ballot integrity enforcement. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division
Ralph Boyd and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Michael Chertoff also spoke to attendees on the protection of voting rights and the
prosecution of election cases. As part of Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative, on September 23 and 24, 2003, the Public Integrity Section and the
Voting Rights. Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day Symposium for DEOs representing each of the 93 federal judicial
districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such
cases. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division Alexander Acosta and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Christopher A.
Wray delivered the keynote addressees on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election cases. On July 20 and 21, 2004, the
Public Integrity Section and the Voting Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day symposium for DEOs representing each
of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes
available to prosecute such cases, and the handling of civil rights matters involving voting. Attorney General John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address
on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election fraud. In addition, Assistant Attorney General Christopher A. Wray of the
Criminal Division and Assistant Attorney General R. Alexander Acosta of the Civil Rights Division addressed conference attendees on voting rights and
election fraud enforcement issues respectively.
As a result of the Initiative, during 2002 the number of election crime matters opened by federal prosecutors throughout the country increased significantly,
as did the Section's active involvement in election crime matters stemming from the Initiative. At the end of 2002, the Section was supervising and
providing advice on approximately 43 election crime matters nationwide. In addition, as of December 31, 2002, 11 matters involving possible election
crimes were pending in the Section. During 2002 the Section closed two election crime matters and continued its operational supervision of 8 voting fraud
cases (conspiracy to illegally obtain criminal history records to use to challenge voters (AL) and 7 cases of vote buying involving 10 defendants (KY).
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Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1 999-11 .html
Addresses the role of the United States Department of Justice in matters of election fraud, specifically: what sort of election-related conduct is potentially
actionable as a federal crime; what specific statutory theories apply to frauds occurring in elections lacking federal candidates on the ballot, what
federalism; procedural, and policy considerations impact on the federalization of this type of case; and how Assistant United States Attorneys should
respond to this type of complaint. As a general rule, the federal crime of voter fraud embraces only organized efforts to corrupt of the election process
itself: i.e., the registration of voters, the casting of ballots, and the tabulation and certification of election results. Moreover, this definition excludes all
activities that occur in connection with the political campaigning process, unless those activities are themselves illegal under some other specific law or
prosecutorial theory. This definition also excludes isolated acts of individual wrongdoing that are not part of an organized effort to corrupt the voting
process. Mistakes and other gaffs that inevitably occur are not included as voter fraud. Prosecuting election fraud offenses in federal court is further
complicated by the constitutional limits that are placed on federal power over the election process. The conduct of elections is primarily a state rather than
a federal activity.
Four situations where federal prosecution is appropriate:

1. Where the objective of the conduct is to corrupt the outcome of a federal elective contest, or where the consequential effect of the corrupt conduct
impacts upon the vote count for federal office;
2. Where the object of the scheme is to discriminate against racial, ethnic or language minority groups, the voting rights of which have been
specifically protected by federal statues such as the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. section 1973 et seq.;
3. Where federalization is required in order to redress longstanding patters of electoral fraud, either at the request of state or local authorities, or in
the face of longstanding inaction by state authorities who appear to be unwilling or unable to respond under local law; and,
4. Where there is a factual basis to believe that fraudulent registration or voting activity is sufficiently connected to other from of criminal activity that
perusing the voter fraud angle will yield evidence useful in the prosecution of other categories of federal offense
Four advantages to federal prosecution:
1. Voter fraud investigations are labor intensive - local law enforcement agencies often lack the manpower and the financial resources to take these
cases on;
2. Voter fraud matters are always politically sensitive and very high profile endeavors at the local level – local prosecutors (who are usually
themselves elected) often shy away from prosecuting them for that reason; the successful prosecution of voter fraud cases demands that critical
witnesses be examined under oath before criminal charges based on their testimony are filed.
3. Many states lack the broad grand jury process that exists in the federal system; and
4. The defendants in voter fraud cases are apt to be politicians - or agents of politicians - and it is often impossible for either the government or the
defendant to obtain a fair trial in a case that is about politics and is tried to a locally-drawn jury. The federal court system provides for juries to be
drawn from broader geographic base, thus often avoiding this problem.
Several prosecutorial theories used by United States Attorneys to federalize election frauds are discussed.
Four questions used by prosecutors in evaluating the credibility of election complaints:
1. does the substance of the complaint assuming it can be proven through investigation - suggest a potential crime;
2. is the complaint sufficiently fact-specific that it provides leads for investigators to pursue;
3. is there a federal statute that can be used to federalize the criminal activity at issue; and,
4. is there a special federal interest in the matter that warrants federalization rather than deferral to state law enforcement.
All federal election investigations must avoid the following: non-interference in elections unless absolutely necessary to preserve evidence; interviewing
voters during active voting periods; seizing official election documentation; investigative activity inside open polls; and prosecutors must adhere to 18
U.S.C. section 592, prohibitingthe stationing of armed men at places where voting activity is taking place.
N
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crimes based on race or language minority status are treated as civil rights matters under the Voting Rights
People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition, at http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
Election Protection 2004 was the nation's most far-reaching effort to protect voter rights before and on Election Day. The historic nonpartisan program
included: (1) a toll-free number, 1-866-OUR-VOTE, with free, immediate and multi-lingual assistance to help voters with questions about registration and
voting, and assist voters who encounter barriers to the ballot box; (2) distribution of more than five million "Voters' Bills of Rights" with state-specific
information; (3) 25,000 volunteers, including 6,000 lawyers and law students, who watched for problems and assisted voters on the spot at more than
3,500 predominantly African-American and Latino precincts with a history of disenfranchisement in at least 17 states; and (4) civil rights lawyers and
advocates represented voters in lawsuits, preserved access to the polls, exposed and prevented voter intimidation, worked with election officials to identify
and solve problems with new voting machines, technology and ballot forms, and protected voter rights in advance and on Election Day.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression Stories (Abridged):
• An Associated Press story noted Election Protection's exposure of reported voter suppression tactics in Colorado: Officials with the Election
Protection Coalition, a voter-rights group, also said some voters in a predominantly black neighborhood north of Denver found papers on
their doorsteps giving them the wrong address for their precinct.
• Election Protection received a report from Boulder County, Colorado that a poll worker made racist comments to Asian American voter and
then told her she was not on the list and turned her away. The voter saw others filling out provisional ballots and asked for one but was denied.
Another Asian American woman behind her in line was also given trouble by the same poll worker (he questioned her nationality and also turned
her away).
Election Protection received a report from Florissant County, Missouri from a voter who lives in predominantly white neighborhood. While waiting
•
in line to vote, a Republican challenger challenged the black voters by requesting more proof of identification, residence, and signature
match, while asking nothing from white voters. Also, the same voter reportedly asked a few questions about voting but an election
officials refused to provide any meaningful answer, insisting that "it's very simple", but provided white voters with information when
requested. There was one other black voter in line who was also singled out for same treatment while white voters were not.
• The Election Protection hotline received reports from Pinellas County, Florida that individuals purporting to be from the Kerry campaign are
going door-to-door handing out absentee ballots, and asking voters to fill them out, and then taking the ballots from them, saying "Vote
here for Kerry. Don't bother going to the polls."
• The Election Protection Coalition received a report from a woman whose sister lives in Milwaukee and is on government assistance. Her sister
was reportedly told by her "case manager" that if she voted for Kerry, she would stop receiving her checks.
• An illiterate, older and disabled voter in Miami-Dade asked for assistance reading the ballot and reported that a poll worker yelled at him
and refused to assist him and also refused to allow him to bring a friend into the booth in order to read the ballot to him.
• The Election Protection Coalition have gathered reports that flyers are circulating in a black community in Lexington, South Carolina
claiming they those who are behind on child support payments will be arrested as the polls.
• Minority voters from Palm Beach County, Florida reported to the hotline that they received middle-of-the-night, live harassing phone
calls warning them away from the polls.
• A volunteer for Rock the Vote reported that two illiterate voters in Michigan requested assistance with their ballots but were refused and
reportedly mocked by poll workers.
• The hotline received a call from a radio DJ in Hillsborough County, Florida, who stated that he has received many calls (most of which were
from African-Americans) claiming that poll workers were turning voters away and not "letting" them vote.
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The hotline received a call from Pima County, Arizona, indicating that Democratic voters received calls throughout Monday evening,
providing incorrect information about the precinct location. Voters have had to be transported en masse in order to correct the problem.
A caller from Alabama claims that he was told at his polling place that he could vote there for everything but the President and that he
would have to go elsewhere in order to vote for a presidential candidate.
Poll monitors in Philadelphia reports groups of lawyers, traveling in threes, who pull voters out of line and challenge them to provide ID,
but when challenged themselves, they hop into waiting cars or vans and leave. Similar activity by Republican lawyers in Philadelphia was
reported in the 2002 election.
In Cuyahuga, Ohio, a caller reported that all black voters are being asked to show ID, while white voters are not. Caller report that he is
black and had to show ID while his girlfriend is white and did not have to show ID.
Two months ago, suspicious phone calls to newly registered Democrats —telling them they weren't, in fact, registered to vote — were
traced to the Republican headquarters in the Eastern Panhandle. On Monday, Democrats there said the calls have started again, even after
the Berkeley County Clerk — a Republican — sent the party a cease-and-desist letter. The Berkeley prosecutor, who also is county
Democratic chairman, has called on the U.S. attorney to investigate.
In Tuscon, Arizona a misleading call informing voters that they should vote on November 3 has been traced back to the state GOP
headquarters. The FBI is investigating.
A man driving around in a big van covered in American flags and a big picture of a policeman was reportedly parked in front of a polling
place; he then got out and moved within the 75 ft limit, until he was asked to leave; he then was found inside the polling place and was again
asked to leave. Election Protection volunteers contacted officials and the man was eventually removed.
The Election Protection hotline has received a report from individuals who claim to have received recorded telephone message coming from
Bill Clinton and ACT and reminding them to vote on Nov. 3rd.
In Massachusetts, the EP Hotline has received a report that a radio station (WILD) is broadcasting that voters will be arrested on the spot if
they have outstanding parking tickets.
In Richland, South Carolina Election Protection has received a report of a poll manager turning away individuals who do not have photo ID
issued to the county or a driver's license; an EP lawyer spoke with the Poll Manager at 8:20 am and told her that people with other forms of ID
should be allowed to vote by provisional ballot.
In Greenville, a caller reported that a white poll worker was asking Blacks for multiple form of I.D. Fortunately, the voter who reported the
problem did have a second I.D. but reported that some others were turned away. Election Protection attorneys have alerted election officials.
In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, an official looking flyer advises Democratic voters to "create a peaceful voting environment" by voting
on Wednesday, November 3
The week before the election, flyers were circulated in Milwaukee under the heading "Milwaukee Black Voters League" with some
"warnings for election time." The flyer listed false reasons for which you would be barred from voting (such as a traffic ticket) and then
warned that "If you violate any of these laws you can get ten years in prison and your children will get taken away from you."
There is a Jefferson County flyer which tells voters "See you at the Poles![sic]"... on November 4.

Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United State Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
NO SUMMARY FOUND This is summa of federal role in pro
prosecuting election crimes.
General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens Can Vote,"
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Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
[SUMMARY FAILS TO NOTE ELECTION OFFICIALS' RESPONSEs THAT LITTLE VOTING FRAUD OR VOTER INTIMIDATION WAS DETECTED.
DETECTED VOTING FRAUD WAS RELATED TO SUBMISSION OF FALSE/MATERIALLY INCORRECT VOTER REGISTRATION APPLICATIONS
AND TO ABSENTEE BALLOT FRAUD. VOTER SUPPRESSION EFFORTS OCCUR.] This Report focuses on the efforts of local election officials in 14
jurisdictions within 7 states to manage the registration process, maintain accurate voter registration lists, and ensure that eligible citizens in those
jurisdictions had the opportunity to cast ballots during the 2004 election. the Report concentrates on election officials' characterization of their experiences
with regard to (1) managing the voter registration process and any challenges related to receiving voter registration applications; checking them for
completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and entering information into voter registration lists; (2) removing voters' names from voter registration lists and
ensuring that the names of eligible voters were not inadvertently removed; and (3) implementing HAVA provisional voting and identification requirements
and addressing any challenges encountered related to these requirements. The Report also provides information on motor vehicle agency (MVA) officials'
characterization of their experiences assisting citizens who apply to register to vote at MVA offices and forwarding voter registration applications to election
offices. The Report analyzed information collected from elections and motor vehicle agency offices in seven states—Arizona, California, Michigan, New
York, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The 14 jurisdictions we selected were Gila and Maricopa Counties, Arizona; Los Angeles and Yolo Counties,
California; City of Detroit and Delta Township, Michigan; New York City and Rensselaer County, New York; Bexar and Webb Counties, Texas; Albemarle
and Arlington Counties, Virginia; and the cities of Franklin and Madison, Wisconsin.
Election officials representing all but one of the jurisdictions surveyed following the November 2004 election said they faced some challenges managing
the voter registration process, including (1) receiving voter registration applications; (2) checking them for completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and (3)
entering information into voter registration lists; when challenges occurred, election officials reported they took various steps to address them. All but 1 of
the jurisdictions reported removing names from registration lists during 2004 for various reasons, including that voters requested that their names be
removed from the voter registration list; information from the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) showing that voters had moved outside the jurisdiction; felony
records received from federal, state, or local governments identifying voters as ineligible due to felony convictions; and death records received from state
or local vital statistics offices. All of the jurisdictions reported that they permitted citizens to cast provisional ballots during the November 2004 election. In
addition, 12 of the 14 jurisdictions to which this was applicable reported that they offered certain first-time voters who registered by mail the opportunity to
cast provisional ballots. Local election officials in 12 of the 13 jurisdictions 13 we surveyed reported that they set up mechanisms to inform voters—without
cost—about the outcome of their provisional votes during the November 2004 election. These mechanisms included toll-free telephone numbers, Web
sites, and letters sent to the voters who cast provisional ballots. Election officials representing 8 of the 14 jurisdictions reported facing challenges
implementing provisional voting for various reasons, including some poll workers not being familiar with provisional voting or, in one jurisdiction
representing a large number of precincts, staff not having sufficient time to process provisional ballots.

a
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Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
A comprehensive survey and analysis of vote fraud in the United States. The methodology included doing nexis searches for all 50 states and surveying
existing research and reports. In addition, Minnite did a more in-depth study of 12 diverse states by doing nexis searches, studying statutory and case law,
and conducting interviews with election officials and attorneys general. Finally, the study includes an analysis of a few of the most high profile cases of
alleged fraud in the last 10 years, including the Miami mayoral election (1997), Orange County congressional race (1996), and the general election in
Missouri (2000). In these cases, Minnite shows that many allegations of fraud do not end up being meritorious. Minnite finds that available
evidence suggests that the incidence of election fraud is minimal and rarely affects election outcomes. Election officials generally do a very good
job of protecting against fraud. Conditions that give rise to election fraud have steadily declined over the last century as a result of weakened
political parties, strengthened election administration, and improved voting technology. There is little available evidence that election reforms
such as the National Voter Registration Act, election day registration, and mail-in voting have resulted in increases In election fraud. Election
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fraud appears also to be very rare in the 12 states examined more in-depth. Legal and news records turned up little evidence of significant fraud in these
states or any indication that fraud is more than a minor problem. Interviews with state officials further confirmed this impression. Minnite found that,
overall, the absentee mail-in ballot process is the feature most vulnerable to voter fraud. There is not a lot of evidence of absentee ballot fraud but
the potential for fraud is greatest in this area because of a lack of uniformly strong security measures in place in all states to prevent fraud.
Suggested reforms to prevent what voter fraud does take place:
1. effective use of new statewide voter registration databases;
2. identification requirements for first time voters who register by mail should be modified to expand the list of acceptable identifying documents;
3. fill important election administration positions with nonpartisan professionals;
4. strengthen enforcement through adequate funding and authority for offices responsible for detecting and prosecuting fraud; and
5. establish Election Day Registration because it usually requires voter identification and authorization in person before a trained election worker,
which reduces the opportunity for registration error or fraud.
6.

a

People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," December 2004.
A description and analysis of the complaints and allegations of voting irregularities gathered by the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Election Protection received more than a thousand complaints of voter suppression or intimidation. Complaints ranged from
intimidating experiences at polling places to coordinated suppression tactics. For example:
• Police stationed outside a Cook County, Illinois, polling place were requesting photo ID and telling voters if they had been convicted of a felony
that they could not vote.
• In Pima, Arizona, voters at multiple polls were confronted by an individual, wearing a black tee shirt with "US Constitution Enforcer" and a militarystyle belt that gave the appearance he was armed. He asked voters if they were citizens, accompanied by a cameraman who filmed the
encounters.
• There were numerous incidents of intimidation by partisan challengers at predominately low income and minority precincts
• Voters repeatedly complained about misinformation campaigns via flyers or phone calls encouraging them to vote on a day other than November
2, 2004 or of false information regarding their right to vote. In Polk County, Florida, for example, a voter received a call telling her to vote on
November 3. Similar complaints were also reported in other counties throughout Florida. In Wisconsin and elsewhere voters received flyers that
said:
o "If you already voted in any election this year, you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If anybody in your family has ever been found guilty of anything you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If you violate any of these laws, you can get 10 years in prison and your children will be taken away from you."
There were also numerous reports of poll workers refusing to give voters provisional ballots.
The following is a summary of the types of acts of suppression and intimidation included in the report and a list of the states in which they took place. All
instances of irregularities that were more administrative in nature have been omitted:
1. Improper implementation of voter identification rules, especially asking only African Americans for proof of identity: Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana
2. Individuals at the polls posing as some sort of law enforcement authority and intimidating and harassing voters: Arizona, Missouri
3. Intimidating and harassing challengers at the polls: Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Minnesota
4. Deceptive practices and disinformation campaigns, such as the use of flyers with intentional misinformation about voting rights or
voting procedures, often directed at minority communities; the use of phone calls giving people misinformation about pollingsites and
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other procedures; and providing verbal misinformation at the polls in a way that appears to have been intentionally misleading: Florida,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina, Arkansas, Texas
5. Refusal to provide provisional ballots to certain voters: Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, Colorado, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana
6. Registration applications submitted through third parties that were not processed: Arizona, Michigan, Nevada (registration forms destroyed
by Sproul Associates)
7. Improper removal from the voter registration list: Arizona
8. Individuals questioning voters' citizenship: Arizona
9. Police officers at the polls intimidating voters: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina
The report does not provide corroborating evidence for the allegations it describes. However, especially in the absence of a log of complaints received by
the Department of Justice, this report provides a very useful overview of the types of experiences some voters more than likely endured on Election Day in
2004.
Books
John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Democrats. Fund's accusations, if credible, would indicate that fraud such as voter registration fraud,
absentee ballot fraud, dead people voting, and felon voting is prevalent throughout the country. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
and types of voter fraud and voter intimidation occurring.
Fund says that "Election fraud, whether its phony voter registrations, illegal absentee ballots, shady recounts or old-fashioned ballot-box stuffing, can be
found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading because of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and
created so many close elections lately. Fund argues that fraud has been made easier by the passage of the National Voting Rights Act because it
allows ineligible voters to remain on the voter rolls, allowing a voter to vote in the name of someone else. He claims dead people, people who have moved,
and people in jail remain on the voting list. He believes because of NVRA illegal aliens have been allowed to vote.
Absentee balloting makes it even worse: someone can register under false names and then use absentee ballots to cast multiple votes. Groups can get
absentee ballots for the poor and elderly and then manipulate their choices.
Provides a number of examples of alleged voter fraud, mostly perpetrated by Democrats. For example, he claims much fraud in St. Louis in 2000,
including illegal court orders allowing people to vote, felons voting, people voting twice, dead people voting, voters were registered to vacant lots,
election judges were not registered and evidence of false registrations. Another case he pays a great deal of attention to are the alleged
transgressions by Democrats in Indian Country in South Dakota 2002, including voter registration fraud, suspicious absentee ballot requests, vote
hauling, possible polling place fraud, abusive lawyers at polling sites, and possible vote buying.
Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten Historyof Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
Bulk of the book comprises stories from United States electoral history outside the scope of this project; however, tales are instructive in showing how far
back irregular and illegal voting practices go. Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Republican, although at times it does include
complaints about Democratic tactics. Gumbel's accusations, if credible, especially in the Bush-Gore election, would indicate there were a number of
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problems in key states in such areas as intimidation, vote counting, and absentee ballots. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primarysource material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
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and types of voter fraud and voter intimidation occu rrin .
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A Historyof Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition – 1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
Traces the historical persistence of voter fraud from colonial times through the 2004 Bush-Kerry election. From the textual information, it quickly becomes
obvious that voter fraud was not limited to certain types of people or to certain politicalparties. [SKIMPY SUMMARY-DOES NOT SAY MUCH.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential
Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
Adds almost nothing to the present study. It contains no footnotes and no references to primary source material, save what may be able to be gleaned
from the bibliography. Takes a historical look at United States Presidential elections from Andrew Jackson to George Bush by providing interesting stories
and other historical information. There are only three pages out of the entire book that touches on vote fraud in the first Bush election. The authors assert
that the exit polls in Florida were probably correct. The problem was the pollsters had no way of knowing that thousands of votes would be invalidated. But
the authors do not believe that fraud was the cause of the tabulation inaccuracy.
Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Sets out to show that the 2004 election was won by Bush through nefarious means, and indicts the news media for not taking anomalies, irregularities, and

alleged malfeasance in the process seriously enough. However, book is well sourced, and individual instances of alleged malfeasance discussed maybe
worth looking at. He accuses Republicans of committing crimes and improprieties throughout the country, including:
1. deliberate disparities in voting machine distribution and long lines in Democratic jurisdictions;
2.
3.

misinterpretation of voting laws by elections officials to the detriment of Democratic voters;
dirty tricks and deceptive practices to mislead Democratic and minority voters about voting times, places and conditions;

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

machine irregularities in Democratic jurisdictions;
relocating polling sites in Democratic and minority areas;
suspicious mishandling of absentee ballots;
refusing to dispense voter registration forms to certain voter registration groups;
intimidation of students;
suspicious ballot spoilage rates in certain jurisdictions;
"strategic distribution of provisional ballots," and trashing of provisional ballots;
harassment of Native American voters;
a Republican backed organization engaging in voter registration efforts throughout the country that allegedly destroyed the voter
registration forms of Democrats;
13. illegitimate challenges at the polls by Republican poll watchers;
14. improper demands for identification in certain areas;
15. Republican challenges to the voter registration status of thousands of voters before the election, and the creation of lists of voters to
challenge at the polls;
16. wrongful purging of eligible voters from voting rolls;
17. partisan harassment;
18. the selective placement of early voting sites; and
19. failure to send out absentee ballots in time for people to vote.
Details what he says was the inappropriate use of the Federal Voter Assistance Program that made voting for the military
easy while throwing up obstacles
t_p
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for civilians overseas in their efforts to vote by absentee ballot, leading mmany of them to be disenfranchised.
Legal
th
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana (Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 Circuit 062218
Although the proponents of SEA 483 asserted that the law was intended to combat voter fraud, no evidence of the existence of such fraud has ever
been provided. No voter has been convicted of or even charged with the offense of misrepresenting his identity for purposes of casting a
fraudulent ballot in person, King Dep. 95-96; Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2-3, though there have been documented instances of absentee ballot fraud. King Dep.
120. Indeed, no evidence of in person, on-site voting fraud was presented to the General Assembly during the legislative process leading up to the
enactment of the Photo ID Law. Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2The State cannot show any compelling justification for subjecting only voters who vote in person to the new requirements of the Photo ID Law,
while exempting absentee voters who vote by mail or persons who live in state-certified residential facilities.
On the other hand, absentee ballots are peculiarly vulnerable to coercion and vote tampering since there is no election official or independent
election observer available to ensure that there is no illegal coercion by family members, employers, churches, union officials, nursing home
administrators, and others.
Law gives virtually unbridled discretion to partisan precinct workers and challengers to make subjective determinations such as (a) whether a
form of photo identification produced by a voter conforms to what is required by the Law, and (b) whether the voter presenting himself or

herself at the polls Is in fact the voter depicted in the photo Robertson Dep. 29-34, 45; King Dep. 86, 89. This is significant because any voter who is
challenged under this Law will be required to vote by provisional ballot and to make a special trip to the election board.s office in order to have his vote
counted. Robertson Dep. 37; King Dep. 58.
The Photo ID Law confers substantial discretion, not on law enforcement officials, but on partisan precinct poll workers and challengers
appointed by partisan political officials, to determine both whether a voter has presented a form of Identification which conforms to that
required by the Law and whether the person presenting the identification is the person depicted on it. Conferring this degree of discretion upon
partisan precinct officials and members of election boards to enforce the facially neutral requirements of the Law has the potential for
becoming a means of suppressing a particular point of view.

C^

The State arguably might be justified in imposing uniform, narrowly-tailored and not overly-burdensome voter identification requirements if the State were
able to show that there is an intolerably high incidence of fraud among voters misidentifying themselves at the polls for the purpose of casting a fraudulent
ballot. But here, the State has utterly failed to show that this genre of fraud is rampant or even that it has ever occurred in the context of on-site, in-person
voting (as opposed to absentee voting by mail) so as to justify these extra burdens, which will fall disproportionately on the poor and elderly.
And where the State has already provided a mechanism for matching signatures, has made it a crime to misrepresent one's identity for purposes
of voting, and requires the swearing out of an affidavit if the voter's identity is challenged, it already has provisions more than adequate to
prevent or minimize fraud in the context of in-person voting, particularly in the absence of any evidence that the problem the Law seeks to
address is anything more than the product of hypothesis, speculation and fantasy.
In-person voter-identity fraud is notoriously difficult to detect and investigate. In his book Stealing Elections, John Fund observes that actual inperson voter fraud is nearly undetectable without a voter photo-identification requirement because anybody who provides a name that is on the
rolls may vote and then walk away with no record of the person's actual identity. The problem is only exacerbated by the increasingly transient
nature of society. Documentation of in-person voter fraud often occurs only when a legitimate voter at the polls hears a fraudulent voter trying to
use her name, as happened to a woman in California in 1994. See Larry J. Sabato & Glenn R. Simpson, DirtyLittle Secrets 292 (1996).
Regardless of the lack of extensive evidence of in-person voter fraud, the Commission on
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Federal Election Reform (known as the Baker-Carter Commission) recently concluded that "there is no doubt that it occurs." State Ex. 1, p. 18.1 Legal
cases as well as newspaper and other reports confirm that in-person voter -identity fraud, including voter impersonation, double votes, dead
votes, and fake addresses, plague federal and state elections. [The memorandum details several specific cases of various types of alleged
voting fraud from the past several years]
Though they are largely unable to study verifiable data concerning In-person voter fraud, scholars are well aware of the conditions that foster
fraudulent voting. See Fund, supra; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. In particular, fraud has become ever more likely as "it has become more difficult
to keep the voting rolls clean of 'deadwood' voters who have moved or died" because such an environment makes "fraudulent voting easier and
therefore more tempting for those so inclined." Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. "In general, experts believe that one in five names on the rolls in Indiana do
not belong there." State Ex. 25.
For this case, Clark Benson, a nationally recognized expert in the collection and analysis of voter-registration and population data, conducted his own
examination of Indiana's voter registration lists and concluded that they are among the most highly inflated in the nation.
The Crawford Plaintiffs cite the concessions by Indiana Election Division Co-Director King and the Intervenor-State that they are unaware of any
historical in-person incidence of voter fraud occurring at the polling place (Crawford Brief, p. 23) as conclusive evidence that in-person voter
fraud does not exist in Indiana. They also seek to support this conclusion with the testimony of two "veteran poll watchers," Plaintiff Crawford and former
president of the Plaintiff NAACP, Indianapolis Chapter, Roderick E. Bohannon, who testified that they had never seen any instances of in-person voter
fraud.
(Id.)
While common sense, the experiences of many other states, and the findings of the Baker-Carter Commission all lead to the reasonable
inferences that (a) in-person polling place fraud likely exists, but (b) is nearly impossible to detect without requiring photo identification, the
State can cite to no confirmed instances of such fraud. On the other hand, the Plaintiffs have no proof that it does not occur.
At the level of logic, moreover, it is just reasonable to conclude that the lack of confirmed incidents of in-person voting fraud in Indiana is the
result of an ineffective identification security system as it is to conclude there is no in-person voting fraud in Indiana. So while it is undisputed
that the state has no proof that in-person polling place fraud has occurred in Indiana, there does in fact remain a dispute over the existence ye! non of inperson polling place fraud.
It is also important to understand that the nature of in-person election fraud is such that It is nearly impossible to detect or investigate. Unless a
voter stumbles across someone else trying to use her identity, see Sabato & Simpson, supra, 292, or unless the over-taxed poll worker happens
to notice that the voter's signature is different from her registration signature State Ext. 37, ¶ 9, the chances of detecting such in-person voter
fraud are extremely small. Yet, inflated voter-registration rolls provide ample opportunity for those who wish to commit In-person voter fraud.
See Fund, supra, 24, 65, 69, 138; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. And there is concrete evidence that the names of dead people have been used to
cast fraudulent ballots. See Fund, supra, 64. Particularly in light of Indiana's highly inflated voter rolls State Ex. 27, p. 9, Plaintiffs' repeated claims that
there has never been any in-person voter fraud in Indiana can hardly be plausible, even if the state is unable to prove that such fraud has in fact occurred.

a

Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia (Rome) 4:05-cv-00201 -HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11 Ui Circuit 0515784
The Secretary of State, as the Chief Election Officer in Georgia, informed the General Assembly before the passage of Act 53 in a letter (attached hereto
as Exhibit A), and also informed the Governor in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit B) before he signed the bill into law, that there had been no
documented cases of fraudulent voting by persons who obtained ballots unlawfully by misrepresenting their identities as registered voters to
poll workers reported to her office during her nine years as Secretary of State .
Although the Secretary
of State had informed the members of the General Assembly and the Governor prior to the enactment of Act 53, that her office had
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received many complaints of voter fraud involving absentee ballots and no documented complaints of fraud that involve ballots that were cast in
person at the polls, the General Assembly ignored this information and arbitrarily chose instead to require only those registered voters who vote in person
to present a Photo ID as a condition of voting, but deliberately refused to impose the same requirement on absentee voters.
The Stated Purpose Of The Photo ID Requirement Fraud Is A Pretext.
According to a press release prepared by the Communications Office of the Georgia House of Representatives, the purpose of Act 53 is: to address the
issue of voter fraud by placing tighter restrictions on voter identification procedures. Those casting ballots will now be required to bring a photo ID with
them before they will be allowed to vote.
Al Marks, Vice Chairman for Public Affairs and Communication of the Hall County GOP told the Gainesville Times: I don't think we need it for voting,
because I don't think there's a voter fraud problem. Gainesville Times, "States Voters Must Present Picture IDs" (September 15, 2005) (www
.gainesvilletimes .com).
There is no evidence that the existing provisions of Georgia law have not been effective in deterring and preventing Imposters from fraudulently
obtaining and casting ballots at the polls by misrepresenting their true identities to election officials and passing themselves off as registered voters
whose names appear on the official voter registration list.
The pretextural nature of the purported justification for the burden which the Photo ID requirement imposes on the right to vote is shown by the following
facts:
(a) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited by existing Georgia law without unduly burdening the right of a citizen to vote.
(i) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited as a crime under O.0 .G.A. §§ 21-2-561, 21-2-562, 21-2-566, 21-2-571, 21-2-572 and 21-2-600,
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 or imprisonment for up to ten years, or both.
(ii) Voter registration records are updated periodically by the Secretary of State and local election officials to eliminate people who have died, have
moved, or are no longer eligible to vote in Georgia for some other reason.
(iii) Existing Georgia law also required election officials in each precinct to maintain a list of names and addresses of registered voters residing in
that precinct, and to check off the names of each person from that official list as they cast their ballots.
(iv) Registered voters were also required by existing Georgia law to present at least one of the seventeen forms of documentary identification to
election officials who were required, before issuing the voter a ballot, to match the name and address shown on the document to the name and address on
the official roll of registered voters residing in the particular precinct. 0 .0 .G.A. § 21-2-417 .
(b) There is no evidence that the existing Georgia law has not been effective in deterring or preventing fraudulent in-person voting by impersonators - the
only kind of fraudulent voting that might be prevented by the Photo ID requirement. To the contrary, the
Secretary of State, who, as the Superintendent of Elections, is the highest election official in Georgia, informed both the General Assembly (Exhibit A) and
the Governor (Exhibit B) in writing that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent in person voting by imposters reported to her during her nine
years in office.
(c) If the true intention of the General Assembly had been to prevent fraudulent voting by imposters, the General Assembly would have imposed the same
restrictions on the casting of absentee ballots - particularly after the Secretary of State had called to their attention the fact that there had been many
documented instances of fraudulent casting of absentee ballots reported to her office.
(d) Fraudulent in-person voting is unlikely, would be easily detected if it had occurred in significant numbers, and would not be likely to have a substantial
impact on the outcome of an election:
(i) Many people vote at a local neighborhood polling place where they are likely to be known to and recognized by neighbors or poll workers.
(ii) Voters were required by existing Georgia law (0 .C.G.A. § 212-417), to provide one of the seventeen means of identification to election officials.
(iii) Election officials are required, before issuing the ballot to the voter, to check off the name of either voter from an up-to-date list of the names
and addresses of every registered voter residing in the precinct. If an imposter arrived at a poll and was successful in fraudulently obtaining a ballot before
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the registered voter arrived at the poll, a registered voter, who having taken the time to go to the polls to vote, would undoubtedly complain to elections
officials if he or she were refused a ballot and not allowed to vote because his or her name had already been checked off the list of registered voters as
having voted. Likewise, if an imposter arrived at the polls after the registered voter had voted and attempted to pass himself off as someone he was not,
the election official would instantly know of the attempted fraud, would not issue the imposter a ballot or allow him to vote, and presumably would have the
imposter arrested or at least investigate the attempted fraud and report the attempt to the Secretary of State as Superintendent of Elections.
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum (regarding HB 244), August 25, 2005 at
Overview: Five career attorneys with the civil rights department investigated and analyzed Georgia's election reform law. Four of those attorneys
recommended objecting to Section 59, the voter identification requirement. The provision required all voters to present government issued photo
identification in order to vote. The objection was based on the attorneys' findings that there was little to no evidence of polling place fraud, the only kind of
fraud an ID requirement would address, and that the measure would disenfranchise many voters, predominantly minority voters, in violation of Section 5 of
the Voting Rights Act.
Factual Analysis: The sponsor of the measure in the state legislature said she was motivated by the fact that she is aware of vote buying in
certain districts; she read John Fund's book; and that "if there are fewer black voters because of this bill, it will only be because there is less
opportunity for fraud. She said that when black voters in her black precincts are not paid to vote, they do not go to the polls."
A member of the Fulton County Board of Registrations and Elections said that prior to November 2004, Fulton County received 8,112 applications
containing "missing or irregular" information. Only 55 of those registrants responded to BOE letters. The member concluded that the rest must
be "bogus" as a result. He also stated that 15,237 of 105,553 precinct cards came back as undeliverable, as did 3,071 cards sent to 45,907 new
voters. Of these 3,071, 921 voted.
Secretary of State Cathy Cox submitted a letter testifying to the absence of any complaints of voter fraud via impersonation during her tenure.
In the legal analysis, the attorneys state that if they determine that Georgia could have fulfilled its stated purpose of election fraud, while preventing or
ameliorating the retrogression, an objection is appropriate. They conclude that the state could have avoided retrogression by retaining various forms of
currently accepted voter ID for which no substantiated security concerns were raised. Another non-retrogressive alternative would have been to maintain
the affidavit alternative for those without ID, since "There is no evidence that penalty of law is an insufficient deterrent to falsely signing an affidavit
of identity." The attorneys point out that the state's recitation of a case upholding voter fraud in Dodge County does not support the purpose of
the Act because that case involved vote buying and selling, not Impersonation or voting under a false identity.
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 12:30 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review

The consultant's report is a draft of an EAC report. We will take the consultant's report and finalize it into
OUR report.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) -- Peg
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:50 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review n

sorry, about that. Here's the outline...

I. BACKGROUND/INTRODUCTION
A. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FRAUD
B. PURPOSE OF THE EAC STUDY
C. METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
II. DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
A. VOTER FRAUD IS TOO LIMITED
B. COLLOQUIAL DEFINITION IS TOO BROAD
C. ELECTION CRIMES
D. WHAT IS NOT AN ELECTION CRIME FOR PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
III. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES

A. ACCEPTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. SURVEY LAW ENFORCEMENT, INVESTIGATORY AGENCIES, AND
PROSECUTORS
ii. REVIEW AMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINTS FILED WITH STATES
iii. REVIEW DOJ/USA ACTIONS
B. REJECTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. REASONS WHY REJECTED
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 11:07 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review)

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
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of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. -- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06. doe
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Job and Tova[

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
--- Original Message --

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.-- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
---- Original Message -----

From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
---- Original Message ----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
Julie:
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All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 07:41 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Job and Tovam

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.-- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ---

From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----

From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/02/2006 01:37 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: did job and tova ever send us their working papers

I thought what he was talking about was pretty comprehensive, like all the cases they read, etc. It's been
at least a month or more since we had that conversation, probably 2 months.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/02/2006 12:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: did job and tova ever send us their working papers Fi

I'm not sure what he means by working papers. Job has already provided his spreadsheets on the case
law reviewed and participated with Tova in drafting the pieces of the report they submitted.. If he means
his notes, and they were delivered during my absence, they might be in my in box. Job was moving from
Arkansas to Nevada and may not have wanted to take them with him. How long ago did he ask about
this? -- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/01/200611:39 AM

cc
Subject did job and tova ever send us their working papers

Job called me once and asked me about how to send in the working papers. Did you receive those?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOVTo Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/01/2006 12:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject did job and tova ever send us their working papers

Job called me once and asked me about how to send in the working papers. Did you receive those?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
08/10/2006 04:24 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM
'

"Cameron.Quinn @usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

Tova Wang.doc

007307

Tova Wang/EAC
p 5. 2d bullet ..DOJ is bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases now...
This clearly is a myth. The Department has brought two 11(b) cases, one of the two in this
Administration. The focus of DOJ activity has shifted, in fact, to voter suppression as there are
fewer cases over voter dilution (challenges to at-large election systems, etc.) being brought by
anyone as the number of jurisdictions with at-large election systems has shrunk dramatically.
This Administration has, in fact, brought far more voter-suppression cases in this Administration
than ever in the past, including a majority ogf all cases under Sections 203 and 208 of the Act,
and such key recent Section 2 cases as US v. City of Boston and US v. Long County, Georgia.
The Voting Section brings cases involving "systemic" discrimination because federal voting
statutes focus on discriminatory action by local governments. It is criminal statutes that involve
malfeasance by individuals. The difference is fundamental and key to understanding law
enforcement
3d bullet.
The Voting Section of DOJ has taken action to address badly kept voter lists with recent lawsuits
in Missouri and Indiana.
4th bullet
The Voting Section of DOJ has, by a large margin, included mandatory training of poll workers
in avoiding discriminatory practices in more cases in this Administration than in its entire
previous history.
Page 6 - first bullet
This is not true. Ms. Wang repeatedly declined to define intimidation, so that her questions were
vague and unhelpful in defining or identifying problems. The facts:
The Voting Section is bringing more cases involving discrimination and violation of minority
voters rights at the pols on election day than ever in its history - than in its entire history
combined. That is indisputable.
The credibility of allegations depends on their specificity and corroboration. Questions as to
intimidation and vote suppression are meaningless in the absence f a definition of discrimination.
Prior enforcement has indeed changed the landscape, especially in the Southeast; however, the
fact that we are bringing record numbers of cases clearly shows that discrimination is not rare.
Challenges based on race and unequal implementation of ID rules are indeed actionable and we
have brought lawsuits, such as in Boston and Long County; we have not identified instances of
such discrimination in which we have not taken action.
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To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins/EAC /G
OV

cc
bcc

07/17/2006 10:18 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

D

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy
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Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins /EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc

07/11/2006 11:38 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[
Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 10:55 AM

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins

From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins

From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
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I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study
I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
c
cc
bcc

07/11/2006 09:46 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
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I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins

From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study
I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Gracia Hillman /EAC/GOV
09/17/2005 09:09 AM

To Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Paul
bcc DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Raymundo
Subject Plz Respond, Tally Vote Questions

I see only 2 consultants on the Tally Vote for the Voter FraudNoter Intimidation project. What happened
to the third consultant?
Remind me how it is that EAC can sole source a contract to NASED? I don't have an objection; I am
merely seeking information.
Thank you,
Gracia M. Hillman
Chair
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202-566-3100
Fax: 202-566-1392
www.eac.gov
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is from a federal agency. All attachments, if any, are
intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain legally privileged and confidential
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message is strictly prohibited. If you received this
message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this message and please delete this
message from your computer.
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
~ 10/30/2006 01:48 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc pdegregono@eac.gov, Ddavidson@eac.gov, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, jlayson@eac.gov
bcc
Subject The "Fraud/Intimidation' Report

Tom:
In light of your announcement this morning about Pegs continued illness, I am asking who has
taken the responsibility to complete EAC internal review of the information that was submitted to
us by the consultants and what is the timeline for completion of that review?
I am taking far too much criticism on this to just idly sit by saying"I don't know" when EAC will
release the information.
Thank you,
Gracia
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/30/2006 08:09 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Fraud Report

Julie:
When you draft proposed language for the DOJ interview section, I am asking that you put yourself in the
position of the consultants. Ask yourself how you would want EAC to present this difference of opinion
between what DOJ says it meant and what the consultants heard and wrote, as if you were the
consuktant.
Also, I just want to be clear that while I agree that we should include DOJ's retort, I do not believe we
should "re-write" what the consultants presented. Rather, we should leave it intact and present the
consultants writings in a context that addresses DOJ's objections.
Thanks,
Gracia
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/04/2006 12:52 PM

c1')

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
ccde
orio
@ ov,
9 Thomas R.
Pre9
9 eac.
@ov,
9 Ddavidson eac.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
bcc
Subject Fraud Report Executive Summary

Attached are my suggested edits to the Executive Summary. (I am still reviewing the report and may
comment on other sections.)

L%J
EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identify research
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical
^ royisio " EAC will study these conce pts by surveying the states chief election
officials about complaints they eceie
processes, election crime investigation units regarding complaints received and those
referred to law enforcement, and law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding
complaints received-and-charges fand final disposi ti on of each comjlaint.
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Gracia Hillman /EAC/GOV

^

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/04/2006 01:49 PM

cc pdegregorio@eac.gov, Ddavidson@eac.gov, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
bcc

-

Subject Edits to the Fraud Report
I offer edits to two sections of the report, on pages 14 and 19. Please see the attached one pager. I did a
copy and paste of the two sections rather than resending back to you the entire report.

In

What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study.doc
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical °rov s o i and the _
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."

.................................................... ....................,
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints

Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. The data collected will also
include complaints that have been filed outside of the administrative complaint

or cecii .- EAC
will use
the definition of election crimesprovided ---above in this report - - -----------------------------in its survey so that data regarding a uniform set of offenses will be collected.
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
^,r^ ^^ 12/04/2006 04:23 PM
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To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EA
cc "Davidson, Donetta" <ddavidson@eac.gov>,
jlayson@eac.gov, Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
bcc
Subject Re: Revised summaries of interviews with Donsanto and
Tanner[

Attached are my comments and suggested edits to this section. They should show up in green;
at least that is the color on my screen.
I feel very strongly and therefore I recommend that EAC explain that it made clarifying edits to
some of the text in the summaries of the DOJ interviews, The consultants provided us with lots
of material and that is the only section we changed If we don't offer a straightforward
explanation, then I think we invite more problems and headaches I offered suggested language
in the attached.

DOJ Interviews.doc
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Elections Crimes Branch, Public Integrity
Section, U.S. Department of Justice
January 13, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Election Crimes Branch is responsible for supervising
federal criminal investigations and prosecutions of election crimes.
Questions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?
Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all
charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to
investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. _If a charge seems
political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation.
Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether to farm out the case to an Assistant U.S.
Attorney AUSA). Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there
must be enough evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The method of
evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are two
types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to
statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of
success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto
said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a
conviction assuming the worst case scenario - a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. _Often, a defendant who
gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. =The defendant's case will be
heard by Donsanto and Hillman. -On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review
the case. The department grants such hearings easily-because such defendants are likely
to provide information about others involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on
prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation
between the Voting Section and the Election Crimes Branch.
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a
State Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the
Means of Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus
involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the
department will take it over.

Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?

Oo'3

No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating
factor, making it more likely the dPepartment will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a
candidate for federal office on the ballot.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?
DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for
the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts
draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local
district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big
and too complex for them; DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique
and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election
fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten
federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to
"fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution
whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate
commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s. A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any
election where any federal instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for District Election Officers (DEOs) and FBI
agents since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003,
civil rights leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in
the rest of the symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg will
he sending us the complete training materials used at those sessions. These are
confidential and are the subject of FOIA litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or
when the US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust
attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.
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Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases Estill being investigated) as of
January 13, 2006 — confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006; and
cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006.
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the
states. The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of
cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought againston =raeze _ _ - when there was a pater or sche m e to corrupt the process rather than individual
offenders actingg alone.: For deterrence purposes, tChges were not brought against
individuals those cases went un prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level
of aggression
was for deterrence purposes .he Attorney General decided to add the pursuit of individuals
who vote when not eligible to vote (noncitizens. felons) or who vote more than once.

mment ,[GH`il , coal ,

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such
matters to gain convictions:
1. Felon voters in Milwaukee.

- - - - Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

2_Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI — under 18 USC 611, to
• - - - ' Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
prosecute for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to
deportation. Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating
factors such as was the alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse
that is a citizen.
3_Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.

•--
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The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a
federal candidate on the ballot
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Interview with John Tanner, Director el, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
February 24, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Votin g Section is charged with the civil enforcement
of the Voting Rights Act, the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act
(UOCAVA), the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), and Title III of the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA).
Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to shore data. information and his perspective on solving
the problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help
inform this project as much as we would have hoped. Mr. Tanner would not give
information about or data from the section's election complaint in take phone logs; data
ut-even general information from the Interactive Case Management (1CM) system its
formal process for tracking and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and
potential violations of the voting laws: and would give us only a selected few samples of
attorney observer reports, reports that every Voting Section attorney who is observing
elections at poli sites on Election Day is required to submit. He would not discuss in any
manner any current investigations or cases the section is involved in. He also did not
believe it was his position to offer us reconendations as to how his office,.elections,
the voting processmight be improved.
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity Ssection as Craig Donsanto
described it, typically focuses leeks only ogat systemic problems resulting from
government action or inaction, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section
never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory authority to do so. In
situations in which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with
voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws enforced by the section only apply to state action, so the section only
sues state and local governments – it does not have any enforcement power over
individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments
that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals
with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective –
for example, while the section used to have the most observers in the South, with
systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions, h ave made i t so now the section now
does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if
15th Amendments.
there is a racial issue under the 14th and
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter
that involvesof individual offenders or a systemic problem. When deciding what to do
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with the complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally to avoid having
ybecatico they do not want civil litigation to-complicate a possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems
there that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the
Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203,
but also brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters.
When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting
evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now.
For example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now
everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the fmger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law.
Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there
had never been a fonnal* investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter
registration fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They
turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and
challenge them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the dPepartment was able to informally intervene in
challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was
referenced in a February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section
takes racial targeting very seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section
would investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public
Integrity Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voting Voting
sSection to become involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for II) would be
something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in
2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll
workers cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never
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formally investigated or solely focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions.
However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr.
Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents
related to the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section
only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites.
With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to
the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta JournalConstitution. It is understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations
that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very close elections make this
even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands
of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of government you fmd a higher
level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people.
However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding
difference so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities
has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same
was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the
section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases
because many of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues
anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement,
Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a
big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given
the high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring
action, that act complained of did not happen.
Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
r
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

April 20, 2007
To:

Thomas Wilkey
Executive Director

From:

Curtis W. Crider '64'
Inspector General

A.

Subject: Evaluation of Contracting Procedures Related to the Research Projects for the
Vote Fraud Report and the Voter Intimidation Reports (Assignment Number IEV-EAC-02-07)
The Office of Inspector General plans to start the subject evaluation on or about
April 20, 2007. The initial objective of the review will be to answer the questions that
you posed in your April 16, 2007 memorandum requesting the review. Additional
objectives may be added by the Office of Inspector General during the course of the
evaluation.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about this evaluation, and
thank you in advance for your assistance.
cc: Chair
General Counsel
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Analysis of Effects of Voter Identification Requirements on Turnout
Tim Vercellotti
Eagleton Institute of Politics
Rutgers University
Introduction
A key area of disagreement in the policy debate over voter identification requirements
concerns how such requirements affect voter turnout. Opponents of voter identification laws
argue that they constitute an institutional barrier to voting, particularly among the poor, AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, the elderly and people with disabilities (Baxter and Galloway 2005,
Electionline.org 2002, Jacobs 2005, Young 2006). This argument holds that voter identification
requirements create an extra demand on voters, and thus may discourage some of them from
participating in elections. Further, critics argue that requiring voters to produce some form of
government-issued photo identification on Election Day is more demanding than requiring, for
example, that they state their names at the polling place because of the various steps needed to
procure a photo identification card,
._ Supporters of voter identification
requirements, on the other hand, argue that the requirements are necessary to combat voter fraud,
safeguard the integrity of the electoral process, and engender faith in the electoral process among
citizens (Young 2006).
This report examines the potential variation in turnout rates based on the type of voter
identification requirement in place in each state on Election Day 2004. It draws on two sets of
data – aggregate turnout data at the county level for each state, as compiled by the Eagleton
Institute of Politics, and individual-level survey data included in the November 2004 Current
PQpulaton Survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. Classification of voter identification
requireméiEYnes from a review of state statutes conducted by the Moritz College of Law at
the Ohio State University.
Types of voter identification requirements
Each state is classified as having one of five types of identification4D requirements in
place on Election Day 2004. Upon arrival at polling places, voters had to either: state their names
(nine states); sign their names (13 states and the District of Columbia); match their signature to a
signature on file with the local election board (eight states); provide a form of identification that
did not necessarily include a photo (15 states); or provide a photo identification (five states).' It
was then possible to code the states according to these requirements, and test the assumption that
voter identification requirements would pose an increasingly demanding requirement in this
order: stating one's name, signing one's name, matching one's signature to a signature on file,
providing a form of identification, and providing a form of photo identification.
But election laws in numerous states offer exceptions to these requirements if individuals
lack the necessary form of identification. Laws in those states set a minimum standard that a
'Oregon conducts elections entirely by mail. Voters sign their mail-in ballots, and election officials match the
signatures to signatures on file. For the purposes of this analysis, Oregon is classified as a state that requires a
signature match.
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voter must meet in order to vote using a regular ballot (as opposed to a provisional ballot). Thus
it is also possible to categorize states based on the minimum requirement for voting with a
regular ballot. In 2004 the categories were somewhat different compared to the maximum
requirement, in that none of the states required photo identification as a minimum standard for
voting with a regular ballot. Four states, however, required voters to swear an affidavit as to their
identity (Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, and North Dakota). The five categories for minimum
requirements were: state name (12 states), sign name (14 states and the District of Columbia),
match one's signature to a signature on file (six states), provide a non-photo identification (14
states), or swear an affidavit (four states). This analysis treats the array of minimum
identification requirements also in terms of increasing demand on the voter: state name, sign
name, match signature, provide non-photo identification, and, given the potential legal
consequences for providing false information, swearing an affidavit.
Analysis of aggregate data
If one treats maximum voter identification requirements as an ordinal variable, with
photo identification as the most demanding requirement, one finds some statistical support for
the premise that as the level of required proof increases, turnout declines. Averaging across
counties in each state, statewide turnout is negatively correlated with voter identification
requirements (r = -.21, p < .0001). In considering the array of minimum requirements, with
affidavit as the most demanding requirement, voter identification also is negatively correlated
with turnout (r = -.16, p < .0001). Breaking down the turnout rates by type of requirement reveals
in greater detail the relationship between voter identification requirements and voter turnout.
[Table 1 here]

Voter identification requirements alone, however, do not determine voter turnout.
Multivariate models that ta_ke_into account other predictors of turnout can place the effects of
voter identification in a more accurate context. I estimated the effects of voter identification
requiremetlts iiifivariate models that also took into account the electoral context in 2004 and
demographic characteristics of the population in each county. To capture electoral context I
2 Voter turnout is defined here as the percentage of the adult voting-age population that voted in November 2004,
based on county vote totals reported by the states and U.S. Census population projections for the counties from
2003. McDonald and Popkin (2001) contend that using the voting-age population to calculate turnout understates
turnout for a number of reasons. They point out that voting-age population estimates include adults who are
ineligible to vote (such as convicted felons), and the estimates overlook eligible citizens living overseas. While
estimates of the voting-eligible population are available at the state level, I was unable to fmd such estimates for
individual counties, which provide the unit of analysis for the aggregate data analyzed here.
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included whether the county was in a presidential battleground state (any state in which the
margin of victory for the winning candidate was five percent or less), and whether the county
was in a state with a competitive race for governor and/or the U.S. Senate (also using the
threshold of a margin of victory of five percent or less). Drawing from U.S. Census projections
for 2003, I included the percentage of the voting-ag__e po ulation in each county that was
Hisaunic orAfrican-American to control foretty
n and race. I controlled for age using the
2003 Census projection for the percentage of county residents age 65 and older, and I controlled
for socioeconomic status by including the percentage of individuals who fell below the poverty
line in each county in the 2000 Census.
I estimated a series of random intercept models to account for the likelihood that data
from counties were correlated within each state (for further explanation of random intercept and
other multilevel models, see Bryk and Raudenbush 1992, Luke 2004, Singer 1998). The
- ni each model was voter turn tt at the coup level, with turnout Calculated
dependent_variable
as the percentage of the voting-age population that voted in the 2004 election.
[Table 2 here]
first to an
demograp tc ae rs Both contextual factors (whether the county was in a state that was a
battleground state and whether that state had a competitive race for governor and/or U.S. Senate)
increased voter turnout. As the percentage of senior citizens in the county increased, so did
u out. The percentage of African- mericans m e counfy Tia no ffec, butthe percentage of
Hispanic adults exerted a negative effect on voter turnout, as did the percentage of individuals
living below the poverty line.
I then sought to test the hypothesis that voter identification requirements dampen turnout
among minorities and the poor, a claim voiced by some critics of the requirements. To test this
idea I incorporated a series of interactions . between the maximum voter identification
equirements and the percentage of African Americans, Hispanics, and poor individuals in the
counties. The interaction involving African -Americans was not significant, but those involving
Hispanics and poor individuals were significant. 4 Thus voter identification: requirements have :a
greater effect for Hispanics and: those living below, the poverty line chi-square test of the
difference in the deviance for each model (represented by -2 log likelihood in Table 2), shows
that the model with interactions provides a better fit to the data (p = 0.0003).

comment

(oil:

I also estimated the effects of the minimum voter identification requirements holding
constant the effects of electoral context and the demographic variables.
The data analyses provided evidence that there was, indeed, a clustering of data within each state. The intraclass
correlation, bounded by 0 and 1, measures the variation between the states. A random intercept model using only the
intercept as a predictor generated an intraclass correlation of .40, indicating considerable variation between the
states.
° The interactions are labeled in Tables 2 and 3 as V1D*African-American, VID*Hispanic, and VID*Poverty. To
calculate the effects of voter identification requirements for a specific group, one must add the estimates for voter
identification, the group, and the interaction. Doing so for Hispanic adults results in an estimate of-0.36 [-0.04
(voter id) - 0.38 (Hispanic) + 0.06 (voter id X Hispanic)].
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[Table 3 here]
The effects of the minimum requirements are not statistically significant (p = 0.15). The .
battleground state variable continues to exert a positive influence on turnout, while the presence
of a competitive race for governor and/or U.S. Senate has no statistically significant effect. As in
the maximum identification requirements models, as the percentage of the population that is
Hispanic or poor increases, turnout declines. As the percentage of elderly increases, so does
turnout. The proportion of African-Americans in the population does not affect turnout. Adding
interactive effects to the model results in a statistically significant and negative effect of
minimum voter identification requirements on turnout. But one must interpret this estimate with
caution. A chi-square test for the difference in fit between the two models shows no significant
difference (p = 0.08), and thus no improvement to the fit when adding the interactions between
voter identification requirements and the percentages of the county that is Hispanic or lives
below the poverty line.

aggregat
ggr g

individual demographic factors that mad PMu e into the
to turn out~to vote o exarnple, previous research has found that education is a
poweretetminanfoTtùI'nout (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980, but see also Nagler 1991).
Married individuals also are more likely to vote than those who are not married (Alvarez and
Ansolabehere 2002; Alvarez, Nagler and Wilson 2004; Fisher, Kenny, and Morton 1993). To ^.
fully explore the effects of voter identification requirements on turnout, it is important to
examine individual -level'dala a's weTl. .
""
Individual-level analysis
Individual-level turnout data exists in the November 2004 Current Population Survey
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. The Census Bureau conducts the CPS monthly to measure
unemployment and other workforce data, but the bureau adds a battery of voter participation
questions to the November survey in even-numbered years to coincide with either a presidential
or midterm-Congressional election.
One of the advantages of the CPS is the sheer size of the sample. The survey's Voting
and. Registration_Supplement consisted of interviews, either by telephone or in person, with
96,452 respondents.
s The large sample size permits analyses of smaller groups, such as Black or
.........:
Hisni
pac voters"or voters with less than a high school education. The analyses reported here are
based on reports from self-described registered voters. I omitted those who said they were not
5 It is important to note that the Census Bureau allows respondents to answer on behalf of themselves and others in
the household during the interview. While proxy reporting of voter turnout raises the possibility of inaccurate
reports concerning whether another member of the household voted, follow-up interviews with those ('or whom a
proxy report had been given in the November 1984 CPS showed 99 percent agreement between the proxy report and
the information given by the follow-up respondent (U.S. Census Bureau 1990).
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registered to vote.-1 also excluded those who said they cast absentee ballots because the
identification requirements for absentee ballots may differ from those required when one votes in
person. In addition, ) eliminated from the sample respondents who said they were not U.S.
citizens.
It is important to note here that the voter -turnout rate for the CPS sample is much hi gher - _ - Formatted: Font: 12 pt
than the turnout rates presented in the a ggregate data analysis. The U.S. Census Bureau reported
that 89 percent of registered voters in the CPS sample said the y voted (U.S. Census Bureau
20051. Turnout among the voting-age-population was 58 percent in 2004 according to the
- Formatted: Font: 12 pt
aggregate data analysis. The difference is a result of several factors. One factor consists of^he _ _ _ Formatted: Font: 12 pt
different denominators in calculating the turnout rate,_ regjstered voters versus the much larger
Formatted: Font: 12 pt
voting-age population. Also, i evious research has shown that..,.generally speaking, some survey
Formatee:t: Font: 12 pt
respondents overstate their incidence of voting. Researchers s peculate that over-reports ma y be
Formatted: Font: 12pt
due to the social desirability that accompanies saying one has done his or her civic dut y, or a
reluctance to appear outside the mainstream of American political culture (U.S. Census Bureau
1990). It is also possible that voting is an indication of a level ofpjvic engagement that
Formatted: Font: 12 pt
predisposes voters to agree to com plete surveys at a higher rate than non-voters (Flani gan and
Zingale 2002). Hence the voter turnout rates rep orted in the CPS tend to be much)higher than the _ _ - Formatted: Font: 12 pt
actual turnout rate for the nation (Flanigan and Zingale 2002). Even with this caveat, however,
the CPS serves as a widely accepted source of data on voting behavior.
In addition, I eliminated from the cample respondents who said they were not U.S. citizens.
The dependent variable in these analyses is whether a respondent said he or she voted in
the November 2004 election .6 In addition to the voter identification requirements, the models
include two other state-level factors that might have influenced turnout in 2004: whether the
state was considered a battleground state in the presidential election, and whether there was a
competitive gubernatorial and/or U.S. Senate race in the state (see Alvarez and Ansolabehere
2002, Alvarez et al. 2004, and Kenny et al. 1993 for similar approaches). As in the aggregate
analysis, the threshold that determined whether the state was a battleground state or had a
competitive statewide race was a margin of victory of five percent or less. At the individual
level, I controlled for gender, age in years, education, household income, and dummy variables
representing whether a voter was Black/non-Hispanic, Hispanic, or another non-white race (with
white/non-Hispanic voters as the omitted category for reference purposes). Drawing on previous
research on voting behavior, I also controlled for whether an individual was employed, or at least
a member of the workforce (as opposed to being a full-time student, a homemaker, or retired).
Both employment and workforce membership have been shown to be positive predictors of
turnout (see Mitchell and Wlezien 1995). Marital status, whether one is a native-born citizen and
residential mobility also have emerged as significant predictors of turnout (Alvarez and
6 The U.S. Census Bureau reported, based on the November 2004 CPS, that 89 percent of those who identified
themselves as registered voters said they voted in 2004 (U.S. Census Bureau 2005). Previous research has shown
that, generally speaking, some survey respondents overstate their incidence of voting. Researchers speculate that
over-reports may be due to the social desirability that accompanies saying one has done his or her civic duty, or a
reluctance to appear outside the mainstream of American political culture (U.S. Census Bureau 1990). It is also
possible that voting is an indication of civic engagement that predisposes voters to agree to complete surveys at a
higher rate than non-voters (Flanigan and Zingale 2002). Hence the voter turnout rates reported in the CPS tend to
be up to 10 percentage points higher than the actual turnout rate for the nation (Flanigan and Zingale 2002). Even
with this caveat, however, the CPS serves as a widely accepted source of data on voting behavior.
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Ansolabehere 2002, Alvarez et al. 2004, Kenney et al. 1993, Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980). I
included in the model variables for whether a respondent was married (coded I if yes, 0
otherwise), and whether one was a native-born citizen (coded 1 if yes, 0 otherwise). I measured
residential mobility by coding for whether the respondent had moved to a new address in the six
months prior to the interview (coded I if yes, 0 otherwise).

Results
The dependent variable is whether a respondent said he or she voted in the November
2004 election (coded 1 for yes, 0 for no). I estimated models using probit analysis, and estimated
robust standard errors to control for correlated error terms for observations from within the same
state.
[Table 4 here]
The two models in Table 4 use either the maximum or minimum voter identification
requirements in each state. The two models generate virtually identical results Votei
respondents: said they had voted m 2004.Of the other state factors, only the competitiveness of
the presidential race had a significant effect on turnout. In terms of demographic influences,
African-American voters were more likely than white voters to say they had cast a ballot, while
those of other non-white races were less likely than white voters to say they had turned out.
Hispanic voters were not statistically different from white voters in terms of reported turnout.
Consistent with previous research, age, education, income, and marital status all were positive
predictors of voting. Women also were more likely to say they voted than men. Those who had
moved within six months before the interview were less likely to say they had voted.
While the probit models provide statistical support for the influence of voter
identification requirements and other variables on turnout, probit coefficients do not lend
themselves to intuitive interpretation. Another common approach in studies of election
requirements is to examine how the predicted probability of voter turnout would vary as election
requirements vary. I used the probit coefficients to calculate the predicted probability of voting at
each level of voter identification requirements while holding all other independent variables in
the models at their means.' I calculated the probabilities taking into account both maximum and
minimum requirements, with photo identification serving as the most demanding of the
maximum requirements and affidavits as the most demanding minimum requirement.
[Table 5 here]
Allowing the voter identification requirement to vary while holding constant all other variables
in the model showed that the predicted probability of turnout ranged from 91.2 ercent0:9l-2 if
all voters had to state their names- stating
to 9:88.7 percent if all voters had to
7 In the case of dichotomous independent variables, holding them at their mean amounted to holding them at the
percentage of the sample that was coded I for the variable (Long 1997).
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identification under the maximum requirements. In other

Among the key variables of interest in the debate over voter identification requirements
are race, age, income, and education. Given the large sample size (54,973 registered voters), it
was possible to break the sample into sub-samples along those demographic lines to explore
variation in predicted probability by group. I disaggregated the sample by the variable of interest
(such as race, for example), omitting that variable while I re-ran the probit model with the
remaining predictors of voter turnout, including the voter identification requirements. 8 If the
analysis showed that the voter identification requirements had a statistically significant effect on
turnout, I used the probit coefficients from the model to calculate the predicted probability of
voting for each group across the five requirements while holding the other variables in the model
constant.
[Table 6 here]

The effects of voter identification requirements also varied by age, with the greatest
variation occurring among voters ages 18 to 24.

Comment (02]: The turnout figures
shown in the analysis oldie aggregate
data range of 573% tumout.to 63.1%
turnout When using the individual data,
based on self-reports, the turnout figures
approach 90%. I think a couple of,
sentences explaining the differ in the
data between the two different analyses
would be helpful hire, even for readers
comfortable with the statistical
techniques used.

[Table 7 here]
Voters in that age group had a predicted probability of 83.9 percent ifwhen the maximum
requirement would be toes stateing one's name, and the probability dropsdropped 8.9 percentage
points if voters would have to provide photo identification. The range was from 83.1 percent to
75.4 percent under the minimum requirements. The gap in probability narrowed in older age
groups (4.8 percent for the maximum requirements and 5.8 percent for the minimum
requirements for those ages 25 to 44; 1.8 percent for the minimum requirements for those ages
45 to 64, and 2.4 percent for the minimum requirements for those ages 65 and older).

s See Nagler 1991 for a similar approach in analyzing the effects of registration closing dates broken down by
education levels.
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Variation alsoemergedalon•

[Table 8 here]
While the maximum set of requirements did not have a statistically significant effect for voters
living below the poverty line, the minimum set of requirements had a significant and negative
effect. The probability ofa uotin was :784 for poor voters ''if they would have to identify

provide an affidavit:attesting to their:identity. Both the maximum and minimum sets of
requirements had a significant and negative effect on voters living above the poverty line, but the
difference in probability across the effects was narrower (2.3 percent for the maximum
requirements and 3.1 percent for the minimum requirements).
The effects of voter identification requirements varied across education levels as well,
with those lowest in education demonstrating the widest variation in probabilities as
identification requirements ranged from least to most demanding.
[Table 9 here]

off6 7 percent. The difference from the lowest to the highest requirement among the minimum
requirements was 7.4 percent. The difference in probabilities ranged from 3.3 percent for the
maximum requirements to 4.5 percent for the minimum requirements for voters with a high
school diploma. The range of effects of voter identification requirements:; was smaller among
those :with higher levels of education (and non-existent for one category - voters :with some
college education).
Discussion and conclusion
The results presented here provide evidence that as the level of demand associated with
voter: identification requirements increases,; voter turnout declines. This •point emerged from both
the aggregate data and the individual-level data: although not always for both the ;maximum .and
minimum sets of requirements. The overall effect for all registered voters was fairly small, but
even a slight decline in turnout has the potential to alter the outcome of a closer► election.
The effects of voter identification requirements were more pronounced for

I coded respondents as being above or below the U.S. Census Bureau's 2004 poverty line based on respondents'
reported annual household income and size of the household.
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respondents living m poor households w ould bee^e 5 3 percent less hkelyta vote s the
requirements varyse 'from staging one's name to attesting to one's identity m'an affidavit

Two concerns aired by critics of voter identification requirements were not borne out by
the results. African-American voters _did not:aunear to be affected by voter ider tificati n

In examining the effects of voter identification requirements on turnout, there is still
much to learn. The data examined in this project could not capture the dynamics of how
identification requirements might lower turnout. If these requirements dampen turnout, is it
because individuals are aware of the requirements and stay away from the polls because they
cannot or do not want to meet the requirements?'° Or, do the requirements result in some voters
being turned away when they cannot meet the requirements on Election Day? The CPS data do
not include measures that can answer this question s, pointing up the need for collection of
additional data. Knowing more about the "on the ground" experiences of voters concerning
identification requirements could guide policy-makers at the state and local level in determining
whether and at what point in the electoral cycle a concerted public information campaign might
be most effective in helping voters to meet identification requirements. Such knowledge also
could help in designing training for poll workers election judges to handle questions about, and
potential disputes over, voter identification requirements.

10 The individual-level data offer some insight here. If advance knowledge of the voter identification requirements
were to dampen turnout, it is reasonable to expect that advance knowledge of those requirements also could
discourage some individuals from registering to vote. I ran the same probit models using voter registration as the
dependent variable (coded 1 if the respondent said he or she was registered, and 0 if the respondent was not
registered). Neither the maximum nor minimum array of voter identification requirements had a statistically
significant effect on the probability that a survey respondent was registered to vote.
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Table 1– Variation in 2004 State T

pout Based on Voter Identification Requirements

Maximum
Require
Voter Identification
1ean1Voter Turnout
Required in the
of States in that
States
Category
State Name
Sign Name
Match Signature
Provide Non-Photo
ID
Provide Photo ID
Average Turnout for
All States

63.1 %
58.6 %
62.1 %
57.8 %
57.3 %

Minimum
Requirement
Voter Identification Mean Voter Turnout
Required in the
for States in that
States
Category
State Name
Sign Name
Match Signature
Provide Non-Photo
ID
Swear Affidavit
59.6 %

61.3 %
60.4 %
59.2 %
57,6 %
58.7 %

007.342

Table 2. Predictors of 2004 turnout at the county level taking into account maximum voter
identification requirements
Basic Model
Model with Interactions
Variable
Unstandardized
Standard
Unstandardized Standard Error
Estimate
Error
Estimate
Intercept
0.64
0.01
0.70
0.02
Voter ID
requirements

-0.02**

0.004

-0.04**

0.005

Battleground
State

0.04*

0.02

0•04*

0.02

Competitive
Senate/Governor's
Race

0.04*

0.02

0.04*

0.02

% Age 65 and
Older

0.50**

0.03

0.51**

0.03

AfricanAmerican

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.04

% Hispanic

-0.17**

0.01

-0.38**

0.05

% Below poverty
line

-0.01**

0.0002

-0.01**

0.001

VID * AfricanAmerican

----

----

-0.004

0.01

VID * Hispanic

----

---

0.06**

0.01

VID * Poverty

----

----

0.001**

'0.0002

-2 Log Likelihood

-8234.5

-8253.5

Coefficients are restricted maximum likelihood estimates. N = 3,112. * p < .05 ** p < .01 (twotailed tests)
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Table 3. Predictors of 2004 turnout at the county level taking into account minimum voter
identification requirements
Basic Model
Model with Interactions
Variable
Unstandardized
Standard
Unstandardized Standard Error
Estimate
Error
Estimate
Intercept
0.62
0.01
0.66
0.02
Voter ID
requirements

-0.008

0.005

0.02**

• 0.006

Battleground
State

0.04**

0.01

0.04*

0.02

Competitive
Senate/Governor's
Race

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.02

% Age 65 and
Older

0.50**

0.03

0.49**

0.03

% AfricanAmerican

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.03

% Hispanic

-0.17**

0.01

-0.37**

0.05

% Below poverty
line

-0.01**

0.0003

-0.01**

0.001

VID * AfricanAmerican

----

----

-0.004

0.01

VID * Hispanic

----

----

0.06**

0.01

VID * Poverty

----

----

0.001 **

0.0002

-2 Log Likelihood

-8222.7

-8229.4

Coefficients are restricted maximum likelihood estimates. N = 3,112. * p <.05 ** p < .01 (twotailed tests)
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Table 4. Probit model of voter turnout.
Maximum requirements
Variable

Unstandardized
Estimate

Voter ID
requirements
Hispanic
Black
Other race
Age in years
Education
Household
income
Married
Female
Battleground
state
Competitive
race
Employed
Member of
workforce
Native-born
citizen
Moved
within past 6
months
Constant
Pseudo-RSquared
Notes:

Minimum requirements

Standard Unstandardized Standard
Error
Estimate
error

-0.04*

0.01

-0.05**

0.01

-0.06

0.05

0.22**
-0.23**

0.04

0.04

-0.05
0.22**
-0.23**

0.05
0.04
0.04'

0.001

0.01**

0.001

0.005
0.003

0.11**
0.03**

0.005
0.003

0.20**
0.09**
0.18**

0.02

0.20**

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.09**
0.19**

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05.

0.05
-0.04

0.04
0.05

0.05
-0.04

0.04
0.05

0.03

0.04

0.04

0.05

-0.27**

0.03

-0.27**

0.03

0.20

-4.46**

0.01**
0.12**

0.03**

-4.48**
0.09

0.04

0.20'
0.09

N = 54,973 registered voters
p < .05**

p< .01** (two-tailed tests)

Models were estimated with robust standard errors to correct for correlated
error terms within each state.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and
Registration Supplement, November 2004.
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Table 5. Predicted probability of voter turnout – full model
Maximum requirement

Minimum requirement

State name

0.912

0.911

Sign name

0.906

0.903

Match signature

0.900

0.895

Non-photo ID

0.894

0.887

Photo ID

0.887

----

Affidavit

----

0.878

0.025

0.033

Total difference from lowest
to highest
N

54,973

Figures represent the predicted probability of registered voters saying they voted as the
identification requirement varies from the lowest to the highest point in the scale, with all other
variables held constant.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and Registration
Supplement, November 2004.
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Table 6. Predicted probability of voter turnout – White and Hispanic voters
White voters

Hispanic voters

State name

Maximum
requirement
0.920

Minimum
requirement
0.922

Minimum
requirement
0.870

Sign name

0.915

0.915

0.849

Match signature

0.909

0.907

0.826

Non-photo ID

0.902

0.899

0.800

Photo ID

0.895

----

----

Affidavit

----

0.890

0.773

0.025

0.032

0.097

Total difference
from lowest to
highest
N

44,760

2,860

Figures represent the predicted probability of registered voters saying they voted as the
identification requirement varies from the lowest to the highest point in the scale, with all other
variables held constant. Maximum voter identification requirements were not a significant
predictor of voting for Hispanic voters. Maximum and minimum voter identification
requirements were not a significant predictor for African-American voters.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and Registration
Supplement, November 2004.
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Table 7. Predicted probability of voter turnout - Age groups

State
name
Sign
name
Match
signature
Nonphoto ID
PhotoID

18-24
Maximum
Minimum
requirements requirements
0.839
0.831

25-44
Maximum
Minimum
requirements requirements
0.831
0.831

45-64
Minimum
requirements
0.936

65 and older
Minimum
requirements
0.916

0.819

0.814

0.820

0.817

0.932

0.910

0.797

0.759

0.808

0.803

0.927

0.904

0.774

0.775

0.796

0.788

0.923

0.898

0.750

----

0.783

----

----

----

Affidavit

----

0.754

----

0.773

0.918

0.892

Total
difference
-- lowest
to highest

0.089

0.077

0.048

0.058

0.018

0.024

20,758

9,084

N

5,065

20,066

Figures represent the predicted probability of registered voters saying they voted as the identification
requirement varies from the lowest to the highest point in the scale, with all other variables held.constant.
Maximum voter identification requirements were not a significant predictor of voting for voters ages 45 to 64
and 65 and older.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and Registration Supplement,
November 2004.
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- - - - - - - _. - ' something tothis footnote to once again
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high turnout figures denved'from tlie.
CPS respondents self.reports and acwat
measures of turnout which fend to be in
the 50%0 - 65% range.

Table 8. Predicted probability of voter turnout – Voters above and below the poverty line
Voters above the poverty line

Voters below the
poverty line

State name

Maximum
requirement
0.920

Minimum
requirement
0.922

Minimum
requirement
0.784

Sign name

0.915

0.915

0.772

Match signature

0.909

0.907

0.758

Non-photo ID

0.903

0.899

0.745

Photo ID

0.897

----

----

Affidavit

----

0.891

0.731

0.023

0.031

0.053

Total difference
from lowest to
highest
N

49,935

5,038

Figures represent the predicted probability of registered voters saying they voted as the
identification requirement varies from the lowest to the highest point in the scale, with all other
variables held constant. Maximum voter identification requirements were not a significant
predictor of voting for voters who were below the poverty line.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and Registration
Supplement, November 2004.
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Table 9. Predicted probability of voter turnout - By education

Less t h an high s chool
Maximum
Minimum
requirement requirement

High school
Maximum
Minimum
requirement requirement

College
Minimum
Maximum
requirement requirement

Graduate school
Maximum
Minimum
requirement requirement

State
name

0.775

0.779

0.866

0.869

0.960

0.959

0.977

0.979

Sign
name

0.759

0.762

0.858

0.859

0.956

0.954

0.973

0.973

Match
signature

0.743

0.743

0.850

0.848

0.951

0.950

0.968

0.967

Nonphoto ID

0.725

0.724

0.842

0.836

0.945

0.945

0.963

0.959

Photo ID

0.708

----

0.833

----

0.939

----

0.957

----

Affidavit

-----

0.705

----

0.824

----

0.940

-----

0.950

Total
difference
-- lowest
to highest

0.067

0.074

0.033

0.045

0.021

0.019

0.020

0.029

N

4,903

16,361

11,017

5,739

Figures represent the predicted probability of registered voters saying they voted as the identification requirement varies from the
lowest to the highest point in the scale, with all other variables held constant. Maximum and minimum voter identification
requirements were not a significant predictor of voting for those with some college education.
Data source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Voting and Registration Supplement, November 2004.
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EAC
VOTER IDENTIFICATION ISSUES
Report Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) (Public Law 107-252) authorizes the United
States Election Assistance Commission (EAC) (Sec. 241, 42 USC 15381) to conduct periodic
studies of election administration issues. The purpose of these studies is to promote
methods for voting and administering elections, including provisional voting, that are
convenient, accessible and easy to use; that yield accurate, secure and expeditious voting
systems; that afford each registered and eligible voter an equal opportunity to vote and to
have that vote counted; and that are efficient.

This study provides information on voter identification practices in the 2004 election. It makes
recommendations for best practices to evaluate future proposals for voter ID requirements,
including the systematic collection and evaluation of information from the states. The
research was conducted by the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers, the State University
of New Jersey, and the Moritz College of Law at the Ohio State University under a contract
with the EAC, dated May 24, 2005. The work included a review and legal analysis of state
statutes, regulations and litigation concerning voter identification and provisional voting as
well as a statistical analysis of the relationship of various requirements for voter identification
to turnout in the 2004 election. This report is a companion to a report on Provisional Voting
submitted to the EAC on November 28, 2005 under the same contract.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Backg round and Methods
This report arrives at a time of considerable ferment over the issue of voter identification. The
debate across the nation over requiring voters to produce a specific identification document
before being permitted to cast a regular (as opposed to a provisional) ballot, has revealed
supporters and opponents in polarized camps.

- Proponents of stricter identification requirements base their case on improving the
security of the ballot by reducing opportunities for one kind of vote fraud --multiple voting
or voting by those who are not eligible. The proponents argue that their goal is to ensure
that only those legally entitled to vote do so, and do so only once at each election.
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turnout and on vote fraud is to collect more information on both topics systematically and
regularly.
Making a statistical estimate of the effect of voting regulations on turnout is difficult. The
dynamics of turnout are complex, much studied, and only partially understood. Some agreement
exists, however, that three factors that exert substantial influence on voter turnout are:' the
socioeconomic status of the potential voter; legal requirements to vote; and the political context
of the election. By focusing on how voters identify themselves at the polls, this report
emphasizes legal requirements. The statistical analysis also considers some of the
socioeconomic, racial, and age characteristics of the electorate, as well as the political context
in 2004 (such as whether a state was a battleground in the presidential race).
Examining tradeoffs between ballot security and ballot access requires some measure of the
effectiveness of voter ID requirements in reducing multiple voting or voting by ineligible voters.
The existing evidence on the incidence of vote fraud, especially on the kind of vote fraud that
could be reduced by requiring more rigorous voter identification, is not sufficient to evaluate
those tradeoffs.2 Assessing the effectiveness of voter ID as a way to protect the integrity of the
ballot should logically include an estimate of the nature and frequency of vote fraud. This
research does not include consideration of vote fraud, nor does it estimate the possible
effectiveness of various voter ID regimes to counter attempts at vote fraud. Our analysis also \
cannot take into account how many potential voters who did not turn out under comparatively
stricter voter ID requirements might have been ineligible or eligible to vote.
Despite these qualifications regarding the quality of the available data and the limitations of
statistical analysis, however, the different statistical methods and two different sets of data on
turnout in 2004 election used in the study point to the same general finding. Stricter voter
identification requirements (for example, requiring voters to present non-photo ID compared to
simply stating their names) were correlated with reduced turnout in the models employed, as
described in detail in Appendix C. 3 As explained below, these models find that a statistically
1

See, for example, Tom William Rice and Patrick J. Kenney, "Voter Turnout in Presidential Primaries." 1985. Political
Behavior, 7:101-112. Identification requirements are not the only legal restrictions on voting. States
also

differ, for example, in their registration requirements (including how long before the election registration
must take place and the identity documents required register).
2 The EAC has contracted with other researchers to study vote fraud issues.
3 Appendix C: Tim Vercellotti, Eagleton Institute of Politics, Analysis of Effects of Voter Identification Requirements
on Turnout. Using the aggregate data, photo ID did not have a significant effect on turnout, possibly because in the
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challenge process). We have included "maximum" requirements in our analysis, and not simply
"minimum" requirements, because simply asking voters to produce particular identifying
information may have a deterrent effect, even if voters are ultimately allowed to cast a regular
ballot without that identification. For example, in a state where voters are asked to show photo
ID at the polling place, but still allowed to vote by completing an affidavit confirming their
eligibility, the "maximum" of being asked to show photo ID may deter some voters even though
the "minimum" would allow them to vote without photo ID.

It is worth emphasizing that, at the time of the 2004 election, there was no state that had a
"minimum" requirement of showing photo ID – in other words, there was no state that required
voters to show photo ID in order to cast a regular ballot. For this reason, our report does not
measure the impact of laws, like those recently enacted in Indiana and Georgia, which require
voters to show photo ID in order to cast a regular ballot without an affidavit exception.

To examine the potential variation on turnout rates associated with each type of voter ID
requirements in effect on Election Day 2004, the statistical analysis drew on two sets of data.
These were, first, aggregate turnout data at the county level for each state and, second, the

•t,,^p

reports of individual voters collected in the November 2004 Current Population Survey by the U.
S. Census Bureau. Using two different data sets makes itossib
p
le to check the validity of one ^^
analysis against the other. It also provides insights not possible using only one of the data sets.
r
The aggregate analysis cannot provide valid estimates on the effects of different ID
requirements on particular demographic groups (e.g., the old, the young, African-Americans, the
poor, or high school graduates). The Current Population Survey data does permit that kind of

JU

analysis, although it has the disadvantage of relying on self-reports by respondents about their
registration status and experience in the polling place.

To understand legal issues that have been raised in recent litigation over voter ID requirements,
we collected and analyzed the few major cases that have been decided so far on this issue. The
decisions so far provide some guidance on the constitutional and other constraints as to voter
ID requirements.

Summar y of Findings
As voter identification requirements vary, voter turnout varies as well. This finding emerged from
both the statistical analysis's aggregate data and the individual-level data, although not always
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knowledge also could help in designing training for election judges to handle questions about,
and potential disputes over, voter identification requirements.

Our analysis of litigation suggests that the courts will look more strictly at requirements that
voters produce a photo ID in order to cast a regular ballot, than at non-photo ID laws. The courts
have used a balancing test to weigh the legitimate interest in preventing election fraud against
the citizen's right to privacy (protecting social security numbers from public disclosure, for
example) and the reasonableness of requirements for identity documents. To provide both the
clarity and certainty in administration of elections needed to forestall destabilizing challenges to
outcomes, a best practice for the states may be to limit requirements for voter identification to
the minimum needed to prevent duplicate registration and ensure eligibility.

The current lack-of understanding of precisely how voter ID requirements affect turnout could be
ameliorated by requiring the collection and reporting of additional data, including the reasons
potential voters are required to cast a provisional ballot and the reasons for rejecting provisional
ballots during the 2006 and subsequent elections. Also useful would be the results of surveys of
voters on their experiences in meeting voter ID requirements and on what type of ballot they
cast. 5 And, of course, more information is needed on the incidence and varieties of vote fraud,
but that inquiry is outside the scope of this report.

Recommendations for consideration and action b y the EAC
The dynamics of Voter ID requirements –how more rigorous voter ID requirements may affect
the decision by potential voters to go or stay away from the polls-- are not perfectly understood.
This lack of understanding should be recognized in the policy process in the states. The debate
over voter ID in the states would be improved by additional research sponsored by the EAC.

The EAC should consider the following actions to improve understanding of the relationship
between voter ID requirements and the two important goals of ensuring ballot access and
ensuring ballot integrity.

5 Arizona held its first election with its new, stricter ID requirements on March 14, 2006. In at least one
county (Maricopa) election officials handed a survey to voters that asked if they knew about the voter
identification law and if they did, how they found out about it. Edythe Jensen, "New Voter ID Law Goes
Smoothly in Chandler," Arizona Republic, March 15, 2006. More surveys of this kind can illuminate the
dynamics of voter ID and voting in ways that are not possible now because of insufficient data.
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statutory or regulatory requirements. Such reports should be available to the
public.
4. Encourage states to examine the time period allowed for voters who cast a provisional
ballot because they lacked required ID to return with their identification. In eleven states,
voters who had to cast a provisional ballot because they lacked the ID required for a
regular ballot were permitted to return later with their ID. Their provision of this ID is the
critical step in evaluating the ballots. The length of the period in which the voter may
return with ID is important. In setting the time period for return, which now varies among
the states from the same day to about two weeks, states should consider three factors:
the convenience of the voter, the total time allowed to evaluate ballots 6 , and the safe
harbor provision in presidential elections.
5. Recommendations to the states from EAC should reflect current judicial trends.
Requirements that voters provide some identifying documentation have been upheld where
photo ID is not the only acceptable form. Whether laws requiring photo ID will be upheld is
less certain.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
Background and Approach of the Study
Voter ID requirements are just one set of rules governing voting that may affect turnout. Social
scientists have long studied how election rules affect participation in elections. The general view
today is that the individual citizen makes the choice of whether to vote in a way similar to other
decisions that a rational citizen makes, by comparing costs and benefits. The benefits of voting
are fairly stable and hard to specify given the remote probability that any one vote will make a
difference in an election. But whatever the benefit as perceived by an individual voter, as the
costs of voting (for example, time, hassle, acquisition of information) increase, the likelihood that
a citizen will vote decrease. Not all groups in the population calculate the cost of participation in
the same way, so that election laws (such as registration or identification requirements) may
affect different groups differently.

A short summary of some of the social science literature illustrates what may be a broad
consensus that the rules of elections affect turnout, but note the important differences in the
details of what groups may be most affected.
6 Our research on provisional voting reveals that states that provide more than a week to evaluate
provisional ballots end up counting substantially more of those ballots than states that provide less than a
week.
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– Squire, Wolfinger, and Glass in "Residential Mobility and Voter Turnout." American
Political Science Review. 81:1 (March 1987) found that people who move constitute a
major demographic group affected by registration laws. They estimated that altering laws
to facilitate voting by recently moved people could increase turnout by 9%. Highton in
"Residential Mobility, Community Mobility, and Voter Turnout." Political Behavior.
22:2
(June 2000) also found that people who move have lower turnout than stable residents,
and estimated that the decline was more a result of registration laws than a loss of social
connections.
– Highton and Wolfinger in "Estimating the Effects of the National Voter Registration Act of
1993." Political Behavior. 20:2 (June 1998) concluded that the Motor Voter laws led to a
significant increase in voting; that eliminating voter purges for not voting also increases
voting; and that these effects are felt most heavily by the young (under 30) and the
mobile (moved within past 2 years). Knack, in "Does 'Motor Voter' Work? Evidence
from State-Level Data." Journal of Politics., 57:3 (August 1995), also found that motor
voter does lead to increased registration and voting, but that other parts of NVRA of
1993, like mail-in registrations, agency-based registrations, and limitations on voter
purges had not been as influential two years after the passage of the act.
While voter ID may not have been the subject of as much research as the registration process,
establishing the eligibility of a person to vote has long been part of the electoral process. Voters
may have to identify themselves twice in the electoral process: when registering to vote and
then when casting a ballot. The pressures felt by the voter arising from the need to check ID,
even so simple a check as a signature match, can be greater at the polls on Election Day than
at the time of registration. Poll workers may feel under pressure when faced with long lines and
limited time.
Voter ID re q uirements on Election Day
This analysis focuses on ID requirements on Election Day, but with an appreciation that the ID
requirements at time of registration and on Election Day are inter-related. The emphasis in this
report is on Voter ID requirements on Election Day and afterwards as election judges evaluate
provisional ballots. This is the critical period for the electoral system, the time when ballot
access and ballot security are in the most sensitive balance.

As the Carter-Baker Commission noted, photo ID requirements for in-person voting do little to address
the problem of fraudulent registration by mail, especially in states that do not require third-party
organizations that register voters to verify ID. Commission on Federal Election Reform, pp 46-47.
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increased understanding of the factual evidence relating to the imposition of voter ID
requirements, based on available data and statistical analysis of that data, can help inform the
policy process.
Assessing the effectiveness of voter ID as a way to protect the integrity of the ballot should
logically include an estimate of the nature and frequency of vote fraud. The EAC has
commissioned a separate analysis of the incidence of vote fraud. Consequently, this research
does not include consideration of vote fraud nor the possible effectiveness of various voter ID
regimes to counter attempts at vote fraud. As a result, our study of the possible effects of voter
ID requirements on turnout cannot take into account how many potential voters who did not turn
out under comparatively stricter voter ID requirements might have been ineligible or eligible to
vote.

In some states, voters lacking required ID, or who have ID that does not reflect their current
address, are able to vote only by casting a provisional ballot. 10 Voter ID requirements that
require voters to bring a document to the polls --rather than simply sign their names-- may divert
more voters to the provisional ballot. Requiring poll workers to request and check ID, can put
stress on the already demanding environment of the polling place. Scrutiny of ID can create
lines at the polling places. Further delays can result when voters cast a provisional ballot and fill
out the ballot envelope. Voters who cast a provisional ballot because they lack their ID on
Election Day, and who then fail to return with the needed document or documents, will have
their ballot rejected." And, of course, the cost of processing provisional ballots is greater than
the cost of regular ballots.

Each of these potential consequences of more elaborate voter identification processes can
increase the chance of litigation. Long lines will, at best, discourage voters and at worst make
voting seem a hassle, an impression that could keep more citizens (even those with ID) from the
polls.

10 For example, the Florida voter ID law adopted after the 2004 election and pre-cleared by the
Department of Justice, permits voters who cannot meet the ID requirements to sign an affidavit on the
envelope of a provisional ballot, which will be counted if the signature matches that on the voter's
registration form.
" The EAC's Election Day Study found "improper ID," to be the third most common reason for a
provisional ballot to be rejected. "Improper ID" was cited by 7 states responding to the survey, compared
to 14 mentions for voting in the wrong precinct. Election Day Study, Chapter 6, p. 5.
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5. If a side effect of the Voter ID regulation is likely to reduce turnout, generally or among
particular groups, is it possible to take other steps to ameliorate the adverse
consequences ?76
6. Does it comply with the letter and spirit of Voting Rights Act?
7. The seventh question is the most difficult to answer. How neutral is the effect of the
Voter ID requirement on the composition of the qualified and eligible electorate? Might it,
intentionally or unintentionally, reduce the turnout of particular groups of voters or
supporters of one party or another without an offsetting decrease in vote fraud?
Voter ID and Turnout
Based on research for this study by the Moritz College of Law, states had one of five types of
maximum requirements in place on Election Day 2004.These are shown in Table 1,

Voter ID
Requirements. The five categories: at the polling place, voters were asked to either: state their
names (10 states); sign their names (13 states and the District of Columbia); sign their names,
to be matched to a signature on file (seven states); provide a form of identification that did not
necessarily include a photo (15 states); or provide a photo identification (five states)." Using
this information made it possible to code the states according to these requirements, and
examine the assumption that voter identification requirements would pose an increasingly
demanding requirement in this order: stating one's name, signing one's name, matching one's
signature to a signature on file, providing a form of identification, and providing a form of photo
identification, however, in all "photo ID" states in 2004, voters without photo ID could cast a
regular ballot after signing an affidavit concerning their identity and eligibility or provide other
forms of ID). The report refers to this set of ID requirements as "maximum," the most rigorous ID
the voter can be asked to present at the polling place in order to cast a regular ballot.18

Election laws in several states offer exceptions to these requirements if potential voters lack the
necessary form of identification. Laws in those states set a minimum standard — that is the
16 For example, the Carter-Baker Commission coupled its recommendation for a national voter ID card to
a call for an affirmative effort by the states to reach out and register the unregistered, that is, to use the
new Voter ID regime as a means to enroll more voters. Similarly, Richard Hasen has suggested
combining a national voter ID with universal registration. See his "Beyond the Margin of Litigation:
Reforming U.S. Election Administration to Avoid Electoral Meltdown," 62 Washington and Lee Law
Review 937 (2005).
" Oregon conducts elections entirely by mail. Voters sign their mail-in ballots, and election officials match the
signatures to signatures on file. For the purposes of this analysis, Oregon is classified as a state that requires a
signature match.
78 As noted above, our analysis does not consider additional requirements that particular voters may be subjected to
as part of an official challenge process, in the event that their eligibility is called into question.
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TABLE I — Voter ID Requirements2°
State

Maximum
Forms of ID
Required 2004

Current ID
Requirement for
First-Time Voters

Current ID
Requirements for All
Other Voters

Verification Method for
Provisional Ballots

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
D.C.
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Mass.
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
NH
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Penn.
Rhode Island

Provide ID
Provide ID
Provide ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Provide ID
Photo ID
Provide ID
Photo ID^^
Sign Name
Give Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Provide ID
Photo ID
Give Name
Sign Name
Give Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Provide ID
Provide 1D
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Match Sig.
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Give Name
Give Name
Provide ID
Match Sig.
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Match Sig.
Give Name

Provide ID
Provide ID
Gov-issued Photo ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID
Photo ID
Gov. Issued Photo ID
Photo ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Gov. Issued Photo ID
Provide ID*
Sign Name
Provide ID
Photo ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide 1D*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID
Provide ID
Provide ID*
Provide ID*
Provide ID4
Provide ID*

Provide ID
Provide ID
Gov-issued Photo ID1
Provide ID
Sign Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Provide ID
Photo ID
Gov. Issued Photo ID
Photo ID' ^
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Gov. Issued Photo ID
Sign Name
Sign Name
Provide ID
Photo ID"
Give Name
Sign Name
Give Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Sign Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Match Sig.
Provide ID
Match Sig.
Give Name
Give Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Match Sig.
Give Name

Address & Registration
Signature
Address & Registration
Address & Registration
Signature
Address & Registration
Affidavit
Address & Registration
Affidavit
Signature
Affidavit
Affidavit
EDR
Affidavit
Bring ID Later
Bring ID Later
Bring ID Later
Affidavit
DOB and Address
EDR
Bring ID Later
Affidavit
Bring ID Later
EDR
Affidavit
Address & Registration
Bring ID Later
Affidavit
Affidavit
Bring ID Later
Bring ID Later
Affidavit
EDR
Varies
No Registration
Address & Registration
Address & Registration
Signature
Address & Registration
Address & Registration

20 See Appendix 1 for a more detailed summary, including citations and statutory language, of the
identification requirements in each state.
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Findings of the statistical analysis
The analysis looked at the voter identification requirements in two ways, as a continuous
variable and as a series of discrete variables. As a continuous variable the maximum voter
identification requirements are ranked according to how demanding they were judged to be, with
photo ID as the most demanding requirement. As discrete variables, the statistical analysis
assume that stating name is the least demanding ID requirement and compare each other
requirement to it.

The analysis treating the requirements as a continuous variable offers some statistical support
for the premise that as the level of required proof increases, turnout declines. Averaging across
counties in each state, statewide turnout is negatively correlated with maximum voter
identification requirements (r = -.30, p < .05). In considering the array of minimum requirements,
with affidavit as the most demanding requirement, however, the correlation between voter
identification and turnout is negative, but it is not statistically significant (r= -.20, p = .16). This
suggests that the relationship between turnout rates and minimum requirements may not be
linear. Breaking down the turnout rates by type of requirement reveals in greater detail the
relationship between voter identification requirements and voter turnout.

Table 2 – Variation in 2004 State Turnout Based on Voter Identification Requirements
Maximum
Requirement
Voter Identification
Mean Voter Turnout for
Required in the States
States in that Category
State Name
Sign Name
Match Signature
Provide Non-Photo ID
Provide Photo ID
Average Turnout

64.2
61.1
60.9
59.3
58.1

This table displays the mean turnout

Minimum
Requirement
Voter Identification
Mean Voter Turnout for
Required in the States
States in that Category
1e
e
Lure
iota ID
avit

63.0%
60.4%
61.7 %
59.0%
60.1%

60.9 %
the aggregate county level data for each state in 2004.

The aggregate data show that 60.9 percent of the estimated citizen voting age population voted
in 2004. Differences in voter turnout at the state level in 2004 varied based on voter
identification requirements. Taking into account .

the maximum requirements, an average of 64.6
percent of the voting age population turned out in states that required voters to state their
names, compared to 58.1 percent in states that required photo identification. A similar trend
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to register to vote becomes more challenging. Thus our model takes into account the number of
days between each state's registration deadline and the election.

The dependent variable in each model using the aggregate data was voter turnout at the county
level, with turnout calculated as the percentage of the citizen voting-age population that voted in
the 2004 election.

The results of this modeling suggest that the stricter voter identification requirements of
matching one's signature to a signature on file with election authorities or presenting a nonphoto ID are associated with lower turnout compared to turnout in states that required voters to
simply state their name, holding constant the electoral context and demographic variables.

Contextual factors, such as whether the county was in a battleground state or whether that state
had a competitive race for governor and/or U.S. Senate, were associated with increased voter
turnout. The time between the closing date for registration and the election was correlated with
a slight negative effect on turnout. As the percentage of Hispanics in the county's population
increased, turnout declined. The percentage of senior citizens in the county and household
median income were associated with higher turnout. The percentage of African-Americans in
the county did not have a significant effect in the model. The percentage of senior citizens in
the county and household median income showed a positive correlation with turnout. In this
aggregate model, the percentage of African-Americans in the county was not associated: with a
significant difference in turnout.

The relationship of the minimum voter identification requirements to turnout was not
demonstrated. None of the dummy variables for voter identification requirements were
statistically significant. (A "dummy variable" represents a particular attribute and has the value
zero or one for each observation, e.g. 1 for male and 0 for female.) Being a battleground state
and having a competitive statewide race were significant and positive, as was the percentage of
senior citizens in the county and household median income. The percentage of Hispanics in the
county's population continued to be associated with reduced turnout, as was the number of
days between the closing date for registration and the election.

23
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This test incorporated a series of interactions between the maximum and minimum voter identification
requirements and the percentage of African-Americans and Hispanics living in the counties. In each case the
interactions did not improve the fit of the models to the data. See tables A-1 and A-2 in the appendix of Vercellotti's
paper in the appendices.
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addition to the voter identification requirements, the models include other socioeconomic,
demographic, and political environment factors that might have influenced turnout in 2004.26
The dependent variable in these analyses is whether a respondent said he or she voted in the
November 2004 election.27
In the model, three of the voter identification requirements have a statistically significant
correlation with whether survey respondents said they had voted in 2004. That is, compared to
states that require voters only to state their names, the requirement to sign one's name, provide
a non-photo ID, or photo ID in the maximum requirements or affidavit in the minimum is
associated with lower turnout.
Of the other state factors, only the competitiveness of the presidential race showed a significant,
correlation with increased turnout. In terms of demographic influences, African-American voters
were more likely than white voters or other voters to say they had cast a ballot, while AsianAmericans were less likely than white or other voters to say they had turned out. Hispanic voters
were not statistically different from white or other voters in terms of reported turnout. Consistent
with previous research, income, and marital status all were positive predictors of voting. Women
also were more likely to say they voted than men. Among the age categories, those ages 45 to
64 and 65 and older were more likely than those ages 18 to 24 to say they voted. Respondents
who had earned a high school diploma, attended some college, graduated from college or
attended graduate school were all more likely to say they voted than those who had not finished
high school.
While the probit models provide statistical evidence for the relationship of voter identification
requirements and other variables to turnout, probit coefficients do not lend themselves to
intuitive interpretation. 28 Table 3 below shows predicted probabilities (calculated from the probit

26

The models are estimated using probit analysis, which calculates the effects of independent variables on the
probability that an event occurred – in this case whether a respondent said he or she voted and using robust standard
errors to control for correlated er ror terms for observations from within the same state.
27 The U.S. Census Bureau reported, based on the November 2004 CPS, that 89 percent of those who identified
themselves as registered voters said they voted in 2004 (U.S. Census Bureau 2005). Previous research has shown
that, generally speaking, some survey respondents overstate their incidence of voting. Researchers speculate that
over-reports may be due to the social desirability that accompanies saying one has done his or her civic duty, or a
reluctance to appear outside the mainstream of American political culture (U.S. Census Bureau 1990). It is also
possible that voting is an indication of civic engagement that predisposes voters to agree to complete surveys at a
higher rate than non-voters (Flanigan and Zingale 2002). Hence the voter turnout rates reported in the CPS tend to
be up to 10 percentage points higher than the actual turnout rate for the nation (Flanigan and Zingale 2002). Even
with this caveat, however, the CPS serves as a widely accepted source of data on voting behavior.
28 A probit model is a popular specification of a generalized linear regression model, using the probit link function.
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requirement compared to states where stating one's name was the maximum or minimum
requirement.
Race and ethnicity have generated particular interest in the debate over voter ID
requirements.31 The analysis using the aggregate data shed no light on the association
between voter ID requirements and turnout for African-American and Hispanic voters. But in the
models using the individual data, some significant relationships emerged for African-American,
Hispanic and Asian citizens. For the entire population, the signature, non-photo identification
and photo identification requirements all were associated with lower turnout compared to the
requirement that voters simply state their names. These correlations translated into reduced
probabilities of voting of about 3 to 4 percent for the entire sample, with larger differences for
specific subgroups. For example, the predicted probability that Hispanics would vote in states
that required non-photo identification was about 10 percentage points lower than in states
where Hispanic voters gave their names. The difference was about 6 percent for AfricanAmericans and Asian-Americans, and about 2 percent for white voters.

The model also showed that Hispanic voters were less likely to vote in states that required nonphoto identification as opposed to stating one's name. Hispanic voters were 10 percent less
likely to vote in non-photo identification states compared to states where voters only had to give
their name.

More rigorous voter identification requirements were associated with lower turnout rates for
Asian-American voters as well. Asian-American voters were 8.5 percent less likely to vote in
states that required non-photo identification compared to states that require voters to state their
names under the maximum requirements, and they were 6.1 percent less likely to vote where
non-photo identification was the minimum requirement.
Conclusions of the Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis found that, as voter identification requirements vary, voter turnout varies
as well. This finding emerged from both the aggregate data and the individual-level data,
31 Incorporating discrete variables for Hispanics, African -Americans, and Asian-Americans into one model carries the
implicit assumption that the remaining variables, including education and income, will influence each of these groups
in a similar manner in terms of deciding whether to vote. These assumptions are not always born out by the data (see
Leighley and Vedlitz, 1999.) To isolate the effects of voter identification and other variables on voter turnout within
specific racial and ethnic groups, the sample is divided into sub-samples and the model re-run to calculate the data
discussed and shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7 in Appendix C.
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Litigation Over Voter ID Requirements
A handful of cases have challenged identification requirements in court in recent years. In general,
requirements that voters provide some identifying documentation have been upheld, where photo ID
is not the only acceptable form. Whether laws requiring photo ID will be upheld is more doubtful.
To date, only two cases have considered laws requiring voters to show photo ID (Common Cause v.
Billups and Indiana Democratic Party v. Rokita).. Cases challenging the mandatory disclosure of
voters' Social Security numbers on privacy grounds have yielded mixed results.
Non photo identification. For the most part, courts have looked favorably on requirements
that voters present some form of identifying documents if the photo identification is not the
only form accepted. In Colorado Common Cause v. Davidson, No. 04CV7709, 2004 WL
2360485, at `1 (Colo. Dist. Ct. Oct. 18, 2004), plaintiffs challenged a law requiring all inperson voters to show identification (not just first-time registrants). The court upheld this
requirement against a constitutional challenge. Similarly, in League of Women Voters v.
Blackwell, 340 F. Supp. 2d 823 (N.D. Ohio 2004), the court rejected a challenge to an
Ohio directive requiring first-time voters who registered by mail to provide one of the
HAVA-permitted forms of identification, in order to have their provisional ballots counted.
Specifically, the directive provided that their provisional ballots would be counted if the
voter (a) orally recited his driver's license number or the last four digits of his social
security number or (b) returned to the polling place before it closed with some
acceptable identification (including reciting those identification numbers). Id. This was
found to be consistent with HAVA.

Photo ID. Since the 2004 election, two states have adopted laws requiring photo
identification at the polls in order to have one's vote counted, without an affidavit exception:
Georgia and Indiana. 32 Both these requirements were enacted in 2005 and both have been
challenged in court. The Georgia law required voters attempting to cast a ballot in person
present a valid form of photographic identification. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-417. On October
18, 2005, the District Court granted the plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction,
enjoining the application of the new identification requirements on constitutional grounds.
In granting the injunction, the court held that plaintiffs' claims under both the Fourteenth
Amendment (equal protection) and Twenty-Fourth Amendment (poll tax) had a
32

Indiana's law does allow voters without ID to cast provisional ballots, and then to appear before the county board of
elections to execute an affidavit saying that they are indigent and unable to obtain the requisite ID without payment of
a fee. But in contrast to other states, voters cannot cast a ballot that will be counted by submitting an affidavit at the
polls, affirming that they are the registered voter and are otherwise eligible to vote.
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balancing test to weigh the legitimate interest in preventing election fraud against the citizen's
right to privacy (protecting social security numbers from public disclosure, for example) and the
reasonableness of requirements for identity documents. To provide both the clarity and certainty
in administration of elections needed to forestall destabilizing challenges to outcomes, these
early decisions suggest that best practice may be to limit requirements for voter identification to
the minimum needed to prevent duplicate registration and ensure eligibility.

Developments since 2004
Since the passage of HAVA, with its limited requirements for voter identification, and following
the 2004 election, debate over voter ID has taken place in state legislatures across the country.
That debate has not been characterized by solid information on'the consequences of tightening
requirements for voters to identify themselves before being permitted to cast a regular, rather
than a provisional, ballot.

Better information might improve the quality of the debate. Answers to the following key
questions are not available in a form that might satisfy those on both sides of the argument.
• What is the overall incidence of vote fraud?
• How does fraud take place in the various stage of the process: registration, voting at the
polls, absentee voting, or ballot counting?
• What contribution can tighter requirements for voter ID make to reducing vote fraud?
• What would be the other consequences of increasingly demanding requirements for
voters to identify themselves? This is the question addressed, within the limits of the
available data, in the analysis in this report.

Answering these questions would provide the information needed for more informed judgement
in the states as they consider the tradeoffs among the competing goals of ballot integrity, ballot
access, and administrative efficiency. The Carter-Baker Commission recognized the tradeoffs
when it tied recommendation for national ID to an affirmative effort by government to identify
unregistered voters and make it easy for them to register.

State Voter Databases and Voter ID
With the implementation of the HAVA Computerized Statewide Voter Registration List, an
application for voter registration for an election for Federal office may not be accepted or
processed unless the application includes a driver's license number or last four digits of the
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The debate over voter ID in the states would be improved by additional research sponsored by
the EAC. That might include longitudinal studies of jurisdictions that have changed voter ID
requirements, as well as precinct-level analyses that would allow more finely tuned assessment
of the correlation between stricter identification requirements and turnouts. Further research
could also identify methods to eliminate the need for voters to bring specific identity documents
with them to the polls, while assuring that each voter who casts a ballot is eligible and votes only
once.

difference," it is equally true that the rejection of a much larger number of eligible voters could make a
much bigger difference in the outcome." Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal
Election Reform, The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton, On Behalf
Of The National Network on State Election Reform, September 19, 2005
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC Statement on Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election administration
issues. HAVA Section 303 (b) mandates that first time voters who register by mail are
required to show proof of identity before being allowed to cast a ballot. The law
prescribes certain requirements concerning this section, but also leaves considerable
discretion to the States for its i
mplementation. The EAC sought 'to 'examine how these
voter identification requirements were implemented in the 20;4;general elections and to
prepare guidance for the states on this topic.
y%
In May 2005 EAC entered into a contract with the Eaglet.
MbUtuie°o rohtics at
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey and the Mori
College of Lbw at the Ohio
State University to perform a review and legal analysis of
ate legislation,trnriistrati
procedures and court cases, and to perform a literature re
an other research and data
available on the topic of voter identification requirements
Cher, the contractor was to
analyze the problems and challenges'of voter identificati
hypothesize alternative
approaches and recommend various o; E .es. that could be
led to these approaches.
The contractor also performed a
requirements for voter identifica
of data-- aggregate turnout data,,
individual voters collected in t1 (
by the U.S. Census Bureau-- the
and subsequent recommendation
the attached;rennrt
fu

° •^l^al nilaiy i s 01 me relationship of various
)n to voter turnout intie 2004 election. Using two sets
the county level for each state, and reports of
dovember 2004 Current Population Survey conducted
)ntractor arrived at a series of findings, conclusions
for further research into the topic which are detailed in

and next steps

EAC finds thus initial review of States' voter identification requirements, state laws and
litigation surrounding the implementation of voter identification requirements an
important beginning step in its consideration of voter identification requirements. From
this study and compilation of data EAC considers it advisable to engage in a longer-term,
systematic review of voter identification requirements and is r
ecommending that at a
minimum the agency engage on an ongoing basis in:
A state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter identification
requirements.
• A review and study of how voter identification requirements are implemented and
how these practices may vary from state law and statute.
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From this ongoing review and tracking EAC can determine the feasibility and
advisability of further research and study into how voter identification requirements have
had an impact over time on factors such as voter turnout and voter registration.
EAC believes that the findings from this initial study of voter identification requirements
are helping inform additional studies it is conducting on a variety of related topics. The
EAC study on first time voters who have registered to vote by mail and several
forthcoming studies related to voter registration processes will provide necessary
additional data to help inform discussions and debate related to ballot access and ballot
security. The EAC also anticipates that follow-on study it does related to election crimes
and various aspects of voting accessibility will also help inform and "guide these ballot
security and ballot access discussions.
F >:'
Finally, EAC is likely to consider implementing one or more of the;xfollowing research
studies that will serve to augment the work begun by the.Eagleton Institute of Politics:
• A study of how certain voter identification .provisions that have been m: place for
two or more Federal elections have had an impact on voter turnout and voter
registration figures;
• A research study which examines, in greater detail, the relationship between race
and voter turnout, and race and methods for reizisterinQ vnterc,
• Studies on the interrelationship between various voter registration processes,
voter turnout and number of election crimes reported or litigated;
• Publication ofa series of case studies which detail a particular state's or
jurisdiction's experiences with various voter identification and voter registration
regimes;
• A policy paper or memorandum exploring the alternatives to current voter
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC Report on Voter Identification

Executive Summary

.^rn^^

^ l

The Help America Vo,té 7
Act of 2002 (HAVA) auth 'zes the United States Election

Assistance Commis on (EAC) to conduct periodif studies of election administration
issues. HAVA Sec on 303 (b) mandates that first time voters who register by mail are
required to show roof of identity before being all wed to cast aFb'allot. The law
prescribes certainj equirements concerning this sedtion, but also leaves considerable
discretion to the States for its implementation The EAC sought to examine how these
voter identification requirements were imp emented in. the 2004 general elections and to
prepare guidance for the states on this topic.
Wes, i ^.Q^^ (ou5x^ ltb
In May 205
entered into a contract with the Eagleton,Institute of Politics at
Rutgers, th2r' tate University of New Jersey and the Moritz College of Law -at the Ohio
State University to perform a review and legal analysisof state legislation, administrative
procedures and court cases, and to perform a literature review on other research and data
available on the topic of voter identification requirements further, the contractor was to
analyze the problems and challenges of Voter identification, to" hypothesize alternative
approaches and recommend various policies that could be applied to these approaches.
The contractor also performed a statistical analysis of the relationship of various
requirements for voter identification to voter turnout in the 2004 election. Using two sets
of data, aggregate , turnout data at the county level, for each state, and reports of individual
voters collected in the November 22004 Current Population Survey conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau, the contractor found the overall relationship between the stringency of ID
requirements and turnout o be fairly small, but statistically significant.
fiJ Based on The Eagle Institute year-long inquiry into voter identification requirements
EAC will implement one or more of the following recommendations:
Further researpKinto the connectioh between voter ID requirements and the
number of ballots cast and counted;
A state-by-state review of the impact that voter ID requirements are having on
voter's participation;
..-• A state-by-state review of the relationship between ballot access and ballot
security and the number of voters whose ballot is counted;

V)

state-by-state review of time periods between voters casting of provisional
ballots and the time allowed to return with an ID as well as a review of acceptable
forms of identification other than photo ID.
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Introduction
This study was conducted at a time in which considerable attention is being paid to the
issue of voter identification. Proponents of stricter identification requirements base their
case on improving the security of the ballot by reducing opportunities for multiple voting
or voting by those who are not eligible. The goal is to ensure that only those legally
entitled to vote do so, and do so only once at each election. Opponents of stricter ID
requirements seek to ensure board access to a regular ballot. There is a fear that some
voters -- racial and ethnic minorities, young and elderly voters-- lack convenient access to
required ID documents, or that these voters maybe fearful of submitting their ID
documents for official scrutiny.
This report considers policy issues associated with the
relationships between voter ID requirements and voter
policy implications of the issue.

I.CJ

,LL(4L,4
Methodology of the Study
In May 2005, under contract with the EAC, the
the State University of New Jersey, and /the `Mo
University undertook a review and legal'- ," s
litigation concerning voter identification aid pr
analysis of the relationship of various requirem'
the 2004 election. Thebontract also included r,
voting requirement
findings
as a separate study.

^^ i

It examines the
h the various

;leton Institute of Politics at Rutgers,
College of Law at the Ohio State
i^
wstate statutes, regulations and
inual voting as well as a statistical
for voter identification to turnout in
rch and study related to provisional
submitted and reviewed by the EAC

The Eagletori Institute of Politics ,.gathered ` information on the voter identification
requirements in 50 states and the 'District of Columbia for 2004. Based on interpretations
of state statutes and supplemental information provided through conversations with state
election officials, state ID requirements were divided into five categories, with each
category of identification more rigorous than the one preceding: stating name, signing
name, signature match, presenting an ID, and the most rigorous, presenting a government
photo ID. The Eagleton Institute also categorized and identified each state according to
maximum and minimum identification requirements. Maximum requirements refer to the
most that voters may `'be asked to do or show at the polling place. Minimum requirements
refer to the most that voters can be required to do or show in order to cast a regular ballot.
These definitions and the subsequent state-by-state analysis of voter identification
requirements omitted those cases in which a particular voter's eligibility might be
questioned using a state's voter ballot challenge process.
Two data sets were used to apply the criteria (variables) that were developed above:
aggregate voter turnout data at the county level which was gathered from the EAC's 2004
Election Day Survey and; reports of individual voters collected through the November
2004 Current Population Survey administered by the U.S. Census Bureau. Use of EAC
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survey data and Census Bureau CPS data provided a way to cross-check the validity of
the analysis and conclusions that would be drawn regarding the effect of voter ID
requirements on voter turnout.

Study Oversight and Methodological Review

\o
Q9A

/l

^
p,N^^

A draft of the Eagleton Institute report and findings on voter identification requirements
was critiqued by a peer review group convened by the Eagleton Institute. A second
J review of the study's research and statistical methodologies was conducted using a group
of research and statistical experts independently convened by the`vEAC. Comments and
insights
is of the peer
p review group members were taken into
gh
nto ra punt in the drafting of a
study report although there was not unanimous agreement among the individual
reviewers regarding the study findings and recommendations.
^u

b4u

(PY

The Eagleton Institute of Politics Peer Review Group
R Michael Alvarez, California Institute of Technology'\
John C. Harrison, University of Virginia School of Law
Martha E. Kropf, University of Missouri Kansas City
Daniel H. Lowenstein, University of California at Los Angeles
Timothy G. O'Rourke, Salisbury University
Bradley Smith, Capital University Law School
Tim Storey, National Conference of State Legislatures
Peter G. Verniero, former Attorney General, State of New Jersey
r

The EAC Peer "Review Gran%

^`
--,

JonathanNagler, New York University
Jan Leighley, University of Arizona
Adam Benunsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Summary of
Maximum and Minimum Voter Identification Requirements
In order to analyze what, if any, correlation may exist between a State's voter
identification requirements and voter turnout, the Eagleton Institute first coded a state
according to how demanding its voter ID requirement was. The voter ID requirement,
ranked from lowest to highest was as follows: stating one's name, signing one's name,
matching one's signature to a signature on file, providing a form of identification and,
providing a form of photo identification. Several possible caveats to this ranking system
were noted. For all states which had photo identification requirements in 2004, voters
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without a photo ID were permitted to cast a regular ballot after signing an affidavit
regarding his or her identity and eligibility. These voters were also allowed to provide
other forms of ID. The researchers also noted that while each state may be assigned to a
category, that categorization may not reflect the actual practice related to voter
identification that may or may not have taken place at many polling places.
Research performed for this study by the Moritz College of Law found that states had
five different types of maximum identification requirements in place on Election Day
2004. For the purposes of this study a requirement that called for a signed affidavit or the
provision of other forms of ID was considered the most rigorous or the "maximum"
requirement. At the polling place voters were asked to:
• State his or her name (10 states)
`y
• Sign his or her name (13 states and the District ,of Columbia) .:,
• Sign his or her name, which would be matched to a s̀ignature on file (seven states)
• Provide a form of identification that did not necessarily include a photo (15 states)
• Provide a photo identification (five states)
Using the same criteria, but applying them as mink
voting the research showed: (check this section- it
• State his or her name (12 states)''.
• Sign his or her name (14 states ax
• Matching the votes signature to
• Provide a non-nhntn trjP.ttificatin
• Swear by
The results

than maximum criteria for
illy make sense)

inbia)
(6 states)

le 1.

vs in several states of ter
to these ID requirements if potential
the n ;cessary form of identification. Laws in these states set a minimum
a voter ma} be required to satisfy in order to vote using a regular ballot.
In 2004 none
he states required photo identification as a minimum standard for voting
with a regular
[lot. That is, voters who lacked photo ID were allowed to vote in all
states, if he or
was able to meet another ID requirement.

The Relationship of Voter Identification Requirements to Voter Turnout
A statistical analysis examining the variation in turnout rates based on the type of voter
ID required by each state in the 2004 election was conducted using two sets of data: 1)
aggregate turnout data at the county level for each state (compiled by the Eagleton
Institute of Politics- footnote about how they collected the data)
and 2) individual level
survey data included in the November 2004 Current Population Survey (CPS), conducted
by the U.S. Census Bureau.
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The analysis looked at the voter identification requirements as a continuous variable and
as a series of discrete variables. As a continuous variable the maximum voter
identification requirements were ranked according to how demanding they were judged
to be, with photo identification considered to be the most demanding requirement (what
about affidavit?????). Used as discrete variable, the statistical analysis considered
stating the name as the least demanding ID requirement; the other ID requirements were
then compared to that requirement.
Aggregate-level statistical analysis
The statistical analysis performed by the Eagleton Institute of Politics found that when
X„t
averaging across counties in each state, statewide turnout is negatively correlated to
maximum voter identification requirements (r=-.30lest
P - man :^0). When a statistical
analysis is performed on the other minimum voter ID req rement` (with affidavit being
^ voter identification
r
the most demanding requirement), the correlation between
and
turnout is negative, but not statisticallyY significantt ^r=.-20,, p= .16). Thesesfindings
would
suggest that the relationship between turnout rates and minimum requirements ;may not
be linear.

i

The aggregate data show that 60.9 percent of the
n voting age population
voted in 2004. Taking into account the rnaximuz
an average of 64.6
percent of the voting age population turned out
xred voters to state their
names, compared to 58.1 percent in states :that re
ratification. A similar
trend was found when analyzing minimum ID re uir^rn;nts'' Sixty-three percent of the
voting age population turned out in states requ rii ig voters to state their name, compared
to 60.1 percent in states that required an affidavit from voters. This analysis showed
there was not a clear, consistent linear relationshi ,between turnout and minimum
identification requirements„
(insert table 2- Variation in 2004 State Turnout Based on Voter Identification
Requirements)

of analysis using aggregate-level data
The Eagleton Institute of Politics performed an additional analysis that would estimate
the effects of voter identification requirements, that took into account the electoral
context in 2004 and, the demographic characteristics of the population in each county.
The model also considers such variables as whether or not the county was 1) in a
presidential battleground state, 2) if the county was in a state with a competitive race for
government and/or the U.S. Senate, 3) the percentage of voting-age population in each
county that was Hispanic or African-American 4) the percentage of county residents age
65 and older, 5) the percent of county residents below the poverty line, and 6) the number
of days between each state's registration deadline and the election.
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The results of this statistical modeling and subsequent analysis indicated that the stricter
voter ID requirements of matching a voter's signature to a signature on file or with
presenting a non-photo identification are associated with lower voter turnout when
compared to voter turnout in states that required voters to simply state his or her name.
These conclusions were reached when variables 1-5 listed above were held constant.
Other results from the Eagleton Institute analysis of stricter voter identification
requirements showed that:
• Increased voter turnout was associated with whether the county was in a
battleground state or whether that state have a competitive r ce for governor
and/or U.S.Senate.
F ;'
• A slight negative effect on turnout was correlated withthose state's with a longer
time between the closing date for registration and Elie elections'
• Voter turnout declined as the percentage f Hispanics in a county's population
increased.
• Higher turnout (and a positive correlation) was associated with a higher
percentage of senior citizens and.household median income
• The percentage of African-Americans in the county did not have a significant
effect on turnout._
r
The Eagleton Institute analysis f minimum titer identification requirements showed
that:
• A relationship between minimum voter ID requirements and turnout was not

• Battleground states and those with competitive state races had a significant and
positive correlation to turnout.
• A higher percentage of senior citizens in the county and higher household median
income were associated with higher turnout and showed a positive correlation to
turnout.
• The percentage of Hispanics in the county was associated with reduced turnout.
• The increased number of days between the closing date for registration was
associated with reduced turnout.

The analysis of these aggregate, county-level data showed a si 'ficant correlation,
between maximum voter identification requirements (a signature match an non-photo
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identification, but not a photo identification) and lower turnout in the 2004 election. This
correlation was also significant when compared to the minimum voter ID requirement of
the voter simply having to state his or her name.

Multivariate analysis using individual level turnout data
This analysis which used November 2004 Current Population Survey data conducted by
the U.S. Census Bureau is based on reports from self-described registered voters. Not
included in the analysis are persons who said they are not registered to vote, those who
said they cast absentee ballots and those who said they were not siU.S.-:citizens. The CPS'
Voting and Registration Supplement consisted of interviews,;either by telephone or in
person, with 96,452 respondents. (why is the N is Tablet'3 54,973?)
In addition to the five maximum voter identification4'equi
XX) the analysis performed included other socioeconomic
factors that could have influenced turnout in the `04 elec
variables were analyzed against the dependent variable of
said he or she voted in the November 2004 election
In this analysis three of the voter identification requireme
statistically significant correlation with" tether or not the
have voted in 2004. Lower voter turnout was associated v
• those states with
• those states with
ID, or
• those states with
to cast l ballot w

,a on page
political
These in(
ier or not

shown to have a
•espondents said they

voter requirements to `sign one's name,
voter requirements to provide a non-photo ID or photo
irement to swear by an affidavit in order
identification

• A s ' ificai
with the competitiveness of the Presidential race
(explain)
• African-Ai
were more likely than white or other voters to say they
voted.
• Income and marital status were positive predictors of voting (high income or low
income, single, married?),
• Women were more likely to say they voted than men.
• Those ages 45 to 64 and 65 and older were more likely to say they voted than
those ages 18 to 24.
• Those who earned a high school diploma, attended some college, graduated from
college or attended graduate school were more likely to say they have voted than
those who had not finished high school.

7
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Analysis of the predicted probability of voter turnout using the individual data
Using this Census Bureau Current Population Survey data the Eagleton Institute of
Politics performed an additional statistical analysis in which they calculated the effect
of various independent variables on the probability that a respondent said he or she
voted. This analysis, involving 54,973 voters cross-tabulated the maximum and
minimum voter identification requirements in each state with the five levels of voting
requirements: stating name, signing name, matching the signature, a non-photo ID,
photo-ID signing an affidavit. The results of these Predicted Probability of Voter
Turnout for all Voter tabulations are summarized in Table 3 .below:

From this analysis, the Eagleton Institute of Politics found that^tllree of the voter
identification requirements (which ones?) exerted a =
,statistically significant, negative
effect on whether or not the CPS survey respondents said they had voted in 2004.
That is, compared to states that require voters; to only state their name, those states
which require the voter to sign his or her name, ,to, provide ,,a non-photo ID, or to
provide a photo ID as a maximum requirement, were shown to have a negative
influence on turnout. Also, a negative influence on turnout was found when
comparing those states that require voters to only state their name, as compared to
those states which have as a minimum requirement for verifying voter ID, signing an
affidavit.
'
This probability analysis also found that the competitiveness of the presidential race
had a significant effect on turnout as well as some significant demographic and
educational effects For the entire voting population signature, non-photo
identification and photo identification requirements were all associated with loer
turnout rates compared to the requirements that voter simply state their names. The
analysis further found that
The redicted probabih :. at Hispanics would vote in states that required
non-photo ident ca ion was about 10 percentage points lower than in states
where Hispanic voters gave their names and that Hispanic voters were less
likely to vote instates that required non-photo identification as opposed to
only having ;;to'state one's name.
Hispanic voters were 10 percent less likely to vote in non-photo identification
states compared to states where voters only had to give their name. African
American and Asian-American voters were about 6 percent less likely, while
white voters were about 2 percent less likely.
Asian-American voters were 8.5 percent less likely to vote in states that
required non-photo identification compared to states that require voters to
state their names under thmaximum requirements, while they were 6.1
Y^
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percent less likely to vote where non-photo identification was the minimum
requirement.

For those with less than a high school diploma, the probability of voting was
5.1 percent lower in states that required photo identification as the maximum
requirement and 7 percent lower in those states that required an affidavit as
the minimum requirement. These percentages were arrived at when
comparing these states to ones that use as a minimum or maximum
requirement, the voter to merely state his or her name

from the statistical analysis
The statistical analysis found that as voter identification; requirements vary, so do voter
turnout rates. These findings were borne out through analyses conducted on aggregate
and individual–level data. There were, however, some distinctions fo ±d dependii
upon whether or not the state's particular voter identification requirements were set as
minimums or maximums.
,....
• The overall relationship betwe
all registered voters was found

and turnout for

• Using the aggregate data the signature match and
-the non-photo identification
requirement correlated with lower turnout. The photo identification requirement
did not have a statistically significant effect.
• In the individual level data the signature, no-photo identification and photo
identification requirement were all :correlated with lower turnout when compared
to .the requirements that voter simply state their names.
Across various demographic"-'groups ( African-Americans, Asian-Americans and
Hispanics) a statistically significant relationship was found between the nonphoto identification; requirement and voter turnout
Caveats to the

The Eagleton Institute for Politics and the EAC make note that while this analysis is a
good beginning, significant questions remain regarding the relationship between voter
identification requirements and turnout. These analyses are unable, for example, to
capture how or why identification requirements might lower turnout. That is, is it
because voters are aware of the identification requirements and stay away from the polls
because of them? Alternatively, do the requirements result in some voters being turned
away when they cannot provide the identification, or must cast a provisional ballot?

W
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Knowing more about the "on the ground" experience of voters regarding various
identification requirements will guide state and local level policy mkers in their efforts
to
s about the requirements. These experiences could also help instruct
election judges how to handle questions and possible disputes over voter identification
S.
Orr

b `l

Public Policy and Administrative Considerations
Voter Identification, often described as the critical step in protecting the integrity of the
ballot, is a process which can ensure that the potential voter is eligible :and, if eligible, is
permitted to cast one ballot. A voting system that requires voters to produce an
identification document or documents may prevent the ineligibleMfrom voting, but also
may prevent the eligible from casting a ballot.
Evaluating the effect of different voter identification regimes can be most,'effective when
based on clear legal, equitable and practical standards. The questions outlined below
might point policymakers to standards that can be created around voter identification
requirements.
>> "

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Is the voter ID system designed on the basis of valid ad reliable empirical studies
the will address concerns regarding certain . types of voting fraud?
Does the voter ID requirement
sprit of the Voting
Rights Act?
How effective is the voter ID requirement on increasing the security of the ballot
and can it be coordinated with the statewide voter registration database?
How feasible s the vc
tification requirement? That is, are there
administrative or budl
mstderations or concerns? How easy or difficult will
it be for poliworkers v
fi adlister the requirement?
How cost effective is
.r ID system? That is, what are the monetary and
non-monetary costs
-r°and to the state for implementing the ID system?
If voter ID rcauireirie:
hown to reduce voter turnout (generally, or with
),
possible steps should be taken to ameliorate this
pro

Recommendations and Next Steps
As the Federal agency charged with informing election officials and the public about
various issues related to the administration of elections EAC believes it should, in its
capacity as a supporter of elections research, undertake additional study into the topic of
voter identification requirements and the implementation of them in the following ways:
Longitudinal studies of jurisdictions that have changed voter identification
requirements.

10
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• State-by-state and precinct-level analyses that will examine the correlations
between various voter identification requirements and voter registration and
turnout
• Alternative forms and methods for verifying a voter's identity.
• Continuing research into the connection between various voter identification
requirements and the number of ballots cast and counted
• A continuing state-by-state update on changes to voter identification
requirements.
• Continued collection of state-by-state data
that voter identification requirements are h
casting provisional ballots because of vote

Appendix A: Summary of Voter Identification Requir

line the impact
of voters who are
1.a ion issues.

by State

Appendix B: Court Decisions and Literature on Voter
Court Decisions
Appendix C:

y on

and Related Issue

Issues
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC Statement on Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election administration
issues. In May 2005, EAC entered„ a contracted with Rutgers, The-the State
University of New Jersey through its Eagleton Institute of Politics_ ("Contractor"1 to
perform a review and legal analysis of state legislation, administrative procedures and
court cases, and to perform a literature review on other research; and data available on the
topic of voter identification requirements. Further, the
^
^on-Contractor
was asked
to analyze the problems and challenges of voter identification, to hypothesize alternative
approaches and to recommend various policies that could be applied to these approaches.
Thecter-Contractor p erformed a statistical analysis of the relationshipf various
p
requirements for voter identification to voter turnout in the 2004 election. Using two sets
of data-- aggregate turnout data at the county level for each state, and reports of
individual voters collected in the November 2004 Current Population Survey conducted
by the U.S. Census Bureau-- the contractor Contractor arrived at a series of findings,
conclusions and subsequent recommendations for further research into the topic.
The contractor Contractor presented
statistical and data anal ysis at a-the I
Assistance G
identification by State, its s
voter identification and re; ted issues, an
issues and its summary of
attached to this report

summarizing its findings from this
2007 public meeting of the U.S. Election
tractor's testimony, its summary of voter
y of court decisions and literature on
ted bibliography on voter identification
ilations affecting voter identification are
EAC's websitei: www.EAGeac.gov.

EAC Recommendatjonc` r further study and next steps
EAC finds the"
aetp r'sContractor's summary of States' voter identification
requirements and its summary of state laws, statutes, regulations and litigation
surrounding the implementation of voter identification requirements, to be an important
first step in the Commission's consideration of voter identification requirements.
However, EAC has concerns regarding the research and statistical methodology the
contractor Contractor chose to employ in order to analyze voter identification
requirements. Therefore, EAC is not adopting the c c^ctos-Contractor's full report
that was submitted and is not releasing this report
EAC will engage in a longer-term, more systematic review of voter identification
requirements and the potential variation in turnout rates based on the types of voter
identification requirements. EAC's additional study on the topic will include more than
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one Federal election cycle, examine additional environmental and political factors that
effect voter participation, and consider the numerous changes in state laws and
regulations related to voter identification requirements that have occurred since 2004.
EAC will undertake the following activities:Conduct Aan ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter
identification requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which
require a voter to state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or
her signature to a signature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or
to swear an affidavit affirming his or her identify.

statesEACcEstablish a baseline of ini
may affect or influence Citizen Voting Age
participation, including various voter identi
competitiveness of a race and certain envirc
the states to develop this baseline.
Convene by mid 200'
research methodologists and elect
voter identification. Topics to be
in the study, research and statistic
for completing an EAC stud y on

mation that will include factors that
)potation (CVAP) -voter
ation requirements, the
rental: or political factors. EAC wit
eton as well as additional data from

zroup of advocates, academics,
to discuss'EAC's next study of
-klude specific issues to be covered
igies° to be employed and timelines

• A-sStudy e how certain voter identification provisions that have been in place for
two or more Federal. elections have had-au-impacted en-voter turnout, voter
registration figures, and fraud. Included in this study will be an examination of
the relationship between voter turnout and other factors such as race and gender.
• Publishcation-of a series of best practice case studies which detail a particular
state's for jurisdiction's experiences with educating poll workers and voters about
various voter identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be
detail on the policies and practices used to educate and inform poll workers and
voters.
• Astate by tate4Trackingfae p olicies and procedures for of-early voting,
absentee voting, and vote-by-mail
. The data collected
through this tracking will then be compared to various state voter identification
policies and procedures.

00'1333
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EAC Statement on Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAV45 authoriz the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct 1ieriodic stIdies of election administration
issues. In May 20
AC entered into a c ntract wi1i Rutgers,he State University of
New Jersey throu
Ea Teton Institute lf Politic*o perform a review and legal
analysis of state legislation, adnlinistrativl procedures and court , aces, and to perform a
literature review on other research and dat available on the topic of oter identification
requirements. Further, t o contractor was Ito analyze the problps and challenges of
voter identification, to hyhesize alternative approaches and " co amend various
policies that could be applied to these approaches.

foer

tractor
ec a statistical analysis of the relationship of vanot^ requirements
identification to voter turnout in the 2004 election Using two set
2iata-aggregate turnout data at the county level for each sstate, andreports of individual voters
collected in the Nov9niber 2004 Current
SUrvey conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau-- co tractor arrived at a series of findings, conclusions and subsequent
recommendations„
er research into the topic.
co trac r presented testimony summarizing its findings from this statistical and data
an is at ebruary 8, 2007 public meeting^of the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission. Th c tractor stestimony, its summary of voter identification
requirements by ,, y li is summary of court decisions and literature on voter
identification and relate issues, an annotated heliography on voter identification issues
and its summary of sta g statutes
tes andregulations affecting voter dentification are
attached to this rreport and can also be found on EAC's websi te
.l
gov.
EAC Recommendations for further study and next steps
EAC finds th' c tractor's Summary of States' voter identification requirements and its
summary of st laws, statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the
implementation of`voter identification requirements, to be an important first step in the
Commission's consideration of voter identification requirements.
owever, EAC has concerns regarding the research and statistical methodology the
hose to employ in order to analyze voter identification requirements.
EAC is not adopting th
tractor's full report that was submitted and is not
is report
E will engage in a longer-term, more systematic
oter identification requirements and the potential variation in turnout rates
e types of voter identification requirements. --EAC's additional study on the
clude more than one Federal election cycle, examine additional
Hemad
itional
environmental and political factors that effect voter participation, and consider the
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numerous changes instate laws and regulations related to voter identification
requirements that have occurred since 2004.
EAC will undertake the following activiti s;
n ongoing to-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter identification
requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which require a
voter to state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or her
signature to a signature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or to
swear an affidavit affirming his or her identif
•
states, .EAGwii &tablisl'' baseline of mformatj thatviJj
j include factors that
may affect or influence Citizen Voting Age Populaton (GVM) voter
participation, including various voter identification requirem ts^the
^{I^
competitiveness o$ a race and certain eiyironmental or ohtical^ 'ors
• Convening, by mid-2007, a working group of advocates, academics,
methodologists and election officials to discuss AC's next study of voter
identification. Topics to be discussed include specific issues to be covered in the
study, research and statistical methodologies to be employed and timelines for
completing an EAC study on voter identification.
L,$
1
•
udhow certain voter identification pØ"visions that have been in place for
two or more Federal elections have "'..
voter turnout, voter
registration.figures, and fraud. Included in this study wetuldill be an examination
of the relationship betwe n voter turnout and race and gender.

F

o

MJU

•f a serte of best practice case studies which detail a particular state's
or jurisdiction's experiences with educating pollworkers and voters about various
voter identification ,requirements. Included in the case studies weuldill be detail
on the policies and practices used to educate and inform pollworkers and voters;,
• A-state-b .state 1rackini early voting absentee voting, and vote-by-mail
policies and proceduresç The data collected through this tracking we+4dill
compared to various st a voter identification policies and procedures.

th be
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EAC Statement on Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election administration
issues. In May 2005, EAC contracted with Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
through its Eagleton Institute of Politics ("Contractor") to perform a review and legal
analysis of state legislation, administrative procedures and court cases, and to perform a
literature review on other research and data available on the topic'of voter identification
requirements. Further, the Contractor was asked to analyzethe problems and challenges
of voter identification, to hypothesize alternative approaches and to recommend various
policies that could be applied to these approaches.
The Contractor performed a statistical analysis of the relationship of vail us requirements
for voter identification to voter turnout in the 2004 election Using two sets g data-aggregate turnout data at the county level for each {ate, and reports of individual voters
collected in the November 2004 Current Population Survey
r ^^,:oa conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau-- the Contractor arrived^at a series of findings, conclusions and
subsequent recommendations for furthfer\research into the topic
The Contractor presented testimony summari:
data analysis at the February 8, 2007 public n
Commission. The Contractor'stestimony, its
requirements by Statz is summary of court d
identification and'relat`edissues, an annotated
and its summary of state statutes andrregulatic
attached to .this report and can also be found r

< itsYfindings from this statistical and
Sting of the U.S. Election Assistance
.immary of voter identification
isions and literature on voter
tbtiography on voter identification issues
s affecting voter identification are
EAC's website, www.eac.gov.

study and next steps
EAC finds th Coo
of States' voter identification requirements and its
summary of sta
vs, st ates, regulations and litigation surrounding the
implementation of9' ^te.r r entification requirements, to be a first step in the
Commission's consixc er̀ation of voter identification requirements.
aysls
However, EAC has concerns regarding the research and statistical methodology the
Contractor chose to employ in order to analyze voter identification requirements and the
potential variation in tuJ1tates based on the type of voter identification requirements.
S EAC

,Jz

EAC will engage in a longer-term, more systematic review of voter identification`
requirements. Additional study on the topic will include more than one Federal election
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cycle, additional environmental and political factors that effect voter participation, and
the numerous changes in state laws and regulations related to voter identification
requirements that have occurred since 2004.
EAC will undertake the following activities:
• Conduct an ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter
identification requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which
require a voter to state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or
her signature to a signature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or
to swear an affidavit affirming his or her identify.
Establish a baseline of information that will ir.
influence Citizen Voting Age Population (CV
various voter identification requirements, the
certain environmental or political factors. EA
collected by Eagleton as well as additional dal
baseline.
A:

de factoiS that may affect or
aJ ;Voter participation,
including
,\ s
rnptitivenessf a race and
will use some of theinformation
from the states to defeloo this

• Convene, by mid-2007, a working group of advocates, academics, research
methodologists and election officials
1s to discuss EAC 's next study of voter
identification. Topics to be discussed include methodology,
cigy, specific issues to be
covered in the study and timelines for completing an EAC study on voter
identification.
• Study how voter identification provisions that have been in place for two or more
Federal elections have impacted voter turnout, voter registration figures, and
fraud, study the effects of voter identification provisions, or the lack thereof, on
early, absentee and vote-by-mail voting. Included in this study will be an
examination of the relationship between voter turnout and other factors such as
y -race and gender. srig,
Y/'Y'
^
r

r yr

4f

• Publish a series of Sbest practice case studies which detail a particular state's or
jurisdiction's
n's experiences with educating poll workers and voters about various
voter identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be detail on
the policiesyandh-practices used to educate and inform poll workers and voters.

2
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voter identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be detail on
the policies and practices used to educate and inform poll workers and voters.
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FINAL DRAFT REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EAC
VOTER IDENTIFICATION ISSUES
Report Background
This report to the United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC) presents an analysis
of voter identification requirements across the country and makes recommendations for best
practices to improve implementation of voter ID requirements at the polls. It is based on
research conducted by the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey, and the Moritz College of Law at Ohio State University under a contract to the
EAC, dated May 24, 2005. The research included a review and legal analysis of state
statutes, regulations and litigation concerning voter identification and provisional voting, a
sample survey of local election officials, and a statistical analysis of the effects of various
requirements for voter identification on turnout in the 2004 election. This report is a
companion to a report on Provisional Voting submitted to the EAC on November 28, 2005
under the same contract.

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) (Public Law 107-252) authorizes the EAC (Sec.
241, 42 USC 15381) to conduct periodic studies of election administration issues. The
purpose of these studies is to promote methods for voting and administering elections,
including provisional voting, that are convenient, accessible and easy to use; that yield
accurate, secure and expeditious voting systems; that afford each registered and eligible
voter an equal opportunity to vote and to have that vote counted; and that are efficient.
Executive Summary
Methods
To explore the effects of voter ID requirements on electoral participation in 2004, as measured
by turnout, we gathered information on the requirements in effect in the 50 states and the
District of Columbia in that year. We assigned each state to one of five categories based on its
ID requirements. The five categories are progressively more rigorous based on the demands
they make on both voters' (and, to some extent) on election workers. The categories range from
"Stating Name" which we judge to be somewhat less demanding than "Signing Name."
"Signature Match" requires poll workers to examine the signature and compare it to a 'sample,
Even the most relaxed provisions for identification at the polls — anything stricter than the honor system
used in North Dakota — will impose some burden on particular voters. Harvard Law Review 119:1146
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voters to state their names, compared to 57.3 percent in states that required photo identification.
Those figures, however, probably overstate the effect since the inclusion of other factors beyond
voter ID requirements in the analysis diminishes the extent of influence of voter ID on turnout.
After taking account of the other factors, the analysis still offers some support for the hypothesis
that as the burden of voter identification requirements increases, turnout declines. The effect is
particularly noticeable in counties with concentrations of Hispanic residents orf people living
below the poverty line.

Our analysis of litigation suggests that the courts will look strictly at requirements that voters
produce a photo ID in order to cast a regular ballot. The courts have used a balancing test to
weigh the legitimate interest in preventing election fraud against the citizen's right to privacy
(protecting social security numbers from public disclosure, for example) and the reasonableness
of requirements for identity documents. To provide both the clarity and certainty in
administration of elections needed to forestall destabilizing challenges to outcomes, best
practice for the states may be to limit requirements for voter identification to the minimum
needed to prevent duplicate registration and ensure eligibility.

Evidence on the incidence of vote fraud, especially on the kind of vote fraud that could be
reduced by requiring more rigorous voter identification is not now sufficient to evaluate the
tradeoffs between ensuring ballot access and ensuring ballot integrity. The lack of full
understanding of the dynamics of voter ID requirements on political participation can be
remedied by requiring the collection and reporting of data on the reasons potential voters are
required to cast a provisional ballot and the reasons for rejecting provisional ballots during the
2006 and subsequent elections. Also useful would be the results of exit polling of voters on their
experiences in meeting voter ID requirements and on what type of ballot they cast.2 And, of
course, more information is needed on the incidence and varieties of vote fraud, but that inquiry
is outside the scope of this report.

A voting system that requires voters to produce an identify document or documents may indeed
prevent the ineligible from voting. It may also prevent eligible voters from casting a ballot. If the

2 Arizona held its first election with new, stricter ID requirements on March 14, 2006. In at least one
county (Maricopa) election officials handed a survey to voters that asked if they knew about the voter
identification law and if they did, how they found out about it. Edythe Jensen, "New Voter ID Law Goes
Smoothly in Chandler," Arizona Republic, March 15, 2006. More surveys of this kind can illuminate the
dynamics of voter ID and voting in ways not possible with the current lack of information on this subject.
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were found ineligible to cast a regular ballot. The answers would illuminate the
frequency with which ID issues divert voters into the provisional ballot line.
o Polling to ask voters what they know about the voter id requirements would also
provide useful context for evaluating the effect of various voter ID requirements
on electoral participation.
• Encourage states to examine the time period allowed for voters who cast a provisional
ballot because they lacked required ID to return with their identification. In eleven states,
voters who had to cast a provisional ballot because they lacked the ID required for a
regular ballot were permitted to return later with their ID. Their provision of this ID is the
critical step in evaluating the ballots. The length of the period in which the voter may
return with ID is important. In setting the time period for return, which now varies among
the states from the same day to about two weeks, states should consider three factors:
the convenience of the voter, the total time allowed to evaluate ballots 3 , and the safe
harbor provision in presidential elections.
• Recommendations to the states from EAC should reflect current judicial trends.
Requirements that voters provide some identifying documentation have been upheld, where
photo ID is not the only acceptable form. Whether laws requiring photo ID will be upheld is
more doubtful. To date, only one court has considered a law requiring voters to show photo
ID (Common Cause v. Billups), and that court concluded that this requirement is likely
unconstitutional.

Background and Approach of the Study
Establishing the eligibility of a person to vote has long been part of the electoral process. Voters
may have to identify themselves twice in the electoral process: when registering to vote and
then when casting a ballot. The stress on voters to provide required ID documents may be
greater at the polls on Election Day than when registering. The pressures arising from the need
to check ID, even so simple a check as a signature match, can be greater at the polls on
Election Day than at the time of registration. Poll workers may be faced with long lines and
limited time.

3 Our research on provisional voting reveals that states that provide more than week to evaluate
provisional ballots end up counting substantially more of those ballots than states that provide less than a
week.
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A voting system that requires voters to produce an identity document or documents may prevent
the ineligible from voting. It may also prevent the eligible from casting a ballot. If the ID
requirements block ineligible voters from the polls at the cost of preventing eligible voters who
cannot obtain or have left at home the required forms of identification, the integrity of the ballot
may not have been improved; the harm may be as great as the benefit.
Assessing the effectiveness of voter ID as a way to protect the integrity of the ballot should
logically include an estimate of the nature and frequency of vote fraud. The EAC has informed
us that it has commissioned a separate analysis of the incidence of vote fraud. Consequently,
this research does not include consideration of vote fraud nor the possible effectiveness of
various voter ID regimes to counter attempts at vote fraud. As a result, our analysis of the
effects of voter ID requirements on turnout cannot take into account how many potential voters
who did not turn out under comparatively stricter voter ID requirements might have been
ineligible or eligible to vote.

In some states, voters lacking required ID, or who have ID that does not reflect their current
address, are able to vote only by casting a provisional ballot.' Voter ID requirements that require
voters to bring a document to the polls –rather than simply sign their names– can divert more
voters to the provisional ballot. Requiring poll workers to request and check ID, can put stress
on the already demanding environment of the polling place. Scrutiny of ID can create lines at
the polling places. Further delays can result when voters cast a provisional ballot and fill out the
ballot envelope. Voters who cast a provisional ballot because they lack their ID on Election Day,
and who then fail to return with the needed document or documents; will have their ballot
rejected. 8 And, of course, the cost of processing provisional ballots is greater than the cost of
regular ballots.

Each of these potential consequences of more elaborate voter identification processes can
increase the chance of litigation. Long lines will, at best, discourage voters and at worst make
voting seem a hassle, an impression that could keep more citizens (even those with ID) from the

' For example, the Florida voter ID law adopted after the 2004 election and pre-cleared by the
Department of Justice, permits voters who cannot meet the ID requirements to sign an affidavit on the
envelope of a provisional ballot, which will be counted if the signature matches that on the voter's
registration form.
8 The EAC's Election Day Study found "improper ID," to be the third most common reason for a
provisional ballot to be rejected. "Improper ID" was cited by 7 states responding to the survey, compared
to 14 mentions for voting in the wrong precinct. Election Day Study, Chapter 6, p. 5.
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impact statement that demonstrated the nexus between the identification regime and the
integrity of the ballot could provide protection against inevitable legal challenges.
5. If a side effect of the Voter ID regulation is likely to reduce turnout, generally or among
particular groups, is it possible to take other steps to ameliorate the adverse
consequences ?13
6. Does it comply with the letter and spirit of Voting Rights Act?
7. The seventh question is the most difficult to answer. Does the Voter ID requirement have
a neutral result on the composition of the qualified and eligible electorate? ID
requirements should not be designed to, or unintentionally, reduce the turnout of
particular groups of voters or supporters of one party or another. Whatever the
requirement may be, can all citizens comply with it easily and at no or minimal cost?

Voter ID and Turnout
As of the 2004 election, the states and the District of Columbia could be divided into 5 different
Voter ID regimes. These are shown in Table 1, Voter ID Requirements. Nine states required
that voters give their names; 14 that they sign their names; 8 match the signature to a sample in
the registration book; 15 require some form of ID (ranging from a utility bill to a governmentissued photo ID), and 5 states in 2004 required a photo ID, although in all those states voters
without that credential could cast a regular ballot after signing an affidavit concerning their
identity and eligibility or provide other forms of ID.

This neat assignment in the following table and map of each state to one category no doubt
fails to reflect actual practice at many polling places. Like any system run by fallible people, the
voter ID process is subject to wide variation in practice. Voters may be confronted with
demands for identification different from the directives in state statutes or regulation. Some
voters may be waved through the process without a look at any document, no matter what the
regulations say. Under the press of long lines and unfamiliar requirements, there is, in short, no
sure way to report the wide variety of conditions voters actually encounter.

administering elections will courts likely demonstrate greater willingness to uphold strict identification
requirements." Harvard Law Review 127:1144 (2006)
" For example, the Carter-Baker Commission coupled its recommendation for a national voter ID card to
a call for an affirmative effort by the states to reach out and register the unregistered, that is, to use the
new Voter ID regime as a means to enroll more voters. Similarly, Richard Hasen Hasen's has suggested
combining a national voter ID with universal registration. See his "Beyond the Margin of Litigation:
Reforming U.S. Election Administration to Avoid Electoral Meltdown," 62 Washington and Lee Law
Review 937 (2005).
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Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Give Name
Give Name
Provide ID
Sign Name
Match Sig.
Give Name
Give Name

HAVA
HAVA
HAVA
Provide ID
HAVA
HAVA
HAVA

Give Name
Give Name
Provide ID
Provide ID
Match Sig.
Give Name
Give Name

Bring ID Later
Affidavit
Affidavit
Address & Registration
Address & Registration
Bring ID Later
Affidavit

A m n Florida and Louisiana, states that required a photo id in 2004, voters without that credential could sign an
affidavit concerning their identity and eligibility and cast a regular ballot.
AA In these states in 2004, voters lacking a photo ID could vote by providing other ID.
*Arizona voters who lack a photo ID may present 2 forms of ID with no photograph, such as 2 utility bills.
**State only requires ID for first-time voters who register by mail without providing ID. They accept all forms of ID
listed in the statute.
***Georgia is currently enjoined from implementing this law, returning them for the time being to their 2004
requirement of provide ID.
***"Pennsylvania requires ID of all first-time voters, whether they registered by mail or in-person.
*****Tennessee voters must provide signature and address. In counties without computerized lists, the signature is
compare to the registration card. In counties with computerized lists, the signature is compared to a signature on ID
presented with registration.
******Texas voters must present a current registration certificate. Those without a certificate can vote provisionally

after completing an affidavit.

Figure 1
•
• - Sign Name
• - Match Signature
• - ID
- Photo ID

Voter ID Requirements 2004
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Methods and Findings

We classified each state as having one of five types of identification requirements in place on
Election Day 2004. Upon arrival at polling places, voters had to either: state their names (9
states); sign their names (13 states and the District of Columbia); match their signature to a
signature on file with the local election board (8 states); provide a form of identification that did
not necessarily include a photo (15 states); or provide a photo identification (5 states). We then
tested the assumption that voter identification requirements would prove to be increasingly
demanding on the voter, with providing photo ID the most rigorous.

The analysis recognized that election laws in numerous states offer exceptions to these
requirements if a prospective voter lacked the ID. Laws in those states set a minimum standard
that a voter must meet in order to vote using a regular ballot. We therefore also categorized
states based on the minimum requirement for voting with a regular ballot. None of the states
required photo identification as a minimum standard for voting with a regular ballot. Four states,
however, required voters to swear an affidavit as to their identity (Florida, Indiana, Louisiana,
and North Dakota). The five categories for minimum requirements were: state name (12 states),
sign name (14 states and the District of Columbia), match one's signature to a signature on file
(six states), provide a non-photo identification (14 states), or swear an affidavit (four states).
This analysis treats the array of minimum identification requirements also in terms of increasing
demand on the voter: state name, sign name, match signature, provide non-photo identification,
and, given the potential legal consequences for providing false information, swearing an affidavit
is regarded as the most rigorous.

Voter turnout at the state level in 2004 declined as voter identification requirements became
more demanding, as shown in Table 2. While the trend is not perfectly linear, there is a general
movement toward lower turnout as requirements tend toward requiring greater levels of proof.
Using the maximum requirements as the independent variable, an average of 63.1 percent of
the voting age population turned out in states that required voters to state their names,
compared to 57.3 percent in states that required photo identification. A similar trend emerged
when using the minimum requirements as the independent variable. Sixty-one percent of the
voting age population turned out in_ states requiring voters to state their names, compared to
58.7 percent in states that required an affidavit from voters.
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Information collected for the Census Bureau Current Population Survey in November 2004
makes it possible to examine the influence of voter ID requirements at the individual level. Selfidentified registered voters reported their experience at the polls in the survey. Note that the
voter turnout rate for the CPS sample, an average of 89%, is much higher than the turnout rates
presented in the aggregate data analysis, which average 58%. The difference is a result of
several factors, including different denominators in calculating the turnout rate – self-reported
registered voters in the CPS versus the much larger voting-age population for the aggregate
data. Also some survey respondents overstate their incidence of voting. Nevertheless, the CPS
serves as a widely accepted source of data on voting behavior.

The dependent variable in the individual analyses is whether respondents said they voted in the
2004 election. As in the aggregate analysis the contextual variables consist of whether the state
was a battleground state or had competitive state-level races. The analysis also controlled for
gender, age, education, household income, race or ethnicity, and employment status, marital
status, and residential mobility.

The analysis revealed that voter identification requirements exerted a statistically significant,
negative effect on whether survey respondents said they had voted in 2004. Of the other state
factors, only the competitiveness of the presidential race had a significant effect on turnout. In
terms of demographic influences, consistent with previous research, age, education, income,
and marital status all were positive predictors of voting. Women also were more likely to say
they voted than men. Those who had moved within six months before the interview were less
likely to say they had voted.

Allowing the voter identification requirement to vary while holding constant all other variables in
the model showed that the predicted probability of turnout ranged from 91.2 percent if all voters
had to state their names to 88.7 percent if all voters had to provide photo identification. (Note
that these turnout figures are higher than actual because of the factors involved in the CPS's
self-reported survey, but that the difference in effect is reasonably related to the results obtained
in the aggregate analysis.) In other words, the probability of voting dropped with each level of
the maximum voter identification requirement, with a total drop of 2.5 percent across the five
types of identification. When taking into account the minimum requirement•for identification, the
probability showed a similar decline, with a slightly larger total drop of 3.3 percent.
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• Self-reported registered voters who had not graduated from high school would be 6.7
percent less likely to vote if the maximum requirement is photo identification as opposed
to stating one's name. When considering the minimum requirements, those with less
than a high school education would be 7.4 percent less likely to say they voted if the
requirement was an affidavit as opposed to stating one's name.

• Age was also a key factor, with voters ages 18 to 24 being 7.7 percent to 8.9 percent
less likely to vote as the requirements ranged from stating one's name to providing a
photo identification or affidavit.

• Two concerns aired by critics of voter identification requirements were not borne out by
the results. African-American voters did not appear to be affected by voter identification
requirements, according to both the aggregate data and individual-level data analyses.
• Also, the self-reports of elderly voters, while indicating that they would be slightly less
likely to vote as ID requirements become stricter, do not show a dramatic effect.

The data examined in this analysis could not capture the dynamics of how identification
requirements lower turnout. Do know the voter ID and stay away from the polls because they
cannot or do not want to meet them? Or, do the requirements result in some voters being
turned away when they cannot meet the requirements on Election Day? The CPS data do not
include ineasures that can answer these questions, pointing up the need for collection of
additional data. Knowing more about the "on the ground" experiences of voters concerning
identification requirements could guide policy-makers at the state and local level in determining
whether and at what point in the electoral cycle a concerted public information campaign might
be most effective in helping voters to meet identification requirements. Such knowledge also
could help in designing training for poll workers to handle questions about, and potential
disputes over, voter identification requirements.

It is important to note that the 2004 data do not allow us to draw conclusions about the effect of
laws such as those recently passed in Georgia and Indiana, which require government-issued
photo ID. No such laws were in place in 2004, and the five states that then required photo ID at
the time allowed voters who signed an affidavit or provided another form of identification to cast
a regular ballot.
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Prelim. Inj. 96, 104). In January 2006, Georgia enacted a modified version of its photo
ID law, which the court has not yet ruled on. In the other state that has enacted a photo
ID requirement without an affidavit exception (Indiana), legal challenges have also been
filed. (Indiana Democratic Party v. Rokita and Crawford v. Marion County Election
Board). Cross-motions for summary judgment are currently pending. Another case of
significance, for purposes of photo ID requirements, is American Civil Liberties Union of
Minnesota v. Kiffineyer, No. 04-CV-4653, 2004 WL 2428690, at *1 (D. Minn. Oct. 28,
2004). In that case, the court enjoined a Minnesota law that allowed the use of tribal
photo ID cards, only for an Indian who lived on the reservation. 2004 WL 2428690, at
`1. The Court found no rational basis for distinguishing based on whether or not the
cardholder lives on the reservation. Id. at *1, 3. The court's decision in this case
indicates that courts are likely to look strictly on photo ID requirements.
Privacy. In Greidinger v. Davis, 988 F.2d 1344 (4th Cir. 1993), the court struck down on
due process grounds a Virginia law requiring disclosure of voters' social security
numbers for voter registration. The social security numbers recorded in voter registration
lists had been disclosed to the public and political parties that had requested the lists.
The court found that the requirement to give the social security number effectively
conditioned rights on the consent to an invasion of privacy. It concluded that this public
disclosure of the social security numbers was not necessary to achieve the
government's interest in preventing fraud. On the other hand, in McKay v. Thompson,
226 F:3d 752 (6th Cir. 2000), the court rejected privacy challenges based on both the
Constitution and federal statutes, to a Tennessee law requiring social security numbers
for voter registration since 1972. 226 F.3d at 755. Second, the NVRA only permits
requiring the minimum amount of information necessary to prevent duplicate voter
registration and to determine eligibility. The distinction appears to be between the use of
Social Security numbers for internal purposes only, which was deemed permissible, and
the disclosure of those numbers to the public which was not.
These decisions suggest that the courts will look strictly at requirements that voters produce a
photo ID in. order to cast a regular ballot. The courts have used a balancing test to weigh the
legitimate interest in preventing election fraud against the citizen's right to privacy (protecting
social security numbers from public disclosure, for example) and the reasonableness of
requirements for identity documents. To provide both the clarity and certainty in administration
of elections needed to forestall destabilizing challenges to outcomes, these early decisions
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HAVA does not require that the states notify registrants to remedy any failure to provide either
of these numbers or to confirm that they have provided a verifiable number. Verification at the
time of registration could forestall difficulties at the polling place. HAVA is silent on how the ID
might be required at the polling place for new voters whose driving license or Social Security
number could not be verified. Errors in recording those numbers are sure to occur.

Some states are wrestling now with these unresolved issues. In New Jersey, for example,
pending legislation would require that voters must be able to confirm their registration through a
secure access to the SVRL. It also requires voters to present ID at the polls in order to cast a
regular ballot if the numbers recorded on the registration have not been verified (or if no
verifiable number appears on the registration). It recognizes the HAVA requirement that if the
number provided by the voter has not been verified and if the voter does not present ID at the
polls, that voter may cast a provisional ballot. The bill does not specify they have to provide ID
within 48 hours in order for their vote.to count, as is the case with first-time mail-in registrants.

As some states gain experience in this area, the EAC would perform a useful service by making
timely recommendations of best practices for all states to consider.
6. Conclusions
The form of Voter ID required of voters affects turnout. Lack of ID can keep voters from the
polls. Or, when they go to the polls, it is reasonable to conclude that stricter Voter ID
requirements will divert more voters into the line for provisional ballots. (This conclusion is a
conjecture because we lack good data on why voters must cast their ballots provisionally.) The
result can be longer lines at the polls and confusion, without a clear demonstration that the
security of the ballot is correspondingly increased.

15

The dynamics of Voter ID requirements –how the more rigorous Voter ID requirements—affect
the decision by potential voters to go or stay away from the polls are not well understood. This
lack of understanding should be recognized, in the policy process. The debate over voter ID in
15 In this connection, the Brennan Center's response to the Carter-Baker Commission report observes
that, "while it might be true that in a close election "a small amount of fraud could make the margin of
difference," it is equally true that the rejection of a much larger number of eligible voters could make a
much bigger difference in the outcome." Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal
Election Reform, The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton, On Behalf
Of The National Network on State Election Reform, September 19, 2005
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Appendices
a. Summary of case law on Voter ID issues (included with this draft)
b. Analysis of Effects of Voter JD Requirements on Turnout (attached as a
separate document)
c. Indexed database of major articles on Voter ID Requirements and related
topics (included with this draft)
d. Compendium of states' legislation, procedures, and litigation
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• Preventing voter fraud is a compelling interest since it is irreversible once
vote is cast
• Only marginally more intrusive than HAVA, many types of identification
permitted – thus, valid
McKay v. Thompson, 2000
• Statute: mandated disclosure of SS # as a precondition to voter registration
• Claims:
o Privacy Act, Section 7: ruled that Tennessee voter system exempt from Privacy Act
because it is pre-75
o NVRA, permitting only min. amt. of info, necessary to prevent duplicate registration
and determine eligibility: ruled that NVRA does not specifically forbid the use of SS#s
& the Privacy Act specifically permits them pre-75
o Substantive due process: ruled that internal use of SS# not a burden
o Free Exercise, based on Bible's supposed prohibition on use of universal identifiers:
ruled that law is generally applicable and thus valid
o P&I, Article IV: does not protect in-state citizens
o P&I, 14th Amend.: no protection for privilege where Congress authorized its
infringement

Kemp v. Tucker, 1975
• Statute: required name, occupation, address, sex,- race, height, hair color, eye color, and
date of birth be listed on voter registration card for identification purposes
• Claims:
o VRA: ruled that race was not made a "qualification" for voting
o 15th Amendment: ruled that it did not abridge right to vote on account of race
because rejection of application was due to failure to provide information, not race;
race only one factor in identification
o 14'" Amendment EPC: ruled there was no distinction among voters
Perez v. Rhiddlehoover, 1966
• Statute: date of birth, place of birth, mother's first or maiden name, color of eyes, sex,
race, occupation, and whether owner, tenant or boarder must appear on the registration
for identification
• Claims:
o VRA: ruled that it was not a "test or device" because it applied equally
o 15th Amendment: same reasons
Cases in Which the Plaintiffs Have Prevailed in Challenqinq the Statute Reauirina Voter
Identification:
American Civil Liberties Union of Minnesota v. Kiffmeyer, No. 04-CV-4653, 2004 WL
2428690, at *1 (D. Minn. Oct. 28, 2004).
This was an action just before. the November 2004 election for a temporary restraining
order, which was granted. The ACLU challenged a Minnesota law allowing the use of tribal
identification cards with the name, address, and photograph as a valid identification (equal to a
driver's license) for use in "completing" an incomplete mail-in voter registration only if the Indian
lives on the reservation. 2004 WL 2428690, at *1. The Court ruled that this distinction would
likely violate the Equal Protection Clause because there was no rational basis for differentiating
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provisional ballots would not be counted if the voter applied for an absentee ballot. 2004 WL
2360485, at *1. The plaintiffs also challenged the provisions under HAVA. The identification
provision allowed nearly all forms of acceptable identification under HAVA. Id. at *6.
The challenge to the identification requirement failed under both challenges. The Court
interpreted HAVA as not intended to preempt state laws and as permitting states to be more
strict than, but not inconsistent with, HAVA. Id. at *10. The Court felt that the purpose of both
laws was the same, to reduce voter fraud, and thus, both laws could coexist. As to the
Constitutional claim, both equal protection and substantive due process, the Court felt that
preventing voter fraud, which is impossible to remedy once a vote is cast, is a compelling
interest, and the Court also felt that a voter identification requirement for all voters, with many
types of acceptable identification, was only marginally more intrusive than HAVA. Id. at 12. The
Court also found no improper discrimination between voters. Id. Thus, the provision was
upheld.
McKay v. Thompson, 226 F.3d 752 (6th Cir. 2000).
The Sixth Circuit ruled that the Privacy Act, the National Voter Registration Act,
Substantive Due Process, the Privileges and Immunities Clauses (Fourteenth Amendment &
Article IV), and the First Amendment right to free exercise do not prohibit requiring disclosure of
social security numbers as a precondition to voter registration.
The Privacy Act, Section 7, mandates that it is unlawful for a government to deny a right
or privilege because of a citizen's refusal to disclose his social security number, unless the
disclosure was required for a system established prior to 1975. 226 F.3d at 755 (citing Privacy
Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-579 (1974)). Since Tennessee required social security numbers for
voter registration since 1972, his challenge was rejected. 226 F.3d at 755. Second, the NVRA
only permits requiring the minimum amount of information necessary to prevent duplicate voter
registration and to determine eligibility. Id. at 755-56 (citing 42 U.S.C. §1973gg-3(c)(2)(B)). The
Court rejected this challenge because the NVRA does not specifically forbid the use of social
security numbers, and the Privacy Act, a more specific statute, grandfathered their use if prior to
1975. 226 F.3d at 756.
Finally, the plaintiffs constitutional claims were all rejected. His substantive due process
claim was rejected because internal receipt and use of social security numbers does not burden
the fundamental right to vote. Id. The free exercise challenge, based on the Bible's supposed
prohibition of universal identifiers, was rejected because the law was generally applicable and
not directed at particular religious practices. Id. The Privileges and Immunities Clause claim
was rejected because the Clause does not apply to citizens of the state. Id. The Fourteenth
Amendment Privileges and Immunities claim, based on the right to vote as unique to U.S.
citizenship, was rejected because the Clause provides no protection where Congress has
authorized the infringement. Id.
Kemp v. Tucker, 396 F. Supp. 737 (M.D. Pa. 1975), aff'd, 423 U.S. 803.
A statute was upheld, which required name, occupation, address, sex, race, height, hair
color, eye color, and date of birth to be recorded on the voter registration card and allowed
registration officials to reject an incomplete application. 396 F. Supp. at 738. Claims were
alleged under the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause, the Fifteenth Amendment,
and the Voting Rights Act.
As to the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment claims, the Court reasoned that
preventing voter fraud is a compelling goal, and identification provisions are "an essential
means of achieving the goal." Id. at 739. The Court also rejected the equal protection claim
because the statutes did not create a distinction at all. Id. at 740 n.3. Since race is just one of
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Georg ia (Common Cause/Georgia v. Billups):
On September 19, 2005, Common Cause of Georgia, in conjunction with several other
non-profit organizations, filed suit in Federal District Court against the Georgia Secretary of
State and other election officials, challenging the constitutionality of Georgia's new voter
identification requirements. The new law requires all voters attempting to cast a ballot in person
to present a valid form of photographic identification. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-417. A voter that is
unable to provide proper identification is given a provisional ballot. However, that provisional
ballot will be counted only if the voter is able to subsequently present valid identification within
two days of the election. Id.
The lawsuit alleges five separate violations of state and federal law. First, the complaint
alleges that the identification requirements infringe on the right to vote guaranteed in the
Georgia constitution (Compl. 32) 18 . In addition, the Plaintiffs claim violations of the Federal Civil
Rights Act and Voting Rights Act. (Compl. 36,38). Finally, the lawsuit alleges violations of the
Fourteenth and Twenty-Fourth amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The complaint claims that
the ID requirements constitute an "undue burden" on the right to vote, in violation of the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment (Compl. 34). The ID requirement does not
apply to most absentee voters, and thus the requirement is also over-broad and not narrowly
tailored to address the stated purpose of preventing voter fraud (Compl. 34). The complaint
further alleges that the cost of obtaining a photo ID constitutes a poll tax, in violation of the
Twenty-Fourth Amendment, and that the cost is also a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment
because it applies to voters who choose to vote in person, and not to those who vote absentee
(Compl. 34,35).
On October 18, 2005, the District Court granted the Plaintiffs motion for a preliminary
injunction, enjoining the application of the new identification requirements. In granting the
injunction, the court held that both federal constitutional claims had a substantial likelihood of
succeeding on the merits at trial (Prelim. lnj. 96, 104). The court also held that, while the two
federal statutory claims were plausible, they both lacked sufficient evidence at the time to have
a substantial likelihood of success. (Prelim. Inj. 109,111,116). Finally, the court held that the
Georgia constitutional claim would be barred by the Eleventh Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. (Prelim. Inj. 77).
The Defendants appealed the motion for preliminary injunction to the Eleventh Circuit,
and oral argument is scheduled for March 1, 2006. In addition, some news reports have
claimed that the Georgia legislature is considering re-visiting the ID requirements in light of the
on-going litigation. 19 As for the merits, in granting the preliminary injunction the District Court
has already signaled its belief that the federal constitutional claims are likely meritorious. The
Eleventh Circuit may have a different view, but for now the case looks to have a reasonable
chance of success.
Indiana (Indiana Democratic Party v. Rokita and Crawford v. Marion County Election Board):
The Indiana lawsuit is similar to its Georgia counterpart in content, though not in status.
In Indiana separate lawsuits, now joined, were filed by the state Democratic Party and the
1a Litigation documents are available at the Election Law @ Moritz website.
http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/electionlaWI1itigation/ifldeX.Php
19 GA Legislature May Revisit Voter ID Law, State Net Capitol Journal, Dec. I9, 2005.
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APPENDIX
Annotated Bibliography on Voter Identification Issues
Law Journals
• Angelo J. Genova & Rebecca Moll Freed, The Right to Vote and Be Counted: A Liberty
at Risk, 233 N.J. LAW 44, Apr. 2005.
o Discusses HAVA a lot
• George W. Grayson, Registering and Identifying Voters: What the United States Can
Learn From Mexico, 3 ELECTION L.J. 513 (2004).
o Benefits of US adopting Mexican system of identifying voters and voter
registration
•
• Robert A. Pastor, Improving the U. S. Electoral System: Lessons from Canada and
Mexico, 3 ELECTION L.J. 584 (2004).
o Discusses HAVA, problems of 2000 election, discusses registration &
identification
• Brian Kim, Recent Development: Help America Vote Act, 40 HARV. J. ON LEGis. 579
(Summer 2003).
o Discussion of HAVA requirements and voter ID, problems in 2000
• Robert L. McCurley, Legislative Wrap-Up: Election Law Changes, 64 ALA. LAw. 364,
Nov. 2003.
o Discusses changes in AL to their election law in 2003, including adding voter ID
o HAVA discussed
• Clifford B. Levine, Esq. & David J. Montgomery, Esq., Post-Election Litigation in
Pennsylvania, 41 Duq. L. Rev. 153 (Fall, 2002).
o Discusses challenging elections based on voter fraud & illegal votes
• Rebecca Barrett, Election, 18 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 114 (Fall 2001).
o Discusses a GA law in 2001 removing hunting & fishing licenses from list of
acceptable ID and a failed amendment to limit acceptable ID to photo ID only
• Robert A. Junell, Curtis L. Seidlits, Jr. & Glen G. Shuffler, Consideration of Illegal Votes
in Legislative Election Contests, 28 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 1095 (1.997).
o General discussion of ways voters are verified, what happens when voters are
challenged as illegal voters
• John Victor Berry, Take the Money and Run: Lame-Ducks "Quack" and Pass Voter
Identification Provisions, 74 U. DET. MERCY L. REV. 291 (Winter 1997).
o discusses a photo ID law passed in Michigan in 1997 (later declared violated
. EPC of 14th amendment)
o arguments against photo ID
• Deborah S. James, Note, Voter Registration: A Restriction on the Fundamental Right to
Vote, 96 YALE L.J. 1615 (1987).
o Discusses voter registration as a way to combat fraud & several different ways to
do it
Historical articles:
• Gabrielle B. Ruda, Note, Picture Perfect: A Critical Analysis of the Debate on the 2002
Help America Vote Act, 31 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 235 (November 2003).
o Lot of analysis on HAVA and voter ID
o Little bit of historical
o Arguments for and against certain types of voter ID laws
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 1100
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
OFFICE OF THE CHAIR

BEFORE THE ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

In the Matter of
Draft Voter Identification Report, Research and
Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements

CERTIFICATION
I, Donetta Davidson, Chair of the Election Assistance Commission, do hereby
certify that on March 30, 2007 the Commission decided by a vote of 4-0. The following
action(s) were taken:
1.
The Commission should approve the Voter Identification Report, Research and Future
Study of Voter Identification Requirements.
Commissioner Rodriguez noted: I am persuaded by the Consultant that better data
collection is essential to future EAC research projects. I am not chafed by the use of the
CPS because, historically, it has been used as a barometer of voter behavior. It was more
important for me to support the recommendation in order to release the Report than argue
the use of the CPS.
Commissioners Davidson, Hillman, Hunter and Rodriguez voted affirmatively for
the decision.
Attest:

`3^3a

^o
Date

^''r
Donetta Davidson
Chair

Tel: (202) 566-3100
www.eac.gov
Fax: (202) 566-1392
Toll free: 1 (866) 747-1471

w ^avidso^

407112

March 29, 2007
This is to authorize Elieen Collver to sign correspondence and tally votes in my absence.

Donetta Davidson
Chair
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER

DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 29, 2007, 12:30p.m.
BALLOT DEADLINE: A pril 02, 2007, 12:30p.m.

COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON, HILLMAN, HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ
SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER IDENTIFICATION REPORT, RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
I approve the recommendation.
I disapprove the recommendation.
I object to the recommendation.
I am recused from voting.
COMMENTS:

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Commissioners Davidson, Hillman, Hunter, and Rodgriguez

FRO

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director

DATE:

March 29, 2007

RE:

Draft Voter Identification Report, Research and Future Study of Voter
Identification Requirements

In 2005, EAC contracted with the Eagleton Institute of Politics to conduct a study of the
voter identification requirements that were in existence in the 50 states and 5 territories
during the 2004 election. As a part of that study, Eagleton conducted research concerning
the status of laws in the states and also conducted statistical analysis regarding the impact of
the existence of voter identification requirements on the turnout of voters.
A draft statement capturing proposed action on the draft report as well as recommended next
steps for research and analysis of voter identification requirements has been attached to this
memorandum.
I recommend approval of this statement.
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EAC Statement on Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election
administration
issues. In May 2005, EAC contracted with Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
through its Eagleton Institute of Politics ("Contractor") to perform a review and legal
analysis of state legislation, administrative procedures and court
` eases, and to perform a
literature review on other research and data available on the topic of voter identification
requirements. Further, the Contractor was asked to analyze the problems and
challenges
of voter identification, to hypothesize alternative approaches and to
recommend various
policies that could be applied to these approaches.
The Contractor performed a statistical analysis
relationship of vas requirements
for voter identification to voter turnout in the 2
;ctio " . Drawing
g onits nationwide
review and legal analysis of state statutes and \r
vpTer
ic^entit
- cation, the
contractor compared states with similar voter is
r
equirements
and
drew
conclusions ase
b don companng turnout rates among states
for one election – November
2004. For example, the turnout rate inMNQ).4 i
n states that re quired
photo identification document' was compared to the turnout the voter to provide a
requirement that voters give his or her name in order to:rece rate m 2004 in states with a
two sets of data to estimate turnout rates: I) voting agepop' ite' a ballot. Contractor used
.Iation estimates 2 and 2)
individual-level surveyY &t fi"d
f ' the November 2004 Gibe
nt Population Survey
conducted by the U. SF-Census Burea„
^r<=

The Contractor presented testimony summarizing its findings from this statistical and
data analysis at the Februaryyk
l , 2007 public meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission. The Contractor's testimony, its summary of voter identification
requirements by State, its summary
of court decisions and literature on voter
identification and related issues, an annotated bibliography on voter identification
and its summary of state statues and regulations affecting voter identification are issues
attached to this
and can also be found on EAC's website, www.eac.gov.
EAC Declines to Adopt -Draft Report

'In 2004, three of the states that authorized election officials to request photo identification allowed voters
to provide a non-photo ID and still vote a regular ballot and two others permitted voters who lacked photo
ID to vote a regular ballot by swearing and affidavit.
2
The July 2004 estimates for voting age population were provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. These data
did not differentiate between citizens and non-citizens; because these numbers include non-citizens, the
Contractor applied the percentage of citizens included in voting age population statistics in 2000 to the U.S.
Census Bureau estimated voting age population in 2004. Thus, 2004 estimates of voting age population
include persons who are not registered to vote.
The Current Population Survey is based on reports from self-described registered voters who also describe
themselves as U.S. citizens.
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EAC fmds the Contractor's summary of States' voter identification requirements and its
summary of state laws, statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the
implementation of voter identification requirements, to be a first step in the
Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter identification requirements.
However, EAC has concerns regarding the data, analysis, and statistical methodology the
Contractor used to analyze voter identification requirements to determine if these laws
have an impact on turnout rates. The study only focused on one federal election. An
analysis using averaged county-level turnout data from the U.S. Census showed no
statistically significant correlations. A second analysis using a data set based upon the
Current Population Survey (which was self-reported and showed a significantly higher
turnout rate than other conventional data) was conducted that produced some evidence of
correlation between voter identification requirements and ..tumo t a; The initial
categorization of voter identification requirements included classifications that, actually,
require no identification documentation, such as "state !mame."a
The research
methodology and the statistical analysis used by the Contractor were questioned by an
EAC review group comprised of social scientists and statisticians. The Coi tractor and
the EAC agree that the report raises more questions thanoxides
answers acid both agree
p^,
the study should have covered more than one federal el edlon.4
'Thus, EAC will not adopt
the Contractor's study and will not issue an EAC report based upon this study. All of the
material provided by the Contractor is afached_
». a...
Further EAC Study on Voter
EAC will engage in a longer-term, more systematic review of voter identification
requirements. Additional study on the topic wi=ll include more than one Federal election
cycle, additional environmental and political factors that effect voter participation, and
the
numerous •La.
changes
in state laws and regulations related to voter identification
rr m,rnrv.
L_
...1-..

EAC will undertake the following m tivirii e.
Uonuuct an ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter

identification requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which
require awater to state his or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or
her signature oasignature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or
to swear an affidavit affirming his or her identify.
Establish a baseline of information that will include factors that may affect or
influence Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) voter participation, including
various voter identification requirements, the competitiveness of a race and
certain environmental or political factors. EAC will use some of the information
collected by Eagleton as well as additional data from the states to develop this
baseline.
4 See Transcript of EAC Public Meeting, February 8, 2007, page 109.
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• In 2007, convene a working group of advocates, academics, research
methodologists and election officials to discuss EAC's next study of voter
identification. Topics to be discussed include methodology, specific issues to be
covered in the study and timelines for completing an EAC study on voter
identification.
Study how voter identification provisions that have been in place for two or more
Federal elections have impacted voter turnout, voter registration figures, and
fraud. Included in this study will be an examination of the relationship between
voter turnout and other factors such as race and gender. Study the effects of voter
identification provisions, or the lack thereof, on early, abse tee. and vote-by-mail
voting.
• Publish a series of best practice case studies which detail a'particular state's or
jurisdiction's experiences with educating poll workers and voters about various
voter identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be detail on
the policies and practices used to educate and inform poll workers and voters.
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U.S. ELECTION AsSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington. DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER

DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 29.2007 12 . 30p m
BALLOT DEADLINE: A p ril 02. 2007 12 . 30p m
COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON. HILLMAN. HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ
SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER I
DENTIFICATION REPORT. RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

(7

I approve the recommendation.

)

I disapprove the recommendation.

)

I object to the recommendation.
am recused from voting.

COMMENTS: /
am ersuaded by the Consultant that better data collection is
essential to future EAC research projects. I am not chafed by the use of the CPS
because, historically, it has been used as a barometer of voter behavior. It was
more important forme to support the r
Report than argue the use of the CPS. ecommendation in order to release the
I agree with the Consultant that "stating one's names" is a form of voter
identification in those states where that is the statutory provision.
Based on my experience in Colorado, l am concerned about the rights of citizens
when strict picture ID requirements are imposed. For a variety of reasons, picture
IDS are beyond the reach of some citizens and entitled citizens lose access to
opportunity and programs for lack of picture ID. It would not be acceptable to me
for them to also lose their voting rights.
DATE: .^•

0^9'-o^t707^-

SIGNATURE.

3: yy^,. n^.

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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202-244-4504

Comm Gracia Hillman

Mar 30 07 11:46a
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington. DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER
DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL:

March 29 2007 12:30 .m.

BALLOT DEADLINE: Ap ril 02 2007 12
COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON HILL

. 30n m

HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ

SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER ID
ENTIFICATION REPORT RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
I approve the recommendation.
()

I disapprove the recommendation.
object to the recommendation.
am recused from voting.

COMMENTS:

DATE:

U

SIGNA

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY. EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER
DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 29. 2007. 12

.30p m

BALLOT DEADLINE: April
p it 02, 2007 12 . 30p m
COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON HILLMAN

HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ

SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER IDENTIFICATION REPORT RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
(^I

I approve the recommendation.

()

I disapprove the recommendation.

()

I object to the recommendation.

()

I am recused from voting.

COMMENTS:

DATE:

D 1-

SIGNATURE:
{or

Chair Doer pavids^,^

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER
DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 29. 2007. 12:30p.m.
BALLOT DEADLINE: Ap ril 02, 2007, 12:30p.m.

COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON. HILLMAN. HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ

SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER IDENTIFICATION REPORT RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
I approve the recommendation.
()

I disapprove the recommendation.

()

I object to the recommendation.

()

I am recused from voting.

COMMENTS:

DATE:

SIGNATURE: ('1...e.-c

('

f/t

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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\1

I
Deliberative Process
Privilege

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER
DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 26.2007, 1:00p.m.
BALLOT DEADLINE: March 28. 2007. 1:00p.m.

COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON. HILLMAN, HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ
SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER IDENTIFICATION REPORT. RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
()

I approve the recommendation.

()

I disapprove the recommendation.

()

I object to the recommendation.

()

I am recused from voting.

COMMENTS:

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Commissioners Davidson, Hillman, Hunter, and Rodgriguez

FROM:

Thomas R. Wilkey.
Executive Director

DATE:

March 26, 2007

RE:

Draft Voter Identification Report, Research and Future Study of Voter
Identification Requirements

BACKGROUND
In 2005, EAC contracted with the Eagleton Institute of Politics to conduct a study of the
voter identification requirements that were in existence in the 50 states and 5 territories
during the 2004 election. As a part of that study, Eagleton conducted research concerning
the status of laws in the states and also conducted statistical analysis regarding the impact of
the existence of voter identification requirements on the turnout of voters.
The Contractor's summary of States' voter identification requirements and its summary of state
laws, statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the implementation of voter identification
requirements are a first step in the Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter
identification requirements. However, the data, analysis, and statistical methodology the
Contractor used to analyze voter identification requirements raise concerns. The Contractor used
a single election's statistics to conduct this analysis. The two sets of data came from the Census
Bureau and included persons who were not eligible to and did not vote. The first analysis using
averaged county-level turnout data from the U.S. Census showed no statistically significant
correlations. So, a second analysis using a data set based upon the Current Population Survey
(which was self-reported and showed a significantly higher turnout rate than other conventional
data) was conducted that produced only some evidence of correlation between voter
identification requirements and turnout. Furthermore, the initial categorization of voter
identification requirements included classifications that actually require no identification at all,
such as "state your name." The research methodology and the statistical analysis used by the
Contractor were questioned by independent working and peer review groups comprised of social
scientists and statisticians.
ANALYSIS
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As you may know, the Deliberative Process Privilege to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
protects intra-agency documents that are (1) pre-decisional in nature and (2) part of the
deliberative process. In other words, the documents must be part of a process that recommends
or presents opinions on a policy matter or governmental decision before that matter is finally
decided. It is a well settled matter of law that the work of contract employees and contractors
("consultants") constitute intra-agency documents.' This is true even where the consultants are
deemed to be independent contractors and are not subject to the degree of control that agency
employment entails. 2 The courts have made this determination after recognizing that agencies
have a special need for the opinions and recommendations of temporary consultants.3
Ultimately, deliberative documents are exempt from release (1) to encourage open and frank
discussions on policy matters between agency subordinates and superiors, (2) to protect against
premature disclosure of proposed policies and (3) to protect against public confusion that might
result from disclosure of rationales that were not in fact the ultimate basis for agency action.
The draft report presented by Eagleton represents one phase of the deliberative process—before
the document was vetted by staff, approved by the Executive Director and reviewed and
approved by the Commissioners (the relevant policy makers). Ultimately, the draft document
was created by Eagleton in order to aid the EAC's Commissioners in their decisions regarding
voter identification requirements. The contractor had no personal interest in their submissions
and had no agency decision-making authority. Eagleton was tasked with simply providing predecisional research and information to the EAC. Their efforts were limited to creating a truthful,
comprehensive, and unbiased draft report. Only when a report is finalized and is adopted by
EAC does it constitute an EAC decision or a policy determination.
The Voter Identification draft report was created by Eagleton in conjunction with the Moritz
College of Law (Ohio State University) to "...provide research assistance to the EAC for the
development of voluntary guidance on provisional voting and voter identification procedures."
The stated objective of the contract was to:
.,.obtain assistance with the collection, analysis and interpretation of information
regarding HAVA provisional voting and voter identification requirements for the
purpose of drafting guidance on these topics... The anticipated outcome of this
activity is the generation of concrete policy recommendations to be issued as
voluntary guidance for States.
Eagleton was provided guidance, information, and were directed by EAC personnel. The final
product that they were to deliver (draft report) was identified in the contract as "a guidance
document for EAC adoption." Clearly, as noted by the contract, the issuance of Federal
guidance to states is a matter of government policy and limited to official EAC action.

'Department of the Interior v. Klamath Water Users Protective Association, 532 U.S. 1, 9-11 (2001) (Citing Han
E. Hoover v. Dept. of the Interior, 611 F.2d 1132, at 1138 (1980); Lead Industries Assn. v. OSHA 610 F.2d 70, 83
(C.A.5 1980) (applying exemption 5 to draft reports prepared by contractors); and Government Land Bank v. GSA,
671 F.2d 663, 665 (CAI 1982)); See also Hertzberg v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 76 n.2 (D.D.C. 2003).
2 Klamath, at 10.
3 Hoover, 611 F.2d at 1138.
4 NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 41 U.S. at 151.
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EAC's interpretation of HAVA and its determination of what it will study and how it will use its
resources to study it are matters of agency policy and decision. It would be irresponsible for
EAC to accept the product of contracted employees and publish that information without
exercising due diligence in vetting the product of the employees' work and the veracity of the
information used to produce that product. EAC, along with working and peer review groups
have conducted this review of the draft voter identification report provided by Eagleton. EAC
found that the draft report raised more questions that it answered, because of the limited data that
was analyzed and the analysis that was conducted on those data.
As a part of its review of the draft report, EAC staff have determined that the contractor's
summary of States' voter identification requirements and its summary of state laws, statutes,
regulations and litigation surrounding the implementation of voter identification
requirements are a . first step in the Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter
identification requirements. In addition, staff recommends a series of next steps for future
study and analysis of voter identification requirements, including:
• Conduct an ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter identification
requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which require a voter to
state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or her signature to a signature
on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or to swear an affidavit affirming his
or her identify.
• Establish a baseline of information that will include factors that may affect or influence
Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) voter participation, including various voter
identification requirements, the competitiveness of a race and certain environmental or
political factors. EAC will use some of the information collected by Eagleton as well as
additional data from the states to develop this baseline.
• In 2007, convene a working group of advocates, academics, research methodologists and
election officials to discuss EAC's next study of voter identification. Topics to be
discussed include methodology, specific issues to be covered in the study and timelines
for completing an EAC study on voter identification.
• Study how voter identification provisions that have been in place for two or more Federal
elections have impacted voter turnout, voter registration figures, and fraud. Included in
this study will be an examination of the relationship between voter turnout and other
factors such as race and gender. Study the effects of voter identification provisions, or
the lack thereof, on early, absentee and vote-by-mail voting.
• Publish a series of best practice case studies which detail a particular state's or
jurisdiction's experiences with educating poll workers and voters about various voter
identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be detail on the policies and
practices used to educate and inform poll workers and voters.
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A draft statement capturing proposed action on the draft report as well as recommended next
steps for research and analysis of voter identification requirements has been attached to this
memorandum.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

EAC should exercise its authority in making policy concerning the study of voter
identification requirements and decline to adopt the draft report provided by
Eagleton;
EAC should adopt the recommendations of staff regarding future study and analysis
of voter identification requirements;
EAC should adopt and publish the attached statement concerning the research and
draft report presented by Eagleton as well as the future plans of EAC to conduct
research in this area; and
EAC should publish the data, information and draft report provided by Eagleton.

4
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EAC Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election administration
issues. In May 2005, EAC contracted with Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
through its Eagleton Institute of Politics ("Contractor") to perform a review and legal
analysis of state legislation, administrative procedures and court cases,
and to perform a
iyfrl:,
literature review on other research and data available on the topic of voter identification
requirements.
Further, the Contractor was asked to analYz
a the
,t problems and challenges
q
g
of voter identification, to hypothesize alternative approaches and to recommend various
policies that could be applied to these approaches.
The Contractor performed a statistical analysis of the relationship of vanb is requirements
for voter identification to voter turnout in the 2004e1
on
review and legal analysis of state statutes and reg tlat
voter identification,, the
contractor compared states with similar voter identifi
requirements and drew
conclusions based on comparing turnout rates among
:for one election – November
2004. For example, the turnout rate in 2004^Fin states that r: ' aired the voter to provide a
photo identification document' was com
rpa'red;to,^the turnou t rate, n 2004 in states with a
requirement that voters give his or her name in òrder to rec eiue`'a ballot. Contractor used
two sets of data to estimate turnout rates: 1) voting agezpopElation estimates and 2)
individual-level surveydata from the November 2004 Cu r ent Population Survey
conducted by the U S Census Bureau.3
The Contractor presented testimony summarizing its findings from this statistical and
data analysis at the February 8, 2007 public meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission }Thy Contractor's teshih`nhy, its summary of voter identification
requirements by State, its summary of court decisions and literature on voter
identification
and related sues, anannotated bibliography on voter identification issues
IY^/ar
^asF
^ ;^'
and its summary of state statutes and regulations affecting voter identification are
attached to this report and coin also be found on EAC's website, www.eac.gov.
EAC Declines to Adopt Draft Report

'In 2004, three of the states that authorized election officials to request photo identification allowed voters
to provide a non-photo ID and still vote a regular ballot and two others permitted voters who lacked photo
ID to vote a regular ballot by swearing and affidavit.
2 The July 2004 estimates for voting age population were provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. These data
did not differentiate between citizens and non-citizens; because these numbers include non-citizens, the
Contractor applied the percentage of citizens included in voting age population statistics in 2000 to the U.S.
Census Bureau estimated voting age population in 2004. Thus, 2004 estimates of voting age population
include persons who are not registered to vote.
' The Current Population Survey is based on reports from self-described registered voters who also describe
themselves as U.S. citizens.
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EAC finds the Contractor's summary of States' voter identification requirements and its
summary of state laws, statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the
implementation of voter identification requirements, to be a first step in the
Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter identification requirements.
However, EAC has concerns regarding the data, analysis, and statistical methodology the
Contractor used to analyze voter identification requirements to determine if these laws
have an impact on turnout rates. The Contractor used a single election's statistics to
conduct this analysis. The two sets of data came from the Census Bureau and included
persons who were not eligible to and did not vote. The first analysis using averaged
county-level turnout data from the U.S. Census showed no statistically significant
correlations. So, a second analysis using a data set based upon the Current Population
Survey (which was self-reported and showed a significantly higher turnout rate than other
conventional data)) was conducted thatroduced
onlyY some
evidence of
correlation
p
between voter identification requirements and turnout.` Furthermore; the initial
categorization of voter identification requirements: included classifications that actually
require no identification at all, such as "state your name " the research methodology and
the statistical analysis used by the Contractor were questioned by independent working
and peer review groups comprised of social scientists hid statisticians. The Contractor
and the EAC agree that the report raises more questions than provides answers. 4 Thus,
EAC will not adopt the Contractor's st t 1y and will not issue an EAC report based upon
this study. All of the material provided by the Contractor is attached.
Further EAC Study on Voter
EAC will engage in a longer team, more systematic review of voter identification
requirements. Additional study on the topic will include more than one Federal election
cycle, additional environmental and political factors that effect voter participation, and
the numerous changes in state laws aril regulations related to voter identification

the following activities:
Conduct an ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter
identification requirements.
This will include tracking states' requirements which
.
require a vc t rttostate this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or
her signature 'o a signature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or
to swear an affidavit affirming his or her identify.
Establish a baseline of information that will include factors that may affect or
influence Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) voter participation, including
various voter identification requirements, the competitiveness of a race and
certain environmental or political factors. EAC will use some of the information
collected by Eagleton as well as additional data from the states to develop this
baseline.
4 See Transcript of EAC Public Meeting, February 8, 2007, page 109.
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• In 2007, convene a working group of advocates, academics, research
methodologists and election officials to discuss EAC's next study of voter
identification. Topics to be discussed include methodology, specific issues to be
covered in the study and timelines for completing an EAC study on voter
identification.
Study how voter identification provisions that have been in place for two or more
Federal elections have impacted voter turnout, voter registration figures, and
fraud. Included in this study will be an examination of the, relationship between
voter turnout and other factors such as race and gender. Study the effects of voter
identification provisions, or the lack thereof, on early, lsentee and vote-by-mail
voting.
• Publish a series of best practice case studies,which detail a pai i ular state's or
jurisdiction's experiences with educating poll workers and votei a out various
voter identification requirements. Include in the case studies will b ;detail on
the policies and practices used to educated inform poll workers at d voters.

3
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

TALLY VOTE MATTER
DATE & TIME OF TRANSMITTAL: March 28, 2007, 3:00p.m.
BALLOT DEADLINE: March 30, 2007, 3:00p.m.

COMMISSIONERS: DAVIDSON. HILLMAN, HUNTER AND RODRIGUEZ

SUBJECT: DRAFT VOTER IDENTIFICATION REPORT, RESEARCH AND
FUTURE STUDY OF VOTER IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
()

I approve the recommendation.

()

I disapprove the recommendation.

()

I object to the recommendation.

()

I am recused from voting.

COMMENTS:

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

A definite vote is required. All ballots must be signed and dated. Please return
ONLY THE BALLOT to the EAC Chairman. Please return the ballot no later than
date and time shown above.
FROM THOMAS WILKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Commissioners Davidson, Hillman, Hunter, and Rodgriguez

FRO

homas R. Wilkey
Executive Director

DATE:

March 28, 2007

RE:

Draft Voter Identification Report, Research and Future Study of Voter
Identification Requirements

BACKGROUND
In 2005, EAC contracted with the Eagleton Institute of Politics to conduct a study of the
voter identification requirements that were in existence in the 50 states and 5 territories
during the 2004 election. As a part of that study, Eagleton conducted research concerning
the status of laws in the states and also conducted statistical analysis regarding the impact of
the existence of voter identification requirements on the turnout of voters.
The Contractor's summary of States' voter identification requirements and its summary of state
laws, statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the implementation of voter identification
requirements are a first step in the Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter
identification requirements. However, the data, analysis, and statistical methodology the
Contractor used to analyze voter identification requirements raise concerns. The Contractor used
a single election's statistics to conduct this analysis. The two sets of data came from the Census
Bureau and included persons who were not eligible to and did not vote. The first analysis using
averaged county-level turnout data from the U.S. Census showed no statistically significant
correlations. So, a second analysis using a data set based upon the Current Population Survey
(which was self-reported and showed a significantly higher turnout rate than other conventional
data) was conducted that produced only some evidence of correlation between voter
identification requirements and turnout. Furthermore, the initial categorization of voter
identification requirements included classifications that actually require no identification at all,
such as "state your name." The research methodology and the statistical analysis used by the
Contractor were questioned by independent working and peer review groups comprised of social
scientists and statisticians.
ANALYSIS
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As you may know, the Deliberative Process Privilege to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
protects intra-agency documents that are (1) pre-decisional in nature and (2) part of the
deliberative process. In other words, the documents must be part of a process that recommends
or presents opinions on a policy matter or governmental decision before that matter is finally
decided. It is a well settled matter of law that the work of contract employees and contractors
("consultants") constitute intra-agency documents.' This is true even where the consultants are
deemed to be independent contractors and are not subject to the degree of control that agency
employment entails. 2 The courts have made this determination after recognizing that agencies
have a special need for the opinions and recommendations of temporary consultants.3
Ultimately, deliberative documents are exempt from release (1) to encourage open and frank
discussions on policy matters between agency subordinates and superiors, (2) to protect against
premature disclosure of proposed policies and (3) to protect against public confusion that mint
result from disclosure of rationales that were not in fact the ultimate basis for agency action.
The draft report presented by Eagleton represents one phase of the deliberative process—before
the document was vetted by staff, approved by the Executive Director and reviewed and
approved by the Commissioners (the relevant policy makers). Ultimately, the draft document
was created by Eagleton in order to aid the EAC's Commissioners in their decisions regarding
voter identification requirements. The contractor had no personal interest in their submissions
and had no agency decision-making authority. Eagleton was tasked with simply providing predecisional research and information to the EAC. Their efforts were limited to creating a truthful,
comprehensive, and unbiased draft report. Only when a report is finalized and is adopted by
EAC does it constitute an EAC decision or a policy determination.
The Voter Identification draft report was created by Eagleton in conjunction with the Moritz
College of Law (Ohio State University) to ".:.provide research assistance to the EAC for the
development of voluntary guidance on provisional voting and voter identification procedures."
The stated objective of the contract was to:
...obtain assistance with the collection, analysis and interpretation of information
regarding HAVA provisional voting and voter identification requirements for the
purpose of drafting guidance on these topics... The anticipated outcome of this
activity is the generation of concrete policy recommendations to be issued as
voluntary guidance for States.
Eagleton was provided guidance, information, and were directed by EAC personnel. The final
product that they were to deliver (draft report) was identified in the contract as "a guidance
document for EAC adoption." Clearly, as noted by the contract, the issuance of Federal
guidance to states is a matter of government policy and limited to official EAC action.

'Department of the Interior v. Klamath Water Users Protective Association 532 U.S. 1, 9-11 (2001) (Citing Harr
E. Hoover v. Dept. of the Interior, 611 F.2d 1132, at 1138 (1980); Lead Industries Assn. v. OSHA 610 F.2d 70, 83
(C.A.5 1980) (applying exemption 5 to draft reports prepared by contractors); and Government Land Bank v. GSA,
671 F.2d 663, 665 (CAI 1982)); See also Hertzber g v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 76 n.2 (D.D.C. 2003).
2 Klamath, at 10.
3 Hoover, 611 F.2d at 1138.
4 NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 41 U.S. at 151.
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EAC's interpretation of HAVA and its determination of what it will study and how it will use its
resources to study it are matters of agency policy and decision. It would be irresponsible for
EAC to accept the product of contracted employees and publish that information without
exercising due diligence in vetting the product of the employees' work and the veracity of the
information used to produce that product. EAC, along with working and peer review groups
have conducted this review of the draft voter identification report provided by Eagleton. EAC
found that the draft report raised more questions that it answered, because of the limited data that
was analyzed and the analysis that was conducted on those data.
As a part of its review of the draft report, EAC staff have determined that the contractor's
summary of States' voter identification requirements and its summary of state laws, statutes,
regulations and litigation surrounding the implementation of voter identification
requirements are a first step in the Commission's efforts to study the possible impact of voter
identification requirements. In addition, staff recommends a series of next steps for future
study and analysis of voter identification requirements, including:
• Conduct an ongoing state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter identification
requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which require a voter to
state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or her signature to a signature
on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or to swear an affidavit affirming his
or her identify.
• Establish a baseline of information that will include factors that may affect or influence
Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) voter participation, including various voter
identification requirements, the competitiveness of a race and certain environmental or
political factors. EAC will use some of the information collected by Eagleton as well as
additional data from the states to develop this baseline.
• In 2007, convene a working group of advocates, academics, research methodologists and
election officials to discuss EAC's next study of voter identification. Topics to be
discussed include methodology, specific issues to be covered in the study and timelines
for completing an EAC study on voter identification.
• Study how voter identification provisions that have been in place for two or more Federal
elections have impacted voter turnout, voter registration figures, and fraud. Included in
this study will be an examination of the relationship between voter turnout and other
factors such as race and gender. Study the effects of voter identification provisions, or
the lack thereof, on early, absentee and vote-by-mail voting.
• Publish a series of best practice case studies which detail a particular state's or
jurisdiction's experiences with educating poll workers and voters about various voter
identification requirements. Included in the case studies will be detail on the policies and
practices used to educate and inform poll workers and voters.
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A draft statement capturing proposed action on the draft report as well as recommended next
steps for research and analysis of voter identification requirements has been attached to this
memorandum.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

EAC should exercise its authority in making policy concerning the study of voter
identification requirements and decline to adopt the draft report provided by
Eagleton;
EAC should adopt the recommendations of staff regarding future study and analysis
of voter identification requirements;
EAC should adopt and publish the attached statement concerning the research and
draft report presented by Eagleton as well as the future plans of EAC to conduct
research in this area; and
EAC should publish the data, information and draft report provided by Eagleton.
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

May 12, 2006
MEMORANDUM
TO:

EAC Commissioners

FROM:

Peggy Sims, Election Research Specialist

es

SUBJECT: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
The first meeting of the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group will
take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the
offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York
Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor, Washington, DC.
As you know, Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA)
requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues. Among
the tasks listed in the statute is the development of:
• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Consequently, in September 2005, EAC
contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:
develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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r

establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed
of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation and the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for
future EAC research on this topic; and
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary
research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;
For your information, the folder accompanying this letter includes a number
of items related to our consultants' preliminary research and the upcoming
meeting:
• a meeting agenda;
• a list of Working Group members;
• a draft definition of election fraud;
• a list of reports and literature reviewed;
• a summary of interviews conducted and a list of experts interviewed;
• a list of experts interviewed;
• an analysis of news articles researched through Nexis;
• a summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section cases,
October 2002-January 2006;
• an analysis of case law review;
• a summary of research methodology recommendations from political
scientists and experts in the field; and
• a CD with summaries of individual reports and literature reviewed,
summaries of individual interviews, charts and summaries of news
articles, and case law summary charts.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Enclosures

cc: Tom Wilkey, Executive Director
Julie Thompson-Hodgkins, General Counsel
Gavin Gilmour, Associate General Counsel
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VOTING FRAUD VOTER INTIMIDATION WORKING GROUP MEETING
Thursday, May 18, 2006
1:00 PM - 5:30 PM
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, N.W., 11 th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20005
AGENDA
1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

Introduction
EAC Authority
Overview and Purpose of Current Project
Purpose and Members of the Working Group
Related EAC Research

1:30 PM - 2:00 PM

Review of Preliminary Research
Literature & Reports
Interviews
News Articles
Court Cases

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM

Definition & Findings from Current Project Research

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Break

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Ideas for Future EAC Activities
Recommended Research Methodologies
Consultant Recommendations
Working Group Ideas

5:00 PM - 5:30 PM

EAC Next Steps

1
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Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, TX
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
(To be represented at May 18, 2006 meeting by Jon M. Greenbaum, Director of the
Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law)
Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
National Counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

Defining Election Fraud
Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when
there is a duty to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that
can impact on election outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by
which persons register to vote; the way in which ballots are obtained,
marked, or tabulated; and the process by which election results are
canvassed and certified.
Examples include the following:
• falsifying voter registration information pert i4' t,:to eligibility to cast
a vote, (e.g. residence, criminal status, etc)
'€',#',,
• altering completed voter registration applications b'" tering false
information;
• knowingly destroying completed voter registration applic bons (other
than spoiled applications) before 'they can be submitted to the `proper
election authority;
• knowingly removing eligible voters from voter registration lists, in
violation of HAVA, NVRA, or state election laws;
• intentional destruction by election officials of voter registration records
or balloting records, in violation of fre a rds retention laws, to remove
evidence of election fraud;
• vote buying;
• voting in the name of another;
• voting more than once;
• coercing a voter's choice on an absentee ballot;
• using a false name and/or signature on an absentee ballot;
• destroying or misappropriating an absentee ballot;
• felons, or in some states ex-felons, who vote when they know they are
ineligible to do so;
• misleading an ex-felon about his or her right to vote;
• voting by non-citizens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression or deterrence,
including tho abuse of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing
voters to the wrong polling place or providing false information on
polling hours and dates);
• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide
ballots, or to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter
registration or voting, or interfering with vote counting and the
certification of the vote.
Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter
registration, balloting, or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For
purposes of the EAC study, it also does not include violations of campaign
finance laws.

2
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

Existing Literature Reviewed
Reports
The Long Shadow of Jim Crow, People for the American Way and the NAACP
The New Poll Tax, Laughlin McDonald
Wisconsin Audit Report, Voter Registration Elections Board
Preliminary Findings, Milwaukee Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud
Building Confidence in U.S. Elections, National Commission on Federal Election
Reform (Carter/Baker Report)
Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform
(Carter/Baker Report), The Brennan Center and Professor Spencer Overton
Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression – or
Both?, Chandler Davidson
A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American Criminal
Disenfranchisement Law, Alec Ewald
Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election, American
Center for Voting Rights
America's Modern Poll Tax, The Advancement Project
Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General, The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald
Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in Ohio, Democratic National
Committee
Department of Justice Public Integrity Reports 2002, 2003, 2004
Prosecution of Election Fraud under United States Federal Law, Craig Donsanto
Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition
The Federal Crime of Election Fraud, Craig Donsanto
Views of Selected Local Election Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring
Eligible Citizens Can Vote, General Accounting Office
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Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud, Lori Minnite
Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections, People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Books
Stealing Elections, John Fund
Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in American,
Andrew Gumbel
Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition — 17422004, Tracey Campbell
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House, David E. Johnson and Jonny
R. Johnson
Fooled Again, Mark Crispin Miller
Legal
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita
Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billup
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum (Georgia voter
identification)

2
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Interviews
Common Themes
There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
although it may create the perception that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reportedlinvestigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.
Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.
Several people indicate – including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.
The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat will reduce this problem dramatically.
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Common Recommendations:
• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
o With respect to the civil rights section, John Tanner indicated that fewer
cases are being brought because fewer are warranted – it has become
increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation and
suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race
based problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and
unequal implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of such situations actually occurring and the section
has not pursued any such cases.
o Craig Donsanto of the public integrity section says that while the number
of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number of
cases the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
section is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, the department
has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than ever before. Mr. Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more and would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal
government to assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment
• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill
• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
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election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.
A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker Commission Report.
A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines
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List of Experts Interviewed
Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center.
William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund
Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson, Rice University
Tracey Campbell, author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter
identification litigation)
Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National Congress of
American Indians
Jason Torchinsky, Assistant General Counsel, American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights
Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice
Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
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Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department of Justice
Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
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Nexis Articles Analysis
Note: The search terms used were ones agreed upon by both Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang and are available upon request. A more systematic, numerical analysis of the data
contained in the Nexis charts is currently being undertaken. What follows is an
overview.
Recommendation: In phase 2, consultants should conduct a Nexis search that specifically
attempts to follow up on the cases for which no resolution is evident from this particular
initial search.
Overview of the Articles
Absentee Ballots
According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:
1. Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters
2. Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased
3. Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times
It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.
While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such. cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
Voter Registration Fraud
According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Registering in the name of dead people
Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses
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5. Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with
There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression
This is the area which had the most articles in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 – there were several
allegations made during every year studied. Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.
A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.
However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:
• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines
Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"
There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
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turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually being charged and/or convicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls into question the proper marking and maintenance of
the voting lists. In many instances, the person charged claimed not to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated case involving a person voting in more than one
state. Other instances in which such efforts were alleged were disproved by officials.
In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person taking criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle found 5 such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-bymail.
Vote Buying
There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.
Deceptive Practices
In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
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of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.
Non-citizen Voting
There were surprisingly few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting – just
seven all together, in seven different states across the country. They were also evenly
split between allegations of noncitizens registering and noncitizens voting. In one case
charges were filed against ten individuals. In one case a judge in a civil suit found there
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prompted official investigations. Two
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allegations of noncitizen voting.
Felon Voting
Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem has the large number of
ineligible felons that remained on the voting list.
Election Official Fraud
In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.
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Rough Summary of De partment of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities,
October 2002-January 2006*

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: I
Open Investigations
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: I
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
*Based upon information available as of January 2006
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Case Summaries
After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state triallevel decisions.

Job Serebrov
May 2006
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Determining a Methodology for Measuring Voter Fraud and Intimidation•
Recommendations of Political Scientists
The following is a summary of interviews conducted with a number of political scientists
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive examination of
voter fraud and intimidation.. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.
1)

In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to
criminology as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, which asks the general public whether a particular incident has
happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we
should conduct a survey of the general public that ask whether they have
committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need
to employ the services of an expert in survey data collection. (Stephen
Ansolobohere, MIT)

2)

Several political scientists with expertise in these types of studies
recommended a methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a
limited survey. In determining who to interview and where the focus groups
should be drawn from, they recommend the following procedure:
Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and demographically
diverse, and have had a diversity of problems
Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among the
states and what may give rise to them.

In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election officers,
they recommend that:
• The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
• The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have not
been a large number of allegations
(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard Grofman,
UC – Irvine)
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3)

Another political scientist recommended employing a methodology that relies
on qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and experts
on all sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data collected through a survey
of state and local elections and law enforcement officials; and case studies.
Case studies should focus on the five or ten states, regions or cities where there
has been a history of election fraud to examine past and present problems. The
survey should be mailed to each state's attorney general and secretary of state,
each county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the
50 states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard College)

4)

The research should be a two-step process. Using LexisNexis and other
research tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the
past decade. Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials
nationwide and in selected states should be conducted. (Chandler Davidson,
Rice University)

5)

One expert in the field posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents either the incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed
– in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it
would actually take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of
activity and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating
them. (Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)

6)

Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:
• Find out where there were federal observers
• Get precinct level voting information for those places
• Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those places
with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem anomalous.

Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries examined
by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study could be effectively
replicated in this country by sending observers to a random sample of precincts. Rather
than compare the incumbent's vote share, such factors such as voter complaints, voter
turnout, number of provisional ballots used, composition of the electorate, as well as any
anomalous voting results could be compared between sites with and without monitors.
For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if reputable monitors make intimidation
less likely or voters more confident, then turnout should be higher on average in
monitored precincts than in unmonitored precincts. If polling station officials are
intentionally refusing to issue provisional ballots, and the polling station officials are
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more likely to adhere to regulations while being monitored, the average number of
provisional ballots should be higher in monitored precincts than in unmonitored
precincts. If monitors cause polling station officials to adhere more closely to
regulations, then there should be fewer complaints (in general) about monitored than
unmonitored precincts (this could also be reversed if monitors made voters more likely to
complain).
Again, random assignment controls for all of the other factors that otherwise influence
these variables.
One of the downsides of this approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud, e.g.
absentee ballot fraud; those would have to be analyzed separately
7)
Another political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal voting
often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances of double voting
are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons found on voting records.
Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law), deceased, and of non-citizen
voting are based on matching lists of names, birth dates, and sometimes addresses of such
people against a voting records. Anyone with basic relational database skills can perform
such matching in a matter of minutes.
However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly overestimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored middle names and
suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore, there is a surprising statistical
fact that a group of about three hundred people with the same first and last name are
almost assured to share the exact same birth date, including year. In a large state, it is not
uncommon for hundreds of Robert Smiths (and other common names) to have voted.
Thus, allegations of vote fraud or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching
almost assuredly will find a large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally
or are registered to vote legally.
Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be expected to
be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here: randomly assign a
birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how many match within the list
or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times to average out the variation due to
chance. The results can then be matched back to actual voting records and purge lists, for
example, in the hotly contested states of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day
registration where there are concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting.
This analysis will rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and may very
well find instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might have otherwise happened by
chance.
This same political scientist also recommends another way to examine the problem: look
at statistics on provisional voting: the number cast might provide indications of
intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number of those not counted
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would be indications of "vote fraud." One could look at those jurisdictions in the Election
Day Survey with a disproportionate number of provisional ballots cast and cross
reference it with demographics and number of provisional ballots discarded. (Michael
McDonald, George Mason University)
8)

Spencer Overton, in a forthcoming law review article entitled Voter
Identification, suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—
investigations of voter fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote,
and an examination of death rolls provide a better understanding of the
frequency of fraud. He says all three approaches have strengths and
weaknesses, and thus the best studies would employ all three to assess the
extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:
1. Investigations and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud

Policymakers should develop databases that record all investigations, allegations,
charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and plea bargains regarding voter fraud. Existing
studies are incomplete but provide some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each
of Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of ineligible persons
attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes cast in the state's 2002 and 2004
general elections. This is a fraud rate of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker
Commission's Report noted that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89
individuals with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their felon
status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration information, and voting
improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast
between October 2002 and August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent
(note also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by a photo
identification requirement).
A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud that could be
prevented by a photo identification requirement from other types of fraud — such as
absentee voting and stuffing ballot boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led
law enforcement to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the records of local
district attorneys and election boards.
Hard data on investigations, allegations, charges, pleas, and prosecutions is
important because it quantifies the amount of fraud officials detect. Even if prosecutors
vigorously pursue voter fraud, however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does
not capture the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by surveys of voters and a comparison
of voting rolls to death rolls.
2. Random Surveys of Voters
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Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of votes cast
fraudulently. For example, political scientists could contact a statistically representative
sampling of 1,000 people who purportedly voted at the polls in the last election, ask them
if they actually voted, and confirm the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers
should conduct the survey soon after an election to locate as many legitimate voters as
possible with fresh memories.
Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social good, some who did
not vote might claim that they did, which may underestimate the extent of fraud. A
surveyor might mitigate this skew through the framing of the question ("I've got a record
that you voted. Is that true?").
Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and others will refuse to
talk to researchers. Photo identification proponents might construe these non-respondents
as improper registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.
Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of fraud, researchers might
reduce the margin of error by focusing on a random sampling of voters who signed
affidavits in the three states that request photo identification but also allow voters to
establish their identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In South
Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed affidavits to establish their
identity. If the survey indicates that 95 percent of those who signed affidavits are
legitimate voters (and the other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were nonresponsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the maximum, 0.1 percent of
ballots cast.
The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is unclear whether
this sample is representative of other states (the difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana
in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of voters).
Further, the affidavit study reveals information about the amount of fraud in a photo
identification state with an affidavit exception—more voter fraud may exist in a state that
does not request photo identification.
3.

Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting rolls might also provide an estimate of
fraud.
Imagine that one million people live in state A, which has no documentary
identification requirement. Death records show that 20,000 people passed away in state
A in 2003. A cross-referencing of this list to the voter rolls shows that 10,000 of those
who died were registered voters, and these names remained on the voter rolls during the
November 2004 election. Researchers would look at what percentage of the 10,000
dead-but-registered people who "voted" in the November 2004 election. A researcher
should distinguish the votes cast in the name of the dead at the polls from those cast
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absentee (which a photo identification requirement would not prevent). This number
would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.
This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If fraudulent voters
target the dead, the study might overestimate the fraud that exists among living voters
(although a low incidence of fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud
among all voters is low). The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the same name. Photo
identification advocates would likely assert that the rate of voter fraud could be higher
among fictitious names registered, and that the death record survey would not capture
that type of fraud because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would provide important
insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in the absence of a photo identification
requirement.
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 1100
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October 19, 2006

Ralph G. Neas
President, People for the American Way Foundation
2000 M Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

Via Facsimile Transmission ONLY
202-293-2672

RE: October 18, 2006 Letter
Dear Mr. Neas:
Your letter of October 18, 2006 requests the release of EAC's Voter Fraud and Intimidation Report. I
would like to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose and status of this study.
In late 2005, EAC hired two consultants for the purpose of assisting EAC with two things: 1) developing
a uniform definition of the phrase voter fraud, and 2) making recommendations on how to further study
the existence, prosecution, and means of deterring such voter fraud. In May 2006, a status report on this
study was given to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors during their public meetings.
During the same week, a working group convened to react to and provide comment on the progress and
potential conclusions that could be reached from the work of the two consultants.
The conversation at the working group meeting was lively on the very points that we were trying to
accomplish as a part of this study, namely what is voter fraud and how do we pursue studying it. Many of
the proposed conclusions that were suggested by the consultants were challenged by the working group
members. As such, the consultants were tasked with reviewing the concerns expressed at the working
group meeting, conducting additional research as necessary, and providing a draft report to EAC that took
into account the working group's concerns and issues.
That draft report is currently being vetted by EAC staff. EAC will release a final report from this study
after it has conducted a review of the draft provided by the consultants. However, it is important to
remember the purpose of this study — finding a uniform definition of voter fraud and making
recommendations on how to study the existence, prosecution and deterrence of voter fraud -- as it will
serve as the basis of the EAC report on this study.
Thank you for your letter. You can be assured that as soon as a final report on the fraud and intimidation
study is available, a copy will be made available to the public.
Sine ely,

Paul S. DeGregorio
Chairman

Tel: (202) 566-3100
www.eac.gov
Fax: (202) 566-3189
Toll free: 1 (866) 747-1471
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October 18, 2006
Chairman Paul DeGregorio
Commissioner Donetta L. Davidson
Commissioner Graeia M. Hillman
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Fax: (202) 566-3127
Dear Commissioners,
On October 11 th, USA Today published an article describing the report commissioned by
the EAC on voter fraud. We write today to urge the EAC to release this report.
As a 25 year old civil rights and civil liberties organization, People For the American
Way Foundation (PFAWF) and our sister organization, People For the American Way
(PFAW) have long been dedicated to ensuring the integrity of our elections. In particular
in the years since the 2000 election, PFAWF and other principle partners such as the
NAACP and the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, have carried out a
program called Election Protection to ensure that all eligible voters are able to vote and
have that vote counted as cast.
We know that voter fraud and intimidation occur– we've seen the long lines, the
erroneous purges, the misleading flyers and phone calls. And yet there seems to be little
attention to these matters on the state and federal level.
Instead, a disproportionate amount of time and energy arc spent on measures that purport
to curb voter fraud by requiring voters to produce proof of citizenship and identity to
vote. In actuality, these measures do little to secure the elections and much to
disenfranchise otherwise eligible voters. Indeed we are weeks away from an election
where thousands of eligible voters may be disenfranchised by overly restrictive voter
identification laws. That presents a real threat to the integrity of our elections and the
health of our democracy.
The report that the EAC commissioned from voting experts would make a vitally
important contribution to the national discourse on the reality of voter fraud. In light of
the numerous claims regarding the prevalence of voter fraud, this report provides a much

2000 M Street, NW • -Suite 400 ► Washington, DC 20036
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► Web site http://www.pfaw.org
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needed analysis about the state of our electoral process. While media reports indicate
that this tax-payer funded report is final, even if there are outstanding concerns within the
EAC, we implore you to move forward with releasing the report as is, and to hold a
public hearing to address any potential issues. Again, the importance of the information
in this report is paramount and the public deserves such full disclosure. The report
should be released immediately so that those who are concerned about ensuring the
integrity of elections can benefit from its findings.
Sine

Ralph G.
President, People For the American Way Foundation
Cc: Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist
Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid
Senator Trent Lott, Chair, Senate Rules and Administration
Senator Chris Dodd, Ranking Member, Senate Rules and Administration
House Majority Leader John Boehner
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
Representative Vernon Ehlers, Chair, House Administration
Representative Juanita Millender-McDonald, Ranking Member, House Administration
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 1100
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

October 19, 2006

Ralph G. Neas
President, People for the American Way Foundation
2000 M Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

Via Facsimile Transmission ONLY
202-293-2672

RE: October 18, 2006 Letter
Dear Mr.-Neas:
Your letter of October 18, 2006 requests the release of EAC's Voter Fraud and Intimidation Report. I
would like to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose and status of this study.
In late 2005, EAC hired two consultants for the purpose of assisting EAC with two things: 1) developing
a uniform definition of the phrase voter fraud, and 2) making recommendations on how to further study
the existence, prosecution, and means of deterring such voter fraud. In May 2006, a status report on this
study was given to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors during their public meetings.
During the same week, a working group convened to react to and provide comment on the progress and
potential conclusions that could be reached from the work of the two consultants.
The conversation at the working group meeting was lively on the very points that we were trying to
accomplish as a part of this study, namely what is voter fraud and how do we pursue studying it. Many of
the proposed conclusions that were suggested by the consultants were challenged by the working group
members. As such, the consultants were tasked with reviewing the concerns expressed at the working
group meeting, conducting additional research as necessary, and providing a draft report to EAC that took
into account the working group's concerns and issues.
That draft report is currently being vetted by EAC staff. EAC will release a final report from this study
after it has conducted a review of the draft provided by the consultants. However, it is important to
remember the purpose of this study — finding a uniform definition of voter fraud and making
recommendations on how to study the existence, prosecution and deterrence of voter fraud -- as it will
serve as the basis of the EAC report on this study.
Thank you for your letter. You can be assured that as soon as a final report on the fraud and intimidation
study is available, a copy will be made available to the public.
Sinc ely,

Paul S. DeGregorio
Chairman

Tel: (202) 566-3100
www.eac.gov
Fax: (202) 566-3189
Toll free: 1 (866) 747-1471
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
624 NINTH STREET, NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20425

WWW.USCCR.GOV

MICHAEL YAM
COMMISSIONER

October 17, 2006

The Honorable Gerald Reynolds
Chair, United States Commission on Civil Rights
624 9' Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20425
RE: Elections Assistance Commission Report
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Dear Mr. Chairman
I am writing to urge you and my fellow Commissioners to exercise our Congressionallyauthorized subpoena power to compel the production of the report on voting fraud that the
United States Election Assistance Commission ("EAC") refuses to release. It was clearly evident
during our briefing last week on Voter Fraud and Intimidation that the results of the EAC report
could have a significant impact on the quality and quantitative analysis of any briefing report that
might be issued by the Commission.
According to an article in the October 11 `h edition of USA Today, "the bipartisan report by two
consultants to the election commission casts doubt on the problem those laws are intended to
address." Indeed, "there is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little pollingplace fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, 'dead' voters,
non-citizen voting and felon votcrs" according to the article. Further, the USA Today article
states that the report, "prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation
think tank, and Job Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney, says most fraud occurs in the absentee ballot
process, such as through coercion or forgery."
Just based on this news article, the report has information clearly germane to our briefing and
subsequent analysis of the testimony provided. I believe that in carrying out our Congressional
mandate, the need.to have access to and analyze the Election Assistance Commission report is a
necessary prerequisite to an unbiased and informed report on Voter Fraud.
It is my understanding that the Chair has the authority under law to sign a subpoena on his own
accord or, alternatively to seek a vote of the Commission to issue said subpoena. I believe the
subpoena would be very short and direct: the production of the suppressed report.
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Letter from Commissioner Yaki to Chair Reynolds

I respectfully request that the Chair immediately issue a subpoena or, in the alternative, conduct
an immediate notational vote on the matter of issuing a subpoena to compel production of the
report.
Thank you for your time and attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

j

u

MIC L YAKI

L(

Commissioner
United States Commission on Civil Rights
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EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

^ r INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud ant . midation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and .a-k-''
intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times, even
the correct application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of these
topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the
realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EA^C)hhas begun
a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In
phase of its examination, EAC has developed a definition of
election crimes and adopted some research methodology on how to assess the existence
and enforcement of election crimes in
,c St
tWL 0

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of ea ' '
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecution To conduct
a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.

^^Qr
v

To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic r oLaTsure a bipartisan r@ resentation in this study. The consultants and EAC
staff were charged:% (1) research tie current state of information on the topic of voting

wtth
1

Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation 2) develop a uniform definition of voting fraud and voter
intimidation; and (3) proposW5ecommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former_ Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Bogs LLP
Counsel toAational Republican
empaignpmmittees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.

I

ul

The consultants drafted a report for EA'C
, ^
t t included th it summaries of relevant cases,
studies and re orts on voting fraud
n midationas summaries of the
t
interviews
conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.

2
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud ancntimidation. The information available
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles, and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.

001
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public. Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.

4
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor

Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most r rts focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud omidation. For example,
"Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused exclusively
on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program during the
2004$residential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of
Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted
by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Public
Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
5
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections o of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary llhdings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
do

Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreements what
constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports cover only
intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover non-criminal
intimidation,
wlegal practices, that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreemen is that absento vo,t^
in^hand voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. t nuniller'of studies cited circumstances in which
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a certain political party. Others
conclude that paying persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity
and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

6
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio
Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent t e of fraud because it was the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, th&trff
spenalties associated with this type of fraud, and
it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest.
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. To arrive at a common definition
and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the
terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu<<^ a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.

Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in eat voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms
"voting
fraud," itg fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter

9
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registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
refuses to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that
involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use of legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.

10
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The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the publiry in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, orr election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Ads of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed o distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, j'terature that include false info
on about the voter's precinct or
polling place", the date and time of the electionnA candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely; or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote; requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materialalse statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint; or inflicting, threatening to inflict', or causing to be inflicted damage
harm; or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing^of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
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o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds; or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or.
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
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o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of ethical provisions
such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes," and actions that do not rise to the level of
criminal activity, such as a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony, are not "election
crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
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activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
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Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
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Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing, a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
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of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
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areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to study a host of topics, including "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." In 2005, EAC embarked on an initial review of the existing knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. The goal of that study was to develop a working
definition of "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" and to identif researc
methodology to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of these topics.
c^
EAC staff along with two, bipartisan consultants reviewed the existing information
available about voting fraud and voter intimidation, including reading articles, books and
reports; interviewing subject matter experts; reviewing media reports of fraud and
intimidation; and studying reported cases of prosecutions of these types of crimes. It is
clear from this review that there is a great deal of debate on the pervasiveness of fraud in
elections as well as what constitute the most common acts of fraud or intimidation. There
is also no apparent consensus on the meaning of the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter
intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only as criminal acts,
while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights violations, and
even legal activities.
In order to facilitate future study of these topics, EAC developed a working definition of
"election crimes." "Election crimes" are intentional acts or willful failures to act,
prohibited by state or federal law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to
participate in the election process; eligible persons to be excluded from the election
process; ineligible votes to be cast in an election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted;
or other interference with or invalidation of election results. Election crimes generally
fall into one of four categories: acts of deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or
destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
From EAC's review of existing information on the issue, it was apparent that there have
been a number of studies that touched on various topics and regions of the country
concerning voting fraud and intimidation, but that there had never been a comprehensive,
nationwide study of these topics. EAC will conduct further research to provide a
comprehensive, nationwide look at "election crimes." Future EAC study of this topic
will focus on election-related, criminal activity and will not include acts that are
6'
exclusively civil wrongs, campaign finance violations, and violations of ethical
provisions. EAC will study these concepts by surveying the states' chief election
officials about complaints they received through their administrative complaint processes,
s^
election crime investigation units regarding complaints received and those referred to law
enforcement, and law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding complaintse
received and charges filed.
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INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the lawful application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a working
definition of election crimes and adopted research methodology on how to assess the
existence and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important toudto
M help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.CS
EAC began this study with the intent n of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation a d devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. The initial study wa of tended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
1 Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by'EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting
fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
3
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or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.

*EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, they have een a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud an voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
•- J
•

• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
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• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression — or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Votin^f ud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brenian Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
1^
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
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• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/englishllibras.y/intemationajlengi 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Votin f and Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
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During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the tie of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
Ot
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
jam- i s, V inZVO 2,r., ...
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate becaus there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
, cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
•

One oint of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
7
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Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center
William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project
Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
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Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

John Tanner
Chief
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
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Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters on voter registration list and/or voting,
• multiple voting,
• felon'svoting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive-practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less informatio hether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, w urges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightens
a pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, tfiëIelation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground' or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fr and lvoter intimidation. However, these reports do not

J
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provide much data for analy s as t the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.
DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
Fro^ou^
r s udy of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidatio we ave
learn
at these terms mean many things to many different people. These te
e
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal acte
ii es. To arrive at a common definition and list of
activities that can be studieassessed the appropriateness of the terminology that is
currently in use and applied factors to limit the scope and reach of what can and
will be studied by EAC in the future. As a result,(C)as adopted the use of the term
"election crimes" for its future study.
Current Terminology
The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his. or her detriment. • Fraud is usually]
a tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.

7
"Voting" is the act of casting votes 16 detde an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth
Ei th Edition p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud,' it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
Thus, a voter who_ intentionally impersonates another- registered voter and attempts to
vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location ofThç voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.

A4

The phrase "voti" ` fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to.elections luck are not related to the act of voting and/or do not' involve: an act
of deception For example, "voting fraud" does riot capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official- willfully and knowingly refuses
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to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To Awther complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harm ed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
New Terminology
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and `voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. Because the current
terminology has such a. variety of applications and. meanings, "voting fraud" and `voter
intimidation" can be read to encompass almost an1 Z1j act associated with an: election.
Such broad terminology is not useful in setting the bo daries of a:future study. A
definition must set parameters for future study by applyi limitations on what is
included in, the concepts: to be studied. The current termin logy applies no such
limitations.
2
>:1 c y^ a
Thus, EAC has adopted the use of the phrase "election crimes" to limit the scope of its
future study. This term captures all crimes related to the voter registration and voting
processes and excludes civil wrongs and non-election related crimes. EAC adopted this
definition because; it better represents the spectrum of activities that(ire able to and
desire to study. In addition we ecognize that the resources,. both financial and human
capital, needed to study all "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation," including criminal
acts, civil actions, as well ,as-allegations of voter suppression through the use of legal
election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. Finally, by limiting
this definition to , criminal acts, EAC can focus its study on a.set of more readily
measurable data. Criminal behavior is readily defined through state and federal' statutes
and is prosecuted by government agencies. This is not the case with civil matters. Civil
actions can be prosecuted by individuals and/or government entities. Furthermore, what
constitutes civil action is far less defined, subject to change, and can vary from case to
case.. A more complete discussion of the concept of "election crimes" follows along with
a list of excluded actions..
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates,, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
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o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.

Acts of Coercion

,lL U*t

o Using, threatening to use, or causingJo be use) force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted dama e
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that pers J
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thin S f.
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventin voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
1 ^,
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
>
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thi gS'
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thi
value in
exchange for registering to vote.
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Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What not n Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are s
tions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs tha we
not include our efinition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related -e
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
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study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Last, violations of ethical provisions and the
Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Similarly, civil or other wrongs that do not rise to
the level of criminal activity (i.e., a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony) are not
"election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were oey limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations di a ieze l in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, tkis resulted in more than 200,000 clls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Managem
stem.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of th OJ/OPM bserver and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
RecommendationC
6 Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research sinclude a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the 53 a
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
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Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.

Gç

Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researc]ishould review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
_Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
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recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicr for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states a utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, tEAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate)ow well that system is working.
1b
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or je members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the curre dy. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach afteredetermiie volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints

hC, Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
4h.
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100(p), (202) 566-3127 (f), www.eac.gov
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In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.

S_

EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.

This information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission,
1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100 (p), (202) 566-3127 (1), www.eac.gov
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Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliabl4 data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled,
analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available bake effort.

CONCLUSIO
crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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APPENDIX 1— BIOGRAPHIES OF JOB SEREBROV AND TOVA WANG
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 2— SUMMARIES OF BOOKS, REPORTS AND ARTICLES
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 3— SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.

APPENDIX 4— SUMMARIES OF CASES REVIEWED
Available on EAC Website, www.eac.gov.
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Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/13/2006 10:27 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

bcc
Subject VF-VI Another DOJ Objection
Julie:
I just remembered that there was one other DOJ objection. It was about the way the consultants
described the Election Crimes Branch focus on cases. In the interview with Donsanto (the only interview
attended), he made reference to the fact that the Election Crimes Branch used to only go after
conspiracies, not individuals. Now, however, they had begun prosecuting individuals for noncitizen and
felon voting. The consultants heard an unexpressed "instead", which would mean that DOJ had dropped
pursuing conspiracies in favor of going after individuals. Based on my previous experience, I heard and
unexpressed "in addition", meaning that DOJ was not just prosecuting conspiracies, the department also
had begun to prosecute individuals.
I had lengthy discussions with the consultants over this issue as well. Donsanto confirmed that he meant
"in addition", and the lists of cases he provided indicates that the department continues to pursue
conspiracies. (It doesn't make sense any other way, unless you believe that the government is out to get
the little guy.) -- Peggy
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People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow," December 6, 2004.
This report describes the pervasive and repeated practices of voter intimidation and vote suppression that have taken place in very recent years
and during contemporary American history. It goes on to describe the numerous instances of voter intimidation and suppression during the 2000
election, the 1990s, the 1980s and back through the civil rights movement of the 1960s, putting current efforts in historical perspective.
Describing the chronology of events in this way demonstrates the developing patterns and strategic underpinnings of the tactics used over the last forty
years. Examples include:
• Florida law enforcement questioned elderly African American voters in Orlando regarding the 2003 mayoral race, which had already been
resolved, shortly before the 2004 election;
• the 2004 Florida felon purge list;
• the case of South Dakota in 2004 in which Native Americans were improperly and illegally required to show photo identification at the
polls or denied the right to vote, and similar improper demands for ID from minorities in other parts of the country;
• the use of challengers in minority districts in many locations;
• the challenge to the right of African American students to vote in Texas in 2004;
• the presence of men looking like law enforcement challenging African American voters at the polls in Philadelphia in 2003;
• the distribution of flyers In Louisiana and elsewhere in a number of elections over the last few years in minority areas telling them to
vote on the wrong day; and
• the FBI investigation into thousands of Native American voters in South Dakota in 2002.

Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23, December 30, 2002.
Argues that "the discriminatory use of so-called 'ballot security" programs" has been a reoccurring scandal since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. These programs are deceptively presented:as preventing voter fraud and thereby: furthering good government. However, McDonald states "but far
too often they [the ballot security programs] are actually designed to suppress minority voting -- and for nakedly partisan purposes." Blames the federal
government as well as the states for use of suspect ballot security programs. McDonald cites several ballot security efforts that were really disguised
attempts at minority voter suppression:
• SD-DOJ "voting integrity initiative".
• AR - poll watchers driving away voters in predominantly black precincts by taking photos of them and demanding identification during
pre-election day balloting.

O

• MI - "spotters" at heavily Democratic precincts was an effort to intimidate black voters and suppress Democratic turnout
• SC – one county's officials instituted a new and unauthorized policy allowing them to challenge voters who gave rural route or box
numbers for their registration address (disproportionately affecting African Americans).
• the 1981 gubernatorial election anti-fraud initiative leading to the well known consent decree prohibiting the Republicans from repeating
this, a similar Republican effort in Louisiana in 1986 In Senator John Breaux's race which again resulted in prohibition by a state court
judge, and a similar effort by Republicans in Senator Jesse Helms 1990 reelection.
States that HAVA "contains provisions that may enhance the opportunities for harassment and intimidation of minorities through ballot-security
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programs (especially voter ID). Indicates that the crux of the problem is lax enforcement of federal voters rights laws ("there is no record of the
purveyors of any ballot-security program being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right to vote." The only positive case law
McDonald cited was a decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit that affirmed "an award of damages ranging from $500 to
$2,000, payable by individual poll officials to each of seven black voters who had been unlawfully challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or
purged from the rolls in the town of Crawfordsville [Arkansas].")
Recommends that Congress and the states should adopt "nondiscriminatory, evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot."
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Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation : Voter Registration Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
Current voter registration practices were determined to be insufficient to ensure the accuracy of voter registration lists used by poll workers or to prevent
ineligible persons from registering to vote. In six municipalities where sufficient information was available, there was 105 instances of potentially
improper or fraudulent voting in the 2004 elections. These included: 98 ineligible felons who may have voted; 2 individuals who may have voted
twice; 1 voter who may have been underage; and 4 absentee ballots that should not have been counted because the voters who cast them died
before Election Day (all but dead voters were forwarded to appropriate district attorneys for investigation). Statutes require that clerks send cards to
everyone who registers by mail or on Election Day. However, only 42.7 % of the 150 municipalities surveyed sent cards to both groups, and 46 % did not
send any address verification cards to those registering to vote on Election Day in November 2004. Statutes also require clerks to provide the local district
attorney with the names of any Election Day registrants whose cards are undeliverable at the address provided. However, only 24.3 % of the clerks who
sent cards also forwarded names from undeliverable cards to district attorneys. District attorneys surveyed indicated that they require more information
than is typically provided to conduct effective investigations. To ensure that voter registration lists contain only the names of qualified electors, municipal
clerks are required by statute to remove or inactivate the names of individuals who have not voted in four years, to update registration information for
individuals who move or change their names, and to remove or inactivate the names of deceased individuals. They are also required to notify registered
voters before removing their names from registration lists. These statutory requirements are not consistently followed:
• 85.3 % of municipalities removed the names of inactive voters from their voter registration lists;
• 71.4 % sometimes or always notified registered voters before removing their names; and
• 54.0 % reported removing the names of ineligible felons.
• registration lists contain duplicate records and the names of ineligible individuals (e.g.; more than 348,000 electronic voter registration records from
eight municipalities were reviewed, identifying 3,116 records that appear to show individuals who are registered more than once in the same
municipality).
Recommendations:
• adjust the early registration deadline to provide clerks more time to prepare registration lists;
• establish more stringent requirements for special registration deputies, including prohibiting compensation based on the number of individuals
registered;
• establish uniform requirements for demonstrating proof of residence for all registrants;
• provide municipal clerks with more flexibility in the use of address verification cards;
• Authorize civil penalties for local election officials and municipalities that fail to comply with election laws; and
• implement mandatory elections training requirements for municipal clerks.
Report also recognized that the new HAVA registration procedures would help with existing registration problems.
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Milwaukee=:Police,Departrhent, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office "Preliminary
Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud," May 10, 2005.
On January 26, 2005, the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United
States Attorney's Office formed a task force to investigate alleged voting irregularities during the November 2004 elections. The task force has made the
following specific determinations based on evidence examined to date:
• evidence of more than 1:00'individualinstances• of suspected=double-voting, voting in names of persons who likely did not vote, and/or
voting in names believed to be fake.
• more than 200-felons voted when they were not eligible to do so. (In order to establish criminal cases, the government must establish
willful violations in individual instances);
• persons who had been paid to register voters as "deputy registrars" falsely listed approximately 65 names in order to receive
compensation for the registrations. (The evidence does not indicate that these particular false registrations were later used to cast
votes); and,
• the number of votes counted from the City of Milwaukee exceeds the number of persons recorded as voting by more than 4,500.
(Evidence indicates widespread record keeping errors with respect to recording the number of voters)
The investigation concentrated on the 70,000+ same-day registrations. It found that a large majority of the reported errors were the result of data
entry errors, such as street address numbers being transposed. However, the investigation also found .more than 100 Instances where votes were
cast in a manner suggesting fraud. These include:
• persons with the same name and date of birth recorded as voting more than once;
• persons who live outside Milwaukee, but who used non-existent City addresses to register and vote in the City (141 of them were same day
registrants; in several instances, the voter explicitly listed municipality names other than Milwaukee on the registration cards);
• persons who registered and voted with identities and addresses that cannot in any way be linked to a real person;
• persons listed as voting under a name and identity of a person known to be deceased;
• persons whose identities were used to vote, but who in subsequent interviews told task force investigators that they did not, in fact, vote in the City
of Milwaukee.
Investigation also found:
• persons,who were=paidmoney•to:obtain registrations , allegedlyfalsified approximately=65 names on-registration:-forms, allegedly to obtain
more money for each name submitted.
• more than 200 felons who were not eligible to vote in the 2004 election, but who are recorded as having done so.
• same•dayregistrations:were accepted in:which the card'had incomplete information that. would help=establish Identity. For example: 48
original cards for persons listed as voting had no name; 548 had no address; 28 did not have signatures; and another 23 cards had illegible
information (part of approximately 1,300 same-day registrations for which votes were cast, but which election officials could not authenticate as
proper voters within the City).
• the post-election misfiling or loss of original green registration cards that were considered duplicates, but that in fact corresponded to
additional votes. These cards were used to record votes, but approximately 100 cards of interest to Investigators can no longer be
located. In addition, other original green registration cards continue to be found.
p
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National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence in US. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American
University, September 2005..
Among the observations made that are relevant to the EAC study of fraud and intimidation are the following:
• The November 2004 elections showed that irregularities-and fraud still occur.
• Failure to provide voters with such basic information as their registration status and their polling site location raises a barrier to voting as significant
as inconsistent procedures on provisional ballots or voter ID requirements.
j There is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of.multiple voting, but both occur, and it could affect the outcome of a close
election.
• The Commission is concerned that the different approaches to identification cards might prove to be a serious impediment to voting.
• Voter registration listsare:often inflated,by the inclusion of citizens who have moved out of state but remain , on thelists. Moreover, under
the National Voter Registration Act, names are often added to the list; but counties and municipalities often do not delete the names of those who
moved. Inflated voter lists are also caused by phony registrations and efforts to register individuals who are ineligible. At the same time, inaccurate
purges of voter lists have removed citizens who are eligible and are properly registered.
• Political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives generally contribute to the electoral process by generating interest in upcoming elections
and expanding participation. However;. they; are occasionally abused. There were reports in 2004 that some party activists failed to deliver
voter registration : forms :of;citlzens>,who^expressed 4 a preferenceforthe_opposingparty.
• Vote by mail raises concerns about privacy, as citizens voting at home may come under pressure to vote for certain candidates, and It
increases the risk of fraud.
• While election fraud is difficult to measure, it occurs. The U.S. Department of Justice has launched more than 180 investigations into election.
fraud since October 2002. These investigations have resulted in charges for multiple voting, providing false information on their felon status,
and other offenses against 89 individuals and in convictions of 52 individuals. The convictions related to a variety of election fraud offenses,
from vote buying to submitting ,false voter registration Information and voting-related offenses by non -citizens: In addition to the federal
investigations, state attorneys general and local prosecutors handle cases of election fraud. Other cases are never pursued because of
the difficulty in obtaining sufficient evidence for prosecution or because of the low priority given to election fraud cases.
• Absentee ballots remain.-thelargest-source of potential, voter fraud
• Non- citizens-have registered t'o-vote in several recent elections
• The growth of "third=party".(unofficial)=voter registration drives in recent elections has led to a rise-in reports of°voterregistration-fraud:
• Many states allow the representatives of candidates or political parties to challenge a person's eligibility to register or vote or to
challenge an inaccurate name on a voter roll. This practice of challenges may contribute to ballot integrity, but It can have the effect of
intimidating eligible voters, preventing them from casting their ballot, or otherwise disrupting the voting process.
Its pertinent recommendations for reform are as follows:
• Interoperable state voter databases are needed to facilitate updates in the registration of voters who move to another state and to eliminate
duplicate registrations, which are a source of potential fraud.
• Voters should be informed of their right to cast a provisional ballot if their name does not appear on the voter roll, or if an election official
asserts that the individual is not eligible to vote, but States should take additional and effective steps to inform voters as to the location of
their precinct
• The Commission recommends that states use "REAL ID" cards for voting purposes.
• To verify the identity of voters who cast absentee ballots, the voter's signature on the absentee ballot can be matched with a digitized
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version of the signature that the election administrator maintains. While such signature matches are usually done, they should be done
consistently in all cases, so that election officials can verify the identity of every new registrant who casts an absentee ballot.
• Each state needs to audit its voter registration files to determine the extent to which they are accurate (with correct and current information on
individuals), complete (including all eligible voters), valid (excluding ineligible voters), and secure (with protections against unauthorized use). This
can be done by matching voter files with records in other state agency databases in a regular and timely manner, contacting individuals when the
matches are inconclusive, and conducting survey research to estimate the number of voters who believe they are registered but who are not in fact
listed in the voter files.
• Each state should oversee political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives to ensure that they operate effectively, that registration
forms are delivered promptly to election officials, that all completed registration forms are delivered to the election officials, and that none are
"culled" and omitted according to the registrant's partisan affiliation. Measures should also be adopted to track and hold accountable those who are
engaged in submitting fraudulent voter registrations. Such oversight might consist of training activists who conduct voter registration drives and
tracking voter registration forms to make sure they are all accounted for. In addition, states should apply a criminal penalty to any activist who
deliberately fails to deliver a completed voter registration form.
• Investigation and prosecution of election fraud should include those acts committed by individuals, including election officials, poll
workers, volunteers, challengers or other nonvoters associated with the administration of elections, and not just fraud by voters.
• In July of even-numbered years, the U.S. Department of Justice should issue a public report on its investigations of election fraud. This
report should specify the numbers of allegations made, matters investigated, cases prosecuted, and individuals convicted for various crimes. Each
state's attorney general and each local prosecutor should issue a similar report.
• The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Public Integrity should Increase its staff to investigate and prosecute election-related fraud.
• In addition to the penalties set by the Voting Rights Act, it should be a federal felony for any individual, group of individuals, or organization
to engage in any act of violence, property destruction (of more than $500 value), or threatened act of violence that is intended to deny
any individual his or her lawful right to vote or to participate in a federal election.
• To deter systemic efforts to deceive or intimidate voters, the Commission recommends federal legislation to prohibit any individual or
group from deliberately providing the public with incorrect information about election procedures for the purpose of preventing voters
from going to the polls.
• States should define clear procedures for challenges, which should mainly be raised and resolved before the deadline for voter
registration. After that, challengers will need to defend their late actions. On Election Day, they should direct their concerns to poll workers,
not to voters directly, and should in no way interfere with the smooth operation of the polling station.
• State and local jurisdictions should prohibit a person from handling absentee ballots other than the voter, an acknowledged family
member, the U.S. Postal Service or other legitimate shipper, or election officials. The practice in some states of allowing candidates or party
workers to pick up and deliver absentee ballots should be eliminated.
• All states should consider passing legislation that attempts to minimize the fraud that has resulted from "payment by the piece" to
anyone in exchange for their efforts in voter registration, absentee ballot, or signature collection.
• Nonpartisan structures of election administration are very important, and election administrators should be neutral, professional, and
impartial.
• No matter what institutions are responsible for conducting elections, conflict-of-interest standards should be introduced for all federal, state,
and local election officials. Election officials should be prohibited by federal and/or state laws from serving on any political campaign committee,
making any public comments in support of a candidate, taking a public position on any ballot measure, soliciting campaign funds, or otherwise
campaigning for or against a candidate for public office. A decision by a secretary of state to serve as co-chair of his or her party's presidential
CD
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election committee would clearly violate these standards.
The Brennan. Center for Justice : at NYU'School'of Law and Spencer Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School
of Law "Res ponse to the Re port of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 20 05.
• Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread
fraud. However, the Report admits that there is simply "no evidence" that the type of fraud that could be solved by stricter voter
identification.– individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls – is a widespread problem.
• The photo ID proposal guards against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false information, such as the name of
another registered voter, or a recent but not current address. Since the costs of this form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides for up to
five years' imprisonment), and the benefits to"any individual voter are extremely low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever occur with any frequency.
The limited types of fraud that could be prevented by a Real ID requirement are extremely rare and difficult.
• In the most comprehensive rsurvey of alleged election fraud to date; Professor Loraine Minnite and David Callahan- have shown that the Incidence
of'indiuidual'.voter fraud.at-the polls is negligible. A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a statewide survey found four
instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in 2002 and 2004, out of 9,078,728 votes cast – a rate of 0.00004%. Earlier this year,
Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox stated that she could not recall one documented case of voter fraud relating to the impersonation of a
registered voter at the polls during her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State.
• The Report attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four specific examples of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of
the Report's cited examples of fraud stand up under closer scrutiny. This response report goes through each instance of fraud raised by the
Commission report and demonstrates that in each case the allegation in fact turned out later not to be true or the fraud cited was not of the type
that would be addressed by a photo identification requirement.
• The Report fails to provide a good reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at the polls than for those who vote absentee. Despite the
fact that absentee ballots are more susceptible to fraud than regular ballots, the Report exempts absentee voters from its proposed Real ID
and proof of citizenship requirements.
Other points in ID requirement:
• Report does not explain why the goals of improved election integrity will not be met through the existing provisions in the Help America
Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA).
• Report fails to consider alternative measures to advance its goals that are less restrictive to voters. To the extent that any limited fraud by
individuals at the polls does trickle into the system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to recognize

that only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot. Proper cleaning of registration lists – and proper use of the lists at the
poll–will therefore go a long way toward ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
• In addition to the better registration lists that full implementation will provide, better record keeping and administration at the polls will
reduce the limited potential for voting by ineligible persons. In the unlikely event that implementation of current law is not able to wipe out
whatever potential for individual fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome alternatives to the Report's Real ID
recommendation that received wholly insufficient consideration.
• Costs - If required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll tax that could disenfranchise low-income
voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report appropriately recommends that the "Real ID" card itself be issued free of charge. Nevertheless, the
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percentage of Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship necessary to obtain Real IDs is likely to remain high because the requisite
documents are both expensive and burdensome to obtain. (Each of the documents an individual is required to show in order to obtain a' Real ID"
card or other government-issued photo 1D card costs money or presumes a minimal level of economic resources. Unless the federal and all state
governments waive the cost of each of these other forms of identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater than their direct costs.
In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at specified government offices, which may be far from voters' residences and
workplaces, individuals seeking such Ids will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking time off from work to visit those offices
during often-abbreviated business hours.)
• Since voting generally depends on the voter's address, and since many states will not accept IDs that do not bear an individual's current voting
address, an additional 41.5 million Americans each year will have ID that they may not be able to use to vote.
• The burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly, the disabled, students, the poor, and people of color.
• The ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration at disability and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993. Individuals who seek to register at those offices–which generally do not issue IDs Census data demonstrate that African
Americans and Latinos are more than three times more likely than whites to register to vote at a public assistance agency, and that whites are
more likely than African Americans and Latinos to register when seeking a driver's license. Accordingly, the voter registration procedure far more
likely to be used by minorities than by whites will no longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote.
• The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with
even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card. The Report's proposal to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it
would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card
Recommendation on Database Information Sharing Across States -serious efficacy, privacy, and security concerns raised by a nationally distributed
database of the magnitude it contemplates. These problems are exacerbated by the Report's recommendation that an individual's Social Security
number be used as the broadly disseminated unique voting identifier.
Recommendation on Votin g Rights of Ex-Felons - This recommendation would set a standard more generous than the policies of the most regressive
thirteen states in the nation but more restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The trend in the states is toward extension of the franchise.
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise, "Republican' Bail'ot Security Programs Vote Protection. or Minority. Vote. Suppression
– or Both?" A'Report to the Center for Voting Rights & Protection, September, 2004.

Focuses on vote suppression through "ballot security programs" (programs that, in the name of protecting against vote fraud, almost exclusively
target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting precincts and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those precincts from casting a
ballot). Noteworthy characteristics of these programs:
• focus on minority precincts almost exclusively
• is often on only the flimsiest evidence that vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such precincts;
• in addition to encouraging the presence of sometimes intimidating white Republican poll watchers or challengers who may slow down
voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in officiallooking uniforms with badges and side arms who question voters about their citizenship or their registration
• warning signs may be posted near the polls, or radio ads may be targeted to minority listeners containing dire threats of prison terms for
people who are not properly registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the defensive.
• sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent to minority voters through the mail."
• doing mailings, collecting returned materials, and using that as a basis for creating challenger lists and challenging voters at the polls,
C'
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started in the 1950s and continues to today (problem with this practice is that reasons for a mailing to be returned include a wrong address, out of
date or inaccurate addresses, poor mail delivery in minority areas, and matching mistakes)
Provide numerous examples from the last 50 years to demonstrate his thesis, going through the historical development of Republican ballot security
programs from the 1950s through to the present (including more recent incidents, such as 1981 in New Jersey, 1982 Dallas, Louisiana 1986, Houston
1986, Hidalgo 1988 Orange County 1988, North Carolina 1990, South Carolina 1980-1990, and South Dakota 2002). Author cites and quotes internal
Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in
some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his argument. author cites and quotes internal Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources
and original documents, media reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in some of the cases that ended up in litigation to prove his
argument.
Some of the features of vote suppression efforts put forth by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs:
1. An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in what Republicans call "heavily Democratic," but what are
usually minority, precincts;
2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are occasionally justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts, spread by radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods,
newspapers, fliers, and phone calls, which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting "official-looking" personnel at polling places, including but not limited to off-duty police—sometimes in uniform,
sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can confuse, humiliate, and Intimidate—as well as slow the
voting process—in these same minority precincts;

6. Challenging voters using inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants derived from "do-not-forward" letters sent to low-income
and minority neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of minority voters as venal and credulous.

The report ends with some observations on the state of research on the incidence of fraud, which the author finds lacking. He suggests that vote
suppression of qualified minority voters by officials and partisan poll-watchers, challengers, and uniformed guards should also be considered
as included in any definition of election fraud. Recommends Democrats should not protest all programs aimed at ballot integrity, but rather work with
Republicans to find solutions to problems that confront both parties and the system as a whole.

Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces. State and'Local Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Presents results from the first nationwide study to documentthe implementation of American felony disenfranchisement_law. Data came from two main
sources: a 33'-state survey of state elections officials (spring 2004) and telephone interviews with almost one hundred city, county, town, and parish
officials drawn from 10 selected states.
Major Conclusions:
1. Broad variation and misunderstanding in interpretation and enforcement of voting laws (more than one-third (37%] of local officials
interviewed in ten states either described their state's fundamental eligibility law incorrectly, or stated that they did not know a central aspect of that
law. I Local registrars differ in their knowledge of basic eligibility law, often within the same state. Differences also emerge in how they are notified
of criminal convictions, what process they use to suspend, cancel, or "purge" voters from the rolls, whether particular documents are required to
restore a voter to eligibility, and whether they have information about the criminal background of new arrivals to the state.)
2. Misdemeanants disenfranchised in at least five states (the commonly-used term "felon disenfranchisement" is not entirely accurate, since at
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least five states – Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, South Carolina, and Maryland – also formally bar some or all people convicted of misdemeanors
from voting [ it is likely that misdemeanants in other states who do retain the formal right to vote could have difficulty exercising that right, given
ignorance of their eligibility and the lack of clear rules and procedures for absentee voting by people in jail who have not been convicted of a felony
/ Maryland excludes persons convicted of many misdemeanors, such as "Unlawful operation of vending machines," "Misrepresentation of tobacco
leaf weight," and "Racing horse under false name.")

3. Significant ambiguities in voting laws (disenfranchisement in Tennessee is dependent on which of five different time periods a felony
conviction occurred between 1973 and the present / in Oregon, disenfranchisement is determined not by conviction or imprisonment for a
felony, but for being placed under Department of Corrections supervision I since 1997, some persons convicted of a felony and sentenced to less
than 12 months' custody have been sent to county jails and hence, are eligible to vote.
4. Disenfranchisement results in contradictory policies within states (the "crazy-quilt" pattern of disenfranchisement laws exists even
within states / Alabama and Mississippi have both the most and least restrictive laws in the country, a result which is brought about by the fact
that certain felonies result in the loss of voting rights for life, while others at least theoretically permit people in prison to vote / most felonies in
Alabama result in permanent disenfranchisement, but drug and DUI offenses have been determined to not involve the "moral turpitude" that
triggers the loss of voting rights / in Mississippi, ten felonies result in disenfranchisement, but do not include such common offenses as burglary
and drug crimes.
5. Confusing policies lead to the exclusion of legal voters and the inclusion of illegal voters: The complexity of state disenfranchisement
policies results in frequent misidentification of voter eligibility, largely because officials differ in their knowledge and application of disqualification
and restoration law and procedures.
6. Significant variation and uncertainty in how states respond to persons with a felony conviction from other states: No state has a
systematic mechanism in place to address the immigration of persons with a felony conviction, and there is no consensus among indefinitedisenfranchisement states on whether the disqualification is properly confined to the state of conviction, or should be considered in the new state
of residence. Interpretation and enforcement of this part of disenfranchisement law varies not only across state lines, but also from one county to
another within states. Local officials have no way of knowing about convictions in other states, and many are unsure what they would do if a
would-be voter acknowledged an old conviction. Because there is no prospect of a national voter roll, this situation will continue even after full
HAVA implementation.
7. Disenfranchisement is a time-consuming, expensive practice: Enforcement requires elections officials to gather records from different
agencies and bureaucracies, including state and federal courts, Departments of Corrections, Probation and Parole, the state Board of Elections,
the state police, and other counties' elections offices.
Policy Implications

1. Policies disenfranchising people living in the community on probation or parole, or who have completed a sentence are particularly
difficult to enforce: States which disenfranchise only persons who are currently incarcerated appear able to enforce their laws more consistently
than those barring non-incarcerated citizens from voting.
2. Given large-scale misunderstanding of disenfranchisement law, many eligible persons incorrectly believe they cannot vote, or have been
misinformed by election officials: More than one-third of election officials interviewed incorrectly described their state's law on voting eligibility.
More than 85% of the officials who misidentified their state's law either did not know the eligibility standard or specified that the law was more
restrictive than was actually the case.
3. Occasional violation of disenfranchisement law by non-incarcerated voters not surprising: Given the complexity of state laws and the
number of state officials who lack an understanding of restoration and disqualification procedures, it should come as no surprise that many voters
are ignorant of their voting status, a fact that is likely to have resulted in hundreds of persons with a felony conviction registering and voting illegally
in recent years.
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4. Taken together, these findings undermine the most prominent rationale for disenfranchisement: that the policy reflects a strong, clear
consensus that persons with a felony conviction are unfit to vote and constitute a threat to the polity: First, when significant numbers of
the people who administer elections do not know important aspects of disenfranchisement law, it is hard to conclude that the restriction is
necessary to protect social order and the "purity" of the ballot box. Second, because they are all but invisible in the sentencing process, "collateral"
sanctions like disenfranchisement simply cannot accomplish the denunciatory, expressive purposes their supporters claim. We now know that
disenfranchisement is not entirely "visible" even to the people running American elections. Third, deep uncertainty regarding the voting rights of
people with felony convictions who move from one state to another indicates that we do not even know what purpose disenfranchisement is
supposed to serve – whether it is meant to be a punishment, or simply a non-penal regulation of the franchise.
Recommendations
1. Clarify Policies Regarding Out-of-State Convictions: State officials should clarify their policies and incorporate into training programs the
means by which a felony conviction in another state affects an applicant's voting eligibility. For example, sentence-only disenfranchisement states
should clarify that newcomers with old felony convictions from indefinite disenfranchisement states are eligible to vote. And those states which bar
some people from voting even after their sentences are completed must clarify whether new arrivals with old felony convictions from sentence-only
disenfranchisement states are automatically eligible, and must explain what procedures, if any, should be followed for restoration.
2. Train Election Officials: Clarify disenfranchisement policies and procedures for all state and local election officials through development of
materials and training programs in each state. At a minimum, this should include distribution of posters, brochures and FAQ sheets to local and
state elections offices.
3. Train Criminal Justice Officials: Provide training on disqualification and restoration policies for all correctional and criminal justice officials,
particularly probation and parole staff. Correctional and criminal justice officials should also be actively engaged in describing these policies to
persons under criminal justice supervision.
4. Review Voting Restrictions on Non -Incarcerated People: Given the serious practical difficulty of enforcing laws disqualifying people who are
not incarcerated from voting – problems which clearly include both excluding eligible people from voting and allowing those who should be
ineligible to vote – state policymakers should review such policies to determine if they serve a useful public purpose.
American'Cehter'for Voting;Rigl is "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
Using court records, police reports and news articles, ACVR Legislative Fund presented this Report documenting hundreds of reported incidents.and
allegations from around the country. The report• most often' alleges voter intimidation and voter registration fraud, and to °a lesser degree' absentee
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ballot fraud and vote buying. This report alleges a coordinated effort by members of some organizations to rig the election system through voter
registration fraud, the first step in any vote fraud scheme that corrupts the election process by burying local officials in fraudulent and suspicious
registration forms. paid Democrat operatives were far more involved in voter intimidation and suppression activities than were their Republican
counterparts during the 2004 presidential election. Identified five cities as "hot spots" which require additional immediate attention, based on the findings of
this report and the cities' documented history of fraud and intimidation: Philadelphia, PA, Milwaukee, WI, Seattle, WA, St. Louis/East St. Louis, MO/IL, and
Cleveland, OH. Refutes charges of voter intimidation and suppression made against Republican supporters, discusses similar charges against
Democrats, details incidents vote fraud and illegal voting and finally discusses problems with vote fraud, voter registration fraud and election irregularities
around the country. Recommends:
• Both national% political parties should formally adopt a zero-tolerance fraud and intimidation -policy that commits the party to pursuing
and fully prosecuting individuals and allied organizations who commit vote fraud or who seek to deter any eligible voter from
participating in the election through fraud or intimidation. No amount of legislative reform can effectively deter those who commit acts of
fraud if there is no punishment for the crime and these acts continue to be tolerated.
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• States should adopt legislation requiring: government-issued photo ID. at the polls and for any voter seeking to vote by mail or by
absentee ballot. Government-issued photo identification should be readily available to all citizens without cost and provisions made to assure
availability of government-issued identification to disabled and low-income citizens.
• States should adopt legislation requiring that all polling places be fully accessible and accommodating to all voters regardless of race,
disability or political persuasion and that polling locations are free of intimidation or harassment.
• States should create and maintain current and accurate statewide voter registration databases as mandated by the federal Help America
Vote Act ("HAVA") and establish procedures to assure that the statewide voter roll is current and accurate and that the names of eligible
voters on the roll are consistent with the voter roll used by local election authorities in conducting the election.
• States should adopt legislation establishing a'30-dayvoter registration cutoff to assure that all voter rolls are accurate and that all
registrants can cast a regular ballot on Election Day and the election officials have opportunity to establish a current and accurate voter
roll without duplicate or fictional names and assure that all eligible voters (including all recently registered voters) are included on the
voter roll at their proper precinct.
• States should adopt legislation requiring voter registration applications to be delivered to the elections office within one week of being
completed so that they are processed in a timely manner and to assure the individuals registered by third party organizations are
properly included on the voter roll.
• States should adopt legislation and penalties for groups violating voter registration laws, and provide the list of violations and penalties
to all registration solicitors. Legislation should require those organizations obtaining a voter's registration to deliver that registration to
election officials in a timely manner and should impose appropriate penalties upon any individual or organization that obtains an eligible
voter's registration and fails to deliver it to election authorities.
• States should adopt legislation prohibiting "bounty" payment to voter registration solicitors based on the- number of registration cards
they collect.

The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
Written after the 2000 election, thesis of report is that structural disenfranchisement —the effect of breakdowns in the electoral system, is the new poll
tax. Structural disenfranchisement includes "bureaucratic blunders, governmental indifference, and flagrant disregard for voting rights." Blame for
structural disenfranchisement is laid squarely at the feet of states and localities that "shirk their responsibilities or otherwise manipulate election
systems," resulting in voters "either turned away from the polls or their votes are thrown out." Data and conclusions in the Report are taken from
eight sample case studies of states and cities across the country and a survey of state election directors that reinforces the findings of the case studies
(New York City-in six polling places Chinese translations inverted the Democrats with the Republicans; Georgia-the state computer crashed two weeks
before the election, dropping thousands of voters from the rolls; Virginia-registration problems kept an untold number from voting; Chicago-in inner-city
precincts with predominately minority populations, almost four out of every ten votes cast for President (in 2000) were discarded; St. Louis-thousands of
qualified voters were placed on inactive lists due to an overbroad purge; Florida-a voting list purge of voters whose name and birth date closely resembled
those of people convicted of felonies; and, Texas-significant Jim Crow like barriers to minority voting.) Most ballot blockers involve the structural elements
of electoral administration: "ill-trained poll workers, failures to process registration cards on time or at all, inaccurate registration rolls, overbroad purges of
voter rolls, unreasonably long lines, inaccurate ballot translations and a shortage of translators to assist voters who have limited English language skills."
Findings:
• election directors lack the resources to effectively do their jobs and some lack the "ability or will to force local election officials to fix serious
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problems";
election officials are highly under funded and legislatures refuse to grant their requests for more money;
• due to a lack of funds, election officials must use old and inferior equipment and can't improve training or meet structural needs;
• election officials are generally unaware of racial disparities in voting; only three of the 50 state election administrators are non-white.
Recommendations:
• federal policies that set nationwide and uniform. election policies;
• federal guarantee of access to provisional ballots;
• enforcement of voter disability laws;
• automatic restoration of voting rights to those convicted of a crime after they have completed their sentence;
• a centralized data base of voters administered by non-partisan individuals;
• federal standards limiting precinct discarded vote rates to .25 %;
• federal requirements that jurisdiction provide voter education, including how to protect their right to vote; and laws that strengthen the ability of
individuals to bring actions to enforce votinq rights and anti-discrimination laws.
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney
General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
A September 15, 2005 Report submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General included lists of purportedly illegitimate votes in New Jersey in the 2004
general election, including lists of 10;969 individuals , who purportedly voted twice and lists of 4,756 voters who were purportedly dead or incarcerated: in
November 2004. Analysis of the suspect lists reveals that the evidence submitted does not show what it purports to show: cause 'for "concern
that there is serious risk of widespread fraud given the state of the New Jersey voter registration rolls. These suspect lists were compiled by
attempting to match the first name, last name, and birth date of persons on county voter registration files. Analysis reveals several serious problems
with the methodology used to compile the suspect lists that compromise the lists' practical value. For example, middle initials were ignored
throughout all counties, so that "J
G. Smith." Suffixes were also ignored, so that fathers
A. Smith" was presumed to be the same person as "J
and sons – like "B
Johnson" and "B
Johnson, Jr." – were said to be the same person. A presumption that two records with the same
name and date of birth must represent the same person is not consistent with basic statistical principles.
Re Claim of Double Voting by 4,497 Individuals:
• 1,803 of these 4,397 records of ostensibly illegal votes seem to be the product of a glitch in the compilation of the registration files (far more likely
that data error is to blame for the doubly logged vote - to irregularities in the data processing and compilation process for one single county);
• another 1,257 entries of the 4,397 records probably represent similar data errors;
• approximately 800 of the entries on the list likely represent different people, with different addresses and different middle initials or suffixes;
• for approximately 200 of the entries in this category, however, less information is available (lack of or differences in middle initial or middle name);
• 7 voters were apparently born in January 1, 1880 – which is most likely a system default for registrations lacking date-of-birth information;
• for 227 voters, only the month and year of birth are listed: this means only that two voters with the same name were born in the same month and
year, an unsurprising coincidence in a state of several million people;
• leaves approximately 289 votescast under the same , name and birth date – like votes cast by "P
S. Rosen," born in the middle of the,baby
boom – but from two different addresses. it may appear strange, but there may be two P
S. Rosens, born on the same date in 1948 – and
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such coincidences are surprisingly common. . In a group of just 23 people, it is more likely than not that two will share the same birthday. For 40
people, the probability is 90%. Many, if not most, of the 289 alleged double votes of persons registered at different addresses most likely reflect
two separate individuals sharing a first name, last name, middle intial, and birth date.
But there is no doubt that there are duplicate entries on New Jersey's registration rolls. It is well known that voter registration rolls contain
"deadwood" - registration entries for individuals no longer living at a given address or deceased. There is no evidence, however, that these extra
registrations are used for widespread illegal voting. Moreover, the problem of deadwood will soon be largely resolved: both the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993 and the Help America Vote Act of 2002 require states to implement several systems and procedures as of January 1,
2006, that will clean the voter rolls of duplicate or invalid entries while protecting eligible voters from unintended disfranchisement.
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Study re 2004 election in Ohio. Findings consideredrelated to EAC
• Statewide, 6 %of all voters reported feelings of intimidation: 16 percent of African Americans reported experiencing intimidation versus
only 5 %of white voters.
• African American voters were 1.2 times more likely than white voters to be required to vote provisionally. Of provisional voters in
Cuyahoga County, 35% were African American, compared to 25% of non-provisional voters, matched by geography.
• Under Ohio law, the only voters who should have been asked for identification were those voting in their first Federal election who had registered
by mail but did not provide identification in their registration application. Although only 7% of all Ohio voters were newly registered (and only a
small percentage of those voters registered by mail and failed to provide identification in their registration application), more than one third
(37% reported being asked to provide identification.—meaning large numbers of voters were illegally required to produce identification.
African American voters statewide were 47% more likely to be required to show identification than white voters. Indeed, 61% of African
American men reported being asked to provide identification at the polls.
• Scarcity of voting machines caused long lines that deterred many people from voting: 3% of voters who went to the polls left their
polling places and did not return due to the long lines; statewide, African American voters reported waiting an average of 52 minutes
before voting while white voters reported waiting an average of 18 minutes; overall, 20% of white Ohio voters reported waiting more than
twenty minutes, while 44% of African American voters reported doing so.
The report also includes a useful summary and description of the reports that came through Ohio Election Protection on Election Day, which included a
wide variety of problems, including voter intimidation and discrimination.
Pertinent recommendations:
• codify into law all required election practices, including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers
• adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
• adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among
precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access
• improve training of official poll workers
• adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment well in advance
of each election day
• not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law; vigorously enforce, to the full
extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing identification.
13
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• make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states
• implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA")
• expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when and how to vote.
• partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer any elections.
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity
Section for 2004."
Supervision of the Justice Department's nationwide response to election crimes:

Election Crimes Branch oversees the Department's handling of all election crime allegations other than those involving civil rights violations, which are
supervised by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division. Specifically, the Branch supervises four types of corruption cases: crimes that involve the
voting process, crimes involving the financing of federal election campaigns, crimes relating to political shakedowns and other patronage abuses, and
illegal lobbying with appropriated funds. Vote frauds and campaign-financing offenses are the most significant and also the most common types of election
crimes. The purpose of Headquarters' oversight of election crime matters is to ensure that the Department's nationwide response to election crime is
uniform, impartial, and effective. An Election Crimes Branch, headed by a Director and staffed by Section attorneys on a case-by-case basis, was created
within the Section in 1980 to handle this supervisory responsibility.
Voting Fraud:

During 2002 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2003 the Branch assisted United States
Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. During 2004 the Branch
assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in the following states in the handling of vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts: Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. This assistance included
evaluating vote fraud allegations to determine whether investigation would produce a prosecutable federal criminal case, helping to structure
investigations, providing legal advice concerning the formulation of charges, and assisting in establishing several task force teams of federal and state law
enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.
Litigation:

cm

The Branch Director or Section attorneys also prosecute selected election crimes, either by assuming total operational responsibility for the case or by
handling the case jointly with a United States Attorney's Office. The Section also may be asked to supervise the handling of a case in the event of a partial
recusal of the local office. For example, in 2002 the Branch continued to supervise the prosecution of a sheriff and his election attorney for using data from
the National Crime Information Center regarding voters' criminal histories to wage an election contest.
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District Election Officer Program:
The Branch also assists in implementing the Department's long-standing District Election Officer (DEO) Program. This Program is designed to ensure that
each of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices has a trained prosecutor available to oversee the handling of election crime matters within the district and
to coordinate district responses with Headquarters regarding these matters. The DEO Program involves the appointment of an Assistant United States
Attorney in each federal district to serve a two-year term as a District Election Officer; the training of these prosecutors in the investigation and prosecution
of election crimes; and the coordination of election-related initiatives and other law enforcement activities between Headquarters and the field. In addition,
the DEO Program is a crucial feature of the Department's nationwide Election Day Program, which occurs in connection with the federal general elections
held in November of even-numbered years. The Election Day Program ensures that federal prosecutors and investigators are available both at the
Department's Headquarters in Washington and in each district to receive and handle complaints of election irregularities from the public while the polls are
open and that the public is aware of how these individuals can be contacted on election day. In 2002 the Department enhanced the DEO Program by
establishing a Ballot Integrity Initiative.
Ballot Integrity Initiative:
Beginning in September of 2002, the Public Integrity Section, acting at the request of the Attorney General, assisted in the implementation of a Ballot
Integrity Initiative for the 2002 general election and subsequent elections. This-initiative included increasing the--Iaw enforcement-priority the:Department
gives to election crimes; holding a'special'day-Iongtraining>event in-Washington, DC for representatives-of•the 93 UnitedStates Attorneys' Offices;.
publicizing the identities and telephone numbers,of the-DEOs=through press releases-issued shortly 7before the November elections; and requiring-the>,93..
U.S. Attorneys to-communicate the-enhanced"federal prioritization of election crime matters to state and local election and lawenforcement authorities: As
part of Ballot Integrity Initiative, on October 8, 2002, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division cosponsored a Voting Integrity Symposium for District Election Officers representing each of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the
types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such cases. Attorney General John Ashcroft
delivered the keynote address on the importance of election crime and ballot integrity enforcement. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division
Ralph Boyd and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Michael Chertoff also spoke to attendees on the protection of voting rights and the
prosecution of election cases. As part of Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative, on September 23 and 24, 2003, the Public Integrity Section and the
Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day Symposium for DEOs representing each of the 93 federal judicial
districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such
cases. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division Alexander Acosta and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Christopher A.
Wray delivered the keynote addressees on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election cases. On July 20 and 21, 2004, the
Public Integrity Section and the Voting Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day symposium for DEOs representing each
of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes
available to prosecute such cases, and the handling of civil rights matters involving voting. Attorney General John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address
on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election fraud. In addition, Assistant Attorney General Christopher A. Wray of the
Criminal Division and Assistant Attorney General R. Alexander Acosta of the Civil Rights Division addressed conference attendees on voting rights and
election fraud enforcement issues respectively.
As a result of the Initiative, during 2002 the; number of election crime matters opened by federal prosecutors throughout the country increased significantly,
as did the Section's active involvement in election°crime matters stemming from the Initiative. At the end of 2002, the Section was supervising and
providing advice on approximately 43 election crime matters nationwide. In addition, as of December 31, 2002, 11 matters involving possible election
crimes were pending in the Section. During 2002 the Section closed two election crime matters and continued its operational supervision of 8 voting fraud
cases (conspiracy to illegally obtain criminal history records to use to challenge voters (AL) and 7 cases of vote buying involving 10 defendants (KY).
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Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1 999-11 .html
Addresses the role of the United States Department of Justice in matters of election fraud, specifically: what sort of election-related conduct is potentially
actionable as a federal crime; what specific statutory theories apply to frauds occurring in elections lacking federal candidates on the ballot, what
federalism; procedural, and policy considerations impact on the federalization of this type of case; and how Assistant United States Attorneys should
respond to this type of complaint. As a general rule, the federal crime of voter fraud embraces only organized efforts to corrupt of the election process
itself: i.e., the registration of voters, the casting of ballots, and the tabulation and certification of election results. Moreover, this definition excludes all
activities that occur in connection with the political campaigning process, unless those activities are themselves illegal under some other specific law or
prosecutorial theory. This definition also excludes isolated acts of individual wrongdoing that are not part of an organized effort to corrupt the voting
process. Mistakes and other gaffs that inevitably occur are not included as voter fraud. Prosecuting election fraud offenses in federal court is further
complicated by the constitutional limits that are placed on federal power over the election process. The conduct of elections is primarily a state rather than
a federal activity.
Four situations where federal prosecution is appropriate:
1. Where the objective of the conduct is to corrupt the outcome of a federal elective contest, or where the consequential effect of the corrupt conduct
impacts upon the vote count for federal office;
2. Where the object of the scheme is to discriminate against racial, ethnic or language minority groups, the voting rights of which have been
specifically protected by federal statues such as the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. section 1973 et seq.;
3. Where federalization is required in order to redress longstanding patters of electoral fraud, either at the request of state or local authorities, or in
the face of longstanding inaction by state authorities who appear to be unwilling or unable to respond under local law; and,
4. Where there is a factual basis to believe that fraudulent registration or voting activity is sufficiently connected to other from of criminal activity that
perusing the voter fraud angle will yield evidence useful in the prosecution of other categories of federal offense
Four advantages to federal prosecution:
1. Voter fraud investigations are labor intensive - local law enforcement agencies often lack the manpower and the financial resources to take these
cases on;
2. Voter fraud matters are always politically sensitive and very high profile endeavors at the local level – local prosecutors (who are usually
themselves elected) often shy away from prosecuting them for that reason; the successful prosecution of voter fraud cases demands that critical
witnesses be examined under oath before criminal charges based on their testimony are filed.
3. Many states lack the broad grand jury process that exists in the federal system; and
4. The defendants in voter fraud cases are apt to be politicians - or agents of politicians - and it is often impossible for either the government or the
defendant to obtain a fair trial in a case that is about politics and is tried to a locally-drawn jury. The federal court system provides for juries to be
drawn from broader geographic base, thus often avoiding this problem.
Several prosecutorial theories used by United States Attorneys to federalize election frauds are discussed.
Four questions used by prosecutors in evaluating the credibility of election complaints:
1. does the substance of the complaint assuming it can be proven through investigation - suggest a potential crime;
2. is the complaint sufficiently fact-specific that it provides leads for investigators to pursue;
3. is there a federal statute that can be used to federalize the criminal activity at issue; and,
4. is there a special federal interest in the matter that warrants federalization rather than deferral to state law enforcement.
All federal election investigations must avoid the following: non-interference in elections unless absolutely necessary to preserve evidence; interviewing
voters during active voting periods; seizing official election documentation; investigative activity inside open polls; and prosecutors must adhere to 18
U.S.C. section 592, prohibitingthe stationing of armed men at places where voting activity is taking lace.
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on race or language minority status are treated as civil rights matters under the Voting Rights Act.
People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition, at http:I/www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
Election Protection 2004 was the nation's most far-reaching effort to protect voter rights before and on Election Day. The historic nonpartisan program
included: (1) a toll-free number, 1-866-OUR-VOTE, with free, immediate and multi-lingual assistance to help voters with questions about registration and
voting, and assist voters who encounter barriers to the ballot box; (2) distribution of more than five million "Voters' Bills of Rights" with state-specific
information; (3) 25,000 volunteers, including 6,000 lawyers and law students, who watched for problems and assisted voters on the spot at more than
3,500 predominantly African-American and Latino precincts with a history of disenfranchisement in at least 17 states; and (4) civil rights lawyers and
advocates represented voters in lawsuits, preserved access to the polls, exposed and prevented voter intimidation, worked with election officials to identify
and solve problems with new voting machines, technology and ballot forms, and protected voter rights in advance and on Election Day.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression Stories (Abridged):
• An Associated Press story noted Election Protection's exposure of reported voter suppression tactics in Colorado: Officials with the Election
Protection Coalition, a voter-rights group, also said some voters in a predominantly black neighborhood north of Denver found papers on
their doorsteps giving them the wrong address for their precinct.
• Election Protection received a report from Boulder County, Colorado that a poll worker made racist comments to Asian American voter and
then told her she was not on the list and turned her away. The voter saw others filling out provisional ballots and asked for one but was denied.
Another Asian American woman behind her in line was also given trouble by the same poll worker (he questioned her nationality and also turned
.her away).
•
Election Protection received a report from Florissant County, Missouri from a voter who lives in predominantly white neighborhood. While waiting
in line to vote, a Republican challenger challenged the black voters by requesting more proof of identification, residence, and signature
match, while asking nothing from white voters. Also, the same voter reportedly asked a few questions about voting but an election
officials refused to provide any meaningful answer, insisting that "it's very simple", but provided white voters with information when
requested. There was one other black voter in line who was also singled out for same treatment while white voters were not.
• The Election Protection hotline received reports from Pinellas County, Florida that individuals purporting to be from the Kerry campaign are
going door-to-door handing out absentee ballots, and asking voters to fill them out, and then taking the ballots from them, saying "Vote
here for Kerry. Don't bother going to the polls."
• The Election Protection Coalition received a report from a woman whose sister lives in Milwaukee and is on government assistance. Her sister
was reportedly told by her "case manager" that if she voted for Kerry, she would stop receiving her checks.
• An illiterate, older and disabled voter in Miami-Dade asked for assistance reading the ballot and reported that a poll worker yelled at him
and refused to assist him and also refused to allow him to bring a friend into the booth in order to read the ballot to him.
• The Election Protection Coalition have gathered reports that flyers are circulating in a black community in Lexington, South Carolina
claiming they those who are behind on child support payments will be arrested as the polls.
• Minority voters from Palm Beach County, Florida reported to the hotline that they received middle-of-the-night, live harassing phone
calls warning them away from the polls.
• A volunteer for Rock the Vote reported that two illiterate voters in Michigan requested assistance with their ballots but were refused and
reportedly mocked by poll workers.
• The hotline received a call from a radio DJ in Hillsborough County, Florida, who stated that he has received many calls (most of which were
from African-Americans) claiming that poll workers were turning voters away and not "letting" them vote.
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The hotline received a call from Pima County, Arizona, indicating that Democratic voters received calls throughout Monday evening,
providing incorrect information about the precinct location. Voters have had to be transported en masse in order to correct the problem.
A caller from Alabama claims that he was told at his polling place that he could vote there for everything but the President and that he
would have to go elsewhere in order to vote for a presidential candidate.
Poll monitors in Philadelphia reports groups of lawyers, traveling in threes, who pull voters out of line and challenge them to provide ID,
but when challenged themselves, they hop into waiting cars or vans and leave. Similar activity by Republican lawyers in Philadelphia was
reported in the 2002 election.
In Cuyahuga, Ohio, a caller reported that all black voters are being asked to show ID, while white voters are not. Caller report that he is
black and had to show ID while his girlfriend is white and did not have to show ID.
Two months ago, suspicious phone calls to newly registered Democrats —telling them they weren't, in fact, registered to vote — were
traced to the Republican headquarters in the Eastern Panhandle. On Monday, Democrats there said the calls have started again, even after
the Berkeley County Clerk — a Republican — sent the party a cease-and-desist letter. The Berkeley prosecutor, who also is county
Democratic chairman, has called on the U.S. attorney to investigate.
In Tuscan, Arizona a misleading call informing voters that they should vote on November 3 has been traced back to the state GOP
headquarters. The FBI is investigating.
A man driving around in a big van covered in American flags and a big picture of a policeman was reportedly parked in front of a polling
place; he then got out and moved within the 75 ft limit, until he was asked to leave; he then was found inside the polling place and was again
asked to leave. Election Protection volunteers contacted officials and the man was eventually removed.
The Election Protection hotline has received a report from individuals who claim to have received recorded telephone message coming from
Bill Clinton and ACT and reminding them to vote on Nov. 3rd.
In Massachusetts, the EP Hotline has received a report that a radio station (WILD) is broadcasting that voters will be arrested on the spot if
they have outstanding parking tickets.
In Richland, South Carolina Election Protection has received a report of a poll manager turning away individuals who do not have photo ID
issued to the county or a driver's license; an EP lawyer spoke with the Poll Manager at 8:20 am and told her that people with other forms of ID
should be allowed to vote by provisional ballot.
In Greenville, a caller reported that a white poll worker was asking Blacks for multiple form of I.D. Fortunately, the voter who reported the
problem did have a second I.D. but reported that some others were turned away. Election Protection attorneys have alerted election officials.
In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, an official looking flyer advises Democratic voters to "create a peaceful voting environment" by voting
on Wednesday, November 3
The week before the election, flyers were circulated in Milwaukee under the heading "Milwaukee Black Voters League" with some
"warnings for election time." The flyer listed false reasons for which you would be barred from voting (such as a traffic ticket) and then
warned that "If you violate any of these laws you can get ten years in prison and your children will get taken away from you."
There is a Jefferson County flyer which tells voters "See you at the Poles![sic]"... on November 4.

Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United State Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
NO SUMMARY FOUND This is summa of federal role in rosecutin election crimes.
General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election Officials on Managing Voter
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Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
[SUMMARY FAILS TO NOTE ELECTION OFFICIALS' RESPONSEs THAT LITTLE VOTING FRAUD OR VOTER INTIMIDATION WAS DETECTED.
DETECTED VOTING FRAUD WAS RELATED TO SUBMISSION OF FALSE/MATERIALLY INCORRECT VOTER REGISTRATION APPLICATIONS
AND TO ABSENTEE BALLOT FRAUD. VOTER SUPPRESSION EFFORTS OCCUR.] This Report focuses on the efforts of local election officials in 14
jurisdictions within 7 states to manage the registration process, maintain accurate voter registration lists, and ensure that eligible citizens in those
jurisdictions had the opportunity to cast ballots during the 2004 election. the Report concentrates on election officials' characterization of their experiences
with regard to (1) managing the voter registration process and any challenges related to receiving voter registration applications; checking them for
completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and entering information into voter registration lists; (2) removing voters' names from voter registration lists and
ensuring that the names of eligible voters were not inadvertently removed; and (3) implementing HAVA provisional voting and identification requirements
and addressing any challenges encountered related to these requirements. The Report also provides information on motor vehicle agency (MVA) officials'
characterization of their experiences assisting citizens who apply to register to vote at MVA offices and forwarding voter registration applications to election
offices. The Report analyzed information collected from elections and motor vehicle agency offices in seven states—Arizona, California, Michigan, New
York, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The 14 jurisdictions we selected were Gila and Maricopa Counties, Arizona; Los Angeles and Yolo Counties,
California; City of Detroit and Delta Township, Michigan; New York City and Rensselaer County, New York; Bexar and Webb Counties, Texas; Albemarle
and Arlington Counties, Virginia; and the cities of Franklin and Madison, Wisconsin.
Election officials representing all but one of the jurisdictions surveyed following the November 2004 election said they faced some challenges managing
the voter registration process, including (1) receiving voter registration applications; (2) checking them for completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and (3)
entering information into voter registration lists; when challenges occurred, election officials reported they took various steps to address them. All but I of
the jurisdictions reported removing names from registration lists during 2004 for various reasons, including that voters requested that their names be
removed from the voter registration list; information from the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) showing that voters had moved outside the jurisdiction; felony
records received from federal, state, or local governments identifying voters as ineligible due to felony convictions; and death records received from state
or local vital statistics offices. All of the jurisdictions reported that they permitted citizens to cast provisional ballots during the November 2004 election. In
addition, 12 of the 14 jurisdictions to which this was applicable reported that they offered certain first-time voters who registered by mail the opportunity to
cast provisional ballots. Local election officials in 12 of the 13 jurisdictions 13 we surveyed reported that they set up mechanisms to inform voters—without
cost—about the outcome of their provisional votes during the November 2004 election. These mechanisms included toll-free telephone numbers, Web
sites, and letters sent to the voters who cast provisional ballots. Election officials representing 8 of the 14 jurisdictions reported facing challenges
implementing provisional voting for various reasons, including some poll workers not being familiar with provisional voting or, in one jurisdiction
representing a large number of precincts, staff not having sufficient time to process provisional ballots.
Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
A comprehensive survey and analysis of vote fraud in the United States. The methodology included doing nexus searches for all 50 states and surveying
existing research and reports. In addition, Minnite did a more in-depth study of 12 diverse states by doing nexis searches, studying statutory and case law,
and conducting interviews with election officials and attorneys general. Finally, the study includes an analysis of a few of the most high profile cases of
alleged fraud in the last 10 years, including the Miami mayoral election (1997), Orange County congressional race (1996), and the general election in
Missouri (2000). In these cases, Minnite shows that many allegations of fraud do not end up being meritorious. Minnite finds that available
evidence suggests that the incidence of election fraud is minimal and rarely affects election outcomes. Election officials generally do a very good
job of protecting against fraud. Conditions that give rise to election fraud have steadily declined over the last century as a result of weakened
political parties, strengthened election administration, and Improved voting technology. There is little available evidence that election reforms
such as the National Voter Registration Act, election day registration, and mail-in voting have resulted in increases in election fraud. Election
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fraud appears also to be very rare in the 12 states examined more in-depth. Legal and news records turned up little evidence of significant fraud in these
states or any indication that fraud is more than a minor problem. Interviews with state officials further confirmed this impression. Minnite found that,
overall, the absentee mail-in ballot process is the feature most vulnerable to voter fraud. There is not a lot of evidence of absentee ballot fraud but
the potential for fraud is greatest in this area because of a lack of uniformly strong security measures in place in all states to prevent fraud.
Suggested reforms to prevent what voter fraud does take place:
1. effective use of new statewide voter registration databases;
2. identification requirements for first time voters who register by mail should be modified to expand the list of acceptable identifying documents;
3. fill important election administration positions with nonpartisan professionals;
4. strengthen enforcement through adequate funding and authority for offices responsible for detecting and prosecuting fraud; and
5. establish Election Day Registration because it usually requires voter identification and authorization in person before a trained election worker,
which reduces the opportunity for registration error or fraud.
6.
People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," December 2004.
A description and analysis of the complaints and allegations of voting irregularities gathered by the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Election Protection received more than a thousand complaints of voter suppression or intimidation. Complaints ranged from
intimidating experiences at polling places to coordinated suppression tactics. For example:
• Police stationed outside a Cook County, Illinois, polling place were requesting photo ID and telling voters if they had been convicted of a felony
that they could not vote.
• In Pima, Arizona, voters at multiple polls were confronted by an individual, wearing a black tee shirt with "US Constitution Enforcer" and a militarystyle belt that gave the appearance he was armed. He asked voters if they were citizens, accompanied by a cameraman who filmed the
encounters.
• There were numerous incidents of intimidation by partisan challengers at predominately low income and minority precincts
• Voters repeatedly complained about misinformation campaigns via flyers or phone calls encouraging them to vote on a day other than November
2, 2004 or of false information regarding their right to vote. In Polk County, Florida, for example, a voter received a call telling her to vote on
November 3. Similar complaints were also reported in other counties throughout Florida. In Wisconsin and elsewhere voters received flyers that
said:
o "If you already voted in any election this year, you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If anybody in your family has ever been found guilty of anything you can't vote in the Presidential Election."
o "If you violate any of these laws, you can get 10 years in prison and your children will be taken away from you."
There were also numerous reports of poll workers refusing to give voters provisional ballots.
The following is a summary of the types of acts of suppression and intimidation included in the report and a list of the states in which they took place. All
instances of irregularities that were more administrative in nature have been omitted:
1. Improper implementation of voter identification rules, especially asking only African Americans for proof of identity: Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana
2. Individuals at the polls posing as some sort of law enforcement authority and intimidating and harassing voters: Arizona, Missouri
3. Intimidating and harassing challengers at the polls: Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Minnesota
4. Deceptive practices and disinformation campaigns, such as the use of flyers with Intentional misinformation about voting rights or
voting procedures, often directed at minority communities; the use of phone calls givingpeople misinformation about pollingsite s and
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other procedures; and providing verbal misinformation at the polls in a way that appears to have been intentionally misleading: Florida,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina, Arkansas, Texas
5. Refusal to provide provisional ballots to certain voters: Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, Colorado, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana
6. Registration applications submitted through third parties that were not processed: Arizona, Michigan, Nevada (registration forms destroyed
by Sproul Associates)
7. Improper removal from the voter registration list: Arizona
8. Individuals questioning voters' citizenship: Arizona
9. Police officers at the polls intimidating voters: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina
The report does not provide corroborating evidence for the allegations it describes. However, especially in the absence of a log of complaints received by
the Department of Justice, this report provides a very useful overview of the types of experiences some voters more than likely endured on Election Day in
2004.
Books
John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy. Encounter Books, 2004.
Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Democrats. Fund's accusations, if credible, would indicate that fraud such as voter registration fraud,
absentee ballot fraud, dead people voting, and felon voting is prevalent throughout the country. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
and types of voter fraud and voter intimidation occurring.
Fund says that "Election fraud, whether its phony voter registrations, illegal absentee ballots, shady recounts or old-fashioned ballot-box stuffing, can be
found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading because of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and
created so many close elections lately. Fund argues that fraud has been made easier by the passage of the National Voting Rights Act because it
allows ineligible voters to remain on the voter rolls, allowing a voter to vote in the name of someone else. He claims dead people, people who have moved,
and people in jail remain on the voting list. He believes because of NVRA illegal aliens have been allowed to vote.
Absentee balloting makes it even worse: someone can register under false names and then use absentee ballots to cast multiple votes. Groups can get
absentee ballots for the poor and elderly and then manipulate their choices.
Provides a number of examples of alleged voter fraud, mostly perpetrated by Democrats. For example, he claims much fraud in St. Louis in 2000,
including illegal court orders allowing people to vote, felons voting, people voting twice, dead people voting, voters were registered to vacant lots,
election judges were not registered and evidence of false registrations. Another case he pays a great deal of attention to are the alleged
transgressions by Democrats in Indian Country in South Dakota 2002, including voter registration fraud, suspicious absentee ballot requests, vote
hauling, possible polling place fraud, abusive lawyers at polling sites, and possible vote buying.
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Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten Historyof Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
Bulk of the book comprises stories from United States electoral history outside the scope of this project; however, tales are instructive in showing how far
back irregular and illegal voting practices go. Focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Republican, although at times it does include
complaints about Democratic tactics. Gumbel's accusations, if credible, especially in the Bush-Gore election, would indicate there were a number of
problems in key states in such areas as intimidation, vote counting, and absentee ballots. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific
footnoting, and insufficient identification of primarysource material, caution is strongly urged with respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount
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and t es of voter fraud and voter intimidation occurrin .
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition – 1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
Traces the historical persistence of voter fraud from colonial times through the 2004 Bush-Kerry election. From the textual information, it quickly becomes
obvious that voter fraud was not limited to certain t es of eo le or to certain olitical artier. SKIMPY SUMMARY-DOES NOT SAY MUCH.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential
Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
Adds almost nothing to the present study. It contains no footnotes and no references to primary source material, save what may be able to be gleaned
from the bibliography. Takes a historical look at United States Presidential elections from Andrew Jackson to George Bush by providing interesting stories
and other historical information. There are only three pages out of the entire book that touches on vote fraud in the first Bush election. The authors assert
that the exit polls in Florida were probably correct. The problem was the pollsters had no way of knowing that thousands of votes would be invalidated. But
the authors do not believe that fraud was the cause of the tabulation inaccurac .
Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Sets out to show that the 2004 election was won by Bush through nefarious means, and indicts the news media for not taking . anomalies, irregularities, and
alleged malfeasance in the process seriously enough. However, book is well sourced, and individual instances of alleged malfeasance discussed may be
worth looking at. He accuses Republicans of committing crimes and improprieties throughout the country, including:
1. deliberate disparities in voting machine distribution and long lines In Democratic jurisdictions;
2. misinterpretation of voting laws by elections officials to the detriment of Democratic voters;
3. dirty tricks and deceptive practices to mislead Democratic and minority voters about voting times, places and conditions;
4. machine irregularities in Democratic jurisdictions;
5. relocating polling sites in Democratic and minority areas;
6. suspicious mishandling of absentee ballots;
7. refusing to dispense voter registration forms to certain voter registration groups;
8. intimidation of students;
9. suspicious ballot spoilage rates in certain jurisdictions;
10. "strategic distribution of provisional ballots," and trashing of provisional ballots;
11. harassment of Native American voters;
12. a Republican backed organization engaging in voter registration efforts throughout the country that allegedly destroyed the voter

registration forms of Democrats;
13. illegitimate challenges at the polls by Republican poll watchers;
14. improper demands for identification in certain areas;

15. Republican challenges to the voter registration status of thousands of voters before the election, and the creation of lists of voters to
challenge at the polls;

16. wrongful purging of eligible voters from voting rolls;
17. partisan harassment;
18. the selective placement of early voting sites; and
19. failure to send out absentee ballots in time for people to vote.
Details what he says was the inappropriate use of the Federal Voter Assistance Program that made voting for the military easy while throwing up obstacles
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for civilians overseas in their efforts to vote b absentee ballot, leadin man of them to be disenfranchised.
Legal
th
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana (Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 Circuit 062218
Although the proponents of SEA 483 asserted that the law was intended to combat voter fraud, no evidence of the existence of such fraud has ever
been provided. No voter has been convicted of or even charged with the offense of misrepresenting his identity for purposes of casting a
fraudulent ballot in person, King Dep. 95-96; Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2-3, though there have been documented instances of absentee ballot fraud. King Dep.
120. Indeed, no evidence of in person, on-site voting fraud was presented to the General Assembly during the legislative process leading up to the
enactment of the Photo ID Law. Mahern Aff. ¶11 2 The State cannot show any compelling justification for subjecting only voters who vote in person to the new requirements of the Photo ID Law,
while exempting absentee voters who vote by mail or persons who live in state-certified residential facilities.
On the other hand, absentee ballots are peculiarly vulnerable to coercion and vote tampering since there is no election official or independent
election observer available to ensure that there is no illegal coercion by family members, employers, churches, union officials, nursing home
administrators, and others.
Law gives virtually unbridled discretion to partisan precinct workers and challengers to make subjective determinations such as (a) whether a
form of photo identification produced by a voter conforms to what is required by the Law, and (b) whether the voter presenting himself or
herself at the polls is in fact the voter depicted in the photo Robertson Dep. 29-34, 45; King Dep. 86, 89. This is significant because any voter who is
challenged under this Law will be required to vote by provisional ballot and to make a special trip to the election board.s office in order to have his vote
counted. Robertson Dep. 37; King Dep. 58.
The Photo ID Law confers substantial discretion, not on law enforcement officials, but on partisan precinct poll workers and challengers
appointed by partisan political officials, to determine both whether a voter has presented a form of identification which conforms to that
required by the Law and whether the person presenting the identification is the person depicted on it. Conferring this degree of discretion upon
partisan precinct officials and members of election boards to enforce the facially neutral requirements of the Law has the potential for
becoming a means of suppressing a particular point of view.
The State arguably might be justified in imposing uniform, narrowly-tailored and not overly-burdensome voter identification requirements if the State were
able to show that there is an intolerably high incidence of fraud among voters misidentifying themselves at the polls for the purpose of casting a fraudulent
ballot. But here, the State has utterly-failed to show that this genre of fraud is rampant or even that it has ever occurred in the context of on-site, in-person
voting (as opposed to absentee voting by mail) so as to justify these extra burdens, which will fall disproportionately on the poor and elderly.
And where the State has already provided a mechanism for matching signatures, has made it a crime to misrepresent one's identity for purposes
of voting, and requires the swearing out of an affidavit if the voter's identity is challenged, it already has provisions more than adequate to
prevent or minimize fraud in the context of in-person voting, particularly in the absence of any evidence that the problem the Law seeks to
address is anything more than the product of hypothesis, speculation and fantasy.
In-person voter-identity fraud is notoriously difficult to detect and Investigate. In his book Stealing Elections, John Fund observes that actual inperson voter fraud is nearly undetectable without a voter photo-identification requirement because anybody who provides a name that is on the
rolls may vote and then walk away with no record of the person's actual identity. The problem is only exacerbated by the increasingly transient
nature of society. Documentation of in-person voter fraud often occurs only when a legitimate voter at the polls hears a fraudulent voter trying to
use her name, as happened to a woman in California in 1994. See Larry J. Sabato & Glenn R. Simpson, DirtyLittle Secrets 292 (1996).
Regardless of the lack of extensive evidence of in-person voter fraud, the Commission on
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Federal Election Reform (known as the Baker-Carter Commission) recently concluded that "there is no doubt that it occurs." State Ex. 1, p. 18.1 Legal
cases as well as newspaper and other reports confirm that in-person voter-identity fraud, including voter impersonation, double votes, dead
votes, and fake addresses, plague federal and state elections. [The memorandum details several specific cases of various types of alleged
voting fraud from the past several years]
Though they are largely unable to study verifiable data concerning in-person voter fraud, scholars are well aware of the conditions that foster
fraudulent voting. See Fund, supra; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. In particular, fraud has become ever more likely as "it has become more difficult
to keep the voting rolls clean of 'deadwood' voters who have moved or died" because such an environment makes "fraudulent voting easier and
therefore more tempting for those so inclined." Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. "In general, experts believe that one in five names on the rolls in Indiana do
not belong there." State Ex. 25.
For this case, Clark Benson, a nationally recognized expert in the collection and analysis of voter-registration and population data, conducted his own
examination of Indiana's voter registration lists and concluded that they are among the most highly inflated in the, nation.
The Crawford Plaintiffs cite the concessions by Indiana Election Division Co-Director King and the Intervenor-State that they are unaware of any
historical in-person incidence of voter fraud occurring at the polling place (Crawford Brief, p. 23) as conclusive evidence that In-person voter
fraud does not exist in Indiana. They also seek to support this conclusion with the testimony of two "veteran poll watchers," Plaintiff Crawford and former
president of the Plaintiff NAACP, Indianapolis Chapter, Roderick E. Bohannon, who testified that they had never seen any instances of in-person voter
fraud.
(Id.)
While common sense, the experiences of many other states, and the findings of the Baker-Carter Commission all lead to the reasonable
inferences that (a) in-person polling place fraud likely exists, but (b) is nearly impossible to detect without requiring photo identification, the
State can cite to no confirmed instances of such fraud. On the other hand, the Plaintiffs have no proof that it does not occur.
At the level of logic, moreover, it is just reasonable to conclude that the lack of confirmed incidents of in-person voting fraud in Indiana is the
result of an ineffective identification security system as it is to conclude there is no in-person voting fraud in Indiana. So while it is undisputed
that the state has no proof that in-person polling place fraud has occurred in Indiana, there does in fact remain a dispute over the existence vel non of inperson polling place fraud.
It is also important to understand that the nature of in-person election fraud is such that it is nearly impossible to detect or investigate. Unless a
voter stumbles across someone else trying to use her identity, see Sabato & Simpson, supra, 292, or unless the over-taxed poll worker happens
to notice that the voter's signature is different from her registration signature State Ext. 37, ¶ 9, the chances of detecting such in- person voter
fraud are extremely small. Yet, inflated voter-registration rolls provide ample opportunity for those who wish to commit in-person voter fraud.
See Fund, supra, 24, 65, 69, 138; Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. And there is concrete evidence that the names of dead people have been used to
cast fraudulent ballots. See Fund, supra, 64. Particularly in light of Indiana's highly inflated voter rolls State Ex. 27, p. 9, Plaintiffs' repeated claims that
there has never been any in-person voter fraud in Indiana can hardly be plausible, even if the state is unable to prove that such fraud has in fact occurred.

Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia (Rome) 4:05-cv-00201-HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11" Circuit 0515784
The Secretary of State, as the Chief Election Officer in Georgia, informed the General Assembly before the passage of Act 53 in a letter (attached hereto
as Exhibit A), and also informed the Governor in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit B) before he signed the bill into law, that there had been no
documented cases of fraudulent voting by persons who obtained ballots unlawfully by misrepresenting their Identities as registered voters to
poll workers reported to her office during her nine years as Secretary of State .
Although the Secretary of State had informed the members of the General Assembly and the Governor prior to the enactment of Act 53, that her office had
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received many complaints of voter fraud involving absentee ballots and no documented complaints of fraud that involve ballots that were cast in
person at the polls, the General Assembly ignored this information and arbitrarily chose instead to require only those registered voters who vote in person
to present a Photo ID as a condition of voting, but deliberately refused to impose the same requirement on absentee voters.
The Stated Purpose Of The Photo ID Requirement Fraud Is A Pretext.
According to a press release prepared by the Communications Office of the Georgia House of Representatives, the purpose of Act 53 is: to address the
issue of voter fraud by placing tighter restrictions on voter identification procedures. Those casting ballots will now be required to bring a photo ID with
them before they will be allowed to vote.
Al Marks, Vice Chairman for Public Affairs and Communication of the Hall County GOP told the Gainesville Times: I don't think we need it for voting,
because I don't think there's a voter fraud problem. Gainesville Times, "States Voters Must Present Picture IDs" (September 15, 2005) (www
.gainesvilletimes .com).
There is no evidence that the existing provisions of Georgia law have not been effective in deterring and preventing imposters from fraudulently
obtaining and casting ballots at the polls by misrepresenting their true identities to election officials and passing themselves off as registered voters
whose names appear on the official voter registration list.
The pretextural nature of the purported justification for the burden which the Photo ID requirement imposes on the right to vote is shown by the following
facts:
(a) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited by existing Georgia law without unduly burdening the right of a citizen to vote.
(i) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited as a crime under O.0 .G.A. §§ 21-2-561, 21-2-562, 21-2-566, 21-2-571, 21-2-572 and 21-2-600,
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 or imprisonment for up to ten years, or both.
(ii)Voter registration records are updated periodically by the Secretary of State and local election officials to eliminate people who have died, have
moved, or are no longer eligible to vote in Georgia for some other reason.
(iii)Existing Georgia law also required election officials in each precinct to maintain a list of names and addresses of registered voters residing in
that precinct, and to check off the names of each person from that official list as they cast their ballots.
(iv) Registered voters were also required by existing Georgia law to present at least one of the seventeen forms of documentary identification to
election officials who were required, before issuing the voter a ballot, to match the name and address shown on the document to the name and address on
the official roll of registered voters residing in the particular precinct. 0 .0 .G.A. § 21-2-417 .
(b) There is no evidence that the existing Georgia law has not been effective in deterring or preventing fraudulent in-person voting by impersonators - the
only kind of fraudulent voting that might be prevented by the Photo ID requirement. To the contrary, the
Secretary of State, who, as the Superintendent of Elections, is the highest election official in Georgia, informed both the General Assembly (Exhibit A) and
the Governor (Exhibit B) in writing that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent in person voting by imposters reported to her during her nine
years in office.
(c) If the true intention of the General Assembly had been to prevent fraudulent voting by imposters, the General Assembly would have imposed the same
restrictions on the casting of absentee ballots - particularly after the Secretary of State had called to their attention the fact that there had been many
documented instances of fraudulent casting of absentee ballots reported to her office.
(d) Fraudulent in-person voting is unlikely, would be easily detected if it had occurred in significant numbers, and would not be likely to have a substantial
impact on the outcome of an election:
(i) Many people vote at a local neighborhood polling place where they are likely to be known to and recognized by neighbors or poll workers.
(ii)Voters were required by existing Georgia law (0 .C.G.A. § 212-417), to provide one of the seventeen means of identification to election officials.
(iii) Election officials are required, before issuing the ballot to the voter, to check off the name of either voter from an up-to-date list of the names
and addresses of every registered voter residing in the precinct. If an imposter arrived at a poll and was successful in fraudulently obtaining a ballot before
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the registered voter arrived at the poll, a registered voter, who having taken the time to go to the polls to vote, would undoubtedly complain to elections
officials if he or she were refused a ballot and not allowed to vote because his or her name had already been checked off the list of registered voters as
having voted. Likewise, if an imposter arrived at the polls after the registered voter had voted and attempted to pass himself off as someone he was not,
the election official would instantly know of the attempted fraud, would not issue the imposter a ballot or allow him to vote, and presumably would have the
imposter arrested or at least investigate the attempted fraud and report the attempt to the Secretary of State as Superintendent of Elections.
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum (regarding HB 244), August 25, 2005 at
Overview: Five career attorneys with the civil rights department investigated and analyzed Georgia's election reform law. Four of those attorneys
recommended objecting to Section 59, the voter identification requirement. The provision required all voters to present government issued photo
identification in order to vote. The objection was based on the attorneys' findings that there was little to no evidence of polling place fraud, the only kind of
fraud an ID requirement would address, and that the measure would disenfranchise many voters, predominantly minority voters, in violation of Section 5 of
the Voting Rights Act.
Factual Analysis: The sponsor of the measure in the state legislature said she was motivated by the fact that she is aware of vote buying in
certain districts; she read John Fund's book; and that "if there are fewer black voters because of this bill, it will only be because there is less
opportunity for fraud. She said that when black voters in her black precincts are not paid to vote, they do not go to the polls."
A member of the Fulton County Board of Registrations and Elections said that prior to November 2004, Fulton County received 8,112 applications
containing "missing or irregular" information. Only 55 of those registrants responded to BOE letters. The member concluded that the rest must
be "bogus" as a result. He also stated that 15,237 of 105,553 precinct cards came back as undeliverable, as did 3,071 cards sent to 45,907 new
voters. Of these 3,071, 921 voted.
Secretary of State Cathy Cox submitted a letter testifying to the absence of any complaints of voter fraud via impersonation during her tenure.
In the legal analysis, the attorneys state that if they determine that Georgia could have fulfilled its stated purpose of election fraud, while preventing or
ameliorating the retrogression, an objection is appropriate. They conclude that the state could have avoided retrogression by retaining various forms of
currently accepted voter ID for which no substantiated security concerns were raised. Another non-retrogressive alternative would have been to maintain
the affidavit alternative for those without ID, since "There is no evidence that penalty of law is an Insufficient deterrent to falsely signing an affidavit
of identity." The attorneys point out that the state's recitation of a case upholding voter fraud in Dodge County does not support the purpose of
the Act because that case involved vote buying and selling, not impersonation or voting under a false identity.
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Wade
Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional information and data on election fraud and
intimidation in recent years. He suggested interviewing the following Individuals who have been actively involved in Election
Protection and other similar efforts:
h
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• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American Progress)
He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the 1981 New Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act (February 21)
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression tactics employed over the last five years are ones
that have evolved over many years. They are sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes the
following types of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of anecdote and innuendo, and rise to the level of either voter
intimidation or vote suppression:
• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not have identification, you cannot vote, and
providing false dates for the election
• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or even violence
• Intimidating police presence at the polls
• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and challengers goes beyond partisanship to
racial suppression and intimidation

• Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred In Ohio. Also, he has seen situations in which historically Black
colleges will have one voting machine while other schools will have more.

Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they involve activities that current law does not
reach. For example, there is no law prohibiting a Secretary of State from being the head of a political campaign, and then deploying voting
machines in an uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also, once the election is over, civil litigation becomes moot. Finally,
sometimes upon reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are not as sinister as believed at the time.
Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these matters or pursue any kind of resolution to
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them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with both the Civil Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to examine this
issue.
Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus may shift somewhat given the implementation of new
HAVA requirements.
Recommendations for Reform

There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the "Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in
charge of the voting system. We need to get away from that.
He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is opposed to the voter identification laws passing many
state legislatures.
• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to allow eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or
improperly purged registration records
• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce the strain on election-day resources.
• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes should still be counted in races for which the voter was
eligible to vote (governor, etc.)
o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications, to increase the likelihood that voters will be
properly registered in future elections
• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to establish their identity
• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with Disabilities Act and the accessibility requirements of
the Help America Vote Act
• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan electoral campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices

Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director. Democrac y Proaram
The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in
response to the Commission's ID recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter fraud. They
believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists, as the parties involved in contested elections have a large
incentive to root out fraudulent voters. Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—something on the
order 1/10000th of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on 11 th circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter
Baker report and argues the incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.
Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least frequent type, although other types, such
as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent. Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and
is therefore not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt impersonation fraud, for
instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be
caught. Also, there is a chance the pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox has mentioned
that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that
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voter shows up at the polls, the fraud will be discovered.

Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by
each side and litigated. In both pre-election challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the Carter Baker report, which includes these
citations. Contact him for answers to particular questions.
Countermeasures/statewide databases
Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo ID laws, although again, it seems to be
the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant. In the brief Brennan filed In the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are
already doing to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that no states have adopted

yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be
very useful.
Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud debate is actually premature because states
have yet to fully implement the HAVA database requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of 'deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000
names initially, and later removed almost I million names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris
Thomas, who masterminded the Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)
Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing
direct lines between list problems and fraud. Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims
about fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge list produced by the NJ Republican party,
and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical
methods must be utilized, and often are not.
The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on it. Their list assumed that people
appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices,
such as treating individuals with the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper statistical
methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives, does not provide an accurate basis for purging,

and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.
Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude Hispanics while overestimating African
Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.
The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover, even if someone Is on a voter list twice, that
does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in fact, is almost never the case.
Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35 percent error rate —that's simply the nature
of database work. Private industry has been working on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has Introduced a matching
requirement, even greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.
Intimidation and Suaoression

Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided assistance on bills to prevent suppression and
intimidation. They happen to have an extensive paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).
Challengers
Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have been abused. See the decision and record
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from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.
Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis for the challenge or showing of
ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often
involve arcane processes such as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political abuse,
potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed toward the best result. Furthermore, when a
voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have
to go through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.
Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden for voters, and are restricted at polling
place to challenges by poll workers and election officials, not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that
once the floodgates are open they won't stop.
Recommendations
• Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter harassment and deceptive practices.
Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting voter harassment and deceptive practices.
• Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't consider them under-enforced,
and sees no need for additional laws.
• Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards for generating voter lists and
purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise eligible voters.
• Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election mass challenges with no real
basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation, but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to
abuse and should be reformed. There should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.
Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How should they approach these cases? How
should they approach cases of large scale fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.
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William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Fraud in Indiana
Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any empirical evidence of voter impersonation fraud
or dead voter fraud been presented. In addition, there is no record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in Indiana.
State legislators signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor voting in Indiana. At the same time, the Indiana Supreme Court has
not necessarily required evidence of voter fraud before approving legislative attempts to address fraud.
The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has instead referred to instances of fraud in
other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to strike evidence such as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of that
evidence was presented to the legislature and that it should have been in the form of sworn affidavits, so that it would have some indicia of
verifiability.
Photo ID law
By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times more legitimate voters than illegitimate voters
you might protect against. He feels the implementation of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it will not affect
the upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be left without proper ID. In addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be
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implemented as planned in 2008 considering the backlash against the law so.far. He also feels ID laws are unconstitutional because of
inconsistent application.
Statewide database as remedy

Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana
are bloated, it is because state officials have not complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous for them
to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing additional measures such as the photo ID law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the
counties the obligation to do maintenance programs, which results in a hit or miss process (see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).
Absentee fraud
To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to absentee balloting. Most notably the East

Chicago mayoral election case where courts found absentee voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2" d 1138 Decision by
the Indiana Supreme Court in 2004.
Intimidation and vote suppression

Groth Is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression activities. While he considers the sources of this
evidence credible, it is still decidedly anecdotal. Instances he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African American polling
places. However, most incidents of suppression which are discussed occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson claims a fairly large
scale intimidation program in Louisville.
Challengers

There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large scale challenger operation in Democratic
precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at the last minute.
Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan challengers to be physically inside the polling
area next to members of the precinct board. Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which
provides a buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That change will make it much easier to challenge voters. As
there is no recorded legislative history in Indiana, it is difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both chambers and the
governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was passed under the radar screen.
Photo ID and Challengers

Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with the photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at
least two reasons why a member of the precinct board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID conforms to ID
standards, and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the voter presenting it. The law does not require bipartisan agreement that a
challenge is valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a challenge to that voter, and that will lead to the voter voting by provisional
ballot.
Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board (located at the county seat) within 13 days to
produce the conforming ID or to swear out an affidavit that they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to voters.
For example, Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone challenged under the law will be required to make second trip to seat of
government in downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in question did not have a driver's license in the first place, they will likely need to arrange
transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the election result will already be known.
The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements for valid photo ID include being issued by state or
fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the names must conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters with
hyphenated names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses potentially leading to a basis for challenge. Misspelling
of names would also be a problem. The other primary mode of challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the voter, which could be happen in
a range of instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled discretion to challengers to decide what conforms and what does not.
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Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith, and there is little penalty for making a bad faith
challenge. The fact that there are no checks on the challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from an
opposing party challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused. The voter on the other hand, will need to get
majority approval of county election board members to defeat the challenge.
Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse this process, as electoral margins are growing
increasingly close due to shifting political calculus.
Other cases
Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot format, NVRA issues, and .a case related to improper list

purging, but nothing else related to fraud or intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to refine its voter list by sending
registration postcards to everyone on the list. When postcards didn't come back they wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error more
on incompetence, than malevolence, however, as the county board is bipartisan. (The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana election
division are both bipartisan, but the 92 county election boards which will be administering photo id are controlled by one political party or the
other—they are always an odd number, with the partisan majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)
Recommendations
• Supports nonpartisan administration of elections.
• Indiana specific recommendations including a longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration period.
• He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable forms of ID is too narrow and provides no fallback
to voters without ID. At the least, he believes the state needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If not,
they should be allowed to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of perjury/felony prosecution. This would
provide sufficient deterrence for anyone considering impersonation fraud. He believes absentee ballot fraud should be
addressed by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as under HAVA.
• His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered an instance of someone trying to forge a
name in the poll book, and while this leaves open the prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the
statewide database. But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should apply it to everyone and avoid
disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.

In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the historical conditions giving rise to fraud have
weakened over the past twenty years. She stated that for fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political party
and a complicit voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there has been much improvement in the
administration of elections and voting technology, the conditions no longer exist for large scale incidents of polling place fraud.
Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting officials. She has looked at this issue on the national level
and also concentrated on analyzing certain specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the
fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what the remedy should be. Often, voters are punished for fraud committed
by voting officials.
Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She supports non-partisan election administration. Ms.
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Minnite has found evidence that there is absentee ballot fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee ballot
fraud or that it is the major kind of voter fraud.
Recommendations
• Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases
• Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.

Neil
Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that she clearly would know if there had been any
instances of voter impersonation at the polls; that she works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have heard about
voter impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that she said that she had not heard of "any incident"--which includes
acts that did not rise to the level of an official investigation or charges.
Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another voter at the polls. Officials must check off the
type of voter identification the voter used. Voters without ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those voters
to see if they in fact voted or not.
The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to occur. If someone wants to steal an election, it is
much more effective to do so using absentee ballots. In order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes. Therefore, one
would have to have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning there would be many people who know you committed a felony.
It's simply not an efficient way to steal an election.
Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country except in local races. He does not believe it
occurs in statewide elections.
Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia
Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been improved since the Secretary of State now has the
power to create the felon purge list. When this was the responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging felons because local
officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she was a criminal.
The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common involve an ineligible person mailing in
absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.
In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in Georgia and that people have confidence in the
vote. The biggest problems are the new ID law; misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind people that vote
fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud that does occur involves an insider, and that's where you find
the most prosecutions. Any large scale fraud involves someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.
Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr. Bradley made contradictory statements. When asked
whether the decision to prosecute on the county level was politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed himself stating the
opposite.
Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the top is that this is not a priority. The Georgia
ACLU has turned over information about violations of the Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done nothing
with the information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing cases of vote suppression, intimidation
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and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU has not contacted Craig Donsanto in DC with information of voter fraud.
Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard to collect the necessary factual evidence to
make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive.
Recommendations
In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll workers, and much of her budget is put into that work.
Increased and improved training of poll workers, including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most important reform that could
be made. Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
Ms. Perales did not seem to have a sense of the overall electoral Issues in her working region (the southwest) effecting Hispanic voters
and did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences and work activities as necessarily a perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic
voters face.
Largest Election Problems Since 2000
• Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.
• San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.
• San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.
• San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.
• San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.
• San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch screen voting to paper ballots.
Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203 compliance (bilingual voting assistance), and those that
did respond to MALDEF's request submitted incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this In itself is a form of voter intimidation.
Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result of intentional acts or not because the county
commission is totally incompetent. There have continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in places that
had historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating ballots – each county makes these determinations.
When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker to rely on a family member to vote, that can
suppress voter turnout.
Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino community.
There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor of a bill that would require proof of citizenship
to vote could not provide any documentation of noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part because of the racist
comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed. Ms. Perales was only aware of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona,
involving a man of limited mental capacity who said he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms. Perales believes proof of
citizenship requirements discriminate against Latinos.
Recommendations
Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough staff to do the monitoring necessary. This
could be done by the federal government. However, even though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now, they have
not even begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made with respect to where they have brought claims do not seem
to be based on any systematic analysis of where the biggest problems are. This may be because the administration is so ideological
andpartisan.
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Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a big impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed
in a nonpartisan manner, but they still do not always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or her personal view
regardless of party.
Pat Rociers. attorney, New
Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some steps, Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will
have, considering the history of unequal application of election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 party registration requirement
deadlines.
Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems. Rather than imposing a burden he contends it will
enhance public confidence in the simplest way possible.
Registration Fraud in 2004 election

It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer and received the confirmation, but it was sent to
the next door address, a vacant house. They traced this to an ACORN employee and It was established that this employee had been
registering others under 18.
Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his job was registering voters for ACORN, and the
police found signatures in his possession for fictitious persons.
In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP registrations were stolen.
In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many Republicans.
Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.
There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there have been no prosecutions for election fraud in New
Mexico in recent history. However, Rogers is skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of Attorney General,
Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has there been any interest from the U.S. attorney— Rogers heard that U.S.
attorneys were given instruction to hold off until after the election in 2004 because it would seem too political.
As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement, the parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head
of ACORN, and others aligned with the Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 th on the stand as to their registration practices.
Other incidents

Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of
a low-income housing project is quoted as saying it has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting this
as well. So far the investigation has been extremely limited.
In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found registration fraud.
In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet she was pardoned by Clinton on same day as
Marc Rich.
Intimidation/Suoaression

Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the discovery of a DNC Handbook from Colorado
advising Democratic operatives to widely report intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.
In-person polling place fraud

There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in their name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is
any large scale conspiracy. Yet he contends that perspective misses the larger point of voter co nfidence. Alth o ugh th er e has be en a l arge
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public outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided by Democrats.
In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New Mexico. Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive

impact because they deterred people from committing bad acts.
Countin g Procedures
The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be done in private. In NM, they have a 'county
canvas' where they review and certify, after which all materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State who does a
final canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious issue, especially considering the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in

New Mexico was only 366 votes. They wouldn't be changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are vulnerable.
On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are slower and very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of
ballots. In a close race, potential for fraud and mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll closing and reporting. Rogers believes
these changes are going to cause national embarrassment in the future.
Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's incompetence and inability to discern a nonpartisan application
of the law. In the 2004 election, no standards were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the Secretary of State spent over
$1 million of HAVA money for 'voter education' in blatant self-promotional ads.
Recommendations
• Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and favors transparency instead. To make sure
people have confidence in the election, there must be transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming
down to Illinois, or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the 2000 election). HAVA funds should also be
restricted when you have an incompetent, partisan Secretary of State.
• There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity for fraud in a close race. Although he is not
generally an advocate of national laws, he does agree there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and
recorded.

Complaints of election fraud and intimidation are filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the local district attorney or the
attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far between, the office does not keep a log of complaints; however, they do have all of the
written complaints on file in the office.
Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers telling people outside the polling place who had just voted,
and then the people outside were following the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that are mostly
second and third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one instance of this. The perpetrators moved to a different polling
place. This was the only incident of fraud or intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.
There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many other states, in New Mexico the polling place is on
the reservation and is run by local Native Americans. Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives running those polls
because it is necessary to have people there who can translate. Because most of the languages are unwritten, the HAVA requirement of
accessibility through an audio device will be very helpful in this regard. Vigil-Giron said she was surprised to team while testifying at the Voting
Rights Act commission hearings of the lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide assistance in language minority
areas.
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In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an investigation into voter fraud without consulting the
Secretary of State's office. After all of that, there was maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party groups and
voter registration are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives encourage voters to register if they are unsure if they
are already registered, and the voter does not even realize that his or her name will then appear on the voter list twice. The bigger
problem is where registrations do not get forwarded to election administrators and the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election
Day. This is voter intimidation in itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that voter and she wonders whether he or she will try
again.
Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration forms very quickly between the time they get
them and when they must be returned. If they fail to return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-Giron
believes, is unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney General is investigating. The problem in that area of
New Mexico is that they are still using rural routes, so they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result, been manipulation of
where people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope too far on this. The investigation is not just about vote buying, however.
There have also been allegations of voters being denied translators as well as assistance at the polls.
Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew thirty days out how many people had registered to
vote, they knew how many voters there would be. Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting machines based
on registered voters. Administrators In Ohio ignored this. As a result, people were turned away at the polls or left because of the huge
lines. This, she believes, was a case of intentional vote suppression.
A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New Mexico and a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged
information with Colorado administrators and it turned out that there were no cases of double voting.
Recommendations

• Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if people who are registered twice
are in fact voting twice.
• The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and know what to look for on Election Day. These
poll workers should then work with law enforcement to ensure there are no transgressions.
• There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more than a fourth degree felony, as is currently the
case.
Ball Johnson. Executive Director of
Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states, Kentucky's has no investigative
powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took
office, they have found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many prosecutions in the last six
years. She believes that there has been no Increase in the incidence of fraud, but rather the increase In prosecutions is related to
increased scrutiny and more resources.
Major Types of Fraud and Intimidation

Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While historically fraud activity focused on election day,
in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee voting. In pa rt, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the wa
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that paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of
states with early voting, but notes that there is a difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.
Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of candidates conspiring together to elect
their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up
and 'help' them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day fraud, most have been
absentee.

Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have also seen instances where civic groups
and church groups intimidate members to vote in a specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling
them they will go to hell.
While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in Louisville, the board hasn't received calls
about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.
Challengers

Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and they must file proper paperwork. There is a set
list of defined reasons for which they can challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to
conduct a challenge.

As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson
County, and filed the proper paperwork, although they ultimately did not show up on election day.
She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice has grown less common in recent
years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything. And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for
challengers in the precinct when they can target absentee voting Instead.
In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive challengers, but this hasn't been used to
her knowledge.
Prosecutions
Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because that it is easier to investigate, by virtue
of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due
In part to the five year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that vote-buying is pervasive

across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.
Vote-hauling Legislation
Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to drive others to the polls, and then
divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of

State has been committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two sessions.
Pa ying Voter Registration Workers Legislation
A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with registrations for a specific party was
passed this session. Individuals working as part of a registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last

presidential election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest included a constitutional amendment to ban
gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in
the registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on names, and variants on
addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.
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Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false
and misleading information being distributed to confuse voters.
Effect of Kentucky's Database
Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the state doesn't have as much fraud as it
might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with
other state databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to aggressively purge dead weight and create a
cleaner list. When parties use their database list they are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct
elections without a similar system.
Some factors have made especially important to their success.
• When the database was instituted in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, It is unlikely any state could get away with this today.
• She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky. The full Social Security, which is
compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name, automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits
Kentucky has reaped make Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number. Individuals are
willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why not voting? And in any event, they don't require a
Social Security number to register (unlike others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered
under unique identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross referencing with the DMV.
Recommendations
• Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized procedures, strong record keeping, and
detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing
that as oppressive, county officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.
• This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in place like HAVA's at the time of
enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in place.
• They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson believes a key to enforcing voting
laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.
• She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide information about what is legal and
what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences
before elections. She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and Intimidation.
• Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have a useful function for the military
and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At
a minimum, however, she recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse In Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.

Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson, Rice University
Methodoloav suanestions
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology
as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources:
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the Uniform Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general public
whether a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we should conduct a
survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey data

collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and Arthur Lupia
at Michigan; Edward Carmines at Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the EAC might
work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their Voter Population Surveys.
Mr. Chandler further suggested it Is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as Randall Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in
his congressional election in Texas. Mr. Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British Election
Commission.
Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation

Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights Act documented evidence of widespread difficulty in
the voting process. However, he did not attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his 2005 report on
ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of fraud made, but not very many prosecutions or convictions. He
saw many cases that did go to trial and the prosecutors lost on the merits.
In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the following types of activities do occur:

• videotaping of voters' license plates;
• poll workers asking intimidating questions;
• groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing;
• spreading of false information, such as phone calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to voting procedures.
Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many of these cases involve people who do not
realize what they are doing is illegal, for example, telling someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring however.

For example:
• vote selling involving absentee ballots,
• the filling out of absentee ballots en masse,
• people at nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and
• there are stories about union leaders getting members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot.
This problem will only get bigger as more states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr. Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud
was a major problem.
Recommendations
• Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure the security, of a mail ballot. Even in
Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their vote by mail system.
• False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los Angeles County's voter education
program should be used as a model.

Tracey Campbell, author, Deliver the Vote
While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the
past 60-70 years has been that these tactics have grown more subtle.
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While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a historian is that it is seems naive, after
generations of watching the same patterns and practices influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely
attributable to simple error.
Vote-bu ying and absentee fraud
Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections today. He says vote fraud is like real
estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier
target for vote brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in exchange for, say, $50—
or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber inperson ballots.
However, few people engaged in this activity would call it 'purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is candidate Jones' way of'thanking' you for a
vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage
in vote fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get elected.
Reg ional patterns
Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and even more so compared to the West.
The South has long been characterized as particularly dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices— throughout history, one can
find routine stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the Western states, he sees the explosion
of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.
Poll site closings as a means to su pp ress votes
Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes. Polling places in the 1800s were frequently setup on rail cars and moved further down the line to suppress black votes.
He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was in use in Kentucky until only a few years
ago. All of these practices have been justified as making polling places 'more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress
votes.
Purge lists
Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names off the voter rolls presents extensive
opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be done in a manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most
relevant information. When voters discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because they are "dead," it has a
considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both because of incompetence and as a tool to intentionally
disenfranchise.
Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to just throw up our hands and look the other
way, denying voters the chance to see that discrepancies are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election outcomes
is a small price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent process.
Deceptive practices
Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony ballots, the Texas 'elimination' ballot. The ability
to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those looking to sway elections.
Lan g uage minorities
Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that help against them. A related issue,
particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.
Current intimidation
Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote suppressers can keep people away from the
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polls, the better. Practices such as photographing people leaving a polling place may also tie Into vote-buying, where photos are used
to intimidate and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering as far from the polls as
possible.
Recommendations
• Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the use of absentee ballots and
improving the protective zone around polling places.
• .Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties enacted, as current penalties make
the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the
potential value of the outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to prevent people
from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to
kick people out of office if necessary.
• He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be difficult to find people who care
about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship
emerged. He considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.
Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter identification litigation)
Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are waiting for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The
judge understood that one of the parties would seek a stay from the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a decision in late March or
early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for the litigation. Mr. Webber feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief
that HAVA's statewide database requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state. However, the plaintiffs failed to do so, relying on a
Motor Voter Act argument instead. Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-friendly for the
poll workers. The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.
Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes
in place of another, no one knows about it. There have been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There Is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used articles from around the country about instances of
voter fraud, but even in those examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee. He also stated in the
litigation that there are all kinds of examples of dead people voting --totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the
country.
One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll using punch cards, glued the chads back and
then punched out other chads for his candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID requirement.
He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the legislature. The legislature does not need to wait to see if
the statewide database solves the problems and therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is necessary. When he took the
deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he thought Indiana was getting ahead of the curve. That is, there have been problems around
the country, and confidence in elections is low. Therefore Indiana is now in front of getting that confidence back.
Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee ballot fraud and vote buying are the most
documented cases. It used to be the law that applications for absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were
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exchanged for "a job on election day"—meaning one vote for a certain price. The election was contested and the trial judge found that
although there was vote fraud, the incidents of such were less than the margin of victory and so he refused to overturn the election. Mr. Webber
appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people
were prosecuted as a result – those cases are still pending.
Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who can recommend that a hearing be held. If
criminal activity was found, the case could be referred to the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney
General's Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the integrity and security of the polling place from political or
party officials. Mr. Webber stated that the Indiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern Indiana a large problem was
vote buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that
gave them their jobs.
Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be referred to the Attorney General's Office to
circumvent the problem of local political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of
fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.
• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and retirees are the only people who are available to work the
polls. Mr. Webber suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This would involve more people
acting as poll workers who would be much more careful about what was going on.
• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they are doing. People would be unlikely to
commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.
• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more professionally but that there needs to be fewer of
them so that they are staffed by only the best, most professional people.
Director of Government Relations. National Con gress of American Indians
Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election protection efforts in Native areas have been
ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.
Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native vote, and have become more active in native
communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy
to target, and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.
Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal
leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level. Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South
Dakota in 2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and national elections.
Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan. While a majority of native communities vote
Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive
tactics. However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have come from Republican Party organizations.
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Thompson categorizes suppression Into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of which may be purposeful or
inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
Structural problems
One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many Indian communities also include significant

numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. Non-Indians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being non -Indian. Having Indians vote at polling places
staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism
which persists against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more dismissive of solving
discrepancies with native voters.
Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run state or local elections. In places like South
Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local
and federal elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when tribal and other elections are
held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held In a
secondary location can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.
Photo ID Issues

Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable negative impact. For a number of reasons,
many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading
to a lack of birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are Hispanic, causing
additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal
government it has been associated with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything with the
government, even for tribal ID.
Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by certain rules and the discriminatory way
they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not
have ID with them and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll workers did not tell the
voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll
workers didn't know the voters —as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site without voting and
did not return.
In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation, even though Minnesota has a large
urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of
State, they had to file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in the courtroom when they went
to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
Partisan Poll-Monitoring

Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures on an individual basis, of which
South Dakota is a great example.
Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian, non-Western lawyers, largely from the
East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and
the best way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.
Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson
election, it was small compared to the Janklow special election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding
outreach, and had an extensive pamphlet of what to s ay at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic, every time a voter
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would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same
tactic appeared across reservations, and eventually they looked to the, Secretary of State to intervene.
In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs to go home, to the point where the chief
of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an
aggressive poll watcher—the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.
None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult
to settle these things, as they are he said-she said incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers
know what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little room for legal action.
Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give
out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes. In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.
The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of
rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage
people to vote and dispel myths.
She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if interested.
Vote Buying and Fraud
They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote -buying and fraud. When cash is offered to register voters, individuals may abuse
this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This
doesn't amount to a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing the rules. While
Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she also believes it has been exploited for political purposes
and to intimidate. For example, large law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not to draw
distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to help with elections.
Remedies
• As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice to look into what might be done,
and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on
this at least much as it is focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and DOJ has
the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson recommends more DOJ enforcement of
voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for
doing so. Right now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.
• Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson believes this is contrary to the
nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate voting in Native communities.
• As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters. At a minimum, Thompson believes all
states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on Election Day.
• Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian voters are disabled and elderly,
live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation, tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles
remain. Some voters are denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would serve as an effective built-in
protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without
permission. Precinct location is a longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the
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absence of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.
Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to be addressed.
Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she believes open elections and third
party helpers are both important. However, she would be willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules
concerning poll watchers' behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what they
will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people up. The existing VRA provision is 'fluffy'—
unless you have a consent decree, you have very little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that is left a bit
broad but that nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.
Center for
ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the allegations had been resolved in some manner.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are problems with allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution--just because there was no
prosecution, does not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to come up with a measure of voter fraud short of
prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not have a good answer to resolve this problem.
P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report
references a RICO suit filed against organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not know what happened in that
case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter registration numbers regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He
stated that when you have an organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there is reason to believe it is national in scope. When it is
the same groups in multiple states, this leads to the belief that it is a concerted effort.
Voting Problems

Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in Kansas City, MO. If the statewide voter registration
database requirement of HAVA is properly implemented, he believes it will stop multiple voting In the same state. He supports the
HAVA requirement, if implemented correctly. Since Washington State implemented its statewide database, the Secretary of State has
initiated investigations into felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major problem is permitting polling places in private homes and bars
– even the homes of party chairs.
Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio and Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund
supports the Real ID requirements suggested by the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in place in
2010, any objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.
Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems--(1) fraudulent votes-ex. dead people . voting in St.
Louis and (2) people voting who are not legally eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in places
that still transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room. However, he does not believe this is as widespread a
problem now as it once was.
SuaQestions

Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a reasonable compromise between the political
parties.
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Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights
NO SUMMARY FOUND
Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
Data Collection and Monitoring
• The (Voting) section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and what was done to follow up
on them. They opened many investigations as a result of these complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ
letter on website, as well as critical commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2 violation in Ohio. John Tanner
should be able to give us this data. However, the database does not include complaints that were received by monitors'and
observers in the field.
• All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the Department. These reports would
give us a very good sense of the scope and type of problems that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the
spot or required further action.
• The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain jurisdictions could be observed – a VRA covered
jurisdiction that was certified or a jurisdiction that had been certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that time, and
especially in 2004, the Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring." In those cases, monitors assigned to certain jurisdictions,
as opposed to observers, can only watch in the polling place with permission from the jurisdiction. The Department picked locations
based on whether they had been monitored in the past, there had been problems before, or there had been allegations in the
past. Many problems that arose were resolved by monitors on the spot.
Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site
• If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the Public Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an
instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to the Civil Rights Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted
because they are very hard to prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual violence or the threat of violence in
order to make a case. As a result, most matters are referred to PIN because they operate under statutes that make these cases
easier to prove. In general, there are not a high number of prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
• If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the Voting Rights Act – in other words, only if
there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise the only recourse is to refer it to PIN.
• However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases such as alleged noncitizen voting,
etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic efforts to corrupt the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals,
which is a questionable resource choice. Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given more resources and
more leeway because of a shift in focus and policy toward noncitizens and double voting, etc.
• There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have been 7 Section 2 cases brought since
2001 – only one was brought on behalf of African American voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others
have included Latinos and discrimination against whites.
Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring
• There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that the NVRA has increased the
opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's provisions, an election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or
she believes that person should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing Missouri because of its poor registration list.
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• The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote suppression strategy. This type of suppression is
a bigger problem than intimidation. There has been an increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been indirect,
often in the way that laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal implementation of ID requirements at the polls based on race
would be a VRA violation.
• The most common type of intimidation occurring Is open hostility by poll workers toward minorities. It is a judgment call
whether this is a crime or not – Craig Donsanto of PIN decides if it rises to a criminal matter.
• Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never been formally pursued. Such cases
are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-election challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but
this also has never been pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.
• Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on race and refusal to offer a
provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be VRA violations.
Recommendations
• Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for suppression that is NOT race based, for
example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.
• Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as double voting and noncitizen voting, there
should be an equal commitment to enforcement of acts of intimidation and suppression cases.
• There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This might be the best use of resources since
monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud and intimidation.

Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence and fraud. Sandler stated there was a deliberate
effort by the Republicans to disenfranchise voters across the country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to registered voters and
then moving to purge from the voters list those whose cards were returned. Sandler indicated that in New Mexico there was a deliberate
attempt by Republicans to purge people registered by third parties. He stated that there were intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters
by election officials like Ken Blackwell in Ohio.
The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler believes that a large problem exists in the states
because there are no laws that spell out a formula to allocate so many voting machines per voter.
Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He responded that there will be a lot of names purged as
a result of the creation of the voter lists under HAVA. However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from incompetence.
Sandler also said there was not much Intimidation at the polls because most such efforts are deterred and that the last systematic effort
was in Philadelphia in 2003 where Republicans had official looking cars and people with badges and uniforms, etc.
Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with individuals misinforming and not a political
party. Disinformation did occur in small Spanish speaking communities.
Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not occur, except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did
not believe non-citizen voting was a problem. He also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that
Republicans allege this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter identification rules.
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• Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to intimidate minority voters through voter
identification requirements, improper purging, failure to properly register voters, not allocating enough voting machines,
failure to properly use the provisional ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by Republicans to deregister
voters.
• At the federal level, Sandier said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is basically useless now on intimidation
claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe politics prevents or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.
Sandler's Recommendations:
• Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
• Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that responsibility by someone other than the Secretary of
State. There should at least be conflict of interest rules
• Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:
1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in all fifty states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices, including requirements for the adequate training of
official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official
pollworkers among precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based on set ratios of
numbers of machines and pollworkers per number of voters expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment before
being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by local election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure
the timely processing of registrations and changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within a jurisdiction or the
state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action where necessary to force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform
law enacted by Congress in 2002 following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of, and the counting of, provisional ballots, and
distribute them for public comment well in advance of each election day.
8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered voter lists by local officials, and the Party should
challenge, and ask state Attorneys General to challenge, unlawful purges and other improper list maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law
(requiring that identification be shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to
vote without showing identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan systems with a computer assisted device at each precinct, in
preference to touchscreen ("direct recording equipment" or "DRE") machines.
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12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter verifiable audit feature can be uniformly incorporated into these
systems. In the event of a recount, the paper or other auditable record should be considered the official record.
13. Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory distribution of equipment and resources where
necessary, and the Democratic Party should bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so that it can be examined by third parties. No voting machine
should have wireless connections or be able to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes should be used exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly
important for tabulating/aggregating computers.
17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
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18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in which their school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living
overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all states.
21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.

22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where, when and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or administer any elections.
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John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it. For example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens
that people had registered to vote using the addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators to look into this.
The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the polls if any of the suspect voters showed up to vote.
If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district attorney. If a poll worker or election official is involved, the
Board may conduct an internal investigation. That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to the claim, the Board would take
action.
Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been at the Board. There have been instances of
over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing threatening. Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.
In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters. They were not properly trained, and were doing
things like going into the booth with voters. The Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.
Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.
The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a problem. However, sometimes a name people allege
is false actually turns out to be the voter's real name. Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a fraudulent
ballot.
With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the Board now compares its list with that of Florida
and other places to address the problem. This will be less of an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as
information becomes easier to share. Despite the number of people who were on the voter registration lists of both jurisdictions, there was no
one from those lists who voted twice.
Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are supposed to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This
indicates that improved training is the most important measure we can take.
There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to
do it when they cannot understand the name when the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter what, the poll
worker cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely because absentee ballots are counted last – eight
days after election day. This is so that they can be checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might consider.
New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not knowing their voting rights. The City has not had any
problems in recent years with deceptive practices, such as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.
Recommendations
Better poll worker training

John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
Mr. Tanner would not give us any information about or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs; data or even
general information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its formal process for tracking and managing work activities in
pursuing complaints and potential violations of the voting laws; and would give us only a selected few samples of attorney-observer reports,
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reports that every Voting Section attorney who is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to submit. He would not discuss
in any manner any current investigations or cases the section Is involved in. He also did not believe it was his position to offer us
recommendations as to how his office, elections, or the voting process might be improved.
Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity section as Craig Donsanto described it, typically looks only at systemic
problems, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory
authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section
calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws only apply to state action, so the section only sues local governments – it does not have any enforcement power over
individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to
restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective – for
example, while the section used to have the most observers in the South, systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions have made it so
now the section does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if there is a racial issue under the 14' and 15th
Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter of individuals or systemic. When deciding what
to do with the complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to complicate a
possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems there that the complainant Is not aware are
violations of the law. For example, in the Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203, but also
brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters. When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity,
witnesses and supporting evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now. For example, photographing voters at the
polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It makes it difficult to point the finger at any one
side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law. Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations
were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there had never been an investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter registration fraud as a result of groups paying
people to register voters by the form. They turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and challenge
them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the Department was able to informally intervene in challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia

and in Alabama, as was referenced in a February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial targeting very
seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section would investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by Individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity Section. Local government would have
to be involved for the voting section to become involved.
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Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner

was unaware of allegations of this in 2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll workers
cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never formally investigated or solely focused a case based
on abuse of ID provisions. However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr. Tanner reiterated that
the section is doing more than ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents related to the new state photo identification
requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites. With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding
voter ID, the section did refer to the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. It Is
understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very
close elections make this even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands of the states will be
helpful because at this higher level of government you find a higher level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it depends on one's definition of the terms they are used very loosely by some people. However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding difference
so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr.
Tanner was unsure if the same was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases because many of the jurisdictions sued under
Section 2 in the past do not have issues anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement, Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when
they have credible allegations. There is a big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given the
high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring action, that act complained of did not happen.
Recommendations

Mr. Tanner did not feel it was aoorooriate to make recommendations
Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy says that complainants usually take their
allegations to the media first because they are trying to make a political point.
Election Incidents of Fraud

The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and voting by felons who did not know they were not
eligible to vote, but found no concerted effort to commit fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not a
number in the double digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100 cases of double voting and 200 cases of felon
voting, but there were not nearly that many prosecutions. Further investigation since the task force investigation uncovered that in
some instances there were mis-marks by poll workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the same voter, and even a husband and wife
marked as the same voter. The double votes that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee and polling place votes. It
is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two different locations.
In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed – falsely – that he had voted several times, Kennedy said that double voting
can be done. The deterrent is that it's a felony, and that one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election. One
would need to get a lot of people Involved for it to work.
The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal votes but given the 7,000 alleged, it was a
relatively small number. There was no pattern of fraud.
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The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the spring of 2003 or 2004. A community service
agency had voters request that absentee ballots be sent to the agency Instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were signed
without the voters' knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the enterprise.
In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters. However, it was found that the 7,000 vote disparity
was tied to poll worker error. The task force found that there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that there are many ways a
ballot can get into a machine without a voter getting a number. These include a poll worker forgetting to give the voter one; someone does
Election Day registration and fills out a registration form but does not get a number because the transaction all takes place at one table; and in
Milwaukee, 20,000 voters who registered were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the department sent the original registration
forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list to provide proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have
led to someone not getting a voter number.
The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a comparison with the U.S. postal list. They
found initially that there were 5,000 bad addresses, and then , later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party filed a
complaint, the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast a challenge ballot. On Election Day, the party used the list
but found no one actually voting from those addresses. Kennedy suspects that the private vendor made significant errors when doing
the comparison.
In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in Milwaukee that the Republican Party singles out every year but
it doesn't go very far. Kennedy has not seen much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.
However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There is no process for checking citizenship at this
point, and the statewide registration database will not address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result, but
it might have happened.
Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of people are brought into the polling site from
group homes, usually homes for the disabled. There are allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.

Incidents of Voter Intimidation
In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must articulate a basis under oath. This acts as a
deterrent, but at the same time It creates the potential that someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people
from voting. In 2004, the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a legitimate basis for challenges, so there is the
potential for abuse. It is also hard to train poll workers on that process. In 2004, there were isolated cases of problems with
challengers.
In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon. This was taken as an intimidation tactic by the
Democrats.

Reforms
Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time getting a good product out of the vendor and 2)
until now there was no registration record for one-quarter of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not required
to have a registration list.
In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the statewide voter registration database will be very
valuable. In particular, it will mean that people who move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the double
voting Issue by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and identifying where it could occur.

Recommendations
• Better trained poll workers

• Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the vote counting process
O
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• Conduct post-election audits
Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
The 2004 Election
Justice Stratton stated that usually in the period right before an election, filings die down due to the Ohio expedited procedures for
electoral challenges. However, the 2004 election was unusual because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the
election. Justice Stratton believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions without any substance. For example, without any
factual claims, suit was brought alleging that all voter challengers posed a threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were either everyday voting
problems or "conspiracies" depending on where the complaint came from. The major election cases in 2004 revolved around Secretary of State
Blackwell.
Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the 2004 election to be fair to both sides. There was never
any discussion about a ruling helping one political party more than the other.
Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints---819 NE 2d 1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458
(2004).
General Election Fraud Issues
Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical statutory reasons. She remembered one instance
where a man who assisted handicapped voters marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought
against this man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether ballots could be opened and inspected to see how
votes were cast.
Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but these were not prosecuted. She has not seen
any evidence of ballots being stuffed, dead people voting, etc.
Suggestions for Chan ges in Voting Procedures
• The Ohio Supreme Court is very strict about latches--if a person sits on their rights too long, they loose the right to file suit. The Ohio
expedited procedures make election challenges run very smooth. Justice Stratton does not remember any suits brought on the
day of the election.
• lower courts need to follow the rules for the expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts permitting late
election challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to make a new rule unless this pattern repeats itself in 2008.
• last minute challenges should not be permitted
• supports a non-partisan head of state elections.
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Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Incidents of Election Fraud
Sirvello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the priority list of either district attorneys or grand
juries. Therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 in Harris County, 14
people voted twice but the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted twice, once during early voting and once on Election Day.
She said she thought there were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello believes none of the people intentionally voted more
than once. He said that he believes double voting is not as big of an issue as people make it out to be.
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In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear that the elections officials stuffed the ballot
boxes. The case was brought before a grand jury, but there was no Indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives
of each other and none would admit what had been done.
Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up at the poll and his name had already been
signed and he had voted.
Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in Harris County were permitted to vote.
Sp ecific Absentee Ballot/Vote By Mail Issues
Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too much opportunity to influence voters or to
fraudulently request a ballot. If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to candidates and
political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot. Many did not want to give up the ballot but wanted to mail it

personally. The result was to discourage voting.
In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties, candidates and consultants would get the
list of voters over 65 and send them a professional mail piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything filled
out except the signature. Problems ensued -- for example, voters would print their names rather than sign them, and the ballot was
rejected. In other cases, the elderly would give their absentee ballot to someone else.

If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in person, that person had to bring the non-voted absentee
ballot to the poll and surrender it. If they did not they would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.
Incidents of Voter Intimidation
Sirvello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County. These mostly occurred in Presidential elections.
Some people perceived intimidation when being told they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big issue in
elections now is whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.
Recommendations
• District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe that it goes unpunished.
• There should be either a national holiday for Election Day or a day should be given off of work without counting as a vacation
day so that better poll workers are available and there can be more public education on election administration procedures.

Harry
Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, and Deputy
Chief Counsel to the Secretary
of State Larry
Boyle, Pennsylvania
Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of Pennsylvania over the last five years. They are not
aware of the commission of any deceptive practices, such as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures. They also
have never heard of any incidents of voter Intimidation. With respect to the mayoral election of 2003, the local commission would know
about that.
Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll workers who treated Latino voters with hostility among
other voting rights violations, the Secretary's office has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and voting advocates to
discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily chosen to follow the guidance of the Berks County federal court order.
Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr. Boyle said was not aware of any instances of fraud
involving identity. He believes this is because Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state legislature
passed an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's – it requires all first time voters to present identification. In addition, the SURE System –
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the state's statewide voter registration database – is a great anti-fraud mechanism. The system will be in place statewide in the May 2006
election.
In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be smooth. They had attorneys in the counties to
consult on problems as well as staff at the central office to take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used provisional
ballots for the first time. This resolved many of the problems that used to occur on Election Day.
Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone registers to vote, the administrator does a
duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a person registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number
which are verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security Administration. Therefore, it would be unlikely
that someone would be able to register to vote falsely.
Process
Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there
is a complaint of intimidation, this is generally dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election cases
on Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the passage of NVRA and HAVA counties will increasingly call
the office when problems arise.
Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election Reform Task Force which is on the Secretary's
website. Many of those recommendations have been introduced in the legislature.
Crai4 Donsanto. Director. Public
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?

Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all charges, search warrant applications and
subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge
seems political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation. Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether
to farm out the case to an AUSA. Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough evidence to
suggest a crime has been committed. The method of evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There
are two types of evidence--factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to statutory violations). Whether an indictment
will be brought depends on the likelihood of success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto
said he "knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a conviction assuming the worst case scenario – a jury
trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The
defendant's case will be heard by Donsanto and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide information about others involved.
The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There
is a lot of cooperation between
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incor porate Particular Political Considerations within a State Such as a One Part y System or a System in which
the Party in Power Controls the Means of Prosecution and Sur)oresses O pposition Complaints?
Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus involved in the case, there is political bias involved,
or the prosecutor is not impartial, the department will take it over.
O
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No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating factor, making it more likely the Department
will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?

Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate for federal office.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?

DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Im p rove the System?
• The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the federal government to pursue these
cases for the following reasons:

o federal districts draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool;
o the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected;
o DOJ has more resources – local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big and
too complex for them;

o DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength of the case.
• In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It was through the mail fraud
statute that the department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional
effort to "fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.
• As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a federal instrumentality is used,
e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s..
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative.

In 2003, civil rights leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the symposium. All other
symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg will be sending us the complete training materials used at those sessions. These are

confidential and are the subject of FOIA litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division:
• prosecutors, who take on cases when the jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the
US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and
• braintrust attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.
Cases:

Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases (still being investigated) as of January 13, 2006 – confidential; election fraud
prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006 and cases closed for
lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006
If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the states. The department will not release them to us.
Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has the proportion of legitimate to
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illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
department is pursuing are both up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double voters than ever before. Previously,
cases were only brought when there was a pattern o r scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those
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• Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
• Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught before anyone is able to cast an ineligible
ballot.
Suggested Reforms for Improvement:
• Nonpartisan election administration
• Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district attorneys. In addition, during election time, there
should be an attorney in the DA's office who is designated to handle election prosecution.
• There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to the statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom
up" system. This means the counties still control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For example, if someone lives in
one county but dies in another, the county in which the voter lived – and was registered to vote – will not be notified of the
death.
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Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 11:29 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

OK, I will get started on the interview summaries today.
DOJ (Donsanto and Tanner) raised objections to the consultants' description of their interviews, which
state that DOJ officials agreed they were bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases. An advocacy
group is going after DOJ, accusing the agency of doing just that for political reasons, so this is something
DOJ wants corrected.
Apart from the consultants pre-existing bias that "the feds aren't doing enough", a big part of the problem
appears to have been a misunderstanding over terminology. When our consultants used the term
"intimidation", they included all sorts of suppression activities. When Craig Donsanto used the tern
"intimidation", he was using the definition under federal criminal vote fraud statutes, which requires the
action be accompanied by threat of physical or economic harm. (He told me he has had only one such
case in 30 tears.) His office is actively pursuing voter suppression activities under statutes other than
federal voter intimidation laws (e.g.; the recent case in NH where a campaign operative conspired to block
election day GOTV telephone lines of the opposing party). A copy of Tanner's comments on the interview
summary in the status report for the Standards and Advisory Boards meetings is attached.
I had many long discussions with Tova and Job about this. I was able to get them to soften their
description (see 4th bullet on page 7 of the draft report), but not entirely to my satisfaction. Also, at the
Working Group meeting, it was agreed that the consultants would add a note to their definition to clarify
that the working definition for purposes of the research includes activities that do not meet the federal
definition of voter intimidation. The resulting note on page 5 of the draft report is too vague.
DOJ has not seen everything the consultants put in the draft final report, so they may have additional
concerns. For example, the consultants' recommendations include the following:
Attend the Department of Justice's Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium . The consultants
also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to include attendance at the next
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According to the Department, DEOs are required to
attend annual training conferences centered on combating election fraud and voting rights abuses.
These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil rights officials and senior
prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. According to the
Department, DEOs are required to attend annual training conferences centered on combating election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Divisiop, feature presentations by civil
rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices.
Footnote:
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
How DEOsare trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their resources on; How they are instructed
to respond to various types of complaints; How information about previous elections and voting issues
is presented; and, How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
DOJ has stated that this is an internal meeting, involving only DOJ officials, US Attorneys and FBI. EAC
researchers cannot be admitted without opening the meeting to other outsiders. DOJ does not want to do
this, probably for two reasons: (1) confidential information on current enforcement cases may be
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discussed; and (2) making enforcement strategies public could give unscrupulous individuals a virtual
"how to" manual for circumventing such strategies when committing election crimes.
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We may also have a hard time gaining access to the DOE reports and the Voting Section records of
complaints, as they probably aren't considered public documents.
-- Peggy
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:47 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyf

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the
consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject VF and VI study
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Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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To: Members of the United States Election Assistance Commission
Cc: Thomas Wilkey, Executive Director, and Julie Thompson Hodgkins, General
Counsel, Election Assistance Commission
From: Tova Andrea Wang
Re: Project on Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Date: December 7, 2006
As one of the consultants and authors of the report on voter fraud and intimidation
released by the Election Assistance Commission today, I am writing to request that the
EAC restore the information that has been altered and removed from the research report
we submitted to the EAC in July, 2006.
Job Serebrov and I spent over a year and hundreds of hours working on the report on
voter fraud and voter intimidation in a bipartisan and highly effective manner. The report
we wrote was a reflection of the detailed and laborious research we did over these many
months. Unfortunately, the report the EAC released today does not fully reflect our
research and the report of our findings submitted to the EAC in July, 2006.
After being unable to get any action taken on the report for months, I learned very
recently that the General Counsel of the EAC would be taking responsibility for
"revising" the report. On November 15 of this year I requested that Job Serebrov and I
be permitted to review any revisions or changes made by EAC staff to the draft we
submitted. We both offered to work collaboratively and cooperatively with EAC staff to
ensure that the document produced was the most informative and useful product possible.
This request was denied. Again, on November 29, 2006, upon learning that the report
was to become public at an upcoming EAC meeting, I requested in writing that Job
Serebrov and I be at least allowed to see embargoed copies of the report to be released
before that December 7, 2006 meeting. That request was denied. On December 4, 2006 I
offered to sign a confidentiality agreement whereby I would agree not to discuss the
report before its public release. That request was also denied.
It is my understanding that with other research reports for which the EAC has contracted
consultants there has been a process of give and take between the consultants and the
EAC staff and commissioners prior to public release of the report. The consultants in this
instance were repeatedly denied that opportunity, leading to today's result.
The issues around voter fraud and intimidation are controversial, making it all the more
necessary that the research around it be as free from politics as possible. That is why the
EAC made this project a bipartisan effort, with a bipartisan team of consultants and a
bipartisan working group to inform and advise us on our work.
The EAC has a statutory obligation to provide the Congress and the American public the
best research, data and guidance it can. Knowledge about the extent and nature of voter
fraud and intimidation is fundamental to ensuring the right of every eligible American to
vote and that every legitimate vote is counted.
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I hope the EAC will reconsider its actions of today and release the report that was written
by the consultants so that the Congress and the voters can engage in an informed and
honest discussion about one of the most serious issues confronting our democracy today.
Please respond to this request by Monday, December 11. Thank you for your timely
consideration.
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 1100
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October 19, 2006
The Honorable Rush Holt
1019 Longworth Building
Washington, DC 20515

Via Facsimile Transmission ONLY
202-225-6025

RE: October 16, 2006 Letter
Dear Congressman Holt:
Your letter of October 16, 2006 requests the release of EAC's Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Report. I would like to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose and status of this study.
In late 2005, EAC hired two consultants for the purpose of assisting EAC with two things: 1)
developing a uniform definition of the phrase voter fraud, and 2) making recommendations on
how to further study the existence, prosecution, and means of deterring such voter fraud. In May
2006, a status report on this study was given to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors during their public meetings. During the same week, a working group convened to
react to and provide comment on the progress and potential conclusions that could be reached
from the work of the two consultants.
The conversation at the working group meeting was lively on the very points that we were trying
to accomplish as a part of this study, namely what is voter fraud and how do we pursue studying
it. Many of the proposed conclusions that were suggested by the consultants were challenged by
the working group members. As such, the consultants were tasked with reviewing the concerns
expressed at the working group meeting, conducting additional research as necessary, and
providing a draft report to EAC that took into account the working_ group's concerns and issues.
That draft report is currently being vetted by EAC staff. EAC will release a fmal report from this
study after it has conducted a review of the draft provided by the consultants. However, it is
important to remember the purpose of this study – finding a uniform definition of voter fraud and
making recommendations on how to study the existence, prosecution and deterrence of voter
fraud -- as it will serve as the basis of the EAC report on this study.
Thank you for your letter. You can be assured that as soon as a final report on the fraud and
intimidation study is available, a copy will be made available to the public.
Sinc ly,
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Paul S. DeGregorio
Chairman

Tel: (202) 566-3100
www.eac.gov
Fax: (202) 566-3189
Toll free: 1 (866) 747-1471
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Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Elections Crimes Branch Public Integrity
Inte ri
Section, U.S. Department of Justice
January 13, 2006

,

The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Election Crimes Branch is responsible for supervising
federal criminal investigations and prosecutions of election crimes.
Questions
How are Prosecution Decisions Made?

Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all
charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to
investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems
political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation.
Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether to farm out the case to an Assistant U.S.
Attorney AUSA). Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there
must be enough evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The method of
evaluation of this evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are two
types of evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to
statutory violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of
success before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto
said he "knows it when he sees, it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a
conviction assuming the worst case scenario — a jury trial.
A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. _Often, a defendant who
gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. =The defendant's case will be
heard by Donsanto and Hillman. :On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review
the case.
n

nI

The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on
prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation
between the Voting Section and the Election Crimes Branch.
Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a
State Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the
Means ofProsecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?

Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus
involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the
department will take it over.
Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?
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No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating
factor, making it more likely the dDepartment will take it over
What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?
Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a
candidate for federal office on the ballot.
Are There Too Few Prosecutions?

DOJ can't prosecute everything.
What Should Be Done to Improve the System?
The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for
the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts
draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local
district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big
and too complex for them; DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique
and to test the strength of the case.
In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election
fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten
federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to
"fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.
As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution
whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate
commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s. A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any
election where any federal instrumentality is used.
Other Information
The Department has held four symposia for District Election Officers (DEOs) and FBI
agents since the initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003,
civil rights leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in
the rest of the symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg-will
be sending u s the comple
t
1 used at those sessions. These
training materials
te
eenfidential and are the subject of COT
A
litigation).
There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or
when the US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust
attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.
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Cases
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Donsanto provided us with three case lists: _Open-cases (still being investigated) as of
January 13, 2006–confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006; and
cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006.
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If we want more documents related to any ease,
states. The department will not release
the t
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Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of
cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically.
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought against conspracies
when there was a pattern or scheme to corrupt the process rather than individual
offenders acting alone.
lone.: For deterrence purposes, tCharges ..ere not brought against
individuals those cases wen• an prosecu tea This
direction,level
of aggression was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change
was for deterrence
he Attorney General decided to add the pursuit of individuals
who vote when not eligible to vote (noncitizens, felons) or who vote more than once.

I'

I

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such
matters to gain convictions:
1. Felon voters in Milwaukee.

• -'°- Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

2. Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI – under 18 USC 611, to
•----- Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
prosecute for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to
deportation. Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating
factors such as was the alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse
that is a citizen.
3. Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.
The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.
Aecording to the new handbook, the department can take on a ease whenever the reisa
federal candidate on the ballot

•------ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Interview with John Tanner, DireetorChief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
February 24, 2006
The Department of Justice's (DOJ) Voting Section is charged with the civil enforcement
of the Voting Rights Act, the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act
(UOCAVA), the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), and Title III of the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA).

Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity Ssection as Craig Donsanto
described it, typically focuses leeks only onat systemic problems resulting from
government action or inaction, not problems caused by individuals. Indeed, the section
never goes after individuals because it does not have the statutory authority to do so. In
situations in' which individuals are causing problems at the polls and interfering with
voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to resolve it.
Federal voting laws enforced by the section only apply to state action, so the section only
sues state and local governments — it does not have any enforcement power over
individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments
that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals
with problems on Election Day on the spot. Doing it this way has been most effective for example, while the section used to have the most observers in the South, with
systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions,
the section now
does not get complaints from the South.
The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if
there is a racial issue under the 14 `h and 15th Amendments.
When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter
that involvesef individual offenders or a systemic problem. When deciding what to do
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with the complaint, the section errs on the side of referring it criminally to avoid having
ybecaue they do not want civil litigation to-complicate a possible criminal case.
When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems
there that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the
Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203,
but also brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters.
When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting
evidence.
Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.
Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now.
For example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now
everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.
The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the finger at any one side.
The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law.
Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there
had never been a formals investigation into the abusive use of challengers.
Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter
registration fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They
turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and
challenge them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.
However, Mr. Tanner said the dDepartment was able to informally intervene in
challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was
referenced in a February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section
takes racial targeting very seriously.
Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section
would investigate.
Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public
Integrity Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voting-Voting
sSection to become involved.
Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be
something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in
2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll
workers cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never
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formally investigated or solely focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions.
However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr
Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than ever before.
When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents
related to the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section
only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites.
With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to
the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta JournalConstitution. It is understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations
that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very close elections make this
even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands
of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of government you find a higher
level of professionalism.
It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people.
However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding
difference so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities
has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same
was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the
section's website.
The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases
because many of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues
anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.
NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement,
Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a
big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given
the high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring
action, that act complained of did not happen.
Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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attorney who is observing elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to submit.
Mr. Tanner would not discuss any current investigations or cases the section is involved
in.
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Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation – Preliminary Research & Recommendations

Introduction
Charge Under HAVA
Under the Help America Vote Act, Pub. L. No. 107-252,116 Stat. 1666 (2002)
("HAVA"), the United States Election Assistance Commission is charged with
developing national statistics on voter fraud and developing methods of deterring and
investigating voter fraud. Also, the Commission is charged with developing methods of
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidon.
Scope of Project
The Commission employed a bipartisan team of lei
Serebrov to develop a preliminary overview work I
quality of vote fraud and voter intimidation that ja
consultants' work is neither comprehensive no
envisioned two-phase project was constrained by
consultants' conclusions and recommendations for
report.
The consultants, working without the aid
However, the final work product was mi
the steps that were taken n4d and the
sources, the consultan ,., `„
the time
January 1, 2006.
)rmed by
extensive Nexis
existing I

ltants
a Wang and Job
fps determi
a quantity and
on a nations
. The
This first pha
t funding.Te
I will be contained in this

t port staff, di x e"d most of the work.
.
and rnroved. They agreed upon
empin ' For all of the documentary
under re; " ew from January 1, 2001 to
consultants included interviews, an
future. and case research.

Interviews
consultants }ose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the
categories 'of types o f bople t yswanted to interview. Then the consultants separately,
equals lled those cats es with a certain number of people. Due to time and resource
constraints, the consultants, had to pyre down this list substantially – for instance, they
had to rule mItinterviewing 'prosecutors altogether - but still got a good range of people
to talk to. Theate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers
and judges. Although the< consultants were able to talk to most of the people they wanted
to, some were unavailable and a few were not comfortable speaking to them, particularly
judges. The consultantss together conducted all of the interviews, either by phone or in
person. Then the consultants split up drafting the summaries. All summaries were
reviewed and mutually approved. Most of the interviews were extremely informative and
the consultants found the interviewees to be extremely knowledgeable and insightful for
the most part.
Nexis: Initially, the consultants developed an enormous list of possible Nexis search

terms. It soon became obvious that it would be impossible to conduct the research that
way. As a result, consultant Wang performed the Nexis search by finding search term
combinations that would yield virtually every article on a particular subject from the last
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five years. Consultant Serebrov approved the search terms. Then Wang created an excel
spreadsheet in order to break down the articles in way in which they could be effectively
analyzed for patterns. Each type of fraud is broken down in a separate chart according to
where it took place, the date, the type of election it occurred in, what the allegation was,
the publication it came from. Where there was a follow up article, any information that
that suggested there had been some further action taken or some resolution to the
allegation was also included. For four very complicated and long drawn out situations Washington State, Wisconsin, South Dakota in 2004, and the vote buying cases in a
couple of particular jurisdictions over the last several years –written summaries with
.news citations are provided.
Existing Literature: Part of the selections made by the cons
is resulted from
consultant Wang's long-term familiarity with the materia
art was the result of a
joint web search for articles and books on vote fraud and doter inflfltjation and
suggestions from those interviewed by the consul
consult
eviewed a wide
range of materials from government reports and ' `; estigations, to aca
literature, to
reports published by advocacy groups. The c
ants beve that they
1 the
landscape of available sources.,
Cases: In order to property identify all applicable case 1. thç consultants first developed
an extensive word search term list. A WestLaw search was and the first one
hundred cases under each word search teim we then gathers :;' individual files. This
resulted in a total of approximately 44,000 c
of these cases were federal as
opposed to state and appellate as opposed tA trai ' Consultant
Serebrov analyzed the
cases in each file to determine they were ;' oint. If he found that the first twenty
cases were inapplicable, Serebrov would sample forty to fifty other file cases at random
to determine applicability. If theentire
n
file did o yield any cases, the file would be
discarded. All discarded rdsearchterms we erecorded in a separate file. Likewise, if
the file only;
yielded a few 'a . , cable cases, it would also be discarded. However, if a
small but ssignificantnumber of cases were on point, the file was later charted. The
result z of the case search here stark because relatively few applicable cases were found.

4
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Working Definition of Fraud and Intimidation

Note: The definition provided below is for the purposes of this EAC project. Most of the
acts described come within the federal criminal definition of fraud, kjit some may not.
?' - .
,'in^,.,c^,,^. ,
1,, •1!4`
Election fraud is any inte tonal action, or intentional failure to act when there is a duty
to do so, thco
the election rocjn
a manner that can impact on election
outcomes. This includes int bring in the process by which persons register to vote; the
way in which ballots are obtained, marked, or tabulated; and the pcess by which
election results are canvassed and certified.
y
4 _

Examples include the following:
• falsifying voter registration information pe
to eligibilif
ast a vote, (e.g.
residence, criminal status, etc).;
• altering completed voter registration app
tions b entering false
: ation;
• knowingly destroying completed voter re
tiocations ( othF than
spoiled applications) before they can be sub
- to the proper election
authority;
• knowingly removing eligible l4Xsfrom voter regiation .,lists, in violation of
HAVA, NVRA, or state election
• intentional destruction by electio ". ffici
ter registration records or
balloting records, ivolation of reegord/etento
s, to remove evidence of
election fraud
`h
• vote buying•n
• voting in
ñathc
of another;
• voting more than dice;
• coercinga voter's choicc on a3i abëntee ballot;
• usinga false
e andtbrsignture on an absentee ballot;
• 'destroying ornisappropri
absentee ballot;
• felons, or insomEàtes ex-felons, who vote when they know they are ineligible
to
flr^
• misleading an ex-feldn about his or her ht t „.ate; -- r
• voting b
y-citi Fens who oolleyare ineligible to do so; C. :.
r
• intimidating practices aimecTi1otesuppression or deterrence, including the
abuse of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing voters to the
^N _
rngtsIIihg
mg place or providing false information on polling hours and dates);
• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide ballots, or
to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the Uniformed and Overseas
.. :• f
r$ ``
Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
(
• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
z''
ryt<=s
.=
r
intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
^''"
^t
• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter registration or
voting, or interfering with vote counting and the certification of the vote.

do;

f, s, {.

{o
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Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter registration, balloting,
or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For purposes of the EAC study, it also does
not include violations of campaign finance laws.

31
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Summaries of Research Conducted
Interviews
Common Themes

"Cu

ty

There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot- fraud is part of an rganize4çffort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that wha
'are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of peopije signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most co
1epeople doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
• There is widespread but not unanimous aj'
t thereij'.e polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimc$incl
voter imp
tion, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon v
who believe
urs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impoi
the extent tkvhich it
happens, but do point to instances in the pres
incidents. Most people
believe that
ipoiling place fraud,
"äáiblë. Those who
believe there is more polling pia
believe that registration fraud dc
vötes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American., for V
dy interviewee who believes
that polling plac fu4a wide
most significant problems in
the system
Abuse of chaItexrgcr
seem to be the biggest
int1m1dation/supP
crrns, and any of those interviewed assert that the
newflepation reqtiiiements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
j5ession. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
nd suppression especially in some Native American communities. A number of
èop le also rais e th:problcm of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activitics commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved-abtthe last...mpjnent, unequal distribution of voting
vo
targeted misinformation campaigns.
Several peo1e indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.
The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
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implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat will reduce this problem dramatically.
Common Recommendations:

1
5.

ti

^

• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. A dvocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of , the
of Justice to
pursue complaints.
o With respect to the civil rights section, JohnTannerindicated that fewer
are being brought because few
warranted it has become
increasmgiy difficult to know when$ allegations of intimidation and
suppression
are credible since €depends
on one's definition < f
PP
intimidation, and because both partiesire nit. Moreover or
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race
based problems are rare
Although chlenges based on race and
unequal implementation of identification rulós would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of suc1i siluaLions actually occurring and the section
has not pursued any such ey es
o Craig Donsanto of the publicintégrity section says that while the number
of elects,;^p^ fraud
' have not gone up since 2002, nor has
^ elated complaints
nts
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number of
cases thedepartment is investig= g and the number of indictments the
section i pursuing
c ., .oth u dramatically.
Y'Since 2002, the department
p
apartment
f
ought more casesagainst
g
alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than ever before.
Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more andwould
o
like ohave laws that make it easier for the federal
government to assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecutepeople
e
for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Almost evy one jes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide v6tgistration databases to prevent fraud. Of particular note, Sarah
Ball Johnson xecutive Director of Elections for Kentucky, emphasized that
having had an effective statewide voter registration database for more than thirty
years has helped that state avoid most of the fraud problems that have bee alleged
elsewhere, such as double voting and felon voting.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment

8
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• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill
• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee b ots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.y
• A few recommend enacting a national identification. <
including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchins
o
VR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker o
'ssion ; -.ort.
• A couple of interviewees indicated the nee
car standard: the distribution
of voting machines

Nexis Research
Absentee Ballot Fraud
According to press reports, absentee

a vaiety of ways:

• Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce he voting choices of vulnerable
populations,^^ usually elderly
fly voters
y2
• Workers for groups
individuals have aattempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased
• Workers f ups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other
voters on a\sentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multi ple nes
It is uncles
often act41 convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convi t ro s and gL1ftypleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial numb
o
al investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such & :aI ation is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings coat esting the outcome of the election.
While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
Voter Registration Fraud

9
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According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
• Registering in the name of dead people
• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses
• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with
There was only one self evident instance of a not citizen re 'st
ate. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and c
efiled, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There haven jtple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Mkso =', New North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin.`".
1

g

R

Voter Intimidation and Suppression

This is the area which had the most articles in part b
there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppre 'on during the 2 , . lection. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal i
'pation or prosy on ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
y
^.jJ,+

q.^

R'

This is not to say that these,4eged activiti6q,
e con : , to 2004 — there were several
allegations made durmgeear studied. "- ost notable were the high number of
allegations of voter midatio nd harassme 1,
`' t reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.`^n
A very high number
r of the articles were` about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challenge at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge actives were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challen geswere concentrated in immi grant communities.
However, the tactics
w ar. allege varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:
• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines

10
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Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"
There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the new
ers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the probleile1 out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter li
flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of vote n ' 'st with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there 4re allé
ns that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to
ebple aw
m the voting
y•x
process.
^`
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually, being barged and/orUnvicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved
' on voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people'voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls
question
tion the proper ;king and maintenance of
the voting lists. In many instances, thecharged claimed no to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of case vo
; voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated caseinvolving
ngaperson voting in more than one
state. Other instances inyWhichsuch efforts °' ere alleged were disproved by officials.
In the case of voting
a name f a dead person,- the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properlymaintained,
p
e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible etc
and`ap son t
criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco y om
d 5 incases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analyst
anaIysis of five such perons in an Id ana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found ` g people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
As usual, the , ,ere a disp ortionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there
e: three : icles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by^;^y^ "^^•
mail.
Vote Buying

47^

There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.
Deceptive Practices
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In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional dis nformatiorabout voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters aboitWifiuits and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio,.and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.
Non -citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding no
seven all together, in seven different states across
split between allegations of noncitizens registerin
charges were filed against ten individuals. In p
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances pr(
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allege

%,egistraffi
duThep also evenly
noncitize•one case
a jd a in a civil si Vhd there
d ocia investigati - 5. Two
O oncitizen voting.

Felon Voting
Although there were only thirteen cases i1, felo 't' g some f them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of cours ar e "
" t came to light in the
Washington gubematonalei çn contest ( e Washin - nn summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin s
). In eral states, the main problem has been the large number
of ineligible felons°'that emaine on the votmg i
Election Official Er'aud
In moll "f the cases m 'ch fra id . lections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difffeul odetermine wh ; er it is iompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gon hissing, ball
accounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. iiçfvo cases wykers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which idespr d ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State
a j£ ge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers hacommitted fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.

Existing Research
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
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written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by —sture, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something4ias remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed
t of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid
independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations -' ter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on' allegationsmade in reports;
and
newspaper articles.
^^A
Other items of note:
• There is as much evidence, and as nuc c ,
abot structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentionalabuseystem. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poormaintenance of databases and identification
requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about qthe extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. do
voting,intentional onvoting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem.tin ba ance more researchers find it to be less of problem than is
5 ycommonly described m the
debate, but some reports say it is a major
proem, albeit hard to identify.
• There,is substantial<concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunityt presents for fraud.
• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.
• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.
• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
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Cases
After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these c ent problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project c " .
Irate on state triallevel decisions.
Methodology
The followingg is a summary
of interviews co . ted with number of pot = ahkientisi
ary
and experts in the field as to how one might unde • : e a co4,rehensive exa""nation of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individua .
viewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals w lcome any forth i4ustions or explanations of
y„y
their recommended procedures.
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud 'and intimidatio we should look to
criminology
as a model. In criminology, experts
"
gy
two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, whichasks
k the general public whether a particular incident has happened
to them. Afterwyeyinwhat the mostcmmon allegations are, we. should
conduct a survey
ublic Qiat ask whether they have committed
certaataor been`”subjectedtuanyjncidents
ents of fraud or intimidation. This
wouldrequire using a verylarge sample, and we would need to employ the
services of an expert m survey data collection. (Stephen Ansolobohere, MIT)
Sepolitical scitists with expertise in these types of studies recommended a
meth
that i4pudes interviews, focus groups, and a limited survey. In
detennn who to,interview and where the focus groups should be drawn from,
they recomi 5J11e following procedure:
o Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud
and/or intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and
demographically diverse, and have had a diversity of problems
o Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
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o Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among
the states and what may give rise to them.
In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election
officers, they recommend that:
o The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
o The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have
not been a large number of allegations
(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, i.I ;ersity of Utah; Bernard
Grofman, UC – Irvine)
9 ;z
Another political scientist recommended employing to metho
y that relies on
qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews
ews with key critic
experts on all
sides of the debate on fraud; quantitate
to collected through ak f state
and local elections and law enforcement officials;
case studies. -e'studies
should focus on the five or ten states, regions;;c̀ities where there has been a
history of election fraud to examine past and present
problems. The survey
should be mailed to each stateattorney general andsecretary of state, each
county district attorney's office unty boardof;e lections in the 50
states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard College)'
• The research should be atwo-step process. Using'LexisNexis and other research
tools, a searchsshould be conducted of news media accounts over the past decade.
Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials nationwide and
in selected states should be co ducted (Chandler Davidson, Rice University)
One eexperty i thefield posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents
s either theincidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happ what election violations are most likely to be committed –
m oth £b`` rds, a ri anaiysis. This would include an analysis of what it would
actually take to confnit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of activity
and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating them. (Wendy
Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)
• Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:
o Find out where there were federal observers
o Get precinct level voting information for those places
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o Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those
places with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem
anomalous.
Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries
examined by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study
could be effectively replicated in this country by sending observers to a random
sample of precincts. Rather than compare the incumbent's vote share, such
factors such as voter complaints, voter turnout, number of provisional ballots
used, composition of the electorate, as well as any anomal s voting results could
be compared between sites with and without monitors.
% .,
For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if rf
intimidation less likely or voters more confident,,
average in monitored precincts than in unm5
officials are intentionally refusing to issu,rovisi
station officials are more likely to adhe
reguF
the average number of provisional batlots . ld 1
than in unmonitored precincts. If monitors
adhere more closely to regula 'ons, then there
general) about monitored thanojiitored precu
if monitors made voters more
Again, random
influence these

a&i3iorntors make
thi4hould be higher on
irecinct
olling station
1 ballots, aie polling
as while bein
tored,
her in monitoird precincts
ling station officials to
be fewer complaints (in
,(this could also be reversed
t

"

factors that otherwise

One of the downsides of his approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud,
e.g. absentee hallot fraud thosewould he to be analyzed separately.
Another`"political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
aims and purgingof registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal
voting often are basedon ruching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances
of`double voting are
on matching the names and birth dates of persons
found Qnvoting records. Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law),
deceased of non-citizen voting are based on matching lists of names, birth
dates, and sometimes addresses of such people against a voting records. Anyone
with basic relational database skills can perform such matching in a matter of
minutes.
However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly
over-estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored
middle names and suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore,
there is a surprising statistical fact that a group of about three hundred people with
the same first and last name are almost assured to share the exact same birth date,
including year. In a large state, it is not uncommon for hundreds of Robert
Smiths (and other common names) to have voted. Thus, allegations of vote fraud
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or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching almost assuredly will find a
large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally or are registered to
vote legally.
Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be
expected to be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here:
randomly assign a birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how
many match within the list or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times
to average out the variation due to chance. The results can then be matched back
to actual voting records and purge lists, for example, in thehotly contested states
of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day registtb1twhere there are
concerns that easy access to voting permits double v =' . This analysis will
rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fr ,
ay very well find
instances of alleged fraud that exceed what mighave otejyse happened by
chance.
$
This same political scientist also recommends another way to
problem: look at statistics on provisional ` • g: the nuimber cast mid# provide
indications of intimidation (people being challenged
' : aed at the polls) and the number
of those not counted would be ' dications of "Vdte fraud." One could look at those
jurisdictions in the Election Day Survey with a dis ` > ortionate number of
provisional ballots cast and cross'rëfèrence it with de `` graphics and number of
provisional ballots discarded. (Michael „; ; bald, George
Mason University)
Spencer Overtonforthcoming law+ review atflcle entitled Voter Identification,
suggests a odologj at employs three approaches—investigations of voter
fraud, random surveys of
whopurported to vote, and an examination of
death rolls provide . betterunderstanding of the frequency of fraud. He says all
thre apoaches hav stand weaknesses, and thus the best studies would
eampr oy a
to assess he extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:
and P*W ecutions of Voter Fraud
°``a Polic
P databases that record all
>
ym ers should develop
inve Lions,, legations, charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and
plea b - egarding voter fraud. Existing studies are incomplete
but provi some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each of
Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of
ineligible persons attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes
cast in the state's 2002 and 2004 general elections. This is a fraud rate
of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker Commission's Report noted
that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89 individuals
with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their
felon status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration
information, and voting improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the
context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast between October 2002 and
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August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent (note
also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by
a photo identification requirement).
A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud
that could be prevented by a photo identification requirement from
other types of fraud — such as absentee voting and stuffing ballot
boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led law enforcement
to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the
records of local district attorneys and election boar:

f

Hard data on investigations, allegati
es, pleas, and
prosecutions is important because it quanh s the lint of fraud
officials detect. Even if prosecutors itgi1y pursu
ter fraud,
however, the number of fraud casesged probably does f, apture
the total amount of voter
hjation
tion o1pfficial roves
; s,
charges, and prosecutions shoufdpleated by sure s of
voters and a comparison of voting rolls t
rolls.
a u'Lb ^

2.

^a

Random Surveys of Y

Random surveys cot
votes cast fraudulently. For
a statisticall,0
4 > $entative
voted athb polls `$ ie last
and coiffi
who
conduct the
,r an

Mo abo #the percentage of
Scientists could contact
of 1,0(Vpeople who purportedly
ask them if they actually voted,
id voters. Researchers should
rn to locate as many legitimate

Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social
some who did not vote might claim that they did, which may
stimate
extent of fraud. A surveyor might mitigate this
hrough th framing of the question ("I've got a record that you
s that

the

F =her, some voters will not be located by researchers and
others will refuse to talk to researchers. Photo identification
proponents might construe these non-respondents as improper
registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.
Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of
fraud, researchers might reduce the margin of error by focusing on a
random sampling of voters who signed affidavits in the three states
that request photo identification but also allow voters to establish their
identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In
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South Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed
affidavits to establish their identity. If the survey indicates that 95
percent of those who signed affidavits are legitimate voters (and the
other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were nonresponsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the
maximum, 0.1 percent of ballots cast.
The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is
unclear whether this sample is representative of other states (the
difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana in the afternh of Hurricane
Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands%*rs). Further,
the affidavit study reveals information about thq ount of fraud in a
photo identification state with an affidavitif
more voter
fraud may exist in a state that does not request` hoto ification.
3.

Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to
an estimate of fraud.

g? ^ls might also

Imagine that one
, ,,people live
to A, which has no
documentary identification eq ;
ent. Dea h : girds show that
20,000 people passed away i tate9003. & oss-referencing of
this list to the voter rolls shoves
1(x,0 4f those who died were
registered vnt
these narries remame on the voter rolls during
the Noveber 2( : election. esearchers would look at what
percentug i the 1 000 dead-bu gistered people who `Voted" in
the November 20Q c on A ; searcher should distinguish the
o sha
g t in th e
e o tt d °at the polls from those cast absentee
(which a oto idbnt3#ication requirement would not prevent). This
number wo a be ex ± laced to the electorate as a whole.

1

-`z-.
This me odology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If
fia;: lent voter target the dead, the study might overestimate the
fraudn at exists among living voters (although a low incidence of
fraud amo
"y
eceased voters might suggest that fraud among all voters
is low). ``t he appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the
same name. Photo identification advocates would likely assert that the
rate of voter fraud could be higher among fictitious names registered,
and that the death record survey would not capture that type of fraud
because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would
provide important insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in
the absence of a photo identification requirement.
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Recommendations for Further EAC Activity
on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Consultants' Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews

Time and resource constraints prevented the consultants from interviewing the full range
of participants in the process. As a result, we recommend that
ituree activity in this
area include conductingg
further interviews.
In particular, we recommend that more election
parts of the country, and parties be interviewed.
inside information on how the system works -often the first people voters go to when somethi
for fixing it. They are the ones who must car
prevent fraud and voter intimidation and suppre
therefore, is and is not working. .

als y m d gels of government,
in" . iduals
the most direct
>es does not
,.They are
-,s wrong and are o
e me
es that are aeed to both
Tle*Ml most likel : ow what,

It would also be especially beneficial
federal District Election Officers ("D
and criminal defense attorneys.

in la ;forcement, specifically
district
neys, as well as civil

The Public Integrity
of the 93 U.S. Atto
years. DEOs are rec

1

'ision o %The Department of Justice has all
Attorneys to serve as DEOs for two

;% nv st gations of complaints, in conjunction with
whether they constitute potential election crimes
Y^•

•

d should bec
oalspe the ins
criièw their

prosecution of election fraud and other election
s (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ

• coordinate e1Eken matters with state and local election and law enforcement
officials and
them aware of their availability to assist with election-related
matters;
• issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone numbers of
DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about voting or
election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and
• supervise a team of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who are
appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on
election day.'
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Given the great responsibilities of the DEOs, and the breadth of issues they must deal
with, they undoubtedly are great resources for information and insight as to what types of
fraud and intimidation/suppression are occurring in their districts.
In many situations, however, it is the local district attorneys who will investigate election
fraud and suppression tactics, especially in local . elections. They will be able to provide
information on what has gone on in their jurisdictions, as well as which matters get
pursued and why.
Finally, those who defend people accused of election related crimps would also be useful
to speak to. They may have a different perspective on how tsystemm is working to
detect, prevent, and prosecute election fraud.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Nexis Research
The Nexis search conducted for this phase of the research 'was based
of search
terms agreed upon by both consultants. Thou ' of artic
were review 4
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain
'
allegation
fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information aboutii itigations into such
activities or even charges brought. However, without bei
le to go beyond the agreed
search terms, it could not be determined', ether there w
later determination
regarding the allegations, investigation'or charge brought. leaves a gaping hole: it
is impossible to know if the article is just repo
tall
hat turns out to be a
r.
,s
serious affront to the system.
Nf; ^.''
As a result, we recomniend thatfollow
l
up Ne s research be conducted to determine
what, if any, resolutions or further activity there as in each case. This would provide a
much more accurate picture of what tomes of activities are actually taking place.
Recommendation 3:Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review A
Similarly,many allegationsrare made in the reports and books that we analyzed and
summarized. Those allegations are often not substantiated in any way and are inherently
time limitedy a date of writing. Despite this, such reports and books are
frequently
various interested pparties as evidence of fraud or intimidation.
Y cited b'..,^
q
Therefore, we recom f nd follow up to the literature review: for those reports and books
that make or cite specific instances of fraud or intimidation, a research effort should be
made to follow up on those references to see if and how they were resolved.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints File With MyVotel Project Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVoteI
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
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In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints." The researchers in charge of this project have done a great deal of work to
parse and analyze the data collected through this process, including going through the
audio messages and categorizing them by the nature of the complaint. These categories
include registration, absentee ballot, poll access, ballot/screen, coercion/intimidation,
identification, mechanical, provisional (ballot).
We recommend that further research include making full use of this data with the
cooperation of the project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the
self-selection of the callers, the information regarding 200,000 co plaints should provide
a good deal of insight into the problems voters experienced, es
l - those in the nature
of intimidation or suppression.
Recommendation S: Further Review of Complaints Fi WithDepartment of V f^ t
V ' 1 .^ 1
Justice

ba"

Although according to a recent GAO report thh ing Se Lion of the Civf ' is
Division of the Department of Justice has a vane
way tracks complaMts of voter
intimidation," the Section was extremely reluctant t&' de tie consultan i s with useful
information. Further attempts shoul4s e made to obtai1jevant data. This includes the
telephone logs of complaints the Secti '%
s and info
from the database – the
Interactive Case Management (ICM) s
':. Section m
ns on complaints
received and the corresponding action t
comnnd that further research
include a review and analysis of the obsei44er an < mo ' . fleld reports from Election Day
that must be filed with < ; S on.
^,
nh
Recommendation e6: • Review Reports Filed By Dstrict Election Officers
Similarly, theconsults believet wo 'ld•l#useful for any further research to include a
review of the reportsthat must be filed by every District Election Officer to the Public
Integrity Section of th•Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. As noted above,
the DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud and investigating and
pursuing them. Their repo . back'`to the Department would likely provide tremendous
insight into wliatactually transpired during the last several elections. Where necessary,
information coiildbcredacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: ttend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium x
The consultants also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to
include attendance at the next Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According
to the Department,"
Prosecutors serving as District Election Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys'
Offices are required to attend annual training conferences on fighting
election fraud and voting rights abuses... These conferences are sponsored
by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity
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Section of the Criminal Division, and feature presentations by Civil Rights
officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the
U.S. Attorneys' Offices. As a result of these conferences, there is a
nationwide increase in Department expertise relating to the prosecution of
election crimes and the enforcement of voting rights.
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
• How District Election Officers are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their
resources on, how they are instructed to respond to variou , 4ypes of complaints
• How information about previous election and voting i
°presented
• How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws gove9jelection fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Actifd fll3 elp America Vote Act
are described and explained to participants

Recommendation 8: Employ Academic or Inddual to Conduct Stai1al Research t/
Included in this report is a summary of various me t .,. olo. s political scied'fits and
others suggested to measure voter fraud and intimidation While we note the skepticism
of the Working Group in this regard, we nonetheless recommend
end that in order to further
the mission of providing unbiased dat
. er activity in This area include an academic
institution and/or individual that focuses : n < " °Igtalistical méthbds for political
science research.,.

Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law

t

4

Finally, consultant ToWang recommends that ffuture researchers review federal law to
explore ways to make it easier tOimpose either.civil or criminal penalties for acts of
intimidation
ly involveracial animus and/or a physical or economic
A . that do of nece
threat.
w

'. zw

Accorc
. o Craig Dons nto, long-time Director of the Election Crimes Branch, Public
Integrity S
n, Criminals vision of the U.S. Department of Justice:
As with other
. - statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any
jurispruden "e : y e contrary, it is the Criminal Division's position that
section 1973gg-10(1) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present
violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are
enforced by the Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies."
Mr. Donsanto reiterated these points to us on several occasions, including at the working
group meeting.
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As a result, researchers should examine if there is some way in which current law might
be revised or new laws passed that would reach voter intimidation that does not threaten
the voter physically or financially, but rather threatens the voter's right to vote as a
tangible value in itself. Such an amendment or law would reach all forms of voter
intimidation, no matter if it is motivated by race, party, ethnicity or any other criteria.
The law would then potentially cover, for example, letters and postcards with language
meant to deter voters from voting and both pre-election and Election Day challengers that
are clearly mounting challenges solely on illegitimate bases.
In the alternative to finding a way to criminalize such behavior, re archers might
examine ways to invigorate measures to deter and punish voter 'ØI ation under the
civil law. For example, there might be a private right of act'
reated for voters or
groups who have been subjected to intimidation tactics iije
process. Such an
action could be brought against individual offenders; an ate ortaJ actor where there
is a pattern of repeated abuse in the jurisdiction
hoT1cials
cials d ; _ t take sufficient
action against; and organizations that intentionall ngage in mtmudatifractices. As a
penalty upon finding liability, civil damages co $ ,e avai`1a le plus perha
otney's
fees.
Another, more modest measure woul4.be, as has been
ted by Ana Henderson and
Christopher Edley, to bring parity to 'e for violations ; ç the Voting Rights Act.
Currently the penalty for fraud is $10,00 1Içbe penalty 1b 2 acts to deprive the right to.
vote is $5,000.

Working Group

Recommendation 1: Employ Observers To Collect Data in the 2006 and/or 2008

At thenworking group Ming there as much discussion about using observers to
collect data regarding fraUd aud intimidation at the polls in the upcoming elections. Mr.
Ginsberg recommended
ended using representatives of both parties for the task. Mr. Bauer and
others objecte .to this, believing that using partisans as observers would be unworkable
and would not be credible to the public.
There was even greate concern about the difficulties in getting access to poll sites for the
purposes of observation. Most states strictly limit who can be in the polling place. In
addition, there are already so many groups doing observation and monitoring at the polls,
administrators might object. There was further concern that observers would introduce a
variable into the process that would impact the outcome. The very fact that observers
were present would influence behavior and skew the results.
Moreover, it was pointed out, many of the problems we see now with respect to fraud and
intimidation does not take place at the polling place, e.g. absentee ballot fraud and
deceptive practices. Poll site monitoring would not capture this activity. Moreover, with
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increased use of early voting, poll site monitoring might have to go on for weeks to be
effective, which would require tremendous resources.
Mr. Weinberg suggested using observers in the way they are utilized in international
elections. Such observers come into a jurisdiction prior to the election, and use
standardized forms at the polling sites to collect data.
Recommendation 2: Do a Study on Absentee Ballot Fraud

JV

The working group agreed that since absentee ballot fraud is the
i form of fraud
occurring, and is a practice that is great expanding throughout
wtry, it would make
sense to do a stand-alone study of absentee ballot fraud. Su
would be
facilitated by the fact that there already is a great deal of '
on how, when,
where and why such practices are carried out based on c fps suc
lly prosecuted.
Researchers could look at actual cases to see how a i t e balls
are
conducted in an effort to provide recommendations on more effective
for
preventing them.
`:e

?

Recommendation 3: Use Risk Analysis

Fraud

4

`y t F^y`
f

Working group members were supportive,
'one of the methodologies recommended for
studying this issue, risk analysis. AsMr.Y ? a 1
put it bases on the assumption that
'
people act rationally, do an examination " : wh y types fraud people are most likely to
commit, given the relative costs and benefits. In that' researchers can rank the types
of fraud that are the easiest :< commit at the last cost with the greatest effect, from most
to least likely to occur. This might prove a more practical way of measuring the
problems than trying t'actually get a number o a is of fraud and/or intimidation
occurring. Mr. Greenbaum d i
me world want to examine what conditions
surrounding,
on would.b e mosro lead to an increase in fraud. Mr. Rokita
objectedbased'on his beliof that a passions of partisanship lead people to not act
rationally in an electio < spy
41^7(
^ jbk

4

$

^. .._.::a

4: Coa ct Research Using Database Comparisons
PickmgupP
on a's 9 . estio^
. '-' Y
ade b P
Spencer Overton and explained
in the suggested
P
gg
methodology sect iA #Hearn recommended studying the issue using statistical
database matching. - earchers should compare the voter roll and the list of people who
actually voted to see' if there are "dead" and felon voters. Because of the inconsistent
quality of the databases, however, a political scientist would need to work in an
appropriate margin of error when using such a methodology.
Recommendation 5: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
`1` F s
See Appendix C, and section on methodology'
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groups, including the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices, which may be available for review and analysis. This is also an area in which
there is often tangible evidence, such as copies of the flyers and postcards themselves.
All of this information should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.

Recommendation 6: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure As
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation

fi

s ^^ C t

The EAC should study the extent to which states are actually u ' . g,the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the
should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint proc
a .. be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimida ®.
' ((L

Recommendation 7: Examine the Use of SpeciqiiElection Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elcteii
special election courts that are running before, duri^
effective means of disposing with complaints and v
Pennsylvania employs such a system, •. . e EAC
well it is working to deal with fraud andjntimidatic

:

/`

.er election day would be an
in an expeditious manner.
Lsider investigating how

(

i-
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Key Working Group Observations and Concerns
Working Group Observations

1. The main problems today are structural barriers to voting and administrative
error. Mr. Perez observed that, in accordance with the research, the biggest
issues today are structural barriers to voting, not stealing votes. Election
administrators share this view. Election fraud is negligible, and to the extent it
occurs, it needs to be prosecuted with stronger criminal laws The biggest
problem is properly preparing people, which is the resp .. . s ilily of election
administrators.
2. Most fraud and intimidation is happening ou • i2of the :' g place. Mr.
Greenbaum observed that with respect to bctIW ;tr fraud an1 er suppression,
such as deceptive practices and tearing up vvoter registration forffost of that is
taking place outside of the polling placd;.
3. This issue cannot be addressed through one
` or one methodology alone.
Mr. Weinberg observed that s' . ce there is such àty in types of fraud and
intimidation, one solution will npU all. It will be `°>n • oss ble to obtain data or
resolve any of these problems tl
le methods

f

':

T:

4. The preliminary research condu 4 ,; ' thisis extremely valuable.
Several of the wokihg
membéS
ted the quality of the research
done and al , ^c bgh it
•^„y prelimm ; ,, thought it would be useful and
>ru:.r,--°
infonnativiuithimmedinte future.
5. The
anent of Justice is exposing expanding its reach over voter
suppressio n .activities In the context of the conversation about defining voter
intimidation, Mr. Donsanto pointed out that while voter intimidation was strictly
definedd
by the criminal law, his section is beginning to explore the slightly
^f
different concept of ote suppression, and how to pursue it. He mentioned the
phone-jamming casein New Hampshire as an initial success in this effort. He
noted tha ` e believes that vote suppression in the form of deceptive practices
ought to becrime
` and the section is exploring ways to go after it within the
existing statuconstruct. Mr. Bauer raised the example of a party sending
people dressed in paramilitary outfits to yell at people as they go to the polls,
telling them they have to show identification. Mr. Donsanto said that under the
laws he has to work with today, such activity is not considered corrupt. He said
that his lawyers are trying to "bend” the current laws to address aggravated cases
of vote suppression, and the phone jamming case is an example of that. Mr.
Donsanto said that within the Department, the term vote "suppression" and
translating it into a crime is a "work in progress."
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6. Registration fraud does not translate into vote fraud Ms. Rogers, Mr. Donsanto
and others stated that although phony voter registration applications turned in by
people being paid by the form was a problem, it has not been found in their
experience to lead to fraudulent voters at the polls. Ms. Rogers said such people
were motivated by money, not defrauding the election.
7. Handling of voter fraud and intimidation complaints varies widely across states
and localities. Ms. Rogers and others observed that every state has its own
process for intake and review of complaints of fraud and intimidation, and that
procedures often vary within states. The amount of autho 'y secretaries of state
have to address such problems also is different in every f,? ^tvIr. Weinberg
stated he believed that most secretaries of state did nØave authority to do
anything about these matters. Participants discus,
discuss '
6 ; er secretaries ought to
be given greater authority so as to centralize the
MtVA has mandated
in other areas.
.0 ..
Working Group Concerns
1. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the purpose o`f. the present project ought to be on
assessing the level of fraud and where it is, rather thin
n on developing methods for
making such measurements. He believed that methodology should be the focus,
"rather than opinions of interviewees."
was concerned`that the EAC would be
in a position of "adding to the universe fd jn ons."
2. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the "opinions" a stimulated in the research "is a
fair sampling Of what's 's out there." Wang responded that one of the purposes
of the reseal "as to explore whether there is a method available to actually
quantify in someway how `° uch fraud
is and where it is occurring in the
elec Q
cess. '' _ a o 'ta replied tat "Maybe at the end of the day we stop
spendiiIg taxpayer money . r it's going to be too much to spend to find that kind of
data. Otherwise; we will stop it here and recognize there is a huge difference of
app, ion on that issue of fraud, when it occurs is obtainable, and that would
possibly be a conclusion of the EAC." Ms. Sims responded that she thought it
wouldbèpossible to get better statistics on fraud and there might be a way of
"identifying t this point
p
certain parts in the election process that are more
vulnerable; t {> should be addressing."
n

X

x

3. Mr. Rokita slated that, "We're not sure that fraud at the polling place doesn't
exist. We can't conclude that."
4. Mr. Rokita expressed concern about working with a political scientist. He
believes that the "EAC needs to be very careful in who they select, because all the
time and effort and money that's been spent up to date and would be spent in the
future could be invalidated by a wrong selection in the eyes of some group."
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NEXIS Charts
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Case Charts
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Appendix 1
List of Individuals Interviewed
Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center
William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal ^e

s

and EducaFund

Pat Rogers, attorney,New Mexico

1c

Rebecca Vigil-Giron,
Secretary
of State, New Mexi co z`
^
^
FF„

O

Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Directotl, State Boardec^ons, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts h tute
Chandler Davidson, Ride

r ity

a

ologj

4

Tracey Campbell,'aut , Deliv the Vote

£a

Douglas W,e; ibii;sstant~Atorney U'en; Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter

Heather lawn Thompson irector^bf Government Relations, National Congress of
American>ans
Z

H s-,.

Jason Torchinsk

; sistt"General Counsel, American Center for Voting Rights

Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights
Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice
Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
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Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Departmejt of Justice
Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
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Appendix 2
List of Literature Reviewed
Reports
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow,"
December 6, 2004.
Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23,
December 30, 2002.
Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: V
Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.

Elections

Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee
Bureau of Investigation, United States Atto
Task Force Investigating Possible Election

Federal
s of Joint

National Commission on Federal Election Reform,
Elections," Center for Democracy an lection Ma
September 2005.
^^o
The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU
Commissioner and Law Professor
at Ge
U yt
"Response to the Repo."MI,
the 2005 Co
September 19, 2005.
Chandler Davidson,
Security Pr grain
to the Center for Vo

Confidence in U.S.
American University,

wand Spencer Overton,
iingtôiJhiversity School of Law
on Feral Election Reform,"

zk; and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot
ty Vote Suppression – or Both?" A Report
September, 2004.

Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quiltpf Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American
Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project, November 2005.
American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the
2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15,
2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General," The Brennan
Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in
Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
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Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2004."
Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Publi to ty Section,
Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at .
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/internationaI/eng
l .html
for the American Way, Election Protection
http://www.electionprotection2004.oredaynew

)n P N 'on Coalition, at

Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud'`I
Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.

State Federo aw," IFES

General Accounting Office, "Electio j
s of
`. 't
Managing Voter Registration and Ens Congressional Requesters, September 2005

tl Election Officials on
1rt Dote," Report to

Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securm he Vote: Ed i'Analysis of Election Fraud,"
Demos: A Network ofIdeas andAction. 2003.
People for the American , ay,
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights,
"Shattering , b
. An Initial Snapshot Voter
o Disenfranchisement in the 2004

John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter
Books, 2004
Gumbel, Stetthis Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in
American, Nation Books, 2005.
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political
Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential Elections, from
Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
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Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Legal
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana
(Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 th Circuit 06-2218
Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia
(Rome) 4:05-cv-00201-HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11`h Circuit 05-15784
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memot
ry(regarding HB
244), August 25, 2005 at
http://www.votingrights.org/news/do 1oads/Sectjon%2 o ecommendation%20M
morandum.udf
% u;.
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App endix 3
Excerpt from "Machinery of Democracy," a Brennan Center Report
APPENDIX C
BRENNAN CENTER TASK FORCE ON VOTING SYSTEM SECURITY,
LAWRENCE NORDEN, CHAIR
Excerpted from pp. 8-19

METHODOLOGY
The Task Force concluded, and the peer review
best approach for comprehensively evaluating
identify and categorize the potential threats
these threats based upon an agreed upon F
each threat is to accomplish from the attacker s^
utilizing the same metric employed to prioritize
difficult each of the catalogued 4acks would b^
countermeasures
are implemented.
z^
n

afTIST a ; ,` that the
isiem threa
to: (1)
voting systems, (2
'tiz
rich uld tell us ho
t
it o^^a) and (3) det
how much more
Eer various sets of

This model allows us to identify the attacks we should 4most concerned about
(i.e., the most practical and least difficult ticks) F ermore, it allows us to
quantify the potential
ial effectiveness of various sets ofcountermeasures (i.e., how
difficult the least difficult attack is after the countermeasure has been implemented).
p)
Other potential models considered, but ultimately rejected by the Task
r.
Force, are detailed in Appendix B. >

The
step in creating a threat'model for voting systems was to identify as many
potential attacks as possible. To that end, the Task Force, together with the participating
elects . officials, spent several months identifying voting system vulnerabilities.
Following,,this work, „' ST held a Voting Systems Threat Analysis
Workshop'on Octo r 7, 2005. Members of the public were invited to write up
and post addifonal potential attacks. Taken together, this work produced over
120 potential attacks on the three voting systems. They are detailed in the catalogs
annexed.2o Many of the attacks are described in more detail at
htta://vote.nist.aov/threats/papers.htm.
The types of threats detailed in the catalogs can be broken down into nine categories:
(1) the insertion of corrupt software into machines prior to Election Day;
(2) wireless and other remote control attacks on voting machines on Election Day;
(3) attacks on tally servers; (4) miscalibration of voting machines; (5) shut off of
voting machine features intended to assist voters; (6) denial of service attacks; (7)
actions by corrupt poll workers or others at the polling place to affect votes cast;
(8) vote buying schemes; (9) attacks on ballots or VVPT. Often, the actual attacks
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involve some combination of these categories. We provide a discussion of each
type of attack in. "Categories of Attacks," infra at pp. 24-27.

PRIORITIZING THREATS:
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS METRIC
Without some form of prioritization, a compilation of the threats is of limited
value. Only by prioritizing these various threats could we help election officials
identify which attacks they should be most concerned about, and what steps
could be taken to make such attacks as difficult as possible. As discussed below, we
have determined the level of difficulty for each attack wherecker is
attempting to affect the outcome of a close statewide electiq
There is no perfect way to determine which attacks ark
each attack requires a different mix of resources – well
programming skills, security expertise, etc. Diff `tat
resources easier to acquire than others. For a ^ple, e i
local election officials would always invol
ell-plac(
understanding of election procedures; at the
time,
expect such officials to have highly skilled hack
&f
working with them. By contrast, election fraud c
would likely start with plenty omn q . ey and technica
probably without many convenien.ed insiders or
election procedures.
Ultimately, we decid to use the "nu e4ff inf<
for determining ati1ficulty.
Ana 'which
v
deemed the eastttac ::.

t. because
acea t, s, money,
;keys wdhnd certain
ion fraud cb 'tted by
insiders and a - u
ore is no reason
by a foreign government
lied attackers, but
iJled knowledge of
ipants" as the metric
participants is

We have defined ` rme pa icipant" as someone whose participation is needed
to maletheattack
wand wh
enough about the attack to foil or
expose
to bedistinguished from a participant who unknowingly assists
the attack by performing
ng a....o k that is integral to the attack's successful execution
ithout
understanding
that the task is part of an attack on voting systems.
w
The t Son for using security metric "number of informed participants" is
relativ `ctraightfo f. d: the larger a conspiracy is, the more difficult it would be
to keep iret.
v s,Whean attacker can carry out an attack by herself, she need
only trust h
i the other hand, a conspiracy that requires thousands of
people to take t (like a vote-buying scheme) also requires thousands of people
to keep quiet. -`The larger the number of people involved, the greater the likelihood
that one of them (or one who was approached, but declined to take part)
would either inform the public or authorities about the attack, or commit some
kind of error that causes the attack to fail or become known.
Moreover, recruiting a large number of people who are willing to undermine the
integrity of a statewide election is also presumably difficult. It is not hard to imagine
two or three people agreeing to work to change the outcome of an election.
It seems far less likely that an attacker could identify and employ hundreds or
thousands of similarly corrupt people without being discovered.
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We can get an idea of how this metric works by looking at one of the threats listed
in our catalogs: the vote-buying threat, where an attacker or attackers pay individuals
to vote for a particular candidate. This is Attack Number 26 in the PCOS
Attack Catalogn (though this attack would not be substantially different against
DREs or DREs w/ V VPT).zs In order to work under our current types of voting
systems, this attack requires (1) at least one person to purchase votes, (2) many
people to agree to sell their votes, and (3) some way for the purchaser to confirm
that the voters she pays actually voted for the candidate she supported. Ultimately, we
determined that, while practical in smaller contests, a vote-buying attack would be an
exceptionally difficult way to affect the outcome of a statewide iection. This is because,
even in a typically close statewide election, an attacker wou19dip involve thousands
of voters to ensure that she could affect the outcome of a stte0wide race.24
For a discussion of other metrics we considered, but 1mate1}l
ted, see
Appendix C.
AH
DETERMINING NUMBER OF INFORMED
DETERMINING THE STEPS AND VALUES

The Task Force members broke down each of the catalogued attacks into its necessary
steps. For instance, Attack 12 in t
COS Attack Ca
is "Stuffing
Ballot Box with Additional Mark re á ts. 25 We determined that, at a minimum,
there were three component parts tohi 's ';. - 1) stealing orcreating the
ballots and then marking them, (2) sciining .
allots$through the PCOS
scanners, probably be.ore the polls op , e
d(
g the poll books in
each location to et Ce
a total number of votes " the ballot boxes was not
greater than tiumber'
b ters who signed in at the polling place.
Task Force members then assigned a value rpresenting the minimum number of
they
ppersons
h by believed
would beyilecessaryo accomplish each goal. For PCOS
Attack 12, th following values were assianed:26
or create ballots: 5 persons total.:7
number i, uired to scan marked ballots: 1 per polling place attacked.
to modify poll books: 1 per polling place attacked.28
After these value were assigned, the Brennan Center interviewed several election
officials to se whether they agreed with the steps and values assigned to each
attack.29 When necessary, the values and steps were modified. The new catalogs,
including attack steps and values, were then reviewed by Task Force members.
The purpose of this review was to ensure, among other things, that the steps and
values were sound.
These steps and values tell us how difficult it would be to accomplish a single attack
in a single polling place. They do not tell us how many people it would take to change
the outcome of an election successfully — that depends, of course, on specific facts
about the jurisdiction: how many votes are generally recorded in each polling
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place, how many polling places are there in the jurisdiction, and how close is the
race? For this reason, we determined that it was necessary to construct a hypothetical
jurisdiction, to which we now turn.
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS NEEDED TO CHANGE
STATEWIDE ELECTION

We have decided to examine the difficulty of each attack in the context of changing
the outcome of a reasonably close statewide election. While we are concerned
by potential attacks on voting systems in any type of election, we are most troubled
by attacks that have the potential to affect large numbers of votes. These are
the attacks that could actually change the outcome of a statewi election with
just a handful of attack participants.
We are less troubled by attacks on voting systems
of votes (and might therefore be more useful in loi
because there are many non-system attacks that `d
votes (i.e., sending out misleading nformatibi
intimidating voters, submitting multiple ab , fee 1
these non-system attacks are likely to be °lest
financial cost, risk of detection, and time comnfft
that an attacker would target voting machines to al

t a small number
is
tiffect a s"
umber of
polling places, p
cally
o etc.). Given th4tat
inrxs of number
artic
e are uncertain
;small number of votes.

In order to evaluate how difficult it w nl be for an attacker to change the outcome
of a statewide election, we created a composite jurisdiction.. The
jurisdiction was created to be representative "ofailatively close statewide election.
We did not want to examine a statewide election
-suits were so
skewed toward ones. candidate
°`
to (for instance, the re-election of Senator Edward M.
Kennedy in 2000, where< von 73% of thefnvote3o), that reversing the election
results wouldimpossible
;ithout causinggextreme public suspicion. Nor did we
want to look at races where
mg only arelative handful of votes (for
instance,, . e Govern
acWashington State in 2004 which was decided by
a mere
^) coin ect the outcome of an election under this scenario,
many
of the potential attack^^yould involve few P
people,
P and therefore look equally
q Y
rKryy_
We'1we named ournposite jurisdiction "the State of Pennasota." The State
of Peth ta is a con isite of ten states: Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ohio, New
Mexico, tiylvaith Michigan, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota. These
states were cl n because
se they were the ten "battleground" states that Zogby
International cjilistently polled in the spring, summer, and fall 2004.32 These
are statewide elections that an attacker would have expected, ahead of time, to
be fairly close.
We have also created a composite election, which we label the "Governor's Race"
in Pennasota. The results of this election are a composite of the actual results in
the same ten states in the 2004 Presidential Election.
We have used these composites as the framework by which to evaluate the difficulty
of the various catalogued attacks .33 For instance, we know a ballot-box stuffing
attack would require roughly five people to create and mark fake ballots, as
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well as one person per polling place to stuff the boxes, and one person per polling
place to modify the poll books. But, in order to determine how many informed
participants would be needed to affect a statewide race, we need to know how
many polling places would need to be attacked.
The composite jurisdiction and composite election provide us with information
needed to answer these questions: i.e., how many extra votes our attackers would
need to add to their favored candidate's total for him to win, how many ballots
our attackers can stuff into a particular polling place's ballot box without arousing
suspicion (and related to this, how many votes are generally cast in the average
polling place), how many polling places are there in the state, e, c, We provide
details about both the composite jurisdiction and election in .
`ton entitled
"Governor's Race, State of Pennasota, 2007," infra at pp ,• 7.
LIMITS OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS
Of the possible metrics we considered, we beliia rneasuring
1rberof
people who know they are involved in an a
(and thus could providjdene
of the attack to the authorities and/or the is the t single
attack difficulty; as already discussed, we hav : = clu :
t thee an
attacker is forced to involve in his attack, the moj1y it is that one of the participants
would reveal the attack's existence and foil the attar . rhaps sending
attackers to jail. However, we ar
of a number o < ces where the
methodology could provide us witI 1 iVtjable results.
By deciding to concentrate on size of attacksteam,
`
ly ignore the need for
other resources when planning
g an attac : "us, a software attack on DREs which
makes use of steganography to hide attàk instructs n files (see "DRE w/ WPT
Attack No.l a", discussed'ingreater detail; infra at pp. 62-65) is considered easier
than an attack program delivered over a wireless network at the polling place (see
discussion of wireless e1
, infra at pp. 85-91). However, the former attack
probablyrequires
q
a muchamore tcchiiologically sophisticated attacker.
Another imperfect n• with 1isimçtric is that we do not have an easy way to represent

hays! much choice th attacker=has in finding members of his attack team.

111 with PCOS von g we conclude that the cost of subverting a routine audit
of bats is roughly lial to the cost of intercepting ballot boxes in transit and
substitute
ltered b `Tots (see discussion of PCOS attacks, infra at pp. 77-83).
However, " , ' : `I he audit team requires getting a specific set of trusted people
to cooperate
a attacker. By contrast, the attacker may be able to decide
which precinct to tamper with based on which people he has already recruited
for his attack.
In an attempt to address this concern, we considered looking at the number of
"insiders" necessary to take part in each attack. Under this theory, getting five
people to take part in a conspiracy to attack a voting system might not be particularly
difficult. But getting five well-placed county election officials to take part in
the attack would be (and should be labeled) the more difficult of the two attacks.
Because, for the most part, the low-cost attacks we have identified do not necessarily
involve well placed insiders (but could, for instance, involve one of many
people with access to commercial off the shelf software ("COTS") during development
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or at the vendor), we do not believe that using this metric would have
substantially changed our analysis.35
Finally, these attack team sizes do not always capture the logistical complexity of
an attack. For example, an attack on VVPT machines involving tampering with
the voting machine software and also replacing the paper records in transit
requires the attacker to determine what votes were falsely produced by the voting
machine and print replacement records in time to substitute them. While this is
clearly possible, it raises a lot of operational difficulties – a single failed substitution
leaves the possibility that the attack would be detected during the audit of
ballots.
We have tried to keep these imperfections in mind when
our least difficult attacks.

zing and discussing

We suspect that much of the disagreement betwe
tye votjg offic
d computer
security experts in the last several years stems ffference o
on in
prioritizing the difficulty of attacks. Election 4cials, with extensive
ence
in the logistics of handling tons of paper
have I e faith in paper
understand the kind of breakdowns in prei
traditional at ks
tJiat 1
like ballot box stuffing; in contrast, sophisticate
on computer voting systems
appear very difficult to many of them. Computer se
experts understand
sophisticated attacks on compute" ems, and r co
. a availability of
tools and expertise that makes the
rac tical to 1
but have no clear
idea how they would manage the logistics of ãtta king a pa . - ased system.
Looking at attack team size is one wài;;to bridge
dfrence in perspective.
EFFECTS

NG

RE SETS

The final step of q' r threat ' alysis is to measure the effect of certain countermeasures
against the catalogued atta
How much More difficult would the
attacks become once the a ounterme sur s are put into effect? How many more
informed participants (if ) would be needed to counter or defeat these
process for exarining t'effectiveness of a countermeasure mirrors the

pos for determmnig the difficulty of an attack: we first asked whether the

couieasure wou< llow us to detect an attack with near certainty. If we
agreed ihØ4ie countlfneasure would expose the attack, we identified the steps
that wouldb
would
ece y to circumvent or defeat the countermeasure. For each
step to defea ;.: iuntermeasure, we determined the number of additional
informed part of ants (if any) that an attacker would need to add to his team.
As with the process for determining attack difficulty, the Brennan Center interviewed
numerous election officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and
values assigned. When necessary, the values and steps for defeating the countermeasures
were altered to reflect the input of election officials.
COUNTERMEASURES EXAMINED
BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES

The first set of countermeasures we looked at is the "Basic Set" of countermeasures.
This Basic Set was derived from security survey responses36 we received
41
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from county election officials around the country, as well as additional interviews
with more than a dozen current and former election officials. Within the Basic
Set of countermeasures are the following procedures:
Inspection
The jurisdiction is not knowingly using any uncertified software that is subject
to inspection by the Independent Testing Authority (often referred to as
the "ITA").37
Physical Security for Machines
• Ballot boxes (to the extent they exist) are
and locked by poll workers immediately 1

isuie they are empty)
are opened.

• Before and after being brought to the
each county are locked in a single roc

systems for

• The warehouse has perimeter alar
locvideo
visits by security guards.1 _ r:
• Access to the warehou
similar automatic loggi

led by siggi
and exit for

• Some form of "tamper
each election
• The machines are Win:
Eleoioi 33ay.
Lm

of Cu ctody/Pb

•

with card keys or

before and after
to polling locations five to fifteen days before
Day Records

cal S

• At close o, the polk v
number o^ F sons thai

regular

lies for each machine are totaled and compared with
signed the poll books.

copy of tools for each machine is posted at each polling place on Election
N4gt and tan home by poll workers to check against what is posted publicly at
elegy " headquarters, on the web, in the papers, or elsewhere.38

• All audit information (i.e., Event Logs, VVPT records, paper ballots, machine
printouts of totals) that is not electronically transmitted as part of the unofficial
upload to the central election office, is delivered in official, sealed and handdelivered information packets or boxes. All seals are numbered and tamperevident.
• Transportation of information packets is completed by two election officials
representing opposing parties who have been instructed to remain in joint
custody of the information packets or boxes from the moment it leaves the
precinct to the moment it arrives at the county election center.
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• Each polling place sends its information packets or boxes to the county election
center separately, rather than having one truck or person pick up this data from
multiple polling locations.
• Once the sealed information packets or boxes have reached the county election
center, they are logged. Numbers on the seals are checked to ensure that they
have not been replaced. Any broken or replaced seals are logged. Intact seals are
left intact.
• After the packets and/or boxes have been logged, they are provided with physical
security precautions at least as great as those listed for a g machines, above.
Specifically, for Pennasota, we have assumed the r
in ich the packets are
stored have perimeter alarms, secure locks, vide
illance and regular visits
by security guards and county police officers
officers4 a ". :. o the room is
controlled by sign-in, possibly with card keys r siimlarmatic logging of
entry and exit for regular staff.
Testing39

• An Independent Testing Authority
used in the polling place.
• Acceptance Testing4o is
received by County.

of votinli machine
on machines`eor soon after they are

• Pre-election...Loeic and

by the relevant election

• Prior to3opening the polls, every
checked to seethtitisstill cons

;machine and vote tabulation system is
for the correct election, including the
applicable details.

AEN FOR AI
BASIC SET

l set of cóTJermeasures is the Regimen for an Automatic Routine
Basic Set Countermeasures.
Some form .
u ' fl auditing of voter-verified paper records occurs in 12 states,
to test the acci*ji of electronic voting machines. They generally require between I and
10% of all precinct voting machines to be audited after each election. 42
Jurisdictions can implement this set of countermeasures only if their voting systems
produce some sort of voter-verified paper record of each vote. This could
be in the form of a paper ballot, in the case of PCOS, or a voter-verified paper
trail ("VVPT"), in the case of DREs.
We have assumed that jurisdictions take the following steps when conducting an
Automatic Routine Audit (when referring to this set of assumptions "Regimen for
an Automatic Routine Audit"):
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The Audit
• Leaders of the major parties in each county are responsible for selecting a
sufficient number of audit-team members to be used in that county.43
• Using a highly transparent random selection mechanism (see point ii, below), the
voter-verified paper records for between a small percentage of all voting
machines in the State are selected for auditing.
• Using a transparent random selection method, auditors are assigned to the
selected machines (two or three people, with repres
s
yes of each major
political party, would comprise each audit team).
'r
• The selection of voting machines, and the assi
auditors to machines,
occurs immediately before the audits take plla . The audits
take place as soon
after polls close as possible – for example,:át9 atm. the mo
g after polls close.
• Using a transparent random select'%
^thod, cpunty police ofifiJ
ty
personnel and the video monitor° si n4o gu the voter-veris
eNC
-e=are
chosen from a large pool of on-dutoff
Of
enployees on eon night.
• The auditors are provid "°< ` ; machine tallies" ` ^ a a able to see that the county
tally reflects the sums of ti
} e tallies befo^ze e start of the inspection of
the paper.
• The audit w
include a tall o " "oiled ballots (in the case of WPT the
number cancellationss recorded). overvotes and undervotes.
Process

In this
we have
u
assumed
that random auditing procedures are in place for
both the Regimen for an Automatic Routine Audit and Regimen for Parallel
Testing. We have rther assumed procedures to prevent a single, corrupt person
from beingg able toy' the results This implies a kind of transparent and public
random procedure.
For the °Regimen forAutomatic Routine Audit there are at least two places
where transparent, random selection processes are important: in the selection of
precincts to
sand in the assignment of auditors to the precincts they will be
S%
auditing.
Good election security can employ Transparent Random Selection in other
places with good effect:
• the selection of parallel testers from a pool of qualified individuals.
• the assignment of police and other security professionals from on-duty lists, to
monitor key materials, for example, the WPT records between the time that they
arrive at election central and the time of the completion of the ARA.
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If a selection process for auditing is to be trustworthy and trusted, ideally:
• The whole process will be publicly observable or videotaped;44
• The random selection will be publicly verifiable, i.e., anyone observing will be
able to verify that the sample was chosen randomly (or at least that the number
selected is not under the control of any small number of people); and
• The process will be simple and practical within the context of current election
practice so as to avoid imposing unnecessary burdens on election officials.
There are a number of ways that election officials can ensure
kind of transparent
randomness. One way would be to use a state lottery mac ' o select precincts or
polling places for auditing. We have included two pot
Ales of transparent
random selection processes in Appendix F. These apl; o th
en for Parallel
Testing as well.
REGIMEN FOR PARALLEL TESTING PLUS BASI

SET OF COUNTERMEASUR

The fmal set of countermeasures we have examnftd i
Basic Set of countermeasures. Parallel Testing,
involves selecting voting machines at random and
as possible during the period that ,"" are being cast.

allel Testing p% s the
n s election-d
ay
testing,
them as realistically

Parallel Testing

In developing our set of assumptions fJahilel T"
`we relied heavily upon
interviews with Jocelyn Whithey,
e6tManager
ager fl*Parallel Testing in the State
of California,and conclusions drawn fror his Report.45 In our analysis, we
assume that the following procedures wou t, ,included in the Parallel Testing
regimen (when referring to
regimen "Regimen for Parallel Testing") that we
• At least two of each DRE model (meaning both vendor and model) would be
selected forrParallel Testing:
least two DREs from each of the three largest counties would be parallel
• Couritiir(sto be parallel tested would be chosen by the Secretary of State in a
transparent and random manner.
• Counties would be notified as late as possible that machines from one of their
precincts would be selected for Parallel Testing;46
• Precincts would be selected through a transparent random mechanism;
• A video camera would record testing;
• For each test, there would be one tester and one observer;
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• Parallel Testing would occur at the polling place;
• The script for Parallel Testing would be generated in a way that mimics voter
behavior and voting patterns for the polling place;
• At the end of the Parallel Testing, the tester and observer would reconcile vote
totals in the script with vote totals reported on the machine.
Transparent Random Selection Process
We further assume that the same type of transparent random
e process
l'on
that would be used for the Regimen for Automatic Routine 4iiiitduld also be
employed for the Regimen for Parallel Testing to detern
1ch machines
would be subjected to testing on Election Day.
y

APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE SECURITY METRICS C NSIDERED

Dollars Spent
The decision to use the number of
level difficulty came a, er consider
first metrics we considered
was the
when looking ttacks thätscek f
corporate funds:tt 's not rational
onal tc
corporate funds if. the,valueo:
this m
s the b.
weOhidurJg
- amounts c : ;en

riformed
ais as lie metric for attack
ngtl othy < . s;citial metrics. One of the
dol ° cost of attar This metric makes sense
nanci a jgain – for instance, misappropriating
spend $ dy000 on the misappropriation of
those fun
ds is $90,000. Ultimately, we rejected
cause the dollar cost of the attacks
h )' cur ent federal and state budgets, and (2)
in state and federal political campaigns.

Attack
The rel ; : e security (ff safes and other safety measures are often rated in terms
of "time tWdeat." # is was rejected as metric of difficulty because it did not
seem releva1%vpfing systems. Attackers breaking into a house are concerned
with the
^of time it might take to complete their robbery because the
amoor
homeowners
or police might show up. With regard to election fraud, many
attackers may be willing to start months or years before an election if they believe
they can control the outcome. As discussed supra at pp. 35-48, attackers may be
confident that they can circumvent the independent testing authorities and other
measures meant to identify attacks, so that the amount of time an attack takes
becomes less relevant.
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Append ix 4
Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
The Honorable Todd Rokita

Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers

Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
/

"`^.,.

J.R. Perez

Guadalupe County Elections Administrator Texas
a

Barbara Arnwine

Executive Director, Lawyers Committee fop
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Robert Bauer

Right nder Law ^' "
qua '

Chair of the Political Law Practice a
aw firm of P ty Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection, bemotd ; . tiona Committee
%k^)^^i...

N,

Benjamin L. Ginsberg r.

Partner, Patton B ; ^'LLP
Counsel to nationa

a^
campaign committees and Republican candidates

Mark (Thou?,,,f rye II ^^a
s
Partner IGI' tuber IRa prop S age, St Louis, Missouri

Nati9iJ Counsel to th^ea meric i Center for Voting Rights
s ',
£w.y
Barry Wererg

Former Depir Chief and3cting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department ofrice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto

Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R
"The MyVotel Project Final Report, Fels Institute of Government, University of Pennsylvania, November
1, 2005, Pg. 12
W Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R, p. 4. This same report criticizes some of the
procedures the Section used for these systems and urged the Department to improve upon them in time for
the 2004 presidential election. No follow-up report has been done since that ' e to the best of our
knowledge.,
"Department Of Justice To Hold Ballot Access and Voting Integrity S
ium,"'U.S. Department of
Justice press release, August 2, 2005
'Craig C. Donsanto, Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United S)a F .. Law," IFES Political
Finance Wiute Paper Series, 2006, p. 29
" Ana Henderson and Christopher Edley, Jr., Voting Rights Ac
utFlorization: •
ch-Based
Recommendations to Improve Voting Acess, Chief Justice 11 W
t Institute on
Ethnicity and
Diversity, University of California at Berkeley, School o f'F w, 2006„p. 29
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTERI FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

-

INTRODUCTION
Voter fraud and intimidation is a phrase familiar to many voting-aged Americans.
However, it means different things to different people. Voter fraud and intimidation is a
phrase used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and at times even the correct
application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of this topic has been
as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the realities of voter
fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, EAC has begun this, phase one, of a
comprehensive study on election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has
developed a definition of election crimes and adopted some research methodology on
how to assess the true existence and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY

/ (

t

e

E
11+'

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to research and study various issues related to the
administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC began projects to research
several of the listed topics. These topics for research were chosen in consultation with
the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors. Voter fraud and voter intimidation,
listed in §&241(b)(6) and (7,) were topics was a-topic that EAC as well as its advisory
boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of elections for
federal office.

LI

EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of voter
fraud and intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of these issues.
This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing voter fraud and
voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. That type of research is well beyond
the basic understanding that had to be established regarding what is commonly referred to
as voter fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding was reached, a definition
had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of what reasonably can be
researched and studied as evidence of voter fraud and voter intimidation. That definition
will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Tova Wang and Job
Serebrov, who along with EAC staff and interns conducted the research that forms the
basis of this report. The cConsultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and .
to assure a bipartisan representation in
this study. The consultants and EAC staff were charged to: (1) research the current
state of information on the topics of voter fraud and voter intimidation;-, (2) to-develop a
uniform definition of voter fraud and voter intimidation;; and (3) to-propose
recommended strategies for researching this subject.
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EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voter fraud
and intimidation. In addition, EAC consultants conducted interviews with selected
experts in the field. Last, EAC consultants and staff presented their study to a working
group that provided feed back. The working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of existing laws,
relevant -' ase studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation as well as summaries
of the interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a defmition of voter
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited to produce this fmal report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voter fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voter fraud and intimidation. What the world knows
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles and books.
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There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voter fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies and reports published
conducted about the concepts o€ voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants
reviewed many of these studies and reports to develop a base-line understanding of the
information that is currently available about voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC
consultants reviewed the following articles, reports and books, summaries of which are
available in Appendix "_":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, `Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
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• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities. and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/intemational/eng1999-1 1 .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
htti://www.e1ectionprotection2OO4.orIedaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
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Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voter fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voter fraud or voter intimidation in the U.S. Most reports focused on a limited number of
case studies or instances of alleged voter fraud or intimidation. For example, "Shattering
the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," a
report produced by the People for the American Way, focused exclusively on citizen
reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of Justice,
Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted by the
United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Pubic Integrity
Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voter fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as `Building
Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other reports,
such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
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Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of more
than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of persons
who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate. Generally, speaking there is little
agreement on what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation and even legal practices that they allege suppress the vote.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by thirdpaFtynongovernmental
i created opportunities for fraud. A number of studies
cited circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with
veer of a certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter
registration application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.

6oup

Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voter fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University
Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
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Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by third }yuongovemmental groups as a source of fraud,
particularly when the workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that
impersonation of voters is probably the least frequent type of fraud, citing as reasons that
it was the most likely type of fraud to be discovered-and-that there are stiff penalties
associated with this type of fraud, and that it was an inefficient method of influencing an'
election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, the location of polling places, and distribution of voting
machines as activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
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Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voter fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voter fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction. They can only prosecute
election crimes related to elections with a federal candidate on the ballot and those
committed by a public official under color of law.'
. Those
interviewed differed on the effectiveness of the current system of enforcement_; Some
allege that prosecutions are not sufficiently aggressive. Others-and
including
those that feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix"".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed over 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voter fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from appeal courts. This is not a surprising situation, since most cases that are publicly
reported come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court
level are reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix"".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voter fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
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• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voter fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voter fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charge and prosecutions
of voter fraud and intimidation throughout the country.
DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voter fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding of what is and what is not "voter fraud"
and "voter intimidation." Some think of voter fraud and voter intimidation only as
criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. In order to come up with a common
definition and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of
the terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voter fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader. "Fraud"
is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute either a
criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is justj a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.

f

comment [raal ;sic? or isrn,^ e
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Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voter
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voter fraud." Similarly, a person
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who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voter fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are related
to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voter fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
refuses to register to vote an otherwise legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a
crime that involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the civil
division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis efor a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
What is an-Election Crime for Purposes of this IStutl

-----------------

Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process,
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process, ineligible votes to be cast in an
election, eligible votes not to be cast or counted, or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception;; acts of coercion;; acts of damage or destruction=; and failures or refusals to
act.
Generally speaking, election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election
officials, or any other members of the public that desire to criminally impact the result of
an election. However, crimes that are based upon knowing or willful failure to act
assume that a duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with
regard to elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
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The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, or the public, in general.
Election crimes can occur during any stage of the election process, including but not
limited to qualification of candidates; voter registration; campaigning; voting system
preparation and programming; voting either early, absentee, or election day; vote
tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and-or the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, regarding the date and time of the election or regarding a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate at
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once at the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion
o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other valuable
thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
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o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his vote in any election, or
who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself or another of
an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applica ti ons that are necessary for the
applic an ts to exercise their right to vote;

t - -

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments for the purpose of enabling the voter to vote his or
her ballot;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as he intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act

o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
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o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this

^StiZ y^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal es-or civil violations
related to campaign finance contribution limitations and prohibitions, as well as reporting
either at the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and
any future study conducted by EAC. The federal agency responsible for administering
federal campaign finance law and monitoring the status of state campaign finance law is
the Federal Election Commission (FEC).
Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting, or voter registration are not
"election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a polling place, voter registration
office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For example, an assault or battery that
results from a fight in a polling place or at a candidate's office is not an election crime.
Similarly, violations of ethical provisions such as the Hatch Act are not "election
crimes." Last, actions that do no rise to the level of criminal activity, that is a
misdemeanor, relative felony or felony, are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can study the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants developed recommendations. In addition,
the working group and some of the persons interviewed as a part of this study provided
recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, andol
p itical
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in
law enforcement, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
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The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. M any of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review

Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline

During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints may provide a good deal of insight
into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice

Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety Hof ways it tracks complaints of
voter intimidation. Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the
telephone logs of complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management
(ICM) system. Further research should also include a review and analysis of the
DOJ/OPM observer and monitor field reports from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers

Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud
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and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium

Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, pprosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research

EAC should measure voter fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have historically been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the•
necessary subsets. The sample must include a random set of counties where there have
and have not been a large number of allegations
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law

Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day

Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation and
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concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing them.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers can use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the ease of
commission and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether deceased voters or
felons are noted as having actually voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of AA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine what volume and type
of election crimes are being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on
an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning voting crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish &a part ef- complying with HAVA
§402. These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving
any funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under theese procedures with the state's chief election official
and theese complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have ex panded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
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identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and political pundants. Past studies of these
issues have been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are
issues that deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC through its
clearinghouse role will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the
country. These data not only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and
where fraud exists, but also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention
and prosecution of election crimes.
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been filed, investigated and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses can be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and keferre4;
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. This
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting f Crunte

_
------------------------------------------ -

While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.

`

Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and ?ocedurek

-

Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voter fraud and intimidation is a phrase familiar to many voting-aged Americans.
However, it means different things to different people. Voter fraud and intimidation isl
phrase used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and atliiiiès event e correct
application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of this topic has been
as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the realities of voter
fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, EAC has begun this, phase one, of a
comprehensive study on election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has
developed a definition of election crimes and adopted some research methodology on
how to assess the true existence and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

t i '\
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PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to research and study various issues related to the
administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC began projects to research
several of the listed topics. These topics for research were chosen in consultation with
the..E C Standards Board and Board of Advisors. Voter fraud and voter intimidation
`^b44° e e that EAC aswell as its advisory boards felt were important to study to help
improve the administration of elections for federal office.
EAC
n his study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of voter
fraud a inttimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of these issues.
This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing voter fraud and
voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. That type of research is well beyond
the basic understanding that had to be established regarding what is commonly referred to ^^
as voter fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding was reached, a definition tau
had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of what reasonably can be
G(Z
researched and studied as evidence of voter fraud and voter intimidation. That definition
S.r
will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a comprehensive study of the area.
„______
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, who along with EAC staff
and interns conducted the research that forms the basis of this report. Consultants were
chosen based upon their experience with the topic. In addition, consultants were chosen
to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and EAC staff were
charged (1) to research the current state of information on the topics of voter fraud and
voter intimidation, (2) to develop a uniform definition of voter fraud and voter
intimidation, and (3) to propose recommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voter fraud
and intimidation. In addition, EAC consultants conducted interviews with selected
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experts in the field. Last, EAC consultants and staff presented their study to a working
group that provided feed back. The working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee
Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice
Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of existing laws,
cases, studies and repor s on voter fraud and intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voter fraud
and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants or by
the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document was
vetted and edited to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voter fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voter fraud and intimidation. What the world knows
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
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Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voter fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted about the concepts
of voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and reports to
develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available about
voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following articles,
reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "_":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
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• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1999-1 l .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
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• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History ofElection Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voter fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive study, survey or review of all
allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to voter fraud or
voter intimidation. Most reports focused on a limited number of case studies or instances
of alleged voter fraud or intimidation. For example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial
Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," a report produced by the
People for the American Way, focused exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or
intimidation to the Election Protection program during the 2004 presidential election.
Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of Justice, Public Integrity
Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted by the United States
Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Pubic Integrity Section.

480

It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voter fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as "Building
Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other reports,
such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of more
than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of persons
who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
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Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate. Generallyxspeaking there is little
agreement on what constitutes actionable voter intimidation.' Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation even legal practices that they allege suppress the vote.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by third-party
groups create opportunities for fraud. A number of studies cited circumstances in which
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of voters of a certain party. Others conclude that paying
persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity and perhaps the
incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voter fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Chandler Davidson
Rice University

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

0
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Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by third-party groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud, citing as reasons that it was the most likely type of fraud
to be discovered and that there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, the location of polling places, and distribution of voting
machines as activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voter fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voter fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
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have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction. They can only prosecute
crimes related to elections involving federal candidates. Those interviewed differed on
the effectiveness of the current system of enforcement, including those that allege that
prosecutions are not sufficiently aggressive and those that feel that the current laws are
sufficient for prosecuting fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix""
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed over 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voter fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
froi{i a
` 'This is not a surprising situation, since most cases that are publicly
reported come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court
level are reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix"".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voter fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voter fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
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throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voter fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charge and prosecutions
of voter fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voter fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding of what is and what is not "voter fraud"
and "voter intimidation." Some think of voter fraud and voter intimidation only as
criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. In order to come up with a common
definition and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of
the terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voter fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader. "Fraud"
is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute either a
criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voter
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voter fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voter fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are related
to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voter fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
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refuses to register to vote an of
ise legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a
crime that involves neither th voter or an act of deception.
7 DaC5.3 ^ 1T lD1 .. q qo`K^?
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the civil
division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis of a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
What is an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process,
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process, ineligible votes to be cast in an
election, eligible votes not to be cast or counted, or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals tort.
Generally speaking, election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election
officials, or any other members of the public that desire to criminally impact the result of
an election. However, crimes that are based upon knowing or willful failure to act
assume that a duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with
regard to elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, or the public, in general.
Election crimes can occur during any stage of the election process, including but not
limited to qualification of candidates; voter registration; campaigning; voting system
preparation and programming; voting either early, absentee, or election day; vote
tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
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Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, regarding the date and time of the election or regarding a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate at
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once at the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion
o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other valuable
thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his vote in any election, or
who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself or another of
an employee's ballot;
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o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducirgg or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments for the purpose of enabling the voter to vote his or
her ballot;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as he intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
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What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All crimes or civil violations related to
campaign fmance reporting either at the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for
purposes of this study and any future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts
that are unrelated to elections, voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even
when those offenses occur in a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's
office or appearance. For example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a
polling place or at a candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of
ethical provisions such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Last, actions that do
no rise to the level of criminal activity, that is a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony,
are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can study the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants
the working group, and some of the persons interviewed as a part of this study provided
recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and parties
should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in law
enforcement, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local district
attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints may provide a good deal of insight
into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation S: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety in ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation. Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone
logs of complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
monitor field reports from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, pprosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
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National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voter fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have historically been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets. The sample must include a random set of counties where there have
and have not been a large number of allegations
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation.
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing them.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers can use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the ease of
commission and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
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Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether deceased voters or
felons actually voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive study that gathered data regarding all claims,
charges and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive study is the
most important research that it can offer the election community and the public. As such,
EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by EAC
consultants and working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
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Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine what volume and type
of election crimes are being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on
an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes, EAC intends to engage in the following research activities in studying the
existence and enforcement of election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning voting crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish as a part of complying with HAVA.
Those complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints under those procedures
with the state's chief election official and those complaints must be resolved within 60
days. The procedures also allow for alternative dispute resolution of claims.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses can be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. This
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
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While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and political pundants. Past studies of these
issues have been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are
issues that deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC through its
clearinghouse role will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the
country. T e data not only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and
where fraud exists, but also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention
and prosecution of election crimes.
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EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voter fraud and intimidation is a phrase familiar to many voting-aged Americans.
However, it means different things to different people. Voter fraud and intimidation is a
phrase used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and at times even the correct
of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of this topis been
as varied as its perceived meaning. n an effort to help understand a realities of voter
fraud and voter intimidation in our elections; EAC has be
this f ase
of
com rehensive study on election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has
developed a de inition of election crimes and adopted some research methodology on
how to assess the true existence and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to research and study various issues related to the
administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC began projects to research
several of the listed topics. These topics for research were chosen in consultation with
the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors. Voter fraud and voter intimidation
was a topic that EAC as well as its advisory boards felt were important to study to help
improve the administration of elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of voter
fraud and intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of these issues.
This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing voter fraud and
voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. That type of research is well beyond
the basic understanding that had to be established regarding what is commonly referred to
as voter fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding was reached, a definition
had to be crafted to refine^and in some cases limit 3
the scope of what reasonably can be
researched and studied as evidence of voter fraud and voter intimidation. That definition
will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, who along with EAC staff
and interns conducted the research that forms the basis of this report. Consultants were
chosen based upon their experience with the topic. In addition, consultants were chosen
to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and EAC staff were
charged (1) to research the current state of information on the topics of voter fraud and
voter intimidation, (2) to develop a uniform definition of voter fraud and voter
intimidation, and (3) to propose recommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voter fraud
and intimidation. In addition, EAC consultants conducted interviews with selected
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experts in the field. Last, EAC consultants and staff presented their study to a working
group that provided feed back. The working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer'
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the'
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
t .:_'
Columbia
.^
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas
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Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope^and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of existing laws,
cases, studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voter fraud
and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants or by
the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document was
-ettedand edited to produce this final report.

EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voter fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voter fraud and intimidation. What the world knows
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
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Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voter fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voter Fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted about the concepts
of voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and reports to
develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available about
voter fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following articles,
reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "_":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
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• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http ://www.democracy.ru/english/library/intemational/eng_l 999-11.html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynewshtm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
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• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voter fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive study, survey or review of all
allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to voter fraud or
voter intimidation. Most reports focused on a limited number of case studies or instances
of alleged voter fraud or intimidation. For example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial
Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," a report produced by the
People for the American Way, focused exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or
intimidation to the Election Protection program during the 2004 presidential election.
Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of Justice, Public Integrity
Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted by the United States
Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Pubic Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voter fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as "Building
Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other reports,
such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of more
than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of persons
who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
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Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate. Generally/speaking there is little
agreement on what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation4oven legal practices that they allege suppress the vote
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by third-party
,C
groups create opportunities for fraud. A number of studies cited circumstances in which
vyT"j wt
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of voters of a certain party. Others conclude that paying
SAY 460M^persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity and perhaps the
qbS
4?
4^i5
incentive for fraud.
s •4 ly^
Vk qAA J'

Interviews with Experts

,o
m

In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voter fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voter fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included
Wade Henderson

Rebecca Vigil-Giron

Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Secretary of State, New Mexico

Wendy Weiser

Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Sarah Ball Johnson

Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Stephen Ansolobohere

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
William Groth

Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Chandler Davidson

Rice University

Lori Minnite

Barnard College, Columbia University

Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

Neil Bradley

Douglas Webber

ACLU Voting Rights Project

Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Nina Perales

Heather Dawn Thompson

Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky

Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Pat Rogers

Attorney, New Mexico

0
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Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by third-party groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud, citing as reasons that it was the most likely type of fraud
to be discovered and that there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud.
ce^''"ye r
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
voter identification laws, the location of polling places, and distribution of voting
machines as activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voter fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voter fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
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have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction. They can only prosecute
crimes related to elections involving federal candidates. Those interviewed differed on
the effectiveness of the current system of enforcement, including those that allege that
prosecutions are not sufficiently aggressive and those that feel that the current laws are
sufficient for prosecuting fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix"".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed over 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voter fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from appeal courts. This is not a surprising situation, since most cases that are publicly
reported come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court
level are reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix"".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voter fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voter fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
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throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voter fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, chargefand prosecutions
of voter fraud and intimidation throughout the country.
DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voter fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding of what is and what is not "voter fraud"
and "voter intimidation." Some think of voter fraud and voter intimidation only as
criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. In order to come up with a common
definition and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of
the terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology

The phrase "voter fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader. "Fraud"
is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute either a
criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a

material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
,k

— Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voter
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voter fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voter fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are related
to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voter fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
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refuses to register to vote an otherwise legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a
crime that involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil iZJ43
' vision of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voter fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis of a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
usdegal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the votes
r gists ien
voting processor
What is an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study

Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process*,
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process ineligible votes to be cast in an
election eligible votes not to be cast or counted or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception acts of coercion acts of damage or destruction,, and failures or refusals to act.
-Ger^era1 ..speaking,. lection crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election
officials, or any other members of the public that desire to criminally impact the result of
an election. However, crimes that are based upon knowing or willful failure to act
assume that a duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with
regard to elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, or the public, in general.
Election crimes can occur during any stage of the election process, including but not
limited to qualification of candidates; voter registration; campaigning; voting system
preparation and programming; voting either early, absentee, or election day; vote
tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
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Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, regarding the date and time of the election or regarding a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinanceossess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate att„
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter'
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once at the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other valuable
thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or ^o
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his vote in any election, or
who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself or another of
an employee's ballot;
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o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's . duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments for the purpose of enabling the voter to vote his or
her ballot;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as he intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
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What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All crimes or civil violations related to
campaign finance reporting either at the state or federal level are not "election crimes" for
purposes of this study and any future study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts
that are unrelated to elections, voting, or voter registration are not "election crimes," even
when those offenses occur in a polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's
office or appearance. For example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a
polling place or at a candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of
ethical provisions such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes." Last, actions that do
no rise to the level of criminal activity, that is a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony,
are not "election crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can study the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants developed recommendations. In addition,
the working group and some of the persons interviewed as a part of this study provided
recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and parties
should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in law
enforcement, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local district
attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow 'Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
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Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline

During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups an e&earchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a
vo'terhotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVoteI data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints may provide a good deal of insight
into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or
suppression.
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Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice

Although according to a recent GAO report the Voti g Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety i ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation) ttempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone
logs of complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
monitor field reports from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers

Further research should include a review of the reports. that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voter a
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.

et4k,

Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium

Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following.how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is^presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
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National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants,
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research

nB^
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EAC should measure voter fraud and intimidation using inteiyiews focus group, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have historically been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets. The sample must include a random set of counties where there have
and have not been a large number of allegations
^ d^ wo+.^^^ \ co
4.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls jn'on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation.
k s bbsorvor$
F
Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing them.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers can use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the ease of
commission and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
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Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether deceased voters or
felons actually voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices

V&A-

The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Proceduresas
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive study that gathered data regarding all claims,
charges and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive study is the
most important research that it can offer the election community and the public. As such,
EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by EAC
consultants and working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
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Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine what volume and type
of election crimes are being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on
an analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the
recommendations do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk
analysis might be appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader
survey to avoid the existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes, EAC intends to engage in the following research activities in studying the
existence and enforcement of election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerningvetg crimes are the administrative complaint
pta ►M preeesse9 that states were required to establish as a part of complying with HAVA.
Those complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints under those procedures
with the state's chief election official and those complaints must be resolved within 60
days. The procedures also allow for alternative dispute resolution of claims.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses can be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated land ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. This
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
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While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and political pundants. Past studies of these
issues have been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are
issues that deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC,through its
clearinghouse roleiwill collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the
country. These-data of onl i ll tell us what types of election crimes are committed and--, bu arm us of what factors impact the existence, prevention
and prosecution of election crimes.
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EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times, even
application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of these
^topi
as een as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand the
realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehe
study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed , e coition f
election crimes and adopted
e research methodology on how to assess a existence
and enforcement of election crimes in this country.

of

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EA(ys well as its
advisory boardMelt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this study with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and voter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues. This study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
leached, a definition .ha etbe crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
V1iat reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recsenimonding a" lan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
SL
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To accomplish these tasks, C employed
" two consultants
I who worke it EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
plc and to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and EAC
staff were charged to (1) research the current state of information on the topic of voting

Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation; (2) develop a uniform definition of voting fraud and voter
intimidation; and (3) propose recommended strategies for researching this subject.
EAC'sssas.reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. an
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

^,r Q

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican
campaign committees and Republican
candidates

\ '

Throughout the procesC staff assisted the consulti?y providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and intimidation. The information available
about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles, and books.
There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also impact our
understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or intimidation.
Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and interviews with
persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied these problems.
All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an introductory look at
the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/international/eng_1999-1 l .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.e1ectionprotection2O04.org/edaynewshtm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or intimidation. For example,
"Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused exclusively
on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program during the
2004 presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the Department of
Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to and prosecuted
by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through the Public
Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement on what
constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports cover only
intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover non-criminal
intimidation, even legal practices, that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. A number of studies cited circumstances in which
voter registration drives have falsified voter registration applications or have destroyed
voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a certain political party. Others
conclude that paying persons per voter registration application creates the opportunity
and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center
William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund
Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico
Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections

Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas

Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians

Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin

Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights

Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers

John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it was the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, the stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and that it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not sup rising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from-t urts of appeal. e y kw
at the district court level are
reported for public review

is

few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematiS pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of
and intimidation have shifted from
ea ing votes present prob ems wi
on the pro er
ery an counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
arc aI leenges to felon eligibilit
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,^, t►^t^ Is
• multiple voting,
• felons voting, -
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.
DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES

çv
0^

From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications.
t is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as cnmma
others include
ors that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal
ctivitie T
m
iv t a common
definition
and list of activities that can be studied, EAC a'ed the appropriateness of the
terminology that is currently in use and appliWcertain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC•un-4he-fntar.
New Terminology

The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation
of the truth or concealment
p
oncealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud' usu.
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a c

Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
A "voter" is a person who is eligible to and engages in the act of voting. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed by the voter or in which the voter
is the victim. Thus,, a voter who intentionally provides false information on a voter
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registration application or intentionally impersonates another registered voter and
attempts to vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person
who knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's
polling place commits fraud onnth.a voter.

r

,,.3V
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Tlie phrase "voting fraud; does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not perpetrated by the voter and/or do not involve an act of
deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction by
candidates and election workers. When an election official willfully and knowingly
refuses to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that
involves neither the voter nor an act of deception.

To further complicate matters, the phrases `voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
p. recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
al election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
i' AC has
"election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.

^^

,..
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The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
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The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public, in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
r
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting(either
ea ly, absentee, or election da3vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception

o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making, or knowingly possessing, a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a material false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
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o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction

o Destroying completed voter registration applications;
o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act
o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
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o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Pur oses of this Study
p

f

0

There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes
vi
at we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal
io a ons related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and y)future
stud onducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or batte ^t alts from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is notl election c me.ISimilarly, violations of ethical provisions
the Hatch Act are not "election crimes," and actions that do not rise to the level of
criminal activity, such as a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony, are not "election
crimes^^n ,

1

.-,

RECOMMENDA

CRIMES

As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
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activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVotel data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
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Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: C nduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
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Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints

Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
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of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a/~
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
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areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

EAC REPORT ON VOTING FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Voting fraud and voter intimidation are phrases familiar to many voting-aged
Americans. However, they mean different things to different people. Voting fraud and
voter intimidation are phrases used to refer to crimes, civil rights violations, and, at times,
even the correct application of state or federal laws to the voting process. Past study of
these topics has been as varied as its perceived meaning. In an effort to help understand
the realities of voting fraud and voter intimidation in our elections, the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) has begun this, phase one, of a comprehensive study on
election crimes. In this phase of its examination, EAC has developed a definition of
election crimes and adopted some research methodology on how to assess the existence
and enforcement of election crimes in the United States.

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) calls on the EAC to research
and study various issues related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year
2006, EAC began projects to research several of the listed topics. These topics for
research were chosen in consultation with the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors. Voting fraud and voter intimidation are topics that the EAC as well as its
advisory boards felt were important to study to help improve the administration of
elections for federal office.
EAC began this stu,4 with the intention of identifying a common understanding of
voting fraud and y7oter intimidation and devising a plan for a comprehensive study of
these issues.
study was not intended to be a comprehensive review of existing
voting fraud and voter intimidation actions, laws, or prosecutions. To conduct that type
of extensive research, a basic understanding had to first be established regarding what is
commonly referred to as voting fraud and voter intimidation. Once that understanding
was reached, a definition had to be crafted to refine and in some cases limit the scope of
what reasonably can be researched and studied as evidence of voting fraud and voter
intimidation. That definition will serve as the basis for recommending a plan for a
comprehensive study of the area.
To accomplish these tasks, EAC employed two consultants, Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang,' who worked with EAC staff and interns to conduct the research that forms the
basis of this report. The consultants were chosen based upon their experience with the
topic and the need to assure a bipartisan representation in this study. The consultants and
EAC staff were charged with (1) researching the current state of information on the topic
of voting fraud and voter intimidation; (2) developing a uniform definition of voting

Biographies for Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, the two consultants hired by EAC, are attached as
Appendix "1".
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fraud and voter intimidation; and (3) proposing recommended strategies for researching
this subject.
EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case law on voting fraud
and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field. EAC consultants and
staff then presented their initial findings to a working group that provided feedback. The
working group participants were:
The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the
Executive Board of the Standards Board

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the
law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection,
Democratic National Committee

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of
the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St
Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American
Center for Voting Rights

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections
Administrator, Texas

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division,
U.S. Department of Justice

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S.
Department of Justice

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to National Republican
Campaign Committees and Republican
candidates

Throughout the process, EAC staff assisted the consultants by providing statutes and
cases on this subject as well as supervision on the direction, scope and product of this
research.
The consultants drafted a report for EAC that included their summaries of relevant cases,
studies and reports on voting fraud and voter intimidation as well as summaries of the
interviews that they conducted. The draft report also provided a definition of voting
fraud and intimidation and made certain recommendations developed by the consultants
or by the working group on how to pursue further study of this subject. This document
was vetted and edited by EAC staff to produce this final report.
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EXISTING INFORMATION ABOUT FRAUD AND INTIMIDATION
To begin our study of voting fraud and voter intimidation, EAC consultants reviewed the
current body of information on voting fraud and voter intimidation. The information
available about these issues comes largely from a very limited body of reports, articles,
and books. There are volumes of case law and statutes in the various states that also
impact our understanding of what actions or inactions are legally considered fraud or
intimidation. Last, there is anecdotal information available through media reports and
interviews with persons who have administered elections, prosecuted fraud, and studied
these problems. All of these resources were used by EAC consultants to provide an
introductory look at the available knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation.
Reports and Studies of Voting fraud and Intimidation
Over the years, there have been a number of studies conducted and reports published
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC reviewed many of these studies and
reports to develop a base-line understanding of the information that is currently available
about voting fraud and voter intimidation. EAC consultants reviewed the following
articles, reports and books, summaries of which are available in Appendix "2":
Articles and Reports
• People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim
Crow," December 6, 2004.
• Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13
no. 23, December 30, 2002.
• Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration
Elections Board" Report 05 -12, September, 2005.
• Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office
"Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election
Fraud," May 10, 2005.
• National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence
in U.S. Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management,
American University, September 2005.
• The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer
Overton, Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington
University School of Law "Response to the Report of the 2005
Commission on Federal Election Reform," September 19, 2005.
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• Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise,
"Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote
Suppression – or Both?" A Report to the Center for Voting Rights &
Protection, September, 2004.
• Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local
Administration of American Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The
Sentencing Project, November 2005.
• American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and
Suppression in the 2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
• The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
• The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the
September 15, 2005 Voting fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General," The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of
Law, December 2005.
• Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November
2004 Election in Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2002."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2003."
• Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of
Justice, "Report to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public
Integrity Section for 2004."
• Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity
Section, Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/englishllibrary/internationalJengl 999-11 .html
• People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election
Protection Coalition, at
http://www.e1ectionprotection2OO4.org/edaynews.htm
• Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud under United State
Federal Law," IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.
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• General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Selected Local Election
Officials on Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens
Can Vote," Report to Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
• Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of
Election Fraud," Demos: A Network of Ideas and Action, 2003.
• People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter
Disenfranchisement in the 2004 Elections," December 2004.
Books
• John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voting fraud. Threatens Our
Democracy, Encounter Books, 2004.
• Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of
Democracy in American, Nation Books, 2005.
• Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An
American Political Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers,
2005.
• David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the
Presidential Elections, from Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor
Trade Publishing, 2004.
• Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
During our review of these documents, we learned a great deal about the type of research
that has been conducted in the past concerning voting fraud and voter intimidation. None
of the studies or reports was based on a comprehensive, nationwide study, survey or
review of all allegations, prosecutions or convictions of state or federal crimes related to
voting fraud or voter intimidation in the United States. Most reports focused on a limited
number of case studies or instances of alleged voting fraud or voter intimidation. For
example, "Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the
2004 Elections," a report produced by the People for the American Way, focused
exclusively on citizen reports of fraud or intimidation to the Election Protection program
during the 2004 Presidential election. Similarly, reports produced annually by the
Department of Justice, Public Integrity Division, deal exclusively with crimes reported to
and prosecuted by the United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice through
the Public Integrity Section.
It is also apparent from a review of these articles and books that there is no consensus on
the pervasiveness of voting fraud and voter intimidation. Some reports, such as
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"Building Confidence in U.S. Elections," suggest that there is little or no evidence of
extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting. This conflicts directly with other
reports, such as the "Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible
Election Fraud," produced by the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County
District Attorney's Office, FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office. That report cited evidence of
more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in the name of
persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting using a name believed to be fake.
Voter intimidation is also a topic of some debate because there is little agreement
concerning what constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Some studies and reports
cover only intimidation that involves physical or financial threats, while others cover
non-criminal intimidation, including legal practices that allegedly cause vote suppression.
One point of agreement is that absentee voting and voter registration by nongovernmental
groups create opportunities for fraud. For example, a number of studies cited
circumstances in which voter registration drives have falsified voter registration
applications or have destroyed voter registration applications of persons affiliated with a
certain political party. Others conclude that paying persons per voter registration
application creates the opportunity and perhaps the incentive for fraud.
Interviews with Experts
In addition to reviewing prior studies and reports on voting fraud and intimidation, EAC
consultants interviewed a number of persons regarding their experiences and research of
voting fraud and voter intimidation. Persons interviewed included:
Wade Henderson
Executive Director,
Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Pat Rogers
Attorney, New Mexico
Nina Perales
Counsel,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

Wendy Weiser
Deputy Director,
Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Rebecca Vigil-Giron
Secretary of State, New Mexico

William Groth
Attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana
voter identification litigation

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director,
State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Lori Minnite
Barnard College, Columbia University

Stephen Ansolobohere
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neil Bradley
ACLU Voting Rights Project

Chandler Davidson
Rice University
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Tracey Campbell
Author, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber
Assistant Attorney General, Indiana
Heather Dawn Thompson
Director of Government Relations,
National Congress of American Indians
Jason Torchinsky
Assistant General Counsel,
American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette
Executive Director,
American Center for Voting Rights
Harry Van Sickle
Commissioner of Elections,
Pennsylvania
Tony Sirvello
Executive Director
International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and
Treasurers
Joseph Sandler
Counsel
Democratic National Committee

John Ravitz
Executive Director
New York City Board of Elections
Sharon Priest
Former Secretary of State, Arkansas
Kevin Kennedy
Executive Director
State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton
Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio
Joseph Rich
Former Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Craig Donsanto
Director, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
John Tanner
Director
Voting Section, Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice

These interviews in large part confirmed the conclusions that were gleaned from the
articles, reports and books that were analyzed. For example, the interviewees largely
agreed that absentee balloting is subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts,
followed by vote buying and voter registration fraud. They similarly pointed to voter
registration drives by nongovernmental groups as a source of fraud, particularly when the
workers are paid per registration. Many asserted that impersonation of voters is probably
the least frequent type of fraud because it is the most likely type of fraud to be
discovered, there are stiff penalties associated with this type of fraud, and it is an
inefficient method of influencing an election.
Interviewees differed on what they believe constitutes actionable voter intimidation. Law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies tend to look to the criminal definitions of voter
intimidation, which generally require some threat of physical or financial harm. On the
other hand, voter rights advocates tended to point to activities such as challenger laws,
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voter identification laws, polling place locations, and distribution of voting machines as
activities that can constitute voter intimidation.
Those interviewed also expressed opinions on the enforcement of voting fraud and voter
intimidation laws. States have varying authorities to enforce these laws. In some states,
enforcement is left to the county or district attorney, and in others enforcement is
managed by the state's attorney general. Regardless, voting fraud and voter intimidation
are difficult to prove and require resources and time that many local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies do not have. Federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies
have more time and resources but have limited jurisdiction and can only prosecute
election crimes perpetrated in elections with a federal candidate on the ballot or
perpetrated by a public official under the color of law. Those interviewed differed on the
effectiveness of the current system of enforcement. Some allege that prosecutions are not
sufficiently aggressive. Others feel that the current laws are sufficient for prosecuting
fraud and intimidation.
A summary of the each of the interviews conducted is attached as Appendix "3".
Case Law and Statutes
Consultants reviewed more than 40,000 cases that were identified using a series of search
terms related to voting fraud and voter intimidation. The majority of these cases came
from courts of appeal. This is not surprising, since most cases that are publicly reported
come from courts of appeal. Very few cases that are decided at the district court level are
reported for public review.
Very few of the identified cases were applicable to this study. Of those that were
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerged. However, it did seem that the greatest
number of cases reported on fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of
stealing votes to present problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper
delivery and counting of absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying,
and challenges to felon eligibility.
A listing of the cases reviewed in this study is attached as Appendix "4".
Media Reports
EAC consultants reviewed thousands of media reports concerning a wide variety of
potential voting fraud or voter intimidation, including:
• absentee ballot fraud,
• voter registration fraud,
• voter intimidation and suppression,
• deceased voters,
• multiple voting,
• felons voting,
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• non-citizens voting,
• vote buying,
• deceptive practices, and
• fraud by election officials.
While these reports showed that there were a large number of allegations of voting fraud
and voter intimidation, they provided much less information as to whether the allegations
were ever formalized as complaints to law enforcement, whether charges were filed,
whether prosecutions ensued, and whether any convictions were made. The media
reports were enlightening as to the pervasiveness of complaints of fraud and intimidation
throughout the country, the correlation between fraud allegations and the perception that
the state was a "battleground" or "swing" state, and the fact that there were reports of
almost all types of voting fraud and voter intimidation. However, these reports do not
provide much data for analysis as to the number of complaints, charges and prosecutions
of voting fraud and intimidation throughout the country.

DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
From our study of available information on voting fraud and voter intimidation, we have
learned that these terms mean many things to many different people. These terms are
used casually to refer to anything from vote buying to refusing to register a voter to
falsifying voter registration applications. Upon further inspection, however, it is
apparent that there is no common understanding or agreement of what constitutes "voting
fraud" and "voter intimidation." Some think of voting fraud and voter intimidation only
as criminal acts, while others include actions that may constitute civil wrongs, civil rights
violations, and even legal and appropriate activities. To arrive at a common definition
and list of activities that can be studied, EAC assessed the appropriateness of the
terminology that is currently in use and applied certain factors to limit the scope and
reach of what can and will be studied by EAC in the future.
New Terminology
The phrase "voting fraud" is really a misnomer for a concept that is much broader.
"Fraud" is a concept that connotes an intentional act of deception, which may constitute
either a criminal act or civil tort depending upon the willfulness of the act.
Fraud, n. 1. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or concealment of a
material fact to induce another to act to his or her detriment. • Fraud is usu. a
tort, but in some cases (esp. when the conduct is willful) it may be a crime.
Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 685.
"Voting" is the act of casting votes to decide an issue or contest. Black's Law
Dictionary, Eighth Edition, p. 1608. Using these terms to form a definition of "voting
fraud," it means fraudulent or deceptive acts committed to influence the act of voting.
Thus, a voter who intentionally impersonates another registered voter and attempts to
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vote for that person would be committing "voting fraud." Similarly, a person who
knowingly provides false information to a voter about the location of the voter's polling
place commits fraud on the voter.
The phrase "voting fraud" does not capture a myriad of other criminal acts that are
related to elections which are not related to the act of voting and/or do not involve an act
of deception. For example, "voting fraud" does not capture actions or willful inaction in
the voter registration process. When an election official willfully and knowingly refuses
to register to vote a legally eligible person it is a crime. This is a crime that involves
neither the act of voting nor an act of deception.
To further complicate matters, the phrases "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" are
used to refer to actions or inactions that are criminal as well as those that are potentially
civil wrongs and even those that are legal. Obviously, criminal acts and civil wrongs are
pursued in a very different manner. Criminal acts are prosecuted by the local, state or
federal government. Generally, civil wrongs are prosecuted by the individual who
believes that they were harmed. In some cases, when civil rights are involved, the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice may become involved.
The goal of this study was to develop a common definition of what is generically referred
to as "voting fraud" and "voter intimidation" that would serve as the basis for a future,
comprehensive study of the existence of these problems. In order to meet that goal, we
recognize that the current terminology does not accurately represent the spectrum of
activities that we desire to study. Furthermore, we recognize that the resources, both
financial and human capital, needed to study allegations and prosecutions of criminal
acts, suits involving civil torts, and allegations of potential voter suppression through the
use of legal election processes are well beyond the resources available to EAC. As such,
EAC has defined "election crimes," a phrase that captures all crimes related to the voter
registration and voting processes.
The Definition of an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
Election crimes are intentional acts or willful failures to act, prohibited by state or federal
law, that are designed to cause ineligible persons to participate in the election process;
eligible persons to be excluded from the election process; ineligible votes to be cast in an
election; eligible votes not to be cast or counted; or other interference with or invalidation
of election results. Election crimes generally fall into one of four categories: acts of
deception, acts of coercion, acts of damage or destruction, and failures or refusals to act.
Election crimes can be committed by voters, candidates, election officials, or any other
members of the public who desire to criminally impact the result of an election.
However, crimes that are based upon intentional or willful failure to act assume that a
duty to act exists. Election officials have affirmative duties to act with regard to
elections. By and large, other groups and individuals do not have such duties.
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The victim of an election crime can be a voter, a group of voters, an election official, a
candidate, or the public in general. Election crimes can occur during any stage of the
election process, including but not limited to qualification of candidates; voter
registration; campaigning; voting system preparation and programming; voting either
early, absentee, or on election day; vote tabulation; recounts; and recalls.
The following are examples of activities that may constitute election crimes. This list is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is representative of what states and the federal
government consider criminal activity related to elections.
Acts of Deception
o Knowingly causing to be mailed or distributed, or knowingly mailing or
distributing, literature that includes false information about the voter's precinct or
polling place, the date and time of the election or a candidate;
o Possessing an official ballot outside the voting location, unless the person is an
election official or other person authorized by law or local ordinance to possess a
ballot outside of the polling location;
o Making or knowingly possessing a counterfeit of an official election ballot;
o Signing a name other than his/her own to a petition proposing an initiative,
referendum, recall, or nomination of a candidate for office;
o Knowingly signing more than once for the proposition, question, or candidate in
one election;
o Signing a petition proposing an initiative or referendum when the signer is not a
qualified voter.
o Voting or attempting to vote in the name of another person;
o Voting or attempting to vote more than once during the same election;
o Intentionally making a false affidavit, swearing falsely, or falsely affirming under
an oath required by a statute regarding their voting status, including when
registering to vote, requesting an absentee ballot or presenting to vote in person;
o Registering to vote without being entitled to register;
o Knowingly making a materially false statement on an application for voter
registration or re-registration; and
o Voting or attempting to vote in an election after being disqualified or when the
person knows that he/she is not eligible to vote.
Acts of Coercion

o Using, threatening to use, or causing to be used force, coercion, violence,
restraint, or inflicting, threatening to inflict, or causing to be inflicted damage
harm, or loss, upon or against another person to induce or compel that person to
vote or refrain from voting or to register or refrain from registering to vote;
o Knowingly paying, offering to pay, or causing to be paid money or other thing of
value to a person to vote or refrain from voting for a candidate or for or against an
election proposition or question;
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o Knowingly soliciting or encouraging a person who is not qualified to vote in an
election;
o Knowingly challenging a person's right to vote without probable cause or on
fraudulent grounds, or engaging in mass, indiscriminate, and groundless
challenging of voters solely for the purpose of preventing voter from voting or to
delay the process of voting;
o As an employer, attempting by coercion, intimidation, threats to discharge or to
lessen the remuneration of an employee, to influence his/her vote in any election,
or who requires or demands an examination or inspection by himself/herself or
another of an employee's ballot;
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other valuable thing in
exchange for signing or refraining from signing a petition proposing an initiative;
o Inducing or attempting to induce an election official to fail in the official's duty
by force, threat, intimidation, or offers of reward;
o Directly or through any other person advancing, paying, soliciting, or receiving or
causing to be advanced, paid, solicited, or received, any money or other valuable
consideration to or for the use of any person in order to induce a person not to
become or to withdraw as a candidate for public office; and
o Soliciting, accepting, or agreeing to accept money or other thing of value in
exchange for registering to vote.
Acts of Damage or Destruction
o Destroying completed voter registration applications;

o Removing or destroying any of the supplies or other conveniences placed in the
voting booths or compartments;
o Removing, tearing down, or defacing election materials, instructions or ballots;
o Fraudulently altering or changing the vote of any elector, by which such elector is
prevented from voting as the person intended;
o Knowingly removing, altering, defacing or covering any political sign of any
candidate for public office for a prescribed . period prior to and following the
election;
o Intentionally changing, attempting to change, or causing to be changed an official
election document including ballots, tallies, and returns; and
o Intentionally delaying, attempting to delay, or causing to be delayed the sending
of certificate, register, ballots, or other materials whether original or duplicate,
required to be sent by jurisdictional law.
Failure or Refusal to Act

o Intentionally failing to perform an election duty, or knowingly committing an
unauthorized act with the intent to effect the election;
o Knowingly permitting, making, or attempting to make a false count of election
returns;
o Intentionally concealing, withholding, or destroying election returns or attempts
to do so;
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o Marking a ballot by folding or physically altering the ballot so as to recognize the
ballot at a later time;
o Attempting to learn or actually and unlawfully learning how a voter marked a
ballot;
o Distributing or attempting to distribute election material knowing it to be
fraudulent;
o Knowingly refusing to register a person who is entitled to register under the rules
of that jurisdiction;
o Knowingly removing the eligibility status of a voter who is eligible to vote; and
o Knowingly refusing to allow an eligible voter to cast his/her ballot.
What is not an Election Crime for Purposes of this Study
There are some actions or inactions that may constitute crimes or civil wrongs that we do
not include in our definition of "election crimes." All criminal or civil violations related
to campaign finance contribution limitations, prohibitions, and reporting either at the
state or federal level are not "election crimes" for purposes of this study and any future
study conducted by EAC. Similarly, criminal acts that are unrelated to elections, voting,
or voter registration are not "election crimes," even when those offenses occur in a
polling place, voter registration office, or a candidate's office or appearance. For
example, an assault or battery that results from a fight in a polling place or at a
candidate's office is not an election crime. Similarly, violations of ethical provisions
such as the Hatch Act are not "election crimes," and actions that do not rise to the level of
criminal activity, such as a misdemeanor, relative felony or felony, are not "election
crimes."

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
As a part of its study, EAC sought recommendations on ways that EAC can research the
existence of election crimes. EAC consultants, the working groups and some of the
persons interviewed as a part of this study provided the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Future activity in this area should include conducting additional interviews. In particular,
more election officials from all levels of government, parts of the country, and political
parties should be interviewed. It would also be especially beneficial to talk to law
enforcement officials, specifically federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local
district attorneys, as well as civil and criminal defense attorneys.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Media Research
The media search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by EAC consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contained allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, some of the articles contained information about investigations into such
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activities or even charges brought. Additional media research should be conducted to
determine what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Many of the allegations made in the reports and books that were analyzed and
summarized by EAC consultants were not substantiated and were certainly limited by the
date of publication of those pieces. Despite this, such reports and books are frequently
cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Further research
should include follow up on the allegations discovered in the literature review.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints Filed With "MyVotel" Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVoteI
Project. This project involved using a toll-free voter hotline that voters could call for poll
locations, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in more than 200,000 calls received and more than 56,000 recorded
complaints.
Further research should be conducted using the MyVoteI data with the cooperation of the
project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the self-selection of the
callers, the information regarding 56,000 complaints may provide insight into the
problems voters may have experienced, especially issues regarding intimidation or
suppression.
Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S. Department of
Justice
According to a recent GAO report, the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice has a variety of ways it tracks complaints of voter intimidation.
Attempts should be made to obtain relevant data, including the telephone logs of
complaints and information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system.
Further research should also include a review and analysis of the DOJ/OPM observer and
"monitor field reports" from Election Day.
Recommendation 6: Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Further research should include a review of the reports that must be filed by every
District Election Officer to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice. The DEOs play a central role in receiving reports of voting fraud
and investigating and pursuing them. Their reports back to the Department would likely
provide tremendous insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections.
Where necessary, information could be redacted or made confidential.
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Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
Further activity in this area should include attending the next Ballot Access and Voting
Integrity Symposium. At this conference, prosecutors serving as District Election
Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' Offices obtain annual training on fighting election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences are sponsored by the Voting Section of
the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, and
feature presentations by Civil Rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public
Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. By attending the symposium
researchers could learn more about the following: how District Election Officers are
trained; how information about previous election and voting issues is presented; and how
the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the
National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
Recommendation 8: Conduct Statistical Research
EAC should measure voting fraud and intimidation using interviews, focus groups, and a
survey and statistical analysis of the results of these efforts. The sample should be based
on the following factors:
o Ten locations that are geographically and demographically diverse where
there have been many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
o Ten locations (geographically and demographically diverse) that have not had
many reports of fraud and/or intimidation;
EAC should also conduct a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, and district
election officers. The survey sample should be large in order to be able to get the
necessary subsets, and it must include a random set of counties where there have and
have not been a large number of allegations.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Future researchers should review federal law to explore ways to make it easier to impose
either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation that do not necessarily involve
racial animus and/or a physical or economic threat.
Recommendation 10: Use Observers to Collect Data on Election Day
Use observers to collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls on Election
Day. There may be some limitations to the ability to conduct this type of research,
including difficulty gaining access to polling places for the purposes of observation, and
concerns regarding how the observers themselves may inadvertently or deliberately
influence the occurrence of election crimes.
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Recommendation 11: Study Absentee Ballot Fraud
Because absentee ballot fraud constitutes a large portion of election crimes, a stand-alone
study of absentee ballot fraud should be conducted. Researchers should look at actual
cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are conducted in an effort to provide
recommendations on more effective measures for preventing fraud when absentee ballots
are used.
Recommendation 12: Use Risk Analysis Methodology to Study Fraud
Conduct an analysis of what types of fraud people are most likely to commit.
Researchers will use that risk analysis to rank the, types of fraud based on the "ease of
commission" and the impact of the fraud.
Recommendation 13: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons
Researchers should compare information on databases to determine whether the voter
rolls contain deceased persons and felons. In addition, the voter rolls can then be
compared with the list of persons who voted to determine whether a vote was recorded by
someone who is deceased or if felons are noted as having voted.
Recommendation 14: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers and
phone calls with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A
number of groups, such as the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices. These logs should be reviewed and analyzed to see how and where such
practices are being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 15: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure as
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
EAC should study the extent to which states are utilizing the administrative complaint
procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether data
collected through the administrative complaint procedure can be used as another source
of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 16: Examine the Use of Special Election Courts
Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may be worth exploring whether
special election courts should be established to handle fraud and intimidation complaints
before, during, and after Election Day. Pennsylvania employs such a system and could
investigate how well that system is working.
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Accepted Recommendations
There has never been a comprehensive, national study that gathered data regarding all
claims, charges, and prosecutions of voting crimes. EAC feels that a comprehensive
study is the most important research that it can offer the election community and the
public. As such, EAC has adopted all or a part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group.
While several of the other recommendations could be used to obtain more anecdotal
information regarding election crimes, EAC believes that what is needed is a
comprehensive survey and study of the information available from investigatory
agencies, prosecutorial bodies and courts on the number and types of complaints, charges
and prosecutions of election crimes. Additional media reviews, additional interviews and
the use of observers to collect information from voters on Election Day will only serve to
continue the use of anecdotal data to report on election crimes. Hard data on complaints,
charges and prosecutions exists and we should gather and use that data, rather than rely
on the perceptions of the media or the members of the public as to what might be fraud or
intimidation.
Some of the recommendations are beyond the scope of the current study. While election
courts may be a reasonable conclusion to reach after we determine the volume and type
of election crimes being reported, charged or prosecuted, it is premature to embark on an
analysis of that solution without more information. Last, some of the recommendations
do not support a comprehensive study of election crimes. While a risk analysis might be
appropriate in a smaller scale study, EAC desires to conduct a broader survey to avoid the
existing problem of anecdotal and limited scope of information.
In order to further its goal of developing a comprehensive data set regarding election
crimes and the laws and procedures used to identify and prosecute them, EAC intends to
engage in the following research activities in studying the existence and enforcement of
election crimes:
Survey Chief Election Officers Regarding Administrative Complaints
Likely sources of complaints concerning election crimes are the administrative complaint
processes that states were required to establish to comply with Section 402 of HAVA.
These complaint procedures were required to be in place prior to a state receiving any
funds under HAVA. Citizens are permitted to file complaints alleging violations of
HAVA Title III provisions under these procedures with the state's chief election official.
Those complaints must be resolved within 60 days. The procedures also allow for
alternative dispute resolution of claims. Some states have expanded this process to
include complaints of other violations, such as election crimes.
In order to determine how many of these complaints allege the commission of election
crimes, EAC will survey the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have
been filed, investigated, and resolved since January 1, 2004. EAC will use the definition
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of election crimes provided above in this report in its survey so that data regarding a
uniform set of offenses will be collected.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed
and Referred
Several chief state election officials have developed investigation units focused on
receiving, investigating, and referring complaints of election crimes. These units were
established to bolster the abilities of state and local law enforcement to investigate
allegations of election crimes. California, New York and Florida'are just three examples
of states that have these types of units.
EAC will use a survey instrument to gather information on the numbers and types of
complaints that have been received by, investigated, and ultimately referred to local or
state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since January 1, 2004. These
data will help us understand the pervasiveness of perceived fraud, as well as the number
of claims that state election officials felt were meritorious of being referred to local and
state law enforcement or prosecutorial agencies for further action.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints
and Charge of Voting Crimes
While voters, candidates and citizens may call national hotlines or the news media to
report allegations of election crimes, it is those complaints that are made to law '
enforcement that can be investigated and ultimately prosecuted. Thus, it is critical to the
study of election crimes to obtain statistics regarding the number and types of complaints
that are made to law enforcement, how many of those complaints result in the perpetrator
being charged or indicted, and how many of those charges or indictments result in pleas
or convictions.
Thus, EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges or indictments,
and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004. In addition, EAC will
seek to obtain an understanding of why some complaints are not charged or indicted and
why some charges or indictments are not prosecuted.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of Stale Laws and Procedures
Once a reliable data set concerning the existence and enforcement of election crimes is
assembled, a real analysis of the effectiveness of fraud prevention measures can be
conducted. For example, data can be analyzed to determine if criminal activities related
to elections are isolated to certain areas or regions of the country. Data collected from
the election official surveys can be compared to the data regarding complaints, charges
and prosecutions gathered from the respective law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies in each jurisdiction. The effect and/or effectiveness of provisions such as voter
identification laws and challenger provisions can be assessed based on hard data from
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areas where these laws exist. Last, analyses such as the effectiveness of enforcement can
be conducted in light of the resources available to the effort.

CONCLUSION
Election crimes are nothing new to our election process. The pervasiveness of these
crimes and the fervor with which they have been enforced has created a great deal of
debate among academics, election officials, and voters. Past studies of these issues have
been limited in scope and some have been riddled with bias. These are issues that
deserve comprehensive and nonpartisan review. EAC, through its clearinghouse role,
will collect and analyze data on election crimes throughout the country. These data not
only will tell us what types of election crimes are committed and where fraud exists, but
also inform us of what factors impact the existence, prevention, and prosecution of
election crimes.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
EAC Statement on Future Study of Voter Identification Requirements
Background
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) authorizes the United States Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct periodic studies of election administration
issues. In May 2005 EAC entered mto a contract with the ^Eagleton_Instituteof Politicsaa
g 0 s rof I aw at the hi "
utgers, th rState Univers ty of New Jersey and tlietMontz c.:
State Uni^er^t operform a review and legal analysis of state legislation, administrative--- - procedures and court cases, and to perform a literature revieworfotlier research and data
available on the topic of voter identification requirements. F"u t er, the contractor was to
analyze the problems and challenges of voter identificatct toyathesize alternative
approaches and recommend various policies that could tie applied tq l ese approaches:
OO

Tlie contractor , ,zf ru"t a statistical analysis u(`11ie relationshp of varYt requirements - - for voter identification to voter turnout in the^20(k4 elecrio '> Using two sets of'data
aggregate turnout data at the county level for each=state, aril reports of mdi {dual voters
collected in the November 2004 Current Population Su yey conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau-- the contractor arrived at a series of findiitgs, conclusions and subsequent
recommendations for further research >rthe topic.
The contractor presented testimony sumndanzmgtS fin¢mgs^fiom this statistical and data
analysis at a February 8, 20Q,7 publ c meeting of the US ^Eiection Assistance
s
Commission. The c ^ ac^rstest moray aupits summa y of voter identification
requirements by State; summarygf court deci ions and literature on voter identification
and related issues; an annotated bib liographyuoter identification issues and a
affecting voter identification are attached to this
summary of state statutes ands egul ations
9i r
report and can also ,be found n EA C'SWelite: www.EAC.gov.
and next steps
EAC finds the contractor's summary of States' voter identification requirements and
summary of state lays statutes, regulations and litigation surrounding the
implementation of voteridentification requirements, to be an important first step in the
Commission's consid6ration of voter identification requirements.
However, EAC has concerns regarding the research and statistical methodology the
contractor chose to employ in order to analyze voter identification requirements.
Therefore, EAC will engage in a longer-term, more systematic review of voter
identification requirements and the potential variation in turnout rates based on the types
of voter identification requirements. EAC is not adopting the contractor's full report that
was submitted and is not releasing this report. EAC's additional study on the topic will
include more than one Federal election cycle, examine additional environmental and
political factors that effect voter participation, and consider the numerous changes in state
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laws and regulations related to voter identification requirements that have occurred since
2004.
SAC will undertake the following activities on an ongoing basis - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Formatted:

root Highlight

• A state-by-state review, reporting and tracking of voter identification
requirements. This will include tracking states' requirements which require a
voter to state this or her name, to sign his or her name, to match his or her
signature to a signature on file, to provide photo or non-photo identification or to
swear an affidavit affirming his or her identify.
Using some of the information collected by Eagleton`"and assembling data from
states, EAC will establish a baseline of information on voter participation that will
include what factors may affect or influence Citizen Voting y Age Population
(CVAP) voter participation, various voter identification requirements, the
competitiveness ofa race and other environmental or political factors. -• Analysis of this and other data to begin tod .termifi'e'' hat, if any impact, voter
identification requirements have voter turnoufjistration,
and fraud.
zury-.::.
Other activities to enchance EAC research on the correlatioitbetw,een identification
requirements and various aspects of voter participation will inclde:
• Convening a working group by mid 2007 of advo tes, academics, research
methodologists and election officials .to discuss EAC's next study of voter
identification Topics to be discussed include specific issues to be covered in the
a
study, researctt^rtd statistical methodologies to be employed and timelines for
comnletine an EAC stu`dv;`on voter.. identification.

•

ertaid voter identification provisions that have been in place for
study of if
two or more Fedcal elections1have had an impact on voter turnout, voter
reg sstration figures and fraiid. Included in this study would be an examination of

AA

the relationship between voter turnout and race and gender;
• Publicatid46 f a series of best practice case studies which detail a particular state's
or jurisdictions experiences with educating pollworkers and voters about various
voter identifi ation requirements. Included in the case studies would be detail on
the policies and practices used to educate and inform pollworkers and voters;
• A state-by-state tracking of early voting, absentee voting, and vote-by-mail
policies and procedures. The data collected through this tracking would then be
compared to the various state voter identification policies and procedures
described above.
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INTRODUCTION
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute is the
development of:
• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating
voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section 241 (b)(6)]; and
• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation
[section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a
high priority.

FOCUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH
In September 2005, the Commission hired two consultants with expertise in this subject
matter, Job. Serebrov and Tova Wang, to:
• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
• perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case
law review), identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and
advocacy organizations regarding these topics, and deliver a summary of this
research and all source documentation;
• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key
individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics
of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
• provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation
and the results of the preliminary research to the working group, and convene the
working group to discuss potential avenues for future EAC research on this topic;
and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research
effort and working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future
research, if any;
As of the date of this report, the consultants have drafted a definition of election fraud,
reviewed relevant literature and reports, interviewed persons from government and
private sectors with subject matter expertise, analyzed news reports of alleged election
fraud, reviewed case law, and established a project working group.
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DEFINITION OF ELECTION FRAUD
The consultants drafted a definition of election fraud that includes numerous aspects of
voting fraud (including voter intimidation, which is considered a subset of voting fraud)
and voter registration fraud, but excludes campaign finance violations and election
administration mistakes. This draft will be discussed and probably refined by the project
working group, which is scheduled to convene on May 18, 2006.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The consultants found many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad
conclusions from a large array of incidents. They found little research that is truly
systematic or scientific. The most systematic look at fraud appears to be the report
written by Lori Minnite, entitled "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud".
The most systematic look at voter intimidation appears to be the report by Laughlin
McDonald, entitled "The New Poll Tax". The consultants found that books written about
this subject all seem to have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them
somewhat less valuable.
Moreover, the consultants found that reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by
their nature, have little follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has
remained in the stage of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the
point of being investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an
independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter
intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's
frequently cited book, "Stealing Elections".
Consultants found that researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of
fraud and intimidation in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a
methodological perspective and would require resources beyond the means of most social
and political scientists. As a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy
groups than social scientists.
Other items of note:
•. There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification
requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem. On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is
commonly described in the political debate; but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.
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• There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.
• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.
• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

Recommendations
The consultants recommend that subsequent EAC research include a follow up study of
allegations made in reports, books and newspaper articles. They also suggest that the
research should focus on filling the gap between the lack of reports based on methodical
studies by social or political scientists and the numerous, but less scientific, reports
published by advocacy groups.

INTERVIEWS
The consultants jointly selected experts from the public and private sector for interviews.
The consultants' analysis of their discussions with these members of the legal, election
official, advocacy, and academic communities follows.

Common Themes
There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
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although it may create the perception that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.
Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.
Several people indicate that, for various reasons, DOJ is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. Interviews with DOJ
personnel indicate that the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, focuses on
systemic patterns of malfeasance in this area. While the Election Crimes Branch,
Public Integrity Section, continues to maintain an aggressive pursuit of systematic
schemes to corrupt the electoral process (including voter suppression), it also has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting.
The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat will reduce this problem dramatically.
Common Recommendations:
• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed.
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
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o With respect to DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, John Tanner
indicated that fewer cases are being brought because fewer are warranted – it
has become increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation
and suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race based
problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and unequal
implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr. Tanner was
unaware of such situations actually occurring and his office has not pursued
any such cases.
o Craig Donsanto of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch, Public Integrity Section,
says that while the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone
up since 2002, nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of
fraud, the number of cases DOJ is investigating and the number of indictments
his office is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, in addition to
pursuing systematic election corruption schemes, DOJ has brought more cases
against alien voters, felon voters and double voters than ever before. Mr.
Donsanto would like more resources so that his agency can do more and
would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal government to
assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud.
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment.
• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill.
• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected as
non partisan officials, they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas are a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
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• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.
• A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the proposal in the Carter-Baker Commission Report.
• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines

NEWS ARTICLES
Consultants conducted a Nexis search of related news articles published between January
1, 2001 and January 1, 2006. A systematic, numerical analysis of the data collected
during this review is currently being prepared. What follows is an overview of these
articles provided by the consultants.
Absentee Ballots
According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:
• Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters.
• Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased.
• Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times.
It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.
While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
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Voter Registration Fraud
According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
• Registering in the name of dead people;
• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms;
• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms;
• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses;
and
• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with.
There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression
This is the area which had the most articles, in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 – there were several
allegations made during every year studied. Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.
A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.
However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:
• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places;
• Improper demands for identification;
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• Poll watchers harassing voters;
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters;
• Disproportionate police presence;
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate;
and
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines.
Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"

There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials, and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually being charged and/or convicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls into question the proper marking and maintenance of
the voting lists. In many instances, the person charged claimed not to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated case involving a person voting in more than one
state. Other instances in which such efforts were alleged were disproved by officials.
In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person took criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle found five such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
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As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-bymail.
Vote Buying
There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations concentrated in three states (Illinois,
Kentucky, and West Virginia). There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area.
Deceptive Practices
In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of completed voter registration applications. There were no reports of prosecutions or
any other legal proceeding.
Non-citizen Voting
There were surprisingly few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting – just
seven all together, in seven different states across the country. They were also evenly
split between allegations of noncitizens registering and noncitizens voting. In one case,
charges were filed against ten individuals. In another case, a judge in a civil suit found
there was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prompted official investigations.
Two cases, from this Nexis search, remained just allegations of noncitizen voting.
Felon Voting
Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem was the large number of
ineligible felons that remained on the voting list.
Election Official Fraud
In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
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instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.
Recommendation
The consultants recommend that subsequent EAC research should include a Nexis search
that specifically attempts to follow up on the cases for which no resolution is evident
from this particular initial search.

CASE LAW RESEARCH
After reviewing over 40,000 cases from 2000 to the present, the majority of which came
from appeals courts, the consultants found comparatively few applicable to this study. Of
those that were applicable, the consultants found that no apparent thematic pattern
emerges. However, it appears to them that the greatest areas of fraud and intimidation
have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present problems with voter
registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of absentee and
overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon eligibility.
Recommendation
Because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, consultants suggest
that subsequent EAC research include a review of state trial-level decisions.

PROJECT WORKING GROUP
Consultants and EAC worked together to select members for the Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation Working Group that included election officials and representatives of
advocacy groups and the legal community who have an interest and expertise in the
subject matter. (See Attachment A for a list of members.) The working group is
scheduled to convene at EAC offices on May 18, 2006 to consider the results of the
preliminary research and to offer ideas for future EAC activities concerning this subject.

FINAL REPORT
After convening the project working group, the consultants will draft a final report
summarizing the results of their research and the working group deliberations. This
report will include recommendations for future EAC research related to this subject
matter. The draft report will be reviewed by EAC and, after obtaining any clarifications
or corrections deemed necessary, will be made available to the EAC Standards Board and
EAC Board of Advisors for review and comment. Following this, a final report will be
prepared.
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Attachment A
Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, TX

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

(To be represented at May 18, 2006 meeting by Jon M. Greenbaum, Director of the
Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law)
Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
National Counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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w,: Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 01:56 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc

Lam_ • r.

Subject Re: Ethics Form (278)
Yes, both stocks lost value.
I don't remember what Schedule D is but thanks for the correction.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Gavin S. Gilmour

From: Gavin S. Gilmour
Sent: 07/11/2006 12:51 PM
To: Gracia Hillman
Subject: Ethics Form (278)
Commissioner,
I have completed a review of your OGE 278 Form. Its looks good, but I need some simple clarifications.
1) Two of your investments have decreased in value. (A) UAL: Schedule A, Pg3, line 7 and (B)
Pharmaceutical Holders Trust: Schedule A, pg 8 line 3.
No transaction (sale) is noted on schedule B. I assume that this is because the change in value reflects a
change in the market. Please confirm this.
2) On Schedule D, Part II, I will remove the check mark on the none box as this section does not apply to
you. (checking none suggests a responsive, negative reply).
Thanks
Gavin

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER
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Al

"Job Serebrov"
-_^
05/16/2006 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc

Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05b

cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:,
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
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> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 04:57 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: presentationI

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/24/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary). I
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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EAC ELECTION CRIMES STUDY: NEXT STEPS
Background: Phase I

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct research on election administration issues
including nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating
voting fraud in elections for Federal office [Section 241(b)(6)]; and ways of identifying,
deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [Section 241(b)(7)].
The EAC initiated its study of election crimes in 2005, juing its first report,
"Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations fl5Future Study" in
December 2006. The EAC adopted all or part of six of t 16rçmmendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group in the 2006 Repot. These : commendations
include:
• Surveying state chief election off s regarding adminitthtive complaint
processes mandated by Sectio : Q of HA
• Surveying state election crime invetigation 3umts regarding complaints
filed and referred to local or state la
t cement_
• Surveying state law enf
and pry
gencies regarding
complaints and charges)
crimes, a
• Analyzing survey data i
Mate lawedures.

V
an

Next Steps: Phase II

As we look toinitiate Phase II of thisstudy and explore next steps for conducting
a comprehensive survey of election crimes, the^ain aims of this phase should be:
y:Wtuch states are capturing/identifying and
potential election crimes,
action fraud in the context of these state
1 scale of election crimes under various election
crime enforcement methods.
Suggested Research" MWthodology:

In order to identify and assess the magnitude and quality of the election crime
enforcement methods currently utilized by the states, we would survey a sample of
geographically and demographically diverse jurisdictions, juxtaposing states with
substantial election crime allegations against those with limited election crime
allegations. We would survey state election officials; state crime investigation units; and
the local, state, and federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies. A project
working group would be formed to review the research methodology and proposed
survey contents. Researchers will collect data regarding state election crimes laws and
election administration procedures in order to analyze the survey results in light of the
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state election practices. After the research is conducted, the working group would
reconvene to review the research results and provide input on the content and format of
the resulting report.
Using the uniform defmition of election crimes generated during Phase I, the
surveys would be designed to capture specific data regarding the existence and
enforcement of election crimes. The surveys will not only determine the magnitude and
type of election crimes occurring . amongst the states, but also explore best practices in an
effort to find successful prevention and enforcement methods.
Three types of surveys would be conducted:
• A survey designed for the state's chief ele i nofficials would focus on
election crime complaint procedures—assessing the'volume and type of
election crimes reported. Additionally,he survey wo address the
administrative complaint procedur r uired by Section ) 2 of HAVA in
order to analyze the complaints that.have been filed, invests e and
resolved via these procedures sine
uary , 2004.
d

• A survey designed for state crime inve'tiation units would focus on the
state agencies/offices responsible for prosecdiug election crimes analyzing the number and type of complaints, cEarjcs or indictments, and
pleas or convictions handled at the state level, or referred to the federal or
local level.
• A survey of local,. tate, and f .deral law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies (e.g district attorneys state attorney generals, officials
associated with tl e Department ofJustice's Election Crimes Branch and
Voting Section) to determine the number and types of complaints, charges
or ind ments, and pleas or convictions of election crimes since January
1, 2004 'In addition EAC will seek to obtain an understanding of why
some complaints are not charged or indicted and why some charges or
indictments n.. not prosecuted. Researchers would also review reports
Piled to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the
1Department of Justice.
Criteria for States t o Sampled:

In order to get a broad assessment of the current election crime enforcement
landscape, our sample should include the following:
• States with multiple reports of voter registration fraud (e.g. California,
Colorado, Florida, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Nevada),
• States with multiple reports of voter intimidation and suppression, (e.g.
Florida, Ohio, South Carolina, and Pennsylvania),
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• States with multiple reports of deceptive practices (e.g. Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia),
• States with multiple reports of felons voting (e.g. Tennessee, Washington
and Wisconsin),
• States with multiple reports of dead/multiple voters (e.g. Florida, Illinois,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin),
• States with multiple reports of election official fraud (e.g. Washington
and Texas), and
• States with multiple reports of absentee ballot fraud (e.g. Indiana, New
Jersey, Kentucky, South Dakota, Virginia, Tennes ee and Texas).
•
In order to balance these locations, we would also sa up c froin states which do
not have multiple reports of these election crimes
Oréon
on
which has few reported
election crimes despite the entire system being conducted by).
Additionally, the sample should include sttes which have the following election
system characteristics:
.
• States with longstanding statewide v
Alaska, Kentucky, Michigan, South Car
• States with longstanding
ion day i
Minnesota and Wisconsin),
• States with election crime investigatioi
io
Louisian an Florida), and .`
• States wit1speel election courts (e.g.

istration databases (e.g.
and Virginia).
'on experience (e.g.
e.g. California, New York,
lvania).

Suggested States:
ase:= p on these actors the survey would include the following 10 states with
substantial election chine allegations California, Florida, Ohio, South Dakota,
Wisconsin,Pennsylvania, Washington South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. The
survey would also include states with limited election crime allegations such as Oregon,
Kentucky, and Minnesota..,.,.„
Timelines and
Below is a suggested timeframe in which we should accomplish Phase II of our
election crimes research:
• Statement of Work developed by April 30, 2007
• Contractor to perform research identified by May 30, 2007
• Preliminary research findings delivered by August 15, 2007
• EAC report on initial findings on October 30, 2007
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Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation – Preliminary Research & Recommendations

Introduction
Charge Under HAVA

Under the Help America Vote Act, Pub. L. No. 107-252, 116 Stat. 1666 (2002)
("HAVA"), the United States Election Assistance Commission is charged with
developing national statistics on voter fraud and developing methods of deterring and
investigating voter fraud. Also, the Commission is charged with developing methods of
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
Scope of Project

The Commission employed a bipartisan team of legal
Serebrov to develop a preliminary overview work pro
quality of vote fraud and voter intimidation that is pre
consultants' work is neither comprehensive nor cOneb
envisioned two-phase project was constrained by bo'
consultants' conclusions and recommendations for ph
report.
The consultants, working without the aid of a s
However, the fmal work product was mutually
the steps that were taken needed and the metho
sources, the consultants limited the time period
January 1, 2006. The research preformed by t1^
extensive Nexis search, a review of existing lit

lultants Tova Wang and Job
to determine the quantity and
on a national scale. The
This first phase of an
and funding. Tile
I will be contained in this

staff, divided most of the work.
necxed and approved. They agreed upon
I employed. For all of the documentary
under review from January 1, 2001 to
consultants included interviews, an
nature, and case research.

Interviews The consultants chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the

categories of types of people they wanted to interview. Then the consultants separately,
equally filled those categories with a certain number of people. Due to time and resource
constraints, the consultants had to pate down this list substantially – for instance, they
had to rule out interviewing prosecutors altogether – but still got a good range of people
to talk to. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers
and judges. Although the consultants were able to talk to most of the people they wanted
to, some were unavailable and a few were not comfortable speaking to them, particularly
judges. The consultants together conducted all of the interviews, either by phone or in
person. Then the consultants split up drafting the summaries. All summaries were
reviewed and mutually approved. Most of the interviews were extremely informative and
the consultants found the interviewees to be extremely knowledgeable and insightful for
the most part.
Nexis:

Initially, the consultants developed an enormous list of possible Nexis search
terms. It soon became obvious that it would be impossible to conduct the research that
way. As a result, consultant Wang performed the Nexis search by finding search term
combinations that would yield virtually every article on a particular subject from the last
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five years. Consultant Serebrov approved the search terms. Then Wang created an excel
spreadsheet in order to break down the articles in way in which they could be effectively
analyzed for patterns. Each type of fraud is broken down in a separate chart according to
where it took place, the date, the type of election it occurred in, what the allegation was,
the publication it came from. Where there was a follow up article, any information that
that suggested there had been some further action taken or some resolution to the
allegation was also included. For four very complicated and long drawn out situations Washington State, Wisconsin, South Dakota in 2004, and the vote buying cases in a
couple of particular jurisdictions over the last several years –written summaries with
news citations are provided.
Existing Literature: Part of the selections made by the consultants resulted from

consultant Wang's long-term familiarity with the material while part was the result of a
joint web search for articles and books on vote fraud and voter intimidation and
suggestions from those interviewed by the consultants The consultants reviewed a wide
range of materials from government reports and investigations, to academic literature, to
reports published by advocacy groups. The consultants believe that they covered the
landscape of available sources.
Cases: In order to property identify all applicable cases, the consultants first developed

an extensive word search term list. A WestLaw search was performed and the first one
hundred cases under each word search term were then gathered in individual files. This
resulted in a total of approximately 44,000, cases Most of these cases were federal as
opposed to state and appellate as opposed to trail" Consultant Serebrov analyzed the
cases in each file to determine if they were on point. If he found that the first twenty
cases were inapplicable, Serehrov would sample forty to fifty other file cases at random
to determine applicability. If the entire file did not yield any cases, the file would be
discarded. All discarded word search terms were recorded in a separate file. Likewise, if
the file only yielded a few applicable cases, it would also be discarded. However, if a
small but significant number of Cases were on point, the file was later charted. The
results of the case search were stark because relatively few applicable cases were found.

4
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Working Definition of Fraud and Intimidation
Note: The definition provided below is for the purposes of this EAC project. Most of the
acts described come within the federal criminal definition of fraud, but some may not.
Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when there is a duty
to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that can impact on election
outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by which persons register to vote; the
way in which ballots are obtained, marked, or tabulated; and the process by which
election results are canvassed and certified.
Examples include the following:
• falsifying voter registration information pertinent to eligibility to cast a vote, (e.g.
residence, criminal status, etc).;
• altering completed voter registration applications by entering false information;
• knowingly destroying completed voter registration applications (other than
spoiled applications) before they can be submitted to the proper election
authority;
• knowingly removing eligible voters from voter registration lists, in violation of
HAVA, NVRA, or state election laws,
• intentional destruction by election ;officials of voter registration records or
balloting records, u.' violation of records retention' laws, to remove evidence of
election fraud,
• vote buving
• voting in the name of another;
• voting more than once;
• coercing a voter's choice on an absentee ballot;
• using a false name and/or signature on an absentee ballot;
• destroying or misappropriating an absentee ballot;
• felons, or in some states ex felons, who vote when they know they are ineligible
to do so;
• misleading an ex -felon about his or her right to vote;
• voting by non-citizens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression or deterrence, including the
abuse of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing voters to the
wrong polling place or providing false information on polling hours and dates);
• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide ballots, or
to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the Uniformed and Overseas
Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter registration or
voting, or interfering with vote counting and the certification of the vote.

5
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Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter registration, balloting,
or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For purposes of the EAC study, it also does
not include violations of campaign finance laws.
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Summaries of Research Conducted
Interviews
Common Themes

• There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized, effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
• There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration fortis have not resulted in polling place fraud,
although it may create the perception, that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.
• Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modem version of voter intimidation and
suppression However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.
• Several people -indicate — including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.
• The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
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implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat will reduce this problem dramatically.
Common Recommendations:
• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of- the ,Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
o With respect to the civil rights section, John Tanner indicated that fewer
cases are being brought because fewer are warranted it has become
increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation and
suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
• intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape - race
based problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and
unequal implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of such situations actually occurring and the section
has not pursued any such cases
o Craig Donsanto of the public integrity section says that while the number
of election fraud related complaints have riot gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number of
cases the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
• section is pursuing arc both up dramatically. Since 2002, the department
has brought more cases agaimt alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than ever before Mr. Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more and would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal
government ,to assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter: registration databases to prevent fraud. Of particular note, Sarah
Ball Johnson, Executive Director of Elections for Kentucky, emphasized that
having had an effective statewide voter registration database for more than thirty
years has helped that state avoid most of the fraud problems that have bee alleged
elsewhere, such as double voting and felon voting.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment
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• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill
• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.
• A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchmsky from A VR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker Commission Report.
• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines

Nexis Research
Absentee Ballot Fraud
According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:
• Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters
• Workers for groups and individuals have; attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased
• Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times
It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.
While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
Voter Registration Fraud
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According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
• Registering in the name of dead people
• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses
• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with
There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Voter Intimidation and Suppression

This is the area which had the most articles in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 — there were several
allegations made during every year studied. 'Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.
A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.
However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:
• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines
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Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"
There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare :.people away from the voting
process.
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually„
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a
ballot and in person. A few instances people
and on Election Day, which calls into question the pro
the voting lists. In many instances, the person charged
on purpose. A very small handful of cases:: involved a:
county and there was one substantiated case involving
state. Other instances in which; such efforts were alleg

harged and/or convicted for
voting both by absentee
both during early voting
king and maintenance of
d not to have voted twice
sting in more than one
n voting in more than one
disproved by officials.

In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to rote, and a person taking criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco .Chronicle found 5 such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were; three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-bymail.
Vote Buying
There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.
Deceptive Practices
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In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.
Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding no
seven all together, in seven different states across
split between allegations of noncitizens registerin
charges were filed against ten individuals. In one
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prt
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allega

enregisttatio and voting –just
ountry. They were also evenly

noncitizens voting In one case
a judge in a civil suit found there
d off vial investigations. Two
voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of f
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course,
Washington gubernatorial election contest (s
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states,
of ineligible felons that ^ cmained .'on the voti

voting, some of them involved large
the cases :that came to light in the
Vashmgton summary) and in Wisconsin
main problem has been the large number

Election Official
cial, Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to: determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had: committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.
Existing Research

There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
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written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something , has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
• There is as much evidence, and as much cone rr►, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the' system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification
requirements
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem. On balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is
commonly described in the political debate, but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.
• There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.
• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.
• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
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Cases
After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state triallevel decisions.
Methodology
The following is a summary of interviews conducted with a number of political: scientists
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive examination of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further:; questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.
• In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to
criminology as a model. In criminology, experts rise two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, which asks the general public whether a particular incident has happened
to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we should
conduct a survey of the; general public that ask whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This
would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the
services of an exert in survey data collection. (Stephen Ansolobohere, MIT)
Several political scientists with expertise in these types of studies recommended a
methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a limited survey. In
determining who to: interview and where the focus groups should be drawn from,
they recommend the following procedure:
o Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud
and/or intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and
demographically diverse, and have had a diversity of problems
o Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
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o Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among
the states and what may give rise to them.
In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election
officers, they recommend that:
o The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
o The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have
not been a large number of allegations
(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard
Grofman, UC – Irvine)
• Another political scientist recommended employing a methodology that relies on
qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and experts on all
sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data collected through a survey` of state
and local elections and law enforcement officials; and case studies Case studies
should focus on the five or ten states, regions or cities where there has been a
history of election fraud to examine past and present problems. The survey
should be mailed to each state's attorney general aria secretary of state, each
county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the 50
states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard College) ;:°,..
• The research should be atwo-step process. Using LexisNexis and other research
tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the past decade.
Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials nationwide and
in selected states should he conducted. _(Chandler Davidson, Rice University)
D One expert in the field posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents either the incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed –
in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it would
actually take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of activity
and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating them. (Wendy•
Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)
• Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:
o Find out where there were federal observers
o Get precinct level voting information for those places
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o Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those
places with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem
anomalous.
Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries
examined by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study
could be effectively replicated in this country by sending observers to a random
sample of precincts. Rather than compare the incumbent's vote share, such
factors such as voter complaints, voter turnout, number of provisional ballots
used, composition of the electorate, as well as any anomalous voting results could
be compared between sites with and without monitors.
For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if reputable; monitors make
intimidation less likely or voters more confident, then turnout should be higher on
average in monitored precincts than in unmonitored precincts If polling station
officials are intentionally refusing to issue provisional ballots, and the polling
station officials are more likely to adhere to, regulations while being monitored,
the average number of provisional ballots should be higher in monitored precincts
than in unmonitored precincts. If monitors cause polling station officials to
adhere more closely to regulations, then there should be fewer complaints (in
general) about monitored than unmonitored precincts :(this could also be reversed
if monitors made voters more likely to complain).
Again, random assignment controls; for all of the other factors that otherwise
influence these variables.
One of the downsides of this approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud,
e.g. absentee ballot fraud, those would have to be analyzed separately.
Another political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal
voting often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances
of double voting are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons
fount on voting records. Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law),
deceased, and of non-citizen voting are based on matching lists of names, birth
dates, and sometimes addresses of such people against a voting records. Anyone
with basic relational database skills can perform such matching in a matter of
minutes.
However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly
over-estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored
middle names and suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore,
there is a surprising statistical fact that a group of about three hundred people with
the same first and last name are almost assured to share the exact same birth date,
including year. In a large state, it is not uncommon for hundreds of Robert
Smiths (and other common names) to have voted. Thus, allegations of vote fraud
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or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching almost assuredly will find a
large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally or are registered to
vote legally.
Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be
expected to be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here:
randomly assign a birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how
many match within the list or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times
to average out the variation due to chance. The results can then be matched back
to actual voting records and purge lists, for example, in the hotly contested states
of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day registration where there are
concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting. This analysis will
rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and may very well find
instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might ,have otherwise happened by
chance.
This same political scientist also recommends another way to examine the
problem: look at statistics on provisional voting the number cast might provide
indications of intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number
of those not counted would be indications of "vote fraud." One could look at those
jurisdictions in the Election Day Survey with a disproportionate number of
provisional ballots cast and cross reference it with demographics and number of
provisional ballots discarded. (Michael McDonald, George Mason University)
• Spencer Overton, in a forthcoming law review article entitled Voter Identification,
suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—investigations of voter
fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote, and an examination of
death rolls provide a better understanding of the frequency of fraud. He says all
three approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and thus the best studies would
employ all three to assess the extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:
1. Investigations and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud
Policymakers should develop databases that record all
investigations, allegations, charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and
plea bargains regarding voter fraud. Existing studies are incomplete
but provide some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each of
Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of
ineligible persons attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes
cast in the state's 2002 and 2004 general elections. This is a fraud rate
of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker Commission's Report noted
that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89 individuals
with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their
felon status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration
information, and voting improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the
context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast between October 2002 and
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August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent (note
also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by
a photo identification requirement).
A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud
that could be prevented by a photo identification requirement from
other types of fraud — such as absentee voting and stuffing ballot
boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led law enforcement
to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the
records of local district attorneys and election boards."
Hard data on investigations, allegation;, charges, pleas, and
prosecutions is important because it quantifies the amount of fraud
officials detect. Even if prosecutors vigorously pursue voter fraud,
however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does not capture
the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by surveys of
voters and a comparison of voting rolls to death rolls.
2. Random Surveys of Voters
Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of
votes cast fraudulently. For example, political: scientists could contact
a statistically representative sampling of 1,000 people who purportedly
voted at the polls in the last election, ask them if they actually voted,
and confirm the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers should
conduct the survey soon after an election to locate as many legitimate
voters as possible with fresh memories.
Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social
good, some who: did not vote might claim that they did, which may
underestimate the extent of fraud. A surveyor might mitigate this
skew through the framing of the question ("I've got a record that you
voted. < Is that true?").
Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and
others will refuse to talk to researchers. Photo identification
proponents might construe these non-respondents as improper
registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.
Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of
fraud, researchers might reduce the margin of error by focusing on a
random sampling of voters who signed affidavits in the three states
that request photo identification but also allow voters to establish their
identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In
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South Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed
affidavits to establish their identity. If the survey indicates that 95
percent of those who signed affidavits are legitimate voters (and the
other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were nonresponsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the
maximum, 0.1 percent of ballots cast.
The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is
unclear whether this sample is representative of other states (the
difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of voters) Further,
the affidavit study reveals information about the ;amount of fraud in a
photo identification state with an affidavit . exception—more voter
fraud may exist in a state that does not re q uest'bhoto identification_
3.

Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting .rolls might also provide
an estimate of fraud.
Imagine that one million people live in state A, which has no
documentary identification requirement. Death records show that
20,000 people passed away in state A in 2003. A cross-referencing of
this list to the voter rolls shows that 10,000 of those who died were
registered voters, end these names remained on the voter rolls during
the November 2004: election. Researchers would look at what
percentage of the 10,000 dead-but-registered
istered people who "voted" in
the November 2004 election. A researcher should distinguish the
votes cast in the name of the dead at the polls from those cast absentee
(which a photo identification requirement would not prevent). This
number would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.
This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If
fraudulent voters target the dead, the study might overestimate the
fraud: that exists among living voters (although a low incidence of
fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud among all voters
is low). The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the
same name. Photo identification advocates would likely assert that the
rate of voter fraud could be higher among fictitious names registered,
and that the death record survey would not capture that type of fraud
because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would
provide important insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in
the absence of a photo identification requirement.
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Recommendations for Further EAC Activity
on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Consultants' Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews

Time and resource constraints prevented the consultants from interviewing the full range
of participants in the process. As a result, we recommend that ally: future activity in this
area include conducting further interviews.
In particular, we recommend that more election
parts of the country, and parties be interviewed.
inside information on how the system works -- ;
often the first people voters go to when somethi
for fixing it. They are the ones who must carry
prevent fraud and voter intimidation and suppre
therefore, is and is not working. .

.,from all `levels of government,
id viduals have the most direct
ties does not work. They are
wrong and are often _responsible
neasures that are designed to both
hey vvi l most likely know what,

It would also be especially beneficial to talk to people in law enforcement, specifically
federal District Election Officers ("DEOs") and local district attorneys, as well as civil
and criminal defense attorneys.
The Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice has all
of the 93 U.S. Attorneys appoint Assistant U.S. Attorneys to serve as DEOs for two
years. DEOs are required to
• screen and conduct preliminary investigations of complaints, in conjunction with
the FBI and PIN, to determine whether they constitute potential election crimes
and should become matters for investigation;
• oversee the investigation and prosecution of election fraud and other election
crimes in their districts;
• coordinate their district's (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ
• coordinate election matters with state and local election and law enforcement
officials and -make them aware of their availability to assist with election-related
matters;
• issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone numbers of
DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about voting or
election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and
• supervise a team of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who are
appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on
election day.'
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Given the great responsibilities of the DEOs, and the breadth of issues they must deal
with, they undoubtedly are great resources for information and insight as to what types of
fraud and intimidation/suppression are occurring in their districts.
In many situations, however, it is the local district attorneys who will investigate election
fraud and suppression tactics, especially in local elections. They will be able to provide
information on what has gone on in their jurisdictions, as well as which matters get
pursued and why.
Finally, those who defend people accused of election related crimes would also be useful
to speak to. They may have a different perspective on how well :the system is working to
detect, prevent, and prosecute election fraud.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Nexis Research

The Nexis search conducted for this phase of the research was based on tt list of search
terms agreed upon by both consultants. Thousands articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. However, without being able to go beyond the agreed
search terms, it could not be determined whether there was any later determination
regarding the allegations, investigation or charges brought. This, leaves a gaping hole: it
is impossible to know if the article is just reporting art "talk" or what turns out to be a
serious affront to the system.
As a result, we recommend that follow up Nexis research be conducted to determine
what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case. This would provide a
much more accurate picture of what types of activities are actually taking place.
Recommendation 3: Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review

Similarly, many allegations are made in the reports and books that we analyzed and
summarized Those allegations are often not substantiated in any way and are inherently
time limited by the date of the writing. Despite this, such reports and books are
frequently cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation.
Therefore, we recommend follow up to the literature review: for those reports and books
that make or cite specific instances of fraud or intimidation, a research effort should be
made to follow up on those references to see if and how they were resolved.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints File With MyVotel Project Voter Hotline

During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
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In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints." The researchers in charge of this project have done a great deal of work to
parse and analyze the data collected through this process, including going through the
audio messages and categorizing them by the nature of the complaint. These categories
include registration, absentee ballot, poll access, ballot/screen, coercion/intimidation,
identification, mechanical, provisional (ballot).
We recommend that further research include making full use of this data with the
cooperation of the project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the
self-selection of the callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints should provide
a good deal of insight into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature
of intimidation or suppression.

Recommendation 5: Further Review of Complaints Riled With U.S. Department of
Justice
Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety i} ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation,111 the Section was extremely reluctant to provide the consultants with useful
information. Further attempts should be made to obtain relevant data. This includes the
telephone logs of complaints the Section keeps and information from the database – the
Interactive Case Management (ICM) system the Section maintains on complaints
received and the corresponding action taken. We also recommend that further research
include a review and analysis of the observer and monitor field reports from Election Day
that must be filed with the Section.

Recommendation 6 Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Similarly, the consults believe it would be useful for any further research to include a
review of the reports that must be filed by every District Election Officer to the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal D.. vision of the Department of Justice. As noted above,
the DEOs play a central tole in receiving reports of voter fraud and investigating and
pursuing Them. Their reports back to the Department would likely provide tremendous
insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections. Where necessary,
information could be redacted or made confidential.

Recommendation 7: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
The consultants also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to
include attendance at the next Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According
to the Department,"
Prosecutors serving as District Election Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys'
Offices are required to attend annual training conferences on fighting
election fraud and voting rights abuses... These conferences are sponsored
by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity
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Section of the Criminal Division, and feature presentations by Civil Rights
officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the
U.S. Attorneys' Offices. As a result of these conferences, there is a
nationwide increase in Department expertise relating to the prosecution of
election crimes and the enforcement of voting rights.
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
• How District Election Officers are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their
resources on, how they are instructed to respond to various types of complaints
• How information about previous election and voting issues is presented
• How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act
are described and explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Employ Academic or Individual to Conduct Statistical Research
Included in this report is a summary of various methodologies
scientists and
others suggested to measure voter fraud and intimidation.. While we note the skepticism
of the Working Group in this regard, we nonetheless recommend that in order to further
the mission of providing unbiased data, further activity in tits area include an academic
institution and/or individual that focuses on sound, statistical methods for political
science research.
Recommendation 9: Explore Improvements to Federal Law
Finally, consultant Tova Wang recommends that future researchers review federal law to
explore ways to make it easier . to impose either civil or criminal penalties for acts of
intimidation that do not necessarily involve racial animus and/or a physical or economic
threat.
According to Craig Donsanto, long-time Director of the Election Crimes Branch, Public
Integrity Section, Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice:
As with other statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any
jurisprudence :tothe contrary, it is the Criminal Division's position that
section 1973gg-10(1) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present
violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are
enforced by the Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies."
Mr. Donsanto reiterated these points to us on several occasions, including at the working
group meeting.
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As a result, researchers should examine if there is some way in which current law might
be revised or new laws passed that would reach voter intimidation that does not threaten
the voter physically or financially, but rather threatens the voter's right to vote as a
tangible value in itself. Such an amendment or law would reach all forms of voter
intimidation, no matter if it is motivated by race, party, ethnicity or any other criteria.
The law would then potentially cover, for example, letters and postcards with language
meant to deter voters from voting and both pre-election and Election Day challengers that
are clearly mounting challenges solely on illegitimate bases.
In the alternative to finding a way to criminalize such behavior, researchers might
examine ways to invigorate measures to deter and punish voter intimidation under the
civil law. For example, there might be a private right of action created for voters or
groups who have been subjected to intimidation tactics in the voting process. Such an
action could be brought against individual offenders ; any state or local actor where there
is a pattern of repeated abuse in the jurisdiction that such officials did not take sufficient
action against; and organizations that intentionally engage in intimidating practices. As a
penalty upon finding liability, civil damages could be available plus perhaps attorney's
fees.
Another, more modest measure would be, as has been suggested by Ana Henderson and
Christopher Edley,°' to bring parity to fines for violations under the Voting Rights Act.
Currently the penalty for fraud is $10,000 while the penalty for acts to deprive the right to
vote is $5,000.

Working Group Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Employ Observers To Collect Data in the 2006 and/or 2008
Electrons
At the working group meeting, there was much discussion about using observers to
collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in the upcoming elections. Mr.
Ginsberg recommended using representatives of both parties for the task. Mr. Bauer and
others objected to this, believing that using partisans as observers would be unworkable
and would not be: credible to the public.
There was even greater concern about the difficulties in getting access to poll sites for the
purposes of observation. Most states strictly limit who can be in the polling place. In
addition, there are already so many groups doing observation and monitoring at the polls,
administrators might object. There was further concern that observers would introduce a
variable into the process that would impact the outcome. The very fact that observers
were present would influence behavior and skew the results.
Moreover, it was pointed out, many of the problems we see now with respect to fraud and
intimidation does not take place at the polling place, e.g. absentee ballot fraud and
deceptive practices. Poll site monitoring would not capture this activity. Moreover, with
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increased use of early voting, poll site monitoring might have to go on for weeks to be
effective, which would require tremendous resources.
Mr. Weinberg suggested using observers in the way they are utilized in international
elections. Such observers come into a jurisdiction prior to the election, and use
standardized forms at the polling sites to collect data.
Recommendation 2: Do a Study on Absentee Ballot Fraud

The working group agreed that since absentee ballot fraud is the main form of fraud
occurring, and is a practice that is great expanding throughout the country, it would make
sense to do a stand-alone study of absentee ballot fraud. Such aV study would be
facilitated by the fact that there already is a great deal of information on how, when,
where and why such practices are carried out based on cases successfully prosecuted.
Researchers could look at actual cases to see how absentee ballot fraud schemes are
conducted in an effort to provide recommendations on more effective measures for
preventing them.
Recommendation 3: Use Risk Analysis Methodology! ; to Study Fraud'

Working group members were supportive of one of the methodologies recommended for
studying this issue, risk analysis. As Mr. Bailer put it, based on the assumption that
people act rationally, do an examination of what types of fraud people are most likely to
commit, given the relative costs and benefits. In that way, researchers can rank the types
of fraud that are the easiest to commit at the least cost with the greatest effect, from most
to least likely to occur. This might prove a more practical way of measuring the
problems than trying to actually get a number of acts of fraud and/or intimidation
occurring. Mr. Greenbaum added that one would want to examine what conditions
surrounding an election would be most likely to lead to an increase in fraud. Mr. Rokita
objected based on his belief that the passions of partisanship lead people to not act
rationally in an election.
Recommendation 4: Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons

Picking up on a' suggestion made by Spencer Overton and explained in the suggested
methodology section; Mr. Hearne recommended studying the issue using statistical
database matching. Researchers should compare the voter roll and the list of people who
actually voted to see if there are "dead" and felon voters. Because of the inconsistent
quality of the databases, however, a political scientist would need to work in an
appropriate margin of error when using such a methodology.
Recommendation 5: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices

The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
1 See Appendix C, and section on methodology
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groups, including the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices, which may be available for review and analysis. This is also an area in which
there is often tangible evidence, such as copies of the flyers and postcards themselves.
All of this information should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 6: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure As
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
The EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can; be used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 7: Examine the Use of

Courts

Given that many state and local judges are elected, it may b
special election courts that are running before, during and a
effective means of disposing with complaints and violation;
Pennsylvania employs such a system, and the EAC shouldi
well it is working to deal with fraud and intimidation problf

.worth exploring whether
ter election day would be an
in an expeditious manner.
5nsider investigating how
flQ
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Key Working Group Observations and Concerns
Working Group Observations

The main problems today are structural barriers to voting and administrative
error. Mr. Perez observed that, in accordance with the research, the biggest
issues today are structural barriers to voting, not stealing votes. Election
administrators share this view. Election fraud is negligible, and to the extent it
occurs, it needs to be prosecuted with stronger criminal laws. The biggest
problem is properly preparing people, which is the responsibility of election
administrators.
2. Most fraud and intimidation is happening outside of the
polling place. Mr.
Greenbaum observed that with respect to both voter fraud and voter suppression,
such as deceptive practices and tearing up voter registration forms, most of that is
taking place outside of the polling place
3. This issue cannot be addressed through one study or one methodology alone.
Mr. Weinberg observed that since there is such a variety in types of fraud and
intimidation, one solution will not fit all. It will be impossible to obtain data or
resolve any of these problems through a single method,
4. The preliminary research conducted for this project is extremely
valuable.
Several of the working group members complimented the quality of the research
done and although it is only preliminary, thought it would be useful and
informative m the immediate future.
5. The Department of Justice is exploring expanding its reach over voter
suppression activities. In the context of the conversation about defining voter
intimidation, Mr'Donsanto pointed out that while voter intimidation was strictly
defined by the criminal law, his section is beginning to explore the slightly
different concept of vote suppression, and how to pursue it. He mentioned the
phone jamming case in New Hampshire as an initial success in this effort. He
noted that he believes that vote suppression in the form of deceptive practices
ought to be a crime and the section is exploring ways to go after it within the
existing statutory construct. Mr. Bauer raised the example of a party sending
people dressed in paramilitary outfits to yell at people as they go to the polls,
telling them they have to show identification. Mr. Donsanto said that under the
laws he has to work with today, such activity is not considered corrupt. He said
that his lawyers are trying to "bend" the current laws to address aggravated cases
of vote suppression, and the phone-jamming case is an example of that. Mr.
Donsanto said that within the Department, the term vote "suppression" and
translating it into a crime is a "work in progress."
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6. Registration fraud does not translate into vote fraud Ms. Rogers, Mr. Donsanto
and others stated that although phony voter registration applications turned in by
people being paid by the form was a problem, it has not been found in their
experience to lead to fraudulent voters at the polls. Ms. Rogers said such people
were motivated by money, not defrauding the election.
7. Handling of voter fraud and intimidation complaints varies widely across states
and localities. Ms. Rogers and others observed that every state has its own
process for intake and review of complaints of fraud and intimidation, and that
procedures often vary within states. The amount of authority secretaries of state
have to address such problems also is different in every ` state.. Mr. Weinberg
stated he believed that most secretaries of state did not have authority to do
anything about these matters. Participants discussed whether secretaries ought to
be given greater authority so as to centralize the process, as HAVA has mandated
in other areas.
Working Group Concerns
1. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the purpose of the present project ought to be on.
assessing the level of fraud and where it is, rather than on developing methods for
making such measurements. He believed that methodology should be the focus,
"rather than opinions of interviewees." He was concerned that the EAC would be
in a position of "adding to the universe of opinions."
2. Mr. Rokita questioned` whether the "opinions" accumulated in the research "is a
fair sampling of what's out there." Ms.
responded that one of the purposes
of the research was to explore whether there is a method available to actually
quantify in some way how much fraud there is and where it is occurring in the
electoral; process Mt. Rokita replied`that "Maybe at the end of the day we stop
spending taxpayer money or it's going to be too much to spend to find that kind of
data. Otherwise, we will stop ;t:here and recognize there is a huge difference of
opinion on that issue of fraud, "when it occurs is obtainable, and that would
possibly be a conclusion of the EAC." Ms. Sims responded that she thought it
would be possible to _get better statistics on fraud and there might be a way of
"identifying at this point certain parts in the election process that are more
vulnerable, that we should be addressing."
3. Mr. Rokita stated that, "We're not sure that fraud at the polling place doesn't
exist. We can't conclude that."
4. Mr. Rokita expressed concern about working with a political scientist. He
believes that the "EAC needs to be very careful in who they select, because all the
time and effort and money that's been spent up to date and would be spent in the
future could be invalidated by a wrong selection in the eyes of some group."
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NEXIS Charts
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Case Charts
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A pp endix 1
List of Individuals Interviewed
Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center
William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund
Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico"':::
Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chandler Davidson, Rice University
Tracey Campbell, auihor, Deliver the Vote
Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter
identification litigation)
Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National Congress of
American Indians
Jason Torchinsky, `Assistant General Counsel, American Center for Voting Rights
Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights
Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice
Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
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Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
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Appendix 2 .
List of Literature Reviewed
Reports
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow,"
December 6, 2004.
Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23,
December 30, 2002.
Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections
Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County, District Attorney's Office, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, United States Attorney's Office "Preliminary Pindngs of Joint
Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud ----- May 10. 2005.
National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence in U.S.
Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American University,
September 2005.
The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton,
Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School of Law
"Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform,"
September 19, 2005
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot
Security Programs Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression – or Both?" A Report
to the Center for Voting Rights &:Protection, September, 2004.
Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American
Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project, November 2005.
American Center for: Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the
2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
The Advancement Project, "America's Modern Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15,
2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General," The Brennan
Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in
Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
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Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2004."
Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Public Integrity Section,
Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/intemational/eng--i 999-11 .html
People for the American Way, Election Protection 2004, Election Protection Coalition, at
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/edaynewsltm
Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under Umte4 State Federal Law," IFES
Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006.

General Accounting Office, "Election Views of Selected Local Election Officials on
Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens Can Vote," Report to
Congressional Requesters, September 2005.
Lori Minnite and David Callahan, "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud,"
Demos: A Network of :Ideas and Action, 2003.
People for the American: Way, ,NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights,
"Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections," December 2004
Books
John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter
Books, 2004.
Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in
American, Nation Books, 2005.
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political
Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential Elections, from
Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
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Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Legal
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana
(Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 `h Circuit 06-2218
Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia
(Rome) 4:05-cv-00201-HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11 `h Circuit 05-15784
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation
244), August 25, 2005 at
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A ppendix 3
Excerpt from "Machinery of Democracy," a Brennan Center Report
APPENDIX C
BRENNAN CENTER TASK FORCE ON VOTING SYSTEM SECURITY,
LAWRENCE NORDEN, CHAIR
Excerpted from pp. 8-19
METHODOLOGY

The Task Force concluded, and the peer review
best approach for comprehensively evaluating v
identify and categorize the potential threats agai
these threats based upon an agreed upon metric.,
each threat is to accomplish from the attacker's;
utilizing the same metric employed to prioritize
difficult each of the catalogued attacks would bf
countermeasures
are implemented.
This model allows us to identify the attack:
(i.e., the most practical and least difficult a1
quantify the potential effectiveness of vatic
difficult the least. difficult attack is after the
Other potential 'models considered, but ulti,
Force, are detailed in Appendix B.

m at'NIST agreed, that the

ig system threats was to: (1)
voting systems, (2) prloritiz
ich Would tell us how t ifflc
it of view), and (3) determir
eats, how much more
ne after various sets of

we should be ghost concerned about
ticks) Furthermore, it allows us to
is sets of countermeasures (i.e., how
countermeasure has been implemented).
ately rejected by the Task

IDENTIFICATION O'F.:THREATS
The first step in creatmg a threat model for voting. systems was to identify as many

potential attacks as possible. To that end, the Task Force, together with the participating
election officials, spent several months identifying voting system vulnerabilities.
Following this work, KIST held a Voting Systems Threat Analysis
Workshop on October 7, 2005. Members of the public were invited to write up
and post additional potential attacks. Taken together, this work produced over
120 potential attacks on the three voting systems. They are detailed in the catalogs
annexed.20 Many of the attacks are described in more detail at
http:llvote.nist.gov/threats/papers.htm.
The types of threats detailed in the catalogs can be broken down into nine categories:
(1) the insertion of corrupt software into machines prior to Election Day;
(2) wireless and other remote control attacks on voting machines on Election Day;
(3) attacks on tally servers; (4) miscalibration of voting machines; (5) shut off of
voting machine features intended to assist voters; (6) denial of service attacks; (7)
actions by corrupt poll workers or others at the polling place to affect votes cast;
(8) vote buying schemes; (9) attacks on ballots or VVPT. Often, the actual attacks
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involve some combination of these categories. We provide a discussion of each
type of attack in "Categories of Attacks," infra at pp. 24-27.
PRIORITIZING THREATS:
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS METRIC
Without some form of prioritization, a compilation of the threats is of limited
value. Only by prioritizing these various threats could we help election officials
identify which attacks they should be most concerned about, and what steps
could be taken to make such attacks as difficult as possible. As discussed below, we
have determined the level of difficulty for each attack where the.: attacker is
attempting to affect the outcome of a close statewide electionz
There is no perfect way to determine which attacks are. the least difficult, because
each attack requires a different mix of resources – well-placed insiders, money,
programming skills, security expertise, etc. Different attackers would find certain
resources easier to acquire than others. For example, election fraud committed by
local election officials would always involve well-placed insiders and a thorough
understanding of election procedures; at the same time, there is no reason to
expect such officials to have highly skilled hackers or first-rate programmers
working with them. By contrast, election fraud carried out by a foreign government
would likely start with plenty of money and technically skilled attackers, but
probably without many conveniently placed insiders or detailed knowledge of
election procedures.
Ultimately, we decided to use the "number of informed participants" as the metric
for determining attack difficulty. An attack which uses fewer participants is
deemed the easier attack. .
We have defined "informed participant" as someone whose participation is needed
to make the attack work and who knows enough about the attack to foil or
expose it. This is to be distinguished from a participant who unknowingly assists
the attack by performing a task that is integral to the attack's successful execution
without understanding that the task is part of an attack on voting systems.
The reason for using the security metric "number of informed participants" is
relatively straightforward: the larger a conspiracy is, the more difficult it would be
to keep it secret. Where an attacker can carry out an attack by herself, she need
only trust herself. On the other hand, a conspiracy that requires thousands of
people to take part (like a vote-buying scheme) also requires thousands of people
to keep quiet. The larger the number of people involved, the greater the likelihood
that one of them (or one who was approached, but declined to take part)
would either inform the public or authorities about the attack, or commit some
kind of error that causes the attack to fail or become known.
Moreover, recruiting a large number of people who are willing to undermine the
integrity of a statewide election is also presumably difficult. It is not hard to imagine
two or three people agreeing to work to change the outcome of an election.
It seems far less likely that an attacker could identify and employ hundreds or
thousands of similarly corrupt people without being discovered.
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We can get an idea of how this metric works by looking at one of the threats listed
in our catalogs: the vote-buying threat, where an attacker or attackers pay individuals
to vote for a particular candidate. This is Attack Number 26 in the PCOS
Attack Catalog22 (though this attack would not be substantially different against
DREs or DREs w/ VVPT).a In order to work under our current types of voting
systems, this attack requires (1) at least one person to purchase votes, (2) many
people to agree to sell their votes, and (3) some way for the purchaser to confirm
that the voters she pays actually voted for the candidate she supported. Ultimately, we
determined that, while practical in smaller contests, a vote-buying attack would be an
exceptionally difficult way to affect the outcome of a statewide election. This is because,
even in a typically close statewide election, an attacker would need to involve thousands
of voters to ensure that she could affect the outcome of a statewide race.24
For a discussion of other metrics we considered, but ultimately rejected, see
Appendix C.
DETERMINING NUMBER OF INFORMED
DETERMINING THE STEPS AND VALUES FOR

The Task Force members broke down each of the catalogued attacks into its necessary
steps. For instance, Attack 12 in the PCOS Attack Catalog is "Stuffing
Ballot Box with Additional Marked Ballots."zs We determined that, at a minimum,
there were three component parts to this attack:.,(I) stealing or creating the
ballots and then marking them, (2) scanning markedy ballots `through the PCOS
scanners, probably before the polls opened, and (3) modifying the poll books in
each location to ensure that the total number of votes: in the ballot boxes was not
greater than the number of voters who signed in at the polling place.
Task Force members then assigned a value representing the minimum number of
persons they believed would be necessary to accomplish each goal. For PCOS
or create ballots: 5 persons total.27
Minimum number required to scan marked ballots: 1 per polling place attacked
Minimum plumber required to modify poll books: 1 per polling place attacked.28

After these values were assigned, the Brennan Center interviewed several election
officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and values assigned to each
attack.29 When necessary, the values and steps were modified. The new catalogs,
including attack steps and values, were then reviewed by Task Force members.
The purpose of this review was to ensure, among other things, that the steps and
values were sound.
These steps and values tell us how difficult it would be to accomplish a single attack
in a single polling place. They do not tell us how many people it would take to change
the outcome of an election successfully — that depends, of course, on specific facts
about the jurisdiction: how many votes are generally recorded in each polling
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place, how many polling places are there in the jurisdiction, and how close is the
race? For this reason, we determined that it was necessary to construct a hypothetical
jurisdiction, to which we now turn.
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS NEEDED TO CHANGE
STATEWIDE ELECTION

We have decided to examine the difficulty of each attack in the context of changing
the outcome of a reasonably close statewide election. While we are concerned
by potential attacks on voting systems in any type of election, we are most troubled
by attacks that have the potential to affect large numbers of votes. These are
the attacks that could actually change the outcome of a statewide; election with
just a handful of attack participants.
We are less troubled by attacks on voting systems
of votes (and might therefore be more useful in lo
because there are many non-system attacks that c2
votes (i.e., sending out misleading information -abi
intimidating voters, submitting multiple absentee I
these non system attacks are likely to be less d ffii
financial cost, risk of detection, and time comni tr'
that an attacker would target voting machines to al

t a small number
is
lso affect a si1i11 number of
polling places, physically
ots, etc.). Given the fact that
in terms of number of partic
are uncertain
a.small number of votes.

In order to evaluate how difficult
for an
hange the outcome
of a statewide election, we created
composite
jurisdiction was created to be repre
ye
statewide election.
We did not want to examine a stat( vuc.raicuuun wnere results were so
skewed toward one candidate (for instance, the re-election of Senator Edward M.
Kennedy in 2000, where he won 73% of the vote3o), that reversing the election
results would be impossible without causing extreme public suspicion. Nor did we
want to look at races where changing only a relative handful of votes (for
instance, the Governor's: ace in Washington State in 2004, which was decided by
a mere 129 votesii) could affect the outcome of an election; under this scenario,
many of the potential attacks would involve few people, and therefore look equally
difficult.
We have named our composite jurisdiction "the State of Pennasota." The State
of Pennasota is a composite of ten states: Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ohio, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota. These
states were chosen:' because they were the ten "battleground" states that Zogby
International consistently polled in the spring, summer, and fall 2004.32 These
are statewide elections that an attacker would have expected, ahead of time, to
be fairly close.
We have also created a composite election, which we label the "Governor's Race"
in Pennasota. The results of this election are a composite of the actual results in
the same ten states in the 2004 Presidential Election.
We have used these composites as the framework by which to evaluate the difficulty
of the various catalogued attacks.33 For instance, we know a ballot-box stuffing
attack would require roughly five people to create and mark fake ballots, as
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well as one person per polling place to stuff the boxes, and one person per polling
place to modify the poll books. But, in order to determine how many informed
participants would be needed to affect a statewide race, we need to know how
many polling places would need to be attacked.
The composite jurisdiction and composite election provide us with information
needed to answer these questions: i.e., how many extra votes our attackers would
need to add to their favored candidate's total for him to win, how many ballots
our attackers can stuff into a particular polling place's ballot box without arousing
suspicion (and related to this, how many votes are generally cast in the average
polling place), how many polling places are there in the state, etc.. We provide
details about both the composite jurisdiction and election in the section entitled
"Governor's Race, State of Pennasota, 2007," infra at pp 20-27.
LIMITS OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS METRIC:
Of the possible metrics we considered, we believe that measuring the number of
people who know they are involved in an attack (and thus could provide evidence
of the attack to the authorities and/or the media), is the best single measure of
attack difficulty; as already discussed, we have concluded that the more people an
attacker is forced to involve in his attack, the more likely it is that one of the participants
would reveal the attack's existence and foil the attack, perhaps sending
attackers to jail. However, we are aware of a number oif' laces where the
methodology could provide us with que t onable results
By deciding to concentrate on size of attack team, eve mostly ignore the need for
other resources when planning an attack. Thus, a software attack on DREs which
makes use of steganogra hy. a to hide attack instruction files (see "DRE w/ WPT
Attack No.1a", discussed in greater detail, infra at pp. 62-65) is considered easier
than an attack program delivered over a wireless network at the polling place (see
discussion of wireless networks, infra at pp. 85-91). However, the former attack
probably requires a much, more technologically sophisticated attacker.
.Another imperfection with this metric is that we do not have an easy way to represent
how much choice the attacker has in finding members of his attack team.
Thus, with PCOS voting, we conclude that the cost of subverting a routine audit
of ballots is roughly equal to the cost of intercepting ballot boxes in transit and
substituting altered ballots (see discussion of PCOS attacks, infra at pp. 77-83).
However, subverting the audit team requires getting a specific set of trusted people
to cooperate with the attacker. By contrast, the attacker may be able to decide
which precincts to tamper with based on which people he has already recruited
for his attack.
In an attempt to address this concern, we considered looking at the number of
"insiders" necessary to take part in each attack. Under this theory, getting five
people to take part in a conspiracy to attack a voting system might not be particularly
difficult. But getting five well-placed county election officials to take part in
the attack would be (and should be labeled) the more difficult of the two attacks.
Because, for the most part, the low-cost attacks we have identified do not necessarily
involve well placed insiders (but could, for instance, involve one of many
people with access to commercial off the shelf software ("COTS") during development
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or at the vendor), we do not believe that using this metric would have
substantially changed our analysis.35
Finally, these attack team sizes do not always capture the logistical complexity of
an attack. For example, an attack on VVPT machines involving tampering with
the voting machine software and also replacing the paper records in transit
requires the attacker to determine what votes were falsely produced by the voting
machine and print replacement records in time to substitute them. While this is
clearly possible, it raises a lot of operational difficulties — a single failed substitution
leaves the possibility that the attack would be detected during the audit of
ballots.
We have tried to keep these imperfections in mind when an . alyzing and discussing
our least difficult attacks.
We suspect that much of the disagreement betwc en, young orricialsand computer
security experts in the last several years stems & jm i difference of opinion in
prioritizing the difficulty of attacks. Election off cials, with extensive experience
in the logistics of handling tons of paper ballots, have little faith in paper and ,,;;:
understand the kind of breakdowns in procedure' r that lead to traditional attacks
like ballot box stuffing; in contrast, sophisticated attacks on computer voting systems
appear very difficult to many of them. Computer security experts understand
sophisticated attacks on computer: systems, and r cognize the availability of
tools and expertise that makes these attacks pracl ical to launch, but have no clear
idea how they would manage the logistics of atta eking a paper-based system.
Looking at attack team size is one way to bridge` this difference in perspective.
EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTING

URE SETS

The final step of our threat analysis is to measure the effect of certain countermeasures
against the catalogued attacks How much more difficult would the
attacks become once the countermeasures are put into effect? How many more
informed participants (if any) would be needed to counter or defeat these
Oiar. process for exaijining the effectiveness of a countermeasure mirrors the
process for determimtig the difficulty of an attack: we first asked whether the
countermeasure would allow us to detect an attack with near certainty. If we
agreed that the countermeasure would expose the attack, we identified the steps
that would din necessary to circumvent or defeat the countermeasure. For each
step to defeat `the countermeasure , we determined the number of additional
informed participants (if any) that an attacker would need to add to his team.
As with the process for determining attack difficulty, the Brennan Center interviewed
numerous election officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and
values assigned. When necessary, the values and steps for defeating the countermeasures
were altered to reflect the input of election officials.
COUNTERMEASURES EXAMINED
BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES

The first set of countermeasures we looked at is the "Basic Set" of countermeasures.
This Basic Set was derived from security survey responses36 we received
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from county election officials around the country, as well as additional interviews
with more than a dozen current and former election officials. Within the Basic
Set of countermeasures are the following procedures:
Inspection
The jurisdiction is not knowingly using any uncertified software that is subject
to inspection by the Independent Testing Authority (often referred to as
the "ITA").3-,
Physical Security for Machines
• Ballot boxes (to the extent they exist) are examined (to ensure they are empty)
and locked by poll workers immediately before the ` tills are opened.
• Before and after being brought to the polls for Election Day, voting systems for
each county are locked in a single room, in a county warehouse.
• The warehouse has perimeter alarms, secure locks, video surveillance and regular
visits by security guards.
• Access to the warehouse is controlled by sign n, possibly with card keys or
similar automatic logging of entry and exit for regular staff.
• Some form of "tamper evident" seals are placed on machines before and after
each election.
• The machines are transported to polling locations five to fifteen days before
Election Day.
Chain of:Custody/Physical Security of Election Day Records
• At close; of the polls, vote tallies for each machine are totaled and compared with
number of persons that have signed the poll books.
• A copy of totals for each machine is posted at each polling place on Election

Night and taken home by poll workers to check against what is posted publicly at
election headquarters, on the web, in the papers, or elsewhere.38
• All audit information (i.e., Event Logs, VVPT records, paper ballots, machine
printouts of totals) that is not electronically transmitted as part of the unofficial
upload to the central election office, is delivered in official, sealed and handdelivered information packets or boxes. All seals are numbered and tamperevident.
• Transportation of information packets is completed by two election officials
representing opposing parties who have been instructed to remain in joint
custody of the information packets or boxes from the moment it leaves the
precinct to the moment it arrives at the county election center.
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• Each polling place sends its information packets or boxes to the county election
center separately, rather than having one truck or person pick up this data from
multiple polling locations.
• Once the sealed information packets or boxes have reached the county election
center, they are logged. Numbers on the seals are checked to ensure that they
have not been replaced. Any broken or replaced seals are logged. Intact seals are
left intact.
• After the packets and/or boxes have been logged, they are provided with physical
security precautions at least as great as those listed for. voting machines, above.
Specifically, for Pennasota, we have assumed the room in which the packets are
stored have perimeter alarms, secure locks, video surveillance and regular visits
by security guards and county police officers; and access ; to the room is
controlled by sign-in, possibly with card keys or similar automatic logging of
entry and exit for regular staff.
Testing39

• An Independent Testing Authority has certified the model of voting machine
used in the polling place.
• Acceptance Testing4o is performed on machines at tune, ; or soon after they are
received by County.
• Pre-election Logic and Accuracyai testing is performed by the relevant election
official.::.;
• Ynor to opening the polls, every voting machine and vote tabulation system is
checked to fee that it is still
for the correct election, including the
correct precinct, ballot style, and other applicable details.
IMEN FOR AUTOMATIC ROUTINE,.AUDIT
S BASIC SET 6F C,OUNTERMEASURES.

second set of countermeasures is the Regimen for an Automatic Routine
it?!us Basic Set of Countermeasures_
Some form of routs a auditing of voter-verified paper records occurs in 12 states,
to test the accuracy of electronic voting machines. They generally require between 1 and
10% of all precinct voting machines to be audited after each election. 42
Jurisdictions can implement this set of countermeasures only if their voting systems
produce some sort of voter-verified paper record of each vote. This could
be in the form of a paper ballot, in the case of PCOS, or a voter-verified paper
trail ("VVPT"), in the case of DREs.
We have assumed that jurisdictions take the following steps when conducting an
Automatic Routine Audit (when referring to this set of assumptions "Regimen for
an Automatic Routine Audit"):
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The Audit
• Leaders of the major parties in each county are responsible for selecting a
sufficient number of audit-team members to be used in that county.43
• Using a highly transparent random selection mechanism (see point ii, below), the
voter-verified paper records for between a small percentage of all voting
machines in the State are selected for auditing.
• Using a transparent random selection method, auditors are assigned to the
selected machines (two or three people, with representatives of each major
political party, would comprise each audit team).
• The selection of voting machines, and the assignment of auditors to machines,
occurs immediately before the audits take place. The audits take place as soon
after polls close as possible — for example, at 9 a.m. the morning after polls close.
• Using a transparent random selection method, county police officers, security
personnel and the video monitor assigned to guard the voter-ver ged records are
chosen from a large pool of on-duty officers and employees on election night.
• The auditors are provided the machine tallies and ire able to see that the county
tally reflects the sums of the machine tallies before the start of the inspection of
the paper.
• The audit would include a tally of spoiled ballots (in the case of VVPT, the
number of cancellations recorded), overvotes, and undervotes.
Transparent Random Selection Process
In this report, we have assumed that random auditing procedures are in place for
both the Regimen for an Automatic Routine Audit and Regimen for Parallel
Testing. We have further assumed procedures to prevent a single, corrupt person
from being able to fix the results. This implies a kind of transparent and public
random procedure.
For the Regimen for an Automatic Routine Audit there are at least two places
where transparent, random selection processes are important: in the selection of
precincts to audit, and in the assignment of auditors to the precincts they will be
auditing.
Good election security can employ Transparent Random Selection in other
places with good effect:
• the selection of parallel testers from a pool of qualified individuals.
• the assignment of police and other security professionals from on-duty lists, to
monitor key materials, for example, the VVPT records between the time that they
arrive at election central and the time of the completion of the ARA.
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If a selection process for auditing is to be trustworthy and trusted, ideally:
• The whole process will be publicly observable or videotaped;aa
• The random selection will be publicly verifiable, i.e., anyone observing will be
able to verify that the sample was chosen randomly (or at least that the number
selected is not under the control of any small number of people); and
• The process will be simple and practical within the context of current election
practice so as to avoid imposing unnecessary burdens on election officials.
There are a number of ways that election officials can ensure , some. kind of transparent
randomness. One way would be to use a state lottery machine to select precincts or
polling places for auditing. We have included two potential examples of transparent
random selection processes in Appendix F. These apply to the Regimen for Parallel
Testing as well.
REGIMEN FOR PARALLEL TESTING PLUS BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES

The final set of countermeasures we have examined is "Parallel Testing" plus the
Basic Set of countermeasures. Parallel Testing, also known as election-day testing,
involves selecting voting machines at random and testing them as realistically
as possible during the period that votes are being cast
Parallel Testing

In developing our set of assumptions for Parallel Testing, we relied heavily upon
interviews with Jocelyn Whitney, Project Manager for Parallel Testing in the State
of California, and conclusions drawn from this Report.. 5In our analysis, we
assume that the following procedures would be included in the Parallel Testing
regimen (when referring to Plus regimen "Regimen for Parallel Testing") that we
evaluates
• At least two of each DRE model (meaning both vendor and model) would be
selected for Parallel Testing;
• At least two DREs from each of the three largest counties would be parallel
tested;
• Counties to be parallel tested would be chosen by the Secretary of State in a
transparent and random manner.
• Counties would be notified as late as possible that machines from one of their
precincts would be selected for Parallel Testing;46
• Precincts would be selected through a transparent random mechanism;
• A video camera would record testing;
• For each test, there would be one tester and one observer;
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• Parallel Testing would occur at the polling place;
• The script for Parallel Testing would be generated in a way that mimics voter
behavior and voting patterns for the polling place;
• At the end of the Parallel Testing, the tester and observer would reconcile vote
totals in the script with vote totals reported on the machine.
Transparent Random Selection Process
We further assume that the same type of transparent random selection process
that would be used for the Regimen for Automatic Routine Audit would also be
employed for the Regimen for Parallel Testing to determine which machines
would be subjected to testing on Election Day.

APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE SECURITY METRICS CONSIDERED
Dollars Spent
The decision to use the number of informed paritcipauts as the metric for attack
level difficulty came after considering several other potential metrics. One of the
first metrics we considered was the dollar cost of attacks. This metric makes sense
when looking at attacks that seek financial:. gain — for instance, misappropriating
corporate funds It is not rational to spend $100,000 on the misappropriation of
corporate funds i1'the total value of those funds is $90,000. Ultimately, we rejected
this metric as the basis for our analysis because the dollar cost of the attacks
we considered were dwarfed by both (1) current federal and state budgets, and (2)
the amounts currently spent legally in state and federal political campaigns.
Time. of Attack

The relative security of safes and other safety measures are often rated in terms
of "time to defeat" This was rejected as metric of difficulty because it did not
seem relevant to voting systems. Attackers breaking into a house are concerned
with the amount of time it might take to. complete their robbery because the
homeowners or police might show up. With regard to election fraud, many
attackers may be willing to start months or years before an election if they believe
they can control the outcome. As discussed supra at pp. 35-48, attackers may be
confident that they can circumvent the independent testing authorities and other
measures meant to identify attacks, so that the amount of time an attack takes
becomes less relevant.
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Appendix 4
Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
The Honorable Todd Rokita

Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board
Kathy Rogers

Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board
J.R. Perez

Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, Texas..
Barbara Arnwine

Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil, Rights : Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
Robert Bauer

Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, District of
Columbia
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee
Benjamin L. Ginsberg

Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates
Mark (Thor).,Hearne II

Partner-Member, Lathrop &`Gage, St Louis, Missouri
National Counsel to the American: Center for Voting Rights
Barry Weinberg

Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto

Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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' Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R
" The MyVotel Project Final Report, Fels Institute of Government, University of Pennsylvania, November
1, 2005, Pg. 12
'Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities, General
Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R, p. 4. This same report criticizes some of the
procedures the Section used for these systems and urged the Department to improve upon them in time for
the 2004 presidential election. No follow-up report has been done since that time to the best of our
knowledge.
'V
"Department Of Justice To Hold Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium," U.S. Department of
Justice press release, August 2, 2005
Craig C. Donsanto, Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United States Federal, Law," IFES Political
Finance White Paper Series, 2006, p. 29
"' Ana Henderson and Christopher Edley, Jr., Voting Rights Aft Reauthorization Research Based
Recommendations to Improve Voting Acess, Chief Justice Earl Warrant Institute on ltaee, Ethnicity and
Diversity, University of California at Berkeley, School ofLaw, 2006,.p. 29
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Introduction
Charge Under HAVA
Under the Help America Vote Act, Pub. L. No. 107-252, 116 Stat. 1666 (2002)
("HAVA"), the United States Election Assistance Commission is charged with
developing national statistics on voter fraud and developing methods of deterring and
investigating voter fraud. Also, the Commission is charged with developing methods of
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
Scope of Project
The Commission employed a bipartisan team of legal
Serebrov to develop a preliminary overview work pro
quality of vote fraud and voter intimidation that . is pre
consultants' work is neither comprehensive norc nicli
envisioned two-phase project was constrained by bo l
consultants' conclusions and recommendations for p1i
report.
The consultants, working without the aid of
However, the final work product was mutual
the steps that were taken needed and the met]
sources, the consultants limited the time pen'
January 1, 2006. The research preformed by
extensive Nexis search, a: review of existing I

ultants =bva Wang and Job
to deternue tjie quantity and
on a national scale The
. This first phase of an
and funding. The
I will be contained in this

kpport staff, divided most of the work.
lieced and approved. They agreed upon
I employed. For all of the documentary
under review from January 1, 2001 to
consultants included interviews, an
rature, and case research.

Interviews: The consultants chose the`interviewees by first coming up with a list of the
categories of types of people they wanted to interview. Then the consultants separately,
equally filled those categories with a certain number of people. Due to time and resource
constraints the consultants had to pare down this list substantially – for instance, they
had to rule out interviewing prosecutors altogether – but still got a good range of people
to talk to. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers
and judges. Although the consultants were able to talk to most of the people they wanted
to, some were unavailable and a few were not comfortable speaking to them, particularly
judges. The consultants together conducted all of the interviews, either by phone or in
person. Then the consultants split up drafting the summaries. All summaries were
reviewed and mutually approved. Most of the interviews were extremely informative and
the consultants found the interviewees to be extremely knowledgeable and insightful for
the most part.
Nexis: Initially, the consultants developed an enormous list of possible Nexis search

terms. It soon became obvious that it would be impossible to conduct the research that
way. As a result, consultant Wang performed the Nexis search by finding search term
combinations that would yield virtually every article on a particular subject from the last
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five years. Consultant Serebrov approved the search terms. Then Wang created an excel
spreadsheet in order to break down the articles in way in which they could be effectively
analyzed for patterns. Each type of fraud is broken down in a separate chart according to
where it took place, the date, the type of election it occurred in, what the allegation was,
the publication it came from. Where there was a follow up article, any information that
that suggested there had been some further action taken or some resolution to the
allegation was also included. For four very complicated and long drawn out situations Washington State, Wisconsin, South Dakota in 2004, and the vote buying cases in a
couple of particular jurisdictions over the last several years –written summaries with
news citations are provided.
Existing Literature: Part of the selections made by the consultants resulted from
consultant Wang's long-term familiarity with the material w hilepart was the result of a
joint web search for articles and books on vote fraud and voter intimidation and
suggestions from those interviewed by the consultants. The consultants, reviewed a wide
range of materials from government reports and investigations, to academic literature, to
reports published by advocacy groups. The consultants believe that they covered the
landscape of available sources.'
Cases: In order to property identify ail applicable cases the consultants first developed
an extensive word search term list. A WestLaw search was performed and the first one
hundred cases under each word search term Were then gathered in individual files. This
resulted in a total of approximately 44,000 cases Most of these cases were federal as
opposed to state and appellate as opposed to tram Consultant Serebrov analyzed the
cases in each file to determine if they were on point. If he found that the first twenty
cases were inapplicable, Serebrov would sample forty to fifty other file cases at random
to determine applicability. If the entire file did not yield any cases, the file would be
discarded. All discarded word search terms were recorded in a separate file. Likewise, if
the file only melded a few Applicable cases, it would also be discarded. However, if a
small but significant number of cases were on point, the file was later charted. The
results of the case search were stark because relatively few applicable cases were found.
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Working Definition of Fraud and Intimidation

Y

nr^
4e: The definition provided below is for the purposes of this EAC project. Most of the
acts described come within the federal criminal definition offraud, but some may not.
Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when there is a duty
to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that can impact on election
outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by which persons register to vote; the
way in which ballots are obtained, marked, or tabulated; and the process by which
election results are canvassed and certified.
, ..
Examples include the following:
• falsifying voter registration information pertie
a vote, (e.g.
residence, criminal status, etc).;
• altering completed voter registration apphcatio:
entering false iilfon
• knowingly destroying completed voter regisal
Cpl cations (other flu
spoiled applications) before they can be submit
the proper election
authority;
• knowingly removing eligible voters from voter
lists, in violation of
HAVA, NVRA, or state election ylaws;
• intentional destruction by election officials of
stration records or
balloting records, m violation of records retenti
to remove evidence of
election fraud.:...`:
..:..,.:.
• vote buying;::.
• voting in the name of
• voting more than oncf
• coercing a voter's choice on an absentee ballot;
• using a false name and/or signature on an absentee ballot;
• destroying or misappropriating an absentee ballot;
• felons, or in some states ex -felons, who vote when they know they are ineligible
to do so;
• misleading an ex-felon about his or her right to vote;
• voting by non-citizens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• intimidating1 1^..:;^
practices aimed at vote suppression
or deterrence, includingg the
PP
abuse of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing voters to the
wrong polling place or providing false information on polling hours and dates);
• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide ballots, or
to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the Uniformed and Overseas
Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter registration or
voting, or interfering with vote counting and the certification of the vote.
F4f'';
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Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter registration, balloting,
or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For purposes of the EAC study, it also does
not include violations of campaign finance laws.
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Summaries of Research Conducted
Interviews

Common Themes
• There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.
• There is widespread but not unanimous agr .nt that there sJittje polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter imper nation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voteis. : Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of
incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
although it may create the perception
vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does; lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system
• Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
movedyat-the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.
• Several people
— including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression. cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.
• The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
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implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat will reduce this problem dramatically.
Common Recommendations:
• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed
• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation::-`Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
o With respect to the civil rights section, John Tanner indicated that fewer
cases are being brought because fewer are warranted it has become
increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation and
suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition `of
}- intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race
based problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and
.,
unequal implementation of identification rule's would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of such 'situations actually occurring and the section
^^ has not pursued any such cases.
C ^,^,^
o Craig Donsanto of the public integrity section says that while the number
of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
^.p^
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number o
^/
cases the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
section is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, the department
Chas brought mdse cases against alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than aver before f Mr. Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more and would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal
u:. government to assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.
• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.
• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud. Of particular note, Sarah
Ball Johnson, Executive Director of Elections for Kentucky, emphasized that
having had an effective statewide voter registration database for more than thirty
years has helped that state avoid most of the fraud problems that have bee alleged
elsewhere, such as double voting and felon voting.
• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.
• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment
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Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill
There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee
"for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.
A few recommend enacting a national identification car( including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky, from CVR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker Co `ih issii
A couple of interviewees indicated the
the distribution
of voting machines

Nexis Research

Absentee Ballot Fraud
According to press reports, absentee
• Campaign
• Workers for gro
of the deceased
• Workers for grot
the names of oth
thus vote multipl
It is unclear how often a
indicate convictions and
substantial number yof of
reports where such ifo
court proceedings come;

a

of ways:

tes and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
voters
viduals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
n workers and individuals have attempted to forge

absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and

convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
.y pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
. investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
)n is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
the outcome of the election.

While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
Voter Registration Fraud
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According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:
• Registering in the name of dead people
• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses
• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with
There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have jbeen "multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin
Intimidation and Suppression
This is the area which had the most articles in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.
y,.
This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 — there were several
allegations made during every year studied Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.
A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challengeactivities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.
However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:_ .
• Photographing `or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines
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Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"
There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter lists ;a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.
Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actalty
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved `=
ballot and in person. A few instances; ; involved people
and on Election Day, which calls into question the pro
the voting lists. In many instances, the 'person charges
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a
county and there was one substantiated case
state. Other instances '_wluch such efforts were allee

harged and/or :convicted for
voting both by absentee
both during early voting
king and maintenance of
dot to have voted twice
ting in more than one
n voting in more than one
disproved by officials.

In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person taking criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle Found 5 such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
As usual, there were a dispT. ortionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by
mail.
Vote Buying
There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.
Deceptive Practices
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In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.
Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding no
seven all together, in seven different states across
split between allegations of noncitizens registerin
charges were filed against ten individuals. In one
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances pri
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allege

eh" egistration and voting –just
ountry. They were also evenly
noncitizens voting̀ .In one case
a judge in a civil suit found there
d of al investigations. Two
voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of fi
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course,
Washington gubernatorial election contest
(see Wisconsin summary) Ins several states,
of ineligible felons that remamcdon the voti

voting, some,: of them involved large
the cases that came to light in the
Vashmgton summary) and in Wisconsin
main problem has been the large number

Election

In most of the cases in Which fraud by , elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.

Existing Research

There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
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written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations: made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about' structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification
requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem.' n balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is
commonly described in the political debate, but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.
• There Wlsubstantial t iincern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunit-vyit nreserits for fraud.
• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.
• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.
• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
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Cases
After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state triallevel decisions.
Methodology
The following is a summary of interviews conducted with anumber of polif teal scientis
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive exat nation of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.
In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to
criminology as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which arc all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, which asks the general public': whether a particular incident has happened
to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we should
conduct a survey of the general public that ask whether they have committed
certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This
would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the
services of an expert in survey data collection. (Stephen Ansolobohere, MIT)
several„ political scientists with expertise in these types of studies recommended a
methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a limited survey. In
determining. who to interview and where the focus groups should be drawn from,
they recommend the following procedure:
o Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud
and/or intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and
demographically diverse, and have had a diversity of problems
o Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
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o Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among
the states and what may give rise to them.
In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election
officers, they recommend that:
o The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
o The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have
not been a large number of allegations
(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard
Grofinan, UC – Irvine)
Another political scientist recommended emploI mg`a methodology that relies on
qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and experts on all
sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data cc lleeted through a sui y bf state
and local elections and law enforcement official 3, and case studies. Case studies
should focus on the five or ten states, regions =or cities where there has been a
history of election fraud to examine past and pre sent problems. The survey
should be mailed to each state's attorney general and"secretary of state, each
county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the 50
states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard ;College)_ :. .
• The research should be a,two-step process. Using LexisNexis and other research
tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the past decade.
Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials nationwide and
in selected states should be conducted. (Chandler Davidson, Rice University)
One expert 7n the held posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents either the. incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the _better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it would
actually take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of activity
and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating them. (Wendy
Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)
Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:
o Find out where there were federal observers
o Get precinct level voting information for those places
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o Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those
places with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem
anomalous.
Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries
examined by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study
could be effectively replicated in this country by sending observers to a random
sample of precincts. Rather than compare the incumbent's vote share, such
factors such as voter complaints, voter turnout, number of provisional ballots
used, composition of the electorate, as well as any anomalous voting results could
be compared between sites with and without monitors.
For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if
intimidation less likely or voters more confident
average in monitored precincts than in unmonitc
officials are intentionally refusing to issue provi
station officials are more likely to adhere to, regt
the average number of provisional ballots '° shook
than in unmonitored precincts. If monitors ca tsi
adhere more closely to regulations, then there sh
general) about monitored than
if monitors made voters more
Again, random
influence these

:allen}onitors make
i tunioi}t should be higher on
^recmcts polling station
1 ballots, aiId the polling
ns while being monitored,
ugher in monitored precincts
ling station officials to
be fewer complaints (in
:(this could also be reversed

factors that otherwise

One of the downsides of this approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud,
e.g. absentee ballot fraud those would have to be analyzed separately.
Anotner political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal
voting often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances
of double voting are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons
found on voting records. Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law),
deceased, and of non-citizen voting are based on matching lists of names, birth
dates, and sometimes addresses of such people against a voting records. Anyone
with basic relational database skills can perform such matching in a matter of
minutes.
However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly
over-estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored
middle names and suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore,
there is a surprising statistical fact that a group of about three hundred people with
the same first and last name are almost assured to share the exact same birth date,
including year. In a large state, it is not uncommon for hundreds of Robert
Smiths (and other common names) to have voted. Thus, allegations of vote fraud
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or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching almost assuredly will find a
large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally or are registered to
vote legally.
Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be
expected to be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here:
randomly assign a birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how
many match within the list or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times
to average out the variation due to chance. The results can then be matched back
to actual voting records and purge lists, for example, in the hotly contested states
of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day registration where there are
concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting. This analysis will
rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and may very well find
instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might shave otherwise happened by
chance.
This same political scientist also recommends another way to
problem: look at statistics on provisional voting the number cast might provide
indications of intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number
of those not counted would be indications of "vote fraud." Or
jurisdictions in the Election Day Survey with a disproportionm
provisional ballots cast and cross reference it with demograpl
provisional ballots discarded. (Michael McDonald, George M
Spencer Overton,: in a forthcoming law review ail cle entitled Voter Identification,
suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—investigations of voter
fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote, and an examination of
death rolls provide a better understanding of the frequency of fraud. He says all
three approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and thus the best studies would
employ all three to assess the extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:
1. Investigaficns and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud
Policymakers should develop databases that record all
investigations, allegations, charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and
plea bargains regarding voter fraud. Existing studies are incomplete
but provide some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each of
Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of
ineligible persons attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes
cast in the state's 2002 and 2004 general elections. This is a fraud rate
of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker Commission's Report noted
that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89 individuals
with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their
felon status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration
information, and voting improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the
context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast between October 2002 and
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August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent (note
also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by
a photo identification requirement).
A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud
that could be prevented by a photo identification requirement from
other types of fraud — such as absentee voting and stuffing ballot
boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led law enforcement
to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the
records of local district attorneys and election boards::
:::
Hard data on investigations, allegations, 'charges, pleas, and
prosecutions is important because it quantifies the amount of fraud
officials detect. Even if prosecutors vigorously pursue'voter fraud,
however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does not capture
the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by surveys of
voters and a comparison of voting rolls to death rolls.
2. Random Surveys of Voters
Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of
votes cast fraudulently. For example, political scientists could contact
a statistically representative sampling of 1,000`' people who purportedly
voted at the polls in the last election, ask them if they actually voted,
and confirm -the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers should
conduct the survey soon after an election to locate as many legitimate
voters as possible with fresh memories.
Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social
good, some who did not vote might claim that they did, which may
underestimate the extent of fraud. A surveyor might mitigate this
skew through the; framing of the question ("I've got a record that you
voted. Is that true?").
Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and
others will refuse to talk to researchers. Photo identification
proponents might construe these non-respondents as improper
registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.
Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of
fraud, researchers might reduce the margin of error by focusing on a
random sampling of voters who signed affidavits in the three states
that request photo identification but also allow voters to establish their
identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In
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South Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed
affidavits to establish their identity. If the survey indicates that 95
percent of those who signed affidavits are legitimate voters (and the
other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were nonresponsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the
maximum, 0.1 percent of ballots cast.
The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is
unclear whether this sample is representative of other states (the
difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of voters). Further,
the affidavit study reveals information about the amount of fraud in a
photo identification state with an affidavit exception—more voter
fraud may exist in a state that does not request photo identification.
3.

Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting rolls might also provide
an estimate of fraud.
Imagine that one million people live m state A, which has no
documentary identification requirement. Death records show that
20,000 people passed away in state A in 2003. A cross-referencing of
this list to the voter rolls shoves that 10,000 of those who died were.
registered voter, and these names' remained' on the voter rolls during
the November 2004 r election. ';Researchers would look at what
percentage of the 10,000 dead-but-registered people who "voted" in
the November 2004 selection. A researcher should distinguish the
votes cast in the name ofthe dead at the polls from those cast absentee
(which, a' photo identification requirement would not prevent). This
number would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.
This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If
fraudulent voters < target the dead, the study might overestimate the
fraud that exists among living voters (although a low incidence of
fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud among all voters
is low). °;.;The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the
same name. Photo identification advocates would likely assert that the
rate of voter fraud could be higher among fictitious names registered,
and that the death record survey would not capture that type of fraud
because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would
provide important insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in
the absence of a photo identification requirement.
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Recommendations for Further EAC Activity
on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Consultants' Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Conduct More Interviews
Time and resource constraints prevented the consultants from interviewing the full range
of participants in the process. As a result, we recommend that any :f iture activity in this
area include conducting further interviews.
In particular, we recommend that more election o
parts of the country, and parties be interviewed. Z
inside information on how the system works -- as
often the first people voters go to when something
for fixing it. They are the ones who must carry tai
prevent fraud and voter intimidation and suppress
therefore, is and is not working. .
It would also be especially beneficial
federal District Election Officers ("D
and criminal defense attorneys.
The Public Integrity
of the 93 U.S. Attori
years. DEOs are rec
• screen

anrl',

;from all levels of government,
idrviduals`'have the most direct
nes'does not work. They are
wrong and are often::responsible
neasures that are designed to both
he}i will most likely know what,

in law enforcement, specifically
district attorneys, as well as civil

iminal' pivision offhe Department of Justice has all
stant U.S.Attorneys to serve as DEOs for two

i'rli

y investigations of complaints, in conjunction with
whether they constitute potential election crimes

<`and should bec
oversee the im
prosecution of election fraud and other election
crimes:>in their
• coordinate„ their distri'ct's (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ
• coordinate eie tion matters with state and local election and law enforcement
officials and, . ake them aware of their availability to assist with election-related
matters;
• issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone numbers of
DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about voting or
election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and
• supervise a team of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who are
appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on
election day.'
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Given the great responsibilities of the DEOs, and the breadth of issues they must deal
with, they undoubtedly are great resources for information and insight as to what types of
fraud and intimidation/suppression are occurring in their districts.
In many situations, however, it is the local district attorneys who will investigate election
fraud and suppression tactics, especially in local elections. They will be able to provide
information on what has gone on in their jurisdictions, as well as which matters get
pursued and why.
Finally, those who defend people accused of election related crimes would also be useful
to speak to. They may have a different perspective on how well the 'system is working to
detect, prevent, and prosecute election fraud.
Recommendation 2: Follow Up on Nexis Research
The Nexis search conducted for this phase of the research was based
of search
terms agreed upon by both consultants. Thousands of article were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations> F fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about iri's' ;tigations into such
activities or even charges brought. However, without being;a le to go beyond the agreed
search terms, it could not be determined' whether there was a (later determination
regarding the allegations, investigation or charges brought.
us leaves a gaping hole: it
is impossible to know if the article is just reporting on "talk" r'what turns out to be a
serious affront to the system.
f=:
As a result, we recommend that follow up Nexis research be conducted to determine
what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case. This would provide a
much more accurate picture of what types of activities are actually taking place.
Recommendation 3 Follow Up on Allegations Found in Literature Review
Similarly, many allegations are mate in the reports and books that we analyzed and
summarized Those allegations are often not substantiated in any way and are inherently
time limited by the date of the writing. Despite this, such reports and books are
frequently cited by various interested parties as evidence of fraud or intimidation.
Therefore, we recommend follow up to the literature review: for those reports and books
that make or cite specific instances of fraud or intimidation, a research effort should be
made to follow up on those references to see if and how they were resolved.
Recommendation 4: Review Complaints File With MyVotel Project Voter Hotline
During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the My Vote!
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
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In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 recorded
complaints. 11 The researchers in charge of this project have done a great deal of work to
parse and analyze the data collected through this process, including going through the
audio messages and categorizing them by the nature of the complaint. These categories
include registration, absentee ballot, poll access, ballot/screen, coercion/intimidation,
identification, mechanical, provisional (ballot).
We recommend that further research include making full use of this data with the
cooperation of the project leaders. While perhaps not a fully scientific survey given the
self-selection of the callers, the information regarding 200,000 complaints should provide
a good deal of insight into the problems voters experienced, especially those in the nature
of intimidation or suppression.
;r
Recommendation S: Further Review of Complaints Filed With U.S.
" Department of
Justice
Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice has a variety in ways it tracks complaints of voter
intimidation," the Section was extremely reluctant to provide the consultants with useful
information. Further attempts should be made to obtainrelevant data. This includes the
telephone logs of complaints the Section beeps and information from the database – the
Interactive Case Management (ICM) system': ` the Section maintains on complaints
received and the corresponding action taken. We also recommend that further research
include a review and analysis of the observer and monitor„field reports from Election Day
that must be filed with the Setion.
Recommendation= 6 Review Reports Filed By District Election Officers
Similarly, the consults believe it would be useful for any further research to include a
review of the reports that must be filed by every District Election Officer to the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. As noted above,
the DEQs;play a central role in receiving reports of voter fraud and investigating and
pursuing them. Their reports. back to the Department would likely provide tremendous
insight into what actually transpired during the last several elections. Where necessary,
information could be redacted or made confidential.
Recommendation 7: .: Attend Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium
The consultants also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to
include attendance at the next Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According
to the Department,"
Prosecutors serving as District Election Officers in the 94 U.S. Attorneys'
Offices are required to attend annual training conferences on fighting
election fraud and voting rights abuses... These conferences are sponsored
by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public Integrity
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Section of the Criminal Division, and feature presentations by Civil Rights
officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the
U.S. Attorneys' Offices. As a result of these conferences, there is a
nationwide increase in Department expertise relating to the prosecution of
election crimes and the enforcement of voting rights.
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
How District Election Officers are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their
resources on, how they are instructed to respond to various types of complaints
How information about previous election and voting issues is presented
How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the'Help America Vote Act
are described and explained to participants
Recommendation 8: Employ Academic or Individual to Conduct Statislcal Research
Included in this report is a summary of various methodologies political scientists and
others suggested to measure voter fraud and intimidator While we note the skepticism
of the Working Group in this regard, we nonetheless recommend that in order to further
the mission of providing unbiased data, further activity inthis area include an academic
institution and/or individual that focuses on sound,
methods for political
science research.
Recommendation 9:
Finally, consultant Tova Wang recommends that future researchers review federal law to
explore ways to make it easier to impose either civil or criminal penalties for acts of
intimidation that do not necessarily involve racial animus and/or a physical or economic
threat.
According to Craig Donsanto, long-time Director of the Election Crimes Branch, Public
Integrity Section, Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice:
As with other statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any
jurisprudence tothe contrary, it is the Criminal Division's position that
section 1973gg=10(l) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present
violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § I973i(b), which are
enforced by the Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies."
Mr. Donsanto reiterated these points to us on several occasions, including at the working
group meeting.
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As a result, researchers should examine if there is some way in which current law might
be revised or new laws passed that would reach voter intimidation that does not threaten
the voter physically or financially, but rather threatens the voter's right to vote as a
tangible value in itself. Such an amendment or law would reach all forms of voter
intimidation, no matter if it is motivated by race, party, ethnicity or any other criteria.
The law would then potentially cover, for example, letters and postcards with language
meant to deter voters from voting and both pre-election and Election Day challengers that
are clearly mounting challenges solely on illegitimate bases.
In the alternative to finding a way to criminalize such behavior, researchers might
examine ways to invigorate measures to deter and punish voter intimidation under the
civil law. For example, there might be a private right of action created for voters or
groups who have been subjected to intimidation tactics in the voting process. Such an
action could be brought against individual offenders; any state or local actor where there
is a pattern of repeated abuse in the jurisdiction that such : officials did tot take sufficient
action against; and organizations that intentionally engage in intimidating practices. As a
penalty upon finding liability, civil damages could be available plus perhaps attorney's
fees.
Another, more modest measure woulc be, as has been suggested by Ana Henderson and
Christopher Edley," to bring parity to
Currently the penalty for fraud is $10,
vote is $5,000.

Working Group
Recommendation 1:

rs To Collect Data in the 2006 and/or 2008

At the working group meting, them was much discussion about using observers to
collect data regarding fraud and intimidation at the polls in the upcoming elections. Mr.
Ginsberg recommended using representatives of both parties for the task. Mr. Bauer and
others objected to this, believing that using partisans as observers would be unworkable
and would not be credible to the public.
There was even greater concern about the difficulties in getting access to poll sites for the
purposes of observation. Most states strictly limit who can be in the polling place. In
addition, there are already so many groups doing observation and monitoring at the polls,
administrators might object. There was further concern that observers would introduce a
variable into the process that would impact the outcome. The very fact that observers
were present would influence behavior and skew the results.
Moreover, it was pointed out, many of the problems we see now with respect to fraud and
intimidation does not take place at the polling place, e.g. absentee ballot fraud and
deceptive practices. Poll site monitoring would not capture this activity. Moreover, with
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increased use of early voting, poll site monitoring might have to go on for weeks to be
effective, which would require tremendous resources.
Mr. Weinberg suggested using observers in the way they are utilized in international
elections. Such observers come into a jurisdiction prior to the election, and use
standardized forms at the polling sites to collect data.
Recommendation 2: Do a Study on Absentee Ballot Fraud
The working group agreed that since absentee ballot fraud is the
i form of fraud
occurring, and is a practice that is great expanding throughout th
mntry, it would make
sense to do a stand-alone study of absentee ballot fraud. Such
p would be
facilitated by the fact that there already is a great deal of irifbr
on how, when,
where and why such practices are carried out based on cases sue
tally prosecuted.
Researchers could look at actual cases to see how absentee ballo
are
conducted in an effort to provide recommendations on more effective
for
preventing them.
Recommendation 3: Use Risk Analysis

Fraud'

Working group members were supportive of one of the methodologies recommended for
studying this issue, risk analysis. As Mr. Bauer put it, based onthe assumption that
people act rationally, do an examination of what types of fraud people are most likely to
commit, given the relative costs and benefits. In that' way,; researchers can rank the types
of fraud that are the easiest to commit at the least cost with the greatest effect, from most
to least likely to occur. This might prove a more practical way of measuring the
problems than trying to actually get a number of acts of fraud and/or intimidation
occurring.. Mr. Greenbaum added that one would want to examine what conditions
surrounding an election would be most likely to lead to an increase in fraud. Mr. Rokita
objected based on his belief that the passions of partisanship lead people to not act
rationally in an election.F<
4:

Conduct Research Using Database Comparisons

Picking up on a suggestion made by Spencer Overton and explained in the suggested
methodology section, Mr.'Hearne recommended studying the issue using statistical
database matching. Researchers should compare the voter roll and the list of people who
actually voted to see if there are "dead" and felon voters. Because of the inconsistent
quality of the databases, however, a political scientist would need to work in an
appropriate margin of error when using such a methodology.
Recommendation 5: Conduct a Study of Deceptive Practices
The working group discussed the increasing use of deceptive practices, such as flyers
with false and/or intimidating information, to suppress voter participation. A number of
'See Appendix C, and section on methodology
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groups, including the Department of Justice, the EAC, and organizations such as the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, keep phone logs regarding complaints of such
practices, which may be available for review and analysis. This is also an area in which
there is often tangible evidence, such as copies of the flyers and postcards themselves.
All of this information should be reviewed and analyzed to see how such practices are
being conducted and what can be done about them.
Recommendation 6: Study Use of HA VA Administrative Complaint Procedure As
Vehicle for Measuring Fraud and Intimidation
The EAC should study the extent to which states are actually utilizing the administrative
complaint procedure mandated by HAVA. In addition, the EAC should study whether
data collected through the administrative complaint procedure can he used as another
source of information for measuring fraud and intimidation.
Recommendation 7: Examine the Use of.

Courts

Given that many state and local judges are elected,°
special election courts that are running before, duri
effective means of disposing with complaints and
Pennsylvania employs such a system, yan.,the EAC
well it is working to deal with fraud and :mftlatic

.er election day would be an
in an expeditious manner.
insider investigating how
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Key Working Group Observations and Concerns
Working Group Observations
1. The main problems today are structural barriers to voting and administrative
error. Mr. Perez observed that, in accordance with the research, the biggest
issues today are structural barriers to voting, not stealing votes. Election
administrators share this view. Election fraud is negligible, and to the extent it
occurs, it needs to be prosecuted with stronger criminal laws. The biggest
problem is properly preparing people, which is the responsibility of election
administrators.
2. Most fraud and intimidation is happening outside.of the polling place. Mr.
Greenbaum observed that with respect to both voter fraud and voter suppression,
such as deceptive practices and tearing up voter registration forms, ° most of that is
taking place outside of the polling place
3. This issue cannot be addressed through cite study or one methodology alone.
Mr. Weinberg observed that since there is such a`variety in types of fraud and
intimidation, one solution will not fit all. It will be impossible to obtain data or
resolve any of these problems through 'a single method.
4. The preliminary research conducted for this project is extremely valuable.
Several of the working group members complimented the quality of the research
done and although it is only preliminary, thought it would be useful and
informative in tie, immediate future.
5. The Department of.lustice is exploring expanding its reach over voter
suppression activities. Tn the context of the conversation about defining voter
intimidation, Mr. Donsanto pointed out that while voter intimidation was strictly
defined by the criminal law, his section is beginning to explore the slightly
different concept of vote suppression, and how to pursue it. He mentioned the
phone jamming case in New Hampshire as an initial success in this effort. He
noted that he believes that vote suppression in the form of deceptive practices
ought to be acrime and the section is exploring ways to go after it within the
existing statutory construct. Mr. Bauer raised the example of a party sending
people dressed in paramilitary outfits to yell at people as they go to the polls,
telling them they have to show identification. Mr. Donsanto said that under the
laws he has to work with today, such activity is not considered corrupt. He said
that his lawyers are trying to "bend" the current laws to address aggravated cases
of vote suppression, and the phone jamming case is an example of that. Mr.
Donsanto said that within the Department, the term vote "suppression" and
translating it into a crime is a "work in progress."
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6. Registration fraud does not translate into vote fraud Ms. Rogers, Mr. Donsanto
and others stated that although phony voter registration applications turned in by
people being paid by the form was a problem, it has not been found in their
experience to lead to fraudulent voters at the polls. Ms. Rogers said such people
were motivated by money, not defrauding the election.
7. Handling of voter fraud and intimidation complaints varies widely across states
and localities. Ms. Rogers and others observed that every state has its own
process for intake and review of complaints of fraud and intimidation, and that
procedures often vary within states. The amount of authority secretaries of state
have to address such problems also is different in every state :Mr. Weinberg
stated he believed that most secretaries of state did not have authority to do
anything about these matters. Participants discussed whether secretaries ought to
be given greater authority so as to centralize the process, as%IAVA has mandated
in other areas.
Working Group Concerns
Mr. Rokita questioned whether the purpose of the present project ought to be on
assessing the level of fraud and where it is, rather':than on developing methods for
making such measurements. He believed that methodology should be the focus,
"rather than opinions of interviewees." He was concerned that the EAC would be
in a position of "adding to the universe ofopinions."
2. Mr. Rokita questioned whether the "opinions" ac simulated in the research "is a
fair sampling of what's out there " Ms.
responded that one of the purposes
of the research was to explore whether there is a method available to actually
quantify in some way hover much fraud there is and where it is occurring in the
electoral process. Mr Rokita replied that "Maybe at the end of the day we stop
spending` taxpayer money or it's going to be too much to spend to find that kind of
data. Otherwise, we will stop it here and recognize there is a huge difference of
opinion on that issue of fraud; when it occurs is obtainable, and that would
possibly be a conclusion of the EAC." Ms. Sims responded that she thought it
would be possible to`get better statistics on fraud and there might be a way of
"identifying at this point certain parts in the election process that are more
vulnerable, that we should be addressing."
3.

Mr. Rokita stated that, "We're not sure that fraud at the polling place doesn't
exist. We can't conclude that."

4. Mr. Rokita expressed concern about working with a political scientist. He
believes that the "EAC needs to be very careful in who they select, because all the
time and effort and money that's been spent up to date and would be spent in the
future could be invalidated by a wrong selection in the eyes of some group."
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NEXIS Charts
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Case Charts
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Appendix 1
List of Individuals Interviewed
Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center
William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation
Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University
Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund
Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New
Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky
Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts
Chandler Davidson,
Tracey Campbell, ai

the Vote

Douglas Webber, A
identification litigat
Heather Dawn Thor
American Indians

Government Relations, National Congress of

Jason Torchinsky, A
Robin DeJarnette, E

Director, American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice
Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee
John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
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Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio
Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers
Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department of Justice
Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
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Appendix 2
List of Literature Reviewed
Reports
People for the American Way and the NAACP, "The Long Shadow of Jim Crow,"
December 6, 2004.
Laughlin McDonald, "The New Poll Tax," The American Prospect vol. 13 no. 23,
December 30, 2002.
Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, "An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections
Board" Report 05-12, September, 2005.
Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District Attorney's Office, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, United States Attomey's Office "Preliminary Findings of Joint
Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud,' May 10;.,2005.
National Commission on Federal Election Reform, "Building Confidence in U.S.
Elections," Center for Democracy and Election Management, American University,
September 2005.
The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton,
Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School of Law
"Response to the Report of the ' 005 Commission on Federal Election Reform,"
September 19, 2005
Chandler Davidson, Tanya Dunlap, Gale Kenny, and Benjamin Wise, "Republican Ballot
Security Programs:
Protection orMinority Vote Suppression – or Both?" A Report
to the Center for Voting Rights & Protection, September, 2004.
Alec Ewald, "A Crazy Quilt of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American
Criminal Disenfranchisement Law," The Sentencing Project, November 2005.
American Center for Voting Rights "Vote Fraud, Intimidation and Suppression in the
2004 Presidential Election," August 2, 2005.
The Advancement Project, "America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural
Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy" November 7, 2001
The Brennan Center and Professor Michael McDonald "Analysis of the September 15,
2005 Voter Fraud Report Submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General," The Brennan
Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, December 2005.
Democratic National Committee, "Democracy at Risk: The November 2004 Election in
Ohio," DNC Services Corporation, 2005
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Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2002."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2003."
Public Integrity Section, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice, "Report
to Congress on the Activities and Operations of the Public Integrity Section for 2004."
Craig Donsanto, "The Federal Crime of Election Fraud," Ph
Department of Justice, prepared for Democracy.Ru, n.d., at
http://www.democracy.ru/english/library/intemational/eng

;Integrity Section,
:9=-11.html

People for the American Way, Election Protection
http://www.electionprotection2004.org/ec1aynewsj

)n Protection Coalition, at

Craig Donsanto, "Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Uric1er
Political Finance White Paper Series, IFES, 2006

State Federall;aw," IFES

General Accounting Office, "Elections: Views of Select
Managing Voter Registration and Ensuring EEligible Citi
Congressional Requesters, September 2005.

Li Election

Lori Minnite and David ;Callahan, "Securing the Vote
Demos: A Network of Ideas aridAction_ 2003

Officials on
# Vote," Report to

Analysis of Election Fraud,"

People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights,
"Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004

John Fund, Stealing Elections: How Voter Fraud Threatens Our Democracy, Encounter
Books, 2004.
Andrew Gumbel, Steal this Vote: Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in
American, Nation Books, 2005.
Tracy Campbell, Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political
Tradition –1742-2004, Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
David E. Johnson and Jonny R. Johnson, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
White House: Foolhardiness, Folly, and Fraud in the Presidential Elections, from
Andrew Jackson to George W. Bush, Taylor Trade Publishing, 2004.
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Mark Crispin Miller, Fooled Again, Basic Books, 2005.
Legal
Indiana Democratic Party vs. Rokita, U.S. District Court Southern District of Indiana
(Indianapolis) 1:05-cv-00634, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7 `h Circuit 06-2218
Common Cause of Georgia vs. Billups, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia
(Rome) 4:05-cv-00201-HLM U.S. Court of Appeals, 11 th Circuit 05-15784
U.S. Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum (regarding HB
244), August 25, 2005 at.
morandum.pdf
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Appendix 3
Excerpt from "Machinery of Democrac y," a Brennan Center Report
APPENDIX C
BRENNAN CENTER TASK FORCE ON VOTING SYSTEM SECURITY,
LAWRENCE NORDEN, CHAIR
Excerpted from pp. 8-19

METHODOLOGY
The Task Force concluded, and the peer review
best approach for comprehensively evaluating
identify and categorize the potential threats aga'
these threats based upon an agreed upon metric
each threat is to accomplish from the attacker's
utilizing the same metric employed to prioritize
difficult each of the catalogued attacks would b,
countermeasures
are implemented.
This model allows us to identify the att
(i.e., the most practical and least difficu
quantify the potential effectiveness of v
difficult the least difficult' attack is after
Other potential models considered, but i
Force, are detailed in Appendix B.

earn at KIST agreed, that the
)tmg system threats was to: (1)
ist voting systems, (2) prioritiz
which would tell us how diffic
omt ofview), and (3) determir
heats, how much more
come after various sets of

we `should bemost concerned about
ticks). Furthermore, it allows us to
.►s sets of countermeasures (i. e., how
countermeasure has been implemented).
lately rejected by the Task

REA
The ,first step in creating a threat' model for voting systems was to identify as many
potential attacks as possible. To that end, the Task Force, together with the participating

election officials, spent several months identifying voting system vulnerabilities.
Following this work, NIST held a Voting Systems Threat Analysis
Workshop on October 7, 2005. Members of the public were invited to write up
and post additional potential attacks. Taken together, this work produced over
120 potential attacks on the three voting systems. They are detailed in the catalogs
annexed.2o Many of the attacks are described in more detail at
http://vote.nist.gov/threats/papers.htm.
The types of threats detailed in the catalogs can be broken down into nine categories:
(1) the insertion of corrupt software into machines prior to Election Day;
(2) wireless and other remote control attacks on voting machines on Election Day;
(3) attacks on tally servers; (4) miscalibration of voting machines; (5) shut off of
voting machine features intended to assist voters; (6) denial of service attacks; (7)
actions by corrupt poll workers or others at the polling place to affect votes cast;
(8) vote buying schemes; (9) attacks on ballots or VVPT. Often, the actual attacks
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involve some combination of these categories. We provide a discussion of each
type of attack in "Categories of Attacks," infra at pp. 24-27.
PRIORITIZING THREATS:
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS METRIC
Without some form of prioritization, a compilation of the threats is of limited
value. Only by prioritizing these various threats could we help election officials
identify which attacks they should be most concerned about, and what steps
could be taken to make such attacks as difficult as possible. As discussed below, we
have determined the level of difficulty for each attack where the attacker is
attempting to affect the outcome of a close statewide election zr
There is no perfect way to determine which attacks are.
each attack requires a different mix of resources — welt
programming skills, security expertise, etc. Different at
resources easier to acquire than others. For example, el
local election officials would always involve well-plac(
understanding of election procedures; at the same time,
expect such officials to have highly skilled hackers or
working with them. By contrast, election fraud carne± a
would likely start with plenty of money and techmcali
probably without many convenientlyplaced insiders or
election procedures.
Ultimately, we decided to use the "numbef'pf infc
for determining attack difficulty. An attack which
deemed the easier attack ..

t, because
accu insiuers, money,
:kers wo difind certain
ion fraud committed by
insiders and a thorough
re is no reason to,
by a foreign government
fled attackers, but
ailed knowledge of
:ipants" as the metric
participants is

We have defined "informed participant" as someone whose participation is needed
to make the attack work- and who ;knows enough about the attack to foil or
expose it This is to be distinguished from a participant who unknowingly assists
the attack by performing a task that is integral to the attack's successful execution
Without understanding that the task is part of an attack on voting systems.
The reason for using the security metric "number of informed participants" is
relatively straightforward: the larger a conspiracy is, the more difficult it would be
to keep it secret. Where an attacker can carry out an attack by herself, she need
only trust herself On the other hand, a conspiracy that requires thousands of
people to take part (like a vote-buying scheme) also requires thousands of people
to keep quiet. The larger the number of people involved, the greater the likelihood
that one of them (or one who was approached, but declined to take part)
would either inform the public or authorities about the attack, or commit some
kind of error that causes the attack to fail or become known.
Moreover, recruiting a large number of people who are willing to undermine the
integrity of a statewide election is also presumably difficult. It is not hard to imagine
two or three people agreeing to work to change the outcome of an election.
It seems far less likely that an attacker could identify and employ hundreds or
thousands of similarly corrupt people without being discovered.
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We can get an idea of how this metric works by looking at one of the threats listed
in our catalogs: the vote-buying threat, where an attacker or attackers pay individuals
to vote for a particular candidate. This is Attack Number 26 in the PCOS
Attack Catalog22 (though this attack would not be substantially different against
DREs or DREs w/ VVPT).BB In order to work under our current types of voting
systems, this attack requires (1) at least one person to purchase votes, (2) many
people to agree to sell their votes, and (3) some way for the purchaser to confirm
that the voters she pays actually voted for the candidate she supported. Ultimately, we
determined that, while practical in smaller contests, a vote-buying attack would be an
exceptionally difficult way to affect the outcome of a statewide., election. This is because,
even in a typically close statewide election, an attacker would need >to involve thousands
of voters to ensure that she could affect the outcome of a statewide race.24
For a discussion of other metrics we considered, but ultimately
rejected, see
G
i
Appendix C.
DETERMINING NUMBER OF INFORMED
DETERMINING THE STEPS AND VALUES

The Task Force members broke down each of the 'c talogued attacks into its necessary
steps. For instance, Attack 12 in the PCOS Attack Catalog is "Stuffing
Ballot Box with Additional Marked Ballots."25 We determined that at a minimum,
there were three component parts to this attack: (1) stealing or creating the
ballots and then marking them, (2) scanning marked ballots through the PCOS
scanners, probably before the polls opened, and (3) modifying the poll books in
each location to ensure that the total number of votes in the ballot boxes was not
greater than the number of voters who signed in at the polling place.
Task Force members then assigned a value representing the minimum number of
persons they believed would he necessary >to accomplish each goal. For PCOS
Attack 12, <the following values were assiened:26
or create ballots: 5 persons total.x7
number required to scan marked ballots: 1 per polling place attacked.
wired to modify poll books: 1 per polling place attacked.28

After these values were assigned, the Brennan Center interviewed several election
officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and values assigned to each
attack.29 When necessary, the values and steps were modified. The new catalogs,
including attack steps and values, were then reviewed by Task Force members.
The purpose of this review was to ensure, among other things, that the steps and
values were sound.
These steps and values tell us how difficult it would be to accomplish a single attack
in a single polling place. They do not tell us how many people it would take to change
the outcome of an election successfully — that depends, of course, on specific facts
about the jurisdiction: how many votes are generally recorded in each polling
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place, how many polling places are there in the jurisdiction, and how close is the
race? For this reason, we determined that it was necessary to construct a hypothetical
jurisdiction, to which we now turn.
NUMBER OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS NEEDED TO CHANGE
STATEWIDE ELECTION

We have decided to examine the difficulty of each attack in the context of changing
the outcome of a reasonably close statewide election. While we are concerned
by potential attacks on voting systems in any type of election, we are most troubled
by attacks that have the potential to affect large numbers of votes. These are
the attacks that could actually change the outcome of a statewide; election with
just a handful of attack participants.
We are less troubled by attacks on voting systems
of votes (and might therefore be more useful in to
because there are many non-system attacks that ,cG
votes (i.e., sending out misleading information 2b.
intimidating voters, submitting multiple absentee
these non-system attacks are likely to be less diff
financial cost, risk of detection, and time commits
that an attacker would target voting machines to a'

tt ci h only affect a small number
elections). `Phis is
so 'affect a small number of
polling places, physically
.ots, etc.). Given the 'apt that
in terms of number ofparticipar
t we are uncertain
asmall number of votes.

In order to evaluate how difficult it would be for an attacker to change the outcome
of a statewide election, we created a composite jurisdiction The composite
jurisdiction was created to be representative of a relatively close statewide election.
We did not want to examine a statewide election where results were so
skewed toward one candidate (for instance, the re-election of Senator Edward M.
Kennedy in 2000. where he won 73% of the voteso), that reversing the election
results would be impossible without causing extreme public suspicion. Nor did we
want to look at races where changing only a relative handful of votes (for
instance, the Governor's race in Washington State in 2004, which was decided by
a mere 129votes3 l) could affect the outcome of an election; under this scenario,
many of the potential attacks would involve few people, and therefore look equally
We'ha've named our composite jurisdiction "the State of Pennasota." The State

of Pennasota is a composite of ten states: Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ohio, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania Michigan, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota. These
states were chosen because they were the ten "battleground" states that Zogby
International consistently polled in the spring, summer, and fall 2004.32 These
are statewide elections that an attacker would have expected, ahead of time, to
be fairly close.
We have also created a composite election, which we label the "Governor's Race"
in Pennasota. The results of this election are a composite of the actual results in
the same ten states in the 2004 Presidential Election.
We have used these composites as the framework by which to evaluate the difficulty
of the various catalogued attacks.33 For instance, we know a ballot-box stuffing
attack would require roughly five people to create and mark fake ballots, as
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well as one person per polling place to stuff the boxes, and one person per polling
place to modify the poll books. But, in order to determine how many informed
participants would be needed to affect a statewide race, we need to know how
many polling places would need to be attacked.
The composite jurisdiction and composite election provide us with information
needed to answer these questions: i.e., how many extra votes our attackers would
need to add to their favored candidate's total for him to win, how many ballots
our attackers can stuff into a particular polling place's ballot box without arousing
suspicion (and related to this, how many votes are generally cast in the average
polling place), how many polling places are there in the state, etc; We provide
details about both the composite jurisdiction and election in the section entitled
"Governor's Race, State of Pennasota, 2007," infra at pp 2027.
LIMITS OF INFORMED PARTICIPANTS AS

Of the possible metrics we considered, we believe that measuring t1 t umber of
people who know they are involved in an attack (and thus could provide evidence
of the attack to the authorities and/or the media), is the best single measure of
attack difficulty; as already discussed, we have concluded that the more people an
attacker is forced to involve in his attack, the more likely it is that one of the participants
would reveal the attack's existence and foil the attack, perhaps sending
attackers to jail. However, we are aware of a number of places where the
methodology could provide us with questionable results.
By deciding to concentrate on size of'at
other resources when planning an attack
makes use of steganography3 4 to hide att,
Attack No.la", discussed in greater detai
than an attack program delivered over a
discussion of wireless networks, in at

;mostly ignore the need for
a software attack on DREs which
ruction files (see "DRE w/ VVPT
at pp. 62-65).is considered easier
s network at the polling place (see
-91). However, the former attack
sophisticated attacker.

Another imperfection with this metric is that we do not have an easy way to represent
how much choice the attacker has in finding members of his attack team.

Thus, with PCOS voting, we conclude that the cost of subverting a routine audit
of ballots is roughly equal to the cost of intercepting ballot boxes in transit and
substituting: altered ballots (see discussion of PCOS attacks, infra at pp. 77-83).
However, subverting the audit team requires getting a specific set of trusted people
to cooperate with the attacker. By contrast, the attacker may be able to decide
which precincts to tamper with based on which people he has already recruited
for his attack.
In an attempt to address this concern, we considered looking at the number of
"insiders" necessary to take part in each attack. Under this theory, getting five
people to take part in a conspiracy to attack a voting system might not be particularly
difficult. But getting five well-placed county election officials to take part in
the attack would be (and should be labeled) the more difficult of the two attacks.
Because, for the most part, the low-cost attacks we have identified do not necessarily
involve well placed insiders (but could, for instance, involve one of many
people with access to commercial off the shelf software ("COTS") during development
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or at the vendor), we do not believe that using this metric would have
substantially changed our analysis.35
Finally, these attack team sizes do not always capture the logistical complexity of
an attack. For example, an attack on VVPT machines involving tampering with
the voting machine software and also replacing the paper records in transit
requires the attacker to determine what votes were falsely produced by the voting
machine and print replacement records in time to substitute them. While this is
clearly possible, it raises a lot of operational difficulties — a single failed substitution
leaves the possibility that the attack would be detected during the audit of
ballots.
We have tried to keep these imperfections in mind when analyzing and discussing
our least difficult attacks.
We suspect that much of the disagreement betty een voting otticials and computer
security experts in the last several years stems from a<difference of opinion in
prioritizing the difficulty of attacks. Election,ot'icials, with extensive experience
in the logistics of handling tons of paper ballots, have little faith in paper and
understand the kind of breakdowns in procedureksthat
a lead to traditional attacks
like ballot box stuffing; in contrast, sophisticate dattacks on computer voting systems
very difficult to many of them. Computer security experts understand
sophisticated attacks on computer
and recognizc the availability of
and expertise that makes theseattacks
ks practical to launch, but have no clear
idea how they would manage the logistics of;atta
aper-based system.
Looking at attack team size is one way to bridg
rence in perspective.
EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTING

URE SETS

The final step of our threat analysis is to measure the effect of certain countermeasures
against the catalogued attack How much more difficult would the
attacks become once the countermeasures are put into effect? How many more
informed participants (if ally) would be needed to counter or defeat these
Our process for examining the effectiveness of a countermeasure mirrors the
process for determining the difficulty of an attack: we first asked whether the

countermeasure would allow us to detect an attack with near certainty. If we
agreed that the countermeasure would expose the attack, we identified the steps
that would °-be necessary to circumvent or defeat the countermeasure. For each
step to defeatythe countermeasure, we determined the number of additional
informed participants (if any) that an attacker would need to add to his team.
As with the process for determining attack difficulty, the Brennan Center interviewed
numerous election officials to see whether they agreed with the steps and
values assigned. When necessary, the values and steps for defeating the countermeasures
were altered to reflect the input of election officials.
COUNTERMEASURES EXAMINED
BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES

The first set of countermeasures we looked at is the "Basic Set" of countermeasures.
This Basic Set was derived from security survey responses36 we received
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from county election officials around the country, as well as additional interviews
with more than a dozen current and former election officials. Within the Basic
Set of countermeasures are the following procedures:
Inspection
The jurisdiction is not knowingly using any uncertified software that is subject
to inspection by the Independent Testing Authority (often referred to as
the "ITA").37
Physical Security for Machines
• Ballot boxes (to the extent they exist) are
and locked by poll workers immediately 1

(tb ensure they are empty)
polls are opened.

• Before and after being brought to the
each county are locked in a single roc

Lion Day,voting systems for
warehouse

• The warehouse has perimeter
visits by security guards.

video surveillance and regular

• Access to the warehouse is controlled by sign in, possibly with card keys or
similar automatic lo gging =of'entry and exit for re`>rttlar staff.
• Some form of "tamper evident' seals are placed on machines before and after
each election.
<.

• The machines are ,transported to polling locations five to fifteen days before
Day Records
• At close of the polls, vote tallies for each machine are totaled and compared with
number of persons that have signed the poll books.
copy of totals for each machine is posted at each polling place on Election
ght and taken home by poll workers to check against what is posted publicly at
ction headquarters, on the web, in the papers, or elsewhere.38
All audit information (i.e., Event Logs, VVPT records, paper ballots, machine
printouts of totals) that is not electronically transmitted as part of the unofficial
upload to the central election office, is delivered in official, sealed and handdelivered information packets or boxes. All seals are numbered and tamperevident.
• Transportation of information packets is completed by two election officials
representing opposing parties who have been instructed to remain in joint
custody of the information packets or boxes from the moment it leaves the
precinct to the moment it arrives at the county election center.
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• Each polling place sends its information packets or boxes to the county election
center separately, rather than having one truck or person pick up this data from
multiple polling locations.
• Once the sealed information packets or boxes have reached the county election
center, they are logged. Numbers on the seals are checked to ensure that they
have not been replaced. Any broken or replaced seals are logged. Intact seals are
left intact.
• After the packets and/or boxes have been logged, they are provided with physical
security precautions at least as great as those listed forting machines, above.
Specifically, for Pennasota, we have assumed the room in which the packets are
stored have perimeter alarms, secure locks, video surveillance and regular visits
by security guards and county police officers; and access to the room is
controlled by sign-in, possibly with card keys or similar automatic logging of
entry and exit for regular staff.
Testing39

• An Independent Testing Authority has
used in the polling place.

of voting machine

• Acceptance Testingaois performed on machines at time, or soon after they are
received by County.
• Pre-election Logic and Accuracy4i testing is performed by the relevant election
official.
• Ynor to opening the polls, every voting machine and vote tabulation system is
checked to see that it is still configured for the correct election, including the
correct precinct, ballot style, and other applicable details.
IMEN FOR AUTOMATIC ROUTINE AUDIT
3 BASIC SET OF COUNTERMEASURES.

second set of countermeasures is the Regimen for an Automatic Routine
it Plus Basic Set of Countermeasures.
Some form"ofrouhne^auditing of voter-verified paper records occurs in 12 states,
to test the accuracy of electronic voting machines. They generally require between 1 and
10% of all precinct voting machines to be audited after each election. 42
Jurisdictions can implement this set of countermeasures only if their voting systems
produce some sort of voter-verified paper record of each vote. This could
be in the form of a paper ballot, in the case of PCOS, or a voter-verified paper
trail ("VVPT"), in the case of DREs.
We have assumed that jurisdictions take the following steps when conducting an
Automatic Routine Audit (when referring to this set of assumptions "Regimen for
an Automatic Routine Audit"):
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
April 13, 2007
EAC Board of Advisors
EAC Standards Board
RE: EAC Election Crimes Study
Dear Members of the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors j Loki
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission has recently come under fire fo not releasing
a draft report from EAC's Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation projeet
was
submitted by two contracted employees, Tova Wang and Job -Serebrov. That draft report
which iü attached to this
s a compilation of summaries the work that they
conducted. We thought it was important to explain the circums4ances:surrounding this
project.
In 2005, the EAC Board of Advisors helped EAC prioritize its research efforts. As a
result, EAC developed a research agenda that included studying voting fraud and voter
intimidation. In the fall of 2005, EAC hired the two contract employees to conduct an
initial review of the information available about voting fraud and voter intimidation. The
employees were asked to provide two things: (1) a definition; of voting fraud and voter
intimidation that could be used in a future and comprehensive study of these topics; and
(2) a series of recommendations on how such a future,. comprehensive study could be
conducted.
In Ma 006, a status .repo
aiding this study was esented at both public meetings
of thtandards Board andoaard of Advisors. Each
rovided feedback on the
pro ress o the study and the directio tha its ould t e. Following those meetings, the
workingu
ded feedback on the study.
Y
g ^ pn
n^'
the contractors amend the reni rt.to incnrnnrat• the rennrt - I think thPii nr1.1P,1 a „„,-a*;..o
section to reflect the comments of the Advisor y Bd and the working group if so we
should note that herel In July 2006, EAC received a body of research information
including summaries of the articles, books, interviews, and media reports that were, t 1 %Lt ) --'A
reviewed by the contract employees. In addition, they provided a draft report for EAC's
review and consideration. EAC adopted a final report on voting fraud and voter
intimidation, Election .Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations for Future Study,
in December 20 06. The 'mal7epo rt was Cl ink we shoo
ra terize the-re6o1l here something like tart was amen1io ensure elusions cn
a snnnnrfe c

L

A

DAfter

the release of EAC's final report there was some debate about whether EAC shout
release the draft vprovided by our contracted employees. The Board of Advise{
considered, but did not pass, a resolution ging the release of that document.
42's._ M.1' 1 2 ZJ
EAC testified before a Congressional conhmittee that requested the draft report /A copy
was provided to the committee, and the c mmittee released the draft report t ' week.
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There has been much discussion surrounding EAC's review process of the material
provided by the contract employees, and how much was included in the final report. After
receiving the information from the consultants, EAC conducted due diligence to ensur
WJU u, V 1II LnUL consausions were supporteci oy the underl
yin gresearch.
sure the information was accurate, as both boards encouraged us to do regardi g
ell a all researc a rec y e from thir
ies. Dunn ur view
ed an claims garding a ting vo fraud dint • dation o
ack
o the s 11 ope of the projec ,
wanted to be very sure any claims
/exinsupported by data.
The consultants interviewed 24 people with experience in these issues. As you will see i
the consultants' draftIey reached conclusions in their summaries that were based solely
on these interviews, not on the entire body of work- information they collected. While
individual accounts are certainly useful and instruct us on what issues. to examine in
moving forward, we did not feel these interviews do not provided the kind of extensive
data upon which to draw these conclusions conclusions can be drawn.
We understand that the topics of voter fraud and voter intimidation are hotly debated ands
Cwsom gtiivisive. We assure you that the process we, took to review all of the materials
and adopt a final report was not motivated by partisan politics, but by a responsibility and
desire to issue data and findings that EAC could stand firmly behind and defend.
To avoid even the appearance of,partisan influence in future research endeavors, EAC
has established a bipartisan
to oversee all research. We wil
review our contracting policyand internal procedure a.tina1e sure consultants provide
...
* +

AV

•

't

to,l 'U10 ,^;J

-_

ce

`i,,

e inputfrom our advisory boards, Congress, and the public very seriously, and we
to you that we willcontinue to provide you with accurate, complete, and
tedresearch, whether that research is conducted by consultants or by EAC staff.

cero

fby

e attached a cony ofEAC's statement on this issue as well as a statement issued
gressmen Maurice Hinchey and Jose Serrano. '°`"

Thankou
y continued commitment to the election process
y for your
y service and for your
We know_that_you_in_the_election_community_rely_on_us_to_supply_you_with_reliable

C^ `

t9A

by_Congressmen_Maurice_Hinohey_and_José_Senano._If you have any questions regarding
this study or on any other matter, please do_n4not hesitate to contact us.^U/\^(
Sincerely,

2
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Donetta Davidson, Chair

Gracia Hillman, Commissioner

Caroline Hunter, Commissioner

Rosemary Rodriguez, Commissioner
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Deliberative Process
Privilege
Draft comments submitted b y Rodriguez, A pril 14, 2007 1:45 pm
April 13, 2007
EAC Board of Advisors
EAC Standards Board
RE: EAC Election Crimes Study
Dear Members of the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors:
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission has recently come under fire for not releasing
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a draft report from EAC 's Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation proJectiwas
submitted by two contractedTova Wang and Job

comment (El] :

Serebrov. That draft report, which is attached to this letter, is a compilation of summaries
from of-the work that they conducted. We thought it was important to explain the
circumstances surrounding this project.

-

In 2005, the EAC Board of Advisors helped EAC prioritize its research efforts. As a
result, EAC developed a research agenda that included studying voting fraud and voter
intimidation In the fall of 2005, EAC hired the two contract employees to conduct an
initial review of the information available about voting fraud and voter intimidation. The
employees were asked to provide two things: (1) a definition of voting fraud and voter
intimidation that could be used in a future and comprehensive study of these topics; and
(2) a series of recommendations on how such a future, comprehensive study could be
conducted.
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In May 2006, a status report regarding this study was presented at the betl3-public
meetings of the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors. Each grouprboard
provided feedback on the progress of the study and the direction that it should take.
Following those meetings, the project's the employees convened a working group
convened and

likewise provided feedback on the study. In July 2006, EAC received

a body of research including summaries of the articles, books, interviews, and media
reports that were compiled and reviewed by the contract employees. In addition, they
provided a draft report of the summaries of the interviews for EAC's review and
consideration.

EAC staff reviewed the material. briefed the commissioners: including

at our Octnh^

public meeting and presented for commissioner consideration a re port adept ate}
report on otmg fraud and voter mtumdation, Election Crimes: An Initial Review and
Recommendations for Future Study, which was ado pted at our in-December 2006 public
meeting.

After the release of EAC's:€nal-report there was some debate about whether EAC should
release the draft version provided by our contracted employees. A member of the Board
of Advisors, Ms. Barbara Arnwine went so far as to propose a resolution recommendin
that the EAC release the ori ginal "Voter Fraud and Intimidation Report" to the public, or.
alternatively, to the Board of Advisors. The Board of Advisors rejected the considered;
but did n et pass, a resolution, persuaded b y argument that the EAC should have complete
control of the use of its commissioned research. This is an issue that the EAC in li ght of

is
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recent events, must necessarily resolve with input from its Congressional Committees of
Reference, and the Board of Advisors.

On March , 2007, urging

the

rcleas° of that document, Recently, EAC testified before

a Congressional committee that requested the draft report. A copy was provided to the
released the draft report this week. The release of

committee, which

the draft report by members of Congress has made it widely available. Thus we attach it
to this letter. We value your service on the Board of Advisors and believe that You
should receive the draft directly from the EAC, and not a secondary source.

çcently tThere has been much discussion surrounding EAC's review process of the
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crimes the final report. After receiving the information from the onsultant4 EAC
conducted due diligence_ to make sure the information was accurate, as both boards
encouraged us to do-regarding this project as well as all research we receive from third
During
parties;..
fraud and intimidation or the lack thereof Due to the small scope of the project ve
wanted to ho very sureany claims could be fully supported by data.
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interviewed 2 1 people with experienc e i n these issues. As you will see in ; ..
the consultants' draft, they reached conclusions in their summaries that were based
almost entirely solely-on these-interviews they conducted with 24 people, not on the
entire body of work they collected. EAC found the iWhile-individual accounts were are
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informativeusefuland they helped:define:insti'uct uson what issues we should

to examine in moving forwar ;'we
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extensive data upon which to draw these conclusions

We understand that the topics of voter fraud and voter intimidation are hotly debated and
often sometimes divisive, even among members of the EAC. We assure you that we
believe the process we took to review all of the materials and adopt a final report was net
motivated

by a responsibility especially as a'federal a genc y,- and

desire•to issue data and findings only when the y are supported by data that can enable
fihat

_

d stand finally behind and defend- its: conclusions.

To avoid even the appearance of partisan , influence =in_•future research endeavors, EAC
has established a b ipartisan commission panel [to oversee all research. We are currentl y ; :'
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will also review
reviewg our contracting policy and internal procedures to make certain that
EAC and its consultants are clear on the products to be delivered sure consultants
provide data that can be fulls supported and ubctantiated. We will will-also take a hard
al _
look ourinternal

e s to
^_determine
if w can make further improvements

well as i dentify wways to expedite the process in which we complete these projects.

We will continue to take

input from our advisory boards, Congress,

and the public very seriously, land we pl edge to you that we will con

to provide you

with accurate, complete, and supported research, whether that reseLch is conducted by
consultants or by EAC sta4
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Thank you for your service, and for your continued commitment to the election process
and your support of EAC. W e know that .

in-the election community rely on us to

sipp1y you with reliable information and we will strive to provide you with the very best
information available on election administration issuos

Also We have attached is a copy of EAC's statement on this issue,: as well as a statement
issued by Congressmen Maurice Hinchey and Jose Serrano. If you have any questions
regarding this study or on any other matter, please don't hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Donetta Davidson, Chair

Gracia Hillman, Commissioner

Caroline Hunter, Commissioner

Rosemary Rodriguez, Commissioner

cc: Proiect Working Group
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